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UetlinK O' and- --Getting Off.
GEORGE FORMBY, the comedian,
who. we understand, has already
been on the screen, and wants some
more, tells a story of a stage-struck
youth who once wrote him: — "Canyon
get
the stage
? Inocan't
dance,
but
if 1 me
wasonleaiwt
I have
doubt
I could
dance as well as some as is dancing
now/' As George says :— " Some people
think they can mount the ladder of histrionic fame by reading 'How to Get
on the Stage '— ninepence ! Whereas
what they find more useful is my book
on ' How to Keep Off ' — sixpence ! "
Why Pictures Fascinate !
HAVE you never felt your heart sink
at the sight of a villain about to
commit some foul deed ? Did
you have no thrill of pleasure when a
noble act was depicted ? Have you not
felt your eyes moist as you looked at the
pathetic, scene by the bedside of a dying
child, father, or mother? You have
seen (says the Belfast Northern Constitution) tragedy and comedy, love and
hate, joy and sorrow, peace and war,
innocence and guilt, poverty and luxury
good and evil, all in a couple of hours,
and for a modest shilling, ninepence,
sixpence, or threepence — all so realistic
that you forget you are witnessing
scenes prepared for you by actors and
actresses. They lift you from the ordinary humdrum of life, and carry yon to
the slums, to the hospitals, to the great
cities and towns that you never dreamt

IN THE

of! seeing, over o
never expected
to v>
islands, tq the di

PICTURE

ai which you
s
bo lonely
the jungle, to

the prairie',
to the ranch,
the moun-of
tains and valleys,
to theto regions
eternal show and ice, fip great rivers,
to the clouds, into the depths of the
earth
and Aeainst.
the sea.''
For and
A

MANCHESTER exhibitor qi
some
letters recently receive9
from his patrons : —
•"'I was very pleased to see you show
the Princes in the Tower. My children
learned more history by seeing it than
they would do in school in a year."
" Why do you show pictures like the
Princes in the Tower ? "
" What attracts me is the orchestra..
Yon mustn't drop that."
"The noise of the alleged orchestra is
unearthly — I don't mean heavenly.''
What is one man's meat is another
anan's poison.
We have never yet been
able to meet anybody who succeeded in
pleasing everybody.
Nov».-l £100 Prize Competitor.
WHAT
was your funniest experience ?
TheSelig Polyscope Company arc
offering in America prizes of £35,
£30, £20, and £15 for the best stories
describing the funniest event in your
life. Any of our readers may compete.
The stories must be told in not more
than 500 words. Your name and address must be written on a separate
piece of paper,
enclosed
in a plain

WORLD

d envelope. Put your manuscript
and the plain envelop in another envelope and address to " Contest Editor,
ftight Otf the Reel Page. I
5 ■• . Chicago, L.s.A." Last day for
receiving entries May 2nd. In order to
be certain that your story arrives in time
it should be posted in London not later
than April 10th. The prize-winning
stories will lxi made into scenarios, and
produced by the Selig Company. itfo
manuscripts will be returned.

Hunting the Goo e.
AX

American wild animal and bird
picture which has required more
than three years in the makinsr inow completed by the Educational Film
bury.
Company of Los Angeles, under the
direction of E. W. and 0. B. Saiis

Many of the scenes were made in the
Government reserve, over titty miles
square, in the northern part of California and Southern Oregon. For weeks
men lay in trenches in order to make
pictures showing the habits of the birds.
Captures of mountain lions, lynx. a. id
tire roping of bears, wild cats, and
other animals are shown in the film.
One series of scenes shows a California goose hunt participated in by
seven men, who killed more than eight
hundred geese in a single day
During the run of these •' Wild Life,
Pictures " at a theatre in ban Francisco,
Mr. Salisbury stood outside with a
huge bear which appears in the film
and made the ungainly animal go
through a series of amusing feats, to ths
delight of pedestrians.
Although the grizzly appeared quite
harmless in his playful cavortings
under the control of his master, the
spectators were not aware of the bear's
dangerous characteristics! The day it
was captured by a lassoo in the mountains the beast attacked an Indian guide
of the Salisbury party, and. grasping
the unfortunate man in its huge, sinewy
arms, broke the neck of the victim.

Big Film's Big Figures.
As

showing what it means to-manufacture a referred
great picture
".lane
shore."
to onlikeanother
I.)
page, fhe following statistics
are of
interest; They were supplied to us by
the Barker Company, who made this
film masterpiece :— Artists employed.
.'•.7 i1-: carpenters and stage hands, 63;
costumes, l-.HT; value of costumes,
£6.500; ~ilk used. 2,920 yards; velvet
used, 870 yards; horses, 312 ; weight of
armour. 7V tons; battle arms used,
<t,500; timber used, 37,900 feet; canvas
used, 3.217 square yards; special trains
used, ti ; train miles trove led, 2
road miles travelled, 352; cost of fares,

MARC

McDERMOTT

AS

"THE

MAM

WHO

DISAPPEARED.'

lVniton (Marc McDermott) jumps overboard and reaches the -bore after a hard swim.
A thrilling scene in 'The Living Dead" (released April 1st), Part Ten of the Edison ferial.
"OUR

NE-.S

F

ATURE"

(Page

£416; weighl
of " snow" used in winter
sections,
13 cwts.

facing).

J. AUSTRALIAN TROOPS: Th« first contingent to aivivi in England.
Soms of them a«e here se»n just before their inspac'ion. 2. Ea5*i nnn has a rabbitshin waistcoat, presented by >he Laty M«y rjss of Jlelbi .rni
3. WITH THE RUSSIA* ARIHV: Shelling Fo-t Gourko
4. 0J» ALLIES: Geu--al Pau, of the
French Army, arriving at Athens on his way to Petrograd to met the Tsar of Ru sia. 5. RED CROSS DOGS : Many waunded so dia-s aro discovc ed and
saved by the sagacity of our canine fri.nd.
6. HEROES OF IA BASSSE: They e-ijoy a q;eet game of golf on the St. George's Hill Links.
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vivacious, Versatile Virginia.
SINCE Virginia Eirtley joined the
"-Beautj
' forces further
a few months
ago,
lias achieved
remarkable
esses as a comedienne of the front
rank. Playing opposite Fred Gamble
ind Joseph Harris, she completes the
trio of "Beauty" mirth-makers. The
raerrj portrait which adorns our front
cover shows JMi^s Kirtley in "A Girl
and Two Buys,' a "Beauty" Comedy
(released on April 8th) in which practical joking precipitates proposals.
An unpleasant Experience.
FILM realism is only purchased by
the utmost devotion to their calling
on the part of the artistes, who facte
risks and undergo strains which ordinary human beings would refuse to face.
No better example of this devotion has
come before our notice than the following :During the production of Edison's
fine double-reel drama "The Pines of
Lory " Marc MeDermott had a desperate struggle against a strong tide while
rescuing Miss Nesbitt from the waters
of Rye Beach. Although a very powerful swimmer,
McDermott's
was
nlmost
exhausted
when thestrength
shore was
reached, but the result of it all was a
tscene of life-like realism.
Dorothy Qish Recovered.
SINCE her serious automobile accident, Dorothy Gish, the "Griffith''
star, has received letters and telegrains of sympathy from countless admirers. One day's mail brought 372
letters and forty- eight telegrams. One
evidence of her popularity was the
receipt of a letter of sympathy from a
little girl who addressed the envelope
simply to " Dorothy Gish, Motion Picture Actress." without giving the street
address or the name of the city. The
American postal authorities evidently
knew the young screen-actress, for the
letter was forwarded to her home in Los

PLAYING

WITH

Week
Aran

Angeles without, delay.
.Mi-- Gish is
now quite recovered,
her
work again.
Are

'Thrillers"

Still Popular.

THE other day two boys of about,
eleven and nine years of age were
watching a film described as •■thrilling," says a Huddersfield paper. The
hero had been captured, had escaped,
and been recaptured and buried alive,
had again escaped, and had been again
recaptured and left for dead. He had
fought a leopard in the jungle, been
plunged in a cave by bandit-, and
rescued
by " friendly
natives.''
He was
at the moment
engaged
in an exciting
pursuit of the villain ; he had worn out
two motor-ears in a dash across country,
and had continued his chase by means of
ocean liner, motor-boat, and railroad,
and, finally, by aeroplane. Just at the
moment when the aeroplane seemed to
be overtaking the villain's motor-car
the younger boy uttered a little gurgle
of delight. It was the first sign of
interest the boy had given, but the
bigger lad turned upon him with infinite
scorn: "Why," he sneered, "you're not
excited bjr these now, are you,? "
" Battleship"

Made

CUBS

IN

THE

ABSENCE

A thrilling scene from •• In Jungle Wilds" (Bison Drama)

A - for the exterior settings, most of
these are available in and around
studio grounds, though, of coin—-. \ i-!iwill be paid to the sea for the '■
settings. The British Empire Films
Ltd., who hold the world's cinematograph rights, wi.l handle the pictuie.
" The Kuock=out."
THE

following description of a coming
"Keystone" with the above title
we have taken from a programme
sent us by a reader in New Zealand.
It
is nearly as funny as the film itself.
As a pugilist "Fatty" is more than
a " White Hope," he's hopless. He's th>world's champion elephant weight and
waiter. He tips the scales at 20 stone.
and is quite willing to take on anybody
twice his own avoirdupois if -u.-h can be
found. His "upper cuts" and " chin
choppers"
muchand"chop"there
is
too mucharen't
"chin"
not sufficient
"chop "about them, but his right
"hooks "are "eye" openers — or shutters,
while his " swings to the point " are
pointedly
terrific;
"holey"
terror, for they
punchthey
holesare
in aa whole
1< >t
of things and persons, including Charles
Chaplin, the crookedest but funniest
referee
alive.
Buthis"Fatty''
doesn't
fight
fair,
he loses
head when
any-

for Pictures.

THE celebrated play " The Girl of
My Heart," which has been successfully toured by its author,
Herbert Leonard, is now being planned
for the cinema, Mr. Leonard plays a
leading role in the stage version, and he
will do the same in the film, which will
be produced under his auspices, in collaboration with Mr, Leedham Bantock.
Owing to the war it is impossible to
obtain the use of a battleship, so a
" warship " is being 'built, with guns,
barbettes, &c, all complete, at the Whetstone studios for the court-martial
scene. Nearly three hundred players
will be required for this scene alone.

LION

end.; -

OF

one taps him on the waistband, and ii'<
difficult to tap him elsewhere, for he's
mostly waistband; and then the band
begins to play, for he drops his gloves
and howls for revolvers, whereupon
things revolve quickly— it takes the whole
force of Keystone police to hold him.
Made in Gc many.
'■ M. T." (Dublin) tells us that inosl of
the picture-houses in that clear, dirtby city are
doing away with the National Anthem,
because it is invariably received with hisses
and boos on the part of the audience. Perhaps,
says John Bull, it is not the sentiment, bur.
the tune that is booed. We believe ii
• ■ made in Germany."
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her -id--, and bade thi'in
leave the wholesome
cheer
of t het heinnperils
1. 1 onceof
more face

ii had done for
.1
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Adapted from the Ambrosio

As

THE

|M-t . ill'"

rain descended in
in T>'iit- and tli<' beautiful woman ^^ !»• ► bad
arrived earlier in the
day
at i lif w" Golden
Cannon
it h a
uumerous retinne continned to pace the
general room of that
nm « liii-' her servants,
knowing how Budden
ami bitter could be her
displeasu re, a 1 1 >od
aloof discussing in
m bispers the pestilential floods which condemned them to i main in Mich n pla
Suddenl} her ladyship beckoried, and the
landlord hurried to 1»* - 1
side.
"The officer who
rode in « itli his men a
little while ago," she
- 1 ill imperiously, " who
i- he, sirrah ? "
•■ The Count de Montbrun, a young French officer returning
in rejoin his regiment," the man replied, bowing obsequiouslj .
"Then go to him and say that a lady and a fellow-traveller
would deem it a favour if he would speak with her."
She sank wearily into a chair by the blazing fire as the
worthy, host departed to obey her commands, and a feq
moments later the ring of spurs and the clank of a scabbard
on
the 'tiledto flooif
fold her that the officer had lost no time in
hastening
her side.
For a brief moment her eyes sought his haughty, inscrutable
face, me
tli'nhershewilling
smiledslave.
slowly,'and with that sn ilede Montbrnn
" Monsieur le Count will pardon the libertj 1 lake in summoning him hither/' she said softly, "lint 1 need the strong
arm and protection of a gallant gentleman
J).' Montbruri's eyes Sashed as he bowed. 'Madam has but
" hi- hand dropped heavily on hi- rapierto
the sentence.
finishing andhiltcommand,

Na\," the Tady laughed, " I have no wish at the moment
for you to draw in nay protection. Though of a very truth.''
she added petulantly, "I find these Hood- 61 greater inconvenience'than the maudlin attentions of half a dozen wineBoaked gallants."
lie Mbntbrun's dark eyes expressed hi- disappointment.
"The floods, Madam?"
"•n s". I travel JEroni St. Maritz, Monsieur, on
impoEtant business and- must reach home without delay. I
pray yon take pity on my defenceless state, and see me safelj
through the floods."
As, she spoke slie allowed her whit. 'hand to res! fora second,
as though unintentionally, upon his arm. and whatever
scruples de Montbrnn may have had —lor tie- times were
troublous and a soldiers striel training had t audit him that
a beautiful woman' was too often the deadliest-spy vanished
at the touch. After all it was but a -mall matter to guide
her through the floods, and he could trust himself.
•• J ery
answered, with another how. " but
I take
the good.
road Madam."
almost at heonee."
" The sooner the better.*' She summoned her servants to

the road.

Then she

turned
again
to tiehandsome 1 officer
-id"
go
nowat h.-i
t"
|oe |ia re, Hi >nsjeur ;
you will not find Hi'Half an hour
I.
the
landlord
of the
ungrateful."
"Golden
Cannon'
watched
the
heavj
coach with it- guard
ell-ni med
h<
nun rial t •: i .ut it] on
it-, ji mrnei .
All that uight lliej
water-.
the
fought the Often
pi
ci >ach sn ii Dg da i
ously
withhorses,
the tide
i he tired
aln and
dead alike to whip and
cheering v oice, w ere a 1 1
but swept away in the
raging flood, but each
time de Montbrun saved th<- situation, urging man and beast
to further effort, and threatening even when the -mli retainers
showed -iun- of cravenness
At la-it. in the cold grey of the dawn, the coach and it<
precious burden stood high and dry upon solid '.round, and.
bat in hand.de Montbrun bent over his reeking charger*!)
head to take hi- leave.
" M\ ta-ki- done, fair lady,? he said, with almost a touch of
sadness in hi> voice, "and nbwcomeS 'farewell;' all too soon
MES

I \ R1 w ELL.

She flashed a quick glance from berdark eyes, and, drawing
off
me." jewelled glove, gave him her hand. "I thank you.
for her
Monsieur le Count." she answered, dropping her eyes before
hi- ardent gaze, "and one of these days you shall claim your
•• I -hall live hut for thai day, Madam," he whispered,." but
in very sooth ihe world is a wondrous large place in which to
reward."
seek
for a reward from one whose very name is
"'I am the Countess Verfua," -he interrupted hastily as -ledrew her hand away. Then, without meeting his eyes again,
shi gave the order to proceed.
Motionless in his saddle, de Montbrun watched the cavalcade until the crest of a distant hill hid it from his sight.
"The Countess Verrua." he muttered, "the Austrian
favourite of my General, the Duke de Orleans. ... In
very truth a man can sometimes entertain an angel unaw ares,"
Hardhj had de Montbrun rejoined hi- regiment than th«
threatening warcloud burst over the land. ami. fulrj mobilised, France prepared to one- more take the field against her
ancient and hated enemy. Austria.
But, sitting alone in her palatial home, the Countess
Verraa, an Austrian, thought only oi the French soldier who.
by hi- blunt gallantry, had won her heart during that one
boisterous night's fight against the elements.
Alj but dead was her allegiance to the royal Duke whose
munificence had surrounded her with the wealth that made
her the most envied of all the butterflies that fluttered round
the Court, wealth that sh.- would gladly have bartered in
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exchange for the right to creep into the shelter of de M< I
jiruii's stalwarl arms,
• Then one night, as she sat lonely brooding over the grim
chances that stood between her and the caresses of her
soldier-lover, n messenger stood before her. am! b\ liis coming
r uninded her of yet another allegiance.
"Countess," the message which he carried ran, "although
the favourite of a Prince of France, you still owe some duty
to the country of your birth. Austria ueeds your help, and
we do not doubt that your hear! is still that of a patriot, and
thai yon will use every means in your power to aid us in t lie
hour of our need."
The missive was without signature, but she wanted none to
cell her that it came from the hand of the King of Austria
himself. Gone was the last spark of her affection for the
Duke, the hope of her adopted country forgotten almost the
young French officer who had won her wayward heart, as she
penned her reply to the Royal request.
That night she journeyed to tbeFrench lines, apparently to
visit the great Commander, who trusted her in all tiling's, but
in reality to play the spy upon those who had been her friends
For years,
" And so we meet again, fair lady ! "
In her apartments at the "Royal Peach Tree" inn de
Montbrun once more' held her hand and gazed passionately
into the soft eyes raised so lovingly to his.
"Oh. blessed day. Monsieur." she answered with a laugh that
was ha 11' a si il i, ■• the day that I have waited for— aye, I confess
it even though] die of shame, that I have prayed for and feared
never dawn."
might
De Montbrun
laughed gaily, then a shadow crossed his face.
"" As I too have prayed," he answered," though even now that
wood fortune lias been our friend and we have met once more.
this accursed war may tear us apart again at any moment."
" Not yet
oh, surely, not so soon? '
" 'Tis as
"and, . poor
mortals
thatHeaven
we are. wills."
we can hebutanswered
abide by gravely,
its decrees.
. .
Why. sweet lady," be continued, "here am I almost cursing
that very thine- which has brought me to your .side again.
. . . If it had not been for this very same war. the Duke
would not have been beneath this roof, nor I. one of his
officers, summoned to an urgent council."
'• A council
the Dwke," the Countess faltered.
" Even so." de Montbrun cried, hot noticing her agitation,
" and in yonder i in. within earshot of where we stand. . . .
But come, be of good cheer, not even his Royal Highness
shall separate us. though I fear did he but imagine bow I had
won such a priceless possession from him my head would pay
theVoices
price sounded
of my temerity."
behind the thick curtains that screened the
door at the other end of the apartment, and above them all

- thai of the Dufce of Orleans as he welcoi .
fficers
tins hastily summoned to his council.
"Listen," de Montbrun whispered,
I must go now; but
ere Long 1 will return.
The Duke returns immediately to his
larters near the firing-line; this much 1 know from a
tr.i-t_\ source."
Hastily pressing her fingers to his lips, b
ro Jin and through the curtained doorway, and a moment
the listening woman heard the affectionate greeting of the
man she was 3worn to betray, ae he hade her lover welcome.
Torn by conflicting emotions, the Countess paced the
room. Fear of the grim man, of whom she was tired, struggled with her new love for de Montbrun ; then, as a sharply
uttered sentence fell upon her ears, she remembered '
thing else -the Royal message which bad brought her tov. the
iin rench
lines
to
play
the
part
of
a
traitor,
not
orily
in
love
but
war.

Crouching by the curtain, she listened eagerly.
'"Gentlemen," the Duke was saying, "the truth mus
We
faced, and the sooner we face it the better for our can—.
are running short of ammunition for our cannon, and until
fresh supplies arrive we cannot hope to hold the enemy in
check should they attempt an attack in force."
"And when will the supplies arrive, your Highness
- I fear not until
A sorry outlook, gentlemen :
but one which we September.
must face with fortitude,
exerting every
the truth.''
discovering
from Countess
the enemy
to prevent
strategy
Here was
news indeed,
and the
Verrua
thought
only of the gifts which Would be showered on her by the
grateful Austrians, as she hastily penned the message that
might bring overwhelming disaster on Orleans' foi
An hour later her messenger crept through the French lines
upon his errand of treachery, while she. a loving woman on ■>■
again, waited with a wildly beating heart for the moment
when her lover's arms would encircle her.
With a crash the Duke of Orleans brought his gauutleted
list down upon the rickety .'amp-table. "Mark m? well.
gentlemen." he said, harshly. " black treason is afoot, and if 1
can manage to trace from wheuce the leakage of information
goes from our lines those responsible shall pay dearly for it.
A week aire they all but enveloped us they f,-,,, w our gunners
were at serious disadvantage." He gnawed bis under lip
angrily as he glared round the little group of officers. " Bah !
Speak not to me of ordinary spies— thV yokel in the field, the
deserters from our ranks no! by heav en, these matters arise
from somewhere near our person."
Hardly had lie finished speaking, and before any of his staff
could reply, when the curtained opening >'\' the tent was
dragged
asidehim.and an orderly officer of his bodyguard
stood before

' td'-.y u,,.v. sirrah?" Orleans snapped angrily.
j our
" do you not see that affairs of Sta:
" I crave? " pardon, your Highness," the orderly
attention
replied, "but
matters
of grave import
1
brought me hurrying from my post.v
demanded.
The Dnke's stern eyes narrowed. " Ho.. r"he
■' Early this evening," the officer answered, with
:i swift glance at the ring of expi
circling
him. messenger
*' men of my patrol took a prisoner
an
Austrian
"So," the Duke interrupted, "do you interrupt
me to learn what to do with such cariaUft .'"
"'Pardon, your Highness, but he was no ordinary messenger. He came straight from the King
of Austria himself, and. on searching him, we disAs he spoke he placed a small, carefully sealed
eo> ered onthis."
packet
the table before the Duke. then, stepping back, stood stiffly at attention.
For a
moment
his leader looked at him, then, with a
muttered oath, tore the package open. As he read
the contents his dark face grew Ibid: In staggered slightly, then, squaring his shoulders with
an obvious effort, became the grim warrior agahi.
" You did right in bringing this straight to me.
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Monsieur,
1 shall not
the and
servjeeV'ht"
1. Then.and-Hatching
up forg'el
his rapier
plumed
bat. he addressed those who watch.nl him \vou«
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deringly.
" It seems that there in lit t T• - 1.-1 for
inght gentlemen ' Irti said, « iili h
quietness 1 1
w ho beard !■■• iiK-iii 1 "-fi'ii long : « 1 1 • - 1
wards. " wc must ride, aye, nud 1 to fair r ranw of
a deadlier 1 eril than anj those snarling guns out
yonder >ouid e\ er ( hri men.
. ."
Again tii ■ grej look swept across 1 * » — face, then
he strode to tne op -ning 01 1 be tent.
" Come, my frieuds, to horse! . . . Full well
I kii"« that you [>reter the glories of the battleHeld to honeyed dalliance in lair ladies' boudoirs.
b it i. -mghl
1 nr nighuess
\\> aye
wc fare forth, gentlemen, to see how
our dear Countess V en tin consoles bersell during
our enforced absence in the held. Dome!
. . .
»
•
•
M< intime the Countess Verrua amid"
brnn were renewing lor the hundredth time their
vows ol enduring affection, bhe, forgetful of her
dark treachery, lived onlj for t lie hour, and li".
completelj laseinated by her beauty, cared
nothing save mt for the joy her sweel smiles
brought him.
" \\ hj think i>t' the morrow . beloved ? " he whispered.as he bent to i>r — n m-< upon her tempting
lips. •' That is in tne handsof Jt'ate. . . .' '\\~
night is on 1 s."
buddenlj as she clung to him. whispering thai
Win
Bhe had ii"t lived until Kind chain-. • threw him
- her path the clatter of hoofs rang out
the Bagstones of the courtyard, and ;i moment later aonshower
of
heavj Mow- shook the out it door of the inn.
Struggling from his arms, the Countess went to the window
tosee what manner of travellers these were who demanded
admittance so vehemently. Then she reeled back, with a cry
of terror
■' God !" she gasped ; " the Dnki
For a moment de Montbrun si od cursing the dire misfortune that had fallen on their wooing. Then the knowledge
of
what came
In- love's
aid. might be should Orleans catch them
to hisfate
together

" ymck," ue whispered, dragging her from the window; yon
must escape by the subterrane
an passage that brought me to
your side. . . . rhe other end opens in a wood beyond
lini - There yon will find my servant, wh 1 will swiftlj
duct j on to a place 1 if sa t'ety.
She wound
her arm- around him wildly. "But von oh ! my
:
beloved
I staj here
I the Duke/' he answered; "at the
worst ti- but an nttair of honour between man and man."
Beavi knocks thundered on the door, and, knowing that not
a moment was to b ■ lost, he dragged her to the trap. Go! for
dear \o\ •■ - sake
gi >, ere it i- too late."
One- more -he clung to him, and in the hours that fol
he w-as to understand the passion hidden in her farewell kiss
and the look of awful horror in her eyes, as, tearing himself
from heremfiraee, he thrust her, almost roughly, through the
open trapdoor. Then he slammed it down and, humming a
gay tune, returned to the fireplace, and waited as with a
crash the stout oasen door gave way and Orleans enter
A- thesight of d< Montbrun he sto >.l aghast. "De Montbrun. you ' lie cried.
Di
Montbrun
bowed.
"As
your
Highn
s," he
auswered. ' -till in an affair of honour concerning the fair
of a lady, methinks you bring too many witness Heavi 1
for
>ii affair 1 f hos >nr fan fame of a 1 h
an affair of the gallows— foul nam.- of .1 :ebel ! " Oi
thundered, "by St. Louis. Monsieur, you add t 1 a crime
already black enough! "
'"Ciime!" de Montbrun echoed, "in very truth I never
heard love called that, although,
in this case, the lady may
be wrong in preferring the young man to the old."'

The Dnkc glared at the young defiant face before him. then,
witha
his c .. es.harsh laugh, thrust the Austrian King's 1
"Young 111. in." he -nailed, "since when did :
foul treachery?
Head. aye. read that message from, the
Austrian to yo.n- paramour, and, reading, think of th
Fiance has paid fi r your few days' dalliance."
With
i and
ed. a bittei erj de Montbrun dropped the ]
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1 1>"Merciful
« itness 1 Heaven
did uot !*'
kn he breathed, '"' as my sainted mother ia
" Vou did not know," Oilcan- continued mercilessly. ' Since
when did a soldier of France find so paltry an excuse to hide
hi- wretched villainy. 'Fore Heaven, Count, since yon have
allowed the woman to escape, your life must pay forfeit for you
With a proud gesture de Montbrun drew himself up to his
full height and saluted. " It i- good.your Highn — . bi said
simply, " whenever you claim mj life it is at your service."
The anger died away in the Duke's eyes, and he became again
the iron leader of men. "So be it," he said quietly.
both."
" To-morrow,
at all co3ts, we must hurl the Austriaos back.
When the battle is over, Count, and »/ we meet alive. 1 shall
claim repayment of the debt yon owe to France."
All the following day the battle raged between the let
of Franco, and the massed hordes of Austria.
Man by man
the flower of the Army fell, until at last the remnant found
themselves in danger of being surrounded by the enenij .
"Gentlemen," the Duke cried to his weary staff, "one
chance and one only remain-. If 1 could but find an officer
brave enough and men to follow him we might -till break
through then: lines, and by doing so win victory from <| ■
" Let me be the man to lead the charge, your Highness '. "
Turning, the Duke saw de Montbrun.
" Vou ■ "
"I,
Highness
For your
a moment
Oilcan- " hesitated, then his hand went to thfl
salute. " Go, Count -succeed and 1, your General, will thank
\ ou for your patriotism."
Later, when

the charge had been

made and

the enemy

buried back", they told the Duke how the Count de Monl
had ridden forth with a smile upon his face and the glorious
" Fleur-de-Lys " above hi- lie id. told a l-o how. with the
smile upon his lips, they had found him afterward-.
For a moment the iron soldier looked away, then 1
to his staff. "Gentlemen," he said, quietly, "it is good to
forget some things
and we we will remember onlj that hi#
was the honour
to die for Fran -e."
'■' The Honour to Die" niaj be safelj classed with tin
film-drama- of the year. It has been produced and staged by
Chevalier Ambrosio, of the Italian house which i- worldfamous for so man.-. • :reen masterpieces. The acting and
photography throughout this production are superb. The
him is in the hand- of II. A. Browne and Co., Limited, of
20a, ( 'baring Cross R >ad, London, >V.CM and pictures
exhibitors alike may be idvis I bj us t 1 look out for tho
release date, which at the moment of going to press is not
announced.
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ORDER

CHANGETH

AN OID, OLD STORY
clip the following from an interesting love-story appearing in a
recent issue of Jack Canuek,the
popular Canadian weekly. It is the old.
<»ld story not oily in the novel, the
stage-play, and the film-drama, but in
real life also - the story of the girl who
marries the wrong partner and lives to
be disillusioned. These love-stories
have all sorts of endings, and the one in
the story now quoted, if uncommon, is
none tin? less delightful :

WE

- 1 was well enough before this life
began to cat out my heart," cried the
giin, bitterly.
"Tin1
silence of the
prairies, music to you, are to mi1 a daily
torment. You. too. have palled on me.
In the moments of mypassioriate love
I did no1 sec you as you arc. You
almost devoured me with your kisses.
They were my food, my drink, my
raiment. ! saw nothing but a big,
warm-hearted man. eager to clasp me
to his bosom., ready to humble himself
:i1 m\ feet.
Y"u would kiss my hair.
mj eyes, m3 hands
aye. you have even
put your lips to the dust-stained hem of
im skirt."
'j'h ■ man s e> es blazed the old lo\ c.
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as she recalled the other days. He could
not speak.
" 1 was blind to the coarseness of your
hands, your ungrammatical speech, your
ignorance of literature, the arts, and all
that made for culture, l>eeause I was in
love with your love, not with you. with
your ardour. When you crunched my
little figure in your j>reat brute arms.
I felt sheltered, and at rest. Your
burning kisses made me forget refinement. But I have ceased to care for
animalism. I want books, and music,
and young life around me. I am not
mad. Only returning to myself. My
whole being cries out against tl is starvation. Your vulgarities sicken me. I
shudder at your touch. Your ignorance
has created a great gulf between us. I
can live with you no longer."
He rushed toward her, and would
have seized the frail figure in his horny
arms, but she anticipated him. and
snatched a dinner-knife from the table.
".Don't touch me." she cried, vehemently. "I leave you. Ben. because I
hate yon. 'These fields, these gaunt
barns, yonder cattle, and pigs, and
poultry, may all belong to your world;
they cannot enter mine."
Springing past the bewildered man.
-he lied from the house.
That night, as the strong man sat
alone in his bedroom, the blind raised
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that he might pierca the gloom of surrounding country, he repeated again and

hard,
"It's some
ion. back
convict come
his heart's
againhard;
but she'll
it's
And she did.

BUS FRuM OUR LETTER-BAG
Ha r on the Screen.
.1 am. writing' to. ask yon h you could me particulars a> to where 1 could apply for
day."
film aotiligs
1 have very
and
thought T should like
K. to\\ start.
. (King s Heath).
A Cure for Depression.

I wMi Pictures anu Thb Picti b
was publish**! twice overj w<vk.
It is sncl
a bright. VheVry little paper, that it is impos
W. H. (Balham).
-ible to feel ill-'luinioiuvd alter n ."line it.
A Year's Picture-going.
1 see this week a reader says -bo Ins
visited the pictures no loss than 208 times ii
one year. I have taken the trouble i >work
ii mit iii figures in the tollowing manner :
1. Expenditure
208. visits at 3d. =.£2 12s.
■_>. Number of films seen {the average programme consists 01 seven films) =1,642.
8 Rootage of films -ecu i.i programme,
averagesme about
taken 7,OOOit)=l.t5t3,OOOfr,
(reckoning twenty miuntes
,„.,• i 000ft. )"= 183 hours
20 minutes.
B. M.
V. i Walworth).
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IT was d (Ink ;ind dirtj night when a
week or so ago, I elected to paj a
\i-it (.■ Tooting. I Beldoni have
occasion to go to Tooting in anj weather,
and the fact that il was 11 dark and dirty
uipht when I [mid this particular visit
would suggest that some powerful
magnet mnst have drawn me there.
Sncn indeed was the case. I was making
tracks for Tooting to meet that funnj
film fellow called " Pimple," for he had
rnng me up to saj that he was showing
his actual self t. massed audiences at
the Central Hall.
A- I have twice said, it was a dark and
dirt) night, but onlj bo far as streets
were concerned. Behind 1 11 * - doors of
the Central Hall were warmth ami comfort and musi>- and laughter, and
Pimple. 1 did uot see him all at once.
It were better so. There's a difference,
yon know, 'twixt a dark and dirty night
and Pimple in war-paint. A sudden
shock might have been. too much for
me. " Pimple," said Mr. Chapman, the
lial manager, "is crawling around
somewhere among the audience selling
autographed copies of your paper for
your' Cigarettes for Soldiers Fund.' I'll
tell him you've arrived.'' Boy-Scouts
were sent out " Pimple "-hunting in the
Bemi-darkness of the crowded hall, ami
five minutes later h<< was embracing me.
•.I have Come, Pimple, " I whispered,
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« fane int.. the office " said Pimple,
\\
■ it[.HSSed ml ' a la. -•■ iiiuiuer-i-oum
u
yo
which in.' comedian was using ibr ms
ing-roym. " mi dow n, ue haul. and
I nop (..-u on « hat 1 thougnt was .1 cnair,
h no il- 'd out to ; lie a MuiiU across" a box,
ami. mi-- Mm it- centre, 1 tell into a ward*
roue-uasKet. froinse a'yoiogies toilowed, I'm 1 fane j it's oulj a rough
idea the artful rnnpiehau let me aowu
intentionally.

1 pniieo myself together and perched
on
in- inak.-init
ui.--nm-ia
and
aiter firapie nad also toiuia a ocai
in a
washi g-uasm
L siic<
ueu in seeing all
ol
ib'e Knt>.
hrst tune.
uilh
in liim
Kii.iMtorand
in.- real1 toiiuu
taoe beiiig
hidden bemud me grease-paint., wnicn
anered In- leatiires as we mio>\ tnem on
the screen.
tiy tins time I had discovered 1 was
minus pencil and paper, ami Simple
a h'audtie gaveof mehanaouls,
the rescue,
came
tin ofto pencils,
a bundle
some o lei programmes, and tw=oor tnree
Large posueis.
llien l got a move on,
aim astced my first ipiesiiou:—
■• \\ hen out you nr.-i goon the stager
'• Twenty-six years ;is... '
•• How Old are you. Pimple r "
'"Twenty-six," came the unexpected reply.
•• ttopd Jllvans ! " I exclaimed,
•' were
you born
acting•" Almost,
i was
worn? ?'in London,
and two months later lett rung laud
foru'rance to appear m musiu-nalis
all over Jburope with my patents. '
"Oh. yes: who were they, .Pimple?
" Aiy lather is the brother of
Will JGivans. lather and mother
were the'iamous riorauor xroupe,
and also tire musical dees— you remember tnem f — good, mother was
IVtinme Jee. un 1u.01.uer s side — tne
brothers Egbert, tue uour JBurnells. p>aisy oormer. iviay Hehuerson. the vliailenes. ihe jcour iionoways. are all related; 011 ramers
siue— Will avails, tne hue JH.»y
' jtJrotners

Jior'ne,

rue

Now let us get bacis to uaoy days,"
weie touring
" lou
1 suggested.
rhe
* untinenf with
a feeuing-uoitte,
• w iiat a memory you have ! Yes,
andtnink
whenyouI was
said'-two" years and huie
Imi .iit lis we
returned to iuiiglanu, and
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:' jBivans ! " " I shouted, "what a
A emons
stars'.
" 1 e-.ofitsome" family, isn't it P
family
Then there'- Joe Juvan^.my brother,
who is playing with me now as j.ut£is r'red1 Juvans
•■ Ye-.
know that.'
namecourse,
jay 01
tles.

EVANS-AS

THE

-on behalf of mj hundred thousand
renders who waul
yon t" teil them,
through
Pic 1 1 1.1 s. something
1 at

tavans,

FRtD

AND

I was given a contract t<> my sell to
appear in the pantomime oi ' ijittie
Bo-Pi
•■ What
a kid ! " I 1
• ( it com
uvinlier II i "
• I do that." said Pimi>le," and 111

'PIMPLE

"-AS

FRED

EVANS.

tell you why. The sheep used for the;
pantomime came running towards me.
in a dimly-lit passage one night, and I
thought they were lions, and screamed
my hardest. I shall never forget that"
night, baby as I was. Since then my
whole life has been spent on the -tage,
except
last did
six years
" And the
where
you spend " t hese P "
"Ah!" langhed Pimple, " that's tellings. Icouldn't answer that question
in six words, could I !J It's six years
ago since I first let my face for screen
" N616 we shan't he long ! " I exclaimed.
Then I asked — "And how did you come
purposes."
There was a knock ..11 the door, and a
to do that r "
page-boy
head in
with
"Mr.
Evans, thepopped
balconyhi- wantnine
copies
of
"Nothing doing!" said Pimple.
"Sold out! Shall have plenty toPictures."
Then, turning to me, he continued:
morrow (Saturday) night.''
"Imet Cricks and Martin at (Jncle'a
house. They asked me to plaj 'Charlie.
Smiler ' (a " dude ' series 1. and I did for
6s. lid. a day. I made a funny fall,
which
so pleased
themme (and
didn't write
hurt
me) that
they asked
if I could
a film plot. I wrote and played in
■E5Prescribed
by the
for it. They
sold Doctor.'
a hundredandcopies
and gave me a contract, which ran for
1 pushed Pimple into pie!
I suggested.
"Yes; and since
— ■"
two years
years
I've played
Phoenix ( ompany.
plots,, aid turnout

then and for three
exclusively
for the
I write all mj 1
an average
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not a public one— and in it resided
bull-terrier in addition to its misn
who, however, had gone outside to watch
the lun. 'ilie scene had to -how me
coming out ot the house. 1 went in.
" Lome on, Mr. h,vans,' shouted the
operator, i made for the door— the 1 e
maue tor me. " Come on Mr. r.
fifty ieet 01 film gone ! ' 1 seized the
latch— the dog seued me. 'Come on,
hir. Ifivans, oue mindred feet of film
gone ! ' The dog was now up to my
collar, and lookeu as dangerous as they
mane Uogs. 1 grappled witn him for all 1
was worm. " j.ai>e the dog away." 1 gurgled, 'men the lady, realisii g that this
was no larce. rushed up ana called the
dog off. She was only just in time to
save my throat being torn to pi€

week, which make- at least two hundred
Pimples."
■ Why are you ' Pimple '? " I asked.
"A lady asked me that question.
Sin? thougnt, perhaps, I had one, but
she was wrong. 'Pimple' was my name
when 1 worked as a clown at Sanger's
Circus."
" Do yon like Pimple on the screen .J
was my next question.
"I do and 1 don't. I'm never satislied. .My ideal film is yet to come.
When 1 first paw Pimple in a picture
I said, ' If that's me turn the lights up.
I want to u'o home.' "
- 1 have noticed you go in for a lot of
knock-about business. I suppose you
hurt yourself? "
" Look at this leg," answered Pimpie.
As he wore kilts it was easy. From
the ankle to the knee were bumps, hills,
and dales. " Is that a leg ? " I remarked.
" More like a switchback, isn't it ?
And every s-car tells a story. That
was the pedal of a bike ; that was a kick
from a horse; that was a super's hobnailed boot ; that was a fall from
"Oh, yes; the other leg's just as
pretty. I have over a hundred scars.
Y'es. they all made some one laugh.
No, it wasn't me; but I don't mind
being the martyr so long as I can amuse
the clear old public.
"Funny stories? I could till a
factory with them. "When producing
Pimple and the Kilties ' (the hm, I
appearing in to-night) I had packed a
fcramcar with ' German soldiers' to get
down to the field of battle when an old
lady ran tip and gasped, "German
'prisoners, I suppose ? '
" When I said ' No, they're pictureplayers."
waxed
indignant,officer.
and
threatened she
to tell
my superior
"That's me,' I shouted, and as we moved
off I heard her mumbling somethinglike • swindling the public'
" Fancy taking me — made up as Pimple
- for a British officer !"
••'Twnuld make a cat laugh," I murmured. Next,
"
please ! "
"At Newliaven I wanted to film
'Pimple Beats Jack Johnson.' The
'ring' was erected, but how was. I to
get
'a large"? crowd
a ' village
Newliaven
Then Iinthought
of the' like
old
loeal carpenter, who looked a born
o'clock,'
threetight
'To-morrow,
gossip.
1 told him.
a white manat will
Jack
Johnson. Don't say a word to a soul.
It's a secret light.'" Sure enough it
went all over the town, and when the
'time arrived hundreds of people had
gathered round the ring. They heReved my brother, made up as the
famous boxer, was Johnson, but where,
they asked, was the "White Hope'-?
Suddenly our car arrived, and out
Jumped the camera-man and myself in
fleshings. My face did the rest, The
whole crowd yelled as they realised they
had been Spoofed. But it was too funny
to be dangerous, and
I got my five
hundred supers for nothing.
"• When this sa me film was being -how n
in the West End I am told that Jack
Johnson saw the poster outside, and
wanted to know who Pimple was. " I'll
raise aabout
few if trembling
he wants them.'
said.for1
went
like abejelly
weeks after that, for though ] can fight
1 did not fancy the ' real goods.'
Any-

"-.Nothing tunny in that." 1 -aid. -ympatheticaiiy. ' Mow make me laugh
again,
Jfimple, and
I'll go a home
happy."
j.he comedian
thouulic
moment.
and
then told me the following, which, he
assured me, actually happened:—
A. cinema-manager received an old
" Pimple " nlm instead of the new one
he had ordered. He at once 'phoned up
the renter, as he thought, but was
switched on to a doctor, and this was the
duet on the 'phone :—
"' Hullo, there ! I've got a ' Pimple '
"
" A pimple ? it's nothing serious
"
" 1 know-, but it's an old one."
'" Oh, you ve had it a long time ? "'
"Jno, but I've had it before; I can't
show it to the public again."
*' (jrood gracious ! Purely you don't
show
ihe public
yourman;
pimplethat's
? "' how !■
"'Don't
be silly,
" jjo myyouliving."
seriously tell me you charge
make
"PIMPLE"

AS

"iTRILBY."

way I heard that later he saw the film,
and that it tickled him so much he wants
to meet me now and — shake hands.
• " For another film I borrowed a bouse,
and required a man to throw a mattress
from the wof on to my head.
"We had begun "taking" when the
lady tenant rushed out. * Ton can't
have
house,'
she said;
don'twhich
like
being my
shown
up before
the 'I
crowd
has
gathered.'me But
was the
late.mattress.
Just as
she reached
downshecame
■ and down we both went underneath it.
The crowd yelled. So did the lady, but
what .she. said please do not publish.
"". For the fire scene in ' Pimple's Leap
to Fortune' a gentleman gave me per• mission to put smoke-rockets and tireboxes under one of his fiont windows.
I sJLved the daughter from a tiery furnace, my firemen dashed up, put the fire
■ out. and cheered me for my bravery,
and we all started back to the studio.
. Suddenly a shriek for help readied us.
The gentleman of the house was shouting that his curtains were on fire. Back
we dashed, and my 'firemen' put the
real fire out — without water."
" And without hose ? " 1 suggested.
" Yes. but they had their. feet and used
'cm." laughed Pimple. " Now may 1
tell you an incident which was not
funny?" he asked me. as a pained expression flitted across his grease-painted
feature-.
•■ I'm ready to weep," I answered.
'"1 wa.- using another house
no, it was

"" what
are year
you pimple
getting? " at? Every
people
to see
" Pimple ' 1 show the people laugh at."
(j.o must
himself)
the
fellow
be a"threat
madmanScott!
; 1 must
humour him '" — " So you want to get rid
" Well, I want it changed."
'" Fir — er — oh, yes. \\ ell. where is this
"
of'" it\\ ?here
the blazes do you think ? It's
'" In your what ?
in my projecting-room."
"
pimple?
"" My operator s got it."
"" 1 thougnt you said
bad it! I'll
send
you along did
some you
ointment."
*" Ointment—
say ointment?
Don't yon think you've joked enough ?
Are you going to change the film or
"' Change what ? "
(Shrieking) "The

film! M\ ' Pimple '

"Ob, I think I see daylight. What
not ?."
number
think t>youUerrard!
are on "to? "
"■ uoubledo uyouDouble
"' Then you're wrong.
1 am Dr. .1
"".lumping
You don't
-ayfilm
s0 !! " King Christopher!
off, ple*£
Laughing, I left the hall, and under
its roof was an audience yelling at
" Pimple," who had bounded before the
screen in kilts and make-up to deliver
his great speech on the war. In very
truth, the merry "Pimple" and his
merryeverscreen-shadow
merry
and whenever .hemake
one or
the wherother
or both of them do W doth appear
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F.'m

ng at the Almgtons
IT was after dinner o( .1 rece i gatheri
house when Edward Clavering made public the fact that
cardr, was a
ipular middle-aged. .bachelo
Bhari
, ,
• • 1•
,
at
bim
(..join
Ganes
Early in the evening Clavering invited
cards ' The game was in progress for some time. Lraues
continued to win all the time, and Edward became suspicious.
Although he closely watched, however, he could detect no
fraudulent means by which his opponent might be robbing
bim, but, losing patience at last Edward jumped up, Bung
down the cards, and faced his opponent.
\ ou're cheating." he shouted, savagelj ; I mcertaua of it!
The accused man winced a little at these hard wards, for be
...
knew they were true.
•Say that again, and, by heaven, 1 11 make you prove it, he
threateningly. "And that you could not do, be
answered,
,
provokingly.
added,
• Edward clenched his flst and raised it to strike, but consideration for the other guests, who were being attracted by
the quarrel, checked him, and, feeling h little ashamed ol buna scene, Edward wandered from the smokingnil for making'
.,
,
room.
\ few moments later Rupert Hartley, another guest, sat
down at the table for a game of cardswitb Ganes. Little
did Rupert know when he laughingly faced his opponent
what would be the outcome 6l the game.
- Clavering wasawfully wild, wasn't he? remarked Rupert.
times
"Funny thing, too, for I have played with him manywithout
before and he has lost every penny he had on him
.
Hocusing me of cheating."
- Are yon ready ? " was all Ganes said as he finished slowly
dealing out the cards.
The Fatal Game.

BRISTOWE.
by MILLICENT
in a moment ol terror it flashed on bim that the man e
r breathing.
(Janes was
I he, Rupert,
his murderer.

Almost mad with fear, he i b I from the Scei
f the
tragedy and. with as much composure as he could muster
rejoined the oth< r guests.
Wrongly Accused.
Meanwhile Edward, feeling irerj unsettled, wandered
aimlessly into the empty smoking-room. Seeing the motionless form "li the floor, be stooped and looked at it.horrorstricken. Then be picked up the shillalah. and al thai
moment the doctor (another of the guests) walked into the
room.
Hullo:
What's
up?"
he* inquired,
laughingly; "been
hu\ inga scrap ? "
■ Come here, for In
die, and tell me what this means ! '
Edward implored.
The doctor approached, and, finding the man on the floor
was dead, he turned to Edward and said gravely, " It mean-.
Clavering. that you will be accused of this man's death
whether
bim or Edward.
not."
" M\ <;you
.d :'killed
exclaimed
Likes man who had I u
stunned, he could say no more, but common sense told him
that by picking up the shillalah he had unconsciously brought
the crime upon his own shoulders. That night Edward was
arrested for the murder of Canes.
A Guilty Conscience.
Rupert went home, but he ♦ad no sleep. He died to find
consolation in his library, but it was of no avail. Haunted by
the thought of the tragedy, his mind seemed to be giving way
lie rose from the chair where he had been sitting, staggered,

The first round left Rupert well in pocket, and all thoughts
of the other man ever being a cheat had completely disappeared. 1111 j
With the second Pound, htfwever, Ruperts luck changed,

and he began-round
to doubt
the man's Slowly,
honesty. but surely, the little
commenced.
The third
pile of notes at Ganes's right hand grew in size, while that
Rupert began to grow restdecreased.
to Rupert
belonging
ind chewed
savagely at the end of his cigar.
by one the other guests had left the room. the majority
Of them, like Edward, having gone in search of their ladypartners. But although Pauline Alington, his Jianr&, was
more attentive than usual. Edward was unhappy. He could
not throw off the feeling that Ganes had cheated him.
In the smoking-room the two men now played on alone, and
kite excitement of the game was becoming intense. The only
sounds were the ticking of the old marble clock on the mantelpiece, the rhythmic falling of the cards, and an occasional
corse from Bnpert as one by one his notes were gathered in
■by his opponent. At last the situation became unbearable,
aiid Rupert, recalling what Edward had said, watched Ganes
more closely. It was the beginning of the fifth round, and 011
dealing out the cards Rupert discovered, with an oath, that
one card was missing. He rose from his seat, hurled over the
table, and shouted ' D
you: You are cheating. Clavering was 1 ight. after all. Do you think 1 am going to let you
me as you've done that poor devil:- You've got-wia to
deal with now. I'm going to get to the bottom ol this."
ganes made no reply, and Rupert, trembling with rage, crossed
the room and was on the point of ringing the bell when Ganes
Hew at his throat like a lion at his prey.
"Ha! You were going to fetch assistance, were you?
You've
not g-ot
grit Rupert,
enough and
to square
up alone."
The words
stung
he lostmecontrol
of his temper.
A. fierce tight ensued, and Rupert felt that, unless he made
>ne supreme effort, all would be over with him. He flungSaues from him and then caught up the first thing at hand,
which was an old Irish shillalah. With all hi- strength he
brought down tl is deadly weapon on the head of his opponent,
and Canes fell to the ground like a stone.
" Vondidcut-:
teachandyoucalled
to cheat!"'
But
Ganes
i<"t "he
stir. gasped.
Rupert "I'll
bent over
to him ; then

WBS
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''It means

Clavering, t li;» f yqn will be
death, whether you killed him or
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Dawn

Breaks.

It was the end of a weary night for
Pauline, ami dawn was just breaking.
Rupert had turned uneasily in hi- bed, and
was I eginning to rave again. II ■ as speaking intelligently now. and the girTs heart
throbbed
wildly a- she hiulg on •
word.
arc acheating,
cur- you Rnpert
are!"
he "You
shouted,
incident yon
by incident
went through the scene which had taken
place
uiL'ht. in the smoking-room on that awful
Pauline, feeling that relief had come at
last, took down all the man was saying until
at length, thoroughly exhausted, Rnpert fell
back in his bed. Presently he gassed np intu
the face of his nurse.
'•'What are you dcing in my room? "he
inquired.
" Rupert. you have been very, very ill. and
tenderly.
you
must not get excited," said Pauline,

The Confession : Pauline

TOOK

DOWN

ALL

THE

MAN

across the room, and rung the bell- then he remembered no
more.
For three days he raved, unable to recognise any one. In
her heart of hearts Pauline believed Rupert to be the real
murderer, and made her plans accordingly. She obtained
permission to act as his nurse, and watched by his bedside
night and day. devoting all the care and attention to him that
was possible, in the hope of obtaining some clue that would
save her lover. She had visited Edward in his cell after the
terrible affair, and there he had pleaded with her.
''Darling/' he had said, " you do believe in my innocence,
don't you? "
•• Of course, sweetheart," she replied ; " and I shall not rest
until you are free again."
Then came weary days of waiting and watching for both —
Pauline with the vision of her lover always uppermost in her
.mind, ever on the alert for some sign by which the rightful
murderer might be found.

" Tell me everything." lie pleaded.
Then Pauline tearfully told him how
Cranes had been killed, how her innocent
lover was in prison f<>r the murder, and how
he (Rupert) had confessed in his delirium
that he alone was guilty.
WAS SATING.
During the conversation the doctor had
come noiselessly into the room, and a
few minutes later he asked Rupert if he would be willing
to sign the confession which Pauline had written down.
"Yes," he answered, "it is the only thing I cai do. I have
been a prig. Pauline; but you will forgive me, won't you?
Tell Edward how sorry I am that I have been such a

Edward was released from prison, and both he and Pauline
rotter."
became more than ever convinced of the fact that "A'
makes the heart grow fonder."
Although only one reel 111 length. " The Confession" i> rich
in dramatic action ard heart interest. Chrissie White's
'"Pauline " is an attractive presentation, and Lionelle Howard
(the murderer) and Stewart Rome (the wrongly accused lover)
take full advantage of exceptionally strong parts.

PICTURE PERSONALITIES
Alary
Pickford
as a
" Super."
'HE famous Mary
and her director.
James Kirk wood,
accidentally became
impromptu players in
the mob scene of the

T

four-reel Majestic Mutual feature* "The
t,ost House." A fire scene was in progress, atire-line was stretched around
the structure, and police officers and
firemen were gathered in front of t Inline. Miss Pickford and Kirk wood were
driving along in a motor, and. seeing the
crowd, alighted to watch the proceedings. They then found themselves in a
e ie with the camera, and mam who
heard of it are anticipating h view on
the screen of little Mary a-- a super.!
The Vcsitile P>cture>player,
MAI5KI, NORMAND, the leading
ladj of " Keystone Comedies.-''
has I
lesci iI>(■(! as " t he must
versatile ladj in pictures."
She gra-

duated iu moving-picture work with
Yitagraph, then proceeded to Bipgr.aph,
and joined Keystone 011 the formation
of that Company. Her vivacity, her
wonderful control of facial expression,
and the possession of a keen sense of
humour combine to make her easily the
most popular picture-comedienne in the
world. To an unusual personal charm
she adds a versatility that can only be
described as extraordinary. An expert
swimmer and diver, she is also an accomplished horsewoman, and is .equally at
home riding bare-back over the prairies
with a companj of dare-devil cowboys
as upon the more conventional side,
saddle. But probably what most amazes
those who see her on the sere. mi ill a
typical Eeystone extravaganza is her
ability to retain that indescribable air of
cleanness and daintiness after a series of
scene- in n hieli -lie has engaged in e\ er\
possible variety of seiiiT\ and tumble.
Miss Normand. you will find, has a
prominent pari in the coming Keystone
six-reeler." Tilly's Punctured Romai

— in which Miss Marie Dressier, the
celebrated American comedienne, is also
featured.
"Keystone Mabel "has been missing
from some of the recent Keystone
releases, but those anxious for her welfare will be reassured on learning that
her absence was due to particularly hard
work in some two-reel and larger subjects which Mr. Mack Seunett has had
in hand. Before these appear she will
however, be seen in at least two shorter

films— "Mabel's Latest Prank.-" and
" Mabel's Blunder " both of which are
due for early " release." and which will
pleasantly convince Mabel- admirers
that her powers show no sign of falling
do Pyon like her portrait on
How page
ofE. first
our
Film Actress's Good
WE

Work.

are glad to be able to publish the
following
letter
received
from
Miss
Irene Yernon
(of Pa the
Freres), whose portrait appeared some
time ago in our pages
"Dear Sir It may interest some of
your readers to learn that pictureartists are taking part in entertaining
our soldiers. As you know,the theatrical
profession have done so much.
" OnSaturdaj
' ilitary

Wkf.k
A.PR1I.
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Hospital, Rlillbauk, to some two hundred
vouuded soldiers who had been prisoners
in > . •iiiki 11 > . and it was ven gratifying
to tee how these poor fellows appreciated in> bumhle effort 9.
" I hope to continue t" do mj beet
week Ij to brighten t he lot of these poor
uniortunate, but brave nun.
'•Through
■ publication
others
will liej induced
to assist perhaps
I .inii> Ward in Lasky Films.
' I Ills charming
stage star, we nre
1
informed, has entered intoa con«
tract to make her screenrfetoirf imme
diatel.i under the Laskj management.
Her
most
recent
success was in
Madame President," in which she
■tarred for an entire year at the! rarrick
'I bcatre, New 1 ork.
canny Ward i- ;i native of M Louis,
bin made her Rrst stage appearance in
.V-» ^ ork at the Broadwaj Theatre.
Among her earliest sncc — >es were a
pumber of the greatest hits of the day.
both there and in London, where she
scored on th<' occasion of her initial
appearance at the Gaiety Theatre.
Prominent anion-: tin' dramatic offerings in which -li'' has starred are " A
ftaarriage of Eteason," " In the Bishop's
Carriage," A fool and a fcrirl,""The
laarriage of William Ashe,"' tin- "Three
of I s,'mentioned.
and ■• Biadame President,"
already
Hiss Ward i- one of the verj fen
American women who have attained
genuine lame in blngland. She has won
success of the greatest magnitude here
not only in musical offerings, but also
in bmglish productions "i American
dramatic hits a- well a- in original
English dra mas.

myself. That was true. When

play i- set in the picturesque
of the early nineteenth century,
romantic elopements to Gretna
added a dash of excitement to
tin. '-love matches when hearts
d over the marts ,,f commerce
before the pro-.. ><( business usurped the
poetrj if 1 omance in old England.

PIC1

THERE WAS A TIME
when we

wondered whether our

Broncho Billy Films would swamp
our other productions.
•

Although

you

all love

Anderson

(Broncho Billy) we think you agree
that everything produced under the
Ij

mark is just as interesting.

Make up your mind to see

"ANY WOMAN'S CHOICE"
— the famous

Mystery Drama

which the Editor of " Pictures "
recommended so highly last week —
it will be released on April 8th.
Pass a hint to your friend the
Manager.
Tell him it is an

1 get

Players _ Company will present Mi-Clark will be the charming comedydrama
"Gretna Green,"' now in course
of production.

THE

■

What Cinema~acting Really Is.
OUT in California they would ask
me if it wasn't fun," says Marguerite Clark, whom
you have
Been in " Wildflower " and "The Cmcible."
"Fiuir
Getweather,
up early,
work
hard all day
in any
with more
wans than a rehearsal. Then they
would remind me I had my evenings to
home the first thing I'd do was to take
■1
bath, would
then I'd
into bed.
my
Supper
be get
brought
me, where
and there
I would stay till it was time to get up
and at it again. No, it was not exactly
tun. hut it was interesting, very, and I
ton taking the exteriors. It was all so
new to me. The studio was too much
like what [have always 1 n used to to
give me a thrill. Don't think 1 hated it.
or any such thing though. But it didn't
-••em to me to lie a lark, and 1 won't
give the impression that it did. It was
±'«>d. healthy, hard work, and I took it
seriously enough to realise it- difficult ies."
The next subject in which the Famous

AND

THE

DOMINANT

FILMS

ESSANAY FILM MANUFACTURING CO .,
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
ESSANAY
COMEDIES.
Charles Chaplin C
SiuikrulK- Cometties.

The
period
when
< keen
many

rge A't.- I'mHi, ..

ADVENTURE
FILMS.
Broncho HilJy.
'M
"
Dra
-lias.
DRAMA.
■ Dramatisations
B

'F.ssuuun

- n.-s.
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Comedy, 2,000ft.

THE REVENGE OFK
1 Mr.THOMAS ATKINS

\
\

N
\
\
\
\
\
\\

\
\
\
\

THE GLOBE FILM CO. LID.

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, London,

^

\

Telephone : 5600, 5601, .5602 Begest.

\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\
\

Will bring a chuckle ol human mirth to all,
and at this time, when 61 necessity chuckles
of mirtli are rare, it is perhaps as well to
have attempted a bit of fun-making. Even
though the fun is at (lie expense of the
enemy, it has been done without malice.
Exclusive Rights Controlled by

W.

Telegrams : HBiophosco."

The YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
GIRLS AND BOYS
DEAR
On another page yon will
find i photograph of a little child
flaying with a lion cub, whilst two
other lion cubs appear quite unconcerned afew yards away. This
remarkable incident actually happened for the Trans-Atlantic tilni
"In Jungle Wilds," which will be
showing after April li'th. But
this was not the only danger the
child was exposed to. The baby
t shown sleeping .while leopards
and other beasts of the jungle,
intent on devouring it. bite and
claw their way in through a
When the
boai'ded-up window.
t'ath'T returns he .shouts one of
these spotted leopards, and its
dying struggles are pictured on
the screen.
When later i 11 i-- innocent child
wanders into the jungle nest of

N

endih

i

tic- mother became car. less, and one day lay up. u i i
the -ul.-. and crushed it. To prevent the same fate from
overtaking the other three, the trainer decided to remove
them from the lioness. And whom do you think became the
';njother" of these baby lions? A little fox-terrier named
Fanny.
Isn't it interesting?
Whento whine,
Fanny and
was Fanny
first turned
into the
the room
cub-'a.sroom
began
ran around
if she they
did
not know what was the proper thing t" do. The cubs continued whining. Then all of a -udden Fanny made up her
mind. She jumped into the box with the cubs, which were
almost as big as she. and began licking their faces. An
instant later they were nursing, and Fanny became their
mother. Il soon proved, however, that the dog conldtiot
turnish milk to satisfy them, and regularly after that the
trainer's wife fed them from a nursing-bottle.
Soon the cubs were as large as the dog, and were able i<>
eat and drink without any assistan •■. They weie then
removed to a regular animal cage, and they continued to grow'
until in a month or so they were twice the size of their
adopted mother, and began to manifest their Hon in-tii
<h

#

t

#

'•Dear Sir. I Pemiia Hughes aged ten of No. 5 Jug Bank
Sneyd Street Sneyd Green Cobridge Burslem, Staffs, says
that your word of the puzzle is 'postcard.'" Thus quaintly
runs the reply of one of the hundred- of my reader- who
entered for the postcard puzzle. Once again a great number
of the postcards received were beautifully decorated, and these
of course sent your poor old Uncle Tim into the usual bewildered and floundering condition in his efforts \<> be just in
awarding the prizes.
The winners' names are given below.
From the mother of little Doris Moore, of Redcar. I- have
received an excellent arrangement for a Riddle-me-Ree, and
herewith tender my best thanks for same. In the names of
well-known film brands are hidden the letters forming the
name of a popular player.
What is it ?
A
My
My
My
My
My

NEW
"RIDDLE-ME-REE"
COMPETITION.
first is in Kalem, but not in Cines.
second is in Clarendon, who move with the times.
third is in Hepworth.but not in Alpha.
fourth is in Keystone. but not in Film i.
fifth is in Vitagraph,
but not
in Victor.
My sixth
is in
Selig. but not in
Nestor.
My seventh
in Bison. i- in Eclair, but n.'i
My eighth
is in Nordisk. but not
in Samson
it in Barker.
My iininth,
is in "Flying A." but
My tenth is in Gaumont, but n- >t
in Turner.
My eleventh is in Crystal, but nol
rathe. i- in London
My in
twelfth
but not in Motograph.

the lioness yon \\ ill feel, if yon

sec the iilm. i-\ er so anxious to
warn him of his danger, for he
actually carries off one of the
"t lie
pi el
big mot
kitl her
ies." lion,
the and
cubs jnsi
of
em t J aged
as he i- making off w il h il the
great lioness t'el in nsand sees him.
Ib.u the producer managed to
keep the beast from killing the
child must remain a mysterj ;
in he did so.
1 believe these cubs are il ■
identical lions which were born
ii Trans-Atlantic City last June.
There
wei e l' nxr, in fact . but

Ai-rii
Week
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Film-.

Postcards onlj to 'Riddle-meRee." Is. Adam Street. Strand.
W.C.by Monday. April 5th. Slate
age. The correct and neatest
answers will be awarded either u
prize or the Award of Merit bv
Un< i i: Tim.
Prizes.
E Sydney
Dale. 13,
Tint'.. Id Street, Macclesfield (16);
Laviuia Preston, 7. Penkhill New
I! 'id. Stoke-on- Tr<
Aw \i:p of Miki t (Sis of these
win a special prize): Rhys Protheroe (Ogmore Vale). H. R.
Parsons (Wandsworth). Pamila
Eughes (Biirslem). D. Sherville
(Suttoi '. Mollv S,a|. .ii i Wimbledon). W. Brown (Birmingham),
Lillian Burgess (Swauscombe),
Gladys Turner (Le wish am), S
tficols (Tottenham), Doris and
Hilda Watte (Selbj I, N.ui.-\ ( ross
(Poulton). E. and A. Garnei
\ Serietx Visit tenham). Kitty and Peggy Webb
in March 6 issue,
diff). Doris Moore (Redcar),

Our
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a point ol seelnfl.

THE LOST MELODY. Forgreat beautj ofaettingand
of the finer kiud of acting it is difficult to Hud this alru a
equal.
Mabel Tri
olio and Bliss Milford Bgurr
prominently in (In cast . and the story will appeal t<
i LOU feet (.April 8).
both sexes.
SURGEON WARREN'S WARD. V drama Blled with
complications of love and intriguo which aw quite
thrilling. Richard C. Travers and Ruth Stonohonso
have the leading parte, assistod by a splendid cast.
Powerful acting ana beautifully photographed Bcenea
ion will 11 w< • thi-.
Lovors
predominate.
11, am ■.. 1 1',, part* (April 32).
/' of , sensat

SHOOTING. Look onl for this Sue educational subjects11 will -lieu you how to load a te\ olver and how
to sight aritle. Ii fonus a lesson of vital importance in these days of
war, and ns Alma Taj lor fs the teacher it makes a capital picture Cor
women. We published flue portraits ol Miss Taylor in this film in
h recent issue, but we make no apology [or referring to it again. Ii a
worthwhile.
"•/•
'/■"' "•
A CHIP OF THE OLO BLOCK. \ war subject, carried ou( in
convincing and realistic fashion, \ smart little boy (name not published) is the chip "i the title, and the scenes will show how
inspired l >\ his grand father's recital of his <>« n deeds, the boy becomes
., stowawai in order to roach b'rancc to do his bit for King and
country, indherio it though he almost loses his life, but is saved
in 111c' nick of time b\ the British. Wo shall publish tho storj
shortly.
Hariin Drama (Davhon's), 1,5328/ !(Jfay3).
KINETO WAR MAP (NO. 4). Ii is more interesting than tho last. We
see the progress of the Russians hi tin- ( Caucasus, ttio raid off ( in- East
Coast, and the sinking ol the tilm her. This scene is significant in
itself, as 1! shows the last fight of the Rlnecher, taken from its own
•wjth
'. ■ k w\\\\
guns inof action
retaliating
in the distance,
a finalits scene
the and
HIour ships
bursting
into flames.
These
animated war maps are deservedly popular and well worth looking
,,iit for.
Kim
;
500 »■ I (twtc8howi n
K!S GUARDIAN ANGEL. Tom. who loves Marie, is tricked into
marrying Jeannette. .Marie goes away, and her memory acts as a
guiding spirit to the man she loves. Jeannette is extravagant, the
home is sold, and tho husband is on the verge of suicide. The wifo is
run over bj a car, and on her deathbed sno coniesscs tho deception
^!n- practised in making iom many hot-. Tom and his little girl go
fora holiday, meet Marie, and find happiness again. Mary fuller
is seen at her best.
_l*cfoi l> 1 na (Trans- Atfantic). 1,038 fed (May 10).
THE PHILOSOPHER'S STONE. - The sweetheart of John Service was
curious regarding the occupants of a neighbouring villa, and the
young man endeavoured to solve the mystery. Late one night he
entered the grounds and thru a pavilion iu winch an old man. driven
eni'/.v bj false accusations, was seeiang to solve the great mystery.
The last ingredient necessorj- to establish- the existence 01 the PhiloStone was
a vigorous
youngtold
man.
made a
prisoner osopher'sSen
ice, the
and blood
how heofescaped
is vividly
in thisHe thrilling
i>u-; nre. We shall publish the story in a later issue.
• Uaumoni Drama.. 2 S342 fi 1 Mil / 3).
TILLIES PUNCTURED ROMANCE. Just fancy! a six part K.y
stone.'' If one reel is jolly -rood tare, what will six of them be like all
at
once:
hear have
that this
are son.
,1 . and Mabel
by the Norman
time youd
re id
this weWe -hall
seen '■'•itbig"
and film
knowis tor
and Marie Dressier ia huge stage tavonrite) arc both in the east.
More about the Mini later. London and the following counties:
Northampton. Huntingdon. Cambridge, Norfolk. Sunolk, Essex,
Hertford.
Middlesex,
shire, and Bedford,
Berkshire. Bucks.
Controlled
b>/ theSurrey,'
Glooe Kent.
I !m CSussex,
mpuny,OxfordLtd:
THE TIN CAN SHACK. Old J. Char Is made miserable in his
danghtcr's home bi evcrvbodj save his little grandchild Olga, who
lotnsion,
shimand,dearly.
to theto family,
Olia'r receives
small
|.t
taking Unknown
Olga. he escapes
the mountains,
where hea brings
up the child in a deserted hut. V ears pas-, when an accident to (iliar
brings to the hut Hugh Dawson, a \ oung trapper, who has rescued the
old man, and with whom Olga falls in lovo. Through another .accident Olga's'parents
I near uptho"
liml
the daughter
whom are
theystrande
had given
as Tin
lost;CanEd.Shack,'
Coxen, and
Winhifred < Jreenwood. and John Stoppling are \ ery fine in this production.
• ■• Flying .1 " Drama. 980 feel < Ipril 1 I.
TKc MILLION. Henrj W. Savage's famous production has won
I he distinction of possessing more wholesome fun than any comedy of
recent \ ears. The continuous mirth proceeds equally from the action.
caricatures, and situations of one of the most novel and ingenious
plots over presented on the stage or screen. If the old philosophers
are right, and -"laughter is- wealth," then 'The Million" is well
named. The subject also presents one of the most remarkable
examples of character acting in the impersonation of - l.e Baron. :
the crook, by Edward Alleles. In the course of the story he is called
noon to pbUrtray no less than six entirely distinct characters.
/"(i nous Player* Farce, four parts i May 3).

PATHE'S
GAZETTE

ANIMATED

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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An Offer and a Request
From the London Film Company
(the Producers of "The House of Temperley," "Trilby," 'Called
Back,"
"England's
Menace,"
"Booties
Baby," "V.C.,"
&c.)

SYNOPSES 8
POST-CARDS

FREE

UIl masterpiece films "The Middleman," by Henry
Artliur Jones, featuring Albert Chevalier, tin*
greatest Coster Comedian
and Character Actor.

"The

Prisoner

of Zenda," and "Rupert of

Hentzau," by Anthony Hope, featuring Henry
Ainley, will shortly appear in the picture theatres
of the British Isles. That von will enjav thesk
film plays is certain for they have been very
highly commended

bv

"The

Times," "The

London Evening News," "The Daily Mirror"
"The Daily Graphic," "The Westminster Gazette ;
and others, as well as the trade papers.
We Offer to send you a dainty synopsis of one
of these subjects if von will fill in the coupon
below and post it to us. On receipt of your
fillecl-in coupon we will get into touch with the
theatre you name and do our utmost to induce
them to exhibit the films. We shall file your
name and address and will send you postcards
of our artistes when we produce them.
\1 Yanu
Address

1

Fill in the details and post to—

THE LONDON
15.

FILM CO., Ltd.,

Gerraid

Street,
LONDON,

is

I go fn tilt
Situated of
I Nome of Town or Suburb. t

W.

And I would HI.' to set "Tfa Middleman,'' "'/'■',, Prisoner of &
and " Rupert of J(> ntzau."
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\ ictnriaii i

ill v. 11 i • 11 . I .un

tojd

•

eiallj Mm- p.n ' foi ill
i
< i roves,
'| i,,. (jig gtudiooi i Ini i: oid • '
Companj is a veritable hive of industry,
\"
matter
when
| ask the ijuestion,
pi-, in
' ma kei
are always hard at it on a i ■• produei i' 'ii. Which i a n should be, It

higu . if t !ie t ime . and a -

I on -.

Pleasure for Nothing
< in i be opposite pace i he Loudon
( lompanj
offer to send to anj readei
Who asks a (laiiils -. , > 1 1 \ t - 1 1 i i ■ of OUO "I
( heir three latest and greatest (Uni
•■ The Middleman," ' 'I lie Pi i mer ot
Zenda,"
and
" tiupei t of I lentzau.'
I'm ( her. they w ill send you, « lien n
of tho stars ap] earing
I'll' ito-postcard
ui ih ise films. That Ibis free gift will
please you I have not the slightest doubt,
but your greatest pleasure will be derived
\
from seeing the three Minis named.
I [bave pi' \ ioiislj stated, thej are m
uificent, and no picturegoer should resl
For the moment
until he ha, seen them.
till

Up
lie
coupon
cost
\( II
not him
iIand
post it ( •n't• thewillLondon
Film

ELISABETH

RISDON

I 'oinp am .

in old age, This beautiful B. ,v ('. pro
daction was referred to in nm last week's
i-Mie.
it is one of the best.
11

have not begun t<> vote, start today. The roup..!.- are free, and
each entitles you to thirty votes.
The? are not dated, which means that
11 the coupons, including those in back
numbers (still obtainable), may be tilled
un when you choose. You may save
your coupons until the closing date of
tli*- contest, or send in now those you
Bready bave, as you please. But if you
Bre interested in the work and progress
>f British film-players vote for them
ind do not waste the coupons.
Our Hghlh Volume.
This is the first number of a new
volume the eighth and we are all
rather proud of the tact. 1 hope it is
sting enough to make you resolve
to read and enjoy every week all the
numbers to come- in this eighth volume,
ind to save each part for binding. I
»h hear you asking. '" But how am 1 to
aw them intact for binding when F
require to mutilate them for coupons r "
My answer i- Buy an extra copy each
md put it away clean for binding
mrposes. Let the cut copy after you
lave read it introduce itself to a friend
vim may not know the paper. Bound
volumes of Pictures form a delight'ul record of all that is interesting to
:he public in the picture world.
B.g Gam,- Hunting at— Mertoii.
The other day 1 found myself , without
eaving London, in the midst of the
angle. Surrounded by howling sa
sh,„,k hands with an elephant and lit
cigarette between the jaws of a lion.
t happened this way. Mike Murphy,
v'.(
'.. obtained
a job at that
i menagerie,
ailing
asleep, dreamt
he was inand,
the
Itfrican jungle.
Dave Aylott, who was
oducing this film howler for Martin's
>f Merton, had asked me to come down

before Mike woke up. Of course you
all know

Mike?

He

is a comical

eu>s

anda goodfellow besides. Before Leaving
the jungle for a modern motor- 'bus

I induced Mr. Aylott to take a photo of

Mike's face, which will grace (or disgrace)a page man early issue. The"Mike
Murphy" sLM-ies of comics are all really
funny, and this one. with real coons for
■■ -a\ ages," one lit to be a scream.
Helping the Plot=Writer.
So many plot- writers send their scripts
to me for advice that I am really.thankful tohave
Hepworth's
out, as
.they
done in for
theirpointing
advertisement
this week, that all plots sent to them are
carefully read and fairly considered
before being returned. Authors who
have their plots accepted by them should
be comforted in the knowledge that their
play is in expert hands, the " Hepworth

brand to-daj standing for all that is 1
in British film production.

"

Brav •, Barker !
Talking- of British films brings me to
a mention of i ne of the greatest yet namely. "Jane Shore." produced by
Barker's. on another page .1 have given
you in figures »ome of the ingredients
used in the making of this wonderful
pieture. The souvenir which Barker's
sent me is in itself a thing of beauty,
but the picture is better, and all who
see the film must admit that it gives t he
lie direct to those who assert that
British film enterprise is sleeping. Let
as ha i e si >me mi ire. please, Mr. Barker.
A Bu*y Studio.
Poor Elisabeth Bisdon i^ never at
rest. No sooner is she off with on •
character than she is on with another.
At the moment of writing Miss Etisdon
is busy in John Strange Winter's' Grip,"

I-'. D.

N.ai week's issue will include the storj
Bla.k
Back.
of
theis Famous
Players coniedy, -.Mrs.

Florence Nightingale in youth and

Brighter and better than ever is tin Bm
and Trad * Directory for 19] 5
(Ganes, Ltd.). It. contains many new ami
useful features, preceded by "TneStorj oi
tho Fear, an historical record of filmworld happenings in 1!»1 1. There are art icle

nf absorbing interest to the trade, a I
Section, a Directory of Theatres, and utile,
branches ot the industry, and some veri
acceptable pages, which will no donbt beniucn
more complete next year, iii • Who's Who iii
the Film Trade." Wo heartily congratulate
Mr. J. Cabourn, editor ot 'ike Bioscope, upon
this newv~t edition of an annual which is
becoming more and more indispensable-.
Deabbst • ■ I'icTiiitEs" READSRS— I am wiring
tins
from hard.InvoniWoidd
s-, and
it's awful cold. balls?
I
snowing
y n
Wire .11. 1 y.m iliiulc of tllO " Dresden " gi
downshe's no- :\ warship now, .she's a
marine,
leol ofd N.iv.y ' By. -iy..

GENTLEMAN'S
.94
MODEL
LUXE CYC-E, fitted with U.S. \.

DE
iric.

Ww !:ist Septemb r. kc:i-oii explained. Appr val
will nyly. Aeuepl '.I 15s.— 59, Cambridge .-stre t,
Hyde Park, Loudon.

USE

OU-{

PLATfcS.

Half Plates, Is. ; quarter, 6d. dozen.
Is. 100.

S. E. HACKcTT.

KjUlU

P0 3TC.A B

Work-: .1 . I K ■■.:■. I .

PHOTOGRAPH*.

Photo Poa cards of STom-self, Is, Dozen.
From any Pi
il Sa
x 10 Bnlaigeraents, 6J.
t 'atttloftiie ami
S. E. H»CKeTl.
"TH

Works:

ivi.\ linn, Liveei

RE is not th3 slghtes:
reason why 'Pictures and
The Picturegoer" should not be
obtainable to order for dclivcy
by any local i»i wsasrent on
Saturday
morning;.
A definite order must be given
to the Local Agcn , „ s returns
are not accepted.
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BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST
■

GREATEST

PICTURES"

"THE

fr

(•To be followed by a Foreign Players Contest)

30
Votes on cvfry Coupon— Free
BA< K NUMBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD

£10

FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.

Second Prize

- val«e

Graphophone

£7 10s., Records 30s.

Third Prize

- v^liie

Graphophone

£5 lCs.

Records 30s.

Graphophone

£4

4r3.

Records

16s.

Graphophone

£3 3s.

Records

17s.

Fourth Prize

Filth

Prize

- value
- v^lue

100 Handsome Consolation
Tlie! xo.chiif/s iiml Recovds-are tfuamfiietvn
World Futnous " ColvmbiaV Compa

Ivy Close,
playing in her own Films.
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS:
B. & O. Films :
-Klisahelli ltisriou
Fredk. Groves
A. V. Itrnmhie
M. Gray Murray

Barker

rims

:

Blanrlir Forsyth
llaehel He Mil la
Mauri Yalo
it o) Travcrs
Kolfe Leslie
Tom i nvi'i trv
T. Mnerionald
J. Hastings nation
Clarendon Films :
I. tent. » o«c9 I*. IV.
it i> i<i i ii > itciicw
Jack Sprat t
Her worth Films :
A\ na Taylor
Chrissie White
VlOl
t l|0|tSOIl
ItuUy iiiUimii

Stewart Koine
l.ionellc Howard ■
William l'ell on
.ioh • Itui
Mac i »"iwirew-s
Tom
a i' i imr Kiaitlcs
Henry Vlbarc
Harry
miss
London turns :
Alary llrouirh
Gvtyune h erhrrt
Christine Itayiier
Charles Hock
im'mi> tinier
George Bellamy
Frank »tauinorc
I .aiiKliorue Hurl on
W imliiam Guise
Hen Webster
l.rralil Ames
1it.CWlS
i-l
.Inn t.ilOi
\. een

cv.

liiniK as n in i ■ i
Hubcrl Willis
Mn■tali*
ograph
NevilleF'nm*:
syb>i rie may
Austin In
p
Hurry Lorraine
.loan Morgan
Neptune Films :
Unls) Itil/
t ■• rtlrll
.loan
Gcraln Lawrence
Gregory ot-otl

WHO

ARE

THE

GREATEST

BRITISH

ed by the

FILM

ARTISTES?

Each Voting: Coupon must, contain the names of a male and female
player also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, c .medians, character
pi .yers, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
They NO* play loading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. 'When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS IN THIS OR
A»Y OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon
below.

PR ZES. The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing t^c
names of the wiir-crs in their order according to the final
ciunting of the votes w It receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them
the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate.
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Airy number of Coupons may l.o sent -1. No corresp ndence can be entered
in, but only one i *tze may be won by one intoconeerniug the contest. Two lists of
voter. Should no one succeed in placing ■ liritish pHjyersaro given on this page, but
the winners' names correctly, tho£10 will voters may vote for any ttritu/i.jnaweT*,
go to the sender ol the nearest Coupon,
whether in tbe lists or not.
In the unlikely event of two ov more : 5. A voter may flli op any number of
voters sending in winning Coupons the Coupons from one issue, an. 1 may semi in
prize will be divided.
' any quantity of his Or horow u 0 friends'
2. Coupons
"ill upper weekly until Coupons n one envelope ami at any time.
further notice,
i hey may be -forwarded | ii. The Editor's decision a to the prizeat once, or fcepl ami seal in onoi nvelope
winners ami on all matters connected
at end of contest.
with this contest will be final and hg illy
.'!. All names must be wrJIte.l in ink. bind n_-. ami Coupons are accep ed only
No alteration will he prmiitted.
on this nmlei'stamli g.

"The

Pictures"

GREAT

BRITISH

I desire to cast Ten

FILM

PLAYERS

Votes for

to

Fi .11 U.E I'i.ai i:i:
Mali: Pr.AYl
I desire

also to

cast

PtA
Mai i, l'l \vi i:

Five Votes

i2nd choice)

CONTEST.

for

5
5

J. Hastings Itatsoii.
playing in Barker Filrrs
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS:
Neo'un - Films
II ri. -in Ualy
Irnusrlas
»»aj nc
lion i las • ox
John Ka«T
Phoenix
Films:
• IMuiul
• Fred Evans)
' Matties' (Joe Evans)
Jerry Maxwell
James iteeri
villi's Gtyane
Samuelso
• Films :
Fred
Paul
Itrrnard
Taagkaa
iion.-iiii
Couag
Jur-er
:
Doroih]Film's
Rowan
Maud Muart
Clifford ■•rmliroke
Arnold It. > nor
Regent Films :
Wniilre»
Huh
Cissir Klon
It DM

l.-l 11(1

Mllll I' f

*. Moll
tlllll.lrll
Frank IC. Uv .nrolt
Cny Unpen Lane
Various
Oom na ties
UlllMlll
Charles ll.-uChaplin
Ernest llatlr>
It Hie Uitihic
Ivy Clnsr
Alec
Worcester
Horolh>
Italic*
H«se iiaipii
James
RuNsrll
Madge
i ric
« lire de V» iiiiou
hi
•to. third
t-tlirl llrnrii.ll
Harry
uiiiviiui
Mary Manners
■lolly Carlyle
i rre
Vcrc
t 1:111(1 o l.llillol
Enc Desmond
Jai'k
muI en p
Wilfrid II Miliar
Martin t »im «r
Nancy Hri
miri mi
Grorfire
Poles
Irene Vernon
Jack Collins
Jeff. Itailou
m nortant /—All
Briiish artistes, no matter
where they are rlay-rg,
arc good for this ron'est

Fill ii' and post to " fontest

Erf it r, ' Pictures, 19. Adam St , Strand, London, W C

!.o

■ ™.i-«^*

WKBK
Aprii

FICrURiib

l.MUNC
Thr OWsl
ll v
,ii, d in her

NKV BR run after n woman os a tramcar.
There will be another one
along in n minute or two.
Making an Exception.
e
"Is this
a firs!] class
asked
tli ■ naught
iudi> pictur
idual. e-hous : "
"Oh. yes," answered the d
'keeper,
"but wedon'1 mind admitting you."
No Girl Could Do More.

"And while I'm onl there trenching
it you «ill sometimes think of me?"
■' Yes. Dicky darling; when I visit the
• pictures ' with other boj s, I shall
imagine each one is you."
Ko Peace for Him.
"Giles, why don'l you come to my
picture-house now ?
■• For three re isons, . ur. Pusl ly, 1
do 11 like yer pictures; secondly, I
dean like yer moosic; and. thirdly, it
w;is in your picture- 'ouse i first inet mj
wile."
What's in a Headline?
Sob- Editok : '•' \ correspondent sends
D9 a [nil account of a cock-tight film. It
>h.i\v-; photographs of the steel spurs
used, the cockpit, spectators, birds in
battle, \c with every round described."
(jrBE vr hnnoi; ; " Glorious ! Gel it
all in."
buB-EDTTOB (doubtfully . ' But this
is ;i moral Sunday paper."
Great Editor: " x-e-s, I know. Head
it A Brutal Sport Where Were the
' ' And it was so.
Police ?
They didn't want him in their filmdrama, so when he walked into the
studio where it was being re*
hearsed the producer led him
gently to the di or and pointed to
the Btreet.
tie came back. The leading
man pushed him out. and he fell
and got a black eye.
He came ba< k. The propertyman rnshed at him and hurled him
out. lie fell on a heap of -t> nes,
and sustained a broken coilarlione. a cracked km e-cap, and
three iii s fractured.
He
picked
himself
up
thought over the whole
matter
carelully.
"1 know what it is,"hegasp <\
at length; '"those people in there
don't want me in their film play.'
Paraphrased.
The office-boy sm< othed his
glossy locks.
"• it you plea--. Mi--, the Film
Editor is very much obliged to
you for the opportunity of seeing
your plots, but he much regrets
he is unable to make use of them."
The fair plot-writer sighed.
" Did he really say that r " she
a^ked.

fathei

I!

FOR

PICTUREGOER.

FILM -LOVERS

Hindsoine Picture S >uwnirs :

BARNABY

ss

Teddy sat frowning over the third
example
"A little girl had a family of
dolls, bhe gave one-fourth of them a way
and hail Bix left. How many did
give awaj r
Suddenly his face cleared
ETe
quietly from hie -eat and tiptoed up to
the teacher,
•• Will you please tell me," he whispered," how manj dolls make a family P "
In the Days of our Youth.
"There. Alice," said Mrs. Mumpser,
proudly exhibiting a picture to the servant, "that is a portrait of your master,
painted when he was a child."
Alice gazed open-mouthed al tl" pro«
duction.
"Lor', mum.''
she -aid. after some
momenta, " what a pity it i- we have to
N.B.— The master
was one ,.f the
it !-"'
grow up, ain'then-pecked
worm-eaten,
variety.
Her Fate in Life.
The young woman sat before her
ulass and gazed lone and earnestly at:
the reflection there. She screwed up
her face in many ways. She fluffed her
hair, then smoothed it down again. She
raised 1km- eyes, and lowered them: she
showed her teeth, and she pressed her
lips closely together. At last -he got
up
a weary
sigh,
and the
saidghosl
: " It'sofnoa
use.withI sha.l
never
have

RUDGE

THE Pi FILM
LIFE
OF
MARY PlCK>ORD

Lnswer biin, Angelina," came h voice
no■ longer."
through the keyhole.
"Answer bim L
. in bear this expense no |oii|
He Had Never Heard.

chance of being a picture actress."

THE

?r

. :
drnwi

burning her fat her
jwer iii'1 A ngelina,'1 cried h
voice
lull me,
'^' I passionate
•■ irn< Answer
can bear this

AND

\ daintj

irl p

FUR B«1)DMG AUTHORS
PLAY -WRITING
r-OR
THE
CINEMA
iiy KUNKST
V DENCH,
i'i lee i-- 3d., i'"-'

FOR YOUR
"PICTURES

FK1LNDS
AND
THE

I'Kli. to AUG., 101 ^
PILTUREGOER
Lrtiai k ely bound, pi i
HKOMIDE
ENLARGEMENTS

MARY

hULLER

"
01

1 [in. l>y
Handso
nicelOin.'
ya. Will
each, Frame
tost tree.

New Pos card of ELlSABtTH FISDON.
Price Id., postage flxtra.

V:

"THE
19) ADAM

I I lr o, i | to—
r-I-^TU^ES," Ltd.,
ST., STKANP, LONDON.

J

Both Had a Shock.

Mist]

ddenly entering kitchen

and
finding
on policeman's
knee) -.
•■ Mary.
I'm Mary
surprised
1
Maiiv: "■ So am I, mum;
I thought
Going! Going!!
Gone!!!
First
Man
(emerging
from
gone out.''
to second
ditto:
you'd picture-palace)

'' Er— no. Miss, not exactly. He
SCREEN
STRUCK."
said, 'Take away these packs of Horrible experience of a newly-married man who returns
home
to
Bad
his
wi
c
doing
this
suit
of thiug. Alter the fright
pittie and burn 'em, Joe. They
make me sick;'''
he discovered she was rehearsing for u uct tilm-drama,

" What's the timer-'
Second Man: "Dunno."
First Ma.v: ••Ain't yer watch
S E c o x i ) M ax (t ra giea 11 \ ) :
"a-going?"
Wuss ! it 'a gbrn!"
A Pair of 'em.
_ Scene, First-class
railway
viage ; three
occupants
navvy.
knut, and an American.
Navvy
-mokes
';shag."
Several
ti
the
others
complain
of awful
smell. At length the American
can bear stench no longer.
Train
pulls up at a station ; the American hangs his head out of the
'• Say, guard, just remove this:
gny
he's travelling
in a firstclass here;
carriage
with a third-claea
window':—
The guard docs as is asked.
The train starts to move again.
" That was a cute way of gett i>i_?
ticket."
rid
of an awful bore," says the
knut; " but how did yon know he
had a third-class ticket ? "
" Wa| ! I saw the ticket sticking
out of his pocket, and it was
same colour as mine, so J gu
it was thurd-ciass. '
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Please give Mams, and addrei
publication)
vl'ii tenting. We cannot reply through th post.
Lctlers ere dealt itith in ROTATIC*.
"Winifred" (Cardiff).—
of Coaltown-we're pleased to have
Oh!
yourWinifred
letter,
,
sorry you feel " lonely," and trust by now you re
Butbctttp
We have no cure for loneliness, but will do our very

To give you information on whatever you request.
" YVoulivbe" (Plymouth).— We have not beard of
any Film Companies neur Plymouth, and the
date of the " Trial for Would- jjc Actors at
O.ympia " has not yet been fixed.
— Glad you're not. Thanks
"Shy Girl" (Oh.haiu).
tor iutormatiou. Have put Stewart Rome,
Talinadge on our list
Norma
and
Sweet,
Blanche
for interviews. Yes, come and see us when you
kisses you sent by
the
up
follow
and
town,
in
are
blusli with all
a photo cf yourself, >ou make us Ot
course you
us.
of
say
you
things
the i.ice
may write again, dear.
'•Bikb" (Stoke Newington) .-Write a,'"! ask the
Dumeld fct.,
"Motion Picture Magazine," 176,
can obtain it over
Brooklyn, New York, if you
questions;
oilier
your
answer
cannot
We
here.
no casts were given,
er).— Names
•Three Curious Girls" (Manchest
and addresses next time please. Charles Ckap.m
has been estabiis ed a quarter of a century,
otherwise he is ^5 years old.
• Johnny akd Joe" (Dublin).— " A Double
Error" (Vitngiaph) :— " Bob," Jas. Morrison;
" Jane," Dorothy Jiei.y ; " Betty," Gillian Burns;
•' Carle," George Cooper ; " Jack," Jack Bulger;
••Jim," Chas. Bryant; "Nell," Emily Hayes;
"Maid," Gussie Lang,
"Ctril" (Westcliff). — The drawing of Turd
Sterling you sent is very good, dear boy ; and
you oniv 1:2 years old ! Kulem is an American Co.,
and so is Trans-Atlantic. Tnc Lomjon address of
the latter is 37 to 39, Oxford Street, W. We think
Tiny Tim VMS res iug, out he will be seen again in
new films almost immediately.
«< Critical" (Brighton).— Your sugg stion that our
readers shou.d keep a "Pilm" book- to enter
casts, addresses, &c„ in, and so save repetition :n
this column, is au excellent one, " Critical,
We
1 commend it to all our readers.
«• H. E. W." (Ipswich).— Jane Gail is now with the,
Imp Company in America.
"C. S." (Glasgow).— Louise Huff played lead in
" Love's Loni Lane " (Lubin). Wc have no postcards of her.
•' Wallis " (Chiswick).— Thanks for verses. Regret
we have no roo-u lor them in our paper.
"Atlas" (Sireatham).— No, you're not "asking
too much." Address Tom Mix, c.o. Sol g Polyscope >o., 20, East Randolph St., Chicago; and
Helen Holmes, c.o. Kuiem Pilm Co., Ltd., U3523rd St., Near York City. Write them
eat
A
289,
Heart"
anaon,they
nicely
never got
did hemay
? reply. "Faint
" W. P." (Glasgow).— Wc gather from your letter
you want a situation in Loudon, Sorry we cannot help you.
"Hilpa" (Leamington)— always looks through
her back numbers ol the Piiti-bks when she is
"down i' tho dumps," and so keeps smiling.
Other lenders pi Use copy. Courtenay Foote has
left Vltajjrapl) .oy Keli..nce. "The Link that
Binds" (Rex) :— " Fergus Mc a r," Will
Worthington: "Donald" (his sou), Herbert
Bawlinsonj "Annus Guthrie," Prank Jbloj'd;
•• Je
jnter), Helen Leslie.
"THE
M. P. Fan" (Sb .r. ham).— Your list of
pi yirs with " personality " is far too
Whj omit all Eu liahi neii f
" 10. I,, W." ill ford). You are an enthusiastic
reader, 1 J besuie. (Had veil liked your consolayou'll soonrecovery
wm u Hist
Our
best tion
ivi pri/c.
lie- Hope
tor complete
from your
recein Illness,
" Ti; vFALGAB " (Southport). — Thanks, hut yon
omitted to repeat your original questions, and
iv e.nn.'t tied them. Please send i ga u. (Had
you are a "permanent" reader; we like that
sort,

"Marion" (AccringtoiO. — Dear girl, we are not
cross with you. Let's " kiss and be friends,"
shall we ? Your " make-believe " seems to amuse
you and your friend, so if you arc happy, we are
too. There are several " Sonny Jim " films ;
which one do you mean ? Bobby Connelly plays
the n Line part in all. You say we ne er r- turn
the kisses sent us, well here are y« ur four
back X X X X The Editor's birth certificate
got lost when he moved last year, and he has forgotten how old he is.
"Millt" (Wood Green). — Your charming letter
has been already acknowledged. Yes, you are
very clever to play as you d > by ear— one of our
staff rites
do aMilly.
bit, but
Well; that's all.
Thanks
for to
kisses,

"REG I lab Ri.iD;:i: " .Reading, where the biscuits
cone noai'. — Jane Gail is in America playing
for Imp. Balboa do not publish casta o their
films. Sorry »•« cannot help you. Thanks for
getting us new readers.
" Yvonnf " i Walthamstowi.— Repeat your fiuestion
giving name ot Co npauy producing the film, and
we will do onr r> st to give you the inioimalion.
Much obliged for your iielp.
"Alice " (Glasgow).— "The Keeper of theLLjhf
(Priuc S3) : — "John MeCabe,' Mo gan Jones;
" Rmh." Muriel Ostnclie ; " Will Hacks," John
Reinhard ; " Geo Davies," Boyd Marshall ; " HiMother," Mane Rauucrd. "The Butterfly"
(American Co.;: " Lydii Richards," Winiired
Gie^nwood; "Marie Ricuards," Cuarlotte Burton; "Kob North,'" r.d. Coxen ; "William
Lynch," Oeo. Field. We like typewritten letters.
"A. Mc." (Glami.— We, too, hope your first letter
won't twopence
be your !last.
So spend
you ththeusother
Pictcbeworth
Why not
penny
in au extra copy!- in "A Stud.i in Scar.et"
(Samuelsou>
only cast
is : — "Jeff Hope,"
Fred Paul ; "the
Lucy,"
Agnesgiven
Glynuc.
"Fp.kp" (Burnhaiu . — Jane Gail is an American.
Charles Chaplin played in " The Face on the Bat
Room Floor" (Reystouei. Jane Gail played lead
in " lhe Fringe of War" (London).
Jessie" iSouth Wales).— Your previous letter
and , hoto mysteriously disappeared no send
another. Sent your love to Waircu Kerrisonand
his brother, and kept some ourselves, cleo
Madison aud George Larkin are American
players.
"Two
Lovers of Pictires" (Heywoodi.— Dear
giils, the cast you want is miob aiunble. So
soiry.thOh notep.per
near, no, ii-c^
we are
not eorrcsponden
a bit "faddy"s,
about
by our
but green iuk on purple pa] er, >&d siui.lar ireaks
are R."
the "(Brighton).—
limit."
"F.
Address Warren Kerrigan,
c.o. Trans-Atia itic Pnm Co., 1,'JuO, Broadway,
New York. We have no postcards of A, turn.
Thanks lor kind wishes.
"Kat-Ess" (Crewe/. — Of course, dear boy, wo
knew of Ford sterling rcj. iuing Keystone.
Reliance do not publi hi lieir casts.
"T. G. C." (Maidenhead i.— A.B. casts are not

MARY

FULLER,

now one of tho Trans- Atlantic stars.
This is one of our Postcard Scries,
" Ansii: " (Stoke Newington)— wants to know if
any of the film players are Jews. It is quite
possible— why shouldn't thev be ? " Must film
actresses be pretty p" Beauty alone won't en-n
them
bread Fischer
and "cheese.
to
Margarita
? Yes, "Can"
if your you
arm write
is not
paralysed her address is c.o. Beauty Films,
American Co., Ltd., 6,237, Broadway. New York.
*' Anxious " (Barrow-in-Furae-is).— The souvenir
of '• The Film Life Ol Mary Piekfovd," from this
office1youprice
twopence
halfpenny
post-five, w.ll
give
all tho
information
you want.
"Wii.li.im" (Marlesdenh— Address Mary Piekfonl. co, Famous Players Film Co , 313, West
26thStxeel New York. Wo know of no producing Company at Wdlesden, Billy.
••Nfi.i." (R-sslare).— Ben I'. Wilson (who is now
with Trans -Atlantic! pi yed hero in " What
Happened to Mary." We don't think Mary
Fuller would mind yon writing to her. "Love
and Flames': ".Bert Haley." Herb -it
Rawliiison: "Bill Hampton" (his pal-, Wm,
Worth, ngton -. "Anna Jones" (A se.imstressl,
Anna Little; "Prank Carter" (A laudlo d>,
Frank Lloyd: "Baby Olive" (Anna's Baby
Si ter), 01tV3 Johnson.
" X. X. X." iLlanbrudadi).— Mabel Normand
played lead In " AlgJ and the Force " (Keystone),

given.
Mabel" (Edgbastou).— Wc do not know if your
cousin is playing for the screen or not : we have
not heard oi her name in connection with any
American Companies.
"Factory Girl" (Mitcham). — Have sent your
love to Mar, Piekford. Jack is Mary's brother.
Are your letters " tiresome " i Certainly not,
"AnKi.ix" (Newcastle).— In "The Better W
(Imp)
Dorothy
Gisii played
opposite
King
Baggot.
Yes. i'orii sterling was in " soldiers ot
Misfortune,"
as " chiet of Police."
Your
praises overwhelm us, dear.
"Vanoa" (Himiuersmith).— Tom Powers, we
believe, is at present iu America. We do not
think the two players you mention are named
"J. rY." (Burnley.— Cricks and Martin, Ltd., 10-J,
Waddon New Rudd, Croydon : Ue,.Worth Film
Co., Wultoii-on Thames, Parry-Watson Film Co.,
7, Central Bldgs., Seaside Rd., F.asttouriie :
Samuelsou Film Co., \\ Drton Hall, Isieworth,
Middle-ex. Trust you will be sncceSStul in
placing your U.ui plot.
"R. G. C" (London W.C.\— No cast of "1 s
Mi arables'' was published, but Henri Krani-s
plaved lead. Neither is the cist of "Laughing
Gas' (Keystoae) given; but i'C t link Mabel
Normand pla>ed the part of the » e^tist V wife.
Hope to give photos of Continental players soon
" m arms."
ol them are
—at present many
••Everlasting:
Header"
(Maida
Vale).— Have
sent your love to Mary Pioklord. Pauline Bush
is still with Trans Atkiutic.
When is your photo

*»*Ju*oii;/ replies are unauotbV^ly held over.
coming ';
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"NEPTUNE'S
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tbc stupendous Trans-Atlantic production dealt with on page 25.
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From

Eggs to Pictures.

FOWL-STEALING
been rampant amongst boyshas
at Carnarvon.
They collar the hens and
sell them, pool the profits, and spend
the
money
at theHorrible
picture-shows."
Cardiff
paper.
depravity says
! tinta
are we to understand that if there had
been no pictures the hens would have
been un-collared ? And we suppose they
arc stiil stealing eggs and yet more
eggs for pictures. Perhaps they will
turn the business into a limited liabilitycompany and build a picture-theatre of
their own out 01 the profits on the egg •
To the
paraphrase
rhyme:
'ihis
is
house thatthewasnursery
built with
the cash
that came from the eggs that were
hatched by the fowls that were collared
by ruffians small and strong who si
for the house that Jack built.
Fashion on the Fiim.
THE

gowns worn
in "JToung Mis.
Winthrop"
by Mabel
the
Edison player
whose'irunnelle.
portrait
appears on our Cover, are sure to create
a large amount of interest among the
Me. Green (just up from the country) : " Well, bargoom ! It' that ain't the
limit! Fancy releasing a snake 3,000 feet long! The folks 'ere must be barmy! '
IN

<; Charlie's
New
Job"
Charles'
Chaplin
drew
5,000 persons
in a
single day at a first show in America.

-*

*.':

*

" I never misses my Pictures unless
1 am too busy, then I sends some one
else for it," writes a Welsh reader.
Duncan MeRae, an Edison "heavy
villain," is a nephew of Sir Charles
Wyndham, the distinguished actor.
&

ft

X

" Little Willie " is or soon will be
working again in the Eclair Studios in
Paris, which are now extremely busy.
'■
#
#
Look out for and see Lilian Braithwaite, the well-known actress, in " The
World's Desire," a B. and C. production
of exceptional merit.
An American picture-house has presented two motor-cars to the boy and
girl who collected the most/coupons
given with admission tickets.
*

*

it

"Standing room only"' is the order
of tin' night wherever "The Escape"
is being shown. We referred to this
remarkable film some weeks ago.
*
#
*
Whereas the film industry was almost
an exclusively foreign industry, the
British output now shew-- a continued
increase « >f excoedinglj line productions.
Daily i "ilr.in.
*

*

*

Although John Bunny is touring in
music-hall work, the Vitagraph Company inform us he has not by any means
piven up picture work. So cheer up,
Bunny-lovers.
N.B. - Bunny is riot dead,
*
*
*
" If youdon't have thrills when you're
young you can't expect to have them
when you're old," says a novelist.
But
in point of fact \ ou ma.v have them at
nge bj regular!} \ isiting the cinema.

A New " Picture-show."
THE slang used by military officers
changes with the times. In the
South African war a battle was
called a " show." In the present war
the phrase is still used for ordinary
engagements, but for the big events it is
altered to " a picture-show." " Oh, you
were
the now
picture-show
at Tpres," is
often in
heard
at the Front.
All-night Pictures.
THERE are two cinema-houses in
New Orleans which have adopted
an "• open-all-night " policy, and
neither is said to be suffering from lack
of patronage. Not scores but hundreds
stayed up uutil long after midnight to
witness episode twenty-three of " The
Million Dollar Mystery." and more than
a hundred were counted in the picturehouse at two o'clock in the morning.
"See, I Told Yer ! "
DURING the screening of "The
Million
Dollar Cruze
Mystery
" a scene
showed James
tearing
down
the road in a motor-car when suddenly
the machine stopped. A little fellow in
the audience jumped up. shouting, " Hey.
Jimmie.
it needs
a crankin'.'*
Mr. Cruze
alighted
from the machine
and cranked it. to the pleasure of the
youngster who had given the advice.
One for Tomm /.
TWOentered
Lancashire
of the New cinema
Army
an lads
Eastbourne
after paying for shilling scats, but
rather than be separated they sprang
over the harrier and flopped into t w oshiding seats. The attendant politely
pointed out their mistake, says the Film
Cen$or,~XnH o\b> of the two said he was
comfortable enough where he was.
' I'.ut you must eo back to the shilling
seats." was fche order.
"Oh. no," said the soldier. "a
Brit
Dever goes
hack in
! " the general
Theisher
attendant
shared
laughter, and left Tommj

where he was.

gentler
sex. afternoon gown, is of grey
One, au
velvet, with black velvet diamonds
this she worein along
giey tunic
velvet effect.
hat trimmed
appliqued,
"\\ ith
with brown numidis and skunk fur. with
muff to match. Another afternoon gown
was of taupe-coloured broadcloth, with
a short jacket, full skirt, and a collar of
marten, worn with a large velvet hat.
One evening gown was of pink charmeuse trimmed with gold embroidery and
accordian-pleated chiffon. Another evening gown was of old rose satin, trimmed
with black jet and allover white lace.
Two opera-coats were worn, one of black
velvet striped with silver braid, with the
collar and cuffs of white fox. The other
coat was of gold-coloured charme
trimmed with white fox.
Strong Cheese and Cold Water.

l, because
other name is \ lotorPote
all know " Slippery Slim."' whose
no real picturegoer could say he
had never come across a >nnke\ ill<Comedy. Well, Victor has been making
glutton
himself.
aand
of ch- he
beer, of
usuallyInstead
go together,
which
has lately been dosing himself with
cheese and wat( .-. and all for the lilm.
In" When Slippery Mini Bought the
Cheese" the plot compelled our friend
to become inordinately fond of strung
Jimburger, and one day, on iuduL 2
his (film) fane\.he bought a cheestroug that when he went to eat said
cheese it walked out of his mouth,
across the table, down the table leg.
crawled up the wall, out of the window,
YOU

crossed the yard, and* disappeared.
In "Sentimental bophie" Victor got a
cold bath that lie will remember for the
rest of his lite. As 1 "Slippery Slim" he
stole Mustang Pete'sgirl. Mustang ami
his
chased " into
Slim,"a cold
and to
escape
themgang
he jumped
mountain
stream. Hut he stubbed his toe as
he was taking the jump and landed
on his face. 1 he swift current rolled
him over and over, and he was unable to
gain bis feet. He says he swallowea a
full barrel of water before he was fished
out, strangled, and half frozen.
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SELECTED

l'lto.M

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

\\ it 11 tiik R\ ssias Asht: 1. Blc-sii Ig the Tt ops in the Trencbes. -J. This hole was made by an Austrian shell. I'm- b tot
Ptbaxida 3. An Australian Field Cook-honse at Minna Camp. I. The Watch on the Nile. •">. Australian Engineers (|iii«-k
work at budge-bnilding.
With «bb Russian Ahmy: 6. Heavy field gnn in action.
Rkcbditing
w H
7. Enrolling
uii-ii at a football match for the Grand International Pinal, l'-'l"..
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THE

STONE

PHILOSOPHERS

NDUE
curiosity is a failing of most
people. The sweetheart of John Service did riot differ in this respect from .
other members of the fair sex, and when
on
a visit
her all
" boy's
" mother
she
wanted
to to
know
about
their new

Claudel insured her for ten times bar

and bound him securely to the chair,
crying " Yon are necessary to my experiment. Just listen
to this
"The
greatest alchemists
undertook
the— quest

value and sent the vessel to her doom.'
"My lather, the most honest of men.
said. 'Sir. this is blackmail; it i-

for the Philosopher's Stone, with which
they hoped to convert the baser metals
into gold and silver, it is sought for in
the action of various drugs and principally in a man's blood, on condition
that this blood comes from a'young
man healthy and vigorous.'
"Do you understand that? All that
is required to finish my great work is
blood— the blood of a young man. and
you bring
VVitli ata chuckle
Claudel
.sat me
downyours."
and gazed
Service
with delight.
The victim of his own curiosity began
to remonstrate with the old man, when
the telephone rung, and Claudel said.
"My daughter calls me to the villa.
To-morrow we will begin our great ex-

" Having
a plan of campaign,
the
journalist was not to be frightened by
infamy.'
protestations of innocence.
He went
further and said he could produce e
deuce in support of the article.
"' My lather defied him. Knowing
that he was innocent. he did not fear the
production of any evidence that could
be brought, and told the journalist
"'You wait and see, replied the
blackmailer. Leaving the room he
called in two clerks whom my father
had dismissed for dishonesty. Tl.
men swore that they had assisted my
father in over-insuring the vessel, and
that he had done mi knowing lull
worthy.
well that the Bell II ' -'"as cms

neighbours.
" Do find out all about them, John,"
pleaded she, and like a foolish, young
man he promised to make inquiries that
very day. Deeply in love, he did not
Left alone in the pavilion, Service
pause to reflect. It was enough for him—
periment." in vain to free himself from
struggled
such is the logic of love—that Mavis
wished to know. His curiosity was
the rope, but the old man had done his
work too carefully. Eventually he gave
aroused, and if there was a mystery
up the struggle, but he managed to
attached to the people who were so exclusive he would fathom it. But the
reach the telephone. In the villa P&uline Claudel, daughter of the old man.
inquiries he made were of no avail, and
rather than confess himself beaten John,
heard the ringing of the bell, and
wondered who could be calling, .tier
when night had fallen, forced his way
father had gone to bed, and the pavilion
into the grounds and walked towards a • was
locked up for the night.
pavilion, the windows of which glowed
with light. Inside Charles Claudel, an
" Who are you ? " she asked,
'"lama prisoner through my unwarold shipowner, was pouring over a crurantable curiosity. Tied in a chair, I
cible. He was in search of the Philosoam
locked
in the pavilion."
pher"s
Stone.
Gold
becomemany
an
obsession,
and the
old had
man spent
Alarmed at such an occurrence. Pauline
ran
to
the pavilion, and there found
long hours in the pavilion seeking the
Service exhausted and terribly alarmed.
elusive. He lacked but one ingredient
to win success, and as he sat poring
"• Who are you ? " she asked again.
nver the recipes of old he saw reflected
" My name is John Service."
in the bottle before him the face of a
"'the
son of the journalist
Philip
\ (Ming man.
Service
Turning quickly upon the intruder,
" ies. ? "madam; my father has been
lie
said.
"
Pray
enter,
sir,""
and
Service
dead
"Ahtwo! years."
There are some terrible
cm me forward murmuring vague excuses
accounts to settle between us. .Listen.
for the indiscretion
of prying
into
Years ago my father, Charles Claudel.
I hei's affair.
was the richest shipowner in Marseilles.
" Don't apologise," replied Claudel,
One of his vessels, the Belle .//<•'
• it is probable you may be. able to assist
sailed for Tunis, and the news shortly
mo in making gold.
Young man. I am
afterwards arrived that she had been
going to reveal to you an unimaginable
v\ recked.
thing, I have found the Philosopher's
"' She carried a crew of thirty, men
Stone.
I' can make gold ! Do you hear?
who had worked for my father for years,
"
!
d
l
and they were all men of Marseilles.
GoRealising that he had to deal with a
demented old man. Service evinced a. Such news, therefore, caused consternat ion in the harbour. There was no doubt
keen interest in the assertion. " I conthat
1 he vessel was a total los*-. and
gratulate you,",which
said he,
" in overcoming
the difficulties
proved
insuperable
great was the grief.
"Two days later a man. a journalist,
for the alchemists of old."
came to see my father.
Ee brought
"Yes,yes; [have beaten them all. I
witli him the proof of an article which
will show you how it is done. In this
was to be published that day. He read
book yon will read the records of the
past, but wait until I bring WJ results
it : ' Information from a reliable source
lor you to see. Sit. down, and you shall
warrants us in stating- that the wreck of
the Belle Uelem was foreseen. We can
hear
my
w
ondert'ul
story."
Service sal down and the old man
go so far as to say that Mr. •'. Claudel.
turned to his bench, but instead of
the owner, knew that the vessel was not
bringing forward his apparatus he
seaworthy. His agents reported this
fact, but instead of repairing the vessel
rushed upon the young man with a rope

": STou lie. all of yon.' cried my
father, and drove them out of the b<
"Two days later a press campaign
began against my father, attacking his
honour and destroying my happiness. I
was engaged to be married, but ray
/io iter threw me over. Because of the
rumours his family insisted that he
should break off the engagement, and
nudes- that cruel treatment my heart

broke,

"A paper much read by the seafaring
class insisted that the wreck of the /.'
Selene was the work of my father who,
knowing the state of the vessel, genl the
crew to certain death.
" Naturally this enraged the people,
and around the harbour the fury of the
relatives and friends of the crews was
raised against my father. They stormed
our house, crying 'To death with the
"Public opinion was so strong that

scoundrel
my father, !'in order to establish his inno-

cence, brought an action against the

libelling newspapers. He won, but then
the people cried out that he had bought
his judges, there was no appeasing the
people. They believed that my father
was guilty, and nothing that we could
do altered their opinion.
" The instigator of this compaign was
Philip Service, your father, tf is career

began with a crime.
' r.\en now it is not finished. Conscions of his innocence, my father continued to live at Marseilles.
He was
unmolested, but events proved that the
people had neither forgotten nor forgiven. Not long ago the harbour workmen went out on strike. Things went
badly1 exhausted.
with them, and their money was
One day they caught sight of my
father and came to o\w house screaming
• Scoundrel,
us vthe
our town.
gold '.'
" We had give
lei ave
Myfather
had gone mad. He was always saying
'tioht. gold; thev want gold.' It was
then that we came here to live. and my

\A'l
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tit In i spends all his time In ing to make
gold
T« rrified bj this recital, and learning
(or the first time of the sad chapter in
hie father's lile, Service faltered " Hut
you say mj father did this, He is dead .
neither] nor my mother have done yon
'
harm
" True, but justice led yon hereto as,
and tin' ways of justice are sometimes,
inscrutable. So saying, Pauline left
the distracted young num. Sin- knew
that in tin- hands of her father, intent
en succeeding in his search for gold.
Service's life would not besafe. Should
she win revenge bj leaving him to bis
fate? Long was the struggle which right
and wrong waged within her, and in the
end a great pity for the young man swept
oyer her and she returned to release him.
a moment too soou did she act.
OKI Claude] was returning to the pavilion ti> complete his great experiment.
Quickly she undid the bonds, and as
Service jumped from the window and
tied through the grounds Claude! oarae
into the room, [nstead of the young man
lie saw his daugl ter sitting in the chair.
" Where is he P " he cried.
Pauline pointed to the window from
which her father could see his victim
running out of the grounds.
With a cry of "He has stolen my
t He robs me of my
gold, my
•.'old ! " the old man fell lifeless to the
ground and the trials of the deeply.
aged shipowner were over.

►
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story is finely depicted in :i

Ganmont film, and it is one of their best

production-. To say more than this
would he superfluous. The plot is
strong, and the grouping of the crowds
is capable and realistic M. Navarre in
the part of Old Claudel and Madame
Rehee Carl as the daughter act with
their customary ability. " The Philosopher's Stone " is released on May 3rd.

THE
CROSS
OF ST.
CEORCE
FOR BRAVE CINEMA OPERATOR
THE Russian war photographs which
have recently appeared in "Pathe's
Gazette, ' ami seme of which have
been reproduced en our " News page, were
taken by Mr. Ercole, a rinematographer in
the employ of Pat lie Freres. He went to
Russia five months ago, ami was granted
permission by the military authorities there
to take these pictures, some of which were
photographed under the very guns of
Przemysl itself.
Mr. Ercole is an Englishman who is
devot 'il heart and soul to In- work. According to a wounded officer now in Potrograd,
■who was an evc-witm s- no place seemed too
hot for the intrepid camera-man to take his
stand. He took pictures, -ays the officer,
'literally under the infernal tire of tho
enemy, and it was once found necessary to
use force to remove him to a safer place. On
another occasion Mr. Ercole placed his camera
600 yards away from the German trendies."
Creole'sA intrepidity
landed
him
in Mr.
hospital.
shell bursthasclose
to him,
blew his camera to pieces, and some of tho
fragments bnried themselves in his shoulder.
For his bravery and devotion to dutv he has
received from the Czar a highly-prized
military medal— the Cross of St. George—
the first instance of a cinematograph operator being so honoured. One of Mr. Ercole s
pictures, showing Russian soldiers receiving
the blessing of the Church, appears on p. 2-'-.
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Principals' Miraculous Escaps whilst taking a Big Scene.
PRODI OED bj Berber! Brenon.al
a coat ■•! 1. 1
0 in the lovelj
Bril isfa i !i »lonj of B irmuda, t hi
story,
written
I ._> Captain
Leslie T.
I'.'. i cock", i- likelj to prove tho greatest
cinema draw in Britain. Sensational
.scenes of marine life afford Annette
Kelicrman full scope for the display of
her wonderful versatility as actress,
dancer, and swimmer.
She take- the
part
of
Neptune's
Daughter,
who for
meets
and kills a mortal in revenge
the

Onlj the fact that no
Baved him IV. no
tode ith.
And i li. in >st v
Ii mil t uing oi
that the picture it ikeu of this astound
ne, which eudi 1 > di isl ronsly, wen
ife and sound OH ing to tie pri SOnC I of
nun 1 of tl
perator, who kepi fcb •

camera out of danger when t In- water
came,
Hut it is onlj
>f count
amazing
t hi- magnificent spectacular product ion.

death of her little sister.
All the principal scene.- were taken in
and around Bermuda, where tiny lakes,
caves, tropical foliage, and a beautiful
ocean helped in the making of realistic
pictures. The death of the mortal
(played by Mr. Brenon himself) took
place under water, and nearly caused
the actor's real death. For this wonderful scene a gigantic tank was erected on
the beach. Three sides of it were built
of cement, the one facing the camera
being glass an inch and a quarter thick.
The top was open to the air. A covered
canvas passage-way, with all light excluded, was limit up for the camera-men
to the glass -ide oft he tank, so that the
interior was the only part
that
was
lighted ami photographed.
Eighteen tons of water and all kinds
of ii-h and rocks were dumped into the
tank to represent this scene beneath the
sea. The possibility of the glass breaking o.ving to the enormous pressure
upon it being increased by two bodies
was discussed. If it happened, all knew
there was small chance of the players
escaping death, driven as they would be
by eighteen tons of water through a hole
of jagged glass. The suggestion; however, was eventually dismissed as improbable. Indue course the twoeameramen. with bagging around their arms
and hands in case of accident, took their
places in the passageway, and Miss
Kellerm.au and Mr. Brenon, with almost
'naked In 'dies, entered the tank.

*

' *

*

#

Outside everybody held their breath
whilst the scene was being rehearsed
under water, and the buzz of the camerahandle denoted the taking of the pictures. Six had been taken when tho
players came out for air. They had just
gone under once more fur a final picture
when there came a "Boom:" like the
firing of a cannon; the canvas passage
was swept away and tons of water rushed
out through the smashing glass. It
carried with it the bodies of Miss
Kellerman and Mr. Brenon. fish, locks.
scenery, photographers, assistants— all
were wiped away as if by magic. The
suddenness of the catastrophe left
everybody stunned ; then all thought of
the probable fate of tin' two players.
Their bodies lay quite still among the
wreckage some twenty feet away. but. to
every one's relief, they were still alive.
Mi-- Kellerman was badly cut on tinright leg and foot, but not soserioush as
poor Brenon. who was quite unconscious
and afterwards delirious. His left arm
was slashed from shoulder to wrist, and
he was cut all over his face and neck.

ANNETTE
KELLERMAN
The Australian Venus.
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Films You Should Make
a Point of Seeing.

Shoolo n't

FLYING FOR FORTUNF.
An exceptionally in" resting story (product <1
in America which e!ei 1lv shows the daring and
grit ". those who work
fur tlio improvement of
science. Thrilling seen* s
in an aeroplane and a
railway train arc de- Controlled hi/ picted.
ffioJ':- Film Company,
Ltd., 2,680/ee< [.now shoieiny).
MOSCOW IM WINTER. -The views in this
lilm cannot fail to interest any audience.
They will give every one an idea of the land
of the Russians and the severe winter
weather they have to contend with. Many Ot
the principal buildings and towns are also
shown in the picture.
Kineto Film, short red (April 19).

PETER POTHfcAD THINKS IT WODlO 6E
A GOOD tOEA TO BECOME. A f ILH ACTOR
AND

IMMEDIATELY APPLIES FOR THE JOB, AND AS LUCK HAS IT HE. IS
ENGAGED
WE 0THEN

THE WARNING.— An intensely thrilling
drama. The redemption of a young man
from the horrors to which his evil courses
mighl have led him is told in novel manner,
ami throngh incidents of the most breathless
n. We shall publish the full story
descriptio
this film shortly.
oi
Potlir Drama, three reels (April 25).
THE AMBITION OF THE BARON. -Adapted
from a story in the Smart Set Magazine.
Love and intrigue run riot in this romantic
drama. The leading roles are in the hands
0 BUCh plavers as Francis X. Bushman,
Beverly Bavno. Thomas Coinmerford, and
Lester Cuneo. and the story is so constructed
to grip and hold one's interest from start to
finish. Staging and photography are superb.
■ Usaaiiay Drama, tiro Arts {April 29).
ALMA

TAYLOR— Selections from her repertoire. This is a new departure in pictures.
For the Hist time a picture has been prepared showing the gradual development of a
and
great
an li extra"
from Every
player
famous star.
scene is to
shorta and
vividly
interesting. There are no pauses and no
weak spots, and Miss Taylor s development
from the beginning of her picture career, nine
\ c •;, is ago, is clearlv .shown.
Bepworth Film. 575 feet (April 22).
THE AWAITED HOUR.- Frank Colby was
happily married, but his wife was also loved
by his employer, who planned to get rid of
Colby. He had him arrested anil sentenced
for forgery. The wife then divorced him,
and married the employer. Colby escaped.
house,
his employer's
way tostands
his him,
and.
hinds making
and gags
him on a chair,
and removes the chair with a rope. He was
again arrested,
tenced to death. led back to prison, and senImp (Troas- Alia olirVI.'.m fret (M(t>j2Q!.
THE DEATH OF SIMON LEGREE.
Simon
Lctiree giyes the village Ix'auty tickets lor a
-how. Her lover, Fatty, is jealous, and lie
decides to win back her affections by becoming an' actor. LeGree's play at the theatre is
an awful liasco, and he goes alter the assistants with a revolver. The place is iii uproar,
ami the Sheihls come along to stop the lighting. Eventually LoGreois driven out of the
town with his actors, and peace is restored.
Billie Ritchie and Louise Orth do good work
in this side-splitting comedy.
L.-Ku (
/y. 902/eef (May 17).
GilBERT DYING TO DIE. -Unhappy
Gilbert had never been successful in life, and
he tri - 1 1 \ain to leave it. All his efforts

TELLS HIS 6E6T GIRL THAT HEJS

NOW

ACTOR
PICTURE
STAR
A
FORD STERLING
PUTTINGCOMPLETELY
IN THE
SHADE.

OUR

CINEMATOGRAPHIC

R 5.

WHAT
A
THE. FILtf
PETER

DISAPPOINTMENT
WAS
SHOWN.

IS INDICATED
WiTH
—
ARROW

CARTOONS.— No. 34. A FALLEN

Tail . he is constantly interrupted ; invariably sayed just in the nick of time. At last
he creates such a disturbance that the occupants of the Hat beneath come up in a body
to protest, only to be thrown headlong down
■ the. stairs.
Luck comes to the luckless one
• at last. A letter from the lawyers announces
■ that Gilbert's
uncle has died and left his
-nephew
— undreamed-of wealth.
Fred
Groves isi'l.lHlO
Gilbert.
- /.'. ami C Farcc(D<"is 01' s). 32Afeei (April 5).
REFINING
FIRES.
John, a poor man with
prospects!
fall-marry
in love
penniless
.Man-.
He (lares not
her with
for fear
of losing
his
fortune. Marv has occasion to believe that
John is tired of her. anil leaves him. Weary
and ill. she finds in Nina Al-lrom a friend who
takes her into her own home, and re-tores
her to health and spirits. John's uncle d es.
and becomes into the money. As it happens,
the young millionaire meets and loves Niria
Alstrom, who loves him in return. Hut
John, though he long since has ceased to care
for Mary, is haunted by his past. Me confesses to Nina that he is not worthy of her
love, but that he has determined to lead a
clean life in the future. Mary overhears.
Leaving a note for Nina, she goes to a con\ cut . where she takes ihe veil. Vivian Bich,
charlotte Ihuton. and Jack Richardson are
in the casl .

/' ...

BUT
WHEN

1 ■■ ;•. . . .• i 980/ a (April 12).

ASCENT

OF

MONT

BLANC.

^N

STAR
A

vivid

picture of the dangers and difficulties encountered during the ascent of one of the
highest peaks in the world. Thus we see
the famous Glacier de Dome, the glorious
panorama from Bionassay, theVallot Kofuge.
at
a height
some ice.
l.'i.ixHl
where
made
from of
melted
and.hvt.when
the soup
actualis
crest is reached, a view of marvellous
lieantv .
' "J 1 >)•
including in its range many other noted
peaks, among them Monte Rosa,
> roia Kim (New Agent

A

COLD

JjB

AND

A

HOT

ONE.

In " Dewdrop Braves the Floods of Maidenhead, a Burlinghara Film coming on
April •_' Ith. Eruesl Batley, the actor and
producer, pi lys quite a funny part; but lie
had a strenuous time producing the film. To
mike sure of the floods, it w.i^ all finished ill
twenty-four hours-, and before the end ol
them the actor made no fewer than nine divi s
into water the ice on the top of which hail to
be broken. As a result of these frcnuent
immersions, Mr. Batlcx piaetically lost the
use of his legs tor two hours or more. Snow
was also falling tor some time. and. all things
considered, it was at once the coldest ami
hottest job he has evi r undertaken. He -i\so, and he ought to know
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Mrs. Black
Players

Controlled

Production,

by J. D.

Adapted
0 -R
P E.i.sf s Lane
(i ACK
PK I'.l.
\ iile 1 imriMi.\ .
must have been a descendant "i' lieorge
Washington, for a litue
" inexactitude " was to
li i in :i lie deliberate, and ■
such his bouJ al)hoi'i ed
His friends knew him,
too, for, as one of t hem
said, " Yen can do anj thing to him. ov fii explode ;idynamite cartridge under his nose, but
don't tcil him a ti l>."
Perhaps his love of truth had something !" do with his
it was the Professor's opinion
soci
fema
hatr
d ety,
anle coul
thateda ofwom
not for
tell the truth under any circume
stances. Buteven^th hardest-shelled bachelor succumbs in
the long run, and at the age of fifty-five, when In- hair was
scanty and lie wore glasses to help his sight, ho fell a victim
to the buxom charms of a widow who toid him that her age
was twenty-nine and that she had a little son named Jacky at
i boarding-school.

It was the widow's first fib. but not the last. She did not
know the Professor's hatred of a lie, ano knocking ten years
;>rt' her age did not disturb her in the least.
One or two of "the Professor's friends wondered why lie had
not wooed
a younger
for they
considered She
the weighed
widow's
age
deceptive
and woman,
her weight
prohibitive.
fourteen stone, which is some. weight for a prospective bride,
and with the object of pulling down some of it the widowwent in for fat-reducing exercises. This took the form of
imitation-rowing on springs fixed to the floor, dnmbell exer- running and anti-fat foods. After three weeks of this
die weighed herself again, and nearly fell off the scales in
astonishment. Her weight was seven pounds more.
. i-I don't know what I shall do," wailed the widow to her
practical sister, who was as thin as the other (vaa fat. "1 am
trying to get slim again, and cant."
ver mind." was the reply. " the Professor has promised
to marry yon with all your fat. so you needn't worry.'1
The delighted bride soon became immersed in the detail
of her trousseau, and everything was arranged for the
wedding on the morrow. The widow hardly slept all night,
fearing some misfortune; and in the morning her fears
increased when a message arrived from her son at school in
.England to say he was going to pay her a visit. It was about
the last thing the widow wanted to happen. Jack, w ho was
nineteen and 6ft. high, would hardly accord with the "Little
Jacky " of ten who was still fond of toys, which formed the
Professor's mental picture. The widow was vaguely alarmed,
and sent the following cablegram to her son :—
"Jack Dangerfield, Hammersmith College, England- Ton
may not start for America at once, I am getting married.
yon are for at least another year. — Mother."7
where
Stay
Away
in England .lack weighed the words cabled him
- the ocean. It would take him a week to get to
New York and another day to reach his. own home. By
that
time his
his mother's
would
a thing
of thein past.
Besides,
sweetheartmarriage
Priscilla.
who behad
relatives
the
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May Irwin.
Films, Ltd.
GLYNN.

II. a box in hi- band.
'Tli,' Professor entered Chapteb
the room with
''This is for our little Jacky ; we musl be sending for the
child soon." he chuckled.
" Fes," assented Mrs. Black, faintly.
" Bj the way. where is he mm r " asked her husbant
" lie has left school," said .Mrs. Black, desperately . " and ho
i- stopping with his aunt in Maine

The Professor looked disappointed.

Ik is our child now,"

he added.
" I hope you will send for him soon."
" Yes." replied Mrs. Black. colouring.
" I shall see about it."
For the next few days Airs. Black w ore a worried lo .k. Hie
expected a visit from her Bister Emily, and in writing her to
saj that her visit would be very welcome, she added in a postscript. "Don't say anything about Jack.
I am supposed to
be twenty-nine, and ' baby- Jackie ' is onlj ten, and is staying
with a mythical aunt in Maine. You will have to help me to
prepare my husband for the truth. You see, I am very
nappy,
do notpursed
want her
my husband
despise
." missive.
SisterandEmily,
lips whento she
readmethis
She did n..t believe in deceiving "husbands, and intended to
give Mrs. Black a little Btrong advice in the subject. She
immediately took train, and on arriving at her sister- residence the pair sought the seclusion of the garden to discuss
matters. Here they were confronted by a swarthy-looking
Italian, who inquired which of the ladies was Mrs. Black.
"I am." replied that lady, coming forward.
Italian,
an elaborate
bow, produced'
andTheheld
it upwith
to the
gaze of Mrs.
Black. Itn slip
was ofanpaper.
IOO
for one thousand dollars, signed by Jack Dangerfield.
"Senora," cooed the Italian, sweetly, " your son play cards
with
me. isand
he lose. ! "I wanta
de money."
'■ This
monstrous
exclaimed
Mrs. Black.
t; Senora," continued the Italian, " I come from England
'bout dis little matter. Your son is a fine young man, but
does
pay his
debts.at each
You other
pay, or
make trouble."
Thenotsisters
looked
in Idismay,
and Mrs. Black,
seeing someone coming from rhe house, pushed the man away.
•' Gk>; I will pay the money in a few days providing you do
not say a word about my son to anyone."
With a sweeping bow the Italian departed, just as the
Professor came towards them with a young lady.
It was Priscilla, the Professor's sister.

States, had left England to visit them; and the young man,
notwithstanding his card-parties and. incidentally, his card
debts, felt lonely.
" Y'es," concluded .lack. " I'll chance it."
Meanwhile, the widow and the Professor were made one. and,
to quote the refrain of a Spring poet. "Like a bird on
the .topmost leaf of the tcromost bough, love sang in their

hearts."
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■' Oh, dear ! " murmured Mrs. Black, falling helplessly into
"My brother has been telling me about your sonr" said - the convenient, ever-ready armchair.
Briseilla, enthusiastically.
"I am just crazy to see little
The amazed Professor danced round and round in trepiJacky.
is he at home now? "
dation, and finally secured a bottle of smelling-salte, which be
"Not at the moment," replied th<- nnfortunatis mother,
held to her nose. He was beginning to think that for a buxom
noting
the grim
smile to
on the
sister
Emily's
woman Mrs. Black was surprisingly delicate.
The party
returned
house,
and face.
the Professor showed
She made another quick recovery, and told her husband
his wife the present he bad bought for Jacky. It was a little
she suffered occasionally from the spasms. Then she retired
box. and on Mrs. Black desiring to know what it cpntained,'he
to consult her sister in these new developments.
gently pressed a spring. The lid flew, open and the hairy" It's no use," moaned Mrs. Black. " My husband will never
head of a " jack-in-a-box '' popped -into view. Mrs. Black
forgive me for telling him all those lies. You just saw how
popped into an armchair and collapsed.
angry he was over the poor coachman."
•• There, there; you're frightened." cried the Professor.
"What do you intend doing?" queried the exasperated
•• I was quite unprepared tor tins,"' said Mrs. Black, faintly.
But she quickly recovered herself, and the entire party
sister.- " Tell another pack of lies to back up
"
Their
conversation was interrupted bj a knock at the door,
laughed ; and when sister Emily got her alone in her bedroom
and
a
maid
entered
with
a
letter.
It
was
from
Jack, who
-lie upbraided her for her duplicity.
wrote growling at his enforced stay in England, and continued,
'• You must tell your husbund about your age and Jack's,"
' And as Priscilla, the girl I love, has crossed to America, I
counselled Emily. -''-He will laugh and forgive you/'
am coming too, so please don't try to keep me in this beastly
. Fortified by her sister's attitude, Mrs. Black sought the
Professor to make a full confession, hoping that he would view- place any longer.'' Mrs. Blaak showed her sister the letter,
and paced the room like a caged tigress.
the matter in the light of a joke. On her way to the Professor's study she met the coachman, who looked .very crest-allen. Wondering at this phenomenon, Mrs. Black knocked"
at her husband's door and then walked in. The Professor was
stand irg- frith his hair ruffled, and a heavy frown on his face. ,
(i What's the matter ? " asked Mrs. Black nervously.
" It's the coachman," replied the Professor, waving his arm
excitedly. " I have just discharged him for lying. I can forgive almost anything in the world but that."

. " That boy will be the death of me yet.'" she cried.
" Cheer up." said sister Emily, " I'll cable Jack not to come
home till he hears from you."
- Then to- make her forget her troubles sister Emily suggestela boating-party and the Professor readily agreed, for
he
was for
growing
anxious
his wife's
paired
the boats
and abont
Mrs. Black
foundhealth.
herself Ttie
alongparties
with
a- lawyer who knew more about bil s of costs than sculling.
The entire party had reached the middle of the lake when the
lawyer "caught aerab." and went head first into the water.
Mrs. Black bravely attempted to drag the luckless man back,
but her superabundant weight overbalanced the lx«t and she
immediately joined the lawyer.
■ The Professor saw the accident and threw off his Goat preparatory to jumping in to .the rescue of his wife. Priscilla
pulled him back and pointed to the overturned boat. The
amazed Professor saw his wife gently but safely swaying on
the surface of the water. Mrs. Black's bulk was useful. The
Profe'ssor put oil his coat again with a sigh of relief.
" Thank goodness, she floats," he murmured.
Chapter III.
Some time later sister Emily rushed into Mrs. Black's room
with the news that Jack had crossed the Altantic and was now
actually at the station.
Mrs. Black was thunderstruck.
'■ I expect Jack did not get my cable." continued Emily.
'"Head him off!" shouted Mrs. Black, desperately. "I'll
faint and keep my husband busy."
Sister Emily put on her hat and rushed out. Half an hour
later she returned in despair. " He's not there. I've missed
him," she said. Then she went indgors. She was getting a
bit fired of the whole business.
A young man, carrying several bags, approached. He ej ed
Mrs. Black on the verandah, and he eyed the house. And
Mrs. Black eyed the young man with anxiety, but it was not
her son. The Professor, Priscilla, and a little garden-party,
which had gathered in expectation of seeing little Jack),
approached.
"Please, mum." said the young man, " I'm your sou's valet.
He told me to whistle when 1 found the place. He'- a couple
of Mr-.
hundred
yards
down to
the her
road."
Black
turned
husband and the grieeta with
simulated disappointment on her face. "This is Aunt Prue's
husband."
said,taken
indicating
the valet,
comes
to tell
us
that she hasshebeen
suddenly
ill, and" hepoor
little
Jacky
Black
hadMrs.
to go
hack."then dragged the amazed valet aside, and told
him to keep his mouth shut. Going indoors, she found to her
amafement that Jack was standing in the middle of the
drawing-room with his hat and coat on. and his bulldog
beside him. Maternal love overpowered her fear-, and she
clasped him in her arms.
There was a sound of footsteps outside, and several of Mrs,
Black's girl friends rushed in. carrying toys, from pop-guns to
Teddy bears. The resourceful Mrs. Black turned to the
chandelier and pretended to be fingering it for faults.
"It's too bad little Jacky didn't come. See. the toy- we
have bought him." said the eldest young lady, with a pout.
" Yes. it is." replied Mis. Black; "but run away now : 1 am
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Mrs.w ith
Black
busy
the secretly
gasman."took her son to her room, and told him
of the difficulties his presence in the house was likely to
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fiui-i1. Jack grinned undutifully, bui be was willing lo full
in null auj arrangements tua mother waa likely to make.
"i know !' Biiuuenlj exciHi
d nut
we imve just
dischai i.i'U Luiie, 1 lie cook.
1 oil aiusl 1 .!..•• her place."

.I.u h ;;( iiiiii'O tiuaiil. lull tell 11 it i> I In' |'h>( w II ll alacrity . II lid
when
tit] WHS
a. 1. 1, fit 111 pciiicoaland
tai-e Wig
be Wat

posit i\ elj delight bo
"iNow.oooi 1 nni-t take yon bo the kitchen and show you
auout."
j our
.ia.Kwajmattered after his mother, and on the waj the] met
PriscUla.
oars. Biauk looiceu uervoueij ai her son.

" 1 tug 1- tiif uew cook uj taue 1.1//I'' a place, '
I'ri-v-i 1 i.t tookeuat cue " ne« 000k ' inuiuerentlj . b.it glanced
again mm giowmg amazement, when cue new 000a shouted
" i risen
"aaual exclaimed the girl, falling Into his arms. Mrs.
Black again ooiia^aad into au armonair.
" 1 in.- 1- rri-iiii.i.
astouuueu
mother. of whom l wrute you," said .lack to bia
•■ 1 .-. .lucky aud I met abroad," said Priscilla, looking ai
the young nuui'a clothes ana wonuertt'g.
"»/hin wi-.ihiy replied airs. tJiacfc, wno decided thai things
were going tram bau to worse.
but 1 ribuiiut, aiier a tew whispered word- with .lark, saw
the predicament, and promised 1" respect airs, black - Becret.
jack, however, uugrttoed tumseli aud precipitated matters
thai uay. \* hen tue port; were Beaied on toe lawn discussing
tnc tunous aiMeuce ol Jacky, one oi the girls suddenly
pointed toward* ttie bouse, ami cried out to Bird: riiacK.
t*OOrolO
Viiut t'rue s w retch ot a husband. IS Birting with
cook. '
theIt new
was (on true. .Tacky, as the new cook, was Beafced beside
his valet pretending 10 make love, aud tuevaiei entering into
the spirit 01 ttie occasion, piayed ins part well, 11 was jii-i a
bit ot Juck'b im.-ciiici. V»ui it provea tnc last straw to tars.
liiack s endurance, especially w ben sue saw tne outraged look
on the I'rotessor - lace.
•• I've something to tell yon.'' she said, brokenly.
" \\ bat is It ." asked tier husband.
" L cannot deceive you any Longer. I am nearly forty years
of age, and that young man over there uresseu up as a cook
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is my untie .tacky. 1 know you'll never forgive me, so i am
gouig away for ever.
Farewell."
And, turning away, the welt-meaning but erring Mrs. Black
disappeared round the back ot tlie house. The Professor
Btoou sun in Astonishment, and tne young women, aicer
tne 111st Burprise, wmspered among theuiseives.
Then tne Professor woke Dp. ' l£i8 wile's Last words made
him teel uneasy. ana be tea red she would do something rash.
He went into tne House, but Mrs. riiacK was not there, tuen
lie rushed into the garden and round the luck ot the house,
bnt mrs. dlaca w,is conspicuous by her absence. He was now
thoroughly alarmed, and ran towards Ins guests.
"I'll give all I possess to the one who uriugs Mrs Black
bacK,' ne sai.. tarnnig to tne young women, who had all
clustered together ana stood chattering tiae ■-■
The huilaoalloo that toilowedwas rememueied by the household for years afterwards. Tne guesis diviueu, and some ran
one way and some tlie other, (lie- young woman sauislie saw
Blrs. rtlack in a held some distance irom the House, and
thither the whole crowd ran. Mrs. clack saw them coming,
and hid till they passed; then, Wishing to put as great a
distance as -he could between her outraged husband and herBSit she stole back to the house and got out the motor-car.
Sue knew very little aoout us management, but ^nf got it
started and steered the car down tlie road. Une of the uorrihed guests saw her. and gave the alarm.
.his. rJtack does not know how she avoided the ditches.
The ear swerved from one side of the road to the other, and,
hundreds of yards behind same the guests running as bard as
their legs could carry them, with the lialf-dememed frofessor
in the rear. It was an amusing scene, but the perspiring
guests gave up the chase alter seeing the car disappearing
round a bend of the road.
The Professor turned back sick at heart. He had completely forgiven, and almost forgotten the deception, and he
sat down forlornly on the verandah and wondered if he bad
better employ detectives to letch Mrs. Black back. There
were footsteps behind him, and turning, Professor Black confronted the new cook.
" This is all your fault, you young rascal," said the Professor.
"Sorry," replied the young man, apologetically, as his dress
flipped down showing his trousers underneath.
The worried
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Professor sat down again and gave up the riddle in despair,
whilst Jack sat down beside him, sympathetically. It took a,
lotAnd
to upset
there Jack's
they equanimity
sat. The Professor with his head in his
hands, thinking, and .lack coo'ly .smoking his pipe and
awaiting developments. Presently a dishevelled, dusty woman
Crept along looking undecided. The men jumped to their
feel and pulled her down between them.
" 1 didn't mean
•" commenced Mrs. Black, apologetically.
•It's all right, my dear," interrupted Wbe Professor, beamingly, dbn't
"
-ay any more about it. Just read that young
rascal
lecture read
for causing
you all
trouble."
But here
Mrs. a Black
no lecture,
andthiswhen
sonic of the
gnests returned they found her seated between her husband
and sou. each of whom had an arm round her neck. The
guests crept away, and whispered the news to each other ;
" Mrs. Black is back."
j

*

•

The comedy begins and ends as a comedy should with a laugh.
The east is i 'Mrs. Black. May Irwin : Prof. Newton Black. Charles
Lane: : Emily
; Jack D.iiigerfield, Elmer
Booth
PriscillaMason.
Black. Clara'
Mine Blandick
Pavis.
London
picture-theatres
which 'Mrs.
Black Grange,
is Back Kilburn;
'can be
seen
:— April
5th— Imperial,in Clapham
Junction;
Empress."
Hackney
:
Kink,
Clapton:
Royal
Kineina.
Richmond;
Shaftesbury Pavilion. Shaftesbury Avenue. 8th Pavilion. EcUrwure
Road ; Bine Halls, Hammersmith j Silver Cinema. Shepherd's Bu-h.
22nd—
Acton.Fulhaiu.
26th— King's Picture Palace. Chelsea;
FulbamKiuenia.
Picture Palace.
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Three years ago Jane Gail was engaged to play leading roles in the Lubin
Company. From them she went to the
Trans- Atlantic. then to the London, and
now she has returned to Trans-Atlantic:
"She Stoops to Conquer," "The
Prisoner of Zenda." "Rupert of Hentzau." and " Tlie Middleman " are a few
of the big features made by the London
Film Company in which Miss Gail has
triumphed in ihis country.
Although very modest, her inherent
attractiveness and natural beauty speak
for themselves, and are evident on the
screen. Impulsive, not in the schoolgirl
manner, but in a way that lends vivacious charm, she is essentially a woman.
not a child. She can look babyish and
wear curls, and is very much at home in
an ingenue role, but it is her superb
technique as an actress that permits
this. In versatility she is supreme. Her
motto is, '' If a part is worth doing at
all,
is worth
studies
eachit role
whichdoing
she well."
creates She
in her
own
distinctive way. which stamps her as a
real screen-artist.
Miss Gail is a fluent linguist, musician, painter, and sculptor, and spends
all her spare time at one of her favourite
pastimes. Of course, reading is a
regular part of her daily programme.
She really believes that in order to become a capable player one must devote
a great deal of time to study of the arts
and sciences. Her acquisition will be
welcomed at the Imp studios.
Just Ab.ut Myself.
IN his own
quaint
fashion
we give
below the result of a lightning interview we had with Frank Stanmore.

JANE

GAIL

As Queen Flavia of Ruritania in t: Rupert
of Hentzau.''. one of the London Film Companj''s latest andgrcatest productions!
Jane Gail's New Home.
AS we stated in a recent issue, Jane
Gail, the
actress,
has
joined
the l'amous
forces at
the Imp
>Stiulios, anil will hereafter be featured
in the productions witli King Baggot.
Miss Gail will be remembered for her
remarkable work a little over a yearago
in ''Traffic in Souls'' and other big
features released by the Trans- Atlantic,
and more recently as leading lady with
the Condon Film Company.
Born in Salem. New York. August
ir.ih. twenty-four years ago, of ScotchIrish parentage, she was educated in
the Washington Academy there, and
w lien quite a young girl came to New
York.
Here si
ntered the Frohman
Dramatic School where she graduated with honours. Alter this came a
series (if engagements in several stock
companies.
;md when
"The City," by
Clyde Kiieh. was produced in a Broadwas ' hea tre Miss Gail achieved her greal
success hs leading woinau.

a comedian who has made a " picture "
name for himself in "London" Films.
His portrait appears on page 34.
" btarted life as medical student.
Didn't like surgery ; went on stage.
First appeared in travelling drama at
125s. week. ' Ghost ' refused to walk
one Friday night and left us stranded at
Fleetwood. Slept in a bathing-machine
on beach, but it made a rotten ' combined room.' What with fish, seaweed,
and townspeople, liecame tired of life,
but, thanks to a public subscription, got
back to London. Fortune favoured me.
Engaged by Sir Herbert Tree, and
played at His Majesty's in leading parts
from Shakespeare to modern comedy.
Was on and oft' with Sir Herbert
for ten years, during which, through
being considerately released by Sir
Herbert. I played comedy pai ts at nearly
e\ ery West-end theatre. In consequence
have been associated with all the leading
stars.

Studio
APRIL

IO,

1915

Queen">
I first and
worked
fur the
London Theatre.
Film Company,
afterwards
joined their stock company. Have remained in it ever since, with no wish t>:
return to the legitimate stage, which is
have orand
will'nervy.'"
see Mr. Stanmore
tooVon
precarious
as "Ginger Dick" in "The Third
String." Jim Bowkett in " His Reformation," Jesse Pegg in " The Middleman."
the Dean in "Brother Officers," titler6te in '' The Revenge of Mr. Thomas
Atkins." and leading parts in three uew
Jacobs films to be released shortly.
A Waterplane Hero.
A

BRITISH
picture-player
promise
is Jack Jarman.
who leftofthe
footlights last summer in order to
devote his whole time to film w< rk,
which he likes better. Beside^ some
musical comedy experience. Mr. Jarman
appeared continuously for about two
years at the Empire Theatre, Leicester
Square, and whilst there he made his
debut in pictures at the invitation of tin:
Barker Film Company. He has since
been juvenile lead for B. & C. Martin's,
the " London." and other film companies.
Ton will see him as the jealous husband
in " The Devil to Pay " (Martin), and in
"The Flame." a thrilling London film,
both about to be released.
Nearly two years ago Mr. Jarman
went to Trouville for B. & 0. to enact a

thrilling
scene for
Grip,"
and
most certainly
was" In
he Fate's
in it.
Besides
being slightly burnt on a burning boat,
he had to be- and was reseued by an
aeroplane from a waterplane on which,
with Marie Pickering, the heroine, he
found himself skimming the sea at
about fifty miles an hour. French
papers made quite a sensational story of
the incident. which someof them thought
was a rescue from accidental peril.
Mr. Jarman. who is young, .
looking, and athletic, is well cut out for
daring deeds on the film, and when he
left us the other day we were not surprised to hear that he had undertaken
to make a twenty-five feet dive into tin
Thames for a " Sexton Blake " film being
produced by Davidson's. "I hope the
water." concluded Mr. Jarman, "won't
be as cold as it probablj i> to-day "

" Have starred in provinces in James
Welch's I'M its. including 'The NewClown' and 'Mr. Hopkinson,' and as
pantomime dame. Save toured my
own companies, playing my own musical
comedy
reviews
'The
Cay Deceiv ers '
and 'Chasing Cynthia' having record
runs. Was 'commanded' to appear in
Germany five years ago before the
German Emperor, playing title-role in
'Mr. Eopkinson,' supported by Westend stars. Was presented to the Kaiser
alter the performance. He was verj
proud of me at the time, but isn't now.
" While plav ing Vo-i. the little .lap. in
•(Jet liieh Quick Wallingl'ord,' at the

JACK

JARMAN,

a British Player.
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Languid I ovellness on the Him.
M\V WALTHALL, tbe
A\\\
uitit'ul and accomplished sisteroi
Henri B. Walthall, haa, like her
brother, also joined the Balboa org initaof picture-players. She haa had a \o\
ofexj erienceia spite of her yonth which
andprois measured hyt went} summersf that
will
ii [sea to make a name for hersel
I";
canse her distinguished brother to
proud ofher. She is under thedirectionol
ed
her
finish
Charles Hayden.nnd has just
Brat Balboa photoplay, " Phe Light o
Love," in which she played an ingi
lead. Mias Walthall is a rare type of
languid lowliness when in repose, bnt
when the situation calls for it Bbe w
capable of expressing poignant emotion
ami displaying unnsual dramatic force.
Personally she is a charming young
woman, ami wink she idoliaea her
brother, mid believes him t he urea test
actor beforethe camera, she aspu. - to do
big things berseK

It Sells the Hat.
Wh.it an interesting paper Pictures is!
1 realij think it i- the most enjoyable penny
|);i,jt o»er published, and tins is tin- opinion
Di .a! the readers I know. 1 keep a small milInu i \ shop. :ui(i when customers aie waiting
to a served or«to have their hats trimmed i
him give tin-in rii ti'kks to read, and. they
:uv 'so pleased with it that they promise to
bay it I mean the I'nrrni.s. although
th.-v generally bay tin' hat as well !
bwranouMX (?• (Manchester).
"Pictures" in the Trenches.
1 have rather a rjirious experience to tell
you. 1 saw a fellow reading a copy of Pic"i i ass, ami 1 asked lii in to lei me lead it tor a
moment. 1 savi a story in it called " Where
ti.i' frail Divides, ami 1 suppose youfpaper
will eventually find its way into the treneues.
Mr eitare
as
is. only hali an hour's walk From them
Pbjvatb C. Thomas i!-t Field
Ambulance, 1-t Division tt.A.M.i '.«.
Eere Island Picturegoers.
This island ia behind the times, it haa only
just received its first visit From a travelling
mania, and the natives have gone mad over
it. tor Is. one can have a sfat with a backrest, lor Cxi. a seal on a Form, while for ad.
yon share tne deligbl of standing and (ii you
are tall enough) leaking over the beads of
iht. tommies-. The show is bold in one of
tin- sheils erected tor Kitchenex - Army, ami
tne plant eoiisjsts nt ;i ih.i>. portable set.
nil ih ha-- a happy knack oi shutting down
hall way through the films, which an- very
oht indeed ami a ninss ,,: scratches.
sai'i'kk Kix.i i Here Island, near Cork).
From H.M S.
!
1 went tn the Pietiires the other night (a
tiling 1 never ilo)ainl sawa fine film. " J he
Long W ay. It was splendidly pnt on. even
though tiie subject was not quite what 1
like: hut '■ Pimple' hvineil us up altiivaiils do
in giving
dream"Fleet
of what
he
coakl
with the his
German
anil the
Kaiser. His walking about at the bottom
of the Kiel Canal was a scream. What a
queer card he must be in real life! 1 simply
roared wilh laughter, ami a sailor chum who
w;s with ine well, I have never s, I'll him
laugh so much before. This was my first
ws't to Pictures since wc were brought into
dry dock at Liverpool, but van assure you it
will not be the hist.
A Suloi; or«B Kin.. (Liverpool),
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GEORGE ADE FABLES
A Chat

by the Manager

of " Pictures.11

I have seen so many films thai I long since
believed that nothing shown on the screen would
make me laugh. I said so to Mr. Spoor, the
British Director of the Essanay Company, when
he was congratulating himself on the arrival of
his George Ade Fables. With my usual serious
face I sat down to examine them, but before a
minute had passed I was cachinnating as heartily
as ail}- boy who is looking at his first Picture
Coined)*, and a few moments later I was so
engrossed that I completely forgot that I was
looking at a picture, aud entered heart and soul
into the performance.
Since then I have made a point of- going
once a week to see each new George Ade Fable
as it arrives. If these do not tickle you you
are invulnerable.
One of my friends, who is a director of a
circuit of halls, recently went to the States to
find out some of the things that are going well
there. He felt that the British public were
quite as good judges as our American cousins,
aud immediately he saw how popular the George
Ade Fables were amongst Cinema goers in
New York he decided to run them here. I am
sure that the manager of the hall you go to
will be pleased to follow his example if you
tell him about the George Ade Fables.
Don't forget to mention that the)' are produced by the Essanay Company, for then he will
know that the acting and photography are right.

e/h&i^Sfrmut**44l

Y.ss.Wiva\;
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ENDING
ID, IC.J5

FLYING
FOR FORTUNE
If a classification of ttiis unusually exci'ing
and extraordinary film wire dtsirtd it
m ght justly be termed an engineering
rom .nee. It is pictorial aercmutics embellished by the hand and art of the keenest
of stage-craftSTien. Nothing more remarkable has been seen en tie screen than the
views from a flying aeroplane, and not
only an aeroplane flying in the conventional m inner, but volpUning and " loop:ng
the loop" besides. Truly a marvellous
performance and a most admirable film.

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

THE GLOBE FILM CO. LTD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, Lo don, W.C.
Telegrams: "Biornosco." Telenrit-: .
Telephone: 5G0O, 5601, 5602 Regent.

RED

GAZETTE

DELICIOUS

UQFFt.E.

WHITE

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

gives real

& BLUE
Mfl«@(il8
ear Girls and Boys
Do you know who is the
youngest Vita graph player?
It is Robert
Joseph
Con-

WAR NEWS.
DO

ring Cross.

known five
as years
" Bobby,"
who is nelly,
only
old.
He joined Vitagraph in July,
1913,
supporting
Maurice
Costello in "Caught
Courting," and at'tei wards
apwith so much sdi
peared in " (.' '\ •"- Sunset "
that he was made a
stai\
the '"ofSonny
Jim" and
series
pic*
tures
was
written
for specially
him to

NOT

star in, Little Bobby
lias n remarkable

MISS

IT.

memory, and is wonderfully self-pos- isscd.
Even
the
• Idesl members of the

LlTTi-E

BuBBY

CONNELLY.

company
are
often
disconcerted
by flupresence
i
durii
- of king

Wl.l

\rnn.

K

! N'Dl.Ni;
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a scene, luit 110I so u it h Bobbj . His
nerve is as steadj ns ;i rook, which probably accounts for In'-- brilliant memory,
bnringthe rehearsal of a scene everything 1- carefully explained I" him, and
when the scene is being taken he does
olitary thing just as it had I n
rehearsed, tie never needs prompting.
Little bobhj is famous at the age ol live
solely because of his exceptional work,
ana lie i-- the pel of 1 11 « - company.
ili.- •■ Buried Seaside Towns'" were
not long lnni.'cl w 11 . ■ t » m\ readers got
luisy in that competition. Piles of postcard- proved that they had dug them
up all right, the names of ili>' towns
being Deal, Bognor, Brighton, Fowey.
Worthing, and Dover, Nearly all ot
you were ri^ht iii all six names, but
those wb » were wrong in some of them
Mr. d not despair. Success is sure t<>
mown your efforts sooner or later; and
remember that if yon win bix "awards"
you will receive a special prize, and ev en
1 In- u you may persevere and win another.
So many readers sen i me letters that
it is quite impossible to answer them all.
Will they accept this general acknowtsdgmenfe, and besurethat every letter
is read and thoroughly enjoyed by Uncle
'Inn. Rose Browning has written twice
to know if she may l>ecome one of mj
1 »t course. > on maj . Hose.
A NEW
"KITE"
PUZZLE.
The stars look like a kite The centre
-tar- (top to bottom) represent a player
w hose name is given on Contest page.

GOSSIP
SCREEN

AND

EDITORIAL.

1101 worn as a ring. 8. The lady's name
in a new him now showing. ,9. The god'
tl- ss of mischief,
to. A letter.
ssovt what is the name of the player?
For correct and neatest answers i will
award two prizes and special merit.
Address your postcard " Kite," is.
Adam Street, Strand. W.C., and post
before Monday . April 12th.I'\
< u Tim.
Prizks (Buried Towns). Gladys
Aston, 31, Hydes Road. VVedhesbury
(12);
Parsons,
\\ a ndsR.worth
(14). n;i. i'ranmere Road",
.\ wm:d
"I VI EBIT.
Elsie
Booth
I Mm camue), .\. Levcuson (Stamford Bill), Lizzie
Lawton (Edinburgh), Alice Cattermole
(Holloway), II. Taylor (HiUl); Maisie blillier
([Newport), Molly Se&tdh (Wimbledon),
1). Kichardson (Brocklcy). Coralie Denning
(Boltou), K. Cattermoie (Holloway), (.
borrett (Bradford), .\. D. Simmons (Cati'ora). Bertha Allen (Ashtord), < ). Young
(Fouder's Laid). Dora Alexander. (Hammersmith), Kost. Browning (Leyton).
■■ Awabd 'Peizes.
Gladys Turner,
ami Hilda Watte, and George Stephens, Doris

THE

PICTLT

V> eel tin- sum of Bight Pence toS) •
liter S
Monti,the Decided
there was < bil.v One |;
ill whiel
to Spend her K\t ra I income.
\\ hen that, [dea had fullj Gl
h.T Mind, -h" started out on 1 Still
Bearch for the Righl < linema foi H
she
knew 1 hal Bight Pe
wa«
1; rht.
M
i and she was Going to Spend it
■ The first Cinema thai die Tried had
a Manager w ho spoke K in llj to I h.Shilling Seats, but didn 1 Waste Lis
Time in t be Thripenuies. M Last thi
Girl managed to Find him and Said:
■ ( '.mid you please Tell me what Km I
of Picture
you Generally
I lon't Bother
me, littleshow?'
Girl,' h 1 1
plied, ' I :i m Busy
■■ ■ So a in 1 said I he < rirl, and tin
walked Across the Street to anothei
ri.i me Palace."
The moral is obvi

ELLA.

HALL,

the the
heroine
in !'! The .Master
Key,"
new Trans-Atlantic
serial.

In eachisline
"t' stars
(from top toI.
bottom)
hidden
the following:
A letter. 2. One whom we do not wish
to meet. 3. .V>t received from Wolf's
Bureau. 1. Considered stupid, but often
seusiule. 5. News in Pictures. G. Our
Ki..it or gets plenty of these. 7. .V rinii

AND

NEXT week 1 shall announce the last
weeks of the British Players
Voting Contest, which means
that it is not too soon to begin cutting
coupons from those back numbers and
recording your votes. Who is the
m-eatest artiste? That is the question.
Don't run away with the idea that a
pretty face or an attractive personality
make the true worth of the player.
You must disregard the face or ttxepart
in favour
of the fine
player's
real now
ability.
It'
you
appreciate
acting,
is the
time to show it. Give your choice all
tli<- votes you can obtain coupons for.
and help us to make this great Contesl
a really useful one.
A Handsome Record.
I am bound to admit thai our Seventh
Volume, just completed, i- a far-andaway better and more complete record
id' things
previous one.cinematic
To make than
it stillwas
moretheuseful
we h:t\e added a carefully compiled
Index of everything in it worth Looking
for. Bound in blue and lettered in
silver, the volume is one which no picturegoer should be without, and it
make- a nice present for a friend.
Orders may be sent now with :is. 9d.,
which rovers postage. We do not
supply binding-cases, but any newsagent
can get back numbers bound to order,
and we .A; supply the Index separately
for m\. post-free.
So bow you know.
A Story with a Moral.
This is one of the Little Stories for
Big People which are being issued by
the Hepwbrth Company :
"There was once a f'iri who Bad each

Making Sure of " Pictures."
1 am sorry that many readers still
experience a difficulty in obtaining
copies of this paper. The only remedy
i- to place a deii nit e standing order wit I
your newsagent, and bo ensure a regulai
delivery.
Why go without after this?
Famous Melodrama Screened
Wbenei er Mr. < lotter, 1 he busy tary for Turner Films, co
a to towi
he pays me a visit. He tells me they
have just finished for the Ideal ( lompany
a fine film of that old Adelphi drama
"Alone in London.'' Florence Turner
of course, is the heroine, and I am
assured that no film has ever been cast
better.bis>The
Turner
studios are not id I •,
Some
things
are coming.
And Two Others.
Dramas which have been London
successes and have toured and re-toured
the provinces seem to be making ■
special appeal to film-producers. "The
Romany Rye,:' t lie well-known play by
George R. Sims, forms the subject of
another splendid Neptune film; and Mr
Davison informs me that another Kiietophote feature is on its way from \
Fork— namely, a film version of " Th"
Spanol' Life," the well-kn >wn melodrama
by the late Sutton Vane. I remember seeing the first production of this play in
London, the "span" being provided by
a troup of athletes who. standing on
each other's shoulders, flung themselves
across a yawning chasm, thus forming a
living bridge across wbiob the heroine
escapes.
It should make tome picture.
Opportunities for Screen-struck.
Countless readers desirous of becoming cinema players write me foraih ic
the subject, and as a general rule I tell
them to be most careful to whom they
pay fees for '• tuition " which more 1 ij
than not would prove worthless.
Then
are
exceptions,
however,
and
I am
pleased to draw attention to the Victoria Cinema College, advertised
on
another
in tin's
having page,
visited because
the
real
filminstance.
Btudii
referred to, and met the proprietoi
the school in question, 1 feel reasonably
satisfied that its pupils will get valui
their money.
The College. has every
ap.j.irance of being a sound business
concern, and 1 hope that .any read' who enter it will meet with the buci
they desire.

' F. D.
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GREATEST

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST?
(To be followed by a Foreign Players Contest)

30 Votes
on every Coupon— Free
NUMBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD

BACK

£10

FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.
Second Prize - val»ie

30s.
10s., Records
- value

Graphophone

£7

Graphophone

£5 10s., Records 30s.

Third Prize
Fourth

Prize

Graphophone

£4

Graphophone

£3 3s.,

Fifth

- value

16s.
43., Records
- v*lue

Przc

Records

17s.

100 Handsome Consolation
The Bsachines and Records are mamifactui
World Famous "Columbia" Vompa

Frank Stanmorc,

of London Films. (See p. 30).
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS;
B. & C. Films :
" FElisabeth
ltisdon
re ilk. troves
A. V. Hrainhlc
M. «;ra> Murray
Barker Films s
Itlam lie Forsyth
llaeliel lie Miliu
Maud Yates
Hoy Travers
Itoltc Leslie
Tom 4 ovei'lry
T. Mnrdonald
J. Bastings utatson
Clarendon Films :

Lieut. Hose, U.S.
Dorothy llellew
Jack Suratt
Her worth Films :
.\ 1 na Taylor
Clirissie While
Viol t Honshu
luihy llelasc-o
Stewart itome
limu-llr Howard
W illiam Fell 011
Joll-i Mac klldl'CWS
Tom it 111 1
Arthur Siaoles
Henry Vihari
Harry
bum
London Films s
Mary lirousii
diwynne Herbert
Christine Itayncr
Cnarles Kork
ii enry Alnlcy
Genrsce
Bellamy
■'■-:■ 11 u •tauuiore
l.aiiKliorue iniii.m
wiiutiiam liaise
Ben Webster
1. it. 1 lit ,tmes
I I Mis 4. HIM 11
II. .lull • U eell
II1111K H» Muuro
Hubert Willis
Mo ograph Fiima :

WHO

Austin < n
11
Hurry
I,oit:u»i'

.loan Morgan
Neaiuno Films

;

THE

GREATEST

BRITISH

FILM

Itachel de Polla.

ARTISTES?

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, c .medians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NO« play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the. CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS IN THIS OR
ANY OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon
below.

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing- the
names of the winners in their order according 10 the final
counting of the votes w II receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them
the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may lie sent I 4. No corresp- ndeuce can be entered
in, but only one 1 rize may be won by one . into concerning t lie contest. Two lists of
voter. Should no one succeed in phcnis ] British players aregiven on this page, but
I iB to
wuiiiers'
namesof correctly,
the Coupon,
4i0 will J whether
voters may
votelists
for oraminot.tfiiitun ittagrrt,
go
the sender
the nearest
in the
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the
prize will he divided.
2. Coupons
will nppeir weekly until
further notice. They in ay be forwarded
at onee, or kept and sent in one envelope
at end of contest.
3. All names must be written in ink.
No afteration will he p'-rmirU-d.

"The

Pictures"

GREAT

j ft. A voter may fill up any number of
\ Coupons from one issue, ami may semi in
1 any .quantity of his or her own o- friends'
j Coupons 11 one envelope and at any time.
Editor's
decision
a to connected
the prize
ii. TheEdi
winners
and
on all
matters
with tlno . .-.'.litest will b> :.inal and 1 g l!v
bind nvr, and Coupons are aceep.ed only
on this understand «.

BRITISH

I desiro to cast Ten
FEMALE

PLAYER,..

Male Plateii

FILM
Votes for

I v»

-.

_VM.~
Five

Votes

(2nd choice)

Female Tia-tei:
Mali:

Piayj -

PLAYERS CONTEST.

.".

I desire also to" cast

■labs Neville

byb<l de llray

ARE

hy.
ed by the

for
3

- ..

O

Malay Itii/
«' rilell
Joan
*w Veralti Lawrence
Gregory ><mt
Fill tin and post to " Ccntest

Edit r. ' Pictures. IP, Adam St, Strand, London, W C-

playing in Barker Films.
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS:
Ncptunf* Films
Brian Daly
Dwiul'J!*
Douglas •»':iox> in-i
Phoenix
Films
:
• l'iinpl East
' (Fred Erans)
John
• Haftles- (J .
Jerry
James Maxwell
Meed
S imuclso 1 Films

Asrnes Wynne

:

Fred
Paul \ auprhan
Bernard
Donald \ 011 n^r
7ur- er Films :
Hiiro liy Itnvtan
Maud m nan
Clifford rViiiiirokr
Arnold ll.yiiur
Regent
Fiims:
< '.»»ir Elril
W iiifrcx Flu-li
Rowland Moure
*;Frank
wrottII.AriiH-t
11
<;r-« •roll
<;iirdOH
Itrffu
J.iiy Unpen Lane
Various
« liarles. Comoa
Chaplin-ties
Ernest Bat let
II Uir Ritchie
lV>
A lee Close
Herro>trr
Unrotliy llatlo
M.iiisf
I rre *
lc.se Italplt
.la 111 1'* Knssrll
» lice lie M iiilnii
1 > 1 'in I lord
t-thrl Brn-iii
II
Harry iniwon
Mary
Manner*
Hull)
I rre
Vere Carl) le
< lamia
l.iiillni
EriC Hcsllllllltl
Wilfrid
miiar
Jack
i» Mir
nail hi•« 11\i»ii-n
iilm
Nancj
liev in^rt mi
ire te > (rum
George
Foley
Jack Collins
Jack
Jar •tin
Jeff. Il.-irliin
m "Ortant /—All
British artistes, no matter
where they are rlaying,
arc good for this Contest

JV

VVrtltK
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Pays in Time.

•11
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1

Customer "So
watches at 10s each !J
t.i manufacture them."
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CINEMA

II

ACTING.

1 tliat

Tf)e
" """.' ffeio
CUV
I Profession for Ladies.

.1 I *\ I I I BE : " ll d<

Lo'l's
people 1
111:1
some ofescape;
What?
Smart Boy !

"Then how do you make an j money P"
•• Repairing 'em."
rri>>'

■■ 1 low boP "asked the amateur player.
clever."
"lie must disguise himself s,, that
he will be recognised bj everybodj in
the audience and nob idy on the Kim."
Pictures or
?

Pajpa: "1 understand, sir, von ki>-i-il
raj daughter last Dight in the dark at
Jln> pictures.
Hon dare yon iJ "
Worn i> be Fi an. k : •■ Gad, now thai
['ve seen her in daylight, I wonder how
I dared."
Horrid Doctor.

Mistress: "Now, Jane, if you are
strictly honest and economical when
you
youever]
shallweek
li ;i \ at
■ • two
nightsgoatshopping,
the pictures
my

" Whj have you taken such a dislike
to Dr. Jones !- "
II. uured my husband's rheumatism,
so he can never t « * 11 when it is going to
rain, and last week I spoiled a brandnew hat."
Wisdom.
" Is she going to marrj tln> young
man who saved her from drowning? "
" 1 think bo."
•' But is she sure that, be is able to
Bupport her in the style to which she
lias been accustomed P
5 ; sin' looked him up in WIto's
It'/io before sh<> fell iu."
The Dream and After.

Hubby : "Yes, I reckon I'm cutout
for cinema acting— especially the hero.
Something
and kindly
that's
the
part I noble
could take
to perfection.
Sometimes I feel that I once-sat on a
throne and waved a sceptre."
WlFEY: " And now yon are going to
stand on a chair and wave a carpetbeater."

JANE; "Thank you, mam.
I'll think
itexpense."
over and let you know this evening."
Unkind Criticism.
Two actors were boasting about their
dramatic exploits.
"Alia, my lx>y!" said one, "when I
played Hamlet the audie
1 took titteen
minutes
to
leave
the
theatre."
Tiie other looked at him.
" Was he lame ;- " he inquired gently.
The Bet was "Off."
This story has been credited to Earl
Grey. A made
young-a bet
Canadian,
a visitthatto
London,
with ;ionfriend
three out of four people in the metropolis were ignorant of Colonial affairs,
and it was agreed that they should ask
lour passers-by in the street if they
knew anything about the city of Ottawa.
They decided to question a young girl
who was selling flowers in the gutter.
" Excuse me," said the Canadian,
politely raising his hat, " but do you
know anything of Ottawa ': "
" L)o 1 know anything o' 'oo?" exclaimed the damsel, angrily.
" You get
along, or I'll smack TheyourLapdirty
face '.
of Luxury.
Fat
herself

Lady
in

theatre)

friend : " These
lots softer
than
the

Lyric,

to
seats
them

ain't

is
at

they,

lady: "If you're satisfied,
madam, you re welcome to
my lap, but I would like
to have you move your
head

a bit so*s I could

them

pictures."
Good Advice.

"occasion
autographwhen
fiend."
On one
asked
to
write
in a friend's
album,
he noticed
that some
one
before him had written in

Sue

IN

(during a camera
.

.

.

THE

STUD

O.

wait): -: We're alone at last. Clarence.

Aren't you going to kiss me?"

a aim.

poy :mv but tli.-

words:

i

|«o 1
,

I, ior

■
ill.- heal
.,,(,,

1

obtali
double Hy there n Urn
1 been illu

'■' " '■ ''

" "■■■

Artists who luvve been

11 iv 11

Bj the Empioyini

1 in. .iii.i Artistes
inn 1 in u in h -,..
a camera w.tli a o inable 1 \,..-n |„- iducerae instructor,
i lie
■"''• seldom obtat
I, but wbei' 1 available n
talent ...in be discovered.
Ttie discoi >v ol
1 il.Mii :- the 1 object •■ tic Vie orti Cinema Collexe,
and its well equipped
- ndio, where productions
'.ntnm.lK
n, ,,,,,. ,-,.s.;
iv i 1 1 ■ its In. -1
apparatus (generally a great surprise to st u.i
and us EVpert Instrncto , render it the only
able meaud of 1 1
sry of Britisl
Less jns are given at the studio, an l students may
waccu productions, taking part in these as oc, asions
" ■ • ' > ar.se. Further, sin tents showing ability and
proficiency are given contracts to appear in I
pro lactions, thus blossoming fortn into thoroughly
trained, atficient Cinema Artistes. Excellent Cone*

poudence
Courses
for Proiiucial
final
lejsjnal
the studio,
have been
productive,ih ofa
the discovery of much latent.
The Victoria Cinema College is ., ■-„..; >>
discover talent, and a .r e Guide to (Jin. .ma Actm •
wnl bo l.invi,- 1. I to all aspirants who write to—
17, tted Ofd Sffrf-t, St.' »</, London, If. r.
u.\ r.
My DBAS Little "Pictbbes" Rf.vdeks-I am
writing this inthestndio. I wish you were here to
a to in-, we .' ■ have soine fuu. I wa t some of y iu
to write me a letter (eare of" ictnres and The
Pietu e*oer," 18, Adam Street, Si rand, W. ■• i,
because I should ove to hear from yon. An!
don t orget to put s one lo emit. I love love, I
do: I think it s'lovely. And don't forget some
Elsies— some nice juicy on s; I think they're bo
sniea.
More news next week.
Bye- lye.

WvvJj^
USE

OUR

PLATES.

Half Hates, Is. ; qu irter, 8 I. dozen. PO-JTCABD3,
Is. 100.
ata ogui and samp us i
S. E. HACKETT. Works. Jan. Uo.vn, tjIVEBPOOf.

PHOTOGRAPHS.
Photo Postcabds of lonrself, Is. Dozen.
Prom any Pb
u .< i i Enlargements, 61

' ■■ i

S. E. HICXETT.

Works:

Julv

i ,■

Boad, Livbbp

see

President Wilson, like
most famous people, is a
continual prey to the

the

1 1, liowevi r, ouljni toiii.i
:tl,- 1m

her

Jb' a 1 n t Masculine
Voice ?from
beneath fat
Maggie
"

the book

1 Ufa romill

111 1 Ullll ..I :iu, in, ,., !
plolur ■ tiud pio ■
0 1 .Mm rornign Ulm

(after seating
a
darkened

whispers

11 ■• 1. -j.j v I

1.. r, bj Idl
I Oi - n, ,,,.,

"The til iii detective must be doubly

Old < w:\ r (outside ( 'inema 1
you afraid you'll catch cold ou
Aren't
ni^lii as this, mj boy : "
N sir. Selling Pi< i'i res keeps up
tl»' circulation, don't it ? "
No Face for it

LOVE

tl 11 "I''" 0110
n.-r.-.l. mil
query is iclduiu uuligute liu

Ha Does It, Tod.

"Do

no man.''
and fear
right,
Withouta
hesitation dv. moment's
Wilson wrote
underneath it : " Don't
write, and fear no woman '."

THERE
is not the slightes
reason why
'Pictures and
The Picturcg-ocr " should not be
obtainable to order for delivery
by any
local Newsagent
on
Saturday
morning.
Will Purchasers or intending Purchasers
who experience any difficulty or
irregularity please inform tho
Newsagent that his usual Who'c
salzr can obtain the paper in
London at 9 a m. on Friday from
the Puolishcrs?
A definite order must be given
to the Local Agcn', .. s returns
arc not accepted.
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"Glow Worm" (Durham^. — Thankle ter. The cast you want is
" Should Par-riits Interfere ? ' is ■
Some of the brodi ci. g companies

I]

"Annie" (Walsall).— Let us have that " portion of
your life that would make a film" and we can
then agree or disagree, can't we, Annie ?
"Mi-riei," (Bromley).— J. P. McGowan p'ayed
lead in " The Beu.on of the Rails" (Kalem), the
only player given. We ha>e no postcards of
Gregory Scott, Gerald Ames, and Ben Webster.
You're a good girl for cheering ui> our wounded
soldiers : more power to you, Muriel.
••Gwendoline" (Manchester).— Sorry we do not
know the film you mention. Thanks for recommending Pictures. Vote all you can.
••Saturday/' (Norwich).—" The Loyalty of Sylvia"
(Vitagraph) is loo old for us to obtain cist of.
We agree with you tint " good films deserve good
it, but others don't, more's
music." Some get
the pity. Best wishes for your success as a
cinema pianist.
•' Darkie " (Gravesend).— We do not know the firm
you mention. We should advise great caution
bcf.ro raiting with any money forti-itiou lees.
is good, " Darkie."
aiid determination
pluck
Your
The best
of luck
to you.
••Jackie " ( Barrow-in-Furness).— Harold Lockwood
played lead in " Wildflower."
"Brightetes" (Chesterfield).— See reply to
•* George " in March 27th issue. Maur ce
Costeilo is married. Helen and Do.ores Costello
are his children, and all three play for Vitagraph.
"Gladys" (Plymouth).— We f. ar you have little
chance of realising yo r ambition. You live so
faraway, and it's not nopeful With no experience.
" Joe " (Barrow-in-Furness).— See reply to "Pe:er
Pan" on ihis page. Sorry we cannot trace the
film you mention.

"M. F. G." (Acocks Green). -Give us name of
Company producing the film, anil we wi.ltry and
answer your query. Adiress Mary Fuller, c.o.
Universal Film Studio, 43rd Street, and 11th
Avenue, New York City, an.l Alma Taylor, c.o.
Hepworth Studio*, Waltoii-on-Tbame3. So you
want to become a cine . a player ; well, read the
advice given to "George" in March 27th issue.
Do tend photo, and call aud see us wheu in town,
"Percy" (Hampton HID.— We have sent y-.ur
letter to Famous flayers, a d asked them to tell
you of tneir new films. We believe Kov Tiav rs

played in "The Last Bouna " (Barkers). We
hu\e withdrawn.
not heird that "Orders under Seal" has
been

"Herbert" (Millwall).— Thanks for your kindly
critic sms, H rbe.t. From such an old reader
th^y ore doubly appreciated. We are sorry to
hear you are not voting in our British Contest.
You are quite right— Anileto Novci.i ..id nui play
• ju *' 'the (Jok-eu Beetle."
"Louie" (Wandsworth). Glad you liked your
P'lfe. It -vas 100 baU of thein to address you as
•'tsq.'' We are publishing a new portra
t of
Helen Gardener, perhaps next week. \\ e have
j o itcards ot her.
"Olive"
(Brighton).— Yes, Ben Webster played
'Booties"
in " Booties' Baby "
i\o
posicarus of him ar~ pubiislied at (Loudon).
p.esent.
he
cannot express any opinion m to wh tber your
uuc.e should have tusen tlie cinema , art in the
play
you best,
mention—
business
Olive. we expect he Knows his own
" Albert" (PtnrLiwceiber).— The cast of "fctudy
in amulet"
appeared
on ti.is
We
believe Oladyshascooler
is the player youpage.
mention.
Thanks for good w.sucs.
"Peter
Pan"
(Blackburn)
wants
to know if
Johu Bunny is dead.
Aln.ost every weeK
we
to itramct this rumour— you cannot read thij page very careiuily.
Ii you write to V ultuidaw
Co., 4«, Ueriard street, Loudou, W\, hey will he
able to supply you with a pr parntiou .or jo. mug
nluis, and may
possibly be able to supply y ou
with short til.us.
SeuU
us your jokes by all
means, if they are not cheat, .uts.
"Cinematograph
Flapper"
(Bridgwater). -Wo
r^iit
you back
numbers
distribution.
be
\ itutraph
Co. tells
that tor
Anita
Stewart is '1not
mari-ieu.
Send the names oi ihe Companies and
the films, aud we win uo our best.
Yes, Mary
Pickford
is siaieJ to be getting ftSMiUu Id u
years work— and worth
it loo, il.pp^r.
Thanhouser (Mui.c.ine and Morion iaiiuanks) Uhe
are
not Juigli&h.
V> lieu you are in town, come aud
see " 'Ihe Busy Ones " at work.
"Editii" .Lo-.ghbo.o.ighi.— s.nl vour film plots
to any of ilu Engl.sh C\m a.iLs— Loudon iiiui
Co., St. Murgiirets-ou Tlianio, -Middlesex; B.oud
C. Studios, oalthumsiow ;u..dHepwoitu Studios,
Waitou-oii-Thau.es, lor instance.

"The
You^q
Operators"
(Hockley).— Thanks
f or mv.tation
to
see your small
oineniato.ra h.
Mabel iNoriuund ,s not English.
Ii you write to
the Kineruutogruph Tmdiug Co., i>9, omdtesbury
Avenue, Loudon, they will no djubt
tell you
when "Buriiuby BudKe" will be shown m your
district. Enclose a stamptd envelope.
Utorge
Bobey piny ed lor the Bums * ilm Co.
Yes, send
nloug your photos, dear boys.
"Cu«ley" (L.eds).— Weihink Bryant Washburn
is the name of "ihe . thergeiitle...an "in "at arks
ot Fuie.' '1 lii-r<- are so niauv new films' to d-al
with that we have uo space for old ones. Harold

Lo kwood played "Ariioid Boyd" in '* Wildflower."
Thanks tor Kind inquiries,
"Elsie" (Coventry) tolls us that her mother
"pioiure-p laces'1 six times a week, mil soma*.
tiu os seven or eight. How's this for the record ?

"Lnisc in Bona " (Beading).— "The Passer Bs "
(Lcliso.,)

MIKIAM

NESBITT

Tho popular Edison player. One
out- latest postcards.

of

:■— '_• Bridegroom," Geo. Lessey ; "His
Mother, ' Miriam Nesbilt ; "Pa se By," Marc
Mrl>. unott.
Ves, do send us your photo.
•' Alm .. " (Kenuiugtou).— Under the circuinstai -.cos
you mention, w<- .-tiongly advise you not to part
with any more money.
"Sidney''
iMorley),— See reply to "M.
- GreenJ on this page.

for charming
unobt luable.
Nordisk Film.
ar. unable to

BUpp y us with postcards OI their player-. W.' all we can. Per nnps later • n we may pub'ish
an art gadery of film favourites What are the
mysterious letters below your sign -•
" Wonuveradouhs" (Devonport). — In our i umber
oatedOctoIer 3rd, 131-4, *e pullu-hed , story In
which Mary Pickford played. Your threat to
write again is a pleasant one.

Name and address {not for publication) must he
stated when writing. We cannot reply through the
post. Letters are dealt with in rotation. When
casts are required name of Company must be given.
"Worcester Sauce" (Doncaster) —
Alec Wore. step's in India appearing in stage playa;
In "Charie's New Job' Chaplin first played for
Essanays
. ..
At enter ainlng soldiersyoureilly are au fait,
folks
whatever
excellent,
i»
near,
And your painting,
may say.

ending
io, 1915

F.

G."

•* G. M. E." (London, S. Wi. — Kae Marsh and A .
Paget played in •• Ihe Battle of Ederbush Gulch"
(A.B.). That's the best we can do for you, dear
(tirL Asta Nielsen plays fiw a Danish Co., an 1
owing to the war their Loudon agents have hud
noL=o the films in which she played sent to them.
"Boddy"
(Liverpool!.- Our publishers, Odhams
Ltd., 93 and 94, Long Acre, London, W.C., would
be able o supply you with any Lock nuuiler
w..ut. We gave the a dress of the Motion r">
Mayazin. in this pace a we»k or two ago. Your
Utter quite iuteresied us, Boddr.
" Kathleen " (Bradford). — No, we have never met
M .urice Costello yet, but hope to do so one day.
We expect he would autograph » card for you;
why njt try ? Mrs. Costello,
we uudeistand,
doe.-, not play for the films.
"Kate" i3juthsea).— Of course we are pleasee our rcudei s, so call in when passing.
"David"
(Stoke Newington'.
If you give us ■
call, we can supply you with io-tcuds i I
p:ayers you name.
Certainly,
seud your photo —
Col.ath's also if you have a spare oue.
"Ethil " (Ceylon.— Glad to h.ar from a r. a !
faraway.
We have sent you tne postc rd. yoii
wanted, a-dh- p_> . ou have received t ieui si ely.
Hoje you will mention ui to your f ends.
We
should welcome a buuc.i of CingaleMuny thanks for kind «ishes.
"Elsie" (near Bathi.— No, dear girl, we d'
kuow if the player you mention has c mmitte 1
the fatal (or shall we say fateful r) act.
"A. <». K.'(Bow).— ford Sterling d d pLiy "Chi;f
of Police" m "Happy Da s" (Keyst >ne).
,-H. M." (Shoreditch) won:a the addresses of al'
the Br tisu film stud os. loo tall au order. H MWe give several on this page, almost weekly.
.
"West
Glynn"
(Glamorgan).
T e prod, cine
companies are bus people, aud perhaps the on.
you sent your scenario to h.s n. t bad time to
look at it. Wait a little longer, aud then write
them again.
Sony ir- cam.ot undertake to do so.
"Bosie" (Aberdeen) land dozens of others). — The
New Volume (VII.) of Pi«rE»s and 1 he Pii'irergolr from Sept., Inl4, to end of March, i
p. ice ;'.s. 9d. post-free, will be ready in a fewdays.
This complete guide
to filu land will be
handsomely bound it. b ue clot hand lettered in
siDer, a..d include a four-iage index a..d titlepage.
In deferen.e to many
requests, we are
supplying 'he Index separately, price ..d. each.
Address your orders to The id .-iters, Ltd., IS
Adam otreet, Strai.d.
"Grace"
(Mile
End).— "The
Face
at
the
Window"
(Piiuces-) : — " Jack
Wat-ou,"
Boyd
Marshall;
"The Girl."
Mayre
Hall:
"Gaukle.ider," Kenneth Clarend n. Thaukaforku
they never (Shepherd's
"otfeu
" us. Bnali).— BShe
"Florrie"

Bitchie

does
not
"play"
with
Charles
Chap.iu
in
Ess.in.iy films ; the latter is u.H F. r.l Sterling's
brotaer.
"Her Younger Sister"
(Bet
" Buly l yens. " Fred Oamblc ; " Bnnna Lyons,"
Gladys Kingsbury ; " Elsie Lyons " < 10 , K.. tin •
Fischer; " Elsie Lyons "' (2"), Charlotte Burton;
"Johu Wynian," Joseph Harris.
Atnuiiu G. (Portsui iuth).— Why lie disappointed
any longer?
If you go to ny u, irsageut in your
town
and
say you want
PlCTUBJca every week
he will surely get it for you.
He
can if he
chooses, any way.

*m*Many
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"ITS
A LONG
LONG
WAY
TO
" MARY
PICKFORD.
Mr. S. M. Baber (of London) -hating liand< with Mary Pickford at Los Angeles, over 12 500 miles away
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j\ /IARY
PICKFORD
is the same
Mary off as on, and as pretty as
-li<' is sweet.

#

*

*

Lotty Pickford and Jack Pickford
(brother
and sister
Mary Piekt'ord)
are
both with
Famous of Players.
Ben Webster, the well-known actor,
will he seen in a new Clarendon production, "In
's*
the Blood."
*
#
Leona Anderson, sister of G. M.
Anderson, will he leading lady with
Charles Chaplin
Comedies.
# in Essanay
*
#
Of the world's 60,000 odd picture
theatres, a fourth belong to the United
States. A tenth of Great Britain's
6.500 cinemas belong to London.

#

*

#

Ernest Schofield, who organised the
Cinematograph Exhibition at Olympia
(postponed through the war), is part
author of the comedy "The Joker,"
produced at the New Theatre, London.

#"•#■;-#

What has become of "Foolshead"
(Little Jimmy), whose comical screen
antics used to amuse us so? He is back
with the Itala Company, so look out for
this comedian in some more comedies.

#

#

#

" I go to see every film in which you
appear, for I love to see your smile. A
pleasant smile, a sincere smile means a
to others."
sometimes
lot of a sunshine
wrote
male admirer
in Manchester
to
Bessie Eyton
in
America.
#
*
*
" It is 117V years ago," says a Bristol
newspaper. " since Mr. Sumpter (manager of a local picture-house) first became associated with the Biograph
Company." And we thought movingpictures were
# comparatively
*
*modern!
Eggs
travagance.
THREE thousand four hundred and
fifty-sis eggs were used in his
fight with the citizens by the comedian in "Shorty's Secret," a Broncho
film recently produced. We hope
American eggs are cheaper than they
are in England during wartime.
Realism, Not Reel-ism.
ago a man attempted to
Long
NOT commi
t suicide by jumping off the
Thames Embankment, fte nearly
succeeded i« ice. A would-be rescuer was
thwarted in his first attempt to rescue

him bj a spectator, who said. "Oh.it is
onU a mo\ ing-picture man ; you'll Bee
the operator somewhere." Bui the
operator was no! there, and the rescuer
was only just in time to save his man.

AND

NOTES

#^

Pictures at the Pyramids.

«** sight, says a trumIT is a wonderful
peter with the Australian force in
Egypt, to go up) one of the Pyramids
and look down. It is just like a big
town, and to think that a few weeks ago
there was nothingthere! Wooden huts,
tents, and shops have sprung up everywhere ;fruit shops, barbers' shops,
tailors', boot-repairing shops, general
stores — in fact, everything you can think
of. Now they are building a cinema
house ! Fancy a moving-picture show
under the shade of the Pyramids !
A Picture Paradise.
PLAYHOUSES are growing in capacity and splendour. Lovely flowers
frame the screen. Sweet music
trembles on the air. Exhibitors are
doing their best to give their patrons a
run for their money. They do not
regard audiences as unsophisticated.
They realise that old skeletons in tawdry
vesture must go. The rubbish-heap is
waiting for stale stories, profanity, and
liar-rooms. People await the oncoming
(says ^Moving Picture World) of what is
strong, sweet, invigorating, sympathetic.
brave, beautiful, and up to date.
A Peg for Picturegoers.
NG about for an idea that
LOOKI
would be bound to advertise his
theatre, an exhibitor in the States
recently hit on the right one — a nail.
Eacli patron was handed an envelope on

which appeared the words " Free! Enclosed lmd a patented one-piece Coat and
Skirt Hanger. Compliments of Lyric
Theatre, \c." The envelope was found
to contain a large nail and the following directions: "If you want to hang
up your coat, drive the nail into the
wall; but if you want a place to hang
up for an evening of pleasure, don't failto see
. at &c."
Mother on the Film.
STEP into a theatre or a cinema, says
the Daily Chronicle, you will find
that mother plays her part almost
as surely as t he young lo\ ers play t heirs.
She may not be cast tor the lead, but she
israreh absent. When the villain has an
attack of remorse he remembers the
prayers which he said as a child at her
knee. The picture palace illustrates the
memorj in a misty corner of thescreen,
and the real mothers in front are ready
to cry. The' girl whose father turns her
out of doors tor refusing the rich suitor
her parents have chosen for her had -^till
a friend in her mother, who may reaplater as "Where,
Cranny in'* popular
in a poorsentibut
happ\ pearhome.
ment, will you find the mother wit'vaut
he* halop

Dying for Pictures.
AX a\ iator,
who had been
engaged
• an exhibition
of his
skill to
in
irtyiiiLr at Universal Cif lost his
life recently while dropping
on
fortifications for a war scene of a Unisaf picture.
He ran into an aiipocket, lost control of the aeroplane,and
fell 150ft, to his death.
Once Bit, Twice S>hy.
AS

there came a smash and the rending of v
pimped upwards
and seized the overhanging branch
of a tree, clinging on like gum death as
the car swept on under her and hurtled
over the edge of the quarry.
"Happily,
she recovered
froma terrible
the' illness which followed,
but such
nerve-shaking did she sustain that could not think of returning to the
work that held such hazards. Instead,
she got married!" Thus a Scottish
newspaper describes an adventure of a
cinema actress. But married life, forsooth, isnot without its thrills.
From Film to Footlights.
ACTORS
and names
actresses
have
made their
on who
the staire
have in several cases taken up
acting for the films as their new profession, but we do not remember having
heard of a picture-player who has forsaken the studio for the footlights.
A music-hall artist who adopts the
make-up and antics of a popular tilmfavourite is. says the Cinema, appearing
in a revue which has been drawing Lai _
audiences to the Cheltenham Hippodrome, and the disguise he adopted
closely resembled the face and fignre of
Charles Chaplin. His performance was
vividly
reminiscent
"Charles" backeven
to the extent
of theof well-known
tumble— -and was greeted with hearty
applause. Are we to expect greasepainted imitations of John Bunny or
Broncho Billy next r
Our cover Portrait.

of wontalented,
BEAUTIFUL, derfully
convincingand dramatic
power. Helen Gardner occupies a
position distinctively prominent in the
art.
motion-pi
After cture
graduating
from the Sargent
Dramatic School. Miss Gardner appeared in several classical pantomimic
dramas, but recognising in the pictureplay a held in which her highest ideals
might be attained, she refused several
flattering otters to continue her work
behind the footlights, and accepted an
offer to become a member of the Yitagraph Company. After a short absence
iivin this company during which she
appeared in special features, among
which were " Cleopatra." " A Princess of
Bagdad,"
and returned
" A Daughter
of Pan,"
Mi—
Gardner
to the Yitagraph
Company, and is featured in all of the
plays written by Mr. Charles L. GaakilL
She has done more than play the paits
assigned to her. She has made a thorough study of silent expression, and
has acquired a knowledge ot its snbtilities. that is evidenced in all of her
characterisations. Each character she
of its; own.
a personality
portrays
iherself isonly
off the screen
on it She
she
is the personification of the being conceived in the mind of the author.

K
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©ur News Feature? Events of the Week
Al'KIi.

17,

191.S

INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PICTURES

SELECTED

FF.OM

PilTHES

ANIMATED

GAZETTE-

1. MOBILISIVG THE WOMEN: By undertaking men's work, they release many r;cruits for tfn Army. 2. TRENCH COOKERY: Men of the
Qiiaen's Westminsters in a London park preparing their meal 3. AU3TRALIA1 ARTILLERY: The gji5 play as imoiriait % pa -t in desert warfare as in the othsr theatres of war. 4 KITCHENER'S BUSY SUNDAY: He witches in cen're the men of Liverpool and Manchester who have
answered the call 5. THE C01QUER0R OF P3ZE <YSL: Gjneral Sjlivmjff. Co-nmnder of the inve ting Russ'ai Army on left'.
6. L0ND3NS
NATIONAL
GUARD:
The march, heided by the Lord Mayor, to Baskinihim Pai»cj.
7. THH
FRiNCH
SAPPERS:
To consolidate
an infantry success they rapidly construct a series of ent enchnunts.
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said as the yours
here you arc. Nelson," the CO.
officer strode into the orderly room, " just fly out with
camp.''
rebel to
the room
bombslefton the
a few and
and drop
Bleriot saluted
yourNelson
give
briskly
George
home
return
to
due
was
he
days
necessary orders. In a few
on leave, and the thoughts of the welcome awaiting' him in the
sirms of pretty Henriette caused him to whistle gaily as. some
on its errand of dea'th.
sped upward
the Bleriot
hours
(h erlater,
the tents
of the rebel
army he raised his hand, and the
of the explosion came
roar
dull
The
downward.
hurtled
bomb
up to him as he threw yet another of his deadly missiles, and
as tent after tent burst into flame he saw the native hordes
dashing wildly about in hopeless confusion. Again the bombs
crashed down on the disorganised forces below, and then, as a

'"AH.

of the enemy*s snipers, more collected than their
party
fellows, begau to make things rather too warm for the airman,
he thought of returning. But his satisfaction now gave place
to alarm as the giant machine refused to answer the controls,
and started plunging madly earthward.
"They've hit me somewhere," be muttered hoarsely, "' and
— -"
flight. Oh,
last finished,
like being
lookssentence
it The
was mynever
for Henriette
as the Bleriot struck
the earth with sickening force his senses left him.
': Nay.mandbut
he be
mustconveyed
not die to
justthe
yet.temple,
'Tis Hindra"s
that he
there tocombe
sacrificed. " These pleasant words were the first Nelson
ben id as he awoke to find himself hemmed in by the enemy,
among whom were some men whom he recognised by their
rich apparel as being priests from the temple of Hindra,
Jerked roughly to his feet, the luckless officer was dragged
through the ranks of the jeering enemy until they passed the
outskirts of the camp, and, entering the city beyond, presently arrived at a flight of marble steps which led to
Bindra'e shrine. Up these he was hustled, until, surrounded
by a threatening crowd, he found himself looking up into the
hideous face of the idol, which towered above the excited
throng.
Glancing swiftly round, Nelson sought for some spark of
sympathy, and, finding none, shuddered as he thought of the
lingering fatewhich might be Ins at the hands of these bloodthirsty and fanatical captors. The next moment his attention was riveted on an old priest.
•■ Na\ .to shed the infidels Mood
within the sacred precincts of the
temple at this season would be
(sacrilege," the old man was saying. "So. oh ! my brothers, let
him be conveyed to the vaults
below the altar, there to remain
until Such time as Hindra- shall
proclaim the manner of his death
most pleasing to her. Let this be
so. for 1. the High Priesl of
Hindra,
have
spoken
in her

by

IVAN

PATRICK

to himself; then, glancing again at the ferocious faces
surrounding him — "Urn! on second thoughts I don't think I'd
better
object
for the
present."
He was
at once
forced
down the steps into the vaults, and
lashed to an iron ring in the wall, he was left to his thoughts,
" Pretty sort of mess!" he muttered, tugging angrily at the
cords which bound him; "they've trussed
me thoroughly
enough ; oh, curse the luck ! " he added bitterly.
Then his anger broke out anew as he thought of his s
heart and of the last dear letter she had written him from
home. She had spoken shyly of their approaching marriage
and of the golden future which was opening its doors to them.
The thought of Henriette's sweet face drove him frantic
Again he struggled madly to throw off the bonds that held
him; but all his efforts only seemed to draw them tighter.
Then, as footsteps sounded ou the stone steps, he pulled
himself together and prepared to meet his doom.
The priests re-entered the vault and held torches high
above their heads, while the High Priest stepped up to
him.
" Infidel." he croaked, " it is decreed that no blood V shed
upon the altar until two moons have passed and another hath
come into being; therefore art thou spared the sacrificial
knife; but ye must die." One of his subordinates Hung a
bundle of some material into the centre of the floor.
•' Thou shalt die of suffocation. Once lighted, yonder leaves
will fill these four old walls with dense clouds of smoke,
until at length thy senses will become numbed, and unconsciousness will surely pave the way to death. In the nam.' of
Hindra
I. her slave,
have one
spoken."
In obedience
to a sign
of his followers applied Ins torch
to the poisonous material upon the floor, and clouds of smoke
arose, as they retired hurriedly from the vault.
Soon the place was full of the fumes, which grew m density
and pungency with e\ er\ second. Beads of perspiration broke
acrid smoke
out on Nelson's clammy forehead, while the
scorched his starting eyes, and he felt as though the very
blood was being dried up in his throbbing veins.
"Oh Heaven." lie moaned. " make an end of this torture:
In thy mercy give me death, lest 1 forget my manhood and
shriek aloud !'
.
the
he discerned
smoke figure
Suddenly through the bunding
-lim. graceful
of a girl.
"
lleniiette."
he
whispered
"Henriette

name."
rious more
gloOnce
priesi - ami congregation prostrated themselves
before their deity. Nelson
was
dragged

into the centre

of the

floor, where. a slabof marble being
raised, a step
flight of sto]

.
__
1 1 t-i •- « as seen.
"Dashed if I go down !" he said

GORE

"~~
'" -JTelson departs fob the raid,

"Nay. stranger," a sofl voice
answered, "'tis not thy beloved,
but 1. llcliodorax. Princess of the
Nelson
" And have
they
sent groaned.
you
to torture
me
mple
Te"Hu
sh,." stranger,"
the voice
an>wered : " 1 conic not to torfurtherture,Pbut" to set thee free." A she spoke
she cut t lie ropes that

bound him. " Listen ; I am a
woman, and it was the likeness
of another she even whom thou
Lovest that 1 saw in tin
when they dragged thee before
great Hindra. It was this, and
because Iforbidden
have a woman's
heart,
although
to love as
thy

VVKKK
A ik n
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iufidel may, that made mo resolute in

gathered in fronl of t he
I High
IVJe-t
poilll

Sw.i
ih ..n li.'i' supporting arm. Nelson
through thedi ath-dealing smoke and into t be pnren
Slowly, and with man; warnings, Bhe led him up the rock}
stairway, and with every step he felt his strength return until,
when thej reached the movable Blab in the temple Boor, it
was he who had t<> help lii- rescuer through.
"Lo! thou art free, she panted as thej >t.....l side bj Bide
. i li the grinning idol ;" but, oh, have a care lest thej capture thee again, Listen, soon will they return t" rejoice at
thy fate. Then, when all eyes are on Hindra and her priests,
slip awaj tin-. null yonder shadows, No one will guard the
outer rate I have seen to that, [n the courtyard thou will
find a fleet steed that w ill carry thee aw aj ,"
" Hut you, what of you. oh, Princess P
Heliodorax raised her head proudlj "Am I no! HeliodoraxF They dare not lav
hands on me nnless '
fear
leaped into her dark eyes ami
.-In' shuddered "Hindra wills
it -" ; thou must 1 submit to
her decree.
It is . mr law ,"
A moment later NeUon found
himself alone in the temple.
He did not know how >.«.'U
their service of thanksgiving
might commence, and prudence
told him that it was best to
tind a hiding-place until the
time advised by Heliodorax for
his flight should come. As he
turned to go lu> looted hark
toward thi> malevolent goddess
and in a moment forgot his
danger.

dopl I
Th.n. Iiefore their vei
i he t h.-i't of the
ted
Nmiil the waning ol the shrieking dan.
and the harsh cries of the men, Nelson
< to climh
altar and wrest the diamond from its grim guardian; thej

" Great Scott ! " he muttered,
"there's not another diamond
in the world like that."' Then
ho remembered a half-joking
message in bis sweetheart's last
letter " An unique present
asked for and. yes, by Jove
she shall have it."
Hastily ascending the altar-.
steps, he climbed up the idol
and. without much difficulty,
succeeded in detaching the
priceless »i'm. Then h • crep
into the shadow to await the
time tor his escape
Late that night lie re-entered
the headquarters of the expeditionary forceand reported his
accident and subsequent ad venture. A few days later he sailed
for home.

*

*

«

#

also
the asscene
even then
taking
placeit manj
••!'
milessaw
away,
the young
officer
clasped
aroundthou
hia uid
sweetheart's neck, Then the mist drifted, and the High Priest
turned t.. hia followers.
Behold !" he cried, *' Hindra ha- Bpoken.and the fa)
her desecrators >hall he even a- she deci
b.
Thai night four men -,■( out for Europe, while Heliodorax,
woman to the depths of ber warm hear! although a Prin
ot the temple and forbidden bj the law to hue. wept softlj
in a secret place, a- -he thought
of tie- horrors the white
man's act would surely bi ing
di im n up. mi t he girl he loved.

#

#

•

Henriette shivered, in spite of
; he warml h of t he daj .
" 1 don't kuOW
what
i- 1 he
sr w it I
." sle- said, wit li
a nervi .us laugh. " but I ■
gel i itl of tire idea that I am
being fi ill .wed. Lasl nigbl
I was retiring, I heard a
strange song. Going on to the
balcony. I Looked out into the
garden. There | could have
sworn 1 saw four dark figure?)
watching my window; but as i
lOOked

they

seemed

|o

Ji

•"That's all thej were, dearLobstei
or perhaps
shadows
shadows.''
into the
salad.
" her girl-friend answered.
"You're getting
fanciful, and
ball have to speak to Geo
" No, please don't." Henri, t (.•

interrupted,
quickly," he is so
it — 1 "shouldn't
about that
brave
like him
to
think he
was marryin
i
coward and — " She stai
W ith ! athere
crythey
of fear.
" Look,
look
are. watching

us i'i • 'in the bushes."
Search, however, refused to
reveal any cause forheragitation, and under the jokes of her
gay companions Henriette began to laugh.
But that nigh
as she was bidding
her lovef
I rood-night " tin.' old
f< iv
returned.
■■ ( reorge," she whispered,
soon as we are married
I wan.

• And what have you brought
me from India. dear!-" Henriette
you to promise to take back the
diamond.
Have it cut up. or
laughed, as, their first greetings
over, she hung proudly on her
sell
it.
It
it
me."
It W.\s HE WHO
HAD TO HELP
.Us RESi | ; :; jui; n..ir.
" Why.
whatfrightens
nonsene
lover's ai m. " You rememb :r
Nelson
exclaimed,
angrily.
what I wrote ? "
"Could I ever forget one word, little woman?" Xelson
Then seeing the fear- gather in her blue eyes "There, I
laughed happily, and took a small jewel-case
from his pocket.
didn't mean to speak roughly.
It shall be as yon wish."
Shortly afterwards he left her to join her father in the
■•Look. I havedespoiled the East of its host that it may grace
the white throat of the most beautiful woman in the West."
billiard-room. and. thinking only of his farewell embrace, she
Henriette Mushed under hia ardent gaze, hut the gay words
ran lightly up the stairs.
she would have answered died on her lips as a mvriad rays of
'• Now, i wonder who left the window open." she exclaimed
varied hue flashed into her dazzled eyes.
as she entered her bedroom. "What carelessness! 1 shall
" George!
George!"she gasped. -'how beautiful !"
She
sat half
fascinated by the gorgeous beauty of the
The rest of the
sentence died on her lip- a- strong arms
most certainly
jewel, and her lover had to tell the story of his great advenseized
her and —a "'cloth soaked in some
strong drug was
ture, all hut the actual wav in which he obtained the
.1 against her face.
diamond—
he let her think, came into his hands among
" It is done." she seemed to hear a harsh voice whisper,
other spotlsthat,
of war.
"now let us hast.- away before the household :s alarmed.
. , .
*
*
*
*
#
Bring ye the gem. Isallab.
. . . Guard it well, leal the
At the same moment in the temple of Hindra a weird scene
of it again bring- Hindra "s wrath
upon her faithful
\£fi fe1?^ ,enacted- Backward and forward before the rifled
idol Heliodorax led the ceremonial dance while the whiteThe four priests of Hindra lowered the unconscious form
servants."
robed priests chanted softly. Slowly a thin veil, as of mist,
of the girl from the window, and carried her with a stealthy
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to the lonely sea-shore where a large mummy-ease
swiftness them.
awaited
• Eer sleep will be long and sound," their leader chuckled,
sardonically. " She will not wake until she goes to meet her
bridegroom, Death. . . . His embrace will not he so warm
as that of the infidel, but it will he more enduring."
In answer to their signals, a boat put off from the yacht
they hud chartered, and soon the four bogus Eastern merchants
with their harden were on board en road- for Marseilles, India,
and the shrine of Hindra. where the outraged goddess waited
for the consummation of the promised sacrifice.
*
#
#
*
*
II. nriette's father and Nelson searched anxiously for some
clue to their beloved one's mysterious disappearance.
Nelson
si
1 miserably by the dressing-table in her bedroom when
he gave a cry of dismay.
"Merciful heaven!" he gasped, holding up a fragment of
skin on which strange characters were painted, '" this_ is a
message from the priests of Hindra.
. . . Our darling is
in their hands, and
" he faltered, unwilling to tell the
older man what he feared.

die. No— for if the men will not follow me I will go alone to
save her or to fall fighting by her sid
He lost no time in starting on the execution of his harebrained scheme, and, armed only with his revolver, crept
stealthily from the Bleeping camp. Trained by long experience as a scout, lie found little difficulty in reaching the
outskirts of the city; there was not a moment to 1
*
*
. »
"Within the great hall of the temple the fanatical de\
chanted wildly as they prostrated themselves before their
goddess, aud the attendant dancing-girls, led by Heliodoraoi,
circled with ever-increasing speed round the fragile fig'
the old high priest, who stood beside the shrinking fignreof
the white girl whom he meant to butcher to appease the wrath
of the heathen deity. "Wilder and wilder grew the chant until,
as a thin ray of light pierced the gloom alxne the altar, the
brazen tongue of a great gong called for silence.
Slowly the high priest raised the sacrificial knife. " Oh,
Hindra ! " he screamed, " it is the hour of thy deer
Crack! crack '.—the sound of two revolver shots cleft the
stillness and ran echoing through the vaulted roof a* Nelson
dashed through the dismayed crowd and sprang to his
swooning sweetheart's side.
"With a wild shriek the High Priest pointed to the daring
soldier. " Kill, kill ! Let Hindra have a double sacrifice ! "
The crowd surged forward, and
Nelson squared his shoulders to meet
the struggle which he knew could have
but one finish. Then a small hand
plucked at his sleeve.
"Quick!" the voice of the Pri
whispered. " by the way thou knowest.
I, Heliodorax. will stay the rush while
ye bear her hence to happiness and

"The blackguardly miscreants," Henriette's father raved ;
"they must be apprehended and made to answer for this
crime."
"Yes.
all costs
she must he
be rescued,-'
said Nelson, grimly.
Settingat out
immediately,
traced
the culprits and arrived hot on their
trail
to miss the
Marseilles
boat
express by a few seconds, but, obtaining the use of a powerful locomotive,
he continued the pursuit.
At Marseilles his ill-luck continued to dog
him. and he arrived only to learn that
the boat had already put to sea, and,
once again curbing his impatience, he
chartered a special tug and followed.
Seizing the desperate chance her
This time he was more successful, and
words offered. Nelson dragged Henjust managed to hoard the liner in
riette after him : then, as they plunged
time.
into the dark shade, was heard the
voice of Heliodorax.
When they learned of his arrival
theenvoys of Hindra were filled with
"safety.''
Back, oh, people ! " the Princ< dismay; but very soon the subtleties
the Temple cried; "if Hindra wants a
of their Oriental minds showed a safe
sacrifice. 1. who am false to my vows.
way out of their difficulties.
».
*
«
*
offer
her myself."
" The cursed infidel sleeps soundly
Hotly pursued by the enemy. Nelson
after his arduous journey," 'Isallah
and Henriette managed to reach the
reported. " His cabin door will yield
to the persua&ioh of this small key,
camp in safety. Throughout the rest
and a few whiffs of the sacred leaf
of the night a furious battle raged
will plunge him into a deathlike
until, with the coming of the dawn,
slumber. He will wake to know that
the enemy fled, leaving their High
OUR
CINEMA
PIANIST:
he has failed to save the goldenPriest a prisoner.
haired one whom he loves."
" Good," Nelson said, when he was
No. 1. — The
"Glad
Eye
" And why not death for him as for
brought
before him: "when the sun
Drairn bij Fred Adl'uxjtoa.
rises high in the heavens thou shall
her'r"
"Foul!'' Isallah answered, with an
die. even
as thou
would'st
have
.>\ il smile. " life will be his greatest punishment.
Life, with
slaughtered this Christian maid at the rising of the moon."
the knowledge
of. what she suffered
before
death
came.
But
when
they
came
to
execute
the
sentence
the
High
Priest
had disappeared.
These infidels fear nothing for themselves, but all for those
they love."
And 30 it happened that when Nelson awoke some weeks
later he found himself in hospital surrounded by strange
Faces, [n answer to his bewildered inquiries, they told him.
how he had been brought ashore ; then he remembered the events
following his return on leave, and as the full- meaning of his
strange malady burst on his troubled mind he, sprang from
the bed with a cry of despair.
■■ Hasten ! " he cried, to the amazed surgeon, " bring me my
clothing. 1 mu-t get to headquarters at once if Eattrtosave
! " took him Eora madman, but he insisted, and at
myAtdarling
first they
last t hey pro\ ided him w ith the means to rejoin his regiment.
There his story was soon told, and an expedition was quickly
formed to save the while girl from the fury of the native
!-. aml.ai his urgent requi .Nelson himself was given
1 be command.
Ii\ forced
marches the expedition approached the rebel
city"
as night
was falling, reaehed a point
some and
five one
milesday.fromjusttheir
objective.
'Heavens! " exclaimed Nelson, hoarsely, as he looked over
the sleeping camp, "'the new
moon
is rising, and when the
first raj fans upon Hindra 's bloodstained altar Henriette will

"'Yes.'" Henriette acknowleged when her lover questioned
her, " for the sake of Heliodorax. w ho was a woman e\ en as 1
am. and who *
gave her •
life that *
I might live,
* 1 set •him free. "
This drama possesses all the qualities for which the
" Savoia" films are noted perfect staging and photography,
and acting which is always equal to the many dramatic situations dev, doped in the story. The pictures of the methods of
aerial warfare are particularly attractive at the moment, and
rapid sensational episodes make the film appear to he only too
short. Released on April 86th, it is controlled by the New
Agency Film Company. M. Shaftesbury-a venue, London, W.
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BEGG, as a thief and blackmailer in " The Underworld of London ; "
atnl us a forgiving father (centre)in " What
a Kiss Will Do."
Scaring the Constable.
A FA. MILIAR face in British film. Is
that of Gordon Begg, who has had
a very considerable picture experience. In a recent chat with Mr. Begg
be told us that he gave up the stage for
the cinema after being for several years
at the Gaiety Theatre, London, and also
touring in Gaiety productions. He
played in " Scrooge " in America, and
remained there for two years, during
which lie fulfilled engagements with the
Famous Players. Universal, and Pilot
Film Companies. Indee 1. it was illhealth only which brought him back to
England, and since his return he has
played for Kinemacolor, Pathe, B. & ('.,
and ultimately joined the stock of what
is now the Western Feature Company.
In coming " Regent " Films Mr. Begg
will be recognised as the actor who goes
mad in - The Dungeon of Death/' as
the Chinaman in " The Port of Missing
Women " {a
Piccadilly iswhite-slave
the port), picture
and in in
thewhich
dramatic part of Hard the Gardener in
" ']'h>' Alan Who Laughs," a screenversion of Victor Hugo's novel now
being done by the Western Company.
"Adventures? Plenty of 'em," said
Mr. Begg. "In the earlier days of the
war we went in an open motor-car to
Hendon for three days. All the men
wore Homburg hats, including the
operator, who, with his camera-box by
his side, sat in the front seat. Near the
spot selected we had to drive under a
main line railway-arch guarded by a
gallant member of the '■ Force." The
hats and the camera-box must have
proved too much for him on the second
day. for whilst we were " on the scene "
and my death-blow had laid me out in
a most uncomfortable position three
police-sergeants dashed up on bicycles
and
asked
peremptorily
if we were,
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( let man- and w hat W6 »
doing
< )l
course we were able to satisfj them, and
then «-■ learnl that the constable had
rushed « > tl t.> headquarters and told his
inspector thai German .-pi.-- were attempting toblow up the railway -line, the
• mine ' being the poor old camera-box ! '.
12,500 Miles to See Mary.
MK.
S. M
BABER,
the London
representative of Famous l'i
is back after a two mouths' trip to
America,andperhapsl be most int. -rest ing
risii was the en,. I,,, paid t.. Los Angelesj a centre of such wonderful activity
that no ie>s than t went \ -ti\ e thousand
people there depend on the cinema for a
living. [nLos Angeles .Mr. Baber was
introduced t.> Blarj Pickford, the historic meeting being shown in our froni ispiece photograph. Her ragged clothes
in this show her dressed for her part in
a production called "Rags^1
"The theatres doing the best business
in America (says Mr. Baber) are those
showing productions of famous stageplays and novels, and these are beineexhibited in the larger theatres at increased prices, and the general opinion
is that tiie long picture of five or six
reels has come to stay. Newer and
larger theatres are being continually
built, and are everywhere meeting with
great success. The new Strand Theatre,
Broadway, New York, which has been
built some twelve months, has a seating
capacity for 3,500 people— is full afternoon and evening, and all Famous
Players productions are shown. The
majority of the smaller theatres in
America open at eleven o'clock in the
morning, and continue showing all day,
and I visited a theatre in San Francisco
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DE

at ele\ ,.,, , ,'clock on Sunday moi
and found .puie a good atteudan
Actress's Porced Idleness.
PtOTTJREGOERS
screen work of
particularly in
tions, will learn « ith
been ill. lint in the

whoremember the
Ah'ce de Wintou,
Bepwortfa producregret thai she ha •
same breath I

majherself
rejoiceagain,
t.> hearIn that
she win letter
be
a charming
we have received from Blissde Winton
she tells us that, although she underwent a Blight opera! ion n week "t bo
she is now rapid!] r
trering
Miss de W mt on, « hose latest port rait
appears on this page, is a well-known
stage actress, and her clever performances and charming presenc
1 the
sfreen can ill be spared bj all who
admire beauty and talent. We hope
soon to be able to state in what films
this popular player will next be se n,
A Charming

Comedienne.

A

BRITISH player of undoubted
promise is Dolly Tree, whom we
have come across lately iii quite .■•.
number of films. These, we note, have
been of various brands, and it follows
therefore that Miss Tree's services are
in much demand. In "Shop Girl to
Duchess"
(B. and C). a tyj
f melodrama which
appeals to the majority,
Miss Tree proved that in low comedy,
at
anyJack
rate,Webster
she is absolutely
With
for partner "it!''
Bhe
provided those numerous comic interludes which have always been sandwiched into every real melodrama as
relief from
tears.
published Dolly's
portrait
a few
weeksWeago.

WINTON:
A new portrait of this charming actress, who will
shortly make her reappearance in film productions.
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TOE>B€ATI
Adapted from (Seoboh

By

M0LL1E

17,1915

ending
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Aide's Film Fable

GUYTON.

ux/KS! George (hasn't lie a beautiful
I iui m«' ?) Jmd been in love with me
some time, and well I knew it
too; lull be is such a dear 1 could forgive'
anything he did, no matter how .silly or
serious it might be. 1 had known for ever.
bo long that be wanted to propose to me,
bnt 1 expect he thought the Pater and
Mater would refuse tiis generous offer,
unless he showed them what a chivalrous
young
to
work to gentleman
love Hum toohe! was;
Now 1sodidhenotset'eare
for this wholesale love-making at all. and
I hinted as much once or twice, but it did
not have the slightest effect upon my
.id 011 d o ie. My Joints were like water on.
a . k'sb.ck;
is such a duck
hiinseii
j. ielt i but
must George
not grumble.
. "" He used to stand for hours listening to
my.
singing
have
done sister
so, butLil's
George
makes— Ian couldn't
ideal martyr;
be is such a gentleman! He used to say.
that there was no one who could sing so
well as Lil that was because I do not sing
m even pretend to do so.
One day Lil asked him to go out riding
with her. I knew when he started that he
would prove his wonderful cleverness in the
eont-rolof a horse. 1 had an awful job to
push him up into the saddle, but at last he
got there, and off he galloped—the horse. I
111 -an. with my darling on his back. Lil
said he was a perfect roughrider (I knew
it I knew it !>, for he could stay everywhere but in the saddle; but Lil said, she
was quite pleased to find he was such a
sport : one.
So— that made Georgc"s victory
Dumber
■Then George used to go shopping with
Mater another thine' I would never do. for
Mater always kids you to carry all her
pa
Is. She is a demon when shopping,
;md all her parcels means a car-load.
"Well, one day he went out with Matter
as usual, and she told me secretly afterwards that she had bought everything
she could think of just to see how many
parcels he could carry; but George— he is
an angel was not to be beaten. He staggered out of the shop and collapsed at
BETTY
BROWN",
a very popular Essanay player.
In the film described ou
this page Miss Blown played the part of Kate.
the door. 1 would love to have seen
him. but anyway L bet the parcels buried
naturally George said he was awfully keen on gym. >I believe
most of him -poor George! But Mater said she had
to be serious, whereas she would have liked to have screamed
now that he wasn't) j anyhow the next 11101 nine- saw G
with laughter at him. He gathered up all the parcels and
trotting off to the gym. Ul order to make his last conquest.
But
Tom was not going to be hustled into lifelong friendship.
managed to get as far as the motor-car with them, lie simply
From what I gather from the description Tom gave of the
dumped t hem on I he flo >r of the car. and then threw himself
hour in the gym., he (Tom) and his chum gave George the
in on top of them. Mater expected him to throw her in as
hottest time of his life, and most of the time he was on the
well, but he didn't ; and in spite of all he was not a bit cresttloor. (Tom told me this much
not George, oi com
fallen. Me brought home the Mater and the parcels quite
safelj
or rather the car did.
"But. alas! Tom proved thelaststraw for poor George. That
same afternoon 1 had a pitiful little note from him to say
"That was Gei irge's \ ictory number two!
" There remained Pater and m\ brother Tom to conquer. He
that he was ' fed up.' As you may well imagine, I was awfully
sick when 1 received his epistle, so as a last resource I runs
ladled Pater first being the more important of the two in
this vital question. Now, I must tell you Pater is \en keen
him up on the 'phone, and told him that if he really wanted
he must Btop courting all the rest of the family. He
booting. Well! 1 know Eor a dead cert., George bless
seemed unite bucked over this brain-wave of mine, and we
his darling hear) ! had never handled a gun before, but when
arranged to elope.
How 1 got through that blessed day I
Pater asked him if he would like a daj '.- shooting, George just
shouted 'Rather!
Fm dead nuts on a gun!'
And off they
really
don't
know,
hut
1 did.
at bird
last from
the eventful
arrived when I should flit
like and
a little
my cosj hour
nest
went.
When
they returned. I 'at er said he had never seen
such a rotten shut in all his lite; but George swore he had
and
venture
my
fortunes
abroad
with
George,
Wasn't
it
awfully romantic P
done wonders. As the dear is always right, 1 am quite satisfied
thai thi^ made his third victory.
" I left a little note on my pillow saying, ' 1 have eloped with
•■ Now there came my big, athletic brother's turn.
lie was
Quite
tun j fullForgiveme.
of sentiment.Kate!"
was it not
g a short but sweet letter,
but decided!} »o^ least. Tom s hobb] is gymnastics, and George.
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Tlioii 1 hopped through tbe window
.Hid left m> bone for Georse. just
George! ana the hope of eternal bappi-

•• Tin-. ■>• maj 1 t her Georges like my
•. and to these and l" all young
in. 'ii who goa-courting maj I offer this
little piece of advice
If you want the
girt,
don't
make
love
to
the
« holed
fumih
t
•'
«
'I'll is delightfal
one series
reeli r of
is one
of the
famous
George Alio
comedies
which Essanaj have produced with such
remarkable success. The peculiar thing
these '"fables in slang" is that the
more yon see of them the more yon waul
■. and each new Him seems to be
better than its predecessor. In "The
Fable of a S3 ndicate Lover" Bettj Brow a
plays Kate, Leo White her devoted fianre
George,
Kate's father.
sister
l.il.aml Peggy
RapTey Sweene]
Holmes isis KateThe film is released on Maj 17th.

BITS FROM OUR LETTER-BAG
A New Reader's Criticism.
\Vh\ is this I have been visiting picturebooses en and off for four yean, and only
yeaterdaj discovered the existence of your
Btcttrre-paper! I went last irigtrl for the first
tine to a cinema hero, and an attendant
nuked 1110 it I wanted tin-, week 9 Pl( ti
knottier ; new
said. lint'" X".
' he
answered
' it - paper
an eld Ione.
a new
number, Ot course 1 wanted it' [have
jusl read it through, and think, it the most

interesting pennyworth published on cinema
matters for the public. Needless to say I

shall .Woo/.-, have it now. Hut why. oh. why
didn't I know of it sooner?

PP-ERY 5UM

1U5TAhl6 PETE

"SOPHIE
HAR6Ar<€TCLUTTJ'
JQSUN

HARRY

TODD

Akthik B. (Manchester).

The
British Advance.
The other day a friend of mine (who is »
constant picturegoer) declared thai there are
more Briti-.li films being shown in England
it present than foreign films. I replied that.
whilst I hoped he was right, I thought he was
a long way out in his reckoning, and don't
\ on agree with me
». (Edinburgh).
Von are quite right : he >- a long wa\ out.
It is not impossible to visit a cinema and find
i programme without a single British picture
in it. But have patience. Violet : the British
producers are more alive to-day than ever
they have been before. All in good time,
Violet.
Kiht.ii:.,
Ar3 You Doing Your Bit?
1 live near Alder-diet,
and see heaps of
soldiers. Hundreds arc passing by now as I
write, marching along so smartly. What a
sin that men should he made targets of all
these lives and untold suffering because one
mm coveted other men - land and wished to
make our right little, tight little island his
footstool. The rifles are cracking away en
Ash Ranges, where every daj thousands of
hoys are training to do their hit for their
country.
Kvery day if the weather is fine tbe cheery
idea go by for an airing, laughing anil
talking, and proud of their wounds. In the
ovening the theatre and picture-palaces in
Aldcrshol are crowded with their khaki
audience-. Truly the people in filmland and
on the stage are doing their dntj when they
cheer our soldiers and help those who i annot
to forget all about war. Zeppelins,
blockades, and everything else which is
seldom absent from our thoughts in this
terrible time.
—Hilda H. (Ash).

There is always a rumpus when these three are about.
These two boys are the perpetual lovers of Sophie ; they
can't help it if neither is an Adonis. Sophie isn't exactly
a Venus either. Thank goodness for that ! All the
Venuses we h ve in stock are as cold as marble, whilst
Sophie is buxom, impulsive and warm-hearted, and as
good-humoured as her two swains.
Her smile repays your 6d., and the wise manager,
knowing this, regularly shows

SNAKEVILLE COMEDIES
which

are

THE

amongst

the

best

films

DOMINANT

ESSANAY

FILM

bearing

the

brand

FILMS

MANFG.

CO.,

148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
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IBM ofandyouBoys—
have
; T)eabIf Gany
i: t yet seen and heard the

FLYING
FOR FORTUNE

ma lecture
t cinein
grea
Scott in
'With Capta
the Antarctic." I counsel
you not to miss it if ever
this big show comes into
your district. This complete picture-diary of Captain Scott's memorable
y
by Mr.
madePoutin
was G.
journe
g,
Herbert

If a classification of this unusually exciting
and extraordinary film were desired it
m ght justly be termed an engineering
romince. It is pictorial aeronautics embellished by the hand and art of the keenest
of stage-craftsmen. Nothing more remarkable has been seen on the screen than the
views from a flying aeroplane, and not
only an aeroplane flying in the conventional m inner, but volpl ining and " looping
the loop" besides. Truly a marvellous
performance and a mcst admirable film.

F.K.G.S.. who accompanied the unfortunati
explorer on his last great
expedition. It presents
the most wonderful pictures of animal and bird
life in the South Polar
regions that yon could
possibly wish to look at.
They will show yon most
vividly the daily life ol
Captain Scott and his com
Mated" : The Penguins in "With
rades amidst the v.ilu
Captain Scott in the Antarctic. '
scenery of the desolate
Polar regions, together with some of the most marvellous revelations of the animal kingdom ever recorded by means of the
camera, and many of their habits are revealed to science for
the first time.
In no other part of the world could such pictures as these
have been made. The animals have no enemies when out of
the sea. There are no bears or laud creatures to molest them.

THE GLOBE FILM CO. LTD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, Lor.don,' W.C.
Telegrams : ' ' Biornosco." Telewriter :— 206 Charing Cross.
Telephone : 5600, 5601, 5602 Regeht.

Their only foes are in the sea— the dreaded '" Killer Whali
consequently, not knowing what human beings were, and
having no fear of them, the seals and birds permitted the
artist to approach them. Many of the pictures were scoured
only after days and weeks of waiting for opportunities, arid on
one occasion the artist nearly lost his life through being
attacked
by " Killer
Whales.7'
The "Adobe
Penguins
are without doubt the moat interesting and comical birds in the world; they breed in large
colonies. Mr. Pouting spent several week? camping amongsl

HJIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIil

lilllllllllllllillllllllllllllilllll^

i

Him

Introduce

H to the new Mackintosh discovery— MINT-de-LUXE. |
= It's his favourite 1 off ee-de- Luxe, deliciously blended =
= with
real English Mitchara Peppermint.
- =
= Pure, Wholesome, and Nourishing withal — send him §
=§ good old English cheer in a Mackintosh tin of fj
| Toffee.
=
H
=

There's
Pure
Delight
in Every
41b. tins, 5s. ; or Is. 4il. per lb. loose,
and any confectioner will supply you.

Bite. |

Introduce the Mackintosh Habit into your home- take
some
of both
home
this week-end.
-

Pure Delight
n Every Bite.

MbntN

them, illustrating
the~ story
their
life.their
From
the dayaffairs
they
hatch
to the time they
take toof the
water
domestic
are shown in these pictures, which close with a scene showing
some of the sailors of the Teh'a Nova having a game with
these curious birds on the ice.
The last scenerecorded by the cinematograph was made on
the Great Ice Barrier, at midnight on November 2nd, 1911.
Beyond this point no heavy apparatus could bo carried, as
everything had to give way to food. Here Mr. Pouting bid
farewell and Godspeed to Captain Scott, who is seen at the
head of his little band tramping through that vast wilderness
towards the goal of his hopes, whence he was destined never
to return.
The final pictures are beyond doubt the most tragically
interesting photographs in the world. They were taken by
Lieutenant Bowers at the South Pole. and show Captain Scott
and his faithful comrades at the uttermost end of the earth.
The picture of the monument erected over the bodies of
Captain Scott, Dr. Wilson, and Lieutenant Bowers by the
search party concludes the pictorial record of what must
always he one of the finest stories of devotion t" purpose,
ideals, and duty in the annals of the British race.

#

^
=

#

#

«

#

Quite a budget of letters have reached mo from readers
during the pasl week, for which will all the writers accept my
best are
thanks?
"new " welcomed
nieces and asnephews
ten
ami
here andSeveral
now heartily
Mich byhave
UnclewritTim.
Maud Sriell sends me a beautiful drawing of Mary Pickford,
winch shows wonderful talent. You are truly an artist. Maud,
and if you persevere you should be able to turn your handiwork to good account. Good luek to Alfred Jay. who says
he has taken up bioscope Operating, and is " on the stops to
success;" and also to Minnie llatton.who says she played
her first part in a film last week, and i* too overjoyed for
words. Although a very tiny part, Minnie realises it is a
beginning.

A?

\\ i:i:k knimng
Aprii, 17, 1915
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The 1; Words " Competition results were enormous, which,
considering the solution is" Elephant," is jusl what it should
bB,isn'tit?
The prizes go to Arthur Dale 13, Penf old Street,
Macclesfield (10), and Nora
Kent, The Hermitage, Mailing
! . Lewes 1 15).
Award ok Merit Maud SneU (Leytonston Alfred
Perk in (Macclesfield), Kittj Lessels (Ne»port-0n Tay), Nancy
(Yos>. (Paulton), II. Ft. Parsons (Wandsworth), Alan Simmons,
H. Broadbead (Bradford), Stanlej Niools (Tottenham),
Prances Mayland (Newcastle), \ I' Levenson (Stamford
Hill), Pauline Ross (Sheffield), Edgar Garner (Tottenham),
Special Merit Prizes for six of these Awards "have
■one to Maud Snell (Leytonstone) and A. P. Levenson 'Stamford Hill).
" HOW

I SPENT

EASTER " COMPETITION.

What did you do with yourselves during the Easter hok3ays? Dili you go the country or the seaside, or the parks,
or the commons, or the pictures? 'The answer should make
an interesting Essay Competition. Write on ■ postcard
"How 1 Spent Easter," give your age, and, post to reach me
not later than Monday, April L9th, Address your cards to
" Easter," is. Adam
Street. Strand. W.C.
The u-nal prizes
and awards will be presented for the Essays which most
interest
Uncle Tim.

PATHES
ANIMATED

A

THE

SCENE

IX

THE
REMARKABLE
DESCRIBED
BELOW.

DEVIL

TRICK

TO

TlLil

PAY

ON

E of if not quite the best of the magical films we have
yet come across hears this title.and was made by Martin's,
and will be released on the 19th inst. Briefly, the story
tells of an old alchemist who. in the midst of deep scientific
experiments, sat down to study a book dealing with ancient
magic and whilst reading it dropped off to sleep. He had a
dream, in which the Devil paid him a visit and invested him
with
for chemist
one hour,
would Satanic"
return topowers
claim the
for athisthe
own.end of which he

GAZETTE
gives real

WAR NEWS.

'" Oh, to be youngagain !"cried the old man. and immediately
he was transformed into a youth, while his other self still lay
Bleeping in the chair. The scenes that follow are weird in the
extreme. Our hero transported himself to a ballroom and
amused himself by giving sly kisses to a fair dancer, conveniently becoming invisible when she tried to discover who
■was taking liberties. The Devil's disciple next rescued a
man who had been set npon by footpads, and, being introduced
by the grateful victim to his wife, immediately fell In love
•with the lady, thereby raising the ire of the injured husband.
The latter, aimed with a revolver, set out to annihilate the
disturber of his domestic peace But while every shot he
fired appeared to dispose of the chemist a duplicate of him
sprang up in another part of the room.
Finally, the time having elapsed, the Devil returned to
cla 1111 his victim, and in the nether world the chemist had to
pas dearly for his hour of sheer delight, and was doubtless
glad to wake up and find it all " only a dream.''

DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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Guide

Confidential

Our

j

with the treatn
iouttohim.
T
line, he went
into the country to trj and forget hi- disappointment, and there f< 11 in
love with his cousin, who saved his life. Gratitude pre* into love,
and years later when the actress realised what she had lost -he sought
him. It was too late: the artist loved and had married a real woman,
and wa- happy in hi- Muiet, simple lire. The cousin i- very capably
— ..
1,670
played by Mile. Gaby Benda.

Films you should make a point of seeing.
JUSTIFIED.— This firm's artistic efforts are always
notable, but some of the scenes in the above play are
truly entrancing.
There is a woodland
glade, tor
of
^ instance, hi moonlight, changing to a gterrific storm
rain, followed by still more charmin picture- with
t
e.
Excellen
moistur
ning
with
every leaf and twigshi
acting from Edward Coxen and Winifred Greenwood
L;''"0 unfolds a strong human story.
■ Fhjing A " Drama, 1,810/eef (May 3).
ALL ABOARD.— Eddie is told that he is to marry his
cousin Victoria, whom he has never seen. He flatly
refuses. Victoria is told to marry Eddie, whom she has
never seen ; she refuses also,
'they start out to visit
Through amazing complications
their mutual aunt.
(^V
which ensue in the sleeping-saloon they make each
other's acquaintance.
Later they are secretly married.
At auntie's house they are introduced, and all ends happily.
—Nestor Comedy CPrans-Atlantie), 1,180 feet (May 27).
TRIP THROUGH
NORWAY.— An unique eomhination of natural
charms, which have made Norway what Switzerland is to-day— one
of the finest and most interesting countries to spend a holiday in. The
scenery in the film, not forgetting the famous fjords, is not to he emupared with, and the falls, although perhaps not quite so voluminous
-is some of the other falls in Europe, are very beautiful, and have
been photographed with such care that they are rendered almost lifelike in this picture.
— Eineto Film, 45i>feet (April 26).

THE SPIDER-MONKEY. —A native of South and <
rica,
known to natur.ih.-t-. One
about fourteen specie- of the genus being
of its peculiarities is that it passes it- life among the branches ol the
trees. We sea it in its habitual attitu le. hanging on by it- tail. One
of ii- distinctive features the absence of thumbs on its hairy hands
or goineabont along
i- clearly displayed. Wealso watch it feeding,
only by its tail. Thecatcmng
the branches Upside down, snpported
captivity dose a film
in
when
pranks
its
of one of these animals and
which will delight audiences of all ag
—Pathi (.
?
•' 18).

SPIES.- Penelope was very young. The poet who had been on the
boat with her when she returned from her school in Germany at the
idea
outbreak of war seemed to lfr the ideal of perfection. S
to elope witli him. utterly neglecting the stout young suitor ol her
a- German -pies.
native town. They eloped, and were at once seized
And the utter helplessness of the poet during their seizure and escape
cured her of her infatuation. Alma Taylor (the girl I, Lionelle Howard
(her father., and Stewart Bome (the native
poet).
(the
suitor)
makeHenry
up theVibart
cast.
.,
—JSepicorth Drama, 1,000 net (April 10).
THE DANCING GIRL— A realistic screen adaptation of Henry
Arthur Jones's world-famous drama. Perhaps the greatest incident
of the play is the " staircase scene," where Drn-illa. at the zenith of
her fame, having come to dance before the Duke's own family,
declares to her amazed and angry old Quaker father, who come- m
search of her. that she wants to be " the topmost rose on the topmost
bough, and live in the sunshine. and i- crushed by the terrible
wrath of a father's curse. Tottering for a moment beneath her
father's scourging censure, she faints, and falls the length of t he grand
staircase, and awakes to consciousness knowing at last tin- havoc -hehas made oE her life and the shame -he i- to her people. We shall
publish the story shortly.

THE DIS-ORDER OF THE BATH.— Crammed with breathless vigour
and "overflowing" fun. The Smiths buy a furnished house. Then they
buy a hath and have it fitted. Workmen, master, mistress, and maid
are subsequently involved in a series of mishaps which culminate in
the
of 'Smith,
hath. and. Dolly
all intoTree
the as
midst
the
guestsdescent
assembled
for theplaster,
house-warming.
the ofmaid,
and indeed all the, players in this lightning comic are just a scream.
' — B. and C. Film, Davison's, 471 feet (May 3).
THE OTHER LIFE.— The story of an actress and an artist. The
actress was a flirt and the artist was not the sort of man to put up

— Famous Players Drama, four part.-
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Practical Tuition in Cinema Acting
—
GEORGE

PEARSON

BY

—
FRED

and

"Producer
of—
A STUOY
IN SCARLET
JOHN
HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN
SENTENCE
OF DEATH
HEROES
OF THE
MINE
A SON
OF FRANCE
Cic.
Csc.

PAUL

Leading
Man in —
A STUDY
IN SCARLET
EAST
LYNNE
IN THE
HANDS
OF LONDON
JOHN
HALIFAX,
GENTLEMAN
THE
LYONS
MAIL
Cic.
Cic.

Classes are now being formed for the purpose of giving Ladies and
Thoroughly
Practical Tuition
in all branches
of Cinema
Acting

IN
UNDER
TO

A CINEMATOGRAPH
ACTUAL
WORKING

FRED

Terms

and

Full

Varticula

Gentlemen

STUDIO
CONDITIONS.

FULL
OPPORTUNITIES
WILL
BE AFFORDED
APPEAR
IN
FORTHCOMING
FEATURE
IMMEDIATELY
AFTER
THE
CONCLUSION
OF
For

CROOKS

s

TO

PUPILS
PRODUCTIONS
THE
COURSE.

apply—

PAUL, Worton Hall, Isleworth, MIDDLESEX.
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GOSSIP
SCREEN

AND

EDITORIAL.

COUPONS and questions are pouring
in concerning our great Contest,
although with regard to the latter 1
had hoped there wore no questions lefl
mswer. "How am I to ascertain who
are British players when most of them
play under uoiha de p/tuiu .' ' Vote for
the names the} play under. If they
appear in British tihus. they are almost,
sure to be British artistes. •• | do not
think your list contains all the nanus
of British
It docs are
not given
pre1 to do artistes.''
so. The names
without prejudice to assist you in
making a selection. "1 suppose we
shall have to number the coupons?"
N •. you need not; the votes on each
are registeredas they come in. "ihope
we can vote for the same players
twice!"' Of coarse yon may. Von
can't make them till the cleverest.
Choose your two ladies and two gentlemen and uivc them all the votes your
coupons will allow. You are now in the
last weeks for voting, and 1 rely on you
all to do your best.
A Theatrical Precedent.
Frank Stanmore, the London filmplayer, about whom I wrote last week,
tells me he is engaged by Sir Herl>ert
Tire to play the ''Artful Dodger." his
original part, in the revival of " Oliver
Twist
at His Majesty's.
Film Company
have releasedTheMr.London
Stanmore for the run of the revival, and Sir
Herbert is acknowledging the fact v\i
both programme and lull matter. 1
believe this is the first time on record
that the legitimate stage has engaged a
film artiste and publicly acknowledged
it. The augury is a happy one.
Wanted
a Title!
An
interesting
competition
inouneed on another page by H. A.
Browne and Co.. Ltd., who offer £5 for
the best title for a film to be released in
May. This picture is worth watching
for, the cost of a paltry postcard possibly
winning for you a welcome fiver. And
as in addition £2 will go to the manager
of the theatre at which the winner saw
the film no manager should feel bored
when asked to show the film in question.

Mrs. "Pat's"

Presence of Mind.
Percy Nash, of the "Neptune," informs
me that his company are busy putting
their ^ best work into 'The Trumpet
Call, the drama by George R. Sims
and the late Robert Buchanan, which
first saw the light at the old Adelphi
Theatre. It possesses many militaryepisodes and some tender love scenes,
and should film well. Mrs. Patrick
Campbell made her first appearance at
the Adelphi in this play as Astrsea, a,
fortune-teller, and London (including
111} self, then a young playgoer) discovered that it possessed one of the
world s greatest actresses. Mrs. '" Pat "
had a remarkable experience in this
part. In a big scene her skirt became
oked and fell, and only her presence of mind saved the situation.
She

turned her back on the audience, raised
the .-kiri. fastened it again, and 1
< ded w ith her pari as a nothing had
happened.
Vanishing Letter Trick?.
"This week we were looking ai a lonvj
letter, oh the screen, from Edwin to his
darling Angelica. JubI as we were
struggling with the lettering off w
the scene. And the reel « 1 lefl to t he
imagination. It reminds us of the tri
of the railway refreshment-buffets > ou
ask for 0 cup of tea. They keep you
waiting till the ' Smash 'em Express 'ia
in sight. Then yon ,-ip the tea, Bcald
yourselfj drop the enpj tear towards the
as
train, and leave your change behind
well as any cakes
you
have
bought,
foucatehthe train ; they take the cake —
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law of Elluline Tecriss.
\\ 1 iro tu 1
pictures here, in Jamaica,
h
"Went ashore at Kingston the other
■In and sa ••• jrou in I ngl md Expi
aim 1. Wa
I I urn
to New
Jfflrk aftei 1
I back (•>
England until after the war.
Truly t ho
film-act « has 1 he world for audi'
British Studios Busy.
Reports to hand show thai film-producing is in [nil swing, and as the 0
lengthen exterior work will naturally
lengthen with them. As I write "John
Halifax, Gentleman" is being finished
I'.v Samuelsons: "Grip"ia jusl finished
by " B. andC. ;" Martins are producing
an Eastern Bubjectj Hepworth's are

down

by

the sea on " The

Stayed at Home;"
are doing
"The
and

Barkers

.M,,, Who

British Empire Films
Girl of my Heart;"

are

nearly

through

with

'• Five Nights, " bv Victoria Cross,
Cinema
1 11 1 1 ion for Novices.
Several genuine studio schools Tiavf
bobbed up lately. There must be
something in the air; but 1 don't care
if it snows so long as practical tuition
by known players and producers and in
established studios is going to dry up
the
bogus my"schools."
_\s I
have numerous
often warned
readers, these
latter type are generally run by unscrupulous gentry whose chief concern
is to see how large and how many f 1
they can collect. Why I really started
this paragraph, however, was to draw
your attention to the announcement on
the
is an
'offer
from opposite
men who pa(ge.
know Here
the ropeto teach
cinema1 -acting irr a studio which hi
already famous for its productions, l
Know both Mr. Pawl and Mr. Pearson.
a-nd those who feel they would lik.
enter the picture-play world should find
their classes of the greatest possible
assistance.
F. D.
Mi Oear " jficTUBEs" Headbbs— You have ail
that ■>.
know
Weeks, and
three
read the novel
Picture Film lias been produced after tlio novel.

A wonderful study of Pauline Bush as
the statue of the Madonna in a Hex
drama

" Three Weeks" (not
lo <k out for
Well, labour).
Laid
I amPimple's
playing Princc-s Pliinpelian,
I
turning.
took the wrong
the girl who
awfully nice in my Court dress and c »ron
the Studio buys have been running aft.r me, molndin* the dogs.
Look out for this great Sim, deal
In future all my tilms will be known ;l<
readers.
the "Piccadilly " brand, as I have joiner] the •
Some startlers
of the WesWu Fcaturo Films.
coming
scene. Wye-bye, readers, I am just goim;
to take aalo&<.

The onStar
of the
Sea,"' released
April
19th.

and the money." The st&ry is not
mine. It appeared in the Ideal titer, the
Witty house organ of the Ideal Film
Renting Company, Limited. It is small
but good— the house organ I mean; and
talking of "ideal" letters brings me to
the other sort. I have frequently
grumbled about those messages flashed
like lightning on the -screen. The reminder makes me break into verse: —
Picture Puzzles.
The letters they flash on the screen
Are off before half we have seen.
Though we struggle to "rumble,"
quite
fail the
to "blazes
tumble,''
Or Weguess
what
they mean!
Pictures in Jamaica.
R. Judd Green, another London filmplayer, sends me an item of news contained in a letter lie has just received

USE

OU

►xOwvY^R

PLATES.

Half Plates, is.; quarter, Cd. dozen.
POSTCARDS',
Is. 100.
v-(i(a oijue ■xnd Samp ta i■',: ■■ .■.
S. B. HACK6TT.
Works
.Trr.r BOAD, LIVERPOOL.

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Photo Postcards of Yourself, is. Dozen.
From any Photo.
12 x lu 1.
te] ,yi.
S. E. H4CKE1T.

Works:

July

Boad,

f.tVEIti

Arc you getting
Pictures" Regularly?
tmpli i I .■

If not, a standing- ordor with
any local newsagent will ensure
delivery every Sat unlay morning.
Let us know if you experience
any difficult}-.
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GREATEST

OUR

OF

WEEKS

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST
(To be followed by a Foreign Players Content)

30 Votes
on every Coupon— Free
NUMBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD

•

BACK

£10

FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.

£10
£9

Second Prize - value
Graphophone £7 10s., Records 30s.
Third Prize
value
Graphophone £5 10s., Records 30s.
Fourth Prize
value
Graphophone £1

Filth

Prize

Graphophone

4s., Records

Ivrm r __

£7
£5
£4

16s.

- v*lue

£3 3s., Records 17s.

1 ^1

Wa

100 Handsome Consolation Prizes
The Jinchines and Record.--: ore manufactured by ihe
World Famous "Columbia" Company.
appearing in Weston Films.

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS :

B. & O. Films :
Elisabeth Rlsdon
Fredk. Groves
A. V. Bramble
M. Gray Murray
Barker FUms :
Blanche Forsyth
Baclicl cic Solla
Maud Yates
Hov Travers
nolle Leslie
Tom €'«vet>try
T. Moedouald
J. Hastings Batsou
Clarendon Films :
Me 11C. Hose, K.N.
Borotliy Bellew
Jack .Sprat 1

Her worth Films s
Alma Taylor
Clirlssie White
Viol t Hopson
Huby Belasco
Stewart Rome
Eionelle Howard
William Feltnn
joli'i Mac tndrews
Tom Butt
Arthur Siaoles
Henry Viharc
Harry
Buss
London Fitms :
Mary It touch
Uwyiinc Herbert
Christine Kayncr
Charles itork
henry % in icy
George Bellamy
Frank Maiunore
l.anurhoriir Burton
'Windham Guise
Ben Webster
Gerald Ames
Lewis Gilbert
It. .lull- G ecu
HoiiK'as
U 11 11 rn
Hubert Willis
Mo ograph Films z
Balis Neville
Mini tie Bray
Au>tlii Camp
llHrry Lorraine
Joan Morgan
Neptune Films ;

Halsy Ordel]

Joan Kit/.
Gerald i.awrrnro

WHO

ARE

THE

GREATEST

BRITISH

FILM

popular British Film actress.

ARTISTES?

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS :

Neptune
Rousrlas Films
rajiie I
ltriau Daly
Douelas lov
John East
Phoenix Films :
.'Fred EvansJ
Evans.
«•PlinplRattles' ' (Joe
Jerry Maxwell
James Keed
Samuelso- Films l
Agnes Ciynne
Fred Paul
Bernard Youuft
Vauarhnn
Ilonald

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the -final
counting- of the votes will receive the -first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES

AND

CONDITIONS

1. Any number of Coupons may lie sent
in. but only one prize may be won by one
voter. Should no one succeed in placing
t lie towinners'
namesof correctly,
the Coupon.
£10 will
tro
the sender
the nearest
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters Bending in winning Coupons the
prize will be divided.
2. Coupons will appe-ir weekly until
further notice. I hey may be forwarded
at once, or kept and sent in oneenvelope
at end of contest.
3. All names must be written in ink.
No alteration will he permitted.

"The

Pictures1'

GREAT

GOVERNING

THE

CONTEST.

A. No correspondence can Ik1 entered
iutoconceruing the contest. Two lists of
British players are given on this page, but
voters may vote for <in;/ British piaytrt,
whether in the lists or hot.
b. A voter may till up any number of
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
any
quantity
his or her and
own at O'-anyfriends'
Coupons
m oneof envelope
time.
l>. The winners
Editor's
decision
a- to Connected
the prizeand on all
matters
with this contest will be final and leg illy
binding, and Coupons are accepted ouly
on this understand! g.

BRITISH

I desire to cast Ten

FILM

f
Mails;*' Tree,

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female^
player also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
pl-.yers, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if .they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS IN THIS OR
ANY OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon below.

PLAYERS

CONTEST.

Tur-er Films :
Doroihy Rowan
Maud
CliffordStuart
Pemhroke
Arnold Rrynnr
Rcgent
Films
Winifrrw
Pitch:
Ci>sir Elen
Rowland Moore
t.Prank
SCOtt H. Arilllnrll
«;r»wcott
(.union
Regs;
liny Rupert Lame
Various Oomoanies
Charlrs Chaplin
B llle Ititehie
Ernest
Batlt'\
Ivy Close
Alee
Worrc«ter
Dorothy
llatley
Rote Italpli
Mad are Tree

James

Female Pjateb

'V...

^ ere Carlyle
Clautlia (.uillot

Erie Uesinond

Jark

A.V:— •
I desire also to cast

Five Votes

i2nd choice;

for

1'iMut: Platbb .
iMvii

5

l'mri;

StfltMtl

Fill u- and post to " rontest

O
_

Edit r, ' Pictures, 18, »dam

itussell

• lice tie W inioii
1\ > 'tin I turil
Ulicl BrnrrwrU
Marry
iin\>lini
Mary Moaners

l»»Ily Tree

Votes for

Greaory sroM

Vs:

jjB

Miilcup

Wilfrid II inbar
Martin l.'ilin nir

llarrj Jar
(;ran\ille
Jark
■• an
m-ortant

'

St , Str»nd, London, W.C.

I

Nancy Reviusrton
George
Foley
Irene > eriiou
•lark Collins
Jen", itarlow

/—All

British artistes, no matter
where
they are
flaying,
are good for this Contest

■ ■!.*■'■" ■

*^ ,
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MOMENT.

"MAN PROPOSES, BUT-"
An intensely dramatic story of the diplomatic relations between AUSTRIA
and
ITALY,
it is a film
everyone
ought to see at this crisis.
THREE

REELS.

EXCLUSIVE.

LIONEL GILLING, The Omnifilm Co., 151, Wardour Street, London, W.
" Moving "

TH

E beginning of the end <>t one love
affair means the beginning of the
beginning of another.
Quite Natural.

"Johnnie, are you studying your lesBon in natural history? "
- Yea, father."
- What part of it - "
••I'm reading about 'Pimple' and
the Contest in the PICTURES."
Sufficient Reason.

•' Why do you say he i- a bird r "
' Weil, he i.s cMeften-nearted and
pigeon-toed, lias the habits of an owl.
likes to wear a swallow-tail coat and
collars with wings, he is always acting
tin- goose, and he is a perfect jay."
Quick-change Artistes.
" What a wonderful actress that lady
is!" said Mr. Gibbs at the cinema.
assented Mrs.
she face
can
change a ' laughing
face Gibbs,"
into a sad
in a second."
"That's nothing," squeaked Tommy
Gibbs; '• m\ schoolmaster does that."'
The Young and the Old.
An old but clever doctor was noted
for his brusque manner and old-fashioned
methods. One time a lady called him in
to treat her baby, who was slightly ailing. The doctor prescribed castor-oil.
•' But. doctor,'' protested the young
mother, "castor-oil is so old-fashioned."
" .Madam." he replied," so are babii s."
Not in ths Picture.

Pictures.

The picture-gO sr went to dine w ith ,i
bachelor friend who prided himself that
his few pictures were gems. After
dinner they adjourned to the picturegallery, where the host, pointing out a
landscape, -aid. " What do you think of
that,
boy was
? " hiccoughed rather than
The my
reply
spoken •■ Bcau-ful, ol' chap fin' awfully good. Trees wave about so naturally. Whose film is it ? "
Ths Damon Compositor.
Lord Rosebery tells an amusing story
against himself about a certain proofreader who. after he had read the proof
of a particularly long speech of his
lordship's, wrote at the end of it the
words, " Thank Heaven ! "
The proof was duly returned to the
printer, who set up these words in type.
The next day the speech was published
in the newspaper with the following
startling ending— Li At the conclusion of
his speech. Lord Rosebery left for the
South.
Thank Heaven!"

with pain :
' .M.\ little m in. what ig the mitt, i r "

• i .reen apples," moaned the boy.
" Y.m
don!t
ache," answered
the
Scientist, " inn only think BO."
The boy looked amazed.

" Vou may think so; but. oh! oh \
you eat green apples and see if
well
you think you ache."
A False Al-arm.
" You ought to have seen Mr. Marshall
when
he called upon Dolly the other
night." remarked Johnny to his sis!
young man. "He looked fine, sitting
there alongside of her with his arm"Johnny: " gasped bis sister, her face
the colour of a boiled lobster.
" Well, so he did ! " persisted Johnnv :
'" he
had his arm
"
" John,"
said his father stern 1 v. " leave
And Johnny left, crying as b.8 went—
the room ! "
" I was only going to say that he had
Ins army clothes on."
Undesirable Publicity.

A

thin, nervous-looking man approached the manager of the cinema.
"You've shown us a film to-night,"
he observed, "about a chap that killed

'■ Cain and Abel."
a man named Abel.''replied the manager.
"Did you like it ? '
"Could yon do me a favour?'' asked
the man. greatly
"Could
flash on the screen excited.
that the man in yon
the
picture ain't no relation to the Kane
that keeps a baker's down the street. I
don't want none of my friends to thiuk
1 had a hand
thatin killm".
"
The in
Light
the Dark.

A film-producer desired to bring into
one of his scenes a village church noted
for its beauty, and a- it was near a school
lie did his best to get it over before the
children came out.
Alas I just as he had got it nicely
focussedout trooped the children, who
crowded round the operator, wanting to
get taken in the photograph. Suddenly
a bright idea struck him. He proceeded
to group the children behind the camera,
ana then took his scene.

Can ye oblige me with a light:-" said
a '■
Scotsman,
as he bit off the end of a
cigar, to his companion in the stalls at
the cinema.
But he produced an emptj box, with

apologi
saiddidn't
"he didn't
r e'
mat (dies.es.
smoke,
andAnothe
therefor
carry
ye give me a light?" repeat d
the"Can
Scotsman to a thud
pictureg
who stolidly looked at the screen
said nothing.
Then
the Sc< tsman's
finger went
reluctantly into his own

we .all taken in ? '' eagerly asked
children
the" Are
you are all taken in." said the
producer, as his company departed.

Inside Information.
Kind old scientist |,, |, ,, doubled id

THE
4s

ZEPPELIN
GLIDE.
.n'vica pictures London,

iJudtje.

•" Weel. weel," he murmured, " I'll ji^t
pocket.
need to tak' ane o' my ain "
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"Adme" (Morton), — Thanks for compliments.
Write to any of the British Companies stating
yonr abilities and experience. We know of no
prod-icers anywhere near you. We will
your autogr.i b album with pleasure; send it
Mithyour coloured photo.

REPLIES.:]!]
Name and address (not for publication) mull be
stated when writing. We cannot reply through the
post. Letters are dealt icith in rotation. TH^.casts are required name of Company must be given.
"All
Vote

oue Headers"— Everywhere.—
you must for British Players;

On the screen each day they're shown,
Try your luck in picking winners;
Enter now ere time has flown.

«'Nemo" (Houuslow).— No, Florence Turner is
not a Hepwortu artiste. She has her own
Company at VV .lton, and theHcpworth Company
act as her sales agents.
" Hankshus ' (Hull).—" The School for Scandal "
article and photos appeared in our Feh. 20 issue.
•'Chaplin" (Cieethorpes).— Tour question was
answered last week to aL other reader.
"Bent" (Halifax).— If, as you suggest, Pictures
may he helpful to you in your journalistic work,
it is surelv worth a subscription. You are welcome to quote auy of its matter in return for the
usual acknowledgment.
"Doris" (Birmingham) says that she believes
Henny Porten is a Swedish player. Sorry we cannot answer your questions ; Ciues Co. seldom
publish casts. Hope soon to give an interview
and portrait of Edith Storey.
«'G. W. K." (Leith) wonders why no deaf people
play for the films, an d also wants to know what
the "Ke stone" bricks are made of . We hope
and trust they're "soft"— the bricks, not the
Deaf people would be more troubleplayers.
some than useful to the poor producer.
«'Kii>let" (Guernsev).— "VVe have not yet published interview with B. ' . Travers. "Me and
Bill" (Selig):— "Bill Finlay, " Guy Oliver;
■'Sam S urners," Wheeler Oak-man; "Jean,"
Bessie Eytou: "Kitty," l-Uffenie Besserer :
"•Young Newling.
Kitty," OfOlive
Drake;
" Sam
Francis
course
you may
call Junr.,"
and see
,l3_ we are not fierce — and oue of the gentler sex
adorns our office.
" M. Y." ( Barrow-in-Furness).— William Garwood
is an American and plays for the Trans- Atlantic
Co. We have postcards of him i rice Id. each,
postage extra. Love forwarded as suggested.
"Kosalie " (Kyde).— No cast of " Detective Craig's
Coup"
so far aspublished.
we know. Anita Stewart is not married

" Maud " (Smethwick) says tha'c Pictures is
" better than any novel." Truth is stranger than
fiction ; and if you see it in Pictures, it u
generally light. No cast of " When London
Sleeps" (B. and C.i was published. We believe
Lilian Wiggins played the heroine.
"Pattt" (Lewes). — We believe the players you
mention are married. Write to Famous Players
Co., 166-170, Wa dour St., Bond >u, a d they will
tell you when any of their films are being shown
in your district. Glad you have given a standing
order for Pictures to your newsagent.
"Muriel
axd
Stlvia " (Sheffield). — Margarita
Fischer is the wife of Harry Polhrd.
How c,>uld
we tell if you "stand a chance of becoming
cinema players"?
Have
you had any stage
experience Y
"Cyril"
(Leeds).— The "Film Life of Mary
Pickford"
and
"Barnnby
Budge"
are two
souvenirs we have — price twopence-halfpenny
each. John Buuny is still with the Vitagraph.
Write and ask Pimple (Fred Evans) if he is
coming to Leeds ; address him c.o. Phoenix Films
Co., 6, Ce il Court, London, W.C,
Have sent
your love to Lillian Walker.
"Mabel" (Bromley).— You have a ripping lot of
postcards of yo...r favourite player* — aud we quite
believe you find them a never-ending source of
pleasure. Any of your friends can have a list of
tho thousands we stock by asking for it
•'Angelo"
(Chiswick). — As you are an artist's
model, you should photograph well on the film.
Apply t) Samuelson
Film Co., Worton Hall,
Isleworth, and London Film Co., St. Margaretson-Thames, Twickenham — both of which are ear
you. Don't, however,
give up your present
occupation — perhaps you could do both.
"Nora"
(Manchester). — The last weeks of the
Voting Contest are now announced.
We have
postcards of Violet Hopsou and Mary Euller,
price Id. each, and of Ivy Close, 2d each, postage
extra. Address Mary Fuller, c.o. Universal I- ilm
Studio, 43rd Street and llt.li Avenue, New York
City. Other admirers of this pretty and talented
player pi. ase note.
Your algebraic sign that " X
— kiss " is very amusing, Nora.
"Elsie" (Sloane Street).— If you give a standing
order to your newsagent he can get Pictures for
you regularly. Huudreds of readers have done
this.
"On the High Seas" (Universal): —
"Elsie," Dorothy Phillii s : "Jim," Alexander
Gaden ; "The Captain,"
Howard Crainpton ;
"Sailor," Stuart Paton.
«' William " (Longton). — Sorry we cannot oblige
this time, William.
"Apule"
iLoudon^. — Full address next time,
please. Maurice Costello is American and not
eligible for our prtscnt Contest.
Give your votes
to those British players you consider the cleverest,
whether " stars " or not.
" E. T." (South Shields). — James Kirkwood is not
Owen Moore.
The latter is Mary Pickford's
husband.
"Stella" (Claphaml.— Sorry cannot give cast you
want.
Imp do not publish all. We have not
heard that Albert MeGovern has left the films.
Tom Powers has gone back to the States. Leo
Delauey is still with Vitagraph,
"
" (Walton), — Bead, mark, learn, aud
comply with rule at top. We have three posloards of Eddie Lyons (id. each, postage extra).
Address hint c.o. Trans-Atlantic Co . 1,6 0, Broadway, New York ('it, ; and Mrs, E. Bailey CO,
\.« Agency Film Co., SI. Shiifteshurj Avenue, W
'• Fsed" Bnrnham). — "Robin Hood ** -was filmed
iu Burnham
BsedheS
bj Barker's.
Ford question
Sterling
back with
Keystone.
The other

we cannot answer. We envy you living bo uear
■• The Beeches, " Fred,

"Jim"
WILLIAM

GARWOOD,

the famous Blm star who is nov with
the "Imp" Company.
our postcards.This is one of

(Liverpool).— No

17. 1915
ending

postcards

of Charles

CUa b" are published, Jim,
Cf course he is not
deaf and dumb. How do these rumours
about!
think Mary Picklord phryed
in
the Bin Weyoo don't
mention.

"Molli " (Boscombe).— Bapeat question, giving
name of Company 1 and we will do '"ir best. ^ a
have lost cards oil Miry Pickford, Id., postage
extra.
Have you bad our new list,

"Dolly H." (Sonthgate).— The Canard Co. iEngl sii, but as they do nit publ sh their casts
you'll have to call off the bet with your friend.
M st likely the player was an Englishman.
Lillian Walker is stiil with the Vitagraph. " The
Peacemaker" (Vitigraph):-" Mr. LuLd," Van
Djke Brooke; "Jack Strong," Antonio Moreno -.
"Minnie Lee," Norma Taliuadge ; " Kitty Grey,"
Constance Talmadge; "Tom Leighton," Garry
McGarry.
"All British,"
Pleased
to seeOuryou.office
Sendis promised
photo. Dolly.
"Thomas" (Greenwich).— Charles Chaplin now
plays for Ess»nay. Ford Sterling now plays for
Keystone only. "The Hnsilisk " (Hepwortb |:—
"Basil Beska," Win. Felton ; "Eric Lame,'
Tom Powers ;" Freda Hampton," Alma layl.r.
Charles Chaplin's first appearance under Essanay
banner is in " Charlie's New Job."
"Lex" (Watford).— F. Billington and Donald
Cr-sp, we believe, still play for the films, but we
are unable to say for what Companies. We last
he*rd of the former playiug fo> Selig. Many of
the players are so continually changing from one
Company to another, that it is difficult to keep
track of them. " Little Mejr and I" (Victor):—
" The Lad, ' J. Kerrigan; " Meg, Vera Bisaon;
" Meg's Father," Geo. Periolat. Write us again
and we will try aud i*et the poem from which the
play is taken. "The Girl acro-s the H;dl " fTfaonhoiiseri:— " Johu Eghani," Hattv Bcn'iam -.
" The Seamstress," Lila Chester ; " Lillian "
(John's Sister), Madeline Fairbanks.
"Fred" (Manchester .—Miss Fackville played
"Winnie" in "The Adventures of Kathlyn "
(Selig). Your English nursery rhyme iu French
is quite clever. We cannot tell why Alma Taylor
has not repl.ed to your letter. Fre i. VVe have
turned your conundrums about the Kaiser over
to our otfi- e boy, but he hasn't solved them yet.
*,.* Many replies are u>iai\>idabhj held
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you voting?
If not, why not
(Jut- contest is in its last w ■

Edgar butterflies.
Jones's hobby
specimen

*

is collecting

#

" Mice and Men," which Sir J.
Forbes Ronertson made go suc^essf ill,
is being filmed by Famous Flayers.

*

#

#

House Peters, who will play opposite
Blahcne Saweet in ijasky productions, is
;ui iiinglishman, born at Jtfristol, and
6erved through tlie rSoer war.

*

#

Pale bine collars are worn by male
performers in the oeiig studios. White
collars caused reneeuon winch resulted
in lost details in the photographs.

*

#

#

A cafe at Blyth is advertising
"'Keystone' peas without equal." We
already had tue butcher witn "Hunny"
rabbits, and the fruiterer with "JNorinand "-y pippins
! =&
*
#
Over sixty theatres in London alone
have already booted Hepwortn's great
til m '• for
Jjarnany
No they
excuse
tliis
tune
readersitiidge.''"
who write
cannot
find this picture and want it.
Would you be so kind to Let me
know if you could find me a place in
your Co? i have always had my mind
pn Film acting 1 am sixteen lasc birthday. Willing to do anything I am
driving a engine at preasant." — A letter
to the H'amoas Plai/cfs Company.
,: No matter how small the percentage
of soldiers drawn into the picture-shows
on a Sunday evening." says the t£oo
Gazette, " we adhere to the belief that
the cinemas compare favourably with
other inducements held out to the young
private or *
the young *
officer."

*

"Superior persons of our acquaintance." says the Sn(Ji_/tl Celegvaph, "have
told us that our lining for picture-shov s
is a sign either of a depraved mind or a
weakening intellect — possibly a mixture
of both. yV ell, we can't help it. VVe
like the pictures, and we go as often as
the very scanty leisure of an exceptionally busy person will allow. If we had
more time (and more shillings to spare)
we should go more frequent ly."
A V.IUI cs»? iNo!
" I NEVER had to take any
1 dare-devil chances as lots
of us do." said Blanche
Sweet toan inters iewer. " The
nearest I ever came to it was
in ' '1'he
when
1 hadLonedale
to ride Opel
in theator,'
cab
of a locomotive. And

Ariui. 24, :
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and Notes
Shelling the Pictures.
4- \ illag ■ at the
yel i here is 1 1 ily 5oni
Fr<
ssinga
cinema theatre",
but
the films
(supplied
free of
charge by the Hepworth Company) are
enormously
popular with the soldiers.
I ly this hall was heavily sh
during the progress of the pictures.
The Camera Alan.

AS

YOU'LL find him wherever men are
doing big things, and you'll know
him by his camera. Generally heis a gentleman; but he isn't finical i:i
his language if you step between his
lens and his picture. His business, says
a writer in the Sunday Magazine, is the
business of bottling history, as one
would bottle sunshine, were it possible,
to be released later, and he tells his
story in writing on the wall that all can
read. Yon have seen him. He is the
moving-picture camera man.
Chicago Camera Campaign.
MOVING-PICTURES for campaign
purposes is the latest fashion in
the film world. The Mayor of
Chicago, a candidate for re-election has
had a complete set of pictures taken by
the Essanay Company. In these he is
seen from the time he takes breakfast
in the morning to his return home in the
evening, showing him at his desk in the
city hall in all his routine duties of the
day. They include also the public
buildings erected during his terms,
street and pier construction work, and
a score of enterprises which the Mayor
was instrumental in starting. The pictures are shown at campaign meetings
where the Mayor is billed fco sp sab.
Great "Pictuie" Ci.y Opened.
WITH
cannon booming, fireworks
blazing, and thousand- cheering.
Universal City at Los Angeles,
the only city m the world built and used
exclusively for the production of motionpictures, was formally opened to the
public last month. Fully 20,00 ' persons
visited the city on the opening day,
including numerous wealthy tourists.
The afternoon was spent most interestingly. First came a review of the
Universal producing companies at work
in the various stage settings on the main
stage, which can ace immodate sixteen
producing companies at oi\r<\
Then, while crowds as large and enthusiastic as those at any big football

match

sat on the green hillsides, the

l"! Bison Company produced a thrilling
l-sceue.
The c intents of a I
• he hillside were let !•■
and swept away for a Western
mi
1, w Idle
cow I
led Marie Walcamp from a band of
Indians.
Universal City exceeds all anticipations. Its five hundi_ive easy access to lofty mountains,
can.
ered peaks, green hills.
flowered valleys, plains, and rivers.
It
•is a motion-picture city in appearai
nment, and inhabitants.
'
Lady Novelist V.sits Studio.
TO the
see making.
"The Exploits
Mi- A. ofX. Elaii,
Williamson, who with her hushand
has
written many popular works of fiction, ;
paid a recent visit to the Jersey City
Studio of Patlk
Frcres.
It impi
1
her so much that on her return t" New
York she wrote:— " I was s>> afraid of
1Well,
>eiiig- late
that I itself
woke was
at five
o'clock.
the tiling
deliciously
ghostly and crisply dramatic.
It gave
me as new a thrill as if in a dream-walk
along the Milky Way.
Not that it wa>
one bit like the Milky Way getting to
Jersey that
City. it was
I shouldn't
known
Jersey Cityevenwhenhave
we
got there if I hadn't been told.
It
Mr. Theodore
Whartonof (isn't
he Pa;
Prime
Minister
or Secretary
War of
filmland?) who informed me that J( 1
City is the ideal home
for a stu
because it's ringed round with all the
b>st scenery in the world ? If he w
Lilians or smugglers' caves, or waterfalls, rivers, or yachts, he simply Intake a short walk to find them, and 2
hack
for lunch.
What
Nature
thoughtlessly failed to provide has I
died by some genius or other iuside
the studio. There are streets and
forests, temples, ancient and modern.
an
opiumbe'
thereden,
to sayor :an' Let
merely havehouse
YonElizabethan
there is one."
AandCharming "Foreword."
sal langua
been gedescri
of hthe age.
univerhave
the
URES
PICT
Weber claims
in which we live.
that music is the universal speech of mankind. By the happy combination then
of pood picture- and pleasing music one
finds the magic kej which gives easy
a so !SS to the great stories of every land
which unfold- to us the myst
and wonders of countries we have nevci
seen, which enable- us to see and enjoy
the world's dies,
great
dramas,
comedies.
Picturestrageand
music know no barriers of
"Occasionally
there will l>
speech,
no limitations.
pictures which., by reason of 1

deep human interest, will put
you in a serious mood, but
always there will be picture!
which will grip your interest
pictures which will make yol
glad, will fill your soul witl
laughter,
will the
eliminate
from
your and
system
day;
accumulation of household Ol

I ha\e

never played hea\ ieseithur "- after a brief mental review
" .1
suppose because I am a hj,< mde.
No blonde can look like a \ illainess. That is left for the
brunettes.
Blondes don't look
t he part.
I have alwa\
the heroine or the fair
c b-e M-d, whichever if chanced

Associated
business anxieties."
Fr Pro
rincial Picture Houses, Ltd., fo%
sbury,
'!,, openingW of thtirnew
Picture
.t i

v. F. A
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©ur News Features Events of the Week
INTE BESTING

r

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PICTURES

tfV
v&

SELECTED

PROD

PATHI'b

ANIMATED

GAZtTTE,

a.

1. BonuARonta Pkzekthl: The Rnsskui Artillery poured a constant rain o! heavy shells on the doomed fortress, 2. :- Fight tub
(;.■ 'i> Ki .ur' : Th ■ Australian troops attrn.l Divine Sen ice in the desert. 3 and 4 Soldiers ikd Spobtbmen : Boxing and wres'ling
bouts aid recrpits to become •• fit " quickly. '>. Coitpobi i.mmv: Princess Alexander of Teek opens a new club tor soldiers
at Crowberongh.
6. Off for Eastsb Camp; Tlio Lord Mavor of London sees convoy of National Guard leave for Brighton
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The meeting between mother and eon
of a painful character; but Mi.
' toodrich oat of
shortrepentance,
the intoxicated
lad's
protestations
and curtly
ordered him to his room, where he soon
fell into a heavy, troubled sleep.
Presently he woke feeling much
better, and immediately began to think
how he could raiSe sufficient funds
continue the debauch he and his
cronies had planned and which had

TH? WARNING
Adapted

from

the

Film

Y()l"N<! Lester Goodrich was, as he
would have said "from circumstances over which he had no control." decidedly in a blind alley— the
said circumstances being a pahuul insolvency which formed the cud wall of nis
particular cul-de-sac, and prevented him
troin joining Ins boon companions in a
mgnt out. and tin: equally painful '"circumstance" that his clergyman father
had ''got his back up," and no amount
oi cajolery or sulkiness would persuade
him to open his fat pocket-book and
taiie thereiLom the means for the longanticipated lark.
All Lester's strategy was of no avail
against
divine's determination,
and
he the
was old
reluctantly
compelled to
leave the study no better off than when
he entered it.
However, one road still lay open, and
this he approached without delay.
"Mother, dear,'"' he whispered, winding
his arm abound the old lady's necK, " 1
wonder if you'd do something for me."
"Dear sakes alive!" she exclaimed;
"what ails the lad to ask me such a
?"
question
.But whenLester turned out his pockets
to show their emptiness, she shook her
head sadly. " Oh, laddie, laddie, 'tis
always the same.
Your lather
"
"Jj'atber is busy, dear." — Lester lied
glibly "and I didn't want to disturb
him."
" Well, well, boys will be boys. Bring
me my bag from the coat-cupboard
yonder."
A little later the boy joined his companions at the appointed place, and
gleefully exhibited the bills he had been

by

MICHAEL

DEANE.

him. Bert " — he shook a warning finger
at her — "never give him a dime again
unless it is with my knowledge and
He soon
a clue to
to stifle
Lester'sthewherepermission."
abouts, got
and, trying
fear
that was making his heart ache, he
strode into the crowded supper-room at
Jjargarnie's.
" Sure he's right here." said the
manager, none too pleased at seeing the
colour of Mr. Goodrich's coat iu his
" gay " establishment ; "and. if you're
his pop, I'll be mighty obliged if you'il
settle the score."
A_ few seconds later, as he bent over
the inert figure of his only son, he knew
the worst. Repressing his sorrow and
anger, he shook the lad until the lacklustre eyes were raised pitifully to his own.
" Lester, I have come to take you
" Father ! " With a sob the boy bowed
his
head once more upon the winehome."
stained
table, thankful even then that
the " friends who had helped him to
spend every cent of his money before
deserting him were not present to see
the climax of his shame.
" That's right, take him home," the
manager jeered, as, the bill being paid,
Mr. Goodrich led his reeling son past
the crowded tables ; " he's getting off
mighty light. If I'd done my duty I'd
have given him over to the police."
" The police," the clergyman echoed,
his eyes blazing; " ah, if they were only
doing their duty, you would be placed
where you could do no further harm to
man or woman."

commenced so dis

" Now, my sportsmen." that worthy
cried. " put your money on. The I
dou t mini being cleare.l oat by such
straight hardly
guys as you."
the words
his
lipsBat
than a noisehad
outside
sent theleft
colour
ebbing from his bloated cheeks.
"The police!" he' gasped, grabbing;
the money that was already on the
table. "Quick, douse the lights and
clear out as quickly as yon can. b
An hoar later, just as the dawn was

given, "bay."' he cried, "let's cut the
<>ld neat for to-night. What do yon say
to a supper at Bargarnie's and a run uptown t<> finish Y "
"Gee!" one of his friends answered
admiringly : " you are a swell guy, and no
error."
Liester
winked
knowingly
as the
strolled off arm-in-arm.
Hour after hour slipped by. and. as he
made no appearance, ins parents began
to grow alarmed.
" i thought I'd managed to put the
break on his nonsense," Mr. Goodrich
exclaimed as he paced the room, "'the
young donkey came to me for money.
But, knowing how il would be spent and
with what companions, J refused to be
his banker." Then catching sight of
Ins wile's face, " Did you give him am .
Mary?"
" ,\ litt le .lame-, dear." she answered
tearfully; "could I see the boj walking
round w it hout a ear-fare in his pocket r "
" Car-fa, e ! bah ! " her husband snorted
wrathfiilly. " What we think is kindness is only loo often cruelty. Well. I.
suppose l must turn out and look tor

STOD UK.Uv,
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Suddenly

he saw the way. When getting his
mother's bag from the cupboard h<- had
noticed a well-tilled p
ik in the
breast-pocket
of one of his fat!
-. and he knew that it was sufhV
to nuance a jollification which would
make him the envy of his Rising stealthily, he crept down-fairs
into th" deserted
sitting-room.
Five
minute- later he was racing down the
street to once more join his friends. He
was received with acclamation as
and. the first greetings over, they
about
racking what little brain they
bad in an endeavour to rind some i
and novel way of spending the nis.rht.
" I know." L,est-r cried at last. " let's
go down to Tubby Moore's dive. May I.
we'll be able to break the bank."
Xo sooner said than done; but before
long the bold gambler found that,
instead of him breaking the bank,
nearly all the pilfered money had pa from his pockets into those of the
trickster, who was grinning aruiably
across the table to his equally villainous assistant.
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tor climbed in by lii- I
•a window,
.iiid.
fliutrine
himself
dow 11 mi In- I
soon fast asleep
nice m

•

••

•

•

follow in- morning ho r»»si» luto
< t. ■ I: i \ i d ur"iiK' downstairs until Unchurch l-H- told linn thai
his father
lid have already
left the house.
He
crept tlou n then, to in ul that lus mother
ilso -one to the place of worsiiip.
in turning a deaf car to the hauntconseieneo
which
porsisly reminded him ol the events ol the
previous night and of the theft ol hilather's money, ho began to lay alunil
some means ol replacing the doua*;
he had squandered so foolishly.
\\\ a circuitous route he uppr< ached
the scene of his father's ministry, and,
ping round
to the vesiry
window,
»lr.i-o,.,i himself up until he eoulu
into the room.
At the si-ht which

met hi- eyes hla

spirits rose. " (Jee !" he muttered : "but
my luck siill hold- good. There's
enough dough in those ott'ertory-lxtgs
to give nu> th" flare-tip of my life."
tl\ was in sight, ami a moment
later he stood beside the table on which
the verger had just placed the charitable donations ot the congregation.
Ithily he crept to the door leading
into the church, and listened to the
faint sound of his lather's voice as he
pronounced the Benediction. Then,
returning, he hastily transferred the
c.'ntent- of the bags to his pockets, and,
climbing through the window, slunk
guiltily away from the edifice he had
jnst desecrated.
From a distance he watched the con era t ion depart, until at last he saw
pretty little ftiaj Lang leave with her
parents, and immediately a better idea
than spendingtheday drinking occurred
to him.
He soon caught up the little party,
and beckoned the girl away.

"Say." he said, as she blushingly
followed him, "what do you say to a
lark a run but of town as tar a- the
breakwater, for instance it's a bully
day for a sail ?"
Pretty -May'- eye- danced. " But
what about the other folk ? " sh,- asked
dubiously.

"Oh."
Lester
replied
impatiently,
"you can tell em you went
round to
1 with a sick friend.
Come, it s not
often
we
get a chance
to be alone

" other girls of the district.
may, elike
h r.'
liked to think herself in love with the
handsome
scapegrace, so he had very
little trouble in overcoating her scru3, and an electric-tram soon ran them
out to where he could set a beat to rOw
across to the breakwater.
"My.

but this is real jolly-:'' he exclaimed as they stood together on the
concrete path at the top of the
high wall, "a good deal better than
broiling in that wretched church.'' As
he -ir.ke hi- roving eye rested on the
mined shell of the old lighthouse.
he continued, "come right to the
end. Here's a bully place to rest in."
he added, dragging open the rickety
door and peering into the dark interior

narrow

of the ruin. " Come on, let's go up."
May hesitated ; then something in his

Tin;
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eye- warned her of danger, and she
drew away from hiB outstretched hand.
'• No." she faltered. " it is getting late,
and I must get back."
"What rot; why you've only just got
Hi seized her arm. and. with a strange
laugh, tried to drag her into the ruin.
"Please, Lester." .-he pleaded, "let
her.-."
"No" he answered, drawing her to
ine go."
him
roughly, "you're not going until
" No
no
it- dark.
Come, give me a kiss."
Her voice rose in a cry of terror, as,
wrenching herself tree, she raced round
the ruin in a vain attempt to find a
hiding-place, but with an ugly oath
Lester followed.
"Don't be a little fool." lie panted;
but her fear became absolute panic, and,
screaming loudly, she strove to free herself from hi- embrace. To and fro they
struggled until, with a strength born of
de-pair, she managed to break away;
then with a last wild shriek, she took
the only mean- of, escape that seemed
Open to her. and cast herself off the end
of the breakwater into the sea.
"May

May— I

didn't

mean

to— I

Wringing his hand.-, the wretched boy
swear I didn't."
looked down into the blue waters, calling imploringly on ears already deaf to
further kindness or brutality; then, as
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"I won't be taken; HI die first,"' he
muttered in abject tenor. With ji
crash the door gave way. and a second
later he was engaged in a desperate
struggle with his would-be captor, while
from the distance came the yells of an
excited Crowd who were already hurrying to the -.•en.-. For a brief moment
the gallant patrol go! the besl of tho
fight; then he tripped and fell heavily
with Lester on top ,,f him.
The boy saw red, and snatching up ;:,
heavy
white,
away,
crowd

stone dashedii madly- on to. the
upturned face; then, hurling i:
he staggered out to meel
tie:
who had arrived upon the scene.

" Lynch him! lynch him:" they yelled.
"No; stand back there" a strong
\oiee cried, and a- a heavy hand d> seended on his shoulder Lester knev{
that at last he wa- in the hands of tiela w.
Hastily the police examined the -tin
form of their comrade; then, forcing
the wretched murderer into their boat,
they pulled for the shore.
Lester's brain worked quickly. . . .
At all costs he musl escape from cu tody and regain his home. So. as the
boat grated against the piles of the
official jetty, he lowered himself into the
water, and. unnoticed by the officers,
who were busy making their craft fast,
struck out for another part of the jetty,
where
he knew he would have no trouble
in
landing.

the " chug-chug " of a high-power motor
came to him. he thought of himself.
"The patrol ! " be gasped, as he sawa
motor-cyclist racing furiously along the
narrowseen
pathus towards
him shore.
; "theyI must
mu-1
have
from the
save myself. They'd never believe thaiit was an accident. and no fault of mine.''
Springing
past" il
theto.open
of the
ruin,
he dragged
and. door
crouching
down in the pitchy darkness, listened to
the arrival of the patrol, and, a second
later, t" the thunderous
blow- on the
door, which told him that his hidingplace had been discovered.

Meanwhile bis father wailed for hu
return, while his mother on
tearfully pleaded the cause of the sou
she Iqyed 80 fondly. " Give him but one
more chance. James." -he whispered;
"remember you were a boj yourself
"No."
was the -tern answer.
'Hiwild dissipations 1 have' forgiven ti
without
number,
and
would
forgive
again, but not this last offence again t
the laws of God and man.
. , . On.
once."
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i l.h-d bitterly. ' bo think Unit
my < > 1 1 1> s hi i- nothing b tter than a
uommon thief."
" Hut perhaps, dear."
drieb
pleaded persistently, "it was no! be
win i stole from the i >ffert< irj -hags. '
"Not he," her husband retorted ; "if
not, who else could it be ? Why. was it
nut jon who found bis still smouldering
cigaretteontl if the vestry -table
the cigarette with his initials on it?
Faugh! . . . Ah! would to heaven L
could persuade myself it was not he."
As h
the door was flung open,
and Lester himself, soaked, covered
with filth, and dishevelled, rushed
v ildly into 1 he room.
" Father!" he cried, looking fearfully
into the grim face turned to him, "for
Heaven's sake save me from the police."
"The police!" at the word whi;h
seemed to materialise all her unspoken
fears, his mother sprang to her feet,
"Oh, now
my ?boy, my boy, what have yon
done
""It was an aecident, I .swear it. I
meant no harm.
I
."
Again the door was flung open without ceremony, and a police officer strode
into the room.
"' Mr, Goodrich," he said, respectfully,
''.I am sorry, sir— but your sen must
with me."
■• On what chaw^e f " the clergyman
demanded, hoarsely, and his heart grew
cold as he glanced at his grovelling son.
•' On three charges, sir," came the terrible reply. " First, one of attempted
criminal assault on a young girl who
was his companion;
second, of being
■mod in her deatli ; third, of murdering a motor-cyclist patrol who- went
to her assistance and tried to arrest him."'
As he finished speal iris Mrs. Goodrich collapsed with a heartbroken. cry ;
but the father turned
quietly. to his
unworthy son. " Y~ou hear," he said. '"No,
ton'l lie to me.
Keep whatever you
may have to saj for the ears of those
who will judge. you;1 Go; and may the
law deal with you as you* desen ''•"

1 1, and the next minute,
stifling the promptings of his better
nature, he agreed to the immediate
execution of Lester's villainous scheme.
"Quick, then
there is not a moment
Frantically th
id at the heavy
'."
iron
and before the startled
t o loselevers,
warder who guarded them could shout a
warning to those who worked below the
d water thundered down, carrybig bim to certain death as it oyer the edge of the rocks sweepiugail
in its path to instant destruction.

• Husli : "' In the dead silence of the
night Mr. Goodrich gently roused his
sleeping wife.' "Do you hear anything:'
. . . Ah! There it i^ again. . . ,
Hastily scrambling into some clothing,.the worthy clergyman descended the
! "'
stairs,
Burglarand
s entering the study came full
upon a man who was busily engaged in
rifling his bureau. The struggle was
short and stem, then, as Mr. Goodrich
turned up the lights, he staggered back
with a cry.
"Lester! My son ! Oh. heaven ! has"
it
come to
this."'inhe the
moaned,
return
here
dead "that-yoii
of night
wearing the uniform of shame to rob
your
parentsby P the
" sound of the strh . •Alarmed
and fearing some ill might befall in r
husband, Urs. Goodrich had followed
him downstairs; now she sprang forward with outstretched arms, only to be
waved back.
"Ho," her husband cried, "forgetful
of our loving kindness, devoid of the
slightest spark of gratitude, he has
returned to commit yet anothei crime,
and it is our duty to see that he returns
t' ' prison. v
•■ ■
" Father." Lester whined, "not that,
net that. I. say you must not send me
back, for this time there would be no
escape from a fate that would stain your

Apart.

Shudderingly the
Id lady
left the ro mi, and, falling on her !
by the- Bide of the bed that had
i th'- Boy's, she prayed that •
-at the eleventh hour
be saved for repentance.
But in the
silent study, tl
.nan reexamined the bonds
which
found tin:
criminal, and then, having- foil.
thing secure, he picked him up. and
^tiod" with a firm tread fr
Soon they arrived at the
i the
boy's attempted crime against the'.
girl who had trusted him. and. for
_
firm
upon his
knees, the
the gag.
execntioner
removed
"Pray to just Heaven for that mercy
that cannot be shown you here ■ n
earth," he sai i hoarsely. "* Pray, Lester,
pray, for your time groi
bort."
ither's grim words struck I
into the boy's heart, and an upward
grance into the stern set tac
which tears of agony slowly trickled.
told him that this was no idle tin
Vainly he tried t' • pray
half-forgotten
fragments of prayer learned
at bis doting mother's knees came haltingly to the lit s which had not the
• r to utter them, then a hundredfold horror seized his soul as slowly.
menacingly, the spectres of his victims
- ■ from the depths of the moonlit
and beckoned him.
" Come." they — nj .-d to chant. "come
to that Judgment beyond which th.
no appeal, no escape. Gome t i that
torture-filled existence bereaft r which
is the ordained price for an ill-spent life
on With
earth. a shriek
Come !he" shrank hack, trying
in fad to close his ears to the dread
summons; then he heard his fati
voice once more, felt himself swung on
high, to be hurled far out over the edge
of the breakwater to the very feet of
tire beckoning
epectn
voices"
rang in mocking triumph
as the
waters closed over his heal and he *ank
down, down, and ever down.
. , ,

*
•
■> •
name
for all time."
"What:-;
.. . ■
With a wild cry for mercy he thrust
Brought to trial. Lester was found
In whining- sentences the convict
the tangled bedclothes from him. and.
1 loured the story of his escape into the
guilty on all counts of the indict ment;
staggering to his feet. looked round
horror-stricken ears of his brokenbut his youth saved him. from the elecamazed. There in the clear moonlight
hearted parents.
tric chair, and the sentence was comwere the hundred and one familiar
•As he finished the shameful recital
muted to one of imprisonment for a
objects "( his room. Hi- head ached
number of years.
Mr. Goodrich drew a long- breath.
tciribly. bringing a vivid memory .if the
"He is rie-ht." he said hoarsely, as lie events of the previous evening; then.
At first his conduct as a prisoner was •
exemplary, and soon he was transferred , dashed the beads "of perspiration from
as he staggered from the room to seek
to a penal settlement within a few miles
his brow. " we cannot send him back."
his parents' loving guidance, he knew
With a cry of joyous thankfulness
of bis old home. The lone- smouldering
that the horrors he had gone through
Lester sprang forward, but the old man
hut carefully concealed desire for freewere but phantasy— a vision sent by
hurled him back.
dom became unbearable, and one day.
' Providence to warn him of the fate in
whilst with a gang of convicts he tvas
" No. the law might make the mistake
store for him did he neglect the warning
of showing yon mercy, as it did before;
repairing some waterworks, he thought
and turn a deaf ear to the voice of conit might save you from paying the price
he saw a mean- of effecting his escape.
science that was for ever urging repentof
your
infamy,
and
and
this
time
there
"Listen," he whispered to his mate.
ance and pointing oat the path of honour
and of happiness.
as the 'Warder, thrown off his guard by ■ must In' no mistake. You hear, wretch —
their seeming good behaviour, turned
«
•
•
*
tliis time there must hi- no mistake."
"James," the trembling mother whishis back on them for a minute, "we'-ve
This intensely powerful story with a
only got to draw up the water-gate and
ered, "w hat are squared
you goinghisto shoulders.
dor "
the torrent
will sweep
away the f. u
moral is a three-reel Kcleetie drama
Mr. pGoodrich
made in America. It will be released
officers who guard us and the rest of
"I
am going
do mj duty to humanity,"
he ansn
ered to
quietly.
b\ Pathe Fivres on the 25th instant.
the gang working below will go with
them. Every one will think we ha\c
Swiftly he gagged and bound his son.
The acting is quite as powerful as the
plot and the photography is magnificent.
perished with "the rest, and the path to
" Take your list farewell of him." he
said
when
the sinister
preparations
ire, 'if mi will he clear. '
Oreighton Bale a- Lester and M. < >.
Hardened criminal &$ the other con«
Pennasthe reverend father have both
were complete, " then go and pray for
one whose ruin you nave helped
to
given masterful interpretations, ayd arc
vicl was. he revolted at (ir-t against ::
deed which would cause -,, terrible a
brine- about by yielding' to hi< extravaplayers who have already made a name
if life, but tie
: for liberty
for themselves in screen art.
gant demands."
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American Cinema
THROUGH

BRITISH

EYES.
timei

1\\(»l LD like to )*> paid for the number of times I have
beeu inside bnglish cinema theatres
The war, however,
transferred mj activities to tin- United States, where I
have taken full advantage of the opportunity
of making a
first-hand investigation of its cinemas.
bough 1 .1 m not the first to saj so, [can ai 1>>:is( present
some original data to liear out mj assertion
thai British
cinema theatres are superior t" American.
I have 1 n
inside a good number in New V oil, and Brooklyn, and these
m;iy beset forth as typical of the chain of twentj thousand
extending1 for a distance of nearlj four thousand miles from
Maine to California.
i lie exteriors of the theatres are n<>t -,, pretentions as
some of the modern balls in Britain, and when you get inside
you notice the difference as well. The seats arc wooden tipnpa, the projection is sometimes indifferent, and the " orchestra is seldom more than a Military piano. Some theatres go
one better and add a violin. What pleases me, however, is
that the orchestra is not hidden from the audience by a high
screen, as many I have come across in
London. The exhibitors do not attempt to
make yon believe that the) employ more
musicians than there actually are.
At one high-class show I have beeninau
automatic piano is manipulated by one
man. It not only plays all sorts of tunes
to order it also produces effects. L favour
the piano proper. The other is too much
like human
a gramophone
trying- to improve on
the
\ oice.
What 1 fail to understand is why the
theatres here should adhere t<> one price.
There has been a lot of discussion anent
raising the prices of admission, th< re heing
two sets of shows, respectively live cents
(2id.) and ten cents (od.). The suggested
increase applies mostly to the nickeldromes.asthe tive-centtheatresaredubbed.
They are. for the most part, of such small
s> ating capacity that it is a wonder to me
they pay at all. 1 think it would mean the
rum of the industry to double the price at
this time. Yet it strikes me that the halls
here can learn much from the progressive
British exhibitor who enlarges his theatre
and fixes three admission prices. Hut here
and there the shows over this side are
solving the difficulty by asking twice as
much for admission on Saturday and
Sunday, when they put on a slightly
longer and better programme.
live reels are usually shown for five
cents and seven for ten cents. The latter
price houses go in for big features, and
show the best and newest of the ordinary
photo-plays.
If the daily change of programme has
had a curious effect on me, then it no
doubt accounts for the enthusiasm displayed by the American picturegoer.
When I was in England I never went to
the picture-theatre more than four times a
week at the most, but since I have been
here it has mostly been six nights per
week. The week just gone I broke the
record, and went seven times in as many
evenings. Where I reside in Brooklyn.
America's fourth largest city, there are
no less than a dozen cinemas within the
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The\no hne
queer the
ruleage inofandfourteen
around maNew
whichto insj
that
child a under
j be '-->iv
ads /ted
• movie theatre without being accompanied bj II • parent or
guardian, This works hard on the exhibitors and children
themselves, but the former know how to evade it The othor
i hen purchasing
nmj ticket al the i". i> i I Krai
t\
.mi i1 1- when
purchasing
u oiild
asked if | u,,
u lil take
take a sina
smallII boj in wh was waiting tor lomt
g
I Samaritan to come along,
[could not. of course refuse,
At some "i the cheaper shows thy hold what are i wn an
"Premium
Nights."
At a stated hour an attendant comes
around
with a DO* o! tickets,
lb' bands this t
U of t ho
children ui the fronl rows and a ticket is pioked out,
Be calls
out the number, and the person possessing the ticket p.
it receives the prize, usually a mantelpiece statue,
The art of bluffing is practised toai
I
theatre will frequently announce the personal appearance of
>ome popular player in connection with a film being shown.
Bui every time I have been there he or she i- announced la
being absent through " illness," or some other plausible cause.
Just a tew days before showing " The Battle of Waterloo"
the proprietor of a Brooklyn show addressed his patron- and
said that it was made last summer on the actual battlefield A you know, this picture was produced in 1913 ata village in
Northamptonshire, and not in Belgium.
I award the palm to America lor producing the besl photoplays, but Britain must have the credit for possessing the best
theatres.
EbKEST A. DeN< II.

radius of a mile, so then' are plenty for a
fastidiouspersonlikemyselftochoosefrom.

Instead of saying "I am going to the pictures/' Americans-use the word "mo
" Cinema " is exclusively European.

FAM1LIAK
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The Detective: The False (Teeth) Clue.
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happier in your work than those of tic.
Neptune Film Company at Elsti
Every Inch an Artist.
A DELE LANE,
for so long oi
the Selig leading
a
has
joined the Trans-AtLantie t<
and will be featured
in phdto-plays
produced at Universal City.
Miss Lane was born in .New York, and
started to carve her own way in life
when at -i\ years of age she played
Edith m. " Editl 's Burglar." From that
time she has gone steadily upwards, and
was a leading lady at hTteen.
Vaudeville claimed her for many
months, and when, one day. a wire came;
from Lubin with a good offer for
motion-picture work, she took it gladly
in order to settle down for awhile. For
nearly two years -he was identified with
tie- .Lubin pictures, and then joined
Selig's, where1 she remained for m
than a year and a half.
Adele Lane is
>rk is
very powerful; she is retiring and
modest and a hard worker, and she pnts
hi whole being into her presentat* Mh1 has not so many inches, but sb
every inch an artist and a lady. W e
reproduce her portrait, a charming one
just received froni America, on our front
cover.
Successful "Juvenile

A SxuDr in Reflection: Cheissie White, of Hefwokth's,
An Unwelcome Encore.
Happy Days !
THE comedian, in female attire, had
ARTISTES are always asked for
to descend a flight of twenty steps
interviews," said Joan Bitz to us
in order to enter the swell ballthe other day. "I call them
room. But he stubbed his toe on the
horrible bursts of egotism.'' she contop step and instead of a light fall
tinued. "Who wants to" know what
one's hobbies are — riding, shooting, tenplunged clean to 'the bottom.
nis
!J
What
does it matter? You are
'• Didhisyou
get had
that returned.
fall ? " he yelled,
when
breath
asked when, how, and where you started
your stage career? Some start as chil'" Nn." was the reply; "you will have
dren, and some when they are old
to do it over again ! "
enough to know better. Well. T was
The comedian's mouth opened on
once a child (I hope no one will say
strong language. Then he saw- the
'Really!'), and it was always a craze
camera man's face. Then the film regiswith me to act. At school I always had
tered his second fall. '"It's all in the
to play the sickly heroine, doing my best
day's work." groaned Wallace Beery,
to Jook pretty, and minus just that
who was playing the title role in The
devilment which I longed for. But the
Countess Swcedie.
Essanays like realism.
opportunity came with a French play
Those Wonderful Tubes.
(no sickly heroine, thank goodness !), and
1 was cast for the miserly French king.
Mi; CHERRY KEARTON, whose
fascinating pictures of Central
My! How I jumped into those pants,
Africa are referred to on another
wig and beard; how I revelled in pourpage, is starting on a fresh jonraey to
ing coins over my neck and head, and in
the Dark Continent in a few days, lint
my mouth. When the applause burst
this time not mi his own business. As
forth (I make no apologies for the
egotism. I am asked for it) 1 ran into the
an officer in the 25th Royal Fusiliers
wood at the back of my school, still in
(the Frontiersman's Battalion) he is
leaving London with that regiment for
those delightful pants, and cared nothing
for " curtains ' and repeated "hows. The
activein service
Africa. against the King's cue-fact was I had a midnight appointment
to keep at the fowlhouse, and it was
Ernesti, Mr. Keartoli's faithful Swahili gunbearer, who has shared his masgetting near the time, and a school midnight meeting is of some importance.
ter's dangers in these expeditions, is now
iii London preparatorj to accompanying
"To get back to the subject. All
him on active service. The other day
parts I have tried —musical comedy,
Ernesti was asked if lie would describe
comedy, pantomime, and Polly turns— I
to his parents the wonders he had seen
have revelled in them all. Then came
the cinema. It is delightful work this
in London, particularly those of the
picture making, SO free and healthy and
Tub'1 railways, which seem to have iminteresting. No end of novelty is to be
pressed him more than anything. " No,
boss," he replied, "if J tell them that t had, but though you can be as happy in
gel in n mo\ ing room, and go down
your work as your nature disposes, it
his t»i be taken very seriously.
I am
under the earth, and then travel many
miles under ground, ami come up again
sure," concluded Bliss Ritz, " there are
no studios built yet where you can be
ill another room, they willsaj I am mad.''

Lead.'

world w.^>is
picture leads
bestthejuvenile
the in
of met
ONE have
H. Macdonald, who for
Thomas
two and a half years has been playing
productions.
in Barker
continuously
Some of his best parts with them have
The J
been in Lights of London,
by Siqht, and /;; the.
London
Sound,
He was Lord
Hands qf London Ci'ooks.
Hastings in the recent great production
of Jane Shore, and when we had the
pleasure of talking with him just be:
Easter he was busy as the "artist" in
version of i"
Barker
the coming:
ffights, by Victoria Cross,
Mr. Macdonald has had some years' dramatic experience (including
three years as juvenile lead in Meldramas) and two years on the Halls.
"But playing for pictures," says Mr.
Macdonald, "is so much nicer than
theatrical
work to
that
don't Tic
thinkpayI
shall ever return
the Istage.
is better and the work is constant. The
picture-actors'
may changes
be many and
arduous,
but duties
the rapid
and
necessity for an in and out door life are
good for both health and temper." For
Mr. Macdonald's portrait see pagi
Charming New Star.
IN "The Truth of Fiction" Anna
1 Krpmann makes her debut with the
American Company, and plays May
Burton, the rancher's daughter, a
character into which she puts just the
required space of wilfulness, and in
which she has opportunity to ride a
horse as only this charming new -tar of
the " Flying A " can ride a horse. Our
frontispiece portrait -hows her and her
beautiful mount just previous to a ci
country run in the film. Mis- rCromann
is the fair American girl type, with
dark-lashed grey eyes, most expressive
under the broad brim of a sombrero. As
the picture -hows, she has a keen sense
for costume.
Her tan corduroy riding-
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April -i, :yis
skirt i- topped off bv ,i ['!i -t in-.--. hi belt
..f Mexican embossed leather, her 11 » t is
banded with Indian bead-work, gauntlet! euoaae ber slender, arm- t.> the
elbow, and her riding-l>oot8 are high and
of mannish cut. \ handsome Mexican
saddle hi- a bridle in keeping, with
ornatelj studded laud- across the
borse'i) nose and forehead. Miss Kromanu thoroughly enjoys life Work
which keeps her m the open especially
in the saddle i- ber ideal of an occupation She finds Santa I! irbarti .'\ .mi more
beautiful than she had imagined.
"W h\ I Left the Stage."
ANOTHER
player
who
prefers
acting before the earners to acting
behind the footlights is Madge
whose portrait appeared Inst week
on our Contest page. Since her Bret
ranee in public at the iu
fifteen the has had altogether about
eight years' stage experience, two of the
popular plays in which -he appeared l>eing "Sweet Lavender'' and
" A Pair of S| ectacles " " But, fond as I
am of stage life, I love picture-work better," said Miss Tree, when telling ns recently li.'W she became a screen artiste.
ii three years ago," -li" qpntinned,
" ;t friend suggested that 1 should try
my hand at picture-acting, and just l>y
w;>\ of experiment I called at Barker's
Studio and obtained n walking-on part.
T shall never forget that day it was so
* j . >t . 1 really believe the temperature
inside the studio would have dried up
all my enthusiasm; but, fortunately,
several following days of outside work
in lovely country and glorious Bunshine
revived
me.
Picture-playing
in the
and in fine weather, goes far to
compensate for the more fatiguing
work of the studio.
"Since that first engagement [hare
always been appearing for one or another
of the London Companies.] played heavy
parts opposite James Carew,for Pathc
when Mr. Sugon was producing; T was
lead in Planet Film- and in Golorama
Films, and for the latter Mr. Howse,
the producer, entrusted
me with the
i ion of t he colours and dr< -" I had important parts in /
/
<:' I
N
It 'loads of
M.I/A//.and Tit FalalStentB (tie,
and 1 have appeared in Phoenix, Lo
and Sarauelson films. Although I have
been quite successful in broad comedy
1 am passionately fond of dramatic and
emotional parts, and candidly J. should
be quite content to be always the 'bold,
bad adventuress,' and nothing else."
Old Favourites Join Phcenix.
LIEUT. MORAN, late Lieut. Daring,
the hero of many startling exploits
in pictures, has just joined the
Phoenix Film and Picture Co. Already
he is busy at the Twickenham studios
on one or two films— the first numbers
of a new and vivid series.
These
re- will not bea set of stories each
having a dependency on the others, but
an entirely original aeries, each one a
complete tale in itself. A in A her new
Phoenix artiste isLittleChrysia, familiar
but a short time ago with most picturegoers as " Arabella, of Lux film-. After
a sojourn onr the Continent she has
returned to England, to appear in a aew
series of " Arabella " numbers.
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Lef s be Fair
By II. A. SPOOR,
ol the Issunuy
Company.

/"^OOD American Picture Plays nuke the cinema
IK
^"^ screen gives the best of the world's life, and American scenery,
American horsemanship and acting, and American photography help
to give the patron a good sixpenn'orth. The broad prairies and
gorgeous scenery of America, and the brains and pluck of its people,
inherited from British ancestors, make an evening at the pictures worth
while, especially to those who like
to see daring deeds acted rapidly
on the screen.

In "Pictures," April 17th
issue, our British friends,
Hepworth, ask for help
against " the cut - throat
prices of the large American producers."
That's not quite fair — ihere are
both Biitish and American " cutters"
— the firms whose films are not good
enough to win on quality.
But Essanay films are sold on their
merits at a fixed price — the top figure —
and this has always been their policy.
I admire the firm of Hepworth,
and believe that the.r policy is similar
to our own. Therefore I am the more
surprised that they have not attempted
to discriminate, but have stigmatised
all American firms as " cutters.'*

Think again,
say there are
'ISSANAY' REALLY
ARE THE
DOM IV ANT FILMS.

"BRONCHO
Essanay PlayerBILLY"
you love.

Hepworth.
Hadn't
you better
some
straight American
Companies, especially as you have
the good
sense
to hire some
excellent Yankees yourself?
^
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Our Confidential Guide
Films You

Should Make
THE

LAW

a Point of Seeing.
OF THE WILDS. In the wilds

there ate laws that rarely come to light. In
this drama they arc vividly portrayed, and
prove once more that the best laid schemes of
mice
and men
often Rich
"gang
agley.
Jack
Kiehardson
and Vivian
in the
11
— Flying A Drama, one red {April 26).
THIRD
HAND
HIGH. -Based on a story by
Nuffield Osborne in the 6
E. H. Calvert. Ruth Stonebonse, Bryant Washburn, Camillte I) Any, Richard ('. Travers, and
Sydney Ainsworth are names found among the
cast. The production i* a fine one. and many
ways above the ordinary. A big play lor suspense has been successfully made, the photothe actiongraphic
free
qualityand
of easy.
the picture i- excellent, and
—Ettanay Drama. Tiro -4.
BROWN'S
DAY
OFF.- An
alluring
handbill,
Betting forth in
glowing terms the attractions of Margate and the amenities of the
Husband's Boat by means of which one reaches it ; a handbill Bl
five of unthinkable joys, a few short, glorious hour- away from
business cares and Mrs. Brown -i- it surprising that Brown succumbed
to this subtle temptation and thereupon embarked upon a course of
subterfuge and deception which was to end in— but here let us drawn
a curtail) ! This splendid farce-comedy has been reissued.
— Lion's Head {Davison's}, 699/1. (May 6).

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

EYERYGIRL. — An allegorical story which personifies Everygirl. her
mother (Truth). Love. Work, Pleasure. Conceit, Trouble. Temptation, Vanity. Folly, Vice, and Frivolity. It tells how all these tollies
and virtues in turn visit Everygirl, how .-be sometimes listen- to and
obeys them, and sometimes rejects them. Finally she waits at home
with Truth for Love, and a iter she has learned the false and the tin.?
pleasures of life, accepts the true arid is wedded to Love. Mary Fuller
as •' Everygirl."
—Victor Drama (Trans-Atlantic), 2,02
TINY TIM KICKED TO DEATH! Tim
caravan, was chief beggar, and called npou Old
to assist the gipsy crowd and drove Tun out
returned to the orchard and helped himself
detected the theft, and gave chase to the boy,
him. In his wrath he kicked Tim. who fell to

GAZETTE

dead.
s nieces
demandedGrumpy
a bag of
gold to took
keep him
their home,
mouth
Old Grumpy saw Tim pass the house.
He
—Qaumont

attached to a gipsy
Grumpy, who declined
of the grounds. Ho
to cherries. Grumpy
eventually overtaking
the ground, apparently

and
later
parents
shut.
But Tim's
next morning
was not dead.
Film. 1,192/

ITALIAN
BOY-SCOUTS. — A capital picture showing the importance
of the Boy-Scout movement in Italy. The boys in samp are \ -sited
and inspected by a Commission appointed by the Army, headed by
the King. Tents are examined, the boys being at attention all the
time, and deporting themselves with true military precision. A visit
is paid to the Red Cross section, where a boy is supposed to bo
wounded, is rendered first aid and carried away on an ambulance to
the hospital-tent. An inspection of the food is made, and concluding

gives real

scenes show us the celebrations attending the King's birthday, when
the Boy -Scouts line up in the public square and take the oath of
allegiance to King and country in the presence
of the 359J*.
King.(May 10).
— Cin.s Fi'.'m,

WAR NEWS
DO

MISTRESS NELL.— For the fir-t time during her association with
Famous Players, Mary Pickford will lie seen in the costume of the
romantic period of English history in a film adaptation of the
celebrated play " .Mistress Nell.'' a drama of the days of gay King
Charles 11. Mary Pickfprd plays the rots of pretty Nell Gwynn, the
favourite of the Ring, and during the course of the play she appears
in various guises first as the orange-girl. Noll Cwynn. then as Mistress
Nell, tile sweetheart of the King, and finally as the Cavalier, in which
disguise she circumvents the plots of the Kings enemies. This
provides tile first opportunity in several years for .Miss Pickford to
appear on the screen as a boj .
— Fainou^Flayers Drama, four parts (May 3).

NOT
MISS

IT.

JILL AND THE OLD FIDDLE.
She knelt on the floor before the old
grantor, and as he played his fiddle her soul dreamed of fairies. The
man .-he was to inarn could not and would not understand, lie only
knew that -lie neglected kitchen >\ork. and when the old man died ho
was -lad because he thought that dill would dream no more.
But
thewitehei'N ot 1 he tiddle held her night and da\ . The) scorned her
and stole the fiddle, thinking that she would forget. And. though
tlie\ buried the old liddle m the -wamp\ lake. Jill -till heard its call,
and followed it to death. Alma Taylor i- dill. Stewart Rome her

sweetheart,
the old
Mr. Andrewsandlee.John
line aAndrews
cinema player
at Grant'
the ageer.of The-storyof
ninotj -seven howwas
told in our issue of dune 13th last year.
- Htpicorth V
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THE ADVENTURES OF
CAPTAIN ALVAREZ
n right

Erthyln

in w In. 'i
' powerful storj
Vlf honvli no!
Ebtli \ .
a rli'Vi
'" ''"' lir
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inivan.
Nut an instant is
SiiitoiiiiiI.iI l>\ i!r i ll\ Hi
I unties thu kid,
leaps out with the child j
next «

thrilling. girlU int. alis of a
the' til
bo fell inl
love with a ;-beautiful
village where he lived, ami married her. 1 wo years
Hie eoUmel's wife spent as much tii
ii the East Co;isl headquarters, but her husband
. leave her much of the time to a lieutenant
n friend
,,f hi:
r the Morse code, and they became
my night
he signalled to Iter from liis
I
her to run aw a\ with him,
A i.i man - it the signals,
notified the militarj guard.
ili" lieutenant's
an I beenred
I ;uid trial. At tli" •
martial he was sentenced to
shot at dawn.
Two ili i1
ned. The

1

'

,
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GLOBE FILM CO., Ltd.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenic, London.
Telephone: Rhcwnt 5800-17*

U

OR,

A Queen's Double
\

FROM CABAKET TO PALACE
A Film that combines the highest qualities
in screen art.
^ A striking and intensely dramatic

/■

d a spy.
111.- colonels
« i E ■•. ■ li "
bad fled
cipitately that
night, heard
md
«• a m e.
She arrived
just at dawn.
The story is
pom t rayed 1 •y
some of Hepworth's best
players. Stewart Rome i-th.'
bus! and. Alma
Taylor t Ii iwife, Tt'in
Powers the
lover, FJenry
Vil'.nt the
father, and
'.William Pelton
the German
.py who had
changed his
name. Thefibn
is an All-British Exclusive
if the Hepworth quality
■ perfection.

i

BUT

I win ii Vnstria
!
"id llton
;ii thi
- •• in'Xt wii-k - is*i*
i

WANTED

\.\~>

•I Brilliant acting.
plot.
^ Magnificent
photography
lavish staging.

and

This Romantic Story of Court Life will
enthral and delight.
THREE

EXCLUSIVE

REELS.

EXCLUSIVE.

RIGHTS-LONDON AND
CONTROLLtD BY

LIONEL

SOUTH-

GILLING

THE
OMNIFILM
COMPANY
I5I-I53, Wardour
Street, LONDON,
ALMA

TAYLOR

IN

"THE

TRAITOR.
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OUR GREATEST

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST
64-

(To be followed by a Foreign Players Contest)

on every Coupon— Free
30 Votes
NUMBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD

BACK

£10

FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.
Second Prize - value
Graphophone £7 10s., Records
30s.
Third Prize - value
Records
30s.
Graphophone £5 10s. value
Fourth Prize
Graphophone SA

Filth

Prize

Graphophone

43., Records

16s.

- value

£3 3s., Records 17s.

100 Handsome Consolation
Alma

B

The Machines and Records are manufactui
World Famous "Columbia?' Compa

laylor,

Leading Lady with Heoworth's
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS :

& G. Films f

Elisabeth IliMlon
Freilk. b roves
A. V. Bramble
91. Gray Murray
Barker H'ms Ulan lie Forsyth
Itachel de .Nulla
Maud
Yale*
Jtoy Travers
ltolfe l,i>l i"J» in I ovci'try
T. u..< iltinalil
J. Hastings itatsou
Clarendon Films 1
1. Hiii. Rose, 11. N.
fiorothy Keliew
Jack Spratt
Her worth films :
A\ iia Taylor
Chrissie White
- Viol t Hoiison
Btuliy Ilclasco
Stewart Home
I.loneile Howard
William Fclton
Joh« Mac mdrevrs
Tom Hint
Arthur SiaiUes
Henry Yiuarc
Harry miss
Lontltn films :
Mary Broutrli
«. Wynne Herbert
(Christine Itayner
diaries Kock
i' enry .tittle. v
i.t'iiriti' Bellamy
Frank Maiinmrc
l.aii^liorue Iturtutl
Mi mi ham Guise
Ben Webster
Grrnld Ames
Lewis Gllutrl
it. Jutl" G ecu
I»imik as Miniro
Hubert Millls
Mntogranh fi.ma :
nabs Neville
Sybil de Bray
Austin Cau.p
IlMrry Lorraine

Joan Morgan
Ncaiuno Films :

Hnlsy «:• rilcll
.loan Kit/.
Gcralu Lawrence

Gregory scott

•ed
ny. by the

WHO

ARE THE

GREATEST

BRITISH

T. H. Macdonald,

FILM

Playing in Barker Films.
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS:

ARTISTES?

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
p'ayer also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, c .medians, character
pi -yers, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOA play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLOVERS IN THIS OR
A"«Y OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon below.
PR'ZES — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing: t^e
names of the win era in their order according to the final
counting of the votes w II receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.

THE WINKING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES

AND

CONDITIONS

GOVERNING

THE

CONTEST.

1. Any number of Coupons may be sent | 4. No coiresp n.lence can be entered
in. I ut only one i nze may be won by one ! into concerning the contest. Two lists of
voter. Should no one succeed in placiui
British players are given on this i
t le winners' names correctly , the E10 will voters may vots for airy Kritisfi
L'O to tlie sender ol the nearest Coupon. whether in the lists or not.
In the unlikely event of two or more
5. A voter may til> up any number of
voters sending in whining Coupons the Coupons from one issue, and ma\ sen. I in
prize will be divided.
quantity
his or her and
own at oanyfriends'
Coupons
n oneol envelope
time.
'Z. Coupons v.ill a,ppe -1' weekly until any
further notice, i hey moj be forwarded
6.
The
Editor's
deo.sion
a totueprizewintrers
and
on
all
matters
connected
at once, or tept and sent in one envelope
at end of contest.
with this contest will be final and li t; illy
:t. All nanus must be writtea in Sale. bind in.-, and Coupons are aceep.ed only
No alteration will Ire permitted.
OH this understan li g.

"The Pictures"

GREAT BRITISH

I desire to cast Ten

FILM

PLAYERS

Votes for

FEMALE Player..

•

Malk Playsb
I desire also to cast

•"
• V.

Fivo Votes

|2nd choice) for

I'' m li. I: Player

«5 ,

Male Player

I

CONTEST.

...*?.

,

*

Fill ii- and post to " Contest Edit r. ' Pictures, 1tf, Adam St , Strand, London, W.C.

tteptun- Films

Con.)i

Hooplas rajnc
Brian llaly
Dmulas • ox
John East
Phoenix
Films:
' l'iinnl
' i Fred Evans)
' M aflles' (Joe Evausi
Gt-ralditte Maxwell
James need
Samuelso m Films ;
I- red Paul
Agnes
Giynue
Bernard Vau&rhan
Hotiald 1 (Minsr
Turner Films :
Uiirii.hy
It o ii an
.Hand .Stuart
t'liff«ru Pembroke
Arnold Kt yuor
Regent
Fi. ms
Wuiifre..
Fitch:

ti»>lr

Klett

Ron land Moore
F.
Vott K. tin
'11
Frank
Gr ii.i
-ueotl
Gordon n>srsr
*Sny Huperi
l.ane
Various
Oontna
ties
rharle* 1 hapliu
It Hie Riteliic
F.ruest
Ita i leyAlec
W«rre»t*r
Ivy
Clo«e
Horotliy
llntley
Huge italpli

Madae ItuwgeTJ
Free
James
• lice de Winton
Ivy
thirdvt . II
» tlielno-Itr-.ci
Marry uoyston
Nary Manners
Vorr
Ilully Cariyir
'tree
I laiid'n

i.iiillui

F.ric nesuiiiud
Jark muI, up
v> llirid It Miliar
Martin Yulm Mir
Nancy
Georisc Bevit,s;ton
Foley
Irene Vrriion
Jack Collins
Jen*. Rarlmv
Jaek Jar
• an
Harry
Granville
Imnortanl
I — * II
British artistes, no matter
where they are clay ng.
are good for this Contest
j

■ . Ill HI «<■ I ■ ■ I u ■■ .-• J

ii ' i *
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•

i
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SCREEN AND EDITORIAL

Suicide that
Wasn't
The
other day 1 mi t .lack , I. inn. in

..n

his waj home to bed after commuting
(film} suicide in the cold wuieis oi me
'l bamea al Windsor for n Bcene in n
Se\t,.n liiake film. Preferring tin i him)
death to arresl by the in inn police, J
ha.! thanked tieaven that " mother and
" be
wouldhadnever
Mabel and
realu
thew aunder
gone know
crook,
water, when a real Bolaier, mistaking
the act for real Biiicide, prepared to
dive in and frustrate it. Mr. .Davidson,
who was directing, only pisi man.
to stop the brave rescuer in ume oy
telling him it was nil tor the cam. ii.
And One that Was.

ELICABETH

RISDON,

in 11 i- \
Child, showing at
picture theatres after May 3rd.
OX

the opposite page is announced
the last four weeks of the Contest
which is to decide who are the
ttest British artiste^ playing for pictores. In spite of the fact that voters
may await the closing date before sending in coupons, thousands of votes are
reaching these offices and being registered every week. Eaeli coupon entitles
the holder to thirty votes, and yon are
entitled to as many coupons as you can
become
possessed
of. If your'
friends
are
readers
of Pictures
who do
nbl
wish to vote, ask for their coupons and
use them.
Popular Wary Pickford.
A voting contest recently held by the
ladies' World in America lias proved
Mary Pickford. who was twenty-one
years of age on the 8th of this month.
to he the most -popular" motion-picture artiste. She polled. I am informed,
nearly half a million more votes than
the next nearest contestant, Miss Picki'ord's
total votescandidates
being 1,147,350.
The
other successful
in the order
of their votes were Alice Joyce. Mary
Fuller. Blanche Sweet. Clara Kimball
Young, and Norma Phillips.
Delightful Domestic Drama.
For scenic effects and acting generally, Her Nameless Oliild, adapted from
the well-known melodrama, and produced by Maurice Elvey, ranks with the
most successful of recent " B. X i
films. Elisabeth Risdon is very fine in
the dual role of mother and daughter,
and is now. in fact, quite famous for
dual rdfes: Fred Groves,. Gray Murray,
and A, V. Bramble take full advantage

THE

Will

of the plentiful
i iting which
the st"i\ pro\ ides.
Look
this
film and note the wonderful realism of
the village smithy in daj and m
i
summer and w intei
A

AND

Isn't ii funnj ? But the incident has
reminded me that sometimes this mix-up
of reelism ana realism lias its tragic
side, as was tbe case one nay last year,
when a poor woman jumped mi., the
Thames
from one Of US bridges.
'1 lie
usual crowd
gathered
and
saw her
struggling, and at least one man was
for jumping in after her, bul some one
said, ".Don't worry, guvnor; it's a
bloomin' picture, 1 expect." And so
they all expected, and whilst so engaged the poor soul was drowned, lor it
happened that on tins occasion there.
was no bloomin' camera.
1 brought Central Africa.
Millions of ants, giant crocodiles, the
blauiv rhinoceros, bauoons, garanes; vultures, snakes, lions, eagles, pigmies, and
cannibals keut me fascinated lor two
hoursone day last week at tne vYest-cnd
Cinema. Although apparently ail very
much alive, they were iortuinuely only
on the screen, and yet Mr. Cherry Kearton had dared them ui reality m oruer
to obtain the wonderful iilnis which I
was witnessing. There are pictures of
animals never before photographed in
the wild state, the taking oi wnicli
necessitated dreary, patient waiting in
specially built'* hitte-ujjs," many oi the
beasts rarely coming into trie open except at nignt time, when photogiaphy
was impossible: Mr. rLearton s .-iinoan
film's are the best 1 have seen, mey
provide a truly wonderful and interesting lesson in natural history. iiie
\Vest-end Cinema is now entirely
British in ownership and management.
Congratulations to Mr. C. F. bexton, the
proprietor.
A Novelty -Gratis.
A tip for exhibitors who read this
paper- almost all of them are readers !
Any exhibitor who cares to apply to
the American Company, Limited, 193,
A\ ardour Street, W., and mention
Pjctukes and The I';
OER, can
have, hold, and enjoy one of the daintiest memoranda-books ever made, uiltedged, ruled pages, and players' portraits on a patent swivel between leather
covers make this handsome " Flying A "
and "Beauty" pocket
novelty
worth

PICTUR

.1 ;

Prom tne Studio**
Iftei
it ion, Tin
Films, Limited, nro I
duution in w inch real and vi rj thrill
will predominate
i
i ■ e. ui |j finished
U J
H •
ili i.n.i bj b'lorence Turner, w i
the /"'< of an Italian girl, and which, I
understand,
bas been taken over
Moss Umpires, Limited. 'I he Hepwi
ipanj tell me thej have now finished
their vct ion of Thi Man Who Slap ■' at
Ii
■ hich promises to bo <>m- <>i t h.pictures

of

1,1...

war

An-

\..n

' How
Hepwortli
Picture
Madef "inthethis third
appears
issue. chapter
torn ng Film Stories.

r. .-,.!

I ' I. i ai •
of w,

Orit, Man
, // /
andBull-dog
The Dauriiiff
<!i,l/'/■..
are the til le
three films, the Btories of which I h
dj for tie se page . By the way. the
new lx>und Volume w ill be n ady in h
•lay or twb, and all thi ordei a to hand
for same will be executed as quickly as
possible. In case 1 bav< never put the
tpiesi ion to you before, are you vol
in our greatest British players' contest 'i
I

I)

DO
YOU
COLLECT
PICTURE
POSTCARDS

?

We have nearl/f all the favourite
jplu./< rs in stock, and

OUR

NEW

LIST

may be h,-d free for the asking.
The Piotukeh, Ltd., 18, Adam Street
Strand.

VV'.C.

Sweet Beads na ok " Pictubbs."— Do
remember my askingyon to ui te me occasionally?
Weil, I little ureained bat I bod lei niysell in IJr.
A ii age parcel came to-day from the " Pictures "
office, an. I wlim <loyouth.uk it contained - Letters,
Letters, Letters I ocoiesoi 'em! And all addressed
1 am busy on anew film, but am dyin
(ret home and re:id you letters. I did open one
an.l Found it packed with sweet nothings. A i nie '
Ah welH Uaepy days) lint lime I a>u -i
ami crying whilst the Bam. ro man is crying for me
somewhere else. So now to work, aud after that,
dear readers, i read yonr letters. Goo l-bye,

USE

OUR

xOvyJv^
PLlTES.

Half Plates, Is.; quarter, 61. doxon. P03TCABD3,
Is. 100.
(i u U'jiie -*nU an..*
S. t. HACX-TT. Workj: Jul* immd, Livhupool.

PrtOIOurtrtPHf.
Tnoro PosTc.uiiH of Vourso.f, Is. Dozen.
From

any I'll .to.

S. E. HtCKETT.

Works:

1.' kUI
.Iia.v Boau,

.. ,: 1.
lav

Arc you gettinj
Pictures " Regularly ?
If not, a standing >rder with
any local newsagent will siisnre
delivery every Satnrdaj inarning.
J.et us knew ii you experience
any difficulty.
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FILMS.

What makes a film worthy of note ? The
principal factors are — strength of plot,
care in production, excellence of acting,
suitable choice of scenery and settings, and,

%1?

last but not least, good photograph}-.
In the making of TURNER FILMS no
effort is spared to combine these qualities.
The plots are human and forceful, the
scenes are laid in appropriate and artistic
surrouudings, and the photograph}' is clear
and brilliant. For the rest it is sufficient
to say that LARRY TRIMBLE is the
producer, -while the leading parts are played
by FLORENCE TURNER.
Turner Films can foe seen at your favourite theatre.

Ask the manager "V/.'ien?''

the soldier pitches headlong to the ground.
3
>n.hj
hi3" side. The man's wound is serious. "■ Don't worry .about
me, sonny." he whispers-, brokenly, "this dispatch must reach

DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS—
I ;mi always keen to tell you of clever child-actors on
jthe film, and one such I have just come across in a Martin
picture which will be showing from May 3rd onwards, entitled
"A CHIP OF THE
OLD BLOCK."
T do not know his name, but T know he is a wide-awake.
looking
English boy, who is sure to make
headway.
of course, the. " chip " of the title, and the story infcrothc boy Jack listening to his grandfather's glowing
Btorj of the great deeds of year- gone by, and Looking si
medals which tell their own tales of heroism and devotion.
Thr.\ make .lack long to do his hit for our King and ooc.nt 1 \ 'a
sake. I"1 he ' • already a Boy Scout . and so he tries secretly to
enlist.
•■You're a hil too young yet. my boy," says the kindly
recruiting-sergeant . " but your time will come." he add-, w hen
he Bees the lad's downcast face.
In reality, however, -lark i- uoi exactly downcast. With
fixed determination we find him creeping along the dark quay
that night where the transport 'ship is moored,
li is due out
TOW, and when it goes it shall take him with it : he will
w in his spurs or die. Fortune favours the brave, and France
is reached at last. At nightfall, when the steady tramp of
men is silent, Jack leaves his hiding-place on the ship and
make- _
d his escape.
At a quiet little French village he
>htaiusa much-needed meal, and sets out again determined
to sleep another night vyithin hearing "\: the guns.
With'awful suddenness Jack finds that he has penetrated
the German lines. On hi- left a British soldier is riding at
breakneck .-peed.
Even as he watches .kick sees a movei
men-' the bushes ahead of the rider, a spurt of Maine. and

Boy-Scout
summons up all the courage at hi- command
theThe
General
to-night."
and successfully carries the dispatch to the astonished officer.
"Let me take the reply back. Sir,3 the 603 urges ; "1 know
the way
the onGerman
officer hesitates
to
sead
the through
Scout back
such a lines."
perilousTheenterprise.
Rut <be
hoy might succeed where a soldier would be almost sure t, . fail.
In the end Jack has his way.
For some distance all goes well. Then, emerging for a
moment from a sheltering wood, the Scout is
- by a,
German patrol and captured. The hoy i< dragged to the
officers' quarters in an old chateau. There the commander
and his stall' are busy enjoying themselves in historic fashion.
The chief officer turns on the hoy n ith an angry snarl. " Repeat
the message you are carrying," he says, levelling a revolver
at Iris helpless prisoner, .lack steadfastly refuses, and the
officer orders him to be shot at dawn.
In the eold light of the morning the lad is marched out to
his death. But his heart is still undaunted: a vision of his
old grandfather
buoy- indifference.
him up and helps
his
murderers
with stolid
And 'him
he is tonotface
killed.
Just as a dozen German rifles are levelled
him down,
crack ! crack '. come the bullets from those in the hands
of a hundred British Tommies, .lack ha- won his -pur-, and
is afterwards thanked by the General in pe
*
There

is no need to tell yon that the Ri.ldle-me-Ree produced a phenomenal crop of postcards, because, as 1 ha\
before, these competitions are always popular.
The solution
to the last one was "Mary
Pickford "
.to
Louie Oakdene, 10, Meadow Road. Shortlands, Kent (15);
John Howard. -i. Northcote Road, Walton, Liverpool (is).
\ w wo of Merit (special prize for six of these): Gladys
Turner, Bolton; Berths Allen, Ashford; W. Knight. Watford: Lilian Burgess, Swanscombe; 11. Broadhead. Bradford; A. (.'. Wood, Halifax; Lilly Bird, West
v
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Willie Fry, Ttiunton; Edgar Gorneri
Totteuhom ; Sydnoj
Arthur
Dale,
Macclesfield ; Doris find Hilda Watte1
Selbj ; and Dorothj. Ellis, Elavant.
THE

FUNNIEST

FILM

Can you toll me why it is that the ("es -riptivo words shown on the screen before each
picture at nearly all the picture-palaces I go
to are visible for so short a time that it is
quite impossible to road the whole of it. and
consequently the plot is not properly understood t Is it the fault of the operator, or of
the waj the film is made? I do think it is
silly because it half spoils say pleasure not to
know all about the film, and so my sisters
and I thought we had better write to our
dear old Pictures about it.
Ethel H. (Surbiton).
Some Kid.
1 am only a kid of sixteen, but I've one or
two plots in my head which 1 think would
make rattling good films. (Don't laugh,
there's a good chap. It may sound funny,
but I assure you I'm in dead earnest). I
slant bother you to find me a purchaser ; I
guess my cinema stones will sell like hot
cakes. If not. they can l>o ripped up, and
I'll have a shot at some other hobby, and no
harm done to anybody. What I want you to
do is just to toll me how to set about the job.
Do you write up your story in the form of a
of a play, like Shake-

speare's Macbeth,"
"
with plenty of "exits''
-oxounts " :'
P. H. B. ("Leicester).

Everybody's Doing It.
My two sisters, my mother, my brother,
who is at the Front, some of his chums,
three girl-chums of mine t nd, of course, the
humble writer are all voting in your British
Contest, which, I think, is the best competition you have given us yet. It servos such a
use, ul purpose, tor I am sure it will make
British players bestir themselves and give us
their best work. I am not unpatriotic
enough to wish the Contest would finish
quickly, but I am quite as enthusiastic about
the Foreign one you promise n-. because I
long to vote also for some of the clever
artistes who are not British.
M1B14* &. LHigbgate),

■■Mo.
' iDubHu).— We have poateurdi ol 1 \.
liushinali,
l,|.,
,
x ni.
Have
guilt
1 on .'
wl»hes.
Wo don't think Bevel
Bushmar..
\ it.,
Br.phio., Bubi 1. an St
t
I1
Lveuue,
biooklyu, New Yoik.
Noneol
hesepln;
engluM foruur British Contest.
01 course vou
may write to us. 1 hunks lor sett lu«J new 1
"H. S." i,vnnliil).-Seero ly to"l.. I.." Highbury,
aw
or two10 ago.
Can't'
wvuldok reply
your let
or. gay
i ryil1 >l,,ry riekiord
"BoiSTHBOi
I
.-...■■
II, li). -Your poem
Is good, lioss. foil ore certainly a most consistent
reiiri- ol I'n'titi..
Uurold Locicw
lis a real
artist, as you say. .No, JB.tf., joure neither " lorwaiu " nor " fort."
"Madqb" (Sutton Coldtield). — Your charming
jiii. tos are quite acquisitions to our gallery. » e
BbOuict say jiiti are not. •' say " or "limia," and
possibly "sweet seventeen. Allele ue Garde is
sun with Vltograph Attending a oineina in the
Canary Islanus must have been a novel experience. Tue name of the Famous ..layers Aim In
Which (juby iJeslys playeU has not yet been
announced.
It will, be released in .he autumn.
"Maiiki. " (Todnio.den).— We have answered your
questions luaps 01 times on his page. Jv.hn
Bunny and M.uriee Costello are slid playing lor
Vitagruph. .Mary ficktord is married (to Owen
Mo re; uud Mary r oiler is not, so iar as we know.
"Gyi'SV Love" (Wood Ureen).— Your letters are
lomr, bur ripping. u lad you loie Hepworth players.
So do we. Kou're not the only one who CuiuVs
Cn.ules Chaplin tunny, Tliauns lor 'pianis.s"
co.npet.ti. n suggestion. We will Cous.der it.
Have we patience:' Uur answer is, we have read
your leue.s . oj«t ui.ouy/W You ougnt to be the
'• Answers in. 11," Mollis.
Now send tuat photo.
" PBTBi" (South Norwood).— Welcome, new reader.
Write Oar I'tiblisbers, Odhauis Ltu., :>:', ativl Ml,
Long Acre, W.c, lor back uuui ers, and to us ( 18,
Ai';U Sneet, Strand, W.c'.l for bound volumes,
two ot which oit :Js. yd. eacu, post-ire. ) have been
published. We expect the Tuauhouser child
player you meau is Helen badgley.
".host: a.sd Kinu " (West Croyil n).— Can serve
you with post.ards heie a„y day between hours
9.30 and ti o'clooK. (,1 o'clock oaturdays;. So glad
you turns flcroKKS worth 2d. Uuy an extra copy
wiin the other penny.

\gh </"•
II
111; a.

■ I- 1 I

ol the i-.ist vim w int.
1
this paper to rlcn is. S n I 1
album right now,. in . w • II ,1,-11 11.
• BifA " (Southampton).
of t.'.ulj le Blackw-ill.
II 1
City.
Thank >..u, Blta.

:

Co., -'i :, v,
Two"

'
,.
II
.
1in
1
"

Echo Answers -Why?

II
,
1 \ 1;. . 1 > 1 i.,\.
I

lu
m
" na
lie
<
in
rm
d
ye
Chpla
■

1 wont to tin" Medina Pictnra Hall the
other night in Newport (Isle of H rig-. . >, and
was surprised to find that three pans zi ice
audience were khaki-clad. During athrilli.is;
drama you could have hoard a pin drop, but
when a comedy was shown the hail was filled
with simuts ot laughter. A few nights be. ore
1 saw Billie Ritchie ma comedy. He simply
brought down the house. For depression,
irritabloiiosss. hump, or the blues go and
see a Htliie Ritchie comedy.
A. T. J. iNqwport, Isle of Wight).

ttated nit, a writing.
Jhisl.
I
casta a.

rd
fo
ck

Khaki Appreciation.

and
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or in the form

Tilt

TITLE.

It' \w watch the posters displayed on
we can
tli*- walls of onr picture-theatres
quently come across titles of lilms
which in themselves are funny. For m.v
next competition 1 wanl you t.' send on
a postcard what you think would make
a funny title. Sere are some examples .
Snake in f/n- (.'/•</,«. 8,000 feel long;
The
Drunkard
Downfall,
in three
The Heart
of 's
a Child,
m four
parts;re
K'<\ released next Monday, and bo
on. Address your cards t«> "Funny
Film." is. Adam Street, Strand, \\
by Monday, April 36th, and those that
send im1 into the biggest convulsions
will win the prizes or award of merit.
Nqw, please, Bet t i work, and try and
tickle the humour of
Uncle Tim.

hook

AND

( Hir mingliaoi .

yon are " IT. "1 1; Paul.
lad rul Address
■ al top. thew Jam
■■ 1
Film Co., Worton llall I l.w it ,, M, I 1
'V. V7." 1 Birmingham).— We do nor publish bind.
a r this
paper.office,
ludexes
can be had from
price 3d«t I the 1 ■
again t Certainly 1
fBurnham).— " The Card Sb 1
Domino film.
Chtts. Ch pliu and Mi
played in " The

Fatal .M

' E.
W." tPaddington).— Now you've "plucked up
given.
eourare," vou wr. e tts with a ve:>
" thirteen ' questi us ore unlucky.
M .tograph Co., M.>to^raph Ho ISO, I |!
Martin's
Lane,
W.C.
P -rey Morau
baa
Joined
Plucnix.
Herkon
1 o 's
is 15 shey, Tne Herts,
.111 1 the Samuelmn
Co.'b is giveu lIh.vc. The Bxiub
may
be held
September— yowe must
hold inover.
' Alice " 1 Bow).— Montague Love played " Princa
Plorizel" in "The Suicide Club"
ill. and C.)
No " trouble " at all, Alice.
' Cur.i >i;s " ( West Hampsl
Two."
The Union Film Publishing Co., !
Wordour St., W., and Alexandra 1'
'BuPFLEs" ifiondou. S.E.). -How c mldom
have boon '• started a<ain"?
It has
stopped Ruffles!
The fi m iu which Gaby Deslya
played will not be rele ised until the autumn.
Daisy" (Notting Hill). -We
have no po-i
of Charles
Chaplin
yot.
" teve O'Gl
Chanco " i Vit.)
"Stove," Ned Finle
Edith Storey; " Sherilf,'' Logan Paul.
(Continued on next page.)

"Mai ik ' 1 1 usley).— We have not heard that
Ma.y Fuller evcr played in .England or anywhere
under the name 01 fyusie White. We will
asK i-er, but imagine the writer 01 tbe , arngraph
is all at sea 111 the matter. What paper was it
fiom t Ulad you had Pictures heipitul in your
duties as piautste.
" Picture Mad " (Hartlepool).— Cleo Madison and
George .Lai-nin (not Giace C'uuard and i'raucis
lord) placed in "'Ihe Trey o' Hearts." Vera
Sissoii played name p.rt in" Helen's Sacrifice"
(Kaieni/. r lying A and .Beauty hluis ar« both
controlled by American Co. Harry Von Meter
p.a. ed the " Father ' in " In the Open " (Flyin<
A). The other companies you mention are not
existent now. " In the en le-liglit"— " unlph,"
Win. Garwood; " M rain," Vivian Itich ;
"Marians F'ather," Harry von Meter; "Her
Mother," Joseph. ne Din. We like long letters,
but some of your <iuest.ons we can't answer.
" Maht ' (Queenstowm — Alas! iiary dear, avc can
point out no royal road 10 gettnig on t..e blni.
Ol couise it i= i>vjss hie, but the road is crowded.
Most 01 the i.ritish producing con^anies have
then- studies nv or near don Ion. We have sent
your love 10 Florence Turner, but e.iuuot undertake „ny otuer messages.

'■ William " (London, Fj. ),— Why not apply to the
Studios of ihe producing compe tea around
Lm Ion, an 1 a ate your iiualiticatious t Yes, we
reeeiv iiumhe.is 01 letters Ironi readers nanting
to play for the pictures.
EH. T." (Liverpool).— A great future awails the
"Talki.ig" picture, an 1 a great fortune axt
tl
heard
have
We
inventor.
the fortunate
there is an invention being perfected to secure
pictures which iecjrd a I sounds, without having
jecourseto a talking -niach.ne.

James

Morrisqw,

the popular

Yitagrapb

player . our of our latest postcards.
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' I ■■'■'. isliuiu^.— Itow can nc E:iy if you
are " liknlj to be successful " in cinema u >
We wish yon l
.anyway.
Ivy c
..ill. StudioB, Waltou-on-Tbmg
•'.,,:] i -. •■ (Folkestone).— Hall-Eiujlisli and halfItul an ! It soniida like a new cocktail, Gi
" in
in pkyed " Marcus Suoerbus
Wi! tueCroe
"TheSiimoI
""* B»ven.
i -t.unj.s lor Mary PickforcTs Iff*. Certainly
s-.nl pboto. Four letters do not" core "us.
•\V. O T."— Wliy go >liy about name and add i
i rolcal top of page and write us again.
•Moi.i.y"
(Newry).— No, Florence Turner lius
never playet for any English company except,
liL-rown.
We beliaro she ie now working unduly
on big three-reel features, but there have also
been several "Turner"
comedies
daring tbcpast few months.
«'K. P." (SI unford Hill). — PIojifTHiJig for ttu
o, by E. Deneh, i.i-ic • Is. 2d. post-free from
office, gives all the required inform ivtinn.
" BPOT " (Liverpool).— We do not know the present
address of Kenneth Casey.
He may see tnis.
•• roi.i.v IT." (Burnley).— Hepcat your question;
giving
producing the film, and
w will mmeof
do on b company
St.
"A. W." (Shoreliam).— Fred Mace's films are controlled byM.i*. Sal s over her . Famous rluyers
and
i asky are associated producers.
Billic
,:■ aud Chas. Chaplin both played iu ' The
Mumming Birds," but in dilterent compauies.
"COKSTAST
Header"
(Burnley). — Burliugham
Jilins, Ltd., c.o. Now Agency Co., 81 and 8:3,
Shaftesbury Avenue, Londo
; He pworth Studios,
Wal'on-on-Thames ; B and C. Studios, Waltham".-. Keep on keeping on being constant, won't
you?
•'J. M. D." (Preston);— We fear you have lost
in " Film Favourites,"
bet. Ford Sterling,
your
was impersonated
by Flore"Ce Turner, as weie
all the other artistes portrayed.
:- ; Mini;/ replies arc unavoidably held ore,'.

IT'S a waste

Aran,

of time to contradict

the

average woman. Give her tim<:
and she will contradict herself,
A Black Example.

'"' There is no such thing as lack ! "
"There isnt. eh? Did you ever se<
anybody upset an inkstand when it was
A Cinema Crier.

': What :: do yon suppose makes
empty?

thai

baby cry so awfully loud ? "
" Why. both of its parents are hard of
hearing, I expect."
Shutting Him Up.
"It's the things we haven't got that
make tts unhappy."' remarked the philosopher.
•" How about the toothache ': " suggested the mere man.
Modern Church Architecture.
t: But," said a member of the Building Committee to the architect, "you
haven't a single spire on the church:"'
" No. In these days of advanced
civilisation it is better to build your
churches warproof."
The One Exception.
He : " Confound it ! Here's my film-.
plot
returned
no use."
She:
"You as have
never done anything really clever in your whole life."
He : " Ton sOem to forget, my dear,
that I married you."
A Poor Picture Show.
New Attendant: '•Heavens, man!
That wasn't a collector you threw out
then
was a patron" It
! " was the second
Old— heAttendant:
time I saw him here.
A patron In
comes here more than once."
The Love Test.
Mary
picture-play)':
the
first (describings
reel he nearly
strangled "In
her
and then threw-her down the stairs to
show his love for her."
Mollie (interrupting): "Ain't it
grand? There ain't no earnest love like
that in real life, is there ? "
Charged for Twa.
At Brighton during the honeymoon.
" Why
do you
look
so unhappy,
George?
Don't you know thai we are
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one" Y.-.
now darling.
? ",
1 know
ing from

the

hotel

that, but judg-

bill I've

just

had

handed me, the manager doesn't seem to
think SO." A Howling Failure.
The new baby had proved itself the
possessor of extraordinary lung-power.
One
day baby's brother, little Johnny,
said to his mother:
" Did

little brother

come

from

^ es, dear." answered the mother.
':1 don't blame the angels for slinging

P"
Heaven
out. do you, ma':" was Johnny's
him remark.
jie\t

:: Yell into this, you brat, and when you
■were
grow to
up your
you'llparents,
know what a nuisance you

Preferred It Outside.
Sister
(a picture-actress me
and take your powder like a little num.
STon never hear me make any complaint
about
a trifle
like that."
"Willie
: " Neither
would I, if I could
daub it on my face like you do. It'swallowing the
stuffandthat
Mirth
Mud.I don't like."
A humorist i f the Coldstream Guards
was singing in a second-line trench a
parody of " Tipperary." It was a funny
parody, and in the midst of it a young
sergeant shouted to the singer: —
" Yer makin" me laugh till 1 cry. Bill'.
Won't yer stop it? The tears are
•makin' me face all muddy."
Lieutenant Rhinoceros!
The company went through their
drill so badly that the captain shouted
indignantly at the soldiers . " Y"ul,i.
kneed, big-footed idiots, you are not
worthy of b ine' drilled by a captain.
What yen want is a rhinoceros to drill
you,"

Then; sheathing his sword indignantly, he added: 'Now. lieutenant .

you take charge of them ! "

A Eavoorite Nothin'
story ofDoin'.
General

Booths

related to a certain drunkard who fell
into the hands of the Salvation Army.

" 11 •• had b en drunk bo long," said
the General, "that he was able to give

u< very little information

about him-

Belf. Eventually, h iwever, we discovered
that he was married and that his deserted wife lived in a town in the Midlands. We immediately telegraphed to
her : ' We have found your husband.'
"In a very short time we gbl the
reply ; ' You can keep him.' "
Unnatural Drink
• Now, sii-.i-." said the speaker, "1
want you to be present when I deliver
•• Yassuh."
thi>
"I speech."
want yon
and applause.
drink of water
lime I wipe my

to start the laughter
Every time 1 take n
yon applaud, and everj
forehead with my hand-

•■ You kerchief
better
change those signals,
you laugh."
boss, [t'sa heap mo' liable to make me
laugh to see yon ,-tandin' up dar deliberately takin' a drink o' wa'
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ONE

OF
OUR
GIRLS"
BEAUTIFUL
HAZEL
DAWN
In this Famous Players production; in which she undo her Pictures debut.
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News

and notes

Shakespeare

Filming the Pope.

on
traditi
the held
of first
him
spite at
IN which
back, Pope Pins X. has
subjected himself to the
pr< icess of being filmed. His
Holiness held out for a
finald subloHg time,missionand
to thehisdeman
of
the age was the result, of a
remarkably patient and persistent propaganda inaugurated by a yOung American
n imed James Slevin. The
st>ry of his triumph is told
in the April Strand.
Dorothy

T

(iish Busy.

HE distinguished film
actress Dorothy Gish
has been awarded an
opportunity to display her
F^Sd ADuNC;-ror)
remarkable versatility. It
is the intention of the ReliOUR CINEMA PIANIST : No. 2. Arrived just in
ance and Majestic studios
time for the show i Piano locked ! ! Key in other coat ! ! !
to star Dorothy Gish in a
number of three and four
reel
feature
photo-plays, and in each
TI/HEN London Sleeps (B. and C.)
vV
has been booked at over five
picture her part will lie somewhat different from her previous one. Miss Gish
hundred theatres.
pledges the best she can give in enacting
the parts.
JVUm
for Plot Writers.
Julius Ccesar, another Cines masterEVER write a one, two, or three
piece, will shortly be presented to picturegoers throughout the kingdom. A
reel photo-play, says the Script.
miniature City of Rome was built for
Merely write your story straight
its production.
through, numbering your scenes from
*
*
*
#
one until the close. If you have switchbacks and less than seventy scenes, make
Over twenty thousand persons took
it a single. If you have eighty to 120
part in it, and three whole days were
scenes, time it and arrange for a twothe right action for the
reeler. Continue to estimate on this
spent in gettingassassination
scene.

N

*
With
famous
stirred
interest,

#

#

*

Mark Antony delivering his
oration the crowd had to be
from sluggish indifference to
pillage, murder, and fire.

*

*

*

*

The effect of war ! During the past
si\ months a little over one million
francs passed into the pay-boxes of the
Paris cinemas', but during the same
period last year the amount was nearly
seven millions !

*

#

#

#

Police censorship of films is being
talked of in Calcutta. Motor- bandits
have made a sensational first appearance there, and it is said they learnt
the ''business" from certain films
shown in that city.

*

*

#

*

"He wrote it in a dark cave filled
with black cats and creeping things. So
it's full of local atmosphere, thrills.
sensations, -shivers, and warm waves of
an American publicity
sympathy,"
man
anent asays
coming big picture.
*
*
#
«
'■ English films find favour with the
public, says an [talian writer. ;for
they present surrounding's and situaItalians."
new ofto other
es.
countriThe
maywhich beare said
same tions
should
films
English
The market for

embrace the world

except Germany.

average. By this method you will havenothing but screen action in your production: But have your plot sufficiently
strong for its length.
The Post and the Portraits.
'WO letters recently reached the
Essanay studios, one from Atlanta
for Francis X. Bushman, and the
other from Cincinnati, for Charles
Chaplin. The letters were stamped, but
the only indication as to whom they
were for and to what city they were to
go to was indicated by the photographs
of Mr. Bushman and Mr. Chaplin respectively on the envelopes. The two
Essanay players were so well known
that the letters went through the mail
without a hitch.
Our Cover Portrait.

T

Essanay actress Beverly
THE Bajpretty
ne often performs daring feats
for the camera which
few would
dare attempt and none could successh withou
t Miss
s
Bayne'of
l
th, born
nerve fully
and accomplis
physica
streng
continuous devotion
to outdoor sports.
In The Ambition oj the Baron, released
this week, she leapt from a second-story
window, where she was supposed to be
imprisoned, into the arms of Francis X.
Bushman, her .rescuer, without a slip.
Then she sealed a tifteeli-fo.it wall.
covered with ice and SHOW, and jumped
from that slippery pinnacle, to the top pi
a hansom cab. where Mr. Bushman again
caught her.

Minced.

Dramatic
Amateur
liudford
will
plays
i ty in standard
iesof con
provide the 1
in the film world. Under the title of
Shakapean Minced, Cricks and Martin
are producing these burlesques, which
Davison's Film Sales Agency will
handle. The first is Hamlet, in which
the butcher, the baker, and the candlestick-maker, and other villagers each de
their little bit in the presentation of the

TUB

Th
tragedy.
immortal
b • responsible for much laught -r.
The Cen.r*; »f th ; tod u* try.

"'Id

e of the
S!try.TheThecentr
ANG
LOS pictu
hub of the
reELE
indus
photo-play with its woridcircumference. Here" you get a real impressi .11 1 if the industry's size ; you take newpride in its present, and are fully inCalispired in its future. In Southern
Vs
fornia (says Motion l'<<'
of America 75reper cent,
producedictu
negative. There are
motion-p
sixty studios turning out 125 reels per
week and producing seventy different
-brands. In one year tOfXO miles of
pictures go from there to every quarter
of the civilised globe. In character
there is no colony in the world like this
rapidly-swelling picture colony. You
rub elbows with well-known stars and
writers, with specialists from everywhere gathered to add their quota of
skill to the making of this modern
is at once journalmagicism"produ
ure, which
literatct
and drama.
res.
Pictu
in
e)
Njtnmg Nu(d
s H. Ince,
SOME time agoj says ThomaDireet
or-iuutual
the Majestic-Mved
a visit from a
Chief. 1 recei
Sheriff, who had been warned by some
of the good people pf bis county that I
was producing a play called /..< Devil,
in which 1 was using nude women
Of course, this was untrue.
players.
Dame Rumour is a lady of the utmost
sensitiveness, who is apt to take alarm
at the tiniest whisper, and call upon her
myrmidons to take arms against an
eighty-mile gale when only the feeblesta
ired that
It transp
ng. that
blowi
zephyreris had
1 wasppoducing
heard
minist
a play with a Biephistophslian setting,
s 1 he concluded that I was getting something out after the order of those classic
paintings in which lost souls arc seen
Boating in the ether in a wholly nude
state. Suffice it to say that the count y
satisfied.
tely eth
absolu
l left
officia
" for
•'
Horns
EnS4j
R sdon.
eth
ged Elisab
g villa
ashin
a tiny
IN Risdo
with the
battle
tly
n recen
alone
scene
a
babe,
waves for a tiny
sufficient to ensure the success of //<•/,;,,
Sweet Some, the film version of the
famous play by Frank Undo, which
Maurice Flveyisprodueingfoi-B.andv .
After seeing Miss Risdonae " Ploience
will
e" in her later vears.it
Nightingal
indeed
be difficult to believe that it is gh
the
throu
she who cleaves her way
waves with all the vigour and /est of
this pi< turc. too. Fred Groves.
youth.gaveIn such
'who
a find performance as the
Chill,
old blacksmith in Her byNameless
enacting the
shows his versatility
contra,
rdle of a young fisherman, in
distinction to A. V. Bramble, whom the
former play was a young man. and 111
. Sweet II m i- an old sea-dog.

g
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SELECTED

FROM

PATHIb

/NlMAllD

GAZ1T1E.

1 sad I. Lotai Inn. vm.. Mr. .lohn Bedmon 1, Bff.P. (centre picture), reviews 25,
Irish V-eluntes-'s in rhaenix Park, Dublin,
With
thi:
Russian
\kmv
(firsl
pictures
Erom
Poland):
-J.
Russian
"Tomures'
enjoy
their
meal,
de&pte
i
blizzard.
•'!.
The
Tsar,
Archbishop of Poland, visits the area devastated by the Germans, 5. The Tsar and tlie Grand Duke Nicholas inspect the Armywithin
the Field. <;. Si [:m\i;ink \V\ki aick: A Dutch ship with name painted iii huge letters to prove its ncirtrarity.
7. \n Raid
0«
Pam8: One of the many lights which search the -k\ for Zeppelins*
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PROPOSES, BUT
Adapted

" AT last

>>

from

the

Film

by

IVAN

PATRICK

at last!"

GORE.

The thunder of the explosion
shook the windows of the laboratory, but Phillip. with the enthusiasm of
the inventor who, after years of struggle,
sees the successful consummation of his

spent Then
in theone sunshine
at Sonieska's
side.
day he received
a 11
" Meet me at once at the Temple of
Diana. " it read.
'" Hulloa ! " Phillip whistled, " a good
hour earlier than usual and the writing

life's work, would not have cared had
the frail building been wrecked.
" Yes, 1 — and 1 alone— have the secret
of an explosive which will revolutionise

looks as though bouieska's in the deuce
of a hurry. . . . Ah, well, my experiments can wait, they're only ot secondCalling his fa.thful dog, he hurried off
now."
ary importance
to keep
the tryst,
but when he armed
at the appointed place he lound no one
but dumb Jo-e, who sat dozing in the
sunshine. Backward and forwaid
Phillip strode; then, hearing stealthy
footsteps on the stones l.eiiind him,
he turned swiftly, but too late, btri _
arms seized ana held him, evil-smelling
fingers forced a rough gag into his
mouth, then he was earned swiltly to a
waiting car whicfl immeuiately stt off
for the frontier at headlong speed.
Soon they reached the water-way. and
Phillip was dragged out and thrust
aboard a motor-launch. Tin n it was
that he knew his abduction was a boldly
executed coup with international diplomacy at its root.
Soon the launch giated among the
rocks on the opposite shore, and. having
been dragged ashore, he was thrust into
a small stone building the gag was removed, and he swung round to look
into the evil face of the man whom he
knew was the leader of his captors.
" Where furiously.
am I?— Who are your" lie
demanded

£~\

warfare,
and make
He hurried
off toAstoria
report invulnerable."
his success to
the War Minister, and was immediately
taken to the Prince.
''Good! I congratulate you, Monsieur,"
his Highness said. " We will give you
every opportunity to prove the value of
your invention, ;.nd if success •■
"
'■ It interrupted
cannot fail,
your Highness,"'
Phillip
eagerly.
The Prince smiled at his enthusiasm.
<; Let us hope not, for your sake as well
as for our
country's,"
he answered.
Then
he dear
turned
to General
Auban.
"".See that everything possible is done to
secure our friend's success."
A week later extensive military tests
proved beyond doubt that Phillip's
explosive was no chimera of a frenzied
mind. Already his name rang throughout the land, and on every side men and
women hailed the man whose dreams
they had laughed at- as the saviour of
his country, and at a great reception the
Prince himself introduced him to the
highest in the land.
"By Heaven, Monsieur!" General
Auban said as they stood apart watching the brilliant scene. " I, for one,
doubted, but for those doubts I apologise, and will make amends. ft is
superb, magnificent, but it puts us in a
position to give our Austrian neighbours the whipping they've been asking
for so long. Ah." he added as a beautiful girl approached, "permifi me the
honour of presenting my daughter
Sonieska
A secondto you."
later, as he looked into the
frank blue eyes turned up to his, Phillip
almost forgot his newly found fame as
he tried to stammer a suitable reply to
her congratulations.
" You will excuse me, will you not?"
General Auban said hastily, breaking in
upon their conversation, " but here is
Captain Ardengo, to whom I wish to
speak. Ah, Captain," he took the officer's
arm, and, unconscious of the jealous
glance Ardengo cast at the couple they
were leaving, hurried him away.
But Phillip had seen the look.
•■('an he lie Sonieska's lover H" he asked
himself. "' He's not the kind of man I
should care to quarrel with."
The next moment, as Sonieska's slim
fingers tightened on his arm, he forgot
the soldier's angry looks, and eagerly
agreed
to her
suggestion
that
they
hotlld take a stroll in t lie grounds. Nor
did lie ootice the man who followed
them stealthily, prepared to risk all in
obeying the orders of the country that
wis Astoria's deadliest enemy.
"So," the 8P3 muttered, "that is the

Phillip at work in the laboratory.
inventor whose discovery bids fair to put
an end to all our hopes. Well, there's
many a slip 'twixt the cup and the lip,
mv young friend, and at all costs this
wonderful formula must be ours."
In the weeks that followed the friendship of Phillip and Sonieska grew apace,
until at last one bright summer's morning, as they stood beneath the ruined
portico of the Temple of Diana, the inventor discovered that all the world
could give him was as nothing, unless it
brought with it the love of the laughing
girl whose life almost imperceptibly
had become interwoven with his own.
" Sonieska ! " he whispered, hoarsely.
With a start she raised her eyes, and
the colour fled from her cheeks ; then
she flushed crimson, as she placed her
trembling hand in his, answering his
unspoken question.
"Phillip
That was all;." but both of them knew
that their boats were burned; that for
good or ill they were pledged to one
another. And Jose, the dumb shepherd, to whom they had both been kind.
smiled knowingly as he watched, and
was glad that they were" happy, while in
his lonely quarters Captain Ardengo
triei in vain to smother the love which
was firmly rooted in his heart, the love
which he knew could never lie returned.
"Oh, Sonieska!" he cried aloud, "it
was not to be but one thing 1 will dj—
1 will
for your
The guard
spy, him
on his
part, dear
was sake."
jubilant
when he heard the news.

spy shrugged
" Tt
is The
sufficient
for you his
to shoulders.
know that you
are know
in my th.it
power."
he answered.
for me
to
you are
Monsieur "Phillip,
the"The
inventor
new explosive."
noteof Ithereceived
from Made" An artistic
bitAuban
of work, was
" it not.
moiselle Sonieska
Mon-ieurr I spent much time on it.
I regret that your apartment is not as
palatial as it might be; but. alas! here
you must remain until
yon make up
your mind to give me the formula of
that
new explosive.
'
Phillip
laughed scornfully.
"Then.
Monsieur
" I
am here for l'jiispion,"
life. Whathe doanswered.
you take me
for." hesell
continued
hotly.
a craven needs
who
would
that which
ins " country
to a merciless enemy who would use the
knowledge to bring disaster upon the
traitor's
land r to
" offer you riches
" 1 am native
empowered
such as Astoria DBS not goi, honour also—
agent 1 am."
a landthewhose
honour.P in And
high
" Austria
alternative r "
" Death ! Death." he repeated slowly.
"To let you go if you refuse our offer

" Give me a man in love to deal with,"
he done.
chuckled,
i< as good
as
Love" and
will my
takework
the soldier
off
his guard: will make the most subtle

would
onlyI choose
bring disaster
"Then
death. upon
1 haveus."given
my word, and neither you nor your
blackguardly employers can make me

diplomat
little
better
thantooa fool."
The days
sped
by all
swiftly for
the lovers, and every moment Phillip
could snatch
from his laboratory wa-=

girl who — -"
beautiful
oath."'
Thinkwould
" back
m\hate
u] ofon the
go"fcihe
me were 1 the vile
traitor you would have me become. N
argument is useless."
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•• So )■•• it." The Bpj clapped bis hands
and BolUierH entered the apartment
,
• t>i m.1 the prisoner to t brit plank
Pnillip struggled bravely, bul was
so.. n overpowered, aud having earned
out the spy a orders t tie men left them
alone once more.
"Sso! " the man said, looking down on
his helpless victim. "Are you reaUj to
s;i.\ ■ farewell ' to all thai is beat and
most beautiful in this world ? "
fhiilip looked into bis evil eyes miflinuhingly. •• Jfes," he answered, ' I
wonder wdl you be as readv when your
time comes.

"Pine words. Monsieur/' he sneered,
" ire Bhall see how you live or die up u>
them. . . . bee, from this keg of
gunpowder I take Bufflciem t.> maKe a
Utile heap from which a train st re tones
t<> the keg on which you rest L trust,
comfortab
P"
Philliply refused
to be] drawn into

PICTURES

following bis dumb show,
v uted
walked ab »ul ; t hen m in set eral men
crept up and ti iok him unawares
Th
was a struggle an 1 he was overpowere I.
Il"« and w lii.h w . i \ did I bej
i moment Jose was at a loss, t hen
snatching uu a Borap of charcoal he
drew i he outline of a m <\ ■ >i .mi- uj
t he
surface of one of t he pill u---.
" lie was taken away in a mot or ear."
Sonieska followed. " Mot her of All
fcfercj
. in w hich
'
Josanointe
ho direction
the North.- and
in a tl tali
the girl remembered how she had heard
her father warn Phillip that inallprobaI-iliiy a neighh »uring an I unfriendly
power would stick at nothing to obtain
possession of the secret that would make
their own little countrj of Astoria an
enenn to reckrJn « ith.
" You must dome with me. ,'.>>e." she
exclaimed, " we must follow, and who
knows
we may
be able to save him

AND

THE

Hit

would oil her m .ke himself at
I law
\ irt ue of in i .■ i ihei | oi dii
than reveal his
l in
either case the road would be left open
to 1 he c »nt iimanoe of the urd< n
ship his coming bad interrupted.
Pleaa \ ■.oioe
pie tse,
i ■ "uTiil
pi Ardent
o md, i he a tidier trample l hi i u iw irt by i hough! a und srfool on
l
all.
." be answered, hia m tuth setting
mly, " he must I"- rescued foe
AstiHastilj
»na' • Bake.
he told Jo i to take hia place
h ide the chauffeur, then, having helped
Sonieska into the ear. be ordered hi*
man to drit e on t i t h ■ fn ml ier w it □ all
speed. Soon they came to the pl*ce
where the io 1 1 1 ended al the water'*
edge, and. springing down, the dumb
min pointed in triumph to Borne newlymade tracks in the moist -.md.

replying
to the man's
and aner
busying bimsell
about sneer,
the chamber
t be
Austrian returned to his side.
" ihrough yonder hole," he said, pointing to the vaulteu roof," the sun sti earns
into this place. Now, with the am of
tins telescope, which will act adnuraoiy
a> a burning-glass, we will be auie 10
concentrate the rays upon the end of
ttie tram
" ^ ou bend ! "
"At noon, the spy continued, ignoring the mterrupiiou, " the sun win ueat
its zenith. Its rays through the burning-glass will ignite the gunpowder, tue
fire will run along to the barrel, and
then poof! and good-bye to the passionate kisses of bomesKa. Tins will
Burely happen, Monsieur Phillip, unless
you care to make use of the telepnone
beside you. l .shall be waiting, anu you
have oniv got to 'phone your reauiness
to giveyourself
ine the informati
to'
on I require
Bave
from a death
tnat me,
hardiest Boldier might shrink from."
A moment later the heavy door
clanged to, a key grated in the lock, and
the sound of retreating footsteps told
Phillip he was alone.

*

*

•

u

#

Sonieska, her arms full of freshly*
gathered roses, tripped blithely aown
the road to keep her daily appointment
with her lover. As she walked along she
found herself wondering how it was that
of late the sky had seemed bluer, me
birds sang more sweetly, and even tne
flowers that she loved seemed douoly
fragrant, and a deep flush rose to her
snnuurnt checks ;h her heart cried the
answer. "Phillip."
Arriving at the trysting-place, she
looked out along the dusty road down
which she expected to see him striding,
but the minutes crept swutly by and
still he did not come.
'• The wretch," she pouted. " 1 have a
good mind to return, and so punish him
for keeping me waiting." As she spoke
a hand touched her arm. and turning
she saw the dumb shepherd. " Why,
■."she began; then, as she saw tile
look in the poor mute's expressive eyes,
" \\
hat is it rdown
what is wrong? "
Throwing
his crook, the man
1 -an to tell her what had happened in
rapid pantomime.
•He came here early,*" Sonieska said,

Phillip was drag3ed ashore and thrust into a small stone building.
- "the rest of the
before— beforesentence was drowned ia a sob she could
not control, but Jose understood.
On through the dust and heat tbey
trudged, here and there examining some
fancied clue, until, when almost dropping
from sheer fatigue, the sound of a
powerful motor fell upon their ears. . . .
A moment later it swept round the
comer and. with a cry of joy, Sonieska
ran forward.
" Captain Ardengo ! " she cried,
With a startled exclamation the officer
applied the brake-: and sprang into the
road. '"Mademoiselle Sonieska!" he
exclaimed, looking at the dusty little
figure with surprise, "Why, what in the
"
of
Sonieska*s
story
was soon told. " Help
name
u~ to rind him,"' she pleaded, " to rescue
him
. . . for my sake."
Temptation tore at the Captain's heart.
• . . Should he refuse his aid, Phillip

"True," Ardengo cried, "and we arc
not a long while behind the scoundrels
either. See, Sonieska, where the car
pulled up and the men alighted to board
a waiting boat, and, by St. Nicholas of
holy memory, they did not get him
aboard
without
a struggle toeither.''
Ordering
his chauffeur
return with
a message of explanation to General
Auban, he speedily commandeered a.
boat, and soon the three of them were
standing on alien soil, where again they
found traces of the raiders.
Following
Ardengo's
lead,and
they
carefully examined
every nook
cranny,
even pausing outside the small stone
building which,. had they only known it,
hi 1 the object of their search. "It is
no good,"
said dejectedly. Why,
" w«
must
waitArdengo
for reinforcements.
where
is your
dumb
friend but
P " no Bign of
Sonieska
looke
I round,
Jose was to be seen. '" Confound it I'
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be Captain exclaimed irritably.
Then
he added with sudden suspicion) "Are
you sure th;it he is a friend ? "
■■ Sun-," she answered ; " 1 would stake
my life upon his faithfulness."
'•' Halt > "
The single word cul through the stillness like a reyolver-shot, and swinging
round, the adventurers found themselves looking down the sinister barrels
of Ihe rifles held by a grey-coated patrol
who had crept upon them unawares.
Ardengo swore lustily, but his anger
only caused the officer in charge to smile
as he curtly demanded his sword.
"Ill-humour will avail you nothing;
Captain." he s;iid, tucking the surrentlered weapon under his arm. " and it
would be as well if you kept any explanation as to your being upon our coast for
my commander.
Fall in ! March ! '"
Bidding Sbnieska be of good cheer,
Ardengo took his place at her side
between the files of soldiers. Before
long they found themselves in the
presence of the Commandant of the
fortress." Welcome ! " that worthy cried.
"A truce to idle words, Monsieur le
Commandant," Ardengo snapped, "What
do you intend to do with us ? "
The Commandant's ■ eyes narrowed.
"Fie, Captain; you a soldier and ask
such a question — yon, a soldier, taken in
arms upon our territory. For spies we
have one end — one only. As for the
lady, we must ask headquarters how to
dispose of one so beautiful."
" Unless," a quiet voice said, " she
agrees to help us, eh ? "
"As Monsieur thinks fit," the Commandant answered deferentially.
'" You hear, mademoiselle," the spy,
for it was he, continued, " it is in my
power to open the prison-doors for yourself and your companion. I only ask a
slight service in return for my goodwill.
What do you say ? "
Sonieska's eyes flashed. " I say that
the daughter of General An ban declines
to treat with spies and traitors ! "
The man laughed. "Ah! I see you
recognise me. Bali! you are a stiffnecked race, you Astoria ns," he added,
with a sudden show of anger, " but 1
think I can make you change your mind.
Look," he pointed through an embrasure
us he spoke, " you see that small building
on the shore yonder? it is full of gunpowder, mademoiselle, and across an
open keg, to which a train is laid, lies
one in whom you are dec-ply interested.
Dnless by noon he telephones me that
he is prepared to yield the secret of his
new explosive, hewill be.blown to atoms."
Sonieski paled, "What, would you
murder him ? "
Necessity knows no law. The hour
approaches, and soon it will be too late.
A word or two from you would doubtless persuade him to speak."
Hut no argument of the spy's could
persuade her to do as he desired, and
the defeated scoundrel turned to go.
" Do not hind the prisoners," he said:
"they cannot escape, and I would not
like them to miss the firework display."
Left, alone with Ardengo, Souieska
abandoned herself to her grief;, but her

tears soon gave place to grim determination. "We musl escape," she whisperedif
, ' only to avenge him a hundredfold." Then, turning to the embrasure.

she looked out toward tie- building
where her lover lay. "On! Pmtiip.
Phillip, my beloved," she moaned; "if
I could
only Ardengo,
die witn you!"
Suddenly
who had come to.
her side, gave a cry of joy.
''JjO
lo ok; it i^ the flag of Astoria !"
Following his glanc >, oouieska's heart
leaped wildly as she >aw_the trim naval
cutter racing through the water, and
recognised the uniformed figure of her
father in the DOWs.
" Will they he in time?" she whispered. "Oh ! Holy Mother, grant that
boon
Auban and his men
they
mayGeneral
be!"
stood at the foot of the tower, and m
answerwart sailor
to the
prisoners"
signals,
strode
from the
ranks,a staland
the next moment a rope hurtled upward,
only to fall short. Again and again Che
saiior tried without success, until, recognising tne futility of the extort, the captives almost gave way to despair. Then
a sudden thought came to fconieska.and,
stripping off ner k nit ied> sports coac, she
hastily unravelled one of tne sleeves
until a little pile of worsted lay upon
their prison floor; then, tying a fragment of stone to it, they lowered it to
the landing-party, and a few moments
later were able to draw up the rope
which would lead them to safety. Hastily
securing one end to a balk of wood,
Ardengo passed Somes ka over the parapet, tnen, having watched her reach
safety, he followed.
" Ueneral," he gasped, as he stood
once more among friends, "Monsieur
Phillip is in the magazine yonder, and
unless we hurry he will either put
Astoria into Austria's power or die."
,
General Auban nodded grimly, " In
which case Austria will pay heavily," he
answered, sternly.
" Xow to the boat."
Standing beside the fluttering flag in
the stern of the cutter, oonieska and
Ardengo
looked
placepleaded
where
Phillip lay.
In toward"
vain hadthetney
witn the old soldier, but the only consolation they could get was that tne
inventor would be terribly avenged.
•
Suddenly the air was rent by a thunderous explosion, and when tne clouds
of smoke cleared away they saw fcnat
the magazine was no longer in existence.
"Phillip
Phillip, oh. my beloved
-"
" Hush." Ardengo whispered, huskily.
"he died swiftly,
as a patriot
should the " tnen,
turning
he caught
slim
figure of #
the girl#as she # fell.
Days slipped into weeks, weeks into
months, but no sign came from the man
whom Sonieska
mourned as dead, and
at last she consented to reward Ardeng i s
constancy |>j becoming his wife.
"If the possession of a woman for
whom the world no longer holds any joy
w ill content you." sh ■ said, sadly, as he
urged Ins suit." I will be your wile. '
On the' night before their wedding
General Auban gave a great reception
in honour of the event, the nouiiity of

Astoria, headed by the Prince, assemuled

to wish all joy to tne girl whose sad
Eace spoke more of the cloister than
marriage to the man who stood so
pronlh at her side. Music and laughter
were the order of the night, but in l he
midst oi it all a startled servant whispered in Auban's ear.

II isl -niug into the great hall, he
on; giuice
;(c the two men
stand
these, then sprang forward with a cry.
•• piniiip : "
I irgtfctul of all el
\
d the
yo tag man's hand, wink- the guests who
had crowded out at his cry looked with
as) taishment from the inventor to the
ragge 1 figure who accompanied him.
Suudenly a murmur arose, and. hearing
it. Phillip thing Ins heal up proudly.
" 1 am no traitor to Astoria, " h" cried,;
"and he who says to the contrary lies
I. -on!
\\ hen tne Austrian spy ..-ft me
with out a few short hours between life
and eternity X was tempted
God! who
among you would not have 1 n?
But
1 cougnt tne dgnt between my love of
c'luniy an I my hue of l.fe. and my
country won. Hour after hour passed
slowiy
sun's raycr pt
toward bat
tne surely
train ofthepowder.
1 closed
my eyes, and tiled to pray -then, opening them again. 1 saw that the sun was
cut oif. Then 1 heard a low whine 1
called, and a joyous bark answered me.
Gentlemen, my faithful dog had followed my captors, and Providence had
guided him to the little hoie in my
dudgeon roof across which he lay. Again
I waned, then heavy blows sounded on
my
prison
door—
again— and
the stout
timbers
were
shattered,
and this
man.
Jose the dumb shepherd of the Temple
of Uiana,
sprangtold.
to myFrom
assistance.
h ■
rest
is quicKiy
afar off'1 we
watched the spy enter the magazine and
heard the tuuuderous crash that told us
of instate. Then for months we laid in
hiduig. lor every road was guarded searched among the
butSwiftly
at lost his
1 ameyes
here."
cheering crowd until they rested on the
ghastly lace ot Sonieska. who swayed
dizzily upon the arm of her fiance.
"Sonieska. beloved little one,"hei
" have you no welcome tor me ? "
Witn a gasping cry the girl shrank
back, and as he Looked from her to the
strained laces Oi the men and women
who were recalled to the reality of the
tragedy being enacted in their mijst.
Phiihp understood.
" Jtercitul Heaven!" he groaned; "is
it
for tins
I return!- To find the
woman
1 \o\ that
e
"True to you." Ardengo's
out, "true to you as ever.
bu< a dream. and. thank ( lod.
has-come m time, Sonieska,

voice-Tang
.Mine was
the waki.ig
1 give you

baci your pledge. Be happy, little one."
.*' ^.ud yo,i. dear friend." Soniesk i
whs,, red. "what will you do? "
" flly duty." Ardengo answered.
" Heaven be praised, there isstill Astoria
tee for
more and
be looked
to Otight
to love."at the fair face
ot i ne girl he loved, a i the haggard one
of the man who had returned from t he
grave to rob him of the prize, then.
saluting, he turned upon his heel ana
passed out into the night.

#

#

•

#

The staging and acting of this sensational storj are of a remarkably high
standard, the makers of the film beirg
the famous Italian firm of Pasquah*.
It
is a t lire. --reel Exclusive, jusf released
by Lionel Gilling, The Omnifilm <
Lpl-153, Wardoui" Street, W., who control the film for London and the South .
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Edison's Boy Comedian.
ANDY el. A i; K is doI the misohievous boj he usually plays in the
pictures, but th< busiest of boys
lor one only eleven years. Andy carries
en his work
it interfere
ing to that
"resting"
model boy.

at the studio, but never lets
with his school work, attendeverj day And when he is
he takes \ i. >l in lessons. A
but a terror in pictures.

A Player in Pickle.

WADSWORTH—
WILLIAM
•• WADDY"
of the Edison comedies, is t patient and forbearing
man. He has been godfather by mail
to innumerable babies run a suit of
inali' order business in a way- and has
loaned his name to so many new-born
picturegoers that he fears he will have
to change it, as being the worse for wear.
" But I must decline," he writes us,
■"without any undue sourness, the
honour offered by a manufacturer of
pickles in Charlestown, S.C., who wishes
to name a new pickle after me."
Rival to "Fatty."
THE scenario said. "Get a fat man
for this part." It happened that
lneeville hadn't any fat men, as
Etoscoe Arbuckle, of the Keystone,
couldn't make it convenient to lend his
services, Stanton, th? actor-director,
determined to scout for an individual of
suitable proportions. A day or two
later he was whizzing through the
Btreets of Venice in his ear when he
saw the ponderous form of "Bill"
Cavanaugh, former Chief of the Venice
Police Force. " I've always wanted to
be an actor.'' said "Bill." "So you
shall be," replied Stanton. They piled
into the machine, rushed to the Ince• ville studios, and half an hour from the
time that "Bill" hist mentioned his
ambition, he was raising laughter with
his antics before the camera.
A Crowd

and a Camera.

Richard Stanton, actor-director
of the Ince (Kay-Bee, Broncho
and Domino) forces, recently
solved a difficult problem. Engaged in
the production of "A Political Feud,"
he wanted realism for an election scene;
a seething crowd buying newspaper
accounts of the triumph of one of the
candidates. After many anxious moments Stanton assembled a half-dozen
newsboys, and supplied them each with
an armful of dailies. The company
went to Venice, where a big Saturday
crowd was enjoying the various attractions. Into the thickest of it the director escorted his youngsters.
-Extra: Extra! hxtra :" yelled the
lads. "Great Britain declares war on
United States— extra '. Great Britain
HOW
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declares war on United States! ' Two
thousand people turned, startled bj the
"new-"
Two thousand
pails of eyes

fixed themselves on the newsboys, two

thousand throats called eagerlj for
copies of the extra, and two thousand
hands stretched
forward
to grasp the
printed announcement. Stanton and
his camera-man, hidden in a building,
watched
intently as the machine
,.-.
corded the scene. Anger enveloped the
faces of the mob when the fUSe was discovered, and Stanton had to clear
quickly; but he got his scene.

know him, "
I a \ .lit riloqt
w ith CUrly locks and a veh ''1 suit.
\ ' Mike Mm phj on tie- screen of
to-day, as well as in other comic films,
Mi \\ e to u on.- of tli.- drollest of t be
droll, and. no doubt, hi- long training
during
thirteen
Fred K him
a run'sa
Companies
wentyean
far with
in making
successful comedian. When he is not
bu~y making funny films be is writing
BOngS and sketches, and lias just written
aKitchen,
revue the
called
"AH Eyes
' I'm- Borne
1-n-il
music-hall
comedian.
of the best of the "Mike
.Murphy "
series are Murphy and tht Magic Cap
Love unit "Riches, Mikt Murphy's
Marathou, ami Murphy
<nnl the Zcpp<
the last two to be released shortly.
Mr. Westo has had many adventures
during his career, and told us of one
that impressed itself on his mind mi in
vividly than any other. When quite a.
lad he was travelling to Crewe with his
father, who was taken ill in the railway
carriage: The train pulled into a station,
and the boy. eager to fetch brandy,
jumped out of tie- carriage, to find that,
he had opened the door on the wrong
side and was on the railway-line. Warning shouts reached his ears from the
Opposite platform, and, looking up. he
saw the huge front of an advancing
engine, which seemed to be almost over
his head. He actually felt the hoti
steam on his face as he stau>rered towards the platform to be dragged from
the jaws of death by willing bands.

ERNEST
"WESTO
AS "MIKE
MURPHY'
the hero of the J. H. Martin films of
this title.
Mirth-Making

Murphy.

ers have a more or
MOSTlesspicturego
screen acquaintance with
Mike Murphy, who. as his portrait
indicates, is one of the drollest of British
picture comedians. Mike's proper name
is Ernest Westo, and if you turn to our
Contest page you will see that " Mike "
is really fairly good-looking. He is the
hero of the famous Mih Murphy series
of comic films which some time ago
originated and are still made in the
studios of J. H. Martin, Ltd.. of Merton.
Mr. Westo has heen seven years on
picture-work, starting with Cricks and
Martin, of Croydon, and first made his
appearance on the music-hall stage at
the age of nine. He is the son of Lieut.
Travis, the well-known ventriloquist,
and when only eleven "years of age
young
Ernie, or " Mike " as we now

Busy Bunny's Beano.
IF there is any doubt in the mind of
any man of the power and perman. ence of moving:pictures as tie- one
great factor of the amusement world of
to-day. the \ isit of John Bunny to St.
Louis would for ever dispel it. Bunny
came to St. Louis for one week, says the
Mooing Picture-World. Tie- people went
dpwn and packed the American Theatre
from pit to dome at every performance.
The elect and bon-ton of the city vied
with one another in their efforts to
entertain him; he was carried around to
receptions and teas and whatnot of a
social nature. The City Club, an organisation of 1.400 lawyers, doctors, bans
business-men, and millionaires, placed
the clubat his disposal. Committees to< >k
kirn to the children's hospitals, where
he spent an hour playing and telling
stories to little kiddies with tears in his
liindly voice and pity in his big heart
for the little shut-ins who were bent and
twisted by disease or so firmly held in
plaster-casts that they could not go
down to see the great Bunny in person.
Every newspaper in town sent their
special writers to interview him. ami
gave the stories special spread on the
first page. John Bunny will rcsumo
studio work in October.
(Continwed vit p. IS.)
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lawyer finished reading the will of his client, the late
Mr.
Arbuthnot,
and slowl'yfolded
up as
the the
parchment.
For
a moment
the room
was as silent
grave. Mrs.
Arbuthnot, the young widow of the deceased, and his cousin
fxerald had an > t expected to hear the news that "all Mr.
Arbuthnot's property was left to his baby son," a child of
eighteen months, or that, "in the event of the boy's death,
the estate would descend to his cousin Gerald Openshaw."
Mrs. Arbuthnot rose hurriedly, and left the room in a
rage, but back in her home with her baby, she considered the
position more seriously] and at last realised that her husband
did right to leave everything to their only son — the son who
had brought happiness to both of them.
The cousin, however, did not regard the matter so favourably. The knowledge that a mere baby stood between him
and fortune tormented him, and a few days later, when Mrs.
Arbuthnot was out with the child and its nurse, Gerald saw
them.
" Curse the kid," he muttered; " if only
. . ."
Two gipsies— a man and a woman — approached, and asked
him to buy some of their goods; but Gerald told them to go
to the devil. The next moment it occurred to Gerald that lie
himself might represent his Satanic majesty, and, turning
towards the gipsies, he invited them into his house.
"Certainly, guvner!" said the man, as, wondering what
was in store for them, they followed him indoors. .
" You saw that child pass us with his mother just now ? "
he whispered. " Very well. I want the kid to disappear.
Here's a little on account; but I'll comedown handsomely
when you've done the trick. You understand — disappear."
And Gerald pressed some gold into the man's dirty hand.
"Eight Y>. guvner; me an' 'er will manage that orlright,
won't we, dear? " he chuckled, with a wink at the woman.
The Plot In Progress.
The next evening Mrs. Arbuthnot was dining with Gerald at
his special-invitation.
Their mistress being
out. her two maidservants were taking an
airing in the grounds of the house.

Mav

dear by. Here his w ife joined him and in a few minutes they
were all on the road.
Mrs. Arbuthnot returned hastily from her cousin's house in
response to a telephone message she had received from the
maids. When she arrived -h- found the nurse pn -

with grief, and, nearly

mad

herself, the mother

Two

Gerald, now sole possessor of the Arbuthnot estate, sat
writing at his desk, whin he upset the inkpot, and the
dark fluid soaked into the blotting-pad.
sheet of paper was released from its place, but there remained the wet stain. As Gerald lifted the last sheet
from its slot he discovered beneath it an envelope, on which
was written, " The last will of David Arbuthn
' My God : " he gasped.
Opening it with trembling hands
he read the contents, only to discover that at the last moment
Arbuthnot had changed his mind, and that instead of L:
coming into all his possessions, everything was to descend to
his wife, with the exception of a legacy of . _
Eor Gerald.
He lit a candle, and a part of the parchment was already in
ashes when his startled ears heard the words : "What's that
you're burning?" He turned and saw his lawyer, who had
quietly and suddenly entered the room.
"Nothing
attention."
the man. in as
calm
a mannerworthy
as wasoiyour
possible
under thesnarled
circnmstai
''I may see for myself. I suppose, at any rate? "
Gerald refused; but the lawyer was too quick for him. He
snatched away the document, and quickly -canned the lin !s.
"By George! its another will," he exclaimed; "and may I
ask what was written on what you have burnt ? "
"If you think you ought to know, it was a legacy of
£200.000 to myself," came the reply in sullen tones.
Early the next morning Gerald visited Mrs. Arbuthnot.
''I have come to tell you how very dearly I love yon."
he began. " It has been on my mind for many a long day. but
I have never been able to confess my love for
"
'" Don't listen to that man; he's a lying cad." interrupter

strange
footsteps,
into the
room, jumped
up to hetheHew
cot.and
foundchild's
that
its occupant
had left it. '1 lie dog
tore
room, but

nowhere

could

the baby be found.
He even ran to the
telephone and barked
furiously.
Then he
\ ed u)i the Been! of t he kidnapper.
He had a long nm. but at last overtook
lu's quarry with the precious charge in a
Held.
" Boy "to Hew
t he bundle
man's from
coat and
endeavoured
wrestat the
his
arm-,

but

the

man

-eeured both

doe'

and

baby, and dragged them off to the caravan

from

Years Later.

Mrs. Arbuthnot's pel bulldog.
"Boy"
hadadjoining
been resting
on a
hi the
room. peacefully
and. hearing

about the

ran

one room to another; but her darling baby had indeed disappeared. For days :lHd weeks the search went on, but all was
in vain, and at last the poor woman felt it was hope!
expect to ever see her only child again.

" Would you loike yer fortune told ? "'
A slatternly dressed gipsy-woman advanced cautiously with a pack of cards,
and the maids became interested.
" Oim afraid yell be disappointed. The
card-; won't speak unless there's another
female present," said the woman slyly.
"Goand fetch Miry." suggested one of
1 he girls. " Baby is sure to he asleep." _ .
Mary was lured away from the cot-side
of the baby-heir. The instant she had
[( El i lie room, however; bhe, lattice window
was pushed roughly aside and. the gipsyman silently entered it. Snatching up the
baby from the cOt and wrapping it in a
dark cloth, he left by the same way as he
had entered. But he had not Counted o\i

madly

ending
i.

caravan bj the window.

(be lawyer who, being n great friend of
\n- ajrbutbnot's, ii.ul popped in unannounced to warn her of ihe good uows
•• 1 1 Inn k I hold pt not enough, oonti
the lawyer, as he Hourisheu theremntint
iif the will before him. Sirs, ArhuUiuol
J. ». >k . -i l ii ■• 11 1 1 i-i 1 11^ I \ at Gerald, but he bud
nothing to say, and, taking iu> auien of
the young wiuow, he leti the room.

picrui<-

LIFE
WITHOUT
MYSTERY
IS ALMOST
DEATH

Bc!-«og a it.
It rasa glorious Spring morning when
the carat an retiuiieu i" me village.
The gipsy bus band weul ma visit to
Gerald i" iry and obtain more money,
.Inn went into the w
i togatuer sucks,
ami the old woman, taking advantage
>>t their au*ence, took more mink tuan
ftua good tor her. anil Ion. -it hopelessly
ilruiik against the siae oi the caravan.
Mie nau nrutalij treated liii'.i vi'inuniii >i . who was i n it in the tool ol the tiny
bed wit hm, and" Koj ' bau i u seeureij
lashed t<> a tree in the neigtibouruood.
but. recognising old surroundings, tne
dog managed to break lo
anu scamper away borne, reaching his descination josl as mrs. Arbutnnoti and tne
lawyer were entering the grounds ol the
house. " Boy " bounced up to them, and
Mr-. \ Hm tin tot started to make a greas
(008. "t Inni. hut " Hey would not rest,
he pranced along in troni of them, and
todowing the uog, they came at last
within sight ol the '-i, -> caravan. which,
to their amazement, was on fire.
'i be gipsy-woman
had carelessly
ahylu
tne straw winch
formed set
its
carpet, "Boy"must have realised the
baDy's danger,
and, oh
torsaking
Nits.
Arbuthnot,
tie dashed
t" the Iniie
house on wheels that had been lus home
for so long. Alter many tut ne attempts
to gam an entrance to the caravan, the
door ol whicb w;i< locked; be managed
to climb through the tiny window.
Though beaten hack by dames and
Binoke, the brave little dog reached the
■ the bed, and, gnawiugth'e rojjes
which held tne chifu ;i prisoner, he succeeded in Imrsting the si
iwrit and
dragging the heijptess baby to i:v feet
ot nis mistress; Hy this tune .Inn.
attracted by the Sanies, had also come
npon the scene.

" oh : sir." be cried pitifully, "my
mother is inside; save her for me."
The sad appeal was too much tor the
lawyer, who dashed into the van and
brought the woman out of danger.
it did not take long tor Mis. Arbuthnot to reeoginse in the foaoy hoy tier
long-lost i the meantime Uerald
ana the- gipsy man had come up, but
then- rage was cut short, thanks lo the
foreihought of the lawyer, who had gone
for the police, into whose hands the man
and Jns accomplice passed.
*
•
•
The wonderful acting of the dog cannet tail to appeal to all pieturegoers, hut
the cast of this- thrilling one-reel Burliugham drama. produced by Mrs: Ethj le
Baiiey. also includes sm-h fayourites as
Ernest Batley as Gerald, KubyHamiltonasthegipsy-woman,Martin Valmour,
the lawyer, Inly O'tJonoboe, the widow,
and Henry Harrison, the gipsy-man.
The film is released on May 20th. and is
handled by the New Agency Film Co.,
of 61-83. Shaftesbnry-avenue, W.

To-morrow is always
— it holds the joy
hope, and is full of
unknown. Without
be dull and flat.

brighter than to-day
of anticipation and
the mystery of the
mystery life would

A book is worth reading only when it
carries you in doubt almost to the end.
So with a film. Yet the only "Mystery "
dramas (those which have unusual endings)
are the 'Essanay's.' The latest and best is

" THE GALLANTRY OF
ROGERS'"
MR. JIMMY

If your picture-house manager knows of
it he will surely show it — if not, will you
please tell him about it, adding that it is an

THE
ESSANAY

DOMINANT

FILMS

FILM MANUFACTURING
148, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C,

* Adapted from " Tin- Smart Set Magazine " B^orj . I
Ai>vil _•;. Length. S71TK One Act. A-pferfect mystery drama.
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KEYSTONE GCMIDY III 6 REELS

"TILLIES

PUNCTURED ROMANCE '
A rollicking story of an unsophisticated cDuntry
girl. The cast including Chas. Chaplin as the
Crook, Marie Dresler as Tillie, and Mabel
Norm^nd t e Crook's associate, combine successfully in creating for the screen the most
humorous display yet submitted to the public.

Booking rights for London and Metropolitan Area, and
the Counties of Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridqe,
Norfolk,
Essex-,Sussex,
Hertford,
'Bedford,
Bucks,
Middlesex, Suffolk,
Surrey, Kent,
Oxford,
and Berkshire.
CONTROLLED

BY

THE

Globe Film Co., Ltd.,
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, London.
Managing

Director:

MR. J. C. SQUIER.

Tlione 5600)
„ 5601 \ EEGENT
,, 5602 >

ii

Telegrams
—
" B1OPHOS0O,"
LON DON.

Man Proposes,
But
A Drama of Austrian
Duplicity and Italian
Heroism.

A

PROPHECY

IN

CELLULOID.

Magnificent
Staging,
Superb
Acting.
Vivid Characterisation,
and a highly
Sensational Plot.
THREE

EXCLUSIVE

REELS.

EXCLUSIVE.

RIGHTS-LONDON AND
CONTROLLfcD BY

LIONEL

SOUTH-

GILLING

THE
OMNIFILM
COMPANY
I5I-I53, Wardcur
Street, LONDON,

W.
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Versatility
(Conit
Success.
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SCREEN

i>. ?').)

Spells

ful actress on
round, enuseANstagalle -or
scre
is
Ruby Belasco, who
for f'oEir years has
been associated with
the Hepworth Company. In comedy or
drama, it matters not
which, Miss Belasco
who is a cousin of the
faniousDavid Belasco.
has always come
through with flying
colours, and, as a consequence, she is now
one of the most popular of our British

rv

\
\
/

playa ers.
have urebeen
member
pict
" I
of the theatrical profession for a great
many years, as you
knowd,"amshefamitold
liar us,
'"an
to
playgoers as Ruby
on adop
sco."a
iltgh
Hamhou
- Bela
ting
Alt
i
Spanish name as a
horn 1I1 tin u'tre. she is
the daughter of the
RUBY
BELASCO
late W. H. Sharpe. a
In a typical Coster Chara
Fellow of Trinity College, Dublin, and be- med
longs to a highly-estee
old Irish family, many members
of which have served as officers in the Army and Navy.
Miss Belasco has played in hundreds of films, and her
most recent part was the gipsy-woman in Bull-Dog Gr%t,&
Burlingham him (in which she played as Ruby Hamilton1, the
story of which appears in this issue. "The hie scene
warm." she added. "1 had to wait to lie rescued from the.
caravan and narrowly escaped being licked by the flames ; but
I love film work, and don't mind what I have to go through in
order to make a successful picture."
Burning at Burnham.
THREE men in flames and a capsized boat in a mad effort
to escape an explosion were unrehearsed incidents of a
film-taking enterprise last week, when the Burlingham
Standard Film stock company went to Barnham-on-Cronch
to burn a yacht for a picture produced by Ernest (>. Bailey.
The yacht was towed up the river, several tar-barrels were
emptied in the hold of the cabin, and decks and sails were
soaked with gallons of petrol, but the difficulty came in getting
the boat alight and getting away before the explosion.
Martin Y almoin- and his fiance*, Miss Merry, were placed
alt mi the yacht and told not to jump into the sea until the
cameras were going. 'J hree petrol tanks, hermetically sealed,
were to explode when heated by the fiames. " Throw in the
fuses," thing xsnouted
the picture!
" Someout wrongBatley.
for the"and
tire get
did out
not ofstart.
Cautiously,
in a
yawl. Batle.. and his assistants swung back alongside of the
yacht toseewhat was the matter.
She was well alight afterall.
Bang ! bang! and there was a roar of flames on all sides.
" Get out of the picture! " shouted the camera men.
Choking with the smoke Yalmour and the girl. their clothes
burning, leaped into the sea. Batley, Jimmy Russell, and
■lack Mullins. who can't swim, were also on tire.
In the etloit to get as far as possible from the flames the
three men working the explosion all reached the far side of
the yawl, which took water and then turned over. Fortunately the accident cleared the picture, and the camera man
began turning and caught the big explosion when the deck
went into the air. and t he sails fell in pieces like an infernal
rain of lire.
" Will the firm buy me another overcoat ? " groaned Batley.
" Bow about mv hair and burned neck? " whined Mullins.

j
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Our Confidential Guide
Films

you

should

make

a point of seeing.

TILLIES PUNCTURED ROMANCE.
Prom all account*
thisgrcal Keystouo »ix-rcoler W
Wher
I mt \ mi in. 1 \ live > ■ • 1 1 are sura i>> be able to ire the Dim
nooner i>i' Inter. And it 9 worth whilo it you ro foud ol
II (bug laugh nud who isn t we should like to know

*

1

/ ■

KINETO WAR MAP No. 5 Better than cue to four,
It entirely monopolises the battle at Neuve Uliapelle
forcibly portraying the struggle ol the British tohold
this position ;iii.n n-t the heavy Bro ol tl
nam] s batteries. Will inspire even true Briton who sees it.
Kit to 1
MAX SEES LIFE. Scenes in which Mas Lindor ropro•enta a young man who has partaken not wisely but too
wall, and bo. delicately performed that they cannot
ml
tin
offend
It is Max at In- (jest Super-Max!
It
... sit the
th.. most fastidious.
yon -it through tin- tilin without laughing, let your hcxl place "i rail
Ik- th<' docti
■' Comedy
;
-'"1.
THE
LIEUTENANT-GOVERNOR,
Intrigue
interwoven
with
love
nu I jealousy. Mill strike scenes and a sensational shooting incident
minute.
Powerful situations have been ii--<-<1 to good advanby Josephand Byron
tiugeno O'Brien, Ruth Stonehduse,
LestertageCuneo,
SydneyTotten,
Ainsworth.
Kenan \y Drama, 1,877 J tl Kay L8).

I

THE TREK. Fine romance of the South African veldt. Cattle
diseaso necessitates a trek to another part ol the country. Znluland
|a entered byoue party and resented b] the natives, .who attack the
intruders. Thrill follows thrill, not the least exciting of which isa
East -spreading prairie fire.
D.P.8.A. i/"»
1 ,,. 1,200 • ■ (Ji

PR0OU2ING A NATION'S PRIDE. Yon are all interested in the trig
i- your opportupuns that are playing havoc on land and sea. Here
nity to see a gigantic ti-inch gun (hurling a projectile over a ton) in
action. And more this film will showyou its birth frond the damping of the (ire to the finished srticlo on a modern floating fortress.
■ Plying A " Inter,
( 13).

TILLY AND
Alma Taylor
elapsed since
to-day. The
lovely time.
'■ nut

THE " NUT." l)u you remember the famous Tilly girls
and Glirissio White? In spite of the years which have
their first appearance, they are just the same in this tii„,
"not" paid them a visit, ami the Tilly girls had a
It was a mnch-bedrag
gled. very wet-,and certainh wiser
you.
after the visit, we can assure
II ptcorth
Comedy, 725 feet iMay 10).

THE MIGHT OF THE ALLIES. One of the most comprehensive
fclnis ever issued, dlustrating many phases ol the armies of the Lilies
It brings before us it. vivid fashion the.res]
se of the manhood of
the nation- to the call. In review pass before us Belgians, Russians
French, aud British. Bach nation contributes its quota to the film
winch 1- eei tain of a big success.
anoni Film. 1.112 feet {May 21).
THE LITTLE STREET PERFORMER. A theatre fire a wonderful
scene oi panic and burning, causes the disappearance of the little son
of auiarnms. I he boy becomes a wandering street performer, and
after much suffering a chimney-sweep. Many exciting adventures
take place before he is united to his aristocratic but fond parents
—Ambromo Drama (H. A. Broume and Oo.), 1,850 feet {June 21)
THE
AVENGING
DENTIST. -This film
funny from the word
"Go."
Billie takes he girl out. Desertsis her
for another girl, and
quarrels
withintroduced
the latter - escort. Billie knocks out some ofhls'teeth!
He 1- later
as the father of another eirl. Billie knocks
out rest ol teeth. Toothless one visits di ntist. Lo! this same dentist
is Billie. and poor Pa is carried off on a shutter.
Billie. thinking
he has muriered him disappears down a manhole! Billies
other
Dame is " Ritchie.
Nuffsed!
L-h
{Trans-Atlantie),lj60Sifaet{Junel0).
THE
MORALS
OF MARCUS.
Had William J. I^ke-written his
famous novel and plav The Moralsof Marcus for Marie Doro
he
could not have improved upon the theme or the rite, with their vast
rretsnre of opportunity oharmingly congenial to the .ale, it- and mannensms of the 1 youthful star. The picturosqne originality of the
play .- turthcr, limiinated
the sweet wistfulness and captivating
personality oi MissTjoro. l,y
Her delicate
and appealing tended
n.vs make her an ideal interpreter of the beauty
.-.; , of ( arlotta. the slender
and fascniahnghttle refugee from a Turkish harem,
and the central
cliaracter or the play.

~F"'"""-' Players < 'ofoedy, four /wrrrs (June 7).
ARE
YOU
DiivirMKisN
DlIM
DING

>"0,u' bftok nmnbersf
If so, you must have
,h°
"Ilu,ox
wnich
«*
have from
prepared
for
Volume
VII.
It will lie sent
this office
post-free for three penny stamps.

PATHE'S
GAZETTE

ANIMATED

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST
(To he followed by a Foreign Players Contest)

on every Coupon— Free
30 Votes
NUMBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD

BACK

£10

£10

FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.
Secrnd Prize - value
30s.
Graphtphone £7 10s., Records
- value
Third Prize
Graphopiione

£5 10s.,

Graphophone

£3 3s.,

30s.
-Records
value

Fourth Prize Records 16s.
Graphopiione
£i 4a.,
- v lire
Fifth Pr ze Records
17s.

£9
£7
£5
£4

100 Handsome Consolation Prizes
The machines and Uecords are manufactured by the
World Famous "Columbia" Company.

tl iii ii u- Grey,
in London and Martin Fi'ms.

THE

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS:

Mitrdoiiald

Minim

Hubert wiuis

Motngrnph
Fi,ma
Halts Neville
hylnl lie llrny
Austin

Can

V.S

«. ri. Mil Lawrence
-Muit

GOES

MEhRILY

ON

YVesto,

Mike Murphy"

Martin's
BRITISH FILM of PLAYERS:
Heoiun" Films
>
liniisla* '*a)ne
ltrian Italy
Dbnclas < ox
•iiilni ta-t
Phoen>x
' I'iuipl Films:
' (Fied Ei
' Matties ' (Joe

Geraidim- Maxwell

Jainrn Heed
Svmuelso-i Films

"The

Pictures"

GREAT BRITISH

I tlcai.-e to cast Ten
Pi u \m

PLAVERS

CONTEST.

ltowlaiul flimrj
i. M'ott .\rnn-i ■ U
Frank it. tit nrort
Gn>
Unpen
l.nneies
Gnr.iou
ij.-s^i'n
Various
iiom
« barles Chaplin
Rrnesl
Itatlry
II
Hie Kin
hie
1>> t ln»r
Dorothy
llntley
Alec
Mni'icMcr
Ku8C llalplt
Mndse
i ree

Junta
* lire dettottsell
M intnil

'O
10
Five Votes

(2nd choice)

for

Plated

«5

PlATEI

«^

Address

Harry Moyotea
Nary Manners
Hull}

11

I rcr

> err t'arly le

Votes for

Platsb.._

Mali; ruin;
_
I desire also to cast

Mni

FILM

1

Freil Paul
Asnes
GlynntBernard
Yniisrian
Donald Yoiiii?
Turner Film's :
tfnrmliy It no an
Maud Stuart
Clifford Itcynnr
Pembroke
Arnold
Regent Fi.mss
Wiiiil"re«
< t«ir r.lrnKiu-h

Ivy on- tinril
► t liel Iti-.ei m

p

Hurry
Lorraine
J nan Morgan
Neptune Films :
i»ais> <•• rttell
.In. -in Hit/.
UrrKorj

:

BALL0?S

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may he sent
4. No coiresp nleuce can he entered
in, lint only one i rize may bo won by one into concerning the contest. Two lists el
voter. Should no one succeed in placing Uritish players" are given on this page, but
voters may vot? for nut/ tfritU/i
l lie towinners'
nami ois correcl
ly. the Coupon.
tio will whether
in the lists or not.
jro
the s uder
the nearest
,r>. A niter nniy til' up any number of
In the unlikely even! of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the Coupons from one issue, and may semi in
prize will be divided.
quantity
his or her and
own a1 Oanytrends'
2. Coupons "ill apps>r weekly until any
Coupoi
s n oneot envelope
time.
further notice. • hey may be forwarded
li. The winners
Editor's
dec. matters
sion a to connected
the prizeami on all
at once, or keptand sent in onemvelope
at end of contest,
with this contest will be final and ll g illy
.!. All names must be written in ink. bind nir, and Coupons are OOCep
on this understan li c.
No alteration will i e permitted.

»•i»iiilliam
mi ws
Mac 1 'I'll
tn lire
Tmii Itntt

limm" as

THE

PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing t**e
names of the win- era in their order according to the final
counting of the votes w II receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST

j. Hastings Hatson
Clarendon Films i
Lieut. Howe, II. N.
Dorothy iirlicw
Jack Spratt
Me* worth Films/
Al «ia Taylor
dirissle White
Tin i t llousim
liuliy llelaseo
Stewart
'
l.lmielle uHoward
A n Inir Mi antes
Henry Vibart
Harry miss
Lo'iri-n Films :
Mary Itrouicii
Gwynite Herbert
Clu*l8tlnc llayner
Cnarles itnek
► enry Ainley
George itellamy
1'rank Mauiuore
l.ailghornc llnrlmi
Y> iiiiiiiam
Gin*c'
Hen
Webster
l.ri'.ilil Ames
Lewis Giiixrt
It. .Inil U een

OF

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. Vou
may vote for child payers, old men piayers, c .medians, character
pi <yers, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
ihey NOiv play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEwE«EST BRITISH FILM PLAVERS IN TnlS OR
»"iV OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon
below.

B. & a. Films i
Elisabeth Itisdon
Fredk. Groves
A. V. Bramble
M. Gray Murray
Barker Films :
Blanche Forsyr.lt
lincliel dc Nolla
.11 anil Tatcs
Hoy Travers
Itolfc Leslie
Turn i over try
T.

BATUE

truest

I laml a l.llillnr
Eric Desmond
Jark Hiiirnp

Y» illriil It Miliar

Martin \ aim «ur
Nancy lli\
ii.irton
Keorax
Pole]

Irene
.IneU
Jeff".
•Park

> rriiiiu
Inline
Ilnrlnw
Jar
an

Harrs Granville

" Mike Murphy "
British artittes, no matter
where
they are
clay eg,

M mile «.'!•;•>■

._

aro good for this fome«l
Fill u- nnd post to " Contest

Ef'lt r. ' Pictur.-s, IP, Adam

St . Strmitl. Lrndon, W.C-

\
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PICTURES

GOSSIP
SCREEN

AND

EDITORIAL.

Til IS issne begins the last three weeka
of ili.- British Players Contest;
In reply to many who have asked
the question, the Foreign Contest will
liegiu ns sooh as tli is one is finished Bui
why worry about the Foreign Contest
yet ?
Vote now for the cleverest
"British "' players. Don't see any coupon
wahted, l>nt one your votes to those
(thorn yon think are bj their talent and
Artistry worthy of them.

I?i>r ihe Thirteenth

Time.

It' a British artiste i^ playing for a
foreign company he or she is entitled to
votes in the present Contest because be
or -In- is British; lut Tom Powers,
although he recently played lor Hepworths, is not eligible yet because he is
American. 1 have told you so probablj a dozen times previously, but the
constant stream of questions by post on
Che subject keeps me telling the same
old storj .

>• nous

Subject Appreciated.

During a ohat with Florence Turner
tin1 other day 1 was glad to learn that
scores of picturegoers have written to
her in appreciation of her recent production Snip Girts. " I am delighted
with thi' reception which is bein^r aceorded to this film," said Miss Turner,
"as the siilijeet is one whieh I thought
over very deeply, and. as you know. I
it a month behind the counter in a
bit: New York drapery stor> in order to
Qbiain first-hand information. But —
never again ! The experiment gave -me
quite enongh of a shop-girl's life, thank
you.''

P.mple's Prize Portraits.

ini/e
otter
from
tl"- one
and
only
Pimple," who- is so delighted with the

letters you have written to him that, like
t diver, he oriea for more
" Pimple "
has discovered that many of his admin-is are torn* letter-writers, and by

waj of encouragemenl he baa arranged
through me to run a little Prise Competition. For the most interesting

letters received by him he will present
three enlarged portraits of himself.
autographed and nicely framed, and
twelve
other
" Pimple " portraits
a,
consolation prizes. Now then, picture.
goers,to ifpossess
you love
Pimple " So
youplease
will
love
his "portrait.
put pen to paper Heavens! what a lot
of p's!
youratletters
to ," Pimple,"
care
of Address
the Editor,
this Office.
Potash
When

Burns

Player.

I \isited the Btudio of .1 If.

M.ii tin. Ltd.. a few d&ys'agn I was witness of a most extraordinary accident,
Sid Butler, a comedian
of the .Martin
Company, whilst cycling to the studio
from
Wimbledon
station, reached his
destination with his trousers on lire.
Willing hands put out the flames, and
a doctor attended to a pair of badlywe were told howlegs, andthethen
burned
it
is supposed
tire originated. Mr.
Butler, it appears, had soma potash
lozenges loose in his waistcoat>poclret
and the friction caused by pedalling the
machine must have set alight the potash
and. fanned by the breeze as he rushed
through the streets, caused the flames to
spread. If you must carry potashLozenges, carry them in a box.
The Stone Age.
Talking of Martins, they have just
produced what must surely make the
merriest of merry comics. It deals
with love in the Stone Age; when haircutting and shaving were unknown,
when clothes as we know tlem were not

Portrait prizes for Pimple-loving
picturegoers! It reads like a modern
music-hall chorus, hut refers '•■ a trie

worn
I

AMD
and

THE

wlena

PIC 1 UK I -<'}-tK

bang on the head

With

ie ■ hammer ended every argument,
i ff the huts and

tome

of t he pla I

and had my bead struck with one of the
hammers, ami feel sure thai t In- film will
pri '\ e a ttrilring buo
Official

Bunny

News.

To dl who wish to know if it is true
that John
Bunny
is dead,
and
to all
who are worrying as to whether or no
Bunny has left .ill' picture-making for
I. the information 1 have just had
red hot from the studios will be ,.f iut ••Bunny is alive and quite well.
Bunny is on a most successful musichall tour in America Bunny will
return
to act before Vitagrapfa cami
in ( October.

The Cry in tin Night.
Funny
things
happen
sometimes
at
the cinema both oil' and on ihe screen.
The other evening shrieks of laughter
were raised at a cinema into which 1 had
popped for a brief spell of pictures.
During the .progress of a dri m i a baby
somewhere in the balcony cried loudly,
as babies occasionally do. but note
carefully the sequel before it- criee
had died down a sub-title which belonged to the story then being screened
was Hashed on. and this js what we
nad: "John: Let me kill him; and
then we will go out and kill ourselves ! "
If baby was still crying we did not hear
it, for the house rocked with laughter.
1

I)

VICTORIA <'M£MA CJLLECE,
47, BEDFORD

STREET, STRAND,

W.C.

We 'ii->' 'V r t.ilent for acting for the films, train
it in oui welt-equipped studio, under usual working conditio is, and with an expert produc -, and
• ■ proficient stu euts lor our prod icti ns.

EXCELLENT RESULTS ARE NOW BEING
OBTAINED, MANY STUDENTS APPEARING
IN FILMS, SHOWING THAT THERE IS
ENGLISH TALENT FOR PICTURE ACTING.
/(/; flCIURS', in issue of April 10th, 1915,
say :— "Having vis ted the real tilui Studio,
aud me! the Proprietors of th- School, I feel
f i -o :.i i iy -i isled that .t< pupiLj will get
v.ii uq or their
money.*1
STUDIO
COURS
S TO SUIT ALL, ALSO
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES.

WRITE

Ml

DEAIlESr

FOR

FREE

OF D. A REST

" PlCTClIE

GUIDE.

READERS."—

Thanks awlulty lor those nic? Letters to me. also
tin- juicy kis-«es. Look ouc for my'* Letter I
pet ton" and look on* tO' my Great Film
" Pimple's K yal D ore**." I m going to play
Na ole n Bona one. and there's a lot oi Bony
Parts About me t jo. Well, B.\ i-lo ••.

VvvJ^c
Are you
getting
" Pictures " Regularly ?
If not, a standing order with
IfBS. Lion : • 'Who's the old gent in the skirts? "
Mr. Lion: "Oh, ties the martyr thrown to the sBging lions. We're supposed to
devour him while the other chap turns the handle.''
Mrs. Lion: -It's a- good job were acting.' I don t fancy him much . aud I'm
hungry.''

any
localevery
oe-wingont
ensure
delivery
Saturday"ill
morning.
Let us know ii you experience
any difficulty.
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FILMS

Are written, acted, ancl produced
for you.
THAT IS, FOR THE
PUBLIC.
LOVING

GREAT

PICTURE-

From

the day the plot is first thought of to the completion'of the final scene we stud}- your wishes. The
resources of the- studio, the skill of the writers and the
players, the genius of FLORENCE TURNER and
LARRY TRIMBLE— all are devoted to one object—
the making of a Picture that will please you.

"Shop Girls" is a recent Turner " Picture-made-for-you."

THE

YOUNG
PICTUMGikR

d:

veab Girls
'and Boys —
A lady whom
I know took
her little girl
to a cinema
the other day.
They saw a
film in which
another little

girl was the
principal char a c t e r. She
was an only
child, but nol
a w e Ic 0 m e
,,Uc. 11 r p irents taking po hiteresl al
a 1 in ber welfare. One day. when the
girl asked them if she could do a certain thing, she was told to " runaway
and nol bother" them. The result was
Ihe little girl went out into the st>
and was accidentally knocked down hya
killed. The poor child's
motor-car
only
Friend and
at home had been a beautiful
collie dog. and a final pictureshowed the
faithful creature BT,retehed across the
little one's grave. 1 have net seen the
film, and may be 1 ha\e DOl told the
story correctly, bnt it is near enough.
When
last' scene
appeared
friend
looked thedown
at her
little TOJ
daughter
and said, Dv you like the picture, dar-

ling?" But the child was quietly soh>
blng, and could not answer. The next
moment another picture flashed upon the
screen,ing, showing
the clasped
" dead "' around
girl laughwith her arms
the
neck of her only friend-- the dog; and
underneath this picture were the words,
"Don't cry; it is only make-belief."'
Grace Wheatley, a prize-winner, has
sent me a charming little portrait of
herself. She says she goes three times
weekly to tin-pictures, and Mary Pick ford
is her favourite. Many delightful letters
have reached me lately, and for which I
now thank all the writers, with an extra
special " Thank you 1 " to violet Sims for
a box of lovely primroses; to Ruby Sheward, for her interesting letter {yes,
Ruby,
now for
one his
of myphotograph;
" hieces");
to
W. you
G. are
Barks,
and to Nora Kent, for a new ''wordmaking
Which" compel
remindsition.
me Whai was the
matter
withforthe
puzzle
- Wait too hard
you" Kite
all? " It
is the
only
one that has not been a success. The
hidden player was Jack Spratt. the
comedian whose name is on the Contest
Page, bill onl\ two out of a fair number
of cards sent in were Correct, and b
therefore won the prizes. Their names
are: Maisie Bawhee. 1:,. St. Luke's
Road, Bayswater; E. S. Dale. 13, Pinfold Street. Maceleslield.
Aw urd os M 1 1.-ii (Special Pi I
Six.0. Stuart Morgan (Swansea). Gladys
\yVMary William; (Scja1-

Have you seen it yet?

borouirhi. Eric Whitman (Hampstead),
Winnie BristowfCowes Lee ■ Coortenay (Brighton), Cyril Boot :
.ft),
Elsie Longworth (Ruabon).
Before announcing my next Competition I want
to deal with a grumble
which "comes from Emily, of Kennington.
She writes :-" Many children
more gifted with their brains than their
hands.
So do yon think it quite fair to
those who
are not artists in painting
and drawing
to judge
eompetit
meant for writing only, by the draw
that accompany so many of them ?
I have already got three competiti
correct, and because th 5 were t hi
on your hands just plain, sensible a
and m>t elaborate pain tin
is very wrong- and unkind of Emily
notIt considered."
to make thes
»ns, because they
untvue, ii nd u t.:
Emilj is i'(>; uj a position toki
therefore should 11
Let Emily and all my ]
: ssured thai
ed (and
sometimes there are roan;
Is in
one week) is carefully .
me.
and the best correct re
h simple
and
in a prize or a war. .
merit.
UNCLE
TIMS
"PICTURE
LIMERICKS."
Thora wis n young l-dy named Taylor,
Who played the f Ira part 01 n sailor:
The result w.t, n scream.
But the Rirl was a dream.
Compb
the "Li)
last ie!i:

'

I

tyst

\
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word must rhyme with the last wordi
nf the Brsi t«'> lines. Lddn ".Limerick," 18, Adam Street, London,
\\ C State age, and post before Monday,
M in 3rd. For the cleverest 1 i » — t lines
two prizes and Special Merit will be
aw arded bj
Uncus Tim.

IN

REPLY

Mixing his Reels.

In view of an extract in a recent issue of
the Pictures re the projection <>i tiie reels
oi a ti tin in iht- wrong order, it may intereel
some ol your readers to know that i oncesaw
11 buartacus
(.four
projectod
in the
following
order:
pariparts)
one, pari
two, half
of
part four, part three, second halt of pari four,
li nnu- late on Saturday night . however, which
may explain tue operator s carelessness (I
suppose he was tired or had just been paid).
It would Ih> interesting to learn bow many of
your readers have met the same thing.
T. T. C. (Fulham).
Moral Lessons in Filmland.
1 read in a recent number of Pictures nm>
Tin PicTUREOOKB the story otiikop (lirls.
Now that 1 have seen the liim I must say it
is finer than the story led me to expect.
1 only wish a lew more Companies would
have enough sense to produce pictures of tins
description, which would be far more beneficial to jrirls of our Empire. They don't
seem to realise that they might be the means
ol helping many a girl or boy, man or woman,
to take tin- right path. Ami. as Miss Turner
has shown u^ in .>/i.^< Girts, it is possible to
Nmaki' a film convey a great moral lesson
without in any way adopting a " preaching"
tone or sacrificing the interest of the story.
E. M. (Blackpool).
Publicity for Picture-players

Please.

Isn't the Contest ripping? But there is
one thiu'g I would like to mention about it,
ami that is that half the British players are
not known. Personally 1 take great interest
in everything British, and so look out for
British films (though I do not see many);
but it it were not for Pictures 1 should bave
known nothing about British Players. In
America one hears Film flayers talked about
as much as, if not more than, the legitimate
stage artistes, but over here no, I will not
express my disgust in words as it may offend
some of the well-known British firms who
are just waking up to the tact that the
public wants to learn heaps more about their
pint/erg.
Grumbler (Hendon).
A "Picture" Hat Tragedy.
Won'tperson
you please
sympathise
with
Every
so far has
laughed at
me, me?"
but
it was really awfully serious. My mother
and two sisters and 1 had been across to the
mainland to do some shopping, and we had
bought two lovely spring hats each (or rather
mother had bought them for us), and we were
COOiiug home by an aiteruoon boat, but one of
my sisteis; suggested stopping in tONvn and
going to the pictures. Well, we stayed, and
weni home by a later boat. By this time the
wind had changed, and it was quite choppy.
We plated the big hat-box on the roof of the
cabin on the steam-launch, thinking it would
be quite sate, but, alas '. ami alack a big gust of
wind came, and now — we are hatless. Two
s dlnrs tried to rescue our lovely hats, but
only managed to land the stupid" box, And
that's what we got (or rather what we didn't
get) lor staying to see the " pictures."
C. B. (Isle of Wight).

ARE YOU VOTING?

See
page
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I
ion) muet
when writing,
II •
■/'';/
through tlm pott, letters are dealt with ix
rotation.
When eaete are required
i mil

BITS FRUM OUR LETTER-BAG

PICTURES

in ust be ■;

"8. Lord1
—Tour outside " uraoanos*
in. iu " Idea should prove > boon and .1 bh uiuM to
piocuretreeri ami , i>\
wtaerevti it in
use .. i" It 1-1 wanted budly. Nothing annoyi the
im hi ir 111.11 f t.inn 10 nave to wail In Uieotowd outsnif .1 theatre in urnomnce of what aoot >are ? cunt
or nut. four aUmirabte device vol voa the ditliculty
ami no wish it 11
1 -fs.
"BUSKS ivii DOLOSas" (Doiwlch)— says alio bus
heard that Broncho Bid) "has be. n killed through
an
accident
in .along Walt
troni till
his horse."
vo
lif.rl
ol 11. ileuis.
you see First
it in wo"
Tim
l'icii ibss betore believing it.
'•Tom" iFdgware Koa.).— If you think yourself
elever enough to ploy tor tliu Pictures, lum, try
■ouie o> the lionuon Producing Companies.
Let
t in-iii know ol all your abilities.
"Micky ' i Hoim-rtoit). The idea depicted in your
siftfh, "M.cKy," is very hunioious, Cbas.
Uba.plin.41iu not piny very long for Keystone.
"Lrcie." 1 Harriugay).— ...any il usions on Alms
are made possible by doublo exposures. Your
expeueuce witn the handnei ohiet was tuuny.
"The Three Pickles" iSouth Norwood).—
Thanks lor yourtmdget o' lun. Mary ihurleson
sinl piays .or ViUgraph with Maurice coMeilo.
Tin' Tbaiiuouser 1 wins — Muueli e and Motion
Fairbanks — might answer your letter. Address
co. lli.u.h. ser Co., Alain St., Kcno Avenue,
Mew Boc flie, New York. in the Patience
Comment! n the Ed.tor is top ; Job second.
"Herbert" (Bridlington). — "The Card Sharps"
UAiuino) : — " Aune
Breeze,"
Enid
Marheyj
"Eij,er Harr.s," Cuas. Bay;
'Jerry Burnes,'
H.rshul awjrull.
Tue oilier lasts are not pub>
lisued.
Are you a " uu.sauco " to us ? ISOt
"Katie" (Marlpool). — The only way to fiud out if
p.uytrs will answer your letters is to send them.
Judaic T.JOUS, c.o. T.auS-At.autic t-o., l,t>w, itroadway, ±New Yor* City ; ana JNla.gariia Fiscuer, CO,
American Co., Lui.,n,--<, liroadway, Chicago.
"Lokuian " (Leicester)— goes to the Cinema eieven
tun. -a a Nvee k ! lour love will go to the puiyers
you meut.oii. cannot tay it iL,orl Williams is
nut. r.e.l. i»e are aiwa s forgotten wucn tbe
Wedding
cake isis the
distributed.
T'hanliouser tlog,
property "ofSnep,"
tuat the
company.
Glad you love dogs.
We l-.ve many — even uogs.
"Stella" (Ciaphaw).— Irene Hunt played "The
unl —rtist" iu "Her intuitive Haodei " (ttioginih;. A,ot tie Briscoe acts with Artuur Jonnson.u-'L rd Pico diliy." Write to J.urockuss.
Lid., 4 ana b, New Couiptou St., London, W.C.,
re wu n tuis series is neing shown in your
neighbourhood." L.en Wiisou plays in several of
the X rans-Atlantic brands. Don't kuow Hairy
von Me.er's nationality. The personal iniormat.on is not available,
see reply to " Lorrian."
"M.N/." (Belvedere;.— Send your picture-play to
any of the nrst-c.ass British Companies. Typew niten is t e-t.
"H. B." (Berks;.— Sorry we have not the copies
you require ol The l'ici e uts prior to tbe ama.g.i •
in tion of the two papers, perhaps some of
our readers may bave some lor disposal and will
let ua kuow.
" Topsy "
oi Lurk
"Jeuiiv
trouoies
dear.
1

West Bromwicb l.-We wish you the best
(.cpital L Mr. Printer, piea^ej in your
liiud" career. May you rigj above
ana trials that may beset, you, Topsy,
hanks for love and kindly appreciation.

"Frivolous Minnie" (Urimsby). -Address Miss
Hanson, c.o. Famous Piayers Co., 213, West
l!oth St., Now York, she would be pleased to
hear lrom sue h a staunch admirer as yourself I
Cheer up Minnie, and hope your young man will
come back from the war covered with yriory. W o
reiueuiuer answering another orimbsy reader.
\\ e re oure your nom-de-plume does not fit you.
"Florekce" (Nottingham).— Our Lest wishes for
success in your proiessiou. Fie sed to help if
you require • ddresses of Producers or Cinemas.
"A. E. M." (Sutton I.— "A Study in Scarlet ' was
pioduced by ^ainuelsoii Film Co. Fred Paul
played Jeffers n Hope in it. No recor i of
ot .er films mentioned. Ford Sterling and Chas.
Chaplin are c can shaven. " Spanaeiis " is a
l'as juali tilth ciutrolled by Jury's Imperial
Pict res. King Ba,got did. not pl*y in it. The
story of ' TcBSibel of the ^tor!ll Country " was
published in PICTURES ; also story of " Sixirtacus."

PAULINE

BUSH,

who appears exclusively under the Hex
Brand ( Trans-Atlantic ). This i, one of
our portrait postcards.
'Ethel B." (Clacron-or.-Sea).— Can't say when
you
may Why
see not
"Shop
at your Florence
piotnre
theatre.
axk Girls"
the manager?
Turner (Judith) aud Bboda Grey [Gracej were
tbe two sisters.
'Artistic Jim" (Middlesbrough).— Thank you,
Jimmy, for complin ents. Dorothy Batley and
Little Galys are two different payers, the
former English, the latter American. Will help
you to go on thinking our paper is " top dog."
' Ctssv " (Regent St.). —Address Daisy Cordell, c.o.
Neptu q Films Co., Ltd., Borebain Woods, Herts,
Norma Tulinadge plays for Vitagrapb.
'Addie" (Alfreton). — It is against our rules to
put readers iu communication with each o her.
Sorry we cannot do so, even for you dear. We
are
" fond
reading,"
Thanks
for of
offer
of books.but get lit Je time for it.
■Nelly " (King's Cro-s).— Arthur Finn says be i*
a British player. Blanche Sweet, Mae Marsh and
Owen Moore are Amer.can.
' Maisiepop " (Lamb.'tb). We pul lislicd pictures
of Stewart Borne n character in Feb. ti and April
3 issues. Butb stouehouse will be interviewed
for us at an early dare. No cist published oi film
you mention. Have sent your love to Alma
Taylor. Chrissie White and Violet Hopson, stealing a little for ourselves as desired.
'Htlos" (Egremont).— Your grumble to hand.
We agree that inn.iv questions on this page have
be n answered before, but with a continuing
stream of new readers that is inevitable. We do not
publish a toons unless wc think them funny -, you
are the first reader to cavil at them. Your idea
of classifying the pl.tycis in our voii ig contest is
far too oompleic. We appreciate your criticisms
and suggestions.
what "classic,"
and
we will tell youLet
if itusis knew
copyright.
'Harry Bee" (Deptford). — Florence Turner ban
played iu quite a number of feature
films
duing the past year.
Perhaps it was in " For II. r
People " that you saw her. She took the part ot
a mill-girl iu tl ar tiiliu.
'Fred " (Hurnham.— Billie Ritchie is an Englishman. "Won in ibe Clouds" 1 101 1 i,on) was
released last St p eiuhnr— the cast is ;— " Hoy
Knabenshue," Herbert R.wliuson ; "Mary
lljornscn." Marie Walcamp; ' Cecil James," 1{. *
deltoselli;
" Grae
) " (his daugu terj, Essie Fay;
"Jack,"
Frank
Lloyd.
' Stella"

(Croydon). - Sorry don't know Mr. Hull.

(Coil'
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a*
eaglet).-!
u" ""
f:,:t,'"
to u-. t leo M.nli.-.on. Duphue
Vfayue
(Btancne
ud Jane Uoil ate nut eligible .or the
h flu} era Contest, ihanks ton
1,,-. -|li.- moretl trier. We're looking
. our new 1 'hi
« Pkimhosk ' 1Bolton).— (Have you any tl>e>
'I. in Powers will be eligible lor odr foreign
1. Pimple fiuieues bis presenl
Playi
V this week. Every l.-ucr luking questions
plied to hitliiscomu.il r.ijeu its turn ornvtS.
'MV.vni.ni'
(I'lMnouflii. — Winifred
Kingston
played lead in butt "Brenster'sJaiUiouB'-aiid
•' 'I'11c Virginian ;" so you are right.
"Saocx Flaws*" (WestlMflTsmwyi.— TtaPasqnali
C>. do not i.ublis'' cists. A. dress Gregory Ecott,
Ber.s.
co. Neptune Kim Co., Bonliaui V/oo.t-,
Warren KeiT'-pm s=ouie o your
Buve forwarded
love by wire.tss to aroi<l Gerimm submarines, anp
the test nas diviued in this office, Why wait a
ytar beloxe writing us?
(Leeds1.— Barkers seldom
"TwoPictuhegoees"
Kostiur is not eligible tora
publish costs. Hedda The
Yorkshire Ones Co.
our British Coniest
hiive
: d jess is 3 , 'Joirird St., L ndon, W. We time.
10. for some
Holograph
the
of
heard
not
and
andMuriiu
Cricks
Primrose."
"
to
See reply
.1. H Uartin are ditt'eren
companies.
Jane
Tom Powero is in Anie ica.
Giil is American.
We earmot say il he will rejoin Hepworth s, nor
why ■ e left. Continental and Kintmacolor are
f'laj trs is
n>t thesanic. Tyrone t o.»er • I Famous
Nsxt please I
1 man, and a clever actor to boot.
" Ln.T " (Cardiff) —Of course we wish you luck in
realising your ambit on. John Bunny is touring
on toe" stage.
lie returns 10 Vita^raph
in
know the film you mention.
Sepiomb.r.
Certainly sendDon't
your photo, Lily.
"'Nil Despeeakduh " (Ashton).— Chas. WeCbapHn
dout,
is not married to Mabel JSormaud.
We have lo postk. ow if he comes from fcaliord.think
the Answers
So you
cards of him vet.
• Man " (I darling " ! Well, well— likewise hush I

Many

A

replies are unavoidably held over.

FREE

TOILET

GrtJABJD (as train passes overlaid—
"Keep your head in there, can't you? :
Passenges
: " Why
shoulddamage
IP "
• tuaim): '• So's
you won't
the
ironwork of the liridge. of coone '.
Keeping it Warm.
Captain of Local Firk Bbxbade
(to zealous fireman): " Here. I say. old
chap, don't put the fire oat too quickly.
The Mayor's coming along, and he'll be
awfully
he
gets hidisappointed it it's out before
A Two-foot Comedy.
Ieatk PlCrUKBeOKK : "t.'onfound it
sir! You hare Btepped on my wifers
foot.
1 demand
(tEXIAI,
DITTO:saiistaction."
■" Oh. certainly. My
Wife s coming along behind : get up and
.A

GENTLEMAN

WHO

Bfcep on herComedy
foot." and Tragedy.

DOESN'T.

husbands who walk in tlieir sleep
Make happy the women they marry ;
For then if the babies should weep.
;
to carry.
They're
passed
to their father's
THE

Laddie

:

" What's

a

misnomer,

my advice
and don't."
the"Take
villain.
"An ostrich
egg replied
weighs

ly) : "Jane, whatMistbe3S
mean by wearing nay lowever did you(indignant
necked dress at the pictures last night ?
Keally. yon ought to have been ashamed

Daddy? " i *: The dress-circle at the
Daddy
opera, laddie !
Too Big for Him.
"Are you going to the mammoth sale
in "No;
town to-day?
" no place to keep a<
I've got
if I had one '."
even
mammoth,
Made Up for IL

generous.
preparamT.TT1
OATINJE
Borough,

"I am thinking of touring in South
Africa
comedian.next season,'*1 remarked tie

pounds."
from two toA three
Pictures Picture.

A Bare Example.

"Soap.

Our readers will welcome tins
especially as the Oatine
1offer
i< .us arc splendid.
Address applicationstoTHE
Buildings,
Oatine
CO, 200, S.E.
London,

Meals for Moths.
A reader asks : " What shall I get for
moths
We should not get anything; but if
you are loud of moths.
table
present would be a sealskin jacket.
A Dangerous Head.

OUTFIT.

For a limited period THE OATINE
CO. will send, absolutely free, to any
reader of "Pictures" sending: name and
address and 3d. in stamps (*d- stamps
preferred), to cover cost of postage and
■pacing, a Dainty Sample Outfit eon-l
la ining a trial size of five dedghtfu
( ) A.TINE preparations, including Oatme
Cream, Snow. Face Powder, a 2d.
Shampoo. Powder, also a, 3d. tablet ot
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Fay: "Her husband didn't leave her
? " \ ei\ often
died, hedidlefthe her
he but
much
Ray.when
" No:

,1'ani: (irieekly): "I was. mum.
never 'card such
remarks as they made.'
of yourself! " Sold Again.
"My wife sent ten shillings in answer
to an advertisement as a sure method of
of superfluous
"getting
"And ridwhat
did
she fat.
get for the
money : "
.
"A reply telling her to sell it to the
Cause for Doubt

when he was alive."
A Poser.
'

DoCTOK : "Tori
should
diet
onions.
Onions, my dear youog

&A\
Lady,

life."
the secret- of
arePatikxt:
Yes; but how 00 von keep

'Twere Better So.
it a seer, I : "
I'ikm

S«ot

[approaching chiema
rather a nice girl m
-That's
pay-bos):
Shall we speak to her r "
front.
till -shes
""Wait
Ditto:
Sboond
A Smoke Joke.
bought her ticket !"
Vn 11 1.1: Plates : "1
say, 1 aw
A tobacco Bran has
getting tiopnlar.

■just named a new Cigar after me.
' M \N Mill; : " Indeed : let 9 hope

l\ ill draw

it

better than you do. ' •
Too Horrible!

" Is that a Futurist
Mb. W wuwk
painting. Matilda: And i- that other
M RS W
So the book says.
thing a Futurist statue ? '
a whisper) : " Matilda!
(in
W.
Mi;.
Here's hoping we never have a Futurist

o
at tbecinem
picture

youngin lady
Tnefallen
bad
lo\e pianist
with a new
star.
soap man."
"Oh.

mother"

.

she exclaim, d.

nes

just grand! So square, so upright. So
Why. even in his notes
highly polished.
there is such a sympathetic tone that
if 1 am not reading
wonder
1
sometimes
the music of the gods ! "
ed
interrupt
child!"
"Mercys
mother.
" are sake,
you talking
about
a young
man or a piano!
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* Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
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"Would you like to make this charming young lady's acquaintance?
She is Pearl White, a Pathe Star.
(Fur jm-thcr wfemation «e 2H'?<' ?2.1
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Picture News

and Notes

•opl

LLFE has bought a
METC LLFE
RLE METC
EAiABLE
raciag hydroplane.
»
*
#
#

Vivian Rich has taken up- target
shooting as a pastime.
#
*
«
Owen Moore- husband of Mary Pickford lias joined Keystone, and will play
opposite Mabel Normand.
A famous sculptor is engaged on a
statuette of Courtenay Foote. it will
comprise a bust of the popular actor
garbed as a monk.
*
*
*
*
A tank to hold 80,000 gallons of water
has been built by the Keystone Company.buckle,
Some bath
some of 'em.
Roscoe Ar
for for
instance!
*
*
#
*

Snake's Last Sleep.
STEVE,''
the
famous
Thanh
snake, is
dead.
In The
Mystery
of //"■ Perpetual Glare, the fifth
episode of the new serial Zudora, the
wizards of the studio use a powerful
contrivance of mirrors which, by conthe sun's rays
an object,
is capable centrating
of setting
it onon lire.
On a
recent Saturday Steve decided to take
a sun bath while the sunning was good.
He selected a spot on which the machine
was concentrating. The warmth had a
soothing- effect, and Steeve passed into
a sound scious,
sleep.
he lay
the suns "While
rays had
hisunconlong,
shining body for a target, and when he
came to himself a terrible burn so crippled him that he could barely crawl.
Here the property man found him. It
was decided
to end Steve's theatrical
career
for ever;

£5

Edith Story has bought a Bleriot monoplane. Already she swims, rides, drives,
golfs, yachts, plays tennis, and motors,
fciome of us are never satisfied.
Double for Baggot.
King Baggot in the dual
WITH
title-rule, The Ucrrsican Brothers,
a four-reeler, is just completed
at the Imp Studio. " Can he play both
brothers 'i " we hear some one asK. Of
rou rue- he-can — thanks to the marvellous
double-exposure effects possible in
photography. Jane Gail has played the
leading female part in this him, which
is said to be a most sensational one.
for a Star.

"IF
you can't
get me
a moving-picture
1 actor
a Texas
cowboy
will do, as 1
dearly love to ride the broad
plains."' This is part of a letter from a
hard-working, red-haired, blue-eyed,
twenty - seven - year - old, 140 - pounds weight girl of JNova Scotia, who badly
needs a husband. The request was
audressed toJttileanor Woodruff, who has
just joined the Vitagraph.
Better

than

the

Where

OUR

Play.

77//'.' Trumpet Call, the famous drama
by George R. Sims and Robert
Buchanan, which has successfully
toured the principal theatres of England, Ireland, and Scotland for years,
lias now been completed as a film by the
Neptune Company. It is actually better
than the play, as it affords many opportunities of pictorially describing scenes
with greater effect than they were by
word of mouth in the stage version.
are

the English?
reader, fond of statisON
A BRIGHT
tics, is looking up particulars of
all the liims he Bees, and in the
matter of nationality they work out as
follows for the first three months of the
year; 112 American, if English, <l
Italian. 5 French. :? Danish. Vihe prenonderance of American," he writes,
•'is only too obvious; and 1 think my
experience is a Eair average, as the visits
were distributed equally among five
house* in Brighton and Shoivhain.''

a well-known prima donna.
Not a sumptuous Mcai.

given
wasood.
dinne
FAR
tly LL
s rKirkw
recenEWE
to Jame
a
Famous Players' producer, by
Mary Pic k ford and Af Ka 111 man,
manager of the studio, at the Los
Ange.es Athletic Ciub. The guest of
honour was introduced as a parasite
from the Irish bog, and during the dinner
the waiter made numerous mistakes.
The cocktails proved to l)e worthless ;
fruit was served before it was cut. and
no tools were supplied. The oysters
were all closed, ana in this instance in
the whole shell. The dinner course
consisted of corned beef and cablxige.
" Bnocn Ard^n" in America.
if there s a schoolboy
ER
1 WOND
who hasn't had all fie could do to
keep them back when he read
-Enoch Arden"? Yet was a sweeter
A

in Lord
told than
and
story ?ever How
directon's
and Tennys
simple
poem
wonderful it all is. And how very, very
beautiful. With me. writes H. K
Aitkm, President of the Mutual Film
Corporation, when 1 saw the film at the
Majestic Studios to-day, were half a
dozen picture-hardened men, and two
women. It is not unno less practised talk
over the pictures
natural that we

Another

A chance

pictures'
not beneath
think it affectation
for her
any dignity.
player, no1
matter how great, to pretend to l>e
superior to them. The cinema bring
the actress that longed-for opportunity of '.Bobbie' Burns.
Hhe can
Thus, in the
her." Beatrii
others
elf ast Lea
(er, see
writes

CINEMA
PIANIbT:
No. 3. Tho Interval.

Correcting a Wrong

Impression.

SOME people are obsessed with the
idea,'' says Thomas J. Inee, of the
New York Motion Picture Corporation, *"that motion picture players
are an easygoing, devil-may-care class,
making good money and addicted to that
Bohemia nism so long associated with
the stage. On the contrary, many
players are from excellent families. with
a family tree as big-limbed as some of
the arbours of our very much advertised aristocracy. Many _ well-known
stars, if not already married, are supporting their families at home."
A Piima Donna's Praise.
THE drama will be bettered and not
hurt by the cinema, which will

associate to itself the things pf

Bight, leaving the playhouse the splendid

field of vocal eloquence and music

Since

Ethel

Barrymoro

ionni

. . .
'the

g
as they are shown. There's a runnin
nt always. But somehow— as
comme
scene followed scene in EnocA Ar<
the room became very still. The click
of the machine was lost in the booming of breakers on far-off beaches.
Bmooth-rumung
en lines of all,
orgottback
Long-fcame
1 think, and
to us
verse
fishing villa
nd
Engla
.New
the old
seemed like the Drigntemng of some
dim recollection. For nearly a a hour
no one ha a spoken; then one of the
women sniffled — the lights came on—
and both my cheeks were wet.
Chinese a iu th . Cmemi.
ttie Chinese living in the
IT is said r,that
who are not in touch with
interio
\\ estern people;are scarcely aware of
the existence ol cinema-theatres. There
all ''lima and
are
theseill are in the Treaty
all of es
and theatr
Macao,fifty
Ports. In Hongkong and Cowloon,
,
with a population of Over half a million
there are only five theatres in actual
operation. The admission charges are
said to lie beyond the average Chinee.
Quite recently an American company
a curious experiwonting in Uhma had actor,
who in one
ence with a native
scene was Btrongly averse to being
placed in a coffin. He was astonished
to find himself alive after his incarceration and. in fact, was so pleased over
his restoration to lite that he Laughed,
thereby spoiling the film in its most
tragic part. Feature subjects. bucJi as
Antony and Cleopatra, &a, are preferred
pv picture audiences in H.ongkong.
Dramas of the Western world are said
to be outside the knowledge and understanding of the average Chinee.
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Our News Feature: Events of the Week
INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PICTURES

-Ml-

11 l>

u:<»M

PATHES

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

The Ti:\rr. of tue Zeppelin : Honse destroyed in Essex, when the casualitios were:— throe horses and one hen. 2. Tub
UrssiAN' Rbd Cross: The care of the wounded at the Front. 3. i. and 5. Liverpool Dock Laboukbbs who have now
become soldiers of the King. C. Australians in England: Sir George Koid visits their camp at Romsey; "Three Cheers
lor King and Country!"
7. Canada's Tuird Contingent:
Reviewed by II.II.1I. the Duko of Connaught at Montreal.
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8, :c-i5

33

The

Famcus
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PATRICK

IVES glan<jsd with displeasure at the rose in his daughter's
hat. " Drusilla," he said, severely,
" thou knowest what the Apostle Paul
said of the sin of vanity. Women
should comport themselves with modesty
and he not given to finery."
The and
rose loveliness.
matched Drusilla's
for
colour
Consciousface
of her
charms, Drusilla knew how to enhance
them by tasteful additions to her Quaker
cloak and bonnet, which made elderly
Quakeresses lift their eyebrows in pious
surprise. But Drusilla stood in awe of
her straight-laced father. It was the
first time he had seen a flower in her
bonnet.

GLYNN

DAVID

" Vanity is a snare to women," he
said, harshly, as he pulled the rose from
her hat and threw it on the ground.
" Let me see no more of thy deceits.
Take
a pattern
by thy sister
Faith." the
David
Ives walked
on towards
house. He was a good father, but, as his
daughter often thought, he had not the
heart, the rose-coloured vision, and the
vitality of a young girl. With a sigh,
Drusilla picked up the rose and replaced
it in her bonnet. By this timelier sister
Faith and John Christison. a friend of
the [ves family, had reached her- Both
had seen the incident and suspected the
meaning of the curtain-lecture. Faith
looked more frail than her sister, but
her nature was more steadfast, whilst
John, although a young man. possessed
all the narrow ideas and severe simplicities of the Quaker creed. He looked a
little uncomfortable at this moment,
for. whilst lie agreed with the strict
notions of her fat her, lie was as much in
lo\e with Drusilla as any unsophisticated
Quaker could be. The situation was
Further complicated by the fact that
Faith loved John, and did not treat him
with the capricious humours that her
madcap sister made him suffer from.

The [sleof Endellion, upon which the

small body of Quakers lived, was one of
the most charming retreats belonging
to the Duke of (iuiselmry. who. however, spent most of his time in London.
where life was more feverish, if not as
health] as Endellion, The few of the
island people
who had ever seen the

and after several weeks Drusilla found
herself makingmarked progress. Several
times she had seen the Duke, but he
struck her as a blase, bored man. who
took little interest in things around him
except for the curious affection he had
HENRY
ARTHUR
JONES
The celebrated English Dramatist.
Duke looked with disfavour on reports of
his fast life. Lady Bawtry, the Duke's
aunt, who kept house for him, recruited
her domestic staff from the Quakers of
Endellion. The Duke often laughed at
his aunt's penchant for Quaker girls ; but,
as they looked as pretty as any of the
London variety and gave an air of
novelty to his establishment, he was
quite satisfied with the arrangement.
One of Drusilla's companions had
arrived from Guisebury House to Endellion on a holiday, and the stories she
brought of the gaiety of London fired
Drusilla's imagination.
Her told
delight
was
unbounded
when her friend
her that
Lady Bawtry wished to engage another
housemaid, and Drusilla immediately
made application for the place, and was
accepted. She had great difficulty in
persuading her father to let her go, but
at last succeeded.
"Shall we never see thee again?"
asked John Christison. a pathetic little
catch in his voice.
" Perhaps— perhaps not." replied the
girl, lightly ; "go away, friend John. I
desire not to tall; of love." She turned
and faced the sea across the horizon,
where she could conjure up the lights
of the greatest city in the world. She
threw out her arms and cried joyously
" 1Poor
am n'oine.'
to London.''
John turned
away with a shudder.
London, to him, was the city of sinners.
Chapter II.
Almost the first thing Drusilla did
after settling down to her new duties at

Guisebury Blouse was to go to a dancing-

school with her companion from Endellion. These lessons had all the zest oi
forbidden fruit to the young Quakeresses; but youth will not be denied,

forDrusilla
the gardener's
littlecompanion
daughter. were
and her
practising the latest step in the large
hall when a curtain at the other end
parted, and a pair of amused eyes
watched
antics.
Drusilla's
companion the
was girls'
the first
to discover
the
presence of an audience, and with a
stifled scream she disappeared. Turning round in astonishment. Drusilla
stood as if rooted to the floor. The Duke
was walking towards her.
•"A curious occupation for a Quakeres ! "remarked the Duke, chaffingly.
Drusilla blushed, looked quickly at
the Duke, and then hung her head.
" Would you like to be a dancinggirl?' continued the Duke, after a few
moments' scrutiny of the girl's face and
form.
" Yes. your Grace." faltered Drusilla.
" Then you shall." said the Duke, decisively. "I could see by the way you
moved about that you had the real
dancer's art in your blood. You danced
with your whole body as well as your
learn ? ''
you dancinghowthedid
By the
feet.
Drusilla
told way.
him of
secret
lessons. The Duke laughed heartily.
'• I wonder what my aunt. Lady Bawtry.
would think of your straying from the
fold. Never mind. I'll do what I can to
By the your
end of
week Drusilla had
le ambitions.''
litt the
forward
severed her connection with tiuisehury
House in the r6h of a housemaid. The
Duke's influence secured her a small
pari in a musical comedy company
noted for its clever dancing parts. This
was the opportunity for Drusilla. who
changed her name, and in six months —
through the good offices of the Duke —

became famous as " Diana Valrose, tho

She paid one visit to Endellion
found John still pining for her.
dancer." at his love-making, and
smiLd
trasted his simple eloquence, with
polished compliments of the smart

and
She
contho
set.

.UNO

AND
she almosi
full inclined lo tell poor
John i
Inst i• i > Ii\ idunl n hi •
|.v e l" her was t he l"i d of the isjniui.
I dike of Gtuseburj ; but John r would
h irilU Iih
I i Infor he was somewhat fanatical on
ubjeot of the Duke,
whom
he
I Ahti-t'lirist.
li was quite .1 coincidence that the
Duke should paj avi-it to Budellion at
this time the first for man j years and
M he sauntered through the island
ignised him. Once he met
David Ives, and. learning that the old
•nan inwas
Drusilla's father,
engaged
him
coHversation.
David heIves
asked
11 i in if be knew the Duke of < luisebur} .
"Well
er, yes," replied the Duke.
()lil [vee became excited. " I wish hi>
would conn- and look at some of the
hovels we have on the island. But, no;
i In- Dnke is a spendthrift, a libertine,
and ■ gambler What he wastes on his
dancing-creatures would double supplj
the needs of Bndellion." Having dell himself, David [ves bade the
astonished noble good-bye and stalked
down the road.
The Duke smiled ruefullj as be
turned towards the seashore. "] bow
see myself as others Bee me," he murmured. '"But, hullo! there's Drusilla."
The sight of the girl, with her wild,
graceful
beauty, fired
the her.
Duke'sDrusilla
blood,
and
be hurried
towards
was in one of her impish moods, and.
catching -^ht of the Duke, Bhe laughed
as he strode towards her and took her
into his arm--. Both were unaware thai
John Christ ison, from the shelter of
some furze-growth, was watching them
with horror in his eyes.. He also was
unawaiv of the Dukes identity, and Ids
anger grew almost demoniacal as he
caught the drift of their words.
■■ Please make me the Duchess of
( luisebnry," pleaded the voice of the girl.
" Don't ask me for the one thing 1
eannot
^i\c ton
you," came the man's replj
in subdued

the Duke eul
1 in t hut
Who are j ou -

the

ro ire I John.
nli sred th • opinion

oxpr
Drusilla - I' n her
did not want an\ repel il i"ii
" I am
kers."
th- Duke."
he said,towards
simply. the Then
turned
and walked
\ ilia InCfl \i'i ii: Ill
The Duke and Drusilla return id to
I indi >n almost Bimull a neouBh . and
after their departure Da\ id Ivi s learned
that his daughter and Diana Vah
the dancer, were one and the same. The
old man was dumfounded. and decided
_ > to London and reclaim his daughfrom her "inperilous
Heter arrived
time to" wposition.
itness the last
iption that the Duke of < luisebury
intended to give hi- friends.
Strange
as it may sound, the Duke
was getting
tired of his existence, and the kn
ledge that all Ins monej was squandered
and thai the only property a rw left to
him was the Isle of Bndellion filled him
with despair. In this pi ssimistic frame
of mind he intended to commit the
happy despatch, and though his friends
knew ii not. this was to be the last as
well as the best of his recent i< in .
The Duke had induced Drusilla to
dance for his guests, and informed those
present thai Diana Valrose would oblige
them with a performance of the most
sensational dance of the day. David
lyes pushed his way in amongst the
crowd that thronged the great receptionhall, and demanded to sec his daughter.
He encountered her as Bhe stood on
the topmost stair of the great stairca
alter the dance.
Drusilla
ight
of him at thai moment, and her old
terror of her father revived.
David
[ves stood at the bottom of the stairs and,
careless of the strange circumstanci • d
his presence; beckoned to her sternlj .

John dashed from his retreat, and
i t • id t!i" astonished pair. Drusilla di-■ngaged herself from the Duke's arms,
aid with an hysterical little shriek ran
down the cliff. John hurled wild, incoherent threats at the stranger, who iu
fnrn regarded John with cold curiosity.
" Kindlv
control vours-.^ „•-. ?*orted

THE

PIC

Lfl nil lie- i-lol

Uth
sin ill
cended i li
rebellions impulsi
turned Ii.i I. again.

it lier, Ion thn
inclined

■ [ wi
.
•■ replied
' I am
the topmost rose ou the topmost branch,
adI'm-I Idthee thfirsl uimtime
bine."in her lift
fai her cur "d her.
It was uo i
explosion of profanity, but a solemn
luched in old Bibli ■ .1 l
t bat
froz ■ t li" veini of
the girl,
who listened as though
in a trance.
Then, with a glance of contempt on hi
surroundings,
[veswith
Btalkod-ouj
<<\'
the
house as David
Drusilla.
a piercing
shriek, tottered, and. falling ou her t
roll d heavily and inertlj to the bottom
. if t h" staircase.
The
alarmed
and
mystified
■jue-ts'
rendered first-aid, and the fainting girl
was revived and talon to her own fiat.
For the time being, at any rate,
spirit was broken, and she sickened of
her vulgar Bohemian associates who
crowded her Hat with their fulsome
compliments and expressions of sympathy. The Duke kept away, for he was
once more attacked by a lit of the blui .
and it was said afterward'- that an
attempt to poison himself in his study
was frustrated bj the timely vi-it . . ; the
gardener's little daughter, w ho. with the
freedom allowed her, had run in to show
him some flowers she had gathered.
TheDuke accepted the interruption as
an omen, and tossed the poison away.
Meanwhile he decided to leave Lond m
and reside in Endellion, the only property left out of his vast estate.
His reception was a warm one, especially when he encountered David Ive,.
who, with his si out Quaker independenc •
of landlords and titles, told th^ brokendown Duke what he thought of him.
"I don't think yon ought to be bo
hard on me as all that," replied tinDuke, sadly. "J love her as well asyou."
"Thou has! not proved it," retorted
the Quaker, contemptuously.
A few days later it was rumoured in
the island that Drusilla had returned,
and that her father had refused her a
welcome. Everywhere cold glances met
liars, for her story was now known ; but
Woman', what hast thod becomes

Ii

ilia's plea fok heb honour.
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Drusilla determined to live down their
hostility, and engaged apartments for
herself. There was one, sin; thought,
who would welcome her, and that was
John, her old lover, and. meeting him on
the cliff, she smiled coquettishly, and
engaged him in conversation.
But he
replied to her remarks indifferently.
".John, why are you so cold?" she
asked.
"You loved me once."
"Yes, once," replied John, sternly;
" )>ut that is past."
"Oh, no," continued Drusilla, winas life."
lasts as hem'
love grimly,
ningly
John; " true
smiled
and when
Drusilla placed her hands tenderly on
his shoulders, he gently extricated himself from her attempted embrace.
•' I know now what true love is.
because I am married to thy sister
Faith,"
he replied.
Drusilla
drew back in amazement.
At this moment Faith approached
carrying a baby, which she held up for
her husband's and her sister's inspection.
Drusilla turned pale, and for several,
moments she looked worn and old,
Controlling herself by a. violent effort,
she admired and praised the baby, and
leaving the happy pair together, retired
to an old retreat amongst the _ rocks
where she had been wont to go in the
old days. Here she buried her face in
her hands and wept.
She hardly heard the sound of footsteps, and it was not until she felt a
hand on her shoulder that she realised
that the Duke was standing beside her.
He looked almost as wretched as herself
as he remarked—
"' Are you finding life rather hard ? "
" Most people do ! " replied Drusilla,
quietly; "I suppose I am only getting
my share of the disappointments."
"Drusilla," continued the Duke, earnestly, "almost on this spot you asked
me to make you the Duchess of Guisebury, and I told you it was the only
thing I could not do. Afterwards at
Guisebury House I made you a formal
oiler of marriage, and you answered me
in the way I answered you. Can't we get
further than that ?"
Drusilla looked at him. There was no
doubting
sincerity.
They
were alone the
withman's
only the
shrill cries
of
the seagulls and the low murmur of the
■a to remind them still more of their
i-' dated position.
" Drusilla," cunt inued the Duke, " will
you be my wife?" The girl drew
nearer. " We are both wrecks on these
rocks;
us rebuild
And he let
folded
her in our
his lives
arms. together."
The cast is as follows .'—Drusilla Eves,
i lorenco Heed; David Ives. Fuller Mellish ;
[faith Ives. Lorraine Hiding; John ChristiBon, William I{ u-.--.-l 1 ; Duke of Guisebury,
i ugpno Ormonde ; Lady Bawtry (.the Dukes
aunt). Minna Gale.
/ I he'Ures at which this film can be
Vay7th, Empress, Hackney; Rink,
Royal Ci'items, Richmond; Picture
Theatre, M-"<l>< Vale. 20lh, Blue II. 'Us. II,,,,,.
mersmith; Silver Cinetna, Shepherd's Bush.
24th, <
a, Southend; Smart's, Bethnal
i
S c I 'roydon ; King's Picture Palace,
Chelsea ; Fulham Picture Pali '.■■. Fulham.
BV>r Provinces, write J. IK Walker's World
Films, 124, Dale Sire t, Liverpool .- the Clarion
Film Agency, 12, Cannon Street, Manchester ;
//■••(.■
I - l'<and
in S district,
■ '"■ - '>'en./
' al Stn
t, Barnsley,
r Leeds
for Scotia
i. the
^ io ■ / ' ii Supply, Cross House, Westgate
Raid, Newt aslU ■ I
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THIS is a film to see and wonder at.
We will not say it is the best that
Selig has ever given us, but it is one
of them. Indeed, we have seldom, if
ever, seen finer Indian battle-pictures
than those presented with this story, the
action of which moves among majestic
mountains and rolling prairies. The
scenes which contain so much excitement were filmed on the great ranch of
'• Pawnee Bill" in Oklahoma, where
over seven hundred Pawnee Indians
maintain their tepees, and where one of
the biggest herd of buffalo uow existing
roam without restriction.
The action is laid in the days when
the intrepid frontiersmen battled with
the Indians for supremacy, and when the
scalp of man. woman, or child of the
white race was the token of an Indian's
bravery. Thousands of frontiersmen
made a precarious livelihood by hunting
the buffalo During the action of the
picture herds of buffalo aid in a material
way to create the picture.
Th;i Story of the Film.
Tom Mingle, a pony express rider,
whose adventures across prairies infested
by buffalo have made him famous with
sel tiers and Indians alike, arrives at the
settlement lives
where with
pretty
daughter,
herSally.
lazya settler's
brother
Luke. In the mail which Tom has
brought
is a letterwhofrom
Luke's
father,
Colonel Madison,
is in
the Californian goldfields. He writes that he has disco vered a rich gold vein, thai the mother
is very ill. and Sally must reach her
bedside with all possible speed. He also
encloses a bag of gold-dust as proof of
what is in store for them

A

on the Western

COMPLETE

Prairies in '49.

WAGON

TRAIN.

Lazy Luke, however, is afraid of
Indians, and declines to take his sister
to the goldfields and their parents, but
brave Tom declares that he will take
Sally, and other settlers agree to join
the party. Thus it was that several
hundred men, mostly mounted, fifty
wagons, and provisions for all including
the women and children, begin one of
the mest eventful journeys the West has
ever witnessed. At night the wagons
are entrailed in a circle, while sentries
are appointed to prevent the approach
of warlike Indians.
One night, while Tom is acting as
sentinel, a silent arrow wings its way
within an inch of him. and buries its
head in the trunk of a tree. An Indian
creeps up and springs upon him. They
engage in a desperate hand-to-haud
struggle until Tom. at last victorious,
hurls his assailant over the precipice.
He then rushes to the settlers' camp and
gives the alarm.
But the Indians arc there in i
force. They surround the circle of
wagons, shooting their arrows until, one
after another, the settlers are shot
down. At last only Tom and Sally
remain alive. The Indians dash into
the camp, and proceed to scalp their
\ ictims, while Tom and Sally pretend to
be dead. But Chief Swift Wind, who is
in command of the party, notices that
t he two ate ali\ e. and has them taken to
the camp and made prisoners.
The Indians determine to compel Tom
to run the gauntlet, a frightful ordeal,
which consists in compelling the prisoner
to dash at full speed between two lines
(Continued o;: page 01.)
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How

Dorothy

Rowan

came

to

Act

in

Pictures.

WI1KN the Editor sen! me down to Walton-on-Thamea
with instructions
to interview
Dorothy
Etowan,
L
doubt whether he realised what he n\ ;* ^ Letting her in
for. 1 don't mean that I am a terror as an interviewer
Eai
from it. I>ut Mi~- Rowan is one "t the verj few young ladies
who have Becured, at Brsl trial and without previous experience, a position on the stock companj <'t' a reading producing
A.s
" Answers
Man."
in the people
dim andlonging
distantto past,
covered aconnt
less host
of young
tread1 disthe
.-ani" path, and fear therefore thai Bliss Rowan's post-bag will
be inundated, and her life made miserable by many ah, how
Htm.

many ! requests to " tell me how yon managed it."
Well, a? tin' lad] herself did not appear to realise this aspect
of being interviewed, and as the Kditor is without heart or
conscience in such matters, I can only assure her of my
Binoere Bympathj when her hour of epistolarj trial arrives,
nul
(Get on w itli the inten iew ! Ea
■■ I believe, Bliss Rowan," 1 commenced, "thai yon had no
je experience before making your dibut in tilm work P "
■ Practically none," was the reply, " if 1 omit a few ap]
o in amateur theatricals."
"Then how did you come t.> take np cinema-acting as a profes ion? "
■■ 1 had always been interested in both the stage and the
Screen; and when 1 saw the announcement of a competition
for would-be cinema-players, in connection with the Glasgow
Cinematograph Exhibition, I decided unite on the spur of
the moment
to go in for it. "
" And you were successful r "
" Well, I suppose you would call it that. I know 1 had to
aet the test scene quite a number of times tir>t in the open
competition, then in the semi-finals, and ultimately in the
final. And I can tell you that the surprise of my friends was
nothing to what I experienced myself when I heard my name
announced a<- the winner of the gold medal."
•' What were your sensations during the competition? "
" Well -mixed. In the first round I regarded the whole
thing as a huge joke; but when I was requested to attend for
the semi-final I began to take it more seriously, and when I
was selected to compete in the final -well. I meant then to
do my very best.
" It was in the final, by the way. that I had a rather tli
certing experience which nearly coat me my chance of am
The test scenario required competitors to read a letter and to
display the various emotions aroused by the contents.
Well.
[ had made my entrance on the Btage and gone through all

DOROTHY

ROWAN,

Whose success in ?»"" amateur Film Players' competition
led to her joining the Turner Film Company,
the preliminary business, and I looked around towards tin;
table, intending to 'catch sight' of the letter. You may
imagine my dismay when I found that the master of ceremonies had forgotten to leave it for me!
" I had worked myself up pretty well for the scene, and I
knew that if I broke off and commenced afresh my performance would he utterly fiat and unconvincing, so I just
made np my mind to act in every respect as if the letter were
there; I broke open an invisible envelope, read the invisible
letter, and went through the whole business jusl as it' everything were a.s it ought to be.
" When Miss Florence Turner presented me with the
medal she was kind enough to express appreciation of my
acting and to wish me well. A producer who was present was
also rather favourably impressed, and offered me an enf
ment. When I arrived in London, however, some weeks later,
I found that this gentleman had given up producing. Having
gone so far. I decided to try elsewhere for an engagement
before returning to Glasgi >w.
'■Just as I had come to this decision, whom should T meet
quite unexpectedly but Miss Turner. She recognised me at
once, and, learning what I thought of doing, she very kindly
gave me my first engagement then and there and that's how
I come
be like
here the
ni >wwork
."
"• And toyou
?"
"Like it! 1 love it ! It is full of interest to me. not only
as regards acting in the film, but all the work connected with
ir. especially reading plots, which comes within my province
as scenario editress.,.
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"' And dobut
youyou
think
* "' excuse me now. I'm wanted in
'"Sorry,
really must
i!i" atudio.
Thanks so much for coming to see me."
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which Billie appear- is the two-reeler
It will
Her Millions.'"
entitled,
keep you "After
on the bubble
from beginning
to end. and the number of new tricks
and stunts and antics will make you
ihat Billie Ritchie has inaugurated
a new era in picture comedies.
Mary's Sister in Prize Play.
to
sister
PICKFOItD.
LOTTIE
"Lovely Mary;' will play the lead
in "• The Diamond from the Sky,"
the £4,000 prize novel now being picturised at the "Flying
A" studios for the
North American Film Corporation.
Miss Piokford, the exact type wanted
by the author, was selected after more
of the best-known
than twenty-live
women
of the screen had been under
consideration for the part. Working
opposite Miss Pickford, in a dashing
young heroic role, win be Irving Cum-

Who
A New

VIOLA
ALL2N
has just been engaged
Essanay Company.

by the

mings. who has created big parts in
Reliance. Thanhouser.and Beauty Films.
When the Pickford sisters were working together under D. W. Griffith at the
Biograph studios, Lottie was considered

Essanay Star.

VIOLA ALLEN, the famous actress"
ii t'ter years
success leading
011 the clas
legi"
timate
stage,of playing
sical. Shakespearian, and comedy roles,
has decided to make her debut in photoplays. She is engaged by Essanay at
an enormous salary, and soon will start
the production of The White Sister, the
Hovel by F. Marion Crawford. The
dramatisation of the novel will be filmed
at the Chicago studios.
Viola Allen is declared by photoplay
experts to be an excellent photographic
subject, and with her beauty and genius
in acting there is no question but that
she will make a phenomenal success in
photoplay work. The White Sister will
lie one oL: Ess.anay's great multiple reel
special features, and bids' fair to surpass
anj drama yet screened.
Miss Allen had a long and successful
stage career. She made her debut in
Boston in Esmeralda at the age of fifteen. She played leading roles with
Joseph Jefferson, Lawrence Barrett,
Tommaso Salvini. and William J.
Florence. Sin.' starred in Hall Oaine's
The Christian and The internal City.
Later -lie took up Shakespearian plays,
1 et i\ ing the old English classics.

''^PSlii

u">sn5

III

the better
actress.
She like
is Mary's
by
two years.
Small,
her senior
Bister
she is as dark as Mary is fair. Her big,
soft brown eyes are full of appeal. Hei
personality is peculiarly gentle and
winning. Since severing her connection
with the Imp, two years ago. Miss Pickford has appeared but once on the screen.
On this occasion she created the leading
role iu The House 0, Bondage, a sixfeature picture-play.
How

Pearl White

Started.

OX

a certain broiling hot day in July.
1894, a travel-soiled, perspiring,
and weary traveller on horseback
in the Ozark Mountains of Missouri
halted his stumbling nag in front of a
lonely log cabin, some fifteen Ol
miles from the nearest railroad station.
It was the first habitation he had seen in
six miles. The cabin door opened, and a
low-headed little girl dashed out to t he
traveller, and. looking up at him. invited
him to "light for a while, stranger, an"
The traveller complied, and thus was
initiated into the mysteries of cornp.
rest yo'self." and chicory coffee. Thai
"hogbelly,"
night, in response to the questions
his kindly hosts, the traveller informed
them that he was connected with a com-

Did You Ever
SEE

such rippling, bubbling, rampageous fun in any film, before Billie
Ritchie started to pour it in with ;i
large-sized ladle !J Did you ever rise up
and roar half so loud as you do when
Billie Ritchie is wrecking hearts and
breaking heads, and having the time of
his life in one of those L-Ko comedies
that
are choked
to the lid with the

Uncle ofTom's
playi
Thepany ofeyes
the Cabin
tow-headed

abreeziest,
bandoned happiest1,
mirl h ? most joyous, ami
Originalitj fairly oozea out of every
pore
" I Jill." inch
E\ cryofjoint
chuckle.
Everjof single
him.is afrom
his
ficketty "tile" right down his jellied
spine to his I wink ling, twittering toes is
one long happy laugh. The ver\ latest
product ion of 1 he 1, Ko Oompanj
in

LOTTIE
PICKFORD
Sister 01 tile
rj 1 who is dealt
withinuiotta
en this- ^.page.

One of Ritchie's Latest " Cosxi m s,M

child

snapped.
" Mister."
she piped, traveller
" 1 can
act."
and then
the astonished
heard her repeat a scene from Samlet,
word tor word, li was crude, very crude.
but it made a deep impression upon the
theatrical man. lie turned to the child's
parents, and at once offered the fabulous salary of five dollars a week and
grub. The next day as the traveller
ambled away behind him perched a
little girl. Pearl White had embarked
upon a theatrical career.
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11 year she played " Little K\.i "
w ith the wandering uompnny Then -h •
heard from her parent- thai Ihej had
moved to the metropolis of Greenridge
(population 287), and wanted her with
them, b'o she left the stage for a wl ile,
ami put in -i\ years in Bchool. One d.i\
.1 circus came to the co«iutjr seat, and
the White familj took it in. The smell
<>f the Bawdust and the pink fleshings
ami glittering spangles aroused the old
Caver in her heart. She Blipped awaj
from her parents, and at the end of half
an hour came back with the news thai
slii- had a-'.vil for and received ''a job
with the show." Thai same night when
tin' circus men left Pearl was with them
to put in several years as a bareback
rider. Then came an opportunity to
go l>:u-k on the Btage. The inevitable
picture-work followed. Pearl White.
whose delightful portrait forms our
frontispiece, i- now a Path6 star, and
the heroine of a coming big serial film,
'I'h, Perils
■•' later.
Pauline, which we shall
refer
to again

b hin I the cam

■: a

( )| h.-i

w .1 ■

nipp-

1

when some huge jungle beast, brought
t" in bj Mi Rainey's famom Mississippi bear-hounds, scarcely half a dozen
j ards an ay Bnarled an 1 clawed his
dying defiant
f the weapons of civilisation A big li"ii onlj received his
final COHffS when a -cant sixtj inehefrom the lens of t he camera w hich later
snapped hi- carcass.
In physique Mr. Raines i- the ideal
hunter. lithe an I agile a- I he g
he hi- conquered.
He stand- si\ fee!
1 -i 1 •■ . ' in his stockings,
Nexl tn lion hunt in- 1 id Mi
Elaiuey, in speaking of the result of I i
expedition,
"bagging
the cheetah or

OUR
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AND
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hunting 1M • 1m i ippi hounds were given
hei
thoir full eh me ■ In "ii.' ne. 1 eoej the
:. hr m/lit dow u t hie.- ..f these splen,1, 1 ,-, ,. ii
1 v. ., e pre* ented fronj
,,, . them
u thai thoir skins 1
perfe •! for the specimen ca
■ \\ ,■ jjol qtrite a number of these
leopard

m I in the
e'verj
in-tan
« we
lei
finish
job.
Thej
never
faili I and tie- fighters of tie- 1
would ha\ ■■ torn the beasts !•■ piece h el
we lei th.-m. Tb
' put- a 1 ■<
1 • fighl for a time. Mini cut - and 1
w it h tooth and n ill, hut ..iir dogs went
into them without hesitancy, and m
failed to Cl ima "Ut \ iet

CARTOONS.

No. 35: WHY

IS IT?

of
Bli d Through FiHn Acting
TH K newest addition to the for< eso
the Vitagraph Company is Murie 1
Ostriche, who will be seen in a number of '■'■ es that are distinctly different
from any work she has done previously.
Miss Ostriche recently was stricken
blind while at work on a film, and for a
time it was feared that she would never
recover her sight, but she is now prepared for active work. She has made
quite a reputation for daring, among her
feat- of bravery before the camera being
a climb across a 25ft. chasm, 300ft. in
the air 011 a narrow strip of board.
Dainty Player in Coming

Films.

THOUSANDS of readers have probably already seen clever Marguerite Clark in the Famous
Flayers productions of The CruableanA
Wildflou; r. The success of this popular
actress in both tilms was so great that
ii is good news to learn she has appeared
with greater success, if possible, in
'//(> Green, Tin Goose Girl, and Mice
ami Men, the latter being the film version of the celebrated play which took
London by storm some years ago. All
three of these Famous Players productions will be released 'n this country at
an early date and a^e films to look out
for. • Miss Clark's latest portrait forms
our cover picture in the present issue.
Wild Anim;l

Life.

MOTION-PICTURES have furnished
much in the way of interesting
entertainment to the public in the
course of the past few years, but seldom
has the opportunity been afforded to
witness a more remarkable collection
than those taken last year of Paul J.
s African Hunt, and now shown
Rainey'
for the first
time in this country at the
Philharmonic Hall. London.
The pictures that Mr. Rainey has
brought back with him on this occasion
are the most remarkable wild-game
photos that ha\ e ever come out of British
East Africa. Some were taken while
the animal was actually in the act of
charging, at a time when a poorly-piaced
shot or an instant's delay would have
meant death or maiming of the men

the: doorkeeper is seldom
A THIN
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LADY WHO
OCCUPIES
THE. SEAT
IN FRONT
OF YOO
RARELY
WEARS
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THIS
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WHO 5W
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NEVER,
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WHITSUN
ALL

THE FAD OF THE HOUR!
The "Master Key" Bracelet
Snap
it on Your
Sweetheart's
Wrist!
You Wear
the Key
that unlocks
it!

A Timely

Novelty

Full of Sentiment

To advertise the great Trans- Atlantic Film Serial,
•THE MASTER KEY.7'
ENTERPRISING CINEMA MANAGERS ARE OFFERING IT TO
OUR BOYS IN KHAKI
ON SPECIAL
SOUVENIR
NIGHTS.
In deference
public, who
procure one.
" Pictures & The
THE

to hundreds of requests from the civilian
would otherwise not get an opportunity to
we are offering them post-free to all Readers o!
Picturegoer " who will send 8d. (stamps or coin) to
PUaLICITY
DEPARTMENT,

SUITS

ASTOUNDING
READERS MUST TEST

FREE!

BUT
GENUINE
REMARKABLE
CLOTHING

OFFER!
BE ORE WHITSUN.

Just fancy, rea ers! Wnetherablacksmith.cjrpeuter ew?in _-er labour- r I
or clerk, could you, by solid (nr:ndi-iK work, wear asm&ll bole in a la. 6d. piirol
Trousers, or 14s. 9d. Suit in six months ? Remember, sii months of sol dKii
har<l wear! If any reader can do this, he ran pet another garment free of chance'
Now, there are only a few weeka to Whitscu, so l-ef./re buying vour new Suit
get patterns of the remarkable new cloths 'hat will not wear out or tear, thai
aiesent Free to al thos readers who just send a postcard to the Holeproof
Clothing Co.. 5C. Theoba d 'a Eoad, London, W C.
They are amazing! Try your hardest, you cannot tear them, yet same iu
appearance as tlie very finest tweeds and BTges s >11 I
.'•■ Aud the
ririce for Trousers is only 4s Cd., and for simt.ly 14s 9d. you get a rea ly wellmade, smart-fitting Suit. In ev ry parcel a written guarantee is j^ent p ainly
f-tating that if the smallest hole appears within sx njonths (no matthard you wear gojds) another garment is sen' absolutely free of charge.
See advertisement below and -end postcard before rush for free patterns,
measure form, aud fashions, but mention " Picture-."

HOB 4 4
GUARANTEED
WEAR

PAIR OUT AND

SIX
WE

CIVE

MONTHS.
ANOTHER

FREE.

A most
remarkable
absolutely Holeproof Cloth.
exactly same as finest tweeds or serges, suitable for
best or ronah wear.

BREECHES,

6 - SUITS, 14/9

Universal House, 37-39, Oxford Street, London W.

As a trial we send pair Gent's Trousers for 1 >>.
Breeches, 6 '-, or complete up-to-date Suit for 14 :'
made from our remarkable newly-discovered
I
proof Cloth.
Guarantee in parcel if hole appears in
(i months another pair free.
Send price and td.
postage, with waist and leg length, also colour, or
postcard for free patterns
say Breeches, Suit, or
Trouser Patterns), to the

We are a' le to offer tins surprising value solely l>ccause of the larue
order? we have placed with Birmingham
mura acturing jewellers.

HOLEPROOF
CLOTHING
COMPANY,
'Pept. 32'. 56, Theobald's Rt»«1. L->ndon. W.C.

TRANS-ATLANTIC

FILM

!N THE DAYS OF THE THUNDERING HERD
(Continued from page 90.)
of Indians armed with tomahawks,
spears, and clubs. If he succeeds in
passing through the liues of Indians, he
is permitted to escape. But very few
prisoners accomplish such a task as this.
Starlight, of
theTom.
chief's
sister,him
becoming
enamoured
notifies
of the

CO.,

Ld.,

their departure, and at last arrives at
the other camp, and, bringing them
along, the Indians are soon accounted
for. The situation is saved, and Tom
and Sally make their way to the land of
promise, where her father receives her

with open arms, and Tom is awarded the
prize
her hand.
Tomof Mix
and Bessie Eyton are the
heroes in this Selig three-reel masterpiece, which all readers should ma 1.
point of seeing on and after May 13th.

fact, before he commences his task, that
she has hidden horses where he can find
them.
Tom attempts successfully his escape,
and takes Sally with him. The Indians
go in hot pursuit, but cannot find them.
Tom and Sally are offered the hospitality of a camp of buffalo-hunters. But
at night, while they are sleeping, an
Indian creeps up, recognises them, and
hurries off and informs his chief that
he has discovered their two prisoners.
However. Starlight comes and warns
Tom and his party. The Indians
approach at full speed, and before
many minutes the hunters are in
the midsi of a terrible conflict. A
great fight takes place, and_ many of
the hunters are killed. Starlight overhears the medicine-man tell of another
oamp of white men over the ridge, and.
mice in possession of this good piece of
news, she SOOn conveys it to Tom. who
thereupon

decides to let Sally go for

help. On horseback she rides fast and
furious. The daring girl is encountered by buffalo, and in ber hurry to
escape the beasts she falls from her
horse a truly wonderful fall. She picks
JierseH up, and climbs a tree to await

A line study of Steworl Home in hi* strong dramatic part in the emotional Hepworih
drama. The Canker of Jealousy, now being shown. Mr. Rome is one of our foremost
English picture actors, and in parts like this one ho would be hard to boat indeed.

\\ i;ke BND1 m:

Thanks so Much
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We Hope So.

The Cheapest Holiday

• In n tramcar the other da> .1 soldier
Bitting opposite n»e said Excuse uie, but
that lad} - !•»'• seems verj familiar and he
pointed I the rover ol Pi ri'Ki on which
to* Mar) Pu-klord s portrait. He went on to
toll me how for some long time ho had wanti •!
to timl out her name, so I just li mded him
ni\ prcrions littlo book and told hira that il
he wanted the next week - issue any news-

V'.' '

Now, when the sun gets hotter every day,
the tired worker longs for the cool and shade

agent could pet it tor him. So here's hoping
Man Pickford's
prottj
another
reader lor Pi<
1 1 w face lias ginned

M. N. (Southsea)
Where British Films are Novelties.

of the qu;et countryside, or the fresh, salt
breezes of the sea. But there's still a long
wait till holiday-time, a lot of hard work
has to be done meanwhile, and this year

I have beeu n coustant renin' of Picir five months now . and I have b
standing order with mj news igenl and never
experience any difficulty in getting it. I look
forward to publishing day, and 1 think no,
I in -are 1 enjoj it more than anj pap I
ha\ e ever read.
•■ 1 inn voting in yourGreatcst BritishContest and I \\ i~h we could have more British
Picture plays. Often when I go to a cinema
don't tin. Ion. British (Union the programme.
Really, it is rather a strange occurrence it I
mv one at all.

Fboks 1
Some Old Films are Bette:\

most of us haven't more money than we
know what to do with. But, courage,
my friends, you can always have a calm,
quiet holiday for sixpence and visit the
happy, mythical land of SNAKEVILLE.

'

•■ 1 am glad that a lot of the old Bin
being re-issued.
Many films showing in 1911
and
1812 win- better
than many one-reel
iilms now being produced.
A short time ago at the picture-theatre f
•_o to they began Bhowing 'The Trey 0
Hearts' scries. [ saw the third instalment
,,. it on February 19th. I have beeu two or
three times since on days it oughttohave
beeu showing, but have not seen any mure of
the series. 1 thonght that the whole series
had to be booked: It seems strange to stop

There's such joy in the " Snakeville "
Comedies that life has a happier aspect
after seeing them.
Put on your hat and look for the nearest

instalment.'
showing them alter the
I). third
11. (New
Eltham).
Troubles of a Voter.

cinema showing a "SNAKEVIL
E"
COMEDY. If the one in your district

•■ 1 don't know many British film-players,
t gtrecasts '.ike the Ameribecause cans.they
1had don
also mule the mistake many
have made in thinking British players are
not to be compared with foreign; but on
reading your paper this week 1 Find that two
pictures I enjoyed very orach are British :

doesn't show them, send us a post-card,
and we -will try to fix it for you.

sowdl
giveknow
me the
casts,more
it' pes-;
.sillier you
Then pie'ise
1 shall
a few
for
whom to vote. I do wish British companies
would give casts more often. It makes the

Address :
ESSANAY FILM MANUFACTURING CO.,
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

picture" so much more interesting. I have
taken your paper for about eight months.
and think it gets better every week. My
mother enioj - it as much as I do.
Mabel F. (Bradford).

Soldier Reader's Miraculous Escape.
■ 1 am now wounded, and at a hospital in
Maida Vate. We enjoy looking at Pictures,
and long tor the publishing day to arrive. 1
will toll "von how 1 got wounded in Belgium.
\ small body of men had been put m nay
charge to guard a bridge. We had received
orders to capture the opposite bank of the
river if the chain e came our way. It came,
and we had almost accomplished our task.
when the Germans arrived and blew up the
bridge. I went simply ~ky high, and then I
remembered no more.
Two days after I was
Red Cross men. and they atti rthe
by
rescued
wards told mo that I had been in the water
1 was stiff and -ore. and
two days.
quite of
worst
all. 1 was unable to speak for my
an 1 my ears were full
split,
tongue had been
«>t sand. Previously I bad had my anklebone splint* red. and so 1 seemed in lor a bad
time. I arrived In Scotland, and then 1 was
sent to London. 1 am very glad I am -till
alive to tell the tale.
Private P. (Maida A ale).

Y./s/s/a/wa/u,

^

THE DOMINANT FILMS
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UNRIVALLED

The Creator of - Colonel Heeza Liar *

PRODUCTTON

THOUSANDS

'LONDON' FILM -Pi
THE

FRINGE OF WAR
By Anne and Bannister Merwin.
Produced
by George L. Tucker.

Fealuring

JANE

The

'•tory

GAIL,

in 'Brief.

Geneiul Mar'owe, a retired Ordnance exx>ert, entertains bis wife's
Bister Amy, « ho is a kt at attraction to Captain von E d-g, a German
officer, and Captain Anstey, of the English Army. Anstey has been
sent, hy the War OSc ' to exam ne some plans of a new gun, which von
End g deciles \o appropriate. Failing to procure them himself, he
endeavours to use his indue oe on Minna General Marlowe s wile, with
whom he had been on intimate terms. She almost gives way, but ;s
sav.d by her sister, who thtn fills into von tndig's clutches, but
Anstey re.-cies her. . . . War breaks out, and the house where
i my and A stey are hiding is attacked by the Germans. Captain von
Endig is in comm md. and be brutally insults Amy, who, bow ver,
stands 1 er ground. An^ey is discovered, and is ordered to j e suot
unless
agrees but
to become
von Endi^'s
wife.
sacrifices
to save Amy
her lover,
tue British
arrive and
von She
Endig
receives erself
just
punishment.

3,000 feet

CON

THE

1 ROLLED

of excitement.
EXCLUSIVELY

GLOBE

BY

FILM CO., Ltd.,

81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue. W.
Managing Director: MR. J. C. SQUIER.
'Phone 5!i00 ;
EkGENT
„ 5601
560J
„

8, 1915

: ENDING

OF DRAWINGS

REQUIRED

FOR A S NGLE REEL

MENTION the name of " Colonel Hceza Liar " to almi at
any one and you'll see his or her face light up and a
smile spread all over it. Who doesn't know the funny
little Colonel?
hasn't Africa,
laughedoutwitted
at his antics
as on
he
hunted
wild beastsWho
in Central
cannibals
the River of Doubt, eulivated hie farm with the aid of tome
strange assistants, and hunted ghosts in Castle C lare ?
J. R. Bray is the originator and creator of these drawings,
and he was the first to put motion into the drawintr itself. Mr.
Bray started his experiments over seven years ago. To-dayhe is the head of an organisation devoted to making his
pictures, has a corps of aitists working under his supervision,
and has patents on his process which cover the use of transparent material or material made transparent by any agency
whatever in the making of animated drawings.
to do
Mr. Bray's
It Few
takespersons
betweenwould
four have
and the
fivepatience
thousand
drawings
to work.
make
1,000 feet or one reel of him. In addition to tbe colossal toil
of the art-work, it takes a week to photograph the drawings
one at a time. Greatspeed. united with unvarying accuracy, is
essential.
Every stroke of the pen must count.
Mr. Bray woi ks so fast that he is able to keep four trained
artists 'inking in" the outline drawings which he makes. The
necessity for accuracy is evident, for the drawings are magnified
on the screen to at least twenty-five times.
In The Police Dog; a coming comic by Mr. Bray, Officer
Piffle is taking the Pup. securely fastened by a leash, on his
rounds, when the dog spies a suspicious character in the shape
of a cat. The cat goes like a streak -and so does the dog,
dragging with him the poor "cop." Through a sewer-pipe into
a muddy pool, over the rocks, the strange procession da -h>rs. The
cat gets up a tree, and the Pup, in chasing round it. puts too

Telegrams
" BIOPHOSoO,"
LONDON.

A Queen's Double
O-;,

FROM

CABARET

TO

A Drama
that
combines
qualities in film production.
T'REE

PALACfe.

the

highest

REELS.

Man Proposes, ButA Sensational
Diplomacy.

Story
of Austro-Italxin
A film for the times.

THREE

EXCLUSIVE

REELS.

RIGHTS-LONDON
CONTROLLfcD

LIONEL

AND

SOUTH -

BY

GILLING

THE
OMNIFILM
COMPANY
I5I-I53. Wardcur
Street, LONDON,

W.

great a strain on the leash, and the policeman flies off at a
tangent. A little later, seeing a beggar seated on the pavement with a card saying, "I am blind." the dog sees his opportunity. Holding up the beggar's hat in his teeth, he "begs*'
the passers-by
for with
alms.joy.
The But
"fake"
blind is
beggar
the
resulting
harvest
vengeance
near.sees
Officer
Piffle approaches and confiscates tin1 ill-gotten gains.
Mr. Bray was born in Detroit. Mich., and has lived in New
York since 1901. He was for seven years a newspaper artist,
being also a steady contributor to the humorous American
weeklies, such as Life, Puck, and Judge. Be took his ideas to
Pathe Freres over three years ago. They at once saw the
value of his work, and from that day to this he has dealt only
with Pathe. Millions of persons have laughed at the cartoons
by Mr. Bray, who has truly originated a new school of art.
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A JAPANESE FUNERAL. V remarkable lilm which pictures the
Siopla) attached to the burial nl .1 -I pii I'titlt'iuaii. Tin
1. with it^ dwari orange an. I cherry lives, ill.' greal rage of
li
..1 priests, and the crowds ol poctators combino in
le which \011m; and old alike will vote as marvellous.
— G<
31).
AN ORIENTAL ROMANCE.
Everj duo knows tlial King Bngcol i- .1
ister in tli.' an of make-up, and in tin- subject I;.' take- the
if a wiuliliv Chinese iiifi'i haut anil plays il to the lii.'. The
picture i- lull ol colour, the stor\ is fascinating, ami there are heart*
gripping situations. The settings of the pluy are beautiful in the
extreme.
— /mp('iVuiin-.4«an<ic). l,963j
H
31).
A QUEEN'S DOUBLE ; or, From Cabaret to Palace. Anothei of
those romantii dramas for which Piis<mali - are so lainons. li deals
with the lore affairs ol a Queen and the impersonation bi the Queen
l>\ a dancer who resembles her, and introduces a thrilling rescue bj
means ot an airship. The staging, acting, and quality ol the Dim are
1h\\ .-nil reproach.
- Lionel Qttling(jor London .'. d So '■ < Ihtee reels (now shotting).
CHARLIE'S NEW JOB. Every foot contains a laugh. fonbaye
beard it before, haven't yonf lint really it exactly describes this
comedy in which Charles Chaplin makes hie ./.v.- in the Essanaj
programme. Ho is the same old Charlie iu this screamingly funny
attraction that he always has been, which means, of course, thai yon
will all wish to see him.
/I
M
THREE
DAUGHTERS
OF THE WEST.
Oi
t those dare-devil
Western subjects portrayed as only Jack Richardson and Kerrigan
■an to create genuine excitement. If a flghl between cattle-thieves,
lowboys, and ranch-girls, daring leaps from high rocks a straggle on
the crest of a mountain, ami thrilling horsemanship appeal to \ on, see
this picture. And Pauline Bu-h is in the cast !
Flying .1 " Droti
'/ vy 13).
ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN
ALVAREZ.
Because so many readers
lia\c written to say how much they enjoyed seeing this splendid
picture we refer to it again to invite others to make it- acquaintance.
It is can- oi the best of th.' Vitagraph Broadway Star productions so
far produced, ami Edith Storey and Robert W. Wainwright, the
li-,- towers of strength.
Did yon read our story of the film in
iiiary 9th issue?
1 "/, •..(''. 1/ '■ ■ ■
Company,)
■ parts {now showing).
THE PENALTY OF FAME. After receiving a charming letter
from hi- old sweetheart, Gigetta, now married to a jealous old Colonel,
a famous cinema -tar decides to visit her and his native town at the
same time. He lives to regret his decision, however, for once there he
ie recognised bt old friends and admirers, who make such a noise in
his honour that, although he meets hi- sweetheart, he trots kicked out
hv the old Colonel he. ore he has time t.i explain who he i-.
I ni rot I
//. .1. Brotrne and C >, 1 9i
Iff).
THE MISSION OF MR. F00.
six months were spent in collecting
the settings alone for thi- rial Chinese play, and many more months
in inducing real Chinamen to appear iu it. Carlton King as Mr. Poo
wives a wonderful interpretation of Chinese character and cunning.
In hi- underground abode he conspires for the overthrow of the
Chinese Republic. He loves a yonng white girl, and lures her to his
home, presenting her with a priceless jewel which, in the end, gives
nun his death-sentence. The Chinese effects are beautiful and weird
in the extreme.
— Edi-<"ii Drama, 1,135 feet (Jime 7).
THE SMALLEST WORM. Dressed in a proper serving-apron, the
BOor creature had to bring in breakfast to his stepmother each mortiing before going to the office. At the furious jangle of the servinglx'11 lie would always come promptly, even though he might curse a
hit on the way. And at the office, when hi' was ordered to bring in
the ledgers of the manager, the other hoys piled them high out of his
reach. In the nark, when he met a beautiful girl ami wa- winning her
favour, the boys from the office rudely tore him away. At last, in
desperation, he enlisted. And then the worm turned with a vengeance. Arthur Staples is the worm, and Ruby Belasco the terrible
stepmother.
—Eepworth Play, 70
Ji>.
WHAT A BOUNDER!
Hemet Milly in the park; and loved her.
They went to a picture. -how. and whal did he see on the screen:
Nothing less than his adored making love to a man ; and — horrible '
she wa- garbed in tin- scantiest of Grecian drapery. The. sight was
too much for Bounder. He dashed at the picture, and met— flesh and
blood.
him. hurled
hurled him
poorback
Bounder
the
mid-t of The
the film-actor
audience, dashed
which inatturn
at the into
screen.
Bang through it he went, and through the theatre wall as well,
landing head first in a barrel which stood in the yard below. The
audience followed pell-mell, and Milly, -potting Bounder's leg-, slid
down
dragged
the miserable
most ofa convenient
his clothing, ladder
into anand
upright
position
once more.wretch", minus
- Lion's He ul Cemv: {Damsons), 151 feet {)!■■
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BRITISH
(To be followed by a Foreign Players Contest)

30
Votes on every Coupon— Free
BACK NTjatBER COUPONS ARE STILL GOOD
FIRST
PRIZE
IN CASH.
- value
Second Prize Records 30s.
Graphophone £7 10s., - value
Third Prize
30s.
Graphophone £5 10s., Records
- vauc
Fourth Prize
Graphophone

£4

Graphophone

£3 3s., Records

Fifth

Prize

4s., Records

16s.

- value

17s.

100 Handsome Consolation
Stewart

The Machines and Records are manufactured by the
World Famous " Colivtiibia" Company.

Rome,

Leading Hepworth

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS :
B. & C. Films :
Elisaueiii iilsdon
Fredk. troves
A. X. Bramble
IM. Gray Murray
Barker Films :
BIaii< lie Forsyth
Itaeliel tic *olla
Maud Yates
Hoy Travers
llolfc Leslie
Tom Coventry
T. Mscdonald
J. Hastings Hatson
Clarendon Films :
Ueut. Rose, K.N.
Ilorotliy licllew
Jaek Spratt
Her worth Films :
Alma
Taylor
Clirissie
White ■
Yi«tl t llopson
Unity llelaseo
Mniiirl Itome
l.iitiu-iir Howard
YVilliaiu Felton
.foli« Mae UMlrews
Tom It lit t
Arihur Staples
Henry Yibai-c
Harry miss
Londnn Films :
Mary Rrousli
(Wynne Herbert
Christine Rayner
Charles Rock
11 enry ,*inley
£ corse Bellamy
Frank *tanuiore
l.angliorae Iturtull
Y* iiiiiliam <;uise
Hen Webster
Gerald Ames

Lewis Gilbert

v

R. .IihI" <; een
lliin; :i> Monro
Hubert Willis
Moloc/r.-iph Films
■tabs Neville
Sybil de Rray
Austin tai..|>
llMrry Lorraine
Joan Morgan
Neptune Films :
Daisy Or dell
.loan Hit/.

Gerald Lawrence

Gregory

Ethel

Bi-arcwtli,

THE BATTLE OF THE BALLOTS HEARS THE EHD

of Stage and
FameBRITISH
FILMScreen
PLAYERS:

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
p'ayei* also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may voto for child p'.ayers, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS IN THIS OR
ANY OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon below.
PRJZES.— The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST

fiepturn*
llousrlas Films
Pajiie Con.):
Brian Daly
Ilouslas « ox

Player.

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
THE CONTEST.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
1. A ny number of Coupons may be sent I 4. No corresp ndence can be entered
in, but only one prue may be won by one into concemiug the contest. Two lists of
voter. Should no one succeed in placing* ' British players are given pnthispoge, but
may vote for anj British yli
the winners' names correctly, the £10 will I voters
whether in the lists or not.
go
sender event
of the of
nearest
Coupon.
In to'
thetheunlikely
two or
more
o. A voter may till up any number of
voters sending in winning Coupons the I Coupons from one issue, and may semi in
prize will be divided.
quantity
his or herownor-friends'
-. Coupons «ill appear weekly until Ii any
Coupons
in oneof envelope
a n<\ at any time.
further notice. '1 hey may be forwarded
tj.
The
Editor's
decision
a -to connected
Uiepriie)
winners
and
on
all
matters
at once, or kepi and sent in or.ei nvelope
at end of contest.
[ with this contest will be final and leg dly
S. All names must be written in Silk. binding, and Coupons are accep edonly
on this understand] g.
No alteration will lie permitted.

"The

Pictures"

GREAT

BRITISH

I desire to cast Ten

FiLM
Votes

PLAYERS
for

l'i .if u.i: Pi.VTEtl
Mam:
:
Fkmui

' LI

Piayi:i:
I desire also to cast

Five Votes

PlATBS

Male Plates

C1NTEST.

'V
(2nd choice)

for
«-*
O

ddirett

St'Ott
Fill u-» and post to "Contest Edltcr,'1 Pictures, 18. Adam St. Strand. London, W.C.

John Ea«t
Phoenix
Films :
' I'impl- ' i Fred E
' MaftlCS' (Joe Evans i
Gcraldinc Maxwell
James Heed
Samuelso m Films :
Ercd Paul
Bernardt» i jVaitjchau
Agues
milRonald Young
7urr*er Films :
11 1 1 li idi > it o vt a n
Maud Stuart
Clifford Pembroke

Arnold ltrynor
Regent
Films
Wmlfrcn
Fitch:

Ctotde ElenMoore
Rowland
K. Scott Aruild'll
Frank 11. «.r..vt col l
Git) iinpcri Lane
Various
Gordon
iii-ir-Charles i^omoa
CtaapUnties
Ernest
Batlej
U llic Ritchie
Ivy Close
Alec
Woprp'ter
Dni'iitliv
Hal lev

.

Rose itaipli
Madge
Free
James Russell
Alice do Mimon
Ivy
1. 1 ford
Miiclit o Bmccwrll
Harry ttnysiou
iiidiy Tree
Mary Manners
Yerc Carlylc
tEric
I an ilHesmnnd
i a i.uilloi
Jack
v\ iinidHiilcup
Dunbar
Xancy
Marliu Bcviu^ion
1 almoinGeo
Foley
IrenerareVernon
Jack
Collins
Jed". Harlow
•!:i«!i Jar nan
M noie Granville
i;rcy
Harry
" Mikeartistes,
Miii'|ii:\
"
British
no matter
where
they are playing,
are good for this Contest

J
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1 1 ■ iffering it to mj r< adi 1 11
.1 nil sunburnt, Inn big sojourn* d few a
month in lunnj Spain, and thrilled
v. it !i particulars "i how hi l» at on
return journej was aha ed bj 1 be in
1 man pirate, but was, fortnn
lull t « > show
lii in .1 /
clean I. pain ■!' In
"I .1

l"»>king up dat
re, ulii.'li
meat 1 hat all will ha 1 e an opport unity
of enjoj in- t bis remarkable film dra
Humour

in

" Hamlet,"

1 congratulate ( Iricka and Marl in tor
thinking of the funny notion of burLesquing the plays oi Shakespeare and
turning even bis tragedies into comi
for tlic am
of picturegoers.
And, without disrespect to our great 1
dramatist ; the fact being that fan
situations

are

found

in

Hamlet,

for

example, onlj because it is murdered by
the .Mi m lion 1 a mateur Dramatic Son
Davisons gave'me a private view of I
the first of the "Shakespeare Minced

Scries, and for once in a \\ bile I laughed.
Fancy seeing the village doctor a- tiemoody
King
suddenly called away
to

A Pictcbb within a Pn rung,

The cinema scene in U'h.«.t a Bounder. (See " Guide.")
Producing in War-time.

ALTHOUGH
many readers wish mo
to keep the British Players' Contest running longer in order that
votes may be swelled, future arrangemerits make it impossible to do so.
Next week's issue will therefore contain
the last voting coupon and announce
the closing date for sending' in all the
coupons. Thousands of votes are now
beiiiij registered daily, and when after
next week the coupons are delivered in
sacks, as I fondly anticipate will be the
case, my suspicions that the contest has
been a stupendous success will be confirmed. Meanwhile, keep on voting—and voting, until closing time.
Solving ihe Problem.
I am glad that the difficulty experienced by many readers in purchasing
this paper is being gradually overcome.
Within the last week or so I have
received scores of letters to the effect
that "a definite order with the newsagent," which I am always advising-, has
Bolved the problem. If you cannot buy
PlCTUBES at your cinema — and some of
our best cinemas sell out within twentyfour hours of publishing — tell your newsagent you want the paper every week,
and he will get it for you. It's so
simple— aud so effective !
More Screen Stage Stars.
Most playgoers will remember Miss
Tittell-Brune, the Australian actress
who five or six years ago made her
London debet as "Claire Forster" in
The Woman in the Case, and scored
further successes in The Eternal Question
and (with H. B. Irving) D>: Jekyll and
jtfr. Si/de. Like countless other stage
stars. Miss Tittell-Brune has come over
to pictures having just played the leading role in Iron Jus/ice. a British filmdrama, by Sidney Morgan. At least two
other stage stars are in the cast of this
drama with the strong title — their names
being Mr. Julian Royce and Miss
Sidney Fairbrother, the latter's first
appearance on the screen, by arrangement with Sir Herbert Tree. I hope to
refer to this unusually interesting production later.

To build a coastguard-station as a
" prop n on East Coast cliffs for a film
drama in war-time would seem to be
asking for trouble. Yet this is what
Frank Stather did for The Stolen Secret
Code, a said-to-be fine recruiting film.
From a chat with him 1 gather that,
although he obtained permission from
the military authorities, he had anything
but a velvet time, and on one occasion at
least, through stealing out to a lonely
spot to gaze at a wreck by moonlight,
he came within an inch of a bayonetpoint. Although, as I have said, Mr.
Stather had a proper permit, by the
time he had finished two of the three
reels the police gave him and his company and cameras and props two hours
to
get
out isofarranging
the town. toAnd
he " got."
Now he
complete
the
drama nearer London, and says it is to
be a real thriller. It deserves to be.
The *' Bracelet" that Binds.
Not many young ladies can resist the
alluring charm of the bracelet, and
thousands of readers I am sure will take
advantage of the offer which the TransAtlantic Film Company have made on
another page. And there is a pretty
sentiment about this bracelet which once
it is locked can be opened only with the
master key. (The Master Key is the title
of the great new Trans-Atlantic serial.)
The lady has the bracelet and her best
boy has the key. Get him to lock it
before he leaves for the Front, and when
he returns covered with honour and
glory the key will come with him. It
will fit your bracelet, and he will arrange
for the wedding. Send your eightpence
to the Company at 37-39, Oxford Street,
W., before the bracelets are all sent out.
I have one on my wrist now. It is wonderful value, but how I'm to get it off
again heaven only knows, for the
" Answers Man" has stolen the key !
"Publicity" Chased by "Pirate."
I have just had a visit from Mr. George
Stevenson, the Trans- Atlantic's publicity
chief, who, by the bye, conceived the
bracelet idea as well as the happy notion

Mrs. Jones, a local patient, and changing his crown and robes for every-day
clothes _on the stage. Fancy seeing the
Ghost, in an effort to sink through tiecastle roof, stuck midway in a badly
made trapdoor. Fancy seeing the back
of the palace-wall collapse and exp
the fair Ophelia in a dressing-r
n
before she has got into her gown, or
the prompter falling asleep, or Hamlet
being pelted with eggs by an enraged
".gallery," or trying to stab him
with
daggers,
or — "but
why go on ■"
'•
The tin
Film's
the thing
to see.

VICTORIA CINEMA
47, BEDFORD

COLLEGE,

STREET, STRAND,

W.C.

We discover talent for acting for the films, train
it in our well-equipped studio, under usual F.
workD.
ing conditions, and with an expert producer, and
engage proficient students for our produd

EXCELLENT RESULTS ARE NOW BEING
OBTAINED, MANY STUDENTS APPEARING
IN FILMS, SHDWING THAT THERE SS
ENGLISH TALENT FOR PICTURE ACTING.
TifE PICTURES, in issue of April lOtb, 1915,
say-;: — "Having visited the real film Studio,
and met the Proprietors of the School, I feel
reasonably satisfied that its pupils will get
valuo
for their
money." TO
STUDIO
COURSES

SUIT ALL, ALSO
CORRESPONDENCE COURSES.

WRITE

FOR

FREE

GUIDE.

.My dear " Pictures" Keadi;i;s -I saw aa awful
accident yesterday.
A girl slipped 011 her
ami
hurt her — -. A doctor came up and said, •• Dear,
dear, she's brok-n her
." And all the crowd
shouted "
-." They took her away on a
.
The poor girl she
. A man came up and called
the doctor a
and a
.also a
■ ; and said
he was a — . The doctor went red with 0
and said " You're a
." A policeman came up
and
. At the police-court next morning
they got
days and serve them
1
To-tions of tho
above were deleted
by the
sor. 1 Press Cen-

Are you
getting
WvyJ^X*. ?
" Pictures " Regularly
If not, a standing order with
an}' local newsagent will ensure
delivery every Saturday morning.
Let us know if you experience
any difficulty.

*

NDING

100
PICTURES
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TURNER

FILMS

"PICTURES

MADE
FOR

YOU."

We told you last week of the efforts
we make to please you.
NOW
THE

WE
HELP

WANT
YOU

TO
HAVE

ACKNOWLEDGE
GIVEN
US.

§L?

In Hie past many of our pictures have resulted directly
from helpful suggestions made by our friends the
picture public.
We appreciate these suggestions, and would like them to
^Jse continued..
Will you write us aoout any topic connected with pictures
that may interest you ? It may be a criticism of a film
already issued, or perhaps a suggestion for a new subject.
Whatever it is, be assured we shall welcome your letter.

Address it to J. A. C, The Turner Films, Ltd., Hurst Grove. Wa!ton-on-Thames.
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DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS Poor " Shep," the famous collie dog of the Thanbouser
Company, is no more, but you can see him in The
Jiartfer of Flames, a film to be released this week, and with
him that popular child-actress Helen Badffley. who is known
around the studio and throughout the picture-world as the
• Thanhouser Kidlet." In this fine two-part drama clever
Helen and intelligent "Shep" share honours, as indeed they
have Often done before in previous pictures. As it is a film
which I am sure you will all enjoy, let me tell you in as few
words as possible the story.
Little Helen was the only child of the Mayor of a little
country town. One day the family went out for a motor
drive. The engine of the car broke down, and whilst it was
being repaired Helen wandered idly away from the others
until she had lust herself. The 'child's predicament became
known to a number of politicians who happened to be looking
lot SO ne means to force the Mayor to comply with certain of
their wishes, and they thought they saw in the lost girl the
very means which they were looking for. In short, they stole
the child, and intended to, keep her in a secret hiding-place
until her father the Major beca me i easi mable. Then one of
t be politicians acquainted the Mayor with what they haddono.
She}),
a collie
dog.restless
who when
hisNow.
littleHelen's
mistressplaymate
aid not was
return
home
became
and
trotted out to try and lind hor. And. what is more, the faithful creature actually traced her to the house in which she had
been made a prisoner. Helen had been put to bed by the

housekeeper, who, taking advantage of the absence of tie- res!
of the household, sapped out K> discuss the latest news with a
neighbour.
It never entered her mind

after leaving the house that a

Uffht was burning in Helen's room close to an open window,

Little Helen Badglst ksd "Shep," the famous Collie,
in The Barrier of Flam
for although the housekeeper was a very careless woman I am
sure she would not w isii to make possible a tragedy. Whilst
Helen slept the wind blew the curtain to the flame, and in B
few moments the room was oh fire. But fortunately foi
Helen her dear doggie was at hand. Shep raced for help, and
as soon as the fireman's ladder was put to the side of the
blazing house the sagacious animal climbed up and led the
\\a\ to the burning room where his little playmate sat sobbing

: i mum;

101

with helpless I ight. A kindlj fireman
.-.in ied tielen "in to a safer place, and
her parents being communicated with
she «:ts -""ii in tiieir arms again, w hilst
Bhep, the hero of the dnj . receivi it .ill
the bonours li>' deser> ed
•
•
•
•
Iwasgreatlj amused the other night
when visiting a picture-house to hear
the remarks of a little ffirl who gol in
front of me. " \\ hj can'l we hear w hat
they're
Baying,
mamma
P" she
after
several
scenes
of a drama
hadasked,
been
Bashed »>n the screen. " Because thej 're
only photographs, darling," came the
wer. bividentl' it was her daughter's
first visit, but tli>' question serves t<>
remind us once again what a truly marvellous invention tln> living photograph
i- This particular film was of splendid
quality, and w is l"'inu- shown on a
perfect screen, with the result that the
iKile girl actually thought the moving
figures were real llesh and blood,
*
#
'•
*
Y>>u rather disappointed me in the
i-t.T ' Competition. The entries
were plentiful enough, but the quality
of the bissays was not particularly
brilliant. I am hoping my "Limericks '
will prove so much more t<> your tastes
that 1 shall bo buried in "last lines."
The
I Spent61,Easter"
go
to: "How
May Scarry,
Thomasprizes
Street,
Dublin (14); 0. Koskilly, The Limes, 9,
Hopton Koad, Streatham (14).
Award of Merit (Special prize for
six i. A. P. Levenson (Stamford Hill);
s. a. Davy (Clapham Junction); Hilda
Watte (Selby); Edgar Garner (Tottenham) ;W. Taylor (Swansea) ; H. Broadhead (Bradford) ; Lillian Burgess
(Swanscombe) ; C. M. Jennings (Bronv
ley | ; Norman Tetlow (Bradford).
Award Prize— H. Broadhead.
Now for another limerick. I gave you
one last week, but can't resist giving
you another, even if yon do accuse me
of being a " poet." which I am not.
UNCLE

TIM'S

PICTURE

LIMERICK.

To the pictures a youth took his pa,
For the first time to see a film s>ar,
Wnen on sc een he was flashed,

i

Fa.h r cried— " t. oil, I'm dashed —

•

■

•

•

•

.•

•

\ want your best last line to the above.
verse on a postcard. the last word
must- rhyme with " pa " or" star." Give
your age. and post to ''Last Line," 18,
Adam Street. Strand, W.C., by Monday,
May Mth. Two prizes and usual merit
awards for the" cleverest ending (sad or
funny, it matters not) will come from
Uncle

NEW

Tim-.

VOLUME

"PICTURES AND THE
PICTUREGOER"
VOL. VII., September, 1914, to March, W15,
NOW
READY.
Five Hundred an 1 Fifty Six Pages.
Handsomely bound in blue elotb end lettered
in silver, including a Four-page INDEX.
Price 3s. 9d. post-free.
The Index can be had separately, pr'co
3d. post-free.
AddV&ssall
orders
" 'I HE PICTURES,"
18, Adam St.,to Strand,
London, W.C.Ltd.,

PICIUICLS

REPLIES

AND

THE

PICTUREGOHR

1]

_^»
Name and.
ttated when writing. We eaittnt reply through the
pott, I- Here art dealt teith is botatiok,
ii
eaeteare required name of Company m\
■i " (Sag - ii. mi.).

lUllTllirlll Deot
T"i ■ Edith,
I'l.n 11 long
. Ii bur
...u

talent and buir, write i" the English ooin
ol noma in ■■ . iv. n on U
almost weakly), Hon long is your hair r
" Giat ii '
U Laa BaokvtUe
p] lyed
" Winnie" in " the adventures ol Eatblyn."
Address K. Williams, 0.0. B Ug v " . - '. K ist-,
Baudolph St., Cbioagw,
Sou say you would L»»e
t., answer all our letters
Perhaps you would
uniu you got a in
neura guv— -I i
wi ulu want to Btop, even fcboutrb pleasant
from our readers a ■ good medioiue.
" Lizzie 11." (Burnley). The players you mention
hare not nay el sent, us their wedd
"■ ii •■ unable to tell you il tliry have token tin)
fatal leap, 'l i. auks for kind regards,
(Preston). — Generally
speaking;, we
an vise most ol our readers wanting to go on tho
liuus to give up the idea. There are, b
exceptions, of oourse — talent and ability will win
in the end. it is, however, a precarious occupa
at the start. Address
Lilian Gish, c
Keliane." Film lo., -9, Union Square West. New
York City, and Vivian Kieb, c.o, American Coy.,
C.l'j", broadway, Chicago.
" Phtmie " (Streatham).— Flora Finch i< eligible,
lor our British Players, hut not Mary Pickford.
" I'livi.i.is" (Horusjey). — None of the casts yon ask
for are published. Sorry.
"Ethel" (Now Ferry). — Dorothy Gish played
lead in "A Lesson in Mechanics."
"Ilapper" (Brighton).— See rule attop of column
We have no new postcards of Maurice Costello.
Card» of F. X. Bushman can be supplied at Id.
each. Have tent your love to bini; hut why are
we left out ?
"Violet " (dalham).— Winifred Kingston played
oj
posite Dustiu
"TheCo.,Virginian"
iL.isky).
Address feitrnum
Jesse L. inLasky
Lt .,213,
"V\
est
^6th
St.,
i\ew
York
City.
We shall
publish
a new photo of Herbert Kuwlinsou
soon.
Wo
have none of James Kirkwood.
"Lily" (Walthamstow).— We bare no record of
the old casts yon nieiiti.ui. We believe Mary
Pickford played in " iNear and yet so t ar " ani
" Home Folks " (A.B.), but are nut certain.
"Alexander" (Edinburgh).— Don't quarrel with
your Inendover the vast of "The L e;" he e it
is — "Doctor Hume," Stewart Koine; "liuuk
Foieste:,"
Lioueile Howard; "Dons Sloan,"
Clu-.ssie White.

'■ Maui i, " (Brorali replj to " Phj Imz."
tin shed,
I
" B.
.1. ii. \\ii snre(Cardiff).
- Pimple's
tot .
ii.-. i Ihnplln mi b • for rei rodu.
i. [hanks for ncn pupurcuting.
Uladyou
liked prize. Hope you'll win more,
"<;. v.. c." (West Kenslnri ni. Cbarlei Cbapliu
and Blllie Ultohid are two different persons, IVe
tl'inl. Ah, ., Joyce pluyed hi " C] i I l: ... ks tl .,
and of" Love,
Winner"
hive
postcards
her. 'Oil,
I a I ■tl, • [tall\',tn.
llim is unobtainable. So ;lad youure n

"Mai " (Presl in).
We bea thinkfr >inI
would i o pleased t,,
nucb an d iplin
admirer as yourself. Add:
I auay Film
I ■•.. I.3JJ, Argyle Street, Chicago.
B nd ruli
topot
" Tin: TbrRIBLI Twins " i \\ ,
not send love to May West. vVe don't knoii I
"Impertinent
AND Im;imsi rivi: " (Brlghouse).— <
We don't know if the two playei
an
ir
it,.
ench o ber. Playing toget i r is i
vid-mci 6(
relationship, dear girls. Thanks 10. kind au
elation of Pn tubes.
"IICarir"
(Camber w 111.— We snupathisa wii'i
you most aincer ly hav n.- to rive np film act
However, put your should ir to the whi ol in your
new vocation. You should ti.nl happiness
in a warehouse.
«* H. B. M." (Dundee).- We know of no School fur
C.nema Acting near you. Gr at
nil. I
be observed lu'ore paituig with any moi
fees;
"schools"
exist foe
nothing many
else. so-called

"Reader" (Barnes).— Carlyli Blackwell plays for
Famous Players, Whose films are controlled in
this country by tlio Famous Players Co., 166,
Wurdour
"Kcader." St., W. Hope you'll aiwoys n main ■

(Continued on page V)L)

" Alice " (Newport). — Address the Manager,
Hepworth Film Co., -, Dcnum St., Shiutesbury
Avenue, Loudon.
"D. H. " (Hull).— You have, no doubt,
seen,
your previous letters
answer, d by now.
It;
take- some time to get through tue thousands of
letters we receive.
No cost of " A Patriot of:
France' was publ.shed.
'•J. D." (Brondesbury). — We have no postcards of
Gustavo Serenu — nly the 7d. phot i — and none of
1 .ii- id Luckwood. Is Hairy Myers uuur.olr'
AVediun, ken, "J. D."
" Veha. Maid Ellen" iFulham) wants to know
"it Iher are any good jouS at tne picture lor
g rls about the age of 12 to 14." Whutsortof
"jobs,"
Vera '(your
We cannot
t\ckfonl
would answer
leiter. tell
Whyif Mury
not try?
We
have given her address heaps of tunes.
"VICTOR."
Seejoining
reply atoFilm
" George'*
in March (Birkenhead).
27 h number a— to
Co.
"A. J. G." (Hither Green). — Balboa seldom publish cas s, ar. i the Seiig hlni is too old lo trace*
We have postcards of Norma Tnlmadge. Glad
you liked the phot s we , ublis..ed ol Alice Joyce.
"Two HeadE3s" (Ariuley). — We don't thinx
Warren Kerrigan is married. The Koso ami
Judith byparts
" I he Trey
Hearts"
taken
Clo ■ inMadison.
Your o'love
seut towere
the
two Marys as desired.
"Violet and Florence" (Liverpool), who want
to join an English Film Co., should read our reply
to *' George " in March -7th number.
"Trafalgar" (Soutbnort).— All the films you
mention have been released, but we have no
record of the dates.

SLEEPS

OUT

OF

DOORS.

Eugenie Besserer, the remarkable emo*
tional actress of the Selig coast studios,
Bleeps out oC doors :kio nights in tlio
year, a porch of her beautiful bungalow
lx'injr arranged for that health-giving
practice. (Above portrait is one of otir
postcard series.)
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Let's be
By Cecil M.

Hepworth, of tl

I am absolutely in agreement with Mr. H. A.
Spoor, of Essanay's, when he says in "Pictures' of the
24th April— "there are both British and American
Cutters"— -the firms whose -films are not good enough
to win on " Quality." But why does he, of all men,
take up the cudgels for nasty, and therefore cheap,
American films ?
Read accurately, friend Spoor, and you will never
find in anything that I have written a single word
derogatory to Essanay.
Then you don't quote me correctly either ! I
said "cut-rate' not "cut-throat." There's a lot of
difference between those two phrases when .you come
to think of rt — especially if it's your own throat !
Anyhow, if anything I said could possibly be
construed into pointing at your Company; I'll apologise here and now.
It's my personal opinion — -and
I've had many years to form it in, haven't I ?—
that there is no "straighter" firm in the world than
Essanay's.

Accurate !
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epworth Manufacturing Co., Ltd.
Come

now, don't you ever feel a bit sore that

your good films are squeezed oft' the programme to
make room for cheap rubbish
because
you won't
cut prices ? Can't for the matter of that if your
quality is not to suffer.
You won't give dishonest discounts to buyers :
you won't give illicit commissions to viewers, but
you know some "big" American Companies who
will — and do, and so do I. And you know that,
for that one reason, neither you nor I sell quite as
many films as we should if merit were the only test.
Of course you are quite right : Hepworth Policy
is the same as Essanay's. Just make the best films
always and let them as won't pay a fair price, go
without — and bust !
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She Doesn't Earn It.
that impressive - looking
woman
over
yonder
P " the wife of the
"That's Mrs.
Peckum,
famous cinema actor. They say that

Continued from p. 101.)

"Who's

•• "1 1

" (Brixton). — Of course you can write to
e 'l ■ 1 ii 1- r. It wouldn't surprise us if she
1. .I you. We would v. iliiiiL,lv send her your
but if you are writing, yon can do that also;
wn're sure she won't mind.
'• of
11 the
HI' old
(South
Bluis Kormonton).
mentioned. — Wo have no record

does she
earn large
il - salary.''
she■" How
commands
a very
"Her hnsband earns it. I said that

cant KeaDEE"
(Ilkeston). -Sec reply to
" May " In this num
"Nancy"
(Brondetbury),
Clarendon
T'llm H;ill,
Co.,
Croydon;
Regent Film Co.,
Porchester
a a Bd., Ii. yswater, W. ; Turner Films, Ltd.,
'J he Studios, Walton-on-Thames.
As you have
already been a super, it, is up to you, fair Nancy,
to show the producers your capabilities and climb
the ladder of fame.
" moo
\iw.girl" (Alt
ctont.—
forpliolo.
you must
be Thanks
!

the commands Andit. "They Went.
Teaches : " Now,
Johnny, if
father gave you twopence and your
mother gave you two niore, and I gave
you
a penny, how much would you
then* have?
Johxxy : " If you made your penny
tupi>ence.Mis~. I'd have emit to take yer

'What a

"Fred" (Burnbam).— Mack Sennett idnyed for
A.U. under the name of Walter Terry. Sorry we
cannot find oth r infoi niation, Fred.
" Hi muijeske" (Fleet 'ood). No postcards of
Charles Chaplin published. Let us know name
of Company and we will do our host. Ton say
yon have a "When
glorious
temper;"
but for
we'rereply
not
frightened,
enclosing
a stamp
from Amei n a send a U.S.A. 2 cent one, English,
ones re uot available.

Essay on Men.
to a picture Anshow."'
■': Men are what women marry. They
drink
smokePerhaps
and swear,
but dni'i
go to and
church.
if they
w< re
bonnets they would, 'ih^y are more
logical than women and also more zoological. .Both men and women sprung
from monkeys, but tlie women sprung
further than the men.'' — A Little Oi
Composition on Men.

".T. D. B." (Bristol)..— "We have not particulars o*
Florence Turner's
music is
hallpreventing
dates. Perhaps
the
pressure
o film work
her from
ai oepting any more for the pre-ent. We underst. mi I she still has a couple of dates to ic2 in the
London district.
*V* Many replies are unavoidably held orer.

No Enthusiast.
<:So you want to aet for pictures, eh?
Hail any experience? "
" Wal, I was the 'orrible examjjle once at
—Motion
a temp'ruuee lecture."

Picture Magazine.

TX70MAN— the conundrum of the
u
age. neverWe give
can't
her, but
we
her guess
up.
Love is Blind.

Good goes
gracious,
man ! Can't
you with
see ?
There
your chauffeur,
eloping
" Too bad " ! The recklessness of these
jour wife! is
chauffeurs
something awful!"
We Hope She is Wrong.

TINS

A

FREE

1?3969!^

TOILLT

OUTFIT.

For a limited period THE OATINE
CO. will send, absolutely free, to any
reader of "Pictures" sending name and
address and 3d. in stamps (id. stamps
preferred) tocovercosl of postage and
packing, a Dainty Sample Outfit containing atrial size of five delightful
< > \TI NE preparations, including Oatine
Cream, Snow. Face Powder, a 2d.
Shampoo
uPowder, also a 3d. tablet of
Soap.
( >iu' readers will welcome this generous
Offer especially as the Oatine preparat ions are splendid.
Addr. bs applications to THE OATINE

00, zoo, Oatine Buildings, Borough,
Loudon, S.E.
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Mrs. Smith :"'Eardfromyerold man?''
Mrs. Jones : "No, an' I don't know
nuthink about 'im ; but I've 'eard said
as 'ow 'e's either in the Jargonelles or
the Sewage Canal."
A Tasty Tit-bit.
"Why was Lot's wife turned into a
pillar
visitor.of salt ? " asked the Sunday-school
For a moment there was silence, and
then a small hoy piped out —
" I s'pose it was 'cause she was too
A Fashion Note.

"Great Scot, woman! Are you tryfresh."
me ? " you don't even know
ing to ruin Henry!
"Why,
what I paid for the gown."
"1 know that any gown that looks as
bad as that one costs more than 1 can
Stage versus Screen.
afford to pay.''
The negro coachman was sent to a
cinema by his mistress for the first time.
"How did you like the pictures,
Jimr1'' she asked afterwards
:
" Not much, mistress." Jim replied.
"That aiu' no theaytier foh me. Dey
wastes too much time with th' curtain
down. I got tired a' waitin' foh it to

go up,"

Mother: "I am afraid Laura will
never
become
a picture-player.''
J-'AXHEJl
cou:raged y " What manes you so disMother
: " This morning she seemed
beside
herself
with joy when 1 told her
sue must omit her music lesson to go t"
the dentist." N.B.— Mother must have
meant a picture pianist.
A Weight on his Mind.

■You've made a mistake in your
paper."
saidalan sanctu
indignmant ofman.
entering
the editori
a suburb
an
paper. "1 was one of the actors m tii.it
atnletic film shown last night, but you've
called me 'the well-known Ught-weighl
•' \> ell, aren't you ; '' inquired the
editor.
".No,on.'"
I'm nothing of the kind: and
champi
it's confoundedly awkward., because I'm
a coal merchant
The Silly'."and the Super.
"And
whatyour truncheon
for,
policeman ?" inquired the village gossip.
"To ketch a tei.ler a cop over tue nob
if 'e gets vi'lent ! " responded Bobby,
who was really only acting for a film.
"And what are tiiese numbers tor? "
" Bidentification purposes, mum."

" And what," said the inquisitive old

dame," is that strap unuer your chin

" Well, mum." snorted Bobby, " that's)
tor rest me jaws cm when 1 get* tired
answerin' silly questions."
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JESSIE

New Series, No. 65.

STEVENS

Though :: Heavy" Players they are both exceedingly popular in light Edison comedies.
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and Notes
Pearl
White,
heroine
of Pat!
The Exploits
oj Elaine, recently
recovered from an attack of pneumonia,
contracted
through
exposure
while
working in outdoor scenes in bad
weather. Her portrait was published
in last week's issue.
*
*
*
#
Playwright

Honours

Player.

MARY

RIDER
gave
dinner Nesrecently inhonour
of aMiriam
bitt. the Edison star, and a
number of persons of note were invited
to meet her. The dinner was give!) as a
testimonial to Miss Nesbitt's work in
two virile criminal scripts which Miss
Rider wrote especially for her.
On.y One Right Way.
A

OUR
No. 4.

CINEMA
PIANIST :
Preparing for a Six-reeler.

ANOTHER
important studio for
London ! It will be opened by
Jesse
* L. Lasky
* — after
# the# war.
So all you pretty readers who want to
be leading actresses be prepared. But
London Offices of the Company ask us
to
beg- you not to tight when the time
comes.

*

#

*

*

Myrtle Stedman's smile is bigger than
ever, for she has won the popularity contest at Augusta, Georgia. Lucky Myrtle !

*

#

*

#

A film has arrived called The Devil.
It has a wonderful cast, including Bessie
Barriscale, an American actress. We
hope to presently advise you to go to
The Deri/ and have a good time.

*

*

#

*

Anna Little has a dress fad which
is furs. She is the happy possessor of
wonderful fur coats, collars, and muffs,
some presents from Canadian admirers.
*
*
#
#
We have heard of a prison being used ■
ns a cinema.
Now a studio is to be used
as a prison.
The Union Film Company
are vacating their studio at Alexandra
Palace in favour of German prisoners.
w
#
# :
#
" It is worth risking one*s life to carry
into the war zone one of the greatest
inventions of all time— the motion
picture camera and therewith depict
the diabolism
war."
can camera manof at
the writes
Front. an Ameri-

*

*

#

#

" Record attendances have greeted
the ' screaming ' of the ' [deal ' exclusive
EveryCinema.
Woman" Wesayshave
our come
good across
friend
the
talking pictures but films which scream.
—well!
What say you " EdealetterP"
* •'•■••#
It is stated that Bessie Eyton and
Kathlyn Williams spend about £2,000 a
rear each on their wardrobes.
We are
ju>t going out to buy a new collar.

NUMBER of people write to Edna
Maison asking her how she pronounces her name. Her real name
is Maisonave, and she pronounces her
stage cognomen as follows : •" Pronunciation? Don't you know ? It's really
most amaizon. I think you're really
tateonme; pray say, is that the ravton/
There's only one and not a lot of different wrongful ways on the pronunciation
of my name— it's simply Edna Maison\v
What Next, we Wonder?
AN

American
picture-house
has
organised
what hemanager
terms
" Rooster Nights/'' giving away to
the
patron
a live
says lucky
it is the
biggest
and rooster.
best he "lie
can
procure each time. He also gets out a
little pamphlet which he calls Rooster
Cackles, in which he reviews the funny
jokes he happens to hear, together with
short, snappy film-notes, and advertises,
of course, his next " Rooster Night."
Leaping Satmo i Filmed.
LIGHT hours in the saddle, a fifteenmile ride over the mountain trails.
and a delightful night-camp in the
hills.^is what Henry Otto, of the American Company, did for pictures of salmon
trying to leap over the base of the
Gibraltar Dam on the Santa Inez River.
This dam precludes the tish getting to
their usual spawning-places, and it is
predicted that the Government will next
year construct a fish-ladder. Meanwhile
Otto's fish-films are 'ot stuff.
Seven Stage=players in O le Film.
IN addition to Miss Tittell-Brune
1 (whose portrait appears on our
cover) as the heroine, the cast of
Iron Justice, an All-British photoplay
by Sidney Morgan, includes Miss Sydney
Fairbrother. who is making a hit in
"Quinney's" at the Haymarket : Julian
Royce. now appearing at the Lyric:
Alfred Drayton, with James Welch, at
the Coliseum; Cecil Fletcher, iu
"Betty" at Daly's: Harding Steerman,
at the Lyric; and Miss Marguerite
Belona, until lately at the New.
As Otners See Us.
E1-S1E
JAN1S. the popular variety
theatre star. who. during her last
visit to the States, played for the
film, was asked for her impressions when
she saw herself on the screen.
" 1 can best illustrate my emotions,"
she replied, "by
a little "story.
One

mo in 1 pansed
shop l>esidetwo
■I whomin a seemed
I
me.

' Look." she nudged her fi . '>
y in the side. ' to the
:t
of yon
that's Elsie Janis.' li.
wheeled about to look at me.
' it- and she adjusted ber spectacles.
' \\ by,
for lan's sakes, ain't sheplein!'
And
that's just the way I felt as i saw a .
Wnere
Jams."' Comes
ElsieCinema
reels of ths

In.

THEan French
War Office
is organising
expedition
of cinematograph
operators throughout the wh.leof
the
lines, learn
that neutral
countries'
and French
others may
something
of the
work of the French Army.
" I hope the example will be foil I
iu this country," said a leadiug recruiting official recently *' A piulUie 1 alace
audience is \my largely composed of
young men in muiti of eligi. le military
age. There can be no gainsaying the
fact that the realities of the war are not
adequately realised by people iu this
country. Official accounts of battles do
not grip the imagination of the masses;
and that is where the cinema comes in."
Buck Up, British Films !
THEother
picture-play
on 'four
the
side" now patron
looks for
and five reel plays, including
dramas, comedies, and historical subjects," said Mr. Zimnierniauu (of Apex
Films), just returned from the States,
to the ±ti m Censor. "American manufacturers are meeting this demand and
supplying subjects, the acting, quality,
and beauty of which cannot Ina surpassed. Money is spent lavishly on
these productions, and thoroughness in
detail isMr.made
a strong
point."
Now
please.
British
Producer,
get busy,
and at least one foot and legi into the
American film-market.
Pity the Poor fcuuor!
DEAR
On a our
Empire
this Sir
weekEditor
their— is
picture
and
Stanly says that it is Chailie
Chaplin what is on bat isay no beca
I say that Charlie Chaplin can make \ 1
Iaughf more than he, if you can tell me
hdo is write will you say at onse and
settle a bet what we have got on. 1 saw
you wen you were at this town horato
bottombly and i no you will anser this
guestidn but what ever you say i will
stick to my own oppkuon beeausse i
dont not think you no everthing."
Famous

From " Anniversary.
John Bull.''
Pi <yers Thrd

APRIL 12thversarymarked
the thirdPlayers
anniof the Famous
Film Company. Founded by
Adolph Zukor. Daniel Frohman. a: id
Edwiu S. Porter in April, 1912, this
concern has steadily grown to a position
of imp'Vtanee in the industry.
The number 01 Famous P la.\ .is releases
has gradually increased to thirty-six a
year. They have further introduced to
the motion-picture public not less than
thirty-five prominent stars, many of
whom, such as Marguerite Clark. Marie
Doro, H.<zel Dawn, and John Barrymore, have through this medium also
become international film favourites.
tinder the management of the Famous
Players. Mary Pickford has attained the
greatest distinction of her career.
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Our News Feature: Events ol the Week
INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PICTURES

-ill

ni>

FROM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1. Captured at Neuve Chapelle : German prisoners' arrival in England. 2. Ocr Gallant Indians: Dated of their wounds,
they are off again to the Front. 3. 'Billy,'' the Troopers Mascot. 4. French Ari'illert in Action. .*». Heroes o*»
Neuve Chapelle: In gentle hands at the Queen's Canadian Military Hospital, near Shorneliffe. G. The London Wki.sh Ready
and eager for the Front. 7. The Navvies
Battalion : Preparing the Alexandra Palace for the reception of German prisoner*.
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" \Y7 ELL, well," Charlie soliloquised,
W
as he hurriedly left the apartment-house which constituted
his headquarters after an interview with
1 he owner, who had just promised him
the " Order of the Boot" unless certain
obligations were met forthwith. " Things
are moving, and unless her anger can
be appeased with lucre other things will
move with a rapidity I shall find unpleasant " He paused to strike
a match on the bowler hat of a hurrying pedestrian. " Work, she said.
What is work ?— a herb ! Good! therefore we will botanise."
He slithered blithely down the crowded
street, meeting the angry expostulations
of those foot-passengers whom he cannoned off with scorn or affability, according to the sex and age of the
assaulted. He never lost an opportunity. His eyes, sharpened by necessity, glanced from right to left in search
of the rare herb he sought. Then suddenly he pulled up opposite a palatial
building, the great windows of which
were crammed with framed photographs
and gaudily tinted posters.
Keen interest swept all else from his
dreamy eyes. " Tis the goods,"' he murmured. "If only— bah! Why if? It
has to be done." Swiftly he insinuated,
his way through the crowd, who peered
open-mouthed into the windows. Then
a smile twitched the corners of his
mouth as he caught sight of his own
reflection in a mirror. " And why not P "
he said aloud, regardless of the growing
sensation his appearance caused. " There
is money in it —money, another elusive
herb.
Money
fame.
people " —
he took
the and
crowd
intoThese
his confidence
as he waved his hand gracefully towards
the portraits— "get hundreds of dollars.
With a face and form like mine, thousands should be within reach."
\-ain elbowing his way through the
crowd he made for the entrance, and,
having acknowledged a cheer which followed him. slithered past the uniformed
custodian and at last found himself in
1 he outer office of the-' Lodestar Mot ionPieture ( 'ompany."
" Not this side," a clerk exclaimed,
rising wrathfully. Charlie waved the
obnoxious insinuation away with becoming dignity, "from a notice appended
OH

your

shop-window."

he

said,

haughtily. " 1 gather that you require
i pie ot appearance and talent p"
" We i[o; but

"But me no buts, young man. Qo,
inform your superior that that for which
he seeks is here.

I thank you."

Ignoring the clerk's apologies, he took
a vacant chair and glanced icily round.
Then romance warmed the cockles of
his heart, and his importunate landlady
Was forgotten as his eyes fell upon the

dainty girl who occupied the chair next
to him. Their eyes met. lingered,
drifted apart, came together again.
Charlie gulped hard, and the fair Tinknown smiled. It was the glad eye
with a vengeance.
His hat shot several inches into the
air, then settled down upon his luxurious curls. "' Fancy meeting you !" he
murmured. " Why, upon my word and so
".
forth, it must be
"The
Next,coldplease!
" tones cut ruthlessly
official
into what gave every promise of being
an affair after his own heart, and, without giving him a chance to elaborate the
lie he had almost invented, the little
beauty rose and passed through a door
marked " Private." But, even as it
closed upon her, she looked back, and
Charlie noticed that she was struggling
to suppress her emotion.
"Alas!" he grieved, "she has gone,
and we may never meet again. Still, in
the few short moments which have been
at my disposal I have undoubtedly
printed an impression on her young
mind which only death will efface. I
know it, I saw it iu her eyes, read it in
her choking sobs when yonder hired
myrmidon called her hence. Alas! she
was very beautiful, and her furs must be
worth quite a lot. Hulloa, whom have
we Anherealien
P " presence made itself felt. and.
turningVto the seat his inamorata had
left vacairt, he discovered a little man.
who had entered the office unobserved,
and at the same moment the stranger
became aware of Charlie. His eyes —
strange eyes, that worked on a swivel
and m$aientarily reminded our hero of
'* Ruddy - tongued Rube, the Grand
Opera Detective," his favourite character in contemporary fiction — looked
Charlie over carelessly, then their owner
yawned and. turning away with studied
negligence, rested his feet over the arm
of his chair. For a second or two
Charlie stood it. then, taking the trouser
of the unknown between his finger and
thumb, he carefully removed the offending limb.
The act was equivalent to a declaration of war. "How how dare you, sir !"
he of the swivel eyes gasped: "do you
know t :at 1 I— J am Mr. Ben Turpin?"
His eyes whirled ferociously, and
Charlie inst inctively looked to see that
his retreat was not cut oil' before grasping him firmly by the face.
"Indeed," he answered, tightening his
grasp on the other's features. " and lei
me tell you
let me
"
" Next, the
please!
"
Again
official
voice cleft the air.
and, releasing Mr. Turpin. Charlie strode
toward the private office, but his
antagonist was there before him.

" Excuse me— I'm next."
Charlie saw red. With an agile movement worthy of a Pavlova or < I
pirouetted, and seizing the leg of the man
who would have usurped his place, flun^
him backward. A moment later and
Charlie stood before the great man who.
& »■ destiny.
the time at least, was the arbiter of
his
" My dear sir." he began hastily, in his
most honeyed tones, " 1 understand that
you require men of talent and — er er a
certain percentage of physical attraction. Jam here.
say nothing."
continued,
as theAh!manager
made hea
frantic sign, "as to emolument." lbscratched his head gracefully. "Well,
of course I don't expect the salary of a
Bushmau to commence with, but—
He became aware that the ma
was holding a receptacle toward him.
and, delighted at the courtesy of his
reception, Charlie knocked the ash from
his cigarette into it. and continued -. " As I was remarking before yen so
kindly offered
the for
ash-tray.
expect
a great mesalary
a week 1ordon't
two
— yes. I shall be content with a few
paltry hundred dollars.
W
The manager had become purple iu
the face. Again he was making si^ns signs which increased in frenzy with
every fleeing second, as he pointed first
to his ears then to the receptacle which
he still held to his visitor.
" Why. upon my word, so forth and
in-as-mueh-as." Charlie exclaimed, as
lie endeavoured to remove the fragments
of cigarette with the manager's fountainpen, "and fancy me thinking it was an
ash-tray— deary me ! As I was saying.
my dear sir. although now 1 am aware
that yon could not hear without the aid
of your personal telephone installation,
1 am here to offer myself and my services. Iam prepared to remain oner should we say" he smiled encouragingly—a" year's agreement, and
fie paused to note the effect of his
words, and became aware that the
manager was surveying him from head
t i foot with the liveliest interest, while
a new light dawned in his jaded eye-;.
"Ha! ha! 1 thought I should surprise him," Charlie chuckled to himself.
"Well, what about it?" he added
aloud.
" About it about it " the manager
stammered. "See here we're short of
staff just now. and 1 goess you can
start off right away as an assistantCharlie left the few bars of the
musical coined} he was humming incarpenter."
complete. I" beg You
your get
pardon
"
" Von heard.
busy rightCharlie
and in that dread
away
as an reeled,
assistant-carpenter."
moment his castles iu the air crashed

\\ I I K
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headlong to the ground. Con.- were
tMglories.be haa dreamed of, and in
their 1 lace stood . ' tm reality, a
■•l and gme. for a brief second
Ik- bent beneath the shock ; [hen, as he
teemed onoe more to hear the heathen
slogan of ln> landlady ""The dollars,
Mr. Chaplin, or tne golosh ' he made
■ herculean effort, and gathered together the Btraying fragments of his
a lf-respeot.
"it is not exaotly what I intended,"
be said, huskily ;" but [accept. 1
I
stoop. 40 menial drudgery, but not for
l.'ii--. ~..s.>. >ir. 1 repeat emphatically
ni> servitude wall n< >i be for long.'
rVith head held high lit- passed oat of
tin- othce to once more encounter the
swivel eyes of lus rival. For a moment Charlie regarded him thoughtfully; then, as he laised his tool
imperiously and Mr. Turpin met the
Amu- wnii a resounding crash, ho
passed jauntily out into the studio.
•
•
•
a
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rising above a strain of piano tittering,
fell upon bis car-.
''Come on. Queen," it orie 1 , • hurry up
I idies and gentlemen
l»>«
J
the speaker executed a war-dance as he
spoke; then bis eyes [ell "ii Charlie.
'Jumping Jee-ruaa-lam ! " be gasped,
'■what in the name of all that's miraculous arc \ on P "
Strong lights blazed in Charlie'
beanteonsly attired maidens and gaily
uniformed men surrounded him, but
above all else loomed the buoolic-looking
man who addressed him while waving
about a tin instrument which Charlie
presently discovered was for the official
transmission of language uhprintabl \
" I beg your pardon

" 1 will show them who they have
around,"
he muttered,as
he surveyed
the slacks
of wood
and
canvas
'•flats." "Tee, by mj mother's gimlet, they snail learn who they nave
'/ with"
Hi- voice trailed away aud was
li si in the echoes of the vast root' as
his wandering eyes fell upon the
itifully-gowned aud majestic
figure ot a lady who paced agitatedly
to and fro. Their eyes met, held, then
broke away, and again the warning
throb which heralded the approach
of romance filled liis susceptible
ii>-art. Her glance lingered on his
face, travelled to his feet, and immediately a wave of emotion swept
over her, but, mastering it, she
turned away and resumed her pacing
while choking sounds and unintelligible mutterings came from between her tight-set lips.
There could be no doubt about it —
for the second time within half an
hour Charlie had created a visible
impression on one of the fair sex.
Like a shot lie determined to follow
up the advantage gained by au attack
in force.

"Pardon me," he said as he sidled
up to the object of his attentio
ns
with an ingratiating smile, "but.
only fancy meeting you! Why. do
you know, it must be ages since we
forgathered— What P "
Her violet eyes flashed fire. '; Sir.''
she snapped, " 1 do not know vou— I do
not want to! "
He shrank back; then, recognising
that her apparent iciness was but the
outcome of maidenly modesty tinged
with a soitpcon of coyness, he advanced
once more to the attack.
'• Birdie
"
" The Queen— come on, come on— the
Queen !
A harsh voice shouted the words
above a babel of sound which had suddenly arisen^ and as she heard them,
Charlies latest conquest gathered up
her train (by Paquin) and. casting upon
lnm an unfathomable look, swept
through a curtained doorway. Casting
•>.ll but his newly-found devotion to the
four winds. Charlie followed.
Immediately a .strong fortissimo voice,

CHARLIE

OFFERS

HIS

SERVICES.

"Charlie
Pardon looked
be—be—
— " at the blushing
round
maidens. "Tut, tut — oh, fie ! v he said
in mild reproach.
" Who are you?'' his interrogator
thundered, filling in the time with a few
steps of his war-dance.
" I'm -I'm " — Charlie's hat rose gracefully as he caught the eye of the Queen
■— '* I am — yes
"
Tin- bucolic one exploded. "Go — get
your
part,'' got.
he howled.
Charlie
Passing over the still
recumbent form of Mr. Turpin, he
re-entered the office. The desk was
littered with manuscripts, and amcrg
them one exceptionally imposing4ookingroll.
Withouta
moment's
hesitation
Charlie made
his choice
and returned
to
where the bucolic one was waiting.
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• Propei
i> plol
: " thai
when
Charlie
handed
himworth
the fruil
ll raid
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liit * lharlie got."
In the propertj
room
be mi I
1
quickly formed an armed truce wil
thirst] looking son of toil who, waki
from
tlr- profound
reverie Charl
appearance had plunged bim in. bade
.ft.'' of a plank.
him
getand1hold
Charlie
obeyed,
a [en momenta lal
to a certain amount of natural sin in
the plank, the truce between th • thirsty
one and himself began to show Bigm
leakage.
However, with the aid of a
heavy mallet hesOOH readjusted matters,
and they once more arrived at an understanding. Abandoning manual labour
for a time, he ambled carelessly int 1
the studio one- more, where he found
himself an interested spectal
what promised at any moment to
develop into a sanguinary battle.
Anticipation cheered ( lharlie up. and
he elbowed his way into the front
rank of the audience.
" You'retifrincompetent, you're a
wash-out, a false alarm ! " the bncolic
one with the tin trumpet was shoutins at a heavily moustached individual, who seemed to receive hishomely remarks with v. certain
amount of bored interest.
"Do you hear me von're incompetent! By jinks!" The trumpet
was flourished truculently. "Don't;
"
you dare to answer me back— or
" When you say something worth
answering," the moustached individual spluttered, waking aj) to tin;
fact that he really had some show in
the argument:,"! may deign to waste
"You- — J" the producer spluttered.
— ' yo u : " lion : tachioa ;-. ;>
time.cuttingly
my" You
swered
.
The producer gathered himself together for a fresh frontal attack.
"You call yourself an actor!" he
screamed; "you think you look like a
soldierly hero!
Oh! my aunt— get
out of him.
it— you—
!"
Words
failed
For you
a moment
apoplexy
seemed on the point of intervening.
Then he saw Charlie, and In,
urbanity returned.
" Thank
Heaven, in this studio
■we
have
no
lack rested
of talent.''
unoccupied hand
lightly His
on
Charlie's curlyhead. " This youngman
mil phii/ (In- part as it should be played "
Charlie blushed in spite of himself.
'■ You, laddie," the producer continued
before he could sneak," you have played
It was a thrilling moment.

Charlie

hesitated,
thenthat
he caught
Queen's
eye oes
and? " saw
she was the
smiling
at
her
him with sweet encouragement. " Hundreds." he answered frankly, '•hun" Then go and dress for the Prince."
Again the tin trumpet was wavingin
the air as it-: owner turned to the aghast
gentleman with the now limp m
staches. "You -you go and find tha
cashier. Your name is ■ .Mud.' and your
telegraphic address is 'Outer da
dreds.'' his back on the rejected on?,
Turning
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lie addressed the Queen. "I may he
ghort-sighted, my dene, but, mark my
words, that new hid will surprise us all.
What a face! Wha< carriage and
addre
Alone in the "star" dressing-room,
Charlie got to work. As be had sauntered out of the studio— he knew too
much to show any signs of undue haste the producer's
words
fallenhe on
his
ears,
and he knew
that had
at last
stood
a chance of recognition -knew also that
it
himslightest
to " make
goodas ;to" not
thatwaslie up
hadtothe
doubt
his
ability to bring the whole industry to
his feet. He was to play the "hero."
and he had a natural inclination toward
the heroic even the literature he indulged inshowed that and even if for
a brief second he hovered on the brink
of the bottomless pit labelled "Failure."
he knew that one " heart to heart "
glance flashed from the Queen to himself would bring him through the ordeal
with flying colours.
Quickly he completed his .simple
toilet— shako, tunic, breeches, sabre -

"Now,

THE

I hen, after one swift, final glance at
himself in the mirror, he sallied forth.
" Double sixes ! "
The mystic words smote upon his ears,
and. forgetful of his new-found dignity,
he turned to see from whence the interruption proceeded, and presently discovered his erstwhile comrade, the aleoholieally inclined carpenter, deeply
engaged in a game of dice against lnmBeli.
Charlie hesitated, rattled the few
coins he possessed, made a determined
move to where he knew the beauteous
Queen was waiting him. looked back
and fell
again
■' four two! " murmured the thirsty
soul in a tone of concentrated bitterness

Greed ^\' -old triumph
high
dice from
art, and, dragging a pair edof over
his pocket, Charlie sank upon hi- knees.
Pour
liw! " he chanted ecstatically

as he raked in the monej the carpenter
had staked agaiusl himself.
The game became

but in the midst ofit Charlie having
to the besl of his belief achieved all his
antagonist's spare cash saw the curtains behind him bulge, and, with a
sudden return to art mixed with a \a_
memory of Hamkt and the Closet scene,
he drew his sword and lunged heartily
at the protuberance. The result was
immediate. A piercing cry rang out.
followed by a violent convulsion of the
curtains; then. as our hero sprang aside,
they were torn apart, and the producer
dashed wildly through the opening.
Foaming at the mouth, he removed his
hands from the hindmost district of
his trousers for just as long as it took
him to grasp the unfortunate carpenter
by the slack of his clothing and hurl
him out into the street ; then, comforted
in heart if not in body, he returned and
saw the " Prince."
" There you are. my boy." he cried,
heartily, though the warmth of his
greeting was somewhat marred by the
events leading up to the eviction he* had
just superintended. "There you aie.
We're waiting for you."
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and furious,

ixd \\>i L.OVE thi: Qceex.''
He exited through the curtains, muttering, and Charlie followed.
" Now," the producer cried, aided by
the tin trumpet, "you're the Prince, ami
you love the Queen damn it. no— she's
not your mother. After deeds of valour
you arrive at the Palace, and find her
surrounded by malignant enemies and
unprotected that's where you come in.
SheCharlie
falls inhitched
love with
you.''
up his
sword-belt, and

the "Queen." who seemed
beamed
to
receiveupon
his timid
overture with some
of her old emotion.
'* Listen to what L'rat saying, can'1 you.
sir P You're in love so'sshe. For the

love of Mike, don't look at her like that!
Now. Advance boldly down the centre.
draw your sabre, salute, hiss the kilt.
1 mean kiss the hilt. Go!
Charlie obeyed instructions, and go!
busy. The result electrified even the
blast artistes.
He carried out all the
producer's directions
With a degree "(
originality never before witnessed
in the
i : '-tar." 01' any Other Studio,
Hut

when the salute eume. 1
back.
" What is it ? " the producer veiled,
without pausing in his dance.
"My head—
it's bent
it!"
Charb'e
answered,
rubbing
the amiet"d
part ;
then, with some difficulty, he man
.
to return the twisted sabre to its scabbard.
" >.ever mind, go -go— go on. 1.
the producer yelled, warming to
his work. "Take her arm — ner arm. 1
said —don't hug her. Xow. say farewell
to herheron ontheyour
staircase—
don't
take
knees— no.
on you
the staircase. Say farewell— the staircase stair
— Oh. you consolidated, hyphenated
Charlie sat. broken-hearted at the parting, on the
asterisk
1" staircase, while her Majesty,
utterly oblivious of the fact that her
train remained beneath her lover, proceeded regally onward clad in an airy
costume that was reminiscent of the
lingerie advertisements in ladies' fashionpapers. Then the producers war-dance
rose to crescendo, and his stage directions were mingled with weird and only
half-articulate threats.
But Charlie sat oblivions through it
all. numbed by the bitter agony of the
parting. Tears rolled down his cheek-.
and he mechanically mopped them up
with the Imperial train, which had been
left in his possession ; then, with a last
scornful look in the direction of the now
stark-mad producer, he gathered up the
dear relic his love had left behind her.
and, pulling himself together, passed
through the curtains.
"You;" A harsh and furious voice
broke in upon his grief, and rough hands
seized him. " What the Dickens are you
Charlie
one glance
doing
with gave
my uniform
p " at the flushed,
angry face of the man who towered over
him. then he let out. The newcomer
dodged nimbly, and the producer, who
came rushing
find his new
" hero."
caught
it on out
the torebound.
Again,
and
yet again, the blows rang out fast and
furious, bringing joy to the hearts of the
listening staff as Charlie gradually
warmed up to his work. Suddenly he
saw the leering swivel-eyes of Mr.
head
had Intried
conclusions
with the
Turpin.
a second
that gentleman's
floor. A mallet lay handy, and under it.
the producer sank, not without grace,
upon the field. The outraged owner of
the uniform fled in wild disorder for the
police
tire-brigade, and Charlie
remainedand
alone.
Scornfully he struck a match on Mr.
Turpin's five-days-old beard, then, hurling the mallet
producer's
watch-chain
was where
wont the
to rest
under
normal conditions, he lit a cigarette and
stalked toward^ the door marked" Exit."
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■(SIBilUM
I h Face was his Fortune.
AFTER an illness of only three n
duration, John Bunny, the world's
favourite picture comedian, has
passed from his millions of admirers
forever, And the world is the poorer
for his absence. As all the world Knows,
poor John Buccumbed to diabetes in
New York on Monday, April 86th, and
nol manj weeks before his death, as wo
stated in a recent issue, he was having
the time of his life at St. Louis, where
the elect ami bo ' /"n of the citj \ ied
with one another in their efforts to
entertain him.
John Bunnj was born in Now
York cii\ September 21st, L863
and died at tha earl) age of fiftytwo. Ho was John, the ninth. Ills
father, George Bunny, and several
generations of his ancestors,
came from Penzance, England.
John, the ninth, was the first actor
in the family and t ho first in the
nine generations that had not
been a deep-water sailor. His
mother's
people
are was
Irish.educated
John, the
ninth,
in the public schools and the St.
James High School in Brooklyn.
His first professional work was
when he was about twenty years
old, as end man in an obscure
minstrel company. His stage
eareer. covering nearly thirty
years, included engagements with
.Maude Adams. Annie Russell, Sol
Smith Russell, and many other
equally important stars.
He joined the Vitagraph Com]-any about Christmas. 1910. His
face was his fortune. In three,
years his salary increased from
E8 per week to i;2i)0.
He was married January 23rd,
1830, to Clara Scallen, a non-professional. He leaves two sous,
,I,.hn (the tenth) and George
Henry.
Mr. Bunny played in about 150
pictures, and was probably the
best-known man in the world.
His pictures are as popular in
t he Orient as in New York City.
John was a very modest man.
but he was plainly gratified by
the attention he caused when he
visited London in the summer of 1912.
He was even recognised by people as he
passed along the Strand in a taxieab.
One Sunday he went down Petticoat
Lane. Five minutes after he made his
appearance he was surrounded by a
great crowd, every member of which
wanted to shake hands with him. When
he went to the Derby in a donkey-cart
to play a comedy he was cheered all the
way down, and whenever he stopped to
play a scene a crowd, sometimes numbering thousands, made a ring round to
watch him.
His mail was perhaps the most remarkable any man ever received. Letters
of admiration came to him from every
part of the world, and were often accompanied by gifts.
Thanks to the wonderful invention of
moving photographs John Bunny will

continue viA the screen to make us laugh
for years to oome, though his picl
will ih'\ er fail to remind t he youni
to tie' oldest of us that their creator is
alas : n<< more in t he land of t he h\ ing
Hear old John I> 1 1 n 1 1 \ '. li.l.l',
Fi'm Daring Frightens Passengers.
P&.SSENG BRS ou a Southern Pacific
train bound for San Francisco
the
other da\ were thrilled by a mad
race between two motor-oars on a long

roadwaj bordering the track.

car was a low. rakish

The first

roadster and

the

power, leaped

bi >

Then,

but m>t t ill then lli
i '1
a bit h- group "I men gat hered in uuud <
mot ion-picture ca mera, the i pei utor ol
which wa
n»
ling the
crank.
\>al then a - t he Pulln
pa I each
window
d
I with
:hed faces, the " Flj ing \ " dare*
devil company, making "The Diamond
from t he Skj ga> e n lusl j cheer bo b-ll
the tourists all was well.
[rving Cummings waa the driver of
the fir i oar, n ho risked his life.
This is the film in which, as we
told you last w-f ok. Lottie Pickford plays a Leading part.
Feet Worth £30,000.

C SABLES

CHAPLIN,

Essauaj ci ■ ned iau, is declared to ha\ e t he mosl valuable feel of an., one in the world.
He has jus! insured each f< ol f< >r

(<•<■ the byboth.
E15,000,
That
is. or
he £30,000
is reimbursed
the
insurance companj £15,000 for
the loss of either one and 630,000
if he loses both. What h" will
get for the lo-s of a big or little
toe we know not.
•■ My feel are my Col tine" said
Chaplin. " Whal kind of a photoplay comedian do you think I
would be without raj feet"? In
fact, I think E30.000 is a very
small amount for the loss of both
feet. It would cut me out of ray

THE

LATE

JOHN

BUNNY.

man at the wheel apparently was cut
and bleeding about the head.
The pursuing car was an offieial-looking big car, and the occupants were
shooting their revolvers continuously at
the driver of the fleeing car. The train
crew and passengers watching the deathlike race suddenly realised that just
ahead a short distance the railroad
track crossed the path of the racing
maohin is.
Evidently the driver of the roadster
was pursuers
planning and
to thus
have give
the him
traina cut
oil'
his
chance
for a getaway. Closer he came to the
crossing; the engineer was blowing his
whistle frantically, and every one in the
richly-furnished train oars was on t i >toe. Just as the cow-catcher of the big
locomotive touched the crossing the
roadster"s driver, giving his oar more

salary
for the is
rest
my life."
As Chaplin
the ofhighest
priced
comedian in the world, the insurance would not go far towards his
salary. Chaplin critics declare
that 'Chaplin's feet are one of the
most valuable assets he has.
Without the Chaplin walk, the
Chaplin kick, and other antics
he pulls off with his pedal extremities;comedy.
they say it would not be
a ( "haplin
It is these little tricks with his
feet, as well as the comical facial
expressions, that keep spectators
in roars of laughter.
These great
clumsy-looking
feet, that move
with such deftness and ouickness,
spell nothing but fun.
Without the make-up the Chaplin feet
are much smaller than the average.
He
has them massaged and oared for after
every performance to keep them supple
and in excellent condition, so that he
canThey
pull are
off wonderfully
his tricks. strong, and have
the grace that comes with strength,
which shows to advantage when clad in
pumps. Mr. Chaplin is one of the finest
of fancy dancers, and can put on dances
that are Cue envy of many a ballet-girl.
Toe-dancing and all other steps oome to
him with ease, and he has originated
many a fancy trot.

"Stolen Goods.''
i^
s e of
for d motionexpens
at the picture
being
SM secure
REALI
< rerman prisoners in Paris, according to reports that have reached the-
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Lasky
Stolen
in the
The

Studio. Ta the production of
Goods Blanche Sweet is starred
part of a nurse in Belgium.
need of German and bYench uniforms was wired to the New York office;
tif the company, and three cablegrams
to a Paris costumier served to secure
t lit- needed props for the Lasky Studio
costume. When the twelve uniforms
arrived a letter brought the news that
they bad been secured from German
prisoners, cleaned, and forwarded.
The uniforms were complete, even to
the helmets and coverings of grey cloth.
One coat had been the property of a
major, and on another was found the
black and white ribbons which denote
that the wearer had been awarded an
Iron Cross. Included in each outfit were
belts, cartridge-boxes, and blankets.
Making a Night of it.
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even than I anticipated. I soon had three
boxes tilled at each hall 1 have visited."
" Who could resist your appeal." 1
ventured, "after seeing your marvellous
screen impersonation of ' The Lady with
the
Tell me Miss
how Risdon.
you actually
makeLamp"-'
the collections.
" Well, when the picture; is finished."
she replied, "a slide announce, that I
am present in the flesh to collect for the
Fund. Then I. creep round in the darkness and flash a little torch on my box
and myself. I cannot reach all in this
way, however, so as the audience file out.
I make a final collection at the door.
And, would you believe it. the people
come out with the money ready in their
hands. I have noticed, too. that the
poorer people often give more than the
better-ciass
patrons.
Silver falls into

HOW

these players do enjoy themselves! Ths other night a big
American exhibitor visiting Los
Angeles gave a banket to the Keystone
players, and after it the players gave an
impromptu show of their own, Fatty
Arbuckle sang several selections, Ford
Sterling recited a German dialect story,
Syd Chaplin gave a Cockney dialect
recitation, while Mabel Normand demonstrated the latest society dances.

"The place and time of collecting at
some of tin' London picture-houses

tlorence Nightingale" "Ah, that reminds me," I interrupted. " \ our part in
thai fine picture will ever standout as

concrete evidence of your wonderful

versatility. The beautiful story of Miss

Nightingale's
of devotionand
heroism
make.-,
au ideallifeintroduction
to tinwork
you have SO generously undertaken.''
" Fe3, have
and ahead]
1 am gladhome
to saymore
my little
efforts
fruit

iron-willed
womanleftshethewas room
and* lived.
Miss Risdon
and returned with a huge box of letters in
part pro »f of what she had been telling
me. I peeped into a few of them, lint
could
not only
peep infar.
as
I was
for a half-hour's chat I
"Isn't it astonishing." remarked the
actress, "that such a number of people,
including boys and girls, should write
me to know how to get on the Him ?
Some of them think they have only to
walk into a studio to draw £10 a week ? "
" Do you disiilusion them ? "
" I do as far as possible. Sometimes I
ask for their photographs, but invariably
1 tell them not to look to film work as a
money-making proposition. One in a
thousand succeeds, and it is more than
likely that my correspondents do not

readers
in ourthink
contest."
"Don'twhen
knowvoting
if lean
of all of
them." replied Miss Risdon. thoughtfully; "but you may make a note of
In the Days Of Trafalgar, Tin s
Club. Beautiful Jim. Loss ut the Birk\ nhead, I£$ a Long Way to Tipperary, Tin
Bells of Sheims, Iter Lurk in 1
A Honeymoon for— Three. From Shopgirl

Famous Artiste
Helps Belgians

immediately after the showing of

of PiCTUBES. All who have wril
about the Florence Nightingale film seem
to take the same view, and appreci
the fact that this glorious woman has
not been made the cheap average sentimental lilm heroine, but port rayed as the

" Ton have been with B. and C. for
include that "one." "
some time now." I remarked.
"Just over a year: and during that
time I have played lead in about a dozen
and a half big films— three-reelers
besides dozens of little ones, and all
were produced by Maurice Llvey.
" Quite a record in footage and successes for you and Mr. Elvey also. Can
you give me the names of some of
those 'big' films? They may help my

Appropriate favours were "at each
guest'sa place,
Mabel
Normand
given
miniature
diving
Venus; being
Ford
(Sterling a stuffed doll ; Roscoe Arbuckle
a. doll representing a fat boy; Chester
Conklin a saw and saw-buck; Harry
McCoy a " snookums " — his nickname
among the players ; Miuta Durfee a
kewpie doll; Mark Swain a miniature
ambrose, and Syd Chaplin a k'niit,

A CHAT WITH ELISABETH RISDON.
I HAD heard that Elisabeth Risdon
1 was making picture-public collections for Belgian Relief, and thought
1 would learn the truth about the matter
together with any interesting facts in
connection therewith from her own lips.
In a cosy apartment the windows of
which commanded a line view of Hyde
Park in all its Springtime loveliness.
Miss Risdon informed me with that
winsome smile of hers that the news
was quite correct.
"' ( rood,'.' 1 said, ""now please tell me. for
the l)i 'lit dit of a hundred thousand readers,
how. when, and where it happened P "
The money
goes to the Ddil// Tele
graph Belgian Fund, said Miss Risdon
to the accompaniment
of more smiles.
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to
Duchess,
Midshipman
I.Child. The
•!<'■<
Yellow
Peril,
Hi r Nameless
Idol of Paris-, Crip. Florence Nightingale,
and" Home."
my veryI interrupted.
latest film, Jf<mit."
" that reminds
me,"Little
I am due
thereTempleton."
now."
Joyce
continued
Miss Risdon. " is so charming as the
tiny mite who is rescued after the
wreck of the liner, and to see this child.
bound to a raft, fearlessly braving the
Elisabeth Risdon— HtE Yeky Latest.
my box from people whom I am sure
could not really afford coppers."
*' Miss Nightingale's life as they see it
on the screen pulls at their heartstrings
and opens their pockets." I suggested.
•' Yes. the drawing power of the film
is wonderful. At Chelsea an old pensioner saluted me with tears in his eyes,
and cried, "(bul bless you for the sake
of our 1, adv.' Nurses, by the way. are
specially interested in the picture, and
some of them have doubted that 1 played
all the parts. 'Did you really ? ' they
ask after seeing me in the film,
"Had any letters on the subject?"
was my next question.
"Drawers full!" answered Mis> Risdon. " Do you know I spent the whole
of Lasl Sunday answering letters and
let me whisper a secret. Heaps and
heaps of letters come to me from readers

Open
sea, who
will supports
thrill every
"And
you one."
in your new
role"Fred.
of the Croves."
pathetic replied
heroine!"Miss
"
Risdon.
" a- the young fisherman, whom I eventually marry, and Mr. Bramble, that dour
old sea-dog. his father, while Cbmpton
Goutts pourtrays very cleverly the feelings of the rejected suitor for my hand.
(hie thing that happened while we were
away 1 must tell you. for it is exceptionally funny. Mr. Groves had ordered some
prawns from the fishermen whose boats
and tackle we were using. The fisherman's little son. however, did not care
at all for the camera, and when he came
to deliver the prawns at our hotel.
insisted that they were not for Mr.
Croves. but for what he called ' 1

Laughing heartily, and, thanking Miss
Daft
RisdonPeople."'
for passing my time so pleasantly.
1 seized my hat and was soon dodging
the afternoon traffic in Piccadilly.
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It hardly seems credible thai the above characters are taken by the same charming actress whose portrait appears on tho
opposite page. Yet such is the cms,.. They are photos of Mis- Risdon in the title-role of Florence Nightingale, the beautiful
B aud C film produced by Maurice Elvey. and show her as England's noblest heroine at the ages of 17: 22, 32, 34, 18. a.
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WANTED

'•>/•

— A
Film,

the envelope a look of great relief came
over his face.
" It's from my old pal, Guillaume. He
wants to come and see us, and bring his
withhowhim."
wife
"Oh!
ripping," exclaimed Gigetta.
" Let's write and ask them to come at
once. I wonder what she's like."
The Breeze Increases.
Mr. and Mrs. Guillaume had arrived.
The after-dinner-hour on the first day
of their visit found Gigetta singing Mr.
Guillaume to sleep, while Rudolphi and
Mrs. Guillaume pretended to play cards

MADELAINE

ON

he said. Ashe took the letter and opened

had just beirun the rocking entertainment when Gigetta came suddenly upon
the delighted couple.
" So you take advantage of my temporary absence by flirting with another
man's wife!" she exclaimed, angrily.
Rudolphi looked and felt uncomfortable.I' was only giving Mrs. Guillaume a rock in the chair." he stammered.
"Sit down and I'll rock you as well,
dear." This invitation proved too much
for Gigetta. and she flopped into the
other rocking-chair. Poor Rudolphi
little knew what he had let himself in for,
but
perseverance
ruffledhisfeelings
for the calmed
time bei:Gigetta's
■_.
A Storm Brewing.
The

following morning Mrs. Guillaume and Rudolphi were strolling
through the garden. A wonderful
change had taken place in Rudolphi.
He was now dressed in a smart swallowtailed coat and immaculately-pressed
trousers. " You're the sweetest woman
I have ever met," he was saying dotingly. '*Xo one will see us here. May
1 have just one kiss . . . r "
'* Help, help! I've sprained my ankle."
came in piteous tones from the other
end of^ the path. The voice was
Gigetta's. "My poor little wife, how
did you come to do it ? " said Rudolphi
as they helped her into the drawingroom, and Mrs. Guillaume ran off to
obtain some bandages.
•" Ha, ha, ha ! I've not sprained my
ankle at all," shouted Gigetta as soon as
she
" but I'm
angry
withhad
youdeparted.
and jealous.
Yes!just
Jealous!

CELIAT

as Mrs. Guillaume.
a glorious June morning, when
the birds in the grounds of the
chateau seemed to sing more
6weetly than usual and the _ flowers
seemed brighter than was their wont,
Rudolphi and his wife sat alone and
contented at breakfast, their window
open to admit the fresh air and the
scent of the flowers.
" Gigetta, dear, I like these rolls better
than anything;
exclaimed Rudolphi,they're
breakingdelicious,"
the silence.
Gigetta looked up from her coffee.
"But. Rudey dear, you like me better
than bread, don't you? :'
For answer, Rudolphi stood up and
kissed his wife on both cheeks, then,
finishing his morning repast, he went
for his fishing-tackle.
For many years now had these two
lived together in their own little world
undisturbed by shadows often cast by
undesirable friends, for they had no
friends— at least, none in their neighbourhood. Left to themselves, they had
always lived just entirely in their own
way. and oneof the things it pleased them
to do was to pass their days in what
they considered were ideal costumes.
Rudolphi generally thought pyjamas
were good enough for him, whilst his
w il'e usually wore a loose and unbecoming
sort of dressing-gown.
A Light Breeze Blowing.
(in I his particular morning Rudolphi
wandered down to the edge of the river,
which ran through his grounds, to fish.
lie had been sitting lazily on the rocky
bank for BOme t ime.w hen his day-dreams
were disturbed by footsteps. Gigetta
approached,
"A letter for yon, darling," she eried,
"but 1 don't know the writing. I
K onder who it 's from !J "
Rudolphi looked uneasy. "Oh! 1
don't suppose it's anything important,"
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And if you can't behave decently to me
and stop flirting with that dressed-up
woman I leave this house within twentyRudolphi's knees began to shake, but
four
hours."
he pulled
himself together. " My dear
jealous little goose, let me explain.
{Continued on page 116.)
SIGNOR

ELENTERIO

RODOLFI

who plays Rudolphi.
in an adjoining room. In reality
Rudolphi could not take his eyes off the
dazzling vision before him.
''Do yon know." said Rudolphi.
" you're perfectly charming. I wish to
goodness my wife would dress like you.
I'm getting a bit fed up with that everlasting dressing-gown of hers." His
eyes wandered adoringly over the perfectly-fitted creation which encased his
friend's wife. With a smile which
thrilled Rudolphi she rose from her
seat and went to the fireplace.
" Yes," said that gentleman to himshe certainly
is top-holeand.
! " lightHe self. "followed
her quickly,
ing a cigarette, began to smoke.
Mrs. Guillaume coquettishly snatched
the cigarette from his lips and went on
Bmoking it herself.
" Oh! 1 say. that is nice and naughty,
you know ! " murmured Rudolphi.
•' Won't you sit in the rocking-chair and
letWith
me rock
you ? "smile, Mrs. Guillaume
another
sat in the chair indicated, and Rudolphi

MLLE.

MORANO

LUIGIA

who plays " Gigetta.''
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A TRIBUTE
TO

BRITISH FAIR PLAY
BY

H.

A.

ENGLISHMEN

SPOOR

are

OF

noted

THE

ESSANAY

all over

the

CO.

world

for

their integrity and fair play — indeed, in some parts
abroad the phrase "Word of an Englishman" is the local
equivalent of "upon my honour."
Therefore, when Mr. Cecil M. Hepworth, who
represents all that is best in the British film business,
says that there is no "straighter' firm in the world than
"Essanay" I feel a natural sense of pride.
I agree that those firms, whether American or British,
which: sell "cheap and nasty" films at cut rates are a
great deterrent to this great business.
We know that Hepworth's, like ourselves, try to
live up to the highest standards of the film trade.
This is. the only policy which will ensure a lasting,

7C.

solid success — there's no honour or credit in any other kind.
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(Continued from page 111.)
That woman fascinates me simply because Bbe knows how to dress and dresses
herself as a beautiful woman should
dress. I am in love with her clothes.
The Bight of her has made me tired of a
rag doll than which you have been nothing better for months past."
•"You said you liked my simple dress/'
faltered Gigetta, now a little calmer.
"So I may have done., but my eyes are
opened, (live me a woman smartlydressed for the future." shouted
Rudolphi, as his wife turned and went
iu> to her 100.11.

'•'Ah!"' lie exclaimed, "now

you are

little ? wifey."
ownbetter
indeed
•• Do my
I look
" inquired Gigetta.
': Better, sweetheart. Come here
and let me give you a dozen kisses."
"Not until you solemnly swear that
you will not flirt with Mrs. Guillaume
anymore," said Gigetta artfully.
•• That's easy, I swear it." replied her
husband, as he proceeded to take his
reward.

Th • Sun Slvnes.

It was Unly a Show r.
Rudolphi wandered into the garden
and found Mr. Guillaume studying a telegram.
'•i say, I'm sorry, old boy; but the
town
wife and I will have to return to

to-morrow. I've got a bally meeting to
Must go."
Awfully urgent.
attend.
"Beastly rough luck! but if you must
it can't be helped."
The thought of losing his companion
of the last day or two completely upset
.Rudoljjhi. He went indoors and sat by
himself in the drawing-room in deep
thought. Suddenly a hand fell gently
on his shoulder, and " How do I look
now F " came from Gigetta,
Rudolphi looked up. and could scarcely
believe his eyes. Before him stood his
wife completely transformed. Her bailwas delicately coift'ured. and in place of
the everlasting dressing-gown was a
beautifully tailored robe. Rudolphi was
enraptured.

The next morning Mr. and Mrs.
Guillaume departed in peace. Their
hosts stood 011 the doorstep and waved
them adieu.
'• Thank goodness," exclaimed Gige':ta,
as the taxi rolled out of sight.
Rudolphi loosed at his pretty wife.
" I'm glad they've gone," he said. " but
I'm wear
very glad
they came.
going
to
sensible
clothes AVein are future,
Gigetta." *And *
for once#she agreed.
*
This light and bright one-reeler is an
Ambrosio Comedy, handled by H. A.
Browne and Co.. Ltd., of 2i>A. Charingcross-road, W. They ai-e offering a prize
of £5 torhepictnregoer who sends them
the most appropriate title for the film.
Two guineas will also be awarded to the
manager of the theatre at which the
winner saw the him. The principal
players are: — "'Gigetta," Signorina
Morano Lnigia ; "'Mrs. Guillaume."
Mile.
Celiat; '•Rudolphi."
Signor Madelaiue
Elenterio Rodolti.
The picture
will be showing on and after May 24th.
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NOW

READY.

Fire Hundred and Fifty Six Pages,

Handsomely Ijound in bine cloth and
lettered in silver, including a Fourpage
INDEX.
Pricecan
3s.
9d. separately.
post-free. pri< e
The Index
be had
3a. post-free.
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Hitidsome Picture Souvenirs :

BARNABY
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RUDGE

New
Hepworth
Piciiee- Plat.
Sixty Beautiful Pictures.

THE
FILM
LIFE
OF
MARY PICKFORD
A dainty art product ion.
Pr.ce 2|d. each, post-free.

PLAY -WRITING
FOR
THE
CINEMA
Pii.e Is. 2d., post-free.
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NOW—
While all eyes are turned
to the great diplomatic
drama which is being
enacted en the AustroItalian stage

IS

THE

Introduce

TIME

LIONEL

AND SOUTHERN

GILLING,

RIGHTS apply

Pure, Wholesome, and Nourishing withal — send him =
good old English cheer in a Mack ntosh tin of =
Toffee.

There's
Pure
Delight
in Every
Bite.
41b. tins, os. ; or Is. 4J per lb. loose,
and any confectioner willsirpply you.
Gf)
Introduce the Mackintosh fabit into your home- take
sonic
of both
home
this week-end.
-

fra^nrf

=
=
=
=
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tee (mnihui co.,

I5I-I53, Wardc-jr St., London, W.
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J

to the new Mackintosh discover} — MINT-de-LUXE. §
It's his favourite
1 offee-de-Luxe, deliciously blended =
with real English Mitch 3m Peppermint.
- s

to show the arresting and
sensational drama dealing
with Austria and Italy
and the extraordinary
duplicity resorted to in
order to keep Italy cut
of the conflict.
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Everjtkiag Irom a Pin to a Pia.iO for
Picture Prcdutlion.

" \Y/HA'r is the most important element in the manufacW
ture of motion-pictures P " was a question recently
put to H. M. Horkheimer, President oi the Balboa
1
pany, whose studios are at Long Beach, California.
■ frops!" came the answer, promptly. " We know we cannol lake photographs « it bout ^ < > ^ ■1 1 cameras, Bkilled operators,
ami perfect negative. We know we must have competent
directors nud experienced actors. We know we must have
rj and a stage. We can decide exact ly how many or how
much of these we need, but we never have enough props.
'1 here are two buildings packed to their roofs with props; and
we think we shall never have to buy any more, tli<' collection
is so complete ; but the verj next photo-play that comes oat
oi the scenario department may call for a doaen little things
we have forgotten. And it is the little things that furnish the
tin ish in lt and often the most art is tie touches to a photoplay.
■■ We do not rent props, a- man] motion-picture makers do.
We buj everything outright, and our investment runs iutoa
lot of money. We have furniture of every
period some new and some showing signs
> f long nsage. Both are indispensable, as
are also the many contrivances for home
uncut that have Lion,' out of vogue,
tin-h as what-nots, the old-fashioned combination hat. coat, and umbrella rack, floral
wreaths in box frames, mottoes, shells,
and the various knickknacks that wore
near to the hearts of our mothers and
grandmothers. We have cottage organs,
melodeons, pianofortes, accordeons, concertinas, zithers, and many musical instruiin nts that will remind you of the dear,
dim past. We have those quaint chairs,
S lis, stands, dressers, and beds of from
fifty to one hundred years ago. The old
stint is as necessary as the new. We have
travelled to the further ends of this Continent to make our collection of antiques
complete, and we are still searching for
the missing links.
■" With the furniture we have we could
equip a great modern hotel, while our
objects of art are BO numerous that they
require a number of stock keepers to keep
track of them. The assortment comprises
genuine bronze and marble statuary, rephcas of famous sculptors, and thousands
of pieces of china, crockery, earthenware.
cut glass, hand-hammered brass, handwrought iron and Land-made copper
vessels, urns, vases, jars, drinking jugs,
and practically everything that man has
devised for use and embellishment since
the world began. There are thirty different
work-baskets filled with needles, scissors,
thimbles, and sewing materials. There
are lamps in two hundred designs, from
the kerosene burner up to and including
gas and electricity, and enough clocks to
start a clock store. Notice the flower-pots
and jardinieres— a cartload of them. There
is hardly a thing you can think of that
isn't here,
yet we
buying
every
day. and
1 doubt
if weare will
ever more
have
enough props.
"After other essentials have been provided the props do the rest. We are afraid
to throw anything away in case we may
want it any moment for a scene. Books,
magazines, newspapers, used envelopes.
nails, string, tin cans, bottles, corks.
box s -all the junk that usually goes to
waste finds a place in the prop room. And i"
the funny part of it all is that there is
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eventually an important niche for each thing to fill. <>n
of mj recent trips to New ^ . • ■ k I bough! a pair of bellows
because the top and bottom were cunou l\ and art i !
hand-carved,
When the ancient Are-stimulator reached the
studio m Long Beach there was o big laugh at mj expi
but the vers next week we were producing a feature that
called for an English living-room of one hundred )
We oonld have provided 1 1» - - big log fireplace, but couldn't
have made the picture right without that pair of be!
And so l g ,i mj laugh back at them.
" On another occasion there was a retired fai
r living near
the studio who h nl a dilapidated buggj in his front yard
that was on the verge of falling to pieces,
It 1
rippled
and decrepit that it got a smile from, ever j one who saw it.
The owner had a ' For sale ' sign on it, and to amuse hii
changed the price every day. Iii a reckless moment he
drbpped the price to a mere song, and 1 bought it. When I
hail it dragged into the Balboa grounds it bo tickled the
actors that a serious scene was held up. They
kidded
me
until I was forced to Beek refuge in my private office, but a
little later I turned the joke on my tormentors. That,
rheumatic boggy was just what 1 required in a strong
dramatic picture, and when the production was projected
Upon the screen the aged vehicle was the hit of the play.
"Props!
Plenty of props, and I'll have no difficulty in
making good pictures."
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WHITSUN.

Jiutfa. cy cea lers! Whether a blacksmith, carpenter, engineer labourer, farmer.
or clerk, could you, by solid grinding work, wearn small hole mats. 6d. p ur of
rs,orlls.9d.Suil in six months!1 Kemember.sixmoutl.sofsolidKrimlimr,
lur.l wear! Lfany reader can do this.liecangetanotbergarnientfreeotoharge!
Now, there are only a few weeks to Wbitsun, so before buying your new Suit
get patterns ol the remarkable new cloths that will not wear out or tear, that
are sent Free to all tho3treaders who just semi a postcard to the Holeproof
Clotliin,' Co., ">i>. Theoba;fl's Road, Lomlou, W (_'.
They ore amazing! Try your hardest, you cannot tear thnm, yet same in
appearance as the very finest tweets and B>rgea sjld at Jt'3 and £1. And (he
pri ■ for Trousers is only Is. 6d., and for aimoly 14s..9d. you get a rea ly wellmade, smart-fitting
Suit. Inhole
every
parcel within
a written
is tent
stating
that if the smallest
appears
sx guarantee
mouths (no
matterp'ainly
how
hard you wear go ids) another garment is sent absolutely free of charge.
. See advertisement below and send postcard before rush for free patterns,
measure form, and fashions, but mention " Picture'."

AND BOYS m- Let me
reco
mend you to lo
Sok
DEAR GIRL
drama
called
Li
oaf for a "Beauty"
Loneliness. I know
you will like it.

shows how a little
girl's action cs
a man to lose-' his
lose the
hatred for children, and it- not
nice to be hated
Surrounded by
by anybody, is it ?
every luxur y .

IPRQOf
GUARANTEED
WEAR

PAIR OUT AND

SIX
WE

MONTHS.

GIVE

ANOTHER

FREE.

A most remarkable
absolutely Holeproof Cloth.
exactly same as finest tweeds or serges, suitable for
best or rough wear.

BREECHES,

6'-

SUITS, 14/9

As a trial we send pair Gent's Trousers for 4 '6,
Breeches, 6/-, or complete up-to-date Suit for 14 '9
made from our remarkable newly-discovered Holeproof Cloth. Guarantee in parcel if hole appears in
G months another pair free. Send price and 4d.
postage, with waist and leg length, also colour, or
postcard for free patterns (say Breeches, Suit, or
Trouser Patterns), to the
HOLEPROOF
CLOTHING
COMPANY,
'Dept. 32). 56. Theobald's Road. London. W.C.

In the Mansion of Loneliness.

life was thoroughly
wretched localise
e's
. fLanwas
yoeungheMrs
rsel
sh
ly
te
na
io en
passchi
ldr
lstd
of
whifun
her husband was
not. One day he

was
ofly to
ddenout
town cal
suled
the bedside of a sick friend, and in his absence Mis. Lane
hit on the happy idea of giving a children- party not once,
but on every day for a week, and straightway the good little
lady set to work to send out invitations to all the nice children
m the neighbourhood.
Meanwhile. Mr. Lane, the child-hater, had arrived at his
sick friend- house, and was implored by him to accept the
guardianship of his six-year-old daughter. Betty. Mr. Lane
pulled a very long face and scarcely knew how to answer, bub
bright-eyed Betty climbed up on his knee, put her arms around
his neck, and endorsed her father- choice by giving him a big,
hugging kiss.
A wonderful change came over the heart of the child-hater,
a change which caused him to feel really glad of the chance to
take the little girl back with him.
The picture again shows the house of the Lanes. The unexpected return of her husband terrifies Mrs. Lane, for she is
entertaining a houseful of children. Like the old woman who
lived in a shoe, she certainly did not know what to do. Much
to her surprise. Mr. Lane says never a word. He just leads
her gently into his study, and there, sitting on a chair, she

finds
smiling
Betty.
The rajthestery
soon itcleared
up, own,
and
as Mrslittle
Lane
fondles
and 'kisses
childis asif
were her
she realises that " The Mansion of Loneliness " is no more.
I must thank till my little friends who have been sending
me such nicely-worded letters of thanks for prizes ana
awards, but why does Dolly Hale grumble because she has had
THE

rollicliing adventures of an unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dressier)
a holiday,
is picked
by athat
-harpshe'upis (Charles
t ha; lini. who,
Tillieon makes
the most
of theupfact
niece to
Banks, a well known millionaire, and Chaplin, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already agir) (Mabel Normand).
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
mini, sbum
her.with
Theyba take
their abode
in uncle's
mansion,
maketo
things
Is andupsimilar
functions.
But there
is theanddevil
pay when Mabel turns up as n waiting uaid and is followed l»y the
appearance of ancle, who is no( dead alter all. Charlie and Tillie ore
utterly dis-omlited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
tu u , his a lections to Mabel.
Boo)
| Rijfcts/or London an i nXoiroro'itan - 1 >-.->» . and !nt Counties of
Northampton, Huntingdon, I'mi bnduv, iforfo l\ SuJToll', Ess '•. Hertford,
i, Bticfce, .V1 i ■;■.(',■.-, ■. Surrey, Kmt, S'usscj', tto/ord, unJ Betkshirc
CONTROLLED
BY

THE

GLOBE

G.
(j.

SQUIER,

FILM

Managing

83, Shaftesbury

CO., Ltd,

Director

Avenue.

W.

'Phone— S600-5C01-5602 Beoekt; 1236 Pi psbi (night).
Telegrams -" D r>i bosi o," London,

two awards
and no
prize?
" If Dolly
readis her
carefully, she would
know
by now
that ahad
prize
givenpage
to those
who win the "Award of Merit '" six times. Alice Broadwood,
aged five, has written to say that she thinks " Fnkle Timbetter paper than what 1 have ever seen." Dear
the has
paper
little is
Mice
not seen many yet. but I appreciate her prettycriticism, and hope she will grow up and read PICTURES and
of other papers for many a long year to come.
Josephine Hutchison wants addresses of film companies who
would care to buy some stories for the screen. It is difficult
to advise you. .lose, without lifst seeing the stories. There
are so many doing it badly that the companies have to return
main more stories than they can make use of.
*
<s
*
*
*
Now we will have a little fun by getting on to the " Funny
Film Title" Competition. As ii was fairly easy, the stacks
of postcards to hand have not given me any shock.
The prizes go to:
Doris IVulex . 35, Frederick Street. Birmingham, \\->v " !
Weeks Coming in a Fortnight," and W. Twidale, 80. Vittoria
Street. Birkenhead, (Continued
for '" IVhenon London
Steeps Twice Nightly."
page 123.J
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HAMLET.
The Brsl of the Shakespeare Mm. il comics.
1
Imagine this tragedy an h farce ! It often is when handled ly iucoiujm'I 'lit players, nud as played hj the Mud lord Amateur Dramatic
Society it is fun with a vengeance.
1 > i«l you read whal the Editor
said about it in last wi ek s gossip
"Lion's Head" (D
:
1 LENA. Mi Vli les servant troubles end; bill I ho Inn begins
when she tin.'- son Jack faiiej ing the new maid. Invited to speak 011
tin' servant problem Mrs. Miggles is astounded to soe Lena, her
maid, presiding. Lena is the wealth] Miss Brewster, and reformer.
Her real name 1- Miriam NY-Inn.
[ Edison « \ </</. 2 050 /eel (Jii
' THE DECISION. A. cloan-cut, crisp comedy, involving two lawyers
nnd an heiress in a curious case ol cash and craft coupled with
Cupid's
caution.
C's, you willpraise
say, 1but
would take
all
tin'
letters
of the Plenty
alphabetof toproperlj
11 i — it
precious
picture.
Winnifred Greenwood and Ed. Coxen are in the cast.
— •• Plying A I
1 982 Vay 17).
THE CAFE SINGER. L eafi singer met an artist. she did not tell
him oi her occupation, and he fell in love with her. A rival's father
in
him,then
and,told
as she
hated* thewho
work,persuaded
he took her
it.time
The told
father
his parents,
him awaj
to givefrom
up
the girl. She had come to renounce him, however, and this act won
the mother - heart, who consented to her marriage.
—QauiHonl Drama, '2 220/ ! I May 20).
HARBOUR LIGHTS.— AW hear that this fine Neptune production is
meeting with approbation everywhere. If you did not see the stagepbvf you will liKe the film. It you did see the stage-play you will
tike tlif film better, for many scenes and incidents are introduced
that are not possible on the stage. It smacks of the sea and the brave
British Xaw. and i- a picture to be soon. Wo published the story in
our issue of N01 ember 1 Ith.
— Globe Film Co.. Ltd.. three. parts (now showing),

ANIMATED

MISTRESS NELL —We have now seen this film, and can speak as
fee find. Itis superb. You must all see Mary Fickfurd as a dashing
yonng Cavalier, the guise of which she assumes to save tin- King of
England. Her tricks at tln> hunt, at the theatre and at the little
supper party at the old inn are bubbling with fun, and in a word
-Man i- the whimsical, impulsive, and piquant little favourite of the
days of gay King Charles II.
— Famous Players Drama, Jour parts {May 31).
THE MERCENARY.— V notable play, richly and picturesquely
staged, the medieval atmosphere of turbulence and ferocious
passions being well imparted and well sustained. Needless to say,
the celebrated French actor, M. Ravet, as the soldier adventurerready to sell honour as easily as his services- is in a .-■lie thoroughly
suited to his fine physique and unique talents. The quality of this
drama in colour has warranted its re-issue.
—Pathe Colour Drama. 950 feet (Hay 30).

gives real

MY LADY HIGH AND MIGHTY— Old Sir James White is scornfully
refused by Lady Mary.
Harvey loves Mary, but is not accepted.
The Karl tells Lady Mary she must marry Sir James. At midnight
Lady Mary visits the Island where Harvey discovers her. They are
observed by the Earl, so she puts on her mothers wedding-ring.
Thinking they are married, the Earl gives his blessing. "Now,
says Harvey, -you will have to marry me." She consents. My Lady

WAR NEWS.

j- Mary Fuller.

- Victor Comedy-drama (Trans-Atlantic), l.'_'2.-> feel (June 24).
WHO STOLE PA'S PURSE?— At seven that night he was to address
Hie delegates. With notes in hand he practised vigorously. Then
he had turned away hut a second— his notes were gone. Frantic, he
offered his daughter to whichever of her two suitors found the purse
with the notes in it. Poor Wallie Whatnot called in a detective
bureau. But his efforts only secured his ignominious arrest and the
triumph
of his
As 'for
precious notes,
mother had
gone rival.
shopping
with the
it. Apurse
jolly with
little the
comedy.
—Hepicorth C
dy, 975 feet (May 17).
THE WHEAT INDUSTRY OF WESTERN AUSTRALIA Anything
which illustrates the resources of distant parts of the British
Dominions i> of special interest just now. In this film we are Bhowu
hundred^ of square miles under wheat cultivation ; taken tb""Ugh all
the processes which precede and follow the harvesting of the ci ins
see the remarkable machinery which is now employed in cutting.
binding, and stripping the crop, and taken to The- wharves and show a
the gigantic elevators in operation, which load the l>ags of grain on
the ships which will carry them to the English market.
— New Agency Film, 385 feel (June 10).
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GREATEST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS CONTEST
nuraMHBBai

FIRST
IOO

FIVE
HANDSOME
PARTICULARS

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS :
B, & C. Films 1
Elisabeth Blsdon
Fretlk. Groves
A. V. Bramble
M. tray Murray
Ear Iter Fifms i
Blanche Forsyth
Bachel tie Solla
Maud Yates
Hoy Travcrs
Bolfe Leslie
'1'inii Coventry
T. Macdonald
J. Hastings JCatson
Clarendon Films :
Lieut. Bose, a. iV.
Dorothy Itellew
Jack Sprat t

Hepworth

Fiims a

Alma Taylor
Chrissie White
YioKt llopstiu
ltuby Belasco
Stewart Home
Liouelfc Howard
William Felton
John Mac.-tiidrews
Tom Butt
Arthur .Staples
Henry V.liari
Harry Buss
London Films :
Mary Brough
Gwynne Herbert
Christine Hayner
Charles Uock
Henry A in ley
George Bellamy
Frank staumore
I.aughnriu- llurtoll
Windham Guise
Ben Webster
Gerald Aiues
Lewis Gilbert
it. .1 mil) G. een
Douglas Munro
Hubert Willis

Motograph

Films :

Bnbs Neville
Sybil dc Bray
Austin Camp
Harry l.on-nine
.loan Morgan
Neptune Films f
Balsy Orilell
.loan
Bit/
Gerald Lawrence
Gregory Scott

VALUE

£35

CONSOLATION
OF

PRIZES

APPEARED

IN

PRIZES

PREVIOUS

ISSUES
BRITISH FILM PLAYERS;

LAST DAY FOR SENDING IN COUPONS, MONDAY, MAY 24.

Neptune

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
player^ villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOvV play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST BRITISH FILM PLAYERS IN THIS OR
ANY OTHER COUNTRY, write their names in the Coupon below.
PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10 in
cash. All the other prizes will go to the senders of the
Coupons next in order of merit.

THE

WINNING

PLAYERS OF

THE

CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
THE CONTEST.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
in, but only one prize may be won by oue
voter. Should no oue succeed in placiDg
the winners' names correctly, the JtlU will
go to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning- Coupons the
prize will be divided.
\i. Coupons will appear weeldy until
further notice. 'Ihey may he forwarded
at once, or kept and sent in one envelope
at end of contest.
3. All names must be written in ink.
No alteration will Ije permitted.

THE PICTURES"

4. No coirespcndence can he entered
mtocoiicerniug- the contest. Two lists of
UritisU players are given on this page, but
voters may vote for ami tin tis/i ytaytrt,
whether iu the lists or not.
5. A voter may till up any number of
Coupons from one issue, and may send iu
any
quantity
his or lierown
Cortpous
in oneof envelope
and at oranyfriends'
time.
6. The winners
Editor's
decision
as to connected
the prizeand on all
matters
with this contest will be final and legally
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
on this understiindiiisr.

FREE VOTING

I desire to cast Ten

Male

Male

Samuelsoa Films s
Agnes Glynne
Fred Paul
Bernard Yaugliaii
Donald Young
Turner Films :
Dorothy Bowau
Baud Stuart
Clifford Pembroke
Arnold Beynor
Regent Films i
Wmifreo Fit eh
Cissie Bleu
Kowlanii Moure
t. Scott Arundrll
Frank M. Gr.mrntt
Gordon Begs:
Guy usUnpen t,ane
Vario
Companies
Charles Chaplin
Ernest Datley
11. Hie Bitehie

COUPON

_

I desire also to cast
Female

Douslas
John
East» ox
Phoonix
Films :
' I'implf * (Fred Evans)
' Baffles' (Joe Eraiisi
Geraldine
James
BeedMaxwell

10

Pjayei;

10

Five Votes (2nd choice)

Playek

for
5

Tlayei;

5

Styiiod
Address
Fill up and post to " Contest Editor," Pictures, 18, Adam St , Strand, London, W.C
LAST
DAY
FOR
RECEIVING
COUPONS
MONDAY,
MAY
24.

DAY FOR

Films (Con.):

DouglasDaly
Payne
Brian

Votes for

Female Plater

30 Vo'es
every
Some
Back onNumbers

LAST

PRIZES

Ivy Close
Alee
Worre
«»er
Dorothy
ltatley
Bose Ilalph
Undue
I rec
James Uuswell
Alice de Wiutou
Ivy Moiittnrd
fetliel Itract
iitU
Marry Hoyston
Mary Banne
Dolly Tree rs
Vere Carlyle
Claudia Guillot
Erie Desmo
Jark
Hiilrund
p
Wilfrid Ifiiniinr
U an in Valmmir
Xaney Bevington.
George Foley
Irene Vernon
Jnek Collins
J eft'. Barlow
Harry . I Granvi
Jark
■ i->>>.- 1 lle
11
Minnie :Grrv
*• Mike Murphy"
British artistes, no matter
where they are playing,
are good for this Contest.

Coupon.
Back from
Coupons
still good.
may
still be Allobtained
our Publishers.

SENDING

IN COUPONS

MAY

24

Ma\

:: FINDING
15 1915
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5ome Funny Ptlm Posters.
The following nre a selection from
those sent iu : // Sweet 11 ome. Standing ROi 111 Ollh ; /
Villi A icl\
■i.h '1 bree 'I iraes Night lj ; / Vale of
mi l m ■ '■> n 'i b'eet Long I ' > Indian
kni ft Will Split your Sides in Two Parts;
'the Face on tin ti
I
860
1 now Showing : /' 1 Right to D/< In
Two Parts: ./ Happy Marriage, Mondaj
to Wednesaaj Onlj : tor I'r, r ) ours Up
tothe i.'.tli; Kitchener's Army Exclusive
to this Theatre; Uis Wife's Tongut Now
Showing:
Pimple's
Great1,300
/•'<<,-/Feet
1,000Long;
Peel
Long; Wanted
a VUU
Tiny Vim Kicked to Death by Uaumont;
.1 Ragging
ll'i/t
Programme; Hearts
AdriftContinuous
In Four Farts;
;uid Tin Glass Coffin, All Seats Guaranteed.
Award 01 M 1 : k 1 1 (Special Prize for
Bix of these). H. Broadhead (Bradford),
Irene Cooper (West Norwood 1. B. S.
I ale (Macclesfield), John Howard (Walton), A. P. Levenson (Stamford riill),
H. Lux (Kennington), Ruth. Newman
(Stamford Bill), ti. K. Parso (Wandsworth), Eva Preston (Stoke-on-Trent),
Winnie Weatherby (Deptford). Alan
Wood 1 Halifax). Josephine Hutchison
(Streatham), Francis Douglas (Filey).
Special Prize. Alan Wood, Green
jVlount House, Hanson Lane, Halifax.

•

#

#

We will drop the Limerick for this
week and return to those Hidden Names,
the digging out which 1 know you are
so fond of,

HIDDEN

PLAYERS'

NAMES.

The letters contained in twelve surnames of film-players run straight on in
the following sentences:—
1. Maud ate some, and Tommy ate
Bome.
2. She was charmed with the scenery;
lint he felt only hungry and thirsty.
:}. It is a pretty sight in Kent to see
the hops on the poles.
4. Her lover is Donald, not his friend.
5. Will you come at oni'e. please, as
the baby is in a tit !J
(>. We stood on the pier and watched
the ship depart.
7. Will an egg do for your breakfast
this morning?
8. I went for a walk, and took my dog
Abel as company.
i). In modern warfare it seems that in
addition to a rifle for shooting the
soldier needs a pick for digging trenches.
10. Her voice was something to be
proud of iu chorus-singing, if not in
solos.
11. We turned down a side lane,
yellow flowers lining the way.
li'. He said he would pay next week.
Write the names on a postcard, and
send to "Hidden Names," is, Adam
Street, London, W.C., by Monday. May
17th. Prizes and awards will come for
the best as usual from
Uncle Tim.

AND

THE
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REPLIES
stated irlim writing, II
I through the
post. 1
on dealt with as rotatioi
n
carts a
Company
given.
red Deronporl
lu a 1 1 1 null
1 !Issue.
om • Sorry
«'• " Esquired ' you and ■ lady too ! deal
I'ntf, ni has t brothers da sister Jack
end Lottie, nian he Street not Mary P. pluyed
in "Oil sod Water." We have two difforenl
asrds of Mary Piokford, but nous of Jack. 01
Four vanes are good, ore ii"
own oompoaitioii, reader with the funny 1
".Iiimk" (lloviv. Charles Ogle has not advised
us (.i ins 1 1 . ■ iv address. Our dumb friends the
horn's dee r?e all the consideration and help we
..ii give them, so in helping t.eui yon are doing
your bit, Jackie dear, aud von are the one who
should have toe 1ne1l.1i.
"II 17.11." (Manchester] Pleased to bear from
now readers. Anita Ste-.va.t is not married.
What is her age I Hush I D lores CosUllo does
not plaj bs often as Helen. Why, we don I
know. Write Famous Players Co., 168-170,
Waruonr St., London, W., about the synopsis
you want. 'Ihd Editor's photo was published in
Sept. 5th, lm 1, issue, and autogra, bed pot
are 2d. eaob, Tuu " kis-.es " are sent to us, not
by us, Hazel dear. Alice Joyce und Anita Stewart
are not related, although like eich other.
" Mh.lice.nt" (Ealing). — Harold Lockwood, c.o.
F. mous Players rilm Co., HIS, West -iltli St.,
New York City. Thanks lor sensible letter.
"If. W." iWittoni. — sorry to hear of your trouble
and admire your pluck. Hope 1 our relatives will
return home from the War safely. Address
I'. X. Bushman, c.o. Esaainty Co., Ltd., 1,833,
Argyle street, Chicago: and Norma Taiinadge
and Anita Stewart, c.o. Vitagraph Co., East 15tU
Street and Locust Avenue, New York.
"Snookil" (Dublin).— Mary Fuller plays for
Trails-Atlantic, and Crane Wilbur for Path.' —
opposite Pearl Wnite mostly. Lillian Wiggins
is in America; don't kuow if she is playing.
" KiTTt.N " (Folkestone;.— The boy's part in "The
Two StepohUdren " (VitographJ was played by
James Morrison. Keep on " likinj " our paper,
it shows your good taste, Kitty.
"Brut, and Peggy" (Salford).— " Beaulv
Umdorued" (Vitagraph):— " Commodore Blunt,"
Sidney Drew; "Irene Pearl," Ethel Lloyd;
• Helen Preston," C. K. Yo-mg; "Henry Blunt,'*
James Yoongj "Capt. Smith," Win. Sbea ;
"Airs. Preston,' Alberta Gallatin. All these
players are still with the Vitagraph.
"A Bidding Author " (London, E.).— The
I. on Ion Office 01 Vitograpu Co. cannot tell us if
" The Elixir of Lite '' has been produced.
"Frei>" (Fulhum;.— Pimple has c. nsluded his
tour. If you will let its kn->w what film, wo will
try and answer yo.r question about "Hamilton
Cleek. " Name of " flirty " wife not given.
"Fred" (Camden Town).— Write to any of the
leading- Producing Companies aud state your
qualifications. OiosfOue, Cinema, and Kxnematograt I. W ei.hj are well-known trade papers.
"Madeieise" Fulhaml. Your case is similar to
'■ lie Is," both have had diauiatic tuition. We
can only suggest application to the leading British
Companies:—
Film Co.,
St. Co.,
Margaiot's,
Twickenham, London
and Samuelson
Film
Worton
Hall, Isleworih, are -wo of them not far fioin
you.
Ke.nl p ply to '■ George," March 27th issue.
11 Alien" (Maida Vale).— Thanks for photos. In
your Mexican outtit jou quite frighten us.
" Betiy 4H» Bins " (Sun icrland).— Pleased to welcome yon. F. X. Bushman s second Christian
name is X verier. Don't know his age or if
; Address is c.o. Essnnay Film Co., 1,333
Argyle si., Chicago. Mary Plekford is m
to Owen Mooie.
interview in Feb. 6th ise
" T.dear,Y." ask(Cioid
i .). — Next
write I
some quest
ons. timej-ou
Many thanks.
" Charles
"
(Leeds'.
Mary
Fuller
was
in England
the summer before last. Chrissie While
and
Stewart Bome are not related. Bomaiue Fielding played in "The German Band " and " On Circus Day." Don't stop nt a "Consolation,"
Charles, go for the top ones every time. "It "a
dogged as does it."
'M.
c." ^Sheffield).— H. B. Warner it a British
olayer.

Mildbi d " (Blackbui u]
- old, •
ti.ow th« ,i . ol M irion, ol 16\. yeoi
ci ingt<
in A).i II 3rd
Small iikjiich nth. IS
-''ti.. 1915.
ual'lr

Owing

l.i

crtalii

to joui
lil ,,

I

Mildred, duty ,i ,,i, ,,_- with tnclinal
duty won.
1 . -, ,. , had batfuls ol I

t|„.

„|,|

i ■ iiW . Uington). We have o ruleat tl
of this page.
It you mil rep al ■
comply with ,t, wo will answer you.

hi.

See reply to " Batty anal

Halis. ' Ah. . Jo , • i Mary Plckfoi i
law.
Call in and see in whin ron re pi
Ho]>o you will ho more successful in America.
" Kn-uA 111. " (London, S.E.i. —W.- think yon mqat
nciii velms Pesroe, the Keyston Player.
Almost all British Players act under etheir
own
names. The list we give each week is not intended to bs
one.
"Filmo" 1H11II1.— Alice Joyce is " lovely," as you
soy. We are trying t > get the information you
require of " Barbc of Grand Hay. .11," hut up to
the present have not run it, to earth, Ii',.,
"Charley's Aunt" we are— " still running."
'Awe Picture
Reader"
(Gateshead)
.— Dear
are sorry to
have tj say
it, but your
versusboy.
on
(live up try-in
the Kaiser are not poetry.
a spi-in, poet. Have you tried the Cinema mediate for it P
'M. F." (Bradford).— Yes, you can vote for the
same player oa (Liferent coupons as often as you
like. The liritish ' onip.nies are now putting
out somegood films, and there is plenty of room
for them. Ben Webster played in " The I
Baby" —
Cast of "Biote's
of Teinperle
y." Webster;
"Booties,
" Ben
"Gavor Gilchrist "
Meuisee Johnston; "The Babies," Brenda,
Patrick and Mimi Yvonne; "The Colonel,"
Lewis Gilbert; "Capt. Iracy," Longhomn
Burton; "The Adjutant." Hubert W
" Helen Grace," Edna Fliigrath.
So glad mother
and Mabel enjoy Pictures.
'Anxious One" (Isleworth!.— Repeat question,
givmguainc of the Company and we will help you.
(Continued on next page. J

VERY

LIKE

FORD

STERLING

Portrait of a Burnley reader amusing
himself and others by making up as tlie
great comedian.
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May
Proof Positive.

124••Fbeb"
ntimiL
still livbitplays
for Louden
Films.mi).—RoK'ln.i
Imaii l'lugr.itli
Law and Bliss
do aol play fur Trans- Atlantic.
Il i> imt
true
i
beea to the Front us a,
nurse.
"St. Elmo" was liluitd ill America by
Balboa Co.
"Ei.ii:" (London, S.E.).— Thanks for nic: photo,
but we i-.in't judge from it alone if you nre " suitablementforis cinema
work."
primary
require-of
some talent
for T!io
acting;.
Hundreds
Btage actors and actresses ore only too anxious t>
obtain work for .the screen— he ee the difficulty
in get tin; your chance The best wa can do is to
•wis'i you success. We do ii,t know oE any
studios at llromlcy.
"A Xew Reader" (HuddersSeld). — Hope yon
have come to stay. EdrtflFlugrath played " Alico
Bilson " in " The V.C. " (London Film) — we have
no postcards of her. Pictvbks and The PictobeeOEB were amalgamated in February, l!t]4, but
the I wo papers were going separately before that.
Yes, we see the players— lots of 'em — and are
of ten present when pictures are made, aud once
or twice our Editor has been accidentally photographed in them.
" J. I). W." (Harringay).— Addre-sFlorence Turner,
c.o. The Turn r i'ilms Ltd., Hurst Grove, Waltou-ou-Thamec. No need to wri e her c.o. Hepwoiths, who are the selling agents only for her
productions.
"A. G. 1'. L. " (Plymouth)— says that "Cinema
Acting has no fascination" for her. Hooiay,
you're
i'O who are
Your
prizes arethethe"one"
reward plus
of cleverness
and not.
amiability.
Your collection of 263 postcards is immense.
'V' Many

A

replies are unavoidably held over.

FREE

TOILET

" Is she pretty ? "
'Pretty'. Why a one-legired man
would otter her his seat iu a tube train."
Planty of Time.
An infuriated musician applied to a
City constable with the request that he
would "do something with that boy."
';I was cuming along the road in a
hurry,-' said the musician, "when the
boy stopped me and asked the time. I
said : ' It is ten to three."'
"Very well,'' replied the boy; "at
three o'clock get your hair cut."
" Well," replied the constable, languidly looking at his watch, " you're all
right — you've got a good eight mintr
A Gcod Idea,

Wife : " How do you like my new gown,
iear? It's the last word, you know."
Hubby : "Well, being- a woman, I suppose you had to have it." — Judge.
IT hopes.
doesn't

OUTFIT.

For a limited period THE OATINE
CO. will send, absolutely free, to any
reader of '"Pictures" sending name and
address and 3d. in stamps (id. stamps
preferred), to cover cost of postage and
packing, a Dainty Sample Outfit containing a trial size of five delightful
OATINE preparations, including Oatine
Cream, Snow, Face Powder, a 2d.
Shampoo Powder, also a 3d. tablet of
Soap.
Our readers will welcome this generous
offer — especially as the Oatine preparations are splendid.
Address applications to THE OATINE
CO , 200, Oatine Buildings, Borough,
London. S.E.

cost much
Which ?

to

entertain

Brown : ': I sat at your wife's back at
the picture show last night/'
White : " How did you like it ? "
Brown : '; Charming."
No Proof Required.
Adolphus: "I've written a new filmplay s and it has just been typed. Come
in and I'll show yon the proofs."
Friend : " Proofs ! Why, old chap, I
don't doubt your word in the least ! "
Making Sure of Peace,
Mrs. Smith (engaging a new servant) :
''1 hope that you had no angry words
with your last mistress before leaving.''
" Oh, dear, no, mum ; none whatever.
While she was having her bath, I just
locked the bathroom door, took all my
things, and went away quietly."
Fair Words or Nothing.
" George,'" said the wife to her unappreciative husband, " how do you like
my'• Well,
new hat
"
my ? dear."
said George, " to tell
"Stop, George!"' If you're going to
you the
talk
that truth
way 1 don't want to know,
A Fishy Place,

'Jane." she said," I want you to put
on your things at once, and go out and

FLEAS

see" Yes'm."
if you canreplied
got me Jane,
a plaice.''
with alacrity.
'"And while I'm about it 1 may as well
look for one for myself. I'm blest if 1
can stand master any more than you '. "
A Personal Application.

BUGS

BEETLES
tins r3'6°&r--

/

"
the
the
"

Say. Parson," said Elder Berry at
church board meeting, "here are
resignations of all o[ the choir."
My ! my ! " said Dr. Fourthly, in distress," what is the troubler"
" Your announcement Sunday morning," replied Elder Berry sternly : "you
know fit you
said —all"Providence
having
seen
to afflict
our choir with
bad

colds, let us join insinging "Praise God
from Whom

all blessings flow."''"''

The serious picturegoer stood the
restless baby in the row of seats in front
of him as long as he was able. Then he
leaned forward and. touching the
mother on the arm, said : ' Has youi
baby
been no,
christened
" Why.
sir. Whyyetdo: "yon :
"Merely because I was about t>> saggest that if he had not been chri-tened
r1 " said
woman.
you" And
mightwhyname
hira the
' Good
Idea.' "
'"Because" — the man struggled hard
to repress his feelings— " it should be

Slow and Sara.
out."
carried
A youngster had been permitted to
visit a boy friend on condition that he
was
to leave
fiveseven,
o'clock.
did not
arrive there
home at
until
and He
his
mother was very angry. The boy
insisted that he had obeyed her orders.
" Do you expect me to believe* said
his mother, '" that it took you two hour;
to walk a quarter of a mile?" bhe
reached for the cane. " Now. sir. will
the boy.
you" Te-es.
tell me Mamma."
the truth ?sobbed
"
" Charlie gave me a tortoise— and 1 was
afraid — to carry it —so I led it home."
Literal.
A painter
the "impressionist"
school
is nowof confined
in a lunatic
asylum. To all persons who visit his
studio he says, "Look here; this is the
latest masterpiece of my composition."
They look, and see nothing but an expanse of bare canvas. They ask. " What
does
that represents
represent r the
"
" That
passage of the
Jews through tiie Red Sea."
" Beg pardon, but where i- the sea? "
" It has been driven back."
" And where are the Jew s : "
""And
They the
haveEgyptiancrossed over."
■"
" Will be here directly. That's the sort
of painting 1 like: simple, suggestive,
and unpretentious.1

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: Tho Editor, "Pictures and Tho
Picturegoer,"
18, Adam
Street, strand,
London, W C. TeleyhOMO
Beyaut JM6.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom and AbroaA:— «
s. d.
One
Year
(post-free)
6 S
Six Months
3 3
Three Months
I 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
TelerLoue, — tierrorJ. -5y5,
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Picture News
NEARLY
20,000 members
of the
cinema industry have, according
to a Glasgow newspaper, joined
the Colours since the commencement of
the war.
Good news for all who want more
British films. It is stated thatthere are
now seventeen film-producing companies
within the Greater London area.
*
#
#
Look out on June 17th for the first
release of the new "Pimple" comics.
There will be some big things in these
Pimples, according to that comedian's
own phone whispers.
*
*
The collar-band of a new shirt
shrank in the water and nearlystrangled Edward Coxen whilst
rescuing a drowning girl For a
"Coxen
Plyinglaugh.
A" comedy. It didn't make
*
*
»
Real Chinese actors and rare
specimens of Chinese antiques,
which took six months to collect,
will be seen in The Mission of Mr.
Foo, an uncommonly good Edison
film coming on June 7th.
*
*
#

123

and Motes
Jane Shore, we

are informed by the

Walturdaw Comp'any.is being booked up
everywhere, and we counsel our readers

not to miss this truly wonderful British
What next, Mr. Barker r
production.
Drama will Hold its Own.

are
the cinema
of Leonard
viewsing.
actor'sinterest
AN always
Boyne,
the famous actor (not yet succumbed to, pictures), is stated to have
told an interviewer that— " Cine ma acting, in my opinion, is not like the real
thing. Any one can grimace and gesticulate, like this, and that— now pretending to weep, now dropping her head on
the hero's shoulder— but the art of aet-

portion. He must receive something
that looks like merchandise. This is the
reason why an exhibitor in Hong Kong
had to l'o to a lumber yard and have his
tickets sawn out of planks. Now every
Chinaman, when he goes to hia picturetheatre, instead of a paper ticket gets a
wooden paddle about eight inches long
and three inches wide, with Chin
hieroglyphics painted on both Bid
Pleasant for the Players.
IN the
Niles Coast
Canon, range,
on the surrounded
wes
.•? by
of
mountains
and
with a mountain
stream rushing through its midst, is the
Western Essanay studio which was completed in the summer of 191&
It was more than a year before that
Mr. Anderson left the Eastern studios
at Chicago, and after trying several
places in Colorado and various parts
.ft lalifornia, decided on Niles Canon
as the ideal location. The resultant
studio is a great steel shell, with
brick facing, with an immense L_rlass
dome. The indoor stage is 100ft.
"ong by more than 50ft. wide. Surrounding it are bungalows, occupied by the players. There are
nearly one hundred of these, as all
of the Western players live- on the
grounds. Many own their homes,
and have farms, vegetable, flowergardens, and orange-groves. There
are baseball grounds and tenniscourts for the amusement of the
cowboys, who sometimes take to
gentler sports when not running
hair-raising risks for photo-plays.

Carlyle Blackwell, who has just
joined the Lasky Players at a big
.salary, will first be seen in The
Puppet Crown, by Harold McGrath,
with Ina Claire in the principal
female role. They will make a
great couple these two. for both are
young and attractive.
*
#
s

The Comedy

Field.

THERE
very
going ison a in
the decided
kind of change
pi.
plays now wanted. The slapstick has had its day: refined
comedy is now getting the vote-.
. .a plot
. The
have
; allearly
they comedies
had was adidn't
man
carrying a ladder. Th-? more people
he knocked down the funnier the

Wide=awake Picturegoers.
ARCHIBALD,
CERTAINLY
NOT !
IT is stated by an ingenious trade
statistician that three million
Archibald: '■ Mary, clear, may I go to the pictures
> people have already seen the
■•Pichis great
mg
Wife
His tures,
indeed !(who
And knows
come home
at twoweakness):
in the morning
film When Lpndo'n Sleeps. It shows
picture; ifheupset a baby-carriage
how wide-awake the rest of the in about ' twenty reels. "
it was considered a scream.
kingdom is, although we suspect
But
those days are fast going w< st.
that some of said millions are Loning, with all its elocutionary attributes
The ladder school of humour has gradudoners. Picturegoers in every city sleep
and impressiveness, is different. The
ated about its last pupil. The tendency
cinema is a great triumph of genius, but
better after a good film. D'you follow?
is away from burlesque to plot. . . ,
the
dramaacted
and
spoken
by
living
Films Profit Florists
When you get hold of a comedy idea.
artists— will hold its own for ever."'
retire to a quiet spol and masticate it
THE best customer of Santa Barbara's
Our Cover Portrait.
thoroughly. Turn it over and over
florists is the American Company
who make Flying A and Beauty
until
you have squeezed every bit ,.t
THIS pretty picture is really the porhumour out of it. There are a lot of
films. For these there is a constant
trait of Betty Brown, whose
stream of. orders, wedding scenes and
angles you .can approach it from: a lot
clever work on the •screen in
of things you can put in before the big
elaborate interiors being a daily occurEssanay films has long been conspicuous to English picturegoers. The porrence in which real cut flower's are allaugh.
/'.'• Script.
ways used for bouquets and decoration.
Irait has just arrived from Miss Brown
Ii recently happened that the florists
" The Enemies oi England."
herself, who in a charming letter has
the
that
fact
the
to
attention
our
drawn
had to send away for a bouquet of
this re.ul
title, Ranger
and find Gull's
it one
WE story
have ofjust
orchids for a "millionaire wedding"
portrait we published on our cover of
of the most thiilling type
Bcene. bul as a rule the orders are tilled
.March 20th issue is not hers at all. We
imaginable.
It
tells
of
the
methods
of
from locally grown blooms,
regret the mistake. for which, however,
a
secret
society
t"
obtain
the
plans
of
a
photooriginal
the
titled
who
person
tin1
The Death Warrant.
naval waterplane, their efforts being
graph is responsible, Miss Brown has
THE
King changed
countenance,
frustrated again and again by a British
been with Essanay for three years and is
then endeavoured torallj herfi om
naval officer. This writer, whose works
surely a coming star in the film world.
we have enjoyed for many years past,
her resolve, bul she was inflexible.
The
Chinese
Picturegoer.
He paced the long, splendid apartment
has the knack of ending every chapt. r
with unequal steps, then, approaching a
with a ipystery, and explaining it in the
WHEN
a Chinaman buys a ticket i^
table, wrote a few words
on a slip of
go into the cinema he wants to
next. You can't put the book down once
feel that he has bought something
vellum, and, handing
it to Jane, BXyoti startenough
it. The
Enemies situations
of' JEitg/i in
substantial.
Paying
over
his
money
and
contains
wonderful
claimed,
'Shall your husband
live or
it to make several creepy film dramas.
die?"1 These words describe t he no we rgetting a little " scrap of paper " doesn't
i'ul scene pictured in the preceding page. agree with Mr. China man's sense of pro(,/'.
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©ur News Feature % Events of the Week
INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PICTURES

BELE<

mi>

FROM

PATHE3

ANIMATED

GAZWTTE.

1. The Night Watch: A fine pictare of our Tommies aS rest. 2. The Heroic Canadians: Their bravery saved the situation
at Yprvs. 3. The Sniper Peril is greatest whilst the trenches are relieved or provisioned. 4. The S h.hiei; Roxer : Pat O'Keeh ,
the middle-weight ehampion. under whom many reeruits are in training. 5. Another Air Raid: Two bombs dropped in East
Anudia by a Zeppelin which did but littlr damage. 6. St. George's Day: F. R. Benson (smiling). Marie C'orelli. and others en route
to lay a wreath on Shakespeare s torub at Stratfonl-on-Avon.
7. Women War, Workers as conductors on Glasgow trauicars
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Based on the Famous Story by Thomas
Adapted

BY
the tense silence of the
THKOUGH
crowded Court of Justice the District Attorney's voice rang, now
Binking softly as though in kindly sympathy with the unfortunate prisoner
who cowered back under the gaze of the
linn and women who were herded in the
public space, then again rising to a pitch
of angry scorn as lie strove by subtlety
or brutal vigour to tear down some frail
barrier of the defence and bring her
nearer the dread punishment for the
crime it was alleged she had committed.
"' You are an outcast, are you not ? " he
demanded, harshly.
The frail, shabbily-dressed figure
shrank beneath the blast of the tormenting words, the white
lips trembled
pit
isly as they tried in vain to frame
some words which would save her.

JOHN

feom

the

■• Reliance"

PATRICK

Nelson

ear to hio passionate overtures, scorning

Page.

Film

GORE.

to accept the money he so freely offered
to bestow upon her, for, mark well, jfjentlnnen. although very poor, she was
as Caesar'sfatuated
wife.
' followed
One nightherthis
inlibertine
home,
entered her
force'j
and
assaulted
her. room
Then, by
as her
strength
was giving way. and sheer weakness was
compelling her to yield to him, a knighterrant appeared opportunely upon the
scene. He fought bravely to preserve
her precious honour, but his strength
was as nought compared to that of her
assailant, and to save him from strangugirlshot
drewhimthedown
gambler's
own
revolverlation theand
in defence
of the man who was fighting to save her
virtue. This story, gentlemen, is the
one the prisoner and my learned friend

" Ymi are an outcast, are you not ? "
With a sob the wretched girl broke
down and buried her face in her trembling hands, while her legal torturer
made haste to follow up his advantage.
" Eon decoyed the dead man to your
room with the set purpose of robbing
him !J Did you not? "
Willi a despairing cry the girl tried to
rise. "Nq, no!" she cried, brokenly;
"oh. believe me. gentlemen — he followed
Hie, I am a good u'iri really I am."
With a sneering smile the District
Attorney swept her trembling denial to
t he tour winds.
" ( !■ nth-men," he cried, " on the night
oi February
10th* as
have already
heart),
a man theknown
to you
his associates
as
Orleans Joe was found shot, murdered,
in the apartment occupied by the
prisoner in a common lodging-house.
After a chase over roofs, the patrol-man
tired as the laws direct, wounded, and
to >k this girl into custody, but the man,
her ' ra\ en accomplice, escaped."
Me paused and looked sarcastically at
i In- prisoner.
" 'J'his girl before us — an outcast of the
streets, a etvat 11 roof the night shadows —
v, as emploj ei.1 as an entertainer at a low
night resort, of which the dead man was
a frequenter. Night after night she exhibited herself to the public bore the
taint of that loathsome atmosphere,
returned smile for smile with those her
youth and innocent appearance attracted and yet, gentlemen, she would
have us believe t hai she was a good
girl and honest, very poor, but beyond
reproach, Although with every chance
it obtaining other work, she chose to
lead the lit-' of n dancing-girl in a haunt
repute
still, she was honest."
I [c paused to allow his sarcasm to sink
1 he minds of the jury.
"Her beauty inflamed the fancj of
notorious
evil-liver, Orleans
doe.
( etermined to keep her honesty intact.
• 'i' resist) d h's advances, turning a deaf

MAy
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rifle his pockets, the alarm was given*
and they sought safety in flight, leaving
that for winch they had stained thenbands with a feliow-creature's blood
unaccomplished. The pursuit
swift, the girl was wounded in tinankle and captured — but her accomacting up
to that
standard
< ■!'
chivalryplice,
which
is usual
in these
gallants,
escaped— leaving her to her fate. That,
gentlemen of the jury. 1 put to y..a is
the true story of that nights work.
Whatever
the dead
man's career
had
been, whatever
his character,
whatever
his object in E.ccompanying
home, he was foully doue
in the name of Justice I
the full punishment of the

the prisoner
to death, and
demand thai
law

" Stop cry
! " rang shrilly through the
The
court, and a second later the District
Attorney found himself hurled aside;
while the startled officials Bprang forward to drag their prisoner from the
arms of a youth.
" Danny, Danny." the girl whispered.
"• Oh, thank God. you've come '. "
"Remove
that young man," the Judge
ordered,
angrily.
"No," the new-comer answered: "if
there's justice here you'll let me take her
place. I was the fellow who was with
her" Your
on that
night."I protest," the Di<t 1 i-t
Honour.
Attorney cried, wrathfully: but his
opponent was already on hi- Eeet, grasping at the slightest thing that 'might
affect his case. " If what the lad saj - is
true,'-" he said, determinedly. " he iright in demanding to be heard."
in spite of the
Attorney's
expostulations,
the District
judge allowed
the
Defence to have its way. and the young
man who had come to his sweetheart s
aid took her place in the witness chair.
" How is it you have not surrendered

THE

"UPRIGHT"

JUDGE.

her Counsel would have you believe— you,
whoThearejury
level-headed
men of "the while
world."a
nodded knowingly,
buzz of conversation, instantly suppressed by the stem-faced judge, rose
from the body of the court.
*' Let us now look on the other side of
the question- that side which common
sense tells us must be the true version of that dark night's sordid tragedy.
This earned
girl- you
what she
was and from
howshe
her know
wretched
livelihood
h.-r own lips is it not more than likely
t hat she led on and inveigled Orleans J i »e
to the sordid room where her accomplice
waited to rob aye. to kill if needs be her infatuated admirer r All went well the robbery was all but consummated
when the man awoke to a sense ,^( his

danger,he fell
Ee with
resisted;
a straggle'
and
a bullet
in hisensued,
heart.
Then, before the guilty pair had time to

"I was down in the country. -ir hiding. Then when 1 saw in the papers
that myp " girl was up against it and
before 1 let out for here as quick as 1
alone
could.
But travelling ain't cheap, and
I had to go easy."
poor but sneered
honest citi/en !"
the"Another
District Attorney
"Never mind my friend there; - . h
remarks arc a habit of his." Counsel
for the Defence nodded smilingly to His
angry opponent, and walked over to the
witness-stand. "Now, my boy you
have been sworn and you know the
nature of your oath ? "
"Then
the court
the sir
story of" that.
Danny tell
nodded.
" Sure,
night. Don't get flurried, but tell it
in "your
the truth."
You own
sec. way,
it wasandliketellthis."
he began,
fixing his eyes upon the face of the girl.
"She and 1 are sweethearts, and have
been since she pulled me through a dose
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1. Fighting to save her virtue.
2. "Guilty!"
3. The young lawyer
was not satisfied.
1. " Have
you ever seen this old mau before?"
of fever. I was a waiter at the dive
tried to make a bolt for it. She was
girl's Counsel struggled to undermine
where she was on as a song and dance
his speech and the damning effect of
"
I— Ithis girl,
and
shot,
"
XQU
left
your
sweetheart.
artiste, and " — he glared at the sneering
Danny's fatal admission, but he could
do nothing. While sitting together at the
District Attorney fiercely — " she was
to her fate," the District-Attorney
good aye, by God, she was— as good as
jeered. " Would you mind telling the
lawyer's tible the poor sweethearts
any lady in the land — hetter'n some, I court why !J "
clung to each other's hands as they liscan tell yon. On the night it happened—
•" I was frightened," Danny answered.
tened, only half-understanding, to the
curt words which slowly but surely built
'• Indeed, frightened when, if your
we'd arranged an outing for the following day. sir — I remembered something I story is true, you had so good an answer
a prison-house around them.
to any charge which might be preferred
" Gentlemen of the jury, do you find
hadn't told her. so, when I*d finished,
I nipped round to her place. Just as I
against
you,"
the
tormentor
went
on.
got on to her landing I heard her holler
guilty
or hideous
not guiltysub]
?"
second of
silent,
'' Gome, my dear sir, do let the rest of theA prisoner
out, 'Danny. Danny 1 ' she cried; ' for
us The
into outcast
the secret
your and
fear."stretched
then the answer--" Guilty on all counts
halfof rose
God's sake, Danny
' I knew somescreamed wildly, clinging feo
out her arms to the lad. whose eyes had
of Netta
the indictment."
thing was up. for she's not one of your
frightened sort when she gets fair play.
taken on the expression of a sorelythe boy whose self-sacrifice had bsen of
hunted animal, while judge, jury,
So I hurst her door in to find her — with
no avail; then strong arms tore them
her clothes torn and her hair all down.
officials, and audience leaned forward
apart,
were judgment
hurried from
the
struggling in the arms of a flash guy
entirely engrossed at the spectacle of
court and
she they
to await
Ior tb.6
two souls upon the rack.
wilful
killing
of
Orleans
Joe;
he
to
come
who'dgalbeen
the time.
c rfii alter
" Answer me ! "
one
and hanging
another round
for some
He
up for the sentence which only a few
was big enough to chew me for his
weeks before had been postponed.
Again Danny looked at the tearbreakfast, but I went in. Soon I found
brimmed eyes of the girl he loved, then,
And outside in the glorious sunit was all up — the hate I had in my
sweeping back the hair from his fore-;
shine gaily-dressed men and women discussed light-heartedly the magnificent
head, he faced his questioner. "Wellj
heart
weren't
no megood
against the
his
strength.
He got
up against
drama
Justice had jusl staged ffratis for
you see," he faltered hoarsely. " 1 was a
door, and was nigh strangling me when
their edification.
*
#
#
*
prisoner
under suspended sentence
"
I saw Netta the gal there stagger up
The District-Attorney
laughed ! outright ; then, lil<e a flash, he attacked the
from
where
he'd
flung
her.
She
came
BuCthe
young
lawyer
who
had
foughu
behind him then, as he turned to attack
new evidence for the defence, and in a
so earnestly against such odds to secure
her. there was a shot, and he went down.
few biting word- tore the lad- story
satisami out. We were frightened then, and
was not
into discredited shreds.
In vain the
acquittal
Thome's
Netta fied.
In his heart
he believed
the story
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told by tin' Outcast d;< l^-in--- irl and her
boy-lover, and, believing it, be BWore to
leave do stone unturned in bis endeavour
to bring them back through the dark valley in which thej foundered. Every interview be had with the luckless girl in her
cage-like cell only served to strengthen
his conviction that she was the victim of
a grave miscarriage of justice, and at
last, acting on a slight clue given him
l>y the proprietress of the lodging-house
where the tragedy occurred, he beganto
trace her early life,
One clue quickly led to another, until
bne day he found himself standing in an
old-world orchard in the far-away village
of Hilsdale chatting to a venerable old
jnan who he hoped might be able to help
liim in his quest.
Carefully he angled for the information that he sought.
'" So you live here all alone, eh ? " he
eaid. glancing toward the tiny farmyard.
" A beautiful place, sir, but I should
think there are times when you are very
lonely."
The old man looked sharply at him,
then nodded his white head sadly.
" Lonely, aye. Mister. You are a young
man; maybe an old one's story would
prevent you from wrecking lives as mine
was wrecked, as the life of the only child
God ever gave me, to be both a comfort
and a curse, was wrecked — aye, cruelly
wrecked and ruined bjr a young man
who came down from the great city

behind -the woman who waited, prayed,
aye, trusted against her tetter judgment,- while she trembled at the
thought of what a few short months
would bring. Much as he loved her,
he had written, his career forbad'- him
seeing her again. He was a gentleman,
you
• shelove
butshea homely
farmer's
lass;see,
andsirthe
gloried in
would
have kept him down."
The old voice died to a whisper,
and the lawyer had to bend low to
follow the story. "That night, with her
nead upon my knees, she told meall the worst. Soon the child— Ms
child— was born. Twas a beautiful
baby girl, and the living image of its
mother. For a time she seemed to pick
up like ; the light came to her eyes
again, and she was almost happy as she
fondled the wee mite, whispering of the
mother love that would surely shield it
from all harm. But the folk around
these parts—good folk they are, and
rain or shine would
not miss their

a-holidaying these many years ago."
" If the memory is not too painful, I
should like to hear your story."
The old man was silent for some time,
and his dim eyes rested unwaveringly
«pon the distant hills as though they
sought to pierce the mystery beyond.
" He was a young attorney from the
great city over yonder," he said at last,
"and he came down to this old place for
his vacation. I was better oft' then, and
I gave him permission to pitch his camp
in my meadow by the river-side. He'd
been here some time. when my gal and
the young attorney met, and, doting old
fool that I was, I never knew, never
suspected their intimacy — nay, I never
THE
OUTCAST-MAE
MARSH.
had a chance to stamp out the evil till •
'twas too late.
'" The end of the vacation came and he
chapel-going- for a fortune— they soon
put an end to her happiness. Aye. they
Slacked up bag and baggage and went
tack to his books. Soou 1 noticed that
turned their backs on her and me ;
my lass was grown strangely wistful
pointed to the little one as a thing of
but on my questioning her she only
sin. You see, sir, 'tis the way of such
smiled and said that ' it was nothing.'
folk; they're so mortal good, that their
Still. I would ofttimes come upon her
goodness leaves no room for Christian
kind of unawares, and always she was
charity. For a time she bore up
looking towards yonder hills beyond
bravely; then the morning came when
which our visitor had gone. She never
Ithe
wokenight
to learn
she'd crept
away her
in
had that
vanished
to hide
told m." aught, never complained: then
one day a letter came from him. When
shame in the great city which held the
man who had wrecked her life. Look,
1 put it into my darling's hands I saw
the colonr sweep once more into the
He w as
heldherout
cheeks which had lately been so pale, tears
t his
'. " a faded photograph, and
swam inher pretty eyes,and her trembling
-Hang!'
ran into
through
his quest's
fingers could scarce tear the cover open ; aheart
as hethrill
looked
the dark,
pleadthen, with a heart-broken sob, she let it
ing eyes which had become so familiar.
With an effort In- controlled his agitafall unheeded to the ground."
lie was silent, and his eyes were wet ; t ion.
1 hen with an effort he continued " 1
"And the man. her betrayer." lie
picked the letter up and read oh, God!
asked, " do you not know his name!- "
forgive him for the crnel words he'd
'Nay." the old man answered; " befound the heart to write. 'Twas as
like he's a clever lawyer now; for in
those days he was a clever scoundrel.
dastard a message as ever man's inhumanitj prompted an errant lover to
Hut
' he rose and hobbled
into his
coitagc. returning
presently with an
write to the forsaken woman he'd left

album.
;
.'t'tly
over
pages
"thisattorney
is his picture."'
For the
a moment
the
looked at
the photograph,
and the
pictured
fa.-.
swam
before his eyes.
Metaory
carried
him swiftly
to a ofsummer's
noon
when in back
an hour
leisure heaftand
several others had gathered to smoke
and remembered
chat in a great
room.
He
howman's
the private
conversation
had turned on sport, and how, proud ol
his well-preserved old age and hialmost youthful strength, the great mar
had talked of his bygone feats in the
playing-fields and hunting-camps, am.
had even shewn them an old portrait
taken in those days of golden youth.
The album fell to the ground with a
crash,
old revelaman's
shoulderandas he
the gripped
full force the
of the
tion dawned upon him.
"Merciful Heaven," he cried, hoarsely
" that is a portrait of the judge tb<
judge who, all unknowingly, has tried
his own daughter for her life; who e
now may be passing the last dread sen-

«
tence of the law*
:"

•

*

Again the crowded court-house. _^,before, the idle crowd of morbid sightseers thronged the public seats, sitting
agape as wretched prisoner aftei
prisoner appeared before the up. right
judge for sentence. Some there 1
who tottered to the bar and held forth
feeble arms in a frantic appeal ; others
cursed and raved madly, defying law
and authority alike, eventually being
forcibly removed, with their harsh
curses still pouring from their twist I
lips ; others, again, stood shame-faced
and silent, incapable of uttering their
poor appeal, while their terrified
searched the grim face of the judge foi
some sign of that mercy which was at
his command. Mercy! tl.bre was no
mercy to be found in that court, onlyunbending justice— a justice built on
the rock-loundations of that old-time
law which says " a tooth for a tooth; an
eye for an eye. a life for a life."
" Xetta Thome 1 "
At the sound of the usher's voice the
stillness became intensified; men and
women craned their heads eagerly forward, anticipating the appearance of the
frail girl whose martyrdom was to l>e
the "star" turn in that particular day's
performance. Slowly she hobbled in.
her
the patrol-man's
shot. foot
and. injured
seeming by
unconscious
of those
around, took her stand at the bar.
Silence again : then the judge rais< d
his eyes from the desk before him.
' Netta Thome," be said, with a grave
gentleness which would have deceived
any one but a regular habit ui of his
court, "after a long and patient trial,
you have been found guilty of the most,
awful crime known to our penal code.
This is not a court of morals, but on the
clearest evidence you have been found
guilty of the murder of the man whom
you lured to your room on that dreadful
night of February the 10th.
If it were
possible
t" believe your story
that
you were living a virtuous life, and that
the dead man followed you horn." with
intent to maltreat you. only to be shot
down by yon in protecting the youth
(your acknowledged lover) who came to
your
assistance,
we would
only to..
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gladlj believe it. Ala- ! the
c\ ideuce is conclusive. \ ■■• .
ore an outcast, and the aw tul
1 osit ion in « huh \..u are now
standing is soleh due to your
m\ n choice of n life of \ iciom ud siu. No matter h. w
the hearts, of this couit
might yearn towards leniency, it i- our bounden dutj
t-> protect .-. ri.'iN from such
a- \"u. I will cot add to
▼our misery by pointing out
different your life might
have been. Thai is not inj
duty, but my duty is to pass
npou you the onlj sentence
the law allow 1." He was
interrupted by the amazed
remonstrance of the ushers is
a young man foughl his way
through them and mad.' his
waj to the attorney 's table.
" Mr. Dillon," the angry
judge exclaimed sharply,
•• this is most unseemly. However zealous yon may be in
your
client's
have done
all inter
thatests,
you you
can
do. and I refuse to allow the
hnsiness of this court to be
interrupted in the theatrical
manner which appears to be
a feature of your conduct of
tli" case for the defence.
"
Withdraw, sir
'I'll.' young attorney stood
hi- ground. "With all re'spect to you and this court."
he -aid firmly, " your sen. i swear, shall not be
passed until I have been
heard." Leaving his place, the
young Counsel for the !>•■feme strode to the Bench.
" Your honour." he said,
quietly, ■'further facts concerning this poor girl's birth
and parentage have just com.'
into my hands. \Vhe11 yon
have heard them you will lie
the first toagree with me that
a new trial is imperative."
The
judge
went
livid.
Absurd."
he
cried:
"the
e\ idence is conclusive. There
"'
i- no precedent to
•' Precedent " — the young
lawyer leant forward — " and
what precedent is there for a
father trying and passing sentenceon his own child-' "
•• A father- his own child
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' Yes; your own child." was the merciless reply. "Look, have you ever seen
this old man before !" Look again, and
tell me whether yon remember when
and to whom you gave this portrait p "
Slowly the staring eyes of the upright
judge looked from the sadly accusing
face of the old farmer who walked towards him to the portrait that lay upon
his desk ; then, with a hoarse cry. he
rose and staggered from the court.
In the dead quietude of his ...\n room
he stood swaying beneath the horror
which had just descended like a pallupQn
his hi .11. mred life. Slowly the a tit umn sunshine which flooded the room seemed to
fade away. It was growing dark, and
he Stagg 'red. groping blindly.
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''Merciful Heaven!'' he muttered
thickly, tearing at the judicial robe that
clang around him and seemed to be
dragging him down to where the darkness knew no end. "after all these
years my sin! Yes. yes : Vengeance iMine, sai'th the Lord ; in My own good
time— I— I will repay." Suddenly he
seemed to listen; then some of the
horror left his eyes, his lips framed a
smile such as had not been on them for
many years, as he staggered forward
with outstretched hands. " Mary ! for"
! I did
Hisgivefoot
caught
on not
the know
rich hearthrug
me. o ill
and, without any attempt to save himie f. he fell heavily to the floor. Terrified officials rattled on the closed door

PATRON-AND

SOME

OTHERS.

calling aloud his name, as the idlers
hastily dispersed to discuss the new
sensation the day had brought them.
At the new trial Netta and Danny
were triumphantly acquitted, the verher act that
was justiti
Anddict b?iug
so itthat
happened
one day■ 1. the
good Counsel stood with them waiting
for the express which would carry the
old man and the lovers away to the old
farm in the country where the appleblossom was just beginning to burst.
'When vacation comes along." he
said, " III see what sort of sport your
river and the hill- beyond hold for v
town-bred man. and" - hi-eyes wandered
t.. Netta and Danny " I think [shall be.
just about in time for the wedding."
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Big Themes for Photo-Plays <
Are screen Plot-writers in danger ol being displaced by noted Fiction- u iters V [j
By
RUSSELL
E. SMITH
Business Manager-of" The Script," the official onja'n of the Fhoto-play Authors League, CV
the screen
would
be strong enough
Judith of Bethulia? An adaptation,
photo-playwrights are comMANY
original enough to sell as first--:
plaining that the fiction-author
original only in its masterly direction
and treatment.
short stories? Isn't it a fact that the
of note is taking- in more rr.o.iey
fiction author has not given his best to
for his plots, in proportion, than the
The Battle of the Sexes and The Woman
y
strictly photo-pla writing author.
the photo-play? That he has saved his
and the Laic, by Griffith, are the only
best stuff for the magazines, which pay
Aside from the advertising- value of
really big original screen dramas so far
him better and advertise his name ?
said fiction-author's name, there is
produced.
another reason. The average photoThe Clansman has proven that people
But isn't he going to beat you at yonr
own game, now that the photo-play has
playwright is lacking in the big idea —
will sit through twelve reels of a really
reached
the best theatres and has begun
the big theme. The fiction-author who
big subject and pay two dollars a seat
to be accepted as the newer and better
has won his spurs in his line of literaand stand hours in long lines day and
literature
?
ture has long been in the habit of
night in New York, Los Angeles, and
Now
that it will be worth his while
writing big themes — he has to, in
order to turn out a long, saleable
financially
and his
artistically,
novel or four-act play.
going to use
trained isn't
mind he
trained to think big plots and
The average photo-playwright does
not seem to be able to furnish the
themes — for the benefit of the screen?
producer with really big ideas or
And will he do better than the averthemes; at
do so.
age photo-playwright once he _
Whether
he least,
cannothe ordoesn't
whether
he
the grasp of picture needs, or will
the photo-playwright be forced t<
doesn't find it worth while and prefers to keep his big themes for a play
develop a sense of bigness in theme ?
or novel is indeterminable. •
These are questions to be thought
Based on long experience, the averover in yonr own mind, and not foi
age photo-play author does not underme to answer for you. But it is
stand or grasp the meaning of the
gospel! One more question for yon
word <; big" as applied to the phototo worry about : How many presentplay. He is' nearly always apt to
day photo-playwrights ever wrote a
translate the word as " size '' and
plot big enough for a saleable fourscope of action, rather than size and
act play or a 90,000-word novel ?
scope of theme.
We await a list.
#
»
Ask the average author, even the
fiction author of experience, fcr a
"YYe publish the above article for
really big picture-story, and what do
the benefit of our many readers who
write, or are thinking of writing,
you get? A picture-story containing
shipwrecks, a train-wreck, an aerophoto-plays, but we agree with the
plane-battle in the sky, and vast
editor of The Script that the average
armies battling o'er the plains !
producer does not seem to want
He thinks it is big because it has
photo-play authors to furnish him
large masses of people in it; because
with big ideas or themes.
it will cost a lot of money, and
" The producers are in a rut ! " he
because there are "big" wrecks and
OUR
EMOTIONAL
PIANIST
WHEN
says. "Exceptions?
Yes: but excepsuch-like sensations.
F^O M>u
tions that can be counted almost on
No. 1. Charles Chaplin Walks.
That the "bigness" of the story
the fingers of one hand. The average
should lie in its theme, its subject,
manufacturer has a set idea of the
and the moral it teaches is apparently far
San Francisco for the privilege. Thus
typof story he wishes to place on the
*
«"
«,
<»
beyond him, and the only time he does
it has at last been shown that there will
market
a small-idea. conventional type
submit a really big theme it is such that
be a market for big original themes for
that has been in vogue for the past three
the cost would be far beyond what it is
pictures, and that the screen is worthy
or four years. The photo-playw right who
worth. And, furthermore, nine out of
of the highest possible effort to supply
stories
it with subjects and stories worthy of
to these
submits
ten of the "big ideas" he submits are
that
possess
noveltymanufacturers'
and bigness of theme
adaptations of a Biblical story ! This
the newer literature.
and treatment is invariably met with:
maj sound unjust to the author, but it
For the really big thoughts, written
is a tact.
"Pigeon-hole that rot.
YV~e want
the
solely and entirely for the screen, the
hero, the heroine, the villain; bloodName me a number of really big
screen and the public are waiting. Who
and - thunder, knock - down - and - drag will
write
them
?
original photo-plays that have been proem-out
action, with
a hug-and-kiss
duced to date big in theme, moral, &c.
Can't our present - day photo-play1 dare you !
wrights do it ? Or are they written out,
If the photo-playwright is brave
The Clansman, biggest of all to date,
or have they
been
forced BO long to
was original in treatment, but mostly
enough to point out that the public
grindbeing
out except
mere- "plots,"
and themes
historical facts the bigness was not in
for
to tell a with
story no
thatreason
they
seems to want the l>iu' ideas
real life on the screen, these manufacoffinish."
the tremendous battle scenes in the
cannot think big thoughts, and big has
will come
ten,
of
out
times
nine
turers,
assassination scene, but in its therm ■
come to mean only size?
d!'
be d
public
and its treatment by t he master direc"The
with:
back
Are you going to let the fiction author
In the course of time, it is more likely
tor. But its theme was not original for
beat you at your own earner lias the
that
reach
will
turer
manufac
the
that
the screen.
average photo-play " plot " been so easy
atate of damnation when the fongCabiriaf A spectacle, big onlj in that
to evolve that you have been lulled into
suft'ering but powerful public refuses to
sense, and an adaptation at that !
a sense ot' security from invasion?
Quo Vadist
An adaptation]
to view the ?aid proatrocious product.
ducers'money
pay good
Isn't it a fact that very few plots on
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Pity the Poor Producer.
ONE

of the most exasperating things
that ever occurs toa producer is to
have a scene with which he has
taken very great pains suddenly spoiled
by the interruption of some thoughtless
person. It rarely happens, of course,
within the studio, where there are four
walls at least in England— to protect
him. But when the poor producer is
busy on exteriors the risks he runs
of this sort are considerable, especially when he has to work in a busy
street.

The Hepworth North Devon Company
recently had a complex difficult v. which
involved a well-known lady of title and,
in addition, a member of their own plot
department. With the aid of a hundred
coppers (coins we mean 1 the producer in
charge succeeded in getting a Large group
of school-children into the proper spirit.
The scene' was being taken and was crossing to every one's satisfaction when
a lady, who had been watching
the
children from round a corner, suddenly
decided to ascertain why the children
were behaving in such a strange way.
And the result!- Well, of course, she
got her Head well into the picture, and

ROME

IN COURT

MARTIALLED,
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the powerful Hepworth Exclusive in three part*

consequently ruined a length of very
valuable film.
The temper of the producer and company combined had just began to cool
down and a new scene was proceeding
smoothly when the before-mentioned
member of the plot department, who
was in charge of the script, gave everybody a second shock. Wearing a cheerful smile, he suddenly bobbed into the
working camera's focus of a solemn and
'•dramatic
Madge." scene between " Sir John '" and
Nothing was then too bad in words
which were hurled at the unfortunate
man, who hurriedly jumped out of the
way only to find himself beside the lady
who had ruined the first attempt to get
the scene taken.
Naturally the two victims of thoughtlessness felt bound to commiserate with
each other, and the plotman soon discovered—what he was beginning to
gues — the identity of the lady. She
was a well-known Countess. She has
made herself very popular recently in
connection with a certain charity, and
has been notoriously difficult for photographers to reach. After a little
manreuviing he obtained her permission
for the Hepworth Company to use the

TPJP0®

bit of film in which her photograph
appeared in any way which they chose.
With this stroke of luck the plotman
hoped to make his peace with the producer, and. what was better, he made it.
The Countess very kindly took a srreat
interest in the picture being produced,
and finally consented to take part in a
few more scenes, and these were hurriedly improvised for her.
So far so good. But that same night
the film was seized by a coastguard, and
has not been seen since. It happened
thus wise :--The camera-man. with full
permission from the Admiralty, was
busy taking coast pictures, when up
came the coastguard. Of course our
friend had left the camera permit behind, and. failing to produce it. the
guard promptly sef zed all the film, including that taken in the afternoon
with the Countess in it !
Next day, when thecompany returned
to the village in the hope of taking the
scene attain, it poured rain! I And by
the next day the Countess had motored
on ! ! !
It's all in the clay's work, but such are
some of the sorrows of the poor producer
when he roams away from the studio.
And war time does not improve them.
-
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air a scene-cloth had Bhd down and met
my cranium.
It never happened again
though.
A little thing like that d
n'l
worry me much, any way. for. as yon know.
I have been used to yetting knocked
about in pictures, especially during the
time I played as Lieutenant Daring."
At the time of his visit Mr. Russell was
engaged in A Cfy i» the Night, a coming
Burlingham film, in which he played
the part of a man-bird and wore a
fearful and wonderful dress of his own
making. He was also one of the players
referred to in the " Burning at Burnham " incident which we described in a
previous issue. .
"Big Bob"

and

BIG John
BOB"
who plays
DoreLEONARD,
in the Trans-Atlantic
serial, The Master Key, which he
also directed cau boast only twenty-six
years' acquaintance
with this world,
although the cleverness of his acting
and the general excellence of the production of the serial would stamp him
as a man of enormous experience. When
JAMES

RUSSELL
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an undergraduate, " Big Bob's " shock
of heavy light-brown hair could always
be found exactly in the centre of a football scrimmage, or instantly ready at
the starting gun in track events.
He
developed
a splendid
baritone
voice
in his university days, which led to
three years' engagements in musical
comedy. Whilst singing in Los Ajigeles,
Mr.
Leonard
visited
some
of
the
picture-producing companies, and when
the Universal Company offered him a
position,
he
cancelled
his musical
comedy
work,
and entered
the new
field.

A Spring; and a Bump.
WE
had been wondering what had
become of James Russell, who has
done much good work in B and C
and other films, when a few days ago he
looked us up to say that he has been busy
of late falling down cliffs, getting shot or
drowned or burnt, and having a good
time generally, in Burlingham Standard
films.
" Of course, you have seen War
is Hell? " he said. We replied we had,
and that we had said so in these pages.
" I was the German officer. Von Shultz,"
It was not long before he was leading
lie went on. " and they say the fight and
man and assistant for Otis Turner,
my fall were really wonderful.
I know
known as the " dean " of cinema
I wondered how I managed to stand up
directors. A few months of this trainand breathe after it."
ing, and. when Mr. Turner was called
We congratulated him. It is one of
out of the city on business. Big Bob
the most realistic fights between two
Leonard was requested to undertake the
men we have seen in any war drama.
'* What became of you
before the Burlingham
engagement}' "we asked.
" Ol), I had a lovely
panto season at the
Theatre Royal. Birmingham. Iwas the
Old Man of the Sea'
in Sitilxnl the Sailor, and
had the- pleasure of.
working with George
Robey and Fred Emney,
and that reminds me
I made my first enhance through a trap.
At. the dress rehearsal
I stood on the trap
under the stage waiting
my cue, and at the
right moment gave the
word 'Go!1 And I
went.
I remembered
nothing until I found
myself lying on the
stage, with George
y anxiously feeling me for broken
I ones.
' Poor chap ! it
him.'
have killed
mightsomeone.
said
and later
I learnt that just as I
YVomvn (ferociously) : ".Give me two soats, youag man."
had shot up into midTii hi 1 -si i.i.kk : Only two, 'mura:
What about pour yoan§

22.
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task of directing Mr Turner's Company
and he made a gr
- of it.
Then he started directing for himself.
Now he has had the honour of dii
ing a great serial, and one which
critics declare is the last word 111 cl
handling.
It has - t the seal on I
Leonard's remarkable
versatility, and
places him right in the van of movingpicture actor-produ
ORX Ella."
in California,
Little

Ella Hall, or
"Little Ella" as &he is affecti' nately called, arrived at the age of
seventeen
a simple, romping,
merry
little girl.
Fond
of the cinema. became interested in the work.
" I just know I could be a picture
actress," said Little Ella to her mother,
who, being wise. and. moreover, believing that every girl should develop
along the lines for which she is best
fitted, acquiesced.
"Little Ella" became an "extra"
woman — that is, she gave in her name
to a picture company and waited and
waited until she was needed. Sometimes it was days, sometimes weeks.
Thenchild.
somelx>dy
suddenly
the
She was
given "*
a discovered
real chance,"
and soon "Little Ella" Hall was a
regular member of the company.
•" I want a leading lady. " said Bi'lt Bob
Leonard one day. " I want one who is
not too big. who looks sweet because
she is sweet — audiences can tell the
difference — one who has good eyes and
an expressive mouth, and long. slim
hands and small feet, and one who
hasn't been spoiled by flatterv."
He Bob.
saw "Little
"She'll
do,"
said
So Ella Ella."
Hall, aged
eighteen,
plays the character of Ruth Gallon in
The MasteP Key. She smiles and cries
and dances about and teases her way
right through to the middle of your
heart, and she's a real little girl, for her
smiles and tears, her sorrows and joys
are true ones. She's the kind of little
girl yon want to pick up
and put in your pocket,
and her mother is her
constant companion and
dearest chum.
The Lady and the Lion.
IT was
thatreoantlydecided
"Kine."
the
most
vicious and
dangerous of the lidos
in the Trans-Atlantic
Zoo, would
have
to he
killed.
Such an
incident
could not be wasted,
and accordingly the
scenario department
was instructed to write
a play in which the killing of a lion was to be
the feature. Marie Watcamp
toldnecessary
that it
would was
not l>e
for her to do the actual
could
substituted
killing,lie as
a " doublefor"
her at the critical moment . But she scorned
the idea, and made it
plain that she intended
t »do the killine; herself.

All the members ^(
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i"i Bison " ( '"mi am tools 1 nrl in
tin- piotnre, and were witnesses of the
unii|iir
tes( of
nervefromIn
tlw drama
sheMis*
wna \\toulcanip's
be attuoked
behind |>j " King," who was kept withnut food fot' three days in order to make
linn t he more \ icious.
W alcamp walked awaj from
" Kiuu 's " (i.'ii with hor hark toward the
Cage and her face toward the camera,
the camera-man himself was securelj
shield. -d in a burred cage, but Miss
A\ alcamp had no protection whatever.
Out
the four
camera's
however,
were of
posted
crack range,
shots with
rifles
Their puns were focussed on the cage
when Director McRae pave the \vnl to
open t be cage d< n >rs.
For a moment " Kim:" crouched in
(be door of his cage and then sprang
straight for Mis-; VValcamp. who. while
be was still in the air, stepped tpucklj to
one Mile, and let My with her rifle. The
bullet entered "King's" head squarely
between the eyes, and. taking 11 slanting
course, passed completely through the
lion's head and buried itself in a brk'k
wall fifty feet auay.
Hiss Walcamp is an enthusiastic
sportswoman, and likes nothing better
than to shoot wild duck. She attends
all the meets of the gun clubs around
Angeles and can break a bottleneck at one hundred f. et unfailingly.
A Doubtful "Hero."
RECOUNTING some of her earlier
picture experiences, Vivian Rich
tells of a sea Btorj II which she
was to be upset in a boat and rescued
and brought to shore by the hero.
Vivian duly upset, but the hero was
in no hurry to rescue. He tool
time in selecting a safe place to jump
from, and when he did reach Miss Rich
she was so cold the scenes had to lie cut
BO that she could betaken into a boat
and hurried to land at Venice for restoration. The other scenes were delayed. The " hero" was not popular.
Charlie in the Crowd.
WHEN
Chaplin made his first
attempt to take scenes in the
Essauay comedy. "Charlie's Night
(hit."Hinthe offound
it almost of
impossible
on
the hundreds
people who
recognised him and wanted to shake
his hand. The camera was set up and
Chaplin attempted to perform l>efore it,
but every move Chaplin and his comjiany made was encored, while the comedian was compiled to acknowledge his
appreciation time and again with a low.
Film=player Eager to Fight.
THOUSANDS of men connected with
the cinema industry are now doing
their bit for King and country, and
one of them. Frank Duller, who is now
a trooper in the 3rd Surrey Yeomanry,
ha> just written us that he hopes to be
shortly leaving for the Front.
It is of interest to uote that Mr.
Duller has had eight pleasant years of
cinema work, and will never regret his
connection with it. His first theatrical
engagement in London was at the
idon Opera House during its opening season. The failure of that enterprise caused him to think of pictures
and join Cricks and Martin, since when

i>"UlVI,|

are the

DOMINANT

FILMS

Because they feature the greatest film stars.
Here are three friends of yours :—

RUTH

STONIHOUSE

MARCUERITE

CLAYTON

Marguerite Clayton — G. M.
popular little leading lady.

BEVERLY

BAYNE

Anderson's

Beverly Bayne — 'Beautiful Beverly Bayne/
leading lady of the Essanay Eastern Co.
Ruth Stonehouse — vivacious, interesting, and
pretty — one of the best actresses in photo
plays to-day.
We would like to hear what the readers of
" Pictures " think of either of these three
brilliant women. Why not sit down now
and write us about them ?
ESSANAY

'rvS'S-OAVPAA

FILM MANUFACTURING
148, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C.

CO.,
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01 the peace, so he pounced upon the in
as prowrode
ling them
" gun men
ffi >mthe
New villa
York,
ana
off "'to
'•cooler." It took a lot of explanation
to prove that the roughly-dressed act
for the " painters " in Their Happy
Little Home, were not daylight burglars
in disjruise.
A Narrow

Escape.

M
and
NBSBITT
M
MIRIAMcDerm
ott were returning from
>, and
Chicago a few w
while seated in the dining-car some
bandits fired revolver-shots through the
glass windows at the passenger-. Fortunately no one was struck, but Miss
Nesbitt received some cuts from
the flying glass. She gathered a few
as a mepreserve
fragmentsmento. of
This i-sittheto life
for film players !
Hot Work

for the Film.

Little lo\
GHoveraAnna
ALTHOU
lls and do a bit of
put on
gardening, she is not always so
calmly occupied. A fortnight ago she
rode horseback across a bridge which
was almost lost in smoke and on fire.
She came through it splendidly, but the
actor who rode with her was scorched.
Anna does not yearn for these deeds of
daring, but tackles them when they
come along, and she would do much on
horseback she would not do on foot.
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POPULAR

EDISON

PLAYERS.

VOL. VII., Aug.. .1011. to March, 1915,

NOW

READY.

Five Hundred and Fifty Six Pages,
Handsomely bound in blue cloth and
lettered in silver, including a Tour-

he has always been busy — some of the
best - known films in which he has
appeared being Maria Marten and The
Finger of Destiny, both of which we
dealt with, and the Sexton lilakc series.
" I have had the usual hatch of film
' deaths," "' says Mr. Duller. " and nearly
met real death when 'a real racehorse
bolted with me during The Saeefor Love;
but luckily I escaped. I am now looking
forward to the conclusion of the war
and once more being able to resume
the work I am so fond of." Our readers
will join us in wishing Mr. Duller the

page INDEX.
Price 3s. 9d. post-free.
The Index can be had separately, price

b'esl of good luck and a safe return.
Suspicious Characters.
ON a cold day Edison-Director James
W.
Castle
and
his
players
motored into Larchmont, N.Y.. in
search of a certain kind of suburban
home!
The_\ journeyed from house to
house, getting out of the machine,
walking around the house to examine
it. only to liml many thai were closed
for the winter and useless.
Wrapped
up to the ears and eyes as thej were.
their actions around untenanted houses
were too much for the lohelj guardian

3d. post-free.

FILM -LOVERS

Handsome

Picture Souvenirs :

BARNABY
The

RUDGE

New
Hetwoeth
Picture- I'i . yy.
Sixty Beautiful Pictures.

THE
FILM
LIFE
OF
MARY PICKFORD
A dainty art production.
Price Bid. each, post-free.

PLAY -WRITING
FOR
THE
CINEMA
Price la.2d.; post-free.
Address al< ©rd«w to: —
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LONDON,

■ My word : What a sale your dear pape9
must have.
It diet not matter where I t riot J
or how early. I was always just a little tool
late : in fact 1 was so tired of hearing
Jus^
sold the last one ' that I determined to plan
a standing order with my newsagent, not fa,
from home, and now I get it every Satnrdaj
morning as regularly as clock-work.'
The Sama Old Story.
•At a picture-house I was in about
days ago 1 was told that an announcemj
had been made from the platform earlier
the week that Charles Chaplin had
killed in this war. and that hi
As I have seen hi- name mention
in all your latest issues, J should I* know that this information about his de
is not correct."
G. D
H
M .-,
A Tonic for Depression.

"Isn't Charles Chaplin a dear:

I .

miserable the other night, and so .vent to :
the thrown
pictures.on The
corned?.at once
!■
Round'
was
the screen—
there
a great silence iii the house -a silence of 1
anticipation.
Five minutes later you ci
not have heard yonrselt speak.
My mis
had disappeared, and by the time the come
was finished my sides ached. audt<
running' down mv cheeksF. with
laughing.'
G. -Hernc
Hill.),

seen in connection with tile cinema wor"
and I might tell you when this war i- ov
I'll got from yon— that is if 1 pull throjj
all right -the Pl< II BKS \Nl> PlCTTJBEG
each week.
I have taken
it ever sine
first came out. and intend to keep up with i
Gunner W. J. W. (K.F.A
Southpoi

'Music" Not Wanted.

A pleasing film photograph of Gladys
Hulcttc and Harry Beaumont,

FOR

Making Sure of " Pictures.'

A Soldier's Resolution.
■ We may soon leave here, so if I send;
on my new address can you manage to
me a copy of your paper each week i
without doubt the best paper I have ev

NEW VOLUME
" PICTURES

BITS FROM OUR LETTER-BAG

Wt .

TO SEND
COUPONS

'•Recently I m« a Trans- Atlantic piehuj
called Tht I. - 0) KUliecrankie. Now. light
through that picture tho pianist. wIh»
believes in
appropriate'
music,
played
• Scotch ' music— if you understand. You
know how it is played on the piano the bass
is usually composed of C and C. and the
• twiddle) -hits ' within half a dozen notes, j
• This was played continually until the
finish. Can you suggest where 1 can get
—to
some this
niceassover-ripe eggs to present broken
" Von might tell your readers that the
picture
Vej
s Do ghter should
not fet

missed.

S\,-,

vLlanbradach'.

Soldier Reader in Greece.

—" toIt'sthe•
say- up
Writing
quaint
old from
town. Saloniea
and. of he
course,
1912 Balkan War was Turkish. It has lieen
improved. Of course, for a new Creek town
has been built, and some almost modern
trains and trams introduced. The old
Turkish town is an awful series of filthvniudand-plaster huts, which overhang and overlap each other in a quite haphazard fashion.
They look like the groto->|uc giants and
dwarf- ot the fairy-tales. The stoop. windH
streets ot large collides and slabs are -carcelv
more than a yard wide, and in some phuH
yon
to squeeze
a gap
toot have
in width.
These through
old streets,
old about
hovel* a
and Mills remain the same a- they wecr
thousands of year- ago. for this i- one of the
oldest towns iii Greece."
BILL'S i?. iSalonica).~

Ma\
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AND ESSANAY

Permit us lo congratulate you cordially on the happy settlement
d! your recent controversy in 'PICTURES," and, at the same
time, to express our recognition of the fair spirit and honest trading
;hat characterises the business methods of your respective houses.
As

the Premier Film House

whose principles have been

ilways those of honesty and fair play, and will continue so to be — ■
we deplore with you the means by which " cheap rubbish " is foisted
on the market by " dishonest discounts to buyers, illicit commissions
o viewers," and other questionable methods, which are not entirely
:onfined to big American Companies.
The EDISON policy, as you know, is to market a product of
.he highest uniform quality at a fair price, and to meet competition
3y square methods of dealing only.
Furthermore, EDISON pictures are noted for their clean,
wholesome character, as well as for the absorbing interest they
possess for all sections of the public, and for young and old alike —
this is simply the reason they are becoming so increasingly popular.
As

an illustration of this we

refer to such subjects as — ■

"Oh! Where is My Wandering Boy To-night?" 'Her Husband's
Son," ' From a Life of Crime," The Mission of Mr. Foo," The
Portrait in the Attic," and 'The Life of Abraham Lincoln," all of
which are typical EDISON subjects that will be on view shortly.
^Wiomaa Q £dwon-«ficl.
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Week en-ding

WANTED
A TITLE! -We have already drawn attention t
and last week published the story. Now von have to 51 ethe pit t ira
and invent a ti tic
It is not much trouble, and
win 65.
— H. .1. Browne and Co.. Ltd.
THE TWO SENTENCES.
A powerful story of a judge - \>n_
and how lie thwarted his own end- l.v ruthlessly ignoring the .
ot mercy.
The fact that Vivian liich and Jack Richardson plajf
leading part? is equivalent to saying that the acting is perfect.
— Flying A Drama, 1.983/. ! M ■ . 27 .

THE rollicking adventures of an unsophisticated countiy girl (Marie
Dressier)
a liolulay,
is picked
by athat
"harpshe'uais (Charles
Chaplin). who,
T illieon makes
the most
of theupfact
niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Cba-pliu, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already a girl (Mabel Normand).
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
marries her. They take up their abode in uncle's mansion, and make
things bum with ba'ls and similar functions. But there is the devil to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Cbarlie and Tillie ore
utterly discomfited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
turns his affections to Mabel.
Booking Eights for London and. Metropolitan Area, and (he Counties of
Northampton , Huntingdon, Cambridge, Norfo Is, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
Bedford, Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Oxford, unl Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

FILM

BY

CO., Ltd.

83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
'Phone— 5600-5601-5602 KeCent ; 1236 Putnet (night).
Telegrams—" Biophosco," London.

See this thrilling three-reel drama at your
own theatre. It strikingly depicts the machinations of those skilled in political intrigue.

MAN
PROPOSES,
J
BUT
The
picture
Austro-Itaiian

which
powerfully
treats of
diplomacy and secret service.
LIONEL GILLING,

TRADE ENQUIRIES
(London and the South)

The Ommfilm Company,
151 - 3, Wardour Street,
London, W.

PRESSING HiS SUIT.
Kin-.' Baggot's genius runs both to 1
and comedy.
This is a jolly comedy arising out of the changii _
parcel of flowers for a pair of l.r.ek-.
The complications ]
roars of happy laughter.
— Imp Comedy. Trans-Atlantic, 989 feet (Jaw 17).

HER HUSBAND'S SON.-— When a middle-aged man marries a younJ
and beautiful girl about the same age as Ins son. what happens : Tul
film will show you what does happen, and how it all comes about.
The unreeling of the story in all its beauty of setting and tense trairedy
will thrill you and make you glad you have seen the film.
— Edison Diama. 2.182 feet {Ma
_"
YOUNG ROMANCE, — A drama of romantic youth founded on the
stage-play, and rarely have we seen such a wholly charming photoplay as this. There is an unusual sweetness about the story, the
comedy in which is of the highest order. It mark-, too. "L.iith
Talliaferro's
and her ability is as prominent
on the screen first
as it screen
is 011 theappearance,
stage.
— Lanky Drama. /
J'in#21). 1
LOVE
ME
LITTLE,
LOVE
ME
LONG.— The Biscuit-tin Companl
failed, and the bachelors lost their money. So did the old maid wtM
was the village'terror. But the bachelors didn't know, and the maid
didn't know. So' each hatched a schem? to restore their fortunes by
marrying the other. You may imagine there is fun to follow and it
you see the film you will enjoy the film referred to.
" —Heptcorth Comedy, 80O feel (June 8). 1
THIRTEEN DOWN. The .lever art of combining and contn
the elements of a story so that they converge in a forceful dim is at
the close is very happily illustrated in this perfect feature photo-plan
The story is direct and will hold the interest at high ten-ion from it|
start to it- surprising ending. The acting of Francis X. Bushman
Beverly Bayne. Thomas Commerford, and Johu H. Cossar in the
leading parts is without a flaw.
—Essanaij Feature, tiro parts (May 27 .
WHEN ROME RULED. The spectator of this enthralling EelectJ
picture of life under the Caesars will quickly perceive that no pains
have been spared to obtain the most sumptuous scenic effects. hv.ry
situation is performed amid surroundings that convey to p.r.eciioii
the atmosphere of the period with which it deals, while the actors aro
of the best. Not the least of the thrill- i- the heroine's ordeal auml
wild beast- at the circus.
Path* Freres, 2,700
2-3).
LEONCE
BEAUTIFULLY
"HAD."
It just served
Loouce
right.
That's the judgment one feels compelled to pass when the lilin is
through. Strolling aimlessly about the town, he was attracted by iho
many charms of a lady passing by. Hiving a keen appreciation of
beauty, either of face' or figure prefer.. I>1 \ both he followed the 1 <1\.
Intact he forced hi- company upon her. and she determined to '■<■■
revenged. And -he was. In the end he was introduced to her husl aid
and large family.
' — Oau-nont Comedy, 622 feet (Hay 27'. $
THELord
KAISER'S
PRESENT.
A farcical
comedy.m Germ
The (formal
War
sends the
Sultan a plain,
bony topical
maid (made
11
a wife for services rendered. But the Sultan is only allowed tour
wives by law. and in oiiler (o accept the new arrival he must sacrifice
one of them. Lots are casl aud fate decrees that his favourite mua
be thrown into the Bosphorus. But she isn't. Instead the (i.-i .u:r,i
article goes there accidentally . and " Suit} " dances with glee. TV
Oriental scenes and dresses 'help to make this comic an engrossinj
picture.
Martin Film (Da rison's), 653 /.,•/ , Af .. ?/ .'U >.
THE SCHOOLMASTER OF ALSACE (1870-1914). Prolmbh no
districts in the -.eat of war on the Western front an- so intense!!
interested in the outcomeol the struggle as the provinces of Alsace and
Lorraine. Wrested from Franco asa result of their defeat in lS7o they
have remained almost entirely French in sympathy, and the highhanded methods adopted In tfrrinany have only served to deepen ihe
attachment of the inhabitants to their original mother country, This
"Film I) Art film is founded on the strong seuso of patriotisd
which pervades the inhabitants of the lost provinces. The action is
set in I870andiu 1"! 1 at the outbreak of the present war. S
scenes and powerful acting make it a picture to
— .\
1.
, /' c .. 1,300
r .
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The World's Oldest Actor
e Beeo
longtherlit-'1
IN \lthemley
■i no rest It has been "
Daddijbe
work, hustle, and bnsl le from
earlj daya of lii- boyhood until
the evening of bis "!<l age, Hut
" Daddy never complains about
it. Quit • the contrary ; his hapl !■•■ i moraenl - nre t hose « ben he
working. And some of liis
busiest have been in the production of the new serial Z'Ai Master
a
It is Btrange,
too, thai

'POP"

MANLEY,

t\1h> plays the pari of
Tom Kane in ' U
h
i- eightv-fonr years
old, and proudly claim- to
bo Hie oldest actor plaj ing
before the camera.

i 1 Leonard,
t be director
«'t'
this lin-''
production,
and under
w bom " Daddy " is working, is
only twenty-four years of age.
'l hough not remarkable thai a
man of ageing years Bhould accept
the direction of one a quarter
In- span of life, it is exceptional
that a big corporation Bhould
choose from among over a score
of capable artists a man of such
youth for such a big undertaking.

Suppose we take a " lit t le j< >urney ' with
genial
watch
them this
at their
work.pair ami
It is seventy years aince Charles
Manlej
first put grease
to his
Smooth then, tanned now by many suns and wrinkled
l.v both winds
ami years, be -till loves the smell of
the paint. Often at the noon hour, that breathing-spell in
picture-hind.
" Daddyon " hiwillchair
he found
the grass
of a
hillside. . r perliaps
on thesitting
studio onstage,
gathered
about him a group of bis fellow-players just like a hunch of
turns
'"Daddy"
that stories
thentells
li isand
vi years
youngster ingrandchildren.
backward
the flight of
of the days
when he was young and a star lik.- his " boy-director
is now.
" Yes." he wiil begin, " I was one of those who played with
Booth and Barrett. Kern and Forrest, great in then: day, and
loved by all. No"
anticipating the halt-formed query
"it
isn't fair to compare the art of motion-picture acting with
that of the stage, nor the stage of past generations with that
if to-day.
We've progressed, and will continue to progress.
ar.-e. there are better actor- to-day than there used to
Ih\ But greatness always stands the testoftime.
It lives
Ihrough the ages.
Guess" that's why I'll be dead when I die."
Whereat
' Daddy " laughs with the rest.
•' Yes. siree ; I'm the oldest living actor, and I'm working
par the youngest riving director, and I'm proud of it.
Bobbie,' here*'— patting the latteron the back -''is the keenest
youngster I've ever worked for. and he's got what few of us ever
Ittain
a future ahead of him. and one right close behind."
" Dads " looking for a day off next week, and "Bobbie"
ivinks knowingly. " By the way. Dad." you say you're the
jldest living actor? "
"lam!"
Whereat the white-haired veteran bristles as if
tnticipating a denial.
" How about Matt Snyder? "
" Matt pshaw ! Why. he's a y< mngster. He's only seventyfive:" And " Daddy " rises and walks off briskly, shoulders
thrown back, his cane hitting the stage emphatically. Twenty
iway he turns, waves his stick as a parting salute.aud cries
back: -And remember this— there's only one youngster
'Daddy ' will take orders from, and that's " Bob' Leonard ! "

Have you had our new Postcard List ?

THOUSANDS OF PORTRAITS
OF THE PLAYERS,
And we are constantly adding to them.
Address "Postcard Manager," 18, Adam St., London, W.C

PATHE'S
AZETT

ANIMATED

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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Our Greatest British pint players Contest
THE

LAST

VOTING

COUPON

APPEARED

IN' LAST

WEEK'S

ISSUE.

LAST DAY for SENDING in COUPONS, MONDAY, MAY 24

Stewart Rome.

J. MacAndrews.

M. Gray Murray

Charles Rock:

Lionelle Hoicard

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS

BRITISH FILM PLAYERS *
B. & G. Films s
Elisabeth It i Ml oil
Fredk. Groves •
A. V. Bramble
M. Gray Murray
Barker Films :
Blanche tieForSytli
Rachel
Solla '
Hand Yates
Boy Travers
Hoife Leslie
T. Macrionald
Tom
Coventry '
J. Hastings itatson
Clarendon Films :
Lieut. Rose, U.S.
Ilorotliy Bellcw
Jack sprat t
Henworth Films :
Alma Taylor
Chrissie White
viol. ■ t Hopson
Ruby Itelasco
Stewart Uonic
Lionelle Howard
William Felton
John MacAndrews
Tom Butt
it rih u r Staples
Henry Vibarc
Harry tluss
London Films :
Mary RrooKh
Gwyiine Herbert
Christine ltayner
Charles Roek
Henry Aiulcy
George
Bellamy
Frank Staiiniore
Laiighornc Burtou
Windham Guise
Ben Webster
Gerald Ames
Lewis Gilbert
it. .in iid Green
Douglas .11 11 u ro
Hubert Willis
Motonraph Films l
Baits Neville
sybil lie Stray
Austin Cain 11
Horry Lorraine
Juan Morgan
Neptune Films :

Neptune
Uouglas Films
Payne 'on.)
Brian Daly
Bouglas cox
Phoenix
Films- :
John East
' Piuiplr ' (Fred Evans)
' Battles' (Joe Evans)
Geraldine
James
HeedMaxwell
.
Samuelson Films :
Agnes Glynue
Fred Paul
Bernard Vaugbau
Uonald Young
Elisabeth Risdon.

Joan Ritx.

Ivy Close.

Cissie Bleu
Rowland Moore
K. Molt Arundell
Frank R.Besg
Growcott
Gordon
Guy Rupert Lane
Various Companies
Charles Chaplin
Ernest
ltaile\
italic Ritchie
Ivy
Close
Alec
Worcester
Dorothy
Itatley
Rose Ralph
Madge Tree
James Russell
Alice tie Win ton
Ivy Hontfortl
Ethel Bract-well
Harry Itoystou
Mary Manners
Dolly Tree
Vere Carlyle
Claudia Guillot
Jack
Hiilcup
Eric iicsnioiid
Wilfrid Dtinliar
Martin V»lmour
Nancy llevingtott
Irene Vernon
George
loicv
Jack Collins
Jeff. Harlow
Minnie tire]
Jack
"an
Harry Jar.
Granville

Daisy Cornell
Gerald Lawrence

.loon Itil/
Gregory

Turner Films :
Dorothy Rowan
Mauri Stuart
Clifford Pembroke
Arnold Rryuor
Regent
Films
Wiuitrco
Fitch:

Scull

" Mike
Met II

British Artistes, no matter

whore

they ara playing, are good

Murphy"

for this Contest.

Last Day for Sending in Coupons, Monday, May 24
SEE NEXT WEEK'S ISSUE FOR OUR SECOND VOTING
CONTEST:— THE WORLD'S GREATEST ARTISTES.

1-51

PICTURES

M w

GOSSIP:

SCREEN
AND
EDITORIAL

British Artistes
utest basutti'iK'ted
:i n extraordinary
uni"imt of interest ninoni;
picture lovers and ot liei s.
and m a few more weeks
irj of \oters will
render it- verdiet. \ though tli'- lust coupon
last week's
appeared
issue
and in
1 believe
copies
O

nia\ -till Ih» ohl lined [rom
onr publishers there remains -till another week
to send in j our coupons.
Bverj post i- bringing U
them in now. and some
CHRISSIE
packages are unite bulk} .
for many, acting for their
friends, are sending big batches in one
envelope.
The Une to Follow.
On Tuesday, May 25th, the ballotJbxes will be sealed, and our inspectors
and Ixallot clerks will commence their
lahoms of tabulating the results. The
Contest which will almost immediately
■dlow this one i- to decide who are the
World- Greatest Film Artistes (exclusive.it' Contest
British players).
Obviously
second
will I
ven
bigger this
and
create still more interest than the
British, for the reason that for every
Briti-h player of note there are probably
twenty foreign players. Watch for full
particulars of this coming Contest, but
meanwhile till in the coupons for the
present one and pack them off to this
office NOW,

If All w re Us:d!
I have just been going into statistics.
I find that if every voting coupon we
have printed since the Contest I
were made use of and sent in the votes
would rea< h the amazing total of close
upon titty millions '. 1 cannot, of course,
Zpect to see back anything like all of
the coupons, but however improbable,
it is always of interest to know what is
possible.
Fifty millions ! <■
Exposing the Sweater.
1 Lather from our friends the Hep»
worth Company that their thr
reeler
jtii-t finished, entitled Th
N
r, will
ft of more than ordinary interest, as i;
■HI expose some of the methods of the
evil system of sweating. The story. 1
under- 1 and. runs round a firm of sweatei in war-time who, in order to subscribe
£10.000 to a patriotic fund, reduced the
pa\ of their worker- and raise their
rem- To what extent this actually
haj 'i ens I do not know. iM1; nch pracr little call for all the
ture t ley richly deserve.
The Perfect Play.
[f yon would experience the thrills
and breathless suspense of being in a
Court of Justice during a murder trial,
with the life of an innocent woman at
e. go and see '/'/«- Outcast, the full
and fine story of which is ^\\o\, in this
te. It is one of the best acted films
1 have seen for a long time.
In it Mae
-h.
Robert
Ha iron,
and
Mary
len are the" props of a most powerful

AND

.ill
t he
L'le It
r'loi
I irner
writ*
a Iw iv had •!
I',:.'

and

r< lu

hot I,

ol
the
extended

WHITt

t
In

' The

Sweater."

cast, and if the rest of the coming series
of Dominion" fonr-reelere are a- good
as this one 1 congratulate the Dominion
Exclusives Cpmpanj right heartily.
Voting by Proxy.
"May 1 vote |..r my cousin who is
fighting in the Dardanelles and for his
friend, who is somewhere on the North
Sea, and for mj brother and his friends,
who are soldiers in Egy.pt ? They all
wish me to vote on their behalf for
IvJith Storey.." I quote a letter just to
hand from a Manchester lady-reader.
With so many relative- and friends
helping their country arid unable to
vote in person she is certainly justified
in helping them l>\ acting as proxy for
all. But yon may not vote for Ivlith
Storey.in this contest. She is not British.
Helping the Belgians.
Look out for a new brand of films
featuring the favourite British actress
la-t week's
i1Elisabeth
told you Risdon.
how Miss In Risdon
i- visiting
theatres showing Florence "Sightingali
and making collections for II Igian relief. She has been good enough to tell
me wdiat she collected at the tir-t three
theatres visited, and promised to -end
further lists.
Her,' are the figures:
Shakespeare, Clapham, B3 13s. 9d.:
Britannia, Hoxton, £4 18s Hjd.; Golden
Domes. ( lamberwell, £ i lis.
Promising Productions.
Among many new producing firms
which have latelj sprung into existence,
the Michaelson Lloyd British Productions -tand out with exceeding promise.
A chat with Mr. Michaelson ha- convinced me that this firm intends to do
nothing half-heartedly. Scenery and
properties will be studied down to the
minutest detail, and no expense will be
spared in the making of their pictures,
irrespective of size or subject They
have a tine studio at Esher, a strong
company of artistes, and offices at 13,
Hanover Street, W. And they mean
business, their tir-t four productio
winch I hop.- to refer to after seeing
them being now read] for the market.
Charming Criticism
If nice thinga can -pur me on to
improve this little paper then the next
volume when it comes to be bound will
beat all before it. since Volume Seven
pas made
it- appearance in blue-anl-

I

hall

I

I

nlwnj

kind
to me, I valu
which

" Pimple"

-r^

PICTUI'

■

paper

4

THE

t \w

uppi

PerpUxcd,

So man]
letters Inn
I the
" i me and onl
pi mse to hi- inv ito
tation whomthai i be i- al
to knowportrait-.
I can't l'H— what you I
all been w ril ing to " Pimple al
but he i- might] pleased w it h him
He will wrest le with all the letters
during th
mine week, and let me
know the names ol the in kv 'una after
thestruggle.
I I).

VICTORIA CINEMA
47, BEDFORD

COLLEGE,

STREET, STRAND,

W.C.

ting tor
the usual
lilm-. work,
tr.u i
il in our well-equip] *d studio,
under
mn conditions, and wuh an expert producer.
engage proficient student* loi
[ions.

EXCELLENT RESULTS ARE NOW BEING
OBTAINED, MANY STUDENTS APPEARING
IN FILMS, SHOWING THAT THERE IS
ENGLISH
TALENT
FOR PICTURE ACTING.
I HE I'K J I SJ >, in !.,ii,. ..I April 10th, 1815,
Bayi
"Havinj milted the real dim Studio,
ami met the Proprietors ol the Sctiool,
reasonably Battened! that ;t< pupils will get
value for their moi u

STUDIO COURSES TO SUIT ALL, ALSO
CORRESPONOENCE COURSES.
WRITE
FOR
FREE
GUIDE.
M% It lb Fun M"
v.iu lemember n hi
ed and token to prison 1111 i
I
i" i the i- ther day, and
st.ilo li is clothes. At n little Inn I watched the
men drinking beer until my mouth watered, so I
Btarted to sigh, an 1 one ol the ni< n asked me whal
I was sighing cor. I told him 1 had bad a I
past, and he asked me ii I would tell him my lifestory. I told him my throat was too dry, bo ho
brought me u pint of Lee . Then I told him lies
it beiugfln engine-driver and ma ryinga
woman, and how her busban I C une back after I
married her, and how he threw me outuf the house,
and liuw this villain carried his wife down to the
lines to try and get her run over, and ho* I
her in the nick ol time. We finished with s uuel,
in which I stabbed biin in seventeen places.
When
I hid finished the Btory tbey gut me mure be.
1 was di inking it who do you think came tip ? I be
3 warder who was looking lor u>e, so I told
them
was foreman
working who
t'er tli
that
he was I the
hadi Qovcrrftnent,
..une to fetch and
me back
'ik. Look out for this picture
I shall very
be up
to more i'liupleimus next we.k.—
Yours
truly,

Use.

oU<<

PI>«%IfitS.

^XSNOvYvJP0STCABD3,

Half Plates, Is. | ara urb r, 6 1. dozen.
J s. ;

^aln U'jto; -ind Su

S. E. HACKtTT.

Phop

Worl

From any Photo.
CataJt

S. E. HiXKETT.

... LlVBRPO

PHOTOGRAPHS.

Works:

10 Enlargement
.Ii'i.v Roao,

I.ivrt:

Are you
getting
" Pictures " Regularly ?
If not. a standing order with any local
newsagent
will . ensure delivery every
Sat in day morniqg.
Let us know tt
1'ou experience any difficulty.
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Turner Films

' Pictures made

for You."

*• Shop Girls " has been shown
hundreds ol Picture Theatres.
BUT WE
ENQUIRIES
WHERE
IT

ARE STILL RECEIVING
BY EVERY POST AS TO
CAN
BE SEEN.

IT IS SHOWING
THE FOLLOWING
MONDAY,

MAY

THIS
WEEK
(MAY
THEATRES, AMONG
17«b.

Elephant and Castle Electric Theitre,
Walworth Road, S.E. Biograph Electric
Theatre, Ilford. Empire Picture Theatre,
Blackley,
Manchester,
The
Cinema,
AVeaste.
The Ciuena,
Cohvyn
Bay.
Empress
Picture
Palace, Acerington.
Globe, Atterc life. -Acocks Green Piciure
P.il ce, Birmingham,
Saudford Kiuema,
Dublin.

THURSDAY,

DEAR

GIRLS AND

PICTUREGOER
BOYS-

A fine war drama by the famous Gaumont firm 13
leaving lite Fori , which yon will be able to see at your cinema-;
shortly. In it a child's illness is indirectly the means of
Spoiling the wicked plot of a spy; but let me give you the story
in outline.
With a sad heart the husband left his inn (srinewhere in
France) to go to the war, and the future was
clouded for his wife and child when a few
Woks later the authorities closed the inn
because of its nearness to a fort, in case some
of the . tourists " visiting it might be treacherous. In spite of the inn being closed, however,
i> German spy two months later induced the
wife 1. 1 allow him to occupy a room formerly
belonging ton lodger who had also hurriedly
gone to the war. The fact that the room contained plane of the neighbouring fort was
unknown to the good innkeeper and his wife.
But tin' spy knew of their existence, and as a
part ol t he ( 11 Tina 11 campaign was the desiruct i• • i ■ of the fort the papers he found made
1 hat duty an easy one-.
The inn was built near the edge of t he cliff,
and the \iew obtained of the sea and ragged
coastline was a grand one. Down Below
among the rocks, lapped by the waus. were
the foundations, of the fort.
The spy overlooked
nothing.
He found
instructions how t6 reach tin- evict pari of
the fori required for his purpose, and he
found

also

the

box, carefully

hidden

by

17-22) ;AT
[OTHERS:
MAY-

20tb.

South Hacklier Picture Theatre.
The
Palace, Walkden, Manchester.
Central
Kineins, Eastbourne. The Cinema, Khyl.
Park t iuema, Aberdare. Empire Picture
Palace*
aeliDgden.

When you have seen it, tell the manager what you

The YOUNG

in

hink of

t.Teil us, too.

execution. It s:> happened that the inn-keeper's little
girl was unwell, and the mother, instead ol being asleep
in her own bed, sat watching by the child's bedside when
a noise disturbed her, and, looking out of the window,
she saw the new lodger going stealthily out pf the'
gateway.
alarm the
shefirst
followed
him drama.
to the' fort.
She was
too
late to In
prcent
act in the
The expl
charges had already been placed at the base of the fort, and
the fuse lighted. -but the plucky woman was just in time to
cut the fuse, and when the spy came to see why the explosion
had not taken place he was astounded to discover that the woman had discovered h\„,'. A
terrible struggle took "place between the two,
but cliff,
it was
shorfr.-for the spy fell
the
and quite
was killed.

the

former lodger (whom you will have guessed
was also a spy), containing the esplosh es.
Saving mastered all thedct ails and rehearsed
the part lie had to play, the spy chose the
MAURICE
COSTELLO.
first dark night to put the daring plan into
CoricatUrad hy Allan Morlcj.

*

*

*

«■

The story in cold print may not seem to
suggest anything very wonderful in the tilm.
but 1 can assure you that the story as acted an
the screen is very, very thrilling, whilst the
child's part in the drama helps to make this
a picture that you really must not mi-s if ypo
can helpi ir.
What was the result
Competition.?^] can hear
The 'hast Lin \s '" sent
whole, so clever as 1 had
of them were quite good.

of the ".Limerick"
some of you asking.
in were not. on tinhoped for. but some

Mj Limerick in question was as follows -.4- There was a young lady named Taylor,
"Who played the tilm part of a sailor,
The result was a scream.
But the girl was a dream.
. . ,"
As usual many of the cards bore coloured
designs in flags of all nations, or sketches of
Alma Taylor, but in this case it was "last
line'' only (not the illuminations) which
merited the prize.
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Some last lin< - reoeh ed
• \ml I beurd she eloped wit lithe tailor.''
\\ it li ' night
mare ' 1 ffeets l>) lier
tailor."
I.v pants to the mast thej did nail
■ htvoniing
her.'1
therefore
So the puhlie
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that suit of a sailor.
11

the til 111 was a ' nailer.
Miss
pleased with
was

Taylor.''
itish ' made ' not a friend of the
Kaiser."
■ v (lie part she played didn't avail
her." write
: you
Care
of U.-pworth s,
yon mail her."
•• And looked verj chic in a whaler."
'" - So more work for me,' said the tailor.''
< "oralie DenPrizes have gone to
1. C'larenee-street.
Bolton
11 ;
is Uiehardsoii,
!Ts. Urakefell-road.
Brockley . S. E.
A.WA.RD OF Merit (special prize for
six of these): Margaret Walsh (Highbury), Gladys Turner (Lewisham). L.
Oufcden (Short lands), Florence Pollitt
(Cheetham-hill). Lilly Bird 1 West Norwood). H. Broadhead (Bradford). Antoinette Bobinson (Folkestone), Nora
1 iLewes). Dorothy Bird (West
Norwood),»Don-is#Moore*(Redcar).
*
How do you like the little caricature
of Maurice Costello? How would you
like to write a little verse about him?
(low would you like to win a big, bound
volume of Pictures vndThe Picture1: for doing so !J To encourage my
poetry-writing nephews and nieces, and
I know they number hundreds. I will
preseut two bound volumes one each
to the boy and girl sending me the
eleverest verse of not less than four
lines containing the name of Maurice
stello; postcards if you like, and age
please. Address to " Costello," L8,
Adam-street, London. W.C.. and post
before Monday. May 24th, All verses
will be lead, judged, and enjoyed by
from" poetry-loving UhtcjEiE Tim.

IHinl.

I

1I1 tlm

ROTATION.

Wheil

casts art required nan
Haldstone]

Ti

1

n no ■ Turner has

111.1 le pi tuns in Kent,
" iii
muteken
Kuohester, the castle being used for
ninny 01 tin-i< taeaes,
" B01
lewood).— Don'l " tremUle," wi
all ahaiiied up and
harmltM.
«'( oourae
we
should like your photo.
lanies B irkwood ployi 1
opposite Mary PUkford In "111* Eugi.
Address Barker Motion Pdoto Co., West Ball .g ;
W.j 11.
Neptune
ilorenara
and
and c. l'ilm
Co., Co.,
Walthainstow.

w

1 , Hi

"Bivan Girl " (Putney).— Harold Ciookwood lias
already .1 )■] ■. •.» ro. t in America for Ins new company. No postcards, but hope to have interview
with bim soon. House Peters Is -till with
r.uu ins Player* Borne of us ore ' i>n er Boys."
'lU.A'iv Film Lovsn" (Pulham). — Ton wish
i'i' '
1 ily piper?
'1'he Answers Mao
would then become a permanent lunatic I If you
tliiuk you have sadfcient
talen
ae a
pioture player,
why not write
Hepwortba for
noin m n as yon suggest.
We think Cbn
\Y bite uor.nl reply to a letter from von.
She lias
answer* 1 nun Ireds, Timnts for new readers.
"Alih.iu1" hfenrhiwceiber). — Mary Fuller played
name part in "What Happened 10 Mary." Cines
seldom publish casts. " Lily of tue Valley "
(Seug :— "Lily Vale," Olive Drake; " l'bilip
Vule,'' Wheeler Oakman; ".Mrs. V..le," Lillian
Hayward ; " Anna Hanks," Hi ssie Evtoii ; " Hill
Hanks," K. H. Kelly ; " OKI Man Winter," Frank
Clara; "Second Lieut. Sbipiuan," Joa King.
Vour girl mend is rather particular, Albert,
"Slier" (Tredegar). — William Farmiui, 0.0.
Famous Playerj Cj., -U, West li^Ui sjt., New
Voik City. We have no postcards of him. Now
you've broken tue ice, nope you will write igain.
'Enolisii Bov" (Forest Gatei.— "Where Films ari
Male " is an interesting subject, and the Editor
hopes to continne .be arcicl-. s soon. Film players
may get days off one week, and the next be workinsr right through. No date yet decided for Exhibition at Olympia.
" Do we know
that Wardour
Edison's
have removed
from Clerkenwell
Koadto
Street ? " ra$ dentt, as tutsy say in France.
'• Heubkkt " i Burnley). — Did you see your photo ill
• last week's isst-eX
" Two Mi M.MiMii Bums" (Leicester).— Thanks for
kind oner of loan of photos of Charles Chaplin,
but there might be copyright difficulties. Wo
published one of bim last week.

.....

N.Y,

V

Building, S

a "i irk, ami Jane Oail,

1,500, Broadway, '<• a ^ ..rk.
I |.|i on Ki,lug( 'nrh la
I'.l. i. -1 well.
\\ .Is

Fuuion

.i real Plan
way,
hen (
iort
and I'l
L. I.usky

he .s.\„.'

''■.!.
Bro d-

i rk.

1 J. D. C" (Burnley).— Wrl
i. Wardour
st., London.
Ifoo
what you
want.
through the advertisoinenl columa "' 1 1 .
is. Don't knew tbe firm you mentii
■ Hob hi
it " i pi .mi Janet
I.— CI
is English.
Surely tl
ae per«on to tell iiim
you ' like him so luneh " is yourself, Noruh,
lie
is playing for Kssinay.
te . be acted la P*reo
Kni-uo's ■• Miniimiiig Birds. " If your aimthe stage she can mosl Likely help you.
' rniLBiti; " (Leicester).'■'•
Blm-Dlots in
scenario
form.
Bead
"price
Phi) laiwiling
l'v K. Denob,
2d., pi fc
from this office. Delighted i i belpron. Phil.
■ Air " iHampsiei.il.— The cast of " Wake Dp"
wrs not pubhsbe 1.
'Stoki i"i Manchester).— Bo far as we know,
Storey is not married Ito Karle Williams. Immediately the with
opportunity
occur, we shall have au
interview
the former.
I " • Chiswick). — Thanks for interesting
Utter, Audrey. Ves, Marshall Nillan U the same
as Marsball Nielan. "When the West was
doling"
l Vil.) : — " Black
H.iv. I. the Indian),
i;.o. Stanley ;" Tom Bowles" fFrontiersmau),
(iei. Holt;
"His
Grand-daughter,"
Mazine
Elliott. Glad you passed your exam. We note
that tbe little girl thought John Bunny wrote
Piiytim's rrogressj also that you have three
relations playing for the cinema.
P>
v " Florence
(Birmingham):—
reply Film
to " Philbre.'*
Address
Turner, See
Turcer
Co., Walton-on-Thames, on 1 Stewart Kome. c.o. Hepworth Film Co., Walton on Thames. Tbe best of
luck to you.
Ves, send photo.

" i'ki bk Tin " (Blacibnrn).— Thanks for jokes, and
al.-o lor explaining one of them. A joke is a
"chestnut,*' 1'eter, it your father or bis father
laughed at it when a hoy.
■■ M. A." i.si. ickwehl.— Address Edna
Condon Film Co., St. Margaret?,
Is ' ForLo\e and a crown " likely
your district ? Ask your cinema
published photo of ben Webster
No postcards Of bim.

Flngratb, c.o.
Twickenham.
to b.i shown in
manager. We
in March 27th

" M. P. Fas" (Shoreham).— Majestic rarely publish
easts. Can't say it Ueo. £i a r_ reaves was hero iu
" Out of the Air." The Bio. Co. first produced
in '95, and M iry Pieklord joined that Co. in 1910.
"Habjobie" (ulackhorn). — We have postcards of
F. X. Bushman, Id. each, postage extra.
'■ Dorothy " (Manchester).— Postcards of Kathlyn
Williams we have, Id. each, postage exira.
'•J. W." i Glasgow).— Charles cha(lin's "name in
private
is Charles Chaplin. Ho joined
Essanay life
this " year.
"A

Pictdeb
Lover"
(
).— Write
Trans.
Atlantic Co., ZT, Oxford St., London, and ask if
■ nil aud His Brother ' is being shown in your
district.
Repeat your
ether
questions,
givUg
name and address, and we will do our bi
"Kei.hu; BbaDBk" (BirSdale). — Warren
Kerrigan's otuer name is Jack, lie has seven
brothers, but l-one of them play for the films.
We don't know if Willia .. Garwood is married.
We don't know the a^ei of tbe other players.
"Skimps" (Acton),— "We believe Tom Moore is
still paying for Kalera.
"Jock"
iKeuningtou).— See
reply
to
"Mill"T. T. C." (Fulbam).— Thanks for yours.
houses."
bave used tbe information you kindly sent.

We
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It

is

THIS
a

IN

portrait of

YOUR

ALBUM?

Florence

La

BaJio

k
(Thanhotiser
of
thonBands Co.),
• and one
eds ofof ourpla;-tu.
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id).— See reply to

Why Jin' i
>rder with newsagent ?
"A
I.'iiAi. Hi:mikk
~'I1i.COSl you
win! is nut iiublialied. \\ ujit about your mime
and ad Iresa ?
•'Bubbles"!
).— Nome and address next
time, please, Phoenix Filui Co., Eel Pie Uland,
Twickenham. Ella Fineberg played " Agi.es
Wickfield," :in 1 Eric Desmond " Duvid Copperfield' (the
joungeat
duction ofthat
name. periodj in Hepworth's pro"IJki.i.i.ak IU:.\i.ku" (Coventry).— Surely not of
this page? We have several times replied that
Oweii Moure is Mary l'icklord's husband.
TliauUs for compliments.
"Ir.isH Colleen " (Dublin 1. — We have not heard
tljat Earle Williams has left Vitagrapb. Mrs.
Maurice Costello has x>layed for pictures, but
seldom appears uOiV.
"Hhhahii" (Dublin). — "We have not heard of any
" i'ontomas pictures recently— expect the war
has interfered with them. The otuer information you want is unobtainable. Your friend who
has never been to a picture snow is a "curiosity.'.'
"Ghumi'y" (Ash). Glad you are pleased with
prize. Thanks for interesting letter.
"Maud" (Finchley).- We have admonished the
writt r of that story to be more careful in
fun
ro. It
it, Maud
? was a capital story forall that— wasn't
* Wildklower" (Nottingham).— No trace of
previous letters. Joe Evans (Pimple's brother)
played in "Baffles" with him. Tell ns who
produced the him you mention and we will do
our best.
*' Muriel" (Burnley). — We know of no Cinema
Companiesor Schools in or near yourtown.
You
. cau get some back numbers from our publishers, lid. each. Mary Fuller is American. She
wus over here ii the summer of 1913. "The
irleart of Midlothian" (Hepworth)— " Crofter
Deans," Warwick Bucklaud; " F.ffle," Flora
Morris; " Jeauie," Violet Hopson; "Madge
Wildfire," Alma Taylor ;" Old Margery, " Marie
«le Solla ; " The Outlaw," Stewart Home;
" .Reuben," Cyril Morton ;" Saddletree," Harry
[ Kovston ; "Officer," Harry Buss; "Gaoler,"
"*' John Mc Andrews; "Duke of Argyll," Harry
Gilbey. "East Lynne" (Barker) — "Archibald
Carlyle," Fred Fanl; " < ornelia," Eachelle de
Solla; "Joyce," May Morton; "Little Willie,"
Pippin; " dipt. Eevison," Fred Morgan ; " BarDuni Hare," Lindsay Fiueham; " Lady Isabel,"
Blanche Forsythe.
Other cast not published.
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«' i:i ii kn- " (Manchester).—
144- Harry Pollard is
Margarita isFischer's
husband,
and Francis that
i.
Busbinnu
not married.
we understand
JUaM-i .Miriiiaiid, who hurt her bauH .some tune
sinus,
is better,
ioi'ruuot
" nuisance,'
Eileen.

•' inu.u Jjitive " or a,

«'A. S." (Shipley).— EdnaFlngrath and Jane Gail
ure foreign players, not eligible lor JLiritish
Contest.
Cast le'iuired not published.
ThanKs
for appreciation.
"Molly H." (brighouse). — Although Florence
Turner writes many of tlie plays prouneed by her
Company, this does not mean ibut jio outside
writer has a chance of having Uis- sce-arios
accepted. You should study tne class of work
pioiuced
the Turner Funis be.ore sending
tueui your by
script.
" Grace " (Bath 1.—" The Prisoner of Zeuda " was
released this Spring. So you think having lunch
at 12.30 is '■ a great uuisauce "—well, some people
don't get aiiy at all, you know.
«■ Marcella " (Bath).— We pnt " we " because we
are '* «e ; " Got it ? How nice t;> walk out witha
guinea-pig ! Dou't hold hun up by his tail or
you 11 lose his eyes, sure.
"Marcelle" (Bath). — Although French, you
write an uncommonly good letter, old chap, and
we're pleased to have it. Write to London Film
Co., lo, Uerrard St., Loudon, W1., aud ask them
when " The Prisoner of Zenda" is cjmiug to
Bath. Enclose stumped envelope for reply, rlora
(not Dorothy) Morris is with M. L. u. Productions, whose studio is at Esher, Surrey,
«« Mabel

" (Bromley). — Thanks for drawings.

* Ernest " (Dublin).— The Thanhouser Twins are
Madeline and Marion Fairbanks. We have postcards of them together, Id. each, postage extra.
They are Amer.caus. If you write to them
niceo', they will surely reply.

(Burnhami.— Cast of *' Harbour Lights'*
"Fred"
was given in our Nov. 11 issue. Toai Mix played
in " saved bv a Watch" (^elig). Charles Cuplin
is uot dumb; Freddy. " H is Germany many I Urn
Companies ? " We know noi aud care uot.
"Collees" (VVestclitf,.— Apply to Victoria
Cinema College, 17, Bedford St., Strand, London,
for their prospectus.
" BnlTANNicus " (Gimsby).-The parlic.ilars you
•ask for are unobtainable.
"P. W. C." (Clovelly).— AH the recent films in
which Florence Turner is featured have been
England or Scotland by Miss
producedownin company.
Turner's

I

"CARPict" (Doncaster).— The full cast of "Thel
Man on ths- Box " was not given. We shall dm
pi .
1 your auUgLaph-album.
Hawal
sent
CharleslikeChaplin
your places
" sincere
Sofl
you would
to change
with wishes."
us and repljrfl
ti all our letters e Well, you can have too niucttT
of
go ->dlonely
thin.;.when
You'dthe sjon
get tired.
DoncasteeJ
willa feel
khaiihos
deported.
"D. A." 1 Haudsworthj. — You have eleven auto- ■
graphs of players. Some of our readers can be*i_|
you, " D. A." The Samuelson Film Co. is at S
Worton Hill, Isleworth. Middlesex. No cast |
givenFrench.
of thd film you mention, which we believe
was
"Millhouses"
(Sheffield). — There is always
denimd
lor really good film plots written
proper scenario form. Plat/Kniin</ /or tk I
la. M. post-free from this office, would help yon
" Ssooky " (Mioicbesten. — Thanks for photo; yon
certomly look
the liveliest in the group,
your victim "'Joe C"r
Yes, there
are t»
Chaphns
(brothers),
Charles
and Syd.
Th
• former, late of Keystone, is now with i-Ssanay.
Have divided your love between Warren Kerrig
aud ourselves.
We cannot find information you
want without names of film and its producers.
"A. E. M. " (Sutton). -Keystone seldom publish
casts of their tilms.
" The iiap " ( Vitagraph; -.—
" Willis Hammond," Wm.
Humphrey ; •• Hairlaud
Moiris, ' K.
Lytton ; " Lydin,"
Edith
Storey;
"Butler,"
Harry
Northrap;
"P.
Gibbons," E. K. Liucoin ; " Mr. Barnes," Tefl
Johnson ; " Banker," S. Kankiu Drew.
*D. H." (Hull). — A reader sends us the cast
"A Patiiot of France"—" The General," Wm.
H. Tooker; " 'The Patriat,"
Harry
Spingier;
'•The Girl," Anna
LaugUJin ; *■ ihc Father,"
Georgd de CatLtjn : " 1'he Mother,"
Lillia
Laugdon ; " The Sister," Catherine la Salle.
*,* ilany replies (ire unavoidably
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Passing a Cinema,
"Do you believe there is any truth in

A

Blgns
P " yes.
he asked.
" Oh,
firmly ! " she answered,
pointing to the one that =aid, "Seats

WOMAN simply has to love something, even if it is nothing but a
man.
His Brain Wave.

A Wooden Argument

'• Every
Ud., and
timeIs.''
I see Grandfather's sworcE
3d.,

She : " How are things going now ? ''
Young Officer (a knut) : '"Oh.er-er,
something may happen any minute, you

I want
go towhy
war."
" Well,to ami
not ? "
"Every time L notice Grandfather's:

know!"

Daddy
Neptune in 1915.
wooden leg
I don't."
'Shiver my timbers!" exclaimed old
Father Neptune, coming to the surface
and waving his fe"riscope in the ambient
air. "what with mines and submarines,
I've fair got the stummieh-ache. In
happier days the booty that came to
me from up top was ail non-explosive.
]STow it's a case of ' puddin". I hope : tootball, 1 think: shrapnel-shell, by Jingo. "'
Circumstances Alter Cases.

Their "Pet" Aversion.

S11 E : " That woman next door is going
to the pictures to-night."
Hk: " Then we'll have to go as well.
Her dog will hark the whole evening."'
The Good in Them.
"Visitor : ," My name is Scribbler. I
sent you several picture-plots. Is there
anything among them you can use?"
Editob : " res, the postage-stamps."
A Nosebag Story.

The other morning a boy ottered one
of two van-horses some bread to eat.
"That's right." said the driver,
" always be kind to dumb animals. Look
how the old horse enjoys it ! But does

a company of mounted recruits were
on a route march, the men carrying halt
11 feed of corn on their saddles. One
had his nosebag in his hand.
" What arc you doing with that bag? "

asked the inspecting officer.

"Bag was loose, sir, an' I was afraid
the seed 'ud fall out."
"Seed! What seed? Do you think
you're riding a canary ? ''

THE
The

INFLUENCE
old boy doesn't know

joined llic "not

OF

KHAKI.

himself since be

at forty's."
too oldCanuck
—Jack
(Canada).

your mother always give you big hunks ■ "
" No.'' readied the youngster; " Mothe^
didn't <ri\e me it ; I found it in the van.
" Wot r " yelled the driver. " Why'
you young imp, that's my breakfast ! "
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EYTON

Who not culy situs in £e!zg p\ ir-i^-plays. but is a chani|>i< n swimmer and holds many mer*aJ9 for her -Kill.
,
Ibis popular aptrcEs has never appeared in other tliau •• Diamond S prcdnetii as.
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Picture News
A

BERLIN firm is offering to supply
French cinema theatres with films
of Bialines Antwerp, and Louvain.
How's that
lor impudence?
»
#
Marie Dressier has signed on with
Lubin at a large salary. Have yon seen
the Merryf Marie in Tillic'n Punctured
JComance
#
*
*
#
" Please send me the Mary Pickford
Booklet.
I enclose
2id."arrive
Jfeveryatmorning letters
like this
our
oinee. Have
# you#had your
* copy
* yet 'i

In Boston (U.S.A.) the
Truth had to be covered
in which it appeared was
if it had been in Germany
understood it.
#

9

nude statue of
before the him
passed. iNow
we could have

#

*

,: Suspended during the war. Will
the trade
Victory,"'
advertises
areappear
French after
cinema
paper
whose
editor is fighting. A safe return for him
is everybody's
wish.
#
#
a
#

146

and Notes
had burned down some depots. Oddly
enough, this fitted in with our plans. and
while the Socialists raised merry ructions we got some dandy pictures of the
soldiers charging the rioters."
Nearly a Trag dy.
IN Rails,
the rehearsal
The Tragedy
Ike
an Edisonof railway
drama,'ofthe
gasoiine handcar ran wild and
nearly did more damage than the
''wild" engine in the play. The handcar broke away from Gertrude McCoy's
control, throwing her to the ground,
and
oft' "down
the intrack
and
towardstarted
the train
to be used
the play,
which was coming fast in the opposite
direction. Three camera men made a
leap at it as it flew down the track, and
the engine, like a mastiff running away
from a terrier, was attempting to back
up and away, at full speed. Augustus
Phillips, the "engineer" of the play,
made a run and a jump, landing on the
car, which he stopped in
front of the pilot, but
not until he had been
dragged a considerable
distance.

Sunday demonstrations at the Electric
Theatre. Birmingham, have secured no
less than 1,667 recruits! Congratulations to Mr. Harry Bruce, who has been
deservedly thanked by Mr. Asquith,

" XX/"^"^
one the
arm door
sne ofnm'^s
mm
W
through
the hotel

and afterwards drags him home
by
the
ear."
The and
ear-dragging
Margaret Joslin,
the ownerwife
of was
the
ear
an
Essanay
comedy
"
husband,"
but
we have known wives almost as affec-

IN there
Ball are
Caine's
work The
Eternal
('if//
Socialist
riots
in Rome
and the soldiers charge the rioters.
Speaking of his visit to Rome, Edwin
Porter, who with Mr. Ford produced the
film for Famous Players, says that
although they met with many difficulties
they had one slice of luck. "The day
after we arrived in Rome a big strike
took glace. It was supposed to be engineerea by street railway employees, but
in reality it was nothing more than the
Socialists using the men's grievances to
upset the Government, who promptly
nipped the amateur revolution in the
bud. The shops were closed, the soldiers
called out, but not before the mob

Priest's Funeral Char in Pictures. |
THE

Edison
Collins, has putproducer,
some of John
his bestH. worB
on The Mission oj Mi-. F<><>, a story,

of the struggle between the old Chinal
and the new Republic, with an under!
ground setting.
Chinese
curio-shot-«
were searched, and the Japanese actoa
T. Tamamato was enlisted iu the cam*
paign for '"real" atmospheie.
The
result isis that
home,
the
picture,
more M.r.
of anFoo's
antique
shopinthan
many shops parading as such.
Rare
Chinese antiques of r^d and black lae-j
quered tables and chairs in odd design,
richly
dragons
on hang-"
ings andembroidered
tapestries, vases
seldom
seen,
and immense swords with carved ivory]
hilts and scabbards give the scene the]
air of old China.
One of the chairs is]
an oddly shaped, beautifully lacquered
"Priest's Chair,"' which, in China, is
borne in a funeral to the grave for the!
priest to sit in — a chair extremely difficult to secure out of China.
The World s Loss.

Who's Your Lady Friend ?

tionate out of pictures. If you must
flirt, don't marry an athlete 1
A New Death.
THE Universal Company recently
offered a prize for a scenario which
contained an absolutely original
way of killing a man. The reward was
Avon by a writer, who suggested that a
python should drop from a tree and
coil round a horseman passing beneath.
Av hat a python ! And couldn't we do
with a few gross of the same in Flanders
for passing Germ-huns !
Real Riots for a Film.

lady in a particularly smart hat and
jacket,
and still
" five wore
years samelaterhat" said
young lady
and
jacket which were still smart.
Bufc
perhaps the silliest mistake we have yeH
discovered was in a scene showing ihe
departure of a family from an .fcaigliaM
farm fifty years ago, when a woman
in old-time gown and bonnet wheeieJ
her baby in a modern perambulator !

OUR EMOTIONAL PIANIST WHEN
No. 2. Betty Nanson Weeps.
Inappropriate.
SOME people have a curious idea, of
the appropriateness of things. The
other night in a picture-theatre in
Ottawa, says a Canadian paper, a picture of Prim Ejtel sailing into Newport News was thro.vn on the screen.
This was followed by a picture of the
German crew lined along the decks,
smoking their pipes and wearing iheiv
devilish grin, which seems to be characteristic of all the squareheads. The
climax wasn't reached, however, until
the orchestra, with great vim and gusto,
played " For they are jollj good fellows.'Perhaps'it was for the"" Sauerkrauts."
Fool.sh Faults in Films.
ONE

often comes across silly cjtoi 3
in foreign films, but the British
are not blameless in (his respect.
Recently we saw a man rush out of his
bed to an upper Hour, where a fire was
raging. When he came down two
minutes later his bed was made! In
another film we saw flowers in a garden
in summer and the same blooms on the
same old stems in- the middle of winter!

On another occasion we noticed ;i yenw^j

AND thatis vast
old Bunny
? Alas (saysl
tbafl
mobile dead
countenance
Punch) should never again be the]
battlefield of the emotions— fear, tri-j
umph.
surprise,
mortification, glee.^
despair.
But so has it been decreed,!
and John Bunny, the hero of countless]
cinema comedies, is no more, cut down]
in his prime.
For years he had been
i_the
favourite
big
funnyman
"the
""pictures," and though
he has lettof countless imitators there is no successor,!
while his greatest rival in publicity and
popularity. Max Linuer the reckless
and debonair, fights for France.
. . .
Wherever
a picture-palace
exists.
whether
at Helsingiors
or Briiuiisi.
Cairo or Cape Coast Castle. Vladivostok or Eittlehompton,
Hobart
or
Duluth, Bahia Bianca or Archangel. .
there the features of John Bunny are
as familiar as household words.
Vast
multitudes of human lyings who do not
\>( know what the Kaiser looks like are
intimate with Bunny's every expression.
"War"
in F.ve Reels.
The filming of this big subject at the
Selig Jungle Zoo is now completed, It
to show the horrors of strife
intended
is
between
nations. One great scene show)
the destruction of a building in which
five hundred troops and women are supposed to be boused. Planted under this
building were 209H}. of dynamite anc
2*x»Hv of black powder. For this subject"* many articles of modern warfare
were specially made,iucluding armoured
motor-trucks. All the late patterns of
guns and artillery, both ligutund heavy,
will be seen. Director Martin aims
that this shall be a lesson to Immunity,

teaching the meaning of war

1°
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1. <takuiAl.d:a.ss Hi.Li 1»e< Renders : Warriors of 1867 at the head of a recruiting march. 2. For Bravery : One of many French
officers decorated at Versailles.
S. Toimy's a Sport : Wounded
soldiers enjoy a day's racing at Chester,
land" 5. One
I>i.sTi:OTEBS do a. good work in the North Sea. t>. The Ou Boys' CV.rps: After a lonj< route march the "Boys
' enjoy their
weal iu camp.
7. Royal Fi:siliees: Beuuiting at the Guildhall for this famous regiment.
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ELLA sat alone in the sitting-room of her suburban
residence. To her the glorious sunshine seemed but a
raockery, for her outlook on life was gloomy indeed.
With wet eyes she gazed at the photograph of her sailorlover Jack, the only being in the world for whom! she had
ever had any real affection — her Jack of whom the wai Lad
robbed her tor ever.
A fortnight previously Ella had received a letter from the
Admiralty which contained the dreadful news that her lover
had been drowned at sea.
•" Oh. why has he been taken from mc ? " she sobbed. " Oh,
Jack.. lack, come back to me
"
As if in answer to her prayer, she was rudely interrupted
by the noisy entrance of John Morgan, her husband, She
had married him by force of circumstance only, for she had
never really cared for the man. He was rough and cruel, and
her dislike for him had rapidly changed to positive hatred.
All her hopes of future happiness had been centred in Jack,
but now
. . .
" What's that ? " John grunted, as he snatched the precious
photograph from her grasp. " So you still drop tears on this
idiot's portrait ? " he sneered- " But you shan't do it any
longer, d'you hear ? " And as he spoke the words he tore the
photograph into tiny pieces and flung them at his wife.
Too convulsed to answer her brutal husband, she just
sank on to a sofa and sobbed as if her heart would break,
while the man whom the world lawfully declared was her husband laughed at her lonely misery.
He left her, but Ella did not stay long in the room. She
was crossing the landing when a slight creaking noise in the
hall below attracted her attention.
Leaning over the banister very cautiously, she was just in
time to see her husband disappear through an opening in the
panels of the hall.
She waited in amazement until the panel was replaced, and
then, descending the stairs, she searched carefully for what
was obviously a secret spring. For some time her search was
in vain, and she was giving it up as hopeless when she accidentally touched a small ledge, and the panel sprang open,
just as it had done many times before without her knowledge.
The Coiners' Den.
Instantly Ella passed through the aperture, and stumbled
along a dark passage. Trembling with fear, she at length
reached a door. She listened with bated breath, and distinctly heard voices on the other side.
Like Peeping Tom of Coventry, she could control her
inquisitiveness no longer. With great caution she opened
the door about half an inch. The scene which met her gaze
revealed her husband to her in his true surroundings— those
of a coiner. Although a rush
of hot, evil-smelling air rushed
from the narrow space
through which she was looking,
the poor girl turned cold with
terror. There were about half
a dozen other men besides her
husband in the room, his employees, who were all engaged
in preparing the base coin— the
coin on which John and his
wife had been living. The
awful discovery made Ella
Eeel sick, and. unable to stand
the tension any longer, she
slammed the door and Hew
down the passage, knocking
herself against walls and boxes
until she reached her own
room.
A Husband's Brutality.
Meanwhile the scene which
had 1 n going on within the
den wasanything but pleasant.
John, o.-T hearing Ihe noi e,
hastily
helped
his men
to

Jack
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secrete all signs of their fraudulent business, and then swung
open the door and looked out, but no one. was visible.
" 1 could have sworn some one shut this door," he mut'
"but I suppose I must have been mistaken.
Anyhow
1
He was turning round to re-enter the room again when bd
caught
sight
of
a
handkerchief
lying
on
the
ground.
He
wife.
picked it up. and instantly recognised it as the property of his
''So that little fiend has discovered my seer.;, has she?**
he
hissed.
" By hesitation
heaven, shell
pay onto
tor tier
curiosity
! ' and
without
further
he strode
tackle
his wife.
He found her sitting calmly in her room. All signs ol
grief had completely disappeared from her face, which now
wore an angry expression.

like an innocent two-year-old.''
not sit there
needhusband.
" You her
'* I have proof i.iat yon followed me.
shouted
tauntingly.
1 suppose you don't recognise this handkerchief ?" he added
Uilla blanched with fear. "John," pleaded bis wife with tears
in her eyes, ""do forgive me. 1 did uot mean to pry iuto your
business
; it was
an snarled
accident."
"Accident
be dquite d,"
John.
" I never take excuses
from any one, especially a woman, fco you've got to take the
consequences,
my pretty
one." further excuses, for she well
Mia endeavoured
to make
knew how brutal her husband could be when he was roused.
But he paid no heed to her words. He instead fetched a
strong leather horse-whip. Advancing towards his wife, he
dragged her from the sofa where she had crouched, and began
to whip her as only a brute could whip a woman.
•" Mercy, mercy, John ! O Heaven, have mei cy ! "
"Mercy on a sneak— never!" he cried, and with greater
energy he again started to whip the beautiful girl whose life
he had long made so terrible.
A Timely Interruption.
"Take that, you devil!" shouted a strong, fresh voice, as
with a resounding crash John feil to the ground like a log.
Ella, too dazed to recognise any one. stood weeping bitterly.
"Ella, dear." The soft tones of her sailor- boy's voice
brought her to her senses. Then, with a mighty effort, she
realised that before her stood her lover— not dead, but verj
much alive.
" Jack ! where— why— I thought you were drowned. Explain,
quickly."
She became almost hysterical.
"iNo, J'm not drowned. I was picked up by a passing
steamer, had brain-fever, came home, met Tom in the town.
He told me where you were, and I have come to see you. Just
in the nick of time. too. wasn't 1? Now you ma» He down
while I tackle that cur ; I've not done
with his
turn victim
yet. '
Seeing
more,
.Tack hastily carried Ella to
the adjoining bedroom. When
he returned John, recovered
from the shock, and on bis
feet, flew like a madman at his
wife's deliverer.
A tierce struggle ensued, for,
although Jack was the smaller
man. he was quicker on his
feet than his opponent.. Round
and round went these two

WAS IN A DEATH-STRV<JQ£B

men
like John
wild
beasts.struggling
One moment
would have the upper hand,
then Jack,
by atosudden
effort,
would
seem
be winning.
Then both would be rolling on
the floor gasping for breath.

Willi SEE HUsJDAN.Oi

A Fight for Life.
Unable to gain any advantage, and almost mad with race.
John suddenly thought of his
revolver, but after two shots
had been fired Jack managed to
wrest it from him.
Now John

Wi .1 k kndino
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"LIP-READING/1

T iK Vii.i.\i\ (hoist bj his own petard) : "Oh, help- help'."
The Hxbo : • As a Britisher I cannot see a fellow-m-m go under !
THEL^t

ARC

ROTTEN
&UPPUY
U*
CI GARS THEY

With-

Br.ixhT: ''"S-shh—S^shh — ! "
Nabblbb: • S-shh -Goeasi
5-sfah-

The Heavy Father : "
'I'm; Heko (wronged or
, plnyei a peally speak fkeir parts? People gifted with (he art of lip-reading s<nj tliey do ; thai what
their actions.
Our Artist depicts abov what an audience of tip-readers might sea were the players to titter
became a madman. With collar torn off his hair ruffled, his
,\ es blazing with wrath, his teeth clenched, he seized a chair,
but before it had crashed down Jack dragged it from him. and
once more they were firhting man to man with their fists,
The struggle brought them out on to the lauding, where
heedless of all danger and thirsting for each other's blood,
the pair fought in the narrow passage-way.
Suddenly John seized an old sword from the wall and
approached Jack, who. with blood streaming down his face
and clothes torn, was standing with his back up against the
banisters. With one terrific spring John flung his whole
force heavily against his opponent. The banisters gave way
under the strain, and Jack fell headlong into the hall below,
Thinking Jack to be dead. John rang for his men to come
and dispose of the dead body. Once more Jack rose, however.
to
face he
his could
man, gain
but John's
accomplices
Before
the landing
swo of were
them too
were quick.
upon
him, and. panting and wrestling, all three r,. lied down the
stairs. Then came one supreme effort, and Jack was free
again. This time he managed to reach the landing, and. with
a rush, he entered the room where the fight had originated.
He locked the door, and, overcome from his terrible exertion-,
collapsed on the floor.
Ella had some time since risen from where Jack had
tenderly placed her, and, horror-stricken, she had watched
the Bgbt between her lover and her husband.
She now saw

What axe ymi doing art thai safe?"
otherwise): '; N-nothmg, Father.'
they say on the ■
esponds a-i/Ti
avy old thing whilst playing their parts,

John's men try to break through the door, and saw also thab
her husband determined to enter the room by the window.
When Ella realised what he meant to do she hurried to the
floor above and gained the verandah without being noticed.
She heard John rush into the room below, heard revolver shots,
and then, with her limbs practically paralysed with fear, she
saw her Jack again in a death-struggle with her husband on
theQuickly
verandah
' _', rope from the attic, and lowered
she below.
obtained some
it to her lover's -feet as a loud crack told her that the ironwork jaf"the balcony had given way. A muffled curse, a dull
thud on the flagstones, and ner luted husband was no more.
Thanks
to the
Jack was safe. um[ happiness was in
store
for both
of t"ope,b.er
them.
#

•t

9

*

The chief feature of this sensational one-reeler i-, the real
fight between the sailor-boy and the villain. It is so thrilling
that you think every minute that one fighter at least will bo
really killed. Edward Sydney plays the part of Jack. The
film is one of the " Lion's Head " brand. It will be released
on June S8th by Davison's.
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Monarchs who have posed for

Moving Pictures.

EVEN Kings at times thirst for a new
sensation. They weary of having
their words and anecdotes chronicled in the Press, and, although one
would think differently, it is by no
means a new thing for a King to be
[advertised by the cinematograph.
Operators whom the writer has met
tell with glee many amusing incidents
connected with their work of filmingroyalty. One of the vainest of these
sensation-loving royalties is King Louis
of Bavaria. This worthy had a stand
erected in the woods of his country
estate, and on it be stood in the act of
shooting at wild boar — wild after a
manner of speaking only, for they were
forced to rush past where he stood in
absolute safety, and as they charged
across the clearing King Louis let fly !
If truth be told — and it seldom ever
is in Germany these days !— Munich
laughed itself black in the face when
the film appeared at their local picture
palaces. The picture of their King
having the nerve to shoot wild boar — ■
it was too funny !
The craze for being cinematographed
seems to be as pernicious as militarism
in the German Empire. The Kaiser,
always out for '' puff " advertisement,
is extremely keen on this form of publicity, and on all his Court and public
appearances, inspecting regiments and
bestowing decorations— and iron crosses!
- he is ever careful to have an official
invitation sent to the film man just
before the ceremony, and he fixes his
moustache and his smile for the ready
camera. Rumour says that he is doing
the same kind of thing during the war.
Even that hermit-like personage, the
Pope, has been filmed! Pope Leo had
some excellent photographs taken for
use in the public picture theatres, and
after
his ondeath
Pius's acts were also
recorded
the screen.
A story is told of one King who, being

themselves is the attitude of the President of the United States, who regards
the cinematograph operator as his
greatest enemy, and has often been
known to glare viciously at some inoffensive camera-man attempting to
film him unawares. Nevertheless, it is
well known that one of his most precious
possessions is a little strip of celluloid
picturing his late wife at a social function which she attended but a few days,
before her death.
King Christian of Denmark is a frequent subject of the cinematograph ;
but he is always seen on horseback.
Many people may have wondered at
this ; but the explanation is quite
simple. Being very tall, his Royal legs
are somewhat long, and when he walks
he takes very long steps. It is a peculiarity of the camera that some movements are exaggerated in the taking.
For instance, if a man were to walk very
fast in front of the camera,
■ he would
not appear on the screen . as simply
walking fast, but would simply flash
past. If one sits- down normally, he
appears on the screen to sit down with
an idiotic jerk. Actors and actresses
have to be trained to moderate their
movements considerably; but as a
Royal personage could scarcely be
expected to undergo this training, or to
accommodate his steps to suit the
whims of the camera, King Christian
found it more convenient and dignified

filmed
of shooting
a friend's
estate, inlusttheallactinterest
in theon sport
and
became fascinated with the camera man
and his machine. The pictures taken
on that occasion are still in existence —
and are funnier thairthc funniest knockabout comedy ever filmed. They showHie King, a nervous young man, dancing
round every few seconds when he was7
aimingto see if the picture was being
taken. Now this monarch always takes
a cinematographer with him wherever
he goes, and the pictures are sent back
to the capital of his country to be witnessed first by the Royal Family in their
private picture theatre and then by
iheIn Kings
singularsubjects".
contrast to these monarchs
who Jove pictorial representation
of

£ijy *?m-

'

-

• -

*

**?■■ ~'p5-

insisted
types his
of the
be
taken, sothat
Huerta,
sensearmy"
of must
humour
coming uppermost, had every soldier he
could lay his hands upon file past the
palace, on the balcony of which the
operator was standing with his machine.
Hours came, horn's went; still they
filed past, with the luckless photographer bending. almost a broken wreck,
over his machine. Several times he
attempted
" packat his
up."side
butandtherefused
President stood to
grimly
to let him go until the last soldier had
That film was nearly 8,000 feet long— '1
passed.
and there wasn't a private missed !

—

]

;.' ■ ; ;.-ic.- ■• '

£s£^
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to be t: taken " on horseback, and. being
tall and of smart, military bearing, hi
makes an heroic figure, and inspires the]
wholehearted admiration of his subjects
whenever they are privileged to see him
on the screen of their local theatres.
It is said that King George, alrl.
not objecting to be photographed on
special
occasions,
is not a willing
" victim."
Only on one occasion basJ
he been known to pose for the camera,,
although, of course, he had been filmed
hundreds
of times.
It was on thej
occasion of his last visit to Oxford, when;
he addressed a large crowd of students
in a large room. The camera was con-!
cealed behind a curtain on the platform, and the fact that he deliberately ;
posed is betrayed by his glance of
inquiry towards the camera-man upon
appearing in the doorway leading to the
platform. In the picture his Majesty U
seen to stop for a moment in apparent J
confusion before the camera, and to look
directly at the lens as if at a loss as tc
what to do next.
A very amusing story comes from
Mexico. The incident occurred during
a revolution there. A cinema man went
to Mexico City on purpose to film
General Huerta and his army, but when
he arrived the President told him
blandly that he would have to take his)
family as the army was busy. But the
camera-man was not satisfied. He
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This interesting picture shows the femora American, D. W. Griffith, directing a tiliu
drama. Mr. Griffith is seen pointing with one hand, and holding a megaphone in the oilier.
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MISTRESS NELL
Famous Players Production.
Featuring Mary Pickford.
I .idled by f. D. Walket's World's Films, Limited;
Adapted from the Film by PATRICK
GL.YNN,
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v, ero iiltem itelj fixed on tl
I
;i nil t he Due In
ol I'm mot U li
H
trees Nell had manj
ways of gaining
intormation
thai i harles 1 I. 'let not
po
out he >ii tin- ted the Duchi
w lnl-t the Duche
on her part, heartnj
disliked the King's favourite whom iho
1 1 ,m.-t mireferred to a "I hal i • i
girl « horn the K ing picki d nj
tneM gu tress
1 11 Nell with her sharp eyei intercepted meaning glances between
the
Duchess and the Duke of Buckingham,
and t be silenl telepathy tilled her wu h
such misgivings that Bhenlmosl foi
lines she most deliver.
The '
Acl finished, and Nell acknow ledged th •
delighted applause of the mull itud
i.iu 111 i he few lubeequent momenl a in
her dressing room she thought over tinapparent alliance Del « el n I he Duel,
andandBuckingham.
England's
sake
my own I mustForkeep
that woman

PART
ONE.
[NG
CHARLES II. slipped away
from his courtiers at tne hunt in
the Epping Forest when, he descried the supple form and piquant face
Mistress Nell Gwynne beading her
mount to a secluded and quiet glade.

K

" Ah. Nell ! ** said the King, reproachfull}', as he caught up with her, " I
would have you know that this avoidance of mo is not quite to ray taste.
Why mi elusi\ e, bw< etheart ? "
" I am tired," replied Nell, indifferently. Nell Gwynne was the only individual in the kingdom who could treat
her Sovereign so cavalierly, which sometimes exasperated the Kins?, but more
often
made disappeared
him laugh. when
But Nell's
coyness soon
Charles,
with the lighthearted abandon that
made him so popular, notwithstanding
bis vices, took Nell in his arms and
Jrissed her on the lips,
"• Why tired 't " he continued. "Is it
of me : " be asked, with a humorous
smile.
" No." replied the ex-orange girl, who
was now- one of the leading actresses
at Drury Lane Theatre, and the most
popular woman in England. _ "It is not
of you. my friend. But to-night I must
appear at Drury Lane, as you well know,
and II must not tire myself out with the
hunt.
■ Then do not," returned the King,
dropping
easily on to the grass, and

picking idly at the flowers. Nell sat
besidehim, and the pair chatted about
the approaching play, while the members
of the hunt, h ving missed the King,
dashed hither and thither over the forest
in a vain search for him.
" 1 hear the Duchess of Portsmouth
will be at the play," said Nell, watching
the King's face narrowly.
The King's chief fault was his faithlessness, and the question raised a
momentary shadow on his brow. " Well,
yes," be replied. " It is policy to be on
good terms with her. You know the
influence she holds with Louis of
At this moment a huntsman disFrance." covered the King and Nell, and. with a
discreet smile, allayed the fears of the
others. The pair rose, mounted their
horses, and rejoined the hunt, but it
could be seen by the frown on the face
of the Duchess of Portsmouth that the
King's partiality for the ex-orange girl
did not please her.
That night at Drury Lane was one of
the gala nights of the season. The King
arrived in state and took his seat in the
Royal box. He was speedily followed
by the Duke of Buckingham and the
Duchess of Portsmouth, both of whom
were secret agents of the King of France.
The theatre rapidly filled up with the
great lords and ladies of the Court.
Mistress Nell appeared, and received
the applause of the gathering.
But her

away from the King," she murmured.
Tneud call-boj
her that and
th'Act was reminded
about to commence,
Nell returned to the footlights, ttei
next lined to Nell to be approbring,see
priate to the occasion, and she delivered
t hem wit li peculiar relist) :
"A traitress will our land to Borrow
Making

a

victim

of

our

worthy

\- she -poke the lines, the young
actress looked pointedly at the Duchi
in her box, who Hushed and shifted
uneasily. Feeling discomposed, she
waved iier
fan With an attempt at indifKing."
ference, and left tin- theatre. Mistress
Nell smiled. .She intended to " rub it
in " to the Duche-- a1 e^ ery opportunity,
at.il one came the very next day.
It took the form of an invitation from
the King to dine at an old inn outside
London, where he and Nell often met.
without prying eyes to note their movements. "Sup with me at the Blue Boar
Inn — Charles," was all the note contained, and when Nell read it a mischievous smile curled her lips.
"This night will I make a fool of the.
Duchess." Calling tier page, she said,
"Take this note to the Duchess of
Portsmouth, but do not say who sent
The first to arrive at the " Blue
Boar" inn was the King, who. disguised
in an old uniform belonging to one of
bis officers, bade the servitor order a
feast at once. The old servitor glanced
at the faded uniform doubtfully but he
was quickly assisted in his progress to

you."
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movements of the stranger that caught
the eye of Charles.who turned to the
Duke of Buckingham. " \\ ho i< this
- " lie asued.
dandy watkoo
young
'lhe Duke
iwwaidsthes-trang. r.
" His Majestj would khowyour identity.
Will yon j,ii-ase unmask r .
The unknown ^mil^d. but he had no
intention ot revealing his identity. " 1
dare, not jinmasK. . I'm the Pied Piper
Of Hamelin," he replied, flippantly.
There was a ripple of laughter round
the King, and the Duke continued chaffingly — " Perhaps you ha\e come for a
sight of your beloved. Is she in tins

THK

ROYAL

PERFORMANCE

AT

DRURY

LANE

THEATRE.

Nell Gwyi-.uc is centre on stage: King- Charles and the Duchess are in their boxes
on the right.
the kitchen by the
sword. Before he
ever. Nell Gwynne
The servitor ran

point of the visitor's
could reach it, howwas announced,
into the landlord in

an
angry has
and ordered
excited state:
cavalier
a feast''Afitragged
for a
king, and would pay for it with the point
of his sword, arid a lady, gowned like a
him.:j
to sup with
princess,
But theis landlord
had had mysterious
visitors before, and knew that these
often paid the best. He ordered the
repast to be set on the table, and, whilst
Nell retired to the far end of the large
cliniiig-hall, another visitor was ansurprise
and chagrin.nounced, much
It to
wasthe
the King's
Duchess.
"' Sire, I am much obliged for your
kind invitation/' said the lady charmingly.
The King bit Lis lips, and then
essayed a smile. He knew something
had miscarried ; but the Duchess was
here, and he must make the best of it.
At this moment Mistress Nell advanced
Inwards the pair, and, with an air of
hauteur asked: "Has your Majesty
asked the Duchess to dine with us ? "
It was hard to say which looked the
more discomposed, the Duchess or the
King. Tin1 latter was furious, and,
'
knowing chievous
Nell's
for mistricks, hepenchant
rightly blamed
the
girl forwasthe"
incident.
"tin?
dinner
prepared,
and However,
the old adage
that "two is company, but three is
n.tne" was
Duchess
sat proved
through inthethis
mealcase.
cold The
and
distant. Charles replied to questions all
round with monosyllables, whilst Nell
carved the dishes, and tried her sparkling wit on her companions.
I think 1 shall go." said the chagrined Duchess at length. "This place
does not >uil ine."
Nell looked round her pertly. " 1 see
nothing wrong with the place, except.
perhaps,
sivfitingly. your presence," she remarked
The angry Duchess lied in such haste

that she left her cloak behind her. The
King turned to the girl reproachfully,
" Nell, when will you control your
passion for practical joking? "
" Come, don't be angry,"' she said,
slipping
her arm
the thawed,
King's neck
and kissing
him.round
Charles
and
it was not until the landlord presented
the bill for the repast that his humour
♦•hanged. He had no money. Mistress
Nell had none either, and the pair
looked at each other in comical dismay.
Mistress Nells glance encountered
the rich cloak left by the Duchess, and
her face creased in smiles. Taking the
cloak, she handed it to the landlord
with the remark, " We rind we are
without money. Take this handsome
cloak
in payment."
Charles
smiled. It was an adventure
after his own heart. He smiled again
later when he heard that the Duchess,
having missed her cloak, had returned
for it, and was refused its possession
until she had paid the landlord for the
feast.
PART
TWO.
A week later the Duchess gave a ball,
but, for obvious reasons. (iio invitation
was sent to Mistress Nell. That irrepressible young lady, however, determined to be present at the ball, even as
an unexpected guest. Bhe also knew
that the time had arrived when she
must come to close quarters with the
Duchess if she were to be successful in

The disguised visitor bowed. " The
one I love best is named Nell, and 1 go
gathering;- '
to Every
her this
onenight."
looked at the King. It was
well known that he could be jealoubceasion, and the wards of t tie stranger,
which he no doubt overheard, aim. y- 1
him and made him feel uneasy. AVliat if
2sell hud another lever !
He turned to one of the courtiers.
'' 8c — watch Mistress Nells house and
inform me if any one enters." Then,
turning his back on his courtiers, lie
went towards
Duchess's
being
followed the
stealthily
by theboudoir,
young
cavalier, who hid himself behind a large
curtain. Meanwhile the King had
entered the Duchess's room. and. after
seating himself, the Duchess placed a
paper, a quill, and ink before him. He
glanced at the pai-er and frowned.
" What would your :" he asked, coldly.
"Your signature, sire," pleaded the
Duchess sweetly. "It is drawn up in
the interests
kingdom.
V~. 1
know
you can of
relyyour
on Louis
of France
if Rather
we go to unwillingly
war with Spain.3'
Charles perused
the document, and, succumbing to
the endearments of the Duchess, affixed
his signature. The King then returned
to the ballroom, just as the stranger
emerged from his hiding-place and
faced the Duchess. To her he handed
the following letter : —
" To Her Grace the Duchess of Portsmouth— I recommend to your service
my young Irish friend. Beau Adair. He
can he relied on to serve Louis of France
The Duchess
looked at the disguised
faithfully.
— Rochet."
cavalier
doubtfully.
" Can 1 trust
she asked.
The other bowed. " I hate the King
the I reply.
as
love you. Put me to the test,'' was

exposing her.
A young cavalier, wearing a mask over
his eyes, anvoinced himself to the
Duchess's servants as a young Irishman,
named Beau Adair, said to he a friend
of
who was inand
league
the
DukeRochet,
of Buckingham
the 'with
Duchess
of Portsmouth. The disguised cavalier
was
givenballroom
admittance,
madeKing
hi-; way
to the
just and
as the
was
announced.
U'h ere was something familiar in the

•Entsiiis to Tin: Ivixu— Bewwei. ! "
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he 1 ,.' '
elei ei K hoaxed
' '11
dare .\oii mock
your
K
claimed, now tboronghlj "ii. ndefl
" Ton saw tin- man
I \o\ • •." replied
Ned, -till laughing at her ioke.
" \'j

■ 'ii

bh(

isfii

.1

"Then where is the young Irishman
\. ho w .1 seen coming in hei
\ Iho
|iru ildeied

King.

I am he." replied Nell. Lift ing her
dress 'a little
uniform,
whichshe
she ghowed
had not the
hadcav'rtlter's
time to

N't- Ll. M CJ 1\)>

■ M!

I>l ■ i|.

Tin' Duchess appeared satisfied, and
handed him a note, written bj herowu
hand, as follow
•'Convey these papers with secrecy
and hast'' to Lotus of Frame. They
moan the downfall of the English.—
Louise."
The young cavalier hurried out, and,
passing through the ballroom, remarked to the circle round the King:
" NowRoyal
I gocircle
to Mistress
Nell.'"from
Before
the
could recover
the
shock of tliis audacious announcement
the cavalier fled down the stairs and
disappeared.
Half an hour later the King was
informed that the young Irishman who
had been seen in the ballroom had
indeed gone to Mistress «ell's house.
The angry monarch immediately set out
to vi-it the house and confront the
faithless lady himself. He found her
seated in her boudoir, apparently engaged in the innocent pastime of reading. Charles put this down to duplicity.
•' You have a man hidden here," he said,
sharply.
" biie.'" replied the girl, demurely,
'• you have been deceived."'
" Search the house." commanded the
King, turning to his personal attendants, who had followed him.
The next moment the Duchess of
Portsmouth hail arrived. Hearing
that the King had suspected Nell of
having a lover who had been traced to
the house, she determined to be in at
the exposure of her hated rival. The
two women b< wed to each other coldly,
whilst the King stood aside with flushed
face, and inwardly fuming.
In an alcove of the boudoir was a
large curtain, at which the King fancied
Nell -danced every now and then with
. apparent anxiety. Charles prided himself
on his astuteness, and, calling' his attendants, remarked : " You need search no
more. I think I know where the gallant
is hiding."toDrawing
his sword.
advanced
the alcove
and wasCharles
about
to pull aside the heavy curtain when
Jlistress Nell ran towards him.
'' I entreat you not to look — else you
will see the man I love."
Charles smiled sourly, and without
another word pulled the curtain aside
and dashed in. To his amazement he
found nothing more suspicious than a
large mirror, in which his own angry
face was vividly depicted. A ripple of
laughter from Nell convinced him that

change before the. King'aridhiscou'rM
had burst into the house. The Dnc'iess
turned pale.
"1 owe you an explanation,'' said
Nell, turning
the King.
woman
has been lo
conspiring
against"This
your
person and your kingdom. Sere is the
evidence," and Nell tinned out the
pocket of the cavalier's breeches. Tho
Duchess and the Duke of Buckingham
immediately snatched at the incriminating documents, but they were too late.
The King was reading the damning
evidence, and the Duchess judged it
v ise to make her exit as quietly and as
quickly as possible.
" Y \>n Bee, 1 did not deceive you."
said Mistress Nell, tenderly, when all
had departed and they were alone.
" Whilst other.- have made profit out of
you and deceived you. I have always
regarded you as mv own King as well as
King of England.
"Sweetheart." replied Charles, folding the beautiful and wilful girl in his
arms, ' I know all the falseness that
surrounds a King. There is none in all
England whom 1 regard with the same
trust and love as you."

a

*■■

x

It is not necessary to dwell on the
fascination of this four-reel story. It is
enough to say that charming Mary Pickford plays the title-role as only Mary
can play it, and Owen Moore impersonates King Charles. Other leadingplayers are Arthur Hoops (Duke pi
Buckingham) and Ruby Hoffman
(Duchess of Portsmouth). The film will
1 e showing from May 31st onwards.

■•'Xhis woman/' said Nellj

AND

AMERICA

THE

PICTUKKOOER

ON THE

FILM

' a (louifj wiili i- in l InIN

li-'ilil films >tril 11/ fin
II 111 Ollt
W'ukl

rim inn.

\ mei ica e\ ei yl>odj Iih • a r»n >l 1
ni office, and .1 ■■ 1 win! .
I • 1 \ clergj man al'
Pi n. 1 bo •!.. wil h which he will m ,
: 1 1 1 > bodj . anj « here, anj 1 ime,
A mi
1 1 lierefi ire ad
untry to'\ isit,
especially at it ha • Bome Red
1
1; il [ndians are a tribe of savage* w ,i<>
are alw.i .
I taking fori
(2 drinking fire water, « hate\ er t bis is, (:i)
crawling aboul un ( loir stomachs, perhaps to cool down ami counteract the
effects
t he manj
I'm ■ h peculiar
iter,
Thereof are
institutions
in
the States,
whichwhatit the'Third
Degree.
I do onenot ofknow
the first
and -••,
[degrees are like, but in the
Third Degree a number of large and
ugly i" .1 point with terrific intensity
at a villain who tries to get under tin:
tablecloth, and then confesses hi- misdeeds. The American policeman
peculiar person j he is continually pi
tising with an Indian club to get bis
muscles up. and has a habit of testing
the strength of his club on peoples
lead- and on the pavements.
American
tramps generally ha
" past " and a revolver, being often unsuccessful emigrants, doctors, sheriffs'
sons, and bankers' b.othera-irj law.
Heroes after villains in America are
very poor shots, never hitting anybody,
neither do the villains, unless perhaps a
gun goes off by accident, and Bornebody's wrist, is injured, and a sheriff
comes up. Cowboys are especially
wasteful shooters. They a" - very peculiar people altogether, for ihey never
do any work except play cards, carry
mggage. frighten people with their
guns, or chase and lynch villains.
Sometimes they make a mi-take, and
want to hang a hero ■on a tree; hut
heroes always like to smoke a cigarette
before being hanged, and this allows
the rescuer.- to get there in time.

ha; • en conspiring against your person and yourk :g<lom."
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HBOUT
BY

HAROLD

MYSELF

LOCKWOOD.

HELLO, Johnny Balls ! That Editor person who rtrn-a your
fine paper The Pictjtres has asked me to write some_ thing about myself!
Not so easy to write about 1
'■ill', is ii ? However, hei e goi a !
A- be that Editor,] mean told yon a few week ago, I
am at the American studios at Santa Barbara now, and I came
here from the Famous Players Company for several reasons.
] liked being with the Famous Players, and enjoyed playing
with
prominent net cesses as Mary Pickford and
Marguerite
Clark
two wonderful
artistes — but
in this

■"'.>

I

»'

inii_^.

uiiv*

i.itrj

HJ1I

^;o

clll

U\C1

submarines permitting), and I will be constantly
screen, which is good for an artiste, yon know.

on

the

T am an Easterner, and was born in New York, but I have
spent such a lot of time in the West that I am almost a
Westerner.
Most actors' parents have outlined a business career for
their sons, and mine were no exception. Why is it that
when one wants to go on the stage cue's folks always
seem to object? Why. I have met the best people on earth
in the profession— always ready to help a fellow when he is
down, always ready to give half of what they have got if
11. :essity arises. In any case, my people objected strenuously
and wanted me to go into business, but 1 couldn't see it thenway. My father owned a. number of trotting-horses. and as
J love horses I was fairly well satisfied for a time to be
racing them ; but there was the thought of the stage all the
time in my heart, and one day I persuaded a manager to let
foe appear in the chorus of an obscure comedy company, and
he let me go on. That was all I wanted, and I practised
singing and dancing all the time and invented a lot of new
,-.1", 3, which brought me to the attention of the manager of
smother musical comedy show, and I started out to make real
money- it was fifteen dollars a week, if I remember right 1\ .
In any case. I thought I was getting a fortune. From that
day to this I have either acted for the stage or the screen,
and while I like the former I love the latter more. That is
.meet' three reasons why I guess I will stay on the screen.
The second one is that people tell me that my personality
and appearance are suited to motion-pictures; and the third,
I can earn more money at the mimic drama.
I fust acted for a company called the Nestor, and at that
time they had ;1 small stage with a made-over cottage as a
Stadia When we appeared in the streets we had curious
crowds around us. and it was deemed a privilege to be allowed
to come into a studio to see some of the scenes taken. Now
that tiny cottage and small stage are gone, and in their place
are toge modern stages and a regular manufactory, and
over the way are other big stages and bigger buildings, and
the people of Los Angeles are quite Used to going to the
Btudios. and when a company acts in the street they are not
worried by sight-seers: there are *»o many companies there
to excite the least bit of curiosity now.
Itisrerj beautiful here iii Santa Barbara, which is on the
coast 1 gel plenty of opportunities Ear bathing and for
exercise generally, for I am a great believer in the beneSJ of
exercise and in keeping lit: it is the only way to giro the
public the besl there is m you that and hard work and some
ability of course.
1 have a big ear and like touring the country in it. and I
live in the jollies! little bungalow surrounded by tlouers and
palms. 1 have a number of sj lendid friends on the other
t li.it is. your side, you know and am glad of it. and I
haven lot of English friends here also, for there are quite a
lot of them in the profession in Los Angel, s.

I have worked for the Nestor, New York Motion Picture
( 'orporation, Selig, Famous Players. and American Companies,
and have always been fortunate enough to have \ laved leads
all the time. I started out with that determination, and stuck
to it until it was no longer necessary to stick to it. They jUst
follow suit now, those " leads " 1 mean.
^ Well, goodbye, folks, for the present. Ihopetohave an
chat with you some other time. I will be glad to heir from
any of you. and will promptly answer any letters received
from friends across the pond.
Se now Harold
you know. Lockwood.
Goodbye !

A

BATTLE

AUDIENCE.

ON

a recent Sunday Universal City (the home of TransAilanties; was thrown open to the public, thus enabling
two thousand people to witness a battle scene h
CampbeUs ere Com*nff, More than a thousand men and
seven hundred pounds of powder were used during the

day. The Scotch Highlanders' band of Canada played
during the entire afternoon. And strange to say, no
one was injured.
The scenes taken were at Lncknow Gate,
and -how the fight on the walls. Xets were spread out
of the camera's vision, and Sepoys and Scotchmen were thrown
over the wall, while through the gates the city was besieged
and buildings tired. The results are as sensationally effective
as anything yet seen on the screen.
Francis Ford (directing
the product ion) and Grace Canard were two very busy people.
The Cmtp&eifs sra (
is a masterpiece of realism.
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■

A Letter from Tern Pcwers.
\ on 0*1 e alwaj ■■ ii. 1 n ■ a \ ■ • \ kind to tne
tli. 1 1 I feel -nil1 you will I« - 1 me -.-ml ■ 11
to the readers ot your payer. I have intended
writing you before, but America 1- .1 place
in which, you know rate's daj - are rrrj Full.
■• I was called to America because ol the
serious illness ol nn innther, who has since
died. Anil I . -ill \ want to thank your readers
(or their friendship and their letters, and to
toll them that should thej eai-e to write me
m\ address is 155 \\ . 1 1
• nt h St reel
N.'» ^ ork * ii%.
M\ stay 111 your conatrj
will always
remain in inj meraoi
id ili«' most
delightful Mar-- of my life. N>>t o:dj the
actors with whom I played and the prorturers
under whom I worked, but the pictui
whom 1 iiii-i were instrumental in m. king Iho
whale year a real pleasure. Haj 1 also
uij appreciation ol the kiiidness
shown nn' by the trade and the trade papers,
and tell you all that with all mj heart 1
slmll mi— . t In- rongomal atmosphere and
friendship nt England and the English
Fours sincerely, "Ton Powms.
We Quite Agree.
"The -election of players tor Uio British
Contest lias 1m i'ii much uiorc difficult tlian
will 1 1' the case in the Fori ign ( knitest . a- ft
Mi'ins to
thatrarely
\ 1 ■ i-ygive
few casts.
British films "are
shown,
andmethr\
K.
They All Want

I.. ('. 1 AildoM'l-l.

It.

•■ I iim d tn take in one copy ol Pn 1
New 1 have to gel four every week. Von see
I Bent the owe to my brother hi hospital at
IK>\ import, and they all waut it at or.
ray three extra copies go to the hospital.
My brother was wounded in the fight for
Hill i;o.'
Eollis
How it Helps.

V. [South Norwood).

wAs each copy of Pictures comes out I
grow morj and more interested in it.
Before 1 started taking it in I did not
enjoy going to picture theatres half amuch as 1 do now. I knew absolutely nothing
about the actors and actresses,, and consequently there was but shadow interest for
me in the li.ms. But oxfa I know tin' nanirs
and chief facte ol all my Favourites, many
thanks to PlCTURKS.
Lois D. (.Ucvonport).
Why Not, Indeed!
•■ The other night I went to one of iho
picture theatres lure, and had to wait half
an hour 1 elote 1 could get a seat. But wo
•waited in comfort, for a nice waiting-room is
limit on to the theatre. A big crowd of us
were waiting there, but only one or two of us
had reading matter. Now this is the point—
was not
there
r
1• Why
am sure
the PICTURES
de.ir Little being
hook sold
would
ha\e
enticed many
pennies from the pockets
of
these anient picturegoers."
&. G. H. (Liverpool).
Cna of His Last Letters.
■ In reference to your remarks upon the
death ol Mr. John Bonny, it may be of some
interest to you to know that probably one of
the last letters written by Mr. Bunny to any
friends in Great Britain was sent to me when
accepting a ropy of my patriotic success.
Our the
Country,
i-'ia- and Kansas
Kin<,r. City,
Writing
from
Hotel Baltimore,
he
said :— ■ My dear Mr. Simmons— Thank you
very much for your song, entitled ' Our
Country, Flair and King. I am qruite sure
it will be a great success. Nobody appreciates itmine than. Yours very truly. John
Bunny.' 1 was greatly shocked to learn a
week or two-after
of Mr.Junr.
Bonny'
s death.
B. Simmons.
(Forest
Gate).

A TRUE STORY.
""'HE news from the Front had
worried us a bit, and the family
circle was looking glum, especially
Mademoiselle, our young Belgian
refugee. Suddenly father looked
up and said " Shall we cheer
Mademoiselle up and take her to
the Pictures?" In a minute hats and
coats were on, and we were wending
our way to the Cinema.
A " Snakeville " Comedy ("When
Slippery Slim went for the Cheese ')
was being shown, and hardly had
we taken our seats before laughter
chased dull care away, and Mademoiselle was looking as bright and
young as in happier days at Antwerp.
That's the way to chase away
troubles — go and see a
11 SNAKEVILLE " COMEDY.
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.,
148, Channg Ctoss Road,
Londjn, W.C.
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The

rollicking adventures of au unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dressier;
a holiday,
is picked
by athat
°harpshe'uuis (Charles
Chaplin). who,
Tillieon makes
the most
of theupfact
niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Chaplin, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though lie has already a girl (Mabel Normand).
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags -TiMe from the restaurant aud
marries
her.with
Theyba take
their abode
in uncle's
mansion,
make
tnmgs hu
Is audupsimilar
functions;
But there
is theanddevil
to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
utterly discomfited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
turns his a-ifictions to Mabel.

Although late in the
day, it is worth while
quoting a Daily News
interview, in which Miss
Jolivet said when recounting her terrible experience:— "My
in-law took
hold brotherof my
hand, and I grasped the
hand of Mr. Frohman,
who, as you know, was
lame. Mr. Scott took
hold of his other hand,

Booking Rights for London ani Melroyio'ilan Area, and the Counties of
Northampton, Huntingdon, ''ambr.dgc, Norfo k, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
'Bedford, Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Oxford, and Berkshire

THE GLOBE

FILM

BT

CO.. Ltd.

83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.
'Phone— 5600-5601-5602 Eegekt ; 1236 Putney (night).
Telegrams -" Biophosco," London.

SUBMARINE
WARFARE

and Mr. "Vanderbilt
joined the row. too. We
had made up our minds
to die together. Mr.
Frohman. in a perfectly
done for
us; said:
we had
better
calm
voice.
'They've

©

'T'HE Topic of the hour.
While
* public inteiest is at fever point
every manager should book

THE ROYAL DANISH NAVY
TV70NDERFUL
" submarines.
torpedo firing
and
RELEASED

JULY

Pictures
of
by battleships

5th.
: & r.
Sulc Selling Agents i

DAVISON'S

FILM

I5I-I53. Wardour

SALES

AGENCY

Street, London, W.

Lost.

t, that
Jolive
the
news
was good
IT Pita
Lasky star, who will
appear in their production 'Tin- Una/raid, was
one of the passengers
who escaped death when
the Lusitania was sunk,
but countless people
mourn the loss of poor
Charles Frohman, maii}of whose plays have been
filmed by the Famous
Players Company, and
who was naturally becoming more and more
interested in the film
industry.

THE

CONTROLLED

Saved
and
the

VIOLA
DANA, the clever stage
actress who
is now
a star of the
Emson
Company.

get out.' He knew that
his 'beautiful adventure' was about to begin.
"He had hardly spoken when, with a tremendous roar, a
great
wave of and
water1 swept
A deck.
were bravo
all divided
in a moment,
have along
not seen
any of"Wethose
men
alive since. Mr. Frohman. Mr. Vanderbilt, and my brotherin-law were
Mr. andFroh'man's
body upon
was
recovered
theredrowned.
was a most When
beautiful
peaceful smile
An Actress for a Day.
FOR one whole day Gertrude M. Price, of the Newspapet
his lips."
Enterprise Association of Chicago, was a pictnre-acti
It happened in this way. Some one suggested that Mis>
Price couldn't get a job it' she tried, bhe felt that she had
been dared, and when a lady of her temperament is dared to
do a thing, somehow or other that thing has simplj g>>t to be
done.
So Miss Price started out to get a job. and the first field of
activity she determined to try was the pictures. She called
at the offices of the Universal Film Company, for whom the
Trans-Atlantic are sole European selling representatives.
'"Looking for some one p " she was asked when she got inside
the doors.. "Is it about employment? Then you want the
- No.
employment
office
the employment
other side ofoffice,
the building'."
Miss Price
went
overover
to the
stepped lip So
to
the open door and looked inside, where she had the -ood
fortune to discover Mr. Don Meany. to whom she explained
her errand.
" Any experience'-' " he asked,
''Ever btudv for the stage r "
"No."
"There's onb one chance in the world for you. I'm afraid,
and that's it Director Jaccard will put you in to make 'atmosphere'in the "Western picture he is putting on out at the
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Much." Mis> Price hardbj kn« u what
lie meant bj "make atmosphere," but
said nothing
"Warren Kerrigan's the Btar of tin's
company, you know," said Mr. Ifeany,
'"ami you'll !»• in real luck if you gel in
there." ■ Well, I II !»•( I don't get the
job," waa all Miss Price could iay, bnl
safe took her courage iiLbqthhands, made
her application, and to her i — t • »xiir~l»—
menl waa accepted ami told to he at the
htudio at 8.30 the next morning. She
vent home in a dream, wondering at her
food fortune. She could hardlv believe
hat she had reallv and truly been
engaged to plaj a pari in a real motionpicture drama. How fully she justified
tin- confidence of tin' director nest day
von will realise when yon see the Victor
drama Smouldering Fires.
Film favourite's Pretty Romance.
Pri.lNK
BUSH, leading lad; with
Tram-Atlantic, was
married
on
Saturday
morning,
April 24th, to
Allan
Dwan.
the famous
director at
present with the Famous Players. Tin'
union is a notable one. There i- uro|):il)l> no better loved picture-pla>er than
I'auline Bush, and no more highlyregarded producer than Allan Dwan.
April 24th has been a " lucky " date
for I'auline Bush. She played in her
first picture on April 84th, met her husband on the same date, met Father Sullivan some years back on April 24th,
and was married bv him at the San
Capistrano Mission on this same joyous
date. Allan Dw an shares in two of these
dates the day he met her and the day
lie married her
and he is content.
Mr. Dwan was for a long time directing Pauline Bush, this at the time they
were both with the " Flying A " forces
and when J. Warren Kerrigan was playing opposite to Miss Bush. Then Dwan
joined the Famous Players as producer,
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and Bliss Hush stuck to the companj
sin- was appearing with.
The pi
sional parting and Dwan's Boiourn in
N'-u Fork on
I-had
■ ■!
■.Section
and1 j tightened
svinpathv the
whichb
existed for so long, and when Hie nhsenl
one returned thev quk'kl] Hgr
I upon a

date, and .one of the prettiest romances
of the picture world has pnssed nnj it
has but started.

The short boneyjnpon is over, and Mi',
and Mis Dwan dre bus} going over the
telegrams and letters of congratulation,
for there i-- not a mall, woman, or child
who do.'.- not wish? them health j wealth,
and contentment.
Hard Work
ANY

ard Happiness.

letters for meP"she asked ,,f
a clerk mar b\ . " (>nl\ a few.
and. with a hidden
smile, he

fonr).
handed her the " lew " (exactly nihety■' Well. I ruees I'll have to read them
through
answering
she
said, and and
withstart
a merry
little them.'
laugh she
was off to her dressing-room.
It was just Marguerite Clayton back
at the studio after a few day b' absence ;
happy, unselfish, lovable, and heart anil
soul wrapped in her work with the
Essanay Company.
Miss Clayton has been found to be one
of the mist valuable of picture stars.
principally because she has talents, exceptionally good looks, and an unusual
faculty of obeying instructions.
" I decided when I went into motionpictures,"
she said,
didn't
know
a thing about
them,"that
and Ithat
I wonld
do just as the director told me. ! have
always followed that rule. No matter
what the director says. I do it. In
motion-pictures I have found that one
must obliterate one's own ideas as to
how a certain part should be acted. That

P ULINE
BU'-H,
whose charming marriage romance 13
referred to on this pa0re,
is the trouble with most girls wV>o flttbjf
.screen -work. They do not understand
There is absolutely no foundation for
word "obey
the rumour
the
that' : Miss Clayton has left
the Essanay Company, nor is she likely
to do so for at least another year.
Our Loss America's Gan.
ALLandwhothousands
know Thomas
ley.
of our Bent
readers
are familiar with the name of
this eelebrated producer of Dickens
films, will wish him God-speed and
srood lock when be leaves these
shores to take up his engagement
with the Universal Film Company of

Goon heavens' 'What's all the crowd
poin; ctark, staring mail about ■ Harder,
ire, or what? 1 saw an antiquated, longpanrded man entering some short time
ago- perhaps it was the Answer Man.
ami. tli. t may possibly account for the
unprecedented crowd.

(Inside the tent) Ladies and gents 1 I
present to you the greatest ennosityof
the twentieth centnry captured l>v wireless in the Island of Begonia off the coast
of Sassafras: and the only specimen of tho
genus known to science tint ha- never
been to a cinema.
— Motion Pti

America.
wonderful
Dickens filmsMr.
have Bentley'.s
won him recognition
throughout the world, and it is natural
that Universal City, which holds some
of the world's best artistes, should have
tempted him to cross the herring-pond.
For the last ten years Mr. Bentley has
been touring the music-halls with impersonations of Dickens characters,
including in 1912rl913 an extended tour
of Australia. Although he had previously done some of his character
studies before the camera for Pathe
Freses, it was hot until 1910 that he
really entered the cinema world. His
first picture was the version of 0/iv r
Twist produced for the ffepworth Company, and since followed by similar versions of Da
' iperfleld, I lie Oil
Curiosity
simp, 'I he Chimes yand Barnaby
JRudge.
We understand that before be leaves
Mr. Bentley will produce a him for the
Trans-Atlantic Company, who represent
the Universal ou this side.
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'EISJTIAL GUIDE
Films you should make a point ot seeing.
WAR IN CHINA. — It's the china they sell in Bhops, and you cannot
tell the story in cold print. Lively players make the tun East :»:.■!
furious. The quaint make-up and comical police alone will make
run laugh.
— B. and C. Comedy {Da:75 feet (June 14),
CHARME'S
NIGHT
OUT.— Proves that Chaplin Ins lost none of
his ability to entertain since he joined Essanay.
The film is Charlie
at hi> funniest.
The company support him as though they wen
to
awaywe with
that silly
veryhim.muchGetalive.,
can assure
you.rumour about his being dead. He's
— Essanay Comedy, tiro Acts (June 3).
SMOULDER'NG FIRES.— The picture idol J. Warren Kerrigan in
a curious rule. Browbeaten by all. be is sheltered by a woman, who
mothers him. The woman's daughter is molested by a bully, which
rouses the smouldering fires of the wanderer's manhood. Then yon
get the real Kerrigan touch.
• —-Victor Urania (Trans-Atlantic), 1.700 feet (Jane H).
WHEN THE FIREBELL RANG.— Fun in a fire-station and raise
alarms drive the lire chief mad. His daughter (in love with afireman) obtains his consent to marriage in a most novel manner. Versatile Virginia Kirtley is the merry maid in this fiery comedy, her
presence alone making it worth voor while.
— •' Beauty" Film, 9S7/ et (May 31).
THE FRINGE OF WAR. — Ferhaps you have seen this powerful
'•London'' film.' Those who haven't must. German spies and
thieves who steal plans of siege-guns are bad enough, we know, hut as
principals in a film drama they make good characters. And this
extra strong film features Jane Gail, besides other celebrated players.
— British Bights controlled by Globe Film Co., Ltd. (now showing).
A CHILO OF THE PRAIRIE.— Tom Mix again— and Toms appearance on the screen always means a thrill or two. There are many
dare-devilisms in this sensational picture, one of which shows Tom
overtaking a team of runaway horses and rescuing the helpless
heroine only an instant before the buggy is overturned and smashed
to atoms.
— Seltg Drama, 2

ANIMATED

NEPTUNE'S DAUGHTER.— Have you seen her? She is creating
enthusiasm wherever she goes ; and no wonder, for Annette Kellerman is one of the most beautiful women in the world. In this film she
is more beauteous than ever, and the story is crammed with interest
and thrills. When you see a Neptune's Daughter poster outside your
picture-house go in and see the film.
— Gaumont Film Hire Service (note shvicing).
MAKING SHELL AND SHRAPNEL— Special permission was obtained
for the taking of this extremely interesting film, dealing with the
making of the shell and shrapnel used by our men at the Front.
Every detail is clearly shown, from the moment the raw material is
brought into the factory until the finished article is packed in boxes

gives real

ready for despatch.

NEWS.
DO

It"
first film dealing
with this
subject.
—H.is the
A. Broicneand
Co., Ltd.,
700 feet
[jrh/ 1\

CKiLD OF THE SEA.— Out of the sea she came bringing joy to the
lonely fisherman, and when she grew up she was loved by a young
man of her own age. Then the fisherman's niece from London came
to pay
visit. have
The sea
-girl's herself
lover tied
the she
town-bred
girl,
and
the them
other a would
thrown
intowith
the sea
came from,
but the old fisherman saved her. and proved to her that her place was
with him.
—Eepicorth PI
31).
THE LIFE OF ABRAHAM LINCOLN.— No tragedy nor romance of the
film holds one like The Life of Abraham Lincoln, wherein tbe log-cabin
boy fights his way through poverty to the highest honours in the
land— to be assassinated, Every little detail ol this neat personality,
great President, great man, is faithfully pictured. In this film masterpiece there is humour, tragedy, pathos, and tense dramatic action
and aiiot'tu n 1 and it has come at an extremely opportune time, lor en
Friday, April 16th, the anniversary of his assassination was celebrated
not only in Loudon, but also throughout the world.

NOT

—Edison Drama, '2 parts (June - '• ■
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C/& YOUNG
DBAB GIELS AND BOYS It ia good to know thai so manj of yoti are patronising
piotnres in these days and nights of awful warfare.
The Bcreen to-day is happily responsible for most of tin'
pleasure which is helping the young and nKl alike to '
tin- horrors, and long may ii continue to do so. Prom reports
l<> hand and from the evidence of mj own eyes children
tlo.-k to the picture-shows ju>i as much n>>\\ as they did
before the war. I ]■ >i<k.-il in at a crowded London cinema in
t!'.'' early hours of evening a few days ago and found half the
audience were children, and they roared at the comic pictures
and applauded tli<' heroes and hissed the villains jus! as they
lia\(' alwa> s done. You cannot do better than keep on doingit. my dears, and getting your young friends to do likewise.
1 have always said that we want more educational pictures,
and I hope the day is coming soon when we shall have more.
Thej are wonderfully instructive and intensely fascinating to
theerown-nps as well. The great firm of Edison, which, as
you know, is controlled by thai master of science and invention Thomas Edison, has just finished two such films, and
although they will not be showing until July you must take
my advice and look out for them. T have just seen both
subjects, and my only regret is that they are such short ones.
The first will show you the making, habits, and beauty of
Cl'J/stals, which is what the film is called.
There are many eauses for the formation of crystals, but
surely
the best
specimens
are those
formedpicture
by Nature's
own
work from
mineral
substances,
and this
proves that
samples ance.oiNo better
high beauty
can be could
produced
under toman's
demonstration
be given
you ofguidthe
harmony and regularity of the laws of Nature.
The boy chemist who is seen gravely at work in the kitchen
has selected interesting experiments, and he will illustrate
how- simple suhsiances like salt, Epsom salts, and gunpowder
when dissolved in water can produce the most beautiful and
fairy-like effects in the shape of crystals. The remarkable
tiling is that each compound has its own particular formation,
the results being distinct and different from each other. I
can only liken them to a Wonderful display of fireworks; the
effects cannot be explained on paper.
The other film, equally interesting', is entitled Tin Wonders
of Magnetism. Shall I tell you something about this marvellous, invisible force ?
The " lodestone " attraction for iron was known to the
Greeks as early as 800 B.C. It was the first magnet, and was
followed in course of time by a suspending needle which had
been touched by a lodestone in order to give it magnetic properties. This was our first compass, and was used by Chinese
mariners about 1000 A.D. At that time people considered
these two magnets as bewitched, and it was not until William
Gilbert, a scientist, in the year 1600 A.D. announced that the
earth itself was an enormous magnet, that people began to
realise the possibilities of magnetism.
To-day there are two kinds of magnets in common use. the
electro-magnet and the steel magnet. This last is a bar of
steel that appears to hold its charge of magnetic force indefinitely, although the force actually is diminishing. This
magnet is used for light work, but steady, heavy work is done
by the electro-magnet. In its simpler form this is nothing
but a bar of iron around which a current of electricity is
passed. When the current is on the magnet possesses magnetic force, but when the current ceases the bar loses its
attraction. The Edison magnetic pre-separator is an example
of the electro-magnet performing the seemingly impossible
task of separating magnetic from non-magnetic ores on a
large scale.
In the Edison film 1 have mentioned we see both of these
modern magnets used for different kinds of work, and are
taught in a few minutes more of the principles of magnetism
(Continued on ^oge 1G3.)
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All the Biggest
Song-Successes
TI Icveryw
E songslure
thai the
are hits
being
sunt;
of every
pantomime
are ,\ onrs Eor the
homo
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Columbia Records Send for list
and
know
more
about
them.
Here We Are, Here Wc Are Again!
You're Here and I'm Here : : : :
When e'ye Wound up the Watch
on tho Rhine : : The Goose Step
When Irish Eyes are Smiling : :
The Sunshine of Your Smile : :
Your King and Country Want You
Tipperary
: : : : : : : : &c. &c.
10-inch. 2s. 6.1.

'2-lucb, 4a.

rds

m Reco
(plumbia Rena
SAMPLES OF COLUMBIA NEEDLES
sent with Complete Catalogues, post-free for
One Penny stamp, to all who mention their
Dealers Name.
NOT available for abroad.

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. • DV, t. P.P.),
Columbia Building, Clerken

ell, London. EX.
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Ruks

i Britannia

the waves — " blockades " as well.
Thanks to the
bull-dog courage of " your " friend Jack and his
sailor pals. He has one " grouch " — there are no
toffee-shops on the worlds
highway,
and Jack

f§
§j
j|
=

sorely misses his "MACKINTOSH'S."
Send
him kindest regards inside a 4 lb. tin of §j
Mackintosh.
Pure, Wholesome,
Nourishing — it §j
is the one sweet of manly grown men.
411). tins, 5s. ; or Is. 4d. per lb. loose,
and any confectioner can supply you.

(J) 5

Take some of both home this week-end,
and commence the '- Mackintosh Habit." =

PffliillSII
Pure Delight
There'sBite
Every
^

_*««!S^^
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FREE

VOTING

CONTEST!

World's Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE

OF

BRIT

SH-BORN

PLAYERS.

30 VOTES— Free on Every Coupon— 30 VOTES.

£10

SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH

value

£9
First Prize in Cash £10

PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,

Graphophoe
RECORDS
Graphophone
*f RECORDS
Graphophone
RECORDS
Graphophone

£7 10s.,
£5 10s., value
30s
£4 4s., value
16i.
£3 3s., value
30s.

£7
£7
£5
^^

Ql

100 Handsome Consolation Prizes
RECORDS

BLANCHE

WHO

SWEET.

17s.

TIlc Machines and Records are manufactured by the World Famous " Columbia'' Co.

ARE THE WORLDS

GREATEST

FILM ARTISTES?

SOME OF THE BEST-KNOWN FtMUEPLAYiRS

Although the British Artistes Contest is a success beyond all our
'jHpcct itions, our new World's Contest, which concerns probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big:.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from 'their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEHEST FILM PLAYERS IN A*Y COUNTRY
(eKCluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

PRiZfcS. — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing t^e
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them- the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate.
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
I. Any number of Coupons mny he sent
4. No coiTespondeuce can be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
into concerning' the, contest. Some of the
voter. Should no one succeed in plucinj
best known female players are given on
this
page, but voters may vote for any
the winners' names correctly, the £10 will
■ to the sender oi the nearest Coupon.
y layer*
the
lists (eor eept
not. Kritish-boru) whether in
I" the unlikely event of two or more
5. A voter may fill up any number of
voters sending in winning Coupons rlie
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will appeir weekly until
any
quantity
his or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
m oneof envelope
tune.
further notice, iheymsj be forwarded
G. The winners
Editor's
dee.sion
a- to connected
the prizeal end
onci of. orcontest.
kept and sent in one envelope
and on all
matters
lit
with this contest will be final and li g illy
8, All names must lie written in ink.
bind ag, and Coupons are ac.cepled.onlj
on this understand! ::.
Ho alteration will i <• p. minted.

Andersn,

Mignon.

Cail, Jane.

Price, Kata.

Hulette,
Hall.
Ell a.Gladys.

Bush, Paulina.
Burton, Charlotte.
Baird, Leah.
Brisco?, Lottie.

Payne, 'dna.
Rich.
an.
Roland,VivRuth.

Holmes, Helen.
Hawley. Ormi.
Jos in, Margaret

Sweat. Blanche.
Si3-on, Vera.

Bpyne, eeverly.
Clayton, Marguerite.

Joyce

Co p<r, Marian.

Kirtley, Virginia.
La Badie, Florence.

Cunard, Cmc ■.
Clayton, Ethel.
Dressier, Marie.

Lester, Louise.
Lawrence, Florence,

Drew,
Lillian.
Eyton, Bessie.
Fairbink*. Madeline
and Marion.

Learn, Bessie.
Little, Anna.
McCoy, Gertrude.
NUIforJ, Bliss.
Madison, C eo.

Forde, Victoria.

Maison, Edna
Nesbitt, Miriam.
Niisson, Anna.
Nelson, Jennie.
Hansen, Betty.
Normand, Wane!.

Williams Ka'hlyn.
Walcamp Marie.

Ostrich
Murial.
Philips. Dor thy.
PickforJ, Wary.

Walker, Lill an
Wes'on, Mildred
Young. C Kimball.

Badg ey. Helen.

Flugr th, Edna.
Fischer,
Margarita,
Finch, Flcra.
Fuller. Mary
Gardner, Helen.
Greenwood. Winifred
Gauntier, Gene.
Glaum, Lou: e

Alice.

"The Pictures'" FREE VOTING COUPON: WORLD'o CONTEST.
I desire to cast Ten

Votes for

1: I'm IB
JI.M 1

-tt.»U
-I d~S

P| a vi:i:

I desire

also to cast

Five

Votes

(2nd choice)

."_.!»

for

Feji m b I'i ltbb

"•■■*

Hale Plati o

""^

Siffnti

Fill un and post to "Contest

+*M.

Edit-r. ' Pictures, 18, Adam

St. Strand, London, W.C-

KING

BAGGOT.

Schaefe-, Ann;.
Swayne, Jul'a.
Storey, Edith.
Stewart. Anna.
Snow, Marguerite
Stonehouse,
Tincher, Fay. Ruth.
Turner, Florence.
Tapl y, Res;.
Theby. Rosemary,
Talmadge, Norma.
Thorn en, Ebba.
Trunelle, Mabel.
Williams. Cora.
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Water] . parts in t h>' near fill U

Tom Poweis Write*.
On another page I print ln\ letter,
which reached me from \,-u fork five
days after the sinking of the Lusitania,
and here's a coincidence. The envelope
was marl., d " per b.s. Lusitania," but
the letter reached me it obviously was
not. For some unknown reasi n it came
on a more fortunate
liner, and just

The "tiigge&t" Contest.
For particulars see opposite page, I
know this new contest will be far away
greater than the last, and readers and
those in the trade know it. and saj
You see for every one British player
there must be a1 Least twodozen foreign
players, and stars it that. 1 have kept
my promise, and mad.' n.> int< rval
between Ifhe two contests, because so
many of you wei*e anxious to vote for
your foreign choioe. <Lnd now you may
do bo. Start with this coupon, keep <'".
and tell your friends t«> do likev ise.
A Alove in America —

But
made
better
And

not only in America have Seligs
a move, for they have gone one
and made a move also in London.
it is a move which marks the

enormous strides the company's films
have made in this country. From dingy
and inadequate offices in Gerrard Street
Mr. E. H. Montagu, their sole English
representative, and his busy staff have
just gone into the big and gorgeous new
Selig building in Wardour Street. "It
ought to lie O.K.,'' said genial Mr.
Montagu (who is, rightly, very pleased
with himself), when showing me over
the building, "for it has taken over two
years — from strikes and other causes —
to
complete.''
Light and
oak handsome
furniture,
panellings
and fittings,
framed enlargements make the offices a
joy to those who enter them, and the
private projection' theatre is absolutely
the last word in comfort. One could go
to sleep beautifully in the long, voluptuous armchairs provided therein.
though from what I know of Selig films
one never will sleep in that theatre.
The Centre of the Industry.
Another big firm which has migrated
from the heart 1 if the City t< 1 the heart of

PICTUREGOER

II was Gladys
Nolan's Oral part in
M o tin films.
|;:,i her a \-. .-t one
but as a mai t< r of fact >\\<- 1 an exp* 1 1
Bwiinmer and diver, and
loves both.
She has been pla 1 <■>. on and off foi
pict area f< ir two j
I fit 1 ippea red
for the Bepworth Company, she has;
bad considerable stage experience, she
tells me, and I bave no doubt we shall
see Miss Nolan in strong, not merely

El you a voter? Haveyonsenl in all
\ our \ oting coup ma P Save you
noted 1I1. 11 M
laj nexl is the last
day fordoing bo?
L'lie voting has 1 n
Iremendons.
Pat envelopes ailed with
oouj
9 are Bowing in by everj post.
\\ e are ^ < >i 11 u" to discover who are the
greatest
British Film Artistes.
V
week I iiki> I"- able to give you some
sort ol an iaea when we shall know,

famous Selig Company of* Chicago have
moved into bigger and better offices.
And Another in London.

THE

A Useful Player

AR

"There's been a lot ev hustle and
ev bustle and ev noise. I've missed
th' baseball openin' with all at'endant
joys! I've been a human dray-horse,
hoistin' packages an' things; and 1
must say that movin' day a lot ev
trouble brings! When ma gets carpets
out at home, 'tis a d'stressful thing.
But when a movie company moves
right in the gentle Spring — icell ! I
must say there is no gay dis'traction
wid the shock but we're gettin' nicely
settled in th' bran' new Garland Block.
Xbu'll find me right upon th' job hereafter as ev yon-, and we all will be right
glad tu see you on our new twelfth
Hooi-." This poet ical effusion has reached
me from the Seliij office-boy. and gently
insinuates to all who read that the

AND

missed
tothehasbottom
<••
Tom. 1 going
am sure,
;ill ourof tl
sympathy
in the loss of his mother, and our hi
felt wishes for t be future. F. I »

GLADYS

NOLAN,

the heroine of the pond picture.
the West is Edisons. Again the chosen
ground is in Wardour Street, which
is fast becoming the hub of the cinema
industry. Next door to the palatial
premises occupied by the Famous
Players Company is the new house of
Edison, whose work is now in full swing
in handsomely-appointed offices, and in
addition the building possesses one of
the cosiest projection theatres, wherein
films are shown to the trade, that 1
have yet come across.
A P easing Pond Picture.
'" Come and see a tramp throw- a pretty
girl into a pond " 'phoned Producer
Dave Aylott the other afternoon. It
was such a fine day I felt sure the girl
would enjoy herself so went to confirm
my suspicions.
I found
the feet
" pond
big
oue too. some
twenty
deep"- ina
the middle — and around it were the
Martin Comedians, Mr. Martin, Mr.
Aylott, the camera, and the girl, and
most of them were gasping for the
water. Then came the dirty work. A
couple of tramps seized pretty Gladys
Nolan, who was dressed as a schoolgirl,
and (it was a shame) slung her right out
into the depths. Her shrieks attracted
a schoolboy (Ernest Westow), who
plunged into the icy waters, clutched
the fair heroine's dark tresses, and
brought her safely to the muddy
shore. On another portion of the mud,
however, the
the schoolmistress, theMartin
fat boy"police."
of the school,
and
others had arrived, and. rushing on to a
narrow landing-stage, began an argument long enough to allow the girl to
drown si\ times over. The upshot of it
was they all fell into the water, and —
well, you never saw such a mixture. How
these.. players do enjoy themselves! I
wonder how manv thousands will laugh
at the film when it is shown-''

My dear Friends- The other day I went to get
ou a 'b s, when I slipped. I don't know how it;
happen d; I must have trodden ou a step that
wasn't there! You know what it is when roustep
on what isn't there ! Well, any way, I fell back into
the road and clutched at uowebo ly to break imfal , and we both tell into the road to/ether. It
happened to be a young lady. It was funny to s< a
us struggling and robing a.-n,ut in the mud; bill I
hurt my leg terribly, ami as I sat in the ro.d,
wondering where I was, I started to rub my leg.
All of a sudden £ got such a slap iu the face— I was
rubbing the wrong leg! When I aim- out of the
hospital I ivos too sore to work, so 1 had a w ek'a
rest and urned out a hmny film called "Sherlock
Pimple and the Case of 'Johnnie Walker.'"
mustn't miss it. I track down the thief who
stole the case of whisky, and ventually return
the empty bo' ties to the owner. ' liat'n nil now.
Bye-bye, dears. — Yours truly, PDYIPLE."

PHOTOQRAPHY.

Photo Postcards of Yourself, Is. Dozen,
From any Ph >to. 12 x 10 Enlargements, 6d,
S. E. H>CKETr.Caialogiu
Works:■>

July Ko.u.. Liveri-o^t.

UASLIG
T, BROM.DE, 0* P.O.P.
OST CARDS.
BO, \:Ji., 100, Is. 3 . PI itea a id Papers also Cheap.
S. E, HACKETT.

Works; July Road, Liverpool
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Turner Films

" Picttres made
for

..

A week or two ago we invited
of "Picture" interest.
We have received hundreds of
best to ■ reply individually to
opportunity of dealing with a
frequently raised — ■" Where can

YOU."

correspondence on topics
letters, and are doing our
each. But we take this
question which has been
I see this or that Turner

The answer
" is, in every case — " At your favourite Picture
Theatre,
Film r " provided you let the manager know you want
it."
to see
For
the manager is a business man. He knows that it
will pay him to show the pictures the public want. And
he will be grateful to you for helping him to a realisation
of the public's wishes. Further, he knows that the
association of Florence Turner, as leading lady, with
Larry Trimble, as producer, is the surest possible guarantee
of the excellence of a picture.

Hill you do your favourite theatre a good turn? Tell the manager to-night ol the films you want to see.

PARALYSIS
Even Speech Lost— Yet Cured by Dr. Gassell's Tablets.
The Ail-British Remedy.

The following account of a remarkable cure by Dr. CassdTs Tablets
is given by Mrs. L. Hanson, of 57, Maeanloy Road. East Ham. London,
E. She says: — "My illness eatue on with laryngitis. After a time there
was a prickling sensation all over me j then my knees used to give \v;iy. and

D? TABLETS
CASSELL'S

soon
was iuovg
quite byhelpless.
All usenothad
out Iofhad
my no
arms
and at
tegs,
could Inot
myself, could
evengone'
sjx'ak.
power
all.I
Everything was done to restore power; I underwent electrical treatment
and massage, but not the least benefit resulted. I had been helples- for
about six months when ray husband got me Dr. CasselTs Tablets. They
did what nothing else had been able to do. Gradually power returned to
me. I learned to walk, and speech came back. Rapidly I became mv old
self again, and at tile present time am well and strong." "

SEND FOR A
FREE
BOX.
Si-nd your name
and address, and
•_' penny stamps
for postage, Ac.,
lo Dr. Gassell's

Co.. Ltd. (Box

I). JO). Chester
It o a d. M a 11chester, and you
will receive a
trial box
free.

TjNil
Olt««|
C5iU| > ?

'■ ■ < mmeU's L'ahlets are a genuine and testedremedy far all forms oj nerves
bodily weakness in old or young.
Compounded of nerve nutrients and tonics 0/
mdispntabty proved efficacy, they are the recognised modern treatment tor
Nervous Breakdown
Neurasthenia Kidney Disease Wasti g Diseases
N 've Paralysis Nervous Dobility Indigestion Palpitation
Sp nal Para ysis Sleeplessness Stomach Disorder
Premature Decay
Infan He Paralysis
Anmmia
Malnutrition Brain Fag
Mtdare specially rateable for Nut-fug Mothers and [the Critical Periods of life.
Sold bj Chemists am) Stores in all parts of the world, including leading
Cheilosis in Australia, New Zealand. Canada. Africa, ajid India.' Prices 1
l0Jd») Is. lid., and 2*. 9d.— the 2s. 94 size being the more economical.
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than the nncienta discovered about the
bewitched men Is, as they called their
111 tgnets, 111 a millennium.

REPLIES

The second
Limerick lia- produced
- of last lines, but 1 have not Bpace
to repeat more than a few. The \
ran

add
r
■■ '
ttated when writing.
II ■ • it reply through tho
1
1 tnar* dealt with in rotation,
11
, \iired nan
1
jtw «.

• ■ 1 0 the pictures a youth took his
; he tirsl time to Bee a Blm Star.
When on Boreen he wasjlat
father cried,
' \\ ell, Tin dath* I . . .
The winning lines are
"I must jfo home at once and fetch ma,
■ That's che chap 1 saw courting your
s
ami i>mrai/,."f fhoramtin's." hta, ve gonlen, to Mary
bhaw, lires
Stree
Linco
m»l -S.
n
, , inchelsea
s
l
o
h
Hoad, Tott.
hM.ci.n. N. 8 W
Other linos are: —
" I ran over that man with my car;
" It's a good job 1 didn't bring ma;
"My twin-brother's come back from
alar ; "
"That's splendid! Thumbs up! Hip,
" y
rroahha!nd
at shooting by far!"
" He'shuto
" What a scream it would be to bring
t
rd
e
Awa
of Merih; (six of txh;es win sa
tod,
li
fa s
)
i
e, : maA!l"asnwor
l
z
a
i
o
Phynledr;,
H
r
W
y
p all
jd
rel
a
lad
u
mn
L
W
G
T
a
i
f
h
.
es
is
3. ale
accl
Lew lie
hJt, Dewport M vy eea;l,
Char
Wrig
N
;
I
mNb
n
. sco
ess,
rd
"D\o\ raottfohy ;BiLrndi,a WesBturg NorwooSdwan
d
e—
ha llen, shford.
Awar
priz Bert
A
A
A VOLUME OF "PICTURES" FOR NOTHING.
Here is a chance for all who can draw.
Think of the funniest thing you have
ever seen in a cinema, either on or off
the screen, and picture it on a postcaid. The two best efforts will' win it
bound Volume VII. of PlCTTJBES, one
each to a boy and girl, and the Award
ot .Merit will also be given to all who
deserve it by
Uncle Tim.

NEW VOLUME
«' PICTURES AjND THE
PICTUREGOER "
VOL. VII., Aug., 1914, to March, 11015,

NOW

KEADY.

Five Hundred and Fifrj Six Pages,
Handsomely bound in blue cloth and
lettered in silver, iuehubnir a Four-

pa -e lNDEK.
Price 3s. £► . post-free.
The Index can be luid si parately. price
3 . post-tree.

PLAY - WRITING
tOR
THE
CJNiiMA
Fi i -e Is. 2d., post-free.
JUdrtfi a£ o«icrs to: —

"Trfc
Pl.Tl><ES," Ltd.,
18, ADlAM-SI^ SXBASIi, LOXDOS, ^C.

' N.> 1 11."
(Chorlton).—
We an unable !■•
nit 1 ark
live loene ol the. h
Biros.
1' \. busuinun « nt direct fi
stag' to tie sricn — Bmakfty*.
The "
P 1 lure st ii'ii/ 11 if ' i* IA oeuts, nod their addu
1 ., 1 uui I'M si., Kr okiyn, N< iw York, Ton can,
we belwte, eli .1111 1 through unv Smith nml
bou's bookstalls, The other answers we arc
unable to obtaiu.
•B. J. F " (1'eckhiim).— We do in>t agree with you
th t •■ li.iinii'i ' woud make on excellent nun.
"Hamlet ' without dis true would be n<
bad as "Hamlet 'witiuutthe Prlnoe. v. ry Ion ol
Bhakespeure
plays are suited to the screen.
1 Maris " (Birmingham).— We have four din. i at
p » tcurds 01 Muuriee Coetello, d. ea.-h, postaxii
cur , but none ol I'tis i Furnuin. \\ liv dent,
you cum, h with our rule, Mai ie, and send your
addr ss.- Mau.hty girl I
' M. B." (11b Cbeeteri.— AuItS Stewart played
•• Agnes " in " A Million Bid " (Vitograph). Full
east w 18 giwu in a.ai.h lotli issue to "Marion."
' J. B." iDalstoin. - This is a newspaper office, not
a iilin stiulio, d ar trie d. Apply to the producfor •■isa vuo.mc
pretty
girl ingofcompan.ua
ten who
anxious torn
to act
forlittle
tho
pictures.'
You have our best wsbes.
'A. E. E." (Cutiord). — ihere is, as you suggest,
plenty ol room for .;oou English Muis, and they
a e putting tueir backs into ttoo, as is evid
by many tine productions released during tho
last twelve months.
' Tiux " (S. Norwood). —Chas. Cbajilin, who ploys
for E Kinay, and Billie BitChie, for TransAt. amino ,postcards
are wo " ofdiffrunt
pussplayers.
ns," Trir. Wa
have
cue other
■ Cakme.n" (Su ton • oldfieldi. — Tom Mix played
le id in ' Saved by a Wateh" (Seine). We hare
no post car b 01 him at present. TUo other cast
is not given. Next time pi a»e ,-ive ad Iress.
'Jock " (Birmingham;. — The film must be old,
No iccord l it. -o ry, " stauncu supporter."
' Lorna" (Sutton I o drield).— We have postcards
ot all ihe play r. you mention. Florence La.
Badie is that players real name. We should think
she would like to hear trom you, especially in view
01 the sum r.ty of your names. Her address is
e.o Ti.anhouse t ilm Co., Mam St., Echo
Av. nue, New Bocbelle, New York. Of course
you may Wiite again,
•Bmi.s \li> " 1 1 tCihami— says he would like to
become a em in. 1 actor ; be is candid enough to
admit that he is unaware of having any "good
qualities ' hut asserts tbe.e is "no harm in
trying." Quite true, Kegvie.
"FAITHFUL
Header'
Thanks,
course we like
uis-es. (Fulhuml.
tte have — not
heard ot
of

"MaDOI

3utt

' .'.lii.-Mi. - Your town m well

presented in the Bepllei (his week, Wo don't
think
twenty-one
*' really
i think
Its Uke la" wii
Inn to•, ia friend" "lnu
yon wiiteto at, That's
jus)
whati"' we" i wan!horn: ill
\ lltOI i ■ Mori
1 I i IB87. Hi tudii ■! i. r i hi
then ran away and went on the - ... where bi

00V( reil 1 Mlf.
E. Iiui Suin!, .
Little
Billee" in "Trilby."
Cannot trace any ri
lillns ill whtob Allele ile Ihmle has played,
t
your grown-up photo, M dge,
" Boas it." (Sunderlondi.— Bosie, dear, your film
plot bas nothing original in it ; as a little ston it.
does you credit for your a •>■.
' l'n Hum:" iHulme).— See replv to " I
Baba " in May l.r> number as to F. X. Huabu
Ond name,
Paul McAllister pUyod
I
Darrow" In "The Soales of Justice" iFamona
Flayers).
Julia
Swiiyiieliordoiiniid
An
it
a.
St.
are not related. Owen Mooie played opp wait
Mary Picklord in "Caprice." Uonrie'tla Crosra in
played "(iladys" in 'The Unwelcome Mr-,
Hatch." and
HaveF. 8X. ntBushman.
your regards
to Maun, o
Costello
The Information
about James Morrison we cannot get.
"Lottie" (Walworth) — who wan s to "go in for
film acting," is advised to read reply to
(Waterloo), given ou this page in March L'7th i
Ci A T.otal Header " (London, E.)— say- she "cannot ask any qu. stion because she knows the
answer." What a blissful stale you must be in.
Thanks for love and " hearty cheer."
"Muriel" (Bromley).— Glad you've popped up
again. Moo. We m ssed you. We g ve cast of
'* A Patriot of Fiance" in last week's number to
"D.H." (Hull). "Greater Love bath No Man "—
" Toon i Sam, Mabel Trundle : "O'HanaBan"
(her maid), O'Haiia Yaiuada; " Lieut. Paul," Ed.
E rle; "Oshimo," T.Tuinaui 1o; " Lieut. Ford,"
Bichard Neill ; " Lieut. Kadelille," Vale I ciiner ;
" Officers," Joseph Bingliaui a d Saul Harrison ;
"Chinaman" Will West. Silly Crate is still
with Euison, and ap, eais in " The Voice of Conscience," relea-ed
on Mayof 24th.
Wc hive Ben
not
heard anything
recently
Edna Payne.
"Webster is still with London Film Co.

Asia - leheu si ce he war broke out. Piinplo
is so busy film nnikiug, he hid to cut snoit his
tour.
1'ieisj send promised ptiolo.
'H. T." (Walsall).— Ainlr.-ss Annette Ke Icrman, '
c.o. Trans- Atlantic Fiuu Co., l ,000, 15roadv?ay ,
New York.
'Tim" ( Birmingham).— Kathlyn Williams still
plays for S lig CO. Address 80, East Kandolph
Bt., Chicago.
We have postcards of her.
'Ebkest" civ).- We have penuy pestcardg of
Btisabeth B -don aid Alma Tailor, and two
penny ones ui Ivy Close. The offices of the X. L.
Fi.m I o.I are aL b, Dean St, Stiufresbury Avenue,
W. We o not know where the Britannia Film
Co. is located.
'AMBmots" (Itinglcy). — Our best wishes for ycur
Bucojsses in aim p.otung. tin in and win.
' The Bi.acksueep " (Aciou). — If you arc not pulling our leg, y ur expei teuces cDtitle you to use
" Hero" as aiioiu-dc-pinme. Pont think a.i out
youi' rouhles api>earing ou the films; they aio
ionr Own private thou uts, and this world never
c ies • ver other's ullairs. crnr test respects to
you and your plucky w.ic.
'Jou* K. ' iiieliasti. — Wd suppose that Floxen:o
VUvuer would " oUjge you with her autogr-pU "
if you asked her. Uut doirt wiite her as someone
recently did: — "bear Madam, I enclose one
hundred paxes of u tepup^r. Please autograph
them aL), so that I caiwseU them to my friends."
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Hnghie Hack] the Vitagraph player, wbo
looks as if he might become the second John
Buinir. It is also one of our postcard*.
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"(;■,/• -, " i D.ii.vi.— We ousel
uuy
ularcorrea onrfeitfroa Derby, bat there
mint be s reral amoiig the tnonsundt who have
n lia Hi but twi 1 e inontbs, The prinei" U3,"! Gordon
released un.l
ki^tAnita
mouth,Stewart.
»n: H. akaref,
.In In .Sv\.i.)u
"D. H." (N.-w Blthamk— We lmre not heard auything recently of Alice Murray. The female
orcli.-tniil.yor.-> in tin: cbiel Loudon Picture
Theatres earn about a sovcrei^u a week. The
!• in uk you refer to only applied to Cbmuban
cinemas.
Tliuuks f r kind ui.ihe.s, Sec.
•' Saturday " (Norwich!.— A reader has sent ns the
enst of "Sylvia's loyalty" (Vitagrapu) :— "The
man," Maurice Costetlo; "Sylvia," Clara K.
Young; " Her Lover," James Morrison; "Housekeeper," Kate Price.
•EnSEST" (t'arnivorthr.— Glad you get our pages
reguhrly now that you haw >inlered it through
yo.unew>a;eiit. Ye*, Murj- Fuller ia with TiaiisAtlantic and has 1 ejn for s.'me time.
"Makyk"
(Walsall).— Write our Postcard
Manager for latest list of postcards, which
ii eludes quite a number of new o_es.
"M m>" (Northilect)— says that Henny Porten is
a German star from iiauovor, about 21 years
old, und ba< played in "The Spectre of the
Sea" and "facing the Footlights." Virginia
Pearson played "Helen liucha.aii," in " Aftermath" and Henrietta Crosnmn payed "Gladys "
)n
• The Unwelcome Mrs. Hatch." TLauks for
Smiles.
"Haiiu Knut" (Brighton).
ing lrom your long illness —
vol me (VII. hi wonderful
Price as. f/d. post-liej fi-oni
■St., Stian 1, Loujou).

Glad you are recoveryou will tiud our new
help to cheer you up.
this office (18, Adam.

"Tut: M I'. Fas" iShorelianO.-If you think us
incapable o. ansnciin.' quest ions, why waste your
time and postage in asking them I
"11. Ii." (Leeds .—Thanks for letter. There is
much truth in your criticisms of English produce-is. Hepworths' " Uarnaby Eudge " was a
Bp endid p oductioii, and the Loudon Film Co.
aie turning out good work, a3 are others.

•' Maiuon "' (Accriugton).— All pictuiegoers like
yourself mourn the loss of John Huuuy, an international lavourite.
»' G. D." (Hyde).- Charles Chnpliu is English. As
lie is busy in America playing for Essanay how
could he 1 ave been killed m k ranee ?
"Jolly Jack Tar" (Barusley).— The Studios of
>lk3 Lritisb i.mpn-3 Film Cc are at Whetstone.
Middlesex.

"Aucy." (South Hackney).— Thank you forreturning duplicate card, Alice, it was very sweet of you.
" Wismk" iGi-avescnd).— The
-ion la)
1
r( can be bad from this office, twope.c;
half, eur.7, post-free ; her a tdreaa is c.o. Famous
Flayers C >.. 1 :s, West -iJth Street, liew Vork.
"P. ANU O." (Urimsbyi. — Unl-ss you have
had
experieoc ■ your ch inces of playing for the
films are in
v«ry
iPie-ston)
Maysmall.
8 issue.See reply to "Doreen"
"Mabel"
(Bromley;. —See reply to "Winnie"
(Gravcsecd).
" Isiugsant"
(Putney) -is so, because someone
has imitated Charles
Chaplin in a film be <or
she) has recently seem
Calm your ruffled leelings, uear read r — "hnita'.ion is the siucerest
form of flatteiy."
"Bosisa " (Southwark).— ".Tone Shore" has quite
recently been released. Ask your pictuie manager
when he is showing it. Postcards of Editor lautogTapbed ii desiieo) are 2d. each, postiige extra.
Why not send for our list :
"Miskie" (Gr.msby).— Afraid we cannot suggest
a nom-de-plnme for you, though «e still th.nk
yon are not "Frivolous "
Thanks
for kind
enquiries. Send a.ong that photo. See"Kosina."
*' Ivy (Birmingham).— Send your film plots to any
of the leading Compaui s.
Here *re a few.—
London Film- o., St. Margaiet's, Twicktniiam j
Hepworth
Film
Co.,
Walioi - on -Thames;
Samuelson
Film Co , Wortou Hall, Isieworth,
Middles-X.
You haveour best, wishes.
"Hilda" (East Ham).— See "Ivy" (Birmingham).
"Philip" (London, E.C.i.— The pbyer you mention would seeai to be either MaV 1 Normaud or
Velma Pearce.
We have n > card-, of either.
"Sherlock" (Sheffield). -Elisabeth Eisdou played
lead in " Her Luc* iu Loudon " (B. and C).
"Living
is Ho.es"
(Read ig;.— Thanks
for
charming photo.
Marc McDermott has curly
hair, and we have photos of him, but n na of •
Geo.
Lessey.
Givieg
jour
bacs
numbers
of
Pk tubes to the soldiers is an ex. ellent plan.
"Heney" (London, E.C.).— Sorry we cannot find
the notice you refer to. We are arranging to
publish a book on Cinema Acting ourselves.
"Dick"
(lilackfria'-s).— Charles Chaplin was the
original funny " leet " man to play for Keystone.
"Dabs"
(Southampton).— Most
of
the Thauhouser play ers can now be had on 1 e bntifid blackand-white postcaid-i, one penny
each (postage
extra', from our Postcard Department.

A

MAN may forget how to
make love to his wife
after ten years of matrimony, but it's wonderful how
quickly he can get into practice when he goes away for a
holiday by himself.
All that Matters.
Teacher (to elicit the word harness) :
" Now what does your father put on ii
horse ? "
Precocious : '; Please, sir, 'e puts on
all 'e can if 'e thinks it'll win."'
Postponing the Pictures.
The Judge.- "Five years' penal
Servitude."'
Thk Piusoner (to friend in the gallery): "Bill, go 'ome an' tell the wobbbb
1 nn't take er to the pictures to-night '."
Why He Fled.
Gebmax Oittceu (to scared soldier) •
''" What do yi.u mean by ramtlag aua\ :Didn't y.>u hear the General's order to
• !)'> Of die ' ? "
SCAKXD Soi ioik : ,: 'Do or die"?
I

thoogbJ be aaid 'Do a gaj .'

Putting it Plainly.
We heard a sweet lil t le poem I he l •! Ii (
3aj which ran sometbing like thi
Mother's knitting mittene lot the navy,
Winnie
the wool when
Uh'v
li'irin : winds

Sister Snsie'c aewisg shirts ha soldi
.And Paps prope his pantB up with a
pis.

Week
May 29.BNDXHG
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"Mir" >on'h :&•.'. — The Answers Mau rather
prided himself on his poetic re lies, and now you
ask if they are the work of the Office Boy I What
a G Hne down ! ' Thanks t< r 8.. mpatny.
" Vi." (Hammersmitbi.-Addrts? Marv Piekford,
<-.o. Famous Players Co., 213, Wes- SBth .-t.. New
York, and C'leo Madison, c.o. Tians Atlantic Co.,
1,600, Broadway, New York. "Hags" will be
rele Bed August 9th, ''Esmeralda" is not jet
completed. If we divide your "eerenty kisses
among the staff how mai.y would eacn get"?
We'll tell you when you call to see us, VL
"Dosis" (Epsom).— Ye-, Florence Turner did
spend a month behind the counter iu order to
gather materials for her picture, " Shop Girls."
We sta'ed this in a paragraph a week or two «go,and, to borrow a phrase from a well-known cou«
temporary, " If rou see it m Pictxbes, it is so ! '
" E. W. S." (Belfast).— We do not think the player
is acting now.
PJetsed to hear from you.
",A. B. Loveb " (Dublini.— Sorry to hear your
picture m inagers -rcnotupto date with Mary
Pickford films— keep on at them so that thvj
give you something more r cent than " The
Informer " (A. B. ). we have not heard that the
player you menticn has shifted — but it's quite
likely ; " everybody's ■ oing it."
" Annie " (Walsall). We don't know what it isyou
want us to do— si have returned manuscript.
*' Chickek "
Naine
and
Costellodoes
If youwiite
London, W„

(
.—Where's
youperch ?
address
next
time, please.
Mrs.
not, we lelieve, now play for pictures.
to Loudou Fil u Co., lo, Gerrar ;
and mention tl is paper, they will

send you " The Prisoner of Zendi " synopsis.

*#* Many replies lire itiiavoUlably held over.

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer,"
18, Adam
Street,
trand,
London, W.C.
TefepJione— Ihi&gut OIK,

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United KilPjdom and Ahro.id:— s. d.
One
Year (post-free)
63 63
Six Months
Three Months
I 3
Advertising and Publishing Office;: 93 and 94, Long
Aero, W.C.

Telephone— Uerrard iid.'.">.

Useful Information.
Ixdignant Old Lady

(in

seat behind) .- " Young man.
you have your arm around

The Retort Obvious.
Mrs. Jones : '' How terrible ! A man
fell overboard into the ocean the other
day. and was never seen again."
Mr. Jones : " Drowned ? "
Mrs. Jones (sarcastically): '• Oh.no;
1'0-sibly he sprained his ankle.''
A Lucky Editor.
'Editor in f " asked the untidy man,
fishing in his pocket for a manuscript.
"No,"' replied the office-boy, "just
" This is the fourth time I've called to
see
out." Each time you say 'Just gone
gonehim.
out.'
What's the explanation i "
"Can't Bay," answered the youth.
" but I think he must have been born
under a lucky
Thestar."
Soft Answer.
Reserving his seat in the Brighton
train by placing his travelling cap and a
pairof gloves on it. he went off lo buy a
copy of PlCTUKK, and o\\ his return
found the corner occupied and his tielongings hidden by a eoloasaj female,
who stared at him with a defiant eye.
Bsense me, madam.'' he expostulated nervously; "do you know what
3 OB"' 1areooghl
-ittinu'on
F " «hee/ed,
to.'' sbe
"I ha\e
sat on it ore* sixtj years."

that
young Max
lady's :waist
!"
Yocn>>
" Thanks
!
I've been trying to find the
spot all the evening, but with these new
gowns a fellow hardly knows where he's
Singing and Boiling.
The Vicar's
seated
themselves
at thefamily
table had
when just
the strains
oi '" Bosh of Ages " sounded through
Bishop, who was a guest, remarked
theThehou*e.
how sweetly the hymn sounded.
Then said the Vicar's last-born,
"That's the cook."
The Bishop expressed pleasure.
'" She always sings ' Rock of A^r
boil the eggs." continued
the child;
" three verses
at." for soft-boiled, five for
The Biter Bit
A man left his umbrella in the stand
in a picture-house recently with a card
bearing the following inscription :
" This umbrella belongs to a man who
Can deal a blow of £0 pounds weight. I
hard."
On ret
found in its place a
shall
be urnine;
back at he
lo p.m."
card thus inscribed: —
"This .;ird was left here by a man
who can ran twelve iniks an hour. I
shall not be lack at all."
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MIRACLE":
A Liilm; firm of rare beauty To In released by the (i.umiont
Ethel Claytou, who appears as.'Oail Bowman,'' is seeu above with the baby.
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Picture News
FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN
ha
turned from a flying \i.-it to the
Panama-Pacific Exposition.
#
*
*
A pair of chopsticks formed a recent
presenl to Ruth Stonebouse. She uses
them as knitting-needles.

•

*

*

"I'm going a-milking, sir," she said.
Cleo Madison has bought a cow for a
pet.
She milks it herself.
#
*
#

Wf.kk :
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and Notes
Ever Tasted It?
BIRD'S-NEST
Chinese
cacy so rare soup
that is
it acosts
aboutdeli11
per plate. It was on the menu of
a dinner given to friend's the other
night in New York by Ah Ling Foo. one
of the real Chinese* actors in Pathe's
Exploits '>/' "Elaine,

A DELE LANE, who is appearing in
feature photo-plays for TransAtlantic, has a capital company
around her which includes good-looking
William Dowlan and clever Ed. Sloman.
Dowlan was formerly with Pauline
Bush, and Sloman was the villain in
The Tmi a Hearts serial. Miss Lane
is vastly taken with t..e new studio.-?,
and has one of the prettiest dressingrooms imaginable— all in blue.
The Cinema and the Red Cross.

Anna

Little is having her face massaged every day to take out the woebegone look she has to wear most of the
"tin e in The#
Black Box
* serial. #
" Your journal is delightful. I know
it is read by many British photo-playwrights."— Extract from a letter from
one of them.
All others please copy.
#
#
*

RUSSIA

has her own very businesslike way of according permission
for the taking of war cinematograph pictures, at the same time helping her Red Cross funds.
An expert who has recently returned

At the playingof the " Marsellaise"ina
Peckham cinema a Belgian jumped up
in the audience and sang it right
Didn't they
clap!
#
#

states
that arriving
PetrogradA ha
to
England,
says thein /.'■■•
found that the Government had tin- e
official cinematograph operators at the
Front and refused to allow any others.
The war pictures they obtained were
being hirep out to various picturetheatres in Russia so as to raise funds
for the R*>d Cross Committee, who were
bearing the cost of providing a Red Ci sa
car with each Army Corps at the Fr
An Interrupted Battle.

Peter Lang weighs 250lb. ! George
Trimble weighs 2S5lb.! Acting in a
Lubiri film recently they both sank in
a swamp. Who pulled them out? A
team of oxen !
#
#
*
Grace Cunard is furnishing the
scenarios for the coming Broken Cain
serial, and playing female lead in it.
dieting all day and writing all night!
She -ays -" I am so #
tired."' #

.Ml

#
#
*
Los A.ngeles is sorry for Thomas

II. luce, the producer, who has had the
bones of his right shoulder shattered
tin. nigh bis car turning turtle. As Tom
Baved hi neck he is -till fairly cheerful.
#
*
#
A special night for bachelors was
announced recently at a picture-house
in America when single men above the
age of forty were to receive free seats
on application at the ticket office. 'The
night arrived, but the bachelors didn't.
The house was packed, mostly by women
who wanted to see if their bachelor
friends

would

h.ne

the

ner\ e

to take

advantage of the offer, but not a solitary
bachelor put in an appearance.

ASW theARM
of the
largeant-eater
ants iniat the
cage of
Selig Jungle
Zoo.
What
pened?.
Why.
the keeper found
South American pet roosting on a
and showing every sign of fear.
Y i
this ant-eater had never known any
kind of food save vegetables and bread
since childhood, and ants did not appeal
to him as food a little bit.
A New Ball Game.

Pretty Actress— Pretty Room.

Do you like to listen while the fleshy
lady reads aloud the film sub-titles?
Neither do we ! She seldom has time to
finish them, though.
#
#
#

More and more interior scenes are
being taken from actual homes, mansions, and halls by means of artificial
lights. Nothing like the real thing, even
when the lights are artificial.

Tu.v.
Refuses Ants.

DOZENS
of local
golf-balls
were m Helen
from the
golf-links.
Holmes constant'iy missed her
dog, Casey Jones. One day be came
home with his mouth full of something,
and Helen watched him scratch a hole
and bury it. Then Helen did some
scratching herself, and found — dozens
of golf-balls ! She returned the missing
balls to the club, and Casey lias beeu
arrested— we mean corrected.

The Lubin Company have just begun
the filming of the famous Drury Lane
melodrama The Great ftuby.
•#
*
#
Matt Moore, brother of Tom and
Owen, is now playing opposite Mary
Fuller.
The Moore the merrier.
*
*

through in«
French.

Ant-eater

FIELD
guns wereover
biasing,
great shells
were bursting
the littered
field
of carnage, and smoke rilled the air.
Then came an interruption.
FRANCIS

X. BUSHMAN,

Everybody
WE

Will Want

OF

ESSANAY.

It.

learn with interest that some
time this year we may expect from
the pen of Florence Turner a
book dealing with her eight years' experience ofcinema acting. As t he first
lady player to become a member of a
stock company, Mis- Turner has a fund
of unique experiences to draw on. and
her book cannot fail to be of e\>
iional interest, not only to her thousands
of screen admirers, but to everybody
who has followed the phenomenal advance o( the " Pictures" since the early
days when films hardly reached a tenth
of their present length, and a five-huildred-foot picture was a rarity.

" Whatdoyemean, shooting my coattail that way !-" demanded a dare-devil
private of one of the enemy.
"Keep your coat-tail outer the way
then !" retorted the oih.-r.
The first man dropped his gun and
swung
at the enemy's jaw.
Then his
theyright
mixed.
Far up the line was heard a howl of
rage. The commander-in-chief, red in
the face and terrible in flow of language,
ranted, danced in wrath, and visited
vituperation upon the belligerents, for
grim battle had ceased, while both sides
watched the tistic action with high glee.
Incidentally the Selig camera had
stopped in the middle of the climax
scene of The Hideous God. War. for no
battle, however strenuous, could impress
an audience with two of the enemy
clinched like two Kilkenny cats.
The battle-scene had to be retaken.
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Our News Features Events of the Week
INTERESTING

■HBP

TOPICS

IN

\fA ^A

-

FILM

m

I'll II RES

*. **

t-i^k

FROM

PATHE'a

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

i

t

v :W
SKI,-. .

SELECTED

\|

V-.

1

_.m.W

1. WOUNDED AT YPRES: Carman prisoners tenderly cared for by our tommies. 2. A (TI-CEBVUN RIOTS: A shop wracked in London. 3. THE
LATE MR. A. G. VANOERBtLT: The famous sporting mi!liona:ra, w.io gav2 up his lifebelt to a woman. 4. MORE " FRICHTFUINESS " : Corporal Hanna/
(•f Southend} who was injured, and hie baby who wasn't.
S. ESCAPED FROM GERMANY:
A Russian prisoner wio rea-hal the) French lines. I
6 and 7 WOMEN STUDENTS learn to do men's work.
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« DOTHER
her!
I wish the little
D
minx had stayed
in Italy— or
as she didn't
long
so
e,
anywher
ng me. I daresay she"ll
troubli
come
.-jM.il everything."
There
was
no
doubt .that Roma
Sarnb's vexation was extreme. _ Tom
Somers looked up at her in surprise.
Roma explained.
'•It's about my cousin, Marea," she
said. '" She's coming to London— coming to me in fact, as since
her father died she is alone
in the world. I call it a,

FROM

THE

headley

TURNER

FILM

bridge.

A letter from Grimshaw. which Marea
found by accident, showed her that,
far from having banished him from her
presence, Roma was actually planning
a secret trip on the Continent with him.
Intent on saving her cousin from this
fatal step, Marea hurried off to the
theatre", and, ushered into Roma's dressing-room, found herself face to face
with Grimshaw.
""Hullo, little girl!" cried the man

beastly
nuisance.
It isn't
as if she were
like ourselves.
1 know the way she's been
brought up, and I'll bet
she's just
prnde.
Shell
be a adownright
wet blanket
on
ill our little frolics— if I
don't
her inSomers
her place."
In keep
his heart
felt

cousin, but Grimshaw drew her aside
and restrained her.
"This is very awkward." he declared,
"You see, my
wife holds the ;
strings, and if she comes to hear of this,
I'll be penniless. "VVe had b-tter pretend
to Reluctantly
give in to her,Roma
and bide
saw our
thetime."
wisdom
of his suggestion, and Marea was assured
that her demands would be accepted.
heart, and
she determined
But bitter malice
reigned
in Roma's
to ruin the happiness of the
girl who
had
dared
to
thwart her plans.
Her scheme was simple
enough. She told Tom that
Grimshaw
was when
Marea's
secret
lover, and
the
your.g man indignantly
scorned her story she challenged him to question
Grimshaw himself, and arranged that he should tiist
overhear the scoundrel's
cruel lies as to the relations
that he claimed to have
existed between himself and
Marea,
" Well." said Grimshaw,
when Roma had brought
the two men face t<> face.
'"one doesn't want to brag
about such matters, but on
the whole, since y. n
going to marry her, perhaps
you ought to know the truth.
For some time past Marea

sorry for the unwelcome
little Italian
girl, whose
bereavement had made her
dependent on the brilliant
but selfish theatrical star ;
he, knew
that she would
meet with little sympathy
from Roma, and he guessed
that the latter 's gay and
worldly mode of life could
not but be distasteful to one
whose fresh innocence had
made
itself felt in that
Bohemian circle even before
her coming.
His
feelings
of
sympathy soon developed into a
warmer sentiment when lie
met Marea, The young man
of the world and the charming little Southerner were
thrown much together, for
Roma found it convenient
to leave Marea's entertainment in Tom's hands, since
thus she gained for herself
greater liberty for the carrying on of her own affair
with Howard Grimshaw, a
wealthy man who had long
Tom
been paying her attentions,
and who seemed to her none
the less desirable as a lover by reason
of th.' fact that he was already married.
And so as time went on Tom and
Marea attained the knowledge of their
own hearts, and were happy in their
love; and at the same
time Roma's
intrigue with Grimshaw was progressing, not unnoticed In Man -a. whose own
love affair had made her very tender
toward- all lovers, and who little guessed

that her cousin's suitor was in fact a
married man. Roma did not undeceive
her. bul accepted her congratulations
with outward -mil. wand a secrel feeling
of shame and annoyance.
It was from Tom thai Marea learned
of Griipshaw's marriage : and when she
facad her cousin with this know'e Ige
Kom.i pretended ignorance and promised to see no more ,,| !,,.,■ lover,

But Tom had waited to
hear no more. He was
"
has been mysorry for
genuinely
Marea.
but
his sympathy
was oxerwhelmed
by his indignation
at the manner in which he
thought he had been tricked.
He hurried away to see
Marea. that he might lose
no time in ending his engagement to her.
He found her in a deAVe won't be married at once— or ever."
refuses to acknowledge his responsibility,
jovially, to hide his confusion. "It is a
pleasure, indeed, to see yon here: and
'pon my word, you are looking prettier
He laid his hand on her shoulder as
e\ er."Marea drew back indignantly,
than
he
spoke.
and at that moment Roma entered.
" Why. Marea. what are you doing
here?" she cried, angrily. "You had
better
home
at once.''
taking
his cue go
from
Roma?s
at titude,And.
(irimshaw
aNo hade the girl to go!
V'!" Marea replied boldly! " It inot I who will go, but you. I do not
mean to allow you to do my COUSin the
wrong you have planned. And unless
you leave her now,1 and promise not to
see her again, your wife shall know of
this affair at once."

Roma's first impulse Was to defy hex

frame
of mind, pressed
butand dejected
she brightened
slightly as he entered, and
approached him timidly.
'Tom, dear." she said, falteringly.

"Pm so glad you've come 1 have wanted
to see you all day. 1 have something to
tell you. We we must be married at
once
we must indeed. Tom! "
"Oh! so that's your tune." cried
you're
Somers, cynically.
mistaken.
We won't"Ibethink
married
at
"But— you don't understand: y. u
can't understand, or you wouldn't talk
like that. everDon't
you
I " you see. Tom;

or

marry I me
simply
• Yes.must
i see!
see— you
that you" can't.
marry Grimshaw, since he is married
already;
so you think I will so
instead.
Bul -I know ['ye been a I
hut I'm not that sort of f< ol. I've
finished
you ! "and
Somers with
turned
left the i
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will
ther word, and Marea sank
dow u en a chair in stunned amazement,
which grew into deepesl wretchedness
-lie realised ber position.
She was
still sitting there when Roma entered.
• Hullo! what's the matteri*" cried
Roma, pretending ignorance.
*()li! Tom lias been here, and he was
terribl) angry, and he Baid such awful
tiling, and
he's left me."
Well, yon are not the first girl who
has l>'~t her l< >y er."
"But Tom was t>> have married me !
Oh! 1 am so unhappj ! 1 can't tell you
all.
Sudden comprehension dawned i d
ia. and with it came all the accumulated bitterness she had everfell against
this girl, whose white-souled innocence
had been sach ■ standing reproach t<>
hex own loose life, She turned on the
shrinking Marea.
"So!" she cried. "Von; you little
hypocrite yon, who pretended to be bo
shocked at my friendship with Howard
Grimshaw you show yourself now in
your true colours; your virtue was a
mask, and you. wlm pretended to think
me sinful, prove yourself now ten times

more so. Go! if you must bring dison yourself;
don't bring
it on1 men
and ongracethis
house where
you have
''
d.
re
te
shel
And
Blares went. Kindly hearts
gave her Bhelterfor a time. But after
her baby was horn, and she had to fa e
the world alone, she found it impossible
to earn enough to feed the little one. and
she left it at the .door of a house, whose
master seemed to her to have a kindly
face, and to be unlikelv to neglect it.
Meantime Roma had married John
Gordon, a wealthy philanthropist, -but
her character soon revealed its If to her
husband. To his despair, he found her
lac King in all that he reverenced most
in womanhood. She was selfish to the
core; she lived only for pleasure and
enjoyment ; and she refused, much to his
sorrow, to pay the price of motherhood.
Thinkinu to soften her, be persuaded
her to adopt a child. She agreed, with
the stipulation that she should be sole
guardian, feeling that this would strengthen her hold over her husband. But,
for Gordon at any rate, the experiment
proved futile. Roma's character remained unchanged— she was still the
same empty, selfish creature that she
had always been— and Gordon's final
disillusion came when he discovered her
in Grimshaw's arms.
The inevitable followed. Gordon made
his wife an allowance and left her leaving too. perforce, the child whose
winning ways had already endeared her
to him as if she were his own. To distract his mind
from his troubles, he
30ciated himself with the Guild of
Ransom in its rescue work in the East
End.
And here lie found Marea.
She had, after many vicissitudes,
tared work in a low dance-hall, where

music c
'gan, came, dow a the aisle,
pea as hi recognised the |
figure which be had lasl seen in bucIi
th

different surroundings,
Sin- re
in 11 iin the one person « I
Her of
help had B< emed genuine, and ihe n
Listened gratefully
to his wot
comfoi i.
Bui aa the old pri< < d
near she shrank

fears, her seii-e of
abandonnieiit,
with

Ham

\ F&418

Tin

vi>i.i\

JSlTO DAHC1

in

hi;. K vst

n m.i..

vile surroundings
without
becomings
tainted by them.
As was not unnatural, considering her
o\perienro.s.slieniis"understood Gorul <h B
well-mea.nt offers of help, and refused
them; for she hardly dared hope to be
lifted from the numb despair which had
seized upon her. In spite of herself,
however, she was roused, but only to a
sense of bitterness that was perhaps the*

and

would 1

im woi t hiie-- the
simple

and
but

li aling words
"Asye repent, so shall
\ e receive forgiven
The old bitterness gone, and in iU
place a desire to help ol hers, Marea
too joined in the work of the Guild i E
Hansom. In close association with
(.onion she grew to admire his character, and admiration gradually
deepened into love a love which without knowing of it. and despite his
mental struggles with himself, Gordon
reciprocated. But because he could
not declare hi-, feelings honourably

he

kept silence.
One day he received a letter from
Roma saying that she was in difficul
lies, and that he could have the child —
for a price. He left his office for the
th'atre, provided with the needful
hardest
on
to bear.suffering she bad been oalled" funds; and Marea, who feared for
Jn such a frame of mind, one night as . his safety — for his work had brought
him into frequent collision with those
she passed a church the sound of the
organ awakened memories that she! who batten on vice and misery, and he
thought long dead, and as she listened
had received many threats -Marea followed him.
to the strains of " The Rosary " the
Outside the theatre where she saw him
words of the song came to her mind
enter she found a tiny little girl playing
With what seemed a direct personal
application to herself, and the music ' alone. She spoke to the little mite, and
after a while the child asked to be taken
drew- her. with faltering 'steps and
despffe"
through
upstairs
mamma.''
surand into herself,
the empty
church.the open door
prise may"to
be imagined
when,Marea's
on entering
the dressing-room pointed out by the
■ Alone in the quiet restfulness, for the
first tune iii years she tried to pray.
little one, she found herself face to face
with Roma and Gordon.
Roma's flood of invective almost
goaded Marea to a similar reply; but she
saw how useless reproaches would be,
either to bring her cousin to a sense of
her own wrongdoing or to make her feel
what her victim had suffered ; and her
upbraiding* died unspoken on her lips.
Presently Roma was called away, and
made her entrance on the stage. Her
rage against Marea had unnerved her,
and during the scene she made a blunder
which resulted in the overturning of a
lamp. In a moment the flimsy drap
of the stage were ablaze. Panic seized
alike on the actors and the audience,
and a scene of wild confusion followed.
The first tidings of her peril reached
Marea when Roma dashed into the
dressing-room, and, her hate forgotten
in her fear, warned her to fly for her
life.
Marea urged her cousin to save herself; but Roma was intent on taking
with her her dresses and jewels; so.

she
played
violin— her father's
which
had theaccompanied
her from\ iolin,
her
sunny home in Italy, and which she
still cherished in this gloomy and sordid
quarter
of thewage
world's
metropolis
a miserable
she made
music ; for
for
the hardened frequenters of the den —
enduring the unspeakable agony of her

away,

fled had not Gordon gently stopped her.
The sympathetic old man immediately understood as Gordon casl n
meaning ghuioe tow, nil- him, and,
taking Marea's hand, be banished her

•*AS

YE

RFI'EN'T.

SO

SHALL

TE

RECEIVE

fearing her
for away.
the child's safety. Marea
hurried
At the door of the theatre she found
her passage lxirred by a frantic mob
struggling to reach safety; but her
thoughts were not of herself. She
passed the child to a man, who handed
her through the door over the heads of
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tli ^ cr >wd,and, lm ing seeu the little
into 3afetj . she turned and rei raced her
Bteps, hoping to res ;u i the cousin who
bad bo cruefij v, ronged her.
Her hope was not to be realised, for b
{ailing piece of scenery blocked her
way. and when Gordon at last forced an
entrance into the theatre, he was able
to rescue the woman beloved; but she
who bore his name was already beyond
all earthly aid.
e
#
*
Tn due time John Gordon declared
his love to Marea; but she, possessed
by a sense of her uhworthiness, would
have refused him bad she not caught
sight of an ornament on a slender chain
around the child's neck.
•• Why : " she cried. "What's this ?
Where did your child get this ornament? It was mine once, and I left
it—"
"She is not my own child," replied
Cordon, '"though if she were she could
not be dearer to me. We adopted her
four years ago, and that chain and cross
were round her neck then."
'• She ia my l:aby— my own baby!"
cried Marea, clasping the little one to
her breast, and a glad 'light dawned on
Gordon's face, for he knew that the
child who was so dear to both could not
fail to prove a li\ ing link between them,
i And he was not mistaken.
#
#
#
*
This great three-part drama was produced by Larry Trimble -for the Turner
Films. Ltd.. and has been sold to Moss
Empires. Ltd. The story is perhaps as
enthralling as any in which the gifted
authoress has ever appeared. Florence
Turner, who wrote the play, takes the
part of Marea. Roma is played by
Maud Stuart. Edward Lingard is
Grimshaw, Anthony Keith is John
Gordon, and Tom Powers Somers. The
film can be seen this week at Mile-end,
'Brixton.
Komertbn,
Birmingham,
diff, Walsall.
Pontypridd,
&c.
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The Underwater

Observation Chamber; containing Camera and Operator.

DEEP-SEA MOVING -PICTURES
he .first authentic Uoving-Pieture T~ieics ever taken in (lie
Th
Depths
of the Ocean ! The Last Word in Moving-Picture Sensation.
Scientifically revealed by the most marvellous invention of the aye!
WE

have often seen cinematograph
pictures of sea-life in a tank, but
now it seems that we are to have
and to see the real thing, for Mr. Charles
Williamson, a sturdy Scotch American
sea captain. has invented a wonderful device that will enable an operator, with his
camera tucked under his arm. to descend
leisurely into the depths of the ocean
and. from a cosy observation cabin,
photographs sensational fight between a
herring
and a shark,
a " amoving
" love
scene between
a crab orand
jelly-fish
!
This latest development of the cinematograph has been achieved by the
Williamson deep-sea tube, the patents For
which are exclusively controlled by the
Universal Film Manufacturing Company
of America. The device is a curious.
concertina-shaped apparatus, consisting of hundreds of overlapping steel
plates hinged together by bands o*i
malleable iron.
Supported by a barge-like vessel, and
gradually becoming taut as it readies
the limit of . its flexibility, the apparatus
looks for all the world like a distended
Chinese lantern. Prom the lop of the
tube air is pumped down to the observation-chamber at the lower extremity,
which can be reached by a series of
runes
fixed inside the tube aid down
which a man of ample pror. ortions can
climb with COmporatl\ e comfort.
From the observation-chamber a
spherical, cabin-like structure, perfectly
watertight and Bea-resisting, oceanographical and biological investigations
can be conducted, and cinematograph
pictures can be taken of the strange
under-world of the sea and its teeming
life.
Captain Williamson had no thought
of submarine motion-pictures, however,

when he made his invention. His purpose was to establish a new and safei
method of obtaining spo _ - iris, and
salving valuable cargoes and other deepsea treasures. The possibility of moving
pictures
of "deep-sea
life first
occurred
to
his eldest
son, Ernest
Williams
who. inspired by visions of a new and
profitable enterprise, enlisted the aid of
his brother, and. financed by some
wealthy friends, set out to the Bahama*,
in For
the two
"Westmonths
Indies,they
to experiment.
worked diligently
in the sunlit waters of the tropics, and
some excellent pictures of deep-sea life
were obtained. The mystic submarine
region, with its gardens of vari-coloured
Eungi and the millions of queer species
of fish, with their silvery scales glistening in the clear crystal waters, made
excellent material for the camera, but
in order to ensure the commercial success of the expedition it was necessary
to obtain some more exciting pictui I vie with the sensational type of film
drama.
With this end in view, the enterprising brothers decided that a fight
between a shark and a man would best
suit their purpose, and would undoubtIt was
not the
difficult
to find
a native
edly provide
necessary
"thrill."
who. for an adequate bribe, would try
conclusions with a shark, but it was nor
so easj to secure a sufficiently tempting
piece of bait that would lure the shark
within range of the cinematograph
camera.
Finally
of a horse moment,
was procured,the
and atcarcase
a avourable
when
the
light
was
at
its
best,
the bait
was heaved overboard.
The operator immediately lushed
down
the tube into the observation
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beast . a strong arm, with muscles like
whipcord
suddenlj
Bashed
upward
and the toast; with a convulsive swishing
of its huge tail, and a long red gosh in
n
in.
i iver a trifle, and fell
like a lo^ to i he hot torn.
It was a wonderful teal of native
daring bul all to no purpose, for the
dn it had miscalculated the
lo «1
an. I had killed the -hark out i^ laie
t lieTli.camera
native' could
Hot he induced, by
bribe or threal . to make
a
ec ma
attempt, and, determined
t > gel t be
picture at all costs, Kl'lie-t Williamson
declared his intention of tackling the
shark. Strong, agile, and brilliant diver
though he was. t be odd- wen
against him. and it was with trembling
hand that the operator in the observation-cabin ground out the picture .1
picture that in all probability you will
shortlj see at your local piotnre palace
of a fearless young American battling
singlehanded
with a ferocious-looking
.-hark many t iines hi- si/.e !
" How did 1 kill him ? " he echoed a i
the question was put to him when finally
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he reached 1 be afei j ■ "' the uppni
vessel " \\.||. I watched that n it ■
and I've always 1
I
1 ■•"!
su immer,
I waited for 1 he upi
and got it . and it WHS II
lb, 1
tell you. Tie- l>eggar I ii
lurched over
and then I knew Id':
lll\ little I
These wonderful pic tin
scientists, interested studenl ■ of uutural
history,
and
delighted
the regular
patron- of moving-pictures in Ante
The film Btarta with
wing
native di\ era plung ing from I heir boal ;
to follow coins to the bottom of th.
throw n tot hem l>> touri i i >n
liner.
The divers can b
i am •
bling for t he pennies i m t he \ er; bed i f
the ocean. Then begins .-. marvi lions
submarine
journey
of thirty lea
all IDg I he tl ' < if 1 I
e. nil I liat 18 lik !
i he realisation of an engrossing fairytale.
'I'lc wonderful
and
panorama
of
t he
uudei
hitherto unknown to man
with uncanny rea I i

beautiful Submarine
Garden actually
photographed on the bed of the ocean,

chamber and got his camera into position at the " porthole just as a viciouslooking shark, with tlriek. blue-tinted
scales, ami snowy-white beHy3 came
gliding along with a sinuous, snake-like
movement. It approached the carcase
cautiously, and then, seeing the strangeLooking tubular apparatus dangling in
the water, took fright and darted back
to toll its nun
Presently a little army of them
appn ached warily, and in "close formation" possibly asa protective measure !
They bung about for some time, while
the operator waited to give the signal
for the native to dive into the water and
attack one of the sharks.
At last the ferocious crew could hold1
out no longer j hunger overcame their
tears, and. with a sudden rush, they
swooped down on the horse and closed
their cavernous jaws into its flanks.
The critical moment had come; the
shark- had rendered themselves easy
prey lor the agile native—and the
signal was given.
The plucky native. crouching in readiness on the deck of the supporting vessel,
his well-oiled limbs glistening in the
warm rays of the sun. suddenly sprang
to his feet, and, with the knife clenched
between his teeth, poised himself for the
dive, and a moment later had cleaved
the crystal waters with scarcely a splash.
With bated breath the men in the
cabin watched him shoot down into the
water, just a- a hungry shark was edging
it- way between its fellows to reach the
carcase.
It was all over in a moment. The
lithe, black hotly of the native darted
like
lightning
beneath
the ravenous

■

A Plucsi Native Photogbapheo in che Depths of the Ocean,
, which is pari of an old wrecked v
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SWEATER
Adapied from the Hepworth

By

MICHAEL

CHAPTER I.
CHOKING down the desire to scream
ali uJ as she read the fateful paragraph that conveyed to the world
the news that the s.s. Alhuuhtle Castle
had gone down with all hands, and with
her gallant commander at his post upon
the bridge. Enid Miller struggled to
grasp the full meaning of the horror
that had so suddenly come into the
happy lives of her little crippled sister
and herself. Orphaned never again to
hear the bluff, jovial voice of the sailorhero, the father both <jirls idolised.
■" Enid, what is the matter, dear ? "
With a convulsive start she pulled
hei self together, and, crumpling up the
paper in her trembling hands, tried to
smile bravely as she turned to the little
sister. At any cost she must be kept in

ignorance of her father's death for the
present.
•' Nothing, dearie ; I was only thinking,'" she answered,
trying
naturally.
Then, as she
rose to
fromspeak
the
breakfast-table, " Why, here am I gossiping and day-dreaming when I should
already be at the office. Good-bye,
dearie!"
In after years she could never remember how she reached the office
where she was employed as a typist ;
but when at last she sat before her
machine and prepared to steel herself
to face the day's drudgery, her fortitude
broke down, and she sank forward sobbing bitterly, her golden head resting
on the litter of neglected work.
A harsh voice brought her quickly to
her feet. " Whatever is the meaning of
this. Miss Miller?" her employer demanded, aHgrily.
"1 am sorry, but
"
" Sorry - but
" he retorted; "you
are not paid for that. Let us have no
more of this nonsense."
He swung on his heel and went into
his private room, and, mastering her
choking sobs by a great effort, Enid
went on with her work.
At last the weary day came to an
end, but the hour of release brought her
no comfort, for she had still to face the
little crippled sister, who, all unconscious of the blow which had fallen
upon them, was joyfully waiting her
return.
Slowly she put on her hat and gloves,
then, turning, found herself face to face
with her employer, whose naturally bad
temper had not improved with the business of the day.
"Ah. Bliss Miller." he snapped, ''I
am glad you have not gone. I wish to
eak to you."
S] Poor
Enid's heart sank.

" Yes

The man coughed nervously. "J regret,
yes er
-deeply
regret,"
he began,
"thaito
your
work
of late
has not
been up

the standard the firm
really 1 cannot put up
terical displays as you
dulge in this morning.

demands and
witli such hyssaw tit to inTherefore 1

er— I am sorry to be compelled to give

Week
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DEANE.
you a week's money in lieu of notice. I
deeply regret it. but- -er- business is
business No, no. I can listen to no
arguments, my decision is absolutely

Turning a deaf ear to her teirful
entreaties, refusing even to listen to her
sad explanation, he placed the tiny
final." containing her slender salary in
packet
her hand and left the office, while, after
a last look round, she made the best of
her way home.
As she entered the cheery sittingroom the little sister hobbled forward to
meet her.
" Why, dearest." she cried. "' how late
you are! I was getting quite anxious
about you. Why Enid, dear, whatever
is the matter — are you
"111 — no. lam quite
answered, dully; - but
ther need for me at the

ill ? "
well, dear." Enid
they have no furoffice. I'm — I'm

discharged."
"The brutes!" her sister exclaimed,
wrathfully, when she heard the story;
" but there, never mind, dearie. You
will soon get other work, and besides,
even
if you don't.
Dad burst
will from" Enid's
" Dad
" the word
pale lips with a choking sob.
Fear crept into the cripple's eyes.
''Enid, what is it?" she whispered;
"you have not told me all. Father is
ill — is
" The fatal word refused to
leave her trembling lips, but as her eyes
met the grief-stricken ones of her sister
she knew the worst. '* Oh. Dad -Dad ! "
Holding her tightly, Enid told her
how the AUandale Castle had sunk,
and how its gallant captain, that dear
one they would never see again, had gone
down with the ship he loved. The days
that followed were almost like one li ng
night mare to the stricken girl?. Enid answered every advertisement that seemed
to fold out some h >pe, and tramped the
streets of the city from morning until
night, and all the time her scanty
savings were slowly but surely dwindling away, and want, if not actual
starvation, was soon staring them in the
face. They were forced to sell their few
treasures one by one, and at last the
dread day came when necessity compelled them to take humble apartments
in the poorest quarter of the city. Soon,
even there, the grim spectre of starvation began to stalk the girls until in
desperation Enid sought the advice of
the rough but kindly woman in whose
house they lodged.
" I'll do any thing— anything," she said,
"so long as u i:i\es us our daily bread
andThen
keeps Enid
a roofheard
above how
our heads."
women, and
children too. toiled to make theirpitile-s
employers rich, toiled from early in the
morning till the night was tar spent.
hardly ceasing from their soul-destroying labour to take such wretched food
a^ would keep them alive, toiling with a
dull, mechanical monotony that only
ceased "hen the workers rose to welcome
the death which came to them as a long

expected friend, whose coming brought
peace
and and
rest. more the woman told her
All this
until Enid bent before the horror of
what lay beneath the broken roofs of
the slum in which she lived, but in a
sordid room close to the tiles was the
little sister who could not fight herself,
and for her sake the brave girl foiurht
down her repugnance, and, mustering
all her courage, joined the ranks of the
great army who daily, hourly, faced the
grim struggle for a mere existence.
Then one day the crippled child fell
ill. and. with an aching heart. Enid
stood
and hi*
watched
while the kindlydoctor bymade
examination.
"'It is the atmosphere of the place
that is killing her. as it kills everything." he declared at last. " and unless
something is done quickly she will fall
into a decline. One thin? only will
make her strong and well again an
extended
trip to
Switzerland
! Switzerland."
Enid quivered beneath
the irony of it all. All day she and the
child toiled, aud between them earned
just sufficient to pay the rent of their
humble lodging and procure such poor
food as would keep body and soul
together.
But in this dark hour Enid found a
friend. Hugh Foster had l>een the
curate of a fashionable West -end
church, then one day an old College
friend told him of his own work in the
slums, of the incessam tight which was
bei'Jir made by a devoted few who si
in the Name of the Master against tho
rampant vice that lay so carefully
hidden in the plague-spots of the city!
Foster became interested, and accompanied his friend on his errand of
mercy. What he saw horrified him.
and. able
saying
Good-bye"
to his fashionfriends, " he
entered whole-heartedly
into the struggle of humanity against
avarice and vice.
And In- it was who came to the girls
in the dark hours which followed the
medical man's verdict.
|] me what is wrong." he said,
with gentle insistence, "and if it is
humanly possible to help you 1 will d >
"There, there!" he said, soothingly,
so. Come!"
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she came to the end of h i.i i I
t.il. " 1 think 1 ali-end
aj
out.
Yes, I'm sure of it. L know how
t.> bring the rosea l ack to the little
.ui.l the laughter to her
Put i'ii > • 'Hi- hat a ii 1 come w itli
1 km>\\ a man
;i good man
and one who is never dent' to such ;i
tale ;i- yours, ami 1 am sure that he will
With a smile he laid his hand
upon hers For jusl n second.
" * Iheer
up, Mi-s Miller
remember it is alw ■
darkest before the daw u."
CHAPTER II.
Septimus Storke, otherwise head of
tin- great army contracting firm of
Lazarus and Co., was in a ven u> •• 'it
humour, and decided h in lore with the
world in general, ami himself in particnlar. In hi> breast-pocket i-.j >> --ill a
letter from the Secretary of a relief
fund thanking him for the donation of
610,000, and. a- he thought of it he
laughed sardonically.
"A capita] investment, bi JoveI"he
chuckled, leaning back in his luxurious
chair, "and also a Bplendid advertisement. Let me see, by cutting down the

« orkpeople loo ' 1 wonder it' she d b
smiled bo sweetly if she'd known wlio
Septimus Storke renll\ was!'
What a
beautiful girl!
And Bne's n lady too, l ■>
Jove
'
!»•
ar,
dear,
making
army
\\ i, ii i
it ion for such bhii
pretty
fingers! Yea, upon mj word we must
find her something better we really
Then, still chuckling, he »al down to
devise some plan bj which he oould
make
must."bis w retched employees pay for the
new charity he had undertaken.
A few days later the little cripple left
the squalid courl in Bearoh of health,
and the >ame day
Enid received and

accepted an offer to become Storke'fl
. With the newprivate
work
and secretary
the increased
B&lary, which
brought many little comforts within
her reach, together with frequent
letters from Switzerland which told of
her Bister's slow but Bure return to

country."
Cutting short Enid's tearful thanks, he
apologised for bringing the interview to
sueh an abrupt conclusion; then as the
i) ov closed upon his visitors he laughed
loudly.
■' Oh,

Lord!"

he panted,

<:my own

mered on hei brail
lighl which ha I
into 1 • life n it h
• .Id. n promie ■ i <r i he futui
wife the wife of Septii
rke,
whom she had long known for what be
really
« i
Dufij
sic- weighed
all
die. mi she saw
more
th<
w hich had urged ber to plead w it h the
man.
Once more she si
I and looked
upon a I'amils group
all ! ttol a happj
one. bul one from « bich e\ eryl bing I
misery and care was taken. Once more
she watched them as, seemingly I
II
of her presence, they plied their ne< I
mechanically . fearful of w asting a bu
raj of the precious daylight thai filtered
in through the dirty wind-'
Again
she stood beside the Btricken mother,
who

stitched

on.

half-blinded

by

her

te.us. while the body of the babe Bhe
loved lay in its tiny coffin by her Bide
— .
more—triumphed
That nielii
Septimus
Once Storke
burial.
awaiting
as he read her brief reply : —
For i he Bake of t he people the pooi
mothers and the little children I will
III.

ness to the young bride's life.
Then one day Hugh Foster was announced, and, struggling against tiefurious beating of her heart, Enid went
to meet him.
•' It was for their sake," she faltered,
answering his unspoken accusation,
'• for the sake of the women and children, Hugh. Could I go on letting
them suffer when it was in my power to

my dear Mr. Foster.' he continued as
Enid and her escort entered, ""this is
indeed a delightful surprise. I" trust
you are going to give me an opportunity of assisting you in some good

don't thank me, I beg. To be able to do
•d, however little, is a privilege I
value above all others."'
" AI \ dear young lady, set your mind
at rest. Your sister shall go away immediately, and you — we must find you
something more suitable than the life
you have just described. Dear me, it is
terrible ; one would hardly think such
tilings were possible in a Christian

PICTUREGOER

'lie % were married with all the vulgar
pomp that Storke delighted in: then
came the honeymoon; but with tiesatiety that followed the fulfilment of
his desire Storke soon began to show
the "cloven hoof." Home again, and
the little cripple once more restored
to health brought a brief glow of happi-

the sky-pilot want, and who's the
girl with him?" he muttered as the
clerk returned. " Well, it costs one
nothing to he polite, and some of
these Quixotic fools are very well connected, and are of great use in the
furtherance of my social schemes. Ah,

" Terrible, truly terrible !" he exclaimed"; but I thank heaven it is in my
power to help the dear child. No, no,

THE
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."

shirt maker-' money, and at the same
time raising their rents, 1 shall get the
money back within a few months. Well,
what the devil is it now . Hobbs? "
"A clergyman a Mr. Foster and a
young lady wish to see you, sir.''
"A parson, eh? Foster Foster —
all. Ihim.
remember
I'd better
Now. now.
what I'm!
the deuce
does

work.'" er bowed gravely. " This is Miss
Miller,
Mr. cannot
Storke. help
"We us
haveto come
to
see if you
get her
crippled lister back to health."
" A cripple ! dear, dear, how sad ! ?'
Septimus ofStorke's
face assumed
an
expression
the liveliest
interest and
pity as Enid told her story, but neither
she nor her companion noticed how his
dark eyes lingered gloatingly on her
fair face.

AND

EXID
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TOILS

OP THE
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health, Enid became almost her old self
once more.
Then one day as the clergyman stood
facing her in the little room beneath
the tiles their eyes met, and in that
fleeting glance each betrayed the great
secret to the other.
Hugh Foster took her hand and held
it firmly. " I must go now, Enid," he
said, lingering caressingly on her name,
" but to-morrow I will return."
" To-morrow," she whispered, " toWith her hands pressed hard against
" listened to his retreating
her breast
morrowshe
footsteps on the creaking stairs. '' He
loves me — he loves me," her heart
sang, 1; and to-morrow he will tell me
But their to-morrow was still far
away, for that very night the post
ke. her a letter from Septimus
brought
" You ask me to better the conditions
of the workpe. .pie." it ran ; " 1 will do so
so."
my wife."'
you willthebe meaning
if Slowly
of the words ham-

make their lives a little brighter ? "
"You sacrificed yourself for nothing."
he answered hoarsely; " he lied to you."
'• What aresed
his promises?
Things as
-"
" He aspromi
rotten
the social system that applauds
the man and turns blind eyes towards
the hideous evil of his work. .Septimus
Storke. Lazarus and Co.. or whatever
other lie he cares to call himself by. is
incapable of truth or honour. You
thought when you you gave yourself
to him," he choked, "that the lives of
the people he employs would be rendered
brighter by your sacrifice— you though!
that ! Merciful heaven! The very orgie
of sacrilege that made you his is being
" No, no," she wailed. " Oh, prove
paid for by them."
"
I madam,"
and me,
say,obey
" Youyouwill
Storke'a
what
harsh voice broke in," me. do you hear —
your husband. And as for you. sir clear out. At least even you must admit
that I have a right to object to my wife
receiving her lovers beneath my very
Checking the impulse that bade binb
strike the blackguard down. Fostei
strode to the door. "Be warned in
time," he -aid sternly; "the day of
reckoning is at hand. The blood of the
women
roof." and children on which you built
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with a la^t ghastly scream he si
forward, tripped, and fell.
*
*
*

It was Hugh Foster who brought the
news to Enid 01 her husbands sudden
death.
"And now?" she said scftly, looking
at the leaden sky.
■ All his wealth
is yours.
1
answered simply.
" Think of the g
you can do for those who suffer. not Ah.
so
dear little lady, every story has

Slowly she turned and looked into Inhad done once before; then.
she end."
as an
eyes
happy
as their hands met. they knew that for
them thestory. theold story that will he
the old world exists, was
as long as ng:
new put
beginni
but
*
* .
«
This fine Exclusive production
wprk of the famous Hfipwbrth company.
Eully
The principal characters ;::
plaved by Ohrissie White 1 Enid 1. Stewart
Rome . (Storke); and Lionel Howard
(Foster)
Look upon their faces. Lazarus — the faces of the men and women whom you
have sweated and ground under ! "
your fortune cries for vengeance, and
their prayer will be most surely
answered."
Storke replied with a volley of oaths,
t lien as he heard the door bang after the
clergyman he swung round on Enid.
" Kemember," he jeered, "that you
are my wife— mind, body, and soulbought and paid for in the open
market. And as my wife I insist upon
your explicit obedience.
If your parson
lover comes here again I
"
" You will vent your anger upon me,
I suppose," she interrupted, with icy
calmness. " I can quite believe thatyon would hardly have the courage to
tace a 111.111.'
Storke's face became livid. " You
"
he began; but, sweeping contemptuously past him, she left the room.
That night a great reception was held
nt their Park Lane house, and many a
woman envied the young bride who
looked so listlessly upon the gay scene ;
but in the midst of the revelry a dull
murmur came from outside, driving the
ilour from her checks and making her
turn impulsively to her husband.
" Listen ! "
The murmur grew louder and louder,
until it swelled into a mighty roar, and
Enid ran out to meet the infuriated
crowd who came surging up the great
staircase, driving the terrified footmen
before them.
■• Lazarus," they cried," LazarusSeptimus Storke heard at last,
turned to tlee ; but already the
was
in the rooo] t ion-room,
and
realised that all retreat was cut
then, pulling
himself
together,
'sweater" made one lasl attempt
bluster.

and
mob
he
oil';
the

at

"Where are the police?" he cried ;
l>3 Heaven, those responsible
for this
outrage shall pay dearly for it."
" Eh en as t heir wives and children 1 aid
for this" Hugh Foster answered, striding through the crowd, ami taking in
ihe magnihcenl chamber with one sweep

DON'T

of his hand. "No — stay and listen, all
of you ! No one shall be injured — not
even the cowering wretch who stands
before you; but you shall know the truth,
and. knowing it, shall judge. You have
read
in the
this man's
to
charity,
andpapers
you of
honour
him gifts
for his
generosity — yet these are the people who
really pay. For every pound he gives
they return to him tenfold."
"It's a lie!" Storke
screamed,

"a

"It is the truth. Look upon their
faces, Lazarus — the faces of the men and
women whom you have sweated and
■'
ground under
! Think of the children
lie
doing
men's
work
beforeof they
should
have left school ; think
the women
praying for death to come in mercy tOj'
those they love ; think of the men cursing'
impotently at the hellish power that
bound their daughters to slavery or
drove them to the streets. Think of
these things, all of yon. then look upon
the wretch who is tl^e cause of all this
suffering
and his
sin." accusing finger, they
Following
looked and read the confirmation of the
clergyman's story in the pallid face of
the man who cowered lack looking imploringly from face to face for pity and
finding none; then the guests began to
leave, until at last he sat alone amid
his grandeur.
" four work is done," Foster said.
turning to the crowd; " go to your homes
in Alone
peace." in the midst of his desolate
mansion Septimus Storke saw the whole
of his past lite arrayed before him.
shrinking back as a ghostly arm\ of
those who had given their lives to fill
his coffers laid the wealth thej had
amassed for him at his feet ; then with a
wild cry he sprang forward, shoutirgfor
the help that did 11 't come, fighting
niadUtom throng.
as he tried to heal off the phanservants
hail and
't,
himWile,
in thefriends,
black hour
of hisalldoom

MASSAGE
WRINKLES.

YOUR

Lady's Discovery Quickly Removes Lizes
and Crow's-Feel Withouf Criarm,
Plasters, or Steamiag.
The belief that wrinkles and other facial
blemishes can be removed by massage is an
entirely mistaken one. for. according to the
test authorities, such a process only tend- to
stretch the skin, and thus increase the depth
of a wrinkle. Various other methods employing creams, plasters, and steaming have
produced equally disappointing result-, and
.Madame
Josephine
of
a -simple
home Lynn's
treatmentrecentthatdiscovery
can be
intimate
friends the
will knowledge
be of i articular
of one'sinl most
applied without
to innumerable women who have wrinkled
lac. ~. poor complexions, thai, scran
or andeveloped
busts.
All who
have applied the
treatment are enthusiastic itheir
n
praise of the
derful wonresults,
and many letters
tell of wrinkles
having vanished
overnight. It will
therefore
surprise thenotreader
toMadame
learn Lynn
that
has already been
so overwhelmed
with
inquiries
that she can no
longer 1promise
to t 1 every
reply
e .-sonally
correspondent.
Being
anxii
us."
however,disfigurements
that every shall
lady
suffering from facia!
enjoy the benefits of her discovery, she has
bad a leaflet printed which gives, in a 1
end interesting manner, mil particular:
her scientific treatment, and how to remove
wrinkles permanently.
A copy will be seut
to
any
reader
o;'
■
Pictures
goor
who cares to address aami
reqwthest Puture<1
in^r-tamp lor reply) to Madame .liscpliinLondon.(Suite
S.W.\-' B),Write
short a("hum
letter as
Lynn
Queen as .Vines
possible, a- Madame
Lynn's time i> fully
occupied, and the leaflet will in all probab
answer all vour Queries.
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Selected from hundreds every week.
Talking of Sensational Films.
1'he other d.l\ I w.i-attll' picture- mill
illinm: till' show lllg ol till' (
1"'
Inn- wa- thrown on (hi' screen showing the
in the North Sea. I'lieo) eratoi who took
till' III III W!ISC\

idl lltlt

lillll \CI\

-II Kill . I.I I I

llllll

as it was rather choppy it was very realistic
too realistic, in la. I. ior the person -it I mji
to nie hail ti>Ki'l up anil ^.o out. as she
she Irlt seasick.
Vn< tin r time I -aw .1
tine film of a trip through the Kuckies.
In Mime places t Im- train went down almost
mlii-ulai parts of the rails, and several
tunes 1 had the same > r.sation a- one experience- uoinj; down tlir sn'iiit railway
that the
irholc ol your lawly
i- leaving the ear in
which von hiv sitting.
Na-t\
110! nice.
M 11 1; Sto kp

The Art of Picturegoing.
■ In the li""k w lti< Ii 1 keep for lilin rei
I place letters V for larrti U for drama
&lv.)
alter each film, and also a rriticism \ (i. h r
verynotgood many
to \".R.
verylatter,
rotten.
Happily
do
ot the
because,
tun mg I
reduced picturegoing to u science, or at least
uu art. 1 can tell bj a glance at the posters
and programme outside what sort ol enjoyllient I am likely to gel inside.
I thu- save
myself from many reels ol boredom, and
enjoy myself when I do sro. 1 also keep a
list ot the films 1 should like to s e again,
and I can assure you thi- 1- a very select
selection, comprising about fifty films stretching over a period ot about three years. 1 also
mark any til iii containing anything really
original in plot or treatment of such, but
these arc not common.

!•'. A. YV. (Shoieham).
'Big Thames for Photo-Plays."
a humble
scribe
of the when
screen heI beg
'o
differ \-with
Kusseli
fc. Smith
states
•that the average photo-playwright is lacking i" the big idea. During the last lour,
years 1 have written a vast number oi plots,
most ot them produced by leading firms -on
the Continent, and 1 have never been at k 3d
to write plots of more than three or four
reels.
It there was a demand tor plot- w.tli
eight to twelve reels. 1 as well as the average pla\ wright would write them quickly,
ami invent theme- as big a- the great ti 'tion
authors, f have invariably found that the
public prefer a film in three or tour par - to
those 01 greater length. 1 believe Mr. Smith
will agree with me when 1 state that the ui;^
theme- 111 most plots are very far fetched .
seme hive no connection whatsoever with
tin- story, and what there i- ot it usually
lacks cohesion. liii,r themes may be to the
taste ot the California public, who will stand
ten hour- waiting for admission, and pay one
and two dollars tor a seat to view pictures.
The British public and also the public on the
Continent prefer to see good dramatic plots
and
comedies,
and theyanddon't
waiting
five to
fifteen minutes,
pay mind
threepence
to
a shilling for a good seat. Hut I believe .Mr.
Smith is inclined somewhat To exaggerate
the tacts, f agree with the Editor of the
Scrip;, who complains that producers will
not produce plots which the public demand,
but what they think the public should have.
Hence we see so much rubbish and so many
failures. If producers would only enlighten the author as to the kind of plots
they require, and if they would take the
trouble to \isit The picture-theatre often and
what other firms are producing, there
would 1h' uu necessity for some firms To eom5lam about cut-throat price- and huge
iscounis. which are The only mean- by
which producers can foist their rubbish upon
an all too-patient nubiic."
John Jaxksox

"THAT

LAND

SO FAR AWAY."
OW bright are the eyes of
the children when loving
mothers carry them on the
pearly car of imagination
into the beautiful lands of
To-morrow or Long Ago!
Looking at them, we wish that we
CDuld travel the journey once more
as in the early days of our sweet,
fresh childhood. Alas! that's far
behind. But those of us who are
wise enough to hold fast to childhood's prize, Laughter, can even
now forget our griefs and the
world's care and visit the joyous
land of Snakeville.
Yes, smile, pay your
and smile again at a
"SNAKEVILLE"

sixpence,

COMEDY.

Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.,
148, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.O

(Mile End, E.).
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A FRENCHWOMAN
War Sends the Cinema Actress from Studio to Hospital.
THE call to arms came with staggering suddenness to
France. After years of waiting for the launching of the
Prussian thunderbolt, the country was almost surprised
at the temerity of the enemy who made a Balkan crime the
unable jumping-off stone for a greater crime contemplated for years. When the blow fell the country realised
that the very existence of the nation depended upon the result.
There could be no mistaking the issue. Carefully planned,
cunningly planned, the outbreak of war took the country at
a disadvantage. France rallied as one man, and the invader
was held; but at what a cost ! In a moment the ordinary
business of the country ceased. With a completeness that
Britons cannot realise the thoughts and energies of the
■whole nation were directed towards oue object.
Thus it was that an actress found that the cinema studio in
which she appeared had closed. The mobilisation had affected
all classes, and she resolved to offer her services as nurse in
one of the military hospitals. It seemed to this Frenchwoman
that the call of duty was unmistakable. Here was a direction
in which she could employ her strength and her talents.
A month later she was installed at the hospital, and brought
into contact not only with the bravery of the badly wounded
but with the fervent patriotism which has ennobled the
French nation. Among the wounded under her care was a
soldier who had lost his left eye. Therese would have sympathised with him, but he would not hear of it.
"' True, I have lost my left eye, but I have still my right and
can take aim."
The spirit of the fighters was a revelation to the actress.
To another badly-wounded man she offered her assistance.
He she found quite cheerful.
"I was prepared to sacrifice my life for my country, and I
have only lost an arm.
What have I to complain of F "
Her other patient was a German lieutenant, gravely
wounded, who, in spite of the skill of the surgeons and devotion of the nurses, was slowly dying. The coming of Therese
was like the visit of an old friend.
" If I am not greatly mistaicen,"' said he, " the last time I
saw you was on the screen in Berlin, where you were playing
in The Progress of Kinijs."
Recollection of the happier days in the capital of his
country brought sad memories to the dying soldier, and he
wrote to Flsa, his Jianeee, that, in ^ spite of the devoted nursing
of the French doctors and Sisters he feared he would never
see her again. He told Therese the contents of the letter, and
she, with
heart, said it would never do to write iu
that
straina woman's
to his sweetheart.
" Write," said Therese, '* in a loving, hopeful strain, and I will
see that your letter is posted so that it may reach Elsa. Keep
a brave heart ; do not despair."
The days went slowly past, each with its work, its hopes
and disappointments. Away in Berlin Elsa had read and
re-read the message of hope, but she suspected the women of
France. Her Prussian mind could not understand the finer
qualities of the French nature.
Daughter of a race the men of which devastated Belgium,
violated its women, and who murdered in cold blood the
wounded, she could not believe that the Frenchwomen
devoting their lives to the saving of life worked without
ulterior motives. She feared for her Otto, and wrote. " Keep
your -whole heart for me, and beware of the smiles and
coquetries of the Frenchwomen who, under the garb of the
Red Gross, allure and ruin."
But Otto Rheinbaeh was dead. He was spared in his last
hours from reading the unjust attack upon the woman who
had made easy for him the response to the last Call.
The letter, however, stabbed the heart of Therese, who. in a
womanly letter, replied to the traducer of a great nation:
With his last breath J our. /inure was murmuring your name.
We have done everything humanly possible to Bave his life
and alleviate his sufferings."
Sighing the letter as "A True
Woman of France." Therese
hoped that the other woman
' would feel that she misjudged.
The above oul Hues the stqrj of a well-produced war drama
b\ Gaumont.
It will be released on June 7th.
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r\EAR
GIRLS
AND
BOYS—
*--' Did I tell you how a little boy aged six unconsciously
became a film hero!- No, I find I did not. A few
weeks ago, then, a bright little chap fthe son of friendf
of mine) was returning from school munching a cake, when
his ears were assailed by the cries of a maiden in distress.
He dashed amongst the trees to discover a pretty little girl of
about half his own age standing in mortal terror of a dog
who, more in love than anger, was jumping up around her.
Our hero, with a gallantry worthy of a Broncho Billy, instantly
sacrificed his cake to compel doggie to desert the trembling
maiden. Now comes the cinematic side of the story. It so
happened that close at hand a film producer had been quietly
at work for some time arranging a scene of two players. He
saw the incident from the beginning, and instructed his
operator
children. to film it as it took place, and quite unknown to the
It is simple, unaffected, and perfectly natural
of this sort which often make the success of
know
drama.that this pretty picture is to form a scaue
#
*
#

little scenes
a film. a:i 1 1
iu a coming
»

Talking of children and pretty pictures leads me to tell you
about one I have just seen called The Story of a Punch and
Judy Show. It is one of the first pictures turned out by the
new
British of"AI.L.B."
and it
will
be admired by children
and lovers
children firm,
wherever
is shown.
Elsie and her two little brothers-whilst at play find for the
first time in a forgotten cupboard an old playbox containing
a set of Punch and Judy puppets. They find their father
alone in the dining-room and worry him to tell them the story
of the dolls whieh seem such delightful playthings. He does
so, and the man
dead ruined
past lives
again
uponof the
screen.His"We
prosperous
by the
failure
a bank.
home is
sold up, and with his wife and two boys they go out together
into poverty. The only thing saved from the home is the
Punch and Judy show, which one of the boys buys back at the
sale with his money-box savings. Sickness comes with
poverty, and the mother dies. The father gets work, but is
made helpless by an accident. The boys set out bravely with
their toy Punch and Judy show and soon get a little crowd,
but no coppers are forthcoming. Lucy Maynard, who, is
passiug with her father, rewards the little showmen with
half-r.-crown. their only harvest.
Little Lucy is taken ill. In sickness she pleads pathetically to see her little showmen again. The butler is sent out
in search of them, and brings the two boys and their puppets
into the bedroom.
A Punch and Judy show is curious medicine; but it restores
Lucy to health, and when some days later her rich father consents to her holding a great children's party, he further
humoars the child by sending not only for the two boys and
their play-box,
# but the•boys' father
« as well.
#

*

Now we see again the teller of this entrancing story as he
brings it to an end. But for his eager children, the two boys
and the girl Elsie, the end was not yet. "Ton were one of
those boys Daddy," thej clamour all together, and he confesses that they are right. " Who was the other little boy ? "
asks Elsie. Eere TJncle. Harry is announced and behold: he
was the
other Here
little their
boy. mother
" And who
was that
little girl
adds
Elsie.
enters.
The nice
husband
takesr"
her in his arm-, and. turning to Elsie, says, " This was the
nice little girl."
that a pretty story?
# Is not
*•#_•
And now. my The
children.
willl.turn
to our
" Hidden
Names" ]
Competition.
solutionwe i.Yates;
2, Felton
; 3, Hopaon
1. Risdpn : .">. Easi ; >>. Westow 1 7. Lane; 8, Belasco.; t». Pickford; 10, Finch; 11, Delaney; 12, Payne.
Scores of answers
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•THE TWO
I
1 51SENTENCES'
ay 27th.
Intense dramatic story ot
justice and passion. The
quality of mercy ruthlessly
ignored.

A "FlyinS A" Two-Part

Masterp;e«.

AVERY SPECIAL NOTICE
\\ eeraeofeul; nekjiU rr I'Urscf " Pictures and The PIctmrejoer"
to be an the watch lor • picture vhtoh trill give Hthe hapniestkereniuga oi theii h\e<. Tlio title is —

HEARTS
OUR

EMOTIONAL

CINEMA

PIANIST

WHEN—

No. :;. The Selig Tigers Growl.
wrong in one, two. throe, or four of the names, the sue.
iful competitors being quite or nearly correct;
Prizes go to Mary Irving, :i. Hulltield Road, SparkbiU,
Birmingham; Stanley Bennett, 76, St. James Place. Liverpool.
A ward ok Mkui c (six of these win a special prize)
Violet
Sbeel
: Birkenhead 1. Lillian
Burgess
(Swanscombe),
Eva
Preston (Stoke-on-Trent), Coralie Denning (Bolfcon), Lavinia
Preston (Stoke-on-Trent). E. Hodsou (Chiswick), E. Webb
(Paddington), Gladys Turner (Lewisham), Nellie Atkinson
(Brighouse), Ruth Newman (Stamford Hill). John Felt (Bradford 1.Charles Roskilly (Streatham), H. B. Parsons (Wandsworth).
. UNCLE

TIMS

PICTURE

LIMERICK.

Who cares for streets darkened at night.
When cinemas merry and bright
Show films smart and funny
For quite little money
Fend your last line which must rhyme with last word of first
• ond line— on a postcard to "Limerick." 18, Adam Street,
Strand. W.C., by Monday. June 7th. A handsomely bound
Volume VIL of Pictures will be presented to the boy and the
girl who write the cleverest or most original last line in the
opinion of your not-so-very-old-and-never-idle
Uncle Tim.

POPULAR PLAYERS
PORTRAIT POSTCARDS!

& FLAMES

It is an LKO comedy. 1 ,«;-••) ft. long;. and...rv inch will ]
ran. Why?
Because you will have another opportune . o(
seeing "British Bil ie Bitchie, The Fiumte t Man in Pictures,"
doing his funniest.
To see " L-KO and
Bill shooting
" rescuing
froma luhulox
a biasingtirebuilding
thempeople
through
encase
hit j a BoodM b • s .•meut is to laugh till the laughter
aim s' chokes you. To se; him paddle into tinflooded cellar in a 1 ath and resci e Li* l«dy-lo»e,
leaving the othets to their fute, is to see tus
funniest picture stunt that s eier teen worked
by any screen comedian.

THREE
to look
the
THEY

SIGNS

for when
you
Picture
House.

STAND

FOR

THE

visit
:

FINEST

ALL-BRITISH PHOTOPLAYS
and when you see them you may rest assured
that the management are booking the very best
:
;
films they can get. :
;

We have Thousands at One Penny each.
Lilt Free from the Office of

"THE

PICTURES,"

RED

Ltd., 18, Adam Street, London, W.C

DELICIOUS

WHITE

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

&

A

TRIPLE
of

OOFFLE.

ALLIANCE

moving

picture

art.

Sole Agents:

BLUE

DAVISON'S

FILM

I5I-I53, Wardour

SALES

AGENCY

Street, London, W.
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Films you should make a point o3 seeing
THE ONLY SON. -A fine, heart-gripping story. Thos. W.
the original actor, plays his original
in the film. acts (Jtin
'■— La part
sky Drama,jbur

IP?* S

«PNC

PUNCTURED

A KEYSTONE

COMEDY

IN

6

REELS

THE

rollicluug adventures of mi unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dressier) who, on a holiday, is picked up by a sharp 1111 (Charles
Chaplin).
Tillie makes the most of the fact that she is niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Chaplin, with au axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already a girl (Mabel Normand).
Tillie. "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
marries her. They take up their abode in uncle's mansion, and make
things hum with ba'ls and similar functions.
But there is the devil to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
.appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
■latterlyhisdiscomfited',
Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
Kturns
affections to and
Mabel.
! Booking Rights for London ani Meiroro'itan Area, and tlie Counties of
JSortiutmydon,
Hertford,
Bedford,
Buck?,Huntingdon,
Middlesex, Vainbndg'e,
Surrey, Kent,Noi'fo'lc,
Sussex,Suffolk,
Oxford,Essex,
unl Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

FILM

BY

CO., Ltd.

83, Shaftesbury Avenue, VV.
'Phone— 5600-5601-5602 Regent ; 1236 Putney (mght).
Telegrams—" Biophosco," London.

See this thrilling three-reel drama at your
own theatre. It strikingly depicts the machinations of those skilled in political intrigue.

MAN

B ss,

MASTER AND MAK. G. R. Sim- and Homy Pet tit > renowned
drama turned into a iilm masterpiece by the Neptune Company
Gregory Scott. Douglas Payne. Joan Ritz. and Daisy Cordell are in
the cast. — Sole agents, H. A. Bi
Co. , Ltd. (comxiu
HEARTS

OF THE JUNGLE.

A beautiful drama showing in realistic

fashion
the love
of a leopardess
when cub.
she follows
Tom'sto trail
cabin whilst
searching
for her missing
It is equal
any to
of the
the
wild-animal jungle masterpieces, and is condensed into one reel.
■— Selig Drama, 9a6feet {June 7).
MAN FR0?0SliS, BUT
!— Have yon seen this thrilling drama
yet? It strikingly depicts the machinations of those skilled in political
intrigue.
And plot and counter-plot are interwoven with a pretty
love romance.
We published the full story in our issue of May 1st.
— Lionel GUling (Omnifilm), three reels (note shotting).
THE PRICE. — Hate and revenge, of which this film contains plenty,
are a sure foundation for a powerful drama. Big guns at Sandy Hook
play a prominent part in it. and Olga Petrova. the famous Russian
actress, is its beautiful heroine. Read the full story of the film iu
next week's issue.
— Oaumont Film Hire Service [J tne 1 I).
ANCESTRY. — The story begins with the love affair of a false Duchess
and a thrilling duel between the husband and the lover. Tto
wonderful sunrise effects on the lake-shore, and the breaking of dawn,
help to make this one of the finest pictures of the season. Winifred
Greenwood plays the leading female rSle.
— •• Flying .1" Drama, 1,980 feet (J,me3).
BILL'S NEW PAL.- Billie Ritchie is the star turn. He loves Hie
dainty cashier. When the inevitable rival butts in there's a fearsome
riot. Bill hides in an oven. His re-entry into the outer air is a
scream. The Ritchie Comedies are booming. They are so new and
fresh and tunny they deserve to boom.
See this one and laugh.
— L-Ko Corned
•
15).
EGGS !! !— Millions of em, in barrels, baskets, and crates. Uncle
will eat nothing else, and the two nephews, with an eye each on
his money, keep the other optic on cgg> and try to outdo each other
in securing them. It all leads to a light with real eggs as missiles,
and incendiary shells never wrought worse havoc than do these
•• fragrant " bombs.
—Lion's Head Farce (Davis
• 5te
June 17).
TILLIFS PUNCTURtD ROMANCE.— If your cinema-poster announces this title yon must get there early or you will get no seat.
All the theatres we know which are showing this -real comedy
are having packed houses. We are not surprised- With
such a cast, and with Charles Chaplin at the head, it could not
be otherwise. Six reels of fun and bustle by Keystone favourites at
their best ! That is what it really means.
— Conti oiled by Glob,' Film Comp.viy (noic showing).
THE

PORTRAIT

IN THE

ATTIC— The child love for the dear de*d

mother now only 'The Portrait in the Attic"— coldly resents her
new mother whom father has brought home. Lonely and lost to all.
she becomes locked in tile attic. " Mother " comes lack to Iter in a
wonderful heavenly dream of love, and changes the lives of all.
Viola Dana (the child), whose portrait we published last week, finds
in this appealing character just the same sympathetic opportunity
she had when she appeared as the -wonderful child actress in the big
Rich Girl.
Broadway success, The Poor Little
—Edison Drama, 1,070/ t (June 1%

The
picture
Austro-Italian

which
powerfully
treats of
diplomacy and secret service.

TRADE ENQUIRIES
(London and the South)

LIONEL
GILLING,
The Omnifilm Company,
151-3, WardourTeleplio
Street,
London, W.
Reoi s 1

THE

GOOD

PtOPLE

WHO

RALLIED

TO

THE

SUPPORT

OF THE

CHURCH. -They thought a bazaar would be the one and only way. and
not ready. The Gazelles spent $82 for finery, while the other Sisters
used up §27 worth of complexion and §19 worth of groceries, fixing up
cakes and .and v. A special committee put in §12 worth Ol time
cost §30. Some ot the
decorating the parlours, and table decorations them
§2 each, but they
it cost
spenders brought their girls in taxis
Lucy Wilkins rented a- gipsy
willing to help the church.
wore
She took 111 S2-7.V At 10 p.m.
costume for' §G, and told fortunes.
much of the refreshments wore unsold, so the kids were givenafree
amounted to $250. When the
affair
hack at it. Theoxpenses of the
Sisters found that thei had taken in SIS the\ agreed that the bazaar
had been a great success. Moral: Anything to avoid dropping it

s.
into the collecting
- Geo. Ads -boxe
Pab ■ ' -

'

(Jun9 1).
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PEO RLE
IN
THE PICTURES
Making Shirts at
each !

isil recently
had a \Willi
am J.
from
Elliott, author of The
§ In-, tlii' Hepworth exclusive dealt with in st. ry
form in this i>Mi".
■ Before writing the scenario."'explaim il .Mr. Elliott,
•' I spent some time in the
Blums gathering facts. In
my journalist daj s, before I
up press-writing to deniyself to scenariowriting. 1 had i w ide expert n -e < f the underside oi
London, and I knew t hat to
the confidence of the
people therein 1 mustappear
me of themselves. So,
ragged and dirty, [arranged
to take o\ er for a time the
business of an old acquaintance a '"pawner" — one
who
goods' on
to and
from
the takes
pawnshop
a small
commission. In this way 1
was able toget right into the
inner life and confidence of
tin' sweated foik, and how
they are sweated the following figures will show.
WE

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

rhej get tor soldiers' shirts,
a do/en. buying tin i ■
own thread, which costs 6d.
tor a dozen shirts; it takes
an hour to make one shirt !
For tooth-brushes, 3d. a
doz 'il, and four to six oivy
can be made in an hoar.
Finishing khaki trousers,
Sid. each, buying own thread and cotton, which costs about
Js. ill weekly.'
Mr. Elliott toot the script of The Sweater to the Hepworth
offices, attired a3 a ragged slum inhabitant. He was aboat
to bsejected when he mysteriously reached into bis apparently
dirty .pocket aid pulled out a clean visiting-card.
The Comfany then recognised the name of a well-known plot-writer.
t transpired that Mr. Elliott had just completed a long
period of living at Bermo.idsey and Poplar, making a careful
study of sweating conditions during war time for this particular plot. Feeling that the Hepworth editorial department
might not believe him when he told them that he had actually
studied the conditions, he had come straight from the little
room which he had i ccupied (at a cost of 2s. per week) so that
he could prove the genuineness of his claim.

flu. Pov/vd Fumr-mtf.

Filming "The Eternal City."
EDWIN S. TORTER and Hugh Ford, of the Famous
Play. is. went to Rome to film The Eternal City Inst
summer. "Getting the Vatican pictures was a pretty
bar! prop Bition," said Mr. Porter; "but I found out that
i lie Swiss Guards of the Vatican spent their leisure moments
in a little wine-shop, and after paying it a couple of visits 1
managed to get acquainted with a captain. I made it plain
tha. it might be worth his while for him and his men to look
the other way when we appeared in the Vatican gardens, and
he adopted my views.
"In the scene where David Rossi goes mad after killing
Baron Bonelli. he runs thrdugb the street, and finally falls
exhausted on the steps of the Vatican before the huge bronze
gates. We t '. k that picture early oh Sunday morning when
there were no sightseers around. The Swiss Guards were watch-

GAZETTE
gives real

WAR NEWS
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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VOTING

CONTEST!

Worlds Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE
30

OF

VOTES— Free

on

BRITISH-BORN
Every

PLAYERS.

Coupon— 30

VOTES

£10 First Prize in Cash £10
SECOND

PRIZE,
%

THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH-

100
"WINIFRED iFhiiuri
GREtNWOOD.
A.)

PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value
RECORDS

CQ

30s

^** ^^

Graphophone
£5* 10s.; s
value
30
RECORDS
Graphophone
£4 4s., value
16 "j.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£3 3s., value
RECORDS
17s.

Consolation

Prizes

£7
^^
££
^f^M
Ql

100

Tlie Machines and Becords are manufactured by the. World Famous :; Columbia" I .

WHO ARE THE WORLD'S GREATEST

"j

FILM ARTISTES?

SOME OF THE BEST-KNOWN MILE
PLAYiR?
Lawrence.
Montagu.
Crzcn. Edward.
Cruze, James.

Aggerholm, Svend,
Aitken.Spottiswoode
Anderson, G. M.
Arthur, Charles.
Asher, Max.
August, Edwin.
Ayres, Sidney.

Although the British Artistes Contest is a success beyond all our
expectations, our new World's Contest, which concerns probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners wiM get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

Baggot,
King.
Bauer, Arthur.
Beaumont, Harry.
Benham, Harry,
Bentiam, Leland.
Benson, Harry.

PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing the
names of" the winners in their order according to the final
counting- of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

Blackweli,
Carlyla.
Berry
Charles
Boss, Yale.
Bosworth, Hobart.
Boulden, Edward.
Bracci, Signor.

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
4. No correspondence can be entered
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
rntoconcernins;
the contest. Some of the
in, but only one prize may be won by one
voter. Should no one .succeed in placing:
best known male players are given on
this page, but voters may vote for run/
the winners' names correctly, the £10 will
bo to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
jiloyi'ru
the lists (eor;cept
not. British-born) whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the
5. A voter may fill up any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may seud in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
any
qiiantrtyaf
his or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
in one envelope
time.
further notice.
1 hey may be forwarded
6. The winners
Editor's
decision
as to connected
the prizeat ..nee. or kept :l,id Ben( in one i nvelope
and on all
matters
at end of contest.
with this contest will be final and legally
•'!. All names must be written in ink.
binding, aud Coupons are accepted only
No alteration will lM. permitted.
on this understanding.

Bracy, Sidney.
Brower, Robert.
Buchanan, Arthur,
Burns, Robert.
Bushman, F. X.
Casey, Kenneth.
Castillan, M. Riley.
Chamberlain,
Clark, AndyClark, Frank.
Clark, Jack.
Clements, Williams.
Hal.
Clifford,
Conklin, Chas.
Cooper, Bigalow.
Costello,
Maurice,

Leonard. Robert.

Dax,
Jean.Leo.
Delaney,
Donaldson, Sydney.
Drew, Sidney. .
Drew,
S. Rankin.
Farrington,
Frank,
Field, Ceorge.
Fie'ding, Romaine.
Finley, Ned.
Fonss, Olaf.
Foote, Courtenay.
Ford, Francis.
Gailtord, Robert.
Garwood, William.
Grand, George.
Guilleaume, Natale.
Harvey, Alexander.
Hay Plumb, E,
Hemminc. Percival.
Henley Hobart.
Hcverter, Jerrold.
Housman, Arthur.
Humphrey, William.
Jacobs, Billy.
Joffre, Mon.
Johnson, Arthur,
Johnson, Buster.
Johnson,
Tef ft,
Jones, Edgar.
Karr, Darwin.
Kelly,
Paul.
Kent Chas.
Kerrigm, Warren.

Coxen, Edward.

Lincoln.
E. K.
Lewis. Wil'iam.
Lyons,
Lytton, Edward.
Roger.
McDermott Marc.
Mack, Hughia.
Marshall. Boyd.
Mason,
Kelford, Dan.
Georgj.
Melfor-'1, Judson.
Mitchell, Howarl.
Monaldi, Ca>tone
Morey, Harry.
Morrison, James.
Myers, Harry.
N.llan. Marshall.
Northrup Harry.
0' Moore
Bsrry.
Oakman, Write er.
Periolat, Ceorge.
Phillips, Augus
Phillips,
E R. us.
Powers, Tom.
Rawlinson, Herbert.
Richardson, Jack.
Santschi, Thos.
Sennett, Mack.
Sterling.
Ford.
Van, Walty.
Wadsworth, William.
Walthall, Henry.
Washburn. Bryant.
Willi'mr. Earle.
Wilson, Ben.

Lang, Pete-,

"The Pictures" FREE VOTING COUPON: WORLD'S CONTEST.
I desire to cast Ten

Votes for

^^"^

Female Plates

Mali Plated
I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice)

^-^*
for

Fem m i Plater
SIals Plates

Aidnu

*-* _
.^*

{Selif.)

_

Fill up and poet to " Contest Editor," Pictures, 18, Adam

WHEELEK
St , Strand, London,

W C-

OAKMAN.

K
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A.NEW

PORTRAIT

OF

RUTH

intr us from the inside, but I knew they
wouldn't come out to interfere. Rossi
went up thesteps and fell prostrate. Just
then a priest came out of the Vatican.
saw the prostrate man. and, not realising
what the idea was. bent over him and
raised his head. That was just what I
wanted, but through some mishap didn't
get it right, and Ford saved the day for
me. He rushed right up to the priest and
said excitedly : ' Do that again, please.'
The priest obeyed automatically, without knowing just why he did it, and I
got a splendid picture."'
One of our Brightest Stars.
THE

beautiful picture actress who is
starred with Henry King in the
Balboa-Pathe "Who Pays" series
of twelve original dramas is Ruth
Roland, whose name has been prominent for many years, notwithstanding
the truth that she is now only in her
twenty-second year. Her stage debut
was made at four years of age, when as
"Baby Ruth"' she was regarded as a
wonder. As " Little Lord Fauntleroy "
at the age of six David Belasco pronounced her t ho very best child-actress
he had ever seen. She continued her
infantile triumphs, and at eleven was
I to a private school to have her
education, which up to that time had
been imparted, to her by her mother,
en the proper polish.
School-davs

ROLAND,

THE

CLEVER

ACTRESS

over, she returned at sixteen to the
stage under the chaperonage of an aunt.
As an ingenue her success was even
greater than that scored as a child. She
was equally at ease in comedy or drama,
or singing or dancing.
Ruth Roland is all girl, but she rides
a horse as if she were born in the saddle.
She drives a motor-car ; . she boxes,
fences, plays tennis, football, and baseball ; she swims, swings Indian clubs
and bowls; she is a crack shot with rifle
or pistol, and has won a number of prizes
at archery. These multiplied accomplishments could not long escape the
demand for her services in motionpictures. Four years ago the Kalem
Company had the good sense to " discover "and place her upon the screen.
In the beginning she appeared in
Western and Indian plays, then comedies, and during her last months with
Kalem she was featured in a series of
detective dramas, but by this time she
b igan to think of the wider field which
her experience justified her in entering.
Last December
signedCompany.
a year's Contract with the she
Balboa
In
the seven three-reelers of the "Whp
Pays" series which have been completed, Miss Roland has demonstrated
her right to be classed with the foremost motion-picture actresses of the
day. In The JPrice ofUjnme, Tlu Pursuit
qf Pleasure]
When
Justic\ Sli
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Love Liar, The Feminine Lair. To-day
and To-morrow, and Houses of Glass the.
public will see her at her best.
Ruth Roland has no need for the
spoken word. All of the moods that
belong- to human emotion respond!
readily to her call. The highest development of the motion-picture art is
represented by her in a manner so
refined and so cultured that all must
admire her work. She has never been
involved in scandal, nor lias she beenmixed in escapades that furnished basis
for suspicion. She has a pure mind, a
pure soul, and a kind heart, and these
attributes, coupled with histrionic skill.
make her one of the most desirable stars
in motion-pictures.
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Turner Films

Pictures made
for Yen."

This week we want to tell you about Jean. You know
Jean — the intelligent collie whose head forms the Turner
Films Trade Mark.
Just as Florence Turner has the greatest record among
moving picture players, so Jean among canine actresses
has the greatest list of successes to her credit.
After several years' training at the hands of Larry Trimble,
she made her debut in pictures.
She was so successful that many plots were written
specially to give her an opportunity to displa}^ her talents.
She became world-famous as " The Vitagraph Dog."
When Florence Turner and Larry Trimble left the Vitagraph Company to establish their own film company in
England, Jean, of course, came with then
Her greatest parts in Turner Films have been in "Jean's
Evidence," " Through the Valley oi Shadows," and "The
Shepherd Lassie of Argyll."

Jean also plays in "Odds Against"— a greal Society and Sporting Picture soon tj be released.

GOSSIP
I FIND I am not alone in the belief
that our World's Greatest Artistes
Contest will he the- biggest Contest
ever organised for picturegoers in this
country. Scores of letters have come to
hand from readers and the trade, in
which the writers express thanks for
starting it. With so many motionpicture stars (especially American)
whose names are household words, few
-will ho able to resist rilling up the
coupon presented free in every issue,
and thus casting their votes for the
cleverest actors or actresses. The players
themselves will appreciate your kindly
interest, and. in addition, you may win
for yourself a prize worth having.
The Br.tisli Contest.
By the time you read this paragraph
all the coupons will have come in, and
as I write our specially-engaged lady
Cofctpon-clerks arc nearly buried in them.
Counting and registering (lie votes is.no
enviable task, for it requires both
patience and accuracy. Bnt they will
gel bln'Ougb it. and when they ha\e
done s( portraits of tlie winning players
and names of winning roters -will of
course be published in these pages.
A New Racing Drama.
,The. .Turner .Studios at Walton- 011Tliames are busy on Odds Against^ a
three-reeler made to thrill. Of strong
sporting interest, the story also deals
with the rivalry of two men
for the

hand of the heroine. Rather an ancient
plot, you will say. Yes; but dished up
with sensational trimmings. A powerful scene will show Florence Turner at
the foot of the altar refusing to pr-oeeed
with the wedding, the bride realising at
the last moment that happiness and
villainy^ never run together. Miss
Turner informs me that she spent more
than £200 on gowns for this drama
alone.

New All-British Productions.
As I intimated two week? asro. Maurice
Ehey has entered the producing business on his own account. He will produce a new brand of films, featuring the
famous
artiste
Elisabeth
"" For
this
purpose
he has
come toRisdon.
an arrangement with the London Film Co.. whereby
all interior scenes will be photographed
at their fine studio at Twickenham, an
arrangement which, coupled with Mr.
Elvey's wonderful abilities and Miss
Risdon's talent and personality, angnrs
well for the srecess of their undertaking. I heartily congratulate both, and
am sure you will join me in watching with
interest for their promised productions.

A Good Start.

More congratulation-! This time to
R. Miehae.lsou and J. Welfare Lloyd,
whose first three tilms from their newBritish studio recently delighted a big
trade and Press crowd. The titles are
The Story oj a Punch mid Judy Shuir:
Time and the II > r, and His Brother's
7/7/; .all produced by Warwick Buckland. 1 have previously stated that this
firm are out for success, and am now
quite com meed that they will gel it. I
was pleased to meet such favourites as
Flora Morris, Sybil WbUaaton, J. R.
To/.er. Harry Gilbey. and Austin Camp,
all playing in the films mentioned.
With such artistes on the stock company,

MAURICE

ELVEY,

one of England's leading film producers.

films
are destined
to makethat
good.
it is quite
easy to predict
" M. L.B."'
Four Thousand Pounds for a Scenario !
What do our photo-playwrights say to
tbisr
Everybody will want to seethe
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len-thoiwand-feet lon«r story.o! ' •
i-olossal lilm wliirh •'ni|.l,ijnl two
tlioiiwinil ju'ople. oivupu'd two years on
f»rt\ thousand
takintr. mul rost
tiiilni.'l
D'Ainmn/.io.
the
,1 v -r.-. it -1
1 ■■■ t, ive.'ived
the
nl 1 ,1 1.-,- oi t.i
thu scenario,
wlii.'li uothinir quite so iinairinahas ever 1 11 teen "it the sereen.
I hop.' to saj more about tlii- super production next week.
And Yet More British.
We're Roing strong now, aren't we?
The British Umpire Films (no mistaking that title), working at full pressure
lately, have completed three strong
dramas, all stage productions, to wit:
.1 Vtmyhter of h'ny/aiitl, A lieyyar Girl's
H'eldiny. and Tin Girl of M/i Heart. I
have seen the first-named, anil if the
others are a- good all is well. In /
/ Hjlaitd, n storj of the
-.lit heroine.
war. Mar'ga
Rubin Levy
(a newa
Bcreen
1 believe)
lias made
striking success of thename part. As an
officer's
in a German
governess
English she
house,
uuwittingly
falls into
the
Bands of spies of both countries. Her
adventures will thrill and delight even
tli.' most blase picturegoer, and all will
)>■• pleased to know that in the English
spy she eventually finds her happiness.
111 I have to congratulate, and
hope the British Empire Company will
give us more of the same stuff.

F. D.
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REPLIES
\
and adriri
liated renew writing.
Mf through the
pott. Letter* are dealt with i\ rotation,
When
quired nami
I
(riven.
• IID
oitb).— Sorry wo Know ..f no
rsinith,
suiateurdiamatiouiubiu Fulunm, Ba
district., perhaps some of
or
Victoria,
.Putney.
in readers
Oun oblige?

Ambitious" (Clapbam).
Y..n have apparently
II that i> , osslble t.. gel h position on the
films; bnl have yon 1 1 Lord Kitchener, who is
thousands
<• for hi
1 0 1 n-'.i.ui.i, 11.. me, and Beauty."

■Fahsy" lActon .— AH Hi" information •■
, that damn littli souvenir "The 1 lira
M.i.v Pickiord" prlceSJd., from Pi< roHBS
oiii .-, 18, Adam Be, Strand, 1.. ndon.
■ 1 .-,,„,,,"
(Hull..
Glad
JOU
now
(ret your
, s regulorlj through
your new
Noun. 1 and Constance Tulmadge ara sisters.
"Tne Scales of Justice
casi was given a few
Burlingham Film
weeks back on tins page The
r... is in I. on. Ion. No. you aio not inquisitive.
•i'i.u" (SonthumptoD).— "The Ticket .■; ■
Man "is an A.lL fc'ilm. Noeoet published. The
trade-roars you mention we .••> not I
of no l.C
ol).— Weter know
or Blackpoo
either Manches
Schools in (Blackpo
•\ V M r A. r 1, 1 1 ici:...o 1: ' 1 Uii'on). —Dorothy
-Bat icy and Gladys, of Biograph fame. ..re two
different players, No postcards of the former. ■
the Kim:'' (Dovcr)-who has no
\ SOLDIEBor ok
• relatives
friends in E gland, having oome from
Australia in August, would like to c in-espond
with a reader, preferably in or neu- Dover.
(Glasgow).— Babel Nornmnd, who at one
Muriel
tunc ployed lor A.B. under the name of Charles
Fortescue, only plays for Keystone.
matriThe
Vitagraph.
for
loes
you ask about We cannot answer.
matters play
monial not
• Essakat" (Sal-jp».— Bead rules carefully at top of
page, 'lhe casts you want are too old to obtain.
'Ethel" iNornuuiton).— Glad to hear fron yon,
Eth 1. Cannot say it the players are married.
Cine
•Yorkshire" (Dewsbnry).— The Yorkshire
Co Ltd., is located at JO, Gerrard St., Loudon,
want—
you
addresses
the
W. Write to them for
we have never heard 01 th.-m.
•A HornaBOOER" lEllond).— "Little Grey Home
in the West ' (Trais-AUantic) :— " David, Harry
Myers: "Anne," Rosemary Theby ; ''Dane
Elwin," Brinsley Shaw; "Mine de vere, Ida
Other cist not published.
James.
neAlf" (Harrlngay).— How con. we say
why 1'or.l Sterling appeared in "Chief of the
Police " in " Those Happy Days " ? He has not

'NAKCiB"(Handswortk).
"Her Luck in London"
(B. and C.)
" Nellie Harbonrue,
Bisdon
"Gerald O'Connor," A. v. Bramble j
" Richard Leu. .wen,'' Fredk. Qrores; "St.
Gray
See.. also " w, 1 . '
1 .imin
1 p<, oiM.1 no.
.. Hurrai
\\ . 1, a •Id.,
11
Lionel "Howard
(Hepwortb),
p

'Lethe
(Hulmet.- Clara Kimball Young played
to d us, "Alt'.
and Earle
"Tie Lady Cabaret Dancer," Sun
Williams" ihe Ar.ist" in " Loves
Normand
Mabel
• Interested " (Notts).— Address
co N.Y. Moving Picture Co., Long Acre Bldg.,
No postcards of her are published.
New York.
'W E " (Leeds .—Cleo Madison plays the two
"or "KLseIt andis Judith
parts
o'Heirts."
made Trine,"
possible in "byTheTrey
double

My ie\r Picture Readers— My brother, whom
yo" know as Rattles, gave ine the following letters
written down on paper— E EEESSSSSLLPN
He said they spelt what I sometimes suffer from,
ai.d asked n.e to work them out in pioper order
aim makes word which isin the English dictionary.
1 1) iilto itdoBiter
five weeks'
now a invito
you
the same.
To thetrouble,
one whoandsends
letter
containing the first correct solution opened I
will award a nice photograph of myself. Winner's
name and solution will appear in " Pictures."
Tours as yesterday, today, and tomorrow,

AND

exposures when photographing.
do not pub'Hmiuert" (Manchester).— Keystone
Why shoula we
lish lull cast» of their hhns.
in any way," Bertie ,
think you " lornard
'Doiu/rm"
(Kettering.— Maud
Fealy, Harry
Beiinam, James Crime, and Helen Badgley played
(Than" Th folly of Youth "name
the chief parts 111Mutual
is
G.r.'s" private
"Our
hoaserl.
Phalli, s. The ntuer cast we caiin. Norma
'< \V H. A." (Cardiff),-- Qbas. Chaplin is very much
are " Charlie's
alive. His tir=»t t.lms with Essanuy
JJew Job " (May O)), "Charlie's Night Out " (June
17.. He was
(June
"
Charlie
3), andKey"Champion
with
St n J previously.
" Babs " (Skeluiers.dale).— Thanks for photo.
You
make a toppiug sailor. Can you hornpipe 1
"L'isemi Mad" (Glasgow). — Address Floreuce
Films Studio, Walton-onTurner, CO. Turner always
giving nddn ■
lTiames. We are
British Studios in this lage. Look up back numbers. Being so far away, your chances of lilm
acting are slight, and more so as you have had no
experience. Why not stick to what you're doing .
'■ (Manchester). — Floreuce Turner's
" Mollt
address see above. J he big scenes in same of
the fi.nis require a large number of supers. Mary11
Pickiord is an American. Ivy Close h is her on
Film Co. What hair we've got is curly ; it get3
like that answering questions, Mplly dear.

Why not write for u complete list 1 Burniiaiii).- M iry Piokford .- American,
"Sealed
Orders"
was aimed
0 Danish .0.,
bnl the film
is controlle
1 by theby Kim
trading
Co., Shaftesbury
Avenue,
1
Addressnil Joan
Neptuae
Film Co.,
Woods, Bit/.,
I! co.
'MABSL"
(Edghaston).— So glad you like this
page. So does the Answers
Man. Sorrj we do
not know theOompiny you mention.
Wise girl
to
pi
ice
a
standing
order
with
yoilr newsa.
that you get PlCTtTBES regularly.
' W. F. B." (Bolton).— Cleo Madison s j i
co. Universal Film Co., l,60u, Broadway, New
York. How can wo say if it would "be right"
if
you wrote
to her 'i
It depends
on yet.
./oil you
write.
No postcards
of George
Larkiu
'The Ginger Gisls " (Leeds).— Charles Chaplin
is neither ma irie.l nor, dead. Alma Taylor's hair
pleased
to hearwhose
from did
you, you
although
is her own;
think ginger.
it'was r" So
■ W. T." (Harlesden). -B. and C. Co. Studio, Hoe
St., '.Valthatnstow, liurliugliain Standard Films,
l»B, Charing Cross Bo id, W.C. Many other
r.ddresses have been given on this page.
' Sailor "
and Earle
in star
answered

(Manchester) —We believe Edith Story
Williams are to appear together only
pictures. Your other question was
elsewhere a fortnight ngo.

* Broncho Lovers" (Ealing).— Please write in ink
next time. We have 110 postcirds other than the >■
of players given in our list. Fred Church used to
pi ty for Essanay. Wo have not seen him on tho
film for some time. Mr. Macdonald has not.
shown us his birth certiticate, so we cannot tell
yon
his age;
don't 1/011 Have
ask bimsent'i your
The east
you want
is notwhypublished.
lovo
to I . X. Bushman and Charl. s Chaplin.

LIONEL HOWARD the Hepworth player.
A new picture poticora ju
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• Saec (LlaiiLradaeh).— There are films older than
that you mention, where can you get eggs to
throw at sj.iie one who annoyed .vou at your
picture theatre? (Wo can't put it j. ainer than
thai for fear ol reprisals.) lint why egga iu war
time? Wouldn't •• shells" be hetter?
?« Edith" (Leicester).— Address Hose Tapley and
Lillian Walker, c.o. Vitojjraph Co., East 15th ok,
and Locust Avenue, New York. Uuth Stonejiouse 0.0. Essanay Co., 1,833, Argyle St., Chicago.
Ella Hail and JbJdna liaison, c.O. Universal Film
Co., 1,6 hi, Broadway, New York. Kindest regards
Bent to Baffles and Pimple as desired. We don't
vliink Hutu St juehouse and Franci 3 Uushmnn are
Velated. Send name of Coinvany producing
the lilin and we will do our best."
" Syd, Guiff, and Evas " (Troedyrhiw).— The X.
in F. X. Bushman's name still stunds for X verier
(we've said it before). Billie Kitcaie of TronsAtlautie used to play for Keystone. No, we did
not know that Mary Pickford and Alice Joyce
. yere sisters, but as their husbands are brothers,
. •• bey are sisters-in-law (we caught you out there,
.lear boys). Mary Pickfoid's address is c.o.
.Famous Players film Co., 213, West 26th St.,
. >Jew York. " The Crucible " (Famous Players) : .'Jean," Marguerite Clark;
"Craig,"
- Lockivood ; " Amelia," J ustina Johnstone ;Harold
" Mrs.
...''anshaw," Lucy Parker; "Mrs. Van Ostyu ,"
Barbaro
Winthrop;
"Stella,"
Helen
Hall.
•' When is the war going to end ? "
The world
• would like an answer.

•■Vanda" (Epsom).— The Editor's portrait
appeared in Sept. 5th, 1911, issue. As you have
some dramatic experience you should apply to
t-oo.e of the London Coinpauies— Hepworths and
Turners are both at Waltou-on- Thames ; Ivy
Close Films Co., Esher; London Film Co., St.
■Hargaret's ; and Samuelson Film Co., Worton
Mall, Isleworth
, are all near you. The cast you
want is unobtainable.
"Bessie, Ellen and Olive " (Fnlham).— We don't
. think Charles Chaplin is married.

«' Wonuveradokas " (Devonport).— The Answers
Man is too shy to be pbotogruphed. The stories
of 'Caprice," "Tessibel," and "Such a Little
t^ueen appeared m Pictures, Nos. 3, 8, aud 43
respectively j " Eagle's Mate " was in No. 33, and
f Hehmd the Scenes" in No. 54. Glad yon find
PiCTUiiES increases your interest iu the films so
touch. Your luck was in, having a letter and
photo of Mary Pickford.

IT is to be hoped that the
Germans, who continually
taunt us with our supposed
difficulty in obtaining recruits,
will not hear that one of our
country graveyards has been
liberally pasted with posters,
" Wake up ! Your. King and country
need you ! "
The Love Birds.

Hubbt: "You may not
it,
tat smoking ls a remedy for believe
my headaches,'he apologised.
"Most pigs are cured that may,"
responded his wife, without emotion. *
Suitable Criticism.

First Super: "Jones has got a suit
for every different scene he plays in."
Supee : " I've only seen him
one.
m Second
First Super: "That's the suit I
mean.
Oh, those Stars !
.

Cleo : " I ran over fifty miles in one
boar m my new Napier oar "
Makki. (her rival): "Keallv!
Somebody told me it was seven dogs, thirteen
se, two pigs, and an old woman
How
people do exaggerate, don't they r "
Fully Qualified.
Fii.st

LadT:

"1

don't

know

v,hat
profession my son should follow
FJe'a
reckless, careless, and indifferent
to
consequent-. '
Second Lady .- "Surely he's made
either a cinema actor or a 'hue-driver for
"

Wkkk
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" Ann-it " (Brigliou?e).— We have postcards of
Alma Taylor and .Stewart Borne, one ie iny,
age I'siri. None of T. 11. MacdomLd.
"Inquisitive Ki/i" (Harehills). — We have not
heard that Charles Chaplin is intending to visit
the English music-halls. The late John Bunny
man not married to Flora Pinch, nor William
wool to Vivian Rich. Name aal aldress next
time, please.
•' William " (Portadownl.— The last film John
Buuny played
in last.
was " Bunny's
Littleof Brother,"
released
April £2
Any number
members
in a family cau win prizes in our Voting Contest;
so long as they send in correct ones. The real
name of " Tweedledum " we have not by ns.
"SAJimr" (Leeds). — Pleas3 sen lyoar next letter of
enquiry to the Editorial Offices, not to the Publishers. Klaw and Erlaug-jr are still going strong,
and II. B. Walthall is back with Griffith Mutual.
■' Wildflower " (Nottingham I.— Write Mr. Wallace Reid njaia for your autograph-album and
put on the corner of the envelope " If away, please
forward,'' in case he is, which seems very probable. "The tetrai-ht R >ad" (Trans Atlantic; -.—
"Mary O'Hara," Gladys Hans:m ; "Bill Hubhell," Wm. Russell j " Lazy Liz." Iva Shepherd ;
"Djuglas Aines," Arthur Hoops; "Ruih Thomson," LoiTaine Huling.
Kisses never offend us.
"Lost, Not Forgotten" (Djwsbury).— To avoid
losing your film plots, send to leading film c mpuniesonly. There ia i.o need to use an agency;
good film plots are always wanted.
Sjrry you
- think you have lost some.
*'F. B." (Boltoj). -Write Trans-Atlantic Coy.,
J" to 39, Oxford St., London, W., for information
you require, enclosing stamped envelope.
"A. E. M." (Sutton). -Charles ChapUn was with
Keystone about a year. Murdock McQuarrie
played
iu " A Page from Life " (Bex;. Other
cist not lead
given.
"Edits." (Camberwell).— Maurice Costj'.lo is still
playing for Vitagraph. Don't know- if Robert
Leonard is married— why shouldn't he be if he
likes ?■ Thanis for love, Edna ; have sent some to
Ella Hall as you wish.
"Thomas" (Paisley )-and 1,123 other readersYes, John Bunny is really dead— his merry face
will not be seen on any new film pictures. R.I.P.
"W. P. T." (Northampton).— Our postcard
manager has sent you one of our lists. We have
. postcards of Mary Pickford.

"A:;
Qld Beadeb"
Yoldtae VIII. of"
Pictdees
c immeDoedfGrimsby).—
wit!
l
3«1, Jf'15.
Hack numbers can !
rum
our publishers.
"Jessie"
— Sorry
disappoint"
'
Jessie ; no (Brondesbury
cast given of ).
the
film youto speak
of.
" Maiste " (Forest Hill.— Who on rarth told yon,
Mais:e, that Florence Tun er had go-e b.<ck to
America ? She is bnsier than ever in Euglai.d at
the bead of he -own c:' nip my. Surely you have
seen frequent references to this fact both in our
editorial and advertising pages ?
"Bcstkr" (Grimsby 1.— Any foreign stamp dealer
or
money Wechanger
sell you
some" Stewart
U.S.A.
stamps.
have no will
postcards
o: Anita
or Miiriel Fortescue (Mi>_! Xornaul) yet. We
are hoping to get the Keystone players and shall
let our readers know when we do.
*'Jotce " 1 Manchester). — Hava s?nt yonr lov? to
Tom Mix and G. M. Anderson. They ought to
answer if you wrote them as nicely as you have
written us. What a pretty name !
" Passt " (Lower Clapton.. — Address Barker
Motion Photography, Ltd., The Studios, West
Ealing, W. Best wishes for your succ-^ss. When
you are a star don't forget the Answers Man.
"A Begui.ae Readet. " (Upper Tooting).— " Three
Daughters "f the West " is a reissue. Ke- p a
look-out for new Keystone films aud yon will s?e
"Thomas"
Ford
Sterling
again.
don'tCo.
knowSeewhen
(Paisley).
will hear
from
London WeFilm
replvyout<

%* Many replies ore unavoidably held over.
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MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.C.
Telephone— Be.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom and Abroad:—
One Year (post-free)
Six Months
Three Months

s.
6
3
I

d.
6
3
8

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.%.:
:ephone— Gerrard .

The Dreadnought.

Ornithological Evidence,
Something had upset him, and the
Solicitous chum wanted to know what.
"A little trouble with the missus."
was the explanation. " She discovered
that I went out to supper last night
"But couldn't you have admitted the
with a bird."'
supper
and denied the bird ? "
•'Impossible.'" "runted the Lothario,
''she found the 'bill ' in my pocket."
A Bad Speculation.
A darkey clergyman had married two
negroes, and after the ceremonv the
groom asked. "How much yo' charge
"I usually leave that to the groom."
fo'disr"
was
reply.
••Somet
I am paid
five the
dollars,
sometim
es imes
ten. sometim
es
"Five dollars is a lot o' money
pahson.' said the irroom. " Ah'll give
yo two dollahs. an' den ef ah rinds ah
less/'
am
moaf.t got cheated ah'll give vo' mo' in a
In the
returned. stipulated time the gx>0 m

" P:ih.-on." said he. " dis here arrangean' ah
Bpec'l
a kindgoto' the
ashun.
reckonment sprase
worst
of it. Ah
aggers that you owes me a dollah an'
seventy- five cents,"

The hen was slowly crossing
the
country
lane,
pecking
assiduously for morsels of food.
At that moment the motor-car
flashed round the corner, then
vanished in a cloud of dust.
The lien
picked herself up and shook
herself
thoughtfully.
'"Drat >m!" she soliloquised.
It's
that pesky moving-picture
lot again.
Three times this week they've crawled
over me. Shouldn't wonder if they killed
Tells the Tale.
me one of Tommy
these days."
Tommy, just back from the Front
was describing what he saw of the
retreat from lions.
•' We 'ad a real sticky time. I tell yer.'
he said as he put down his pint pot on
the marine Blab. " We got bo a place
where
ws we
thought
we to
wosdiggoin'
to 'avein.a
rest, and
wos told
ourselves
Pretty 'ard we dug. too, and presently
the Captain comes along and he sez :
"Dig faster, yer blighters. Pat yer
backs into it. Yer'll probably orl'be
dead cms within the next two hours ! ' "
" Ami was yer ? " put in n listener.
'" Yus. we wos." replied the narrator,
"hincludm' the bloomin' boptnnist '■ "

The most popular Contest for
Picturegeors
ever organised in
this Country.
(Toti)ig Con2)on a^2>ears oil page ISO.)
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LUTHER, the well-known
ANNA
Lubin actress, has joined the Selig
(Western) Company.
#
*
Watch for
of London's
comedians
in one
M.L.B.
films. Whofunniest
is it ?
Carlyle Blackwell lias been very sick,
and will recuperate at one of the hot
springs which abound in California.
#
#
#
The rumour that man wants little
here below nor wants that little long
was not started by picture producers.
#
#
*
Shakespeare had a vocabulary of
15,000 and
words.
"Why,as oha film
why, producer?
is he not
living
working
A new series of " Pimple " comedies
will begin to be released on June 17th.
Pimple as a detective will be great.
#
#
#
It is estimated that there are to-day
between 17,000 and 18,000 photo-play
theatres in the United States, to which
more than 10,000,000 people go daily.
#
*
. #
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"Cream"

and the Cinema.

WE

told you some time ago that
some ingenious American had
conceived the idea of making
picture film out of skimmed milk. Now
we read in our good friend The Cinema
that the inventor has proceeded with hi9
notion, as the first roll of this new film
was exhibited recently at a Chicago
dairy-show. It is also stated that caseine
---a by-product of skimmed milk— can be
used lor making not only film, but pianokeys, combs, and buttons ! We presume
that film material of this nature will be
reserved for the cream of the profession.
How the Cinema Might Help.
THE cinema can play a wonderful
part in the present war, writes Mr.
Walter J. Stevenson in the Daily
Mail, and I can give one instance in
the case of a prominent South Coast
watering-place where it has helped to
secure a large number of recruits.
A route march was arranged by the
authorities in charge of the troops in

"When I was a boy," remarked the
Philosopher, as he entered our editorial
ofhces this morning, " the only thing I
ever took seriously
was castor# oil."
#
*
It's robbing Peter to pay Paul ; but,
owing to the war, fewer people will go
holiday-making by the sea this year,
and consequently managers of inland
houses hope to escape a bit of the usual
drop in summer receipts.
A whole house, a splendid and costly
edifice, was blown up last week for a
scene in The Mouse of a Thousand
Scandals at the American Studios, in
which Harold Lock wood has a great
part. No, dear readers, Harold was not.
*
#
*
A Chaplin Sea Picture.
CHARLES CHAPLIN and company
of Lssanay Players have completed
the first lios Angeles-made subject, liy the Sea. This is of one reel,
and Charlie is to be seen spending a day
at the beach, with a comedy situation
arising with every swell.
This subject will introduce the most
recent addition to the company, Billie
Armstrong, an English comedian, who
will appear in this and releases of the
future as another nut.
Watch your Rope.

FORMAN, representing youth,
and Theodore Roberts, representing ripe experience, and both with
the Lasky forces, are fond of fishing
and hunting, and whilst refusing to
believe their fishing stories, we give
credence to the fad that Roberts took
some new (?) cord up to the hills to
swing his hammock from. Roberts
weighs two hundred and fifty pounds,
and the cord was rotten. It was a bad
combination, and the bump was severe.
Tom Forman is laughing, but Roberts
TOM

hasn't commenced to laugh.

OUR

EMOTIONAL

PIANIST

WHEN—

No. 4. Mary Pickford smiles.

the town — some 15,000 or more — and a
large number took part in this march.
The whole inspiring spectacle was
duly taken by the cinema operators
belonging to the picture-theatres, from
various vantage points, and pictures
were also taken of the great crowds
that assembled. These were duly
shown to the public the same evening
in the picture-theatres, and evoked
great enthusiasm for days together,
besides gathering in many recruits.
The ^tar and the "Stills."
seen
you haveenjoys
MAE or MARSH
The Outcast,
will see, inwhom
prowling through the still pictures
of scenes in the Reliance-Majestic productions and selecting the choice ones
for her album. She will go over possibly three or four hundred photographs,
Out of these she will lay aside several of
each scene. Then she will single these
down to the one she likes best. She lias
an enlargement made of her final
choice. And her album holds an extraordinarily interesting collection of
scenes, in many of which Miss Marsh
herself is seen ill the stellar role.

ending
12, 1915

The Same Old "Broncho Billy."
GM. a new
ANDERSON
is appearing
series of Western
dramas,in
which are better than any yet produced. In some he appears in his old
familiar costume, and
in others hoi
varies his garb; but in all the plays it]
is the same old Broncho Billy, belove<jB
by boys and girls, as well as grown-upsJ
for his daring deeds and fearless dash.
Screen Aids the Sight.

IM
in the Dai
to a writer
INGa patient
ACCORD
witnj
who suffered
Mirror,
his eyes was ordered by a specialist
The
to go daily to a picture palace.
reason given for this curious prescription was that the slight quivering of|
which one is conscious, even when
watching the best pictures, is calculated
to exercise precisely those nerves and
muscles which in his eyes are defective*
"Swat that Fly !"
THE American carries his enthusiasm
for ■" swatting " the fly into practical demonstration, and both chil-J
dren in schools and the public in the
cinema are now being shown how to deal
with the fly menace on the film.
All!
the stages of a fly's life and depredaj
tions are magnified hugely on the screem
and the evil wrought by this insect isl
thus visibly portrayed. But there are fliesl
in England.
Cannot we run the samel
lesson over here ?
Fifth Largest Industry In U.S.A !
SO inranks
motion-picture
industryto
the the
United
fctates. according
the recent report of the census
bureau in "Washington.
Up to the beginning of DeceniberJ
1014. American
film manufacturer*
turned out 10,000 separate
reels orl
negative film, and from each an average1;
of thirty-five positive copies.
The standard reel is l.OuO feet long,
which makes 360,000.000 teet of film all
told, including both the originals and
the positives!
About 08 .Ooo miles or*
motion-pictures — enough to go roumfl
this old earth of ours a little less th;'U
three times. And it only took elevem
mouths
to make this gigantic tapemeasure of film. It is said that nearly
eight million pounds were spent in lessj
than a year to do so. Puts our homJ
industry in the shade a little, doesn't it ? .
"What a Marvellous Invention!
TO the
a War
attached
PetitCorrespondent
Journal General
JoJ
has expressed his pleasure that tl
cinema industry is alive and doing it
duty.
table."
have a '"Hereon
few rolls ofmyfilms
givenhe tosaid.
me hj
our official operators. Look at them;
they
show In
ourthis
brave
trenches.
one ' Poilus
you can* inseetheirj
oua
soldiers watching every movement ofl
the enemy.
I also received a lew films
from
otherlighting
Front theshowing
our1
Kussianthe allies
same foeal
Here you can see the Grand Duke
Nicholas in conversation with some of
his staff officers, How valuable these!
little rolls
of films
be onecanday be'. sten
Our
valiant
officers
and will
soldiers
fighting side by side for civilisation with
their brave
English
and value
Belgian
rades.
Of still
greater
will coin-"
they
K> to future generations.
What a marvellous invention! "
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©ur News Feature: Events of the Week
in 1 1 :i;i >i im.

WAR
Jmirrrnj
mimiu:

FEVER

IN

.^

ITALY:

topics

i.\

i mm

in ii kks

si:i.hti:d

ll:n\l

PITHES

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

One of the many outdoor demonstrations.
2. ON THE
JOURNEY
HOME: "Angel? of Mercy on the tran ports. 5. The mer
,VWen,>"f0Ur h0urs of teing "oun<"Kl.
3. CCFORTS FOR OUR SOLDIERS: Blanker mad* by women at Kidderminster. 4. A NOVEL
Crtme Caramel," a tiny pony, obtains many
contributions.
6. NEW FPEKCH SUPI R DfESDKOLCHT : A formidnble addition launched at
Bordeaux.
7. MORE CANADIANS
COMING : H.R.H. the'.Ouke of Connaught reviews new drafts for the Front
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IN a quiet little street in the town of
Alleiss there lived happily with
Stella, his wife, Michael Ferrick,
a dealer in curios and antiquities.
Although his love for Stella, like her
love for him, was deep and abiding,
Michael longed to do something in the
world. _ He was young and enthusiastic,
and his fellow-members had already
elected him leader of the Secret
Reformers' Society. Personally he had
toothing to complain of. The world was
aimbued
pleasant
place
him,fellow'but,withenough
the idea
thatto his
men were downtrodden, he burned to
assist them, arguing that if his life was
happy so should be the lives of others.
Creditable views to hold in a free land,
but not in the town of Alleiss.
aroused
the envy
andStella's
desire beauty
of Count had
Sergis,
the Governor
of Alleiss. It pleased him to think that
he was in love with her, and, accustomed
to do just what he pleased, it angered
him when Stella indignantly rejected
his overtures. Other women, high-born
too, fawned around him for the slightest
favour, and when the wife of a mere
curio-dealer rejected him it was nothing
less than an insult. Nevertheless the
Count sought every opportunity to force
his attentions upon her, and one morning when Michael was out on business
he called at the shop.
" What amongst the stock interests
the
Count
Ivan Sergis ? " asked Stella,
a trifle
nervously.
'■ I did not call to see the stock, but to
see you, my pretty one," replied Sergis —
" you a pearl among women, you who
waste your young life with a dull
husband. Come to me, Stella, and I will
give you all that money can buy."
•• Yon forget yourself, sir. Your suggestions are odious, and my hus"
band
But, stung to the quick, the Governor
interrupted her, " Remember, a word
from Hie and your husband will be
arrested
tried the
for woman
conspiracy."
Ho
was about and
to take
in his arms
by force, when Michael suddenly entered

Week
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the shop. He cast .a suspicious look at
the Count, who explained his presence
by saying that he had dropped in to buy
a few curios. Sergis felt sure, however,
that Michael suspected him, and, realithat his
he vile
could
consentsing to
plansnotby win
fair Stella's
means,
he determined to use foul. A few hours
later he had ordered the arrest of
Michael Ferrick.
" So far so good ! " muttered Sergis,
who then sent an aide-de-camp to Stella
with an intimation that the execution of
Michael
would
take place at five o'clock
on
Tuesday
evening.
" Oh, my poor husband ! " she sobbed.
" What has he done ? Is there no means
of " saving
him ?there
"
No doubt
is. madam. Why
not see the Governor ? " came the ready
reply.
Without
instant's
delay
Stella called
at theanCitadel
and asked
the Governor why he had done this
cruel wrong.
" To bring you to your senses, pretty
one," he answered, cunningly.
" Is there no way by which he can be
saved ? " said Stella, very faintly.
the Governor."
is "a Oh,
way,yes,"
sure leered
enough.
You have there
only
to pay the price, and — you know what it
will cost you."
"" No,
; anything
ratherhusband
then that
Verynowell,
then; your
dies..''
Why should he be allowed to live after
conspiring against the State? Unless
you consent to my terms by to-morrow
evening
execution
"take
place."
With atheheavy
heart will
Stella
returned,

AS

STELLA

FERRICK.

and on the morning of the fatal day
she went out with her baby in the belief!
that the sight of the child would soften,
his heart. But when she appeared
again before Sergis she soon found that
he was not to be turned from his purpose that way.
'• If you agree to the terms I have*!
named, I will instruct the officer in
command of the firing squad to use!
blank cartridges and the prisoner will
feign death." Sergis smiled. " If you do
not agree he will die," he added slowly.J
Stella's love for her husband vasj
stronger than ever, and to save him.
from death she decided to accept thel
terms. But she did not reckon upon the
vile betrayal of Michael.
Sergis had
written two orders for the officer of the
execution
party, .but the one which!
Stella had been* allowed to read was at
reached"
That whichtheactually
dummy.
the
officer contained
wordsexecution
: " You
are instructed
to see that the
of Stella
Michaeltrusted
FerrickSergis.
takes and
place when
at once."j
she
heard
the
report
of
the
rifles
she'
believed it to be a mock execution whichl
would give her back her husband.
Ringing the bell, the Governor requested the aide-de-camp
to take!
Madam Ferrick to her husband.
With a hopeful heart Stella went to*
the parade-ground and there to herl
horroronsaw
dead body of Michael!
lving
the 'the
ground.
"Oh, heaven!" she cried. "He had
tricked
poor dear
dead." me.
Then My
to herself
she husband'
muttered,ia
"But wait, Count Sergis.
I will be'

Ferrick'a
later
A few minutes
y deessMadame
completel
cheerfuln
assumed
revenged."
ceived the villainous Count. " I am glad
to see you take the matter in the right
spirit." he said smiling, and turning to
lock the door. " Now that Ferrick 19
dead
" Before he could finish the
sentence Stella rushed at him with a
knife. She intended paying the double
debt ; but he was too quick for her. and,
summoning waiting assistance, he had
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I.- enraged womai
seized, while her
lild was lu-i'ii- lit int • > tin' room
•• I'll punish her so that she w ill n
his du\ ." ho shouted to hi
Take 1 11 * - child and abandon il .
> that it can
ne\ er he found.
Thun
n-k up the mother and see that she is
watched.
She's
a dangerous
Oman."
And Stella, cry iug lor mere) . and her
rying with fright, were dragged
IT in different directions.
«
»
*
the street, in the fading even
lg light, strolled .lark Mason and Dick
iarvard, two young American tourists
ho were "doing" Alleiss as a part of
nil- holiday tour. The crying of a
ttle child brought the-m to a standtil.
|b\

It was Alva,

AND

THE

PIC.
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|M

St. '11a'.; abandoned

laphcr.
Thai he *u ul>l" to
COJ1VOJ the precioii.- new s to hit accomplice.,hat
t
\ cry e\ anillg
W ■ I n make
.ill' 'I 1" I
■ >ke
he explained tot!.
work quiokly.
Jack Mason, one of the
designers, has takes the plans home and
will have them
for four days
L1
glorious
opportunity.
Stella
Ferrick
and 1 will get to kilo*'.
M |
1 know
the hotel be frequent*.
The same evening a lady and gentleman sought a table in the hotel Bj I

t In ft and at one.- mfornx
- 1 1« t
Harvard
who wu
now a member oi■ I i1 be
1 ..•
We must i ■-. .\ er t he plan-. Dick
I shall be ruined and thecountrj plat

Meniiw bile I :
ni'-t at their
secret ^ ireleu stal i< in
Tin
C) til bis
a ci
i rieudlj
t. • t hem,
■ \ p.i | I'd wit hin a few hour! and t Inw ireleu message t bat • be >
ich
Lug port
otv. 'ie(i them s method
of
escape
Ruskey announced witl
s.itisfact ion that he bad secured the Toi
coveted
plans, mid then
began ■ I

stroke of mod fortune Jack Mason's
v. a- the only available table, and the
new coiner-, sat down and entered into
conversation which turned upon Russia.
Jack admired a cigarette holder Ruskej
w as using, and elicited that it was
Russian work.
The new
friends gol OB
famously, and

when

Jack

ITllSSBOtl
ineai.-.
St-lla.
anxious ielo evwaymine andthe contents
of the
ued it and f< mini t lie port la il
■
and necklet.
She looked at. the
of a baby-girl.
With a cry i i
Mv
baby ! ' she took it and t be i apei •
stoh quietly from theTOom;
Tnercwas
no doubt th&l she was on the brack of
her child, and she returned them 'o Jack
with a note :
" Here are the plan-- that n ere stolen
from you
by the mother of the I'hild
yon have fostered. It yon can forgive
jne. I will ask the privilege of Beeing my

said "Good

od Lord! "exclaimed Jack." the
id's abandoned, sure.
We can't let her
ay here, anyway.
(lue--. we'll take
Mr home for the night."
And when the morrow came and they
nd failed utterly to trace the baby's
■ parent-. Mason
decided
to adopt
her.
They engaged a nurse, and when they
returned to New York they took tin"
Iwby with them, first taking the pjreeaution of photographing her and putting carefully away the necklet she was
wearing.
»
#
*

Jackonce
replied
child
more. he would
Stella be
I'l-i glad
lick.''to give
her the opportunity she asked at eight
o'clock the same evening.
Immediately si >■ had read the letter
she called a car and Bel out for Ma-oii flat, leaving the letter behind.
She met

A kind-hearted official in the prison
whereSt'lla was confined took pity on her
and detailed her for work in the infirmary.
Whilst there one of the female prisoners
died and was duly laid out for burial in
the mortuary. Then Stella saw a possibility of escaping. Situated on the
edge of a precipitous elift'. t lie western
side of the prison looked out to sea. and
it was the custom not to bury a body,
but to place it in a sack and east it into
the water. This. then, was Stella's
Opportunity. She hid the corpse, which
was placed ready tor burial, and. taking
its place, was " buried " in its stead.
To free herself from the enveloping
shroud was easy, and Stella swam towards an outward bound vessel. On
lmard she made friends with Peter
Ruskey, a Russian refugee from his
native land, who also had suffered from
the persecuting methods of such an
official as the Governor of Alleiss.
Together they declared war upon
society, and for some years after their
arrival in America they battened on the
credulity of the public. In course of
time they had Income identified with a
spy organisation, the operations of
which were to secure certain plans of
the coast defences.

d

■Ba

11
-

She intended

paying

the double

<4

1

debt.

night "' he had accepted an invitation to
ing. them at dinner the following evenjoin

Jack Mason, the man who had rescued
little Alva, was now attached to the
Naval Department. The authorities
had heard that two countries at least
were anxious to secure their plans, and
Mason was warned.

All next day Mason worked on the
plans. He bad just finished when Alva
came into the room, and Jack showed
her for the first time the necklace she
was wearing when he and his friend
Harvard had picked her up years before.
Mason then locked the plans away
with bis private papers, among which
was the portrait of the baby, and went
off to dine with the Ruskeys.
He was welcomed by Stella, who

"Take great care of these plans
whilst you are working on them.'' said a
Director " I must have them back in
four days.-'
Ruskey. the leader of the gang, had
long realised the impossibility of
removing the plans from the offices of
the department, and had already bribed

explained
••brother-'
out
for a timethat
on her
business.
Shewaswould
entertain him. and Jack found the
entertainment acceptable.
The " business " was the burgling of
Jack's flat, and to make sure of securing
everything Ruskey carried away the
case containing the private papers.

■'

thanks
for man
whatandhegave
had him
done
for her
the young
a mother'-,
child, and having fondled and caret — d
her daughter, she left the house, promising to return on the morrow.
But the gang, with Ruskey at their
bead, were already hot upon her track.
Outside the house they saw the waiting
car. and having disabled the driver
waited until Stella appeared.
Jack had been strangely moved by the
story he had beard, and having watched
the woman leave the house be saw bar
attacked and bundled into t lie car. which
was driven rapidly away.
Following as quickly as he could he
reached the wireless station on the heels
of the gang. While they were devising
a means of punishing Stella one of the
villains discovered that they had been
followed. Jack was just endeavouring
to raise the window when he was brutally overpowered, brought into the
room and tied hand and foot.
Both he and Stella were in a desperateport,
plight. and
Meanwhile,
was in
the gang the
were" Cynthia
going to'
"clear.'' The last wireless mess
"Arrived in harbour. Deliver plans at
once"— blew to the floor, and Stella skilfully directed it.
it to AJack's
hand,
in which
he concealed
minute
later,
in the
hurry of packing, a glass was smashed
on the floor and Stella, with the toe of
her boot, pushed a piece of the glass into
Jack's hand.
Not a moment too soon. Jack was
bustled into a motor-car. taken to the
railroad and tied across the metals as a
train came thundering along. Ruskey
and his colleagues bad regained the
plans and documents, and these they
determined to save.
Events were now moving ton climax.
>\'itli

Stella

in

their

charge,

they
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Some British producers still only pur
chase the synopsis, preferring th
ne t>i:-chnique
staff writers to furnish Juthe
AVhyr
For the simple reason that it
remains for a select few iu write a goodl
photo-play, and the specimens they haT(
received have doubtless bucked tl
to this determination.
Most firms. \iom\
ever, prefer and specify for plots to be
arranged in working order, thusynopsis, list of scenes, the — nario
proper — that is, the plot germ se;
terse, tabloid scenes, the scenes to b
given in their logical order.
Perhaps the hardest task of all
writing of a comic script— sometl
genuinely funny without vulgarity. ;
with a hearty laugh iu every
-•
Doubt it?
Have a shot yourself

Stella entertains Jack whilst her "brother"
boarded a motor-boat and made for the
" Cynthia," which, with steam tip, was
waiting to rush out of the harbour.
Now Stella's forethought bore fruit,
for Mason, with his piece of glass, cut
through the cord binding him, and rolled
clear from the metals before the train
could reach him. He ran to the nearest
telephone and gave Harvard the news.
'• " Go at once to Norton's Point. Advise
Commander at Sandy Hook to prevent
warship ' Cynthia ' leaving port."
Harvard acted quickly. He had the
message sent to Sandy Hook and joined
Mason in the hope of overtaking the
warship. They did so, and boarding
the " Cynthia," the Secret Service man
forced his way into the captain's cabin.
"In the name of the Government," he
demanded. " I must request that you
release this lady, and deliver up the
stolen papers ! "
" Most decidedly not. We are under
the flag of Etruria, and therefore not
within the United States' laws."
" You are within reach of the guns ! "
thundered Jack, and as you are also
within the three-mile limit, yon must
obey the laws of the United States ! "
was" We
the will
calm see.
reply. Full speed ahead 1 "
A smart rap at the door of the officer
commanding at Sandy Hook, and a
sentry burst in with the news that the
" Cynthia " was escaping.
Stop !her!
" ordered
the officer.
Boom
Boom
!
"What does that Bimean?'" demanded
tli>' captain of the " Cynthia."
"It means.'' replied Harvard, "that
they have orders to prevent yon leaving.
If you do not stop you will be blown
out of the water ! "
*' Gentlemen, the lady is free, and the
papers
yours.
your orders."
And tire
Stella
and We
herobey
rescuers
left the
ship, leaving Etnskey and his companions
snarling in impotent rage.
Produced by the Popular
Plays and
Players Co.. Ltd., of New York, this
sensational film drama will be released
by the Gaumont Film Hire Service on
June Nth. Madame Olga Petrova, the
famous Russian actress, acts finely in
lie' ,W, of •■ Stella." and is supported by

an exceptionally powerful cast.

is burgling his flat.

WRITING FOR THE
= PICTURES =
Useful Tips & Wrinkles
Br A. E. LEWIS.
THE drama of hope:— the writing of
a photo-play, the passionate hope
of acceptance ; the tedious waiting,
and then — rejection to dampen enthusiasm! Ever experienced it ? I thought
so. But is the producer always at
fault !J Don't you believe he can spot a
real good thing F Think it over. Be
honest with yourself. A scenario editor
receives something like hundreds of
scripts weekly. To sort the wheat from
the chaff, to find the very few that
savour of_ originality and are properly
detailed, is a wearisome task. ' Merit
tells in the synopsis, and the average
editor invariably knows by reading
same whether the photo-play is likely
to possess acceptable qualities. Boil
the
Don't overtax
time
and synopsis
patience down.
with rambling,
unnecessary words before coming to the pith of
your story. Practise hard and you can
fully explain in from200 to 300 words.
Do not adopt narrative strain.
If you would know how it is done,
read the synopsis issued by the producing firms. Remember tint the
threadbare
plot should
won't do.
It is spotted
at once. But
a story
emerge
from out of the common rut. with
interest well sustained and scenes faithfully portrayed with judgment and
ability, your chances are in the ascendant.
You will have favourably impressed
the reader, and your script retained for

its further possibilities to be considered.

This leads us to the requirements of
the present-day producers. Cone are
the days of the slipshod film they are

relegated to the past ; consequently the

chances of the soulless and ignorant
writer have lessened considerably, for
time cannot be spared to lick, such
offerings into shape.

see.The art of visualising a story can j
be acquired by constant practice
observation. Seat yourself amidst
prospective audience. Look on wit
cold and critical eye. Be your o\
critic and unmerciful. Let your -tory
be unfolded in proper sequence, with an
eye to suspense being fairly maintained,
and don't forget to slowly develop the
big situation which yon prop" - ■ t<
spring upon them with startling si
ness. H you have more than one, all
the better. Should the action -trike
you as being unreal and strained 9
won't do. Take the audience into yon
confidence, let the pictures explain
instead of mere words.
Remember also what is clear t" >•«
as the author may be confusing to other*
and an apt sub-title often sheds light,
But beware of too many screen me— ages.
Cut out all you deem unnecessary, then
repeat it as ofteh as possible. If your
action is strong aud vigorous. h- true
meaning becomes apparent. Master the
art.
Moreover,
don'tby work
the
excitement
scene
scene,up the!
becoming indifferent or careless, let tha
interest fizzle out like a damp squib.
Never become disheartened at
tions. It is a bad policy. After a
script has returned several times like
a prodigal, read it again: eliminate
and add wherever possible, or. biter
still, rewrite it. Inspirations often
come quite unexpected, but it is inadvisable to sit down and await their
coming. Just keep on pegging away
with unfailing obstinacy and purpose.
Thus will you draw nearer to the long*

looked-for goal.

Lastly, go to see the pictures oftea
It will not only entertain, but enlighten
yon. and prove the means of avoiding
the pitfall of plot repetition, for in
thinking out new ideas we should always
remember that doubtless our ideas have
already been forestalled, and that t herd
is nothing new under the sun.

If you
■weekly
at your
definite

want this Paper
and cannot get it
cinema, place a
order with any

newsagent,
and all ■will
be well.
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Story

of the

War

1 2 th.

■"HIS morning I look an old sock that
used to belong to dear Papa, and
walked up and down the path in
the Recreation Ground darning it.
■ always look at one with so much
more interest it' one is darning a man's
sock '. A soldier came and walked along
beside me. My heart began to flutter.
iu-t like a little captured bird! He remarked that it w;is a fin? day. and 1
replied, and we began to converse. He
told me that he is in the Tewnty-fifth
Battalion one
of of
the our
King's
Loyal
Stiltons,
finest Own
regiments.
and that they might be ordered out to
the Front any moment. I felt unite
thrilled to be talking to such a hero!
He called me madam, and I said—
'"Pardon, me. sii. but I am not "mar"U ir possible?"
he what
replied,he and
hiadmiring
eyes told me
meant.
1 hare sometimes wondered why I am
urried. but 1 think 1 know
tin-

and

TEST
ACTORS

MIGHT

BE

of the
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CLARE

reason. Men do not marry very beautiful women They are jealous creatures, and it would be intolerable for
them to see other men admiring their
wives, so they marry the plain one-.
This is the origin of that consoling proits own
which
Iveil).
have" Beauty
written is out
and reward."
hung over
my
looking-glass^
He was wearing a blue uniform, but he
says they will get khaki ones soon. He
says he is a corporal. My military upbringing -for many years dear papa
took an active and financial interest in
th> Toothem Boys' Brigade— informed
me that a corporal is one degree higher
than a colonel. He told me that his
regiment had acquitted itself gallantly
in the Boer War, where he very nearly
got the Victoria Cross. That is to
the man who was next to him in the
trenches got it. so that he only just
missed getting it ! He said that during
one battle he had a hand to hand combat
with Kruger, who most treacherouslj

TESTED

fliiap ffoyl% -"]

WITH

ADVANTAGE.

KING

THORNTON
wounded him in both knees with the
handle of his rifle, and then ran away!
I know that this was cowardly, tor dear
papa used to say that no gentleman ever
hits another " below the belt."' On his
return to England he received tin;
B.S.O.
me some He
day.is going to bring it to show
1 am sure that he is in love with me
already, for we sat down on a bench, and
when we got up I trod, accidentally, of
course, for I am the soul of maidenliness, on his foot, and I saw his whole
frame tremble with emotion at the contact. Men have so little control of
themselves. I am gointr to knit him ;i
warm. muffler to keep his dear throat
khaki
We are to meet to-morrow at the same
spot.
May 13th.
My her. > cam ■ aeain. I brought the
muffler, and knitted a great deal of it.
II" told me a wonderful story.
During
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Hie Boer War he, Bingle-laricled, saved
three
themhe back
to
the cannons',
trendies and
underbrought
tire. And
had
not had any food for five days except a
few carra way-seeds that one of his
friends happened to find in the Lining of
his pocket. What dreadful hardships
our gallant soldiers have to undergo!
I wonder whether these pins andneedles in ray heart mean that I am in
love !
His name is Clarence — a name full of
romance !
May 17th,
Knowing how fond the military are 01
smoking, 1 bought Clarence a little box
of cigarettes. They are called " Wild
Woodbines" — such a poetic name — and
are quite moderate in price. He said
that he would not smoke them, but
would keep them always, and wear them
next to his heart Was not that a sweet
notion ?
Poor fellow, I fear that his pay is
very inadequate. He has a widowed
Btep-mother to support, and several
step-sisters.
flight of
steps."
lie said to me," Quite
in his aplayful
way.
He
is so debonnuh-: I lent him a sovereign,
which he will pay back when the war is
over.
May
19th.
To-day Clarence kissed me on my
spectacles. There was such burningpassion in the kiss that I felt almost
frightened. What an immense responsibility tohave made a man love one in
this fiery way. He received a telegram
from Lord Kitchener yesterday bidding
him be ready to sail for the war any
moment. Oh. to think that perhaps in
si few days his beloved body will lie
dead on the plains of France, riddled
•with shells! Or perhaps he will be
made prisoner, and interred in a fortress. My use of the word "interred"
shows how, quite unconsciously, 1 am
acquiring military phrases.
I lent him another sovereign this
morning to buy a hot-water bottle for
his poor step-mother, who is completely
bedridden.
May 2 1 st.
Life is flooded with glamour ! He has
asked me to marry him when he comes
back from the war! Dear papa used to
say tome, in his playful way — "A blind
man is your only chance, Laura ! " If he
could nave seen me this morning, with
my head on Clarence's soldierly
shoulder! It is a remarkable fact —
mamma used to tell me- that a Marine,
1 think he was very nearly an officer,
used to wink at her in church every
Sunday, and papa had an uncle who was
very friendly with a man who was head
commissionaire at a block of quite the
best mansions in youth Kensington, so
it seems that our family is destined to
be closely connected with the Services.
Clarence is not at all well fed in his
("imp ! They have " mess " at nearly
every meal. It sounds very poor nourishment for grown m6n, who need good,
Eolid food. I am going to bring him
cake and chocolate to-morrow.

May 22nd.
Clarence loved the cake and chocolate. 1 have knitted
him two pairs of

flocks. There are many wrong stitches
in them, but, as the dear boy says,
wrong stitches are as warm as right
ones.
To-day he gave me a flower. It looked
like some sort of dandelion, but I am
very short-sighted. He called it by a
Latin name, and I think it must be
what people call an exotic. One of his
step-sisters is veiy ill, and I have given
him money to buy her grapes and
jellies. He has been drilling men all
the week, and his voice is quite hoarse
from giving the words of command.
He has been teaching me a number of
drill-terras. I asked him if it-was not
very difficult to get the men to do a particularly intricate evolution called
'•forming fours" during battle, with
great shells dropping all round them,
and the hoarse shrieks of the Zeppelins
drowning
theallofficers'
voices
! He
said
it is not at
difficult,
as the
British
soldier is most docile, even amid the
chaos of battle !
He is now in command of two pontoons of men. Soon he will be a
General ! Then they will raise his pay,
but at present he is practically destitute,
having to support all those relatives! I
forwarded him another small sum
to-day, to buy some necessities for one
of the step-sisters who is taking a situation as governess in a titled family.
May 25th.
I told Clarence to-day that when he
goes to the Front I shall tie a white
ribbon round his arm, as the maiden in
the picture did to the Huguenot. Evidently in warfare a white ribbon on the
. arm is respected by every foe, even the
fierce Hun ! He said he would much
prefer a pound of '' Gold Flake " —
another poetic name — and that it would
be much better if I gave it to him a day
or two before he sailed, so that he might
smoke it in my company, when it would
taste sweeter ! He is so gallant !
May
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gave !him
Gold anFlake,"
which
he 1 loved
He the
says '; that
aunt of
his
would' be able to take in six Belgian
refugees if she had another bed in the
house. Unfortunately, the poor woman.
who is, I gather, in very reduced circumstances, has only one bed in the house,
which she herself occupies (at night). I
lent him money to buy another lied.
One's heart bleeds for these poor exiles!
He says that we shall have a military
wedding, and that a distinguished fieldmarshal who has had both legs shot
away by shrapnel — German for cannonball, I presume — will act as his best
man ! It is almost too wonderful to be
true!
May 27th.
I went to the recreation-ground today, but Clarence did not come.
Very
likely he has taken his cohort of men to
drill on an adjacent heath.
May 28th.
Again he did not come! I am setting
nervous:
They say
that\\ atch.
the ready
Kaiser's
spies are always
on the
to
assassinate the foremost men in the
country, and I fear that, realising what
a staggering blow his loss would be to
the Allies, the Teutonic
tyrant
has

deputed
his servants
to murder
my
beloved !
Oh. my Clarence ! Life is dreary
without thee!

May

29th.

No Clarence again! I saw. near the
bench where we used to sit. a piece of
orange-peel upon which he slipped one
day.
I have put it under my pillow 1
May 30th.
He did not come, but I saw on the
news-placards to-night " Crushing German defeat!" So he must be at the
Front! Oh. God of battle-, steal the
Germanshoot
soldiers'
so that they
cinuot
my loveguns,
!
May
t. with indignation! To-day,
I am 31 wild
when 1 went to the recreation-ground, a
man came up and said to ms :—
" So your friends go'rn. old lidy !
He was a most insolent, common
I made no answer.
He went. on: —
person.
•' Is gnv'nor m*y 'ave lietter luck in
another town, but that's jest the worst
o' tJiem cinema shows ! They orfeii
I was speechless at the audacity of
the creature.
'It's an 'aid life." he continued.
" standin1 outside the 'all in ryne an'
snow, !shoutin'
— ' all the best picshers
"
nowbustshowin'
! ' — an* I dessay you noticed
as 'ow pore Bill's voice was as 'oarse as a
crow ! Even the tine uniform don't
myke up, to ray mind. W'y. I'd almost
rather
be a bloomin'
sojer a! " glance, then
I withered
him with
turned and walked away. What a base
calumniator !
So I await my beloved, who is out at
the frout gallantly fighting for King
and country ! I know so well that when
the war is over he will return to me
covered with glory! Then we shall be
married ! As for the seven pounds that
I lent him. well — one can always economise ! I shall give op my little maid,
and do the work myself.
I await him paiientlv. Clarence, my
future husband, ray peerless knight !
The End.

The ceal that escaped and
the Bear thai: wjnt dotty.
1XCEYILLE has lost two of the most
interesting personages in its menagerie. The seal, which Pedro Leon.
cowboy chief at the plant, roped and
captured a few weeks ago, recently decided that it preferred the broad Pacific
for a habitat, and during the night waddled away from its sheltered cove. Pedro
is bitterly disappointed, for he was
making first-rate progress in taming the
sea lion. The very next day after the
disappearance of the seal. Bruin, the
giant cinnamon bear, which long has
been a pet at the studios, suddenly had
an attack of hydrophobia. Normally
placid and affectionate, Bruin was turned
into a raving maniac, and it became
necessary to end his agony with a bullet.
Thomas H. luce, production chief of the
N'.w York Motion Picture Corporation,
say he intends to replace the animals.
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Onlyappeared,
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in
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the screen, '"i the Famous Players Film
Companj . ha- scored once again.
Bliss Deslys is noted, of course, for the
wonderful and original gowns manj of
great daring
in which
she loves to
appeal-, and in this connection
Bhe is
said to have declared at a rapper
"1 like, myself,
daring.
If a
her display her
That makes the

AND

gowns thai area little
girl is beautiful, let
beauty to advanl
world happier.
It is

also good for the girl's future.
"1 know a very pretty girl who came
down to dinner dressed for a dance one
evening in s very daring gown. Bui Bhe
was a beautiful girl she had a beautiful figure and so why complain P
- Hut the girl's father looked her up
and down, ami then said bitterly: —
•• ' Your mother never dressed like that

to the pictures and Hi.' chief -our.
w 01 iv to I hi- direct I a fl a' v. hi an • i
working
is to curb her adventui
spirit.
In one picture-drafts
thrown from a yacht in mid ocean, Bhe
Im
gone up in aeroplanes and come
down with parachutes, and loves to sw im
and -I
t . and fish fi ai ha
Bhe ha I
a wealth of auburn
hair, and I'lie- •
and tips the scales at 1201b, She has
never engaged in the art of the poken
drama.
" I want to work

in a wild animal pic*

tore; 1 have oever worked with tho
animals, but I am anxious lor the opportunity. Iwant to take a chance, said
Anna Luther, and she smiled some more
and the world was bright !

An All-Round

Busy Player.

MOSTthe picturegoers
familiar
with
tall, striking air
figure
of Hubert

Willis, who for well over a year

I know,
father," said the
the men.'
to "•trai>
girl, a- she pinned a flower in
her corsage, ' and look at what
J. R. TOZER,
greatly admired
productions.
He
stock

whose acting will bo
in the now M.I. .15.
is a member of their
company.

Art throned the Heart.
EDNA
MAYO, pretty leading woman
with Essanay, lias set a new standard in expression work before the
lera. She makes no effort whatever
to register the many variety of emotions
by facial contortions, so frequently seen.
•" I let my heart and not ruy face
1 ess my emotions," she said. " I pay
no attention to my face whatever, but
simply lose myself in my part.
In this
way the expression is natural and' not
overdone, as when you strive to put the
expression into your face."
Three Pickfords in One Play.
THE drama Fanchon the Cricket, by
Georges Sand, the noted French
no\ elist. has been filmed by Famous
Players. It is of unusual interest because of the fact that it not only presents
Mary Pickford in the title-role, but that
the supporting cast also includes Lottie
and Jack Pickford, sister and brother of
the popular star. 'Ihis is the first time
since the Piekfordshave been appearing
on the screen that all three appear in a
single subject.
AfterPickford
a week's has
delay
through
Mary
finished
her sickness
work in
I of Yesterday, another Famous
Players film, in which her director, Allan
Dwan, has made use of society folk and
is. highly pleased with the result.
Cinema's Latest Conquest.
FEW indeed have not heard of beautiful Gaby Deslys, whose fame has
been made on the boards of the
ling variety theatres of two Continents. She was the star of Sir James
M. Barrie's production, JRosy Rapture,
.during its recent run at the Duke of
t's Theatre. London.
In securing
the services of this great favourite for

charming ' " portrait of Miss
sheA trapped!
Deslys appears on our frontispiece page.
On the Quiet!

Louise
Pretty quietly
it is true.
SO Glaum
was married
a little time ago. Rumours
stated that she was seen in a
white dress getting into a
motor-car, and that Harry
Edwards, the head comedy
director under "Pathe" Lehrman of the L-Ko Company,
was spotted with a flower in
his button-hole and a gladsome
egression on his countenance.
Then Harry and Louise both
had a short lay-off from their
work. Openly accused, they
admitted the fact, and stated
that they were very happy and
trusted every one else was the
same. if Well,
luck to 'em,
even
they good
did manage
the
affair secretly.
Wager
acting. Leads

to

Picture-

ANNA LUTHER, who has
just joined the Selig Pacific Coast stock companies
as a leading lady, is certainly a
dainty mite of femininity. She
was born in Newark, N.J.,
twenty years ago, and started
picture-acting as the result of
a wager. The work fascinated
her, and within six months she
was undertaking leading roles
in the silent drama.
"I'm going to stay in the
motion-pictures
ever,"
said
the little actress for
as she
showed
her pearly white teeth in a
fascinating laugh.
Anna Luther is known as
KATHLYN
WILLIAMS
the little lady who is not afraid
in Hie Sj>oiler$, one of her best parts.
to take a chance. She is ready
and willing to undertake any We lu.jie to shortly publi-h her adventures
during the
"'stunt " that will add realism taking of TheVarpet from Bagdad, a big Selig productiou,
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The Won. Phil/ at the Globe, and
as Tom Belcher in The II
Temperle;/ at the Adelphi. Then
went to the Lyceum to play the
comedy part in The Fighting
('liana-, and next had a seven
months' run as the detective in
Ready Money at the New Theatre.
" Yes, I hove been busy." he coneluded. " I've not mentioned half
the plays, but they'll do to go on
with, no doubt."
Effects, and More Effects !
EVERY good producer strives
for new scenic and photoeffects, and none are more
successful in this direction than
Henry Otto of the American Company. Recently he took his company to Point Conception, and
obtained some night scenes showing the light-house rays — a beautiful effect. While there Otto
caught a small baby-seal, which he
brought back to Santa Barbara,
and which has received the name
of Dicky. We may look for
master seal in a picture ere long
unless all signs fail.
Caruso Turns the Camera.

Hl'BEKT
WILLIS, a popular member
the London Film Stock Company.
now has been playing on the stock of
the London Film Company. His first
experience in film-acting was in the
Message from Wars, playing the Tramp
with Charles Hawtrey, and his list of
characters in London films started with
the trainer in The House of Temperle//.
In his rapid way of speaking Mr.

FOR a few moments the other
day Enrico Caruso, the King
0f
of Tenors, was a camera-man
for the Trans-Atlantic. Surrounded bya battery of reporters,
who hurled questions at the
rate of about a dozen a second, and
smiling, singing, and kissing good-byes
to a screaming, cheering horde of fellowcountrymen, Caruso was more occupied
than he is in his rule in La Bohcme. He
blew kisses here and he blew kisses there,

"Willis told us something of his long
stage career. He said: "When I was
three years old my father was the
lessee of the Theatre Royal, Norwich,
and with the exception of a few years at
school I have been acting ever since.
After years of touring I at last made
my appearance in London (the Mecca of
;ill actors) to play a part in The Gay
Parisienne
at the
Duke of York's, which
ran
for twelve
months.
Then I went to the Vaudeville to play
in Never Again, and later to Terry's to
play in The
White
with the
Edward
Terry
and Kn'ujht,
Kate Rorke
in late
the
cast. This was the beginning of a very
happy engagement of five years with
Edward Terry, playing the second parts
to him in all his comedies.
Then I had a season with Forbes
Robertson at the Comedy, after which
1 played the valet in Cattle* in Spain
with the late Harry Fragson at the
Royalty, then went to the Duke of
York's
Theatre
play in Gerald
Mini,/
Mary Ann.
with again
Eleanorto Robaon,
(In Mauri*'!', and Eenry Aiuley in tincast. After that ployed in Peter Pan

at the same theatre.

I played Harlequin

with
PaulineThen
Chase
M. Barrie's
Pantaloon.
wentin toJ. Australia
for
about two pears playing Friar Tuck in
Robin Hood, Old Jakes in 7V\ Silver
King, Bedford, the detective.in Raffles,
and a greal many other parts, On my
return to Emgland I played in Strifi at
the Hay market, with G. 1'. llmitlex in
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and. as his lips smacked against his
n thy palm, it sounded like the threat
of a German submarine.
And while he was l>eing besmudged
with return kisses, and the membei the little Italian group were draping
themselves about his shonlders. two
camera-men suggested to the spirited
idol that he turn the tables and the
camera on the army of photographers,
who were busier at that moment than a
one-armed paper-hanger with the itch.
Caruso met the suggestion with a
burst of enthusiasm. I nder the direction of an operator the big tenor aimed
the camera at the battery of photographers, and ground away at the handle
like a Neapolitan organ-grinder in a
charitable neighbourly
The novelty received wide publicity
all over America, and every big newspaper carried photographs of Caruso in
the role of camera-man. and. with his
hat pitched on the side of his head, he
filled the role perfectly.

CONCERNING
PRIZES
IN OUR
CONTESTS
THE luckiest voters in our British
Players Contest (next tothewumea
of the £10 in cashi will soon be
recipients of Columbia Graphophones
and records — prizes, mark you, which
lovers of real music and singing by
leading artistes will know how to appreciate. We have just enjoyed a selection
of the newest Columbia records, and
found them, as usual, of magnificent
quality and wonderfully varied in subject. They include, for example. \
and musical selections from the Pa
revue, The Passing Show "A 1916, the
popular comedian. Jack Norworth. in
new songs; Vivian Foster as "the parson at the sewing-party in Businest
Usual; the Century Quartette in that
fine old music-hall success. Comra
and two records-— a song and a march — of
Sussex by the Si a. a stirring war subject,
with a swinging chorus which cannot
be forgotten. A splendid patriotic
number is the descriptive fantasia For
King and Country, played by the S,
Gnards' kind, and other baud contributions destined to become famous records
are Cm aiad my boy grew up to I
soldier, Pipperary (two-step). Sister
Susie, and The Parade of the Tin Soldiers.
We have known Columbia ten-inch and
twelve-inch records for many years, and
can safely recommend them as some of
the world's best. It is beeause we know'
they give so much real pleasure that we
are again offering Columbia goods as
prizes in our second contest. ''The
World's Greatest Film Artistes. " We
repeat that they are pri/es worth winning, and it costs you nothing to try
for them. Vote for the film artistes
whom you consider are the cleverest in
the world (exclusive of British play
Any one of your coupons may be a
winner.

Don t miss the Coupon
1 1

' CHAKLl.
'
ttrs by Allan Morlef,

on page 200.
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We Read Them

All.

■ I wish I knew ii you really read time
letters your own little self, or does son
laced clerk scau Ihi'iu over htirriedL) and
eenmgn them to the waste paper basket mnl
in Ins inner s(.li t„ t|„. ,|,.\,i
l)i\n. | Norw uh).
Fine Film Appreciated.
•■ I saw Barnaby Ruiigt la-t night, and enji)\<->lit verj much. How Hne Stewarl Koine
looked as Hugh! II,' and Tom Powers really
deserve all the laurels, lor without them the
tiliu would lv - no! I most not say that
exactly, or I shall have Mr. Bentlej mi my
track. '
K. M. (Glasgow I,
The Soldier and the Autographs.
Now ihat i have enlisted the paper is
sent on to meeverj week, and I thoroughly
en 03 reading it after a hard daj b work. I
am .1 very ardent picturegoer, aud have had
the pleasure ol meeting Florence Turner in
persi n. I saw ni one re] ly that a reader can
banal of twelve aatograph photos. I can
■how over 120 ol them. I consider 1 am
Ittuky. Don't you: Hike Pn 11 hks because.
although I cauuot see many films (we are
bsrdat work jm^ia rin- (or the Germans), it
keeps mi' in touch with new releases.
l'i;i\ a 1 1: (.. 1 Essex Regiment, St am lord).

Some of the Sest.

1 will ti'll yon who 1 consider are some of
the best actors— not the best actors only, bat
thos,. who strike me as having strong characters, combined with attractive and pleasing
personalities. First and foremost, without
any doubt iu my opinion, comeB Harold
l.urkwood. nt the Famous Players. I saw
him yesterday in The Crucibh . and each time
1 sea him 1 admire him more and more.
Secondly comes James Kirkwood, also of
Famous Players, and then 1 think Thomas
Santsehi. of Sehg. Although 1 have seen
very little of the latter player, [admire him."
BfA&kL C. 1 Edgbaston).
More Praise (?) for Charlie.

■■ .lus 1 a inn' or to 3 our rcplieas feckquant
in Belfast in one of
visitor to picture houses
the picture the showed Tillies Punctured
Roam ana it was showen from the 17th to
Blst. tor a whole week first night I went
round it was pack lull and lor by what
was out side watting to get in I did
not get in 1 went second night to with
much trouble to get 111 in afect the whole
week was the same Manage*- of this picture
houses said any one that could keeping from
laughing would get there maney back again 1
think it was impossible to keep from laughing while Charlie was then- it has made lores
of money for the Picture House to once the
. . .
Charlie face on the screen.
E. S. (Belfast;.

Re English Films Again.
Some of your readers say they- don't see
enough English films. I find the same fault.
There are many reasons for it. America is
so big. All the American companies arc
than ours, ana have formed comhines,
thereby economising in plant aud props.
'There, too. the authorities
more and
lenient,
allowing them to use even are
railways
firealarms. An American film will go round all
: he cinemas in a district owing to the number
of prints released, but if you do not see an
English film when it comes your way it has
or ever. I think the English firms
should make more films which are short and
sweet, print more copies and SO make them
cheaper; give the lull casts and popularise
•heir players.
Hvlos (Egremoht).

Don't waste Coupon on p. 200!
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THE RENDEZVOUS
^OME on, my dear ; we wont
have many more nights together
before I go to the Front. Where shall
we go? Somewhere where it's cool,
quiet, and restful. No, not to a
cafe — cakes aren't in my line now I've
thrown aside fancy socks and pretty
ties, and have settled down to training.
The
Hope
other
them

Cinema, that's a good idea.
there's something I can tell the
boys about — something to make
laugh. We all fight better

when we're cheerful. Here's the
Cinema, and, yes, thank goodness,
they've got a jolly " Snakcville "
Comedy; that's ripping.
''We'll come again next week and

see what CHARLIE CHAPLIN'S
latest ' ESSANAY' is like. I hear
he's better than ever.
"Oh! do stop laughing.
"That Indian's head takes a lot of
beating as a trade-mark, eh ! Mary ?"
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.
148, Charing Cross Road,
London, W.C
y^SHQA\QA^
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By
MOLLIE
mi
i Ql

THE

rollicking adventures of au unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dressier) who, on a holiday, is picked up by a =harp 'uu (Charles
Chaplin). Tillie makes the most of the fact that she is niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Chaplin, with au axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though lie has already a girl (Mahel Normand).
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
marries her. They take up. their abode in uncle's mansion, and make
things hu with ba!ls and similar functions. But there is the devil to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
utterly disf-omlited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
turns his all fictions to Mabel.
Boohing Rights for London and. Metropolitan Area, and, the Counties of
Northampton, Huntingdon, I'ambndge, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
Bedford, Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussct, Oxford, and Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

FILM

83, Shaftesbury

BY

CO., Ltd.

Avenue,

W,

'Phone— 5600-5601-5602 Eegent; 1236 Putney (night).
Telegrams—" Biophosco," London.

The township is invaded by the Huns, the
burgomaster is held as a hostage, his
daughter refuses to countenance the wiles
and machinations of a German officer.
See

BEALRGTIYURM'DSOM
M
This fine three-reel
shortly be showing

dramatic picture will
at the best theatres.
LIONEL

TRADE

ENQU'RIES

(Lond n an I the

South)

The

GILLING,

Omnifilm

151-3,

Wardour

ondon, \Y/
W.
L«-J~„

Company,
Street,
beosst 49B5.
Telephone;

tOC

Flying

a

GUYTON
IP I

tilm
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"f^vUICK, Mollie, open the door!
Quick, or they'll nab
Jimmie gasped the words to his sister on the other
side of the door. A notorious cracksman, .he had been caught
me." whilst ransacking a rich man's bureau in the
V/
red-handed
neighbourhood, but managed to escape, and, out of breath,
had now reached his own house, where dwelt also his sister
Mollie. herself an expert shop-lifter.
Without being the least surprised, Mollie unlocked the
door, and Jimmie dashed through ; but she looked to her
brother for some explanation.
''Don'tbrushed
make his
me sister
talk aside
now— and
they're
hot into
on my
trail '.''
Jimmie
jumped
an ottoman
which stood near.
Mollie listened white with fear. Presently there was a loud
knocking at the door, followed by the entrance of the police
with a detective, and a search was made for Jimmie.
His sister, now a little more steady, sat down on the ottoman
" Just a moment, please," said the detective ; " we should
like
untilto make sure our man is not in this room."
Frightened, the girl rose from her seat. The lid of the
ottoman was raised by the detective, and revealed to the
"With hair
werehisafter.
theyfrom
man out
police hethecame
of thedilated,
gaze eyes
steady and
ruffled
hiding-place.
'• Now, young fellow, it will pay you to come along without
anyJimmie
fuss," took
urged nothenotice
detective.
of the remark, but, turning to his
sister, he said, " They've got me this time, old girl. Before I
go will you promise to start life afresh ? Get away from this
rotten place and forget all that has happened. It'll mean
for you, kiddie."
happiness
" I believe you're right, Jimmie. and I'll do it. I've always
longed to be an honest wage-earner," whispered Mollie.
"Come on," said the detective, impatiently; " aren't you
ready
yet
? " promise," shouted the crook, as he was led out
Keep
your
of "the
door.
"I will, Jimmie— I swear it," she replied; and the next
moment Mollie was alone in her misery.
*****

"What, not ready to go out. kid? "said a coarse voice, as
Mollie, hardly awake, opened the door to admit Nora, who
always accompanied her on her shop-lifting expeditious.
" No. and I shan't be ready ; I tell you I am sick of this dirty,
underhanded work," said Mollie. determinedly.
"Expecting me to go out and bring in the swag, and you
live in luxury," said her partner, scornfully; "not likely, old
dear— now, once more, are you coming, or are you hot ? "
" No, I'm not coming, and I mean it ; I'm going to start out
I'm going to leave this hell's life for
a better place.
afresh
ever ! " inemphasised
Mollie, as her friend prepared to leave.
Nora's astonishment turned to wrath before she recovered
her equanimitv. and then she said"This is where we part. I suppose. Well, good-bye and
good lack to you. kid; but, believe me, it'll be dashed hard to
throw
off your
old life."
and slammed the door behind her.
the room
She left
" Thank sjoodness, she's uone." mused Mollie. " and now to
become honest and respectable. I have an idea that I shall

happy in my new life."
be gloriouslv*#■:**
On her way home from the largo laundry where she worked
as ironing hand Mollie bought an evening paper. Almost

the first paragraph she saw was headed, " Escape of Jimmie,
the notorious burglar! "
So her brother had escaped from prison. " \\ hat a wonderful fellow he is." she thought, as she hurried along, little

dreaming

that she was soon to see him.

iSoon alter arriving home she was startled by the violent
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SEE
MY
SHADOW
ON
THE
THE
LIGHT,
OR
THE
BLIGHTERS
Winifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen us tin- "crooks" in this interesting drama.

tinging of the lull, and opening the door she found herself
face to Eace with Jimmy.
She looked at him in amazement as lie poshed his way in.
Yes, it's me, old girl," he said, jocularly. "Give me a
cigarette."
•' 1 don't smoke now. Jim. hut
why are you here ? "'
•• That's easj because I escaped, and I'm clear this time,
thank the Lord.
Got clean out of sight, I believe."
' Don't count your chickens before they're hatched," replied
bis sister. ' It's more than likely they're hot on your track
again by now. Jimmie dear "
"Maybe you're right, Moll. Shove out the light, or the
blighters
mightoutseethemylight.
shadow on the blind."'
ntollie blew
"Hark, what's that: " she whispered, just after the room
She clutched at Jimmie.
had been plunged into darkness.
" Sounds like a knock at the door," he answered. '"Probably
the postman.
Go down and see."
Mollie descended, and. opening the door, was confronted
with the shining barrel of a revolver. "Let me pass, please,"
said its owner. "'I'm here to find the man whose shadow I
saw on the blind." And the detective without further ceremony marched up the stairs.
Jimmie was fully prepared. He sprang at the detective so
roughly and unexpectedly that that gentleman wished he had
brought his assistant with him instead of giving him orders
to watch the outside of the house.
The darkness made it impossible to discern anything in the
room. Tables, chairs, and ornaments were thrown into hopeless confusion during the struggle, in which Jimmie at last
got the better of his man. Flinging the detective like a log
of wood on to the floor, he was on the point of striking him
on the head with an oil-lamp when Mollie entered with a

light.

" Stop. Jimmie. for God's sake ! .Don't add murder to your
crimes ! "
As Jimmie heard the pleading tones of his sister he
released his hold on the detective's throat.
"But why should I stop!" " he muttered; "m little more, and
he would never have had the chance to track down any other
poor devils."
"' But Jimmie. think of the awful price of such a deed. You
talked to me about a life of happiness, and I've, taken you ar,
your word.
Already I'm feeling a new woman.
Won't

PICTUREGOER

ELiND.

you go back and finish your time? And then then we
start together. It is ever so easy when once you Btart.
Jimmie
for my Bake."
Even dear,
the hardest
criminal can he melted sometimes,
that is what happened then. A feeling of shame swept

can
Do,
and
over

Jimmie,
and his
to victim
the girl's
intense
delight
her
brother help
to his;
feet and
aid inshe
his watched
restoration.
" A bit shaky, aren't you. bo-- r -aid Jimmie. " S/ie saved
your life and mine too. It's Moll you have to thank. <!•.
andMollie
get this
man's did
assistant,
Sis." bid, and soon returned with
eagerly
as she was
the policeman.
"I've been a brute to your pal here," Jimmie said to him.
"and you can take me off for what punishment I deserve.
Cheer up, Moll.
# We'll*have that
*happiness
* yet."
"Jim, as aren't
youtheglad
a free them.
man again!-" -aid
Mollie,
they left
gaol you're
gates behind,
Glad Moll,
and thankful
replied^,'
If ittohadn'i
for" you,
my name too,"
would hehave
been added
the list of
those hanged or shot, or something equally nice. But I've
thought it all out'these last six months, and we'll start lib;
again in new surroundings. I've said good-bye to crooks and
their work for ever."
am full
glad,forJimmie,"
was•' I too
words. was all Mollie could say, for her heart
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OF

"THE

MOVIES."

MABEL
NORMAXD. the famous comedienne with the
Keystone Film Company, was approached by a representative of the most powerful vaudeville organisation
in an
the enormous
United States,
offer of Miss
thirtyNormand
weeks' engagement
at
salaryand
was anoffered.
was unable
to accept, as she is signed up on a contract with the Keystone
Company, and receives a salary that is quite sufficient to make
vaudeville temptations of little account to her. .Miss Normand
has been with the Keystone Company since it made it- !ii-t
picture in 1!»12. and is as much a part of the Key-tone as
a lens is of a camera.
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Films you should make a point ol seeing.
BELGIUM'S MARTYRDOM.— A strong film of great topical value.
The story of a Belgian burgomaster. Iii - daughter, and their neighbours, and their trials and troubles with the Hun--.
— IAoiiel Gilling (London and South) {released shortly).
AFTER FIVE. — It's the most convulsing comedy of American life
ever conceived. After Five is a second to nothing!' It i- even better
than
Breicster's
Millions.
The Abeles.
leading part is enacted by a famous
American
comedian.
Edward
— Lasky Feature, four parts (J aTRICKED, —
Williams as
Many of the
shall publish

A drama of rich human interest, with Kathlyn
the tricked girl. The photography is remarkable.
scenes indeed appear to be actually stereoscopic. We
the full storv in an early issue.
— Seltg Feature, 1,850 feet {July 3).

A CAPTURED INDUSTRY.— Toy-making at Richmond. Surrey,
and cheering evidence that British manufacturers are making efforts
to recapture the trades that we had lost to Germany. It is an interesting and amusing film, full of patriotic
as well.
— Pathisignificance"
Fdm, 450 feet
(June 17'.

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

LIEUT.
PIMPLE
IN
"THE
MAN
WHO
STAYED
AT
HOME."
Pimple, a dashing young naval officer, is told by the Admiralty not to
join his ship, but to stay at home and track down a gang of German
spies. See the film for his adventures. His •• staying at home is
justified. A Weston Comedv controlled bv
H. A. Browne onj Co., Ltd., 975 feet (June 24).
THE
SWEATER.— The
full story of this extra strong drama
appeared iu our last weeks issue.
It is an Hepwortl; Exclusive, in
which those favourites Chrissie White, Stuart Rome, and Lionel
Howard have given us of their best.
— Controlled by Globe Film Compiny. Limited {Release date not jived).
OUTSIDE THE GATES.— More than once Pauline Bush has
appeared in the part of a nun with distinction. She does so in this
subject. She also, in a dream, leaves the convent for the gaieties of
the world. A clever study in sharp contrasts which will grip any
audience.
— Rex Drama (Trans-Atlantic), 2,024 feet (June 21 .

GAZETTE

THE BOTTLE.— A great film dealing with a great menace drink !
It is founded on the series of pictures drawn by a great illnstn
George t'ruikshank ; and a great artiste. Albert Chevalier, has put
his best work into a great part. Finally it is a Hepworth production.
What does all this signify :- That you must not on any account mis?,
the film.
— Controlled by Idea'. Film Company (Jwu , .
ONE

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

WAY

TO

ADVERTISE.

A disgruntled wife, meeting with a

husband's Hat refusal for money, concocts a plan to make money by
advertising that samples of her laundering will appear in certain
days in the front window. A sign hung on the blinds gets dislocated,
so only one-half reads — •• 1 undress in this window on Tuesdaj at
9 o'clock."
The -caudal created brings the husband to terms.
- Bdtson Comedy, 550 feet {Juu 17 .
CHAMPION CHARLIE. Charlie Chaplin in the prize-ring you will
chuckle at. the bare thought, and roar when you see this film. The
scenes in the training quarters are a steady laugh, but when Charlie
faces his opponent In the arena the fun is more than doubled. There
have, doubtless, been burlesque boring-matches since the birth ol the
drama, but this one knocks them all out. It is a three- round " go
that grows in excitement and hilarity at everj Mow .-truck.
— Essariay Comedy, tiro reels (June 17V

NOT
MISS

IT.

MASTER AND MAN. One of the strongest plots that Geo. R.
Sims has given to the stage. A story dealing with the workman, the
master, and the over-hearing foreman. Most of the scenes wentaken in the localities to which the plot refers. This Neptune film
especially features Gregory Scott. Douglas Payne, Daisy Cordell,
.loan Hit/., and last, hut in!! least. Bryan Daly, who gives a life-like
portrayal of the contemptible Bumpy Logan, foreman of the Iron
Works. —Sole Ayents, !L .1. Broicnb dp Co.; 8 parts (coming shortly).
THE ROYAL DANISH NAVY. Every man. woman, and child
in the country musl see this wonderful topical film. Each morning
bungs news of fresh ntsof Erightfulness1 by Ccinun outman bs,
hut how man] people have seen a submarine in action F How man]
have seen one of these vessels rising like some great sea monster
Slowly to tin- surface, tiring the deadly missile, and then sinking out of
sight a- niystorioush a- it appeared. This is only one of the 111:111}
wonderful scene- depict d in this film of submarine warfare.
Davison's Film Agency, J 3
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late and only of l.i t«- we have been bearing of "the
technique of moving-picture acting." Formerlj it was
jiist "acting for the pictures," nothing at all aboul
technique.
Believing that picture theatre enthusiasts, and especially
thousands who are would-be players, are desirous >■>
knowing exactlj wlial the technique if picture-acting ie, and
bow it differs from the technique of all other acting, we interviewed Thomas Santschi, the well-known actor appearing in
Selig films.
Sir Santschi, we may mention, had long experience in the
legitimate drama before entering moving-picture work.
"There are three things that are necessarj t" good piotureacting," said Mi*. Santschi to our representative. "The firat
is two eyes, the Becond ten fingers, the third is thai wonderful,
indescribable God-given something Known as personality.
Nine fingers air not enough; the moving-picture actor or
actress should p — iss the required ten. It' on.- finger is
missing, that lacl will loom largely on the screen, and will ho
immediately noticedbj the audience, The two hands and the
ten fingers are prime requisites in the art of the sileul drama.
Everj little movement of the> hands, or the fingers, yes, even
tin' movement of one finger can be made meaningful.
"And what power in two good eyes! Why, eyes are everything in film-acting. All expression is subservient to them,
and, properl] controlled, they can bring fame and fortune t<>
the man or woman fortunate in po
ing-a good-sized,
u ell-working pair."
•Do you think personality counts for so much in the
pictures P our interviewer asked.
" Do] r Yea. It counts more in moving picture work than
on the stage. You've got to get through the canvas screen,
ind personality is ih<' only thing that will cany you through.
Good acting behind the camera is much the same as good
acting for the stage; but, deprived of voice, yon are depending entirely upon pantomime. That means that yon must
accentuate gestures and expressions, and concentrate your
mind on every move.
\nd then the art of the silent drama requires thought;
yon must think more than if yon were on the stage. You must
project your thought without the aid of voice, and projecting
thought means thought concentration. Take a simple action,
like going to an open door, for instance : you must think first.
Tien the eyes will show it. for the eyes are the soul's
mirror.
"The action should
never he Inn tied
The very first thing
a producer tells you
is to act more slowly
than yon do on the
stage. 1 have employed the same
methods in motionpictures that I
always have, because
I never have hern
hurried. It is possible toget the effect
of apparent quickness by deliberation.
Avoid needless
movements ; even
the repose of tin'
ten finders is a wonderful thing. You
must act more slowly
in film - drama because the camei a
absorbs action.
" In silent drnma
get the thought first,
and then you will
have mental backTHOMAS
SANTSCHI
ground for what you
in a characteristic attitude.
accomplish."
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Make a note to so and *ee
tli is delightful rural farce the
moment it conies to your town.
" Beauty "

Comedy.

A Fine Victor Drama with your Popular Picture Idol,
J. WARREN

KERRIGAN.

'THE GUARDIAN
OF THE FLOCK'
i B56 feet approx.
Victor Drama

(Trans-Atlantic).

B leased July 22nd

Imaginaa scowling Kerrigan if you can. Imagine Kerrigan
in a pari entirely different from any part he has ever played
before a pari calling for the display of implacable hatred
and an intense desiretorvengeance. That's warren Kerrigan
in " The Gqardian of the Flock." His scowl
is caused man.
by hislpvnfor
a girl
another
Hut in the
endwhothemarries
frown
vanishes. A little baby drives the thought
of vengeance out of his mind.
BE SURE AND LOOK OUT FOR THIS PICTURE.
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| Doctor

The

recommends—

Ml

1
|
|

either of Mackintosh's de-Luxe Toffees.
Pure, nourishing, and wholesome — makes
the ward a contented munching haven.

|
|

Send some of both NOW — and take
the Mackintosh habit into your home as well.

| 4 -lb. tins, 5/-; or 1/4 per lb. loose, and
^'^.all
1
confectioners .ca 1 supply you.
w._
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Every Bite.
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VOTING

CONTEST!

World's Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE

OF

30 VOTES— Free

BRITISH-BORN

on Every

Coupon— 30

PLAYERS.

VOTES

£,10 First Prize in Cash £10

SECOND

PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value
RECORDS

THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH

100
BLISS

WHO

MILFORD

ARE THE WORLD'S

(Edison)

PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,

GREATEST

FILM ARTISTES?

Abbey, May.
Aggerholm, Ellen.
Alden, Mary.
Andersn, Mignon,
Andriot, Josette.
Badgley, Helen.
Baird, Leah.

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST,
1. Any number or Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence can be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
into concerning; the contest. Some of the
voter. Should no one succeed in placing
best known male players are given on
this page, but voters may vote forum/
the winners' names correctly, the £10 will
go to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
players (e .cept British-bom) whether in
the lists or not.
In the unlikely event of two or more
5. A voter may fill up any number of
voters Bending in winning' Coupons the
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
imy
quantity
his or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
in oneof envelope
time.
Further notice. '1 hey may lie forwarded
6. The Editor's decision ao to the prizeat once, or kept and sent in o. otnvelope
winners and on all matters connected
at end of contest.
with this contest will be final and legally
3. All names must be written in ink.
buiding'l
and Coupons are accepted only
on this understanding.
No alteration will lie permitted.

Votes for

l'i u w.i: PuTrn
Playbr
I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice)
.

Male Platbe

for

io
io
*"M
*^

_
St., Strand, London, W.C.

Burton, Charlotte.
Bush, Pauline.
Chester, Lila.
Clark, Marguerite.
Clayton, Ethel.
Clayton, Marguerite.
Co .-per, Marian.
Craig, Nellie.
Crawford, Florence.
Cunard, Grace.
Dawn, Jazel.
Dressier, Marie.
Drew, Lillian.
Dunbar, Helen.

Fischer,
Margarita.
Flugr. th, Edna.
Forde, Victoria.
Frascaroli, Mile.
Frolich, Else.
Fuller, Mary.

Stoned

Fill ud and post to " Contest Editor," Pictures, 18, Adam

B?yne, Beverly.
Besserer, Eugenie.
Briscoe, Lottie.
Brown, Batty.
truce. Kate.

Eyton, Bessie.
Fairbanks, Madeline
and Marion.
Fazenfa, Louise.
Finch, Flora.

"The Pictures" FREE VOTING COUPON: WORLD'S CONTEST.

Female Plateb

100

SOME
BEST -KNOWN
FEMALE
PLAYERS

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing: tr>e
names of the winners in their order according; to the final
counting; of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

Mali:

Prizes

£7
*^
£5
**•
$1

Tlie Machines and Records are manufactured by the World Famous " Columbia'' Cj.

Although the British Artistes Contest is a success beyond all our
expectations, our new World's Contest, which concerns probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only— not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have-not yet played leads. When- you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon below.

I desire to cast Ten

Graphophone
£5 *10s., value
30s
RECORDS
Graphophone
£4 4s., value
16i.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£3 3s., value
RECORDS
17s.

Consolation

£Q
**4%J

30s

Gail, Jane.
Gardner, Helen.
Gauntier, Gene.
Gish, Dorothy.
Gish, Lillian.
Glaum, Louise

Greenwood, Winifred
Hall, Ella.
Hamel, Edna.
Hawley, Ormi.
Hollister, Alice.
Holmes, Gerda,
Holmes, Helen.
Hulette, Gladys.
Hunt, Irene.
Johnson. Edith.
Jos in, Margaret.
Joyce Alice.
Kelly, Dorothy.
Kirtley, Virginia.
La Badie, Florence.
Lane, Adele.
Lawrence, Florence.
Learn, Bessie.
Leslie, Helen.
Lester, Louise.
Little, Anna,
Luther, Anna.
McCoy, Gertrude.

McDowell, Claire.
Madison, C eo.

Maison, Edna.
Marsh. Mae.
Matsant, Mile.
Mayo, Edna.
Meredyth, Bess.
Milford, Bliss.
Monthel, Mile.
Ka nsen. Betty.
Napierkowska, Mile.
Nelson, Frances.

Pearson, Virginia.
Phillips, Dorothy.
Pickford, Mary.
Pretty, Aril ne.
Price, Irate.
Razeto. Stella.
Rich,
Rcland,Vivian.
Ruth.
Sacchetti,

Rita.

Sais. Marie.
Saunders, Jackie.
Schade, Betty.
Schaefer, Anne.
Selby. Gertrude.
Sisson, Vera.
Snow, Marguerite.
Stewart, Anita.
Stewart, Anna.
Stonehouse, Ruth.
Storey, Edith.
Swayne, Julia.
Sweet Blanche.
Sylvaire, Mile.
Talmadge, Norma.
Tapl.y,
Rose.
Theby. Rosemary,
Thomsen, Ebba.
Tincher, Fay.
Trunelle. Mabtl.
Turner, Florence.
Vale, Louise.
Wade, Baby Lillian.
Wslcamp Marie.
Walker. Lillian
Warrenton, Lule.
Weber, Lcis.

NeUon, Jennie.
Nesbitt, Miriam.
Nilsson, Anna.
Normand, Mabel.
Olson, Lauritz.

Weston, Mildred.
West, Bill-e.
White, Pearl.
Wiggins,
Williams, Lillian.
Cora.

Orth, Louise.

Williams, Ka'hlyn.
Woodruff. Eleanor.

Ostrich. Muriel.
Payne, Edna.

Young, C Kimbad.
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AT funny people some of us we I
When onr British I lontest was
running 1 received many letters
asking if Foreign plnyers were eligible :
and now the Foreign Contest baa started
;t few havo already actual lj asked if
thej maj vote for British players. No,
my dear readers in doubt, British-born
in our World's
eligible Contest
not Players
players areFilm
Greatest
They
had your votes in the last one.
Wll

Names

PiCI'UKhS

i-', I'.i'j

that Will Help.

Foreign moving-picture artistes are
so numerous that 1 have no space to
publish ;i full list of their names, l>ut I
shall give you alternate weeklj selections of tin- best - known _ male and
female players. your voting is not
confined to these lists. You may vote
for any man, woman or child whosei
talent you consider deserves your votes,
whether their names are published or
Dot. The counting of the votes in the
British Contest is proceeding merrily.
The Power

of the Pictures.

The summer weather at Whitsuntide
provided a warm test regarding the drawing power of picture-shows, and, judging
by what 1 myself saw in London, the
latter came out trumps. I had occasion
to drive through some of our busiest
suburbs on Bank Holiday, and saw long
queues of people round many houses
Waiting to sacrifice outside sunlight for
inside darkness. Had it been wet I
suppose thousands would have tailed to
get in at all. Evidently the films (ineluding long ones) now being shown suit
the taste of the public.

Film Cowboy's Terrible Injun
I li u •• jnst learnt with regret i hat
popular
it reckli
Mi\. of the
.■ i lompanj . li i I
usly
injured thai by the time these lines are
i the

poor

fellow

max

lie dead

At.

work as usual on one of lii^ dare-devil
stunts, Tom was crushed between !"•>
four-horse wagons, the result being a
shattered jaw, a crushed chest, a Prac«
tmed leg, and dangerous internal injuries, it appears thai the wagons
were racing towards each other when a
broken rein caused the eight horsi
dash together, one animal being catapulted twenty-five feet, whilst Tom was
caught

under

the

horses'

feel

and

crushed between the vehicles. He lies
in a critical condition, and you will join
me, 1 am sure, in hoping he may recover,
Rumour
a Lying Jade!
Why is it that [ continue to receive at
least one letterperday which con tains the
query " Is Charles Chaplin deadP" and
one Birmingham reader was so concerned that he asked the question in a
telegram. No, Charlie is not dead. The
Eissana] Companj in London would be
the tii s-t to receive Buch unfortunate
news, and they authorise me to state
that there is not the slightest foundation for the rumour. He is not even ill,

AND

THE
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and I lid ens illustiatoi
[am told by
lb i worth
that All" i 1 < ihevaliei
Hiirpu - cd himsi If in i hi product i< hi
w hieh, bj the wa.\ . t bej III
Ill
li

iblfl.

.iii'
ii and, having judged its quality,
oa ii r.i ve s< ime m> ire later.
Pimple'a
i'onralts.t h" la I para*
.in i :i IPii/.e
had finished
• i rob, Pimple 'phi ined
to a) i bat
ith t be ' two thou and '
letters yon sent him. and t haul.
that
he has survived the ordeal. He
wanted me to publish the fifty winnera1
names in this i ne but " you're too latea
I I).
mj dear Pimple."
Next week 1 will.

\i

■i1

through the cartloads "i letters yon seul me n>
response to my invito ion, I nearly culla]
l bad pn :
I bad to i erloi n.
Can Mm in. i. I'l- your dear Pimple sitliiig from
midnight to morn, with ice un hi
ooling
ilrinks ilium .1 and elenl rio fans to I
itonoua rustle aa he waded l hi ougbt lie lcl ■
1 did not
i>ut«.is
you responsible
k iI!•-■ ;
which
one die,
of ;you
and my '1"
■ ■mi
ppeared, while) my parrot tried to
spell some 1.1 your terms of endearment and has
suffered from lockjaw ever iuce. It's all through
yi mr results
lovely next
lovo lett
'lh' Editor
full
week,rs.so bye-bye
all. will give
"PIMPLE."

but. on the contrary, is working hard.
Novel Portrait Pocket-book.
A few weeks ago I mentioned for the
benefit of exhibitors that the American
Company, of 193, Wardour Street. W.,
had issued a dainty memoranda-booh ;
and
what doofyon
suppose was
the result
Hundreds
piciuregoers
wrote
up for'i
them, and, of course, had to be disa] pointed. Now. however, the company
have made special arrangements to send
one of these charming books to any of
our readers for one shilling, in spite of
the fact that they cost about one
and sevenpence each to produce.
Gilt-edged pages and portraits of

DOLLY TREE, who, although demure in this
{picture, is never happier than when she is
rollicking through a " Comic." Dolly 'will
appear in some of the new Elisabeth Risdon
films now being produced by Mr. Maurice Elvey,

the '"Flying
A" a and
"Beauty"'
players,
all on
patent
swivel
between handsome leather covers !
That's what they are. I am sure
you'll all be pleased with them.
Famous Comedian
Busy.
I am glad, but not surprised,
that Albert Chevalier, who made
an instant screen success in The
Middleman, has been quite busy
of late in two more film productions, both produced at Walton*
on Thames, and both certain to
create a furore wherever they are
shown. The first, by the Turner
Films, Limited, is My <Jl<! Dutch,
a film version of Chevalier's
world-popular song, in which, in
addition to Florence Turner, the
famous comedian is also featured.
I havo heard him sing this song
dozens of times (I have sung it
myself), and the subject should
lend itself admirably. I congratulate all concerned.
A Chevalier Masterpiece.
The second film deals with

Photo Postcards of
From any Photo. 12
Catalogue and
S. E. HACKETT.
Works:

Great Britain's other enemy,
Drink, and bears the appropriate
title of The Bottle. It is founded
on pictures
drawn by George

GASLIGHT. BROMIDE, or POP. POST CARDS.
20, 4Jd.; 100, Is. 3 •. Pl.itee and Papers also Cheap.
Catcnogtu$ -in I Samp n rV. c.
S. E. HACKETT.
Works: Jult Eoad, LivERroot,

TO

PHOTO-PLAY

Permanent

WRITERS.

Employment

offered to

Photo-play Writer capable of Constructing and Editing Serial Stories. Apply by
letter, with particulars of work done, to
Box 137, Benson's, Kingsway

H II, W C.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, G<1,
Sample* Free.
July Eoad, l.ivrnroor..
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Turner Films

"Pictures made*,

for Yon."
A Scene from
a

MY

OLD

i>

DUTCH,

which we have just filmed for you.
The Picture is based on Albert Chevalier's world-famous song.
Arihur Shirley wrote the Story, and Larry Trimble produced
it as a Picture.

Albert

Chevalier and Florence Turner

(as himself)

Choosing

their Wedding

(as his "Old Dutch").

Costumes.

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
DEAR GIRLS AND BOYSWhat a lot of fine poets you are
to be sure ! When I asked you to write
a verse on Maurice Costello, whom I
know is one of your favourites, I little
dreamed 1 had let myself in for enough
poetry to fill a whole number of Pictures, and yet such was the case. What
Maurice would think of the flattering
things you have said about him I do not
know ; but I shall take care that he sees
this page, on which I am going to print
a few of your best efforts. As a comedian
used to sing. '" Won't he be pleased ! "'
Although I asked for one verse, some
•of my boys and girls have filled four
sides of letter-paper with all the verses
they would hold, and, as you may guess,
tlie task of making a selection has been
ao mean one. When Uncle Tim offers
i" do a thing, however, he puts his bach
into it and does it:—
A curly-headed man is he.
As blithe and hands mie as can be;
MEaririce Costello is bis name.

Winifred Bryant leads off with—
Picture-plays possess a charm
For every girl and fellow ;
An added charm they seem to have
When featuring Costello.
Here is the third verse of Antoinette
Robinson's effort :—
He lives far away in New York, U.S.A..
With his wife and two sweet little
daughters ;
And when he comes here to see England,
I fear
We shall all know him— even streetporters.
Nora Kent, under the nicely coloured
Stars and Stripes and Union Jack,
bursts out with —
Possessing a smile of sweetuess rare.
With clear-cut features and curly hair,
A talented actor, a popular fellow —
Such is our friend Maurice Costello.

Arthur Dale in the centre of some
more Stars and Stripes prints —
Mr. Maurice Costello,
An admirable fellow.
He plays for the Titagraph Co.
When he's on the screen
No seats can he seen
For people all over the show.
F. S. Highton uses the name for the
first letters of his lines, and the first
five begin with —
Many people have seen M. Costello,
And say " He's a jolly pood fellow."'
Under Yitagraph's flair
Ripping films never sult
If acting in them is Costello.
You will notice most of the verse?
contain the word "fellow," but here are
one or two that don't.
John Gray says :—
Ford Steiling and Charles Chaplin
May be excellent for fun.
But for acting thrilling drama

And it' 1 love him who can blame :
Thus writes Leopold Lew is,
Suppose that we were voting
For a grand and handsome fellow-,
You could rote for whom you like;
Uut Id vote for Costello!
So says Ethel Redfcarn

Whilst
Alan
Dudley
winds
up his
several verses with —
For he really is a very handsome fellow;
Though he lives across the pond.
We must own that we are fond
Of this brilliant actor Mr. M. Costello.

TheCostello
first of
three
\ erses
by Robert
is the
"one.
"
UNCLfc.
TIM'S
NEW
COMPETITION
Bound Volumes for nothing :
{See next ixtgc.)

11a\e you
Wright
runs seen
: — that American chap
( We know him by sight that is all)
Whose appearances raise such a clap
From the folks at the cinema hall i

\\ kxk kndino
Jim: 12. 1915
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here i-< a Beoond

rerse by C.

iillj , u ln> runs further afield ;—
American, Airican, Briton,
To Spaniard and Uhineae,
f<> Boldier, civ dian, aud Bportsman,
To those « li" guard our seas,
His name's as familiar as PlCTOEBS,
His acting e ich one of them knows
J- able to drive away Borrow and rare
And help us forget all onr woes.
Now 1 must Btop, or your verses will
mil all over my
.-par.-.
The
pri
(bound volumes of im: Pictures) are
being forwarded to: —
Robert Wright, Ivy Cottage, mar Qom<
fi'-al. Leeds (.15).
Kth.i tiedfearn, Mayflold Souse, 11, Lord
Street, North Shore, Blackpool (18).
Award hi- Mkkit (special prize for six
awards). Leopold LewiB(Mile End), Antoinette Kobiusou (Folkestone), John Gray
iFinehley), <.'. Roskilly (titreatham), A. D.
Bimmons (Cattord', Arthur Dale (MacclesBeld), V. 8. Uighton (Uitcbin), Nora Kent

[Lewes), Winitred Bryant (Bow), Elsie
Martin (Finsbury l'ark'. Corahe Donning
Bolton), II. Broadhead (Bradford), Alan
w ood i Halifax), Hubert Deane 1 \N hitstable),
Brace Wheatley (Leeds), Berenice Deacon
[Devonport), l'helma Snell (Leytonstone),
Maml Snell (Leytonstone).
Award Pbizs.— K, s. Dale (Macclesfield)*

•

•

•

•

Ethel, one of my Manchester " nieces,"
tells me that she is making a volume
of hor very own, and which she will call
•'
The too!
Young Twelve
Picturegoer."'
And Ethel
very
nice,
months ago
1 onght a scrap-album with pretty covers,
and into this she pastes Uncle Tim's
1 ages out out week by week ; the whole
forming continuous reading - matter
which, she flatters me bysaying.interests
her more than the other part of the
paper.
is quiteis good,
carried Ethel's
out withidea
neatness
bound and
to
result in a record of great interest to
any young picture patron.
A few weeks ago the Editor published
a photograph of a youthful reader made
up as Ford fcterliug. (Since it appeared
he lias l>een inundated with portraits of
boys, and in some instances girls, who
have tried to imitate that same popular
comedian. It shows how keenly interested our young folks are in everything
that !4oes into this paper, and I am
thinking of running a portrait competition for my readers on similar lines. But
not this week.
For my next competition I am going
to draw on your artistic talent in another direction. I have long since discovered that hundreds of you are really
.lever at sketching and drawing. I
therefore invite you to cut out the cat
and mouse on the opposite page, paste it
on a postcard, and sketch in some surroundings. Just draw what you like —
a room, a street, a garden, a held, a
cinema anything that will make a nice
picture of the whole. Then address
your card and post to " Cat," 18, Adam
btreet, London, W.C., by Monday,
June 11. For the two cleverest pictines, which will be judged according to
the age of the sender, I will award
Bound Volumes of Pictures, andthe
Award of Merit for the next best. Now,
dear boys and girls, get your scissors
going around that cat, and see what you
;aa do to startle
Uxcle Tim.
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REPLIES
Name ana ■
») mutt be
rioted when teritvng.
We cannot / >/>/;/ through th»
Of ROTATION.

I

carta (nt it-yumd namt of Company muel be. given.
••sii\ii\" (Peterboro*).— Addresa Mary Fuller,
■ ■..■. 1 oiveraal I'lim 1.'.. 1,610, Broadway, flen
York. John Bunny was nimricd. You may write
to us M oi tan i>m you like, »tan.
" 1 'in in is •■ (Lirarpool).— ChnrlM Chaplin 1-, now
with Baaanay Co., 1,833, Argyle St., Chioogo.
li
you write linn -and unless you uro paralysed it is
Quite
"possible"
for
you
t>
do
wwo
should
think ho WOUld reply. Glad JOB. !iko our paper.
"Oni: or tub I.amps" (Yarmouth).— So the bomb
nuBiwid ji.nf Uood ! Subscribe to the PicTuaas
through our publishers, who a ill semi it regulurly
toyom BiaMT iu Maw Zealand. (Are you sure it is •
your fitter /)

" David" (Stoke Newiugtonb— Thanks for photo,
Dave.
Hurry Carey is buck wiih Biograph. Cast
you want is uot given
"Gordon"
(Hockley). — " Tho
Middleman"
(London
Film): — "Cyrus
B.cnkuru,"
Albert
Chevalier; "Joseph Chuudier," Douglas Munro;
"Julian Chandler," Gerald Ames; "(Si* So .ton
Uintravillo,"
Geo. Bellamy;
".Batty
Tod,"
Hubert Willis; "Jesse r'e„'„'!" Frank Staniiiore;
'•Maud Chandler,' Minna Orey ;" Mrs. Chandler," Gwyuno Herbert;
"Nancy
Blenkaru,"
Jane Gail. Chaplin's uddres< is given above.
"Mars"
(Godaumug). — " Artuur
Trucman's
Ward"(Yitagrapbj: -"Lillian," Lillian Walker;
"Arthur
Trueuian,"
Donald
Hail;
"Helen
Bussell," Lilliun Bums ; " Kobert Baker," Denton Vane. Keystone do not publish their oasts.
Mabel Norniaud played "Tho Wiie" in " i'ho
Baggage Smasher."
Thanks tor information.
"John"
(Liverpool).— Maurice
Costello is still
witu Vitagiaph, but we thiuK Anita atewart has
left them.
The British niins in your list make a
good show. We agreo that Hepworth's " Barnaby
Kudge " is great. Have you had the souvenir ?
«* W. O." (Pieston).— The cast of "Shop Girls"
was as follows:— "Judith," Florence Turner;
"Grace,"
ithoda Grey;
"Stephen
Archer,'
Sydney
Sinclair;
"James
Richard
Steele. The
writer—
Hector Walker,"
Dion.
Glad
you,
like the piotn e ; so do we.
"Ernest"
(Birmingham).— Owing to our large
circulation, we uave to go to press a considerable
time in advance of publication
bcuce tbc Delate* I
appearance of Bunny paragraphs.
"Alice" (Maida Vale).— We answered your last;
in May 15ih issue — every letter must take its turn,
so be patient, dear girl. What a time you hadon
your birthday ! Pleased to see you and your
fr.cud when passing.
Wounded
soldiers in
hospitals near you would surely like to see lack
numuers of Pictures.
Try them.

ol
11 ... ■! Daw 1111 She
1 ■ J. 1

itill

pi

" 1 in. -of Oor Girhj." The aim yon mention
on 1 .s " We
have oo record ■>( thi ■
" (■ ■id
'11 mm.
(Bdinbm
iii Btei ling Is tlio easiest to
Imitate— yOUra ia quite good.
" Mil DM p " (llla.-kburn).— M i] on, ..f AcCrlngton,
says she is 11 yean old, bnl olten mistaken foi
10 or 1?, and would like to write to Mildred, but
we have 111 i-si lid her act. Ires- .
"Marion"
The \'. onla this
Bushman's
name stands(Aocrington),—
for
fseoreplj
1
tern weeks 1 ;u'k). 11
our love to I
Tom Powers is back in America.
Look
"Tlio Whin"
with "Pimple" ia It. Pauline
Bush and Lou Chanej
played loads In "Toe
Lion, the lamb, and the Man."
Have asked
kisses.
Mildred for her address. Thanks for ion
0MISA" (Somewhere). — You must send name
and address according to rub' when yon write u*.
Georgie. We cannot tell if you " woul.t l»
allowed to write a Blm story for the Vitagmph."
Why don't you write to their address in A
rlca
them?
(we have often given it in this page* an 1
*' Mollie" (South Norwood) buys four copies of
Pictures, and sends three to her wounded
brother in hospital. Capital, Mollie ! Tl.a .!.
love ; same to you.
"Reader" (Birmingham).— Allele dc Garde ii
player you mean who acted with Julia Sv
"Rock of Ages " (Vit gripb).
" David Cop
field"
-"David
I
Desmond,(Hep worths);
Len
Bethel,
anil Coppertteld,'
iLenneth Ware;
"Micawber," H. C dlins ; "Uriah
Heap," II.
Hulcnp;
"Daniel
Feggotty," Jamie
Darling;
"Little Emily,"
Edna May and Amy \
"Dora
Spenlow,"
Alma Taylor ,* " Mr.
forth," Cecil Monnering ; "Agnes
Wickfleld,"
Ella
"Betsy
Trotwood,"
Miss "Mr.
liar
court: Fineberg;
"Mrs. Micawber,"
Miss West;
Wickfleld," Sheil Porter; "Hun,"
T. Arnold;
"Mr. Creakle," Harry Etoyston; "Mrs. Gummidge," Marie de b'olla. Thank you fo
b of girl's head— is it you s .'

"J. J. M." (Glasgow).— Much obliged for offer.
We do not. however, publish purely local notes
in our paper, wmch should interest everybody,
every where.
"Maggie"
(London, E.).— Thi3 is a newspaper,
Maggie dear, not a him company, so you see wo
have nothing to do with the showing of lilm
plot ares at picture palaces. Ask thn inauager of
the one you go to if ue can t show the tiluis you
want.
Glad to hear from you.
"M.
M.
W." (Bromley).— We
sent
you the
"Barnaby Rudge ' souvenir, but cannot mass
out from your letter what else you want us t o do.
•■ Fred " (Burnhain;. — Thomas sautschi and Bessie
Ey.on played hading parts in " Lassooiug a
Lion" (Se.ig). Louise Orth played name part in
"The Manicure Grl" (L-KO.). Babs .Neville
is, we believe, not acting at present. Keystone
do not publish cists, r'red.
"Lucille" (Bristol).— Grace Cunard and Francis
Ford
played
in " April
Tue L'^ud,
District
Brother,"
released
aud Attorney's
"Old Peg
Leg's Will," r> leaded May 17ih. We have not
yet had i. terview-s with tbise two players, but
hope to soon. Their ages we know not. Nu cast
was published of the Puthe tLin. No trouble,
Lucille.
"Poscho" (Plymouth).— For address you want
see " Charles" above.
"Mabkl" (Todmordeuj.— You will have seen tlj.it.
true.
the news ol John Bunny's death is, alus ! only to }

IS

THIS

IN

YOUR

ALBUM?

A now portrait of Victoria Ford (Trntis.

Atlantic), and one o£ our postcard se

PICTURES
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"A Loyal Bba.1 n

THE

>n, E.).— Address Cieo

M .nii.-Hi, r.D. Univi r -. :■ 1 lilni Co., LC00, Brandfork. "Best
regards"
to hand—
th 11. , New

"W. F. B." (Bolton).— See reply to **A Loyal
B -ler."
" Miss
S." (Forest
Gate).—
Vou are getting on fino
with your
collection
of postcards.
"Call Aoaih" Clielmsford).- The Photo flay
Writer is not now published. Mr. Deuck is in
America.
".Qoebnle" (New Soutbfrate). — Ford Sterling
playi d tlie name part in " How Sergeant Cohen
Suved the Flajf." Glad to welcome an old reader
in a young "Queenie."
■' Maiikl" (Bromley).— You could get an autographalbum
any photo,
st tioner'ssliop—
don't sellto them.
Tlnmksnt for
which we arewe pleased
have.
"Habbt" (Kettering).— Nil Ves^cra-nilum is an
excellent motto, Harry, and if you keep on pegging- away at our competitions yon are sure to
win a pi ize in the end.
"A Budding Author" (London, E.).— An Edinburgh eader
1
saw a comedy about the Elixir of Life,
under the title of "The Egyptian Mummy," and
thinks it may be the one you are asking about.
•'A. C. M." (Colchester).— "The Next in Command "is controlled by Bishop Pessers and Co.,
of Charing Cross Road, London. No east is published. Sue No. 06 lor the information you want
of Tom Powers.
Thanks for good luck.
•' Admirer " (Birmingham). — Kead the rules at the
top and write again, complying with them and
repeating your questions and we will do our best.
•■Charles" (Liverpool). _ Addresses: —Jane
Morrow, c.o. Vitagraph Co., Ltd., East 15th St.,
and Locust Avenue, New York ; Mabel Normand,
c.o. Keystone < o., Long Acre Bldg., New York.
**A M." (Penrlmvceiber). — You can vote for Mary
Pickford in our Foreign l ontestnow running.
"Claude"
Amies
photosthem
are
very funny,(St.dear
boy,on-Sea).—
and we Tom
have given
;n honoured place in our gallery. With you in the
trenches giving the Germans the benefit of your
contorted features, they would be driven out of
Belgium in a week.
"Susie view
" with
(Islewor'h).
— "We before
hope long
to have
Go laid Ames
and ansointerearn
your grateful thanks. Thanks for love, Susie.

rrHE latest outrage:
Asked why lie
J.
kept his fleet at Kiel, Von Tirpitz
replied that he hadn't an ocean,
Making Up.
Hetty : <: "Nell makes up beautifully."
Geety : " Yes, especially when she
tells you of her film-acting triumphs."
Doubles and Quits,
The Kaiser has two officers dressed to
represent him, who tour the battle
front
the soldiers.
"When
in anyto encourage
danger William
calls up
his
doubles— and quits.
The Other Sort.

Week ending
June 12, 1915
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" KAiui.r.r.N " (Gravesend). — Your threat never to
write to us again ii wo don't answer your letter
is too terrible to ignore. The coloured cird f th'.only Kiu-J we have; of Ivy Close is 2d„ Bo that is
the reason you only bad eleven cards. Have sent
your love to Jane nail and Marguerite Clark and
kept a little for ourselves, with many thanks. Oh,
yes. we know Gravesend. The Answers Man has
often e.uen your celebiated sbriuips and is note
the worse for them.
" Boddv " (Liverpool). — Yon art in luck in having
a signed photo of such a beautiful player. Yes,
we are Hearing the 150,000 copies a week mark,
and with the help of our readers we ought to
reach a quarter of a million. Hope others will
help in recommending their friends to become
new readers.
Your suggestions are appreciated.
"John Milton" (Aberdovey).— Florence Turner
has never played for any French Company — or for
any other except Vitagraph, and, during the last
two years, her own.
" English Boy" (Forest Gate).— The Milano Film
" Queen of Diamonds " is an Italian one.
Thanks for Smiles jcke. We are not having a
special
"Summer.N
— we Ford
try toSterling
make we
all
our numbers
special umber"
ones, Alf.
have beard is on the music-hall stage at present.
«' Sincere" (Coventry).— Glad to bear from you
again ; your chatty letter interested us greatly.
"Makgo"
(Streatham
Hill). — Address
Owen
Moore, c.o. Universal Film Co., 1,600, Broadway,
New York.
We have no postcards of him, but
have two different ones of Mary Pickford.
The '
casts you want are not given.
"Baie" (Stamford Hill).— So far as we know,
Warren Kerrigan is still eligible for the Matrimonial Stakes. Have sent him vour " very kindest regards," as you desiie. Glad to answer any
questions you send us.
"Edith" (Bournemouth).— "The Master Key"
(Trans-Atlantic) : — "John Dore," Robert
Leonard; "Ruth Gallon," Ella, Hall; "Tom
Gallon," Wilbur Higby ; "Harry Wilkerson,"
Harry Carter ; "Charle; Drake," Alan Forrest:
•'Mrs. Darnell," Jeai Hathaway; " Tom Kane"
(the Cook), " Pop " Manley. uf course you may
■write again, Edie.
"A New Reader" (Bishop Auckland).— Charles
Chaplin, now of the Essauay Co., is neither deaf
nor dumb. The Keystone films are, like the
Essanay, produced in America.

"Daisy Dimple" (Wimbledon). — As it happens,
sweetheart, we can give you the particulars you
want: — Jack BicbaTdsonis5ft. llin. high, weighs
1751b., has brown h iir, blue eyes, and the usual
accompaniment— a fair complexion.
*' Florence Turner" (Kings Lynn). — How we
envy you, Florence, in being namesake to so
famous a s'ar ! Yes, we certainly think the other
Florence Turner would send you her autograib.
You are very yor.ng j et, and we would advise yoa
not to cherish any ambitions of rivalling your
ramesake — just yet at any rate.
"Betty" (Wakefield!.— M. J. MoQuarrie's birthday is on1stAueutt
the Answers
Man's by
is
on the
of every2oth,
monthand except
April. Goods
rail, carriage paid, please. Thank you, Betty, for
your sympathetic remarks.

%* Many replies are unavoidably held over.
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A Battle in a Nutshell.

Inconsistent

New Recruit: "I say, old boy, do
tell me what a battle is like ? "
Old Soldier: "Well, the bugle
sounds the charge — then there's a devil
of a row, and then the nurse says ' Sit
this.' "
up and take
Watching a Film Drama.

Dolly : "She insisted on a grand
ceremony when they were married. '
Molly : " And then she left him

Muggins : " That little shrimp doesn't
look like a real life hero ; but he is."
Buggins : '' Great Scott ! what has he
ever
done ? ": " He's been married six
Muggins

without any!"
Of the Old School.
Old Actor (entering post-office and
laying downa coin) : "A sixpenny postalorder, if you please, my good girl."
" Ah
— Limericks
? ""
Limericks
! Limericks
! No, madam
— for the wife and children."
Dear Old Auntie.
LiErT. Smith: "Think I ought to
get a periscope. Auntie ; Don't you ? "
Auntie : "Don't go buying one. my
dear; if you could borrow one for pattern 1am sure I could knit you one just

times."

She : " Have you ever been wounded
iu an engagement ? "
He: "Oh, yes; when my fiance*broke off our last one I was fearfully
cut up.'
The Truthful "Fisherman."
His luck had been bad, and when, on
his way home, a fishmonger's shop came
into view he was tempted and fell.
"Iwant
half-a-dozen large trout." he
tcld
the man.
•' Yes, sir," said the other. " Will you
take them with yen ? "
"' Fes, please. And I want you to
stand over there and throw thorn to me."
"Throw them, sir!" echoed the bewildered shopkeeper.
" Exactly ! My wife is sure to ask me
if I caught them.
I cannot tell a lie."'

"JOSH-" itamourfro). — Louise Yale, IsaWl Bea,
Augusta Anderson, and Helen Bray are Biograpli
• ■)■-, and Lilie Leslie plays for Luhin. The
home-made sweets were exc^lleut. Josh.
Our
b - thanks to your sister for them.
"Cuckoo" (Southampton).— Sidney Ayres, now
with Trans- Atlantic, first made his mark in a
child's part in " Little Lord tauutleroy " on the
stage. His first appearance on the screen was in
" 101 Bison " films. We have postcards of him,
price Id. each, postage extra. I he Urn Life of
Mary Pickiod can still be bad from this office,
price twopence halfpenny, post-free. You are
wrong in tiinking we should call you a " Billy
we
live for.
cuckoo"
for asking these questions. That's what

His "Weak' Days.
Nekvovs Arri.UAXT: "That. sir. is
good." of recommendation from my
aas letter
Cinema. Proi-kieio];: "Yes. that's
all right, but we don't want you to work
on Sundays. Can't you get a reference
from
somebody who knows you the
minister.''
other days of the week .
Why he was Beat-en.
A candidate for the police-force was
being asked a few ipiestions prior to
AT THE

FILM

PLAY

REHEARSAL.

Super : ''■ Jumping Jupiter! "
l.i w>: 'Nothing of the sort, sir;
the First!"

Charles
IJudac,

being
enrolled.
"Now.
what is the distance between
i'ork and London r "
"I don't exactly know, sir," he reflied. " but if that's going to be my beat
don't think I'll join the force."
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New Series, No. 70.

ALBERT
CHEVALIER
AND
ALMA
TAYLOR
IN
"THE
BOTTLE.
A Hepworth film in which this famous actor has auitc suruasscil himself.
(See next page.)
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News

and notes
ha 3 started.

Poor i I

and her
"!
* " Hazards
•
*
Wiina sub-till*" The
Blastingpeared of
Rocks
" apon the
screen
of
the Cinema House, Oxford Street, an old ladyrose from her seat, says
the h'inr Wcelcly, and.
exclaiming " 1 can't bear
these noisy pictures,"
promptly
* walked
* out.
*
A stranger has offered
his hand in marriage to
Goldie Colwell, a Selig
star, together with one
bundled and fifty acres
of land and sixty odd
hogs,
because
her looks
and hethe"likes
way
IT is stated that G. P. Huntley, one
of our front-rank comedians, will
shortly play for pictures.
Hooray!

she
a horse."
Goldiemanages
has turned
down
the hand, the land, and the hogs because
wild elephants wouldn't drag her away
from pictures.
We can't blame her.

Vivian Rich wants to learn to play
tennis, but work from eight till six uses
up all the daylight.
So how can she?

Motion-Picture

*

*

*

•*

#

#

Percy Moran, back from the West
Indies, will appear exclusively in produetionsby thePhamix Film and Picture
Co. May we expect " daring " subjects?
He wan Lieutenant Daring, you know.

*

%

*

Harry Edwards, who squeezes antics
out of Billie Ritchie to make the public
laugh, is directing by day and sneezing
by night. He says he feels like a morgue.
Cheer up. Harry
!
*

We've
had#some. .
#

T. Tamamato, the Japanese actor,
recently lost both wife and child. He is
imc of the quietest of the Edison
players, and very few of his fellow
players know of his loss.

*

*

#

'• Willie " Clarkson. the famous costumier, has made his first appearance in
pictures by playing a part in Cricks
and Martin's burlesque of li<i>n<» and
Juliet. Willie is some big-wit;:, but who
ever thought of seeinghimonthe screen?
**
*
'
#
Caidyle Blackwell is up to his eyes in
mud. He is taking mud baths near Los
Angeles, where people also drink horrid
water to get fid of nerves. He says he
feels as tit as a fiddle. Personally we
prefer "in- »
own bath #
and -drinks.
#
Watch for a new Kalera brand to -be
known as the Broadway Favourites
sci ies. As a stage star will appear in
each, the '• B. F.'s " should be brilliant
films. The first is the great rural melodrama An Innocent Sinner,

*

*

#

There is one thing new under the sun.
Helen

Holmes

has

been

tied

to

the

piston-rod of an engine, so that when it
starts >he may be- beautifully annihilated. And we suppose
by now
it

Emotions.

" II NOTICED
an article
recently." says
D. W. Griffith
in Motion-Picture
Sacs, "which said that plants show
emotions. Vegetable life is capable of
likes and dislikes just as animal life
feels those emotions, according to this
article. Now. that could never be shown
on the stage, but it can be in motionpictures which can show anything from
the feelings of a lettuce up to the growth
and fall of a great empire. "
First Moving Picture.
T" WENTY-_POI.tr
were placed
side by side in a cameras
row. Threads
were
stretched from the cameras across
the path of an approaching horse, and
as the animal passed each camera it
broke the threads controlling the shutter.
so that the horse photographed itself
in its progress. The above experiment,
made in 1872. says The Script, is what
stimulated the ingenuity oi a host of
inventive brains toward the solution. of
animated photography. One and all
were bent on procuring the same result.
but with a single camera and from the
same point of view. How well they
succeeded you who visit the picture
theatres can well testify.
The Hot=weather

Problem.

thetheproblem
supplying
ONCEwithagain
industry of
iseoiit'ronied

programmes that will successfully
combat the hot weather. " The favourite
fetish,'' says the l-'i/,n Censor, "is that
spring and summer mus.l be a season
of dullness and discontent. It has thus
been regarded for so long a time that
every one takes it for granted. It has
remained tor cinematography to demonstrate its fallacy. Here is an industry
where winter and summer an' as one so
far as business activity is concerned.
Picture-lovers are just as ardent in June,
July, or August as in January. March,
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or Moveniljer. and their demand
their favourite amusement 1
as adequately
in <>ue &•
another."
Go id films will frighten a
the slack-season b ■_
A " ReeUy" Real Hero.
THAT
Ha-tiiiLfs
Batson, the
the t
ran Mr.
actor,
can display
power in his private capacity
as
that which he enacts for the screen was
proved the other day.
At tie- conclusion of a recruiting meeting in Trafa . _
Square, and while the regimental hand
was playing the National Anthem. .Mr.
Batson
noticed
a youth
of betwi
twenty and twenty-five who stood i
challently by without uncovering.
The
old
actor's
protest
was
only
met
by
impertinence,
so, Bnatching
the
"slacker's " cap off, Mr. Batson treated
him to several cutting blows from the.
stick he carried, whereat the uupatri
one showed a clean pair of heels, leaving
his cap as a trophy.
" You art a grand
old man ? was the remark of a lady who
witnessed the incident
and congratulated me," Mr. Batson said to a j
representative,
"while
the
crowd
Hrld Up to Go Down.
cheered."
THE
sympathise
with
theGermans
Hepworth may Company
in their
submarine difficulty. As is generally known, the Hepworth film of /
Man Who Stayed at Moim i- complete
except for one scene in which the submarine sinks. An urgent order for a
submarine had been placed with a wellknown firm last December or January.
But for one reason and another the
"U-boat" or rather the "H "-boatwas not delivered until last week, and
when it did come it was of an out-ofdate type entirely unsuited for the purpose. The Hepworth property-manager
says he has warned the company who
made the boat that they will be sued
for damages. Unfortunate, is it not,
that such a tine production as Cltt
WJ10 Sttiyea] at II >m should be hung up
for four monthsr There was, it might
be added, no question whatever of interfering with the Admiralty.
A Powerful Messags.
NO

strongerDiinkwarning
demon
has ever against
been tin the
upon us than the one contained in
the
Hepworth
production
/'/,, Bottle.
The
world
know- Albert
Chevalier
as a master of character delineation ; I ut in this
film, in which he gradually falls from a
prosperous working man to a drinksoddened maniac who strangles himself
in delirium, he has surely given us one
of the best pieces of sustained characteracting that the screen has yet shown.
Never has part been more convincing
and never has subject so well succeeded in gripping the spectator. Congratulations arc due to Mr. Chevalier,
who conceived the picture as his contribution to national unity and efficiency;
to Hepworth's
(whoto have
many
admirable
touches
the added
production),
who also desire the film to take its place
as the inspiration to war-time efficiency ;
and to the Ideal Film Renting Co., Ltd..
who have had the good fortune to secure
a subject which will Boon be the talk of
Great Britain.
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Events of the Week
SELECTED

I i:« »M

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1. Kvviva L Italia! Thousands of patriotic Italians demonstrate bpfore the Italian Ambassador in London. 3. ()rn NewAlly : Famous Italian mountain batteries on the move towards Trentino. 3. Our George's Tour: After visiting munition
■works. His Majesty goes to review thousands of his troops at Newcastle. 4. The Kino of Italy, who has left Rome for tht>
Front. 5. Colonial Army Sebvice Corps: Transporting food for the Australians near Gallipoli. G. War Trophies :
Captured German guns aud aeroplanes ou view at the Invalides, Paris.
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Adapted

from

the
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Film

by

IVAN

PATRICK

GORE.
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P\A\ID. whatever is the- matter?
\_J For the lasl ten minutes yon
have not been paying the slightest
attention to what I've been saying."
VVrilli a violent start David Fleming
tore his eyes away from tin- curtained
doorway through which came the
sounds ol music and the merry laughter
of his sweetheart's birthday guests.
I 1 eg your pardon, Lalia." he stam1
mered,
avoiding
her eyes.
E'm handsome
all right."
At the
expression
on "his
tact', which had suddenly become drawn
and haggard, her petulance at his
inattention gave place to alarm. " David,
dear, won't you tell me what makes you
so nervous to-night ? "
"Nervous!'' he tried to laugh; hut
the sound only increased Lalia's fear —
" absurd - yo.i are fanciful- my
clear.
I
," he sprang to his feet and laid a
hand that trembled violently upon her
shoulder. " 1 must go home, dearest.
Oli. I'll come hack, but there's something something I've forgotten."
Ignoring her protestations and entreaties,he hurried through the laughing'
crowd, and, snatching his coat and hat
from the hands of- a manservant, left
the house. Once in the cold night air, a
feeling of faintness swept over him and
lie clung to the railings for support ;
t Inn. pulling himself together, he stag-.
<>ered rather than walked in the direction of the home he shared with his
widowed mother.
" I must
do it," he moaned
from
between his clenched teeth, " I must or
I shall go mad."
The Taint of Heredity.
Arriving at the house, he came
face to face with his mother. " Why.
Dflvid, boy ! " she exclaimed in surprise.
•' whatever brings you home so early ? "
" Nothing much, dear," he answered,
trying to speak calmly; "I forgot somethat is hours
all. I ago.
thought
you'd hurry
have
been inthing,bed
I must
up and return. You see, I promised
Lalia I'd be back as soon as possible.
Don't sit up for me, dearest."'
Turning abruptly away, he left the
room and ran swiftly up the stairs.
The anxious expression on her face
grew a> she listened to his steps; then
with a whispered prayer upon her lips
she crept softly after him. Once in the
privacy of his own room David hastily
flung off his great-coat. "'Just for a
moment." he muttered. " 1 feared that
she suspected. Poor lit t If mother, she
must never know, for if she did I fear
the knowledge would break her heart."
Crossing the room, he drew aside a
heavy picture and revealed the metal
door of a small circular safe skilfully
let into the wall. Opening it hastily, he
drew forth a small case and. almost
bugging if in his trembling grasp.
turned to the table; then, having procured a glass of water, he opened the
case and sat for several moments gazing
lovingly at its contents,
" There you arc. mj

beaut] ." he mur-

niuied. moistening his dry lip-, "and
to think that some people corse you and
look- upon those who worship at your
altar as being next door to criminals.
Ah. but they are- fools; poor fools who
know nothing of the joy you have the

s;1nk
mother When
prayertheupon
into
chairherhe lips,
had his
vacated.

power
of bringing
to the
faithful."
Taking
up a small
phial
he dropped
one of the tiny pellets it contained into
the water, then, seizing the small, beautifully made hypodermic syringe, filled it
and bared his wrist. Slowly, as though
seeking to find a double pleasure in
delaying the supreme moment, he
pressed the needle into his flesh : then
lie felt his hand seized and. with a cry,
he staggered to his feet.

where
he stood
at Lalia's
"Ku'lxa.
Fleming,
old side.
man!" he exclaimed, hoping that the heartiu — he
managed to throw into hiilld
help to hide the hate that he ki
shining in his eyes. " wherever have .
b?en!We'd almost come to the exclusion that you'd given us the slip,

" Mother ! mother '. "
"' Merciful heaven." she sobbed. " so
it has come to this! No. David, you
shall
not ;grasping
yon shallhis
not.hand,
I sayshe
! " drew it
Firmly
away from the deadly syringe which in
the first shock of his surprise he had
flung upon the table ; then, as he broke
down utterly and sobbed like a child.
she wrapped her arms around him.
"I tell you, mother," he answered
hoarsely. " 1 cannot live without it. It
is life itself to me."
" You must fight against it. dear."
she said, " tight hard before it is too
late for you to escape the fate that was
David
father's."at her with horrorpoor looked
your
stricken
My father's
"
-i Yes, eyes.
dear,'" " his
mother ?answered.
" Oh,keep
boy. you
boy from
! All learning
my life the
I've truth
tried
to
about his end. He contracted the habit
before you were born. At first iusecret,
for, when the craving was not on him
he was bitterly ashamed of his weak: not who
as the
Mend's
power
he
cared ness but
knew
or to
what grew
device
he sank so long as he could get the
drug, until at last he was hopele--ly

David arrived
at Lalia's
horn-their
her
guests
were on back
the point
of taking
departure. One of them Stamford
Black smiled evilly as he turned f

hadh't
Lalia ? at
" the familiar .,David we. winced
his sweetheart's name.
" Indeed." he answered curtly.
'" M - return."'
would
I
that
knew
Feutou
Then he deliberately turned his hi
shoulders

on the

other

man.

"Lalia,

As Ishe
his to
armyouandat they
dear.
musttook
speak
once."passed
out of the room Black's dark eyes followed them. " Like father, like sou,"he
muttered: *" I really begin lo think there
i- something in heredity after ail. If
there is—well. Master David wont stand
in my way much longer. ■ Curse him
Exiled for Love's Dear Sake.
Meanwhile, in a shaded alcove, Lalia
faced her lover, noting with a heavy
heart the white tenseness , ,f his fee ! and
the trouble in the eye- which usually.
for her. held nothing but smiles.
"David, dear." sh
"do tell
me what is wrong.
Trust me, dear. and.
remember. I have a right to know."
■• Y'es. you have a right to know," he
answered hoarsely, "and 1 promised my
mother that before the night was
" What

is it!- You are frightening

should."
von
Slowly he pulled back the plee
his coat and pointed to the tiny punc-

ruined
bothspoke
body memory
and soul."'
As she
conjured up a
vision of the man who years before had
sat where their only son was now sitting.
Again she saw him foaming at the mouth.
heard him gibbering inarticulately as he
pleaded with his attendants for just cue
dose more, to be left alone to add
another link to the chain that daily.
hourly was dragging him slowly to
destruction and the grave.
"David." she whispered, placing her
cool hand upon his fevered brow ." you
must be strong, you must light and pray
every clay and night lest his awful fate be

"That."
wrist.
tures on his
? " is why I left you to-nighl dear."
"" That
Y'es.
that
me,
why times innumerable 1 have to leave
the office, the theatre, anywhere 1 am or
anything I may be doing, and hurry
home.
the dreadandseerel
thai
threatensThat
our is'
happiness,
will most

yours, (lo to Lalia and tell her the truth."'
"Lalia!" he gasped, "I dare not
mother. You know not what you ask !"
"You must; it is your duty, however
hard. Tell her all. and. please heaven.
the love '^' the two women who would
give their lives to make you happy will
help you to defeat the liend that has
you in his power. Go now. boy. 1 will
wait here for your return."
Slowly l)a\id luniol on his heel and
left the room, while, with a whispered

don't desert
sake. the
"for God's
brokenly;
me
now. Don't
take back
priceless
gift your dear love has made me master
of: don't turn away from me with
loathing and disgust. I want your love,
the strength it gives me. more than ever
now for. without it. nothing on earth
can save me from this hideous thing

surely destroy it unless you will help
Then into
the girl's horrified ears he
! strong."
me to b the
story of his shame until as
poured
the true significance of lhs haltingworda
dawned on her she shrank back with
a heartbroken cry.
" Don't Lalia. don't." he pleaded

that
me safely
chained."
In has
a second
her arms
wen- round his
neck, her tear-dimmed eyes looking into
" Forgive me. dear, " she winhis own.

: BKDING
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BCVed, Nut for a nit moid 1 was nnlierved bj the shock of what you told
in.- I >■ .11 while life lasts 1 will n>\ ei
turn from you ; bnt yon must conquer
tin- thine. Jfou musl leave here, leave
(lie temptation, and in your exile the
s i>f \ our in. >ther mid mj self w ill
08 ever with you, comforting and helping yi>u to work out your atonement.
Halt' an hour later l>av id said ' • ■
and strode brisklj homeward.
l.aha ami he had arranged that he
should depart in a few days for a lonely
region in tlii' mountains where it would
he impossible for him to obtain the
drug should temptation come to him in
lii> solitude Already he f< It as though
the battle was almost won and his I
smile was on his lips as he entered his
home and proceeded t.> the room wliere
he had left his mother.
" A light burning. Then she has kepi
her word and waited up for me. What
i sham.' to spoil her rest ! Never mind ,
tlii' new- 1 bring will cheer her up.
: ' Softly
unselfish,
littlethemothe'i
! " entered
he opened
door and
Rk room ; then a laugh rose to hi- li s
U he saw the trail hgure with its wealth
of silver hair reclining in his favourite
chair.
"Fallen
: '" Gently.be
tiptoed across asleep;
the roomeh ami
bent tenderly
Over her.
" Mother, dear
mother!"
A- hi- lip< touched her cheek he
Bprang hack in horror, then, seizing the
pell-pull, he sent the clanging message
loirassistance ringing throngb the bonee,
while the brave old woman, whose idol
he had been, Blept on in that last long
n>t that, sooner or later, comes to all.
The Ally of the Morphine Fiend.
'■Mr. Stamford Black!"
Lalia rose with a gesture of impatience
as the impassive butler announced her
visitor. For a moment slie was tempted
that she was not at home, but
before the conventional lie the last
harrier protecting the privacy of polite
tpciety could be registered the man
himself entered the room.
"I've just got back from a Westward
trip." he announced when their tirst
greetings
were looking
over, " and
1 thought
lietter begin
up m\
friends I'd
as
soon as possible in case they had forgotten me. Absence does not always
make the heart grow fonder, you know.''
Hi- words brought to Lalia the vivid
Memory of some one else who had been
absent now for months, and her eyes
instinctively sought the portrait of
Da\id that always stood upon her
writing-table, and Stamford Black's
face hardened ominously as he followed
./.<■ and noticed the tender light
which shone in her eyes as she turned
to him again.

"By the way." he asked, casually,
'"what has happened to our friend
Fleming? S >nie of the boys I met this
morning told me that he vanished utterly
a few week- after his mother's death. I
was away, you km iw "
Lalia nodded. " He's up in the mountain-.''
"What, the simple life, eh?" Black
laughed, "" and not before he needed it.
ive. Between you and I. Lalia.
your friend David was inclined to rip a
bit." Then, seeing, but ignoring, the
cold displeasure
ou her face, he took a

"M

n

it's David!

Hk is calling to mi, prom

morocco-leather case from his pocket
and handed it to her. "'What do you
Almost
mechanically
Lalia pressed
? ''
of that
think
the spring, then gave a cry of delight athe opened case released a myriad rays
of tight which flashed up from the jewel

that lay. almost like a thing of life,
upon its satin bed. " How very
beautiful
Stamford! " Black laughed. "Yes. noi
bad. is it ! and there's plenty more like
it With
to bshad
far Lalia
the asking."
a sigh
dosed the ease and
handed it back. " I envy whoever it is
-'' to do that, my dear."
"• There'sforno need
intended
the
man interrupted with another
coarse laugh, "'since it's intended lor
'"For me!-"
Then, as she saw the
look of bold admiration in his dark eyes
drew
herself up
proudly.
' Mr.
Black, you have no right
"
" 1 know I haven't not yet.'' he
chipped in. endeavouring to take her
hand. "you"
but I want you to give me that
"'
you
1 love Again
right
"Mr. Lalia.
Black,youyouknow
forget."
her
- Bought
absentthe lover's
graph, and. nher
iticing
ardent photolook,
1; flung discretion to the winds.
Target what," he sneered, "sorely
yon
can't be Bah.
thinking
that weak
fool
Fleming?
yon of
cannot
link your
life

with

hi- :

he's

a

would be hell.

Wilds."

as not he's hanging round some other
girl, wherever he is. and
"Stop.
You
forget
yourself,
Mr.
Black, but please understand and remember this, whatever Mr. Flemin
faults
are, he i-forthethemanbell,I love.'
She reached
and in a lash
Black realised t he mistake hispassi >n had
trapped him into making, and. just as
swiftly, decided on a complete change
of tactics.
' Forgive me." he pleaded miserably,
"I tliinK I mu-t have gone mad for the
moment. It's hard for any man to learn
that
doesn't
i are
a beantheforwoman
him. buthe wiworships
mid lie only
toOgtad
to sell her immortal soul for another
fellow's smile. There, it's all over now,
and I will never offend again."
Lalia's anger vanished as quickly as
it had risen, and she wa- only too glad
to extend her gracious pardon to the
dejected
courtier who sued so humbly
for it.
•• Well. T must lie going," he -aid with
a ugh, " is there anything I can do for
fully.
yon. He won't mind," he added ruesmiled.
" Iyou
don'tmind
thinkslipping
there
i-.Lalia
Stay.
Wo ild
these letters into the 1' »x for me ?
She handed them to him. and i
momenta later Black left the honse.

;i

"Little
vixen,"
he tomuttered,
• it'-i
like
her infernal
cheek
mike a lackey
me. What the diekeira doe- old
Kenton ke p his servants Ear ? I

Besides, likely

by Jove,"
his eve,
fell
upon be
the whistled
address softly,
of the asuppermost

drink

fiend.

dope,
an inveterate
morphine
-lav
I
tell you. and life with him for any de.eut

woman

i hi
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],. teiv" Fleming's address in the mountains." For some time he stood thinking deeply, then, taking a small memo:
randum hook from hi- pocket, he made
ii hasty note of his successful rival's
addi — . "So you'll fight and conquer
the drug habit will you,you poor Eool.
Conquer it and come back toherwarm
nrrns, eh?"
Be slipped the letters into
the I)' >x and
proceeded
on his way
laughing
harshly.
" You
never
will
come bark, my fascinating friend
not
if I can help it."
That night Lalia's slumber was
troubled by dreams of David in his
lonely cabin cm the snow-bound hills.
She saw him fighting bravely against
t lie temptation that was almost more
than he could b'ar and keep his reason,
saw him bent beneath the blast of the
evil thing that kept calling him to his
doom, saw him again, as little by little
he began to gain the mastery, then.
suddenly; it seemed to her that she
heard him calling to her frantically in a
voice that was full of agony, and with a
cry she awoke and sprang from her bed.
"Lalia,claimed,my
dear."by Mrs.
Fenton cry
exas roused
the piercing
she hurried into her daughter's room.
Lalia (dung
to calling
her. •'Mother-it
it's
David!
He is
to me from the
Wilds. Oh, I saw him as distinctly as I
can see yon now. heard his dear voice
H lite plainly. He is in danger, dear,
ind it is my duty
A Menace from
David Fleming
trudged sturdily
snow.

to go to him at once.''
the Past.
whistled blithely as he
homeward through the

■ Why. what tlie dickens," he mattered, turning over the little packet,
wouderingly,*"] didn't know any one but
Lalia knew my whereabout- ; hut.maybe, it's dressed
from
her. and
she had it addirect from
the store.
Hastily he tore ofT the wrapper, the
surprised expressi an deepening on his
face as he came to the dainty little
i 1-case it concealed ; then, as the lid
new open in obedience to his pressure
on the spring, he sprang back with a
cry of dismay.
" Who has done this thing ? " he muttered, hoarsely, his eyes glued to the
tiny syringe that lay so innocently
beside the tube containing the pellets
of
is—soul-destroying
curse them a poison.
hundred, " aWhoever
thousandit
times.
We'.), their plot has miscarried."
He took up the instrument, and was
about to hurl it into the stove, but held
his hand. Why should he destroy it ?
Its power over him was broken, and he
felt that he could afford to laugh at the
memory of the thrill that deadly thing
of crystal and plated metal would have
sent through his veins only a few short
months before.
" By Jove, but it's a beauty— a jolly
sight better than the one I used to
experiment with— and there's a good
Half-unconsciously
he moved the
of morphine, too.''
supply
piston up and down ; then, with a start,
he discovered that the point of the delicate needle was pressing insistently
against his wrist.
"Ah! would you?", he muttered;
" that's as far as you'll go. though my

" Yes. this
is the
life,-' he
said
aloud,
and one
I'll bring
Lalia ""back
withof me.these I days
wonder
if I
could persuade her to spend onr honeymoon here. Here, amid the pine-trees
and the snow
in this land of health
and perfect beauty. I wonder if I could.
I'd like to walk with her through the
snow down to the lake yonder, and. looking out across it into the gathering night,

friend
the enemy."
He placed
the evil thing upon the
table and picked up the letter, bat a
moment later the syringe was once more
in his hand. Gone was' the feeling of
repugnance for the power which had
once held him enslaved, and in its place
the feeling of mad exultation grew.
"Why not?" he muttered hoarsely,
looking
furtively
" just
dose
would
do no around
harm, ;and
no one
one

J'd
all ofI owe
this land
to
the whisper
greatness
herto love.
The andlove
that has been my armour and has made

would ever know.
No one."
With trembling hands he took up the
tube of pellets and shook out one into a
ulass of water.
Slowly he lowered the

i\
of meandagain."
He ashadhe reached
hismancabin
laughed
looked
around
tin- bare, untidy
room.
"By
Jove, what a place to bring my darling

• David!
"
well-beloved
voice, brain,
low andand,
son-'with
»wful.Thebeat
into his fevered
an oath, he swung round trying to .• mceal the syringe in the palm. of his hand;
then he laughed wildly.
"Imagination. I've been to > long
Again you,
the ueedle
pressed
without
my beauty
! " against his
wrist! Then suddenly he saw a visi
of the future— the future in which the
only woman on earth whom he loved or
who loved and trusted him was going
broken-hearted down the vale of life, an I
with a liitter curse he hurled both syringe
and pellets to the floor. and. half-demented in his rage, ground them into a thousand fragments with his heaw heel.
" Thank God ! Thank God ! " iie cried.
" her
love is open
the stro:ige-t
all."cabin
Flinging
the door after
of his
he stumbled out and ran blindly on
until he reached
the sea-girt shore.
Then, sobbing
wildly, he sank d
upon his knees in the snow.
Love's Victory.
" David
David
" _
The sweet voice cut into the numbness of his brain, but. thinking it was
only fancy, he crouched still further
down, but when a gentle hand touched
him he sprang to his feet.
" Lalia — sweetheart. You have come
" Yes," she
answered
simply.
to me, beloved.'
dreamed
that you were in danger, and 1
Holding
her tightly to him. he told
came
at once."
the story of the final temptation and
the"Ienemy's
know,defeat.
dear." she whispered.
"mother and I found the remains of
the syringe in your cabin just n >w . and
I knew that even in the moment of your
weakness you had been strong, that
I nearly
felltime."
Oh. if I could
had" But
conquered
for all
only find out who sent
•■ Black?"
"It was Stamford Black. David."
" Yes. the case he sent it in one. I
a jewel that he ottered me when h.
advantage of your absence to ask me to
become his wife. Also. I recognised
writing upon the wrapper.
This
his revenge for my refusing to throw

to ; but she'd understand, and maybe i mr
re would make even these old pine»s seem as good as the satin-panelled
walls of her mother's drawing-room."
A gruff voice broke into his reverie,
and. swinging on his heel, he returned
the greeting of the express-rider who
had entered,

over
onlywin
man it
I ever
Thethecur
was loved."
he who first
introduced me to the habit, he who persistently led me on until I lost all i
trol. By Heaven, when we meetHe paused as she laid her slim fingers
upon his lips. then, as she crept closer
and e\ er closer into his embrace, he was
content
in the
that whether
the daywas theirs,
and knowledge
thai retribution,

" A continued,
billy-doose"and.
for you.
the
man
thankmister."
the Lord,
the home-trip for me. What makes you
chaps let out for these parts licks me
holler. The city- the place for my
monej the dancing dives, the gals, and
Ijquor what is liquor and not an alllired torchlight procession down. your
throat. Reckon I'll be runningup soon,
it's getting nigh time for my half-yearly
flare-up.
Well, the
so door,
long. then
Mister."
He
strode
toward
returned.
' Dura me. 1 was almost forgetting this."'
He laid a small packet on the table, and
a moment later David heard him calling
cheerily to his sturdy little pony as he
cantered through the snow.

nozzle of the syringe into the li»i
slowly pulled the piston out. watch
_
with burning eyesas the bubbling poison
rose steadily in the cylinder; then he
pressed the needle firmly against his wrist.

at his hands or not, would most surely
overtake the scoundrel who had sought
to wreck their lives.

»

"FORD
STERLING,''
JUNIOR.
George White, a reader with stage ami
concert experience, who lias played in Boko
lilnis. " makes up
as the popular comedian.

•

•

• '

A praise.wor.thy production of a strong
story. Consistently acted by Bryant
Washburn, who is capably supported by
Gerda Holmes. Lester Cuneo. Helen
Dunbar, and Camille D'Aivy and
Essanay photography. It is in two acts
and released on June 24th.
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Portrait.
letten tie- voting pictun
has
e\ er 1 eceii ed
npl]
Mi
D
othj Gish \b ii i' 'M picture A.ct re
Evidentlj Uncle Sam- postal authorities knew Miss Gish, for tie' letter was
forwarded withoal delay t" her home in
Lngeles. « Ine daj - mail after ber
motor accident some 1 im'' back br< >u
:i7l' letters, and in addition the telegraph messenger boj rang her bell
fort] -eight t imea on the bs me d
Acting With nit Words.

Al'l has
\ K played
studj "t'
\nita ami
Stewart,
who
many,
we nope
\\ ill plaj man] more, ten ling
parts in Yitagrnph productions. The
pupular actress was horn 111 Brooklyn,
S 1 . .'ii rYbruar] !7tli, isir. While
attending High School, Miss Stewart's
beauty was utilised bv so\ oral
\ 1 1 oik artist*, who emplov r I hoi
h subject for calendars and high-class
pictorial lithograph] .
It was through her brother-in-law,
Ralph luce, that she secured her lirst
iti.'ii with th.' Vit igraph C mipaii]
■ the lirst six months she did little
other than extra work, but was learning
the rudiments of the picture game fi
ground up. as Mr. luce naturally
k a strong personal interest in her
nal aehiev ements.
Her first part of any importance wj b
the lead in /"'
II
I iof< I . and she
made such a profound impression that
a second picture, /'•'■ / 1*/ Millionaire,
was written for her. and in it she again
achieved wonderful results. Later, a
third picture, /' '• /
0
Island, was written for Miss Stewart,
and again she did exceptionally well
One of her greatest professional
accomplishments was in the lead in ./
Million Hi l. Her exceptional performance in this five-reel picture made her a
Broadwaj star in one night. Miss
Stewart's
advancement
as a and
movingpicture actress
has been rapid
sure.
She i» as effective in comedy as in
tragedy, and can switch from light to
heavy roles at a moment's notice,
"Lillian Gish's Llttla Sister."
SHE gives people t lie impression
she san awful tom-boy," her sister
sav - u it li a sigh. " 1 can't help it
do." to
the climb
accused
replies.
because
■ if
do I like
trees,
and 1" do
like toI
take off my shoes and stockings and go
wading, and 1 do like to swim, and go
fishing and bait my own hooks, and
— "
" Hush, dear, people will think you're
terrible, and it won't do any good for me
to tell them what a darling you are."
This last from Lillian Gish, the star
emotional actress of the Majestic Company, to her sister Dorothy, who has
outgrown being known as '"Lillian Gish's
little sister," and has come to be known
011 her own account, and with a reason.
She is blonde, curly-haired, bewitching and.it must be admitted, at times
somewhat prankishly inclined. Born in
Dayton. Ohio. March 11th. 1898. of
American parentage, this youthful
screen star has attained the height of
five feet two and one-half inches, and
has the bluest eyes and a wealth of the
yellowest hair.
It was Mary Piekford who was responsible for Dorothy Gish's entrance into
the moving-picture world. and her introduction to D. W. Griffith, the famous
director, and it is Mr. Griffith who has
done the rest. Under his training
Dorothy Gish has shown a versatility in
character
portrayal
latterly
"has
begun to rival
that ofwhich
her more
famous
sister, Lillian.

1MIG HT men! ion. said M me
tin' famous
dai
r, to a
interviewer, that miming
without words is an art that the
dancer (and incidental!] tin'

DOROTHY

GISH.

A recent portrait of Lillian's "little sister."
Her personal characteristics: are in
direct contrast to Lillian's quiet reserve
and studious calm. " Lillian would
rather buy a book than a hat."
said
Dorothy recently. "Give me the hat
every time. Lin fond of reading, but
y<'ii fact,
can borrow
a book."
As two
a matter
of
the younger
of the
(iish
sisters is still very much of a child, and
a child who is up to any number of
innocent prank-.
One of the first things that seriously
attracted D. \V. Giiffith's attention to
little Dorothy came about through one
of these \evy pranks. A young actress
having seen Sarah Bernhardt play in
vaudeville, mad'' it her habit to " wonder
how
Madame
that, or
the other
part, would
and oneplay
day" this.
at rehearsal
sh.' remarked :
" Mr. Griffith. I've often wondered
how the di\ ine Sarah would have played
this part." Before he could answer
Dorothy (iish spoke up : "You mean
the great French actress p" sin- inquired.
" Ah. yes ! She'd do it this way."
And presto! Miss Gish tumbled her
blonde hair over, her head, struck an
attitude, cried " Voila ! Sarah Bernhardt!" while everybody clapped. It
was Sarah Bernhardt to the lit''.
An Eloquent Testimonial.

to Dorothy
addressed
envelope
AN (iish
by a little
girl in Cincinnati
containing
one of the sweetest

<I
Tit I, ■
acting
modern
picture-

play
er) practised
must stud}how\ i-i'vto' careful
Often
I have
express 1Jperhaps
a coin ih' of v\ . ird- for days be!
[was
satisfied with the result of m] study, I
remember on one occasion, before the
production of a new ballet at the Empire
some years ago. I had to express ina
certain part of it in dumb show a great
and sudden surprise, For quite a fortnight Ipractised the various ways of
doing so. imi none of them quite satisfied me. One afternoon I saw a girl in
the street tap another who was walking
just before her on the shoulder, she
started, and seemed great ly surprised to
see the other. The expression on the
girl's face when she slopped and tin ned
round was just what 1 wanted. When
I reached home I practised it until 1
obtained it exactly. I have often got
ideas for expressing emotion- in dumb
show by thus observing people.
Realism

on th; Wire.

a 1 of // feh and
rehearubjects,
NO the
q Wadswor
DURITrance-S
Housma
comedy,
ley took
then port
of onePatrick
of the O'Malpublic.
who offered themselves to be hypnotised.
He surprised the remainder of the company by mounting a slack wire at the
command of the hypnotist and walking
across with all t he sangfroid of an accomplished Black-wire walker.
Still under the, Bupposed influent
f
the hypnotist, he divested himself of
his coat and waistcoat, while walking
back and forth on the wire, and in a properly dazed condition began to pull otV his
shirt and
When the feminine portion of the studio, believing Pat to be
really hypnotised, shouted out "Stop
him! Stop him! Wake him up!" even
the hypnotist was fooled. Thinking that
he had really and truly hypnotised the
actor , he began making frantic passes to
bring him out of his supposed trance
It is little things like this that gi
air of realism to the Edison*
ladies
which distinguish them fromoth
Bill's Broke

Again I

EVERY"
weeks Jessie
receives few
a telegram
with on Stevens
1 tragic
word on it '"Help."
But Jessie,
long ago, became hardened to these
shock-. Now she jusl roars with
laughter,
till her
her toEdison
associate,
crowd
around
learn the
cans .
Some one then stops her long enough

JL-XK
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forgot to mention that the poor newspaper man's name i- Abe Deuce Abe
promptly proposed, and was thrown SO
hard he saw stars for several days. But
he would not hi- discouraged, and finally,
after a whirlwind campaign, in which no
c vy was sent to the paper, he won by
the promise of a little car.
For. be it known, almost every player
at the city has a car of some description,
and " Brownie " had none. She had b( en
in the films only a short six months, and
was planning to get one anyway in a
short time. So Abe and the runabout won. But Abe insisted that
•"Brownie" give up the pictures and
come with him to the hi? city where he
worked. And that is where " Brownie "
changed her mind, and gave up both Abe
and the car. The car in which Agnes"
acquires an interest will have no masculine drawback.

to get the gurgling explanation, "Oh!
Bill's
brokeOhio,
again.
" Hill w isher*
her hesonwonin
an Akron,
College,
tie Stat.- scholarship. His cryptic mes■ ■ translated reads : " Send on money.
Jly weekly allowance is gone np."
A Woman's Privilege.
well, little Agnes Vernon
WELL,
Eur that
has changed her mind!
i- :i woman's privilege, you know,
and Miss Vei qod i- gel ling to be quite ;i
almost nineteen now. and very
woman
devoted to moving i ictnres. Possibly it
will he recalled that she engaged herself
to a pooi1 newspaper man who came to
Universal City smu.' time ago with the
avowed intention of proposing to some"
Of
hard-working little picture-Actress.
course, it was all for the papers, and the
only extenuating circumstance is that
be fully expected to lie turned down.
He was turned down -Hard.
He was having a beautiful time, and
for the paper,
Becnring lots of "copy"
when a most unexpected thing happened.
That
IN' fell in love with •'Brownie.''
the'
of Amies
nicknam
is the by
her friends
permits Vernon,
whiche she
name

to know her.

Week

" I'll Sing thee Songs of Araby."
EVERYBODY knows now that clever
Gene
Gauntier
has
joined
the
Trans-Atlantic forces.
Two years ago, whilst in the Sahara
Desert, Gene made the acquaintance of

Abe — oh. yes, we almost

i9

kxding

a rich sheikh named Bostowie, who later
demanded, in the name of Allah, that
she become
his wife- his fourth «
Of c urse. Miss (jauntier treated
whole occurrence as a huge joke, aud
has never given it second th
this day.
Imagine, then, her sur
npon
receiving
a mysterious- looking
package
through
the mail
one day
recently, which, when Opened, w
to contain a roll of parchment cov<
with Arabic characters ! An inter] i
was sought,
and theread
document
lated
into English
as foil ti"Oh. divine one! sent upon earth

-

beat
faster,Allah
thou to
art make
to me men's
as a bubbling
gracious
hearts
spring to a thirsty camel.
I im;
thee to grace my caravan.
Bedecked in
jewels as a queen, thou shalt \te my
favourite.
For thee I will put aside ray
other wives — yea. three of them.
In a
Vision Allah did command
me to send
thee my milk-white mare, my beautiful
mare of the desert, my most prici
treasure.
Will you send me your habitation, Iwill send the mare.
May Allah
direct your footsteps to my tent i nee
more. — Bostowie."
German Cinema Propaganda.

of a photo-play. _V
THEin synopsis
Germany, which a certain tion of the American audienc* are vociferously applauding. In the
first scene you see a French family.
The son is in an officer's uniform, and is
just departing for the Front. The
scene changes to the trenches, and y. a
have several pictures of the fighting on
both sides. The French are forced to
retire, and a company of Uhlans occupy
the residence of the French family.
The daughter no sooner beholds the
face and form of the noble Uhlan captain than all other feelings and considerations vanish before the passionate
devotion which he irresistibly i ispires
The girl learns that a powerful French

FAMILIAR

FILM

FACES.

No.

4:

THE

HANDSOME

HERO.

force under her brother's command is
secretly approaching and pr» | capture the Uhlan captain and his
company. She feels that it would
monstrous that so perfect a specimen of
Prussian deportment should be interned
in a French prison, or even \ pss
killed, and in consequence makes n
secret appointment with him. and
warns him of the impending operations
of her countrymen.
In the next scene the brother arrives
baulked of his prey. He is naturally
annoyed. While he is in this temper a
peasant comes to inform him that his
sister was se. n slipping a note into the
hand of the German commander ju-t
before he gave his orders for a Withdrawal. The girl now avows her love,
and doubtless expatiates upon the
charms of the adorable Prussian, which
she evidently considers adequate t"
excuse her action. Her brother and the
other French officers take a narrowly
Latin view of the ethics of tie' transaction, and she is ordered to lie shot.
The girl's mother weeps aud embia ;es
her, Her brother remains adamantinely
Roman; declaring that " a de Vandeleur
should never love a Prussian." The
word to '"Present arm-" is given, but
(Continued on page -17.J
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production
featuring;
Bessie
Dnrnscnle.
O. Walker's
World's
Films,
Limited.

Film

by

PATRICK

nsed

tn surprises in the
wild portions of
California, the entire
Espinoza family, as
Ihej sat round their
breakfast-table, were
amazed to see the
brazen and threatening
face of John Kincaid
appear at ( he door. He
eyed them with prim
amusement for several
moments, and then,
taking the inevitable
cigar from his mouth,
- .11.I laconically :
■1 morning! "
"Good morning,
1." implied
Esproud head of the the
pinoza family in cold
" We dp not
acc
receent
ives.visitors in the
midst of our meals "
" It'.- about the last
meal you will have."
ined tin- unwelcome visitor. If you
JU ANITA
rIE '-ROSE"
MEETS
KEAKNEY
THE
don't know what has
brought me, I'll tell
you. In the first place I'm the owner of ■ been in their possession for generations.
this ranch henceforth."
To the Spanish-descended population
the American was a " Gringo," a term of
"My family have been in possession
of tln> property since the time of
contempt, and when it became compulsory for all those holding property to
Columbus," replied Espinoza with
register their titles, many of the Calidignity. " \ deny your right to come
fornian people omitted to do so. This
here to interfere with me or my 1 pie."
was the opportunity for evil ruffians to
"You've never registered the land
according to the laws of the United
find out whether certain properties had
States/retorted the other truculently.
li a registered, and. where they were
nor. to register in their own name,
"Consequently it is up to the first comer
which immediately entitled them to take
to register, and after that it belongs to
possession. This was how the Espinoza
him. I'm the first comer since the new
family fell victims to Kincaid and his
laws came out.''
"We don't
recognise
taws of We
the
gang.
But if the Government intended that
Gringoes
in this
part ofthe
America.
the boundaries of all lands should be
are of Spanish descent, and claim to be
registered in their records, they did not
•rued by our own laws." returned a
member of the Espinoza family, angrily.
countenance this wholesale " land"So much tic worse for you," retorted
jumping." Information regarding Kincaid and others like him reached headKincaid as he turned in the doorway
and waved his hand to someone outquarters, and steps were immediately
side. Before the family had time to
taken to put a stop to this state of
rise a crowd of ferocious-looking men
things. Kearney, a Government agent .
burst in. There was a wild scuffle, the
received orders to follow up the misurns from the Espinoza women rent
creants, and on nearing the district of
the air. and in ten minutes it was all
Monterey, in California, he encountered
over. The defenders had been killed,
a small party of Spaniards, amongst
whom was a pretty young girl dressed in
and the young Spanish- American women,
the traditional costume of the country,
to save themselves from a worse fate,
and whose dark eyes smiled at him from
committed suicide. In these wild parts
her position on the back of her mount.
there was no law but the l.ov of Might.
Kearney became interested. This girl
Kiucaid.
the •'laud-jumper,'' and his
gang
had triumphed.
looked different from the self-possessed
*
#
#
*
nasal-twanged women of his own part of
the
A v. >vdingto the law theinfami ins Kinher. country, and he determined toaccost
I was right. The Spanish-descended
sidents of California, refusing to recog"Can you tell me trie road to Monnise the United States Government, had
terey r" asked Kearney, although be
in very many cases neglected to register
knew quite well himself the direction in
which
he was travelling.
their titles to their property, which had

GLYNN.
The

giil

looked

at

1 iin and smiled again.
Perhaps bIig (inspected
1 hat this

11a,

ni"-i

ruse
to engage
ber att < - 1 1 1 ion,
for, instead
of
allow ing herattend
to answer the strait
she replied 1
" If Sefior w ill i
the road to the left,
then
to the right, he
" Thank
yon," replied
will
gvt there."
the young man, a
turned his horse in the
direct i'>n indicated 1 1 1
would
have liked
1 ■
ha\
• asked
her hei
name. Imt lacked the
courage.

lb'

waited

till the party had
me distance, t hen he
turned to his sen ant.
" Ride hack.' he comanded. and
" t hatfindladjout
from one mof
- r\ nitv. ho she ]'-.
Don't let her see you."
The
servant
returned
NGO.
ten minutes later with
His mind in a whirl. "They told me,
master, that she was of the Castro
family, and that her name is Juanita
B/Oseta Modesta Delphina Carmela
Manuela Castro, and they call her the
" Rose of the Castro Ranch."
" You fathead ! " said Kearnej . angrily.
"I suppose you've got it all wrong, or
perhaps
yourthat
leg."it would
Kearneythey're
rode pulling
on. hoping
be his good fortune to meet the girl
again. He realised his wish that evening, for on arriving at Monterey and
stabling his horse he took a stroll in the
Castro grounds. Here he encountered
the girl, who was in the charge of her
duenna.
Kearney talked of the weather, and
after he exhausted this topic he surprieed himself by asking the girl for the
rose in her hair. The lady became
angry, or professed to be, for she took
the rose out of her hair and. instead of
banding it to Kearney, threw it on the
ground. Quite unabashed, the young
man picked it up and placed it in hicoat. The girl suddenly opened her fan
and hid a smile behind it. This little
comedy was interrupted by the young
lady's mother, who exclaimed in shoe
tones. "You. a member of the Castro
family,
waiting
Gringo?"
Kearney
knewforit awas
time to go, but
not before he was encouraged by a sly
smile from the girl. He intended to
develop this little romance, but he did
not forget that he had serious business
before him.
Quite accidentally he made the acquaintance ofKincaid. who. ign >rant
the fact that he faced the' Government
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a gen fr, told him bow cleverly
he had managed t . ■ gel posBessioii of the Espino/.a
ranch.
Then, encouraged by

here, and I'm keepi:
with Kincaid until lean lay
wait
benor,
"I think you are a liar,
heels."
him by the
"replied
But
I shall
the

Kearney's
diplomatic
Kincaid confided
tohim talk,
that
he intended also to seize the
Castro raneh. Kearney

pertly.
At this moment

gritted that
his 'teeth
and plkn
told
himself
this little
would I"' nipped in the hud.
That evening he managed
to eonvej to Juanita that
he wished to see her on important businesjs. Juanita
conversed with him from
her window; but, much as
Kearney would liked to
have dallied in conversation,
time was pressing.
"(Jive me the boundary
plans of your ranch, and
Pox Luis tells Juanita that Kearney is with the
I'll have them registered-"
lie said. "There's a landlongs in future to Ezra Kincaid. and I
jumper round here named Kincaid, who
intends to go to the Land Office and
guess
me." them ? " asked Juanita,
" Arethat's
you with
1 egister your family's lands as his own.
turning disdainfully to Kearney.
I wonder your people -did not do it long
The young Government agent hesitated. With Kincaid beside him he
Juanita disappeared for a few
ago.15
could not open his mouth iu his own
moments, and returned with the plans
defence. Single-handed, he could not
of the boundaries, and handed them to
Kearney. That gentleman immediately
fight
of Kincaid's
gang,
and
he wasthenowwhole
playing
for time. In
answer
handed them over to the only soldier
• representative allowed him on this
to the outraged girl's repeated query,
Kearney merely nodded with set lips.
affair, and told him to ride to the Land
Kincaid made a sign, and the gate was
Office, and register the boundaries in
broken open. Apparently Kearney had
the Castro name. Meanwhile, he stayed
behind to watch Kincaid.
persuaded Kincaid not to indulge in
violence, for none was attempted at the
Chapter II.
moment, With a glance of contempt at
.Kearney, Juanita threw herself into the
learned
a good
dealmidst
'within
arms of Don Luis. This conveyed that
theKearney
next day
or two.
In the
of
she know who her protector was.
liis secret flirtations he found that'
Juanita, ': the Rose of the Ranchq,"
had been compelled to accept Don Luis,
pulled the girl aside. ''Don't
youKearney
know I'm playing for time?" he
a neighbouring grandee, as her future
whispered
sent soldiers
a meshusband. Juanita had rebelled against
sage to the fiercely.
Government" I've
to send
this arrangement, and told her mother
that she loved the despised "Gringo"
who had suddenly dropped down from
the skies into Monterey. This news
only exasperated the old lady, and she
determined to push forward the time of
her daughter's nuptials. Don Luis
agreed,
and,totoherJnanita's
the
invitations
betrothaldisgust,
ceremony,
were immediately sent out.
.luanita remained in her room next
clay, and declined all invitations to
budge. It was not till the old padre,
the family confessor, pleaded with her
to lie reasonable that she came down to
meet the betrothal party. It was whilst
thej were in the middle of the ceremony
• that their attention was distracted by a
loud knocking at the gate,
A Spanish half-breed who had been
servant to the late Espino/.a family gave
t lie first alarm. He had recognised t he
ruffianly Kincaid and his gang riding
towards tin1 Castro ranch, and knew
what it portended. The i><tdn\ Don
I ,ui.-. .luanita. and her mother went to
the barred gate to parley with the intruders. Through fchebarsof the gate
they looked at the notorious Kincaid.
and to the amazement
of .luanita she
si« Kearney standing beside him.
•'Better let us in." said Kincaid. w ith
his truculent drawl.
"This ranch be-

A

Fi:W

PAY:

gin,
a scuffle

broke onf between Kin
men
ami - and members of the
tro household.
Then
it was time
knew Poshing
Kearney
to
act quickly.
the
trill Lefore
him. he "Fly and
to the
you
tellroof-:
the I'll
otheif
do the same.
We can make
of it there."
a fiLrlit
Castro houseThe entire
hold fled to the roof, folby Kincaid'sins! gang,
lowed brutal
whose
eaidees,
broke loose. Kearnej
the last to gain the sh
little
of the roof, and bolted the
gate, after he had bodily
thrown several of the invaders down the
steps.
The baffled nien then turned
their energies to the cellars where the
wine was stored, and the beleagured
party on the roof could hear ribald - _ a
not last long.
and coarse oaths'; but their respite did
Kincaid's fury was roused
by the
clever manner in which
he had I D
circumvented by Kearney, and a determined rush was made on the little iron
door. Baffled here, the invaders went
outside and began firing at the Castro
party, who crouched behind the balustrades and cornices, sometime returning the shots and finding a billet. The
air became thick and acrid with the
fumes of the gunpowder, but the
defenders, including the gentle old
priest, fought like timers. They knew
what toexpect if they were overpowered
The massacre
of the Espino/.a- was
fresh
in their minds.
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Through the ulouda of smoke Jmuiita
fancied she could see r body of horsemen riding through the wood in the
direction of the much, and she culled
the attention of the Wood-stained
Kearney to the fuel \ glance waa
sufficient.
Thejof ure
the soldiers," be
said, with a " sigh
relief.
The defenders were at tli< ir last
Tl:>' iron gate bad been smashed, and
already
Kiucnid's
maddened several
crew badofburst
on to thedrinkroof,
where a terrific hand to-hand struggle
took place with the defenders. Kearney
fought like a lion, and one after another
of the assailants tumbled mertrj to the
ground beneath In- fierce blows. There
waa n loud shout from below, and the
sound nt' renewed oaths and scuffles.
Tin' battle at tin' little broken gate]
died away, and Kincaid's men could be
Men dying down the steps, Bnl ferc
escaped, and amongst the deadUn the
evil face of th<> prime mover of all the
trouble,
Kincaid.
•
»
•
This sounded the death-knell of the
bail old game of " land jumping." Kinraul's
atrocities
hadold startled
the
Government,
and the
settlers were
protected from further molestation
from the nnwelcome attentions of am
chance villain who liked totakeadvan?
tade of the ancient Spanish prejudices.
\ few ila\ - later a pretty little ceremony took place in the grounds ju > t
outside tin- picturesque old chapel. The
old padrt was seated on the stone
bench, and before him kneeled Juanita
and her "Gringo," Kearney. What be?
came of Don Luis history doth not say.
*
•
»
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In tlii< four-part Lasky production,
released on June 24th, Bessie Barrisoale is superb as Juan it a. and she is ably

supported by, among others, J. W.
Kohnstone (Kearney), Dick La Reno
(Kincaid), and Monroe Salisbury (Don
The End.

OUR
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Selected from hundreds every week.
Pictures Outrival Zeppelin.
■ On Monday evening, May Slsfc, at the
Queen s Cinema, Ramsgate. the usual
crowd
was witnessing the eleventh episode of lite
'Million Dollar Mystery. We had readied the
point where the Countess and one of her
accomplices hoard the train on which Jim
Norton and Florence are returning home after
their adventures on the sea. Simultaneously
•with the wrecking of the train on the film
there came a tremendous report, followed by
the firing of guns from the cliff. There was a
'cry of "Zeppelins;.' everybody stood up, and
the light a were turned on. For a moment
excitement was intense, and there was a rush
for the doors. But the calmer spirits of the
audience sat down asrain Quietly, and the
example had its influence. Most of the people
returned to their seats ; the orchestra continued playing ; lights were turned down, and
the picture Bashed on the screen again.
Zeppelin was passing over the town.
bat •Ait must
stand to the credit of the actors
who took part in this serial that Tlie
ion Dollar Mystery outrivalled ' Count
Zeppelin ' in holding public interest, notwithstanding the ' frightfulness ' of the latter.
The performance proceeded in the usual way,
and at 10.30, when the show was over, all danger
had passed.'
R. M. C. (Bamsgate),

GEORGE

M. ANDERSON

Bold, unerring, imaginative — Anderson
has fascinated
picturegoers since his first appearance as Broncho Billy
five years ago.
But if he had done nothing before, his appearance in the
new one-reel ESSANAY ANDERSON DRAMAS
would make him famous at once.
The Titles and Release Dates of the first of these
marvellous photoplays are :—
July 26th.
The Face at the Curtain.
Aug.
5ih.
His Wife's Secret.
Aug. I2th.
The Golden Link.
Correspondence invited ty
Essanay Film Manufacturing Co.,
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
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FEW weeks ago the one and
only "Pimple
admirers to writeinvite8
to 11i111his
. and
promised t « » award framed portraits
to the senders of the three best letters
and enframed portraits as consolation prizes. The poor fellow little
knew what a herculean task he had set
up for himself, but he thanks heaven he
i- through with it (he says there were
nearly two thons md) and is .still able to
play for pictures. He has sent us the
prize-winning letters, and at his request
we pr'.nt portions of three of them.
FIRST

J INT.

PICTUREGOER

PRIZE.

C. Seminoff, 27, Maryfield, Edinburgh.
"M v dear ''Pimple" — If thou, Oh!
Mighty Magician of the Picture World, If
thou, Oh ! Mirthful Monarch of the World
of Fun, If thou. Oh! Gifted Genius, before
whose Personality thousands of Hearts
vibrate to the harmonious spirit of thy Incomparable Humour, if thou then will but condescend to bestow upon me your gracious
attention. lam truly favoured by "YcGods."
As I look upon the laces before me I reflect
in this manner: sale by side they cpme— the
Employer and Employee — Publican and
Sinner Mistress ami Servant — the Married
and Unmarried (and the Neutrals)— Landlords
and Tenants — Policemen and ex-Convicts.
There they sit. Before they entered a world

and tic -•• arc the kind we require. I wish
you
every
success
in the moving-picture
business, and trust that it will In- manj

"PIMPLE"
Result of Readers' Letter Competition.
of difference separated them, but now watch
their faces : lit up and transformed into an
expression Oi joy impossible to describe, see
them -as they rock to and fro, eonvulBed with
laughter; surely some • miracle has taken
place. Von turn your eyes from the people
to the screen, and. l:Lo' and behold, llnexplanation is simplicity itself: There ho
is that wonderful magician " Pimple," the
inimitable, the marvellous exponent of the
science of humour, whose characteristic
mannerisms are a scream from start to finish.
It is him, then, Whose magnetic individuality
his transformed the crown— that has brought
them all on to one level— everything is lorgotten they are for the time being all one— for
they one and all follow with sparkling eyes
the one and only ''Pimple/'
SECOND PRIZE.
R. banlop, Shamrock Street, Dunfermline.
Dear "Merry" Pimple— tdo not think I
am far wrong when I address yon thus, for it
is hardly possible for any actor to play parrs
such as yours unless he t»e of a merry disposition. 1 have been keenly interested in your
work ever since the first "Pimple " film
came out. and for a good many reasons, not
the least of which is a desire to see our
British film makers surpass those on tile
Continent and in America.
Pew
British
companies
hue
tackled
comical picture-making of the " American"
type ; yet as a rule tiiese get the greatest
applause
of any, with
the
exception
of
"Jfimple s," which are the most
Jaughtormaking " take-offs " showing at present.
As
Punch
is in the newspaper world,
so is
" Pimple " in the universe of pictures.
As I
said to a friend a few nights ago, " Pimple
films stand in a place of their own on account
of the originality and conception of plot, the
style of acting, and the eccentric make-up ;
whilst the " titling " is as funny as it is forceful. Iwell remember enjoying your acting
in Dick Tttrpiii'f Hide to 1'ork. and, being a
Cockney from Bermondsey " Sanrr-e.ist.
I
could fully
appreciate the humour
in the
title- 'Hani! Hear ye not ye followed
belles of York
r
"
by
a
presentation of a
m uf tin - seller
'■doing
'
his
round.
Another

I

en-

joyed very muchA
was Ivanlipe.
week or two previously saw
I
the

dramatic
picture
of this historical

story,
and.
not
unnaturally,
had
to
go and
see
yours. 1 consider
that your version was far and away the lot.
because, although in humorous vein, it kept
very close to the real story.
icture-going is a thing I revel in : there is
nothing takes one out ol one's self so much as
anight at the cinema: trouble- and worries
are. for the time being, forgotten, and one
goes home to sleep in a humour that even" Old
King Cole " himself would envy. Therefore.
want factory
" cheering
up' after
aseeing
d:i\ that
spentpeople
in the
or work-hop.
at the same old job hour alter hour. Erotn

"DETECTIVE

PIMPLE"

in 77* - Million h liar Mystery, the lir-t
ol ;i new series ol " Pimple " coniedio-.

: r.NDixo
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year's end to year's eAd, I trust that yon will
always in the future have one end in view
when making the pictures, anil thai i- to tr\
and in. ike them even better than what the \
were before, however high the standard, and

remember 'hat you are performing something

for the public good in doing so. for " laughing
trhzens
are usually
contented : JtscnS

ere yon vimretire
picture-making",
though
have from
a fortune
at your back. "even
I have tint* little L'irl- and one boy. and as
they all know "Pimple" a picture of you
banging on the parlour wall would I* a source
of unbounded pleasure to all of OS."
THIRD

PRIZE

Lydia
- Dabxikg
17, 6 Pimpi.e
Hon Street,
'Xorth,'
My Own
— Excuse
-hort
title, as I have very little time to spare. I
could not resist the opportunity of writing
you to express my appreciation of your wonderful drama-. It I were to criticise I should
say yon are the limit, and as a Highland
Laddie (oh what a giddy cherub!) you go one
better in kilt-. But. da rest, when are you
going to grace our one a nd only Picture Palace?
it is only a tiny one. but you would find an
enthusiastic audience. We are going t<>
organise a Pimple Club of lady member-, all
of whom must cultivate pimple-, the most
conspicuous pimple to take the lead. Now
how do you think that will go? We are
thinking about it mute seriously, 1 assure
you. sweetheart. Now I wonder, dearest,
now you would like to be President (I am
Mire yon would, because you are a great one
for the girl-'. And if you strongly object to
pimples we could cut that part nut and let
you lie the one and only Pimple to (dis grace
our for
club.your
Justcharming
imagine how
be
self s'nice
and that
fortywoidd
lady
members, all over sixteen and under sixty.
Oh. Evans! how nice to have ourownest own
darling making Pimple bonnet- and Pimple
pinatores for hi- dear gill-. Of course, 1 do
not expect to take the prize. But we really
shall require a photo of tin- Club President,
shall We not. dear, for our club-room: Do
you know, darling. 1 have a weakness for
turned-up noses red ones in particular', and
yours, sweetheart . is about the rosiest nosey
I have ever seen. It has such a cute little
tilt: it fact, it is all tilt.
- . - .
There i- a lot more of this letter, but space
forbids. It i- one of the score- of "love"
letters which ' Pimple" received.
There are no fewer than forty-spven Consolation Prizes, the winners' names being: —
Lily Whiblev. South Norwood. Surrey : Still. Reynold-. Shot ton. Chester: E. Davies,
Leyton ; L. Priest. Clapham Common ;
Aiiuie Wheeler. Dcightou ; Beatrice Merrick.
Erdington : J. Martin. Chelsea : Misses A.

Ramsell and E. Baxendale, Manchester;

Miss K. Coleman. Camberwel! ; Mi— 1..
Tougon. Kensington; Miss A. Swift, X.
Brighton, Che-hire ; Susie and Beatrice
Oliver. Walth.ini-tow : Aubrey Linden,
Gal way; Mi— D. Ellis-. Pudsey, "ear
Leeds; Miss 1>. Martin. Gotham, Bristol:
11. W. Ham and Doris Ham. Setton Park.
Liverpool
Mi— 1.. LanCS
Stredwick,
Hove. Poster,
Doris
Osborne. :Bolton.
; Marion
Accrington. Lanes; Ivj Montague, Myddelton Square, London. F..V. : Ivy IV Lasause,
Greenwich; P. Mead. Nottingham; Gladys
Tarbotton, Pudsey, Leeds; Mi— II. Macey,
U.C.M., Marlborough Road. London .
Miss S. Roberts. Lower Tottenham ; Mr.
C. West, East Finchley; Walter Griffiths,
Clapham ; Gladys Turner. Lewisham : Mr.
It. E. Clinch. Shepherdess Walk, Hoxton;
Mr. 11. Colt
Park.
E. ; Ivy
'Seal.
Watford,
licit-.Manor
Mi— 1>.
Dawson,
Hackney;
Miss P. Pap worth. Catford; Mr. Kemp.
Putnev: P. Pring. Thornton Heath. Surrey;
May Prcein-n. ' Chi-wick: Sybil Payne,
Bromley, Kent ; Doris and Hilda Wat tie.
Selby, York-: Lih Forbos. Weston, noai
Runcorn : Master L. Yamol, Srroatham ; G.
Somerville. Brighton ; A. Jay, Halifax.
York-: 1>.Morlev.
Tnrley,near
Birmingham;
I".
Cannings
Leeds : Mi— MisL. Moss,
Ward End. Birmingham: Mi— S. Wellsley,
P.'lteu. MissG. Davies. Splott; Cardiff.
" Pimple a— ure- us that all the prizes
will be de-patched immediately.

\\'i i b
.11 M.

iM-.i-.r.
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liefore n sln.t can I"- fired the Bhell from a area) howitzer fall*
among the firing party, killing there all. including the adamantine brother A few minutes afterwards the heroic Prus*
Man captain rushes in at the bend of bis men. ami the young
lodj is left happj ill his arms.
Cecil \Chestei -ton in " l\/"< Weekly."
A Huge " Mum "
Op oourse yon know tin- Kalem •Ham" Comedies. The
■ 1 ia m ' referred to is Lloyd V, Hamilton, who from 11
practically unknown artiste in the picture world has
become in a few months one of the mosl popular comedians
on the screen. "Ham's" Iuil:'- physique, as Bel against the
tin> stature of his partner ''Bud," enables this comedy pais
to perform countless fun<mtiking stunts, and their antics leave
most
audiences linip from laughter. "Bud" also is a big
art 1

But N.ta Bis " Hud."
HIS last nam.' is Duncan.
A long time ago, Bome one
called him ••Hud."
He lias been known as "Bud"
Duncan ever Binoe.
He isn't a big chap
barelj four
i-hi
but is a giant for laugh-producing qualities. Proof
of tliis assertion can be found in am
of Kalem's
famous

" Heart

flH

A
Popular

0!

Star
I- WllCll

-I

Flylag A"
Vivian Rich
■MMABnyn1
YOU
Jane

MIST

Gail and

<3>!il."

SEE

King

Baggot

in

"THEImp STREETS
OF MAKE BELIEVE"
Comedy.
1,012 fe-t. Released July 29th.
Yon

remember

.lane

(Jail-,

tremendous

bucci

"Traffic
in Souls,'
and her line work
during the las!
tew months witli one of the leading Anns of British
picture-producers? Well, talented .line Gail has now
returned to tbe Trans-Atlantic. This is her first picture,
Jane (iail is delightfully funny, and King
Baggot is just his own clever self. The girl is
disenchanted when she Buds thai her millionaire is not a real one. and be is tremendously
surprised when he finds that his heiress is
really a laundry-girl. But it all (onus right
in the end.
Tell your friends about this.

The township is invaded by the Huns, the
burgomaster is held as a hostage, his
daughter refuses to countenance the wiles
and machinations of a German officer.
See

"Ham'

and "Bud"

as seen by a CoNTKTENTAt

Artist.

"Ham" comedies, in which this comedian appears with his
life-long chum, Lloyd V. Hamilton.
Duncan admits having been born in Brooklyn, New York,
and at the age of six he answered the call of the stage.
Two years ago Duncan decided to try his luck in Mexico,
but a few months in that revolution-ridden 'Country caused
him to long- for the comforts and pleasures of his native
country. His departure was hastened by Mexican revolutionists, and the young comedian came home, joined the Kalem
forces, and made good from the start. Among forthcoming
releases in which " Bud " and '" Ham " appear are Ham Among
{,'/(■ Redskins, Ham at the Garbage Gentlemen's Ball, and Ham
in the Harem.
You will find both funny in all.

RED

DELICIOUS

WHITE

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

&

COFFEE.

BMAELRGTIYURM'DSOM
This fine three-reel
shortly be showing
TRADE

ENQUIRIES

(London and

BLUE

the

South)

dramatic picture will
at the best theatres.
LIONEL
GILLING,
The
Omnifilm
Company,
151-3, Wardour
ondon, W.

LJ

\Y/

Street,
reo£st 4<*s.

Telephone:
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LDE^TIAL GUIDE
Films

you

should

make

a point ol seeing.

JACKS PAL. Fin- scenes and terrified wild beasts raging in theii
cages! The Zoo in dunger of complete destruction! An animal
feature in which C. B. Murphy handles the ferocious beasts inmannei
most marvellous. More thrills in one reel than are often found in
lour. Beautiful Edith Johnson plays the female part.
S in Drama, 1,043 /eti J

THE

rollicking adventures of aa unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dreaelei'J
a holiday,
is picked
by athat
'■harp
( hapliD). who,
Tillieonmakes
the most
of theupfact
she'unis (Charles
niece to
Bonks, a well known millionaire, and Chaplin, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already a girl (Mabel Nonuandj.
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie i'rom the restaurant and
marries her. They take up their abode in uncle's mansion, and make
I hiligs hum with ba'ls and similar functions. But there is the devil to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
Utterly discomfited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
turns his affections to Mabel.
Booking Right* for London ani Metropolitan Area, and (he Co'inties of
Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge, Norfo'li, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
Bedford, Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, Oxford, an' Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

BY

FILM

CO., Ltd.

83, Shaftesbury Avenue, VV.
'Phone— £600-5601-5602 Regent; 1230 Putney (night).
Telegrams—" Biofhosco," London.

ARE THESE IN
YOUR ALBUM?
The follotving include several neir Postcards: —

TRANS- ATLANTIC.
Elsie Albert
Victoria Forde (2)
Max Asher
Mary Fuller (2)
King Baggot (2)
William Garwood
Fay Brierley
Louise Glaum i2i
Joe Burke
Hobart Henley
Pauline Bush
Ella Hall (2)
William Clifford Billy Jacobs
tlrace
Cunard Darwin Karr
(LucilleLove) 1 3) Warren Kerrigan
Louise Fazenda
(21
Francis Ford (2) Robert Leonard (2
Price 1d. each.

A

REALLY

Anna Little Harry C. Myers
Edward Lyons (3) Frances M. Kelson
J. Murdoch Mao- Dorothy Phillips
quarrie (2)
Herbert
Rawli .Cleo Madison (3>
son (2)
Edna Maison
Billie Ritchie
Charles Manlay
Vera Sisson
Mattie and Early Rosemary
Violet Merser^au
Theby 2
Lee Moran
Marie Walcamp
James Morrison
Ben Wilson
Postage extra.

CHARMING

PRESENT.

NEW
BOUND
VOLUME (VII.) OF
" PICTURES & THE PICTUREGOER,"
516 Pages, from Aug.,
1011, 3/9,
to March,
l!il">. Complete with Index.
Price
post-free.
Beautifully bound in blue cloth and lettered in silver.
Index supplied separately, post-free, 3d.

ADDRESS

ORDERS:

"THE PICTURES/LTD.,
Postcard Dept.,
18, Adam St., Strand, London.
I omplete List on application.

A HORSE OF ANOTHER COLOUR. Full of " Horseplay " of the
thoroughbred brand. The four footed actors in it furnish a large part
of the laughs and send the fun along at a lively pace. Three country
"gents," a lady from the city, and the lady's husband are the twoie.,t:.d charactsic, This him 10 -i t;sure v inner cl tha hil4r»ty
stakes.
—Essanay Comedy. 1,029 /eel {.July b).
THE BACHELOR'S ROMANCE.— The story of a literary man into
■whose heart slowly creeps the girl for whose upbringing he had
declined the direct responsibility. The interest is centered in the
character work of John Emerson (you remember him in Ti ■
spiracy), whose interpretation is one of the finest things the screen has
given us.
— Famous Players Comedy, four pur *• (July 20).
ODDS AGAINST. — A fine screen drama. It is a society story, and
introduces some thrilling race-scenes. A strong situation will he
found iti the dramatic wedding incident, when the heroine (Florence
Turner) refuses at the. foot of "the altar to proceed with her marriage
to the villain. A photograph of this unconventional situation will
be found on another page.
— Turner Film, iliree reels (about end of Jilly).
THE JOCKEY OF DEATH.— Fond of a real grip? Of course you are !
Then make a note of the release date of the exciting race for liberty in
this wonderful drama in which the tight-wire walking incident in the
circus is not the only other thrilling scene. Never was reel so packed
with thrills, and there are four of them. The film was produced by
Alfred Lind (Copenhagen) in the studies of the Milano Film Company,
and it does h:m credit from beginning to end.
— Gaumont Fdm Hire Service, four part?
I
- :.
A RAMBLE IN THE NEW FOREST.- A demand for scenic pictures
had sprung up even before the Hepworth Stereo-Scenics appeared,
and their arrival quickened this demand immensely. Their brightness, variety, and wonderful quality made them so different to anything that had been produced before. This picture is a good example
of what a stereo-scenic should be. and has for its subject that inter, sting and beautiful spot the New Forest, "the hnnting-gzound of
England's Kings.
— Hepworth Stereo-Scenic, WO feet (June H).
THE STREETS OF MAKE-BELIEVE. -Isn't it a charming title?
Wall, a shop-assistant, sees Katherine. a laundry-girl, getting out of
a motor-ear. He scrapes acquaintance with her, thinking she is an
heiress, anil poses as a millionaire. Me send-, hi- shirt to the
laundry. The girl goes to a sale at the shop where he is employed.
She leaves in disgust when sin' sees ln>r "millionaire" behind. the
counter. Later he calls at the laundry, and it all comes right in the end.
Jane Gail and King Bagot, two brilliant artists, make the acting a
sheer delight.
— Imp Comedy (Tra«s-.4flanKr), 1,012 feel (Jitiy i ■ .
THE

POET OF THE PEAKS. A heartless society butterfly cultivates the acquaintance of & young poet, whose home is in the mountains. She lures him to the city and its attractions. The smoke and
gaiety of town life palls, and he pleads with her to return with him
to the mountains. It is then her shallow nature is revealed, and,
heartbroken, be gees away to his home among the crags. Here her
vision haunts him, and he seeks death by falling from the topmost
peak. Midst wonderful mountain scenery and gorgeous millionaire
residences, the story is enacted by no less than live stars, including
Vivian Rich and Jack Richardson.
—Flying A Drama. 1,970 feet (June 24).
AT WAR WITH NATURE. Showing the terrible power- of Nature,
and how man combats with them. We see a dangerous mass 01 loose,
overhanging rock threatening the lives of the inhabitants who dwell
in the valley beneath, The rock is mined with hundreds ol holes,
each two to five yards deep. These holes are dried preparatory to
inserting the charge of explosive.
This, in the form of dynamite, is
placed 111 cartridges. Bach of these mini's is controlled b\ a fuso,
which burns at the late of 7,000 jauds per second. The fuses are then
all joined together, and thus torm one single cord connected with a
dynamo. VI hen all is quite ready, one turn of the switch, a Basil, and
then the terrific explosion. The villagers can henceforth follow their

—ratlnF

daih eniplox ments and sleep in sat'et\ .

(July 11).
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My H Old Dutch ' in the Making
/'

' it/ tin

II , Isli 'Arp, ir/iir/i is ' I'.mloil

II

ON

uSundaj morning receutlj the intimation arrived i lt.it
it' 1 cared to jonrnej t" Hendon I should tlnd lomethiny
doing in " picture-making Winn later I stepped ott
tin- ' Inis at i In- Welsh Harp] Baw that the famous fair-ground
was in holidaj mood No Whit Mondaj was past ami ror
gotten, and yet the swings, the roundabouts, the cocoa nut
shies, the donkey-rides were going ii for all the] were worth!
But when 1 entered the grouud I found it orowded with do
ordinal*] people, Instead the cream of Bast End societj
seemed to have snddenlj taken it -into it^ head t" \ i-it the
W . ■1 - 11 Harp, Everj coster knnt in holidaj best and pearlies,
ind each with his donah, were having the time oi their lives.
Indeed 1 appeared to Ik- the only person nol attired as a
coster, but a-- I - 1 > «<. k.1 feeling like a ti— 11 out of water I ili^oovered the presence of one other man m normal garb. His
name was Larrj Trimble, and, as usual with all Turner films.
In- was directing this one.
The truth isr-, dear readers, that 1 was looking mi at the
making of one of "the big scenes m the Turner production of
I// Old />:•. | \ beautiful " lidy," in bright violel skirt, red
mil green blouse, high-heeled boots, him' ear-drops, ami
topped by a hat with enormous feathers, ram.' up ami Bhook
mi ha ml. Her nam I- was *' Sally," otherwise Florence Turner,
the leading lady in 'his storj of the song which Albert
Chevalier has made famous the world over. And whilst we
stood chatting, Chevalier himself (the Joe Bpudd of the
Btorj ) joined us, and, with Miss Turner ami .Mr. Trimble, proseeded
me "the
all dramatist,
abart it."
_.
Arthurto tell
Shirley,
lias written
the storj (thej
.old me), and, although it finishes with the old Dutch period,
it starts
couples'
courting wrote
days some
and of
brings
in incidentswith
around the
which
Mr. Chevalier
his mui^,
"We wanted tin- real thing," said Mr. Trimble, 'for the
courtship,' and nothing less than the Welsh Harp, concerning which tin' ' ( 'esters' Serenade " was written, would satisfy
,i- So we engaged tht' actual fair-ground, and, 'regardless
of expense,' we induced the Hank Holiday show<-people to stay
until to-day. and here you have them in ' all their glory.'
"And very nice too!" 1 said, as a half-dozen donkeys
trotted past, each bearing its load of gaudy loveliness.
" Now then. Miss Turner," shouted Larry Trimble, "•you've
got to fancy winkles." Whereat the little lady ran oft' to a
winkle-stall and was so. mi in possession of a penny plate
(minus a pin), paid for by her rival" bloke."her,A pin
was found
for
however,
by her
true sweetheart

GAZETTE

.!<»'.

andsoonthe tworivals
for Sal's hand were
locked in deadlv combat.
As the day wore on
hats were exchanged,
cocoa nuts were

Larry Trimble ami Henry Edwards
resting during a scene in M,>j Old Dutch.

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

knocked dawn, " fotograrfs " were taken by
the ' just as yer are
for thrippince' artist,
and fights principally between Joe and
ins rival in love- were
plentiful. And of
course the camera
clicked a lot. and mam
hundreds of feet of
film were used up; but
everybody was ot and
'appy. As and
for Florence
Turner
Albert
Chevalier, they simply
revelled in the work,
and, if [ am any judge
at all.the finished film
will provide one of the
prettiest, merriest,
and best - produced
dramas of the long
Turner Series.
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IN

COUPONS

WHEN

YOU

LIKE!

World's Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE

30

OF

VOTES— Free

BRITISH-BORN
on

Every

PLAYERS.

Coupon— 30

VOTES

£10 First Prize in Cash £10

SECOND
THIRD
FOURTH
FIFTH

100
claire

OC/A

Mcdowell

SECOND

(Kuiem)

FREE

PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,
PRIZE,

Consolation

VOTING

CONTEST!

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing trie
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence can be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
into concerning tlic contest. Some of the
voter. Should no one succeed iu placing
best known male players are given on
this page, but voters may vote forain/
tBOlie towinners'
names
correctly,
the
£10
will
t he sender of the nearest Coupon.
player*
the lists (except
or not. British-born) whether iu
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the
5. A voter may fill up any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will Ebppeir weekly until
any
quantity
bis or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
in oneof envelope
time.
further notice. 'J bey may be forwarded
ti. The winners
Editor's
a-sto connected
the prize;ii (Mice, or kept and sent in onccnvelope
and on decision
all matters
at end "I contest*
with this contest will be final and leg illy
:!. All names must be written in ink.
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
No alteration will be permitted.
on this understanding.

"The Pictures'" FREE VOTING COUPON : WORLD'S CONTEST.
to cast

Ten

Votes

for

H-r

Pj \ v I : l :
Pi

VV

l'i U.U.K

Mali

-^"^

l:

I desire

also

to

cast

Five

Votes

(2nd

choice)

Plater

Played

,t

.

for
*■*

"-*

_

i .a.,'.

Fill hi and post to "Contest

$7 10s., value
£5 10s., value
30s.
£4 4s„ value
.
~.
16
£3 3s.,
value
17s.
30s.

Prizes

£Q
AfV
£7
** *
QX
***J
61

100

T7<e Machine.? and Record* are manufactured bit lie World Famon* '■■ Columbia

Although the British Artistes Contest was a success beyond all our
expectations, our new World's Contest, which concerns probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they Have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names
in the Coupon
below.

I desire

Graphophone
RECORDS
Graphophone
RECORDS
Graphophone
RECORDS
Graphophone
RECORDS

Edit r. ' Pictures. 18, Adam

St,

Strand, London, W.C-
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SOME
MALE

I

BEST-KNOWN
PL A YERS
Meiford, George.

Aggerho'm, Svend.
Aitken.Spottiswoode
Alexandre, Ml.
Anderson, G. M.
4r
ing, Charley.
Arthur,
Charles.
Ashe", Max.
August, Edwin,
Ayres, Sidney.
Baggot, King.
Bambridg
2, Sherman
Bauer, Arthur.
Beaumont, Harry.
Benham, Harry.
Benham, Leland.
1 Benson, Harry.
Berry Charles
Blackwe I, Carlyle.
Boss, Yale.
Sou den, Edward.
Bosworth, Hobar'.
Bracci, Signor.
Bracy, Sidney.
Brennan, John E.
Brook, Van Dyke.
Brower, Robert.
Buchanan, Arthur,
Burns, Robert.
Bushman, F. X.
Cippellani, Paul.
Cirey, Harry.
Casey, Kenneth.Riley.
Casimlr, M.
Caiti.la 1. M.
Chamberlain,
Chaney, Lon.
C ark, Andy.
Clark, Frank.
Chirk, Jack.
Clements, Hal.
Cliffod.
William.
Canklin, Chas.
Connelly. B.bby.
Coomb., Guy.
CCooper.
j per, George.
Big-low.
Costello, Maurice
Coxivi, Edward.
C zen,
id ward.
Cruz
j, James.
Cummings, Ir.-ing.
Daly, Arnold.
Oax. Jean.
Djcd.
Andre.
Delaney, Leo.
Donaldson, Sydney.
Drew, Sidney.
Drew, S. Rankin.

Duncan, Bud.
Farrington, Frank.
Field, Eeorge.
Fielding, Romaine.
Finley, Ned.
Fonss, Olaf.
Foote, Courtenay.
Ford, Francis.
Franey, William.
Funnicus,
M.
Gaillord, Robert.
Gallagher, Ray.
Gamble, Fred.
Garwood,
Gontran, William.
M.
Grand, George.
G'asse, Joseph de
Guilleaume,
Natale.
Hall, Donald.
Ham Iton, Lloyd V.
Harris, Joseph.
Harvey, Alexander.
Hemmine, Percival.
Henley Hobart
Hevener, Jerrold.
Housman, Arthur.
Humphrey. Wi liam.
Incs, Ralph.
Jacobs, Billy.
Joffre, Mon.
Johannsen, Nicolai.
John-on, Arthur.
Johnson, Buster.
Johnson, Tef ft.
Johnstone, Damar.
Jones, Edgar.
Karr, Darwin,
Kelly Paul
Kent Chas.
Kerng
r». *arr>n.
Kin?, Hanry.
Lawrence, Montagu.
Leoiard.
Lang, PeteRobert.
•
Lewis, Wil i.im.
Lincoln. E. K.
Linder, Max.
Lockwood, Harold.
Lyons, Eddis.
Lytton, Roger.
McDermott.
Mack, Hughie,(fare.
MacQuarrie,
Murdock.
Mailes. Charles.
Ma mi. Hank.
Marshall. Boyd.
Mason, Dan.

Melfor.', Judson.
Mater, Harry Von.
Mile, M.
Mitchell. Howard.
Mix, Tom.
Monaldi, Gastone
Moran, Lee.
Moreno, Antonio.
Morey, Harry.
Morrison, James.
Myers, Harry.
N.
Man, Marshall.
Nortfirup
Harry.
O'Connor. Ed.
Oakman, Whce er.
0' Moore Barry.
Ogle, Charles.
Olsen.
lauritz.
Panzer, Paul W.
Periolat. Ceorge.
Phillips, AuSus us
Phill ps, E R.
Poll2rd, Harry.
Power, Tyrone
Powers. Tom.
Princ:
M.
Prior, Herbert.
Psi lander, Valaemar
Quirk,
Billy Herbert.
Kawlinson,
Richardson, Jack.
Ritchie, Fr nklyn.
Santschi, Thos.
Sennett, Mark
Shaw, Brinsley.
She •, William.
Shier s. Ernest.
Smalley
Phillips.
Sterling, Ford.
Sutton. Charles.
Thornby, Robert.
Todd, Hairy.
TucVr, R. chard.
Van
Wally.
Wadtworth, William
V - nltl1.1l1. Henry.
Wasilurn, Bryant.
Weber, Loi?.
W Ish. William.
West, W I liam.
Wilbur,
Crane.
Willi -ms,
Earle.
West,
Cha-.
Wlson, Ben.
Wi ,y, Litlla.
Winter, Melt.
Young. J mes.
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. ■_■11 tic
ll wanted mi \u i rtilian
bill .
nnd found one read} huill on the
shore l'\ a I..
ii
I male

|en I.I

i

■ the very nvui
picture Btur ! Now In'
f.>r the Rim, and if it
thrills In- BftJ
should c. implete
A Narrow Kscapc.

an A antra Ii in

waul
contains h ill' i he
He- Ci 'M'
his liappiu<

1 told yon last
about
the terrible
l'om week
M i\".
i lie Selig
darjj
de\ il. and am h ipp.\ to state t his Week
that Tom i- on the road to recovery.
Nothing more ha-- reached me at the
moment of writing, hut we hope lie will
agaiu he able to gel to work and risk his
life for pictures without losing it.
A Black Rumour.
It is e'Milie;

nfoiind

Walton, bill up

to

the time of going |,, pi-ess it lacks confirmation. Iti- >.i ill t hit B || i\ Plumb,
who for three or four years was one of
Hepworth's players and producers, has

lost hi- life iii the Dardi
lie1 Knew
Mr. Hay Plumb well. He was one ,,t

Stirking

ii,i }'i ddiug. I ompare ilii-. happy picture with our Frontispiece : a scene
from tin- same film utter Drink has gol it- deadlj grip on tin- man.

It will, I think, be possible to publish
the result of our Greatest British Film
Players Contest in next Saturday's
issue. The prizes will be despatched
to the winners on or near the day the
result is announced.

YES, I am quite certain that our
-.■,-,,iul contest now running to
decide by votes who are tlie
World's greatest mo\ ing-picture players
)>•' "it" in size and popuis going t.>
larity. S.» many readers express that
opinion when writing ns i in other matters
that there cannot be any more doubt
about it. 15m ue moment, please;
gh the
d" exclud
>to>t
--worlbe
althou
ed . British
s must
becauseborn artiste
thej have already had their chance in
nt voting. Some one wrote-yesterday and said they did not know how to
vote. Well, well! When you go to the
picture-theatre note the names of
the players and study their acting qualities. Compare them with players whose
names and acting you ar- familiar with,
and then when you have decided who
are the cleverest till up your coupon.
The State of the Poll.

If your early votes reach me in sufficient cumbers, I propose to tell you in a
week or so (and every week during the
contest) who are in the running for top
places. Readers should therefore send
in coupons soon and often. On the other
hand, voters who prefer to save and send
up all their coupons in one envelope at
the end of the contest will be quite
in order by so doing.
Ethel Bracewell Returns.
I have often been

asked

to give the

whereabouts of Ethel Bracewell, who
before she sailed for South Africa a year
ago
played
in that
many she" B.
and only
C.
films.
Now lead
I find
is not
back in London, but leading lady again

at the Lyceum Theatre in Tn tint of
War (a well-staged and teally thrilling
drama by the way). Mi>s Bracewell is
an accomplished and well-known stageplayer, and her visit to South Africa
was
a six theatrical
weeks' engagement
with to
an fulfil
important
company.
Six Weeks

Become

Eleven Months.

In a chat with Miss Bracewell beta >■■ Q
the acts the other evening, she told tne
that the ■• six weeks' " tour lasted eleven
months, and that she did not arrive hack

in England until three days before the
Luxitania went down. She had a glorious
time in South Africa, it appears, and
although en the Btage again now the
screen has not by any mean- lost her.
•• Already I'm pieture-ing again." She
said. " I'm the ' beggar girl ' " (her smile
indicated that she was glad to be), " in
A BegQ&r Girl's Wedding, the Lyceum
drama just being filmed by the British
Empire Film Company."
New Readers Galore.
It has gratified me of late to note the
extraordinary growth and increase in
the number* of new readers. Never a
morning passes without my reading
several letters from picturegoers who
have "just bought the paper for the
first time." and intend to keep' on doing
it weekly. Some experience great dim- >
culty in obtaining copies, but, as I have
said so many times, the best plan is to
Liive a newsagent a standing order to
get the paper for you every Saturday.
And then we shall all be pleased.
/sk, and You Shall Have.
In contrast to his bid luck on the
East Coast, Frank Stather has just had
a hrilliant time on the South Coast
producing a three-reeler appropriately
called '/'/<'-• Golden (linnet. -He wanted
tine weather and found it ! He wanted a
sailing ship, and found one (a Russian)

the best! an. I I sincerely hope that he is
uoi dead. I tut will eventually come back
tfc and sound: The la-t time
I -aw him was in the early summer .if
last year, and in the midst of producing
The I), ml Hunt. He told me he had
never felt the heal so much before, and
no wonder, for he had to handle a big
crowd: hut with his sh rt sleeves rolled
up and his merry red fa: <■ he looked
picture of contentment. Since the
started many readers have asked
information concerning this player,

the
war
for
and

this is the first news J have had of him
for many months. No news is good
news, and after all this may not he had.

F. D.

Dear "Picicres" Headers — Oh! youdidgfye
me a time with you.- solutions to my puzzle.
" sleeplessness " is the word, but I did not think
you there
wore sowaswido
I on medtheHie
tirst letter',
and
the awake.
right solution,
second,
third,
fourth, -i on nil right" Now wlnt cou i I .1 i?
i ouldn't slice upoue plioto between yon all, so I am
just Roiog to aw. ml a photograph of myself to
i and everyone who had the word right. So'.
I did u i sufter from sleeplessness "ii" night afieI hid seen
yourmyletters.
sleptcom?
like aalong
"sleeper."
Now,
dears,
photos I will
sooni
More about me next week.
"PIMPLE."

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Po
From .my Ph
S. E. HACKETl.

JTonrself, Is. Dozen.
12 x 10 Enlargements, 6d.

Works;

Jui.v Road,

I.i\ unroot..

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P.O.P. POST CARDS
20, tjd.; 100, le. 3.1. PUteeaud Papers also Cheap;
Catalogues -nid Sail
S. E. HACKETT.
Works: Ji i.y Boad, Liverpool.

THE

ONLY

REMEDY

Still we get complaints from
readers who, having recently
made first acquaintance with
"Pictures," say they cannot
buy ;he paper. A definite
standing order with any
newsagent will get over the
trouble.
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J ONE

Turner Fi

: ENDING

19, 1915,

** Pictures made

for You."

•ODDS AGAINST,"
shortly to be shown.

FLORENCE TURNER
supported by

HENRY

EDWARDS.

The Picture produced by

LARRY

TRIMBLE.

" No, No ! I cannot marry him."

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER

ford, E.. and Alexander Chapman, 26,
Edmund-street, Deunistoun, Glasgow,
to each of whom the beautifully bound
Volume VII. of Pictures is being sent
as promised.
Award op Merit (six of these
entitles the winner to a special prize) :—
Dorris Moore (Redcar). Doris Watte
DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS—
(Selbv). Elsie Martin (Finsbury Park).
A week or two ago I asked you to
think of the funniest thing you ; Edgar Gamer (Tottenham), Hilda Watte
(Selby), Gladys Turner (Lewisham).
had ever seen in a cinema and send it to
Arthur Cox (Desborough). Special
me in the shape of a drawing. Result —
Prize:— S. Nichols (Tottenham):
postcards, postcards, postcards ! and yet
more postcards! depicting funny incidents on and off the screen and in and'
You all
lovefor" Pimple."
out of the cinema. To descrihe t he- I take
that
granted,
whole big pile would use up four times
because I have never yet
I lie space I am entitled to. and we must
met a young picturegoer
therefore all lie contented if I deal only
who broken
does not.
Pimple
with the winning cards. One shows an
has
out " in
a new"
elaborate interior 111 which the handsome
place, the Weston Fea;md nionstached villain, hacked hy the
ture Film Company
elegantly-gowned villaincss. scorns the
having featured this
comical comedian in
1:11 liii Lc he) 1 dne, who is oh her knees and
several new comedies
lli.' carpet with hands extended, what
i , me t he cold si io\\ falls mercilessly upon
which are on the way to
her. As a burlesque of typical meloyour picture-houses for
drama this sketch is quite clever.
the noble purpose of
making you laugh. The
The other' winning sketch switches us
first of them is called
on to comedy, and shows a gentleman

Buspieiouslj lik§ Charlie Ohaplin driving

a donkey-cart. The load is such a hea\\
one. however, that it lifts poor donkex
Off bis feet, and said donkey appears to
lie dancing a hornpipe on air. whilst
Charlie peeps behind the load to see if
; 1 1 1 \ one is laughing.
The senders of these two cards are
James Burling, 2, Hey worth-road, Strat-

Pimple's' Million Dollar
Mystery, which, although
my own tough sides are
still intact, is said to be
a side-splitter,
In this you will see
the great 'Pimple " rung
UP by the manager of a
big bank to be told that

WHAT

IS

a sensational robbery has taken place.
"Pimple." being a famous detective,
sets off to track down the criminals, but
first deems the occasion important
enough to require the services of his
celebrated bloodhound, and in fear and
trembling his manservant proceeds to
unloosen the ferocious beast. It is only
a toy "rom ;" but no matter.
"Pimple." with his hound, arrives at
the bank and creates dismay among the
manager and his employees by saying
he must search them all. The hound,
getting hot on the scent, they soon di--

YOUR

TITLE

FOR

THIS

Undo Tim offers prizes for the best.

PICTURE?
(See next jxige.)

(fteprojtwtd by cowiesy of Motion riclm-e Magn:i«e.)
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1 the bouse 1 I the 1 1 imii ■'■
\n
emptj uuckel .1 \\ 01 dbinea 1- Found j
outside the doi >r, nnd, h
Pimple" himsays, " All grout minimus
smoke
w
•
I 'ini 1\ along come Ins
prey, Btaggering under the sack conle '
taining the million
follows tbem
into the dollars.
house and," Pimj
bravely

NEW

"TITLE"

COMPETITION.

Uncle Tim.

'■ nam* of Company mmtbi .

"R\ 11 1:1 ■ " iT. Hi, iiiUii, (Where is your cit)
we d
■ li.ni' 1 ■ - - . . 1 (1 ol It.l •" Kiii" 1 1 of
.1 ■ 11. Km
!•' 1 11 1 1 1 ■— " Kudoll
1
i_vl',
.nil "Budolpb
V, ol Kuril. mi 1." I l<nrv
1 li . 1; n 1 ■ 1 x' 1 1 1> 1 rt of
11 1 hi." Hi raid Am is . "Count liisoheunoim "
1 Blip ' 1 cousin i,
■ Bellamy; " Lieut Bernenateln," Warwiok Wellington ; ' ■■
>ol
Km it in. 1," June >"u I.
• T. T C." (Fulliorm), An Illustrated Intorview of
Jolm Bunny appear* 1 in n > 5 issue. Ben
w BOBtei pin) i lot Mil 1 ii 1 Conipauii s,
•■ I'ii 1 s n i Pais" (Fence Houses). — Joau Kit/
ployed "Constance
Barton,"
Payne
1
' Douglas
: 1 •• Bertha
Redruth," in "The. Trump

(Neptune

".Iimis
Film • r. ' (Brighton).- rt's s long, long way i 4
— the bottom ol your letter, but we gather!
you have joined the Boy Sci utsut the age ot l«
Good Ivy, J 1 in 11 iv '
"ALAM'.isaiiii; l,\ss" (Bromley).— Alma Taylor
would mo>t Uhely answer your letter, net
address Iso.o. Hepwortb Film Co., Walton-onThames, so if you're writing yon con send the
kiss 3 yourself. Stewart Koine played lu"The
Gmcosblre Loss." The b'antfms Players Co.,
166-170, Wuxdour St., London, w\, only publish
a small pamphlet ol "Mistress Nell." Several
of our readers have had n 1
Wary Pickfurl. We don" I tl ilk " girls ' of nineteen"
mi a ee- ; all we know are dear", sireet things.
"Stella Parks" (Clapbaui). - William Cohill
played lead 11 "Language ol t lie Dumb" mid
"J be Love of Woman" (Lubin). Watt Moore
i* lirother to Owen und '1'oui Moore. Marshall
Nillan lias 10 brother playing fci the lilnis. Jack
Standing is the real 1 nine of the player whoacted
under the names of James Ainley and Jiinics
OMiield. We have never heard of John Bunny's
children ploying for tlie lilms. The casts you ask
for are not givt n.
"A. 1)." (London, W.C0-— Charles Chaplin is not
eligible for the Foreign I'laye.s Contest.
" C. T." (Blackpool). Tiiere are several trade
secrets In the unking of alms, and the incident
you
one of tbem. Don't forget to
rote mention
in our i.ewisCompetition.

• No.

Il'/i. I)

1

I

A

Are you good at inventing titles? If so,
turn your eyes to t ho drawing on the
opposite page and think of a title which
will best describe it. Write your title
on a postcard, which should he addressed
to "Title," 18, Adam Street. Strand.
W.C.. and posted before .Monday. June
•jist. A hound volume of the Pictures
and the '"Award of Merit " for the hest
titles is ottered by your one and only

casta

• /W y through Mm
I . .

I
players
ilicin.
We shull bo vory plaiaed to
rd

"Pimple" when he receives his reward a couple of churchwarden pipes,

PICTUft F.GOER

tca
pos
v
m-v

course" Pimple" restores the lost treasure
to the grateful manager. Imagine the
face of brave and clever Detective

II

our
of

to guard bim E5 for his revolver. The
temptation i> t>><> much. The villain
hands over the weapon, and nexl moment
barrel, and' Pimple"
down its
is looking
in
Bheer delight
seizes both th man and
the dollars.
So far all lias gone well, but dirty
work is to come. Tne prisoner makes a
leap at a passing train and boards it.
The detective hires a motor-car, and.
himself on t • » 1 11 *ahead,
dashing
rool
ol the
traindrops
as it rushes under a
bridge. He discovers the whereabouts
ol the thief, who is looking <>nt of tlie
window for Ins pursuer, and, dragging
him on to the top of the train, fights his
man until he is knocked out. In due

THE

REPLIES
you

facing the desperadoes, tells them t<>
beware of the <l"u A.lns ! they refuse
bo be afraid of the tiny, terrible creature,
uiul "Pimple" tiiul> himself ;it their
mercy. But all detectives are brave men,
"
and
bim." Pimple's
He offers courage
the nnuinever
who deserts
is lefl

AND

lut be

■ Inn v.il . 1 ■ -

ill of

Osaoall. t»ur best wishes for yom
I ycu leturn from the war with all the
promotion you d
' SXrunDAv"
(Norwich).
[11 "Sylvia's LjoynUyM
Florence I'm aer playi •! load, uotClai
K
ter in May - itli number.
1 .1. it." 1 Lj ndhural ). Monj 1
' .1c. coin
v."pli in.
(Bavensodurt
Pork),
in Ia «ay,
in thai Charles
Chaplin

it i^

worthy of imitation. Wo don't suppose he minds
it, C. \
' I
"Plot" (Cardiff).— Send your film i>l- - 1 to
the leading B,firms
i!<*p.vWalthamBtow,
rtlih, Walton onThames,
milsueh
c. asCo.,
or,
Lomlo.i Film <">., St. Mai
Phames.
Wo wore nol award thai the Victoria Cinema
Colli
l for film plots.
' E. M. w." (
).— E Lowrie, who playoliu
" Had Man Mason," isai) American. The whiskers
incident is very funny.
Address next, please,
• Vv^nv" (Brook Green).— Herbert Bawli]
nol 111. unci, and we do not think Wheeler
oiiKinan is. Stewart Borne and Alma Taylor are
not brother and sister.
' Si'mikGap "
(Chisw;ck).— Before
spending
money on tuition make quite sure thai you b.i'.o
a talent for film acting. Address Mary Fuller, c.o.
Universal Film Co , 1,000, Broadway, Nev
The hours of the Trans -A tl intie Co. are 9.10 to
12.80 Saturdays).
Pleased to havi
photo, old chap, and write when you like.
"Uuriv
and
Bads"
(Sunderland). —Ye-,
girl*? we should be deUghted to have one Of youC
new )>hotos.
Best wishes to 1" th.

" I, H." (Wellington ■ ffocaslaof Sterling tihns
are published. Full address next time, please.
" Ki 1
.1111t1.nl. — Wl ite to Famous Players
Co . 166 17 " :n in i.r St., Loudon, and ask them
if "The Vetppet 1 rowu" will hi shown at SoutbamptOU, We have 11.) post aids of Carlyle
Biockwell smiling. Mush obliged for recouimendati
" of
Pearl
li." (Eastbourne).—
The flo.r
Editorial
Offices
Picture?
are on the sozond
of l8,!Adam
St., Strand, Loudon. Why didn't you come up and
see us when you wire in town ? So you've just
heaid that Florence Cnrner is Maurice Cjstello's
wile ? W ell, (lou'1 you t elieve all you hear, Pearl,
an 1 least of all that. Wo gave Mrs. Costello's
picture in No. M. 1 iuema players do not have
written pans; the producer lells the players
"what to do next. We bnve heard nothing
from either Earle W iliains or F. K. Lincoln about
tbeir 111 itiiiiiouial affairs. Tlianks for love.
" Dickie " (West Norwood). — Thanks for information. The cast of " Foiled " i Lubin) is:— "Blazer
Hoadley," liilbert Ely ; "John Sohultz," Douglas
Sibele; "Don Sc ultz," John Delson ; " Lafe
H'.ron,"TheEdgar
Jones
" Koxie
Hyron,"
Huti.
Editor
and ; the
Answers
Man Louise
accept
luve with many thanks.
"Alice" (Maida Vote). — Yo.ir letter in capital
letters must have taken you a long time to write.
It was next lest to typewritten. Yes, "Jane
Shore" is a magnificent production. By all
means give us a call. Thanks for sketch.
"WesDT" (Glasgow).— As you have confessed
your fault, it is wholly reJrest, as the proverb bath
it, Wendy. "Barnaby Budge." is a great film.
Tom Powers is not playing for the til ls at i resent.
Did you see his letter in a recent issue ?
" P. A. E." (East Ham). No postcards published
yet of Annette Kellerman, Lilian Braithwaite,
Frederick Groves, Henry Ainley, or Gerald
Ames.
We live in hopes,

IS THIS
IN YOUR
ALBUM?
A new portrait of Little Helen Badgley.
(Hianhouser.)
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"Gehald"
(Wimbledon).— Way
forfrom
tlie
Dench, price Is. 2d.,Writing
post rree
tin, office 1 18, Ail mi St., Strand, London), would
uolp you u food di id, 1 ■
»' in.. .a " (Edinburgh). - A. W. Lower; played ten I
in •• B
Uadiiion, and
■

l;o

I.nrl.in.

" Shamboi '
- voied for
Finch !ii Hi- British flayers Contest.
Quite
right, bhamrock, all in order, and your mii-3
been dull registered,
Hope von me going
iuforllii' Foreign Plciywd Contest also.
" c.o.
l.r/./.o:Hepworth
K.'' (Leeds).—
ChriBsie
White,
Film Address
Co., Walton
-on-Tunmes.
bat you bare givea a standing order to
your newsagent,
you will get "P. and F."
regnlnrly every week.
"Fits.vK " (2,481, Ipswich). — Glad to hear from yon,
brave defender.
V.s, John Huiiuy is dead.
"M. N." (Bnrnley).— The Turner Films are all
good ones.
But why on earth do you " imagine
a whole world of agony when
you look at
Florence Turner " ? Thanks for kind wishes.
" Kevwoi: 111 " (Dcwsbuy).- Ivy Closeis not acting
. at present. Chrissie White, of Hepwonh's, is
married.
We do know lier real name ; her r««l
name
is Chrissie Whiite.
Charlie Chaplin was
1 ornin i.onduii.
The cast yon want in not given.
"Maktk"
(Walsalli. — Address
the Postcard
Manager, Pictvbes Office, 18, Adam St., Strand,
London.
If you had sent your full name and
address a postcard list would have heen sentyou,
irye.nursery-rhyme.
We're afraid you arc Contrary, likcthegiil
in the

" C C.'s Doi'Bi.i; " (Essex).— With your experience
you should stand a chance of becoming a cinema
player. Try the London Film Co., St. Murgaret's( in- Thames;
Hepworth
Film Co., Walton-ouThames ; B. and C. Co., Walthainstow; and you
have our best wishes.
"J.brother
S." (Claj)ham
The photoone ofofyour
as Ford Junction).—
Sierling is excellent,
the
hest we have bad sent us, and we have had dozens.
The list of lilies you want we cannot get.
•■ SMIIBS " (HjssleKd.).- Address Charles Chaplin,
Essonuy Co . 1, :5:ia, Argyle St , Chicago.
" Charlie's Ai'Mirer " (Spennynoor).— There is
no harm in writing Charles Chaplin and asking
him the question.
His address (see above).

Week ending
Jcxe 19, 1915
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"A 1. 1! 1 1: 1 " • Lon Ion, X. W.i.— Vhi ar.-> qnit3 r
Albert -Cin in
v.- Flora Finch .s Boglisb, aad
our Foreign I'laGlad you like
our present paper, dud write us again.
"Hi
I ' ;v.jupo.-t 1. — Way
cot writa
to
Chrissie Wh.te as nicely m you do to us ? and we
(eel nurv she would reply to you.
H
is c.o. Hepworth s Studios, Waltou-ou-Thames.

"Hamlet" Wolverhampton) —With yonr
dr. 111 it e experience you ol playins for pictures. Writ- to some of the
leading film Companies an I tell them your
qualifications Perioml application is better
Stuly thi
.ent columns of the trade
papers
fb.~ cinema
managers'
positions
Talent
i- required
for ciu.uia
pUiyinr,
and business
ty forcfnjma mutagen

"Elsie" (Aberdeen! — Glal ti welcima you as a
reader. If you address Elisabeth Bisdon to us
we will forward your letter. Thanks for crosses
( = kisses we suppose).

"Ki.adee Ibese" (Grimsby . — Mary Fuller's
address is given ab:>ve. The matrimonial information is uuobtaiuible. Thauks for photo. Next
time, Irene b- ir, pie ise comply Kith our rules. ■
"Dixie" 1 Norwich .— As the Beliance people
seldom publish casts, we are grieved that we cannot tell who played " Boston Blakie," in " Saved
from Destruction.'' Perhaps a reader may know.
Yes, we have the photo you sent us, and the
A.uswers Man is admiring it as he pens this reply.
Pictu-e jottcards of the Editor (autographed if
desired) cap be bad from the Postcard D.
meut, price 2d. each.
" Florbie Bose " (Shepherd's Bush). — Boscoe
Arbuckleaud Chos. Chaplin played in " The Knock
Out" (Kevstonei. ()wen Mooie and Le aona
Aadcrsou did not. Stewart Borne, Tom Po«c- r-.
Eric Desnion 1, Alma Tayk r, and Violet H
played
in "Canker
(Hepwor'h
Henry Ainle.v
is it II of
withJealousy''
Loudon Film
Go. Win. .
Garwood and Vivian Rich are 11 it brother and
sister.
Thanks f01 ki-ses, Florrie.

»' Sarah" (Djkiufielrl).— Your Kttle daughter of
fonrwho has baea to the pictures ever since she
wi a few mouths old must be quite au authority
on films and players Thank her for her love j kiss
her for us, aad send her photo as promised
" As El L\Eiun " (Croydon) — A hearty welcome to
you May you always be nuinberel among our
supporters! Always pleased to answer ques ions,
dear girl, £0 ask them.

Address- The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer,"
IS, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.C.
Telephone— Kegeut 4

" I.ii.v " (Higbbnry) — We are hoping to h ne some
postcards of Charles Cuantin very shortly, and
wi I let our leiders know directly they ar.: re idv.
Good idea to give Inick numbers to your friends.
" E. E. ST." (D.iUtoiij.— We cannot tell if Ella
Hall would aiisw.tr your letter. Why not try.-— she
won't eat yon. Her address is c.o. Universal Film
Co., 1,600, Broadway, New York, U.S.A.
" r.M.t.T " (Ted'Fngtjii). — Louise Orth p'ayed the
only female pai t in " Uem and Uerms " (L-KCv
"It. O." (Sheffield).— Address Margarita Fischer,
c.o. Beauty Films Cj., American Co., Ltd., t>,-27,
Broadway, Chicago.
•' Imiebjebted " (South Normantou).— The cast you
want is not published ; sorry.

" Hvi.os " (E'remout).— Majestic and Ejlianct are
both controlled by the New York M ition 1'icture
Co. Th-s French and Americau Eclair Companies
', are
separate
Companies. Your criticisms
have two
interested
us greatly.
*' Armoeelle " (Birmingham). — We do not think
youould get the p^otis you want anywhere ; you
might try thj Thanhouser Co., 100, Charing
Cross Road. London. We try to be " fearfully
good-natured."

EDITORIAL

SUBSCRIPTION
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OMAN

may be the weaker vessel,

but it's
generally the man
goes
broke.
Rude!

who

" Here. boy. do you know Brixton P "
'" Yes, sir ; that's where the actors try
nnd live, ain't it ? "
Fun at the Pay-box.

"Well, come down for it. I can't
bring it on the 'bus for you."

hard to smoke, and I'll

" Sir. t hal is my u il'e ! "

\ clever girl recently wrote this:— *

Film A< tob (after resting a month):
M.HH'x ! Mrs. Miggs ! Von must have

monej !

And praj Irow much do yoo

I cannot
Hector's
eves;
I never praise
saw hisoarglance
t ii\ ine
;

want

Jle always shuts them

i.\nm.\i>\ : ■ It ain't what
I irant,
sir: it's 'ow much
avo ve*— got?"
ifiiif U.ist.

when

he pra\ s,

And when he preaches he shuts niine.

8

Acre, W.C.

Telephone— Gerntnl ^o:<5.

A M9de3t Request.
"Dear teacher," wrote little Edith's
mother. "" please excuse Edith for not
coming to school yesterday. She fell in
the mud. By doing the same you will
greatly oblige
•Her aIothei:."
Efforts to Rise.
Film

Stae:

'■There's

one

can say for myself, anyway.

thing I

I have

Go and find a German of your own.'"
The "Pi-op's" Revensjs.
At the
filming of
The
Wstlefoo
/.;/// the heroine, w ho had called the
property man some uncomplimentary
names, was duly hidden in the old
cedar chest Later a frightened pro-

your promise."
A False Alarm.
V That woman over there looks-as if
she were painted
painted by Raphael, and had just
ot me."
stepped out of the
Never Met

I

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 9$ and 94, Long

household to get you up th< 11.'
A Tommy to his Pal.
"At that moment round the corner
rushed n fat old German blighter.
1 tips with me lavonet and sticks him,
when up comes Bill.
" ' Lemme have a dig at him.. Tim ! '
" ' Not likely.
mine!

The Bride: "If you ever take to
Bmoking cigarettes, I'll leave you."
The Groom
" I ne^ er cared for them,
hut thcy'ie not

s. <1.
63 63

risen
my own
efforts,"in the morning.
His byWitt:
: " Except
John. I notice that it takes two alarm
clocks and all the members of the

Old Lady:
" If I buy a ticket for
my dog, is he entitled to a seat? "
Casuikk : " Yes, madam; lint he must
conform to the rules and keep his feet
iff the cushions."
A Useful Tip,

remember

RATES.

Culled Kingdom
'A
One Year (post-free)
Six Months
Three Months

More Than He Could Manage,
The motor-bus stopped, and the conductor looked expectantly up the steps.
,But 116 one descended.
" 'Ere. you," he said to a lady on top.
'■ don't you want the Queen's Picture
'Ouse
:j " was the reply.
" Yes,"

MATTERS

Mrs. Sfiggs: "

ducer rushed up to the * props" and
whispered, " Gimme the key. The lid
Is thai
going to appear any
of "your
bos woman
has sprung-looked."
more ? " came the replj .
" Yes. as a ghost in the next reel."
"That settles it. " muttered "props."
"I'm going to keep the key."

■ u—

j'><
rfv1r4lt
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New Series, No. 71

rjfl

^

.jgtt^r

"SMILING"
MYRTLE STEDMAN, Star of the Bosworth Company of America
Some of whose films are handled in this country by Jurys. (See page 232.)
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customs. Germany, the land of '" kultur," condemus dims dealing with
lunatics, poison, and religion.
Cinema

Teaches

Haymaking.

CAX you make hay P The Army
^authorities called for recruits, and
recently an army of men in silk
hats and frock-coats, clerks, shop-assistants, and even ladies, besieged the
Board of Agriculture offices, all \\ illing
to wire and toss down the bales of hay
as they come from the stacks. A film
is being prepared showing the whole
process ot hay-making, and despatching
it to the Front, and those accepted for
service will be able to see " how it is
done " before getting actually to work.
Light in our Darkness.

WHY

THE

PIANIST

LE.T

1 HE

CINEMA

"My nerves were severely tried by the fact that as I played huge rats scampered
round me and among the audience." — Extract from an employee's letter.
FRANCIS
X. BUSHMAN has left
Essanay.
Donald Crisp has joined.
*
*
*
Real money too ! Robert Bdeson has
just fallen heir to £25.000. Not "property" money, mark you.
Lillian Walker has a new motor-car.
The waves will not roll over the failLillian's tootsies
so U
often as they
did.
*
*
"Will the reader who started the
rumour that Charles Chaplin is deaf,
dumb, or dead kindly call at our office?

*

#

#

Edward Earle (Edison) has three
great hobbies— 1. Collecting pipes. 2.
Smoking them. :t. Buying (or borrowing) tobacco.

*

«

*

William Wordsworth (Edison) grew
real whiskers to play his part in I 'o/ten's
Luck. He had nice weather for it ; but
hi '\v these players do suffer !
*
*
#
Thus is the winter of our discontent
Made
gl6rious
summer
by
moving
picture-plays!
— Shakespeare Down-to-date.

*

G. M.
Roseoe
in a box
had to

*

#

Anderson, Charles Chaplin, and
ArbiicleWere recently discovered
at a Los Angeles theatre. They
come out and entertain. Their

'• turn " lasted
minutes. *
* fort} #
The latest stage star to lie captured
by the screen Billie Burke. You remember her, of course ? That is if you
were playgoing when she appeared for
several seasons in London.
*
*
#
The estate of the late John Bunny is
Baid to be #1,666 13s. Id. Its sinallness
may surprise many, but that he lived
well, spent much, and was of, the most
generous-hearted disposition is common
knowledge to all who knew him.
*
#
#
" Force children to take back seats at

picture-theatres,"
says should
an authority
who
claims that no child
be allowed
to sit nearer than thirty feet away from
the screen. We understand that the
kiddies are willing to be forced to take
backseats, or any other old seats!

#

#

»

Our Cover Picture.

IMAGINE a scowling Kerrigan !
That's not nice, we hear you say.
it's
winning—face.
nice — it'sKerrigan
is scowling
But itthis
charming,
Eor its dark looks are caused by love
(of a tiny maid who weds another), and
love doth cause the handsomest of men
to scowl. In the end though the KerThat's
its frown.
losesdrove
the vengeance
becauseriganafacebaby
out of his thoughts. The film illustrated on our cover is The Guardian
of the Hock, a Victor drama, to be
released on July 22nd.
Great Novel Filmed.

does not know the works of
WHO William
J. Locke ? His skill in
plot- making is famous everywhere, and one of the most successful of
his many remarkable novels is Tie Glory
of Clementina Mini/. Why do we mention it? Because the Edison Company
have, filmed this fine romance with
Miriam Nesbitt for heroine, and, naturally, this heart-stirring narrative must
make one of the special films which we
always like to recommend to you.
Likes and Pisl kes.

e ban any film that
Japanes
THEencoura
ges crime or ridicules a
prominent State official. No film
is passed, says the Evening Standard,
where a burglar or other criminal gets
the better of a policeman. Sweden and
Austria dislike firearms in photo-plays,
and the Chinese are rather diary of any
pictures dealing with Wild West scenes.
In Turkey and the Balkans only war
pictures are appreciated at the present
moment, though in times of peace the
Turk is fond of passionate love-scenes,
but. like the Jap. does not approve of
kissing, as it is contrary to Ottoman

whom the
people
are
THERE
hment
of tothe pictureestablis
theatre is a puzzle. Its rise is as
yet so recent, and its presence so formidable afact that many folk, says the
Screen, are still rubbing their eyes in the
belief that they have been the victims
of some colossal optical illusion. Among
the things which remains obscure to
them is the swiftness of the growth of
the cinema and the degree of prosperity
which attends it. Asa matter of fact,
there is nothing very extraordinary
about this. The cinema was. and is. the
one thing needful, and it has been seized
upon because it satisfies a deep-seated
desire on the part of all healthy-minded
individuals for something more than the
daily round and the nightly sleep.
Italy Ideal for Pictures.

n
the America
. first
GEORG
who Ewas KLEINE
one of the
to import
and exploit a big film— namely,
Quo Tadi.-/— acquired a large estate near
Turin. Italy, and equipped it as a com" I think
Italy
is the plete
idealproducing
placeplant.
in which
to produce
. " Motionpictures," can
he said
pictures
be recently
made much
more
cheaply there than here. The Italians
phy, is
seem
to gettheir
better
photogra
andmuch
I'm
ry work
sure that
laborato
better because they t ike more time and
pains with it. I had planned to send
over one or two American directors and
a few American players and till in their
smaller parts with Italian players.
Altogether, my Turin studio was a very
happy thought until the war came. But
it won't go to waste ; it is merely a case.
suspended action."'
Aof Sixty=Weel
Expedition.
Company.
Photo-Pl
United
THEa new
America, arc
in ays
concern
nothing if not ambitious. The
"Dosses Expedition" pictures with
which they have chosen to make their
screen-bow to the public cost them over
£15,000. The iirst portion of these, filmed
by Dr. Geo. A. Dorsey, comprise six reels
people
scenery,
Japanese for
of
pictures
timeandin "thrills,"
the first
including
the actual harpooning of a whale. Dr.
Dorsey left Chicago last autumn, planning td picturise the Orient. Risking
great dangers, he has journeyed into
-way places where white people
out-of-the
been*
never before have
The reels.
expedition will be complete
sixty

in
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©ur News Feature: Events of the Week
INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PI< ITRES

.-l.u < IM>

FROM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

TRAINING OUR AVIATORS: 1. Arriving for instruct on in wireless telegraphy at Marconi House. 3. Instructing pupils lor the
Grahame-White Flying Schooi at Hendon. 2. HONOURING THE BRAVE: Civic reception and presentation to Corporal Fulcr, the
fellow-townsmen at Mansfield. 4. LADV JELLICOE opens a new rifle-range for Naval Boys' Brigade at Leytonstone. 5. LLOYO
munitions campaign in Lancashire reviews the Dockers' Battalion. 6. WOUNDED AT GALLIPOLI arrive at Cairo, and are attended ty
Cross.
7. SINGING TO THE SLACKER;
Novel appeal in Regent Street for recruits for the 12th London Regiment.

GAZETTE.

air services at
miner V ('., by
GEORGE during
th» Australian

the
his
his
Red
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By

FROM

MICHAEL

THE

moon flooded the countryside
with a radiance that was almost as
bright as day. but where the shadows under the trees were darkest a
man stood holding the slim hand of a
girl, who shrank from his touch, although her heart throbbed wildly at the
mere thought of it.
" Vim know I love you, Nell/' he
w hispered passionately.
Wit ha half-stifled sob the girl turned
her face to his. '"Of course I do dear,
"
but
" But ! "he (interrupted testily; "are
you going to let that word stand between us and the happiness that is our
birthright— are you going to let maudlin convention wreck both our lives?

Dearest," he continued, hastily changing his tone as she tried to withdraw
her hand,
won't with
you trust
self to me "why
? Come
me toyourthe
great city and take up the position you
were born to hold. A clergyman friend
of mine will make us man and wife, and

THE

SELIG

FILM

DEANE.
do; then we'll return, hand in hand, for
their blessing— and the future will be
just as bright as love and marriage bells
can make it," he added, winking at the
moon.
Her last shred of opposition carried
away by the seeming honesty of his
declarations, Nell crept closer to him,
while he swiftly outlined the plans for
their elopement. After manyr repetitions of their vows, she sped away to the
humble home she was so soon to render
desolate, while he strolled off laughing
lightly to the village call-office, there to
send a message to a disreputable actor
friend, who waited in a tenth-rate saloon
for his cue to enter the tragedy.
Nell had no fear, no misgivings for
the future, as she ran on her way. It
was sufficient for her to know that she
was loved, and that the morrow would
see her safely embarked on the great

" Nay, lass, nay," Jacob Gordon said.
with a heavy sign, a- he pushed awaj
half-empty
plateI ;cannot
" 'tis no
use ittalking.
Do what I can
shake
off. I
can't get rid of it."
'Rid of what, Daddy dear?" Nell
a-ked,
winding her arms around the old
man's neck.
He looked up at her flushed face with
a tender smile. " Why. a dream I had
last night, for sure, my pretty. I dreamed
that one of my wee lambs had stra;
away
"flock.
it for a
long from
time, theand
wentI traced
afield through
thorny thickets and along stony pal until at last
-at gathering
last
"he
paused,
troubled
frown
on his
rough-a
hewn old face.
"And what then. Father," Mrdon demanded.
She, good dame, had
little patience
with the old fellow's
fancies.
" I wish I knew, aye, I wish I did : but
Ican't see past that point." he answered,
shaking his head.
" "lis that that n
my mind.''
it oft'
get
can't
I
and
riesme,
Mrs. Gordon snorted.
" A dream —

again.
'tis a warning."
Rising,Maybe,
he wrapped
his stout scarf
around
his" lamp.
throat and took up the
•"hurricane
"Why, Daddy." Nell cried. K surely
you're not going out again to-night ': "
"' And why not. my lass ? "lis a shepherd I am, and paid to mind. aye. to
guard, my flock." Then he wandered
back to his old theme : " Tis my dream
that
me. girlbut: Ia warning
can't butof
think worries
it was anything
Bidding
wife and
some
threatened
evil."daughter a tender
"good night.' he left the house and
proceeded to the fold; there, his trained
eye quickly told him that part of his
strange dream at least had come true,
for one of his lambs was missing. Without hesitating tor a moment, he set out
to search for the truant, and presently
found the tiny creature, dejected and
already tired of its freedom, among the
thorns and sharp flints of a tiny ravine
not very far from the farm ; then, having
returned the little wanderer to the
mother-ewe. lie made his way homeward
as the dawn was breaking.
" Come. come', "he cried jokingly, as he
entered the kitchen, "'tis light these
two hours gone, lass— and breakfast not

behind."
Harding's eyes gleamed with a sinister
triumph as be looked down on the fair
head of the girl, whose burning face was
buried on his shoulder.
"Good to you!" he whispered, softly.
" Why of course I will be, And. dearest,
don't talk
of leaving
things
behind,"
he
added,
striking
a chord
which
he knew

very soon they'll see things even as we

■f life with the man she I
well— that life of which she knew al
lately nothing.
As she entered the humble kitchen of
her father's home her mother was gently
chiding the old man for making bo pool
a meal.

"Aye, Mother— and a dream that
didn't finish. Ton see I woke before 1
could find the wee thing and bring it
safely to the fold again. Aye. I lost my
lamb !and
.woke before I could find it
bah "

then you shall be a lady."
"A lady and — and your wife?" she
whispered softly.
•' My wife! Oh yes " a sardonic smile
twitched his lips, but the shadows hid it
from her loving eyes.
Nell's heart beat furiously as he
slipped his arm around her and drew
her to him. Here at last was the
romance she had so often dreamed of,
1)\ it a better one than ever she had
dared to imagine; for had not this
brave knight come from a distant city
in the fashion of a hero of the golden
ages and stooped to woo and win her;
but, unlike many of the aforesaid
knights whose histories she had read in
the old volume which constituted most
of the library in her farmhouse-home,
he had claimed her for his own for all
time- his wife !
"(live me your answer, sweetheart,"
Arthur Harding pleaded; "time is
short, and 1 must leave for the city
at once on a matter of business that
cannot wait. Dear, we must either go
together, or say "good-bye' now."
"Good-bye!" Tears blinded her
beautiful grey eyes as she clung to him.
"Not
that, my life
not that.
1 will
come with you, Arthur— I will be your
wile. Only you must be very good to
me, for I leave everything else I love

would be responsive. " Of course, the
old folk will be a bit upset at first ; but
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"'Tis ready. Jacob." his wife answered
yet ! " but waits eating." She
ready
tartly,
went to"and
the bottom of the stairs.
" Lord's sake, whit keeps the little lass
a'bed so late this morning ? "
Old Jacob laughed. " Have her out,
Jacob found tux tint cbxatubB,

old"That
girl, have
her Nell!
out." Nellie! "
I will.came
No answer
to the ringing call.
and with a muttered imprecation on the
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lino ways of modem maid-. Esther
Gordon mounted the Btairs (•• drag the
laggard from bet weeu the sheets, while
in the kitoben the old man waited,
chuckling: delightedly at the difference
between " then and now." But suddenly
ili'- laughter died on his lips, and with
an exclamation of alarm he sprang to
bis feet and followed his wife upstairs
• Win . Mess m\ .-.«iil." be exclaimed,
entering the tiny garret uhamber which
constituted Nell's own private domain,
u bat's amiss ? "
With a heartbroken sob, Mrs Gordon
lifted her tear-stained face and banded
him the hastily-written aote she bad
(li-r"\ ered.
" Deai' parents," the old man read, " I
Lav gone i" the city. Forgive and
forget me.
Nell."
a moment he stood as though
turned t" Btone, then he rapped out a
Furious oat h,
l»\ heaven," he cried, "hut this is
some foul villains doing but, maybe,
tis not t"" late to save her from her-

" \"i yet, d
\ 3 on w ill. iim deal
be an carelessh . Then, a
mnded in
1 be ball, he turned t" 1 bedoi ir Bulloa,
our man Perhaps, Noll, you
won't refuse to kiss me when he's done
1 he necessarj pi aj ing and ta ken his
" \l 1 Sepl iuiii- M.
departure."
\ ■lint lie door SW mi'-' Open and a man
entered, oloaing il carefullj behind him.
A moment biter Nell found herself
being introduced i" him. and. almost
before she knew what was happi
she stood before the newcomer, holding
her lover's hand. As in a dream she
heard 1 10 • sentences of the marriage
ceremony as the strange, unreal service
l'i'">
ded.
As in ,1 dream she felt her
lover Blip the plain gold band upon her
finger; but just as his lips were about to
declare the villain and his victim man
and wife the clergyman -waved, and
fell forward in a faint.
- What
lie- " Hardinchecked

fME

Pl<

>ER

Slie -In. 11. 1. li"ui him in 11111
ten or, onl) half under 1 auding
hideous m
1 bis word
"Oh!
■ I am speaking the trul b, I tell j
he wenl on hoarsely. " God ! <l" you
1 hink I find anj pleasure in publh 1
in) ibr ladation, < .• . girl a od g< 1
quickly, Ic 1 the morning finds you a
broken-hearted woman without hope in
ihi-^ world or t he next ."
With rough baste be 1 In as1 her lint
into her hand- and pu bed her fi 1 <m t be
room ; then be sank back into t be choir
as Barding returned
" Bere
we are.
he began
light Ij
Then, as he noticed
Nell's
" Why. u here I li" d"\ il i- 1 li" '_Mii - "
The pn «rfo-pai son toggered to his
from . you
f""i
" ( tone, and. please heaven,

•• What :- Barding roared, " what the
deuce do you mean, yon drink-demented
fool
- This iswhat
no time
for joking "
■■ Precisely
I thougit,"
the actai
answered calmlv; " that is why I told
her to get onl of this bell before further

self." Throwing lark bis old head
determinedly, he strode to the door, but
a> he reached the threshold Bsthei

harm ca me to her."
The defeated tiberi ine raved.
" Sou
infernal fool," be cried, "what do you

caught at his arm. " Jacob, what would
dp? '"
you
"Do?"
he echoed sternly, " why, mj
duty,
wife.
I'm our
awayNell
to and
the great
yonder to find
bring city
her
back. Aye, I m going to trace my

think
for ?Who
"
•■ PayI pay
me you
for!

■' To you.
you toungrateful
dog!" Bardyou're
talking
'? "
inganswered, stamping about the room,
"you whom ['ve fed and clothed ; yon
whom 1 knew 1 could pick out from a
dozen wasters in a dozen bars, for any
work- I wauled you to di >."
"You're wrong.
Even a dead-beal
that he was one
may remember

lamb, and, please Almighty, I'll bring
her back t<> the fold- as worthy to be
your daughter, las-, as when she left."
Swiftly the racing automobile sped
through the silent sight, while Nell
crouched back against the luxurious
cushioning, half repenting the step she
had taken, but more than ever in love
with the man who sat at the drivingwheel, and whose handsome face she
caught a glimpse of every now and
again in the flashing light.
Once they stopped in their flight for
a fresh supply of petrol, and. for just a
moment, as they waited beside the car.
sne clung to him.
" You do love me. don't you. Arthur:' "
she whispered, faltering over his name.
Arthur Harding laughed. "Why.
of course— do you think elopements
of this kind are my especial hobby?
Come, jump in— we're behind time, and
my parson friend wont thank us for
keeping him waiting all night."
Again the car sped on its way, and
soon the rows of hedge gave way to the
Bricks and mortar of residential villaland, which in their turn gave place to
the garden-surrounded dwellings of the
rich. Through the gates which led to
one of these Harding drove the car. and.
springing from his seat, assisted Nell to
a'ight.
"'At last." he exclaimed triumphantly.
"Only a few minutes now. sweetheart .
and you will be mine."
A manservant, who stood respectfully
aside to let the country irirl pass, threw
open the big doors, and. trying vainly t"
conquer the mad beating of her heart.
Nell followed her lover into a room th"
like of which she had never seen before.
The door closed on them, and with a gay
lauirh he turned to take her in his arms,
but she shrank back in affright.

do you think

"Bah!"

With a sudden spring the actor was
beside him. the pent-up fury of years
spent in subservience to Buch men as
Harding blazing in bis haggard eyes.
"Cut that out." he cried hooi
"or. by the Lord. I'll .-mash you; yes,
I'll pound you into dust ! You think
man.' you've bought me drinks ami
because
allowed
me to eit the husks that fell
from your table that you've bought m
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himself as he found Nell's dark eyes on
him. " Poor old chap." lie continued.
keeping the rest of his original remark
for the patient's private ear. " I'm afraid
he works too hard. I've often warned
him of it. You stay here. little woman,
while
] find
He left
thesome
room,brandy."
and Nell bent over
the prostrate figure of the clergyman.
Then, slowly, the sunken eyes opened
and looked into hers without ro
tion, but as a knowledge of the scene in
which he played so prominent a part
came back to him he struggled to bis
feed and "-rasped her wrist.
"Tell me." he whispered hoarsely,
'" are you a good girl ? "
Nell l>ent beneath the question. " I
don't know what you mean."
" No, no .' Ah, before heaven I don't
believe you do." he cried, *' and pray to
the Almitrhty. girl, that you never will.
You think Tin a clergyman, don't you?
Well.
I'm lover
not; to I'm
an him
actor,in and
b\ your
assist
this, paid
the

body and soul, but you're mistaken."
'•
" IYou
paiddidyonnotforpay me
" to help you trap

" Yrou were keen enough on taking the
and ruin a decent
girl."'
The actor winced. " True —but, thank
Cod, I though."
realised in time all it meant to
money
her and to her old folks. Now, Mr.
Harding. I'll bid you good-night and

" You'll be sorry for this, my man. I
'good-bv.'
have power," and I'll use it. I'll hound
you out of every theatre, club, and

actor answered as be
ta\"Do
"in inso."
thisthe
city."
strode to
thing you
rol» me
done the

the door, "but there's one
can't do. with ail your money
of the knowledge that ['ve
best thing, aye, the clean

deed
my life
He of
passed
out to-day."
of the 1
n, slamming
the door behind him. and. left alone,
Arthur Harding bitterly cursed the-unfortunate incident that Lad spoilt the.
finale of his holiday idyll.
"Never mind." he muttered, as h«
hastily donned hip overcoat; "shecanv1
have gone far. and the money that bineverything in thi- city will surely find
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ber for me, then" he chuckled as
imagination conjured up tli>' ultimate
success of his dastard plot "she will
not have thai white-livered, drunken
fool toproted her, and it will be an easy
raatter to employ those who will compel
her to yield to me. Afterwards ITl pay
her fare home, or she can go to the deuce
for all J care."
*
*
s*
*
Meanwhile Nell Bed horror-stricken
from tin- scene of Inn- intended degradation. Whither her feet took her she
did not know, but at last, as the night
drew en once more, Bhe was compelled
by Bheer exhaustion to rest awhile upon
a seat in an open space, but even there
she was not free from terror, for when
the lowest-classed saloons closed she
quickly discovered that she wasliot the
only homeless one, and she shrank in
fear and disgust as the coarse language
of her companions fell upon her ears.
Suddenly a hand was laid upon her
shoulder and. starling up. she looked
into the placid face of a young woman
who wore the familiar peak-bonnet of
the Salvation Army.
" What are you doing here, sister?''
the woman asked gently. "Have you
no home, no friends ? "
For a moment poor Nell's heart
warmed at the kindly words, then the
memory of another voice that had
spoken to her just as kindly came to
her, and with a shudder she turned away.
Half unconsciously she heard another
voice chime in with that of the Salvation lassie; then she heard the shuffling
of weary feet, and, looking up, found
that she was alone.
Again her head sank miserably upon
her arm, and the scalding tears began to
How anew as she thought of her position.
with no home to go to, no friends, no
money.

What tie- deuce do you think a friendgirl i-like
■she
notyou
friendless
!"
With a volley of oaths ETai'ding swung
round to meet the calm eyes of the Salvation lassie, who had returned unnoticed.
" What the
do you want here? "
he shouted furiously.
"That'll do, mister!" another and
anything but gentle voice- chipped in,
and he found himself confronted by a
stalwart patrolman. "Get -get mister,
while
you'verealised
got thethat
chance.''
Harding
the odds were
dead against him, and without even a
look at his poor dupe or another word
he hurried out of the park.
The patrolman looked after his
retreating figure for some seconds as
though, for some mysterious reason, he
regretted his hasty departure ; then he
returned to the two girls with a ! High.
"Reckon I did wrong to let that
' washout' quit so easy," he said, "but
never mind, maybe he's chewed bris
lesson. And you, missie — yon get off
now with Sister Maggie here. I guess
she'll' show you a softer path than the
one you're
edging
just now. lass,
Touching his cap
to theon Salvation
he
strolled off swinging his baton.
"Yes, come with me. dear," Sister
Maggie pleaded, '"and tell me why you are
here and why that brute molested you."
Taking Nell by the hand, she drew her
gently away while whispering words of
comfort and encouragement, until at last
the
runaway's
suspicions
quieted,
and she
burst into
a flood were
of tears
and
incoherent words, from the midst of
which the experienced worker gained
some knowledge of the truth.
"The old. old story.'' she said sadly.
'■ but thank Heaven, this time, a happy
ending is in sight."

"So, my pretty bird, you thought
you'd given me the slip, eh? A voice
sounded in her ear, and looking up she
saw the mocking face of Arthur
Harding. " Upon my word, if you
really wanted to hide yourself, you
further
gone he
should
With have
a laugh
tried afield.'"'
to draw her
toward him but, in a panic, she thrust
him away.
" Oh, please, please let me alone.'" she
sobbed.
"To die of Cold in the park. Not
likely, you're far too pretty for that;
besides, 1 had the expense of bringing
you here, and 1 want paying back."
Again he tried to embrace her, but,
with a strength horn of mortal iVar. she
sprang to her feci and forced him away.
" You beast !"'
" Fie. what an ugly word for such
"Come,
jeered.Von
lie Nell.
lips,"fool,
be
a little
Know don't
well
pretty
'■Hi. ugh why 1 brought you here. The
bogus marriage ceremony was only a
BOp to your conscience
a chance to let
you play the betrayed heroine more
effectively. Come." he continued.
"don't act like a fool; there's been quite
enough of that in the pas4 twenty-tour
hours.
Give me a ki>s and come home
like a good girl."

" Never ! "

" Von
wont,to come
eh? to
Bj meJ0V6,
you'll
he
glad
enough
on any
terms
before you've

been

in this city

long,

TuE

LOST

LAMB

BETVKNED

TO THE

FOLD.

Throughout tl
with her. and in the morning led ber t>>
the Mission-hall. At Jfc'Xl
first her guest
looked round in surprise at the burst • f
music which fell upon her ears, and her
eyes tilled with tears as the rough voices
of the congregation bade- her
to their midst. Them she heard a sudden
commotion in the hall, and turning,
a white-haired, old man, who ran down
the aisle to meet her.
'•
!"
" Father
Nell : Nell,
my little lass
In another second she was in his arms
and weeping unrestrainedly, while the
hall rang again and asrain with the hymn
of praise that greeted the reunion.
Slowly old Jacob Gordon raised her
tear-stained face and looked Ion:* and
anxiously into it : then he turned to the
Missioner, who had hurried to his side.
"'Praise
the
Lord,
sir,"' he said.
brokenly, "for her eyes tell me that all
is well.
"Tis my wee. lost lamb come
safely throngh the perils of the night w
*
*
*
back into
the fold."
Tricked is a two-reel drama, rich in
story and human in its telling. The
photographic quality of this tilm excels
by far anything Selig has yet done ;
many of the scenes appear to be stei
scopic. Kathlyn Williams as the tricked
girl,
Oakman
Harding.Besserer
FrankClarkW heeler
as Jacob,
aiid asEugene
as the Mother.

Eeleased"July Bth.

LARGEST SALARY FOR PICTURES
Nearly Ten Shillings a Minute to Act.
THE

most important engagement for
the screen nounced ever
"s anby the recorded
Lasky
Feature
Play Company.
The artiste is Geraldine Farrar, the
world-famous star of the Metropolitan
Opera House, who will positively receive
the largest salary ever paid an artiste to
pose for picture*, the amount aggregating nearly ten shillings a minute for the
time she will actually appear before the
camera.
This engagement, which is the result
of seven months of labour, has been
arranged by Morris Gest. representing
the diva, and Samuel Goldfish, representin.:' the Lasky Company. Negotiations
\\. re in progress practically throughout
the Grand Opera season, and were conthe dayseason
after at
Miss
faii-well forsummatedthe
the Farrar"<
Metropolitan, when thousands of admil
cheered her for more than an hour.
Miss Farrar. we understand, left for
California on June 15th, and will make
the trip to the Pacific coast in a special
ear which has been arranged for by the
Lasky Company. She will be accompanied by her father and mother, Mr.
Gest (her manager), and Mrs. Gest, the
daughter of Da\ id Belasco, who lias also
helped to bring a bout the contract, and by
four maids and her special hairdresser.
The contract between the Lasky Company and Miss Farrar. by arrangement
with Mr. Gest, covers a period of several
seasons. Miss Farrar will spend exactly
eight weeks working for the Lasky
Company this season, and it is assumed
that during that period she will appear
in three, and possibly four, productions.

\\ BEE
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TWO

MORE

rT"Ml
K two latesl
captures
for the
1 screen
are of Btage
unusual
importance.
Both were made by the OliverMorosco Photo-plaj Company, whose
Studios at Los Angeles are becoming
increasing]] acti> e.
The lady of the pair i- Maud Allan.
who shares « ith bi r bosom friend, l'a\ lova, the leadership in modern classical
dancing. She is an immense favourite
in London, not only for her natural
genius, bul also because of hei
rarity w itli the late King and
tin* pit's, nt Queen-Mother.
Her hold u\»<n the Royal
favour largely came about
through a little act of graciousncss of her own. During
the
dancer's
firsther
appearance
in Paris,
where
offerings
received nn historic oration,
slit- was risked by Dime, fvette
Guilbert todance at a charity
matinee which the latter was
nising at the Theatre
Sarah Bernhardt.

AND
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MAUD

AND MAUDE

AMERICAN
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Afaber's Daughter, a stirring romance,
which will include thr
f her most
beautiful dances.
The gentleman of the pair.theother

London, the association
li-tinL' until
1905.
During this period he produced
and was
itarred
m
manj
sue,-,among
which are of Tht
1/
'/'//'' ifanoeuvi'es
Jane, Lilth
She Stoop
Conquer, and Tin Second in Commund.
While in Europe
George Tyler, the
theatrical manager, Bigned Mi Maude
to appear in A inn i.-.i again.

The tilm for Mr

1

n selected, but

Maude

ho

not yel

it will no doubl

one of bis I> i•_: Lj < ■~ t successes.

1 ■•

EXCITING STORIES OF
THE PLAYERS
.i rainy daj I happened to
wander into the Vitiigraph
O N yard
for material for ■
story (writes Jamea Black in the
Motion I'iri iti Maga
I met
Bill Shaj . and he suggested
going over to the < Slab.
"Oh, Hill,
said Earle Williams, •come here and settle -hi

iplying gladly, with
We ntare
onr most exlittle thought of the good forargn
. telling and
iii ing experiences
want \ on
tune in store. Miss Allan in
due time received an introto be the judge a- to the 1
duction to.the Princess Murat
explained
( 'ostello.
Bill, tilling
his pipe, settled
down
w ith I the
of a mart]
and Mrs. Hall-Walker, both
•• When
was air
travelling
in r.
noted 1'avouritrs in Court
began Lackaye.
circles, who took a strong
■ I in first.' spoke apCostello.
liking to the young American
'■ I think the worst thirty seconds
girl, and who at once made
I] ever
spent inr scene
my lifewhere
was iwheu
themselves instrumental in
was doine
was
securing her 1 11 • ■ honour of a
supposed
to
lie
tied
to
a
railroad
track and just gel free in time to
"command" to dance before
the late King Edward.
esca] e. Deon was supposed to bo
the engineer, while the real enThe dancer's presentations
gineer was hiding in the engine
- > captivated his Majesty that
call. In my pretended straggle
be took a personal interest
to loosen mj bonds, I really
in her forthcoming London
tangled them, and the director,
. and when through Ins
seeing that something was wrong ,
influence she received a called to Deon to stop the engine.
He had forgotten how ! He
"command" to dance before
both the late King and Queen
yelled
the engineer,
Alexandra after a dinner in
tor someto reason,
fainted, who
and.bad",
instead of closing the throttle, he
their honour by the Earl and
jerked it wide open. The train
Countess of Dudley, t lie forbore down on me, and I had
tune of Maud Allan was luade
barely time to wriggle oft the
in Great Britain.
track. A^ it was. the engine hit
my heel, and I was lame for a
Prior to her London appearmonth.
ance Miss Allan scored wonBARLEY"
AS "CAPTAIN
MAUDE
CYRIL
derful success in other Euro" When
I was
' began
Lackaye.
in the film version of Beauty and the Barge, produced by the
pean cities. In Vienna the
"Shut up." said Mori y: ' 1 in
pretty dancer became famous
London Film Company, and his first appearance for the screen.
next. When 1 was playing in
over night. In Brussels the
A Million Bill it was during the
verdict of Vienna was conshipwreck si- no that my most
firmed even more warmly, and word of
exciting experience happened. 1 was supposed
'• Maude," isnoless a stage star than Cyril
to
float
out
of
the cabin ot the submerged yacht
it spread like wildfire over the ConMaude, whose dramatic triumphs have
and up to the surface on a pile of wreckage. To
tinent. A triumphant tour of cities of
made him equally popular on both sides
get the right effect I was submerged, tied to tln>
Germany, Switzerland, and Austriaof the Atlantic.
raft, and when the supports were taken awaj I
Hungary followed. At Belgrade she
wastofloat upon the raft. I took a deep breath
Cyril Maude's career has been ungave four recitals, and Budapest proved
usually active. Though born in London,
and was submerged. The raft madea disturba hotbed of enthusiasm. When she
ance in the water, and the director had to wail
his first appearance on the stage was in
reached Paris, a little on its mettle at
till the water was smooth again. All tins time
Denver, Colorado, as the servant in East
I
was
under the water. Unable to hold my
having been held off till the last, the
.Li/iinc, after which. he returned to Engbreath any longer I emptied my lungs and
great capital quickly forgave her in the
land, and appeared for the first time at
immediately began to drown. F lost conspontaneous Gallic manner, and accepted
the Criterion Theatre. Kealising the
sciousness, and was half drowned when the
her art with an enthusiasm that knew
possibilities in Mr. Maude, a noted thearaft finally came to the Bnrface. I was pulled
no bounds. Her engagement at the
trical manager starred him as Sir Benjaoff and revived, but- never again '.
Palace Theatre. London, is one of the
min Backbite in The School for Scandal,
"When I was travelling in
insisted
He next toured the United States as
Lackaye again.
traditions in the history of the stage of
that noted theatre.
" Order in the court ! said Bill Shay.
Squire Chivev in David Garrick, later
Miss Allan
is now at work on her
•The judge has decided that Mr. Costeflo
Frederickwith
partnership
into
entering at the Haymarket
Harrison
Theatre,
initial motion picture subject. The Hug
and Mr. Morey have run a dead heat. '
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horse laid down in the shafts and refused
to bodge, and when it was finally hoisted
to its feet it walked like a chicken with
its head off. Then the authorities
arrived, and Todd had to explain that it
was " only a picture.''
Taming a Lioness.
PERHAPS

the most intensely interesting scenes filmed at the Universal City Zoo are those in which
Posie, the Trans-Atlantic man-killing
lioness, who is regarded as one of the
most ferocious lionesses in captivity,
takes part. She has one man to her
credit, and several others will bear to
their graves scars that were earned in
encounters with her.
Knowing this to be true, Rex Roselli,
in the capacity of animal trainer, not
only enters her cage and strokes her
soft coat, but he goes so far as to take
from her one of her whelps every day in
order to subdue that most fierce of all
animal passions within her — motherly
love.
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in a coining "Flying A" Feature —

A Film "Father."
FA. TURNER, the actor who makes
. t lie character of the father in The
Escape so gruesomely realistic, has
great ability as a character lead in
strong dramatic parts, though he can
play an amiable rule quite as effectively
as a repulsive one. Turner was born in
Boston, and there he got his early experience on the stage. His motion picture experience has been chiefly under
D. W. Griffith. Turner is famous for
having " fathered " in films more attractive young photo-play actresses at the
" Mutual " studios than any veteran
lead at Hollywood.
Declined with Thanks.
HARRY
TODD'S
as a
black face
comedianappearance
in the Essanay
comedy A Coat Tale at once won
him an offer f.-om a minstrel show
manager to go on the stage in that
character. This was a new role for
Todd, but he carried it off with such
excellence that it kept the audiences in
roars of laughter, and attracted the
attention of managers on the look out
for new talent. Todd sent his thanks,
but regretted that he must decline the
offer.
"I have become wedded to photocomedies, and do not care to get a
divorce." said that comedian. "I not
onlj prefer the work to the Btage, but I
1111 too fond of the home lite I now have
to give it up to go racing round the
■0,, n try."
Harry narrowly escaped the hand of
lie law when
lie recently fed a horse
with liquor for another
Essanay play
I Swvri of Aripther Colour in order to
•reveni bis rival from taking bis sweetheart out riding. After its " drink " the

Henry
McRae.
" 101 inBison
director, recently
dug the
a hole
the "ground
and set a net for the lioness. Then, in
another cave, separated from the first
one by small board partition, a camera
was placed. The camera on the ground
above, of course, caught the lioness as
she rushed into the trap, and as she fell
the camera below caught her dropping
into the net and struggling to get away.
Roaring, scratching, clawing, and biting
at the entangling meshes, she threshed
about in their clutch in a frantic effort
to escape. But every motion was caught
by the camera at work on the other side
of the partition.

He Needs No Make-up.
AS

we stated last week, Willie Clark ■ son, the famous costumier, has
made his debut before the cold,
relentless eye of the cinematograph
camera. He figured as himself, for he
cannot disguise himself. Mr. Clarkson
is the only man who is proof against
Mr. Clarkson "s art. The other day a
motor stopped before the house of wigs,
paint, and masks in Wardour Street,
"and almost before I knew it they had
me down at Croydon acting in a Shakespeare
burlesque."
he and
toldMartin
an interviewer. It is
a Cricks
film
(handled by Davisons) in which Willie
is depicted in the act of making-np the
members of the Mudford Amateur
Dramatic Society for the performance
of Romeo ami ,/uliit. displaying the.
wigs and trying them on. producing
costumes and handing them round, and
operating upon the facial characteristics
of the company.
Whether Mr. Clarkson will appear in
more films or not remains to be seen.
He thinks a funny film could be made
of his method q£ painting out black e_>es.
"Once 1 made a. bride presentable for
the wedding," he explained," bv sueci —
fully
lo\ ely 'with
pair 'she
want obscuring
to take \o a church
her.didn't
She
said she had been walking along the
streei when- some boys were throwing
stones, and oiv caught
her 0:1 the

EDWARD
COXEN
— called Tin Broken Wh
bridge of the nose, but I had my
doubts." The genial AVillie Bmiled. " 1
don't think I could play any other
part than myself." he continued, "and
I don't mean to try. People know me
so well that they seem to recognise me
everywhere."
"Smiling Myrtle."
SO called because she is always smiling. Myrtle Stedman. whose portrait forms our frontispiece, is
leading lady at the studio of the Bosworth Company at Los Angeles, a great
favourite with American picturegoers
and certain to be one. as soon a- si
better known, in this country.
Asked why she became a photo-play r
Myrtle replied. " Because I wanted the
new experience, and also because Otis
Turner, then with the Sehg Company,
wanted me. I am naturally a home 1 ody.
and was tired of covering long distances
tired of hotel life, and desired the companionship ofmy own people. 1 laid all
f his before my friend .lack G&moar. the
head of a musical college which I
attended, and he told me that Director
Otis Turner wanted a lead who could
bo'h ride and act well. He. did more
than this- he smoothed the way w ith a
personal introduction. and 1 was engaged,
and have stuck to acting before the
camera ever since, and would not d
anything else. 1 still do a good ileal ot
singing professionally, and have no inAsked tentionwhere
her it."
engagements as an
of dropping
operatic star served to advance her work
on the screen, Miss Stedmarf replied : • Being able to sing, and having sung in
opera, gi\ es one control of the throat and
mouth, and the expression of the lips,
which seems to be a smell thing; but
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Jink »6, 1915
there
a lot atoBel1"' Smile
expressed
with mono*
one'i
mouth,is mikI
becomes
tonons. The experience also jives one
poise and the necessan self-possession,
la fact anv stage training is not to I"'
despised
\\'hr
the isnext
Bosworth
production- ing
her for
garden
claiming
nil Myrtle's attention, and Bhe is weariiiir » m 1 1 a rake and making a spade work
overtime. It pays in her couutrj too,
for yon can plant things one week and
pick flowers from them tin- next. Bx
genii
that. ion .- 'i e . bnt not so much at
Her own /Modiste.
WHEN
it rains in California time
hangs heavy on the players,who
must !ia\ e sunshine to pro Ince
the pictures.
It is interesting to note
the different ways in which thej occupy
their spare time.
On1 rainy day a visit to the home of
sie Eyton, th
star, revealed
an accomplishment hitherto hnknown
about that popular yonng lady. She
was designing and making her own
clothes. The visitors were surprised,
and on questioning her, Miss Eyton
proudly stated that Bhe Ins always been

Our
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her own modiste, and that all of the
beautiful gowns in which she has ip«
Beared on the aoreen were hex own
handiwork,
To the thousands of picture-goers
who have Been her in the pioturea in
which she frequently appears beautifully gow oed this will be a greal niOn the day mentioned Misa Bvton
stated
pt i-.\ that she was to be cast in a film*
production in which Bhe played the part
of B rich

irl.

This

part

es-

sitated eight distinct ohanges of •
tume, all of which Bhe wa de igning
and making herself.
A "Jonah" Production.
AT (,,
th • Majestic Studio, H • ituring Dorothy Gish, is regarded as
a " Jonah." Donald Crisp Btarted the
production two months ago, and became
ill a few days later. George Siegmann
succeeded
illness. OnCrisp
the during
second the
day, latter'a
under
Siegmann's direction, Dorothy Gish
wa- struck and injured by a motor-car.
She was confined to her home for more
than a month.
.Miss Btarted
Dorothy's
recovery
SiegmannUponagain
to

Cartoons.
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finish the picture. Two days later
Siegmann was bitten by ■ dog, and
u 1 .1 k cea led again fi •< ■ e\ era! d
W hi M Sieg maim had reco sred nifficiently to appear at the studio, it was
found thai "Teddy"

Sainpsnu.whi.li.il

a prominent
picture Then
Another pari
1in the delay,
several hundred feel of dim w
which

lleee

- 11 » t - d

:•■■.'

la 1

1

Now the final
and it ought to be a winner after all the
t ri mble ii ha can ed.
The Rise of Mae Marsh.
MA

E MABSH,
w hos
sular
to t be front rank of motionpicture act
.iiii ibnted to
the training of D. W. < kriffitb
Bessed of natural capacities of a i
eminent order, according to Mr. Griffith
himself. " If 1 have done anj thing," the
director says. "I have shown this remarkable e,irl how to gel the beBl out
of the unusual talent which is hers.
To-day Bhe is perhaps the besl we ha
But she owes her sui
much to
her own perseverance and determination

as tohas
any been
otherrising
quality."
Miss
Marsh's
star
since t he
production
a year ago of The Escape.
Her two
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duction of the play were entrusted to
John Collins, whose rise into the
front rank of producers lias 1
phenomenal. The distinguishing characteristic ofMr. Collins's
is the wonderful
attentionproductions
to which
each detail is worked out. This y?
the impression that it is actual life,
itself, and not merely a play.
The
fact that our old favourites
Miriam Xcsbitt and Marc McDermott
are playing the principal parts will g
a keener edge to the pleasure which all
must experience when seeing the film,
Beery is Drowned

and Buried.

WALLACE
sayslie he
knows
just how BEERY
it feels to
drowned
and to he buried alive. In the
Essanay comedy Dune in Wax he is
nailed into a box and hurled into the
lake. A rope was attached to the box
for the purpose of pulling Beery out
after the scene had been taken. But
the rope slipped off and poor Beery sunk
to the bottom, nailed tight in his box.
The box was finally fished out before he
had gone to the happy hunting-grounds.
but, said Beery. " 1 don't like the feelings of drowning and burial combined."
Taken for a Mexican.

unconscious tribute to Warren
Kerrigan's make-up in Tlte (run,diitu of the Floek was paid him recently when two Mexicans from Tii
J nana approached him. Kerrigan was
costumed as a sheep-herder. In order to
secure the proper atmosphere a number
of Mexicans were picked up in L e
AN

Angeles' " Sonoratown " to form a backUpon arriving at the chosen location
ground.
Kerrigan stood waiting
on the outskirts of the crowd until he mighl
needed
in the
picture,
when
two
Mexicans sidled up to him.
"De que parte de Mexico viene V..
senor p " (,"' From what part of Mexico
most men
who have spent some
do Like
yon come,
sir? ")
time in Southern California or along
he Mexican border. Mr. Kerrigan
understands a good deal of Spanish,
even if he does not speak it fluently.
Hiding a smile, he answered as well as
"OH
WHERE
IS MY
WANDERING
BOY
TO-NIGHT?"
Miriam Xesbitt and Marc MeDerrnott in a popular Edison subject.
recent appearances in the Mutual
•• masterpictures"2fte Outcast — the story
of which we gave in a recent issue — and
The Outlaw's Revenge in the Birth of a
New Republic, as well as the electric
performance she gives in The Birth of a
Wation, the twelve-reel Griffith feature
have established her fame securely. To
those w ho remember her as an awkward
schoolgirl, who followed her sister to
the studio two years ago, the transformation seems almost impossible.
Mi>s Marsh is the proud possessor of
a gold bracelet, given to her by her
grandmother which is an heirloom of
the Marsh family for almost a century.
It was given to Miss Marsh's greatgrandmother as a wedding present by
her husband. The great-grandmother
presented it to her daughter on the
tatter's wedding-day.
The bracelet is

an old-fashioned ornament of gold and
onyx, with twenty-two pearls worked
into the form of a lily-of-the-vallo\ .
Famous Old Song Filmed.
AMONG
the films now showing and
worthy of your special attention
is the isEdison
Company's Boy
drama
Oh Where
Mu Wandering
To?
night? embodying that song of fondestmemory which stirs the emotions and
pulls at tire heart-strings. It depi
the eternal triangle of love— mother,
son. and wife. Though all three are
separated from one another and years
have stretched their weary lengths
between, the story culminates when
destiny, like a bird, unfolds its wings
and gathers in its young.
We
understand that both the preparation of the scenario and the pro-

What "did
I tell
you ? " bragged the
Guadalajara.'"
From
he ••could.
first Mexican to the second; "1 knew
then from
a call
build."the Director
his from
at once
himJust
interrupted the conversation, which
sooner or later must have exposed the
player's joke. Mr. Kerrigan, far from
being a Mexican, is of Irish descent.
Three Hocks of sheep -nearly one
thousand five hundred woolly little
creatures— took part in the film and
■were herded together with difficulty.
The Order of the Boot.
A trooper writing home says:— "One
of the Germans in the trench opposite
-tailed to play a* cornet. I promptly
hurled a boot at him.-' Thus we have
blowing
theIn lines:
— his cornet to bits.
This German played musical shits,
But a boot hit his ear.
And he shouted out " Here.
Just throw over the other
thi
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Selected from hundreds every week.
It Helps the Plcturegoer.
papers 1 road
thinkkinongst
there i-allonethe
interests
moreI don't
than
Pictvkks. I look forward most eagerl) t"
publishing day. Before 1 read your papei I
Sid not po to the pietures verj often, but now
I take in your book I po two or three times a
week, for I Uud them duubl} interesting. I
ani beginning to recoguise a lot of the actors
ami actresses through your precious Little
paper too!
N\ inifrj d (Cainberwell),

A Staunch Picturegoer
"Some time ago you published a record
sent yon h\ a reader of tho number of times
In' had attended cinemas aitd the number ol
pictures he had seen, Here is mj record (foi
one year) Number of pictures seen E
number of visits to cinemas, 140. Although
this maj not boat the record, it would be
interesting t" know some of your other
readers ' records. Bj the waj I am not
in any way connected with a cinema a^ at ten
ilant or any --uch duty, but have paid lor
even \ "it.
V. C. II. (Cardiff),

ANDERSON
CHARLES

(Broncho Billy)
and
CHAPLIN

in a wonderful one-reel

DRAMA

The Sort We Like.
.h.st a little nolo of congratulation: 1
suppose these arc showered in upon you. 1
was vondering how Picti kis woula go in
mj little place here, so I got ten dozen la-t
week from a friend with whom I work in con.
junction, and would you believe itf thej
wont likr hot cakes. So my friend is ordering
ton do/on each week tor mo with his order.
Max o yon a nice slide to advertise the paper!
I have put an ordinary one on; but if you
have a special one, please send it. I must
niv my patrons liko the paper.
M. A. M. ,Tho Cinema, Portobello).

A - loss Shave for Our Artist.
■ Foil doubtless road about the raid last
Wednesday. Well, 1 hail a very narrow
escape, as a bomb foil within six yards of
when 1 >too<l. I saw the Zeppelin quite
distinctly, and also saw two other bombs tail
beside the one that dropped so close to me.
li it had been an explosive bomb it would
have boon all up with me, but luckily it was
an incendiary one. Wo are always expecting
them at night now. and hardly ever -loop
until the morning.
Allah Morley (Essex).
Mr. Morley, who is on our staff, is the
contributor of many of the cartoons which
appear in our patres.— Editor.]

'HIS REGENERATION'
It is serious drama — but life, too, is
a serious matter, yet contains much
humour. Chaplin supplies the comedy
and Anderson stars in the dramatic
episodes.
The wise Exhibitor will write now
for details to

A " Hair Cut " in One Reel !
•• Perhaps you could let me know the name
of a manager who would give me a chance to
prove my skill at the job. The Picture of
interest is myself cutting my own hair with
slippers, and scissors and comb to finish off.
with razor. 1 have Cut my own hair for 15
years and have Grown a Stock for the Purpose before applying for the Chance to act as
character on the Film. Do you see aiy meaning? After reading this you will see 1 am
not afraid of letting anybody know as I know
it cannot he done by any as I know of. any
one person in the World with out Practice anil
that they would forget what they learnt
before they grew enough to have another
practice trial. My Idea could be worked as
character in many different pieces but one at
a time. And of course at mt rvels, As one
would require to grow a Slock of Hair for
Each Picture play. Now I think I have told
you all. '
C. H. S. (BrightKngsea).

OF COURSE YOU ARE VOTING!
Another Free Coupon on p. 2 la

ESSANAY FILM MANUFACTURING CO.,.
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.
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Adapted

By

-fI HUE*
Pictured
ROMANC
*^A KEYSTONE
COMEDY
IN 6 REELS.
''V
THE

rollicking adventures of au unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dressier)
a holiday,
is picked
by athat
sharpshe'unis (Charle3
Chaplin). who,
Tillieon makes
the most
of theupfact
niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Chaplin, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already a girl (Mabel Normand).
Tillie, ''turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of unclo's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
marries
her.with
Theyballstakeandupsimilar
their abode
in uncle's
mansion,
make
tilings hum
functions.
But there
is theanddevil
to
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appeoiance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
utterly discomfited, and Charlie, with true manly infidelity, again
turns his aBections to Mabel.
Booking Eights for London and Metropolitan Area, and Hie Counties of
Northampton, Huntingdon, Cambridge, Norfolk, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
Bedford, Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussed, Oxford, and Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

BY

FILM CO., Ltd.

83, Shaftesbury

Avenue,

W.

'Phone— 5600-5601-5602 Kegent ; 1236 Putney (night).
Telegrams—" Biophosco," London,

* Good as a play — better as a film?
\

A "star" cast played for the camera when producing M. G. Trarieux* play.

THE ALIBI

It makes a splendid three-reel dramatic picture
and every good theatre will screen it shortly. Further,
particulars next issue.

TRADE
'Phone:

Regent
4985.

RIGHTS

for

LIONEL

London

and

ttie

South

GILLING

(The Omnifilin Co."),

151-153, Wardour street, London. W.

HlllllBlllllBI!l!lflllll!il!llliHIII!l!!lllH!!

held
'Grams:bt
Oninifilzo,
London.

from

MILLICENT

the

Film

BRISTOWE.

IN a dingy, badly-lighted room sat a yonng woman. He*
face was pale and her eyes red with crying. Gabriel Hey. man. her beloved husband, had lingered for three weeks
past between life and death in the bed on the other side of the
curtain which divided the room into two. Untiringly she had
watched by her husband's side night and day. and yet the
doctor, who had just left the house, gave her no hope of his
recovery.
" "What should I do if he did die ? " she asked herself. A
faint call from the other side of the room, " Lucile ! ' Many
times these last few weeks he had called her in just the same
way, and always had she feared to go near him incase it might
be his last call.
"I'm coming, dear," she said softly, as, choking down the
lump which rose in her throat, she tripped lightly to her
husband's side.
"Darling," he whispered, as he clasped her tiny hand in his,
"I am going to get well, just for your dear sake. I'm going
to make myself famous. Others have made a name with their
music,
why should
not dear,"
I?" replied Lucib, with a tiny effort
"It would
be lovely,
•
*
«
at hopefulness. *
Lucile sat stitching at a half-finished garment. It was the
same room, but three months later, and Lucile herself was
brighter. As footsteps were heard coming up the stairs, she
rose, and. running to the door, opened it to admit her husband.
Gabriel, though still looking thin and pale, walked briskly
into the room.
" Wifie. dear. I've found success at last." he cried.
" Oh! Gab, tell me all about it quickly.*'
"I went to Philippe Leroux. and took this piece of music
which other publishers have refused, and I am to make a fewalterations and take it to him again to-morrow."
" You lucky boy ! Can it really be true r " gasped Lucile,
and she danced joyously round the room.
The Coming of Success.
A crowded opera-house— crowded with all the celebrities
which Paris could produce, for the first performance of a new
ballet. It promised to be more than an ordinary success, for
Marise Lhery, the famous dancer, was to once more smile
down from behind the footlights on an admiring audience in
a new phase of dance advertised throughout Europe as " The
Sphinx," and, what was still more promising. Gabriel Heyman,
the new composer, had arranged the music. His fame had
sprung up like a mushroom, and all Paris was talking about
him. As the opening strains of the ballet floated out into the
now darkened theatre, ail eyes were turned to the box where
sat Gabriel and his wife.
Looking down on the sea of faces beneath. Lucile wondered
if she were dreaming, wondered if it were really true that
success had at last come, and that she and her husband had
left behind for ever their comparatively recent existence in
one small room.
The Hternal Triangle.
The ballet was a marked success. Honours were showered
on ( rabrieland Manser-honours which meant much to Gabriel,
but not much to Marise. All she really cared about was an
acknowledgment ofthe love which she bestowed on the man
with whose Life her- was so strangely intertwined in this dual
success.
Formany nights following Gabriel called to see her after
the
performance,
but. toMarise's
disappointment,
he adidready
not
confess
his lo\ e. though
unsus; eetinuly
he was falling
victim to the charms of the beautiful
dancer.
One evening
when he had entered her dressing-room Gabriel thought she
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letter for her husband from Slariae in which she wrote thai
she
nme would
after] be n.ready to go away with him at lour o'clock the
The examination over, Lueile, utterly exhau ted l« hei
bins;, w.i^ assisted to her room. The d
-.•nt out for some medicine. Giving it to Gabriel he aidi
"In case of syncope administer :> few dropi of this liquid,
but please take more than usual precaution, as an overdo*
n ill |.io\ .• fatal."
Gabriel took the bottle and, locking it awaj in a dra
bade t he doctor farewell.
Lueile was still al
in her room.
"So he loves me no
r," she was saying to herself. "He wants bi
ne wh<
i- famous, Bomeone who, like himself, is more talked about
than
The poor
door me."
opened and her husband entered.
■• 1,00k lier,>, I've gol to go away on business. You'll be
all
and right,
hat. won't you r " » iabriel said, as he gathered up hi
So he had received the message, though she had stopped the
letter.

Tin: t'11 \kms . .1 \ Hi \r i u 1 1. I) \ n. i:k.
looked even more radiant than usual. Her eyes were more
luilliant. lier lips redder, her hair more glossy, her shoulders
;md arms whiter.
" Marise." ke exclaimed. " you surpassed yourself to-night.Never have too danced better."
"That i- sweet of you. Gabriel." >he murmured in low,
caressing tones. " Ididitforyou — you only. Gabriel. Everything Ido is for your sake." She lowered her voice. ''I
believe you love mo. Gabriel," she whispered.
The husband of Lueile started guiltily. He had scarcely
expected a statement >o direct, and he knew that he could not
now keep his secret. " Marise," he answered, "you. and you
only, know how much I love you. I would do anything— anything for yon, sweetheart. But 'I am forgetting. I have a
friend waiting- for me.
May I may 1 Uiss you before 1 go? "
The Neglected Wife.
Lueile, surrounded by every luxury, reclined in an easy
chair in the drawing-room of her new home. She was now
the wife of a famous man. She could have everything that
money could provide— everything, at least, except happiness.
For some time how Gabriel had left her very much alone. He

" Oh. (iabriel. 1 don't want you to go. Stay with me, just
this once. Please do. I want you now more than I have
done before. I'm lonely, Gab. Do stay," pleaded Lueile;
but her husband, shaking tree his hand from the fragile clasp
iA' his wife's delicate lingers, was gone -one to the woman
he loved. Sick and faint through her continual coughing,
Lueile made her way to his study, where she guessed he kept
her rival's letters under lock and key.
Drawer after drawer was searched. "Oh, how I wish I were
dead! "she moaned to herself. The next moment she found
the letters, and also the bottle of medicine.
"Poison!''
She was almost mad now.
" Win . it S t h
ie
thing
1 want
laughed,
with- thetheletters
hand and
the most,"
bottle she
in the
other, and.
Bhe crossed
room. in one
" Now." she said, "at four o'clock she. his dancer, will take
him into her life for ever, and at four o'clock 1 shall pass out
Where

the Trail Divides.

Arriving at his lover's house. Gabriel was asked to wait
whileit."Manse prepared herself for the journey. He sat down
toofrest. A vision of the happy days of the past rose before
him " How happy we were ! " he thought. " Poor little wife !
What a brute I am to leave her." A feeling of deep remorse
took possession of him.
"Are you ready?" cried Marise as she entered the room,
arrayed in a marvellous Paqnin creation.
" One moment, darling I must first say good-bye to Lueile.
Only over the 'phone, of course," he added, with a smile.

was always
out- "onlay.business.
he not
said;seen
but him
Lueile
where
his business
for had ''she
slip guessed
a note
into the dancer's hand on the first night of the ballet ? Since
then his love for Lueile had dwindled. His coldness and neglect were gradually undermining the health of Lueile, whose
whole frame was frequently shaken by violent coughing.
Gabriel seemed not to notice this until one day after lunch
he and his friend were in the study together.
"I say. old man. do you know you will lose yonrlittle wife if
you do not take more care of her!' "he said, seriously.
" Oh. no ; she's all right," laughed Gabriel.
" Well, look here, I'm going to send for a specialist to come
ai d see her. You don't mind, do you ? "
" Not if you
#think she
# is really
*ill," replied
* Gabriel.
*
When the specialist was called Lueile was summoned into
the study. "What do you want with me, Gabriel!'" she
a.-ked. a little nervously.
" Lueile, you are ill. and this gentleman is a doctor. You
must get in
well,
worriedvoice.
about >■ u." replied her
husband,
an darling—
unusually I'm
pleasant
A look of great relief swept over Lucile's face.
She had been afraid to enter the room where her husband
was. tor only half an hour before she had secretly opened a
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Week ending
JfXE 26, 19 15
" Oh, bother your wife— sue s all right ; bat I suppose if -v"u
want
to do
you must."
There
was sosome
delay in connecting Gabriel with his house,
and by the time he got through it was ten minutes past four.
'" Hello, dear ; is that you. Lueile P " he inquired.
•• Yes " came the reply, followed by a tit of coughing.
"I've rung you up to say
" but he got no farther.
" Don't tell me," she stammered. " I can't stand it. I know
you love her, and maybe it's best. You'll probably l>e very
Gabriel One
started.
happy.
thing, I shall not trouble you any more."
" I've taken
"
Before Gabriel could ask what, a choking sound reached
his ears from the other end of the 'phone, a loud moan,
a crash as the receiver dropped, and then — silence !
" Marise,
Marise,
I must
! She's rushed
killed herself
! "' house.
And
without
another
wordgo Gabriel
out of the
Remorse.
Reaching the door of his study. Gabriel turned the handle.
It was locked ; and when the door had been forced it was too
late. The deadly liquid had done its work. There upon the
floor in her last long sleep lay Lueile.
Gabriel rushed forward.
"Lueile, speak to me!
Say you forgive me!
I've been a
brute,
I know.
to me.moved,
darling—only
little
But the
sealed Speak
lips never
the eyesonedid
not word ! "
Lueile, his wife, was gone from him for ever.
*
#
*
The Tragic Sour is a French production of unusual strength
in story and acting. The lighting effects in the Opera House
scene are especially beautiful. Monsieur Mayer du Gymna sse
plays the part of the musician. The film is controlled by the
Omnifilm Company, of 151. War-dour Street, W., and will be
released at the beginning of August.

ANIMATED
Films you should make

a point of seeing.

THE SPY. — A revelation of the alien peril, 'showing how official
wireless messages were intercepted by a German clerk. It is full of
thrilling
incidents
relating in
to the
the leading
meat" war.r and features M. Joumard,
of the Comedie
Francaise,
— Paihe Drama. 8,175 feet (July 111.
A FIGHT FOR LIFE. -The biggest fight ever
encounter during which the two combatants use
any weapon ready to hand.
The film is crammed
first to last. We' published the story in our issue
—Irion's Head (Davison's),

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.

filmed ! A terrific
fists, revolvers, and
with sensation from
of May 29th.
947 jeet (Jim-

DRtAM—
pretty him
storytoofdream
a littlethat
boy's
loveCINESSINOS
for an absentPATRIOTIC
soldier lather,
whichA causes
he
had gone to the fighting zone and rescued his father from great
danger. It is shown in a series of delightful scenes executed in this
Company's best manner.
— Cxnes Drama, 550 feel (July 1).
THAT HEAVENLY COOK— The Riches are blessed witii a cook who
bossed the house, it was hard work to dismiss that gentle/ ~ixfooter. and poor hubby wished he hadn't when wifev. as " That
Heaveuly
Cook.'' I.earn
cookedmakes
some itscenes
which when
hard she
things
be
said. Bessie
hot torabout
her hubby
findscould
hiiu
at a restaurant and punishes him— bv more cooking.
—Edison Comedy, 670 JM (Jvne 21).
THE EIGHTH COMMANDMENT.
The adventures of a young aviator
who. in a moment of temptation, steals a valuable jewel (Thou shall
no! steal !). We published the full story of this Savoia film under the
title of The FaM Gem in our issue of April 17th. The point to note
now is that the title has been altered to The >'
I
mandmeiiU.
The photography throughout is unusually beautiful.
—Kinematoyraph Trading Co., 3 reels (July 12).
A WOOD NYMPH. -It is just delightful! Ruth Storehouse in the
title-rote is capably supported bv such favourites as Richard C.
Tracer.- and Bryant Washburn, who in their roles are both in love with
her. Some of the exterior scenes are beautiful in the extreme, ami
Bliss Stonehouse gives a classic dance on the soft green turf of an open
millionaires against 'abackof Chicago's
of one
the isestate
glade onthat
ground
suitable
in every
waj .
— Kss
11/ Drama, two Acts (Jtily S).
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TITLES

TRAVESTIED.

No. 1. The "Master

lost.
ff< .'"' ■• < '■ < '■
300
■'
21 }.
SALAMBO. Ii i- coming. One of t iu- finest spectacular dramas
■ver produced. That is saying much, until it i- remembered that
Italy lias given us ever] one of thegreal film classics. Italy lias set
t, wonderful standard and S
is the greatest of het cinomato:
xnipli achievements. In story, in treatment, in staging and iiamensitj
thi- Pasquali production is unrivalled. Such a masterpiece cannot be
rded.
Hire Serw
I itjusl 20).
PIMPLE COMEDIES. There are quite a budget of thorn, and. knowbig what we may expect when "Piniple" gets to work, itissafe to
predict that each and all are "it. This new series has been and is
brill being done by the Weston Feature Film Company. The first.
'Pimple and the Million D
was described by Uncle Tim
la-t week, and others are Lieut. Pimple iii '• 17 Man Who Stayed
al Ih
Pimple's
Past,
and
Pimple's
Peril.
led by H. A. Broicne and Co. I
A shortly).

OF

LEISURE.-

The hero

is a ypmig New

(Featuring Marie Walcamp and Wellington Playter.)
There are dozens of terrific thrills in this wonderful
picture. In
• scenes man hangs suspended overs pond
while an infuriated lioness leaps at him time and again,
eventually mauling him badly. In another scene an
and
its trunkis also
picks
phanthim
throws
overapa the
highvillain
cliff.in There
love interest.
The scene of the
story is laid in the wilds of Africa.
Von remember '• The Junglema-tci " and
" [n Jungle Wilds." This beats both of I tu

ailllllllilll!llimillllllllllllllllllHIIII!imill£

Toffee in the |
Trenches.

York

society man who make- a bet thai he can rob a house and gel away
Without being caught by the police. Shortlj after making this wager
he overpowers a professional burglar in his own house, and. instead of
giving the man up, decides to use him in winning the bet. However,
Hie house that he attempts to rob is the home of the Deputy Police
Commissioner, with whose daughter he is in love.
The complications which arise out of this altogether original
Situation are due to the Commissioner's willingness to accept graft,
and the professional burglar's inability to re-train himself when
tempted to steal a valuable necklace. The final result is a happy conclusion to the very troubled love story. It is one of the most
humorous stories ever obtained for photo-dramatisation.
— Lasky Comedy, four Act* (July 5).

WHO
If YOU

PICTUREGOEll

"THE
WAR OF Released
THE August
WILD"
"101 Bison" Drama.
5th.

THE THINGS IN THE BOTTOM DRAWER. The baby cannot be
saved without an operation, but Man and her husband John have no
Mary's mother refuses to help -her unless she leaves J obu.
Mary leaves him. Later John, who has made his fortune, is a member of a fashionable club. Another member twits him about the
coming divorce proceedings, and -ays he intends to marry .Mary.
John knocks him down, and goes straight to Alary. He finds her
crying over the clothes of her dead child. They arc reconciled. A
gripping, touching story* — '' > -AtlaHtii -;i
r 959J
{July 26).
THE ONCE OVER. Two dm. a-, one in love, the other a flirt, share
room- together. The flirt suggests an evening round town with the
girls.
love-sick
one declines.
The flirt
a ii i ii -hisone.
chum's
charmerThe and
commandeers
her. They
meetnice;-,
the amorous
and
trouble ensue-, lie tries to i omniit suicide, and is arrested. The flirt
manic- the girl and. arriving at her home, finds a Quartette of
youngsters,
first husband's
his friend, released
from gaol,
arrives, and her
congratulates
him ! onLater,
his new-found
acquisitions.
Virginia Kuthy. and beautiful quality throughout. The American
expression "The Once Cher'' is equivalent to English " The Biter
Bit."
- Beauty Comedy, 978 ■■ (June 28).
GENTLEMAN

TILE

A PICTURE
THAT WILL THRILL YOU
THROUGH
AND THROUGH !

Key."

IS MINE."ail The
eggs had
Btolen from
dim"WHAT'S
because heVOURS
had
borrowed
umbrella.
Ho been
had borrowed
the
umbrella in areordaiiro with the Shakesperean lii
what - yours iiii ii it- whicli it was his dutj and pleasure to reciteinthe amateur
production
of '■ Measure
Measure.
Andback
ii misthe ateggs
the which
performance,
at a most grave
moment, forthat
he received
he had

A

AND

ARE
THE
CLEVEREST
FILM-PLAYERS?
are not voting, kindly hand your coupon
to a friend who is

Make

it a habit to
eVery
of both home

When it's Mackintosh's Tommy is delighted.
He knows
how nourishing
and
wholesome
it is—

=
=
=^
■

speaks
Of Mackintoshthes same
and "breath.
baccy "
in
And introduce him at
tuie time todiscovery
the new
tintosh
5IINT.doI.lXK.
It is de-Luxe Toffee de-

=
=

lightfully
blended
with
real
English
tfitcbam
rniint. A favoured
flavour that changes
liking-a-little to longingfor-inoie.

—
—
=
==:

take
Week

some
end.

-UJT^J
39/
Send hint
some of both.

=
==
=
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FOR

VOTERS!

FREE

f ¥

The Worlds Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE

30

OF

VOTES— Free

BRITISH-BORN
on

Every

PLAYERS.

Coupon— 30

VOTES

£10 First Prize in Cash £10

SECOND

PRIZE,

THIRD

PRIZE,

FOURTH

PRIZE,

FIFTH

PRIZE,

100
GEORGE

WHO

ARE

FIELD

('• Flying A")

THE

RECORDS

PLAYERS?

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the -final
counting
willofreceive
prize
£10. All other
prizes will of"gothe
to votes
senders
Couponsthe in-first
order
of of
merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
win be awarded the highest honours that can come to them the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1 . Any number of Coupons may be sent
i. No correspondence can be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
iutoconeerning the contest. Some of the
voter. Slioulil no one succeed in placing
best known male players are given on
the Winners" mimes correctly, the £10 will
this page, but voters may vote fornnji
pro to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
players (except British-born) whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more
the lists or not.
voters Bending in winning Coupons the
5. A Voter may lill up any number of
prise will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
any
quantity
his or herown
Coupons
in oneof envelope
and at oranyfriends'
time.
further notice. 'J hey may be forwarded
at once, or kept and sent in one envelope
C. The winners
Editor's
decision
as to connected
the prizeand on all
matters
B.1 ''ml of contest.
with this contest will be lin.i 1 and legally
8. All Dames must be written in ink.
binding,
and Coupons ate accepted only
on this understanding,
No alteration will be permitted.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
PlAYJ l:

S_ ^J

Mm i I'i ITEB
Five

AO

Votes (2nd choice)

for

I'i m mi: PlATEE
Mmk
1'i.Avri:

S
S>

Iddn
ill ua and post to "Contest

** ■

30s.

Prizes

100

*^ *

17s

27ie Machines and Records are manufactured by (he World Famous "i

CLEVEREST

I desire also to cast

RECORDS

Craphophone £4 4s., value £5
+*V
i.
RECORDS
Graphophon
c 16
£3 3s., value £4

Consolation

Although the British Artistes Contest was a success beyond all our
expectations, our new World's Contest, which concerns probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only— not from their popularity or good looks. You
may votB for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
onough i f they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

Pi UAI.E

Graptaopnone £7 10s., value £Q
RECORDS
30s.
^^
Graphophonc £5 10s., value £7

Editor, " Pictures. 18, Adam

St,

Strand. London,

W.C

SOME
FEMA
Abbey, May.
Aggerholm,
Alden,
Mary. Ellen.
Anders in, Mignon.
Andriot, Josette.
Badgley, Helen.
Baird, Leah.
Bayne, Beverly.
Besserer, Eugenie.
Briscos, Lottie.
Brown, Betty.
Bruce, Kate.
Burton, Charlotte.
Bush, Paulinf.
Chester, Lila.
Childer-. Naomi.
Clark, Marguerite.
Clayton, Ethel.
Clayton, Marguerite.
Co p-r, Marian.
Craig, Nellie.
Crawford, Florence.
Cunard, Grace.
Dawn, Hazel.
Dressier, Marie.
Drew, Lillian.
Dunbar, Helen.
Eyton, Bessie.
Fairbanks. Madelins
and Marion.
Faienc'a. Louise.
Finch, Flora.
Fischer,
Margarita.
Fitz-Ceiald, Cissy.
Flugr.ith, Edna.
Forde, Victoria.
Frascaroll, M!le.
Frolich, Else.
Fuller, Mary.
Gail, Jane.
Gardner, Helen.
Gauntier, Gene.
Gish, Dorothy.
Gistt, Lillian.

'

' Co.

BEST-KNOWN
LE
PL A YERS
Glaum, Louise
Greenwood, Winifred
Hall, Ella. Edith.
Halleren,
Hamel, Edna.
Hawley, Ormi.
Hollister, Alice.
Holmes, Gerda.
Holmes,
Hulette, Helen.
Gladys.
Hunt, Iren?.
Johnson, Edith.
Jos'in, Margaret.
Joyce. Alice.
Kelly, Dorothy.
Kirtley, Virginia.
Kromann, Anna.
La Badie, Florence.
Lane, Adele.
Lawrence, Florence.
Learn, Bessie.
Leslie, Helen.
Lester, Louise.
Little, Anna.
Luther, Anna.
McCoy. Gertrude.
McDowell, Claire.
Madison. C eo.
Maison. Edna.
Marsh, Mae.
Maisant. Mile.
Maurice, Mrs. May.
Mayo, Edna.
Meredyth,
Bess.
Miiford. Bliss.
►'arisen. Betty.
Monthel,
Mile.
Nnpierkowska, Mile.
Nash, Edna & Alice,
Nelson, Frances.
Nelson, Jennie.

Ostrich, Murisl.
Phillips,
Dorothy.
Payne, "dna.
Pearson,
Virginia.
Pickford, Lottie.
Pickford, Mary.
Pretty,
Arline.
Price, Kats.
Razeto
Stella.
Rich, Vivian.
Roland, Ruth.
Sacchetti, Rita.
Sals. Marie.
Saunders, Jackie.
Sen an?. Betty.
Schaefe-, Anne,
Selby, Gertrude.
Siston, Vera.
Snow, Marguerite.
Stewart, Anita.
Stewart, Anna.
Stonehouse, Ruth.
Storey, Edith.
Swayne, Julia.
Sweet, Blanche.
Sylvaire, Mile.
Talmadge, Norma.
Tapl y. Rosemary,
Ross.
Theby,
Thomsen, Ebba.
Tincher, Fay.
Trundle. Mabel.
Turner, Florence.
Vale, Louise.
Wade, Baby Lillian.
Walcamp Marie.
Walker, Lillian.
Warrenton, Lule.

Nilsson. Mi.-ian.
Anna.
Nesbitt.
Normand, Mabe!.

Weber,
is.
Wes'on, LcMildred.
West, Bill c.
White, Pearl.
Wiggins, Lillian.
Williams,
Cora.
Williams, Kalhlyn.
Woodruff, Eleanor.

Olscn, Lauritz
Orth, Louise.

Young, C Kimba'l
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went mj M'lf to :i cinema on oj
recent
hoi
eveniOgS,
stand up in il
i

but
mi

could
li i\ ■

t' those
only

said the manager; "they're all under
my regular i atrous."
,\l > replj
drovi aed in a roar of laugh! ei and
looking had
at the
screen,
shadow
oaused
the I ifound Chaplin's
Warm Work
(or West.
Talking ol heat, I pitied R Harlej
Weal the other day when in blazing
Bunshine be had t" break the <■■
which

hound

him

to

the

floor

of

a

blazing room, break through a solid
plaster wall to lind himself in another
blazing room, and break a wind »w to
Gnall] escape the blazes. Ee was the
detective in ih< Crimson Triangle,* four*
part drama
written and jusl produced
!.> Dave Axlott for .1. II. Martin, Ltd.
The house had been speciallj put up to
be burnt down

fire which

in open country, and t he

I COUNTED my chickens before they
were or, rather. I reckoned on totals
before they were counted. After all,
the results of the British Voting Contest are not completed at the time of
going to press. And this in spite of
frantic efforts to obtain them in time
publishing in this issue as I had
hoped. I can, however, announce that
in next week's issue the results will
positively appear!
Don't miss it.
Do it Now !
Meanwhile, interest in our present
""World" Contest increases. I have
even received letters from people who
do not know the paper, and want particulars of the contest which they have
heard about. It is never too late or too
early to vote. The coupons are neither
numbered nor dated, and may be filled
up at any time you please. Who are the
world's cleverest film players ? There
are plenty of them (excluding Britishborn artistes), as you may judge from
the incomplete lists which I am publishing. Choose your players and vote for
them weekly.
Don't waste the coupons.
Summer and the Pictures.
It plays havoc with the cinemas when
the sun shines, but from all accounts
most houses enjoy the same old capacity
business after the sun has set. It proves
that the public will have its pictures,
heat or no heat, in houses where the
Quality of the show can be relied on. I

THE

PICTUKEGO'lR

\i i ka - !'i anklj a I Mali, and .' .
u hom
iiil>
1 1>• ■!■
wa
Beautiful
Jim. youMi willDali ■•
recent])
returned from A mei icn
He an ived in
I ,i .ml, .ii , .n Monday, and w i
Mr, Eh ■•} "i" 'I'ii.' da)
" Alone

In

I rui.imi "

heroine

is

Bplendid

More hu i le !

The film will noi !
I have
jusl --■•■ii the Turner pro fuction of t hi
old \ d ■ ■ 11 1 11 • ucc
oil knowing 11 < m
difficull it urn t he to film t be impro
bable stories of mi si old fashioned raeli
dramas I coneidi r Larry Trimble, « h
produced dlont i>i Lonaot, has don
wonderful thing.
Florence Turner as
the happy
forsaken
andagainhappj
and

beautiful.

I

want to say a lot more bul have no
i
i this week.
Oh
the [deal Film
Renting < ■ impany
ba\ e secured
this
latest " winner."
I wonder if they will
i n r back a loser P
F, I).

resulted was worthy of a

Zeps' incendiary bomb.
PoorWesl had
a hot time and was nearly caught. Hihair was singed and his cloth.-- ripped
It will make a ripping picture.

'E ONLY
STANDS
SO 'IGH.
Blaster Richard Cotter as the Little Nipper
in My Old Dutch, the recently completed
Turner film in which Albert Chevalier is
featured together with Florence Turner.

AND

"Shadows" on the Screen.
The said shadows being a film-drama
bearing that title. It is a B. and 0.
production by Harold Weston, whom I
congratulate. Having seen the picture
at a trade showing I am bound to
admit I enjoyed it. If the story runs
along the broad road of easy virtue it is
none the worse, thanks to careful and
clever acting and many heart-stirring
situations. Fay Temple as the girl who
enters Shadowland has made a decided
hit. and I should not be surprised to
find her a leading lady in many films.
What do Players Drink?
Because they had been seen drinking
what appeared to be whiskey on the
screen, the Anti-Saloon League of
Washington have begun an enquiry to
ascertain if it be true that players drink
the "real thing."' But why worry about
" players' " drinks ? Isn't it obvious that
anything stronger than ginger ale or
cold tea would not only make the actors
and actresses reel, but would also affect
the " reels ' of film. In all my visits to
studios on this side I have never yet
met a producer who allowed a player to
swallow other than soft drinks whilst
anting before the camera. As for
foreign studios (which I have not
\ i-ited) I could name several which have
their cases of ginger ale delivered regularly every week for scenes which call
for whiskey and wine drinking. So
cheer up ye advocates of temperance.

1 ;l 1 1 1 out i puB pu i
itti. Phew ! !
It is (puff-puff ) hot puff-p a.
Mi. .v.. i i .nit on
n kicking -donkey (pull puff), Don't think I urn an
engine (puff-paffi. 1 hada kicki g (puff) donkey
in one of my pictures, and :
the I puff).ulti
wind
out
of
in"
'
i
M.
l
'-|.nll
in
I
..
I
abit batter now (puff-puff-puffi and I am In.
ing a bit en- in- (puff- utf-puff.puff . 1
much better (puff-puffpnti-uutf-puff) and
liii^' back my breath (putf-putf pull nuffl, \\
gotoffof the donkey I remark" 1 i.
nwho
i imling by Ipuffpuff) tliat I lia 1 lost my
(puff). "Yea," he said, "I know. I caught it. JTou
had l.een eatins onion*."
Wasn't he a (puffl I
man?
So I turned my donkey roi-.u ' and ki.ke.t
liim in the (pull-puff)
(?) I can say no more
now. Am just going iuto the studio to sec it I can
find my breath.
"PIMPLE"
(puff).
Bye-bye (puff-puff),
Ed. - The printer has lost his breath now.

FLEAS BUGS
BEETLES

A Second "Judith."
Maurice Elvey is hustling these days
(but then he always is) on that new
brand of films I told you of which feature Elisabeth Risdon. He is producing
in the London Film Company's Studio,
and has just 'phoned me the interesting
news that one of his big pictures (three
or four reels) is written around the
Biblical story of Esther. Miss Risdon
will play the name part, the heroine in
what should make a strong romantic
drama, the story of which, if I remember
rightly, is something similar to Judith
of Betknlia. Fred Groves, I believe,
will also be in the cast, with Ruth

TINS 1°3°6D8J^

THE

ONLY

REMEDY

Still we get complaints from readers
who say they like Pictures, but
cannot obtain it. Tell your Newsagent you want it every Saturday,
and he will get it for you.
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Turner Films

Jl'NH

Pictures made
for

Coming

You."

Productions :

ODDS

AGAINST.

A Society and Sporting Drama. On view next month.
FLORENCE TURNER, supported by Henry Edwards.

ALONE

IN

LONDON.

Robert Buchanan's Famous Melodrama. Released Aug. 9.
FLORENCE TURNER as Nan. Henry Edwards as
John Biddlecombe.

"MY

OLD

DUTCH."

Albert Chevalier's Famous Song. Released Aug. 23.
ALBERT CHEVALIER as Joe Spudd.
FLORENCE TURNER as his " Old Dutch."
All Turner Films are produced by or under the personal supervision of Larry Trimble.
.

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS—
" Can yon tell me where Universal
s.''
City isofj* "course,
writesI one
of my
': nephew
Why,
can and
will.
1 should
like to tell you all about it too. but my
little
allow
me to
sayr very
s, the
much.space
Andwon't
beside
Edito
has
whispered that he intends to devote a
special article to it in a coming- issue.
The strangest town in the world,
because it is given over entirely to the
making of moving pictures, is called
Universal City. It is situated in the
heart of the beautful San Fernando
Valley in the State of California, and
has a population of 1.500 people, all
employed in picture-making. Although
officially opened last March, goodness
only knows when it will be finished. It
has already been over two years under
construction, but there is no end- to the
possible improvements.
A stroll through Universal City is like
going through the pages of a book of
fairy-tales. It is always changing to
nree'l
the requirements
film-plays
all nationalities.
Ifybn ofroamed
aboutof
its streets
mailer of
quite sure
London or

dn different days during a
weeks you could never le
whether the city was like
Paris, or Rome <>r New York.

All i'i' these cities could be represented
Inside of a week in Universal City.

Most of its buildings are built quite
differently in each of their sides, so

housing troops, bungalows for cowboys,
and for the outdoor enjoyment of the
population there is a quarter-mile racetrack, with grand stand and stadium all
complete. Now that is the least I can
say about Universal City except that 1
wonder how you would like to live iu
it. I know I should like to spend ray
holidays in it. The films made there
are known in England as " TransAtlantic " productions, that being the
name of the company which represents
Universal films in England.

that all sorts of " settings " and backgrounds for scenes may be obtained.
And there is a Zoo, which is said to be
the finest privately-owned menagerie in
the world.
There are lions, leopards,
tigers, wolves, jackals, wild dogs, snakes,
crocodiles, alligators, camels, elephants,
birds, all kinds of domestic animals,
and a large herd of wide-horned cattle —
bison, buffalo,
cow-ponies,
and wild
horses. These are the animals which take
part in the big jungle pictures, many of
*
»
-3
which you have seen. One of the most
Mv last Limerick has been another
picturesque spots in the
city is the Indian village, which is the largest
in America, and is inhabited bya tribe of red
men who are permitted
to pursue their [lives as
they please, for they are
not encouraged to adopt
modern customs or costumes
The wardrobe department in this amazing
tow n is like a giant factory, and contains tens
of thousands of costumes. There are live
hundred dressing-rooms:
there are bathrooms and
swimming-pools : there
are two hospitals and
infirmaries, ea rr ia gehouses. bla ck s m i t h
PRIZES
FOR THE BEST PAINTINGS
OF THIS PICTURE.
shops, a barracks
for
S Uncla rim's Competition on next fxtf^O
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howling
success.
The
lines T •
were
"Who cares for streets d»rlanie«]

REPLIES

at

1 1 ii_r11 1

When cinemas merry and bright
Show films smart and Eumij
"
For quite little money
.•vml here area few of your" last "lines •• Wliile 'Zep' season is at it- height."
"Though no 'day-light,' there's lots of
•de-light.'" '
ike a cirl with you to-night. '
"And
screened' acts l>est ' seen ' in the

t."

eh
'• l?utLtfor tuppence you have to >ihlt.t "L'lit. '
- It'schbelter than all the moonligt
heart
soon make the saddes
"Whi

ght." md attendants polite. '
•■ 1 ;li.
"Charles Chaplin you'll all find alright."
" And sell Pictures to give us delight."
■■ For those who don't mind sitting tight."
"• Which .-base away all signs of fright."
"They brighten your way home at night."
"That take ftur minds off thegreat fight."
" S«> to go there is surelv quite right."
"That till every one with delight."
This last '" last line" was sent in by a
large number of competitors. Bound
volumes of Pictures have been sent to
the prizewinners
John Fell. 78, Boynton Street. Bradford.
Ethel Gallehawk, 81, Clifton Crescent,
Peekham. S.E.
\\vvi:n OF Merit (you win a special
pri/e with six of these) : John Warbtirton. Sheffield: Ivy Neal, Watford
\ let See. Bradmore; Lillian Burgess,
Swanscomlie; Mabel White. Bromlev ;
Lena Stanley. Burnley; William Twid.ile. Birkenhead; Kathleen Bryan.
Coltham ; I). Galvin, Seaforth ; Arthur
Knight. Littlehampton ; Charles Roskilly, Streatham ; Charles Betteridge,
S.it ton Coldfield ; James Burling, Stratford ;Harcourt Palmer. Waterloo; A.
Broadhead, Burley; Grace Lves, West
Esling; R. Coulson. Tunbridge Wells;
J, Burling, Stratford; Pauline Rose,
Sheffield.
Special
Prizes:— Gladys
Turner.
Lewisham; H. R. Parsons. Wandsworth
Stanley Nicols, Tottenham.

•

*

*

I have had several requests of late for
ANOTHER
PAINTING
COMPETITION.
and. always ready to fall in with your
wishes when possible, I give yon one now.
Cut out the jretty summer picture on
Opposite page, paste it on a postcard,
and colour it as well as you are able.
Bound volumes (VII.) of The Pictures
await the boy and girl who send me the
si paintings, and the usual award of
merit, which puts you on the road to
another prize, will go to the next best
painters in the opinion of
Uncle Tim.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of
any Ph ito.
12
CataiogM anil
8. E. HMSKETT.
Works:

From

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, 6d.
Samples Free.
July Boad, Liverpool.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P.O.P. POST CARDS.
20, 4.}d.; 100, Is. 3 I. PI Ues and Papers also Cheap.
uaru ogues and Samp es Fiw.

S. e. HACKETT.

Worts; Jilt Boad Liverpool.

and adtlnt* (not for publication) m

it u ted nlien writing,
FF< cannot <•< i>Uj through tin
1
1 ■ nar»d$ali with on botatiov,
Wl
tush art rtquirtd nami of Company mimlbe ynvn.
'■ t'. Smith" (Dalston).
whit bad, become
him the other a
<um- airo, and is
Mil: i'
I'usv. thank you.

"GLABTS"

iKinsbury

I'll 11 ills, l,,it Us

Ws

1 l;i I

il ■ bad «i>n.;.

of Harry GUbey until we mot
tk,
11 left nepworths tome
now on II, o stool. o( tin' |
I i .1 1 ■j \ bi well, happy, and
Other enqn
note.
Park). — til. id yon

not OUT I nu It Unit you've

HkS
only

Jus! board of it, is il Ql idj iP Yo
ay of
• tfflce.
: big
back numbers is to 1 uj tin' bound Volume
Seven
1 bandeome book— 3a, 9d, post free from
"ItOVia" (Wandsworth), — "A Princess of Bn;hdad" Is to be released on Nor. lit. l.uck.v girli
tocet :i nioe photo from your favourite flayer.
Pos onrda ol Anita Btewurt nol yet to hand.
Delighted to mite in your autograph album— not
"ii Drat page though ; we're too modest.
" Mii.i>iili>"
(Ilarlesden).— We cannot undertake.
tha responsibility of advising yon to pay further
tuition fees. fJnl as you hare talent nnd ability
no auio lit of tuition will equip you to nuiko a
living at playing for pictuies. Study the advertisement columns of t o daily and trade papers
for situations in Cinemas.
"A Noisy BoodDbb" (Seven Kings). — Charles
Chaplin took the part of the drunken swell in
Fr d Kama's "Mumming Birds." Have not
heard that be played in the piece yon mention.
Carlyle I lackwell is an American. Arthur Cozine
played " 'I he Brother " in " Buddy's Downfall."
" Wonuveradoras" (Devouporr). — Quite right.
Yorr eleven 1 'ages made us groan. We hope to
print your Mury Pickford veises iu this or next
mini ber— accept our compliments for your versatiliytnopun intended). The Famous Players
Co. have not issued another booklet ahout that
player. We have not yet published interviews
with Jas Kirkwood or Lillian Gish. Sorry wo
don't know the name of "the curly-headed man."
" Josie " (Blaokbnrn). — H. B Warner, son of tho
late well - known Charles Warner, played
"Warner" in "Lost Paradise." Yes, Joseph
Harris still plays for" Beauty " films. Glid you
like our paper -o much.
Don't leave off.
" Maeel " lEdgbaston).— Ch s. Chaplin's brother,
Syd, of the Keystone, plavedin " Giddy, Gay, and
Ticklish," released on May 'J-tth. Thanks for
good wislies.
" Maf.ie " iLondon, S E.) — Doiothy Kelly and
Lillian Walker are still with Vitagraph. Lillian

Hold).— 'Wbera players its known
under mora tbai one mme (for ii
nflbe
Swi-c t, who is also k 1.
V«
roi > onder 1 it bi r name In onr Pi
published,
consequently
tho
partioulars
you want, we are unable tugh.
"C II. S." (BrlghtUngseo).— Why not wrltt
the l< ,nl 1 in.' ill 111 oompanlei In t ins country offeri
in),' them your lilm
', 11. . kly, and the Oini dm are the
trade papers.
"ii. h .' (Sheffield). -We have postcards of Ifnrlsl
Ostri'lic,
but none
of Arthur Ashley.
Irving
Cummings is a Paths' player.
" W.
11." Milnsgow) —Our rules for the Voting
Contest are quite .bar.
Head them ovi ' can
fully. Don't address letters for this page to
publishers, but, to the Editor of I'll n B] -, 18,
Adam St., Strand, London.
"Marik
■ o i
York,
Ltd..
York.

" (Birminghaui). — Address Clfl i MadisOD,
aiversal iiim Co., I,60o, Broadway, New
and Anita Stewart, c o. Vitagraph ' 0 .
Enst 15tli St. and Locust Avenue, New
Mabel Normand is not married to Cbas,

( hiplin. How could we think you a " woiry "
after the "lots of love " you sent us, Marie P
"BBOULAB Bkader" (Grimsby).— Owing to tho
Answers
Mangetting
havingmistaken
attended fora friend's
wedding
and
nearly
the bridegroom,
he gave film
"Theinstead
Straight
a Trans-iu
Atlantic
of aBond"
Famousas Players
reply to "Wildflower" on Juno oth. He has
promised not to offend again.
*' Bii.lt Vacuum " (Pcckhavn).— Addresses :— Alma
Taylor, e.o. Hepworth Film Studios, Walton-onThamcs ; and Edith Storey, c.o. Vitagraph Co.,
Ltd., East 15th St., New York.
"Amy" (Stockport).— Lillian Wiegins player]
" Queouie " in " When London Sleeps. ' Charles
Chaplin, like the Answer Man, has managed up
to the present to cheat the undertaker. We like
"Constant Bcaders," Amy, very much.
*' Elsie
D."
(Handsworth).— Harold
Lockwood,
C.O.American Co., Ltd., 6,227, Broadway, Chii
AVe are all blushing because of your nice compliments about our paper.
And it is so hot too !

Walker appeared in " Brisking In," released on
June 3rd and Dorothy Kely in|"A Madcap
Adventure." released. June loth. Ford Sterling
has returned to Kevstone. Whether a player
can appear iu films of different Companies depends
entirely upon the terms of their engagements.
Mostly, however, players iu stock Companies are
barred from appearing elsewhere.
"Enquired,"
Hill).—
have heard
nothing of Asta(Stamford
Nielsen since
the We
war commenced.
Our postcard nana :.r has sent you a list of our
postcards, Asta Nielsen is amongst them in
coloured style only, price 2d. each.
"Fred"
(Purnham). — "The Fifth Man"
(Selig) : — "Joan Daroy," Bessie Eyton; "John
Haunt,'' Chas, Clary; "The Mad Scientist,"
Lafayette McKee; " r is Save," Koy Watson;
"Thomas Wynn, " Chas. Whel'.ock The film and
actress you mention we have not heard of. Emma
Clifton, we think, plays for L-K ).
"K. A." (East London, S. Africa).— We arc pleased
to hear from a supporter so far away. The
souvenirs you ordered have been sent off. Yes,
dear Old Bunny is deal.
" Bobbt " (London, E. 1.— Thanks for photos. You
are quite a genius in impersonation. Bestof luck.
"Flapper" (Norwich) is tired of being a cashier,
and would like " to he a star on the films." The
Editor lives day and nisrht with pictures on the
brain, and Ioiirs instead to keep a cocoanutsby
pitch at Margate. Tne Answers Maa reads
through sheafs of letters, and hunts up casts
Kulore, yethisMUibitiou is to be an engine driver.
Isn't it odd how we dl getiuto the wrong jobs ?
Stick to the cash-desk, dear, there'6 more in it.
"W. B. P." (Plymouth). Mary Pickford, we
understand, will c. me to England after the war
whenever that m»v be.

IS

THIS

IN

YOUR

ALBUM?

JsToima Talmadge, of tho Vitagraph Playeri.
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"Daisy" (P.umgtead).— You arc quite riglrt—
Helen Bolinea (not Vera Sigson) i layed lead in
"Helen's Sacrifice," We have uo record of the
: yon want. Are you quite sure it is a VitaErrapn, and how l^u^ ngo dM you see it. We
should
to go
you tuke love
us with
youto? New York, Daisy. Can't
" X. C." (Walton-on- Thames) lives quite near
Hepworfh'B studios and finds it "awfully interesting to watch must
them be.
acting;
anywhere(autographed
iutlie town.''if
It certainly
Postcards
desired) of Editor are 2d. each post-five.
"Ai.ice" (King's Cross). — Ford Sterling is not
dead, ho has returned to his former love, Keystone. Hue sent Charles Chapliu ycnr uine
inches of kisses.
"Fiseu
B." (Balliam).—
Sterling,
ITew
York Moving
Picture Ford
Co., Long
Acre c.o.
Building,
■New York;
Essanay Frlm
i to.,
1,33:1,
ArgyleCharles
Street,Chaplin,
Chicago c.o.; Maurice
Costello,
c.o. Vilagraph Co., Ltd. (See reply to "Billy
Vucui-ni " (Peckham).
-••Irene"
(Upper Tooting) .- Billie Eitchie is an
Englishman.
"Y.M.C.A. Abtist" (Eipon).— We hare no postcards of Tom Powers. Thanks for pencil-sketch
of the C ne and Only Charlie.
«'J. H. P. C." (Weston-super-Mare).—" In the
Shadow of Big Ben" (Hepworth) was released
about C months ago. It is controlled By the
Ideal Film Co., 7b, Wardour St., London. If you
■write
them,tellenclosing
for reply,
they would
no
doubt
you nhenstamp
it will
be shown
at the
towns you mention. A good film such as this
one might live for several years. We have two
different postcards of Alma Taylor, penny each,
postage extra.
41 Edith " (Leicester).— For Harold Locliwood's
address see " Elsie D." Although we have pubphotos
of readers
in " inof 'ke-up."
we
have nolished a.few
space
for all
tie photos
handsome
readers which adorn our collection. Have sent
your best wishes to Florence Turner.

•'It" (Heme Hill). — Cines usually give name of
principal player only, and we only know of Lydia
Borelli in " Her Sacrifice." We have postcards
of George Cooper, Id., postage extra. A hearty
welcome to you, new reader.

Week ending
June 26, 1915

" Carrie " (1'olkestone) —Why not write Florence
Turner, CO Turner Films Jo.. Walton-on-Tba
and ask her if she would sign your autographbook? "Sunshine and Shadow (Vitagraph . "Edca Thompson," Norma Talinadge; "Helen
Eayaond," Lillian Burns; "Stella Boss; Hose
Tapley ; " Martin Drew, "Gladden James; " John
Gate," Van Dyke Brooke.
"Hilda" (Birmiugbaui .—The story of " Tessihel
of tho Storm Country " was published in
PlCTUK.ES
Number
can get it and
from The
our PlCTUBBaOBB,
publishers, price
2d IS. Vo-.i
"J. F. Hehhikgs" (Brighton).— Harry Morey
played the "Australian Millionaire" in "A
Million Bid," and "Eiyinoud Davis " in " iB"
(Vitagxanh). Khoda Grey played "Sister" with
Flor nee Turner in "Shop Girls." "Liberty
Hall " (London Film) was adapted from the book
of that name, which any bookseller will procure
lor jou. You can get. back numbers from our
publishers, lid. eauh. Charles Cuapliu no doubt
pleased himself in moving to the Essanay. Glad
to hail you, new recruit
" Ltpia " (Chelsea). — We don't mind your grumble,
little woman it clears the air (and the head;
sometimes, doesu't it?
Don't go and throw
■ away any more money for tuition at the school
you meutiou. You have our sympathies in the ill
success that has so far attended your efforts to
get on the screen ; but your chance may come,
so cheer up and give the right answer when asked
"Are we downhearted ? ' ' Give your soldisr
hubby our hearty wishes for early promotion.
".Jonah" (The Lizard). (Wasn't it a Whale,
"Jonah r)
Send ofyour
plotBritish
(typewritten
preferred) to any
the film
leading
Companies.
The addresses of several are given each week in
these columns.
fiay-H'nting jot (ha C «, by
Ernest Dench. price Is. 2d., post-free, from the
PiCTt'RES Office llS, Adam St., Strand. Loudon),
would be of assistance to you. May success
attend you !
"Nemo" (Southampton). — Have sent your letter
on to the "Sol der of the King." Address E.lgar
Jones, c.o. Lubiu Co, Philadelphia, U.S.A.
Can't say if he is marrie 1 ; you ask him, dear— be
might take it better from a lady. Augustus
Philli s, c.o. Edison Co., Decatur and Oliver
Street, Bronx. New York. Gl«l you've "got
six new readers "—a good omeu, "Nemo."

Dear at Any Price.

EVERYTHING has a bright sideeven the dark picture-theatre.
Living— Not Loving.
" I suppose now you are married your
time of billing and cooing has ceased/'
" Well, the cooing has ceased entirely,
but the billing is as brisk as ever."'
Safe at Last.

The grocer's boy was rather a reckless
driver.
He adrove
his one
master's
worst nags
littleone
too ofhard
day,
and the animal fell ill and died.
" You've killed my horse, you idiot ! "
the grocer said to the boy next morning.
V Who's going to pay for my horse ? "
'I'll make it all right, boss." said the
boy. •" You can take it out of my next

you'll never get a man."
Freddy looked up innocently.
"Is that what you eat it for, auntie ? "

•'Bob" (Leedsi. — Why not strike out a3 an
original come lian, Bob, instead of makiog use of
a successful artiste's business ? Imitation n ay bs
all very well within certain limits, but "originality "is better all the time.
"Viola" (Devouport).— Address Earle Williams*
c.o. Vitagraph Co., Ltd., wh .se address is given)
to *' Marie."
No trouble, Punsy, dear.
*a* Many replies are unavoidably held over.

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and Tho
Picturegoer,"
18, Adam
Street, =trand,
London, W.C.
Telephone — Uegeol .

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

: Kingdom and Abroad: —
s. tl.
One Year (post-free)
6 6
Six Months
3 3
Three Months
I 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices: 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone— Gerrard J5U5.

Then and Now.
A young man said to an old one :—
"Sir. isn't two pounds a week rather
for job?
it r " " the old man answered.
low'" Low
for this
" Why. I started on that very same job,
back in 18T9, at one pound a week, and
to-day I own the bnsini
"Ah. yes," said the young man. "but
your employer didn't use cash registers.

Saturday's wages."
High Words Below Stairs.
Mine does."
Nbw Stai: (angrily) : "How dare you
talk to me in tiiat way? I never heard
such impudence. You have a hit of
nerve to call yourself a lady's-maid ! "
New Mais : " I don't call myself
that now. ma'am, but 1 was a lady'smaid before I got this job."
A Film Masterpiece.

Beyer : " You said this was a splendid
car lor hills."
Seller: "So it is. Doesn't it go
down hill as fast as any car costing
twice as much r1 "
Any Price for Good Stuff.

"Freddy," said his maiden aunt, "you
should eat the barley in your soup, or

"Blancue" (Sheffield).— We don't think Anita
Stewart, of the Vitagraph Co., would mind you
writingyoutomight
her: getwhy
should she ': And quite
likely
a reply.

.

"Frank, here is a telegram from the
old folk."
•• What does it say ? "
" Come home. Tour tailor has gone
to the Front."
Coming Down Only.

'• Want any coals, lidy r1 "
'■ Yns, 'ow much ? "
"Very dear is coals, mum; best
kitchener nuts 2s. fid. a hundred."
" Well, who cares, so long as they arc
Kitchener's i Gimme a hundred." '
In the Soup.

"Cicelt"
(Siuetbwick'.— Unless
you
possess
iiatic talent, your chance of getting on th«
ECceen is Blight.
Very many Diui-i
recruited
from the stage, and as tin re are
hundreds of experienced professionals just now]
out of employment, you
cm
imagine
than
amateurs
get a look
However,
is not very don't
old, Cicely,
so putin. your
best iutosixteen]
youM
present job, and let us wish yon e .er;
•'Doll" (Brighton).— The PncenU Films t~tu ii .
is it Twickenha , so it is quite like'y you saw
them taking a film in one of the old-time streets
there. Thanks for getting us new readers.
"A. B. Lovee" i Dublin).— Yes, you ought to see
some Famous Players films. Keep a' your cimmi
manager, and perhaps he will eventually show
o .e. We mentioned a few werks ago the whereabouts of Harry
Carey. Lillian Gish is older than
her sister
Dorothy.

Author

: "I understand that you are

looking
lor a :new
. MahAOBB
"Yes;play
butP "it must combine
all the elements of tragedy, comedy,

SCHMIDT

THE

SPY:—

Owing to tho feat of Zeppelins, longrange gone have boon placed at all lazge
works ami lactones. ''
Reproditcedbti permission jvatr ' 8 ht icW the
Spu and hie MesMjpci to Jkrlin," — "London
Opinion," 2d.

farce,
pantomime,
and spectacle."
•That's
it. That's
what I've got.
(hock-full of tragedy and hmnansuffering, tears and smiles, joy and woe,
startling surprises, wreck and ruin,
lamentations and laughter."
" What's the title:- "
"What's the plot r "
\ Spring
'"Hasn't
any Cleaning.'"
plot Just an ordinary
"You're a genius, sir ; your price?"
Spring cleaning."

u

3

.»'

WEEK

ENDING

SATURDAY.

JULY

—

3.

1915.
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New Series. No. 72.
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TAYLOR

V»*bo has tonwi.1 the poll vhh 196.800 Ttttas iu out Givat British Contest.
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GREATEST BRITISH FILM PUyFrSMNTEST
The following British-born players have been accorded the largest totals ai votes by our readers:—

ALMA

TAYLOR
156,800
CHARLES
CHAPLIN

ELISABETH
RISDON
145,030
STEWART
ROME

142,920

133,470

These four winning players are therefore awarded the highest honours that can come to them— thc
stamp of public approval. We hereby tender them our hearty congratulations, and will present eacli player wit!
the Pictures and The Pictxjkegoer Certificate, with the votes which he or she lias polled inscribed thereon.

FEMALE

"We have pleasure in publishing a further list of players with the total votes cast for each :—

PLAYERS:

Chrissie White
Ivy Close

Cwynne Herbert
Lillian Merry
*
Ivy Montford
Mary Manners
Cissie eisn
Ethel Bracewell
Irene Vernon
Rachel ds Solla
Minnie Grey
Christine Rayner

122,20a
;.. 99,960

Violet Hopson
Dorothy Batley
Joan Ritz
Blanche Forsyth

68,755
42,950
26,500
21,000

Madg» Tree
Alice de winton
Mary Brough
Daisy Cordell
Fiora Finch
Dolly Tree
Dorothy Rowan
Dorothy Be lew
Babs Neville
Winifred Fitch

8,325
8 050
7 255
6 005
5900
5 835
5,400
5,300
4 195
4 oso

Claudia Guillot

3,660

Ruby Belasco

20,500

111

MALE

3 64S
3,320
2,900
2,680
2,445
1,680
i,64o
1,305
i.iso
1,120

PLAYERS:

Fred Evans
Charles Rock
Lionel Howard
Henry Ainley
H. B. Warner
Fred Paul

122,185
84,105
63 650
46 025
37,950
34,000

Alec Worcester

OTMC

Billie Ritchie...

8,750

Harry Royston
Fredk. Groves
M Cray Murray
Clifford Pembroke
William Felton
Harry Gilbey
Harry Buss
Douglas Payne
John Cast
Gerald Ames
Harry Lorraine

7 505
7 425
6 075
5,900
5 200
4 92s
4900
4.140
3 640
3325
2 9«o

Ernest Batley
Douglas Munro

2 865
2 865

Jack Collins

9,425

W@¥IB3S

9,250
s 905

Frank Stanmorc
R. Judd Green
Ernest Westo

22,250

T. H. MacOonald

Cordon Begg
John MacAndrews

2 380
1 825
i,7so

1,750

CiWiKIS

No less than thirty-one voters sent in Coupons which contained the above four winning players'
names in their correct order. It has therefore become necessary to ask the thirty-one winners to compete in
a simple competition restricted to themselves for the FIRST
FIVE
PRIZES, to be distributed
as follows: —
The first four winners in ibis new Competition will receive the SECOND, THIRD, FOURTH,

and FIFTH

Prizes respectively. The remaining- twenty-seven competitors will each receive Seven-and-Sixpence, being- a
twenty-seventh share of the 110 cash offered as first prize. In this way the whole of the thirty-one voters
who sent in the correct coupon will receive a prize.
Their names arc as follows: —
Abbott, B., 7, Brompton Road, Rusholmo, Manchester.
Ashley,
Miss
E. L., 54, Boldmere
Road,
Birmingham.
Barker
Alec, 52, Grimsby Road, New Clccthorpe*, Grimsby.
Barlow, Miss, 31, Bcaconsficld Street, Haslingden, Lanes.
Blinco, Irene, 30, Elisabeth Street,
ong Road, Leeds,
Cjllanan, J., 13, Fr.inkf
rt Avenue, Dublin.
Cameron, John,
6w, Blackball Street, Greenock.
Chisnolm
Gordon D.. 29, Prncos 8treet, Pctcro
ro»
Clayton, Frarn, 3 , Fearnlcy Street, Armlcy, Leeds.
Cossirc-, Henry, 6, Wcllgrccn, Stirling,
Dibley, Miss, 18, Thaws Road
Altringham.
Draper, Violet Mary, La- ne Villa, Ocrb. Road, Pondes End.
Fontoyn
M I., 74, ouko Avenue, Chiswick.
Fox, W . Ml, Burley Lo igc Road, Leeds.
Godfrey,
Herbert, H, Liddington
Street,
Nottingham.
Gray, Mildred, 40, Bottomgato, Blackourn, Lanes.

For

names

of 100

Consolation

Hobson, Marion, 18, Helen Terrace, Pitsmoir, Sheffield.
Holyroyd, Mrs., 24, Rutland Road, No tingham.
Hudson, Ethel, 277. Girlington Road, Bradford.
Hughes, Alfred, 13, Thornton Street. Lithcrland.
Mazzoni, Miss M., 4, Rye Villas, St. Aidan's R »ad, E. Dulwich
Mclvill, William
Woodhouse Street. Portadown, Ireland.
M intgomcry,
Eileen
1 Moync Road, Rathmincs,
uublin.
Piper, Jack
19 Arrow Road. Bow. E.
Rowlan 1, Miss B. M., 22, Moscow "rive, Liverpool.
Simpson, A. G. W , 51. Oakes Green
Sheffield.
Thomas, John R. , 9, Callander Road. Liverpool.
W Ikcr, Elsie, 210, Traffjrd Road, Barton
Manchester.
Washington,
W , 8avilc Road, Ellan.i
Whamond, George H., 13. Sycamore Road. Waterloo.
Whitkell. N.. Rawssn Arms, FitzGcrald Street, Horton Lane.
Bradford.

Prize

Winners

see

page

248.
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THE
THE

SIX
TOP

ARTISTES
OF
THE

A

I. .M.\ TAYLOB of the screen 1- the
Mmki Taj lor of real life natural .
mvincingly sincere, devoid of the
slightest trace of theatricality or stag*
craft. She does do! [>oss; she iI'ntiivh free from conceit or affect at ion.
Our readers have recoguised these
admirable qualities in picture-acting and
have plumped for her accordinglj
Ever since she waa a small uirl Alma
Taylor has played for Hepworth pictnres, becoming connected with 1l1.1t
Lipan) and the film-producing world
for the first time in a manner quite
accidental. Her first big pan was
• v in Oliver Tvist, and how inan>
1 arts she lias played since then it
nould l»- difficult to estimate Our
readers will never forget her in the
Tilly Girl series, in which with v " 11 j i- - i>
White she had some of the quaintest
tomboj adventures ever seen upon the
screen.

WHOM
POLL

OUR
WITH

READERS
A
TOTAL

Miss Kisdon is engaged in new roles in
coming big productions bj Maurice
Elvej at th.- London Film Company's
studio, some of which, from all accounts
and from personal knowledge, will 1» ;i I
all her piv\ ious record-.
CM recened
A RLES the
I'll highefl
A PI. IX.numlier
who haof
vote- of the male players, is Kn-lish hied ami born, and his wonderful
silent comedy in EDurno'e " Humming
Birds/' familiar to music-hall-goers
throughout
Great
Britain, was really

HAVE
PLACED
AT
OF
822,605 VOTES.

e ot his later appouraiii
pictures
in America.
Bi
Ml
Chaplin has never played for pictun
this country,
however, we cannot do
better than quote eu American writes
in \folion I'i'i iii'< Vein
"Charles Chaplin, the mere announce*
ineiit of whose appearance sends a DUZ3S
of applause
through
an audience,
js
perhaps best known lor his inimitable
'business.'
lie js the man
with the
French
kick, gnawed-ofl
i
istache,
unbalanced run. kidney feet, and misfit
•■ Charlie saya t hat hi- pat
pantaloons

When not a. -tint;-. or riding, driving,
swjmming, or boating, she i> answering
letters (she receives them in hundreds
writing film-plays (she has written many
ami played in some of them), and autographing postcards and alliums A- the
Hepworth leading lady we look forward
in even bigger and
'1'aylor
to.
wonderfu
more Miss
stillseeing
l roles.
ELISABETH PlSDO.N is not only a
famous picture actress. -he also has
a \thji reputation for serious draniatie work both iu England and
America. Apart from her natural attractiveness, shepossesses a veryartistic
temperament. Starting at the bottom
of the theatrical profession, she went
through the whole gamut of parts
iciatcd with the earnest student
of drama, thus preparing herself sue— fully to undertake the important roles she was afterwards called
upon to perform; and for which she
was so. eminently suited. Her many
stage impersonations included "Glory
Quayle" in Hall Caine's famous play
"The Christian." in which she made a
\ i-ritaM" triumph.
Miss Risdon, who is a charm in w
jietili brunette, never thought that
"pictures" would claim her serious
attention, until one of the Motograph
producers persuaded her to test her abilities as a Bcreen-actress by portraying
' which' was
"Maria -Martin".
of considera
the part
then
under
tion. Needless
t i
say. the success expected of her was full justified. Since then her long list oi:
successes in •■ B. and ('."productions are
familiar to all readers of this paper,
ml;- that we have from time to time
• dealt with them, but perhaps her
greatest and most artistic screen triumph was her recent impersonation of
" Florence Niirhtinirale" from childhood
to old age. At tlie present time, a- we
have previously stated in the-,, pages

ELISABETH

RISDON

WJ u ha- received the huge total of 146,080 v.ates! Splendid proof that our readers*
know how to appreciate versatility ami talent.
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monument to his fame is Tttlic* P
in,-, I Romance, Ins last large picture
with the Keystone Company. Chaplin
lias recently been captured by the
Essanay Company, and his latest reJ''a^<-s show that lie lias not lost his
inimitable ' punch.'
••Speaking of imitators, Chaplin lias
many, which is his sincerest flattery.
Most of them are a long way after him,
with no hopes of catching up. Several
players are announcing that Chaplin is
copying them. Even so, it might be profitable for these detractors now to copy
the man who copied them. Charlie's
business is thought out by himself, and
is spontaneous combustion, as it were,
.so there is not much fear of his imitat< is

infringing his comedy patent."

CHRISSIE

"WHITE

Whose admirers have rewarded her Ytith
122:200 votes.
very poor folk, and that he has no education save what was cuffed into him when
he was an urchin apprentice in a troupe
of strolling English acrobats. He first
appeared in America in a pantomime
'A Night
in an
English
Music-hall.'
His
hilarious
stunts
attracted
Mack
Sennett. who lost no time in signing him
for
Keystone
Company.
A moving

CONSOLATION
PRIZE-WINNERS
in the Great British Contest.
MissM.Aii'lorRon-Brirlgcs, 74, Bromlcy-rrl.,Leyton,N.E.
.1. B t.man, 87, Hawkes-street, Small Heath.
J\]r>. L. Bradshaw, Tyne Holm, New-road, PorthoaAvl.
Connie Bristow, villa Medina, York-ave., East Cowes.
Minnie
Essex. Chftrll n, Ehmvood, Teinplewuud-ril., Iladlei-'1',
Thomas CroRRland, 7 HanlwieU-viow, Pontefract.
Robert Dickinson, 127, Spon-lane, West Bromwich.
<;. Donglas, 68, Queen-street, Filey.
Mabel Fletcher, 150, Mildred-street. Bradford.
( utherinc Foster, 13, Cardigan-st ,Wavertree. Liverpool.
Pi ivv
F. Goklsb rough, Cor-pin Hull, West
End,
Mirfii Id, 5 or]
0 ve Hording, I ho Lodge, Girls' High School, Leeds,
c Harriott, 7, Castelnau-row, Karnes.
I. - Hinda and B. Cockles, 52. Oxford-street, Coalville.
AiiS8O.Hogg,40,Crewys-rd.,Child's-lirJl, Uricklewood.K.
Rodney
it Liverpool.
Johnson,
BoUomonn,
St. John's-road,
w aii i loo,
Edith Mai inn k dner, 49. Marl borough-road, Sheffield,
Miroad.Elsie
Levoir,
40,
Squirrics-aci-eet,
Bethnai GreenLondon, E.
Tal. Llewi lyu, 17. Port-street, Maestog, South Wales.
X. E. Mead, 6. Ella-road, Norwich.
\ R, Mencc, 15, Roderick-road, Hnrcpstead, N.W.
'I'. Nicholson 9, Belk-vue, Sunderland.
Mi
W. Noyce, 49, Upper Lewes-road, Brighton.
Albert
E. N Parslow
101, .St. John's wood-terrace.
i. m Ion,
W
Ethel U Pearco, 21, Bexhill-road, Crofton-park.
Leonard .1. Pearee, 53, Union-ioad, Newington-causc
way, s. !■;.
Mis V. Peters, IS. Raiipart-road. Keacomho. ('lies.
1.0. Protheroe, Lev. [stown, Ogmote Vale, Qlam.
i [linri Robinspn, 3a, Diana-street, Walton. Liverpool,
jMiss Lottie s«an, 98, Lorjg.ey-roud, looting.
Ethel Swindells, Diilco Domus, 12. Esplanade, New
Ferry, Cheshire.
Florence M. Ticket], 61, Blcssington-road, Loe, S.E.
\ G T owsdale, 18, Knaresboro-road, Harrogate.
U
P. Wam'.ow. 137, Heathcote road, LongtorJ, Stall's,
T. R. W ebb, Criohton Park. Falkirk, Scotland.
T. Whit, head, 50. Lincolu-htreet, Oldham.
Cecil F. 11 WiltUJ m. 111, Shan lane, Barnsley.
\ lotux Wigley, 26. Oliver-road, Erdington, Birmingham,
Eiloe Williams. oh.nmore, Roun anm ens., Llandudno.
M i . V. (;. XVI Hams, M, The Grove, Ealing, VV.
.Miss U. Williams, 1, Norrisi-oad. oil Wilton vd, Aston;
L-ouio Wooderaon, I, The Plain, WandiWoitb, s.W.

STEWART ROME has been called by
his admirers "A man in pictures."
Even to one who did not know of
his past experience it would be clear
from his sincere, straightforward work
as a picture-player that he was no mere
pretender in life's game. And when
opportunity is given to know what he
had accomplished before he finally
turned to picture-playing, the reason
for his popular description becomes
evident. During three years, for example, he was engaged in the bridgebuilding business in Australia. That
means hard work, and a lot of it, but
just as to-day Stewart Rome does not
shrink from the most difficult task*in
his playing, so then he was always
cheerfully ready for his share of danger
and trouble.
Miss M. Barrattjl, Walnnt- tree-close, Guildford, Snn y,
Ralph Bawling, 31, Accnngton-road, llnrnley.
Florence Biigts, 56, Penny-street, Lancaster.
Pari;, N.
Arthur Buckler '.Jim .-..•, 119. Wilberl oi cc-read, Fir.s-lmry
James Counsell, Hawkshaw, Clay tou-le- Dale, Bl'ki urn.
J. Craven. 7. Olrre-gr ve, Fairweather-green, liedford.
(}. A. Darling, 10, Lroie-st., Gt. Horton, Bradford.Yorks.
D. J. Davies, 33, Carditl-road, filerthyr Vale.
Bristol.Doubting, Ellerslie, Sydemniui-ror.d, Cotham.
Hilda
Rose Duncan. 6, Olengall-terrace, Peckhnm.
William H. Pent. m, 71. Leonard-st., Beverlev-id, Hull.
May V. Glover, 31, Lamboth Palace-ma , S.E.
J. VV. GodwarU,k9, Bouswick-s reet, Holbeck, Leeds.
Henry Gregson. 48, Moss-street, Gt. Harwood, Laces.
Annie M. Gidden, 21. Selbonme-roa 1. Walthamstow.
_N. Hoy worth. 31, Chandos-road, Manchi ■
J. \\ . Hurst. 21, St. John s-grove, Hyde Park, I
Sydney H. Key. 102, Camberwell-roa 1, S.E.
Eva Lees, The Hollies, tlfracomho.
Lighthown,49, Byron-street, Blackburn.
-Mis, >'. Lowrie,39, Lower-road, Ploistow, E. Loudon.
Tl
ias Me.vib. 9, iMon rieS-street, Paisley, Scotland.
Walter Michel, 49, Middletou-rpad, Dalston, N E.
A. Middlediteh. 1.5. Alberl lahioe-maiis on-, S W.
Frank Middlediteh, 125, Albert Palace-mansions. S W.
Jane Moffat, 11, I harles-street, Dundee
Violet Moffot, li. (
i. Dundee.
Mis, i) Moon.18, Clifton-rd., Chorlton-cum-Hoidy
Ivy Noal,39j Euston-avenne, Watford, Herts.
Bertha Scborleld, 243. Shaw-ro.id. Oldham, Lmics.
Agnes .-cmire, 30. Old Mill-la ic, Barnsley, V. rKs.
Doris P. Thane. 15, Mount Pleasant-lane.
John li. Thomas.", Callander-road. Liv<
George Thomas, 7, Station-terrace, Mertbyr \ . ■•.
Anil a Tr. e. 28, Seafield-road, Hove.
Gladys Turner, 3, Court-lnll-road, Lewiaham, S E.
F. W. Walker, 13, Xewston-sCreet, Glencoc-i
0 Cm belar, 17, Grosvenor-road, Whalley Range.
W. W-eodcock, 72, Elspeth-rd., Clapham-common, S W
Miss S, Wood, 107, Coltart-road. Liverpo >1.
Mis.. E. Wylfoid. 220. Barry-road, East Dnlwich, S.E.
11. Andrews, 11 Braddon-street. To,,i av.
Bertie Ashworth, 72. Plombe-street, Buruley.
Miss L Borr, II, Trafalgar-road, Great Yarmouth.
Dorothy Kmvll, :>5, Neville-streel , Cardiff,
Bliss E. Chambers, 54. Cobdeu-road, Brighton.
E. Sydney Dale, 13. Pinfold-street. Maeclcslield.
Julia Dennett. Dyke Restaurant. Dyke. nr. Bright ".
Samuel II. Garten, 48, Brushfield-itreet, Nottingham.
Kitty Luke. 54, High-St., Gorleston, Great Yarn:
Gladys Lambert, Glen Spay, Purston, Pontefra.-t, Irks.
Alice Leppard, 14. Pentou-i lace, Islington, N'.
Dorothy M. Pees, 0, Hayeroft-road, BriMon-lnll, S.W.
Kosey Sheand, Rothwell, Habrh,
Phyllis
Mary Tajlor, 37, High-it roet, Bishton, neat
Blackburn.
ChrystalH-1 Thornton, 14, 1.eiccster-gro\c, Leeds.
James Watson. |«hr., 2, Jane-sinvt. Ibr.v\, Glasgow,
illldu Wiitte, Brayton-road, Selhy, Xorka,

Jt I.Y
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Qis kpi
the British Colonies
:uid Empire is not limited 10 Australia!
With India In.- is thoroughly acquainted.
Ear as any one can li<- who 1.
lived his life there. In other parts ■•!
the world, toot he has jrone, working
first here, then then-, his birthplace
• ar Newbury, but his firm determination, familiar to all- who have
known him well, to accomplish some*
thing in life that would have a valuable
effect on the happiness and welfare of
his fellow-citizene soon led him fax
afield. He finally decided that with his
ability for heaitfelt dramatic work he
could find nothing to compare with the
picture-play as a medium of expi
So to-day he is telling his stoi
action to millions of people the world
over,
and inittheis contest
a pleasure
aMe'to
add that
he to
hasbereceived
more votes than any other male player
in Great Britain.
CHRISSIE
WHITE,
whopair
in the
] ast
was the other
of the
of Tilly
" tomboys,"' is just as much loved
as Alma Taylor, and, like the latter
artiste. Chrissie has never played in any
films
to do except
so at aHepworth's,
very early and
age.commenced
Although
she looks as though she might still
enjoy being a '* tomboy "' (" ^Ve had such
fun tell
in those
ripping
Tilly
films."
she
will
yon), there
is not
quite
so much
of the roguish " flapper " alxait this
fascinating young actress now, even
though her manner is stiil vivacious.
Indeed her twinkling blue eyes would
seem to resent looking serious, and the
" Chrissie "White smile'" is finite a valuable asset at Walton-on-Thames ; il so
often creeps on the screen to cheer us
up in every town and village in the
kingdom.
Although yet in her twentieth year,
Miss "White has had nearly nine years'
experience in pictures, and we all hope
that she will long continue in them and
delight us with her impersonations of

'• PIMPLE"— FRED

EVANS

VVhoScahility to make mirth on the screen!
has won for him 122.195 votes.

\Vl
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bered thai Ihe stoi j mm)
be rememtold in
ii uol in dialogue or in descripl iv ••
mat tor and t heoasl of leading eh
• hould rarelj es
»d seven
or eight.
\.tm. •> of characters -hould also be
earefullj thought out, For instance,
you would
ni>l call a tramp Cecil Fil/the nam.' ''Jane"
would
nor
ild,
for a striking and wish
lovelj debutante.
The synopsis is perhaps the moat
important pail of tliti scenario, The
.- , nopsis of a two reel picl ure pla j
-hould uol iiecessarilj exceed SOOwo
III that synopsis a complete idea of the
plot -hould !»■ given, and also the <li
max.- and other strong situations ami
point- iii tlii' storj
A scenario editor « ill turn to the plot
synopsis firsl of all It should give him
ai a glance a comprehensive idea of
just

what

tin-

.-tory

is.

]io\\

It lllr

lll.lllll-L

lllipi'--

dil

f'll

I

i

i■111 11 ■ ■

I

- \ ) i ■ • i ■ - i- .,!
acconipuiiiej
■_ detailed
I till.-.
charai'ti > by
i" ai li■ n. Scenes -le mid a II I" numb i I
inl\ . and each and e\ erj scene given
it- 1. M-at i. mi
1 1 depend- • m t bj
tot ln> u'u m be i of ii cues in a reel, and
th.'

bent ad\ !■■■

I call give is |,i \\ i ii,' t bi<

number of tiiera ueee* »irj i . • I. ■ _ i. ■ . 1 11 >
carrj i be plot to conclusion.
Anot her. important piece of inf.
till

I- I IIII', // If out' slot'!/.
III l/l II ill ,111 . ll llll I ill/ III III'

th.'

storj

/•'
I i

not
to ill- uighwaj
and
waj - of imaginat
wander fr
in

hand

weak n/esit.' and mam

Ii

i-

a

niou

drama' and riid It Iff a Ian-.' ...ni.dy

CHARLES

CHAPLIN

\

F. Taylor.

ROMK

Whose 133.470 votes have proved liiiu to 1m>
the jrreatest inmale
playing
Greatpicture.player
Britain.
• i.'ul heroines to whom, in tin
bdndsome men have to make love. plaji

FI!KI>

EVANS,

whose picture-name

is " Pimple." you alt know;
Hi*
tells yon something about himself
in lii- own pecnKar way in this paper
every week; and in addition we t' - quently have mor
■ less b> tell you
about him. There .was more than usual"
in our " ' PimpU' " Past and Present"
article which appeared in our issue of
April 3rd last: We have long suspected
that " Pimple" was an immense favourite with picturagoere. ami now we know
that be is.-your wotes having made for
this busy ami versatile comedian "a
place in the sua that is to say, he .is one
of th<' si\ greatest British tilm players.

THE ART
PICTURE-PLAY
' Tin I

S

OF
WRITING

• Editor <>i the Sd

Co.

IT is said" that thousands of men,
women,' and children are endeavour*
irig to quality as writers of moving
pictureTjlots, 1 may say, however, that
I receiVepundreds of utterly impossible
stories every week. About one in everj
hundred writers succeed a- originators
of successful cinematograph plots
Firstly, a film-scenario consists of a
title to the -tory. a on -t of characters.
the synopsis-, and the detailed action bj
scenes. I should like to emphasise the
t'aet that the titlesA -hr.'nld
he catchyand
comprehensive:
title should
beout of
the oitliiTary.'Hhpealinv'. and should not
divulge toc^Tnucirof the plot.
The cast of characters
should
be
small for the comedy or drama, a- th.mry tie. Too mnny enaracfers will

\i ■

start one storj nsn

it works

out. and the atmosphere. Skill in writing

STEWART

crudely \\ ril ten 1 1

it

A ti<i'' Britisher though playi.n- in Aiu.tica. who. has a-2 HJfi vote- to his

< -li'irit.

bottom photo -h..\\- what happened to Charlie: ilicu fie received our cable.
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and notes
across, and a. sheer drop
below of several feet,
momentum alone had to
carry machine and rider
across this space- and
it did. It required most
careful judgment as well
as marvellous nerve, the
actual leap through the
air being thirteen feet.
It is one of many incidents in The Call to
Arms, a Couragio Film,
produced by the Phoenix
Film and Picture Co.
"P.P.'s" Top the List!
INCLUDING dancing1 halls and billiardrooms, Glasgow has
no fewer than 800 amusement houses. An estimate of their holding
capacity. says the Cim ma,
would surprise, as several
of the larger buildings
can seat from 2,000 to

HOW

FILM

ACTORS

No. 1 : Swimming
THE

REHEARSE
the Whirlpools.

old adage is '•Follow the crowd,"
and following it we arrive at the
picture
#theatre.#
*

A coming Selig Red Seal play— The
< 'arpet from Bagdad. You can't beat
this carpet ! It is wonderful.
#

#

<£

In moments of bright optimism we
fondly believe that some cinema, pianists
will soon stop playing ragtime during
death scenes.
The isworld's
thriftiest
man.getsays
Star,
he who
tried to
intothea
cinema for half-price because he had
only one eye.
#
»
*
One of the largest shipments of wild
animals over sent to the coast recently
passed into the Selig Zoo at Los Angeles.
Quite a modern
# Noah's
# Ark !*
Billy Merson is the latest stage comedian to piss to the screen. Look put
for him in Billy's Spanish Love Spasm
in three reels - of film, we menu.
#
, #
Arthur V. Johnson (Lubin) is just
getting over a nervous breakdown. "X
have been working very hard for the
past few years aha needed a holiday.
; 1 1 1 \ way," writes
# Arthur.
#
•
Ten Feet Through Mid-air.
PERCY MORAN (formerly known as
Lieutenant Daring) recently accomplished aremarkable feat. Hiding a
motor-cycle at about forty miles an
hour along a road leading to a broken
bridge,

with

a

'gap'

about

4,000 ! Picture-palaces —
there is more than alliteration iu the name —
easily top the list with
ninety-six ; but many of
these are public halls,
which under the Act must

tell

feet

be
licensed for
movies."
Music-halls
are " only
one
under the three-score, but there again
the statement is misleading, as numerous halls where pictures are the feature include variety '"turns."' and
accordingly require a music-hall licence.
Theatres reach the respectable total of
eighteen - yet to-day only two are providing theatrical fare.
A Camera=Man at his Post.
FAITHFUL to his job during the
sinkingof the Lusitania. Patrick L.
■ Jones, of the London staff of the
'Hearst
News Pictorial,
whoto .was
returningSelig
to England
after a visit
the
New York office of that weekly, calmly
took moving-pictures whilst the sea rose
higher and higher around the doomed
ship. " I was on B deck, on the starboard side," says a survivor in the Jforinff-pictiire
World,
live
minutes before
the "and
ship 'about
sank I saw
Jones. 1 happened to look from the
companion-way and found the deck
deserted save for one young man. who
stood about thirty yards away. He had
a camera and was standing at the rail,
balancing himself with one foot on the
top rail for the boat had a frightful
li*-t and was taking picture after picture of the lifeboats that were being
lowered and of those already on the
Mary

as an Aviator.

water."
MARA'
PICKFORD
will by
shortlj
be
in a story written
her and
now being produced at the Western studios of the Famous Players, entitled A Girl c/' Yesterday, a novel
comedy-drama woven about all the
mechanical marvels of our present-day
lite, in which the aeroplane plays a conspicuous part. For the first time iu

* tie'

:iation with ti
Mary Pickford and her younger brother.
Jack, will in this production play
_ ther in their true relationship.
A
plane scenes will be conducted and
participated in by Glenn Martin, the
aviator, and already trial fliirhts have

been made by
Miss Pickford
iii" his
hew
four-seated
machine
to map out
a route
by which it will be possible to secure
tie- proper backgrounds for the picture.
It is planned to ascend S.OOnft. The
yacht scenes that terminate the story
will be produced aboard a five-milliondollar yacht, the first time this palatial
vessel has ever been used for the purposes of a motion-picture.
Finished at Last.

as a nced
.
have never
nce experie
all my I experie
IN manager
the run of hard luck which struck
US in connection with Th 1/ Who
mourntheweek
waslast
at Home"
Stayed
by
to us
madeSuch
ful statement
Billy Saunders, stage manager for the
th Company. ne
we
wt-ek the
Hepwor
to take
submari "This
another
got
place of the one which wasn't right.
Day after day we tried to get suitable weather conditions. Day after
day something went wrong. At last
0:1 Thursday everything was ready.
Mr. Hepworth, who is an expert shot.
had charge of the gun that was to ^ink
it. The signal was given, the gun was
fired, the submarine sauk, the bubbles
came to the surface, and then — . The
camera had broken down, and not a
foot of negative had been exposed."
Mi-. Saunders stopped and wiped his
forehead in sorrow. ?" Not since Nichol
Simpson, middle-weight champion, did
that beautiful knock-out of our star.
< ■<,■■>.
in They
Mr. Rome,
out.
had run
stockI II
that,CaJU
to discover
only
have I been so upset." We are glad to
add that The Man Who Stayed II
like the slow- but
finished,
film
a winner.
w ill beand.
tortoise,
sure \bjx6\t
Your Brain Wave Photographed.
THE A. problem
has been
solved byNew
Dr.
M. Veeder.
of Rochester.
York, who claims to photograph
brain waves even without the intervention of a camera. Perhaps the experiments of M. Darget, a French scientist.
saj • the Sound Wave, may furnish some
due, as his system of colour photography
is worked out without the aid of the
camera, and by highly sensitive plates
covered with non-transparent envelopes.
His claim is that all organisms, whether
animal. vegetable, or mineral, emit rays
which are capable of being intercepted
and registered. Even diseases, he says.
can lie photographed, the results varying in accordance with the disease from
which the patient is suffering. It isaid that M. Darget experimented as
follows with a portrait of Meyerlwer.
the composer. Working with him was
a pianist, who was also what is known
,1- a "medium." He placed a photoforepianist's
upon
head, ingraphic
front
whomthe stood
a portrait
plate of
of Meyerbeer, whose composition he was
playing, and told him to think of this
photograph. The plate was covered
with an opaque film, yet when the
wrapper was removed the photograph
of Meyerbeer was found to haveaeveloped upon the plate.
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Our News Feature: Events of the Week
INTERESTING

£51

TOPICS

IN

FILM

PIGTUHES

BELECTED

PBOM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

Off to
V.C.
1. Oik Mihtaet
Cyclists. invaluable in the geld as scouts, despatch-riders, &c. are inspected at Worthing.
2. On
t'A'if: Royal Horse Guards watering their horses by the roadside,
3. "Fob V.w.ori: ' : Norwich
en fete to receive it- own
the famous
hero— (4) Company Sergeant-Major H. Daniel-. V.C.
5. King'
King Victor Emmanuel reviews the
tfuickfooted Bersaglieri
before their departure for the Front, (i. Another Depart 0 k>; .- The famous regiment of the Royal Welsh Fusiliers, after being
inspected by Major-General Sir Francis Lloyd, leave London for — — .

j
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A DAUGHTER'S STRANGE INHERITANCE
My

dear Randolph, be guided by
me. You love Lucille, I know,
hut if you marry her the future
v. ill hold a dread which will break your
heart. Lucille is an absolute slave to
drink. Her children will therefore
inherit a tendency sufficient to wreck
their lives
and yours."
•Von old croaker! Are you always
theorising? I love Lucille and am
going to marry her. Leave the rest to
ine. I'll help her fight the demon, and
we >hall win."
•• Very well, Randolph. My best
wishes. When the day comes call for

77//" Terrible -l-.;il r(tJ- "an
Inherited Taste for Alcohol.
. hlapted from the Film

By

ALEC

/.

BR'AID.

confidence,

"Nurse,"
said
the
doctor.
"your
patient is craving for alcohol,
li is your
duty to Bee thai -he cannot get it."
1 oil may t rust
me, doctor.
Mrs.
Randolph has repeatedly asked me to
• the dining room for the brandy, but

to "While
be talkedyouto as
I were mea baby.
areif with
you 'must
obey the rules. My dear girl, can you
not see what a bad impression you
create? The other girls talk, and
"Oh. hang your rules! You* are paid
To teach me. not to govern my movements. If I want to talk to young men
it is my affair and not yours."
Margaret ! " Raid the shocked Principal. "this "'is insubordination.
Either
really
you promise me to do as I wish or |

mef"
So Baying.Dr.

Adams left his friend
William Randolph to do as he wished
and fight the future. Randolph was
deeply in love with Mademoiselle
Lucille, a beautiful tight-wire^ pertreated his friend's
former. He had
warning with
disdain, feeling sure that
if he could win her love they would together overcome the evil he was assured
threatened her life. But he had not
i.-ckoned upon the intensity of the
craving.
Twice Lucille had refused him, not
because she feared the future, but,
loving the thrill of existence which the
risk of her daily performance emphasised, married life appeared to be dull
and emotionless. As grew her fame so
did her love for alcohol, until a strong
draught of spirits preceded each performance. Lucille was the despair of
her manager and dresser. Both remonstrated without avail, and as a last
resort the dresser would not leave her
until the call. One day. however,
Lucille made an excuse to tarry, and
hastily swallowed the drink she had
hidden before she went into the theatre.
It was her last appearance in the role
that had thrilled and delighted countless thousands. During- the act she
staggered, slipped, and fell from the
tignt-Vt ire. Her injuries were of such a
nature that she was forced to give up
her profession.
Deeply sorry for the girl. Randolph
again proposed and was accepted. It
was then that his friend Adams uttered
his grave warning, but the well-meant
advice fell upon deaf cars, and they
were married. Randolph had a greater
faith in his own strength and powers of
persuasion than belief in the principles
of heredity. II' there was to be a battle
it would he fought out by him; but he
still kept drink in the house.
For a time
all went
well.
The
craving left Lucille, and her husband
satisfied;
but
shortly after her
daughter's
birth it began
to return.
Against the insidious advance
Lucille
put up a brave tight. The position was
not unknown to the husband and doctor.
and as the danger became more apparent the nurse was taken into their

Fou have again broken the rules," was
the Principal's -tern rebuke.
" J don't care for you or your rules,"
answered
•I'm
to do as I Margaret.
like. At any
rateoldI enough
decline

Tasting it, she fount) it good.
I tell her that in all probability it would
kill her. She moans and cries for hours.
The" Itcraving
be dreadful."
is, but must
we must
combat the desire.
If we can ward off the danger for
another fortnight we shall win."
Alas ! their kindly efforts were in vain.
During a temporary absence of the
nurse the drink-tormented woman
managed to reach the dining-room,
where her strength failed, and she fell
to the floor. 1'oot by foot she dragged
herself to the cabinet and greedily
gullied at the contents of a decanter.
The effort was too great, the spirit too
potent for her weakened constitution.
and a little later the poor creature died
in her husband's arms.
One afternoon, sixteen years after the
tragic event just narrated, the Principal
of Wyotnossin'g Seminary was shocked
to see Margaret Randolph in conversation with four young men. It was a
freiuiont fault of- the girl to break
bounds and find pleasure in such company, Thevoung fellows came to the
river bank to fish. Such a successful
fishing season had never been known,
and
the guessed
"Principal
of the College
shrewdly
that Margaret,
and in t
the fish, was the attraction. The reputation of the College was at stake, and an
example must be made if the rules were
again broken.
A vivacious girl, clever and promising
at her studies. Margaret was the despair
of the Principal, who. though she would
gladly go out of her way to assist the
girl, could not forget the duty she owed
to the parents of the other students.
"Scoot ! here comes the old cat. and I
am
in for
row." said
Margaret when
she saw
the aPrincipal
approaching.

must
father." Father will
"Allreturn
right. toIllyour
go home.
be glad to have me.
I'll say ' good-bye
co Such
your old
school
scenes
as with
these pleasure."
were, unfortunately, of frequent occurrence, but
never l>efore had the girl so far forgotten herself, and on the following
day she was sent home.
his daughter's
dismissal
wasTo a Randolph
fearful blow.
He read and
reread
t h 3 Principal's letter -.—" Dear Mr. R 111dolph — It is with the Lrrealest regret
that
to bring
Margaret's
studiesI have
to an had
abrupt
conclusion.
For
months her spirit of insubordination
has steadily grown worse, and her
influence upon the other girls is bad.
*' I reallycanuot understand Margaret
She seems possessed of a double pet
sonality.
At times she is perfectly
normal, and exhibits
a most
lovable
nature.
At other times she is reck
and shows a vicious temper.
In t'
moods
becoming more frequent
it is
impossible to deal with her. Then she
defies all authority,
is insolent
and
unbearable.
" I have taken this extreme course
only after a long trial, and am deeply
sorry. The responsibility, however. i =
too great for me. and for the sake of
Margaret R3 well as for the reputation
of the Seminary I am compelled to send
her home.
Yours faithfully. E. M S 1 1" 1. ■ I \
Randolph was greatly distressed, and
wondered if. alter all the care he had
devoted to her upbringing, his doctOl
friend's
come the
true,fl and
that the prophecy
girl had had
inherited
He ofwatched
his daughter
side
her mother's
nature. closely.
Margaret did not appear t • make the
least
to combat
the mood
"other
of
her effort
nature.
When the
was side"
it]
her she tlew into a violent rage at the
slightest provocation. But worse was to
follow. One day a visitor was announced.
and the convivial decanter of port waplaced upon the table. Out of courtesy
Randolph sipped the wine, and whilst
accompanying
his upon
visitortheto bible
the door he
left the wineglass

The fellows bolted for their fishing-

Bj one of those tricks of blind chance
to which we are all fated. Margaret

" How often have 1 told you that conduct such as this cannot
be permitted ?

entered the room. and. seeing the wine.
she picked up the elass and inhaled
the bouquet of the hquifli The ai

tackle.
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u room

appealed to a hitherto unknot a
tasting it, she found it ^.>< >il and drank
t be contents of the glass,
When ber father returned he noticed
thai the wine had been drunk Fearing
tlir worst . yet hoping for the beat, be
Biiramoned the butler

"Old friend," said the distracted
father, "J believe you are correct.
Fears ago I disregarded yonr advice.
Deeply loving Lucille, I thought to win
the fight for her. I failed, and now
Margaret shows every sign of following
her mother's dread example."
"• Your
a'n-\is isa young,
and me
in all
bility there
cure. Tell
all probaabout
it.' replied the doctor.
Randolph traced the new story from
the receipt, of Miss Sturgeon's'
letter, " and." lie added with sadness. "1 have also frequently
noticed the ' dual personality." "
" She must return to the sanatorium with me.
Margaret
to be cured
thereIt'must
be nois

PICTUKUGOKR

and itaj there until I -

strength of the great bruin l>ehind 1 1 ■ • piercing
eyes awon
1 uroed to grej
her room
defeated gii I.
II \ pin>t ic influence had w 1 m t hi
hi .1 1ij_r 11 1 of wills, w bich « 1 to
I"' stern and relent less. The proci
11 1 Imi Iiegun « as a sli ■" one,
itedlj
Margaret
iva
ubjecl to
\ ioleut
burst
but I >- Ldanu
did
not out
despair.
He « rote hopefully to Randolph
It
is slow ami at time's t • ■ 1 1 1 1•I> hard work.
in ber better moments Margaret
delightful companion,
sin' listens to
reason.
Gradually I have brought
to
her consciousness the bid
isne
the end if she pursues the course ber
worst self insists upon. I contemplate
testing the work I have done. If I were
not hopeful of success, I should not
dote; but halt
measures
never
win
The
BUCCI

daj
Randolph
I this
letter Adam- tried his hold experiment.

Margaret's custom as sin- passed his
stud] to walk in t he grounds v
look in the window and wave him either
t ing of friendliness or defiance.
Upon this be relied.
Leaving a spirit-flask upon the table,
he awaited the result. Would the sight
of the flask bring hack the terrible
craving? .Month- had gone since tinlast time alcohol had passed her lips,
and he was hopeful.

Lucille made ah excuse to tai
into her dressing-case,
and was just
leaving the institution
when she was
confronted by Dr. Adams.

Walking
study,
eyes
dilatedpast
whenthe she
saw Margaret's
the flask.
Furtively glancing round, she reached
through the window and grasped it.
She walked quickly into the grounds,
and in a little shrubbery raised the flask
to her lips.
Dr. Adams had seen the abstraction
of the flask, and had quietly followed
Margaret into the garden. A.S
she raised the flask he exei
the whole of his will-power.
\_Min Margaret recognised tho
master will and desisted.
His work had not yet borne
fruit. The weary struggle was
not over. Week followed week
in the endeavour to enable the

" Margaret, you are to stay here."
" I will not. You dare not keep mc
here against my desire.
It is infamous.
I am
going
home."
' Stop
!" said
the doctor, looking the
girl straight in the eyes. ■Return to

delay."
two at days
later
the
three And
arrived
the sanatorium.
It was arranged between the
men that Randolph should quietly leave for home, saying nothing
to Margaret of his intention.
'• Where is father ■" " demanded
the girl.
" He has returned. You are to
stay with me for a while. The
change
will be beneficial, "replied
Dr.
Adams.
"I decline to do anything of
the kind. You cannot keep me
in your old institution against
my will. And" — bursting into
tears — ll I cannot understand
father agreeing to such a thing.
Whether he agreed or not I do
not care ; I insist upon going
at once."'
home
Margaret rushed to her room.
flung the clothes she had brought

THE

s.iu permission t" lea^ e it
Margaret
itruggled to avoid th
rible gaze of 1 he ej •• looking into b<
It v\.i- her «ill against hi
and the

"John, have yon touohed this port?*
N 1 -ir ; 1 have not been in the room
since Mr. Thompson left."
iding to learn the truth, Randolph
did not send for Margaret, bnt, bearing
the piano being played, he looked into
tin- drawing-room, and Ban a new Mar
garel Seated al the instrument, the girl
was playing with unwonted vivacitj
even for a girl of high spirit Even now the father was not satisfied.
Hi' still cherished :i hope that bis
daughter bad nol inherited her mother's
dreadful craving, and daj bj day be
pondered over the problem. To save the
-irl from herself was hi* datj Had she
inherited tin curse P
A few days later he asked Margaret
to bring him a bos of cigars from the
cabinet in the dining-room, She went
to th<' cabinet, saw the decanter, and
helped herself to a glass of « ine. Then,
hearing footsteps, she dropped the wineglass ami left the room hurriedly. Her
father found tin' fragments of the glass,
" 1- Adams right after all - " Randolph asked himself. "Margaret's
peculiar mental condition is quite
beyond me, and I must save her from
her mother's dreadful fate."
Shortly afterwards Dr. Adam-, now
the head of a huge sanatorium, visited
the house on a \ isit.

AND

HlPNOTIC

INFLUENCE
WOX THE FIHST
FIGHT OF WILLS.

STAGE

IN"

a

girl's better nature to triumph,
and, losing no opportunity to
influence the daughter of his
friend, he time and again went
over the familiar ground.
" My dear Margaret," he would
say. "have you never realised
that our greatest enemies are our
own weaknesses ? Unfortunately
to so many of us evil is the
greater power. We do the wrong
thing because it is easier; no
moral strength is required to do
the easier thing. But if we are
to fill our proper niche 111 the
world we must conquer our \\ eaknesses. Fight against temptation. Feel that the bard-towalk way is the better, and go
in that direction. Von are young
Life before you is full of promise. It remains
for you to
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MOVING - PICTURE
"MYSTERIES
"
Night Scenes, Cyclonic
Buildings

Picturad

foil

\ruj articl

Stems, and Burning

by

Models

and

Tricks

- according to an American Writer.

>:ir-ji<i per. i' ltd

I

it makes quaint and

ng reading. Thi
■i of hu statement*.
'•mploijerl l,:/ picloredays.
Certain
it is- tltnt noiraday
large
■ (he "/"•'
tcafi film producing
not
ii ■■
whichyi>:?
callus fur.

- and

-

fir]

i

sneeessfu ■ l>j pttotograpm
byjlre been
for film-pictn
night hij more
than oiu
•
I
-- I
cannot
askI
j/«ti
the article may
THE

TRUTH

RUSHED

UPON

choose. I ran only direct. Think of tlie
lonely life your father is leading. How
black the future looks to him. Hie loves
you, and would have your life a joy to
yourself. Help him to realise his ambition.by heating down your 'other self.'
Won't you try ? "
'" Fes, Dr. Adams, I will do my best."'
#
«
s*
*
By stern endeavour and reliance upon
her friend. Margaret steadily combated
the evil desire. Fueling that the time
was ripe for the last great experiment,
Dr. Adams one morning took her to the
police-court to hear the overnight
charges for drunken and disorderly
conduct.
Seated at the back of the court Margaret could see through the grill of the
charge-room the women to be charged
Bwaymg still under the influence of
drink, wrestling among themselves.
At length the door was opened.
'' Mary Morton ! '" called the officer.
A woman, old, ragged and haggard,
stumbled into the well of the court and
cowered before the magistrate.
"Drunk again last night, your Worship. Created a disturbance and fought
like a tigress when arrested."
Every lineament bearing witness to
the existence she was living, the woman
hiccoughed assent to the truth of the
evidem e.
I could no! help it. sir,", she said.
•■ 1 was offered the drink and could not
resist the temptation. 1 only wish I
could. It is awful not to be able to do
w rthoui the drink."
The truth rushed upon Margaret like
a wave. "I could net resist. It is
awful."
kept
Never
before drumming
had
she

in
her
realised

ears.
the

hideous nc> s of the consequence of giving
way to a weakness. With a heart
breaking wit h grief she left i he court.
Margaret

was

cured.

" Doctor." she

Baid,." you are right. 1 will fight against
the evil. Never again, so long as I live,
will [ touch the cursed drink, To think
I

mighl

heroine

OS

she."

And

:l -

MARGARET

LIKE

A

WAVE.

the sight of the derelicts of society
came before her she shuddered and
covered up her eyes.
With a joyful heart Dr. Adams wrote
to his friend : " Margaret is cured.
At
last she has realised what it all means.

*go home
#to-morrow."
#
She will
To test her, Randolph sent her to the
same cabinet for cigars. There stood
the decanter. Would it appeal to her,
or was Dr. Adams correct? Margaret
brought the cigars, leaving the decanter
as an unclean thing.
Her father had yet to learn his lesson.
At supper time the butler placed wine
upon the table. Randolph, as was his
custom, poured out a glass, and was
about to sip when Margaret said. " For
my sake, if not for yours, father, do not
Withit."a silent prayer of thankfulness
drink
for his daughter's complete recovery
from the curse of her strange inheritance Randolph desisted, his ej es
making friends with delicious tears.
*
*
sA finely-produced Yitagraph drama,
teaching a strong moral lesson. It is a
three-reeler, and will be released by the
G-aumont Film Hire Service, on Jrdj
12th. Norma Talmadge plays the
dramatic dual role of Lucille and Margaret with complete success.

AIRMAN'S
Unpleasant

DEATH

FALL

FILMED.

as the subject is. it is

worthy of note that a member

of

Thomas the
H. actual
Ince's camera
filmed
death ofstaff
an recently
aviator.
Thomas Hill rose in his monoplane at
Venice (California) to a height of 8,000
feet, and was ill the act of looping the
loop
when
one
of the wings ox the
machine buckled, and man and machine
started for the earth at almost unbelievable speed. The aviator was killed
instantly. A camera-man was taking
the flight, and his instrument recorded
every phase of the tragedy,

■
—Editor, " Pt. ti i

bass notes from the unRUMBLING bridled,
unleashed piano. Thunderous roars from the big bass
drum. Frequent crashes from brass)
cymbals. You instinctively clap your
hands to your ears and bivathl- SE
await the bursting of the awful tornado that is scurrying over your head.
Then comes a pause in the deafening
and ominous uproar- the house i- so
still you can hear the clicking of the
machine as the film is reeled off.
Yes ; we are in the midst of a fearsome forest, and the heroine is just
about to emerge from the inky blackness with all her troubles — there she is.
What was that ? A flash of lightning!
The drummer redoubles his sonorous
roll, ending with a wild, spine-stiffening
thump. Some storm. The heroinehair is blown so violently you fear it
may be torn out by the very roots.
She falls to the moss-grown forest
floor. Livid flash and another thunderous roll. Then the deluge. The
heavens open, and while the fanfare is
loudest and the lightning is vividest our
fair lady is soaked to the skin with real
water and falls to earth, beaten down by
the force of the torrent from on high.
( Ireat scene, that '.
Come Hither, Maude,
Come

with us now

and

Listen.

and sec how

the

game is played.
Ah. the movie studio!
Here's a patch of nice green grass on
the studio floor, and back of it a few
shrubs and some sizeable trees. Open
a scaffold high enough to be out of the
camera's ken are a dozen men, each
armed with a huge watering-pot.
The heroin,' stands on the side Hnss
waiting for the storm to begiu. Storm
in broad noon of a sunny day ■ Sure
thing,
.lust watch.

An excited-looking individual holding
a bunch ot manuscript

stands beside the

heroine yes, you've guessed it, he's the
movie director.
She gets behind the trees, and the
m in at the camera crank starts trailing.
Shs pushes her way through the tangled

.

K

ivildwoud mid stubs ber toe, l»H>kniy
miuttenthle nuguish i he n liile.
Down
|
veils the exoited
director.
She staggers on a- directed, the
i-amera-mun cranking nonchalantly
with one hand while he takes pnffs .it n
cigarette with the other The poor girl
iri' ■- to rise and wobbles feebly.
Fall in front of the camera ! " bawls
the■ director
Sic falls at the proper focal distance.
"Stretch out your arms
look wild;"
j ••II- the boas i >i the « i irk»,
■ Let
go! " this time to the nujn
w iili
the her
kvaturing-cans.
And
poor heroine, struggling
and
staggering, 1- dr< ached to the skin with
the downpour, uot from
the heavens
al>.'\ e, but .mit.' as wet.
Mow About the I inhtnlng?
But. we ask, where Is the lightning
this wild outburst of the aforesaid
Nature. ?
" Oh, that'.-, easj ." laughs the director.
\\ • put that in afterwards with the
• )i of a pin."
■ Hut how are you going to make it
look Iik . ■ night ?
Easier still we'll tint the film blue.
Got to have sunlight to take any kind of
pictures, any vva.v
So when you see this thrill, remember
that the lightning is a pin scratch and
the night effect is blue aniline dye and
not by the gloom of night. As for
Jupiter Plmins. the men with the cans
nf water can wet down the place with
equal skill.
Fire Effects in Studios.
Have you ever witnessed an exciting
scene about a big building
ahom<
a factory and then in the next reel
watched it go up in smoke and Same?
Yes. Some expense? Not so very much,
for you
the areal
building
bora
downhaven't
at all. seen
but only
little
model
of it after ihe scene has been acted out
in front of the real building.
" The best tire effects are made in the
studios
any way.'' the movie expert
will tell you.
it was in a studio that the eruption of
Mount Etna was manufactured. The
promoters had tried taking real moving
pictures of the volcano in eruption, but
they were not nearly as good ;ls the
studio-made variety/ These had the
verisimilitude of real life, with Seeing
thousands, men, women, children, and
animals, pouring down its red-hot side*.
The films of the fleeing people were
merely superimposed on the Kim of the
fake volcano, studio-made.
You have seen your favourite heroine
jump unhesitatingly off a tall cliff or
swim an ice-choked river? You never
knew- she could swim? Nor does -he.
Another movie trick is what you have
seen. Movje stars seldom do such
things. Professionals, dressed exactly
as they arc ;ind made up to resemble
them, do this part of the stunt for the
real actors. Jumping from a burning
building is another movie feat which ionly a trick. The real people get only
a- far as the windows. Dummies dothe
jumping and the falling.
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me not voting, kindlv hand your
coupon to a friend who i-.

"I use Oatine regularly, and as
a cleansing agent consider it
better than soap and water."
TIMS

i- Hh:,

l-lbeth

RdBdoll,

the

1. . 1 . 1 i 1 1 _■ cineui.l

ld|.--

.1

the day, says of Oatii
i ream.
Matin- has IiohI of fri
amongpl cm. -ma actresses, but ii is not often that a lady with the
-reat reputation thai Bliss Etisdou enjoys expreshe* -u.-h definiti
for it- use, and The Oatine Company feel that tie thousands oi udi
this ladv up and dowui the country / will
i value her opinion, which is the result
of her actual experience, and with her permission we reproduce a letter
recenflj received from thi- well-know n and ever popular cineni i

p
1
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which I often have to retain for many hours at n
I! ■ ! ,/ there i< nothing like i ,
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This enthusiastic testimonial is undoubtedly the strongest argument
that can lie brought to the notice of the readers of " Pictures," and in the
belief that the readers of "'Pictures" will wish to test these wonderful
toilet preparations The Oatine Company make the offer below

A Beautiful Photograph of Miss
Elisabeth Risdon, and a useful
Oatine Toilet Outfit — FREE.
To all readers of ! "Pictures "'sending 3d. in stamps to help paj the cost
of postage and packing, The Oatine Company will send a charming photograph of Mi-s Elisabeth Risdon. together with the delightful Oatine Toilet
Outfit illustrated below. Send to-day and test these wonderful toilet preparations, ofwhich Miss Ri-don speaks -<• highly. The Outfit contains-:
1. — A bijou tin of OATINE FAC5 CREAM, which restores the natural "il to tli» skin which
lbe
alkali in
bard water
always
l-emoviur.
(41 isfat,
Nature's
own
protector
and Boapand
rejttvenator;
OATINE i-FAHE
CREAM
contains This
no auiuml
and cannot
grow hair. All Chemists stock OATINE in white iars, 1 1 J and s.3.
2. A Tin ol 'Oatine' Snow.
3.— A 3d. Cake of the delightful
' Oatine ' Toicl Soap.
4.— A 2d. Packet ol ' Oatine ' Shampoo
Powder.
5. A Packet of 'Oatine' Face Powder.
6. - A 50 page B okle i entitled " Beauty

=1and

Health."
Write for it to-day, enclosing 3d.
iu -tamps to defray cost of pi
and packing;

THE OATINE CO., 245, Oatine
Buildings, Borough, London, S.E.
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The YOUNG

THE

rollicking adventures of au unsophisticated country girl (Marie
Dresslerj
a holiday,
is picked
by athat
°harpshe'u'11
Chaplin). who,
Tillieon makes
the most
of theupfact
is (Charles
niece to
Banks, a well-known millionaire, and Chaplin, with an axe to grind,
makes the most of Tillie, though he has already a girl (Mabel Npnnand).
Tillie, "turned out" by her uncle, secures a situation as waitress.
Charlie reads of uncle's death, drags Tillie from the restaurant and
marries
her.with
Theyballs
takeandupsimilar
their abode
in uncle's
mansion,
maketo
things bun*
functions,
lint there
is theanddevil
pay when Mabel turns up as a waiting maid and is followed by the
appearance of uncle, who is not dead after all. Charlie and Tillie are
utterly discomfited, and Charlie, with true manly inlidelity, again
turns his aliections to Mabel.
Booking Rights for Londor. and Melrovo1 itan Area, and the Counties of
Northampton, Himtingdoii, t'ambndge, Norfi I:, Suffolk, Essex, Hertford,
Bedford; Bucks, Middlesex, Surrey, Kent, Sussex, tl.eford, uwi Berkshire

CONTROLLED

THE GLOBE

BY

FILM

83, Shaftesbury

CO., Ltd.

Avenue,

\V.

Thone— 5600-5001-5602 Begekt ; 123G Pctset (night).
Telegrams— *' Eiophosco," London.
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A

Film

which
should be seen
A Military Drama
of great power is

by

you.

THE ALIBI
from

the famous
play by
M. G. TRARIEUX,
played by an equally
famous cast from
the leading theatres
of Paris.

HlilllBII

IBIIIIIBIIIIIBI

JBIIIIIB1I

or
youinto
willtheknow
theirthepresence.
Youyourselves,
soon wouldI don"t
know suppose
if a fly got
rays offrom
lantern
pr crawled for a moment on the lens, for then you would see
him very big indeed in the picture.
As a matter of fact, we must not encourage the little beggar
to come here at all. especially in this year of war. when flies
are likely to breed in extra millions. The cry of " Kill that
fly ! " is going up through the land. and I am glad to hear that
more than one firm have issued films which show this pest
engaged in the deadly work of spreading disease. These
pictures cannot fail to bring home to you and your parents
the immense importance of destroying the common li
fly. Every one killed stops an army of them from coming.
The film shows the birth and life of a.fly; how it pi
from decayed animal and vegetable matter t" article carrying the bacteria of disease wherever it goes: and one
interesting scene shows a fly emerging from its chrysalis.
I recommend you all to try and seeone of these films and learn
the lesson which it teaches. Then you will Ik? eager to get to
work. One enterprising theatre manager in America recently
ran a Fly Competition, the prizes being tree seats in his theatre
for the boys and girls who brought him the largest number of
dead flies." And they brought them, too; for the Fly Danger,
mark'you. is just as great in America as it is 1 ere. Now we
will change the subject and get on to mice and cats, which are
very*
much nicer. *
#
«
#
Of course,
theyou"Car
and into
thea picture
Mouse."?
which
in three you
issuesremember
back I asked
to make
You have responded nobly, and I am glad to tiud that many
of the competitors are quite young. 1 have placed a number
of your postcards in a row, and they show me that Tom had a
most exciting time in running after that mouse and failing to
catch it. They are shown racing across the screens of picturetheatres, jumping fences and ditches in the fields. scampering
over tables, upsetting milk-jugs and ink-pots, leaping up and
down long flights of stairs, peltering through beautiful
flower-beds, tearing through kitchens and frightening poor

The two cards which draw the prizes in this Cat-ch as
Cat-ch Can Competition were sent in by
Annie Kerr, 15, Shaw Street. Seacombe (aged 15),
Albert Barnard. 05. Darnall Road. Attereliffe (aged IS] ;
and bound volumes of PICTURES
are 011 the way to these

axd the Soi'tii to

Tfcone: LIONEL
GILLING
Regent
(The Omniftlm Co.),
4i>85.
161-163, Warddnr Street. London. W.

S AND BOYS—
DEAR GIRLng
My headi
seems to imply that you are :' fli
- it
not ? You are always " flying to your picture-theatre, I have
110 doubt, and daring the summer it is more than probable
that a few real flies will take it into their small heads to 1
become picturegoers. Fortnnately for the flies, they can get 1
in quite easily, and without payment, but bo long as they are
few in number and move anywhere but on the moving pictures

"Marys " out of their wits, playing hide-and-seek under chairs
pianos and bedsteads, running over Chaplin's
and sofas
flyingandalong railway tracks and streets and lanes, and
feet,
goodness knows where else. It would make a ripping film,
would it not ?

More particulars next week.

Trade Enquiries for London

PICTUREGOER

'Gran,:
Omnifilzo,
&«*»>.■

lucky readers.
A.WABD 01 Mkkii (six will give you a prize):— Samuel Boyd
(Airfield), Bertha Stanley (Norwich), Albert Kinder (Evertoufc
Toddy Friend (Diugle), Jack Honk (Longton), Gladys Tumor
CLewisham), Cnarlie Wright (Newport), Phyllis Apeldoem (Buxton),
Norah Harr (East Ham). Arthur Halo [Macclesfield), Mane Lister
(Ardwick), Flory Nathan (Brixton), and Teddy Sinclair (Windsor).
By tin1 way. one or two readers complain that they havewon
an "award," but seen no prize. Now I am always pointing out
that these special prizes are not won until a competitor has
received six awards.
So please be patient, my dears.

W'l IK
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Mother baa several plots which we
think mighl be suitable for tb,0 pie

•

hire*,"' writes Stanley, Liverpool, and
that l"iii.' so, Stun yoivi" mother should
■et them type-written and send (with
■tamped envelope for return) I" some of
<>;ir British
producing
firms,
as, for
Instance, Messrs rleiiwiuth, Wnlto
i
Thames ; Oicks and Martin I
•I II Martin. Ltd., Merton ; M
L B
productions,
Bsher. Surrej . or the 15.
•nd C. Co.. Ltd
\\ althamstow, B.
Now for this week's comp 'titiou. The
Limericks li;i \ .- been very successful,
si> here i- another Limei ick
Voting Wile was hos i e to plays:
His frienis thrutht him slow in his wajf,
Ti I he s w LRUai Wa kc ,
Then ho yel cd "What a corker! '

\\ rite your last line on a postcard and
poet it t<> ■ Corker." is. Adam Street,
Btrand; W.C., bj Monday. Julj 5th,
rwo prizes for the l>esi |;(>t tines and the
una] award will be again presented bj
In. m

OUR

Tim.

LETTER-BAG

Selected from hundreds every week.
Pity the Poor Editor

■ Please Sir N ill you
us something of
JBditb Storey and as shetellgone
and married
her carle propper I like her eark and her
hut likes her better as a cowgirl and tell her
to plaj with no one onlj him.
J. I.. (Salford).
And the Poor Answers Man !
rherais some one whose name I do know,
bat for the minute can't think of: when I do
1 want Mm to tell mi' what
Company he
belongs to. I know he Film
acted in a fable
railed oh I I can't think of that now something about 'Tin- Falilc of the Man who
ami that s as much as I remember. A- soon
as my brains are m working order and I can
think of the title ami the flbju oh! it a an
Edison til in . I believe. So now 1 have only
lr~ name and the title to think of.
Ami. (Croydon).
sounds like a George A.dc Bssanai Fame.
KlMTc

K.

'■ From India's Coral Strand."
1 really, think it is time forme to writeand
thank \ou once more for sending me l't< \ND thk PicTt bbooer. You cannot
know how I look forward to its arrival each
week, ami there aie always several fellows
1h.it -av . After m in with that l'i, ti i
Private V. Bt. E. B. (Central India,.

Scenes

Faked and Genuine.

• I enclose a cutting from h Chicago newspaper of .May 32nd, 1015. The tone of it icertainU not the same as that in which we
are accustomed to accept 'stunts'- i.e.. no
take. I should
like to hear a few candid
comment-- on it from your readers point of
view as I am of opinion that it should be
read with the proverbial grain of vail.' I
should hnacrine that modern producing com,
names would be the hist to dispute the inter
vni's contained in the article.'
T. T. C. (Fnlham).
Lhe article is reprinted on page 254.—
Editor.

RUTH

who is as noted for her wonderful dancing as for her
beauty, will dance her way right to your heart in the
new Two Act Essanay Photoplay

" THE

WOOD
Released

NYMPH

"

on July 8th.
Will exhibitors desiring information please write —
ESSANAY FILM MANUFACTURING CO.,
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C.

The Mad Pianist.
• I go to a picture-theatre that shows
what
jrood pictures, hut their pianist well, fairly
■Would you do with him:- He played '■ Tipjjerary in the terrible straggle between Mr
Chandler and Mr. Blenkarn in the Middle■inn, and ill a Keystone, His .U.
be played tile Russian
National Aiilheui !
l'i. m Id London).

STONEHOUSE,
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ending
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TRAVESTIED.
(Drawn by Ala

Confidential

M

Guide

Films You Should Make a Point of Seeing.
A TRAGEDY OF THE RAILS. —Gertrude
McCoy, in a death-defying leap from a flying
harid-car to the cab of a railway engine rnuning
wild, furnishes
a thrill of thrillers.
A redf
hlooded romance ranging from a gay masquerade
to a battle to death in the flying engine. Tensewith fierce love and hate.
— Edison Drama, tiro ports [July 1).

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

THE CONFLICT.— A thrilling plot. A young
man of fine character battles with a rich and
unscrupulous man for the hand of a beautiful
cirl. Alter a series of untoward circumstances,
in which the young man nearly Ipses the love of
the girl, the machinations of the older man
finally are revealed, and the real man wins.
Richard C. Travels. Ruth Stonehonse, and Lilian Drew play their
parts with exceptional skill.
— Essanay Melodra
2 ■ \0
THE TOPICAL SKETCH.— A revelation in cinema cartoons. Instead
of the former black on white' drawings, these are an entirely-new
series of topical sketches drawn in white on black. The public like
cinema cartoons. They come as a change from comedies and drama;!
and form a laughable epitome, as it w ere. of the happenings and event-of the hour. This series are very cleverly conceive. 1 and skilfully
drawn
- D risi
- .1 ■ • ■
316 ;
(J lit/ 5).

GAZETTE

MY OLD DUTCH.— We have not yet seen the film, but know
enough about it to .sice it early prominence in this column. We were
present at the making of some of the scenes, and can guess the quality
of the finished article. Florence Turner is a sweet 'Old Dutch.
and Albert Chevalier is her other half. There is no finer actor on
the screen to-day than Chevalier, whilst Miss Turner— but there is no
need to tell you what her acting is like. We shall refer to this film
again,
— Turner Fibn (Ideal Film Retiring Co.)i,.l

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

THE STAGE-COACH DRIVER AND THE GIRL— Only one re 1
but a big and special one. Tom Mix. the daredevil cowboj (happily
recovering from his recent terrible accident (, has never done anything
finer. In one scene you see the stage-coach and four horses going
along at full pace, lose a wheel, and topple over, throwing occupants
and driver in all directions. Hut no one is killed. On the contrary,
the driver win- the love of his beautiful girl-passenger.
—Selig Drama, ;1,072
11.

NOT
MISS

IT.

ARE YOU A MASON? -Truthfully described as "the fane of
the century." We seldom laugh, but we laughed at this film. When
il was firsl shown in New York, it is stated, the discipline of the
orchestra was utterly shattered, the.. mirth-provoking action on the
screen preventing the musicians from following the direction- of their
leader. John Mam more, the popular comedian, whose Work ill .f/.1
jnevi.
1
and r
,:
has placed him high in

the estimation of the picturegoer, achieves a success in .1

V

Jtfasi n f that will certainly add to his army of admirers.
— 'Famous rio .
four arts (. I
THE QUEST.- A real ship thai has just steamed onj to Santa Crru
Island, leaping into the air in Darning bits and then gurgling ana
bubbling to the bottom of the Pacific Ocean before your eyes ! A real
island Storm, too, of rain and lightning:
There is uo canvas about
either. 110 red lire- -just stern, \i\id reality. They are just two of
mam
superb scenes in I
S film which tor -hoer beauty of

Jl 'A

PICTURES

3. >9'5

t lumen ml stitiiijj mill |,li,.i.,_ i.>(.ii\ is without a rival iu III* liUtorj
ol tit.- -ill-ill .hi. I'ln- thrilling i.n.l.-i- fmaifiil ioiniiin<< in the Hml
• .I ih.< Viii.'iicuii DiMin.tivi' CiviitioiH }> i . ..1 1 1. .-.I |.\ Hi,- Plyin \
Oompuin an. I ii Hi,- • cit'iit ions to follow uro only hn»f aa good n
tin- mil- their i- nothing to four. Murffarita Piscliei and Ha n
1'.. II. i i'il in-.- ili,- 1, a, im- |, i., mi. in this U'ltittiful
the lull
■lor) ..I win, h we h.i\ • arrungeil to publish almostproduction,
immediately
.1
P ductioH, fie re it (<■
ALIBI."
stronu Isplol,,t produced
n Frem-h
c'ompani
\i
Hi.-"THE
pi.-, -hi
time it\ should
more I Ii inbjusual
iui.-i,-.t
;.-> it deals
with militan life, It is intensely dramatic and ch
it toil to prove
:. triuner. The storj t.-ll- how the Captain - wife falls in love with a
votuiK subaltern who i- a. , u-.-.l ,.t the murder of a fellow lioutenivnl
Dow he is arrested and Hnallj escapes death.
OmnijUin i 'ompany, thrx
VULTURES. The vultiuv is essentially a l.ir.l ,,i prey, an, I is
ly popular as a pet In ivasou ..t u- unprepossessing iippearauee
an.l propensities. Nevertheless, these birds offer ii singularl) int.resting subject foi the camera. I'.-i.li.-.l on a high rock, its ovou
exploriu; the horizon, the vulture soon spies ..ut it-, prey. Willi n
few Haps of it- strong wings it uuickh approaelfes an.l patieutl)
waits until tin- lions, tigers, or other wild beasts have deserted the
carcass; then it commences its somewhat revolting feast. This bird
i- well designed for its na-t> work; il possesses an exe
ling strong
and hooked beak, while it- tongue gives olio Hie idea of being edged
with teeth. Its appearance is more or loss repulsive. The neck and
breast are bald with the exception of n collarette of feathers. Vftei
iia-aN it> gorge extends Ion considerable degree, and gives a pouchlike look to the base ..t the n.-.-k : l>ut . when fasting, tlii- appearance
\
- l;.
is absent.

A

Have you had our new Postcard List ?

THOUSANDS OF PORTRAITS
OF THE PLAYERS,
And we are constantly adding to them.
Address "Postcard Manager," 18, Adam St., London, W.C.

RED

DELICIOUS

COFFEE,

WHITE
& BLUE

For Breakfast
& after Dinner.

THE

FREE

PiCTUREGOER

GIFT

To tin- Readers of "Pictures
and the Picturegoer" Only.
iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiin

Everywom
ers of
Publish
e an's
THEWeekly
desire
to introduc
every
lady reader of " Pictures and 1 1» < - Picturegoer" to their splendid
ladies
journal.

"EVERYWOMAN'S

WEEKLY.''

"Everywoman's the Sunshine Weekly,
as it is already known contains everything
which will interest the real woman. Its aim
is to brighten the life of all women who
read it, and it helps them in dozens of ways.

WHEN JADED TRY A DOSE OF RITCHIE
II-' ever we t'.-.-l that we need
a mental back-up, we trot '
round t.«tln> private theatre
oft he Trans- Atlantic in Oxford
Street and see through a Hill i• Ritchie l.-KO comedy. On
seeing stuttering, bubbling,
\Vildlj happy }>ill. we freshen
np, and in a t'.>\\ minutes feel
i- though we u.-r.- taking deep
cooling draughts of ozone. By
some mysterious mean- the
pulsating vigour displayed by
Ritchie comes clean oul of the
screen and magically tickles
up fiit- dulled senses.
V7e bark our laughs, we
bubble and gurgle away without restraint; and when Bill
. -tears off the screen we rise
from our chair like a giant
refreshed. Our doseof Ritchie
lias been a glorious tonic.
II-- i- -.i riotouslj alive. Ho
is a great buncb of springs, He is always a-tw Itter with on. rgy.
And bis energy is never misdirected. Whenhe is most active,
then he is most funny. When he runs; every joint is a marry
chuckle. When he laughs he infects you with the joy of living,
and in these present troublous times everybody needs all the
cheerful influences that can possibly be presented to them.

AND

In addition to splendid serials, the latest
fashions, entrancing short stories, crochet
articles,
a splendid
children's
section, beauty
the besthints,
cookery
hints, free
paper
patterns, and dozens of other interesting
subjects, it also contains personal interviews with the biggest
cinema
stars.
Readers stand a chance of winning
£1,000 Competition, in addition to over
1,000 other prizes. "Every woman s Weekly "
is the only weekly woman's paper giving

FREE
INSURANCE
AGAINST
ZEPPELINS
AND

ALL

OTHER

WAR

All you have to do to obtain this
for three weeks free of charge is to
the enclosed coupon. A halfpenny
velope issufficient, providing the flap

RISKS,

handsome journal
fill in and cut out
stamp on your enis not sealed down.

COUPON
To the Publisher of " Everywoman
93, Long 's
Acre,Week'y,"
London, W.C.
I accept your invitation to receive a copy of
"Everywoman's Weekly" for the mxt three weeks,
free of charrc.
Name
Address
Pic 1.

-
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YOU

WHEN

IN COUPONS

SEND

Jn.v 3

The World's Greatest Film Artistes
EXCLUSIVE

OF

BRITISH-BORN

30 VOTES— Free

on

Every

PLAYERS.

Coupon— 30

VOTES

£10 First Prize in Cash &10
SECOND

PRIZE,

THIRD

PRIZE,

OUR

SECOND

VOTING

CONTES1

Aggerholm, Svend.
Aitken.Spottswoode
Alexandre, M.
Anderson. G. M.
Arling, Cnarles.
Arthur, Charles.
Asher, Max.
August, Edwin.
Ayres, Sidney.
Bageot.
King.
Ba
nbridgs.Sherman
Barrymore, John.
Bauer, Arthur.
Beaumont, Harry.
Benham, Harry,
Beniiam, Leland.
Benson, Harry.
Berry Charles
Blackwe I, Carlyle.
Boswo th. Hobart.
Bou den, Edward.
Bracci, Signor.
Bracy, Sidney.
Brennan. John E.
Brook, Van Dyke.
Brower, Robert.
Bjchanan, Arthur,
Burns, Robert.
Bushman. F. X.
CCuvy.
ippellani,
Harry.Paul.

PR'ZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing tne
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. AM other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Anv number of Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence can be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
intoconceniing' the contest. Some of the
voter. Should no one succeed in placing
best known mate players sure given on
1 ho winners' names correctly, the fcIO will
■ this pages but voters may. vote foronj)
.,1 to the. sender of the nearest Coupon.
juaiiim (except British-born) whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more
the lists or not.
sending in winning' Coupons the
S. A voter may fill up any number of
pi i -'■ will be 'In ided.
Coupons from one issue, tuid max send in
LUJ
,|i,autity of his or herown or friends
-'. Coupons will appear weekly until
Coupons in one envelope and at any time.
further notice. 'ihqj niaj be forwarded
o.
The Editor's decision auto the prizohi once, or l.<-i ■* and senl in onocitt contest.
winners and oil all nutters connected
with
this contest will be final and legally
Ill names musl be written in ink.
I this
In- understanding.
and Coupons are accepted only
•"on
No alteration will lie permitted.

"The rictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
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£3 3s., value
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Prizes

«rW

100

n" Co.

SOME
BEST-KNOWN
MA LE
PL A YE RS

S

Although the British Artistes Contest was a success beyond all our
expectations, our new World's Contest, which concerns'probably twenty
times the number of players, will no doubt be four times as big.
Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vots for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough i f they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

I desire

s.

Tlie Machines and Records are manufactured by the World Famous " Colun

( I ai.ious Players)

GREAT

RECORDS
Graphophonc
RECORDS

Consolation

100

«** V

£7

30
RECORDS
Graphophonc
£4 4s., value

PRIZE,

FIFTH

CLARK

S

£Q

30s.

RECORD
Graphophonc
£5 10s., value

PRIZE,

FOURTH

MARGUERITE

Graphophonc £7 10s., value

Casey, Kenneth.
Casimlr. M.
Castilai. M. Riley.
Chamberlain.

.

Chaney.
Lon.
C ark. Andy
Clark, Frank.
CI irk. Jack.
Clements. Hal.
Cliffod. William.
Cjnklin. Chas.
Con idly. B bby.
Coomb-, Guy.
Cioper, Bigjlow
C.) per, Gi-or.e
Costello.
Mauricj
Coxo i. Edward.
C zcn. Idward.
Ci-uzi, James.
Cunimihgs. Iming.
Oax,
Daly, Jean.
Arnolc*.
D >ed. An-'rc.
Delaney, Leo.
Donaldson Sydney.
Drew, Sidney.
Drew S. Rankin.

Duncan, Bud.
Farriagton, Frank.
Field, t eorge.
Fielding, Romaine.
Finley, Ned.
Fonss, Oiaf.
Foote. Courtcnay.
Ford, francis.
Franey, Wii.iam.
Funnicus, M.
Gail'ord, rtobert
Gallagher, Ray.
Gamble, Fred.
Garwood, William.
Gontran,
M.
Grand, George.
G-asse, Joseph de.
Guilleaume, Natale.
Hall, Donald.
Ham lion, Lloyd V.
Harris, Joseph.
Harvey, Alexander.
Hemming,
Percival.
Henley
Hi vencr,Hobart.
Jerrold.
Hon, man. Arthur.
Humphrey.
Ince.
Ralph. Wi.liam.
Ja obs. Billy.
Joffre, Mon.
Johannsen,
Nicolai.
John on, Arthur.
Johnson, Buster.
Johnson, Tefft.
Johnstone, Oamar.
Jones, Edgar.
Karr, D rwin.
K;
it. Chas.
Kelly
Paul.
Kerrig n, *arren.
Km '. H.m-v.
Lawrence, Montagu.
Leonard
Rob art.
Lang. Pete*
Lewis,
Lincoln Wil'iam.
E. K.
Linder,
Max.Harold.
Lockwood.
Lyons Eddie.
Lytton. Roger.
McD- rmott Marc
Mack, Hughie.
MacQjarrie,
Murdock.
M tiles, Charles.
Ma >n, Hank.
Marshall.
Boyd.
Mason, Dan.

Melford. George.
Meiforj. Judson.
Meter, Harry Von.
Milo, M.
Witch el I. Howard.
Mix, Tom. Gastone.
Monaldi.
Moran, Lee.
Moreno, Antonio.
Morey, Hjrry.
Morrison, James.
Myers Harry.
NNorthrup
Man. Marshall.
Harry.
O'Connor. Ed
Oakman. Wh,e er.
O'Moore
Barry.
Ogle,
Olsen. Charles.
lauriU.
Panzer,
Periolat,
Philips,
Philips,
Pollard,

Paul
W.
Ceorge.
Ausus us
EHarry.
R

Power, Tyrone.
Powers, Tom.
Prince
M.
Prior, Herbert.
Psi lander. V.i I acinar
Quirk.
Billy. Herbert.
Rawiinson,
Richardson, Jack.
Ritchie, Fr nklyn.
Santschi, Thos.
Sennett. Ma k
Shaw, Brinsley.
Shields,
Ernest.
Sbe , willi„m.
Small. y Phillips.
Sterling. Ford.
Sutlon, Charles.
Troruby, Robert.
Todd, Harry.
Tuc^r. R. chard
Van
Wallv.
Wad worth. William,
talthall. Henry.
Was turn, Bryant.
Weber. Lois.
W tsh William.
West.
Ch is.
West. William.
Wdbur,
Willi ms.C-ane.
Earle.
Wilson, Ben.
Witly, Little.
Winter, kick.
Young. J mes.
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HERE'S

A
PICTURE
TREAT
YOU
MUST
NOT
MISS!
Eddie Lyons aim Lee Koran have never done
anything quite bo Eunny before. This screaming
farcical absurdity is the i» I Ne tot yet.

EDITH JOHNSON", who ix being Featured in many Selig
wild animal pictures.
Jack's Pats (now showing) and Hu
J
heart (.July 19th) are two of the latest.

HE BULL"
IRSUSThFEWl
WHEN
Released August
12th.
Nestor Comedy.

Last 1 preseni yon with the full results of oiu Greatest
British Players Contest. Everything comes lb them
that wait, but it lias been a herculean task tor all that.

The traveling players
have their
to call
in the
aid of ihedesFire
Brigade when
chorns
of Gladiators
rta
the company, and a substitute has to be found
when the bull is confiscatid. LeMoran sth>
Bubsttute. He plays the hind legs o the bull.
Eddie Lyons is the gallant Gladiator hero.

it best to
isn't it P But T thought
" number, and
Quite a "Contesttli»
Li<>t it finished with. Hearty
matter
Seal fully with
c< ngratulationa to all the « inners- both players and voters—
from all of us ! Certificates and prizes will be despatched at

Between them they have produced a riot >i a
comedy, Make a special note of thi great
comedy, and tell all your lriemls jou are

AT

the earliest i ossible raomi nt. Another herculean task '.
Are you Voting Some More?
It is t<
arly to judge the extent of the voting in our
it Contest to decide which are the world's greatest
players (exclusive of British) but reference is made to it in
hundreds of letters from all parts of the Kingdom, which makes
me qiute sure that the new Contest will be bigger than the
last one. Readers have asked if they may vote for 1 11* - same
artistes ou all the coupons P Why,yes,of course. Theymay
»ote for whom they like, as often as they please, so long as
the names of two male and two female players appear on
each coupon.
Coming Great Film.
Business sent me this week "ii a flying visit to the London
Film Studio. There I f< and Maurice Elvey behind, a huge
megaphone shouting directions to the players in a big and
magnificent s.-t for Esther, in which, as I told yon last
Elisabeth Ri-don is playing the title-role. This unexpected
glimpse of gorgeous scenic effects and dazzling costm
the Biblical period proves beyond a doubt that the production,
apart from the story, is going to provide a wonderful spectacle.
Meanwhile we must wait and see.
Rival «« Bunnys."
Before I left I ran into Judd-Green. and marvelled greatly,
for he looked more like the late-lamented John than any one
I have ever met. He tells me that he has many times been
mistaken for Mr. Bunny. It would certainly not be difficult
for him to play a Bunny rote without detection. And, by the
by, there
time has
Railway.
in acting

is another '"Bunny,"' John Collins, who for some
been an Underground conductor on the Bakerloo
Mr. Collins has already had considerable experience
for films, and now I read that he has been engaged

by
"Which,
stepthe
intoGanmont
the empty Company.
shoes. of the
originalI ?wonder, is going to
Presents for Players.
Last week I referred briefly to the Turner production of
^.lone in Londo/t. but I had no space to mention the fact tiat

goi p to so

it.

My Pfaii Ef/dehs— A Criml of mine lust week invited me to go roa
tee his offices, which were newlj built, and o which lie v.
i. \-i
we were going intd one • f tlie small. ]■ offices, I s iid to Urn, " Wine
empl ]
i - " He said, " None ; why do you ask 'i " I said, " Wl a! s
that lump of 1 act ere] eon the wall ror, then? " He said, " That's nol
crepe: that's lhi oltie towel." I think be was awfully annoyed.
Will write
more next week, as 1 am in a hurry now.— Yours,
"PIMPLE."
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Turner Films
ODDS
AGAINST

h ■

14 Pictures made
J I" I.'.

for You."

Ruined by a crafty rival, Dick Barry stole to save his mother's
life. But while he purged his offence in prison, she died from
poverty and grief. Meanwhile, Howard Lyston renewed his
suit lor Barbara Weston's hand.
On his release Dick determined to win an honest livelihood
before ajjproachiug Barbara. And so, while pride kept him
away, she, after-long waiting, gave L/yston her unwilling promi-e
and the wedding day was fixed.
But, with all the odds against them, Barbara and Dick were yet
to find happiness. For even at the altar Barbara's heart revealed
itself. Her lips refused to speak the fatal " I will."' Lyston
departed in chagrin. The guests dispersed ; and presently, as if
led by some unseen influence, Barbara passed down the empty
aisle to where Dick .knelt in an agon}- of despair that was'
turned to happiness beyond belief by the love-light in the eyes
of the woman he had thought for ever lost.

Florence Turner is Barbara, Henry rewards (the author) is Dick, Edward Lingard is Lyston,
and the picture is produced by Larry Trimble.

NERVY AND SLEEPLESS.
Business Man

Cured by

Dr. Cassell's Tablets.

Mr. Poole, a business man. of 60, Infirmary Road. Sheffield, says:
';
Dr.
Cassell's nervous
Tablets and
have run
'simply
me. atI ahadsound.
becomeI
so excessively
downworked
that wonders
I would injump
bad lost confidence in myself, and the alertness, and business activity I
had formerly possessed were gone, my digestion was very feeble, often
there was pain and wind, and at night I used to wake up with a start
and
queermore
feeling
dread.
on forof month-.
1 wascured
getting
more a and
run ofdown,
whenTin'sonehasdaypone
I read
similar cases
by

*(•

TABLETS
D? CASSELL'S

Dr. Cassell's Tablets. I pot some, arid almost at once 1 fell better.
Naturally 1 persevered, and now I am as well and lit as any man of my

-TABLETS
I-KCASSEIK

Mr. Poole, Sheffield.

SEND FOR A
FREE
BOX.
Soud address,
J "'"' name
arid
and
2 pen ii) stamps
tin- postage, &c,
to Dr. Cassell's
Co., 14.1. (Ilox
M, 1 1 1. Chester
lv o D 'I,.
chi'stn
andM 8\ ou'i-

will

receive

trial

Imv

a

i in'.

ape."

Or Cassel l'*s Tablets

]>r. GasselVa an a genmrie and tested remedy far all forma gj nerve or bodily
weakness in old or young. Compounded of nerve-nutru nta and tonics ofp\
/, the;/ are the recognised modern remedy for : —
Nervous Breakdown
N tvo Paralysis
Sp nal Para ysis
Infantile Paralysis

Neurasthenia
Nervous Debility
Sleeplessness
Anaemia

Kidney Disease
Indigestion
Stomach Disorder
Malnutrition

Uil

of
Cni

.^/.

toi«*

' «r-M,-i

WWH""

Wasting Diseases
Palpitation
Premature Decay
Loss of F csh

and
Life: are specially \ aluable for Nursing Mothers and the Critical Periods of

Sold lo Chemists and Stores in all parts of (he world, including leading
( hemists in Australia, New Zealand. Canada. Urica. arid India. Prices:
LO d. Is. l '.I.. and 2s. !'d.— the 2s. 9d. size being the more economical.

Prirt
Or C3M
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§>.-»*«4.l,t|>i
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New Style or
I'acViog. adopted Dec. '9M.

I fee:

u kkk kndino
Jcj.y 3, 1915
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•1 ■ presentation " made lx>tb I
Turner and Larry Trimble, bev 1
trail.the
after
hupp)
verj Rosenlwum,
dneer,
show.
Mr.
ot the Idenl
Cumpan) (w ho controls the film), 1
sented the lady with n (told wrist watch
and the gentleman with a gold cigaretteIn a prettj speech Miss Turner
said the had wanted a wrist-watch for
rears, and in thanking her friends in
England for their pust and present hospitality, she was determined, with Mi
Trimble, to give u> nothing l>ut the I
in all coming efforts.
Ami poor Mr,
Trimble said he was a rotten Bpeechmaker, but would endorse all that Miss
Turner had said.
A Qood Character Part.
After the show I met Walter Rossei
m old American friend whom I had just
ieen on the screen in Atone i*t London.
\- 1 character actor with particularly
-luup features, he shows op well upon
the Bcreen and has mad-' quite a hit as a
.Took in this drama his tirst effort, by
the way, in this country. Be has so me
fifteen
experience
at tinhack ofyears'
him, stage
and should
do well
in
-hnilar parts in other screen dramas.
Here's wishing him luck!
They Always Entertain.
Whenever there is a trade show of a
Famous Players or Lasky rilm I try
to be present, because 1 know I shall be
entertained. The other day 1 saw two
productions l>y both companies, and
found scenerj ,aeting,and story. as usual,
.1 triumph in each case. The Country
Hoi/, a Lasky rilm, I found was a strong,
sentimental story with enough humour
to relieve the heart-pulls; and An You
<i Mason ' a Famous Players film, set me
giggling with the rest of the house from
the beginning of the first reel to the end
of the fourth. John Barrymore, who
plays lead in this, is in truth a. great
comedian.
we subject
have him
more often ? Why
Whilstcan't
on the
of
Famous Players films. 1 was amazed to
receive last week a letter from a pictnregoer d think he lives in Ireland)
who says his local cinema never show- a
Famous Players production, and that
be has to be content with what he reads
about them in this paper. If this be so
be has my sympathy. He little knows
what he is missing. And what can this
particular Irish exhibitor be thinking
about ?
F. D.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of
any Ph 'to.
12
t'ttht'ogtie anil
S. E. HaCKETT.
Works:
From

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, od.
Sample* Free.
July Road, Liverpool.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P.O.P. POST CARDS
80, +..d., 100, Is. 3 l. Plitis ami Papers also Cheap,
Lata ogues und stamp ea I
S. t. HACKETT
Works: Jii.t Road
Liverpool.
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Still we get complaints from readers
who say they like PICTURES, but
cannot obtain it. Tell your Newsagent you want it every Saturday,
and he will get it for yon.
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REPLIES
and addn
ttatid irheti writing.

We cannot reply through Ou
Fl
caste arv required nami
lymvitbeg
" i; T, D." Mam beater), (I havi post ii
Anita b'tewod now, it ii. I expect tome ol Cli
Chaplin,
When 1 1 fv ..I r \ ■■ we i hall say ho.
i " (Sontfa n i" -i .
Thanks rot yon*
ipprcoiativa remark*. As you nay, not all the
men in urn t; '.in Ik' called suckers. The eeee ol
the young man with two invalid dependent
very hard, and t" 1"' p"llit. d I ut us ii " bold back
must be very gall n„* to linn. We know of a similar crm where thee, niaao nig to enlist. Bydney
Draw ami Sydney Baukin Drew are two different
people, We replied to n " MoRle" of your Tillage
in our June l.'tli issue ; w is it you V

A
■ ■ o.

I iii.rrs.il

Film

i '■... I," ",

I i kin,
lli"i

'• PAKSl " ll'illh. U
,I
film Co., St. 1
1
Twickenham.
We mnat not try to gnaea wbn
is i'an-y wiahea lo tell nlm, beoanaa •\m
if »«
did ■■ we nevei could," »o P
•<W, II
■■■•■! l«r Hill). -Vo ir lilm story sloe, Id
he typewritten, and then yon might lend It to any
of the leading Loudon Companies,
riayuti
Inr (lie CSmm
price
L'd useful
p-tfeehints.
from
"dli
" aid ,ivo
you Is.
many

"Jo "(North Shields).— Oar Postcard Manager
baatentyoM a list of all the postcards and eulargi
meats we have In stock.
Whose and how many
do you want, JoO?

"AlICE " (South HackiKy).- Sorry, dear, the cut
you want i- unobtainable
Thanks for kiasea.

' ■Si'imilks " (Croydon). — Tliere la no reason why
we have not mentioned in our paper the two
players you name. We cannot mem ion nil the
s US, try as bard as we may to keep pace.
•■ Keystone" i Dawlisni. - v\ ben Ford sterling wae
with Trans Atlau to tliere were six different postcords Ol liiin ob ainahle but now he is naek with
Keystone there are none available at present. We
have bad portraits of ami larugraphs about,
him, but uo long interview. Tliuuk you forcom-

postcards, bow can we advise you - Why no) c>
to America for your summer holiday anl i-k imn
for th in? Ate you sure you addressed tho
letter correctly ?

plimehts.
'•liiNNv" il.oiulon, W.).— Charles Chaplin is an
Englishman ty birth, and became famous On the
stag) in " The M n mini ii« Birds " long before he
thought of playii g or the fil.us.
'• Nance " (Marlpoolj.— You are certainly enthusiastie piotntegoers. We seat you u p. stcard list
and await your big order. The Answers Man is
rather shy tabem !l, ■ nd no i ostcards of him are
published, but *' bis looks are good,"
"Bessie" (Liverpool). — Charles Chaplin is not
eligible for the Foreign Players Contest. We
expect to have postcards of him by the time this
s.
'• appeivi
The Flapper
" i Middlesbrough). —The Keystone
Co, do not publish casts. We know, however, thai
Mabel No* maud mil Charles Chaplin played
leads
" Mabel at the Wheel " Warren Kerrigan
C. now
C. in with
is
Trans-Atlantic. Have sent love to

"Impie" (Cardiff).— No. dear boy (or ia it girl - 1,
you arc wrong; t ho out' on yon refer to was
I X. Bushmun. Mary Pickf rd is Canadian
born. As Maurice Costello did not return four

'■ L. M." (Bromley).— You

might Iry t lie following

Companies :— Hepworth's
Studio-,
Walton-oiiThames; London Film Co, S:. MargurThames, Twickeuha u ; The Bamuelson Film Co.,
Worton Hall, Islewortb.
" Ethi;l '' (Liverpool). — How splendid for vc.u to
have
who to ishim,
an Ethel
officer1 in the King's
Army a! father
Good hick
'* Poprv " (Plymouth). We should like to "pop
into the park lo pick poppies with Pop). v."
May we?
Alfred Vosbunrh played " B >\>
Arnold" in "The Level" (Yiti graph).
"Saucy <jibl" (Bristol).— Sorry we cannot get
the casts; one is t..o old and the other is
not gixea. We have asked our publishers to
send you what you want ;ud are glad to do - •,
The end of your letter was very sweet.
" Winifred " (Camberwell). The east of "A
Million Bid" has been given several times on
this page — the lant ti e two or three weeks
ago—
reader.look up back numbers. Welcome, new

"Caprice" (Doucaster).— Sorry the printer man
spelt your uom-de-gu. rre incorrectly— he has .
promised to leiorin. Thinks for Scarborough
posti ar.is— glad you enjoyed yourself. Syd.
Chaplin may be the player with Mabel Nonnand
you refer to. We have rei eivc i your letter oontaining Card, th'ink you. So you have reached
the age, and have to put your hair up? Cheer
up! don't
be dowuheartel
crawn
of glory.

; a woman's

hair is a

" Witch" (Blackbcml.- We have new postcards
of M. Gray Murray 'D. ami ('. , Id. eacb, postage
extra. It you write tae Postcard Manager he
will send you a list of all we have in ttock
free.
" Liu W." iXewlerry) — Thought you had forgo!
ten us. Harold 1 oik wood, c.o American Film
Co., Ltd. tVi-7, Bro. dway, Chicago. "Dr.
Smith's I aby " (Vitagiaph) :— •• Dr. Smith,"
Maurice Costello; "Jenny,'' Mary Cbarleson;
"Dr Homy Smith," Kob. Gaillord : "Dr.
Burton," Harry Morey ; " \>r. Lyons," Tb.08.
Mills; ■' Dick Perry,' Ju k Bulge.': "Hetty,"
Ihylis ijrty. " '1 he Eagle's Mate" (Famous
Players) : — " Anemone Itreckcnl ridge." JIary
l'iekford ; "Lancer M< r.ie," Jas. Kh'kwo
"Sally Brecben ridge,' a Waterman ; " Abuer
Morne." Robert I o.leiick; ■ Fisher Morne,"
Harry Browne; " BogarMorne," Helen Oilmore :
"Myra Morne. " Estelle Kibbyj "Luke Ellswortb," K J. Henry ' Bev. Hoi Utiss," Russell
Bnssett.
Tbauksforb Bses, Lily.
" .Iks. sit; " (Bitcbbl). — tilad to bear fr >m you, Jess,
Percy Winters played lead in "Moths."
•Jam:" (Dundee).— Sorry mother made "marinalade" of your back u umbers OS, bo»ever, you
had read them i' did uOI matter i|iiite so
much. You have I en one of our staunch
porters and we much appreciate your kind
messages.
" Biiidie" (Plymouth).— TCo cist i- publ'shed of
the tilm you mention. Wc bear Tom Mix is
recovering from his accident.

IS

THIS

IN

YOUR

ALBUM?

_\i, Gray Murray, of the ;'B. and C," Players,
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" B
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l!. .
or At

c tares,

" Pn 1 1 i
u "
(Barton-on-Trent).
N
Am
■ unlit nor any otbar pl'iyer cats ofl
hi i owl i .' it
. body.
This is oni
rata you urast uot take too literally.
"r. c. I,, mi. •• (Blpou).— Dorothj IV ley and
Little Gladys are uot "oue aud tbe Banie"
player Cuiinot t:ace any previous letter of
yours.
" I.u.i i .\'. " (Belvedere).— Cannol suy if i
Willams will ever come to EnxTand; n be does wi
■boll certainly interview binu "In the I.at'n
Quarter" (Vitagraph): "Juan Duval," Antonio
Moinii; "Marie, Ed. tb Storey; " tadren
l.i in .(.if, " Ennkln Drew; "Manon," Constance
Talmadge; "Maiion'g Father," Win.. Dunn.
" 'Hie Diver " (Vitograph) :— "The Diver." Mdllr
Ideal ; " Hitu Melrose," Rose Tapley ; " Margaret
Bracken," Lillian Mulbeani; "Rupert," (.has.
Wellesley; "John Hawley," Earle Williams:
"Ajjatho," Florer 03 Isley. " Playing with Fire"
(Seligi: " Mhry Eansom," Bessie Eyton; "John
Ransom," Xhos. Santsehi,
"V. \V. D. K." (Ipswich). Glial yon are "doiiu?
your bit" iji khaki. The besi of luck to yon,
Ulddie ! Send photo for ouv " Patriots Gallery."
" Whisti im; Ebpos" (Lewos), — If your frienlwill apply to the Postcard Manager at this office.
he will send him a list of the postcrds
iu
stock.
" M. I." (Sparkhill).- There is no limit to the number of competitions you can go iu f.>r— even if you
have won a prize.
Try aud win others.
««T. T.C." (Fnlhatn).— The film showing Empire
Day celebrations in Australia was probably a last
year's picture. We do not know of any Amateur
Dramatic Socielies in your district— none were •
sent us in reply to our enquiry in this column
si m ■ months ago, and we have not our previous
CuJTespondent/s address now. What was your
question re Vitagraph players?
"Doaoiur"
(Stanley
Park). — We
have
quite
a cently given the cast ot "Shop Girls."
Have
fe it your love to F. X. Bi^hiuau.
Thank you
Dorothy, dear ; we arc "in the pink of health" and •
hope you are the same.

SINCE the war started all the rank ami
fashion has become rank and file.
Far Better Dead.
■' Why did the audience howl so indignantly during the last death scene F "
•'Because they knew that the actor
wasn't really dead."'
A Good Reason.
BOBBS: "I hear Desmond
is expanding his short Kim plot into a big novel "''
NoBBS: "Yes; he says the plot is a
DOVel idea." Not Much of it.

i

i.
ol).— The Walt urdnn Co., ol
I , Condon, W., would be able to
>"u with all the thingayon want.

" \V. D." Kensington).— Choa.
— quite Ehiglish. Send your
the leading Companies,
The
from ten i-hilli,is;s to 08 many

Chaplin ia English
him plot to any of
prices given range
pounds, accord

to quality, like evervthiu* else,
to "W. T." (Lavender Bill).

i

I •'•ply

•' HiLi'.v " (Burnley).- Being under 11 years old,
you have not vet reached the age, Hilda, deal,
when you can uudei'stnud the subtleties of Bave.ism.
Our repl
to "Ambitious"
(Claghfll
tew weeks |..ek was "writ sarcastic."
" S. m .i'I.uibl " iXeels). — Kathlyn and C i
Williams are no' sisters. "The Van Thorutou
Diamonds" (Selig) :— " KatheriueSelwyn, "Edith
Johnston; "Geo. Winthrop," Lamar Johnstone:
" Alan Thurston." Fraiiklyn Hall ; " Mrs. Van
Thornton," Catherine Henry. "His Last
Dollar" (Fatuous Players. :—" Joe Braxton,"
David Higgins ; "Eleanor Downs," Betty Gray ;
' Linsou," Hal Clarendon; "Col. Downs," E. I..
Davenport; "Booker," Wellington A. Playter;
" Jones and Ross" (Jockeys), Jack Piekfordand
"Nat Deveuish.
No trouble, little one.
" Ti;ax5-At:.ajsTicite " (Newingtonliutt-.i says thai
' the iirst ftlm in which Gaby Deslys ployed" lead '
U called "Her Triumph," and will 1 e rehasedon
Sept. 20th. Quite ritrht : and, as we said a week or

m:

i

■

Mostly

are not published.
Hope you'll write again.
«'Fi:ed" (Bnmhain).— Ivy Close may have played
in the old Hepworth film you mention. Address
Minnie Gray, c.o. J. H. Martin, Ltd., Quintiu
Avenue, Merton Pork, S.W. " When the West
was Young" is a Vitagraph film.

proceed with the siuaing,''

(Cardiff).
••CUBIOTW"
IP
time,
please.
Lottie

reply

to

" 1,

me a«d
address next
Brisci
id with

Arthur
Johnson
Martyrdom."
V. .do not V.
think
they in
are "Her
married
to each other.
The east you want we cannot trace.
"Xei.l" i Wexford..— It was really too had of in
not io have autographed the two cards ; however,
they are done now. Accept the apologies of the
two culprits 1 hanks f..r getting as more readers.
"War is Hell" ( Bnrlinghami : — " Francois."
Martin Valmoor ;" Marthe," Nancy Be"Pierre," Dorothy Bntley; "Major SehiUz,"
Schaoh .Tonson ;" Major Reitz," James Russell.
" The Mystery of the Glass Tubes " tEdis t: —
" Hamilton Cleek." Ben Wilson: "Superintendent Narkom," Rob. Brower: " Dollops," Harry
Beai.mont; " Aileen Lome," Gertrude HeCoy;
"The Detectives." B. Neill and W
Sadler
" Apaches," Ed. Lawrence, T. Tamaraoto, Julian
Reed, Harry Bates, and Saul Harrison. The
" cher d'amonr."
Answers Man
obligC pour votre
'"pen
Oh "la,estla tres
!
•'Tboopee F. E. D." (Brighton). — Sorry yon are
laid up, and hope you will soon be about again.
"T. T. C. " (Fulham).— Tliauks very much for
your letter. You will see that we have quote! i'.
aud made use of tbe cutting which it enclosed.
iveulably held or

.

EDITORIAL

"Jm Cbow " (Wisbech).— As tbe numbers yon
want are ill in the hound Vol. VII., you would find
it best to buy a copy, price 3s. 9d., post-free from
this office (18, Adam St., Strand, London).

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures
and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street, strand,
London, W.C.
Telephoue — Keg

SUBSCRIPTION

•'Vio" (Co. Down). — Write to the producers of
'" The Prisoner of Zenda," the London Film Co.,
St. Margarets on-Thames. Twickenham. Middlesex, who will send you booklets containing the
information you want.

RATES.

Ei

I
- J: —
s.
One Year (post-free)
...
... 6
Six Months
,
... 3
Three Months
I

il .
6
3
8

Advertising aid Publishing Offices: SJ and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.

Telephone— Oerrard -

A Feature Film.

Suspicious.

Operator: "What shall I do with
this film p There is a tear in it that cuts

Mrs. BlLTON: "I think you're tb-?
dearest, sweetest man that ever \ Bii.tox i suspiciously ) : "Something

! '"
the hero's: nose
throughManager
right
Clever
" Ha ! just the
thing!
Call it a feature in two parts \"
A Great War Drama.
It was advertised as such, but scene
after scene showed nothing but love and
farewells. The embraces grew longer
and the kisses increased in strength.
Suddenly a boy voiced the sentiment- i E
the audience by shouting, " Why don'l
\er let her breathe and give us a bit of

smoke'"

Ruth."

The Guilty One.
A certain minister was greatly disturbed by a uumber of women in hi^
congregation who persistently gossiped
in a loud tone during service. One
Sunday morning be executed a plan
which lie had de\ ised to stop this annoyance. At a given signal the choir
stopped abruptly on a certain word iu
the middle ui' a In inn. Then one of the
rips, unable to check herself, was
In anl all over the church to say: "1
always fry mine iu lard;" " \^ we
know.'' announced the minister, "thai
she always fries heps in lard, we will

. — Set

SO her
ago, iirst
whenandwe only
published
portrait,
tbi^ I
is
tilm so Gaby's
far. Casts
requiie

M.VE : '" Ruth had a new gov n on last
night.
(iRACE: "(Hi, what was it like?"
M

ending

special at Professional
the pictures Jealousy.
to-night ? "
Cm. i. Ei! : '" Pardon me. sir. but is there
another
artist"No.
in this There
building
r"
Artist:
rs>nowever,
a
man on the fourth
floor
who
paints."
The Blackleg.
The seedy loafer surveyed the b
sellers shop, wherein was the notice ; Dickens' Works
All This Week.
Only ! ^s.
■' The VI 1 e does
" hetid.exclaimed, with
extreme
bitterness;
"no wonder they
won't pay us decent
wages
wi' dirty
scabs like that abart ! "
Crushing his Curiosity.
The dirty tramp sat on the bach step
eating the breakfast for which he hail
asked, and the servant -to.>d looking al
him

curiously.

"Wotteryer lookin1 at me tor? "he
asked. ■"Think I'm a lone-lost causing ': "
■ No." replied the maid. coolly; "out
you remind me of a man 1 used to

^^#^^5^^"^
\ jifi ■miiiciit picture-player who "hates
iniiilirii\
the morning after liis participation iii a l>i>? production,
.'

■ Sweetheart !- " asked the man. coyly.
•None of your business:" was the
maid's retort.
"But something hapknow pened' to him which'll never happen to
• What's that ? Died a millionaire r"
N- he was drowned while bathing!''

t
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New Series. No. 73.

"NAN"

in the new Turner production of the old melodrama "Alone in Loudon."
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(See next page.)
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and notes

scenes in this picture she would be
required to milk a cow, and she was
asked to familiarise herself with the
habits of the animal. So Cleo sought
out a farmer living in the Universal
City neighbourhood, and told him she
wanted to buy a cow. She was taking
no chances. She and the cow were
?oing to become properly acquainted.
The Madison family had fresh milk
night and morning for weeks, and Clec
became expert in the art of the dairymaid. Of course, the scene was filmed
without a hitch of any sort. The cow
looked quite unconcerned, confident
that everything was all right, because
the mistress she knew was near at hand
all the time, and the milking was done
in quite professional style.
Has a Picture a Soul?

ago Langford Reed
months
FEW
strolled
into the AValker Art Gallery in Liverpool and discovered
the " personality " of the central figure
in a painting. The mood and expression
suggested a number of picturesque and
romantic incidents in her life which in
imagination he saw visualised before
him. Result— a striking picture-play.
Mr. Reed found a capitalist, a producer
(George Rex Wilson, of the Cherry
Kearton Film Co.) who would work
hand in hand with the author, and lastly
an actress whose appearance and temperament were almost identical with
that suggested by the girl in the painting. The now finished film is in four
reels, and, besides being sensational, it
will make a strong psychological appeal
throughout, such as the author is convinced the public are longing for
Langford Reed has certainly wriiten a
great many scenarios, for he tells 11s
that no fewer than ninety-eight of his
subjects have already been disposed of.
A

HOW

FILM

ACTORS

REHEARSE.— No. 2: The

NILSSON fires off three cannons in Kalem's Rivals. Don't be
nervous — the picture is silent.
*
*
*
#

ANNA

Anna Little is sorry that summer has
come. She has fur coats, collars, and
muffs galore. The moths will be glad !
Kathlyn Williams says that a film
wardrobe costs nearly three times as
much as a stage wardrobe. Can any of
you contradict this ?
*
*
#
*
Tn America there is a new dance — the
( 'harlie Chaplin Walk. Imagine a floor
full of people walking like Chaplin with
music and shoes to match !
#
*
*
#
Throughout the United States many
schools are successfully employing the
cinematograph. In New York City there
axe about ten schools using it.
#
#
#
*
The Albert Chevalier masterpiece,
The Bolllc, is muking a deep impression, young and old enjoy it. They
all
The had
"Bottle
-it's stronger than
the want
one they
in babyhood.
»
*
#
*
A girl may appear interested in a
: creen climax, but we notice that she
loses the trend of the plot when another
girl in a striking pannier effect comes in
and sits down in front of her right at
the crucial point in the scene.
There is talk of "Formby Films"
coming. We told you last week that
Billy Hereon had arrived on the screen,
and now George Formby, we believe, is
to follow
suit.for Oli.
well,
there's heaps
of
film room
funny
fellows.
A Mother

and Her Son.

MARC
MoDERMOTT is receiving
the congratulations of his fellow-players because his mother
has finally passed out of danger after a
serious
and
prolonged
illness
which
greatly
worried
the
Edison
star.
The unlet, sensitive
nature
of Marc

Big Game

Hunt.

seems to find fullest expression in his
affection for his gentle mother, who is as
proud of her son as he is fond of her.
The Flower=SelIer and Her Car.
EVEN the Walton people. accustomed
as they are to film production in
their midst, were caught napping
one day not long ago. From a magnificent
new 25 horse-power touring-car stepped
a forlorn figure in rags carrying a boy
on one arm and a basket of flowers on
the other. The passers-by stared, but
sheepishly went on their way when
they discovered that it was only a scene
for a film. Florence Turner was playing the flower-girl heroine of Alone iti
London in the scene depicted overleaf.
Crowded out of "Reply Page."
VIOLET MOSSBACK wants to know
How to act in a picture-show.
Our reply to Violet's wishes :
" Stay at home and wash the dishes! "
Rev. Highbrow writes us long.
Says picture-shows are '" reely " wrong.
Our reply to this reformer:
" What you need is a transformer! "
Reporter
asks
if it's
modeexplode.
For fires to
start
whenthefilms
No reply to this fool question —
Such queries give us indigestion !
Babies on the Film.
THIRTY-EIGHT babies in three
reels! How's that for a record?
We don't know how many mothers
owned the infants, although the title of
the film in which they appeared is A
Will of ller Own. It was produced by
Maurice Elvey, at Twickenham, who is
still quite well, thank you. in spite of
the awful ordeal. Elisabeth Risdon is
featured in the production, and the
scene in which she appeared as Shakespeare's "Juliet." speaking into a modern
telephone; was published in our last
week's issue.
Cleo Buys a Cow.
WE

told you bo some weeks ago ; but
now we learn whv.
When
the
Cold Seal drama, A Wild 1 ish
Rose} was about to bo produced. Cleo
Madison was informed that in one of the

Something

Like Roughing

It.

reCompany
Trans-At
purchased the
freighter
centlylantio
wrecked
~Sor.le. which
A[t>jiv several
the
ago upon
weeks was
in a storm
rocks fifteen miles off Santa Cruz
Island, and the players went north to
make scenes about the wreck. After
spending two days in and near it the
small launch used pinned inadequate to
buttle the giant waves caused by the
gale, which drove them fifteen miles
from their course in attempting to
return to Santa Barbara. They were
driven on to the rocks, where, alter

THE

eight hours' work, they were successful
in making fast by ropes, and were able
to get the lifeboats containing members
of the parly from one rock to another,
and finally to reach the shore of a rock

island.

The last boat to leave the rocks
carried with it all the provisions on
board, and all articles that could be
used to make the artists comfortable.
They were held prisoners on the island
for two days, and lived on the small
quantitytained,ofand on
provisions
the boat
conFriday, much
the worse
for their experience, were picked up by a
tug-boat from Santa Barbara. The last
two days on the sea all members were
strapped to the deck, and so rough was
the water that it was impossible for
them to make any pictures whatever
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Our News Feature: Events of the Week
INTERESTING

TOPICS

IN

I MM

PICTURES

SELECTED

PROM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1 and 2. Keeping J-'it : Obe Tommies billeted at seaside town, thoroughly enjoy their morning dip. .".. London's "Sp* LILS":
The Constables of the ;;K" Division inspected by Colonel Sir Edward Ward at Barking. 1. I he Vitrkan Field- Marshal
Sir Evelyn \\ ood. V.C. 5. Bbidge Buildinu: The Architects Battalion in their camp at Elstree march across the bridge
they have ju,t built. 6. Women Make Munitions: They belp Tommy in the trenches bv taming out thousands oi cartridges
daily at home. 7. A few o£ the Women Workers leaving the munition factory .
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A HEROINE OF R
Pretty Vivian,

who

is everybody's

THE other day two stonemasons on
;i business street in Los Angeles
|)aused in their work to follow with
admiring gaze the figure of a slight,
dark-haired girl who came out of a
building and crossed the square.
•■ Do you know who she is?" asked
one of the men. and then, without wait-

favourite.

she has starred in innumerable romances
taken among some of the most picturesque settings ever photographed for
the screen. The more simply the American leading woman is costumed the
more apparent is her girlish loveliness.
More petite than tall, her features are

Week ending
Jli«v 10, 1915
delicate, and her manner natural and
unstudied. She is charming in tt
of sackcloth
which
she wears in th<
rustic snbjects, and in a a
2 -up
her brunette col Hiring cially striking. A filmy evening gown
transforms her into a society beauty, or,
when occasion requires, she can play the
unsophisticated, home-loving daughter
or wife with equal grace. Indeed, Miss
Rich herself has a serene, contented
nature, and most of her affection centres
round her home. She and her mother
are the best of comrades.
When her collie." Guess," strayed away
she was inconsolable. Happily, somebody
presented Miss Rich with another d.>g.

ing for a reply, be said that's " Vivian
Rich.
There isn't a week I don't go to
1 lier at the pictures."
" i .an beat you at that/' grinned the
other, happily. "We've a baby girl, a
: old. named after ho-."
With her dark-brown, dreamy eyes,
black hair, and general air of refinement, and with her slim, girlish figure,
Vivian Rich is known to every man,
woman, or child who visits the picturetheatres. She probably receives as
many " homey, familiar"' letters as any
one in the profession,, for. her admirers
seem t'> possess a real affection for this
clever little actress. They are from all
kinds of people in all possible walks of
life. But the mis-spelt, illiterate letter
receives the young actress's personal
attention equally with the most charming, fluent epistles. For she delights in
the friendship of everybody, and regards
her popularity both as a great honour
and as a responsibility. Sunday afternoon is her favourite time for answering
personally many of these letters.
Miss Rich was born at sea. Possibly
this is why she is gifted with the imaginative, romantic temperament which
even years of schooling in Boston could
not educate out of her. She gave up
the opportunity to go to college for the
gta'ge, making her debut in New York in
The Country Cfirl — and never has she
regretted her choice. Though only in
her early twenties she " has found herself." andMiss
is happy.
When
Rich fell to the lure of
the pictures, she was for some time
with the original Nestor Company at
Hollywood, where she "caught on"
immediately. The American Company,
always on the look out for the right
people, and with an almost uncanny way
of getting them, gathered Vivian Rich
in, and for three years now she has been
featured in a number of the best films
turned out at that home of the beautiful.
Miss Rich lives with her mother in a
lit lie bungalow in Santa, Barbara. They
are famous for the delightful week-ends
they give their friends, who run down
from Los Angeles and San Francisco.
V'l long ago she entertained a houseparty of her former classmates, and
there were picnics and riding and drives
for all of them.
Swimmine-. lishing. and tramping all
these fascinate Miss Rich, who is a real
out-of-doors girl. Her favourite part
of picture work is that which takes betfar afield on " locations." The wildwood
type especially is suited to her dark
beauty, and as a girl of the mountains

VIVIAN

RICH : A recent portrait of this "Flying A" star.
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hi- model he won't want me," she muttered. "Never mind, he isn't the oul j

I've noticed — "
Kenneth Turner dropped bis palette
and brushes, swung round on his seat,
and faced the speaker.
"""When you say I sneak your ideas
you lie. Ralph Cameron. The fact is." he
shouted.
you're jealous
; and
because
Monsieur " Rafael
has taken
a liking
to
this attempt of mine you fly at me like
a mad dog."
His opponent approached closer to
where Kenneth sat. His eyes sparkled
with rage; and he clenched his fist-.
" Von — " hut be got no further.
The other students, attracted by the
high words, had Leathered around the two
to hear the cause of the quarrel, Just
as Ralph raised his fist in the air to
strike, the blow was warded off by other
bands.
For some time past Kenneth had
shown signs of more than usual talent
in his work. Monsieur Rafael, the bead
of tie' studio, noticed this, and encouraged his student to the utmost.
Ralph Cameron, a fellow student, noticed it also. and. with increasing
jealousy, had waited his opportunity to
vent his wrath on Kenneth.
The quarrel was not allowed to last
long, but in Ralph it served to
strengthen the seeds of hatred.
d afternoon. Mr. Turner.*' -aid
the Earl of Hawkesley, as with his wife
and daughter. Lady Sylvia, he entered
Kenneth's Studio. The artist was now
no longer a pupil, but worked alone in
his own room. Kenneth welcomed his
guests and then turned to bis model,
who had been posing for him.
" I shall not require you any more
today.
as reclined
be brought
forward Nana,"
the easelheonsaid,
which
the
half-finished portrait of Lady Sylvia.
'" Thank you/' returned Nana, coldly,

Prt

MOLLIE

with a meaning in her glance a( L.ulv
S_\ l\ ia « hicb bussed unnoticed.
Nana had fallen desperate]} in lo\e
with the artist, and each dav a- she
came to the studio her lo\ e for him
increased, but not until thin \ isit had
she realised that there mi tome one
else for whom
Kenneth
cared
some
«'ne w ho had social position, and wealth,
and beamy, the last of which was all
she could l;i.\ claim to.
\ fev days liter Nana wandered aimlj fromwith the a studio.
he has
a woman
handle to'Now
her name
for

Ol'RF. « .lieai ! You
sneak my ideas and
take the credit for
tl . m. It- not the first time

THE
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With a determined step Nana forth in pursuit of vengeance and
arti-t." engagement. Bate brought hex
another
to ih.' Btndio of Ralph Cameron, who.
being in want of a model* engaged her
on the spot.
» One afternoon, after her work for the
day was finished. Nana snatched up a
daily paper lying near.
"So they are lovers. I thought as
much." she declared, a- her eye- caught
the lines. " Itomauce of Young Artist
tliatModel.''
'- " inquired Ralph.
his Lady
and•• What's
""Only that the man who used to
employ me as bis model is in love with
a social butterfly. Lady Sylvia Hawkesley. I loved him once. Mr. Cameron,
butRalph
now Iplaced
//ate him.
. . ."
bis because
arm affectionately
round her neck.
" Nana, child. I hate him too. He's a
cheat and a robber," said the artist with
assumed bitterness", and he related the
story of his hatred for Kenneth.
Nana had listened with bated breath.
" Mr. ( 'anier. m," she said when he had
finished. " don't you long to avenge your
"I do," replied
Ralph,
"and you.
Nana,
wrongsare!J "'the one little girl to help me.''
#
*
#
.■*
For some time past Kenneth bad
paid frequent visits to Lady
Sylvia.

Winning

Wlm

P1«J

GUYTON.
All hough
the declared
|„,i tl ail a masterpiece, it
ami
had been
was
mutual!
■! thai
Kenneth
.should retain the picture and not
exhibit it without ber special permission
afternoon thej were alone in
h. That
iuse,
t he librai j of Eat I Haw ki

" Sj R ia. de.i 1 . ju-t one more kiss,"
pleaded Kenneth.
The
beautiful girl
raised her lips to tl
of her I
before thej had met her father ente 1 I
\\ bat
the• ro<
.in d< " I his mean. Mr. Tin 1
isolaimed in a tomshment.
" How
dare yon make
l.ee to mj danghter ?
If yon think yo 1 can do as you
like
because
we allow you to vi-it n, when
you like, you are mistaken, sir. and l
request you to leave my house at on<
Kenneth, expression,
w ith down.-endeavoured
>
and
sorrowful
to
explain their mutual love, but Sylvia's
father
to li-me?" continued the
•• Do refused
you hear
Rail furiously.
"Leave
my house at
j

" Father ! " pl< aded Sylvia.
Buttheangered parent sternly pointed
to the door, and Kenneth tinned and
left the hi iuse as requested.
*
*
s
" A woman

is outside wanting 1

you,
lady. She
'no a
for once."
anmyanswer.
She will
looksnotill take
and hababy manwith
her."
spoke
foota day or
two Thus
later to
LadytheSylvia,
who lounged in an easy chair in her
luxurious boudoir.
" You may -h .w her in. James," she
replied.
"I expect she
needs. help."
woman apparently
in distress
entereda
the room with a baby in ber arms
'" Poor dear ! " said Lady Sj Ivia, -ympathetically ; "won't you let me do
something
for yon
''Something
for? "me!"

shrieked the

woman.
you actress,
done enough
* "
Nana was "Haven't
an excellent
and had
planned this scene out of revenge.
"With blazing eyes and flushed face ~:,)

1'oL", Nana, are tue one little girl to HELr ml.

said Rali-u.
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#

#

Kenneth turned, and. folding
his sweetheart in his arms, kissed
her passionately.

#

et Pictures" Sells Roses.
How the Chief Lady Member or
our Staff spent Alexandra Day.
2<EVEX o'clock "Wednesday morning
O
found
me at ruv you
post. like to buy a
• "Wouldn't

portrait of Lady Sylvia. '"Why
don't you exhibit it ? "
next moment
wasThe'
brought
in by the Sylvia's
servant, note
and
as Kenneth read the contents his
expression changed.
had news, I hope ? " queried
his•■ No
friend.

*

roser" I asked for the first time. No
customer
answer.in aMymorning
"juried
paper.had his head
He tmd to pass, but I dodged him.
Give me half a dozen, for heaven s
ake,
and letthemeflowers
go," heintogrowled.
I pinned
his eoai . and
Iter slipping half a crown into my box
he«ot passed
busvs on. Having broken the ice ]

replied Kenneth,
together. "By the
you a present of
You may do what

*

*

#

The portrait of Lady Sylvia was duly
hung at the Academy, and on the opening day the Earl and Countess of
Hawkes'ley
and byLady
Sylvia were
present. Unseen
her, Kenneth
watched
Lady Sylvia as she stood before her
portrait and saw her look of surprise
change to anger.
It was then that he realised that he
had broken his promise by allowing
another man to exhibit the picture,
and, feeling sorry for his action, he at
once ild ided that the picture should not
remain on exhibition any longer.
The next day the portrait of Lady
Sylvia had disappeared. The mysterious
robbery caused the greatest consternation, but neither the officials nor the
police were able to trace the identity or
« hereabouts of the thief.
<>n the Same day bady Sylvia was
returning home from a visit when her
Car ran into a woman and knocked her
down. The victim was tenderly picked
up and
conveyed
own
house,
where. in
\\ it the
hall car
the to
careSylvia's
which
love could devote to a fellow-creature,
she nursed her patient back to a convalescent state.
One afternoon, after Sylvia had been

*

" title "ofanda "endits result
10th i ising"that
were "the
prize
contest
you which was organised by
the New York 1>
The first part of the scenario is by
Mark Swan, and the remainder byMaude Moore Clement, who won
the fifty-dollar prize for the mostartistic ending. About a thousand
:aannscripts were submitted. The
east includes Gertrude McCoy as
Sally Crnte as Nana.
Lady Sylvia,
Edward
Earle as Kenneth, and
George Wright as Ralph Cameron.

#

3 on please with it."
When Kenneth called at Sylvia's
house for an explanation for her
strange dismissal, she refused to
admit him.

*

An interesting r,oint about this
Edison one-reeler (released July

•• By Jove, Kenneth, you've got
a winner there ! " said his friend,
an art director, as he pointed to the

" No. no.*'
pulling himself
way, Til make
that portrait.

T.ND.

a. id, creeping up to him. she laid a
le hand on his shoulder. " Ken.
j have come to explain. It was all
a mistake. I have been
J 'j. so miserable
since I thought yon had decei
me. But new I know all oh.
don't you understand I still love

gabbled on : " STou Bbe-cat thai
you are, to 9tand there and pretend
.thing you who have
stolen my Kenneth my husband,
whom 1 loved. And he loved me
too do you hear? until you came
with your fine clothes and took him
away from his (vifeand child. Curse
!"
time9
a hundred
you1 1 <i
story and
violent abuse so
completely staggered Lady Sylvia
that she sank into a chair, and
before she could find her speech
the woman had disappeared.
For a longtime Sylvia pondered
over the awful meaning' of the
w >rds which she had heard. " Oh,
why am I so miserable?" she cried.
•• Kenneth, why have you so cruelly
deceived me ? Yes. she mentioned
his name -it must be true. This
man- this monster— already has a
wife and child; perhaps Father
knew ; that was why he turned him
out of the house.
. . ."
Quickly
making
up her mind.
Lady Sylvia wrote a curt note to
Kenneth, telling him that she had
decided not to see or speak to him
again.

' *

\\ EEK

"Yes, makes
dearest,it 1 upunderstand/'
Kenneth
with
Sylvia.
reading to her, the woman sat up in her
bed. " You know who I am, don't
you? " she enquired. " I am Nana, the
Kenneth."
yon ! "about
liedtoto me
wholied
person
" You—
gasped LadySylvia, in astonishment.
" Yes. I told the lies because I was
jealous, and I borrowed the baby to
make my story look real. I did not
mean to wreck his life and yours. But
1 loved him so. Lady Sylvia, and I tell
yon this, that you may love him as you
did before I came into your life.
Afraid almost to believe her own ears.
Sylvia sat staring at Nana, who sank
back amongst her pillows, and. with a
sorrowful attempt at a smile, said: —
"You will be so happy now. Lady
Sylvia.
Will you
me ?down
"
For answer
the forgive
muse bent
and
kissed her patient.
The same day Syl\ ia received a parcel
containing the much-talked-oi' missing
portrait and a brief note from Kenneth
tosaj that she could do what she pleased
with the picture.
Without a moment's hesitation Sylvia
went to Kenneth's studio. He was sitting smoking as she entered the room.

About 10..tO trade slackened off in tlu
open, so my friend and I raided the big
warehouses and banks bordering out
district.
Although every one looked
awfullvoccupied.and the majority of the
employes already had roses, we were well
received, as' was also' the money which was
The fire-station was
into our boxes.
slipped
our route, and here wo went upstair-, and
on
seeing one of the firemen slide down the brass
pole to the ground-floorwe did likewise. The
firemen so admired our bravery that tho\
cheered us and bought dozens of roses, includbulldog.
a beautiful
mascot— seemed
Theing: somefortheir
win at midday
to increase
rather than decrease our sales, for we managed
to dart out and arrest ttowerless slackers, all
of whom bought roses. How could they refuse
:
when we had pursued them in the awetdetour
oi
In the afternoon I was making
a small back street when 1 came across a
tackled
a rose.oop Iheir
hadn't
carman
•• If yerwholoike
to room
to pinhim.
it on
I'll have one. he said. Would 1 not 1
climbed on that van as if I had been born t.
coat. \ or
n and pinned the rose on his dirty
should have seen his smile (I would havi
climbed fiftv vans to receive it). It was
Hearing teatune, and the crowds, alter seeing
I
off considerably.
cleared
had old
the Queen,
came
upon an
dew shuffling
afengwit]
said
buy a rose : 1
behind him.
hands
••Dovouvant
me "toDobuy a rose, in\ tear.
me. 1 thought veil
promise
must
Then you
1 come out that to the first pretty girl who
ill you W
asked me to buy a rose. I'd say, ' "Ntear.
\ ill
my vim?' You are the first, my
or keep your rose
nicesavvife.1 told
be mv to
'yonNeedless
hiui 1 knew he was
buttonjoking. 1 then pinned a rose into his he
slippedhole,
half and,
a sovereign
intoastonishment,
my box.
M. B.
much to my
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Playing to the Pictures
CONFESSIONS
no!

ha may
cili
r il to
all of \ ull, bill
• Playing
I r
Pictures 'd< iei
11 « > t
;\\w a \ mean
acting,
example,
1 play before
i be ■■ n i ■ . not
before
t he
camera.
For

IT

over t w i> j ears my fingers have wand< red
not idly over til'' QoiBJ
keys
ami tli.' music they bare produced I
helped, I hope, the enjoyment of tbe
picture When niiit<' a child 1 was passionately
fond of music. and, like must children,!
went t'1 the pictures at every opportunity and enjoyed both the films and the
music when it waa music. What pictures would be like without their musical
accompaniment 1 cannot imagine. 1
know the different musical treatment
given t > > tin- various films used to fascinate me, and I found myself longing
more and more to become a cinema
pianist. I could not read a note of
music nor can 1 now and imagined
that such a difficulty would absolutely bar me from ever realising ray
ambition.
But 1 «as v. rong.
At an early age I could play almost
anything from memory, and I began to
acquire a habit of sitting at the piano
at home, after my visit to the cinema,
recalling the pictures I had seen, and
playing my own selections to fit the
storii
This constant practice soon gave me
' -ood idea of what I should be required
to play in a cinema for different types
^■: films. " Extemporising," I think it is
called, and it came to me quite naturally. Itis what people who can read any
..r.:sL- at sight — and therefore play perfectly generally cannot do; and yet it
is most desirable, if not essential, that
a cinema pianist should be able to
extemporise.

OF

A

YOUNG

LADY

1 forgot myself Whilst playing to
S
' rr of tin Sea a geutleman, beloi
inu

t>>

tie-

circuit,

quietly

told

m

funiM Irish story, Unconsciously I
wandered oil' into music tint tittea it
until suddenly hi' pulled me ,,p with
"Good heavens, miss ! The lady on the
screen isn't executing an [risu .ik'!'
An, I1 he
but
was. was quite right she wasn't;
Talking of music out of place, I was
relief pianist at a hall where inappropriate tunes were all the rage with the
luctor, Win he oonsidere I i bat
■ rag-time " was the only possible music
for Pqthfft
Gazetti
1 don't
but
he did Topical
; a ml he
was one
of know,
i '>
gentlemen who would not be advised
he knew so much himself.
One night
the Path.'- film showed the unveiling of
a memorial. And what do you think

was the music for this impressive

scene? At the moment that the
statue was being revealed our orchestra
was throwing heart and soul into " That

Mysterious flag!" The
manager came
asked him if he

up hurriedly and

thought
the picture
was aonce
Keystone."
This same
conductor
played
"Everybody's doing it" to a funeral
procession,
and " !
If But
it's a Iladythink
" for hea
society wedding
reached the limit when he played
•'Who's your lady-friend?" whilst the
hero and his girl were floating on a raft
after a shipwreck, the most thrilling
scene in the drama. He thought it
funny I suppose, but unfortunately
for him others did not, and he lost
his job.
Our calling has its serious side also.
I have played on many occasions to an
audience so carried away with the story
you could have heard a pin drop if I had
stopped the music; and I have 'heard
stifled sobbing too, and felt real proud
that my music — yes. the music plays a
great part in pictures I can assure you
- that my little efforts had helped to
stir the emotions of my listeners.
On
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Serenade.''

" The

Merchant i >i Venice," ami ■ Cavall
R lsI leans ; " and
aft -r I lie bI>OW an
at tendant came up to us and said :
\
gentleman wants a word with you (wo
ladies."
I looked at my chum, and
looked at me.
We thought
we >.
"in" for s rmething unpleasant. I ma
our surprise when
the gentleman, ;i
patron, said be wished to thank us for
such "heavenly music."
We were surprised, 1 assure
you for we seldom
receive praise from any one.
He expressed surprise himself when 1 said
that Iliad played the organ, and when he
heard I could nol read music he
absolutely astonished, and promised to
tell the manager what he thought of my
talent.
I hate blowing my own trumpet — I
nearly wrote" organ" but the incident
had such a nice ending, for next morning we each received a huge box of
chocolates, some flowers, and a cameoring
luck.
Oh for
yes,
I am frequently asked by
patrons for the name of a certain pi
I have played, or to repeat something
or other. Once when the machine
broke down and caused a nasty wait. I
amused the audience by playing " In
tbe shadows " and " Oh dear ! what can
the matter be?" The other night a baby
began howling, and I got so cross that 1
suddenly disregarded tbe picture, and
started off with " Oh. dry those tear-."
What happened to the baby I do not
know; but its howling ceased, and 1 was
so
pleased
thathappen
I gaveagain
themfor'" mouths
I don't
suppose
it will
and months and months."

THE

to

< (ne ei ening I had to play the ■
a line large pipe instrument— with
girl friend at the piano.
We gave them

"Well, atobtained
the age forof mefifteen
friend's
influence
a posta as
relief
pianist at a cinema in North London
where I had to play from three to six
daily. My parents had something of a
shock when they heard of it, for they
had intended that I should study for the
Civil Service. But, anyway. I got my
heart's desire, and. although I have nowturned "sweet seventeen," I am still
playing for pictures.
For a considerable period I was organist in a quartette at a cinema, and enjoyed it,but prefer working alone, the
only disagreeable part being the awful
monotony. I have done as much as
seven hours' work at a stretch at the
piano without speaking to a soul, except
for a short tea interval, and am so used
to the work now that once I have played
for a new programme I know how to go
on until the next arrives.
There was one occasion, though, when

a

tionally harrowing fi m has appealed
in ■ a-- well as ni\ awl ienc •. an I mj •
ha . e i ii •, , dim ne 1 with I
c. mill ii. >t see i lie keys.
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" C"(>H God's sake, let me go. lam
T
iiraoeenl ; I Bwear it!" distraet■ dly cried the girl, as, overcome
motion, she was half dragged from
ber place in the duck to the cells.
Tims bad ended one of the most remarkable cases that Judge Legarde had
encountered during li is career.
Before him had stood but a l'<".v
moments ago a gir] charged with
common felony, in whose defence it
had been urged that when committing
the alleged crime slip had been possessed
of a dual personality, the presence of
being entirely unknown to the
other, thereby rendering her totally
unaccountable for her actions.
Substantiating these contentions upon
the evidence of a certain Dr. Endle— a
celebrated brain and nerve specialist
who had emphatically declared that it
was possible for a person to become
possessed of a dual personality by
means of a fall, blow, or other similar
accident the defence had demanded
their
client's
acquittal.
Judge
Legarde,
however, had declined
to accept the learned doctor's theories.
Himself a firm believer in the responsibility of all sane men for their actions,
he declared that a precedent would become established, whereby it would be
possible in the future for any criminal,
backed by medical attestation, to claim
LCquiital on similar grounds —thereby
escaping the hands of Justice.
The cold, logical force of his remarks
undoubtedly influenced the minds of the
jury. The verdict was "Guilty," and
the Judge passed upon the unfortunate
girl the maximum penalty the law
allowed.
Thus ends the prologue.
The Story of the Play
\gncs Caverly was busily occupied
dressing for dinner. All excitement at
the prospect of spending a delightful
holiday with her lover — Judge Legarde —
it whose house she had only just arrived
that day with her father, she chatted
gaily with Amelia, her maid.
"Isn't it beautiful!" exclaimed the
latter, admiring the large diamond
bro ch as she took it out of its tiny
case and passed it to her mistress.
Agnes smiled. "It is a present from
Judge Legarde. and in consequence 1
treasure it greatly. But come,-' she
added hastily, as she put the few finishing touches to her toilette, "or we shall
In' late for dinner."
Later, upon the advice of her fatha
ami lover, Agnes agreed to despatch the
brooch hack to its place of safety; for.
owing to its rarity and \ahe\ they were
afraid it might get lost or niislai i. But
not before the butler who had been
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OF INNOCENCE

Adapted
from
tbe
"Apex"
Exclusive
Film
By NORMAN
HOWARD
Amelia was undergoing downstairs, he
slipped
maid's roomNeedless
and hid to
it
amongst into
her the
belongings.
say. as soon as a search was instituted,
the brooch was immediately found by
the police; and upon the strength of
the evidence against her. Amelia was
taken into custody.
At her trial her protestations of innocence were in vain, and Judge Legarde
passed upon the poor doomed girl the
severest sentence in his power.

*

*

*

*

Two years later the Judge, whilst crossing a road one afternoon on his way home,
was knocked down by a motor-car.
Picking himself up as best he could,
he was able to proceed homewards, and,
save for a dazed feeling which almost
overcame him. and a splitting headache,
he appeared to be apparently little the
worse for his accident.
The dazed feeling, however, gradually
increased, causing him to becomeexceedingly melancholy7. His work and the
daily happenings of his life suddenly
ceased to interest him. and had become,
in fact, an acute source of worry. He
frequently failed to recollect the most
important details in connection with his
business, and found it practically impossible to concentrate his mind upon
the matters before him, or to prevent
his thoughts from wandering off into
masses of unintelligible chaos.
" Why, Randolph ! " cried Agnes one
evening, laughingly breaking in upon
his reverie as she walked into his study,
"you are very quiet again to-night.
Dreaming again, or are you just tired r "
" Yes, little one." The Judge roused

himself with an effort. " I lielieve yon
are right this time.
I'm tired— vi
"Poor boy!
I'm sorry I disturbed
\ < 1 y tired
you."
she ! ,: replied,
sympathetically ;
" shall I sing or play something to
dear ; or would you rather be quiet ? "
"Ah. yes. if you would be VJ good.
Play me my favourite serenade.
1
know the one I mean— Schubert's.
It
is Without
so exquisitely
dreamycomment.
and suit. Agues
'
further
withdrew into the adjoining apart!
and sat down at the piano. She failed
to understand the change that had
overtaken her lover, and jut it down
to worry, due to the strain of overwork. Nevertheless, it bothered her a
great deal, and with a lonsr-drawn sish
she struck the opening chords of the
serenade.
The effect of the music upon Legarde
was instantaneous. His manner underwent a complete change. No longer
the inert body of a few moments before,
his breathing became quicker and more
belaboured ; his whole frame vibrated
with some mysterious and subtle emotion which previously he himself had
never experienced ; an overwhelming
and uncontrollable force seemed to lie
taking possession of his very beinging.
poignant, virile, powerful, and maddi
With a start he gripped the sides- of
his chair.
He must be dreaming, and
yet
He passed his hand over his
burning head.
Realising his surroundings, he rose from the chair, and. with a
cry of despair, rushed from the room
the music still ringing in his ears and
burning into his very soul.
Upon reaching his own chamber
Legarde sat down — paralysed by mental
prostration ; but ere many minutes had
elapsed he was roused from his state of
coma by the rays of a torch flash-lamp.
which, coming from the direction of the

listening intently to t he conversation
had managed
to follow the maid to her

mistress's
1
n unobserved,
and had
taken the I to, ub into his own possession
upon her wit hdrawal.
Agnes Bpeedily
discovered
the i>obberj : and upon t he police being communicated with the butler decided to

tempororily part with the gem. Taking
advantage of the cross examination which
I'l'O.N

fin
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bhone fully on his face,
Ha
spraugt; his feel excitedly, and, pulling
• I'urtiiiu which hid the manipu•r of the lamp from his \ iev . came
.1I1 ;i burglar.
This additional shook
much
1

irde.

Falling back a step, I 0
w ith his hands.
'
■ late : the mischief had been
Burglary was now the one oul standing desire in Iris disordered brain!
He
tred to follow this devilish
phantom impulse to the end.
Striding i n wardrobe he changed info
his secretary's
coat,
replacing bis
collar
with a large,
darkand
muffler.switched
off the lights,
With n rasping chuckle, he threw open
the window and, stepping through, lei
himself down to the -round. Vaulting
a wall at the side of the roadj be climbed
mh the window of the adjoining
house and silently crept into one of the
rooms. Next moment he found himself
looking down the barrel of a revolver.
"Move a step, and I fire," hoarsely
whispered it- owner,
" VYhoare yer? "
Legarde grasped the situation in a
moment. He had blundered in upon
mother crowd of "crooks" at work,
uul bad just
his
presence,
whendecided
a long,to 'explain
low whistle
sounded through the night,
"Gawd!" cried the owner of the
shooter, peering through the window;
" it'- the police ! "
rde led the n ay through a it subterranean passages till at length,
reaching open air again, he informed the
"crooks"'
that they This
wereexhibition
sat'.; from
further molestation.
of
skill on the part of Legarde made him
ular, and. accepting their invitation to join them with a drink, he
adjourned to their headquarters, "The
Lame Duck" a public-house of low
repute in the locality.
"I've brought yer a pal," explained
leader,
introducing
Legarde
to
the company.
" .\ real good 'mi. Got
u- out of the hottest corner I've ever
been in. That'- something, ain't it P "
Legarde looked round at the admiring
crowd, and suddenly encountered the
face of Amelia, who since her discharge
from prison had been befriended by. and
become a member of, the gang.
An unaccountable influence drew him
towards her: hut as their eyes met she
uttered an exclamation of amazement.
She sprang to her feet. and. with accusing finger, advanced towards him.
" You are Judge Legarde." she cried " the man who sentenced me to penal
servitude."
The effect was electrical. Every one
crowded threateningly round him; but
Legarde only laughed.
" i'ou have made a mistake." he
answered simr.ly. " Why. I am no more
Judge Legarde than you are! Come
here, pretty one," he added, gripping
her by the arms. li Look me in the face.
Am 1 Judge Letrarde ? Quickly!
Am J the Judge you speak of?" he
roared as he tightened his grip.
The girl cowered under his unrelenting scowl. Convinced as she had been
that he was the Judge, his present unmistakable attitude now speedily dispelled
her suspicions.

I
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"Tut Quill"' engages in a fierce combat with "Thb Pris
" T must have made a mistake." she
murmured,
falteringly.
sorry." his
With a smile
Legarde"I'm
released
hold, and joined once more in drinking
and conversation.

*

*

*

Xext morning the Judge was found
soundly asleep in his study. Upon being
wakened he could remember nothing,
nor could he account for his presence
there. He had had some terrible dream.
he explained, and was always having
visions of the face of a woman rising up
before him like some ghastly nightmare.
When, some hours later, his secretary
remarked that some one had been wearing his coat, his perplexity only increased.
A- time wore on his condition
steadily grew worse. Pie did all manner of strange thirgs and at times
talked so incoherently that it was only
with the greatest difficulty that Agnes
and her father could follow his ramb>
Finally, feeling the responsibility

rattier too much for their own peace of
mind, they called Dr. Endle and asked his
advice upon the matter. The doctor
listened with the gravest interest t'
all the Judge had to Bay, noting the
minutest details during the lengthy
enumeration of his various symptoms,
and, having promised to look in again in
a few days, took his leave.
That night the Judge, whilst si
at his work in the study, once m
was overcome by the same fiendish desire to steep his hands in crime.
Finding himself unable to fight againsl
it, he stole softly from the room and,
wearing
his secretary's
was uo\v
his custom,
and a scarfcoat,
tied asaeross
11i face to prevent recognition, he sli]
out of his window on to the balcony.
Presently Agnes, finding the air cooler
out of doors than in. took a stroll in
the moonlight. This was the chance
Legarde was waiting for. Attacking
her from behind, he snatched the pearl
necklace from about her throat. and. be«
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for.- she could scream
for assistance.
vanished into the darkness.
Regaining his own room, bo took the
pearls from bis pocket, and. silently
unlocking one of the drawers of his desk,
deposited the jewels therein. This done
t" ln's entire satisfaction, he changed his
clothes, and. seating himself comfortal»ly in one of the chairs nearest him,
1 fell asleep.
Legarde'e powerful an-J mysterious
personality bad greatly attracted Amelia
towards him an attachment which was
regarded with intense jealousy by "" The
Quill," her first benefactor. One evening in "The Lame Duck," as ''The
Quill " was upbraiding her for her
faithlessness, Legarde — whom the gang
had christened "The Prince" — walked
in. A terrible fight ensued between the
pair, and " The Quill," drawing a knife
from his pocket, managed to tear
Legarde's and
sleevethrown
before out.
he wasTnrning
finally
disarmed

UJlLY
F.I.K IO,
K>. I915

round to Amelia,274who was standing
near, Legarde took from his pocket the
string (if pearls he had stolen the previous night, and, kissing her passionately, bade her accept them as a
Amelia, recognising the pearls the
present.
moment she saw them, refused the gift
with thanks. But Legarde, using the
powerful influence he possessed over her,
made her change her mind, and in exchange he accepted her photograph.
There was more surprise for the Judge
and his secretary the next morning when
the latter showed him the torn jacket,
and removed from the pockets an empty
whiskey-bottle, an old pipe, and the
photograph of a woman.
The Judge recognised the photograph
as being the girl whom he sentenced to
penal servitude some time back, which
fact, of course, served to deepen the
mystery.
#
#
*
*
In the meantime, hearing of the robbery of the pearls, the police had become

extremely active. Detective Bar
acting on information received from
" The Quill "— who, in order to revenge
himself upon his hated rival, hid given
the gang away -disguised himself as a
drunken loafer, and, entering "The Lame
Duck " awaited event?.
From Iceland his barricade of barrels
the detective heard Legarde instruct the
gang in the methods to l>e adopted
for
burgling
Judge's)
own
house.
During his
the (the
discussion
Amelia
sat diligently mending " The Princ
torn coat, and had just returned it to
him when one of the members of the
gang came rushing into the room
accusing " The Quill," who was standing
by, of treachery. Legarde closed with
'" The Quill," and during the struggle
which followed the barrels were knocked
aside, exposing the detective. Legarde
at once pounced upon him. but, on some
one giving the word that the police were
at hand, he succeeded with two of his
companions in making his escape.
Legarde's next move was to burgle his
own house, and. leading his confreres
into .his study, he began to ransack the
drawers of his desk and divide the spoils
among them. But there seemed to be
an air of familiarity about it all that
he could not understand.
He felt a violent change coming over
him. Mechanically he opened the
wardrobe and replaced his clothes.
Then,ties in
spitetoofescape,
his colleagues"
entrea-in
for him
he sat down
his favourite chair and slept, leaving
them to their own devices. But ere
they could leave the house they were
arrested, and, upon being brought into
the presence of the awakened Judge,
the " crooks," of course, claimed him as
a confederate.
But Legarde had regained his ordinary
personality, and strongly resented their
familiarity. Intact. the ignorance hedisplayed in connection with their charges
convinced Dr. Endle. who was present at
the time, that the Judge was possessed
of a dual personality.
During the explanation Amelia was
announced. The girl had decided to
return her
her conscience.
late mistress'sOn pearls
and the
so
clear
entering
room she was puzzled to find her photograph and the mended coat lying on the
table, and fired with a keen desire to
clear herself, denounced the Judge before
all the others as " The Prince." the man
who had given her the necklace.
When everything seemed to be
wrapped in mystery. Dr. Endle. still
strong in his conviction, discovered that
music was the medium t hrough which t he
Judge had developed his second being;
and be asked Agnes to play her sweetheart's favourite tune. Then, engaging
the Judge's attention, and concentrating
his thoughts upon the desired object, the
doctor succeeded. at fcheoritical moment,
in reuniting the two personalities, and
fusing them into one. Thus Judge
Legarde recovers his normal mind. and.
declaring
identity, buried his face in
his hands his
in thankfuln
innocence predominated for the Battle
of Innocence
was
•
» won. •
•
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Battlt of Innocence— a four-part
"Lite-photo" drama- is an adaptation
of the play entitled. The ( .. - '
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It is teeming with incident ami full of
absorbing iuterest, .mil should on no
account bo missed l>> lovers of the bits
terious mid scientific drama. In the
litle-/'<>/i of Judge Legarde we have
Lionel Barrj more al his verj
powerfully supported bj Bettj foang
aes Caverly, William II Tooker
as Detective Barton, Edna Pendleton
i- Amelia, and Arthur Morrison as
"The Quill." The production i- controlled byApex Films, Ltd . So and :i<>.
Little Newport Street, W . who hold
tli«' exclusive rights for the United
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Selected from hundreds every week.
If We're Nice, We Mean It.
•It may be strange, bat I am often after
thinking that I .1" no) write because I «l< > not
tike the waj you answer letters. You say
too much as a matter of form. I am a shorthand typist, and in dictating it is always
-aid • We have the pleasure, and all toe
lime the boss i- swearing at having to prepare
tlio enclosure. I like people to sat what
(lic\ mean even if it does sound rude.

More F.lm Faults.

I'' ran u

Bath).

"Talking of mistakes I think Maurice
Costello iiiailc a verj silly one in one of hitilms. Hi- put hi- daughter into bed with
white boots od. Then l\\ ( lose, in the Lure
,;» London, when she is supposed to be a
Bower-girl, wear- beautiful polished boots
nul a well-tailored -kiit. Why doweseldom
see a man or woman who i- meant to lie poor
on the til in in down -at -heel boots or -hoe- r
Has. 1. I!. Chelsea).

BRYANT

WASHBURN
and

Acting and Posing.
"Do you not think that a great deal of
Blot-acting i- spoiled bj the habit of ' looking
it the camera at any and ever] time? For
instance, a fight may he going ou at the rear,
tint, utterly indifferent to it. a leading player
in the scene will often stars straight at the
camera. 1- this sense to turn your back
on a fight tor the sake of getting your fece
photographed ': It's high time this ludicrous
effect were abolished, do von not think?"
Bob (Halifax).

What He Has Missed.

" I am a new reader. The other day. on
looking in the window of a newsagent's -hop.
the first paper I set my eyes on was 1'ieri rks.
and as I am a picturcgoer I thought I would
buy a copy just to Bee what it was like. I
soon found that it was one of the cheery sort,
and 1 regret that I did not know of it before.
1 hope to tie a regular reader now. and thus
learn all about the leading cinema actor- and
actresses, be ;des hearing of manj films yet
to !>,■ released;
Victor ("Dublin!.

" Cardboard Charlie."

•■ I had a funny experience the other night.
Most picture theatres whe i they are showing
a -Charlie picture put a life-sized cardboard
figure of him outside, and the other night as
I W8S coming out of a picture-theatre 1 stopped
to have a good look al ' Cardboard Charlie.'
The manager was standing by. and 1 jokingly
a-ked. ■ How much do you want fort harlier
He said. 'Why, should yon like one?
and of
course f -aid. 1 should very much, if he could
get me one. which he ha- promised to do.
Can you imagine \ our humble carrying a lifesized
through
streetDo youeffigy
thinkof I■Charles'
shall get him
home thesafelj
: Imi afraid if any children catch a glimpse of
it. front view. 1 shall get mobbed. He is
simply idolised in Birmingham,
where we
iften see billed - The Immortal ( 'Inules Chaplin, or ' Cue Touch of Chaplin make- the
Whole WorldCnn. M ABEL I I'Mgba -ton ).

NELL
are

well-known

to every

CRAIG
lover

of

good

Films.

BRYANT WASHBURN
Is an old Essanay
favourite, whose clean, strong acting and handsome
personality are very pleasing.
Fascinating NELL CRAIG and he are at their
best in a splendid two-part Dramatic
Feature,

"COUNTESSReleased
VESCM'S
May 22. JEWELS"
Any Cinema Manager who sees this Film will
know immediately that it will gratify his audiences.
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Ail the Biggest
Song-Successes
THE .songs that are being snug
everywhere — the liits of every
pantomime — -are yours for the
home
by ti
tistes on
Columbia Records. Send for li>t
and
know
more
about
them.
Here We Are, Here We Are Again !
You're Here and I'm Here : : : :
When e'ye Wound up the Watch
on the Rhine : : The Goose Step
When Irish Eyes are Smiling : :
The Sunshine of Your Smile : :
Your King and Country Want You
Tipperary
: : : : : : : : &c. &c.
10-lncli, 2s. 6d.

12-lucii, 4s.

"Records
(plumbia-Rena
SAMPLES OF COLUMBIA NEEDLES
sent with Complete Catalogues, post-bee for
Oue Peimy Stamp, to all who nieutiou their
Dealer's Name.
NOT available for al

COLUMBIA GRAPHOPHONE CO. (Dept. P.P.),
Columbia

Building, Clerken

ell. London, EX,

^'11 'Mlllllllllllilli:i:iii!llllilllll;ll!lllllllllllll!lllll||l!lllllll!linilllll[lllll!!lllllllllll!llllll!l!lllH

gives real

The

Doctor

WAR NEWS.

recommends —

j

J

either of Mackintosh's de-Luxe Toffees. §
Pure, nourishing, and wholesome — makes =
the ward a contented munching haven. §
Send some ofIT?both NOW — and take |
the Mackintosh habit into your home as well.

DO

4 -lb. tins, 5 -; or 1 4 per lb. loose, and all
w
confectioners cai supply you

NOT
MISS

IT.

ass**

in

re Delight
There's Bite.^
Every

\\ '. ) K
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photopl
1 waitei - 1
\\
have
and
evei \ com eivable thing
excej t
and that one i- the Bloel ipii| "i taut "I
all
We are null)
in ue«>d -i >
.phed : .,0
phimuch
; to requi1 wt om
ould 1 1 »fei
'
ablj
two
small inexpensive
pbot< graphs autographed bj yourself?
I n conclusion, let us inl
t hat . die- to tie- efforts of '
all w In'eli bat 1. 'I
benefited
gneal
Ij
more 1iii
bane one
wa\
on the island of in( >ahu.
army post, and even in Honolulu
itself.
- We remain, yourt verj respectfully,
■ K \ 11 1 1 ■> -> Win
Designs Her Own

Dresses.

seen bj 1 /
t be worn
.lie ofgown
'ii in 1ent
magnific
THEN d--.
// ' tin 1 / •'/• -how -, her skill
desis ii' r
Few picturegoera are a
of the fact that in the year- tin- beautiful Kalem actress lived in Paris she
-t 11 died designing, < talj recently on.- ,.f
America's ni"-t famous modistes made
Mi-- Nils-oii a flattering offer to

cornea member of ber istablishment.

STRIKING

COUNTRY

HOUSE

-SET"

FOR

PRODUCTION.

On tlii- stain ore standing from left to right: The Editor of the Pttjn Ceiwor;
the Editor oi Pictures; the Editor of the I
Mr. Lloyd; the Kim
■ representative; Mr. Michaelson ; the Bioaeopt representative; and T. H.
Davison, the "British ' Film agent.
Enjoying Ourseives at Esher.
(which
the M.L.B.
productions
are
called), to their list of British products.
QUITE a Held day was enjoyed by
ourselves and
members
of the
For Betterment of Pictures.
trade Pies- when we were taken
KATHLTN
WILLIAMS has been
recently to the Btndio of the M.L.B.
the recipient of many high honproduction- byT. II. Da\ ison,the British
ours, but she experienced a new
■gent, who is handling them.
one recently. The Selig star, whose
Situated at Esher. a charming corner
portrait appears on our front cover, was
if Snrrey, the new studio is one of the
brightest and best around London. It
"adopted"' in faraway Honolulu by a
small army of soldier-boys, who are
the iambus common, Sandown
working for the betterment of picturesPark lays at the rear, and old-world
all in the name of their fair patroness.
tottages and picturesque country ejarThis was conveyed in a letter: —
iens flank either side of it. It isnotaiffi" Schofield
Barracks.
snlt to predict good pictures under
■ April
23, 1915.Honolulu,
such delightful conditions.
'•'Dear Miss 'Williams— You probably
When the party arrived at the studio,
have not heard as yet that out here in
producer Warwick Buckland, Mr.
far-away Oahu. exactly nine months as.O
ifichaelson. and Mr. Lloyd were all
to-day, two persons proposed organhard at work preparing a big scene— the
ising a clnb for the benefit of increasing
tine baronial hall shown in our picture —
and perfecting motion-picture their,
for the filming of •Rita's" novel A
on all the army pots of Hawaii.
Pari- Lane Scandal, which, from the
•' One of these suggested that it be
synopsis -applied to us. promises to be a
fiist-ela-s production. In the MLB.
called "The Kathlyn Williams AssoCompany are several old favourites,
ciation." in honour of .Schofield Baramong whom we met Flora Morris. J. H.
racks' favourite actress. You may be
-me the membership steadily increased
loser, Austin Camp, Harry Gfilbey,
since that time to this present moment.
Sybil Wollaston. and James Lewis, and
It
now boasts 849 members, and is
portraits of all these players we
hop,> to publish in due course. The sunrapidly going up. The club-house was
shine which favoured our visit helped
built entirely
b\ Uncle
soldiers
under
the direction
of the Sam's
president
and
to make this " happy family T' more so ; vice-president, and was completed a
but with players and managers alike
little ivi r a month ago. The las! four
throwing their heart and soul into the
weeks have been spent in furnishing it.
work we cannot imagine them being
In the club-room proper only- portraits
anything but happy at any time. We
of you. Miss Williams, are allowed,
congratulate the Davison Film Sales
Agency on their foresight in adding one
though in the dining-room and waitingroom are pictures of hundreds of other
more good brand, the "Venus"
films

ANNA

NILSSON,

the beautiful Kalem pictmn
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Jo Mary ^icKford

of

Hepworth's Latest Masterpiece
£

The loveliest, largest deep blue eyes
That ever laughed and danced.
That ever gazed in hurt surprise
Or full of mockery glanced,
That ever portrayed tearfully
A true heartfelt sincerity
Are thine, sweet fairy girl.

THE
A

Real

Life

Drama

in three Reels

The sauciest, sweetest curved red lips
That e'er put anxious frowns to rout.
That ever shyly offered kiss,
Or prettily formed a dimpling pout.
That ever scolded playfully.
Then slowly smiled forgivingly
Are thine, sweet fairy girl.

exclusively controlled by

THE GLOBE FILM CO., LD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.

The curliest, wildest, sunny brown hair
That e'er rippled free and light
O'er the shnpeiy head of a maiden fair
And shoulders pure and white,
Or kissed her forehead lovingly,
Then danced and fluttered gleefully
Is thine, sweet fairy girl.

Telephone— Regent 5600. 5601, 5602.

A screen impression of methods not
sufficiently known, whereby the masses
who have created the nation's greatness
are ground down to satisfy the cravings
of a few who live b\~ sweated labour.

A

Film

which

should

be

seen

by

The tiniest, swiftest of dainty feet
That ever a sprite has owned.
That ever a ballroom measure beat.
Or in strange, weird dance have flown,
Springing and whirling gracefully,
Wildly, wonderf'ly,
Are bewitcningly
thine, dear fairy girl.

you.

The dearest clever little hands
That e'er by playful action
Pulled tightly round all heai .s the strands
Of loving admiration,
That ever mimicked teasingly.
Then begged forgiveness pretdly
Are thine, c" ar fairy girl.

A Military Drama
of great power is

Whogentlest,
ever came
to earth.
The
beautiful
angel chi'd
And with lips and hair and eyes that smiled
To fervent love gave birth.
Who charmed all irresistibly.
But simply, sweetly, innocently.
Is thee, my angel girl.

from

the famous
play by
M. G. TRARIEUX,
played by an equally
famous cast from
the leading theatres
of Paris.

1.01s Deacon.

When

More particulars next week.

Trade

Enquiries

for

LIONEL
Regent
n's:'

London

and

the

South

to

GILLING

(The Omnifilm Co.),

151-158, Wardonr Street.. London. W.

b g a n ^ d

*r^%

IIBillllBIIIIIHI

Omnifllzo,
I^"-1'1"-

Two Stars Saw Many Stars.

of tin"ThemenViviseetionist,
employed as
an " extraa "black
in a Kaleni
twoactOne
drama.
is nursing
eye. Marin
Sais. t lie popular actress who plays the leading- pole in this
production, is nursing a bump ow her forehead.
Both injuries resulted while the possessors were taking
pari i" a scene, the action of which was laid in a darkened
room. Mis.- Sais had shot out the lights. The other player was
supposed to make an effort tocaptureher. The actress ducked
as he ran toward- her and collided with him. Although utter

darkness prevailed, both players saw million- of stars.
OF
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Coupon to a Friend.

VOTING.9

If

not,
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hand

It's a pity to waste Thirty Votes.
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Films Vni Should Make a Point of Seeing
THE CASE OF JOHNNIE WALKER, which

■

proves
Sherlock ol a complicated
Pimple's
remarkable
in the solving
caw (oi whiabilit)
We told jrou about the Brat of the aerie
U
'
This one is in Iter.
;/. i. b'

the

A DAUGHTER'S STRANGE INHERITANCE. Did
yon read Ihe storj of this meat drink problem in
our last issue The acting and staging are
magnificent, and we coinisi 1 all picture lovers to
see
tion,this exceptionally strong Vitagraph produc'•
.'
H
July 12).
THE GIRL OF THE GOLDEN WEST. A one
and picturesque production with a strong plot,
M could ~.i\ n rreal deal about it, bul as we have arranged to give
you ihe full storj in next week's Laaky
issue i<
is nol jour
at the
moment
■ary.
Drama,
parts
(July neces19).

LIFE'S
li is Bentley,
one of the
prettiest
moatandappealing
Blms evei STAIRCASE,
produced. Jack
a man
of thoand
world,
Gladys
Tnrner. no novice in love, are mntuallj attracted, Alter thej
annouuee their engagement, each destroys all tokens of past infatuations, Before each, sitting alone the past passes in a panorama ol
memories. On their wedding-day, as the] descend the staircase, the
forms of previous loves flutter about the bride and groom, and it is
not until the minister lias pronounced them husband and wife that
their minds are wholly cleared of these taunting illusions, The plaj
i- , beautiful piece ol symbolism,
* Beauty" Dra
.i
Co.), 987
'
TILLIES PUNCTURED ROMANCE.
In onr office we have for firescreen ahuge cardboard head of Charles Chaplin.
A young lady
entered just now, saw it. and remarked,
-Have you seen him iii
jH
'
Of course we have, and said so.
Chaplin is
great (firescreen grate!)," she exclaimed. " His fnnniosities would set
anj Thames on lire. Bfabel Normand is brilliant too, although
only playing a small part, and. although I don t wish to offend her
(fender),
.Mane idly.
DressierVon
' sparkles
time in thehat.
leading
[mean
must seeallherthe wonderful
[t iscoal—
some

Hea

rt

ol Ihe
-u.d

duly

12.

Vivian Rich
Woods,"
HERE'S A

PICTURE

THAT

WILL FASCIHATE

YOU !

"3 2 9"

Etig C Melo drama.
(Featuring
MURDOCK

Eleleaaed August 9th.
MACQUARRIE.)

Vf urdock MaeQuarrie plays the par' of the man who ;
prison for citizen
another's
after his Hisrelease
becomeslooks
an
honoured
with crime,
entire and
conviction.
reputation
like being blast id when his old enemy turns ap oh a black1
mailing errand, hut fate takes a haul, and he
^ ^* ' "«w
is killed. The dying man confesses to his crime,
and the other 1- cleared.
:!'_"»" is a picture that

beat ju-t a little faster !

YOU

MUST

will nuke

SEE

your heart

THIS.

'creation. And the same may be said of the whole of this six-reel
Ke\ -tone comedj .
'—Coutrolle-lby Qlobe Film Co.. Ltd. (Now shotting),
CHARLIE'S
minntes
Charlie.
Count
de Ha ELOPEMENT.
Ha aspires to Another
the hand thirty
ol an heiress
and of£1,000,000.
Father pays the million and tries to deliver the daughter, but can't.
She drops a note from her balcony begging to be saved. Chaplin
picks up the note, outers the house, and announces he is the Count de
Ha Ha. He gets a royal welcome. Then the real Count appears.
The former negotiations have been carried on by correspondence, but
hi- proves to the satisfaction of the millionaire thjit he is "it." In
the ensuing battle Charlie kicks both Count and parent out of the
house, and flees with the girl. They find a motor-ear and. alter
dropping a penny in the slot, are off. the Count, the cruel parent, and
Several policemen in pursuit in another machine. There is a wild race
across roads and through woods and creeks, and Chaplin loads his car
with bricks, and uses them. But— why go on? See the film.
— Essanay Comedy, two reels {July 1">).

Bale.*!"'."*,

FANCV 5E.li.lN6l

^ |THE BLOOniNilfS
.STUfF I J |

>g&a*<Si

,T
Town

THE.HALL -

•■:, i=r= — ~— _.

AUTOGRAPHED
PHOTOS OF : :
CINEMA STARS
IX COLOURS : :
That splendid peony weekly ladies' paper, " Every woman's
Weekly."' has hit upon a novel idea. For the next few
weeks the covers will consist of autographed photos of
famous Cinema Stars IN COLOURS.
Ifyondonot already know this charming little paper, the
Publishers will be pleased to send it FREE for three weeks
to any reader of "Pictures" upon receipt of a postcard
addressed to the Publisher. " Everywoman's Weekly,"
<):{. Long Acre, London. W.< '.
All youhave to do is to write (lies" words— "PL
me ' Ever\
Weekly ' for three we sks free of char,

Pictures.' ::
ised inRisdon's
advert
Elisabeth
photograph appears on the front of the
July
10th
number,
and
Bhe Canyon
is Bayingread
" Everybody's
i- written <>n their face.
mine? £20 character
in prizes
— good luck to you.'' This introduces you to a novel, easy
Character-reading Competition in which eighty prizes can
be won.

FILM
X". 2.

"The

TITLES
Sweater."

TRAVESTIED.
(Drawn by Allen Motley.)

Every lady who buys " Everywoman's Weeklj " remains a
continuous reader
hence this generous offer.
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FILM ARTISTES CONTEST
EXCLUSIVE

OF

30 VOTES

BRITISH-BORN

PLAYERS.

Free to Every Reader Yleekfy.

First Prize in Cash - £,10
SECOND

PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value CO

THIRD

PRIZE,

Graphophone £5 10s., value £7

PRIZE,

Graphophone £4 4s., value ££

FOURTH
FIFTH
G. M. ANDERSON.
Broncho
Billy of Essanay.

WHO

ARE

THE

PRIZE,

100

CLEVEREST

PLAYERS?

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.

Female
J! HI-

..

.._

Plai i e
desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice)

Pj iter
I'uil l:

RECORDS

30s.

** ■

****

163.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£3 3s., value CI
17s.

~"^~
for

^^
B

St., Strand, London, W.C.

100

*rf *

I

SOME
BEST-KNOWN
FEMALE
PLAYERS
Abbey, May.
Aggerholm,
Alden,
Mary. Ellen.
Anders <n, Mignon.
Andriot, Josette.
Badgley, Helen.
Baird, Leah.
Bsyne, Beverly.
Besserer, Eugenie.
Briscoe, Lottie.
Brown, Betty.
Bruce, Kate.
Burton, Charlotte.
Bush, Pauline.
Chester, Lila.
Childerj. Naomi.
Clark, Marguerite.
Clayton, Ethel.
Clayton, Marguerite.
Cooper, Marian.
Craig, Nellie.
Crawford, Florence.
Canard, Grace.
Dawn, Hazel.
Dressier, Marie.
Drew, Lillian.
Dunbar. Helen.
Eyton, Bessie.
Fairbanks' Madeline
and Marion.
Fazeni'a, Louise.
Finch, Flora.
Fischer,
Margarita.
Fitz-Cerald, Cissy.
Flugr.~th, Edna.
Forde, Victoria.
Frascaroli. Mile.
Frolich, Else.
Fuller, Mary.
Gail, Jane.
Gardner, Helen.
Gauntier,
Gene.
Gish, Dorothy.

Fill up and post to " Contest Editop," Pictures, 18, Adam

Prizes

Tlie Machines and Records are manufactured by the World Panunu

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence can oc entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
iuto concerning the contest. Some of the
voter. Should no one succeed in placing
best known male players are given on
tl le \v inners' names correctly, the £10 will
this
page, but voters may vote fornuii
go to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
players
the lists (except
or not. British-born) whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more'
voters sending in winning Coupons the
5. A voter may fill np any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
own at oranyfriends'
his or her and
quantity
any
further notice. They may be forwarded
Coupons
ill oneof envelope
time.
at once, or kept and sent in one envelope
6. The winners
Editor's
decision
as to connected
the prizeand on all
matters
aL end of contest.
with this contest will be final and legally
:!. All names must be written iu ink.
binding,
and Coupons are accepted. onl»
on this understanding.
No alteration will be permitted.

Male

** **

RECORDS

PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

Plates

30s.

Consolation

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

Female

RECORDS

Gisn, Lillian.

Glaum, Louise
Greenwood, Winifred
Hall, Ells.
Halleren, Edith.
Hamel, Edna.
Hawley, Ormi.
Hollister, Alice.
Holmes, Gerda.
Holmes, Helen.
Hulette, Gladys.
Hunt, Irene.
Johnson, Edith.
Joslin, Margaret.

Ostrich, Muriel.
Payne.
Pearson.Edna.
Virginia.
Phillips, Dorothy.
Pickford, Lottie.
Pie\ford, Mary.
Pretty, Arline.
Price, Kate.
Razeto. Stella.
Rich, Vivian.
Roland, Ruth.
Sacchetti, Rita.
Sais. Marie.
Saunders, Jackie.
Schade, Betty.

Joyce Alice.
Kelly, Dorothy.

Schaefer, Anne.

Kirtley, Virginia.
Kromann, Anna.
La Badie, Florence.
Lane, Adele.
Lawrence, Florence.

Selby, Gertrude.
Siston, Vera.
Snow, Marguerite.
Stewart. Anita.
Stewart, Anna.

Learn, Bessie.
Leslie, Helen.
Lester, Louise.
Little, Anna.
Luther, Anna.
McCoy. Gertrude.
McOoweil, Claire,
Madison. C eo.
Maison, Edna.
Marsh, Mae.
Massant, Mile.

Maurice, Mrs. Msry.
Meredyth,
Mayo, Edni.Bess.
Milford, Bliss.
Monthel, Mile.
Nansen, Betty.

Napierkowska, Mile
Nash, Edna & Alice.
Nelson. Frances.
Nelson, Jennie.
Nesbitt, Miriam.
Nilsson, Anna.
Normand, Mabel.
Orth
Louise.
Olsen,
Lauritz.

Stonehouse, Ruth.
Storey, Edith.
Swayne, Julia.
Sweet. Blanche.
Sylvaire, Mile.
Talmadge, Norma.
Taplty, Rose.
Theby, Rosemary,
Thomsen, Ebba.
Tincher, Fay.
Trunelle, Mabel.
Turner, Florence.
Vale, Louise.
Wade, Baby Lillian.
Walcamp, Marie.
Walker, Lillian.
Warrenton, Lule,
Weber, Lois.
West,
Weston,Billie.
Mildred.
White, Pearl.
Wiggins. Lillian.

Williams, Cora.

Williams, Kalhlyn.
Woodruff, Eleanor.
Voung, C Kimball.
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GOSSIP

lltiill 1111
ilUlH
ill I
film of this title
Well, I li.i' •
if i Iv ise to ci
me. tbej
hi 'uld bo, it . then
those, v\ hid e> er yon pi
For your Albums.
\i ■ you taking advantage of the Sclig
Company's verj generous offer to send
six coloured portrait postcards of their
plaj el-

|. ir 3

ll . pOSl

lice -

1 U 1 1 1 i \\ that

mau\ thousands of onr reader* are
postcard collectors, and
1 feel I must
draw their special
attention
I > such a
l i Her. Buch
beautiful
cards, and
such a rare opportunity,
Tom

Powers

Writes

Again.

Some weeks ago] published a letter
1 received froth Tom Powers, and -■
him later a copy of Picti bes containing it. Now he has written nie thai
on the strength of rnj little paragraph
forty-two readers have written to him.
Wonderful! And how careful one
must be with our big world of supporters. Tom. you remember, Baid he
" loved England and the English," nnd
a bonnie Scotch lassie forsooth has
taken him to task for leaving out Scotland. As a matter i f fact Tom loves
both Scotch and Irish, and what he
should have said was British. I have
pleasure in publishing his second letter
i's"..
on pageBursts
Billy
into Pictures.
If the Spaniard did blight his life,
Billy Merson is not likely to blight the
picture public. We are to see him in

B!LLY

will Ik.' seen in " Kino-Billy

Ladder

Miasm in- Vour
It is d< 'He by tl
meut
which

PICTUKFGOIIR
Mirth.

iiean
invenl
ed thai,
i les < 'hapliu •
I (tighter
than all other comedians The actioplace I in a numbei
I heat re- where Chaplin and other eonicshow n. In tie- ( lhapliu plays
lie showed that laughter was continuous from the beginning of the picture
tot heend. The needle i
I but LOO
in the nearestcompeting comedy, proving
thai the laughs were ten time-, us loud
in tic chaplin comedies a- anj other
The broken h irizontal lines in ot her
picture, 1 1 c 'i led t hat I lie pro) on gat ion
of laughter in Chaplin c
twenty times a- great.
I D.
Now

1 Wi I— Will— oil, lull.,' —

Pimple to
fount iiu | en bu inn dry.

mod na that liLa
Wbo can Biippljp bim

with il bo! t ifl el* ink fir U

CINEMATOGRAPH
ACTING TAUGHT
I OK
Till: Al!<>\ E.
Artists are guaranteed personal introduction,
when proficient, to all the loading firms.
'PhoiM I
Call, write, or /•/
MURRAY'S
ACADEMY,
10 & 11, Great Newport
RegentS St., VV.C.

is Silly's Spanish Love Spasm, a threereeler. which, although not exactly
Comedies,

1H .WE been asked to state how many
players arc eligible for our WorldVoting Contest. I do not know.
At a rough guess I should say there are
five or six hundred. They are not all
stars, of course, and 1 suppose it will be
mostly the stars who get your votes.
All players, other than British-born,
may be voted for. Give your votes to
whom you think are cleverest; never
mind whether they are stars or not.
During the past week a great number
of <■• mpona have arrived, and I shall presently begin to indicate the state of the
poll without, however, publishing actual
numbers.
The

THE

"Homeland
Kine- Billy
" Comedies,
Productions,
a newotherwise
British
Company just formed to exploit this
famous little comedian. His first film

MERSON
Who

AND

of Fame.

I had believed that tlie Turner Film
Company had reached the topmost rung
of the ladder of fame, but as they never
stop
one better" The
their Turner
ladder
must "going
be interminable.
"•autumn programme" is, in truth, a
mighty one. As you will learn from
their announcement on another page,
three famous novelists Thomas Hardy,
Allen Raine. and Rita — will provide
plots for their tilms. and big plays
besides novels are coming. Then there
will be More Filtn Favourites in the person
of Florence Turner.
You remember her

based on his famous V Spaniard " song,
includes a " thrilling" scene in the bullring. 1hope to laugh in private at this
production before going to bed tonight. Meanu bile, picturegoers will, I
am sure, extend a hearty welcome to
Billy's advent on the screen. As he
him>elf has said, "It badly needs a I
more l>riti<li comedians.-'
Mystery Story Coming.
Serials come and serials go. One that
is coining is The Black Box, the next
Trans-Atlantic serial, by E. Phillips
Oppenheim, a British writer. It is said
there are more thrills in it than in
the Chamber of Horrors at Madame
Tn--aud's with t he lights out, < )f < ourse,
you have been scared. You have woke
up in the middle of the night and heard
strange sounds downstairs. Your hair
has stood uii as though trying to tickle
the ceiling. Cold perspiration has
broken out all over you. and you have
smothered every breath lest your pvsence bediscovered. These will lie your
sensations when seeing The Black Bo
the only difference being that in place
of a bed you are in a comfortable seat at
your cinema, and instead of real fear,
which tin' screen eliminate-, you will
positively enjoy them. There are lift ecu
weekly instalment- of l'.ooo feet each in
this creepy crawley production, and if
you love mystery (who doe- not ?) do
not miss one of them.

FLEAS BUGS
BEETLES
TINS 1°3°6D&1^

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards Of
From an; Photo. 12
OntaloffHt ami
S. E. KACKETT.
Works:

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements,
1.
Samples I .■■
Jii.v Rous T.ivr.npiOL.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP. POST CAROS.
20, lid.; loo, is. 3 I. l'l itea .ma Papers also Ch ap,
vattUoguu arid Saniji tt i •
8. E. HACKETT,
Works ; Jilt Koau LivcttPOOU
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Turner Films

ENDING

Jli.v

" Pictures made
for You."

OUR AUTUMN

PROGRAMME.

We in the film business have this in common -with our
journalistic friends — that we have to plan our coming productions a long time ahead. Our summer releases are all finished,
and being booked by the firms who are handling them.
"Odds Against" will be released during July, "Alone in
London " and " My Old Dutch " in August.
We are now commencing work on the following Series: —
"MORE
FILM FAVOURITES."
wonderful success of " Film Favourites"?
"A

WELSH

SINGER."

"FAR FROM THE
Hardy's masterpiece.
"QUEER
works.

LADY

Florence Turner plays the

MADDING

JUDAS."

CROWD."

Thomas

One of "Rita's" most successful
and

Larry Trimble is producing them.

DEAR, GIRLS AND BOYS—
Have you ever seen an ostrich ?
Quite likely you have seen one at a Zoo,
and you may have come across a movingpicture of one on the screen. But how
would you like to see Mr. Ostrich racing
with a man on his back, and that man a
funny man— in fact, the famous TransAtlantic comedian Billie Ritchie? .
Billie is so funny that he is always
thinking out novel acts in which to
admirers. and''in a
countless
his hence
please
few
weeks
you will see him in one
of his latest in a film called Poor
Policy.
In this picture several of the scenes
air laid on an ostrich farm, which gives
Billie an opportunity to spring one of
his greatest and funniest surprises.
Imagine if you can Billie Ritchie
chasing an ostrich down a road, the bird
galloping at top speed. As fasl as his
|iei'uliar trot will permit him. Billie
Sometimes, nearly conies up with the
great bird; sometimes falls over witli a
terrific bang that would send any ordinary individual to sleep for ever; and

film. There is a heantiful maiden and
a deadly rival, and of course Billie is
madly in love with her. but he plots "to
win her hand and heart without taking
the rival into account, so that his course
of true love does not run as clearly as
he would wish. Instead of winning
wealth and a wife, he wins only a whirlwind of trouble. Poor Billie ! But he
and the ostrich are tine, and all you
young picturegoers must look out for
the film.
In a previous issue I asked you to
invent a title for the picture which
showed an old gentleman engaged on
mending a blind falling off the steps
before his horrified wife. and. as usual,
you have responded with piles of postcards containing all sorts of suggestions
— cruel, kind, and humorous.
The winning titles are -"The Face at
the Window" (a film title) and "The
Blindsenders
Man's Fall."
and will
in aeach
day add
or two
the
of these
to
their library Volume VII. of PICTURES
and Tin: PlCTTJEBGOEK, beautifully
bound in blue and silver, and providing
a feast of film-reading tor week.- to
come. Their name-are Harry Clements.
127. Blaekwall Buildings. Fulborne
Strael . Whitecbapel ; and .Nellie Abram,
43,Leyton Bead. Wimbledon.
Award of Merit (six of these bring

eventually
vaults on torides
the his
ostrich's
hack and triumphantly
queer
. steed almost up to the camera's lens.
()f course you cannot really imagine the
scene.
You
must
actually sec it to

i l.ewishaml.
L. Oakden
lands'),
Jessie
MePherson
(Lower (Short
Sydenham),

Relieve it.
And there is more than this in the

the

Allen Raine's famous novel.

lead in these Pictures,

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER

You remember
This is better.

Special Peize.- Edgar Garner.
A few of many other titles in
interesting competition were: —
"'
'■ Back
All forto a the
ReelLaud."
Scene/
'•'"A
TheStep
Passing
Show.''
Dance."
'■ Push
and
Go."

you a special prize).— Annie Kerr (Seacombe). (Macclesfield),
Bertha Stan-h\ Gladys
( Norwich Tamer
'.!•'. . S.
Dale
Maud

Snell

this

ICH.

BILLIE

(Hitchin),
P. S. Iliuhton Nora
(Leytoustone),
Kent (Lewes),

RITCHIE

(S

RIDES

AN OSTR

Story on this page.)

\\ BBS
BNDINO
JLI.V
.... I9I3

PICTURED

Axe you going in for the gri at Voting
Contest r There is no age-limit for
thi>; young and old alike maj vote
foi the cleverest players You have
only to choose your artistes, till in t h>- iinames and yoar own on the voting
coupon, save all your coupons oarefullj .
and when the proper time comes send
them along to the Editor. If any one
of your coupons happens to give the
names in their right order of the four
players who get the largest total number of votes, then it means that yon have
won a prize. And yon may winning prize.
Of course you saw the results in last
week'-, issue of our last Contest the
British oner You have noted. 1 9upj. >e. that each winning player received
considerably 0\ er one hundred thousand
votes?
A list of the players and the
number of votes cast for each was published with the results, but the list was
not complete. A great number of
artistes received less than one thousand
votes, and their names were not included
1 wonder

if you

are

good at guessing. 1 hope so, because I
am going to make my next
A GUESSING COMPETITION.
What was the total number of votes
cast by readers for all the players voted
for in the British Contest ? The editor
knows, of course, but he will not tell me.
What he does say is that the total was
over one million five hundred thousand
and less than one million six hundred
thousand. Now put your thinking-caps
on and write your guess on a postcard,
address
to " and
< ruess,
Adam Monday,
Street,
Strand. it
W.C.,
post' is.
before
July 12th. The senders who guesa
nearest to the correct figures will each
ive a volume, and the next nearest
t- 1 longot asmerit.
they are
will get' this
the
award
No near)
skill required
time. It is simply a guess ; so good luck
to all who guess, from
Uncle Tim.

TOM

POWER

WRITES

AGAIN,

" New York. June 4th. 1915.
" My dear Mr. Daxgerfield —
Thanks so much for the magazine. It
was accompanied by forty-two letters
from your readers. It makes me very
glad to feel that I have made some
friends in England. Just here let me
tell you something. One of my letters
was from a Scottish reader who had
quite misunderstood my note to you.
As a matter of fact, I should have been
more explicit I suppose. When I said
that I had learned to love ' England and
the English,' I should have said 'Britain
and the British.' This fair lassie has
taken me to task for being geographically specific in my letter. Of course I
love the Scottish people, too. I shall
never forget the reception I received in
each of the Xorth British theatres. And
if anybody misunderstands, tell them
■that I must be forgiven. It is geography
of which I am ignorant, my friendship
spreads from Dover to Aberdeen. Ishall
answer the ' 4'2 ' separately, but it will
take time.— Sincerely, Tom Powers."
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" A Reel Disaster."
• Watch Wnu- Step."
•• Oh, What a Falling Off was There!M
•• Did II ■ Fall, or Was He Pushed : "
-A •
Wmd(ow)fall."
•
•
•

in the list. Now

ANO

REPLIES
and addnu (not for publication) mutt ht
itattdxchentoriting.
n
reply through On
l.i'tttlS illi-ilialt with IN

KOTATION.

I

ants an nquind nattn 0/ Company must be gintn*
•Bobbt" (Southport). — Don't yon believe ill von
hear, Bobby. Charles Chaplin was never dead.
1 ys mi
1 .
wonders " why it is that |
go
< taeniae
1 lien
p " it,perhaps
the tofilms
have and
something
to do with
Annie.
Anyhow, we ion assure you that no tady, oM or
yonn . Ii.h ev< t fallen a*leep on our shoulder In -t
oinema we wish the latter would. Thanks for
getting new readers. Glad yon are going In for
our new contest. Everybody is.
'Ernest" Eenaington),
V7e have no postcards
of Miss M.ir.iiu or Joyoe Pair, Y.ur audi
the latter is quite oorn
■'.Uisiu'" (Yorks).— Tonr oheery letter to hand.
The littlo mistake in the film was a very obviona
one, we shoal 1 imagine— they occur, you know, in
slated studios. Have sent your lovo
bo Lillian liisb, and your sympathies to Tom
Mix, who is getting better,
• A Bbovlab Baaosa "(Dewsbury).— Sorry we oann .t ;i\i' yen t ie address of one of our correspondents—rt is against our rule. Congratulations on
being such an old leiderof ours.
"Vivian " (Card B). All voting coupons sent in
must b- filled up properly if you want a chance
of winning one ot the prizes. Have sent your
lovo to Alum Taylor, Stewart Rome, Chas,
Chaplin, an 1 Warren Kerrigan.
"Dolly" (Brixton) says— " I was passing a
beautiful house o i Tnl.se Hill, and noticed a
young lady ooming out on horseback, and recognised Irene Vernon at once, and confirmed it by
some 1
who told me she was married
at
St.
Square,
two years
ago, went
and
also howPeter's,
sw.et Eshetonwas,
and tluit
she only
into picture
as a hobby."
admirers
note. work
•* e bave
postcards Irene's
of her on
sale.
" Mistbess Nell " (Grimsby). — Mary Pickford ia
married to Owen M, ore. If you wrote to her
nicely she would surely reply. Address co,
Famous Players Film Co., 812, West 2nth St.,
New York. Send older for Film Lift of Mary
Pickford to us at 18, Adam St., Strand, London,
and don't forget to enclose twopence-halfpenny.
Your "much love and kisses " appreciated.
" Ys.Mii.E
mi). — in
It'sBiixtou,
all moonshine.
Ritchie "is (Claph
not. staying
or touringBillie
the
English hulls, or owning motor-car con' erns. Ho
is at this moment at Universal City, Los Angeles,
California, wi rking daily in L-KO Trans- Atlantic
comedies, so you van get a large hammer and nail
that extraordinary rum air to the counter— if you
can catch it up. Ulad you told us.
"Mat, Gray or Bay "(Which is it?) (Burton-onTreut). Address Harry Beaumont, e.o. Edisoa
Co., Decatur and Oliver Street, Bronx, New York.
Don't Bend your autograph-album abroad, it might
get lo-i ; ask the players to write something for
• sheet of paper. We shall be pleased to
sign if you wish. Thanks for nice words abjut us.

'iMPATri
■ If. W."

(Broi
> oarsrs<
rotes,
Foreign Pluj
witli

1■
ii .in v Ainlej .

\S . 1, ,
M o j

■ Th«
Hi r
I

Loyal
\,.vis Baadi
" iI .

do not know -i
oomnanj yon mention]
having It
Brighton, th<
ind go, Agnes, hi"- the
Rowers " that bloom in the iprlng."
'1'itivAii: BABOB (Dover), who is doing bis
duty in khaki, would like to bo ch
• Hiding with a nailer about his • ■
1 10). now who will do t lie cheering f
•Billy"
(London). — If you
care
to repeat
questions and send
jour name
and i
according to rule, we will give the information.
'Little
Dorrit"
(Cuniberwell).— i 1
of Hepworth's wonderful film "Barnaby B
can bo bad from this office, twopence • hal:;
sum • price.
post-free. Tho Film Life of yianj Pi..-J.-/o.-ii is t lie
Wrenher" how
(Feckham'i
wishes
to know
we can tell
to get the
greenfly
off roseif
■ Why not peck "em off, Jenny Wren '
Sounds
easy,
doesn't it?
The Answers
Man,a weak
who
is
a bit of
a gardener
himself,
always uses
solution of soft soap made into a froth.
'Eat Bee" (Streatham).— Yes, we get the same
old questions over and over again. Hardy annuals
arc:— Is Charles Chaplin deaf, or dumb, or blind,
or dead? Is Mary Pickford married to Oweu
Moore ? What is the cast of " A Million Bid " ]
What does X in Bushman's name stand for?
But we are good tempered and long suffering,
and tell the Answers Man to ever give the soft
answer that turneth away wrath. What can wo
do for you, Kay Bee ?
1 Maudie" (Bristol).— The first number
amalgamated
papers,
andand
The there
Picturegoer,
was dated
Feb.Pictcres
21st, 19U,
have
been two complete volumes published since,
Nos. VI. and VII., price 3s. 9d. each, postfree. They certainly mould make ideal presents
for your friends. Send orders to Phi mils
Office, 18, Adam Street, Strand, Loudon, W.C,

"Flappers" (Uuddersfield). — George Larkin
played " Barcus " in "Trey o' Hearts" His
poi trait was published in our issue of Jan. 9, 1915,
which you cm get from our publishers price
2d post-free. We are sure Stewart Rome and
Alina Taylor would be pleased to hear from you.
"ViTvoRAPH Victor" (Lincoln).— By- all means
write to Anita Stewart of the Vitagraph if you
wish to. Leah ISaird is also with that Company
now. Cannot trace film you mention. You have
seen quite a respectable number of films, Vicky,
Have given your love to Florence Turner.
"A Reader" (Gunnersbury).— Windham Guise
played " Ginger St ubbs " in " The House of
Temperley " (London Film). Address Ben
Webster, co. Loudoa Film Co., St. Margaretson-Thumes, Twickenham.
" A Constant Reaper " (Reading).— The address
you mention would reach Mary Fuller. We
don't know if B-n Webster is playing on the stage
at present. He is of ourse a famous stage actor.
Lettersstantlike
reader.yours never "offend us," dear, con"Risie"
(Bournemouth).—
name
and addnsi,
Rosie Posie ?Wtere's
Harold your
Lockwood
took
the
h>ro's
part
in
"
Wildflower."
He
now with American (Flying i) Company. Howis
can we say if he would send you a photo of himself, dearie ?

IS
Ellen

THIS
IN YOUR
ALBUM?
Agukkholii,
the Nordisk player.
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"•T11 (0
The stpry of "In the Candle
Light " (Hying A 1 mis pnbliahed in onr Feb.
27tb isaui
iting photo ul the one and
only '• simple" appeared oi
er of March
13th issue. Both Can be obtained from our pub'-. Id. i-acii, postage extra. Write !•'
Blanager for list of cards in stock.
" Ki.ni a " (Devonport).— We have postcards of
Chrissie White, Id. each. Mary Pickford ployed
lead in " Hearts
Your letter was just
IlieriKbt
length, adrift."
Rente.
"II.
B." is(Hastings).—
For good!,Sndtbemto
short picture any
plays
there
always n demand.
of
the leading British Companies — Hepworth's,
London Film Co., I!, ami C, Clarendon, and
Samuelson are a few. Their addresses are constantly being given on this page
"Am. ra:.\ " (West Norwood).— diaries Hay played
•'Jack Denning" in "One of the Discard" (Kay
Bee). Address c.o. Keystone Comedies Ltd.,
New York City, U.S.A. We do not know wbo
played the otlier part you mention. Keystone
casts are not given as a rule. Now that you have
become "acquainted with our toppimr paper "
may we be lifelong friends.
"Pinkt " (Camberwell Gate). — Another new reader
welcomed. Antonio Moreno and Kitty Grey are
not related. We do not know if Eddie Lyons is
manned to Victoria. Forde. We have postcards
of F.oreuce La Badie, Id. each, postage extra,
but none of Antonio Moreno. The otlier particulars are unobtainable.
Pleased to help you.
"Rojia" (Kingston-on-Thames) calls Pitctub.es
■vnpThe Pu'TUREGOEither " cheerful companion."
Very nice of you, dear, and also your remarks
about the Answers Man ; he is, however, of an
exceptionally retiring disposition and will not
have his photo published. Geo. Larkiu plays
lead in " The Trey o'Hearts," and Francis Ford
takes the part of " Trine." The cast yon ask for
is not pnhli-hed. You want a cure for indigestion? Well, on the principle of "a hair of the
dog thatof bit
you," have
you tried
salmon
with
plenty
cucumber,
followed
by four
pancakes
before
retiring
to
your
downy
couch
?
Don't
be
so long before writing again.
" reader.
R." (Dublin).—
Pleased
new
When you
write to
againwelcome
comply you,
with rule
at top by giying name and address — not for publication, but as evidence of good faith.

JlI.Y
•Ashfield).—
Fred Paul played
234■: the films yjti mention, and the
not
for getting u->
neverknow.
stop, Thanks
Am;

■ Earn -: " (Hockley).— Cannot trace cast you ask
for ; expect it is an old one. Glad you like us.
"Waiter" (Highbury). — Antonio Moreno is
Spanish, ho was born in Madrid. We have no
postcards of him cr i'f Bobby Connelly, but we
have of George Cooper. We believe Ella "Hall
played
Meg " the
in film
" Little
Me? audi"
—
the poem" Little
from which
was adapted
is noL
a vailable.

A

Rival Picture Players.
First Deak: "I'd just like to see
any man kiss me ! "
Second Dear • " What a hopeless
ambition."
Nursery Rhymes Up to Date.
Twinkle, twinkle German spy,

" Osdorse" (Cranford .— W
fine ] ostcards of M. Gray Mu nay, one peuny cjcj. The
photo buttons of B
elding, Warren
Kerrigan, Enrle Williams, and Blanche Sweet are
one penny each, postage extra.
Add:
to lb, Adam Street, Strand. London.

■' James M." (Huline). — It is against our rules to
reply through the post. We understand that
Essanay have secure I the exclusive services of
Charles Chaplin. So he can't be playing elsewhere.
' A Lancashire Lass" (Burnley)— (Careful, Mr.
Printer, how you spell the name— the last time
you put " Bromley " and we got un awful wigging
from the dear "Lass"). Thank you for the sweet
ending
after rain.to your make-believe anger. Sunshine
'N.V. D." (Blackburn). — Address B^a Webster,
c.o. London Film Co., St. Margaret's-on -1 'I
Middlesex.
Your typewriter can't spell for nuts.
Perhaps your initials refer to its character —
" Not very dependable."
■ J. T. W." (Luton). — If you have re id the many
replies we have given in this column t> would-be
film actors you would see that there is no royal
road to success hi this walk of life any more thau
in any other— in fact just now the supply of " profes ional "players exceeds the demand.
'Judith " (Edinburgh). — Address Mary Fuller and
Cleo Malison, c.o. Universal Co., 1.6D Broadway,
New York. Have sent your love to the players
you name and have kept your " best " ourselves.
•Alice" (Maida Vale). — Glad to hear that the
wounded soldiers in hospital were the recipients
of your forty back numbers of the " P. and P.", and
that they enjoyed reading them. Good girl,
Alice. Other readers please c py.

"Flora" (Bichmoud).— Florence Turner a- the
name part iu "My Old Dutch" is simply
immense; we hive seeu the film, and prouounce it
to he one of her greatest parts, if not the
greatest. It will be released in August. Albert
Chevalier of course plays the cester part. Judging from your list, you appear to have seen every
Turner film produced here. Quite an euthu
you are. Good girl, Flo: a !
*£* Many

repli

EDITORIAL

ivouldhly held <•■•

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer,"
18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.C.
Telephone— Begeut £116.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom and Abroad: —
One Year (post-free) ...

Six Months
Three Months

g
6
3
1

a.
6
3
8

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone— Gerrard 85S5.

Mother : " Why don't you yawn when
and stays
go too long? He'll take the hint
he

Cause and Effect.
Mks. Newedd
(complainingly) :
"When we go to the pictures now, we
have to take a tramear. Before out-

Daughter ■ " I did, and he told me
what beautiful teeth I had."
Better than All of It.

marriage you always called a taxi."
Newedd : " Yes; that's the reason.*'
Familiarity Breeds Contempt.

First Picture Actor : "I say. old
boy, don't yon think a moustache improves my appearance
?"
Second
Picture Actor
: " Rather,

Bilton: "What did your wife say
when you got home at two this morn-

il hides a part of your face."

Tilton : "Nothing! She just started
playing a gramophone record called
- Tell Me the Old. Old Story."
A Bright Retort.
The comedian was having his boots
ing ?" "Father a bootblack too? " he
blacked.
asked the boy. " No, sir. my father is a
farmer." "Ah!" said the comedian,
" making hay while the son shines, is
Distinction With a Difference.
Mrs. Gbawtoed : " Did your bosband agree with you that your new hat

for nothing."
The Same Result.

can 1 send him to cheer him up P "
Offices: " Write and tell him you've
been killed in action''

articles on players we r
o publish.
"A. M B." ,Wiliesleu:.-Max L'.nder, being a
Frenchman, joined the French Army eirly iu
the war, and was report. { wounded
shortly after, sine- when we have heard notbiug
from him. Someone told us that be had opened
a cinema somewhere iu France.

win a prize,
you and
musttwovu'te
for four
different
playersGeorge,
1 two male
female)
on
each coupon.

A Picturegoer's Plot.
Nedxxy: " Mamma, do 3-ou love me ? "
Yousq Widow .- " Why. yes. darling."
why wedon't
the\i;iu>Y:
manager?" ThenThen
can you
comemarry
here.

RBPOETEB in FRANCE: "My editor
seems very disappointed Wbal news

— ■■ The Night G
-. -1 May 2»th,isone of thevery
latest films in which Anita Stewart uppeaied.
- try you have been laid up, and pleased to hear
" P. andover
P" and
kept over
you cheerful.
Our interviews
space cot:,
filled
arnin with

" Moi.lie " (Morley). — Dear girl, we do not kuow_
if
Chas. Cbapliu and Gerald Ames are married, 01
affianced.

How we wonder if you"re nigh,
How wewe'd
yonrKultur
name so.
to know,
For
lovelike
your

■■ How long bare they been married?"
" About ii\ c years."
" Did she make him a good wife ?
" No; but she made him au awfully
good husband."
Peace at Last.

'•Bt

" CrEOSSB " (Sheffield).— You can vote for the same
player twice on each coupon if you like, and that
will give bim (or her) 15 votes, but if you want to

The Hint Made it Worse.

MOTOR-CAR
is like a spiteful
woman — it will run anybody down.

: ending
10, I9I5

wasMrs.
all that
could be (wife
desiredof ? "a cinema
Crabshaw
proprietor):
"Well,
exactly that wav
j he he
said didn't
that itput
tilledit
A

SURE

THING.

First Tramp: "I've gotta system for
mckm' out tie dead towns along de rate.*'
Second Tramp : "YusF Let's hear it."
First Tramp : " Count de Movia* Pitcher
palaces, [f dor's one, dey're alive. If dor's
two, iley re prosperous.
If der's Magaxint*
none, doj re
dead,
- Motion Picture

His Stroke of Luck.

the"Nobill."money,
?"

no trunks '." said the
he
irate landlord.
"If you don't pay your
board bill, we hold your trunks till
" Splendid!" said Dedbrbke, the actor.
"That'll save me the expense o£
storage on these things of mine until
next season.
you do."

By-by. old maul"

VOL. VIII.

WEEK

ENDING

SATURDAY.

JULY

17.

1915.

New Series, No. 74.

MARY
FULLER,
THE
TRANS-ATLANTIC
STAR,
lis another of the best-dressed girls on the scteen. Mary is a world-wide favourite with picturegoers.
(See vage 29t.)
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News

HO is the fascinating Balboa girl?
Jackie Saunders ! Look out for
an article abont her soon !

Harold Loekwood has i taken to himself
a secretary in order to cope with his
correspondence.
Someof it comes from
you, dear readers.
Poor Harold !
f ''»'•"•""#
Pauline Bush will remain with Transatlantic, despite rumours to the contrary. Pauline's dressing-room is as
pretty #
as a picture# so they
* say. #
Still forging ahead ! Lubins are just
opening another big studio - the third —
in Philadelphia! They have eight
more in different parts of America.
You will be able to float a SuperDreadnought on the tears shed over
My Old Dutch. But there are
smiles too in this " Ideal " Turner
production.
And some acting.

#

*

*

and

notes WIS

factory have been the results that the
company are purchasing ground in or
near Los Angeles for the erection of
three s sparate-studios.

Pavlova Likes Picture=plays.
IT exclaimed
is more wonderful than th ■ si
the famous Russian
belig
c i- btudios,
c.nc,e-''- and
'sll-was
visit Bessi-*
to-the
was on.a
watehin"
Eyton interpret a difficult rile. Now
we understand that Mile. Pavlova is to
play in pictures herself, that she has
signed a contract to appear in a film
with Universal, and that the production
will introduce her full company of fortyseven dancers.

Problems
HAT

#

*

A

Why read books when yoa can see
them r
Come when you can. leave when

«

you must.
A Picture

*

Discov rs a Paganini.

THEten-year
appearance
Godfrey,
old boyofviol
nist at the
the
London Pavilion, makes public
the interesting incidents which led
to his discovery. A few weeks ago at
the Museum Cinema. Bethnal Green,
where the film The Ghost of
Violin was being shown, the man
Arthur J. Thompson, to interpret the
correct meaning of the film, advertised for a violinist. The snrpris
the response was G. dfrey, who walked
in rather timidly with his sister. He

*

congregation while she sang Gounod's
"Divine Redeemer "- -the singer was
Myrtle Stedman, whose portrait we
published quite recently.

*

for Producers.
J-::..
a ripping
subjec

by an • octopifs."
1.
it ? Th
of the
directions in the script •
from
the great
"Amei
serial the
now Ski/,
in course
of production.
It
is also ont of the problems facing the
r. William
D.
Taylor,
who
declares he doe- not care how difficult
the situations are because fa
grapple
with seeming impossibilities.
Xow. Mr. Taylor; oral get yoai
pus- -but don'i grapple with '
The Lure of the Poster.
FEW samples of catch-lines
by American exhibitors to tempt
outsiders inside : Come where it's comfortable.
We can't show all the good films.
but we do show all good tilms.
Not-the only good show, but as
good as any and better than most.
worth.
It's not what it costs, but what it's

The other Sunday evening a fairhaired, beautiful woman held a huge

#

■-.

! " The
diamond
the icle
bottom
of the
sea and .-iir
is taken

Gerda Holmes calls her newest
summer hat " The Rover." It is of
white beaver, over which masses of
pink silk wild l'oses are spread.
Why "The Rover"? Oh! the hat
is so large that the roses just have
to rove all over it. See !

#

kxuzn

#

Vivian Rich says the bane of her
life is the receipt of all kinds and

played Adlards " Brindisi " so feelingly that
other many
applicants
bombardedthe
him with
Questions,

conditions of scenarios. Y"ou are not
alone, fair (no, dark) Vivian. Why
do amateur authors send their work
to artistes ? Plays are selected for
them, not by them.

and agreed that the boy was a
violinist quite out of the ordinary.
Once engaged he was an immediate
success, and although he appeared
#
#
#
«
three times each evening the audience never seemed satisfied. Mr.
A new use has been discovered for
HOW
FILM
ACTORS
REHEARSE. it
Thompson recognised it wi uld not be
No. 3: The
Fall
Irom
the Cliff.
" pictures." They comfort " widders,"
fair to the boy if he was not given an
says an American writer. Really! We
opportunity to show his talent where
know they provide comfort to men,
Love's Young Dream.
could have the fullest play. Ace irdwomen, and children of all ages, and in
ingly he arranged that Godfrey should
I SAW her photo in Pictures, and
all stations of life, but we never thought
have fallen in love with her," writes
give a recital at an llfoid Charity Concert, where a number of experts would
of
widders."we Aren't
a reader. "Do yon think I stand a
the " pictures
mean. they wonderful —
chance?
I
am5ft.
loin.,
weigh
list.
lolb..
hear
him. His performance resulted
#
#
#
#
1917.
can swim. box. shoot, am left-handed, and
in bookings which carry him well into
The pictures cheer, but they do not
have never yet kissed a girl. Can you tell
inebriate. They lubricate the wheels of
me her real na me. heigh t .weight. and age.
The Secret of Comedy.
existence, stir the imagination, and bhey
ami do you think that it' I wrote and told
never give you that dark brown taste
HE secret of the successful filmher
I
loved
her
she
would
answer
me?"
after
says the late Elbert Hubbard.
comedy. say> Mack Sennet t. the
Pictures-Past
and
Present.
#
#
-s
#
famous Keystone producer, in the
FIFTEEN; years ago Jbhh C. Rice, the
"New York Mirror, lies in a not too
Playgoers imt, ■ : Marie Tempest, the
famous music-hall comedian, apfamous actress, has been induced to
clamorous getaway and a whirlwind
peared with May Irwin in a onefinish. In other words, speed, right up
appear in a film-play by the Universal
Company.
minuie
visualisation
of
TAt
h~i.«.
a
to the climax of the picture, with every picture shown in the slot machines of
must be an
that
day at a penny
or less a time.
" high," The
goingtheonproducer.
body with
More Expansion.
axiom
audi. nice
must chuckle from the start, or the film
Tbej were even glad to give their serTil EKE is nothing t<> beat the Pacific
vices withbul the least compensation.
Coast for moving-picture
making.
will much
be a chuckle-less
Don't
regarding the affair as a splendid advertoo
mileage at affair.
the start,
but make
keep
The Famous Players, for instance,
tisement, To-day Mr. Rice has jusl
have maintained a studio there for the
halfway station
the
After
well.
been engaged to support Marie Dressier
going
shall have been passed, get a severe
past year, in which recent Alary Pickin a big Lubin production at a salary
attack of speedphobis, and never let up
ford subjects were produced.
So satisne\ .r dreamed of in those early days.
until the climax.
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Events of the Week

SELECTED

PROM

PATHE'3

ANIMATEE

GAZCTTE.

THE THAMES IN WAR TIME: 1. How the London Scottish crossed the river at Hampton. 2. A high'y successful river Carnival at Richmond in am
of the Red Cross. 3. NOVEL RECRUITING SCENES: Traffic held up for public display of Swedish drill by recruits in Manchester. 4. FOR SEVENPENCE AN HOUR: Lord Norbury is a mechanic in a Surrey Aeroplane Factory. 5. THE WOMEN'S CALL TO ARMS: An appeal by Fema'e Volunteer
Corps brings many recruits. 6. LADIES' CANTEEN COMMITTEE provide food, good and cheap, for munition workers in pleasant surroundings.
7. WOUNDED -RUT HAPPV:
Nurses and their charges enjoy "iurns"
by prominent Music Hall Artistes*
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Week ending
JUI.Y 17, 1 9I5

A Fire at Sea.
FROM his earliest
years John Douglas had had an
They had not been to
ideal, a dream-girl, a
sea many days before an
mythical affinity, for
AN
AMERICAN
DISTINCTIVE CREATION
accident in the enginewhom he was constantly
room led to an outbreak
PRESENTING
MARGARITA
FISCHER.
of tire. The crew worked
seeking, and without
hard to get the tire under
■whom he felt life would
SMITH.
Adapted
from
the Film by GEORGE
be wasted. He was
control, but made little
W
positive that someheadway.
Then an exwhere she existed in the flesh. A milbennty hold.
it For
could
fall time
to man's
beplosion amidships spread the conthe first
in his lot
life toJohn
lionaire, and reckoned the most eligible
flagration, and from end to end the
bachelor of the season, John was sought
was fascinated. He gently eluded her
vessel was a mass of flames. It was
upon her flirtations, spoke of his future,
after by many hostesses with daughters
every man for himself. Some were
unattached. They tried every artifice
burned to death in a futile endeavour to
asked after hers, and had brought himknown to woman to ensnare him. but the
self to the point of proposing. Helen
•ret boats away ; others, including John.
knew it. and nestled closer to him. She
vision of his dream-girl always saved
leapt into the sea. Pitiful were the
him.
saw his arms stretched out. and waited,
cries for help from the drowning, but
tense and breathless, for her crowning
Mrs. Chalmers was a born matchthere was no one to answer them. John
maker, and took under her wing many
triumph. But it never came. Into his
struck out for a smouldering spar. He
arms
John
gathered
a
vision
of
his
a pretty debutante with good looks for
burned his hands, but clung to it as his
an only asset. One of them. Helen
dream-girl.
Helen was forgotten.
one salvation. He heard a tremendous
He came back to earth as the vision
Carrntliers, the prettiest and wealthiest
roar, saw a volume of white flame rage
faded away, and beheld Helen, white as
girl of them all, although a butterfly,
from the ship, a terrific explosion which
was genuinely ill love with John, but
hurled masses of molten metal and
death,
leaning
toward
him.
He
"arose.
and,
as
voices
drew
near.
Helen
jumped
could never get him to see it. She
flaming wood all around him. and then
flirted with other men to make him
up, and. running forward, smilingly
the freighter disappeared beneath the
greeted De Villiers, took his arm. and
jealous, but he only preached her a
walked off.
seething waters. Of the crew not a man
moral lesson and passed en. She even
lived. John Don-las was the only surbegan to chum up with an adventurer,
John was glad. Had his dream-girl
vivor
in that waste of waters.
been a minute later. Helen would have
De Villiers. in the hone of bringing
For hours he drifted about: whirled
been
his
affianced
wife.
John to his knees, but all to no purlike a top. and carried rapidly away by
Sick of the brilliant gathering. John
pose.
strong un.ler-curients. A heavy sea was
It wras at a magnificent. AVc being held
hurried oil' home, and found m;iny letters
coming on. and John knew full well that
by Mrs. Chalmers that John was
he could not live many minutes in it.
awaiting him. The only one that interested him was from a very old friend
tempted to load Helen away from the
His limbs were becoming numbed, his
noise and gaiety and have a quiet ir/t-a(a sea captain). It invited him to connto fail. and. to add to
beginning
brain
tete with her. That Helen was beauaway from society and have a cruise on
liis torture,
the brine had parched his
tiful there was no denying. But on
a freight steamer through the Orient.
throat. He felt that great longing of
this occasion she had exerted herself to
Never did John pen a more willing
the drowning to slip from his frail supthe utmost in order to win or lose him.
acceptance, and with a light heart he
port and find rest beneath the cold
and was one of the fairest visions of
completed his arrangements for the trip.
green waves.
Night came on swift and
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tip hope.
• I - relaxed their tenacious -rip of
i lie spar, his head sank in the se i
\
ii- shin • i .1 fi ■ mi capp< '1 w a \ ••
uek his cheek like a « bin.

He - hook

off In- stupor, and i red inti i the iuk.\
blackness of the night. \\ as he mad
already r Thai w is lit- thought as far
away he saw a shadow} figure on th>'
orest of ;i wave. It drew nearer, and
then he gasped li was the face and
form of his dream girl, beckoning
him, urging him to como to her, He
laughed madly, and struck out for the
vision. It receded, but -till urged him
on, IJncon&ciousness claimed him, be
slipped from the -par, and was borne
away on the top of n huge billowj wave.
The Home of the Castaways.
When John recovered his senses he
was lying half in the water on a stretch
of sandy Bhoreland. Some one was
rugging at hi- arm ami endeavouring to
lift biro up. He staggered to his feet,
and there before him stood bis dreamgirl, clad in a strange garb.bnl this time
in the flesh. He gave a hoarse cry, and
clutched at her, but she, frightened and
fearing harm, rushed away,
John gave
chase, but in his enfeebled i ditioii the
effort proved too much, and he fell headlong «ui tin' shore.
Hi- dream-girl stopped, looked back
and found she was not being pursued.
Then curiosity overcoming her fear she
went back in search of the man she had
rescued from the sea. She found him
lying among the rooks, unconscious,
with an ugly gash in his head. She
returned toa village of rude huts, and
approached an old man with Bowing
white beard. It was her father, Neto,
chieJ of a losl tribe, and to him she told
The dream-girl was Nai.
the news.
Neto called together the menfolk of
the tribe, and. with Nai as guide,
hastened down to the rocks and brought
John back to the village. Here he was
sarefnlly tended and nursed back to
health and strength. He told his story ■
to Neto, and. acting upon the hitter's
suggestion,
became one of the tribe. In
return Neto told how many years previous he, with his daughter and other
passengers, hod been shipwrecked, and
had managed to survive and reach an
island. During the whole of thetime no
-hips had been seen, and thev had
formed
a colony of their own. * They
were English-speaking
people, but had
adopted their own particular ways and
customs, and never wished to go back
to the other world from whence they
had come.

Nai and John soon became fast
friends, much to the consternation and
chagrin of Kama, the sub-chief. He
jealously watched the two as they went
about the island together, and .was
never tar away from them.' He was
passionately in love with Nai, but she
did not reciprocate his affection. One
if her chief delimits was to -it among
tin' rocks and play weird melodies upon
in niipr.n l.-ed harp. So adept had she become with her crude instrument that she
was recognised by the tribe as a genius. -j
A beautiful creature, knowing no
other world than that in which she
lived, :Nai was much fascinated by the
stones John had to tell of life way l>ack
ln civilisation.
They
went for many

rami'!.'- ami the cver-wtil
I
K
i'i to hate hi- rival with n H
inten
It «
eir trips t hat
K ■. ■ ■ i I
■ i .-■ t
themseh
I h n ledge of rock the
>uli chief Btealthilj approached
I•
ins far out ovei the ledge, he
clasped in th I arm- of John
He almost
tost bis balance
at the
revelation
Springing back, he dug up a huge piece
ol boulder,
poised ii "n high, determined t" send it crashing down on the!
head of the unsuspecting man below
Then in a flash it came bo him t hat he
might miss hi- aim and kill Nai.
He
threw the rock from him, and, quicklj
descending, flung himself
upon John,
and a terrific straggle ensued:
Kama
was tin' more powerful, and eventuallj
had the other at his mercy.
Hi- inten
tion to kill him wae frustrated bj Nai
who had run for help.
Neto ami the tribe arrived, and. after
listening to the storj Kama had to tell,
John was placed under guard and im
prisoned in one of the huts for attempting to take away the promised wife of
the Bub-chief, and Nai was placed und< i
guard ia the hut adjoining her fat In-,
That nighf John managed to worm
bis way out of tin- hut, and overpowering the guard released Nai, and, stealing
through the village thej hastened to the
priest's' hut. Here they prevailed upon
him t" marry them. Thej then made
for the opposite side of the island, and
took refngeamong I he crags and boulders
on the seashore.
When their escape was detected.
Kaura summoned
the men-folk of the

•■;• !

A". • THE

I

trill
Th
died l'n
P i1 ol til
\ i\ id H i -he- of li
rent
t lie buneat h tin
II uddleil
the rock* sal Nai and Johu ci 'I I
drenched
A little wa> off Kami uu
his mien halted
« hi! i i rec
and ro
Were
falling before the fun
• ■! tin
element-. One terrible crash "I thuudei
a •_• la rin_r fork of liffhtiiiiu] and Kaura
w ith a hoarse crj . fell dead al t be feel
Of t be tribe.

Thej carried hi- bod) to Neto « h<>
full of anger against his daughter, foi
h ide t he i ribe t" ba> e anj t bing mor<
to d" wil h leiHe di-uu m-d h> r ; and
a> for Ji 'Im. be ci mid live in safe) |
tl
ther Bide of the' island, lml Bhould
he approach I he i illage, be was t.. be
killed. Broken and sorrowing, Neto
sought hi- hut after dismissing the tribe.
The Myth.

\ - the fury of t be Btorm spenl itsell
out in one famt rumbling of t bnndei
afar off, N'ai and John crept from t In
shelter of the rocks. Thej climbed t<
the highest point o£ the island, and John
set about briilding some sort of habitation. As time elapsed, be constructed a
hut. ami it was his custom
to lie just
inside the d
■ when Nai retired to res!
for the tight, as he lived iii constant
fear of an attack from the tribe. He
mad., a better harp for Nai t > replace
the one left behind in the village, and
she would while away inanj an hour
playing to her husband.
One day they had a visit from t:

Uue oi iiei- enittf delights was to play weird melodies upon uu improvised OaXD
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priest, imploring them to return to the
ti'ib •. .1- Neto, grown old, was no Longer
capable of watching oyer the interests
of tin' trili.-. and Kaufa was dead. But
the pair refused to go back to the
village, and, in the midsl of their discussion, John, chancing to look out to
sea, saw a ship putting into the bay. In
wild excitement he pointed it out to Nai,
and then frantically tearing down a
piece of the outer covering of the lmt
lie tied it to a branch and waved and
shouted to attract attention. For a- long
time he signalled, but to no purpos 3 ; he
could riot yet any answer from the ship.
Night coming oh, he had to give up, and
sorrowfully took up his place at the lmt
door. The old priest, tired with his
journey, lay down to rest with him.
*
*
ss
*
Standing by their signal, which fluttered inthe breeze, John and Nai at last
1iad their efforts rewarded. A boat put off
from the ship and soon beached below
them. They bade the old priest a hasty
farewell, and raced to the boat. Imagine
the surprise of John when he was confronted byDe Villiers and soma of his
old acquaintances. He gave a rapid
explanation, and jumped aboard with
Nai, and the boat put off for the ship.
Aboard they wers welcomed by many
old friends, and the introduction of Nai
in her peculiar garb caused much
humorous banter. Nai was taken off
to be dressed in more conventional costume, and John was provided with
masculine attire.
De Villiers abandoned his yachting
cruise and set the course for home.
During the voyage De Villiers paid
marked attention to Nai. a fact which
gave John foodfor reflection. He noticed
that De Villiers indulged in a great deal
of covert flirtation, but refrained from
comment,
as he putanditfree
downnature.
to Nai's
extreme simplicity
Once more cm terra firma, John lost
no time in making for his palatial home,
and soon Nai was installed there at the
head of tilings. They received numberless calls and congratulations upon their
wonderful escape. De Villiers was a frequent visitor,
and her
knowing
Nai's modern
passion
for harps,
lie sent
a beautiful
instrument, and followed it with a call.
Her gratitude knew no bounds, and
when De Villiers took her hand and
kissed it. she did not demur, even
though he retained it much longer than
was really necessary. In the doorway
1 id John,
a witness
of the whole
■■■ne. Scarcely deigning to greet De
Villiers. who immediately departed, he
Btrode angrily towards Nai. and forbade
her tn even touch the harp. Not understanding the reason. Nai was embarrassed, and tried to console her husband. He took her in his arms. and.
seeing the smile of pure innocence on
her face, he fell that his suspicions were
w holly unfounded.
A few days later Nai received a note
from De Villiers, begging her to accompany a.lady friend to his house and view
some rare old paintings. Nai. not for
■ II ■ moment guessing the full significance of the missive, sent a ready acceptiii'V.
A car came
for her later, and
carried her away to De Villiers' home.
John returned, and. finding Nai miss-

in--, sought for her. Upon her escritoire
he discovered De Villiers' note.
Grasping its import, lie tore from the
house. Arrived at De Villiers', he
pushed aside t he s6n aril - who strove to
prevent hi- entrance, and made for the
drawing-room. There he saw Nai.
struggling fiercely with De Villiers. who
held her in his arms, and was passionately kissing her averted face. Johndrew
his revolver and fired. Nai sereann-d.
and fell a limp heap into a chair. Thbullet had entered her heart. De
Villiers, seeing his desperate position.
closed with John, and. getting him by
the throat, choked the very life out of
him. and shook the body as a terrier
shakes a rat.

<*

•

*

*

John felt someone shaking him. He
rolled over and looked up. It was Nai.
Morning had come, and it suddenly
dawned upon him that he had been
passing through a hideous nightmare.
Far away he could just discern the ship
steaming slowly away. All chance of
rescue lntd vanished. He tore down the
signal, and with Nai and the priest made
for the village and Neto, determined to
pass the remainder of his days Ear from
the old world, where trust and sinceritywere so sadly huking.

%

*

ft

*

Such is the story in outline of The
Quest, the magnificent American Distinctive Creation recommended by us in
a previous issue and produced by the
""Flying A" Company. It is in five
parts. The principals are — John Donglas, Harry Pollard ; Mrs. Chalmers,
Lucille Ward ; De Villiers, Joseph E.
Singleton; Helen, Nan Christy; Nai.
Margarita Fischer; Net). Joseph E.
Singleton; Kaura, Robyn Adair; The
Tribal Priest, William Carroll.
The film is controlled in England.
Wales, and Ireland by the Walturdaw
Co., Ltd., and for the rest of the Kingdom by Green's Film Service, Glasgow.
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JUNGLE-ZOO
Jm.i
MANY were the complaints overheard in
Mm
1 1 1 1 1 •— t know
H mi siRoom,
appro] wh'rh
th • Jungle
Zoo isGreen
desig alien for the quarters set a ide for th •
convenience of theSeli-j Wild Animal Stock
Company. Performing ; nimals are as
temperamental as some other aitista they,
ieo. arc sometimes inclined to the belief that
th-y w 11I <l shine a- Shakespearean .1
when
comedy.their v. r. best forte i- Elap-S ick
■ I ; in an athlete," proudly proclaimed the
Kingaroo a- he took some tobacco from bis
pouch. ■ i am continually in training. I
have engaged in many successful fights, and
my reputation as a boxer is justly deserved.
I am th' chaiupi 11 broad jumper of the
world. No seen r os earning my Way as yet,
I notice !
If I were not a har'-shelle 1 Baptist, I
might be move 1 to profanity;' ejaculated th ■
Tortoi e. '• Literally, I have to 'r.wlar and
ask'ng for a bi'. There a e few sna] •- given
roe: intact. I seem to be, speaking- strictly
in The
vulvarCrocodile
parlance,had
in the
; " his mouth,
not soup
opened
but he slid into the discussion at a most
opportune time. "You iellows make me
weary. <iid he as he rolled his eyes. " You
all wiljjiave your opportunities in due time.
but 1 -I can't bank ( n anything. 1 ve given
shore dinners to the directors, I have smiled
8' the actresses, have done the high dive
reputedly, and all to no avail. The
elephants, ths leopards, the lions and ti_
yes. even tie monks work overtime, but I
am compelled to bury myself in the mud!
Here the crocodile shed real tear-!
As a result of the discussion, the Selig
Jungle Zoo Mutual Protective As
was formed with the Dancing Bear as president, the Kangaroo
secretary,
and the
Tortoise as a walking delegate.
K< solutions were formulated
protesting against
favouritism being shown the lions
.'■-c. iii the picture-plays. These resolun
were given to Rajah, the Elephant, at the
proper period, who put them in bis trunk
for safe keeping.
There were many strong
claws in the protest, for the crocodile had
put teeth in almost every line.
The moral is : There is at least one <;;
Eyed Monster in every zoological garden .'
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Masthb "i mi Bouse : "1 understand. .lane, thai your mistress and -the
young ladies are going to California for a few weeks; 'Do von er happen
to know

whether thej

an- planning to take nie with
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THErash,
; earthe'49period
was the
era of the (fold
when
men fonght,
drank, starred, grew rich in n uight,
tnd became beggars again after a risil
to the gambling saloon, [twasa period
when
men I'm I and women became
heroines.
It was a strange crew that travelled
along the dusty bridle paths between
the canons of California. Jt comprised
hundreds of men and some women. and
children. Ox-w tggons, resembling those
used by trekking Boers, with an awning
on canes to protect the travellers from
the son during the day and to act as a
screen al night, were most in eviden
A few were mounted On wirj ponies,
but all, whether Americans, Mexicans,
or English, had the hnugry look typical
of the gold-hunters.
One little group circled round the
Girl whose saloon-bar attracted the
luckiest df the gold-diggers. The Girl
suited her environment. She was slightly
under the medium height even for a
girl, but she was strongly built, with a
full, pleasant face that could harden
menacingly when liberties were attempted, and in a tight corner could,
with true feminine diplomacy, pla] off
cue rough customer by appealing to
another. To interfere with the Girl
meant funerals.
a general "mix up" and a few
quick
"Which particular spot would you
like it. paid:-'" was the laconic invitation when the Girl was insulted. The
gentleman in\ ited then found the muzzle
of a revolver pointing straight at his
heart, and if he was quick he got clear.
Al! loved the Girl in their own peculiar
way, l>nt several were more favoured
than the rest. Ranee, the shaggylooking but lion-hearted sheriff, who
represented the law among the miners,
fancied he was the Don Juan of the
party: hut the girl merely laughed at
him; her heart was still untouched.

Lasky
by

J.

the

production
featuring
D. Walkers
World's

Film

by

Miss
Van
Buren.
Films,
Limited.

PATRICK

The saloon served the purpose o! .1
dancing-hall also. When tired of play,
ing cards the miners formed into pairs
and danced round to the strains of a
mouth-organ, until this thirsty occupation drove them tothe counter to gargle
their throats. Often the Girl left her
hired man to serve the thirsty ones
whilst she danced round in company
with her customers. There was no
standing on ceremony at the Polka
Saloon, over which the Girl played the
part of landlady.
But the life galled on her sometimes.
It was all very well being the pet of the
miners, who trusted her so much that
every time they male a haul of golddust they placed it in her charge until
the stage-coach called to take it tothe
bank at the nearest town. She 1 raged
for something more refined. She was
making money herself, and some time or
other she would leave this wild life
altogether, and go back to the cities of
the East. But she did not kn.vv that
the glamour of the golden West was in
her own lilo.d as well as in the miners',
and thai it only required the call of
love to make her own life complete.
Only one face stood out in her
memory. Jt was that of a cleanshaven, strong-featured look ing stranger
she had encountered by the stream a
mile away from the camp). He had
halted for a rest. He looked tired, and
was suffering from a wound in the arm
which the girl helped to bathe. He had
smiled and thanked the Girl for her
kindness, and then ridden away hurriedly after telling her that his name
was Dick Johnson and that he came
from Sacramento. That was a week
ago, and she wished he had said something more about himself.
Mabel Buren was the most surprised
girl in California when
she saw the

GLYNN.

stranger stroll into her saloon and call
for a drink. The recognition was
mutual, and without any preliminary
manoeuvring
the pair drifted
an
animated
conversation.
There into
was one
listener near the bar who regarded the
new visitor with lively suspicion. H«
was not in a particularly good humour
His face had just been slapped by the
Girl for attempting to steal a kiss. This
man was Ranee, the sheriff, and as the
visitor was a stranger it was the sheriffs
function to find out who he was befortt
accepting his company.
To his inquiry the stranger retnrned
a mrcastic rejoinder.
"" This man declines to say who he is! "
said the sheriff, calling to others, who
rushed in.
That was enough. A dozen men circled
threateningly round the unknown man.
Mining- rules forbade intercourse with
strangers until they had given their
bund fiileS. This district was infested
by highwaymen, and only the previous
week a stage coach had been held up,
and the miners" hoard robbed by the
notorious Kamerrez. whom the sheriff
was specially selected to run to earth.
Things looked ugly for the newcomer,
until the Girl pushed herself to tho
front.
" 1 vouch for Mr. Johnson,"' she said,
angrily'.
is a friend
of mine."
Then the" He
miners
changed
their tune,
and invited Johnson to their dance in
the next room. Johnson looked at the
Girl, who nodded, and. coming from
behind the bar. "partnered " him in tho
rough-and-tumble miners' dance.
Ranee was left alone, smoking
moodily; but a few minutes later ho
shook himself into action. He had
business on hand, and calling to >,,me of
the dancers, they went out. mounted
their horses, and trotted off. The
sheriff had received a not' from one of
Ramerrez's party, who had turned traitor
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to satisfy a private revenge and to gain
the reward. The note indicated where
the noted outlaw was likely to be captured.
Several hours later Ranee returned
with a peculiar look on his face. He
entered the Polka Saloon, which was just
closing for the night. The Girl resented his intrusion after hours, and it
was only in his official capacity that he
obtained admittance.
""Where is Mr. Johnson?" was the
sheriff's first query.
Mr. Johnson was peacefully resting in
:i room he had secured for the night at
the end of the bar. The Girl was about
to inform him, when something in the

'"Yes," he admitted at last. " It was a
ruse of mine to get the sheriff out of the
way that caused him to leave the saloon
to-night with his crowd. I could have
robbed the saloon with ease, but I
already told my messenger, who had my
party waiting about a mile away, that
the job was off, so your gold is quite

sheriff's
tone vaguely alarmed her. and
she equivocated.
•" He lias just gone." she said, with the
object of gaining time to fathom the
sheriff'9 reasons.
" Well, the next time you see Mr.
Johnston, tell me about it." said the
sheriff, grimly. He took a photograph
out of his pocket and handed it to the

plans immediately. Don't you believe
The Girl hesitated. For a notorious
highwayman Ramerrez looked remarkably
" young and handsome, and it was
me ?the
only
dash of recklessness in his face
that suggested anything of his occupation. The Girl felt herself wishing that
Ramerrez was the sheriff and the
sheriff Ramerrez.

" Who is that ? " he demanded.
The Girl looked at it in amazement.

"I do. "said the Girl at last. -But
you had better go immediately, now that
your identity is known. The sheriff may
get suspicious and come back any

Girl.

'• Mr.
she replied.
The Johnson,"
sheriff roared
! with merriment.
•' Mr. Johnson, of Sacramento, happens
to be Ramerrez, the highwayman.
I've just got that photo from a Mexican
girl in his crowd. He doesn't want her,
and she's turned on him."
The sheriff went out again after
bidding the Girl good-night. She remained for several moments as though
stunned, then she tapped at the door of
the visitor's room. The young man
immediately opened the door. Apparently he had lint been asleep, and the
Girl, examining his face narrowly, knew
that lie had heard t he whole conversation.
So you came to rob my saloon of the
gold dust that the boys trust me with?"
-aid the ( rirl passionate]}
The man looked at her for several
moments in silence.

i;,
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" Indeed." retorted the Girl, sarcastically. Why
"
this change of purpose? "
safe."
The man reddened a little. " I couldn't
do it." he replied, haltingly. " You see
I took a fancy to you that day at the
river-side, and I did not know you were
running this saloon until I walked in.
When I found it was you I dropped my

"Very well," said the man. carelessly.
moment."
Then
he turned suddenly and placed
his
arm
shoulders.

caressingly on

the Girl's

" May 1 have a kiss? " he asked, looking boldly into her face.
The Girl shrank back. " I've never
allowed any man to kiss me vet." she
re] died.
Ramerrez smiled and went out. The
Girl barred the deor behind him, and
listened intently to the sound of his
departing footsteps. When all was
quiet, and she was about to undres-. the
sound
of
revolver
shots
broke
the
silence. The Girl became alert again.
There was a doise of si iggering steps,
and a dull thud against the door outside.

THE

KISS WHICH

HAD

BEEN

DENIED

HIM.

" Let me in,"' pleaded a faiut voice.
The Girl rushed to the door and
unbarred it. Ramerrez staggered in.
holding his wrist, which had apparently
been hit by a bullet. -They winged me
at the top of the hill,'' he said quickly.
" Can
you was
hide nome time
? " for explanations.
There
The Girl pointed to a loft overhead,
reached by a ladder, which, when not in
use. was rixed to the ceiling. The
fugitive had hardly reached the loft and
the ladder been replaced before the sheriff
was.at the door demanding admittance.
Ranee entered, with a revolver in each
hand, looking alert and dour, and
quickly glanced round the place.
"• You didn't happen to see Mr. Johnson, or rather Ramerrez?" he asked,
eyeing the Girl suspiciously.
Mabel laughed. " You can search the
place. Ranee," she said at last ; " but if
laughed.
he searched,
youThedo sheriff
I'll never
forgiveThen
you."
but completely overlooked the loft. " 1
thought he might have got in somehow."
he
"and
if
you sail
say apologetically,
that you forgive
me. I'll
and gowill
The Girl's answer was the same as
before, and
the sheriff felt ruefully at
kiss."
me a face
give
scratched
and hands.
•' You're a little t_ ess." he remarked
admiringly.
.- be ofgazed
his hand
and noticed aTindrop
blood,at which
lie
wiped away. But another drop appeared, and the amazed sheriff glanced
upwards. It was not his ov. 11 blood. It
came from the wound of the highwayman hiding in the loft twer his head.
The sheriff's revolver immediately
shouted menacingly.
upwards. ' (,'ome down." he
pointed
Ramerrez staggered down, and immediately collapsed into a chair and
fainted from loss of blood. Ranee ey< d

the Girl with grim amusement. "So
he
all along."
a game
playing
you were
said.
" Well!
1 guess
I've won
the trick
this time "

W'KKK ending
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J >u'U laugh in a different waj il
you'n' not c ireful," replied the 1 s
rated Girl, pulling her own
revolver
Ollt.

"Not that," replied Ranee soberly.
' IAdon't
fightthought
u ith women."
quick
shot through the
Girl's brain. She knew that the sheriff's
ruling passion was rani.-., and that he
would even play with his own life as a
stake. Cards were responsible for more
fortunes changing hands at the Polka
Saloon than any other cause She would
play, for the fugitive's life and liberty.
She put the proposition to tlit' astonished Ranee. He considered for
Be vera 1 moments. The temptation was
Btrong. No one except the Girl knew 1"'
had
he lost
the captured
game and the
theoutlaw,
outlaw and
was it'released
non.' would be any the wiser. It was
last the kind of thing that appealed to
him, and he consented.
"Three games," he said. "The most
wins."
The Girl took on< a new pack of cards
and, seeing that tin- sheriff's back was
turned towards her, Bhe quickly lifted
her dross, and secreted several aces and
"court" cards in her stocking. Little
questions of card morality did not
trouble the Saloon Girl. If she could
not win tho fugitive's lit" )>y fair moans
sho would win by foul means.
She won the first game. The second
same wont to Ranee, and he smiled
hopefully. They were now equal and
the next game must decide! Tl
glanced at the unconscious young outlaw, and her face hardened. She
must win.
She glanced at her cards, and
her t'aee paled. It was impossible
ti> win with them. Dropping her
handkerchief, she stooped to pick
it up. Like a Hash of lightning
she abstracted the hidden cards
from
her
stocking
and
placed

THE

GIRL PLAYS

FOR THE

tli, in on the table « ith b t> hjfnpbant
ail
\ m can't beat that," »he remarked,
serenely .
Tli' sheriff's faoe fell
you've won," he admitted at last Ranee
was not the first man t,. be I>eaten bj a
woman's tricks, and be never suspected
.1 moment that Ids partner had
uheated.
When later Ramerrez left the Polka
Saloon much refreshed by the Girl's
careful and tender nursing, il was to
that his troubles were a it at an end.
II. ■ had escaped the sheriff; but on
crossing the hill he fell int.. the
hands of some of the sheriff's post ,who
were quite unaware that Ranee had
already captured the outlaw and had
is.vl him 'rh.' Girl's first Indication of trouble t.> Ramerrez was from a
Mexican bar lounger, who rushed in
Baying, " Come out and Bee a man bangTh.' ing. .Girl
1 fun." out. It was indeed
1 : - • rushed
Ramerrez that th- men were about to
lynch. The outlaw looked co I and collected, for he had expected a fat.' of
this kind eventually. His face lit up on
ing the <■ irl. who in turn saw Ranee
amongst th.' lynching party. The Girl
sprang at him like a panther. Ber fertile brain had hit upon a plan ..f Baying
the outlaw from immediate death. She
know that the sheriff's pockets were
tilled with tin- inevitable cards, and.
slipping her hand into one, she abstracted a card, and pinned it to the
lappel of his e
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• Thin i- th.' rigti ol
know
I've won
this man's
lit

^

'

1 i.l. . .11 \ ■ 'in- v. ■ 1 .1

'Th.
looked
conscii noe«
.. n
According t.. his ,.,v n light
he

was

an

I •■ H

I

man

Tli'

• od

pinning
t the mil
that tl
ffender had cheated
and I"ran th.' risk of being shot on Bighl if
he removed th.' accusing
cud.
< InTs daring ru -■
1 '■
1 he pri itests of t be minei b, i II- shi
ordered t be release of 1 he out law.
Several hours later Ramerrez recei
th,'

kiss

which

bad been denied

him

a

shorl time before.
■■ I',, >i Kane '. " Bhe murmured, as she
disengaged herself from
the out la
arms.
" I accused
him .,f cheat ing,
whereas
I who asked
cheated
• How itiswas
that:-"
th" him."
increduTin:Golden
End, West laughed.
Th" Girl of th-

Another

Year with Lasky.

THEODORE
ROBERTS
has tosigned
with the Lasky
Company
continu" another .war under this
management, Since Mr. Roberts <T
his last star engagement in legitimate1
drama on Broadway a year ago to fulfil
his Lasky contract, he has been literally
deluged with propositions from legitimate managers to return to his old field.
However, he finds the new
work
agreeable and the appreciation of
his work by picturegoers so unmistakable that he has d> termined to
remain a camera star for at least
one more season. He has shown
not only a positive genius for s
characterisation, hut a love and
enthusiasm for the work hard to
describe. The latest of his many
parts with this company is that of
'West.
Kance " in The Girl of tin- 1 ■

THAT"

SHE REMARKED

SERENELY.
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A Vision of Loveliness.
THIS is the only description one can
give of Mary Fuller in The Unhidden Treasure, an Imp comelydrama just released, in which she wears
a stunning black velvet gown. It is
quite unadorned in its simplicity except
tor its sash of black satin, in spit e of
which Miss Fuller makes a striking
figure. This interesting play introduces
our idol in an entirely new light, and,
needless to say, Mary has grasped the
opportunity of showing how lovely she
can appear in almost any role. And you
will surely like her velvet gown.
A short time ago Miss Fuller received
the following appreciative letter from
o.ie of our brave Canadian boys :—
Salisbury Plain. England.

TOM

FORMAN,

THE

LASKY

Dear Miss Fuller-T was awfully
glad to receive your picture which you
so kindly sent me to Glacier, and which
was forwarded to me here. As you can
see, I have joined the Canadian troops
to fight against Germany and Austria,
as I considered it my duty to assist the
Mother Country, with my life if necessary. So I have been unable to see you
in another picture, but I hope it is only
a pleasure deferred if I am spared.
Without wishing to appear too romantic. Imust tell you that your photo goes
with me into the firing-line.
I have always got great pleasure from
seeing you on the screen, and ever since
I started writing to you I have taken a

PLAYER.

They Call Him "Tommy."
HE
is a great favourite, is Tom
Forman, and only twenty-two.
He has fair hair, hazel eyes, and
stands five-foot-ten. His boyish appearance and magnetic personality are
pleasing to all both on and off the
screen. A young Texan, born on a ranch,
Tom went to California with
Jiis parents wdiile in his early
Our Cinematographic Cartoons.
'teens.
He wasscholar
a good at
athlete
and
a bid
San
Diego. He acted during his
vacations, and, before he was
twenty, he headed his own
road-show. It broke his leg,
so he went to Los Angeles and
joined the Nestor Company.
going from that to the Kalem
to play leads, and then to
Lubin to direct. He acted and
wrote a number of scenarios
for Trans-Atlantic, and then
accepted a tempting offer made
by the Lasky Company. He
has so far appeared to advanfor
FOR
Pi PL & ClQARETTE
tage in Young .Romance with
Edith Taliaferro, A Gentleman
FIEND5
0/ Leisure, Tht Governor's Lady,
Tin- Woman, A Wild (loose
'Chase with Ina Claire, and A
Puppet < 'mini.
Apart from being a splendid
actor, Tom has a name as a
hunter and fisher, and nearly
every week-end he and that
line actor, Theodore Roberts,
pack their ear and go to the
hills or the sea to hunt or fish
a- 1 lie case may be. Last week
Tom took a party of friends
out to show them some of (he
studios, Imt before he reached
them two tyres'- basted " within thirty minutes. XeitherTom
or his friends saw the studies,
hut a tooal shop go! an order
Ebl two more tyres.
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It Isn't All Fun.
YOUpicture
<rirls who
yearn
for tomotioncareers,
listen
what
Ethel Teare has to say about it.
Although she has l>een a motion-picture
actress but a short time, she vows that
she is well qualified to speak of its
drawbacks.
"Why don't I advise girls to turn to
photoplay acting as a career!- Well.
I would suggest that you see what
happens to me in Kalem's newest
comedy.
The one
Rival
Waiters.
find
more than
reason
for my You'll
assertion
that the profession cannot )>e compared
to a bed of roses.
'" Of course, if a person doesn't mind
such little things as being made a target for numerous over-ripe eggs, or if
she doesu't mind spoiling nice newgowns by falling into mud-puddles, or
encountering other experiences like
these. I say ' Go ahead — and may the
Lord
mercy
on your
' of the
'' Buthave
these
are only
the soul!
mildest
things which fall to the lot of photoplay comediennes.
You see. the pro-

No. 41 : " WHY NOT SPECIAL SHOWS

patrons
Bad

FOR

greater interest in your doings. A
little word would be a great en
ment to me, but I suppose I have tried
your patience quite enough and you
have been very good to me. If I may. I
would like to drop you a line occasionally, and if I do not write again you
will know what has happened to me. and
where one of your pi
found a
last resting-place with me.
With
wishes for your future s ,
ml
may fortune always smile on yon, 1 am.
sincerely yours, 'signed) Robert Webb.

with.

FOR.

THOSE.

GENTLEMEN

WHO

MUST "5N00ZL"

Colds

ALSO
FOR
for. those. cranks
who
must have: plenty BABIES.
of fresh (31 r.
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'during director has absolutelj do eon
uderation
for you in his que
.1 he
mirth-provoking incidents, ond
thinks n certain piece of business will
for
you've
a laugh,
bring
it.
no matter
what
it is got to Btand
"On the whole," concluded Alias
Seare, • 1 should advise the girl who
want-, to enter motion-pictures to keep
,.ut and ba satisfied with whatever
career she mat now be following.
Love Affairs of a Star.
Ml B I AM N B8BITT, the Bdiaon
favourite, has added another page
to " Hon to Refuse a Proposal
of
Gracefully." From out of the war
worlds in Mexico one gallant had found
time to was amorous in trulj Spanish
style somewhat weakened, ol .ours.-.
when written in English, A.bou1 a
month ago she received n letter, pari ol
which read: "1 have been a bachelor,
and rowed I would remain one. though
laughed, saying: Wait till
my friends
woman finds out about your mines
some
and
be badly
in.'woman
One night
I hadyou'll
a vision
and roped
-aw the
my
ideal. 1 tried to dismiss it from, mj
mind, hut when 1 saw your photo in a
magazine 1 knew you were mine m\
ideal. 1 know yon will recognise me as
your fate too
Saybnt the word, and I
will leave my mines litre. >_'o to Nea
York and stay there for a year so that
worthy."
find melet ters
may more
yonThree
came, unanswered.
when Miss Xesbitt thought she would
put American "Punch" into Spanish
love. So she wrote:
"Use pictures yon
admired were taken fifteen years ago. 1
am now forty-five years old. have six
children, and am quite stout.
Xo mining gtosk eame by return mail.
Recovery of Tom Mix.
TOM MIX, the iron man of pictures,
emerged from the hospital within
three day- after being declared a
dead man through a waggon mix-up.
Tht> first move on the part of the remarkable cowboy-actor was* a general
surge towards the studio for the purpose of correcting the impression that
any hospital could hold him. even if a
heavy waggon and several horses had
skated across his chest and head.
With much of the hide departed from
one side of his faee and his right forearm in a sling. Mix breezed into the
studio, and hopped to the ground.
'"How is the basted broncho buster?"
genially inquired Colonel W. X.
Selig. who was on the spot at the tine-.
'l'h all right; but I refuse to pay
any such a bill," replied the man who
put " punch " in picture-puncher.
" What do you mean, bill r
" Why for the other waggon. It was
busted all up." peeved Ton..
" Why do they want you to pay ? "
"Aw. they claim I dived into it and
busted the vehicle with my head." said
Mix. "My noddle hit something all
right : but something butted that wAggon in more than one place, and I was
under the horses some of the time."
Then he went away muttering about
the " nerve of some peo] le."
WHO

ARE
THE
CLEVEREST
PLAYERS?
Another Free Coupon on page 300.
Be sare to record \ o ir Votes on it.

MARGUERITE
G.

M.

CLAYTON

ANDERSON
plus

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN.

These three in one film play must
prove
irresistible attraction to every
film
lover.
is

an
ph
The piquancy of Miss Clayton, combined with
the virility and brilliancy of Anderson and the
broad humour of Chaplin, will make a huge
success of

"HIS REGENERATION"

for that is the title of the new, powerful
ESSANAY . DRAMA.
This will not be released until August 30th, but
every cne interested in films should make a
careful note of the date.
The Photo
above shows
is the zeiy latest of he/ .

Miss

G'ayttM

exactly as she is, and

Exhibitors wishing particulars will kindly write to the
ESSANAY
148,

THE

FILM MANUFACTURING
Charing

Cross

Road,

DOMINANT

London,

CO.,

W.C.
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Thoughts of a Picturegoer.

The

Maker

of Pleasant

Evenings,

The name of EDISON7 stands out as the originator
oF moving pictures. He is the provider of pleasant
evenings for you and for thousands of others. It is
due to his genius that everybody can obtain pleasurable relaxation from work for so modest an outlay.
Being originators, it stands to reason that the
EDISON COMPANY have more experience, more
knowledge, more ability at their command, than is
found elsewhere. This accounts for the superb excellence of EDISON plays— every one of which is a
perfect specimen of moving picture art.
YOU SHOULD

NOT

FAIL TO SEE

THE PHANTOM

THIEF

(The Great Edison Prize Play)
AT THE BEST CINEMAS

LFREE!

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased to send you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Playerson receipt
of 2d. to cover postage.

Thomat A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour St., London, W.

®—
A DARLING

WATCH

FOR THE RELEASE

OF THE

SCREEN

The YOUNG

: BABY

LILLIAN

WADE.

PICTUREGOER

of

Hepworfh's Latest Masterpiece

'THE
SWEATER'
A Real Life Drama
in three Reels

exclusively controlled by

THE GLOBE FILM C(L LD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.
Telephone— Regent

5G00, 5601, 5602.

A screen impression of methods not
sufficiently known, whereby the masses
who have created the nation's greatness
are ground down to satisfy 1 lie cravings
of a few who live by sweated labour.

GIRLS AND BOYS—
DEAR
The pretty " bain- " in the picture above is the winsome,
fearless, and promising juvenile actress of the Selig Company.
She is only six years old. but you have all seen her. no doubt,
upon the screen. She was born in Denver. Colorado, and lias
been a member of the Selig forces for the past four years, and
took part in her first pictnre-play when n still smaller tot of
ity is so
shing
twois years.
ThisShe
little
astoni
ack,
it
uncanny.
canchild's
swim,mental
ride horseb
and play that
the
piano with an ease and elegance not often found in men and
women. She takes her parts in the animal pictures and
moves freely amongst the wild beasts showing no signs of
fear or {rightfulness.
"Baby " is in love with her work, and even when not taking
part in a film production she is always to be found at the
studio watching other famous players engaged in their work.
She declares that life would be miserable for her unless she
took part in a film at least once a day. In ore film she was
carried on the trunk of an elephant through a dense forest
infested with wild beasts, but she merely stated after the
ordeal that " it was just lovely." She is undoubtedly the
most popular child player in films at the present moment.

•

«

#

*

•

Talking of wild beasts, what a lot of big American companies employ them, and wild birds and reptiles, for their
pictures. There was great excitement at the Chicago Studio
of the United Photo-plays Company one day last week. They
had engaged three vultures (horrible creatures — vultures !)
for one of their scenes. These three birds are of priceless
value, and belong to the Washington Zoo. Now- one of the
vultures, much more impatient than a human being, showed
his objection to a lone- " wait " by smashing a class window in
the studio and dying out into the open. He circled the
neighbourhood, and finally took refuge in a tree. Then fob
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lowed the preatesl hullabaloo tli.it Qv9r wai lefors nnd
actresses. ;uil workmen and public gave, ehaVfe, und
several hours of effort and anxietj tbe great bird was caplured and safelj locked up" in a cage It is an example of the
worries which are all in tbe day 'a work at the " big " studios,
but these incidents do not happen in English studios, in which
the « ildest creatures are usuallj the poor produi

•

•

*

»

•

Sybil, of Torquay .Jias flattered me bj saying- that this page
is one of the in si interesting in Picti i;i id She Bays she is
studying for the cinema, and loves the study, and can I tell
ln-r it' Hepworth's have a company in Devonshire. No, dear
Sybil, tbej recentlj sent their comparij there in s arch of
beautiful surroundings, but their onlj studio ami company
are " fixed " at Walton on-Tbames.
\ sacrificing little boj of Los A.ngelea lias written to
Bessie Eyton. offering his baby sister for appearance in the
pictures Noting the use of infants, and being a great admirer
ss Eyton, the youngster says tlie studio " can have sister
all you want it' we. can see her once in a while." The manager,
however, is a little timid about accepting this generous offer
•
••-••
The Painting Competition brought a \ast number of efforts,
but rii the whole they were a little beldw the standard of the
last one in quality. Had you used op all your best paints, 01'
what was the matter? Many of the pictures were coloured in
Crayons, which are not nearly so effective.
The prizes this week go to Reggie Conlsen, l>6, Dorking
Road, Tunbridge Wells (age L2), Lilian Burgee*, Lillie Cottage, Southfleet Road. Swans/sombe (age B).
Award of Merit (six to win a prize).- Evelyn Hunter
(Leicester), Alice Edge (New Perry), Winifred Ban- (East
Ham), Winnie Weatherby (Deptford), Harry Penton (Bow),
Leslie Neunham iClapham!. Albert Hanard i A ttercliffe). Elsie
Booth (Morecambe), Doris Richardson (Broekley), Marie
Lister (Ardwiek), Vera Crosiand (Cottinrgham).
Spbciax Pkizk.
Mane Lister (Manchester).
1 wonder how many of you would like to write a verse
about pictures ?
A

PICTURES

PRIZE

VERSE

COMPETITION.

Taken postcard and write a four-line verse which has something to do with the cinema or this paper, which means the
same thine-. The first w&rds of the lines must read " Go to
the pictures." Thus your first line starts with "Go," your
second line with " To." your third line with "" The." and your
fourth with " Pictures." Quite a novel idea, is it not? Now
let me see how many clever poets are among you. For the
four best verses I will award a "PIOTTTBE3 Souvenir War
Allium" (which forms a pretty little charm For your bracelet,
watch-chain, or necklace), and for the next besl verses the
Award of Merit, which leads to a prize when you win six
awards.
Post your card to "Mascot." 18, Adam Street. Strand. W.C.,
not later than Monday. July pith.
Every verse will be read, marked, learned, and inwardly
digested by
Uncle Tim.

POPULAR
PORTRAIT

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

PLAYERS
POSTCARDS!

We have Thousands at
One Penny

GAZETTE
gives real

WAR NEWS.

each.

List Free from the Office of

"THE

18, ADAM

RED

PICTURES,"
STREET,

LONDON,

LTD.,

W.C.

DELICIOUS

WHITE

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

&

-

DO
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A BEAUTIFUL
SET OF PHOTOS
of Popular " Flying A " Players,
Sepia Toned, 7 inches by 9 inches,
sent to applicants upon receipt of

SIX PENNY
"FLYING

A"

STAMPS.

CO.,
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Films You Should Make a Point of Seeing
THE SECOND STRING.— Another big exclusive,
in
which and
Chrissic
"White,
Stewart
Rome.forLionel
Howard,
Violet
Hopson
interpret
jour
enjoyment a thrilling racing drama. See the full
story of this production in next week's issue.
— Hepicorth Drama, three parts.
Coming.
THE SWEATER.— A few days ago this tine
Hepworth production, anent Capital and Labour.
was shown to the trade, which means that picturegoers will not have to wait long now to see
it also. The full story of the film was given in
our June 5th issue. Read it if you have not yet
done so, then watch tor the picture! — Globe Fini
Co., Ltd., three parts (coming shortly).
THE BATTLE OF INNOCENCE.— A picture portrayal of the conflict
between innocence and guilt. Lionel Barrymore plays the Judge,
who. through an accident, possesses twin personalities which
cause all the mischief. It is a';Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde" part,
ind gives scope for powerful acting. Did you read the story of the
Kim in last week's issu3.
— Apex Films, Ltd., four parti.
Coming,
THE INHERITED BURDEN. You remember the last Dominion
masterpiece, The Outcast ? This is another great hit by that big producer D. W. Griffith. Founded on Usui's famous play. Ghosts, it
ieals with the mysteries of heredity. Th ■ acting of Henry Walthall
and Mary Al den is superb. A film adap ation of a stage classic -is
tit for all classes of pictnregcers.
- Dominion Exclusive Co., four reels (coming shortly). ,:
THE CONSPIRACY AT THE CHATEAU.-A two-act romance, with a
delightful atmosphere, that will divert many screen patrons. One of
those highly improbable stories for which most of us have a liking.
Written
by' Edwin
Balmer.
Albert
Lester
Beverly Bayne
sustain
the leading
rutesRosco.
with their
usualOuneo
skill. and
An
exceedingly fine dram:. tic feature.
/
—EssanaiJ Piny, two act.< (August 15).
FIRST DARDANELLES FILM.— A picture which lifts the veil upon
what is happening in this storm-centre. The film vividly shows
British and Frenol battleships in action, scenes on the Goliath

MAKE
ACHE !

"WANTED, A CHAPERONE"
Nestor Comedy.
FeaturingReleased August 26th.

VICTORIA

FORDE,

EDDIE

LYONS

and

LEE

MORAN.

There are some screamingly fanny scenes in this uproarious
com dy. Lee Moran makes np as a woman and plays the pan
I of diaper me to two delightful girlies, and i? having the til
X
^—^
liis life when the real Cnaperone turns up and
discloses the deception. An old gentleman falls in
love with him and becomes sentimental, much to
I.' is 3the
disgust.
You simply
this picture.
It
very funniest
Nestormust"
ever seeproduced.

WATCH

193, Wat-dour St., W.

Confidential

WILL
SIDES

FOR IT AT YOUR CINEMA!

with the knife. The girl is caught trying to steal back the pearl to
shield him. The sweethearts— one a thief, the other a murdererpass into •• The Shadow of Death.'"
— Edison Drama, 2,170 feet (Aug-fst 5).
THE BRIBE. — Ruffles, ruffles everywhere, from the velvet girdle to
the bottom of the faille under-dress 1 1 This meagrely describes the
filmy fantasie which adorns lovely Mary Fuller in this play. Each
ruffle is outlined in silver and the old-fashioned little bodice i> scattered with silver flowers. The tiny lace sleeve3 are delightful. The
story tells of a girl who comes under the hypnotic influence of an
Oriental servant, whose master has a hold on her father. Under this
influence she steals some papers from her father's safe, and later goes
to her enemy's house. But Trans-A
she is rescued
her lover
in the
end.21).
lantic by
D.ama,
936 feet
(July
THE TREASURE. — A social problem in one reel. It features Toin
Wise, and never has the dominion of gold over the soul of man been so
keenly analysed as it is in this film. The miser's grown-up son and
daughter,
father's
furtively
the
house.ever
His fearing
penury their
extends
even displeasure,
to the table,creep
at which
he about
stints
his children to dry crusts and weak tea in order that his secret hoard
of gold might b3 increased. His one pleasure, when alone, is to
cautiously remove some loo;c bricks from the chimney-place and.
silently chuckling, take forth from its hollow his money-bags, aid
count with tremulous fingers their hoarded wealth. Bat deep-rooted
in his being lies a chord sensitive only to the touch of a child : SO when
a distracted mother, too poor to maintain her young one. leaves it on
his front porch, he welcomes the new influence in his life with a
pleasure his god — gold— eonld not elicit. His joy ever, leads him tc
be facetious, as when he finds there is no cradle in the house he surprisellv remarks to his astonished daughter that " you should be
prepared
for this kind
of thing!''
the one.
mother,
longer to withstand
the separation
fromButhernowyounar
stealsunable
in to
take it bick. The miser, jealous of his new-found trea-mv. tirhts
desperately to retain it. The silky floss on the youngster s he a 1 gives
promise oi' compound interest in" golden curls, and the miser now
hoards love. But the .solution is so easy. Why lose the child? Winnot gain another: His heart is big enough for- both, so the mother,
with her babe, is prevailed upon to join the now happy family.
-Path, P,..;;. 1,050 feet (July 25-.

i-_ MORE. DON
WASTE
BRING ANY--fl
I. ' J_^
fA-ND

which, it will be remembered, was (lie British Admiral's flagship, and
shortly afterwards sunk -together with scenes of the Allied camp,
and some remarkable views showing the hordes of Turkish prisoners.
in addition to many other incidents of surprising interest. Of course
\ve recommend it.
Gaumont Film, 600 feet (now showing).
A NIGHT IN THE JUNGLE. Described as a singlc-ivel He Luxe.
and worth it. See the girl release a ferocious leopard, which leaps
into the room during n straggle, and fastens its claws and teeth into
the body of the man whose attentions arc so unwelcome. It all
happens whilst her father is in the heart of the jungle pursuing his
studies in natural history. And there is delightful romance too. for
the son of a big-game hunter meets the girl, and both fall in love.
The Selig animal features net better and better.
—Selig Drau,.-. 6%feet (July U:h).
IN THE SHADOW

OF DEATH.

A

film which

takes you to the

Parisian underworld. Mary Imlaj Taylor, the anthor,nas already
proved that her plays possess a unique attraction for the public, and
this will probably boa bigger success than her previous ones. l-.'irie
(Louis
with his
grandfather.
Thefound
old
man i,*Spencer)
murderedquarrels
that night,
andsweetheart's
the p:\irl stolen.
Karle is

FILM

T.TLES

TRAVESTIED.
N.>. 4 : " THE
Dratra />;/ Allan Mortey.

OUTCAST.

Wl'i

K
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WHAT'SEVERYTHING
IN A NAME?
:: when that name is

::

who, as you know, is the
world -famed
writer of

GHOSTS

THE

:: the story upon which ::

INHERITED
BURDEN

our latest and greatest Four-Reel subject is based.

READERS
{MET*

MR.

OF THIS JOURNAL
Drop a post-card to the Manager
of your favourite Picture
Hall asking him when this extraordinary picture will be seen at his
Hall.
Don't be afraid.
He will appreciate your thoughtfulness.

MANAGER

Acquire the latest habit and submit to your crit cal audience
least One Dominion per week.
For full particulars and exclusive rights communicate with — -

at

DOMINION

Telegrams •

" KlXEDOMOS

Westeand.'

EXCLUSIVES
5, Gerrard

Street,

CO.

London, W.

Telephone
:
Regent
5739.
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The
WORLD'S
GREATEST!
FILM ARTISTES CONTEST
EXCLUSIVE

OF

30 VOTES

BRITISH-BORN

PLAYERS.

Free to Every Reader Weekly.

First Prize in Cash - £,10
SECOND
THIRD

PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value £Q

PRIZE,

30
RECORDS
Graphophone
£5
10s., value £7
RECORDS

FOURTH
FIFTH

100

PRIZE,
PRIZE,

s.

****

30s.

** '

Graphophone £4 "4s., value ££
•*"'*'
163.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£3 3s., value 61

Consolation

RECORDS

Prizes

17s.

100
^^

Tlte Machines and Records are manufactured by Ihe World Famous ': Columbia " Go.

SEND

IN

COUPONS

WHEN

YOU

LIKE

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and
female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged
from
their artistic merits only— not from their popularity or good
looks
You
may vota for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, ^illams, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary
that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided right
who
in your
opinion
are the
CLEVEREST
FILM
PLAYERS
IN ANY
COUNTRY
P»?»c«g British-born Artistes) write their names in the Coupon below.

»rSr» ^i *S voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
™ZXiTn£~r+?: w'"ners. j» their order according to the final
"""'
«""»ofCjupons
receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes lnjf..
will °t*
go h+e
to votes
senders
in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them the
stamp
or public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificat
e,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing
them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may besent
4. No correspondence can be entered
in. but only one prize may be won by one
intoconcernins- the contest. Some of the
voter. Should r.o one succeed in placiu"
best known male players are given ou
the Winners' names correctly, thctlu will
this page» but voters may vote for/ a lit/
■■•• hi the sender of. the nearest Coupon.
phnitus
the lists (except
or not. British-born; whether m
lu the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning- Coupons the
5.
A
voter
may till up any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may scud in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
any
quantity
his or her and
own at oi'anyfriends'
Coupons
in oneof envelope
t hue.
further notice.
'J hey may he
at onee, or kept and sent in oneforwarded
6.
The
Editor's
decision
asto connected
the prizeenvelope
winners
and
on
all
matters
a u end of contest.
with this contest will be final arid legally
8. All names must be written in ink.
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
No alteration will be permitted.'
ou this understanding'.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPO
VotesN:for WORLD'S CONTEST.
i'lMM.E Plater
Mali: Player

3LO
iLO

I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd
choice) for
Female Playek

S»

VUZE

S

I'l.AVli;

SlifNt'd

ill up and post to " Contest

SOME
MALE
Aggerholm, Svend.
Aitken,Spottiswoode
Alexandra, M.
Anderson, G. M.
Arling, Cnarles.
Arthur, Charles.
Asher, Max.
August, Edwin.
Ayres, Sidney.
Baggot, King.
Ba
n br.c'gre.
i, Sherman
B irryni
John.
Bauer, Arthur.
Beaumont,
Harry.
Bcnham, Harry,
Ben ham, Leland,
Benson, Harry.
Berry
BlackweCharles
I. Carlyle.
Bosworth. Hobart.
Ron den, Edward.
Bracci, Signor.
Bracy, Sidney.
Brennan, John E.
Brook, Van Dyke.
Brower, Robert.
Bjchanan, Arthur,
Burns, Robert.
Bushman, F. X.
Cappellani, Paul.
Carey, Harry.
Casey, Kenneth.
Riley.
Casimlr,
M.
Casti.la i. M.
Chamberlain,
Chancy, Lon.
Clark, Andy.
Clark, Frank.
Clark, Jack.
Clements. Hal.
Clifford.
William.
Conklin,
Connelly, C.ias.
Bobby.
Coomb i, Guy.
Cooper, BigelowCooper, George.
Costello, Maurice.
Coxen, Edward.
Czen, Fd'.vard.
Cruz j, James.
Cummings, Irving.
Daly.
Arnold
Oax. Jean.
Deed, Andre.
Delaney, Leo.
Donaldson, Sydney.
Drew, Sidney.
Prow S. Rankin.

Editor." Pjctu^.n.

M.w

^

^nd.-twjfl,,^:

■■«■■

BEST-KNOWN
PLAYERS
Duncan, Bud.
Farrington, Frank
Field, Ceorge.
Fielding, Romaine.
Finley, Ned.
Fonss, Olaf.
Foote, Courtenay.
Ford, Francis.
Franey, William.
Funnicus, M.
Gaillord, Robert.
Gallagher, Ray.
Gamble, Fred.
Garwood, William,
Gontran, M.
Grand, George.
Grasse. Joseph da.
Guilleaume, Natale.
am lion, Lloyd V.
Harris, Joseph.
Harvey,g,Alexander. ,
Hem
, ival
l, DonaldPerc
Saimin
Henley Hobart.
Hevener, Jerrold.
Housman. Arthur.
Humphrey. William.
Ince. Ralph.
Jacobs, Billy.
Joffre, Mon.
Johannsen, Nicolai.
John-oii, Arthur.
Johnson, Buster.
Johnson, Tef ft.
Johnstone, Damar.
es, Edga
Jon
.
winr.
Karr, Dar
, Chas
Kent
Kelly
Paul..
Kerrig -n, Warren,
King, Henry.
Lang,
Peter.Montagu.
rence,
Law
Leonard Robert
Lewis, William.
Lincoln. E. K.
Linder, Max.
Lockwood, Harold,
ns,, Eddie.r.
Lyoton
Lyt
Roge
,
ermott
McD
Mack,
Hughia.Marc.

Murdock.
MacQ jarrie,
Mailes, Charles.
Mann, Hank.
Marshall,
Boyd.
Mason, Dan.

Melford, George.
Melfor.\ Judson.
Meter, Harry Von.
Milo, M.
Mitchell. Howard.
Mix,
Tom. Gastone.
Monaldi.
Moran, Lee.
Moreno, Antonio.
Morey. Harry.
Morrison, James.
Myers. Harry.
N. Man. Marshall.
Northrup. Harry.
O'Connor, Ed.
Oakman. Whre er.
Ogle, Charles.
Olsen,
0'
Moore lauritz.
Barry.
Panzer. Paul W.
Periolat, Ceorge.
Phillips,
R.
Phillips, EAusus'us.
Pollard, Harry.
Power, Tyrone.
Powers, Tom.
Prince
M.
Prior, Herbert
Psi lander, Valdemar
Quirk,
Billy.
Rawlinson,
Richardson, Herbert.
Jack.
Ritchie, Franklyn,
"Santschi,
Thos.
Sennett,
Mack.
Shaw, Brinsley.
Shea
William.
Shields,
Ernest.
Smallay. Phillips,
Sterling, Ford.
Sutton
Charles.
Thornby. Robert.
Todd. Harry.
Tucker. Richard.
Van.
Wally. William.
Wadsworth,
Walthall, Henry.
Washburn, Bryant
Weber, William.
Lois.
Welsh,
West. Chas.
West, William,
Wilbur, Crane.
Williams,
Earla.
Wilson, Ben.
Willy, Little.
Winter, Kick.
Young, James.
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GOSSIP
Binoe the
thai has happened
Players
of our British
result
i ' ntest was published lias spelt
The winning- voters have
Fatisfaction.
,1 their delight in scores o;
ters;
have famous
drawn attention
to the Hepworth's
contest on their
black ami
ALL

yellow tube posters, ami kindly references to it have also appeared in all the
trade journals. The publication of the
sit. too, has caused a great increase
in the dailj flow of voting coupons in
our World's Greatest Players Contest.
Readers are beginning to ask themselves
win. will win. Don't waste the cdupons,
but give your thirty votes to four players
on each of them. If you wish to save
Pictures for binding (they make such
interesting and informative volumes)
buy an extra copy and put it aside.
Then when the time comes your volume
will be clean and new.
Would You Believe It ?
I'p to the moment of going to press,
five days after the appearance of their
announcement in Pictures, the Selig
Company have received nearly four
hundred

letters

from

read. is.

Each

contained 8|d. in stamps for the six
postcards offered in their advertisement.
These
cards, which
are
beautifully

printed

PICTURES

in colours, will make

AND

THE

■I

your

PICTUHEGOliR

1 I Revolutioui

albums merrii r and bi ight<
Mi .
Montagu,
the Selig chief in London,
who says tie- offer is still open, is turn
ing out of bed an hour earlier each day
to « restle with the huge mails,

is a lilin w lii.-h will appea I to each
all of ii1 note t hat t he compapj

A Treat for Portrait-Lover-.

A Sure-to-be-(lood

Don't

mis-, the " FJj in-

A

adverli.-e-

meut on another page. This company
offer to send any reader a Bet "i t heir
players' portraits, sepia tinted and each
Tin. I.y 9in., for
i\ penny stamps.
\i
this rate our readers will booh be able
to run •■ at home " exhibitions of popular
picture plaj ers' port raits.
Cinema Tempts Our Contemporary.
Lnd b liil-t on t he Bubjeot of art . may
I draw attention to cur successful contemporary. Everywomans Weekly, the
.•..mis of which for the ne\t few weeks
will cousisl of autographed
coloured
photos of cinema
star-.
Do TOU know
this charming little paper p ii' not. send
a postcard to the publishers, 93 I .
acre, W.C, and Bay you want Everywoman's Heekty free of charge for three
weeks as promised bj Picti 1:1 b. After
that I calculate that yon will be pals,
His Biggest Yet.
The filming of Esther, referred to a
fortnight ago, is now completed, and
Sir. Elvey tells me it is so far his
biggest production. In addition to
Elisabeth Etisdon in the name part, Fred
Groves as the King, and Ruth Mackay
as the Queen. Mr. Elvey was fortunate
in being able to borrow Charles Rock
from the London Film Company, and
this fine actor has appeared in the part
of the Jew •• Mordecai." A film version
of Tom Gallon's well-known novel Meg
the "Lady now has Mr. Elvey's attentu n.
More Cards in Colours.

release one

plaj

foui -r.el.-r

ever)

week

a picture fea -t ind

I w •
John
II

w ill

I.

Film.

bed fr
seeing it. but
'■
ii urn, 1 has
been

shown tot he trade, and a

it i adapted

from
t he (v. ,i-l.| famous
urn el, and was
pit .due.-. I b] I ■■ 1
1' 1
<< for 1 he
Samuels, ,n Film Company,
I strongly
Buspect
liis that
is .in Fred
exi ra Paul
tin.- 1
tin.-.
I t hat
11..W tBee

John, vv hie! 1 eon til- ins the suspicion,

Greatest

British

Film.

Perfect ' I treat ! Wonderful ! and
Bimilar exclamations weie uttered by
those who saw- the trade-screening "i
Florence Turner and Albert Chevaliei
in .»/// Old Dutch. \ fully expected to
I..- stirr.-d i.y this pieture.and was. The
audience

tri.-d to wipe it-, eye, before

the 1 io- 11 1 s went up. As for myself, three
times my .yes were wet with Ob, hang
it ! my space is gone,
BIT Htm, Darling " P11
idbb -I want
i" Hi. ink .oni riirht from the bottom of my fa
nil von dear people who voted for me.
Fancy,
P. I)
122,000 rotes!
I wishyou ibey
).:..!
kisses'
Yiuii-yiimOh ' ■ Ibow
suppose
remember
my
filmyou" Pimple
the Kaisjr"?iptured
Well,
do
think ? Captures
The K
me, what
so I
v\. int you to look out for my next big tilm, "The
Kaiser Thanking
Captures Pimple."
he doesn't
keep me
long.
you all onceButagain.
Bye-bye,

" PIMPLE."

I can't keep away from Art tin's week.
I must tell you that we have made arrangements to stock some Trans-Atlantic Players postcards, which have been
specially reproduced in colours. And
they are lovely. 1 am sorry to learn
that George U. Stevenson, the Company's publicity manager in London, is
just
leaving
States.outHere's
wishing
him usa for
safethevoyage
and
another one back next spring, when he
hopes to return with renewed vigour.
This is the Spirit.
" Will your publisher let me know
when my next subscription is due . I
don't want to be stranded some week
without Pictures." This reader believes
in making sure of a good thing. Another
way is to ask your newsagent to get you
a copy of Pictures every week. Or
buy it at your cinema if you can. Have
it from know
one or
the you
othermight
regularly.'
never
what
miss. You

HAXK MANX, the new Trans-Atlantic
L-Ko comedian.
He laughs not, but the
world laughs at him.

" World Film" Winners.
If the "• World Film'' Productions
(made in the States)- which the Clarion
Film Agency of London and, Manchester
are controlling in this country are all as
good as the pair I saw this week the
C.F.A. will deserve the thanks of all
real picturegoers. Woman and Wine
was one, and I enjoyed the film version
of Arthur Shirley's popular drama more
than when I saw it on the stage. But
for strong plot, acting, and wonderful

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcabds of
From any Photo. 12
Coialofftte ami
S. E. HACKETT.
Works:

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, Gd.
Santplet Free.
July Road, LivEitroor..

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP. POST CARDS.
20, 4id.; 100, Is. 3 1. PUtes and Papers also Cheap.
Catalogues -md Sam^es Pive.
S. E. HACKETT.
Works: July Boad Livebpool.
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Turner Films

Pictures made
for You."

ODDS
AGAINST
FLORENCE
Supported

by

TURNER
Harry Edwards

(Urged by Lyston, Dick has staked the whole of his fortune on the favourite.

NERVES
'
INDIGESTION
and Palpitation Cured by Dr. Cassell's Tablets.
Mrs. Smith, of G. Farringford Road. Stratford, London. E.. says :— »
" As a consequence of over-taxing my strength I had got into a low. rundown condition, with my nerves all on edge. Any sudden noise would set
me trembling from head to foot. My digestion was all upset, and what
I did eat caused flatulence and violent palpitation. But the worst of all
nvy troubles was neuralgic headache. This at times was agonising, and
I was so nerve-shattered that I could not bear the least noise.
J " I had been in bed a week when 1 read oi a case similar to niino
being cured by Dr. CasscU's Tablets. My husband got me some, and
they acted splendidly. Very soon I was going about my housework
again, and in a little while I was as well and strong as ever in my life."

^^■DrvCasselfe^Tablets
am ii genuine and tested remedy for all farms 0) nerve or bodily weakness in
old or young. They are composed of harmless ingredient* which have an
■ivrirjorahny effect un all the nerve centres' and are the surest remedy for:— *
Nervous Breakdown
Nerve Paralysis
Spinal Paralysis
Infantile Paralysis

New Style or
Packing, adopted Dec 19147"

Neurasthenia
Nervous Debility
Sleeplessness
Anaemia

Kidney Disease
Indigestion
Stomach Disorder
Malnutrition v .

Wasting Diseases
Palpitation
Premature Decay
Loss of Flesh

and are speciallv valuable for Nursimr Mothers and the Critical Periods of
Life.
All Chemists and Stores in all parts of the world sell Dr. Cas>ells
Tablets at lO^d., Is. lid., and 2s. 9d.— the ■_'-. 'M. size being the most

economical. "■*

2M • s ixith, London.

SEND FOR A
FREE
BOX.
Send vour name
and
address, and
'.: penny stamps

tor noSGHge, Ac.,
Co.,
Ltd. (.Box
to
S. Dr.
26) Cassell's
Chester
R o a d. M a 11chester,
and
will receiveyoua
trial box
free.

Wl 1- K HNDINO
Jl'A
17, igi.S
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The Old Rumour Agii.i.
•■1 iuu afraid the person who started the
rumour that Charlie t'lwpl in was dead would
have a lorn: waj to route, as the rinuour was
appnn ntlj starto I in Anieriea. I lie hrother
• •I .'lie oi in) friends . nne hack from the
tes not long ago, and h > Miiil thai tho
people over there are all sayimj that he iI. I am nl.i.l it i- not true, but one
could not real I) wonder if it were so. I -in
torch trust, 1 hough, thai ( harlie has a long
ami successful career in front <>t him.and I aiu
Mire it Pictures has anything to do with it
be W ill ha\ e lima ailed success.

\1 \\w ,

Kd b

Did the Manager Complain P
-imply

must

write anil

tell

VOU

this.

I -1 night I saw / 1 1 .•.-. It \,„- a
tipping picture ami I en joyed it , but that inot m\ grumble when the Animated Gazette
«as shown it gave a picture oi Lieutenant
Warueford's funeral. There iuusI liavobceii
between four hundred aud Ave hundred feet.
Well; tit.' whole ol the time that picture was
showing the pianist played a rag-time. Can

you .relit it: It it had been a poor little

Tillage ciueni 1 \\ ith an underpaid pianist ami

aniineiliieiteihiuilioiicoit would have been had

enough, bat it was in London and in a decent
theatre! Phyllis N. (Bloomsbury).
Result of British Players Contest.
• Please will you grant me an explanation

as to the order ol merit the 100 Consolation
Prites wen' awarded?
You saj : No less
than thirty- one voters sent coupons giving
correct order of w inning players.
■■ I -ent ticeitty coupons giving; tho following my votes : 1 Taylor
200 votes
Sleimrt Howe
_'imi ..
Elisabeth Risdon Inn „
( Karles Chaplin 100 .,
•Yon will see that Iran it very close,
,si\ ing the female players their correct order,
ami although not the winning position, I
gave the nam.'- of the male players, giving
the names of the four winning players."
15. M. V. (Walworth).
Our reader gave the ladies right, but both
his men were wrong in places, whereas all
the Consolation winner- had three names in
correct [dace-.
KnrroR.j

Steady, Boys, Steady!
'• I was at a cinema a few weeks ago where
they showed seven pictures. Right up to the
-tar turn the pictures hail been rusted, aud
we had no time to read the -uli-tille- : -o
during the first part of the Him in question,
which was the sixth, I spoke to the manager,
and said the operator was running his motor
too swiftly. He replied, 'Oh, no, that isthe
way the Him was taken! ' I -aid no more to
him. hut the la-t picture was quite steady. 1
have lad to make the same complaint to two
other managers, hut they have been very 111. o.
and said they would speak to the operator. 1
have been dozens of times since, and never
has a picture been rushed again. It i- not
justice to the producers, artistes, or patrons
to have Hlms shown jerkily, and I think this
i- the only reason that people complain of pictures being bad for the eves.
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Liscard).

REMEDY

Still we get complaints from readers
who say they like PICTURES, but
cannot obtain it. Tell your Newsagent you want it every Saturday,
aud he will get it for you.

publication) m
itaftd itlicn writing.
We cannot reply through tin
■It alt with IN ROTATION.
I
catti art nquind nameo) Company
be
given*
'• W. must
II
"Mildred" (Blackburn),

"Her Triumph" will

\
'
i.itutii'i lie. ao|
tutoring
t li
hi competition.
"Sati rdai
Unit ivo Bereua pi eyed
lead in " Q11 '■
llwayi pie i»ed I

on. (Livcrr.o>l).
1 1-v
"Chablks"
We hart Don tivo
, tin, nut
postcards
of the one
aud only
Chnrloa Chaplin, prlo 1 11. each p
. have wrtlt 'ii to us three tunes Joes
mil "jn.ilify yon as "a nuisance."
i' Wbixce" (8outbaea). — Oh I to, the
Answers M.m is net " offended " "t your remarks,
hoit could In- be after receiving the " peace off erfOn semi, ami if you are In LOWU, call ami
by all me ins.
Wo all want to come down
tot lie s a tide and have a swim with you.
" Wo
do like to ba beside the sea-side."
' Th. im vs." (Bath), -Billie Bitobio is the player
yon mean.
He plays for L-KO, not Kiueto.
1 line i,,is en iv beeu the one production of " Janu
Shore." V ur letter was sent on to Pimple
all right. What is the mysterious word you
l)ur best wishes for your continued progress to perfect health.
'Finn
' 1 Nonniuiton1. - Write to ,1. D. Walker,
1 i 170, Wardour St.. London, W., ami ask them
when "Mistress Nell" will be shown in your
district. " 1>" we like kisses ? " We ore perfect
gluttons, Ethel,
r ut why do you ask ?
' 11 viucv " (Hull).— If yo.i have talent ami ability,
a cout Be at a good cinema school will certainly
help v u, but as to whether it i? a Rood investment you cananswer th.t better tlumwecau.
(ilad you like our piper.
'.I. I.. " (Sollbrd).- Pleased to hear you are a
picturegoer, and such a staunch supDorter of
I'uii kks too. Have sent Edith Storey your
love.
' Must " iWitton).— »That's right, keep on voting
in our Foreigu Players Contest. Vote early and
cften. Boyd Marshall and Muriel Ostriclie are
not in arried to cuc'a other. Have sent your lore
to Anita Stewart, Helen Costello, and Mary
Pickford. Why not wiite to M. P. and see if she
will reply to you f We can't tell whether she will
or no. Much Obliged for kisses. lour notepaper is very "doggy." What about the Iamb,

" A.

i;

n. ' (WhiUtubl

name

W • (0, aol W ■•tow.
Engllibinan
it
Insured Ins fe •!, he is ii ol
nil!', In' has
lg an ;im linn.
N,
i
" line"
i Bromley r, The
beam II
I of " Baruaby Rudgo," price 2 Ad. from
this office, will give yon all tl
foraialiou yoa
want ah,, ui thai li 1 in . Tom M ix is hotter.
"Q publighe
M.J." I. i Sorry.
ii.inweiij. - The oast you want is not
■' F.hwin
s. "
-Writ., in again
with
ol Companies
and titles of Buns and wd
will do our
best.
'« Ibtbbsed ra Siberia."— Addn
l Film
Co., 1,000, Broadway, New York s. ig Pol
Co., iO, East Randolph St., Chicago . I hanbouser
Films Ltd., Main St., Echo Avenue, N. w Bochelle,
New York ; and Barker's Motion Photography,
West 'Ealing. W. "The Cebtre ••! the Web"
(Ti aiiliouseri ; --"Ida Dean." Claire Kroell :
" John 1, niton," F'uiiik Wood;"Geo. Morloy,"
Sain Niblick. That's the best we cm do. lis
your real name we want, not your reel name.
" Kisf.ma.fas " (Cardiff).—" A Son of his Father's
iLubin) — •' Will Temple," Joseph Sin ley j " His
Wire," Carrol Uollowuy; "Harry" (tlie son,,
Clarence Elmer ;" Jennie," .la-tm.i llulf : "The
Sheriff," Harry Lorine, ; "John Graham," J< Im
Smiley ; " Tom " (Harry's friend ', Burton George,
' Fred " (BuriihamK— Your weekly tetter is known
in theweoffice
"Freddyto Fryer's
and
lookasforward
it every Friday
Friday.Film"
Pay
Tiucher did not play in " Home Sweet Home."
We have given tlr; cist of "A M Dion Bid**
several times on this page— look up hick numbers.
"SAUcr Giri. " (Bristol).— "The Green Kose '
(Kalcin) :—•' Scientist." Jore Austin; "Assistant," Tom Moore; " Authoress," Alice Joyce
"Mich Ward," Margaret Com tot. Thanks for
getting us new readers. Four letter was most
interesting, and the end was d licious. Gladiyou
won in The British Players' Contest.

•Miss
Mary :J F." (Mow). — Our Postcard Department
bos - at yon a list. Send all orders for postto Pi. n ill's Ottiec, is, Adam St., Strand,
London, a:el not to individuals.. Thanks for love
and X X X X. Have had quite a lot this
week.
'Harold" (Kendal).— For a synopsis of the "Trey
o' Hearts" n rite to T.ans- Atlantic Co, 37 to 39,
Oxford Street. London, W. .Have you had the
ur of •'Biirr.abv Ridge" irice 2Jd. pott
fiee, from PlCTDREa Office ?
"Arthur" iSutton hi-Ashfield). — Thanks very
lnueh for excellent photos of vourse'f as Ford
Sterling ; wj have, however, no room for any moi 0
in our paper --still it was kmd of you to send us
them.
The best of luck to you.
• YY. 11. F." [Swansea).— The story and cast of
" The Amazing Mr. Fellman " appeared in our
issue dated February 20th, 1915.
l.i 5i and 51 n. i. in. "—Spare us, dear Rirls, write
us mOre letters, but not longer. Oleo Madison
and Geo. Larkiu are not n arried. Sirs. Morris
is not Maurice Costello's mother. Grace Canard
and Francis Ford are in America, not London.
Victor Potel and Harry Todd are not related.
We have no information on tbe other points.
Thanks for sweet words, and for "love from
Tlum." Pleased to see you when you are passing.
■ Ths: Inquisitive Person-" iKenri-h Town).—
The "makeup" used by players for picture
work is technically known as "No. .5" — red is
used for the lips and white for the face.
"G. F. K." (Harrogatei.— " D.il and the Girls"
(Beauty): — "Frank Madden." Joseph Harris;
"Grace Paxon," Afton Mineer : "Prank's
Father," Fred Gamble; "His Wife," Emma
Kluge ; "Stenographers," Gladys Kingsbury and
Mary Scott, The cast of the Itala film is not
published,

Thanks tor " best wishes."
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Richard Travers. the Essanay player.
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"Hilda"
Address Film
Geo. CV,Larki. in,
and Cleo (Birmingham).—
flla.li.s.m, c.o. Universal
Bromlw.iy, New Fork. Unless you are paralysed,
Sear Hilda, we presume it is possible tor you to
write to tuem.
••Bob"
(Halifax).—
is iu California.
Katblyu
Wi HamsTUeSeligZoo
was not originally
a wild
an m:il lamer, but has always been interested in
animals, Edith Thornton was principal actress
1n"The Van Thornton Diamonds " (Seliar). You
■ in address Mary Pickford, c.o. Famous Players
Film Co., 313, West 2>;th St., New York. Your
list of film favourites is admirable.
"SfaijkGap" (Chiswick).— The name of "Lieut
Daring" belongs to the B. and C. Co. ; and two
or three different actors have played under it. Tf
you were rejected by the Army authorities
because of a bad tooth, why not have it out ?
From your photo, you look just the sort of chap
to win laurels ; so give up all idea of film acting
for the present, join the Army and let us see yo.i
or a photo of yourself in khaki.
"Makie" (Birmingham).— The cast of "A Million
Bid " has been published several times in this
. pige. We have n> postcards of Arthur Finn.
Mary would
Pickford's
address
is givenabove
to " Bob."
She
no doubt
be pleased
to receive
yoir
congratulations. Tour questions are not " tiresome,". Marie j write us when you like.
"Sailor"
(Manchester).
— €Had
Get your friends
to do the
same.you are voting.
"Miriam" (London, E.). — Your list of Foreign
Players is— well, we'll tell you after the coutest is
over.
We we
don't
suffer
frombe headaches,
otherwise
might
never
without one.Miriam,
Have
sent love to Florence La Badie and James Cruze.
•■Xmas" (Balham). — You can, if you like, -rote for
■ the same player twice on the same coupon, but if
you want a chance at winning a prize you mast
vote for different players for first and second
ch0iC3.
"Daphne"
(West HampsteadK— We bave live
different postcards of Charles Chaplin, Id. each,
• jostage extra.
We do not undertake to get them
autographed by the players.
" Lots of love "
received. Same to you, Daphne.
.''Connie" (York).— We now have postcards of,
Ruth
BryantClayton,
Washburn,
' Richard"
Travers,Stonehouse,
and Marguerite
Id. each,
postage extra. How can we say if Charles Chaplin
keepsa dog ? And why shouldn't he, anyway ?

The Charge of the Tailor.
A well-known film actor bad read the
news of his tailor joining the Sportsman's Battalion. He wrote and congratulated him :—
" I hope you have the best of luck.
You ought to do well, anyway. I?m
sure you know how to cbarge ! "
The Fear-nothing Picture-player.

Week ending
July 17, 1915
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1
m. ICii) "(London,
E.C.).— Comply with
rule by sending name and address, and repeat
as, an 1 we will d i our best for you.
"Hilly Vacl'OI "(Pe-kbaiui. — We have heard of
players replying to letters from enthusiastic
admirers, e 1 why not try your luck and write to
your favourites ' Sulla" (Stiffs).— Cleo Madison played " Rose
Trine" 09 well as "Judith1' in " The Trey o'
Hearts." Addresiher — al«j George L&rkin — c.<>.
Universal Co., 1,600, Broadway, New York. We
don'ting tokn^w
— isnot,
youSbela
are ?writthem ifyoutheycanareask,married
can you
' Anasivcia " ( Putney). — John Bunny's last appearance was in " Bunny's
love distributed
round theLittle
officeBrother."
as desired.Your
So
yoj think this paper is " not half bad " ? Good !
'J.with
K."Vitagraph.
(Bethuil Green;. — Leah Baird is now back
" E. V." (Woolwich). — You forgot to send your
name and address as required by our rules, please
do this and repjat your questions.
' Wounded Soldier" (South Tottenham). — We
do not know the film you mention, so cannot give
yoa the name of the player. If you cau obtain the
nam 3 of the Company producing it we might be
able to help you. Thanks for kind regards.
■Violet" (Amersbam).— Although you miy be
"only
a kid your
iu your
'teens" we
just a 3 pleased
to
answer
questions,
Vi.areAddress
Henry
Ainley, c.o. London
FilmCraze,
Co., c.o.
St. Thanhouser
Margaret's,
Twickenham,
and James
I'ilms, Ltd., Miiu St., Echo Avenue,
Koc.helle, New York, aud as you are writing
can a-k them if they are married. We have
one kind of postcard of James Cruze. We
not undertake to answer questions by post.

New
you
only
can-

'Mrs. B." (Guernsey). — Address Charles Chaplin 1
c.o. Essauay Film Coy., 1,333, ArgyleSc, Chicago•Berta" (Carlisle).— Philip Smilley played " The
Soldier," and Doris Weber " Hio Daughter " in
" The King can Do No Wrong." You ask if film
players speak their parts. The question was
answered by Thomas Santschi in our March 27th,
1915, number, and as it is lo:> long to quote here,
we recommend you to get a copy from oar Publishers, price l^d., post-free.
'Willie" (Portsmouth).— TI13 cast of "Quo
Vadis ? " was given on the Reply page iuonr June
' 6th, 1914, issue. As yoa h:iv* all the back
numbers fro u the commencement (good boy,
"Willie !) you can look it up.
I
=

r^THOKAS" (St. Helens).— If you look at the last
two or three numbers of Piitcblj>, you will see
we have given quite a number of addresses of
producing comiianies toditfer^ntenquirers. Yon
can get any of the t-ade papers you mention
through a newsagent or bookstall.
: " Mabel" (Edgl-aston'.— Reading your typewritten
letter was a pleasure, Mabel. Santa Barbara,
California, is, as you surmise, the studio address
of The American Co., and 6,J-.'7, BroaJw.n ,
Chicago, the
officethe
addiess.
will promised
jog Pimple's
memory
about
photosWe he
for.
" Sleeplessness Winners." (See also page 303.)
" Ctkil " (Leeds) has seen 1,087 films in 14 months,
and in consequence is very pleased with himself,
as of course he has every reason to be. Yes, we
have five different postcards of Charles Chaplin,
so send along the fat order you hint at. " Caught
in a Cabaret," is still on the round. The one and
only Charles i3 an Englishman, and if he is
getting £450 a week, we are glad to hear it.
''•J. W." [North Shields) lias been to the Cinema
Oil times iu the bast 3 years, and for 2 years
before that, 203 times -making S!2 visits in 5
years, bes.des Saturday matinees. J. W. has
paid for himself every time. The£e records make
our heads whirl. Some picturegoers truly '.

*#* Many replies are unavoidably held over.
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MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.C.
Telephone— Regent li li.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom and Abroad: —
8. tl.
On 3 Year (nost-free) ...- ... 6 6
Six Months
Three Months
3I
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Advertising and Publishing Offices: 91 and 94, Lang
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A Shooting Star.

One of the Old School.

. Super (to film-actor who was taking
part in a big game-shooting picture) :
'"Beg pardon, sir, but at the last rehearsal yon peppered my leg with shot."
Actor : '■' "Well, and I paid you handsomely for it."
..-.*■
Super:
"Certainly,
we'resort
to
bave
another
scene ofsir;
thebutsame

Little Girl (to film-actress) : " Mfy
father says he has often seen yon act on
the stage before you went in for pic-

to-morrow and I thought a little on
account perhaps would be convenient."

Excited Actress ■ " "What did he say
?'"
me in
had seenGirl
he Little
: "The
'eighties!"
Quite Eligible.
tures."
" Good
the gushing
man
with morning,
a smile, assir."'
he said
encountered
par
Editor on the office mat.

" I am collect-

" The
Answers
is out just now,
asylum."
lunatic Man
ing for the
but if you can find him you're welcome
to him." replied the worried Editor.
Wasted Energy.

Producer : " How do you find this
car? Hope it is well sprung! You
want it for taking those roads."
Actor : " Well sprung ! You don't
notice a dog. and as for a man, it's like
going over a matchstiek ! "
Filthy Lucre.

The boy was crying miserably. A
kind-hearted passer-by stopped to comfort him. "What's the matter, my
" I've been playing truant all day. and
i"
man remembered
littlejust
I've
that we hayegol
two days' holiday
because
teacher i- ill."
The Drive
to Drink.

T\\.> picture-actors were discussing
the Leading man's salary.
"So you think young D'Arcy's money
is tainted, do you ? " asked one.
"Yes. laddie; it has two taints on it.
'Taint yours, and "taint mine.'"
Out of Their Reach.
Irish Recruiting Skk«;eant: "Hey.
Vat. man. and why haven*! you joined
the Colours ((i keep the other boys compam p What would you do if the Germans came over here ? "
Pat (after pondering ;i moment):
"I should enlist for foreign service.''

"Aolie" (AlfretOD.).— Address Bryant Washburn,
c.o. Essauay Film Co. Seereplyto "Mra.B." The
other player we have lost sight of. Write to our
publishers, Olhams Ltd., about the order Foe
copies. We know of no producing companies in
Lincolnshire, Addie.

Crazy,,.
don'tbonot alarmed.
were
made Yes,
fox theButscreen,
the street, They
[Park:

The rickety four-wheeler went bumping over the cobble stones up the narrow street. The passenger put his head
out of the window:—
"It's enough to drive any one to
drink," he shouted.
The cabby pulled up his steed with a
jerk. "Yessir, most of the fellers what
'ires this 'ere cab goes that way. The
next 'ouse is the ' Hare and Hounds,'
foivc moile on."
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Stedman has both beauty, talent, and
much experience to fall back on. In
other word-, she is absolutely reliable.
Hustling Harold.
FINISHED
work
five o'clock.
dinner, and
off at
to Los
Angeles hasty
from
Santa Barbara at six. In L s
Angeles at nine-thirty. business appointment at ten sharp, supper, and bed. Up
at five-thirty and back in Santa Barbara
in timevolatile
for the Harold
day's work.
is what
the
LockThis
wood
did
recently at the completion of /
of the Road, in which he was swept off
his horse by an overhanging branch,
carried down stream in a flood, and
nearly had a big mill fall on him. It
looked like being the end of Harold, but
the film is said to be a " hummer.*'
Her Holiday Plans.

HOW

FILM

ACTORS

REHEAR
SE-No.
TK- on.
Draicn
Leap from ,he E*p„,«
by Fred J,Adlimjt

FRED MACE is back with Keystone,
after producing his own pictures
for two years. Now we may see things.

*

,

*

#

*

Marguerite Loveridge. sister of Ma
Marsh, is to star in a Reliauce-Majesti
two-reeler.
Both sisters are clever.

*.

*

*

In America many picture-theatres are
rising organs only instead of orchestras.
■\V hy this
* thusness
* ? Pipes#before pianos
*
!
What is worse than to have some one
try and describe a good picture-play they
.saw ? What is better' is to see one.
German agents tour China with films
designed to impress the Chinese with
the might of the German Army.

*

,

*

#

*.

Following her triumph in The Dawn of
a To-morrow (coming in October), Mary
Pickford
lie Pal.
everybody's pal in a
play
called will
Little

*

#

#

#

li Ouida " is on the screen again. The
B. and C. Company recently completed
a film version of The Massarines, one of
that famous author's works.

',

*

,

A Northern

*

*

*

cinema lias boon giving

away
to certain
of its' patrons
shares at
iii
the Now
War Loan.
The winners
Least
can now saythat
thatever
'•pictures
" is the
best investment
was.

*

«

#

#

What lias become of Huntley Wright,
the popular comedian? We believe lie
is with the Forces. His brother, Bertie,
is about to shine in Moonshine Comics, a
new British brand of films. The man in
I he moor,(shi::o) so to speak.
He Liked the Samples.
TO

exploit The Carpet from "Bagdad,
t he Selig ( 'ompany recently mailed
to exhibitors pieoes ofcarpel which
were attached to togs reading. " This is

Tram.

ASKED
what she when
is goingsheto do
her holiday,
getswith
it.
Grace Cunard outlined the following attractive programme. " I live
in Ohio; I am going there, and I am
going to hunt out the biggest apple-tree

in the orchard and hang up Hie ' Don't
a Piece ^ of the Carpet from Bagdad.
come near me ; I am dangerous ' sign.
Book it." From one recipient came this
Then some
I am pencils,
going to
niceto pads'
reply : " Your sample of carpet received,
and
andtake
I amsome
going
outand would like to ask what you could
line enough scenarios for the next
furnish a rug like the sample vou
twelve months.'' The holiday in quesenclose. Would like to have it cover
tion comes when the Broken Coin serial
the whole room. Would like to know as
ends, in about two months. We hope
soon as possible if you could furnish this
the apples will not be green.
rug 11 feet by 17 inches/'
Filming "The Great Ruby."
Our
'Answers Man" Again.
HAXGIXGloon several
from hundred
the basket
a balfeetof in
the
A POPULAR weekly journal (savs
the Kine Weill,/) gives the followair. Howard Mitchell had a si
ing advice to " Florence. Winifred
tacular fight with < rg S< mle Spencer,
and Edith"': -"The three film comwho was inside the basket, while crowds
panies you mention are all genuine. If
of people watched them with bated
you are as pretty as your names, we
The big shock came when Mitshall see you on the screen before long, t breath.
chell was beaten off the basket and came
tumbling to earth the tumbling down
we warrant." Special janitors are nowbeing engaged
all to
'thecope
genuine
companies,
being done by Mitchell's
understudy,
we by
hear,
with him
the
husky-looking
dummy in
a swaggera
countless Florences, Winifreds, and
morning-coat
and
grey
striped
trouse Ediths who think they are as pretty as
Mitchell was hauled into the basket.
their names.
The fight in the balloon is one of the big
scenes in The G-reat Ruby, the fan.
Harry Nearly Lost his Head.
Drury filmed
Lane by
melodrama,
is nowbeing
the Lubiu which
Company.
HARRY
TODD so nearly made a
suicide scene a real one in the
Personality minus Personality.
Essanay comedy An Unie><taJc
Uncle, that all the hairs that haven't
departed from his head are still standWHAT
distinguishes
the rest
is an idea. Chaplin
It is the from
idea
ing on end. Disappointed in love, he
of a simpleton, says the 5r«r, who
plans to blow his head off. and whilst
is eternally \ictorious over the wise and
rehearsing this merry scone Harry
the cunning. He has conceived himself
accidentally touched the trigger, thinkas a sort of automaton, a wooden figure.
ing the gun was
passionless,
unsmiling,
silent,and
moving
Fortunately
for empty.
Harry, it But
did itnowasn't.
more
if
on wires, utterly
helpless,
always than blow a hole through Harry's silk
triurtphant.
His face the
1 all
his adventures
blank-through
unconhat and scorch the top of flarry's head.
sciousness ofa doll.
His eyes have a
Cyril Maude's Film Heroine.
sad. abstracted ga/.e that seems to look
AS wo have stated previously. Cyril
nowhere and to sec nothing. Occasion.Maude is now playing in the films
ally, but only at very rare intervals and
for the Bosworth-Morosco Com(inly at the sight of a pretty face, he
pany in Los Angeles. Opposite him
breaks into a fleeting smile of incomcharming Myrtle btedman appears. It
parable vacancy. In short, Charlie
is becoming a habit to select hertoplaj
Chaplin has performed the feat of
with the biggest actors from the speakcreatine- a personality by blotting out
ing stau'e. and in fact some of them ask
every character of personality.
that she ho chosen. Nothing bothers
an actor more than having to play with
an inexperienced actress who cannot
Get a hustle on! There's another Free
force them to do their best, and Miss
Voting Coupon on page 320. Don't waste it.
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Events of the Week
SELECTED

EROM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1. For tht. Motheruxd: H.K.H. Duke of Connaiurht bids Godspeed t" the Canadian troops ntf to Flanders. 2 Tommies
ox the Thamks : Convalescent soldiers enjoy a river trip. :'.. l-'i n wi> Fbolii i The .Military Sports Meeting at Harrogate
attended by H.I.H. the Grand Duchess George of Russia. 1. A R] \; W w: Wkddinq ; Mi-^ Stoaebonse travels 1,000 miles t •
marry Private Sherwood, a wounded Canadian Volunteer. 5. Beavebt's Hi.w \i\> . Wounded French soldiers detorated in tho
presence of the troops at Versailles,
6, Patriotic Australians; Troops leaving Sydnej tor Galliroli,
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the
table
by from
her'->
picking
up Rupert
photograph
side, as she was
musedyoung
Diana fool,"
Nugent, as through
seated one afterthe tiny. ivy110011
in her
" Still.
I sumptusuj
covered window of
ously furnished flat.
her cottage she
ADAPTED
FROM
THE
H EPWORTH
EXCLUSIVE
■ ■lie finds them usewatched the figure
of Rupert Dale
crossing the fields.
Then. feeliiiLr
bored.
ful at times."
she slowly tore up the photograph
and
A beautiful and impecunious adven" How dare yon insult mi!" she cried
lit a cigarette.
turess, she had temporarily rented the
vehemently.
" Get out of my house."
cottage in order to escape the overLefevre laughed, and, throwing dis" A gentleman to see you, madam ! "
welcome attentions of her numerous
cretion to the winds, he seized her and
"Rupert Dal- ! Ha!
Show him up ! "
drew her towards him. But the emshe ejaculated quickly, glancing at the
creditors, and upon her arrival having
brace
was
of
short
duration,
for
at
that
proffered card.
accidentally encountered Rupert Dale,
Rupert Dale entered immediately.
instant Rupert Dale strode into the
the youngest son of the old and aristoroom
and
hurled
him
aside.
"At last!" he cried, taking the hand
cratic family upon whose estate she had
elected to reside, she had lost no time
Explaining that by a mere accident
she offered
into I his
no
idea
how glad
am own.
to see"You've
you again.
of chance he had heard everything that
in ensnaring the youth and entangling
him in her net.
had passed between them. Rupert
I've been worrying
frightfully
in *• something
terrible might
have happened
demmded from Lefevre the bill, and.
The solitary invitation she had at
aim''
lusly.Why did you run away >o sudbacking it with his own signature, thus
first given him to visit her had developed
to
you.
into a daily affair, and she smiled with
making himself responsible for its paydenly from Dale's Farm!-" "he asked
no little satisfaction as she realised
ment, he returned the bill to the moneylender and ordered him out of the house.
"Run away!" she replied dreamily.
what a devout and ardent lover Rupert
had become.
"Did I? I'm sure I've almost forgot teii.
" Oh, how can I ever lie sufficientlyYou see. the country began t > set on
One afternoon Diana's reflections were
grateful
?
"
murmured
Diana
when
they
my nerves rather, so I just returned to
were alone. !She watched him curiously
abruptly terminated by the sound of
from beneath her half-closed lashes.
footsteps upon the gravel path outside.
again,wasthat's
town
Before she could rise from her seat the
Rupert
moreall."
puzzled than
"' It's awfully good of you, and
"
He could not understand the change that
door quietly opened, and a fashionably
"Nonsense," he cried, kissing her
dressed man paused upon the threshold.
had apparently come over his idol, or
hand tenderly. " I am only too glad
the indifference with which she treated
that I was available to fr ?e you from the
"Lefevre!" she cried, springing to
him.
her feet and advancing towards the
clutches
of aupon
blackguard."
Next day,
paying his usual visit,
intruder. ''How did you get here?
"But surely yon might have told me
Rupert was amazed to find Diana gone.
"What
do yonLefevre.
want 'i "financial agent and
you were going," he rejoined, in someMaurice
" Returned to town,'" was all the inforwhat injured tone-." esp icialry after the
mation he could get from the old rustic
moneylender, bowed. " I'm afraid you
jolly time we had spent together."
who. had assisted her in her departure.
"Really." intervened Diana. imare not very pleased to see me," he
replied, a smile spreading over his
He
was
greatly perplexed
and'
worried
patiently. "I haU no idea you were so
at
the
extraordinary
course
events
had
evil countenance, " but as there is a
interested
welfare.
I am you
sure any
I'm
taken, and fearing that further harm
very sorry inifmyI have
caused
little matter demanding your immemight have suddenly overtaken Diana,
diate attention, and thinking it might
undue worry or annoyance."
he decided to follow in her wake.
have slipped your memory, I thought
"Diana, how can you talk like that ? "
But at that moment Diana was very
lie pleaded. "You know I care for you
I'd just run down and remind you."
far
removed
from
trouble.
With
62,000
more than anything else in life, and
''Remind me, you fool ! Moneylenders
to her credit on the bill her young
never give their victims a chance of for"Please
don't get sentimental."
sh,.
dupe had backed for her. she had
getting their debts. How much is the
intervened.
"You must not talk to me
like that. Mr. Dale.
I neither
have
straightway returned to her old life of
bill for?"
cared nor could care for you
gaiety and pleasure.
" L'2.0(X)," he ventured suavely; "but
*
*
*
if it is at all inconvenient— if you will
" Diana ! "
allow me, I think 1 could suggest a way
" And am afraid." she resumed. " that
" What fools men are! " she declared.
whereby we might compromise —
" Indeed ? " queried Diana. " And what
ia j our suggestion ? "
" Well, for instance." resumed the
man craftily. " if 1 knew that 1 should
be welcome whenever 1 called, and could
depend on. say. a few kisses occasionally. Imight see my way clear to hold
over tie- bill indefinitely."
"So that's your pretty scheme, is it?
Suppose I refuse, wiiat then p "
The man shrugged his shoulders.
" 1
should he reluctantly compelled to acl
accordingly." he replied. " Hut come ! "
lie added
caressingly,
won't
refuse
me
.1 know.
£2,000 is" you
too big
a sum
to
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treat lightly, Diana, and you are not a
fool.
Which
shall it be- the bill or

"
e r
funic 1 and faced her persemDiana
cutor, her eyes blazing with passion.

Rupert (Lionk Howai;i>) i-romises Lefevke ax iiimeoiate i^ment,
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' B il tli day I kicked the hilt,
Diana ! *> "ii fc\vi.ii j .ii cared then di I
Jen in
•■ Ami it' I did,' she retorted, sarcasti. ally. " it was only a means to an end.
Yen were distinctly useful on that
occasion, and lielieve me, mj dear boy,
that was nil I desired. Surely you must
ible to follow my reasoning n little,
Mj time is rather limited," she added,
hastily, ''so I mnsi ask yon to go." And,
risiug as she spoke, she ran- 1 11 « - hell for
tlir font man Rupert instinctivelj n
to hL- feet His illusion had at lasl
been shuttered the mystery dispersed
tor all time, He realise 1 now onlj too
vividly whal n fool he had he. mi to allow
himself to lie ensnared so completely.
•Show this gentleman Out," commanded Diana as the footman entered ;
then turning to Rnperl " I'm \ en
pleas.', I to see you ngain. It was iml i d
nice of yon to call."
Without even a glance at her, Eluporl
walked slow!] out of the room, accompanied as he went by the sound of
Diana's heartless laughter.
I '] mi reaching home
waiting to sec him, he
thefound
bill Lefevre
having,
become due. He got rid of the man
promising an immediate payment. Then,
retiring to his own room, he was nimble
to restrain hi- f>-. -I in^ - any Longer.
Stifling down the sobs ithich almost
choked him. he pondered long and
deeply over his betrayal.
He took her photograph from his
pocket and kissed it passionately. Thru
Ii • picked up a revolver, turned it on
himself , and. pulling the trigger, ended
the turmoil for ei

*

*

*

*

The moment he heard the report of
the revolver, Alec Dale. Rupert's elder
Iwother. rushed up the stairs and
out. Med the room.
With a cry of honor Ale.' shrank
from the ghastly sight which mot his
gaze. He bent low. and tenderly raising
hi- brother's head saw that life was
extinct.

■Dead ! he is dead: " he gasped, gently
relaxing his hold ; "my poor, poor
brother." Slowly he picked up the
photograph of Diana, which was lying
on the floor near by, and looking at it
intently for some seconds, he realised
why this thing had happened.
With an oath, he sprang to his feet.
He clenched his hands tightly together,
and raising them above his head, " I led
give me strength;" he prayed, "to seek
this woman out. and. when I have found
her. to avenge my brother's death."

*

*

#

*

During the three or four years that
followed Alee Dal" never relaxed his
vigilance in searching for the woman.
whose photograph he always carried.
Disposing of Dale's Farm and all
liis own estate immediately after his
brother's death in order to i
Lefevre's
hill, he
to travel
freely.
trusting that
newbegan
seenes
and associations would help him to forget the
past. While thus in exile he leai ned of
his uncle- death, and. being informed
that he had been left sole heir .to vast
estates and fortune. BClbieCt to his com,-
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plying with the condition thai he should
change his name from Dale to Barclay,
Alee returned home immediately.
Dale instantly agreed to the change,
and. by taking up his new role of AlecBarclay, became possessor of (among
other things) one of the finest racingstuds in the country.
< (ne day be accompanied his friend.
Major Trevor, to a house-party given
by one of thequaintances.
hitter's
numerous
acMuch to his
amazement,
upon meeting his hostess he came facto face with the living image of the
photograph be so jealously guarded.
"Allow me to introduce yon to our
charming hostess began the Major.
leading Alec forward to where the lady
stood. 'Mr Abe Barclay. Miss Diana
Nugent."
he ner
drawled:
I'm make
sure
yon will find
as jolly"and
as they
"How do youdo?'! stammered Alec,
gradually recovering from his surprise.
' them."
I am delighted to meet you."
" It's very nice of you to say SO, I'm
sure." smiled Diana pleasantly. And I
hope that while you are here you will
make
yours
at home."
A see.
md 1if■ perfectly
!. at t he phot,
graph ci nvinced Alec that his hostess and the
woman in the picture were one and the
same person, and when lie heard later
that Diana had '_'ot herself once more

FBI/TON) TO

POISON

TIM.

into the hands of Lefevre, and that she
had furthermore staked all her hop. of recovery- upon her In rse May Ply
winning
the "Duke's
Stakes."
sawthat
his hcur
for revenge
was at he
hand.
He instructed his trainer. Blown, to
get his own two horses-Morning Glory
and Revenge into condition as sooll
as possible, and he entered tin* former of
the two for the same race, determining
to doall in his pi .w er to defeat and crash
Diana Nugent, and bo hasten the coming
of her retribution.
But Diana was fully alive to the danger
which threatened her. Taking into
consideration
possibility
horse proving the
superior
to her of
own.Viec'.and
acting upon the advice of Lefevre. who
was now an accomplice, she arranged to
have M ornine ( ; l, .r\ poisoned on the day
of the race; thus leaving a- little to
chance as possible.
On the morning of the eventful
Alee and hi- trainer were all excitement .
" it'- as
a cert,
I tell
yer, sir."
Brown,
the two
walked
down in-to the I
stables together.
"There's nothing
touch
the ' Glory
' in theprove
race."right, old
"I trust
y.m may
friend."
ventured
Alec.
" For
irything I hold dear in lit" on the
colt." Th ! trainer threw open the
stable d.
•• >,'e\ . i t.-.i . sir," he
croaked, disappearing
into the
box,
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attention.
Flu strained bis
was really his horse
Revenge
came tearing through the crowd.

which

■ 1 told you he'd come," frantically
yelled the- trainer, throwing the saddle
across the horse's back. "Quick, sir !
give the lad a leg up." he added.
" That's right ! Away you go. and good
luck go with \ 1 11."
■ Thank God _ for that!" muttered
Alec, mopping his brow, as he watched
Revenge reach the tapes in time.
"They're off!" roared the crowd.
Alec feverishly seized his glasses. " God's
truth! look at him." chuckled the
trainer; "leading by half a head and
keeping the ] ace to the second. We are
all right, sir," he continued, "they
cannot
stopthought
him now."
So also
Lefevre. who. seated
with Diana upon the stand, was cursing
bitterly. "That cursed fool has beaten
us! " he cried, following the horses with
his glasses. "Hell! Why can't the brute
stumble
and break became
his neck intense
?"
The excitement
as the

" God

give me strength," he prated,
" to seek this woman out."

'He ran well up to time yesterday in
the trial, and it's as sure as anything- can
be." A few seconds
he reappear
ed
trembling
at the door white and later
.

'" Good God,'" he cried hoarsely, rushing out to where Alec was waiting,
•they've poisoned her! Doped her m
dead lame."'
gone
She'scolt
night, sir.
the
confir
at the
A glance
med the
trainer's words. A confused tangle of
Alec's
crowded
thought
done
and brain;
be done,
must through
somethsing
quickly, to prevent Diana winning the
1 ace.
'"Get Revenge sent on by special at
once, sir." implored Brown, hastily
breaking into his thoughts. "There is
luck.
time to do it with
just about
and
' But Alec didn't wait to hear
the rest. Rushing along to the office.
he telephoned for Revenge to be sent
post-haste to the course, and scratching
Morning Glory out of the race, posted
Revenge to run in his place.
The whole of the course was one pulsating mass of life and movement.
Morning Glory; (he favourite, had been
scratched, and an unknown quantity
substituted.
What could it all mean?
Diana, accompanied by Lefevre,
smiled serenely as she dodged about the
paddock procuring all the odds she could
find. What a victory it would be she
told herself , now that the danger mark
had been remo\ ed.

" God ! there goes the saddling bell ! "

cried Aloe, as a great clanging sounded
in the distance. "It is no use." he
moaned', "we an- beat, without a run
foi- our money."
"Not yet. sir," came the cheery
response of the trainer. " There's ii\ e
blooming minutes yet before they start
"
and

" It's hopeless," brpkeinAlec. "See,
t here tbej go to the tapes."
The

trainer hurried

away

into the

crowd, and Alec, drawing' his hand
wearily over his brow, turned away from
the course. Suddenly a commotion
some little distance away attracted his

horses came into the straight— neck-toneck— with Revenge leading by a head.
Then a might}- roar swept the course
as they passed the post. The race was
over! Revenge had won by a length.
With a frantic rush Alec flew to lead in
his colt. To him all was oblivion; he
had won ! Won by his second string !
His revenge was at Jast complete.
" I've come to congratulate you."
laughed Diana hysterically, as half an
hour later she met Alec just leaving the
course. " You must be a very proud man
indeed to win so handsomely." she added,
" apart from thefinancial side of the race.''
" Thank you very much indeed." responded Alec coldly, a smile playing
sarcastically upon his face. " Although
financially it has made little or no
difference to" me, yet have I succeeded
in accomplishing my life's desire."
Diana winced. " I'm afraid I don't
understand you, Mr. Barclay." she retorted.If
" not for money and honour,
what else is there to race for? "
"In this case. Miss Nugent — a
brother's revenge."
"But how can winning this race effect
your purpose F " she queried.
"By ruining you." he returned, in
low and even tones. " By crushing and
breaking yon ! Do yon recognise that
photograph p " he continued, holding
out his hand. " Ah. I see you do ! You
may well shrink in shame and terror.
Diana Nugent. That photograph you
gave to my brother, Rupert Dale.
It was found by me near his dead
body. You brought about his end as
surely as if you had killed him with
your own hand, for after ensnaring
him into your clutches, yon ruined and
cast
bim! caught
forth
betrayed."
Diana
at
the wall Cor support;
then, bracing herself for the effort, she
staggered away with uncertain step-.

*

*

#

*

Produced by the famous Hepwoi'th
Company,
this
fine
exclusive threereeler is well up to their usual standard

of excellence.

Played by a powerful

cast of artistes, including Stewart Home.
Lionel Howard. William Felton. Violet
Hopson.and Ghrissie White, it is replete
with exciting, fascinating, and gripping
scenes, and a picture not to lie missed.
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From Deck to Stokehole.
■I am going to tell you how your little
paper Pn tubes is appreciated ou board ship.
1 receive a copy each week, and <lo you know
that
i- read toby the
nearly
everyone"
in. in Pictures
the deck-hands
stokers
down
below. By the end of the week you cannot
Bee the picture (.11 the cover for dirt and
grease. But it show- you how the paper js
read, and I can assure yon it has helped to
pa-- away many a weary evening f<
number of us:' '
F. G. It M.S

Contest Queries.

•■ There are -o many good foreign an
that I am in a quandary tor whom to vote.
Year- ago 1 would
have -aid that Maurice
Costello was the greatest player, and would
vote for him to-day if he were appearing he did then, but he appears very rarely of
late, and to-day he i< superseded by ol
That is the trouble in regard to yourconti sr.
I want to know if you would votefor a play* r
who is popular, or because he or -he was
shown regularly, or on the strength of one or
two appearances. Take, foi instance, Anna
Stewart, of the Vitagraph. Tin- lady i*
popular because she appears frequently, and
I would like to wager that she is top of tlie
list when the votes come to be recorded. 1.
for one. will poll for her, together with Harry
Moray, simply because their many film- are
great. '
R. B.' Leeds).

A Hot Time in India.

-• Your paper i- very much appreciated out
here, and many of the boys look forward to
seeing it. It is quite nice to - ee things about
dear old England again, We have had fearfully hot weather out here recently To give
you some idea of what we have been through
I will tell you what we did the last few weeks
on account of some Turks-and Arabs we were
chasing. Marched about one hundred and
twenty miles, doing titty-six of them in about
the same number of hours. Marched twelve
miles in a sandstorm. Thermometer in the
shade stood at 112deg. at noon (to-day in
barracks it is I15deg.). Lived for three
weeks on hard biscuit, tinned meat, and
inferior jam. We existed on one biscuit and
three ounces of meat per day tor a da\ i i
two. No clear water obtainable- all of it
Was the colour of the Thames after a seven
storm. The heat, as I have -aid before, is
simply terrific. You would laugh to see usleeping out in the open, with only a shirt
on. and then we perspire and can't rest for
thousands of insects.'
LaNCE-C'PL.
H \l.!.v 1.. A-hor I.

Playing to the Pictures.
" For ages I have been meaning to write
you. but an article in your last week's issue
by a lady cinema pianiste quite decided me.
J am also a relief pianiste at the Kettering
Electric Pavilion; It has only been built for
just over two years, but has been an immense
success from the first, I am only just over
fifteen, but have been on the -tail oi ih>s
theatre for nearly two years. I started as
the matinee pianiste only, but now share the
whole of the work with the musical director.
1 cannot read music very well, not having
had man] lessons, but can plaj anything
from memory, and can extemporise lor hours
a! a stretch. 1 could do this when I was
about six. and have been steadily improving
ever since. I love my work, and should be
verj sorry to give it up. Like the ladv who
wrote your article, when very younir 1 used
to \i-it the cinema and lone to plaj for
pictures, and used to -it and play at home in
the dark imagining — the
films P.
1 had
-ecu.
■Grace
< Kettering).

We invite you to say who are the greatest
Film Players,
Free Coupon on page 320.
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of Filmdom

ABOUT

Til !•! super, or exl ra. is such an important indi\ idnal that no film-producing company could make much
headway for loug without his or her
assistance. And who are these players
i . i„. so essential? you might ask.
Photo-playe sometimes demand bo
main
rotesarethat
the company's
regularminor
players
insufficient
to till
them. This would I"' the case, for
instance, when a big drawing-room or
restanraut scene is staged, in which
daucing couples and diners are required
to appear in dress clol h
It must uot be assumed that Bupers
have merely to" walk on." Their acting
can often make or mar a play, and the
producer is the man who has to drill
them into proper form no mean task.
1 can assure j oa.
Many of these supers would be quite
a different class of people to those who
figure in mob scenes, Crowds like those
in such film.- as Harnaby Rudgi and Jane
Short are mostly recruited from the
Labour Exchanges at so much per day.
The Italian and French producers
easily excel in handling crowds of a
thousand upwards in spectacular productions, and their American brother is
usually quite at home with fifty or a
hundred in a modern drama. In England huge crowd-- arc not often used. I
have seen some very well-staged crowds
in English films, but in others the mob
ran about in all directions as though at
a loss to know w hat todo.
Practically every company experiences
a great difficulty in obtaining really

THE

"EXTRAS."

tion Thej have a hankering to become
a cinema " -tar. " and are quit a content
to -tart for nothing at t he U ttora of the

ladder. It i • ha rd to stamp o
\ idnal it y when in the " extra " class, but
it is the
- notonlj
ice. way to attract the proWhen

extra-" apply

usually leave
information
photograph;
i- in want of

for

work

they

their card, giving personal
on the back, and also a
Then when the producer
OH
■ more supers he jusi

Thu i "extra
« hen called up
d u . p eeeo e a card
t he t im
in what dress the) are to appear at the
lio
All siipei - are expected t i find
their own dresses except m cases w)i
.
dnced.
I Mix • rs al* i hai • t" find their
own make-up, and woe betide them
if
said m ike-np i- not tot be produi
liking.
It m 1 1 Beera ea ij to act for picwill labour
ture but under
I nope that dell]
• i ■)' my

the hardest thing in the world to
at something which
i- not tin
even whenyou c,iw of yonr l> -t
00 applause for it from an audiei
Super-; in England usually gel
day, but in America the payment

from

lo.s. to El.

qualifiedthe"extras."
thine- slang
that
puzzles
raw super isOne
the studio
which Mr. Producer uses instead of plain
English. When, for example, he wants
the players to stop for a moment or so.
to read a letter or for some other purpose,of hecourse,
will callto out
"Hold it, "referring,
the action.
Well, recently a producer handed a
bomb to a super and told him when to
light and throw it into the picture. The
producer resumed instructing the principal- inthe background; then came the
command. " Hold it ! "
The novice thought the order was
meant for him. so he held the bomb.
He -pent several weeks in the hospital
recovering from his injuries.
imagineandthat
"extras"oneplay
forIfanyouincome,
an all
uncertain
at
that, you are wrong.
Personal vanity is one compensation,
the owners being able to prove to their
friends that they have played in a film.
( Ithers do it for the sake of getting near
thenpicture "'idol.'' You should see
how they all scramble to be nearest to
her or him. and the rivalry that exists
to perform

some

little personal service

called for in the scenario. It is a sight
for the gods.
Others again are prompted by ambi-
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Jhe JZods of Wrath
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" Brute that you are." she cried,
"you'll live to regret that beating —
mark mynation
words!''
With herself
grim determiEleanor pushed
into the
room and locked the door. Erickson
stood sulkily looking on, wondering that
his wife had dared to disobey him— but
he would wait until she came out, and

"Now then, youngster." shouted Erickson as soon as lie entered, " what have
yer been up to? Apologise to Master
Ned at once. or. by Heaven, it'll be
worse
him by for
the you'-'
neck. he continued, shaking

"Tin sorry, Sir,'' said John, looking
nervously at the other boy's father.
Then, after a little more discussion, the
shipowner departed amicably.
" I ain't done with you yet; get in
there," and with one swing of his strong
arm'Enekson sent his little son sprawling into the adjoining room.
"Wher
my whip?" he yelled
,
savagelj e's
" Don't hurt him. for my
pleaded
his wife, ■' it was only fun. sake."
ami
" Shut up." snarled Krickson. " \ou
women would not touch a fly I've 'got
no patience with you."
Then,
the room,
whip from
its place,
bestrodesejjnn'g
into the
and slammed
the door iii his wife's face. Then be
dragged the boy across Ins knees
and
Btarted to thrash him unmercifully.
"Oli. father- Don't ! J won't ' do it

PATIir';

BRI

again,"
the unfortunate
Bter, butwailed
his pleadings
had no youngeffect
up. m the stony-hearted Captain.
When at last Erickson was tired of
flogging he left the lad groaning on the
floor, He opened t!;e door, and came
face to face with his wife.
"Youdare go in there and pity that
cub and I'll thrash you as well,'' he
growled.
But his wife, her heart breaking for
h.-r boy, ignored her husband's inhuman
threat.

'' CAT, Captain, what the devil does
»J your nipper mean by giving mv
boy here a black eye?" stormed
tlie shipowner, as lie entered the cottage
of Wolf Erickson, the Captain of his
ship, the Ellen Miller.
A few hours previously John, the
Captain's son had quarrelled with Ned,
and in the short boyish fight which
ensued Ned had got the worst of it.
"Why. what d'yer mean, guv'ner?"
enquired Erickson. Then." catching
sight of the boy's blackened eye. he continued. "Dyer mean to say my kid did
that? Here, John! Where's John 'i " he
inquired, turning to his wife.
Wolf Erickson possessed a terrible
temper, and was hated and feared by
the whole of his crew; even in his own
home his brutality knew no bounds.
Cowering like an injured beast before
its pursuer, Eleanor called her son.

THE

He sank■ into a chair, and with a pipe
then
in
his mouth was soon fast asleep.
Ten years had passed and John, now
a young man, was desperately in love
with Nell,
neighbour's
lived
near aby.
Erickson daughter,
was still who
the
same tyrant as of old. and John, who
was fond, of a free life, was beginning to
resent his father's many cruelties.
One day he was sitting at his deskmaking up the books far the week, when
he glanced anxiously at the clock. John
had promised to take his sweetheart to
a dance. His father had forbidden him
to go. but now the time had arrived, and
he snatched up his hat and darted from
the house, and a little later he and Nell
and their friends were enjoying life to
the utmost.
Suddenly the gay scene was interrupted.
"So you've disobeyed me again, have
yer ? Better come home quietly, or I'll
knock the life out of yer in this 'ere
dance-room.'' It was Captain Erickson.
who had come to fetch his son. His
action was the last straw for John, who
decided there and then that he would
stand
longer. his father's tyrannical rule no
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•' Ins, and 'urry up erbout it."
1 lie wine
was
duly brought
and
drunk. Before long the drag hz.d worked
and John was senseless.
Then, la.
robbed him of his money, the "Hat
and his pal- proceeded to cany their
victim
down a flight of steps which led
to lb.- \,at
"Shove 'im in "ere. ' said the " Rat."
v. ben theyawaited
reachedthem.
the bottom, where a
row-boat
"Leg-go boys." he shouted, when they
were all in. "And now we shan't be
long. The Skipper'll be pleased :•• think
we've got sich a tine aul."
They
boarded
a sailing-ship
lying
in the harbour, and threw John in'
damp, dismal cabin.
When the eife,;s
of the drug had worn off John a v.
to tind himself iu the hold of the J.
Mill, :
" How.aloud,
the deuce
did only
I getanswer
here!- "wag
he
asked
but the
the spluttering of the grimy oil-lamp
■which
cabin. hung from the low roof of the
Then some one descended from the
deck. "Am jnst goin' to 'ave i look at
:im, boys,"
said a He
voice
which
familiar
to John.
stood
up. seemed
" Father !" he gasped.
" Quite right, me lad : and you'.' _
yevself in a nice
'ole.' stealing
my
money, but yer ain't goin' to be let off
easy
line," and
withdeck.
a devilish chuckle
he returned
to the
'Now

then you. wake

up; you can't

That night the son broke open his
father's cash box and with the money he
had stolen left horn., to seek a free life
elsew here,

*

*

*

#

" A darned fine "aul ! " whispered the
proprietor of the cheap 'odging-house
to The
his confederates.
green 'un. too."
"green 'tin's"" Aother
name was
John. He had wandered down a back
street in the little port, and had been
invited into the house bv a man (known
amongst his partners as the " Rat ").who
offered to give him assistance.
John and the " R&\ " n ,« sat ata table
drinking.

"Another glass of wine. sir ? " asked
the proprietor coming- forward, with a
knowing wink at tie' Rat."

ili

i ) . i rm

! u> ■ i; ..\s ixo ox thk ft.oo t
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-it 'ere orl tlaj
I
livin*. The skipper's sent me down to
teach yer 'ow 1.. Iie'nve," and. with h
stinging blow Eriekson's confederate
attacked John; hut, maddene
d with
ang< r. the latter foughl like 11 lion
after u terrific struggle gained the
npper hand. Dragging the oil-lump
from its plaee. he brought it dow u with
h force on the head of hiseuemj that
the 111:111 fell dead

u hat
theIn ell," roared
Eriok«on,
ittraeted
the noise below, he and
his assistants descended the gangway
Bef 1 e he could look round, John
knocked his father over and dia
up the steps. Erickson pursued, but
with a ilull thud he fell back into the
hold as John struck him again witb n
cravi bar.

" Now 's my chance," cried John, as he
dived
over the side of the vessel. With
n few vigorous strokes he reached the
Bhore, ami scrambling over the rocks,
.-at down to regain his breath.
" I mu»t go home," he said " Mother
will forgive me, I km w. A- For father,
God help him, he must be the devil
himself." Then he set forth to find his
mother, knowing that with her he
would find the solace and comfort he
could not obtain elsew here, ■

Bfeanwhile the oil from the lamp used
in the fight had started a fire in the
hold of the Ellen Mil/er.&nd although
tlu> nun worked unceasingly in their
efforts to extinguish the Sames they
:i enveloped the schi oner, and the
crew were forced to take to the boats.
An explosion followed, and a few seconds
later the Ellen Miller sunk beneath the
\\a\ es for e\ er.
Erickson, on coming ashore, made his
way home. His wife was terrified lest
further trouble ensued, for her son had
arrived some time previously.
".John, dear, hide somewhere, -or he'll
Kill you. Go., for my sake,", she implored.

"I'll kill him
first," replied John.
And. seizing a revolver from his father's
desk, he hid In-hind some curtains.
Erickson blundered ill.
" Eleanor, where are yer? " lie shouted.
what's the matter
Why.
•Fin here.
with your head ? " she enquired, catching Bight of an ugh -ear.
"It's that cursed son of yours. Ho
a man on
-teals my money, murders
In aid ship, and then tries to finish off

?"
fhe young
hisHefather.
and was
room, hound
across is the
strode Where
confronted by John himself, who held
the revolver.
" Say another word and I'll shoot you
like a doe." be threatened.
Ha ! a finish
nice -the
m sentence
" he began.
Befiwas
ire
lie "■
Could
the shot
fired. The bullet intended for his father
entered t he heart of his mother, who
bad dashed forward to try to avert the
danger.
Erickson took her slim bodj tenderly
in his arm-.
. . .
what you have done ! Are yon
satisfied nOw ? " he asked, as the son
stooped to look at the beautiful face. of
the mother he had so unwittingly murdered.
" Ni iv . j 1 in hell

fiend, it i- my turn ! '•'

JOHN

WAS

A

PRISONER

ON

and before John could protect himself,
hi- father's
fingers were
tightening
round
hi- throat.

With a start Captain Eri tkson awoke.
. . . Dazed by the awful dream, he
stumbled into the room where now 9al
his little son John and his wife.
" Wife." he said. " I've had a ell of a
dream, but. thank God, ['vie woke up."
At the changed tone in her husband's
\oiee Eleanor started. " l'\e struck John
for the last time, my dear," he continued.
'*
Neverwith
again
will [thrash
him never."
and.
a smile
on his usually
stern
face, tin' rough skipper drew his wife
and son affectionately toward- him.
This three-reel Pathe Exclusive, made
in America, will interest all lovers of
sensational film pictures. The scenerj
and settings throughout are magnificent, and the lire 1 in board a sailing-ship
is worth] of the highest merit. M. < >
Penn as the hard-hearted " Wolf
Erickson" is superb this famous Pathe
player also produced the film - whilst
Eleanor Woodruff and H. B. Walthall,
as mother and son respectively, provide
some tine and powerful acting, The film
is to be released early next month.
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RICH and poor, andAt youngand old
the pictures!
Hair of grey and hair of gold
At the pictun - !
Bags and tatters, fur.- and lace,
Elegant and commonplace,
Interest in ev'ry face At the pictures !
Tragic v iew and c< imic sc
At the pictures!
Swiftly pass aero-- the screen
At the pictures '
Indians and robber band-.
( \,w boj -. \ jew - (if foreign lands.
Maude and 1 are holding
hands
—
At tiepictu
- // a

"

Judge."

HIS

FATHERS

SCHOONER.

ft (hat with Keystone patty
across the
strolled
as 1 n,
I said
"
Mr Arbuckle,
afternoo
GOOD
studio to w here -to id the one and
only Fatty. With -hirt sleeves rolled up,
hair standing on end, and a broad smile
0:1 bis congenial face he looked the
picture of happiness " Gojd afternoon,"
he replied iii a deep bi— voice, which
reminded me of a fog horn.
thing
" You want t< ' km w me?
Well, listen :
" Mj name is Ros ■■ »• ('onklin \r
buckle, eo mm only known as Fatty. I
first
made goodThen
in pictures
in seasons
J'ins in
Los Angeles.
for two
I was with Ferris Hartmann, after which
I went on a tour in the Orient, when we
'did' China, Japan. Julia. Honolulu.
and the Philippines. When I got hack
to Los Angeles, Fred Mace had just left
Key.-tone. (Yes, he has jusi comeback.)
Mack Sennett gave me the offer of
joining up with his company, so I
accepted,
here I am -till.
'Am I and
married, did you say P Why
yes. My better half i- known to the
picture
public
Mints Fancy
Durfee.
Won't
tie
public
pityas her?
marrying
me! She might have done worse, for we
have got a topping motor-car. a prize
bull-pup (which h lp- me I 1 rehearse my
skidadd ling stunts), and a fine little horn
in Los Angeles.
"Do 1 hurt myself when 1 fall:- Well,
)l(, ; |\,. g0\ .,, ,,-ed to it. and I am
fat that it makes very little difference,
I don't mind what I do; but really my
roles are rather uneventful, and except
for falling on my ear.-, being chased by
bears, surrounded by snakes, and doing
forty-foot dives at Santa Monica, I
don't do anything exciting.
Hobbies?
['ve only one real hobby,
and that's baseball, and 1 may tell you
that a liner team than the Keystone ]
would
not find for mile- around.
\A
were only beaten once
(and that was
th
dy time we have played)
by .1
bunch of kids from a .school near here.
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TGf
stories in winch he lias taken his own
leads.
Dick is very popular, and entirely
without any "side." With sea stories
he has made a big name for himself.
He is a careful director and a virile
actor, with a strong face, dark-brown
hair and eyes, and a good carriage to his
five foot eleven inches.

terisations that has stood out. though
the situation often of itself did tot
afford an easy delineation. Even in
melodramatic plays Mr. Earle imparts
a quiet force 1 f character agreeably in
contrast to the overdone, thraehabout

A Young

player-.
A "Bushman

characterisations of 'ess accomplished
Day.**
it happresume
or we loth,
IT happened,
pened, on July
the dat
aside by the Committee of the
Panama-Pacific Exposition at San Francisco for a "Bushman Day."' with the
noted star and his leading woman. Marguerite Snow, as the special guests of
honour.
The affair was outlined in a telegram
to the Motion Picture ISeivs from the
Metro
Pictures
11 'Francis
X.
Bushman
is atCorporati*
work in their
studio

Leading Man.

THE remarkable stage presence and
finished performances of Edward
Earle. -whose portrait appears on
page 317, have often been commented
upon as one of the marvels of the
screen offor
young."'
But of
in
point
fact"'one
he issoquite
a veteran
the stage, where he played many parts
and won his spurs years before his
advent into motion-pictures, about two
years since, playing leads with the
Edison Company.
Favonred by Nature with clean-cut,
classic features
that would
alone be
sufficient to make him
a matinee idol— which, by the way, he
is — his cool force of character,
leavened
with
an
unobtrusive,'
pleasing personality, have enabled
him
to register
characters
on

RICHARD

STANTON

About whom you will read on this page. •
Popular "Dick" of the N.Y.M.P.C.
RICHARD STANTON is one of the
oldest actors and directors appearing at the New York Motion
Picture Corporation Studios at Santa
Monica, but he is young in years. Even
at school, mixed in with football, baseball, and other sports, he secured short
engagements with different theatres for
boy-parts, and assured himself that he
would eventually follow the stage as a
profession.
Before this happened, however, he was
sent to his uncle Richard Stanton's
steel-works at Pittsburg. He tried to
stay, but, the call of the stage being too
strong, tlie factory gave way to several
Happy years of theatrical work, during
which time Dick acted, danced, and sang
his way into the hearts of the Western
audiences. During a lull lie was persuaded t" u" to Santa Paula to take the
part of an Indian for Melies. The one
picture led to a stay of six months— an
experience which proved to him that
pictures were his forte.
Then started the memorable engagement with Thomas [nee, which has
lasted till now. and seems to be indefinite. Eov two and a half years Dick
Stanton played leads under the direction of Ince an invaluable experience and then started liis wort as a produceractor, and for over a yeatjaid a half he
has been making
some
very notable

photo-players'
patrons"
a way that spells
more memory
than merein
popularity.
Sixteen years ago, in Toronto.
Canada, where he was born, he
one day stopped Lester Lonergan
on the street and struck him for
a.
" .job."' Amused
at the gave
youngster's
initiative,
Lonergan
young
Earle a good speaking part in
the Valentine Stock Company in
comedy. The boy made good, and
at the all-satisfying sum of five
dollars a week he grew in the
acting art more than as a captain
of industry.
Deeply flattered by being made
the understudy of the whole company in The Dairy Farm, his next
venture, he gained experience
thick and fast, tor the actors somehow were always quitting and
throwing the job on to the young
Thespian. In this way it was not
long before Earle was playing,
one time or another, every male
part in the play.
Many big American stage engagements followed, his last stage
(iir/.
appearance
being in The Quaker
He was with the Famous Players
and Pathe before he went to
Edison, where his graphic power
is shown in admirable restraint
in well-remembered pictures, as
The Unopeaei Letter, where he
ranges from a boy to a character
old man; in The /{inn/ of II
and Tin Lost Melody, The Phantom Thief, Greater than Art. In the
Shadow "I' Dki/ I/, and .1 Theft, in
the Dark. As Vance Coleman in
the Olive's Opportunities series .Mr.
Earle has given one of those
sharply-outlined, pleasing charac-

at Los Augelos) as follows: —
•Have received notice from Exposition
Committee Julv 15th to be Metro Day with

,

^

J*

f5
\

FIVE

HEADS WITH

BUT

A

SINGLE

THOUGHT

Anna Little, the clever Trans-Atlantic -tar.
wonders what the public will think et her
■. Anna
in the roaring serial
plays the leading feminine role in this great
mystery play. ^See page 315)i

W'KEK 1 mm NO
Ji i.\ -M I9'.S
Bushman an. I Snov gut ,tsof honoui Kutuv
. u. n over tn ii- f«n da*. >i" '< ■»' award
■ lil medal to Bushman ami Sn.w lollow1114 1'nai tin. 'lit ..I siU-iil (lituuutii piiu-t' n
front ..: administration Imildinc. Kuril*
HViiiini! devoted to lireworks display anil
Bushman - lik.n. ■-- to lie Imrncd in set piece
Bftj li'.-t hijth. Metro will be luncheon hosts
to all photoplayer* and exhibitors atli'iidin

Mr Bushman was timed lo arrive at
San Francisco ..:... ut ,Inl\ liith. and
when lie left tlto train lie was, doubtless*,
the most surprised man in the world,
the Metro Companj had plastered
-i .ities with twentj four sheet
posters announcing Jul) loth as Bushman Day and inviting the people _ to
witness the enuetmont of a thrilling
silent dram. i.
Star in a (treat Serial.
AW

\ LITTLE plays the part of
Leonora >>pi osite tin* Sandfi i .1
Quest
of Herbert
Etawlinson in
the new Trans- Allan! i • serial detective
picture-drama, in fifteen weekly instalments. The Black Box. and a charming
and delightful Leonora slie makes. t.><>.
And slie i- tremendously in earnest
about her work in this great picture,
having spent many weary hours in
studying the part she plays liefore being
called upon to commence its portrayal,
her thoughtful expressii ns in lirst
film " fotos " on page 3 1
Anna Little was born in |the State of
California,
. andmetropolis.
lias never New
yet
the I'.S.A
American
York, which, howevei*, does not bother
her in the 'east, as nearly all her interests
are centred in and round Universal City.
She is one of the best horsewomen on
the screen, and she bandies a lariat in
true business-like cowboy style. In fact,
her ability in this direction has earned
for her the title of " The Darling of the
Plains."
She was educated in her native State
of California, and has had a great deal
of experience both on the legitimate
theatre-stage and before the piercing
eye of the motion-picture camera.
Since joining the ranks of the TransAtlantic galaxy of screen talent she
has made for herself a world-wide reputation, and her great popularity receives
eloquent testimony in the large number
of letters she receives by almost every
post from numberless admirers of both
sexes and all ages, living in many odd
corners of the globeSome of the previous pictures in
which Anna Little has appeared with
distinct success are the following, in all
of which the leading male role has been
in the cat able hands of Herbert Rawlinson: Kid Si a ■(/tin's Hands', Traffic in
Babes, A Pagejrom Life, The Vagabond,
The
Link thatand
Binds,
The Chorus
<-i,-/'s
Thanksgiving,
A Prinee
of Hadaria.
Each of these pictures will be remembered for the excellence of the acting by
which it was distinguished.
Anna Little is still unmarried, and
emphatically expresses her intention i £
remaining in a state of single blessedness. But we may be pardoned for taking leave to doubt her statement.
(Continued on pane 017.)
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RICHARD TRAVERS
An Heroic
Character
both on :
and off the
screen : :

Every cinema enthusiast, and particularly those of
the fair sex, knows that handsome Dick Travers is
the model hero. Great will be their astonishment
therefore, to find that the heroine in one of the
GEORGE ADE FABLES does not want to
marry him because he is not sufficiently heroic.
She does in the end ; in fact, no power on earth
can stop her, and if you want to know how this
is managed, go and see

H THE FABLE OF THE DEMAND
WHICH
MUST
BE SUPPLIED"
This is one of the best of the famous GEORGE

ADE

FABLES, irresistibly droll and intensely interesting to
every man and every woman who is not a blue-stocking.
All you exhibitors who read down to here should find
out more about these George Ade Fables ; they're
money-makers. Why don't you write us about them ?
ESSANAY FILM MANUFACTURING CO.,
148, Charing Cross Road, London, W.C,

/a/vvuAjf
r IpTHE^B/B
DOMINANT
FILMS

Wl.lIC
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WATCH

THE
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FOR

THE

RELEASE

of

Hepworth's Latest Masterpiece
6

THE
A

Real

Life

Drama

in throe Reels

exclusively controlled by

THE GLOBE FILM CO., LD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.
Telephone— Regent

5G00, 5601, 5602.

A screen impression of methods not
sufficiently known, whereby the masses
who have created the nation's greatness
are ground down to satisfy the cravings
of a few who live by sweated labour.

A FREE COPY
FOR 3 WEEKS
OF

Everywoman's Weekly
will be sent to the Readers of "Pictures
and The Picturegocr."
Each contains a

HANDSOME

COLOURED
OF

COVER

A

CINEMA STAR
ELISABETH

RLSDON, G. M. ANDLRS0N

& ALMA

TAYLOR

Also 32 pages of intensely interesting
Stories,
Articles,
and
Competitions.
SEND

A

POSTCARD,

giving your name

and address,

with the words "Please send ' Everywoman's ' free for
three weeks
as advertised
in 'Pictures.'"
Address:

The Publisher, EVERY WOMAN'S WEEKLY,
: : 93, Long Acr^- London, W.C.
::

ENDING

Jtr.v 24. 1915
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Does Photo-play Writing Fay?
AN
AUTHORS
ENGLISH
AND

DEALINGS
FOREIGN

WITH
FIRMS.

UXY1L
one "'gets IHere," as the proverbial saying is,
it certainly dot- not pay.
But why should it not 1
write photo-plays, considering that there are such a yast
her of producing firms in England, in America, and on
the Continent ? Surety these people must require plots, and
■ ,i<; must supply* them ? Quite true.
But has an ontor would-be playwright any chance of getting his plota
I : 1 duced ? No; he has not.
Let me explain my c int snfii □ by giving an example in my
own case, which no doubt can be substantiated by many more
playwrights: 1 am an an hor <>f numerous plays and skel
many of which have 1".-' n 1 er-formed with nil parts
of the world. Four years ag >. believing there was a new field
in writing for the film. 1 c tmraen red writing plots, which I
submitted to various British firms.
After waiting several weeks they were returned to me with
the sterotyped letter "Unsuitable," hut that they would be
pleased to consider any other plots I cared to submit.
Undismayed by my first failure, 1 wrote souk- more, and
again submitted them to the various firms, and. like the first,
these, too. were returned as being unsuitable. 1 then wrote
to one of the fi 1113 asking them to be good enough t" let me
know wherein 1 lailed in the plots submitted. Receiving 110
reply to my letter. I called upon th° firm in question, and
sent in my card to the manager. He promptly sent me a
message by the office-boy that he was too busy to see me.
Finally I became convinced that my plots could not have 1 een
read or even considered.
To put my conviction to the test. I sealed with wax several
pages of oue of my plots and sent it to another firm. After
several weeks this was returned, with the same old typed
reply. " Unsuitable." I then examined the pages, and found
that not one of thescals had been interfered with. Becoming
furious at this wanton insult. I wrote and pointed out t" this
firm that they had not even read my plot, although they had
returned it as unsuitable. and I also enclosed numei cuttings recording my previous work. The latter were
returned to me. but without a word of apology for their
unbusinesslike methods.
I now decided to try the leading firms in America. I sent
out several plots, and in due course received. them back, some
firms
stating t buying
that they
wereopen
" not
available."
that
fcfaeywerem
in the
market.
This and
led meothers
to believe
that film-producers must have their plots written by members
of their staff . After making in. [uiries I learnt that this fact, and is the real reason why the " outsider " has a very
minute change, it' any at all. of disposing of his plots.
Was I Down=hearted ? No!
I am not easily disheartened. I firmly believed that there
must
ba " some
titans'"
who Editor
were open
to NJRE3
considerfor good
work.
I therefore
wrote
to the
of Pli
the names
and addresses of the leading firms on the Continent, ^nd l>y
return of post lie kindly furnished me with a whole list of them.
I re-w'rote some of my [dots into German and some intFrerich. and sent them abroad. Within three weeks I received
replies some asking for my lowest price, others asking for
plots similar to those they had been in the habit of producing.
Another firm wrote that 1 could submit my work in English,
as their staff was quite proficient in that language. And still
another firm wrote that they would like me to write for them
plots that would be suitable for all farts of the world.
How different the treatment by the foreign firms as compared to my treatment by some of the British firms!
Caii you wonder that since then 1 have written regularly
for foreign firms until quite recent 1\ . when one of our leading
firms here purchased some of my work, and which they will
shortly produce ?
In conclusion, let me tender some advice to the' wouhS-bephoto-playwright. See that you describe the synopsis of
your plot clearly and distinctly. Most firms read only the
synopsis, and judge the plot accordingly. Study well the
class of plots each firm produces, and submit your work to
the firm whom you know h\ experience your plots will suit.
Uon'l lose your patience if you at first fail to succeed; Keep
on writing plots until you do succeed.
John .1 \< :;-on.
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Lcdy for Lutvn
.
!•: of the latesl additiom to the
Lnbin playi pa i- Elean r Fairbanks, whose-portrail will be found
on our "Gossip "page. She is playing one
of the important ivies in Tillie's Tomato
Surprise, the feature-comedy written by
Acton Davies. in which Marie Dressier
aud Tom McNaughton, the English
eceentric comedian, v\ ill both be feature 1.
1 screen player Miss Fairbanks
will undoubtedly !>•■ a huge success
She is j 1 1 > t oft. in height, lias blue eyes
and blonde hair, and ber charming personality, coupled with hi".' ability as an
uctr< ss, makes her a valuable addition
to the Lubin players. Her thst big hit
was as little Miss Johnson in Tillie's
Nightmare, with Mari3
Dressier,
She
N.w
ON

Despite

the War

Paris

still leads

Parisian
phutographtfi'oni
I 1
: ■
0/1010 : '— Pn
1. A small new yoked skirt finished
with, a row of five buttons, worn
with a soft voile blouse o! any light
colour.
4, Small hats are still the vo^ic.
These arc made of blue and gtecn
tagcl straw trimmed with the newfjishioncd velvet roses, i;ivinj; a
•'chic" appearance to ihe beautlt'.illy tailored costumes.
3. A coalee with cut-away neck, worn
with a distinctive check skirt. The
hat is made of soft white leghorn,
trimmed with a wreath of highlycolouied silk flowers.
vol- with this production for two seasons. As "iMascha" in The Chocolate
Soldier she became very popular, hut her
biggest success was in A Pair of
Sixes, in which -he began by
playing the rule of the stenographer and ended by playing
the leading part,
French Authorand

tbe Screen.

HEN

R 1 BERNSTEIN, author
of The Thief and Samson,
both of which plays (big
London successes) have beenpir>
turised for William Fox, vecenl ly
sent an interesting letter, says
Motion Picture News, to tint
gentleman from France, where
the author is stationed as a
lieutenant of artillery. M. Bernstein was ij have journeyed to
America to w itiiess Ins work- on
the screen. Instead, as he re-

his dramas
haveletter,
bsen "•cans"
forwardedof
quests in his
be 'run"'
will parts
They
Havre.
letter,
of whichin
him. The
to
have been censured, reads for
the remaining part as follows: •
"We are all confident of the
ultimate success of the Allies.
We learn only to-day that GeriiiCiiiy is in terrible want of food.
.My heart bleeds for the unfortunate Germans, for the Kaiser
and his war lords who caused

EDWARD
EARLE
The Edison Player.

-ill.)

this frightful conflict will not
feel, you may res! assnred, the
cruel pinch of hunger. In France
the' feeling is 1 me of calm hope.
"We are all one for our beloved

the world

of dress

country and our noble Allies.
I
not in act iv e -, n ice . 11 t he datl 1" line,
as perhaps von know, being stati<
here at Havre as a lieutenant of artillery^
The brave fellows under me are aching
to lm t a chance at tic enemj . Pei 1
we " may.
know
- may I beg of you
In thewhomeantime
the courtesy to forward to me the films
The Tlioj and Samson? I amrerj anxi
to si e them. A No it will serve to entertain my friend-, for amusements are n< t
bo plentiful now as formerly. Who
novelty to see one's work upon a eiuema
screen! fir this kindness you. havi in
advance my sincere thanks. Mr. Fok.
"1 shall take much pleasure in writing you, after 1 have sen tie m. my

opinions on your screen versions of my
Risks Life for Realism.

NOTHING
say? Certainly
not to G.new,
M. you
Andersou,
whose insistence for realism
frequently
puts
his life or limbs into jeopardy.
dramas.''
'I he latest example of courage and
daring is shown in the coming Essanay
drama The Other Girl. In the pi;
play Mr. Anderson takes the 1 art of an
artist painting pictures in the country.
A tree, falls on him, knocking him uuci mscji his.
Tin- tree is actually felled by Lee
Willard and Marguerite Clayton, wh<
takes the part of his daughter. They
saw the trunk throngb, and tin' great
tree topples to the ground. Mr. Andei son measured the distance with his eye,
and stood at a point where he lielieverl
tbe til* of the branches would strike him,
expecting to esca] e the heavy limbs.
Tbe tree fell farther than expected,
and some quite large branch,-, strud:
Anderson, knocking him to the ground.
He was really stunned v. hen Miss (lavton and Willard rushed to his side and
carried him into their home
limbs, fortunately, weie not of suffici
weight to seriously injure him.
"It was a closer call than I expected;"'
said Mr. Anderson, "but it is necessary
to take some
chances in thi-- kind ^-x
work.
Tt
is
no
th" play demandschild's
T aim play.
to putWhat'
through
exactly as it should happen in real
Of course we try to avoid
too n
risk, but all danger cannot be elimi*
11a ted in some of the films."
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Films Vgu Should Maka
a Point of Seeing
THE

CARPET

FR0?rt

BAGDAD. The fir t - B
H (1 Seal play, aud una
will l>a released every
month. This wor»d
film has been adapted from
the popular novel written
bv Harold
McGrath, "E
fame, aud was produced
by Colin Campbell. 1
a thrilling story of ancient
Bagdad, and contains,
among other tiling, a ro ii
sandstorm in the .
also
Sahan wonderful
I >■ ■■ Oriental
I
- in Cairo,
atmosphere,
withBagdad,
btreet
and
An allstar Damascus.
cast i> included
m
this masterpiece, featuring
as it dors Kathlvn Williams, Wlieeler Oakman, Eugenie Besserer. and
Guy Oliver. Next week we shall publish an article specially written foi
us by Kathlyn Williams, in which she relates her experiences during
the filming of this play.
— Selig Red ■on).
THE
GIRL
OF
THE
GOLDEN
WEST.— Did you read the story

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

of not
this you
romantic
photo-play
issue.: a~ Whether
or
will like
this fiim. in last
Mis?vreek'.s
Van Bnren
the Girl youdid
is just
lovely.
— Lasiy drama, Jour parts {July 19).
THE
HEART
OF A WAIF. -A
little girl who
is taken from art
orphanage by a .childless couple, and wno is so overworked that boo
rims
witheonple
her mind
of childish
saves away
the old
makesfull
a fine
story. revenge -how the " iv\
— Edison Drama, one reel I I
- '•'
ONE SUMMER'S SEQUEL.— How often, we wonder, has the short
summer holiday by the sad sea waves brought trouble in its train ?
This finely acted story shows how faithlessness to a sea-side cirl brings
about disastrous consequences in the homes of two wealthy catches of
the season. YVinifrid Greenwood and Edward Coxen are the two
stars of the east.
— Hying A Dra
,1,975
...

GAZETTE

THE BLESSED

In story, acting and photo-play (there is

from the
few story.
weeks ago, and in next week's issue we will
present
youplay
witha the
Gaumoni Film Ilire Service, <■
I
THE DEMAND THAT MUST BE SUPPLIED. We known you all like
the George Ado Failles. This is another of 'em. Harvey was just
an everyday fellow. The parents of Alice an -roved the match.
No wonder she moped. Her love affair was about? as romantic as a
boiled dinner. She sent Harvey his release and waited for a regular
Young Lochinvar. The discarded lover and the father of romantic

gives real

Alice determined
to give
sure-enough
love into
affair,
Alice's
brother.
Ed., and her
cute he'r
lirtle a cousin
were drawn
the conspiracy. Alice discovered that H:irve\ was loved by another.
A— ha!

WAR NEWS.
DO

MIRACLE.

nothing Kaufman,
else left!)thethis
one ofhave
Lubin's
best. Ethel
Alfred
two isleads,
exceptionally
strongClayton
parts, and
and
have handled them splendidly. We published an interesting scene

NOT
MISS

IT.
FILM

TITLES

TRAVESTIED
lira tin b'l Ala

No.

5

'

TRICKED."

■.Disc.

.

When ilu- hard hearted i .1'. nl turw
:,„■ uersc. nl.'.l hcivine.
* ..-It ■ I' wiin III
I
i«kn ii
, Hi.') lorki-il V 1 it*- up at h<
'1 lu> brunti lici
iful true
liul.Y lover.
iiupri The
in the Tower Miri-i riU'il in sending an
nl liiT life i .inn- I I'lic. < '.mill an) thin.- U> more romantic tli.in .1
»iint her to cliim Imve somo ouo
It" >
Moral
miiliiitflit i-rapi
''
pull her uwii) .
FANCHON
THE
CRICKET.
The idol of the screen appears in this
j,l,n D, i ,
\
t .iii. 11- ii
Mil \ Picktord portrava
with an lUimzhiK power ol conception .ill the dramatic d pths and the
varyini; li«htandher-In.!.of this Unionehai
I'In re m \ a
nutiiraliasv
iibotit
impersonation,
a -| arkling
quaint orifiinalil
ih.it will muke th
popular a- her memorable char*
1

/''-/•

Thoughts

COLLECTIONS

AT

Manager of fche Central Kino. North Shields, recently
set a praiseworthy example to other cinema managers bj
making a persona] appeal to bjs audience at every performance during an entire week in aid of the funds of the
J-ii it i-li Red Cross Society and the Order of St. John.
In hi- -1 eech Mr. Dixon Scott explained !■> hi- patrons the
object of the collection, and special collecting-boxes in the
of tie' Red Cross were passed round. Over E20 was
collected at this one theatre. If the thousands of cinema
managers throughout the kingdom would make a similar
personal appeal, the task which the joint societies have
undertaken of succouring the sick and wounded would be
greatly lightened.

"The Pictures"

SOUVENIR
WAR

ACTUAL SIZE

ALBUM

Handsome gilt Albums, with Tricolour-Flag enamelled
—
in colours on front . ei.ntaiiiino- Portraits of II M. The King, Lord Kitchener.
General French. Admiral Jellicoe,
Tommy
Atkins,
and Jack Tar.
A charming little Pendant for the
Watch-chain, Necklace or Bracelet.
Price ONE SHILLING (post-free) or

7d and 6 Coupons (»

•THE PICTURES," LTD.
- \ dam St.. Strand. London. W.C.

of a Picturegocr.

WHEN GRATITUDE IS LOVE
AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!

THROUGHOUT

THE COUNTRY.

We

shall be pleated to tend you three
Playeri
of yourof favourite
photos
on receipt
2d. to EDISON
cover
po»tacc

Thomas A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour Sl, London, W.

CINEMAS

THE

PlCTURCGOER

I [owevei i lever or ai i implished an ■>< lot 01 •" tri
in. iv be, he cannol make a good pit cure play all by himself, lie needs to he backed up D) othergOOdarl
II,,, shows the Fallacy of having bul one artiste
with a big reputation and expecting a fine result,
ast are " duds."
when the remainder of tl
The EDISON COMPANY pin theii faith to the allv 11 H5< IN ri.i'.' 1 1 an ai 1 ompl
artiste .lever,
well - trained,
temperamental,
iencedj and each one is ce
taking a
it.
to
justice
doing
and
playany
in
part
leading
This is the reason EDISON plays are better acted,
,1, and convey their Story more clearly
than any other film play, therefore look out for

ni i'ij.

PIMPLE'S ART OF MYSTERY. Pimple as a conjuror is not a
great success. He almost kills his grandfather, and makes aghastl)
mess. I>nt in other words Pimple's failures on the screen proride tons of laughter for kind friends in front. In hi- attempts to
ropyhead,
the real
conjuror.
" Pimple'
bashes hismercilessly
aged grandfather
over
the
throws
his fragile
grandmother
on (ho Moor.
1 nts a hat containing broki n eggs on the head of his cousin, throws
over his charming sister, and nearly wreck- the whole house
With .1 hag ol guupowder !
11 Comic {H. A. Broitn and Co.), one reel (Augu

CROSS

T1IE

"One Artiste cannot a Picture Play make!'

THE BLOOD OF HIS BROTHER. Ono of the strongcai 101 Bison
dramas ever Mivened. Then- is a desperate running battle when
bandit- hold up a train with reckless bravery. There are lea
horsemanship that thrill too to the marrow. The wholo production
i- spe, laculur in the extreme. The story tells of the depaiture to an
■ camp of a \ ounj; man who loves the President s daughter
this beinj; the Piesidenl - ru-e to bieak the affection.
;■ i • , i> a> w l 090 M i lugi
ALONE IN LONDON.
Von miw! see Florence Turner in the Hint
rrrsion ot this meat Adelphi success.
Old-fashioued inelodrema
with its breathless and impossible situations, does not as a rule lend
to screen production;
but Larry Trimble, has handled thi>
one in a maimer which will interest and hold the attention o! all
We recently published a tine portrait ol Miss Turner
as Nan. the Mower-seller one of the scenes in the pi 13
Turner Qrama 1 Meal 1
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[ Doctor
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Thc
recommends—

i
|

I
1
1

either of Mackintosh's de-Luxe Toffees. |
Pure, nourishing, and wholesome — makes
the ward a contented munching haven.

I
I

/. some of both NOW— and take |
Send
the Mackintosh habit into your home as well. |
4-lb. tins, 5/-; or 1/4 per lb. loose, and all j
w
confectioners caa supply you.

I
I
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TEST
GREA
S
LD'
WOR
The
FILM ARTISTES CONTEST
EXCLUSIVE

OF

30 VOTES

BRITISH-BORN

PLAYERS.

Free to Every Reader YIeckly.

First Prize in Cash - £,10
SECOND

PRIZE,

Graphophone
£7 10s., value CO
RECORDS
30s.
nFrnnm.

THIRD

in=

PRIZE,

Graphophone
£5 10s., value £7
RECORDS
30s.

FOURTH

PRIZE,

Craphophone £4 4s., value QZ

FIFTH

PRIZE,

»'r : mm

-.

arte

** ■

167.

A*eJ

itc

A* A

RECORDS
Graphophone
$3 3s., value Ql
RECORDS
17s.
»Frnnn«

Consolation
HARRY

WHO

EENHAM.

ARE

THE

(Thanloustr.)

CLEVEREST

Tlte Machines and Records aremomifacttired by Ike W

PLAYERS?

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only— not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your
opinion
ore the
CLEVEREST
FILM
PLAYERS
IN
ANY
COUNTRY
DD|UTceS British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

PRIIES.-Thc voter who sends in a Coupon containing tne
names ot the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.

THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing
more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence can be entered
111, but only one prize may be won by one
intoconceniing the contest. Some of the
best known female players are given on
'voter. Simula 1.0 one succeed in placing
1 he «'inuer»'iiymes
this page, but voters may votj fovuny
the .4:10 will
cro to tbe sender of correctly,
tlie nearest Coupon.
j>'«.w«
the lists (except
or not. liritisli-born) whether in
li the unlikely event of two or moreuoters seeding in winning Coupons the
b.
A
voter
may frll up any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from oue issue, and may send in
L". Coupons will appear weeklv until
any
quantity
his or herown
Coupons
in oneof envelope
and at oranyfriends'
time.
further notice. '1 liey mav
forwarded
at once, orlcept and sent in beoiietnvel
(!. The winners
Editor's
decision
as Co connected
the prizeone
and on all
nutters
!U end of contest.
with this contest wdl be final and legally
.::. All names must be written in in'.c.
bind n'_r. and Coupons are accepted only
on this understanding.
No alteration will be permitted.

"The PicturesI "decirc
FREE toVOTING
cast TenCOUPON
Votes :for WORLD'S CONTEST.
1 I « It.E Pmvi.i;
Mm.1

_

jLC5

Plavi i.
I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice)

1 i -i ■ i
51 M.I'

mtV

"

HO

for

Pl.AYEI
P

Prizes

100

" .'

i" Co.

SOME
BEST-KNOWN
FEMALE
PLAYERS
This List does not pretend to he rwirj
Abbey, Way.

Glaum, Louisa

Aggerholm,
Ald:n,
Mary. Ellen:
And:rs n, Migr.on.
Andriot, Josette.

Greenwood, Winifred
Hall. EIIj.
Halter::.-). Edith.
Ham el. Edna.

Bad£ley. Helen.
Baird. Leah.
Bayne, €everly.
Besserer, Eugenie.
Brisco?, Lottie.
Brown, Betty.
Bruce, Kate.
Burton, ChaKotte.
Bush, Paulin?.
Chester, Lila.
Chitder.-, Naomi.
Clark, Marguerite.
Clayton,
Clayton, Marguerite.
Ethe'.
Co per, Marian.
Craig. Nellie.
Crawford, FJorttiics.
Cunard, Grace.
Dawn, Hazel.
Dressier, Marie.
Drew. Lillian.
Dunbar. Helen.
Eyton, Bessie.
F.iirbtnk*. Madclin:
and Marian.
Fazem'a, Louisa.
Finch, Flora.
Fischer.
MargaKta,
Fitz Gerald. Ciss;.
Flugr. th.
Edna. Fordo
Victoria.
Frascaro!\ M le.
Frolich, Else.
Fuller. Mary.

Hollister. Hkt
Hawley. Ormi.
Holmes, Gerdi.
Holmes, Helen.
Hulette, Gladys,
Hunt Irsnr.
Johnson, Edith.
Jos'in, Marga eL
Joyca Dorothy.
Allc\
Kelly.

fstrich, Muriil.
Payne, Tdna.
Fhillips. Dor: thy.
Pearion. Virgin'a.
Pickfcrd,
Uttii
PickforJ. Mary.
Pretty, Arlne.
Price, Kate.
Razeto, Stella.
Rich, Viv an.
Roland, Rut 1
Sacchetti, Rita.
Sa s Marie.
Saunders. Jackie.
Scbadr, Betly.
Schaefc--. Aon:.
S^lby. Ge- trade.
Sis on. Vera.

Kromann,
An is.
Kirtley. Virg'nia.
La Badie, Florence.

S^nw, Marguerite.

Lane, Adelc.
Lawrence, Florence.
Learn, Bessie.

Stewart. Anna
S.ewart, An'ta.
Stonehousc. Butt).

Leslie, Hair n.

Storey, Edith.

Lester, Ldj:;*.
Little, Anna.
Luther, Anii.

Sw22t,
Swayne, Blanch;,
Jul:a.
Sylvaire, Vile.
Talmadge. Norma.

McDowell,
Claire.».
McCoy. Gerlrjd
Mndiso-, C ea.
Maisa.i. Ed.ia.
Marsh, Mas.
Ma«sant. Mils.
Ma'jrica. M s Ma y.

Tapl y. Ros?.
Iheby, Rosemary,
Thonuen,
Ebba.
Tinchcr, Fay.

Mayo, Ed.i B;;s.
\.
Meredyth.
Miifo-d. SI s;
Mjnthel. M le.
Naise-i, Betty.

Trunelle, Mabsl.
Turner, Florence.
Vale. Louiso.
Wade, Baby Lillian.
WMcamp. Marie.
Walker, Lilian
Warrcnton, Lule.
Wcbcr. Lcis.

Napierkowska. Mlic.
Nash, Ed 1.1 & Alice.
Nelson, Fraacjs.
Nelson. JeanM,

Wss'on.
Mildred.
West, Bille.

Gail, J inc.
Gardner, Hchn.
Gauntier, Bans,

tisiti".
Nesbitt, Anna.
Mi'ian.

Wiggins,
Will
a-ns. Lillia
Cora. i.

Gish,
tsr. Doro'.h/.
t

Olson, Lauritz,
Orth, Ionise.

White, Pearl.

Normand, Vabcl.

Fill us and post to "Contest Editor, " Pictures, 18, Adam

St. Strand! London, W.C.

Woodruff. Eleanor.
Williams. Kah'y->.
Young, C. Kimb^l'.
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GOSSIP
World'
ourContes
of es
tude Artist
magni
t Film
t sis
Til iErieates
all sufficient to ensure a host of
Queries from voting readers, but _I canj ask it' i
so man
understa
may not
vote
for nd
thewhy
same
player on more
than one coupon. Of course you may.
[f >. u think Bill Jones and Sally Smith
are the world's two cleverest aitistes
simply dump their names in ink on all
the coupons you can get hold of. It is
liot a question of popularity or good
. Don't
s, Inn of
artisti
talent
e cyou
for June?
becaus
think
everj vote
one
else will vote for him unless you think
the merits of his acting deserve your
The same applies to Sally.
Plenty of Opportunities.
The closing date is not yet by any
means. S. me readers hope the contest
will inn for "months and months," so
they can give their favourites many
votes. Others waut it to finish quickly,
they are so anxious to know who wii 9,
As a matter of fact the closing dati
fivkl. but it is too early to announce
'•last weeks." I will give you plenty < f
warning. Now ii 11 up that coupon, please.
A Film of the Year.

A Whirlwind o! Sensation and Thrilling Adventure.

THE
i

'

■

ll ill I «n

\i ii ho, a leader of mercenaries, and
to discbarge

his debt

by

sending bad money to the saviours of
his count >\ . Enraged. Mat In « swears to
t 'art bage, and Bteals the Holy
Veil.' whichtheis daughter
the special
of
Salambo.
of charge
the High
Priest. He does, and subsequently is
defeated in battle and nearlj loses his
In story, treatment, staging.aud
immensity
x
is without a rival.
The Gaumont Company,' who will release
it at the end of August, should find it
.en' of their strong* st cards.
More Feet for Titles.
1 am glad to note that makers are
waking up to the fact that long titles
and letters on the screen are as waste
paper when insufficient time is allowed
to lead them. At many trade shows of
rate 1 have been able to read all letterpress quite comfortably, thanks to the
extra necessary footage given to it 1
have long admired the synopsis outlining the Btory as it proceeds which
Famous Players and Las ky films always
provide at the end of each reel, and commend this useful feature to other makers

I in

COIDill

n week I) i'pi oil
I

\

. I li.lh.

of films.

It is nice to know exact 13 « I

j . 1 are in filmd a m 1 and heaven ka iwa
111 some of them we never do know.
Distinctive Creation >umber

Two.

Following on /'.' Quest, the second 6f
this "American'' series is The I. in-' 0)
the
Mask,Lockwoo
a romantic
in which
Harold
I is alove-storj
most roanlj
!
and Elsie .laii" Wilson a most charming
heroiue. Theaclion shifts from America
to Italy and there is no need to be surprised that the American Company
nave scored in the matter of beaut if nl
scenic effects. A lovely Italian villa,
with its fountains, it- balconies, its lake

and garden, and alluring views of mountains and sea, and canals and gondolas
make one sigh for a holiday amid such
surroundings. The Lure of'the Mask is
good every
enough
to lure
all picturegoers
into
cinema
projecting
it.
Bored by Br tish Films.
The " Young Gentleman of Good
Family,'' who writes the Theatre Notes
for Town Topics, has been saying that
every kind of British film gives him the
hump, and in the same breath be
praises an American film drama. 1
wonder how many times he has had the
hump? I know of plenty of British
films which, in comparison with .
of the foreign rubbish, would be as a
searchlight is to a rushlight. But I
Gr. of Gr. F. ' is
that the " Y.
suspect
more theatregoer
than pictureg. ..-i .
Why does he waste his space in running
down a British industry about which
he obviously knows little or nothing?

1 saw the trade (showing of thePasquali masterpiece Sit la mho. and here and
now record it as one of the greatest
films of the year. Never mind what it
cost or how many people it enipioyed.it
is stupendous, and none the worse for
of Cabir'ia,
in places
reminiscent
being
another
masterpiece.
Roman
history

Drama in Derbyshire.
I wish T were a player even in a
If, for instance.
Company.
British
I was a Film
member
of the st ock company

has a strong attraction for Italian producers; in fact, all the great film
classics have come from Italy. And
what magnificent specimensof manho d
they are able to put into their casts!
> at the two male leads in S
one black and one whit • pictured i n
our frontispiece page. Their wonderful
acting and feats of strength as dej icted
on the screen is sure of admiration from
the whole world of picturegoers.
A Story You Will Liks.
The story of Salambo tells of an
attack of the Romans on Carthage.
Hamilear, the King, enlists the aid of

BOX"

BLACK
|>:i ts

mosl gripping, absorbing storj ever Blmed.

St., W.

then seek>

PICIUHF.G'

This n •« 'I'imii- It Ian tic sal ia] picturoia tholoat word inmyatorj
Vind sonsational, thrilling adventure.
The mj lorj oponi m fna
^— «^
Urnl fen fool oi thotirsl episode nnd ri m mora
and moro imponotrable until il \t fiiinllj cloared
up in ili.- last chapter bj the master mind oi
Saiford Qno.sl criminologist. Watch [or the
opening
Boxaccount.
aerial in
district; ol
D. ii The
i missBlock
it mi iin\
II your

AH applications to
A"

THE

HERBERT
RAWUNson
and ANNA LITTL1
Written l>\ 1 1■• raiiioun British mynton
Butionwl E. PHILLIPS
OPPENHKIM

with gilt-edge and insets of popular
"Flying A" and "Beauty" film
stars can now be- supplied at the
low price of Is. 6d. post free.

"FLYING

AND

ELEANOR

FAIRBANKS

the latest addition to the Lubin Company.
(See page 917.)

-

-

of J. H. Martin, Limited. I should
going with them to lovely Dovedale to
take part in a new film drama. M
Martin has just told me that he and his
company of artiste-, props, camera-. and
producers are off to delightful Derbyshire for a fortnight's work in open
country. Of course theywillall enjoy
themsi Ives. Hard work as it must be.
the holiday element must creep into it,
and well,-] wish 1 was goingwith them,
that's all.
P. D.

Next

"Week : A

Special

Article

by Kathlyn "Williams.
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YCU."

have pleasure in informing ~our friends, the

readers

of

': Pictures

"ODDS

and

The

Picturegoer,'' that

AGAINST"

has been disposed of to the
LONDON
EUREKA
FILM

RENTING

CO.,

<z!>

who are now booking the . film throughout the
United Kingdom.
Enquire of your manager

if he has booked it.

If not, tell him lie -can get it from '"Eureka." Their
address is — 5, Great Newport Street, London, W.C.
F3oren39 Turns? p5a;ys tii3 iaai.

the YOUNG PICTURE--G0ER
D

,ExVR GIRLS
AND
BOYSThe bears
are

up the pole, and,
looking at the picture. Icannot help
thinking that u
number of readers,
bcth big and little,
must be in a similar
predicament. I refer to those who
constantly write to
this office to tell the
Editor that some
great film star is
d.;il' and dumb, or
blind, or dead, or in
some other undesirablecoiulition. How

i hese silly rumours

!hi pliu
isylum,
Charlie
1-1 1 v 1 new
months

are started I cannot
The
latest
is I hat Charles
is insane, and conlined in an
when, as m matter of fact,
is working hard on next ideas
plays to ensure your delight for
to come.

Tn contrast to silly rumours, 0 pcettj
story comes to me from America about
Marguerite Clayton. Through skill

acquired in photo-olay work tin- Lovely

Larjy Trimble is th3 proiu33<.

Essanay actress has saved the life of an
infant. Her favourite pastime is horseback riding, and one day a few weeks
ago, when she was not working, she
took a long ride across country, and
stopped at a cabin where she found a
young
and their
father
frantically"
trying mother
to relieve
child
with a
severe case of croup. It was ten miles
to the nearest doctor. Miss Clayton has
taken many parts in photo-plays involving the care of a child. She lias talked
to the mothers, learning simple treatment for many childish illnesses. She.
at once gave "first aid," and trot the baby
quieted, and then rode the ten miles at
top speed for the doctor. When the
physician arrived he declared that but
for the timely aid of Miss Clayton poor
baby would have died.

Ne3:J W3 say mors?'

"t

to be in led. my boy." I said.
you know- you've been looking at

j it;tnres for five hoars"?" '" It's Chapthe again,
boy. and
'■ 1
wantedlin'stofault."
seeanswered
him all over
I did." " I wish I'd been with yon,"
whispered t he girl. "What a wonderful
fellow this Chaplin is. I thought. " See
here, my boy, take this shilling and take
your little sister to-morrow night, but
gladly
forThe
two boy
hours
only,promised,
mind."' bnt what his
mother did is another story.

•

*

*

A week or so ago I gave you another
Limerick, and am so triad they are
always
ways,so popular. The lines ran :- " Young Willie was hostile to plays;
His friends thought
him slow in hid
Till lie saw Lillian Walker.

I was passing a cinema just before
ten the other evening when 1 rioti ted a
little girl crying. "What's the matter.
my dear!-" 1 asked "Please, sir. I
want my brother, lie- been in there
since I'm o'clock, and mother scut me
ifetch him home/' she sobbed. "And
how long have you been here ?" said 1.
"Since eight o'clock, sir." she whined.
" 1Indon't
wh:itlittle
mother
Bay."her
pity know
for the
mitewill
1 took
hand and led her into the cinema. A
Charles Chaplin film was just finishing,
and the audience were roaring. Then
the lights went up. and my young friend
discovered her brother, who was no
bigger than herself, in the front row
We
soon
had
him
outside.
"You

Then«he yelled
a corkei *
*' What *
I intless "last lines" reached m
Some good and some bad
and a few ,.f
the best were as follow s
■ His cure was complete in three days."
■• By .love! bow I've wasted my da;-"
' Miss Walker should run many days '
" And now he is caught with the i
" And film- from that time were his

"flV look on. and linger, and gaze." ■
"Tor her 1 have nothingplebust praise.".
" Fve not seen such dim
for day- '
'• The love in my heart's all ablaze."
r
a
e
m
" No wond
this cine
pays."
e." way egan
" And crstazraight
b
Co write lays.*'
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t she look thin in lliosi

" Each ni-lit for swt-ot l.il h« pi ,.
- left tin noor brain ill 11 maze."
" She's line in iliese Vituijrtiph pi
" Ami he fancied he'd dimples for days "
The prizes (jo to: \lan Wood, Green
Mount House, Hanson Lane, Halifax
(a-.' 13); 1\> Neal, 3t>, Euston Avenue,
Wat ford
!•-•<■ 1 i
A.WAEO 01 Merit 9ix to win a special
prize): Dorothj Chalkiade (Sonthendnn Sea . E Burton Coalville), V Ro
killy (Streatham), Jessie Macpherson
(Sydenham), Gladys Turner (Lewislianp. Lilian
Uui_
mscombe),
Nellie Bush (Thornton Heath), Nora
Kent (Lewes), Gwenda Smith (Doncastei E, S Dale (Macclesfield).
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•

•

1 want to give you o new Competition.
Something you have never had. But I
cannot
think of anything
can you?
That's it I will [jive you a " New (\. indention" Competition. Tell me what,
you would tiki' for one. 1 will present
■pro prises and awards for the cleverest
idea-. Address your postcard to " Next
Mease," is. Adam Street, Strand, W.C,
Hease note that bj Monday, Julj 26th,
all eanls must be in the hands. of
Uncle Tim

REPLIES
address (ii
stated ill, tn tcriting,
Wteannot reply through tht
•I, alt with !'•' K.'i \ i Ii ,n.

casts an rtguirtd namtoi Company must bs g

"E.

G. 8

I .a ■

. pUn

and

lllllle Kltiliio
ale
tWO
ih.tii.nl
people,
and
not minted to one another. s>d Cbapl a is
Charles's brother and playa for Keystone I te
" Plying A
nl ii. ■■ l lie Call of l
," "us
produoed when v/arroii Kerrigan and Haulice

Bush were
Company.ptoyer,
Wedoa't
tlnuk
Lee playing
Willard, foi
thethatEssauny
is any
relation!.. ,ir-s- Willard, t e champion baser.
Thanks for your nice rem irks, we are
r
bnoxed after them lu eouseqneuc -.
"Bbbtba 8." (Telverton . LTncla Tlui says tint t
the Bcrthn Etiuley inentiouoJ In the award ol
u.erit list is n eant ft r you ; sc* that's all]
" Lobha " (Sutto
re Ilnrguerite Snow,
l ili ili..>t, r, and Florence La Badio play under
tht Ir own names.
The age ol .tame. Cruse we
do not i u .w, and the Other ] o.sonal Information
ig 11U0I la llat.le also.
Von seem tO BS alile to dO
everything that would be useful in the Blm
world ride horseback an I mo o -cycle, drive n
motor-ear, swim, row, dan.', pay lennis, ac
and
we your
hop,- ambit
with all these qualifications you may
realise
"Am
in), — Yes. thank you, your letter
si. hi. d . orrectl) . When you remember the Blm,
dear girl, let u, know, four father ha j certainly
had -one exciting tines on the hospital ship.
Trust he will steer clear of nil d lugers.
"I i kH " (Edinburgh).
Address Selig Co., 20, Bast
Bin lo'pli St., ( !
U.S. A
| .e.;r
love to Stewart Home ant Pauline Bush, and
re nine 1 kisses as desired.
" Marios " i Acorinjton). — Have sent yon Mildred's
address; Warren Kerrigan ia stili with TransAtlantic. L lUau Logan and Leah Caird are not
the s nne, nor are they related. Will and Fred
Evens ate -uncle and nephew respectively. The
cus you want is not given, Mil ion dear. By all
means "dear" us. We lite it.

3. G." (Fulham).— 1
write teporatel) foi
Ur.Cin
I .
his worries like the rest of us. Thanks
suggestions, don* hoy.
1 u. (J." (Wordslej (.— Wl
the film
So far as we know, Kdwai
Dot played foi Kay Bee.
Wo should
players would cboerfullj write in your
Ihing ol
you nak ih 'in u ,..iv.
'Kvoun:.
1 iihaiin.
Dire -IK w.-

Don't
b<'
be lias
for kind

think the
album, if
hear any-

know.
The back Nos. In which sh.. is mi n
can be had from our publishers, -'d. ea.'ll, lie I,
Tom"
(Southampton).
The
adilresa
of Tim
London Film Co. . is given above 1 > " Asthoi
A. Iloluies (lore played " Black Michael " In " The
I'ns
1 oi Zenda.
This Blm and "Super I ol
Hentzaa " were produced at Twickenham.
■ To., v ' rWakefleld).— Julia
Sw..yne i- net the
1
her of Anita btewart.
ltctli are -still with
1 l>li - The competition yon refer to
prove amusing.
'Louie"

(Wandsworth).— The

Blitor ha

graphed thoso
your photos.
album.
We
asked lu/e
" Pimple
about
In ahave
terrible
with"
rier firm who smashed up th ■ case 0 intnfn
ing them, be has ordered a fresh lot,
to have tin 111 ready soon.
Olad you are voting.
II your liii ini< to follow suit.
\ l.m 1 1: or PlCTOBBS"
(
). — W.
that Borne producers should take more pa .
the details in their productions, and not allow
a tramp, for instance,
to wear polished
ami a diamond ring.
1 Ii
name ;u d ...1 Iress next time you writ
'Eileen" (Dublin).— The cost of the Blm
want is not given.
Sorry to disappoii.t.
you liked your postal order pri
u hi some more.

von
Qlod

'• D. .1. L." fS. Wales). -What is it yi a want to
ow ? We cult make Oul from your Utter.
Full name and address n x time, pi
•'Mabel" fJBdgbaston).— Mary Pickford did not
play in t'.i • ti I in you lneni on. S > the manager of
y ur en mi las promised you a cardboard
Charlie. fVe wo ild 1 ive to help you to carry him
home. You are ipute ligat— we are a patient;
crowd in Adam "D.I!. 11." (Blaekpo oli.- Xoiiiri Talmadge still
piUrsfor Vitairrapii. Tlie caal of the Belianoo
film ia no: published.
"LbhC" (L edsj. -Charlei Chnpli.i was in London
and ohiyed the pal t of" lh' Drunken .Swell "in
Fred Karno'a "Mumming Birds'' before he
played .or the pie:
"Mollie " (South Norwood , Wi blush v.li.ei you
address us
at." D reminds na of our
first love affair, Mollie. We have not heard anything of Zigomar fur a longtime. Sydney Drew
of the pictures is not the same person as bhe

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Tuota Post
-.l-elf. Is. Dozen.
any Photo.
\> x 10 Enlargements, 6<L
Catalogue ami Sample* I
S. E. HtCKETT.
Works:
Jn.v Ro.ui, Liverpool.
From

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP. POST CARDS.
SO, l,d.; 100, Is. 3 I. PI it -a and Papers also Cheap.
VatalogHea tind Samp es I
S. f. HACKETT.
Works: Jolt Ko.vd Liverpool.
My divr "Fictcbes" Efahers—
floods of ii k sent 1o me, ami now my
big Mots, but, alas' I can't write more
hurt my leg. [Xo, it's alright, I don't

I did have
pen makes
DOW as I've
write with

my leg, but I can't write any more all the same.)—
Bye-bye (oo ! how it hurl
" PIMPLE."
[The above cam* through on II, e '• rlsnlbme,
nd, ia
has hurt his im.-Ei'Itor.j

»rit r of boys' stories. 3sven copies ol " P. and
P." every week i-just Splchdil!
" Fred" (Burnbaiu) says he 1
-sed.
Hoi . yonr bniid out, naught;' boy I Write i has.
Chephn, c.o. Essunay
Film Co., whose address
we have given many
times on this page.
The
■: of '' Koile 1 ' (III .in/ was given i ere some
time ago.
Ben Webster plays for various com
I
tlicrs.
" \s horeen " fDubl ja). -Address Henry Ainl.v.
c.o.
Loudon Film
t'o.. S". MargaretsThames,
Twickenham,
Middlesex,
No filmsm- feittui
him have I een released very reeent I. . Y.mi area
fortunate gi I to have received answers from the
1 1 iyer.> mentioned.
" A Rd.m.ki; " 1 Dover).— Anita Etewdrl is s ill wilh
the Vitagrapli. (ilad yoil are voting in our
1 1 1 sign Play rs 1 lontest.
J
"iMit.Lir. " iD.ilstoni.— T ae name of the author of
the Lucille Love Series is not given, only his
noinde ) 1 nne, wbioh is "The Mosterpen."
Thau s, Millie ; we will "cheer 11 1> for Chatham "
to please you.
"Mabel" (Bromley I.— We have no posteards of
.lane (jail. We greatly apprei iite tho fa -t that
Mabel pushes " Pictures " am jujst her friends.
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•*Popi
■•
tr.ice
v ur
l'i
! irrow on I U
Bole
not related.
BidCkaflis is Ctanl.e's
younger brother. Cannot say if bewDuldau
i.i- let! ■)•. Why not try .- We have bud no
ug cake fr >n
presume
11 unfettered. We reply to eiery let tec
requiriug one, b J yonr friends are wrong iu saying you won't get an an
"Ii-KO " (Birniingluun). —We have a set of bem.tilul coloured
postcards
of Gertrude
Tia Forde, Billie Bitchie, Hank Maun, Lea
Moran and Eddie Lions, 14. each, postage extra,
and just Hie picturei for the first two pigea in
jov.i new album !
»•( in 1'ior" (Newcastle).— Send your topical flm
plot 10 any of the leading producing Companies,
t\ 1 ran'.lj:i if possible. Your doubts as to writing
stina will all be cleared n.i if you read PI111
Writing for i/<« Cinema, by E. A. Dencli, pmc
Is ; d post-free, from this o.'Iicr.
" W11.1.11:" (not Berlin).— Wo have not .heard that
(he Kaiser has played in film dramas, although
ho has 11 any times been ciuenuitoinaphed. Ifc
may want to act. when ho a;.d Little V\ i:lic have
lost theii prcte it jobs. Qut&n Babe? Where do
you live?
*'H. E. h." (Biriniiig-liam). — Thanks for apprc-c'ati 11 of Mr. Adliiu ton's sketches of Fictme
Pianists. Hope you also enjoy his latest seri-s.
"John C." (Camden Town).— Address Mary Pickfoid, c.o. Famous Players Film Co., 2i3, West
-(itli St., New York ; she is C.iuadiiu. No
" trouble," Johnny— a pleasure, we assure you.
"Pic Mad "(Loudon, E.).— What was the matter
with the picture pianist who played " Tippeiary "
during a tcirible struggle and t lie Bussim National
Aithem for a Key atom comedy? Was he blind :J
Albert Chevalier has told us that helovespid tiro
vorka and hopes to be seen i:i many films. Pon't
miss l.i in with Florence Turner in "My Old
Dutch."
"J.
H. IS."
(Everton).
We havewenone
of the
earils
on your
list;— when
have,
we postwill
announce, the go ,d news. " The Green Eye oftho
Yellow Cod" (Ellison) :—" Lieut. Carew," Ciifts.
Ogle; "Aliec Sedgwick," Laura Sawyer ;.*' Col.
Sedgwick," Wadswortli Harris; "Priest,"
Cnilton King.
Other cast not given.
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" C

: : :•''•.,
-1 al . fours, P,,t.
■ 1! V. ix b P. to your Dad iu khaki at
t in' lr hi . 0 i" e ich t 1 British C dumbia, 1 LS. \.
a a I :i-lr:d, and yo"
e iroundei
rliers!
We thank you.
Sorrv you don't
with . ..•.[• p ilite replies in this column. Sometimes
we do feel like saying something we can"! v.
Address Warren
Kerrigan, <-..•. Trans-Atlantic
Film
Co,
1,600, Broidway,
New
York.
The
Answers Man's name is " wropt
in mister/."
Th • Editor
v. iH be pleased to si^.i your autograph album. We are all English.
"Vengeance
U
Mine
was filmed
by 11 Danish Co., and
handled by the Waltur.law Co. Hoflin nm s minis
a German name.
U -pe to hear from you again.

'• r.'.n " (LiscardJ. — We have times out of nniqlcr
co nplaineJ of pictur< s l^eiiig rushed across t lisere»u too (ju'c'ily.
Iu .time, perhaps, o er.iiors
w.l: listen to us aadaive Xiictur. g icth a chance of
seeing what they piy for. N'as -■
"Somk
PiCTunEGOEBS " (Camberwell) hive been
to the Pictures Ovir 20i times during (he last
twelve 1110 lib-;.
What a niounta'n of pleasure
yon all must have had !
'
" Ci.ai-u am Gini-ic " (C'lapham.— Pay no nion«y to
the
firm you mention.
Just
now
there
is
small
cliaucj for the mw
amateur,
the film
profession being crowded with players from the
legitim :te stage. If you really possess tale it you
might get a ohanc j with influence at your liacS.

" Bool ileby boasts that his wife ma tie
him all that he is."
" That's not boasting-; it's apologising."
Mouth and Chin.
1>.u: ber : " How do you like onr new
oatmeal soap ?
Victim : " Seems noarishing; Imt I've
had my breakfast."
Small Wonder.

Camberwell).—
will
me If
of 1you
oiupaiaM

" Willi a 51 " (Aber Bargoedi.— Thanks for yonrl
photo.
Y0.1 look a fin.
fellow.
Are
you having
one done
of yourself iu khaki?
Stewart Borne might sign his name in y >ur aatoa
gia;h album.
Why not write and ask hi r. If
you
aresuit fond
of a"b-x<t;i
. .hanicaJ
bjiiutifnl.
ini-,-!it
yon for
holiday.
The river cis Ialwayat
'■ Ei>. G."— Helen Badgley is the little Thanhpliyer you re.'i is a clever lit I
"A. G. F. I.." riymonthi.— The postcjr
about are out of print.
When any new 011 available we shall put them in onr list. O
wireless operator would, notice the nay U
Holmes handles the telegraph key.
ht&il

Allaiitic
87 toonly
33, to
Oxford
St.", AY.,Have
but sent
we
believe is Co..
issued
the trade.
you a postcard list as re ,uested.
"Bint and Bibs" (SunderLiud). — Sorry we cannot s.iy why F. X. Bushman has left Essauiy—
see a pa-agraph about him under Screen Notes in '
tins issue.
Yes. Edinburgh
is a magniticent
city! We
liked it too.
Be sure and tend the
promised photos, dear girls.
" I.tciLi.r
Liter"
(Notts). —"Is
Ed.
Co.cen
married ? *.' Don't snow, dear girl. We--li»vo
lostcardsof him.
Tom Powers is not in England
iic present.
Wo have rejent'.y printed two letters
from him.
The 01 her matrimonial questions we
cannot answer.
Have sent your love to Janev
Morrison.
Lo.e and kisses sent by post are. as
yon say, not much
go,d.
The real gcuuiae
article c.in't be beat.-n.

Mixistesi.u. Friend (on a visit); "I
wonder what makes your mamma so
happy to-day ? She is singing all over

All the Difference.

V".

191

Jr
I! do oo3
very be3t to help you.
Xhaaksfor.
" - '
rlK-rt ilawlii.snn is elig lie
lor o.'.r i
even
.1. rla id, al*hou;.h bjiu here.
• rAt:!/" (3o:itha'i
— •
re know
of r.tM
American
picture,'-.
-;«ju<H
with an English b1 like this |'3ge.|
"II. J." 'Shoreditehl. — The no. els you inentioJ
are copyright ones, and, so far as o c know, 1 arej
never been filmed.
Name and address ne >t tiiue.l

"Tiians Atlasticite" (London, S.E.). — The TramAtlantui
iitvievi
is published by the Ira s-

Why She Sang.

THERE nre times when an uptight
piano is a downrio-ht nuisance.

• F.

24,

the house."
Little Mary : " I specs she's thought
of somefin' to scold papa about when he

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures
and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.C.
Teleptioi

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES

Uiiiled Kingtlom
I
One IVIonths
Year (post-freej
...
Six
Three Months
Advc.-liiing md
Ac.-a. W.C.

6s.
3

6.I.
3

I 8
Publishing Offics; : S3 and 91, Long
Telei'lioae — Gerr.ird .iofo.

Cutting it Short.
Barber : "Have you heard th<
about the man
that
(resuming
ness)— want it(ashort,
?"
I'lsTuAiKK
tired sir
film-man

busi' Fes;

a mere synopsis Not
willGuilty.
dp ! '

Crowded Out.

Pretty 6 ibi. (entering music-shop, to
youth l>ehind the counter): "Ha\e you

"I wish," said the editor's wife,
" that you were not so absent-minded."
" What's wrong now. my dear? '*
" Why. when the hostess asked yon if
you'd have some more pudding yon
replied that 'owing to the tremendous
pressure on your space you were com

Kissed
me in
the moonlight
Ne 'ivors
YOUTH
: " No! it ":"
must have
been the other man.
I have only been

turns home."

pelled to decline."'

Bssta Always
here a day and
hall." Top.
Orator : "On the surface things are
often right; but it is when we explore
the depths of things that we see the

Loveb (passiooately I : " Sir. "1 love the
very gronud your danjrliter walks on!"
Father (grimly) : " No doubt yon do
— it'* worth fifty pounds per foot."
The Great and the Grater.

deceptions of our fellow -creature- "
One OS the Ckowi>: KGnv*uor,
you've been buying a basket of straw-

Till', BoEE: "Some men. you know,
are born great, some achieve greatness "
The Girl: " Exactly ! And some just
grate upon yoti."
Her Practical Lover.

A young man was one of several applicants for a post at a bank. Several

"The maul marry must he a hero—
lira\ e. daring, and gallant ; lie must have
enough to Bupport me comfortably ;
must ha\e a country iiome. and. al>o\ e
all, be honest."
" That's all very well ; but this i^ ln\e
— not a department store."

berries, haven't 3 ou ? "
A Rare Fisherman.

<;.i -stilus were

put to him. and

answered

satisfactorily. Then the man of finance
asked.
ever <ro
•• Ve>." Did
sir."you
replied
thefishing?
young " man.
" 1"Ah!
was fishing
And yesterday."
what kind of catch did

As

it appenrstl

to wniio.

you make ?
■ (>i It one little
"Good! You're
been seeking. All
up all right until

perch," smiled he.
the voting man I've
the others answered
I put that last ques-

tion; then they lied ! "

r-^._
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The Camel and hi> passenger.
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I()I5. New Series, No. 76.

"THE
SHIP
OF
THE
DESERT."
Charles Clary as Mahommed in file wonderful Selig spectacle T)>e Carpel from E
(See article on page 328.)
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BBew® an® Note®

ARTHUR
JOHNSON is better, and
will booh I)'' working again.
,■.#'•#
Faj Tincher has won a <_>< >lcl prize at a
bathing
girls'
parade
in California.
We
wish it had
been
in Adam
Street.
#
#
Fora Mexican part, Lonise Glaum oiled
her hair every day for a week to make it lie
flat. All is not paint that greases.
#
*
Lillian Walker lias appeared in The
J. iff/c J)n/ls' Dressmaker.
We can hear
yon singing
doll."'
* '" Oh! you beautiful
#
*
After an absence through illness,
Alice de Winton has returned to film
work.
Cunard films.
Congratulations!
Who is the champion dying mother of
the screen ? Helen Strickland has
cheerfully died for the film in five recent
Edison plays. Long live Helen !

«

*

cover, is quite an old favourite in pictures, and spent a long season over !
with the London Film Company.
In
The Streets
\fakt on'Believe,
the Mies
Imp
drama
to be «/released
the 29th,
Gail plays the pari of a bewitching
laundry-girl, who poses as a real, live
heiress, and King Baggot is just one
long scream in the role of the fascinating shop-assistant who impresses his
'' heiress " friend that he is a blueblooded aristocrat who counts his fortune in millions. The unfolding of the
story is cleverly portrayed, and the
climax, when the two deceivers discover
one ofanother's
deception, is a rare rich
bit
screen humour.
American Picturegoers' Votes.
THIS is of special interest to all who
are
votingThein Second
our World's
Contest,
Annual Greatest
Favourites Contest of the Onyx
Club, an

by this firm.
We counsel all t<> lo >k o:it
for and enjoy it as we have i
Karno's "Drunks."
irlie Chaplin | E
Billie Ritchie (Trans-Atlanl
3 1 Chaplin
K
Billie Beeves
1.
" I SEE we are to have another Kai
1 "drunk." write- B. M.'Venner
a
Walworth reader), " and this time
it is Billie Reeves. encraired by the Lubin
Company to play opposite Mae Hotely
in a new comedy brand.
This ma
the fourth Karno
drunk ' upon
the
screen, the others being as per atThe point on which I wish to ad
my fellow-readers is that they have not
' pinched,' or, in other words, copied each
other for screen purposes.
When
you
come to consider that they have had to
play the same character
in the same
sketch—viz., the "drunk" in Mummiaj
Birds, known in America a-./ Night in
on English Mutie-hall—\i is natural that
these comedians should appear to ba

*

Charles Conklin (Keystone) speaks
five languages. He used all five and
three others when an explosion of gunpowder slightly injured him recently.

*

*

*

■%

Will Victor Potel's troubles never
cease ? Margaret Joslin, while playing
;i Snakeville dentist, loosened several of
the poor man's teeth.

Realism, by gum j

The Trainp spent A Wight Out looking
for Work and got A New Job with The
Champion training!// I he Pari- B// the
Sen. Six "titles" of Charles Chaplin's
first Essanay pictures.
George Larkin. who made such a hit
in The Treg <>' Hearts series, has just
signed up with the Selig Company as
leading man. He will shortly be seen
in some of their wild animal pictures.
Fancy George larking with lions!
A message
to her admirers:
sell
my photographs.
But if "I
yondon't
are
sufficiently interested in my work to
desire one, you can have it, with my
autograph, on request, at my discretion
and convenience. Kindly enclose postage (American stamps). Florence La
Badie, Thanhouser Studio, New
Rochelle,
# N.T,"#
*
.
#
Success in Sunny Spain.
CHARMING
Vivian Rich is a big
favourite with Spanish audiences,
which arc also big when she is
billed to appear on the screen. Vivian
her " received the intimation direct
fro e American Company's agent at
Barcelona. He sent her a Spanish proin AY-/
Wins, andgramme
theconcerning
cover herself
of which
bore />'/'/■,/
her
portrait, and on a card he wrote "My
best compliments to the prettiest ' Flying A ' artiste.''
Vivian is so pleased.
Jane Gall's First Picture.
WE
mean
since her return
to the

ranks of Trans-Atlantic players,

As our readers know, Miss Gail,
whose portrait
appears
on our front

HOW

FILM

ACTORS

REHEARSE.— No.

American organisation of picturegoers,
has just resulted as follows: Euhel Clayton (Lubin)
378,235
Mary
(Universal)
CharlesFuller
Chaplin(Ess
inaj .I . ."C'T.t'.r.
325,883
Francis
X.Bushman (Lasky)
(Metro)
Oarlyle Blaekwell
Marguerite (.'lark (Famous)
Anita Stewart 1 Yitaui'L>ph>

32
>!'!">
300,370
291,400
290.013
_'7<;.o;r>
(Famous)
MaryPickfprd
Romaine
Fielding
(Lubin) 255,6 c,
Muriel Ostriche ( Vit igraph) 253,0 >5
Last year Muriel Ostriche was top.
Racing

on

the

Screen.

NOW

that racing has been stopped on
all courses except Newmarket
the
public is showing greater interest
in racing films. A great course crowded
with spectators and all the accompanying incidents of an exciting race are
sure of welcome from most picturegoers.
Such
scenes areThe
shown
in Hepworth's
line exclusive.
Second
String, the
story of which we published last week.
It is one of many splendid productions

5:

T.ie

Love

similar on thi screen.

Scene.

I have frequently

heard it discussed in picture pala when Chaplin or Ritchie appeared, that
they have copied each other. This remark
is absolutely without foundation, and if
they had a little more knowledge of the
past career of these artistes they would
certainly not utter it. I admire the work
>>f all the above gentlemen, and 1 b
we shall continue to have a hearty laugh
with them and at them for some tinSweet

are th; Uses of Publicity.

the world loves an actorthe
cro >k. to the
S 1 faot
muchthat pub'.,
was given
Wei ll
Campbe
of
the
"Beaut
brand had
lost his motor-car that ity" reached
.he
eye of the man who stole it. The other
day come.''
Campbell received a letter from
Mr. "Crook." saying that he would not
have taken the machine it he had known
it belonged to an actor, and that it he
would
to a certain
at amachin
certain
e
time hego would
find it.spot The
ALL

waB there, and in good condition, too.
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Events of the Week
BELECTED

FROM

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

OAZBTTE.

1. FOR NOTHING A ILE: Taxi-cab owner-drivers take wounded soldiers for a day's outing to Cherlsey; a trip by motor launch. 2. COTTON
WAREHOUSE FIRE: The big b'aze which caused enormous damage at Liverpool. 3. "BIG BERTHA": A hugs 42-centimetre shell lands in Paris as a souvenir. 4. OUR YOUNGEST V.C. HERO: Corporal Owyer, V.C., after heading a reoruiting march through Bermondsey. 5. OVER-SEAS AIRCRAFT FLOTILLA: Queen Alexandra, who presented the machines to the Royal Flying Corps on behalf of membars of the Over-seas Club, bids
Cod-speed to the four officers who piloted them direct to France. 6. LORD KITCHENER AT THE GUILDHALL: The public's great demonstrat.on of
loyally.
7. " CAMBER WELL S OWN"
Farewell Parade of Artillery Division raised in record time by Colonel Fred Hall, M.P.
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Picture - flaking in the desert
HOW

COMFORTS

AND

MODERN

By
I AM glad to have the opportunity of
writing fox* readers of Pictures
something about my adventures ixx
the California Desert whilst working' iix
the new Selig picture The Carpet from
JBagdad. Accustomed as I am to all
sorts of strange conditions. these experiences were some of the weirdest I have
ever had.
Ynii who have read the novel by
Harold MacGrath will recall that the
principal scenes in The Carpet from
"Bagdad and
are some
laid inof the
Aral arc
iafl
Desert,
the great
characters
Arabs. This necessitated the purchase
of real Arabian trappings, striped tents,
bales and hales of beautiful rugs, camel
harness, Arab guns inlaid with mother'I' pearl and studded with jewels, and
great water-jars. The garments made
in Arabia especially fur those who were
to participate in the film-play were
supplied in enormous quantities, so that
ve could nil loot the | arts and be presented tothe world as tct- genuine article
From the big SeligJt igle-Zoo Colin
Campbell made a reqnis'.don lor about
twentj camels. Thej nri the homeliest
brutes [ever hope to sec, and were outfitted in the same mai ncr as though
they were to make a journey aer« >ss the
real Desert of Arabia

LUXURIES

KATHLYN

ALLEVIATED

THE

TERRORS

OF

THE

SAND.

WILLIAMS.

I guess that there is really very little
difference between the Arabian and our
owxx American deserts. At any rate the
former canxiot lie any worse. There
are miles and miles of soft sand into
which the feet sink, and when there is
the slightest wind the clouds of sand
circle around and almost suffocate one.
"Arabian Nights" Come to Life.
And so we moved out with our caravan as though we were desert wanderers
in earnest. The strings of camels with
their long, scrawny necks bedizened
with tinkling bells and gay with
streamers of coloured cloths, the real
Arabs who handled them, and numbers
of genuine Arab horses of the finest breed,
made a living moving-picture indeed.
The nip was so strictly a business
one that no trunks or clothing, except
those required for the film, were
allowed to be taken. No one was permitted to carry any excess bag-gag •.
and all members of thecompauj exce t
those of us who took the part of Fur..peariS w ore t he correct Arabian garments
< ,i jMi/'r in order that they might learn
to wear them in a natural way and more
effectively portray each part. Of course,
I kept my part throughout, as a European girl ; while Eugenie Bessexer, who

played the part of my mother, also took
the part of a European right through
the business.
Our procession must have looked like
a tale out of The Arabian NigMs. The
piercingof theand
desert
sun euveloj
fell upon
us withoutraysmercy,
we all
ed
our heads and faces in the "voluminous
foUl- ^<l Arab cloths, which helped to
protect us from the heat and the sifting
sand-dust.
Following behind OUT Oriental caravan came the
up-to-date
American
parade, which
included
huge Wagi
many of which b ire enormous tanks containing thousands of gallons of w;r
a provision made
Selig, ami
which we were grateful. These water
wagons were hauled by some sixteen
or -twenty pairs of horses. They were
equipped with broad tyres so tint the
wheels did not sink deeply into the -and.
and were specially constructed for use in
the desert. Other wagons loaded with
tents, provisions, and cooking utensils
followed the tanks. There were countless addition- to the ordinary larder,
and one huge wagon contained nothing
but ice.
A Desert
Camp
Up-to=Date.
When we camped for the night our
tents were pitched
on a -mall oasis

Wl KK

BNDIKQ

PICTURES
iiv li> .1 spring . 'I brackish water
Bpring was all right a- a [>j>rt of the
nory. Imt it really did not aniouut to
much as a I hirst-iiuenchor. ami
ul tliat wo liail our own
i
u-.
rt pictures w ere t ikon ;it our first
i imp to I"' used in I lio |iroduot i m. Imt
- 1-> I »< . I > was if lad to keep inside the
I.-. wllOlO

COoli]lg

la-l'f/OS

WIT''

•ated by electric fans, which were run
by snw ;l motors
at taehed ti ■ storage
I atteries
I supp —
if some old \ i i h
idieik could have stumhcd in on us with
the expectation of finding a roal di
i'»ni|i ho would Imvo boon shoekoi I and
horrified.
Modern appliances oan umkn
losort e.imp nuito <•■ wify .
Tlio next morning
I was invited to
rido one of the ramoJs.
I did so. and.
although it was not my tirst experience.
short m .ssiou was amply sufficient.
I
was jolly glad to get hick into our In-.
nn inotor-oar
an 1 u i\ o some)) d\
else tli" pri\ ilego of riding tlio ungainly
brute, whioli |ilunifod
an I shook, ainuoli .is to - i\ ' How dai e you i ido on
Dl] |uiok !
Lit'" inOeiasionally
tin' d<;sort doone
's notof amount
muoh.
the in ton
would rush to one side of a toad and
' ho head otT a rattlesnake
various points along the silent trail were
tli" hleaohed 1 >■ nes i f oxen, hor —
luirros. and other animal-. They explained to me that the bones of human
brings who had died on the trail had
1 n given burial.
That was win
did n>>t see any human skeletons: but
wore tol I that man;, persons had met
their death along the gruesi ime path.
The Great
Sand
Storm.
li Lwas in tli" often
n i if the
iddaj that theguides leading
am van dashed back along the
of earne's, rat's, and v
inuouuced that a sandstorm
approaching,
and that we
• | thine i:i readiness
for it. I never saw such a bustle
i bustle.
The camels were
ordered to kueel. and Arab riders
and
drivers
buried
themselves
underneath
the
folds of their
capacious burnouses, mi that the
sand ci uld cover them completely
without injury.
Those of ii- in the motor-cars
huddled in our seats, and. all tremendously excited, we waited the
coming st.. nn. They decided not
iver us up until t he last minute.

kilj it la-tea iml\ about ten tninu
and we could see it swirling and twisl
in t he distune • a •> it w •■ i i I
* i\
oi er the drear] w aste.
Day

Day in the Desert.
men of t he part] n de hen
there, always keeping within sight oi
the caravan, aud fn »m time to time thej
brought in for our inspection ugh little
horned toad- and an amazing collection
of lizards, besides reporting the
-e\ er.il nil t lesnakes.

l iia n ■ ne

we were

PICTUh-

<

t

in

by

Wo pa — d in old miner a t v pica I
'Forty-niner, dressed in a grej woollen
shirt, corduroy trousers, and long,
hfeavj boots He was camped bi the
wayside, bis onl] companion being a
thij burro, dressed in an enormous
pack-saddle. The old man had his
pick and -hovel and gold-pan strapped
to the pack-saddle, and evident!] had
hone- of finding some place to use them.
Our part] greeted him jovially and
wished him good Inck, but he -at by
hi- little camp fire unmoved and with
no m ire expressii in i m bis poi ir old
bit me- than had hi- companion the
burro.

In the desert one day i- just about the
same as another day. while the nights
offer n i change from the monotony. In
onr case, though, we had a big tent in
which we sat about in the evenings and
enjoyed ourselves with bridge-parties
and music; Several of the company
had good voices, so we had some singing
of excellent quality.
Before retiring tor the night we were
tlways very careful to make a thorough
examination
of our
bedding.
ii

bo daj
partAndicular
com bj
■ daj the making of the
ii picture continued
It entailed
[dent]camel
of ■back
\cit iicj
hoi -■■!
and
and i iding
mil h onshooting
I
shall never forget t he daj of t he hi
combat which was »o realistic that wh
all ihuddered, and fell that we had wit ed ii traged j
This big fighl in the
desert is surelj i
that will fascinate
all of yon w ho see t he pi< tore.
< >ne item worth] ol notice duriu
j
ney was the close application of the
Iral
: ml ot her Mohammedans in out
train to their religious duties,
Thej
had
a
muezzin,
who
wa-al-oa
whirliii"
dei \ ish. and he called the dei ■
Mohammed
country.
thongh
they

to praj trs at
were in their

-t i ict I]
own home

How
Water
was
Appreciated.
A lovelj feature in connection with
iur trip was the privilege of taking
bath
.Mr. Selig, with an eye to tl
>rat'ort of the qi ember's of his company,
nfs should be
instructed that arrange
mad: lent it'ul Bupplj of water to
be ii-ed that
for bathing
purposes.
I don't
suppose
ever before
in the historj
of a deserl caravan were daily baths
indulged in by members of a party. I
don't mean to intimate thai everybody
took baths, but some of u- did. and it
bade life less difficult under the dreadful and mournful surroundings.
Our hard w. i] k kept us jn tin
desert a long time, but we knew
that it mnsl I ■• ace implished.apd
we all did our best. Wbeu
see I in Carpef from Iiaffdtidriko&*
of yon who read this article will
recall the substance of mj writing.
We did not mqve about much,
but with < ur splendid equipment we were fairh comfortable.
1 can

realise hi iw

a man. a

amid the track Tees waste of sands,
can I ecome hopeless and hel]
especially
when
w ith< ni water.
One day
when
we had ridden
several mile- from camp, we discovered that the rante'iis had
been left behind. Till re was no
w ater to drink ! We wei e « ithout
water for i hi] a few hi ran . j el
the very fact that we could not
have it when we wanted it made

ii- desire water all the more
I have experienced more pleasant occasions . than our trip
through the California Desert,
and 1 also have experienced occasions that were
less plea-ant.
Thedesert traveller equipped with
primitive conveniences, and with
limited
supjilie-finds
,,(' -uch
ft od a trip
and
water, naturadv
a hardship, whereas for u-. with
supplies Of all sorts of luxuries,
then- was no really great inconvenience. But what a wonderful experience it is to live even

env

in huge cloth-, which completely
covered
up cars and occupants,
and we remained safe undei' cover
until the storm had swept past.

THE

venl
. Lit iom of hoi i or upon t ledisc, .\ erj ■ 'i a -e, irpii m < •! cent i|
which e\ ideutU
1 1 ghl the l".|

approaching. Soon we could make
oul
pillars of whirliug and twisting
sand, each surrounded by a nimbus
of dust, through which the sun
-hot it- rays, making various tints,
all of which were sad and lifeless.
It i- really a difficult thing. I
Buppose. to get much beauty out
of a dust-cloud. As the storm
swept nearer aud nearerthe camels
grumbled, and laid their long
necksstraight on the ground ready
to meet the attack.
As soon as the dust began to
>vv ill about ii-

AND

jonf S MEETS
Kathlvn

A FRIEND AT THE
RESTAURANT
William-, and Wheeler < )akmaii
in T
•
from Bagdad,

for a short time

in tie great

silent desert with its endless
oceanof sand, its bleaching
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America's Greatest JVM
panes - n Exponent Succumbs to pictures
HIGH society in Newport, New York,
Chicago, all the other principal

cities in the United -States, the

capital- of Continental Europe. India.
Japan, China, and the Philippines will
I..- surprised to learn that Thomas Allen
Elector, America's chief exponent
interpretive dances, whose artistic terpsiohorean accomplishments have won for
him the admiration of Imperial potentates and the nobility, the reigning
belles
and has
sighing
beaux
all pai
:the world,
joined
the ingreat
throng
of distinguished men and women who
have accepted the inevitable and joined
tba moving pictures.
Thomas Allen Rector, the social pet
of two hemispheres, who has tan.
maxixed, and hesitation-waltzed himself around the globe, has signed with
the Balboa Amusement Producing Company, of California, and is now appearing m his first picture. A B<Jt J
the Ski/, a five-reel production in which
Ja kie Saunders is being featured.
Mohammed, the guardian of the carpet (Charles Clarv), ill-treats the Europeans,
who through stealing- the precious carpet from the Temple have been made his
prisoners.
Wheeler
Oakman and Kathlyn
Williams are the two other players
seen in the photograph.
hones. and its untold stories of hardship
starvation, and death!
#
#
*
The Carpet from Bagdad is the first of
the Selig Red Seal picture-plays. It is
in five reels. The leading roles are
lil led by Kathlyn Williams, Eugenie
Besserer, Charles Clary, Wheeler Oakman, Guy Oliver. Frank Clark, and
Fred Huntly. In addition to the stars
there were engaged hundreds of '"extra"
people, including a tribe of Arabs. The
feature upon -which the. story was
founded, a beautiful Oriental rug, is
represented by what is undoubtedly the
most expensive genuine rug of its kind
ever owned outside the Orient. The
date for the release of the picture is
not yet announced, but it is coming

shortly.

It is interesting to note that a
number of films of this play, shipped to
England, France, and other foreign
countries, were lost when the Lusitania
was torpedoed by a submarine. The
< arpet from Baydad films had been
ordered, by foreign Governments for the
entertainment of the troops who seek
relaxation from hard fightingf.

BEAUTIFUL - PHOTOGRAVURE
PORTRAITS • OF ESSANAY ■
PLAYERS - -

U.M. Anderson, Vedoh Bertram, Eleanor Blan chard,
l.ily Branscoinbe, Augustus
Carney Hurry Casnmnii,
Elvi'ie Dolores Cnsinelli,
Frank Dayton. Margaret
Joslin, Arthur U
11. Missiuier, Evn Front,
Whitnej Raymond, 11. To. hi
Si e 7.} l.y i.».
Price 2d. each; or tho Complete Set of IG
sent post- live for TWO SHILLINGS.
"Pictures," Ltd., 18, Adam St., Strand, W.C.

Real Breath -Holders
"\|0. not all hairbreadth escapes are
IN fakes," writes Marie Walcamp,
of the Universal. '" For instance,
when I was playing in The Terrors of
the Jungle I had to escape a leopard by
diving' into a stream. This I really did.
I dashed into the water. As soon as
I was beneath the surface, the leopard
was released, and sprung right across
the stream where I was hidden. Think
what
might have happened
if Spots
#
*
*
*
had plunged in after me ! "

Those who have come to kno«' Mr.
Rector through his graceful performance's on the ballroom floor d>> not know
that his original training was for the
purpose of fitting him to be a dramatic
tenor in granjj opera, and that he met
with considerable success in his initial
efforts to thrill the public with his voice
and his acting. But when the dance
craze began to spread over the wrantry
he temporarily abandoned his effort- to
surpass Caruso and went after some of
the easy kale that was floating about.
There was no golden spoon in the
mouth of Thomas Alien Rector when
he was born in Vicksburg, Miss . hut

his
had him
enough
of this world's
goodsparents
to bring
to manhood
with a
good education. His early ambition
was to he a florist, and he at last succeeded in opening his own shop. In a
^community where posies are abundant
and may be had for the asking he did
not make much headway, and so he gave
his shop away and started for New York.
In a coming " 101" Bison Drama. The
With a tine natural voice and a pleasing,
Blood of his Brother, Miss Walcamp is
manly personality he was scon recognised
out riding with the man who aspires to
win her affections, when her horse bolts
by the musical comedy producers. In
this form of entertainment danoint
and
straight
p'ateglassdashes
window
of a through
restaurantthe full
of an important factor, and under tuition
diners. Try to imagine yourself on
he forged to the front.
horseback for a moment, heading your
When the god of Terpsichore touched
horse at full gallop straight at a huge
the big city with his magic wand and old
and young went dance mad, he sav his
plate-glass window. and then you will gel
some idea of the tremendous nerve and
opportunity, and at once plunged into
cool, calm judgment that is required to
the a gay
pastime,
not after
pleasure,
but
as
skilled
interpreter
of the
charming
perform such a feat of horsemanship.
#
#
*
»
■
art. Besides originating many of the
most popular glides, he has been the
"1 was very glad when it was all over,
centre of attraction at many society
I can assure you," -ays Bryant Wash'dansants" and has danced at the
burn; of Essanay. " You see, in I bis scene
I was supposed to be lookt il in a thirdMetropolitan Opera Housewith Pavlova.
stores room - -I was a burglar. Then I In motion-pictures Thomas Allen Rector
shows all the signs oi becomingextreraely
had to escape from that window. Gee!
successful. As soon as he becomes
It makes me dizzy when 1 think of
coming down that rope over fifty feel
'camera-wise'' a great dramatic feature
of it— hand over hand until 1 reach il will be written especially for him, in
which a dancing scene will form one of
the ground. But we're doing things
the big climaxes,
like this everj day "

|'9I5
DING

;3i

FIC TURKS

A "Pictures " Chat
with Grace Cunard
1
A
42

<right
■ .. m in;,•

1. n't mind the
logs
fcbej

[t was. Grace Cnnard whowon't
greeted
hurt.'*me
in such cheerful fashion. I took a Btep
inside her dressing-room, but could gel
no further until Miss Cunard came and
released me from the entanglement of
dogs there seemed to be quite twentj
of them, but the actress assured me
that there were only -i\.
" Do Bit down," she said
smile,
was
me. a It
ind pulling np a chair forwith

after a bard daj 'a work, but fid iss ( !unard
looked as fresh and as charming 1 b e\ er,
u I expect yon wish me anywhere but
here? " I said, feeling somewhat unkind.
No, not a bit of it ; but yon must
excuse me if 1 continue my toilet, 'i ou
want to know something about me, so I
had better staj 1

" I was born in Paris, you know. My
father was a Frenchman, bnt my mother
i- English. Mj schooldays were spent
in Columbus, where 1 had a ripping
time. Scrapes galore, and 1 was always
getting returned lessons! Nice things
those, aren't they? When I was thirteen
I w,>nt on the stage, and from that time
on I was constantly touring or playing
lead- in vaudeville and at ck companies
1 first went in for picture-acting with
Biograph," she continued, wrestling
yellow make-up which still
with the

Ford and I always like something <■
teriotis, something into which we con
throw our whole hearts and -...ill- but I
■ like domestic and Bociet) stories.
I think my greatest success was The
1 'ipbelfa are Coming.
Moved that one.
t U course yon know that Francis
1 rd and
myself
are bus] on
/■'
■
in w hieh w .• plaj 1 h ■
lends - In it there are t hre • main
locations two principalities and the
desert which lies between them, which
gives opportunity for some of the most
realistic scenes ever staged. 1 have
just returned from the desert, where 1
have
I n riding
dromedaries,
and
camels, and well. 1 have not added
them t<> my list of tame animals for
h ime-keeping.
"The) are working with two cam
on The Broken
Cbin," continued Miss
Cunard. "at the one for this country
lerica 1 and one for Europe, or rather
that part of Europe which can -how a
picture without getting a hole or two in
it. Yes, we are constantly giving some
thrilling performances for this serial,"

she

AND

allotted

T1IK

peek

FICTUKKGOLK

ol

\ • \ 'oi'll c
and -••'• m> hi
won't you - and b.-t. 1 e I bad hardli
tllowed m
. iff t • • 1 beau I iful r< x mi . lined wit h I"
and containing
a hi
like
>.ii m bich were pile- of photngrupbM
Ij to lie sent off to 'Lucille I
man) admirers
'Then we pa
1 into her wardrobe.m a whi '!'• r '"in dv\ ■ < t ■ - 1 1 to fi
.1 paradise
for yonn
Dark frocks, light frocks, thick frocks
thin frock-, morning fro, 1
,, ,u
fro.
• ■ 1 1 i 1 1 •_■ IV' ick - .'. ud ( Irace
csh.'
in requires.
in-t mtly laj her hand on an) on<
Before 1 left I was shown a valuabh
and original oil-painting of Joseph
Jefferson, b) the well-known artia
K uapp. It was presented to < Irace on
her birthda) b) an admirer, « ho stated
that he had received much pleasui'e ii
watching her on the screen. He noted
she ua- furnishing a home, and desired
to send her something she could b>
proud of. "■ He hit it just right,'
mark".! t i1 • ■ acl r —
A ft er an enjoyable time, Mi— ('una re,
saw me into her car and I was driven of.
homewards as she waved
me an aili.-u
from the balcony.
"Give my love to all
your n ad. •!■-." I heard her shout.

covered her face ; "then Lubin,and then
the New York Moving Picture Companies; but 1 have been with Dnivei'&al
(Trans-Atlantic) ever since its inception,
and here [remain. The studio is like
home jo nie.and I'd hate to leave all my
— "
friends
Here Miss Cunard paused for breath,
so i tilhyl in the gap
Sfou write photo-plays
and direct
your own pictrire-plays, do you not ? "
"Yes, and I love doing'both; bnt I
[■refer
writing the plots, as I try fcodo
better in each one I write.''
"' Are you married ? " 1 asked.
'• ( Mi ! you haven't seen my home, have
you r Well, just a moment", and we will i
go up there and have some tea '
A few minutes later Miss Cunard and
I were whirling away np the steep hill to
her beautiful mountain home. No
wonder she is proud of it ? Here .she
spends her time, when not at the studio.
answering correspondent-, looking after
her wardrobe, designingher ow n dress
writing her own photo-plays, and a
hnndied and one other things, for this
fascinating player is never idle.
When we were seated at tea in the
pretty drawing-room 1 inquired again
for Mr. Cunard.

""Oh: dearie me. I haven't any
tor a husband. My mother here and time
my
little niece, myaogs.my friends take up
all the time left after my work and mj
hobbies
motoring is my chi :f ' hi
"" You want to tell your readers what
Mr.
Well
best?
parts I like olaving

GRACE

CUNARD,

the Trans-Atlantic Star, and the subject of this article,
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BLESSED MIRACLE
Adapted

By

LIKE a dream the honeymoon had
passed. Life bad opened with a
radiance of bountiful promise, and,
band in hand, George Bowman and
Gail, 11 is wife, looked into the future.
Yes, they would fight its battles tol; • ■ 1 11 < ■ i ■ . share its joys and its sorrows.
J'hey would regard with pleasurable .
anticipation all that life might bring to
them. Maybe they knew that everything would not be bright, but on this
Jay as they arrived home from their
honeymoon their love was sufficient tomake light of any troubles to come.
They were young, and the world so far
had been kind to them.
For a wedding-present George had
given Gail a home complete in every
detail, and into this he now brought
her. In his thought for her happiness
he had omitted nothing that love could
suggest, and it was with great pride
that he showed his wife one room in
particular. " This,'' he explained, " is
for the little ones —when they come."
ll was a charming retreat, a perfect
nursery, minus only the presence of
children who would fill the house with
laughter and their lives with joy.
George Bowman was convinced that
without children life, held little attraction. Work was all very well as a means
,>f making money and passing the time.'
but the wonder-life of a home, with children round the table, was much to be
thankful for. He therefore regarded the
future as the period which would bring
them their hearts' desire.
Thus when years had passed and left
them childless, the young couple had
few interests in common, and, counting
himself forlorn. George gradually
drifted apart from his wife. Had a
child come to bless their union, had the
\ isji ns both of them conjured up been
raalities, their lives would have been
bright and useful. As it was. each had
become self-centred in their own particular interests. George throwing himself
into his business, and Gail busying herself at home and in the social circle.
\l".in this time there (ameintothe
lives of these two Diane King, an old
friend of Gail's, who yearned
for the
easier side of life. Diane was much too
extravagant to live upon a modest
income, and it gave her a nasty shock to
tear from the trustees of her nncle's
He that she had a balance of only
tweb'e dollars to carry her to the end k>(

the. quarter,

At the rate she \yas spetid-

tnoney the estate could not stand the
-train and the advice given her was to
lich immediately .
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" Retrench." she sneered. ""That's the
hist thing 1 shall do. If I'm to tide
over the period some better way must
be found ; " and. not lacking in resource;
Diane sat down to figure out the situation.
'"Whom shall I visit?" she asked
herself, mentally running over the'list
of friends who were well-to-do. -Ah.
I know— my dear friend Mrs. Bowman ; '
so to her she wrote: "Dear Gail —
Business
connected
my lateI uncle's
estate calls
me to with
Chicago.
know
that you have lived there since your
marriage, and shall be glad if you will
send
me concluded
the name of
a good
hotel."would
Diane
that
the letter
bring her an invitation to stay with the
Bowmans, and enable her to scrape
along" until the next instalment.
The letter reached Gail just when -she
was very- weary and disappointed with
life. George spent nearly all his time
either at business or at the club, and
Diane, she thought, would be just thecompanion to cheer her up.
Matters therefore turned out as
Diane had wished. Gail would not bear
of her going to an hotel, and invited her
to stay with them until the business
was completed.
Diane was not the simple, ingenuous
girl she appeared to be. Hiding beneath
a mask of innocence was a calculating.
self-centred nature. Her arrival brought
a wave of discontent into the life of
George, who saw in her an attractive,
vivacious girl who would
bring gaiety into a home
which had long been
without it.
And Diane? From
the moment she entered
the house she was dissatisfied. Gail's lot. she
summed up, had been
cast in pleasant places.
The evidences of wealth
on every hand annoyed
her. and at times she
almost worked herself
into a passion. Quickly
she realised that all was
not well between her
host and hostess, and if
she could create a
greater breach between
them she would do it if
it could be tactfully
done. She did not know,
however, that although
(leorge was not happ\
with his u ife he was true
to her.

Film

BRAID
to lie indignant, and George, blaming
himself .for the attra
him, decided to go t" New
Fork
bush
In the morning
d Gail that he
would
be leaving during the da\
to
was pleaded
giving a with"
Newremain,
Xork, asbut-lieGail
dance him
for
Diane
"Whthat
y evening.
are yon
George?'; asked Gail. "Von do not
seem to care anything about your 1.
1 shou
tha"ting
Youtheagre
wife
or
ld
ed even
I. am
v-ry
inviyour
te Dian
e, . and
introducing her to our circle yu want

"" Very
; if dear,
you insist. I'll stay.'"
"I
don'twell
insist,
but it is so lonely
York." you. Ge< >rge,'d< ar.
New without
to be always

you•"Of
lovecourse,
me still,
don't" you
? " her .
darling.
replied
band, who saw that his attempt t- _
away from Diane whs being defeated.
Quite unconscious that the girl was
usjng all her wiles to entrap him. he
felt that the strain was becoming too
great for him. and it was in order to
escape
that he had resolved on a visit t"
Xew York.
Diane knew that she was making an
impression, but realised that she must
carefully if her plans were not to
miscarry. She schemed that I
should be her partner for more thai:
dance, and all the while wondered howbest to further her purpose. During the
evening she complained of the heat, and

This «as ill,' dilticulU
which faced her. Diane
did her best to lead
George on. and he resisted her ; but one < \ ening she became such a
temptation to him that,
in the absence of his v lie.
he madly kissed the girl.
Then
Diane
pretended

-

a.\ mi
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i the new - h<
.1 the hi. lei alii.i/.'d bit

i"
it her owolved
a head<

make

quart i
\ ...\ thai • . ihe • had
ii

his

w if.'.
In
fondest
hope- were tobi ingahi ml
a divorce and raarrj him.
But, all hough she C 'Mtinually
tempted
him. him
-lie
wiia careful
to keep
at
arm's
length,
sitiial
ion was
become 'The
difficull one for t he man.
and he began to think
that

perhaps

a

divorce

would be i he right solution. Gail and he had
discussed the idea once

before, and at last he
made up his mind to

I'.l.

i,l

the
clerll» nrriv
and . d yotl'i
m nd Inn.'.
lii i in
■■ .ili~.
li
I
Y'.iir wife is ill, and a doctol
Hid
are with h

i.

Thinking 011I3 ..f < rail, he flew up 1 he
stairs. Iml hailed in U,.- , , iridor.
final dccisii m w a- DOW to I"- made
1 ..ill v lot ed his vv ife, and n ... hiwent 1. ut tn her, but he fell t b
explanation was due'to Di
k 11 M'k.-d at her d. II ir lii I

Tie11
le ul
I he

inside the girl had 1 11 patiently
wait ing,
[1 niw ore that Gail was in I he
hotel, sin- had reckoned ii|
■
Oi lining t< > her

a ml

claimi

hi-

own.

She eagerlj opened the <l '
it ge entered
At last mj l< » >•. v ou
have come to me." sheexclaimed, bill
she held up her lip- to be kissed tin
vision of his wife came before him. and
awa.v .
he gentlj
pushed
tl
tber womai

w rite to his « ife. "...

1 1 seems impi issible that
we can live happilv
to

have
. We
gether
litytalked
over
of a
the
possibi
eand
divorc
you
may
have
it. I am going to
Europe, and m.v Lawyei -

will see you while 1 a ill

.Meanwhile a great joy-

'•Whkrb is Mi:. Bowman

this mors

George led her into the conservatory.
Before she was able to put her plans
Otto operation, Gail missed her. Then
George t old his wilt- that the girl was
unwell and Gail insisted upon taking
her t' her room.
Diane was very Bavage on having her
plans so upset. and instead of getting
into hod she waited until Gail had
retired, then, slipping on a dressinggown, she went downstairs. Under the
pretence of ha vine dropped jx hair-slide,
she crossed the room, taking care to
pa-- close to <-ieor»e.
Diane was very beautiful. and. relied
upon her attractions to bewitch him.
With her hair falling over her bare
shoulders, the girl was a most desirable
creature, and the man, prudence momentarily east aside, Crushed her in his amis.
Diane broke herself away and. quite
satisfied with her victory,she re-entered
her room :nd went to sleep with a smile
in her face.
" His wife or the other woman ' h.:-l
now become an immediate problem, and
George, instead of facing it straigl t
away, went to New fork on busin
,
.heedless of Gail's protests.
His suddi i
departure did not at all fit in with
Diane's plans

" Where is Air. Bowman this morning: she a-ked Gail, whose eyes were
wet with teal s.
"Oh. George has gone to New York.
I do wish he were more at home. It i«
so lonely without him. But it does not
matter so much this time, as you are
here." Gail smiled sweetly at her friend.
" But 1 am go?ug away to-day," replied
Diane. "There are business matters
connected with my uncle's estate which
need immediate attention.'" Diane had
caught sight of the words " Hotel Bryeton written on an envelope, and. rightly
iing it to be the New York hotel at

A.SKEU Uaii

avvav ."

fail's hi'.-.
into ( estrangehad come
The
growing
ment between man and wife had been

entirely due

to disappointment.

The

little nurserj still awaited an occupant,
and one was coming soon, Believing
that their little child would bring them
together, Gail wrote and asked George
to return home. The letter was posted,
and she awaited the answer, having no
doubt that George would hurry home at
once ; mu instead she received his letter
divorce. Naturally she
suggesting
could
not understand it.
• Possibly our letters have crossed,"
she argued; but in that assumption she
was wrong. George had made arrangements P' -iii. ana had left the hotel
before the letter arrived. When Diane
went to the bureau for her letters and
heard from the clerk that one had

" < rail is in the hotel.

Sin- i- ill q

the corridor, and Deeds me.
been a mistake. Diane.
" Gail

need-

It has all

I lov e ( rail."

you, indeed ! " an -vv i.-d

1 In surprised girl. " And w bal \e Gail
to me ;- Have I 1 1 . j. t vvait.-d your return
for months:- Yon can't throw me ovei

Hut the call of love wns too strong
for him. Rushing out of the room,
Georcre left her Btorming at him in a
great ragei'
now
[n the room opposite <iail smiled up
at her husband as he passed their little
son tenderly into her arms. The miracle
bad been wrought. The babj had reunited twe losing hearts.
»
»
•
#
A Lubin drama of rare heart intei est.
The theme lias been carefully, skilfully,
and delicately bandied. and the most has
been made of it by the chief actor-.
Ethel Clayton is Gail, Rosetta Brice iDiane.and Joseph Kaufmann is George.
The film will be short l\ released by the
Ganmont Film Hire Service. Some
further notes concerning this play will
be found on page :!•':"..

arrived
George,
she said ; quietly,
" L
will
take for
it to
Air. Bowman
I amgomg
down to the landing-stage."
A little later, with the means of reconciliation in her pocket, Diane waved
a fa i well. Then, marking the
used—
returnThetounopened
sender,"
sbi sent theEte
letter
back.
as returned to Gail, who believed
tit ,t her husband was lost to her indeed.
The weary months dragged slowly
along. Gail would be a happy woman
but for the -Hence of her husband. Even
the prospect of the joy that would soon
be hers did not compensate for the
strange Bilence of George. Worried by
the dread of divorce, her health suffered,
until one day she consented to the
terms of the agreement placed before
her Iiy her husband's solicitors. Then
she heard that George was returning to
New York, and in a last effort to see
him she went to the City and engaged a
at vi;-> ''.:>tel.
George had wired to Diane that he was

The ferfbct home at last,
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Brief Biographies : Bigelow Cooper
HE is a native of Springfield, Ohio
His early stage training was
nil in a stock company,
among whose members were McKee
Rankin. Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Drew,
and Nance O'Neill, and he continued as
Nance seasons.
O'Neill's leading support for
several
Mr, Cooper was the leading member
of ill" first stock company at the Murray
Hill Theatre, New York City, and for
the four succeeding years was a member
of the companies of Jacob Lill. appearing as Tony Jack in The Woman in Black.
Small Bottles in Ckimmic TTaddin, Captain Heartsease in Sht nandoah, and Lord
Woodstock in Sporting Life. His next
appearance was as Ivan Nordoff in
Siberia.
After a season with J. K. Emmett he
was a member of the companies of
Aubory Mittentlial, the Shuberts, and
A. H. Woods. During the season of
1909-10 he was with Daniel Frohman's
company in The jf%ie/J playing Raymond
Legarde. Part of the next season was

op fii
and from one of the white people residing on the island learned that the lady
in the picture lived in far-off America.
After months of inquiry, he was rewarded by learning her" name. This
done, he painfully put to use the education given him by the missionaries on
his
own island and wrote Miss Hollister
a letter.
With this missive he sent a wickedlooking knife. The two reached the
charming actress about three months
ago. and she thus learned that her work
in the silent drama had won the favour
of an individual 'way out in the South
According to the letter, the knife had

^*L*»

been in Roos Nahar'a family for maingenerations and had "avenge many
honorable pepel." He desired her t i
keep the weapon, because she might
some day find it of use when me»-i
another such scoundrel as she had
dispatched in the picture which excited
his admiration.

h^

Sentiment

spent with
Charles
Dillingham's
Sentimental Sail//,
and his
last performance
before entering the motion picturedrama was given at the Bijou Theatre,
New York, in The Confession. Since
then he has devoted all his attention
and time to the everlasting drama — the
motion picture— and has played many
important parts in Edison films, including The Wrong Woman. On the Stroke of
Twelve, A Wojnan's Revenge, and The
Glory of Clementina.
A Dagger for Alice.'
SHOULD Roos Nahar visit Miudanoa
when
the three-act Kalem drama
The flaunting Fear is shown on that
island, he will know that Alice Hollister
not only received his gift, but that she
actually made use of it.
Roos Nahar is a native of Soekadana,
Borneo.
"While on which
a visitis to
island of Mindanao,
in the
the
Philippine group, he saw
drama
in
which
Miss

Bigelow Cooper, of Edisox's.
played the leading role. The climax
of this production showed her in
the act of stabbing the wrong-doer
to death. Deeply impressed by the
photoplay,
Roos
instituted inquiries,

Leads to the Screen.

VIOLA ALLEN,
the famous
Ameri-of
can actress, who.
after years
success on the legitimate stajje in
leading Shakespearian, classical and
comedy roles, will appear for the first
time in photoplays in the production of
The White Sister, consented to act for
Essanay after refusing many tempting
offers from other motion-picture concerns. It was largely for sentimental
reasons that Miss Allen consented to
enact the leading role in this last and
best work of F. Marion Crawford, the
noted author.
" "While of course the financial consideration was very flattering," said Miss
Allen, " yet none of the offers or inducements to appear in any other motionpictures had been considered by me
until this proposition to produce Tin
White Sitter.
" The reason this particularly
pealed to me was because of
warm admiration of the author
his family, and the earnest wish

a Kalem
Hollister

FASHIONS

ON

THE

apmy
and
-

FILM

27u' latest from Paris as shown in "PaQifs Animated Got tie."
1. A smart sailor sLn,»u covered with a thick dark blue poplin. Two deep red silk roses>give the hat a very distingue appearance.
a. Three beautiful models, suitable for "better" wear. The one on the left is of '"white sitln trimmed with a smalt but
expensive osprey ; the centre one is of black pan velvet trimmed with a "chic" m<iint| the one on the right is of thickly
corded silk, the brim being edged with an ostiich feather wreath. 3. One of the new tuojaes, with the " Tipperary crown" effect.
This style of bat lo>kj well in black »tr«w with a estln crown, and iusl oac feather mount to give the finishing touch.
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the latter thai I should aopear in the
film version of Mr. Crawford a laal work,
a- I had done in dramatic form
The feeling of the Crawford family
towards Mi-- Ulon and the reason for
their w ishing her to appear in this pit
hj the inscription
play is clearh shown
Slizal
written l>j Elizabeth
Marion Crawford,
-h
j
l
w idow of the author, in a special edit
oj /
11
she sent to Miss
. the first New
Fear
after Mi
Crawford's
death
The
inscription
reads
" To the ' W hit.- Sister ' W ith
of her underappreciation
grateful
lying and interpretation of my h
band's besi wotk."
Actresses Love Their Work?
1 I ELEN IKM.M ES does for one.
. I When the question was pnl to her
recently
she do.
replied,
1 believe
that most
of them
ami 1 "know
that
the majority feel the same as I do when
they have a day's layoff. Bonestly, I
do not know what toaowith myself. I
get impatient and fidgety, and mj friends
are glad when 1 return to work, My
servant says she likes me far better when
t return from a day's work thanwhen 1
am home most of the day. les, 1 leve
my work, ami would not do anything
else it' 1 could."
Film Actor and Film Author.
IT is always pleasant to bestow a
kind word on English picture
artistes who are making headway.
One siudi is Harrj Granville, who has
appeared in many film-pictures written
by himself Th
and in
manyof others
"by other
authors.
Way
the World,
The
!> dor, Thou Shalt not Covet, and It
/' led Thus (the three last yet to be reteased) are some that he has written
and played in, Mr. Granville has art d
for "Lion's Head.'* Martin, and Burlingham films, and is now a member of
the Samuelson Stock Company. His
chief hobby is writing picture-plots and
his happiest moments are before the
camera. We therefore wish him many
such moments in the future.

A Beautiful Photograph
Risdon,
of Miss Elisabeth
and a useful Oatine Toilet Outfit
FREE.
The < latins Company will send to all ri
1
har
«r pho
graph of Miss ElizaDorh Risdorl together with tho delightful Oatino Toilel Outfit
illustrated herewith.
Beud to-day and teal these wonderful toilet
which Hi
Kisdon speaks so highly.
Roadwhaf
h
P1

>

mirk.

1
I

1

better tha
noving tin

Really there is nothing
1

d if.

This enthusiastic testimonial is undoubtedly the strongest argument that <.m 03
"brought
to the
of the toilet
readers
<>( " Pictures,"
and in Company
the belief thai
they towill
u isli to test
thesenotice
wonderful
preparations.
The Oatine
will send
all
enclosingSd.instamps&trpostagethetbilet < total illustrated herewith. It contains
A. bijou tin of OATINE FACE CREAM, which restores the natural oil to the skin which
the
alkali.r inandsnaprejuvenator.
and hard water
i- alwaya removing.
This oil is Nature's own
protect.
OATINE
FACE CREAM contains no animal fat,
and cannot grow hair. All Chemists
stock OATINE in white jars, 1 1J 2 3.
2. A Tin ol 'Oatine' Snow.
Toitet
Soap. ol the delightlul 'Oatine'
3.— A 3d. Cake
4. — A 2d. Packet ot ' Oatine ' Shampoo Powder.
5.— A Packet ol ' Oatine' Face Powder.
6.— A 50 page Booklet entitled "Beauty and
Together with the photograph of
Elisabeth Kisdon referred to above.
Health."
THE
OATINE
CO,,
245, Oatine
Buildings, Borough, London, S.E.
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The People's Favourite.
TOM MIX is famous the world over
for his fe*ts of daring, and his
popularity in the British Isles is,
perhaps, greater than in any other part
of the universe.
His dare-devilry has
called forth this short poem, which he

!. 111.

which i

To the Selig Star -Tom Mix."
The Power of the Photoplay.

Granville, of Samt kt.son'S.

■..,/ ttll if1' I""1'

I jjihI U invaluable for

lias received from a fair Scotch lassie
who hails from Dundee,: —
" You may talk about the Dramas
.And the Comedies, and such,
Tou may call them so exciting
As to fairly beat the Dutch ;
You may praise them ifyou 1
AY ith their sob scenes and their kicks.
Hut they cannot hold a candle

Harry

/

power for good that a photoplay
can have is well illustrated in The
Blessed Miracle, the story of which
Ave publish on another page. It has
created so much discussion that many
more along the same lines are now being
made at the Lubin studios.
Clayton's
the ofpicture
hasEthel
won her
a place work
in the in
heart
every
woman who has felt the call of motherhood. She has received hundreds of
letters from all parts of America.
One from a prospective mother stated
that her experience had been the same

as that of the wife in the picture story
and that Miss Clayton had given her
much comfort. From the thought that.
her approaching maternity would m
only the companion-hip of her child in
the Loss of her husband's love, she had
come to feel that.. -is she expressed it.
' he will prove the "
. miracle '
that will again unite
A message which
simple* brevity stated
/
sal Miracle, and

my little family.''
told worlds in its
- " I have seen
I want you to know

that
goingwritten
back home."
OneI amletter,
in the cramped
hand of another generation, held all the
heart -break of-a mistaken life. " [could
have brought him back," it said. " hut I
was too-proud to go to him. 1 fell that
he should come to me. I killed the
blessedness of the miracle with my own
pride.
Now I am nearly seventy, and
nave grandchildren.
One of them took
me to see the picture.
He wondered
Joseph Kaufmann, who directed the
why
I cried."
picture
and played the vole of the hue-
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EN" DING

8. Grey) Sketches from the Stalls the Winner in our British Anis'ei Contest— Charles Chaplin.
he would not. come again.
Xow I am
Noi y N.wj from
New
York.
really happy
for the
fiist time
in
LESS
than
two
blocks
away
_
j sticks of dynamite were booming
where the subway workers on the
What
Hi.- Public Wants.
7th A venue were blasting rock and stont
months."
to make way for their irresistible subHEPWORTH/S are seeing to it that
terranean march. Inside the Famous
British Sim industry shall not go
under. Look at their wonderful
Players studio at 218, West L'tUh Street.
recently made Exclusive*, a -erics which
another a'rim of workers w re also
making considerable noise, building new
is
constantly
being added
/'
Bottle,
Cowt Martialed,
and Thito!
Sweater
V P. feature tilms. Out in the sunlit-,
which had all d
d and signs
are plays to see and talk about, but
others as great and even greater are
posted
"
No
Admittan
••.-."
were shout 1
coming along. Tin tjjfan Who Stayed at
of supers and a gun hot that reverberated
throughout
the
whole
building.
Home, I'lii- Passing <■/ a Soul, The CurNow and then the voice of the Director
tain's Seci'et, The "Baby on the Barge, and,
Street Lavender and Iris, both by Sir
could be heard above the din.
Arthur Pinero. ace Hepworth producThe floor space of the F.P. studio is
tions now-os nearly ready. You ask for
looft 1 ;. 200£t.; but every week new
add.
ig made.
good British films. Here. then, arc some
! a-ked
him
to see the pi, line
and
decide what he ought to do, He saw it,
to go on with. It is up to you (the
W.G F A.C.-Do
not
waste
thaF
and I received a note from him saying
public] to give them your support.
Coupon
on
oasrc
3.O.

bland, opened an envelope re'cently and
found the following: ""Thanks, old man;
you have put me next to myself . and I'm
on my way back. That picture has
done more Tor me than any sermon I
ever heard."
„\ remarkable letter concerning the
same play was sent to Rosetta Brice,
who played the part of the "other
woman.'' It was from the "other
woman" in some slumbering lifetragedy. It said, •' 1 felt that I had a
riglil to take liim if he loved me. His
wife quarrelled with him constantly, and
1 thought J could make him happy; l>nt
(vheil I saw
you
on (he screen I put
myself in your place. 1 knew yon were
"U net inc.. but I hated you I'm' w hat
you did.
I thought it all out, and then

ik:iur£s

We i :,
Ji i.\
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LETTER-BAG

Selected from hundreds every week.
Plodding to Prcctire " Pictures. "
I likoyom*
se.
mil■ I11 must
thai tell
each you
\\. ekthat
I walk
n ilMainvpaper
ol six
miles to gel it, and have snveil cverj cop)
since tin- lii-t one rume out. i our little
paper is such pleasant roatlinu:, and so verj
useful for i , ii-i > in «•.
r
i ia l.i.\ i i. I.. ed« i,
Twins in the Contest.
I .mi writing you with regard to the
untcsl and the Tlmnhousi r Twins.
I
wish to vote for i In-ill . lull d< n i quiti know
fcow to iK'it. I want in know il 1 have to
them together or separately.
The
er will 1m> rather difficult us il isalmost
issihle to tell which is Marion and which
i- Madeleine on the screen,
I! Bradford).
The Right Pianist.
Man} of yonr readers have complained
ihr> have rotten pianists in their local
theatre (nit my player possesses tact, wisdom
and good judgment, and fs jnsl the man some
ni yonr readers would like for the picturetheatre. In I ■
r
/,\ nonce, in
the pari where Marie Dressier wore thai
i mi of n hat, the tune he played was
■ H here .liil you get that hat - and, again,
in thai drama flirt Weeks he played some ol
the iiio-i delightful variations am ono could
« i^li for. And all for 3d. '
lvrm i. II.

I

A Modern " Rip Van Winkle."
1 am staying in a house in Ripon where
there is a man who had never seeu a living
picture. Being very old. he is very eccentric
in his habits. Be said he was never interested
in pictures, but as I come from Middlesbrough, where cinemas are the chief kind of
amusement, 1 persuaded him to go with me.
It was very hard work 1 ran tellyou, but I
enjoyed the experience of sitting with him
acd healing his views. He was. absolutely
thunderstruck, and cannot understand now
how they move, although I have explained
it all to him, -as yon did in your magazine
unic ago."
.James B. i Ripi
"laiy Pickford's Coming Visit.
" 1 notice that a lot of your readers contemplate writing to Mary Pickford,- but are
itfnl as to whether they will gel a reply.
I wrote to her myself and received a most
charming reply, in which the following pasoccurred: -It is one of the greatest
desires of my life now that I visit England
mil meet Those who are and have alwaj - been
so kiml and dear to me, 1 am not ii groat
sailor; but sonic time shall take courage to
rross the " bag pond,'1 and trust thru perhaps
it may be my pleasnre to meet yon. Accompanying this letter was the most? exquisite
whole-plate photograph, autographed. You
ran imagine how proud 1 am of these two
Lsures, which 1 would not sell tor a sum
running into three figures.
Hah ild B. (Uford).
"Are We Downhearted?"
1 Seeing your constant replies in your paper
in would-be cinema artistes, I am writing to
j i u to tell them, through the medium of j otir
paper, that cinema work i- not all honey,
icpially when you are a super. You have
to wait for days before you get a call, anil
•then perhaps when you get to the studio yon
have to hang about for hours before the producer is ready for you and the rest of the
crowd. Then, even it you area good amateur
actios-, there are hundreds of experienced
stage artistes who are always read} to snap
up am small parts that maj bi going. So
will those who are eager to become 'film
•tar-- take it tr:in me that unless you have
talent, influence', ami a good type of features
it is practical!} useless for yon to try to get
work '
K'. I). i Epsom).

JUJTH
When
Helen
she is
which

STONEHOUSE

Ruth Stonehouse lays herself out to please,
of Troy would come a bad second. Because
always natural, she is ideal in any play
requires perfect grac? combined with humour.

If you would see her at her best, make a note to
view
the GEORGE
ADE
FABLE
entitled

"THE FABLE OF THE MEN
AT THE WOMEN'S
CLUB"
GEORGE ADE FABLES prove absolutely
irresistible ; so if you are a manager, you should
"cotton
cinema
manager
He can

on" to them
at once;
you
enthusiast
and want
to doifsome
a good turn put him on to
always get particulars by writing

ESSANAY
148,

THE

FILM MANUFACTURING
Charing

Cross

Road,

DOMINANT

London,

W.C.

FILMS

are a
decent
them.
to us.
CO.,
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SOUVENIR
WAR

ACTUAL

SIZE

ALBUM

Handsome gilt Albums, with Tricolour Flag: enamelled
in colours on front, containing Portraits
H.M. The King. Lord Kitchener,
General French, Admiral Jellies.
Tommy
Atkins,
and Jack Tar.
FREE
AWatch-chain,
charming little
1'
tlie
Necklace
or Bracelet.
Price ONE SHILLING (post-fr

7d: and 6 Coupons (KS)

Pictures'
WAR
ALBUM
COUPON
Id.
Valne

THE PICTURES,
LTD..
18 Adam St.. Stkand. London. W.C.

PATHES

Our

LITTLE BOBBY. — Ho goes oul to earn money
to buy a cottage for lii> father. Helen Badgley
is a remarkably clever child, and as Bobby in
this pretty iihu everybody will fall in love with
her again. — Tlianl
July 26).
A TOL'CH OF LOVF. Love and jealousy in a
Western mining camp is just as likely us
where, but rugged and picturesque surroundings
and very fine acting, especially from Winnifred
Greenwood, will make this film popular with
arty audience.
—Flying AD
■
THE STORM. — 'NVliut would yon do to the man
who — well, mistreated your niotlu
•> be IM father of the girl go
The problem provides
the grip in this wonderful
Victor production in which Warreu
Kerrigan is the man in question. The storm sceues are realistic aud
convincing. — Trans-AUaittic Melodrama, 1,615 /«
A

GAZETTE
gives real

FOR THE MAN SHE LOVED. -Inthis Mabel Trunnelle gives a very
strong
ami employer;
sympatheticshestudy
of a book-keeper
who i> because
secretl) in
with her
discourages
his advances
of love'
her
station in life. How they are at last broiudlt together provides a
theme of great fascination, ending in a fierce tiudit for money aud love.
— Edis
Edward Larle is the lover. It is one
of on
Edison
Play s best, that is why we
include the film in this column.

WAR NEWS.

MISS DECEIT. -Quite a khaki comedy, and a good one. Siie was
the
of loved
tho village,
anddidshethellirted."
her. The
seniorbelle
clerk
her. so
junior Every
clerk, one
also loved
the recruitingsergeant. The senior clerk scored. He made the junior staj in and
do overtin. e. So the junior enlisted and cut him out. Then the senii r
enlisted, but this time he did the overtime, for hi- one-time infeiior
was now his sergeant. They b >th came home on furlough. into:
the same quest. They were just in time to see the wedding proces
She had married the recruiting-sergeant.
— Hepicorlh Pi

NOT
MISS

Guide

Films You Should Make a Point of Seeing.

ANIMATED

DO

Confidential

IT.

FANCHON
THE CRICKET.
Another picture certaiu to add to Tlio
fame of Mary Pickford. A scries ol April showers oi Maw - mi ods.
A playful \ oung girl, desirous of something besi
i wear, and
crazj to have some one to love her. she meet'- in thov oodsa frolicking
May part). She succeeds in scaring them all, in meeting the young
man (who is engaged), and -arriviui? home in a dappled mood, first
jo) on-,
thee, with
sorrowful,
'i'iic man.
woodland
continue,
bringing hbyainto
contact
tho young
seeingjollities
her more
often ridiculed
the other girls because ol her costume and tinalh coming out in
clothes her dead mother wove. Then again she has trouble with tl»
girl to whom the man is engaged. She sa\e> her idiot brother from
mistreatment, she di\ es from a rock aud rescues her male friend From

■i.v

ENDING

drowning

mil

tln>

, [lllllll-ll ill.1 lull st»n

THE GUTTER-SNIPE.

I'oinlshil)
iu'xi wo< i.

\

l.ipeil.

m

uniil
I

Mi little iwwttuo. houioli

' Hi. in \\ itlki i phi \ a tile i'.u i
pint . in which n < bum U-- \o\ , i
'I'll
I i|ii.iln\ i • ol the Ix-t. 0

In the final picture
and nursed back to
i

CHARLIE THE TRAMP.
Charlie being Chaplin, which mokes
the Qlm a ii usterpieee "'. mirth. \\ hilst sitting ..i ihe roadside to eat
his nooudin repast and polishing his nails anothei tramp steals Ilia
lu'neli leaving a brick in its place. Chaplin make-- lii^ meal on grass,
Uses hisn his
tomato-can
for awalks
finger-bowl,
wrap--trying
up the
kerchief and
on. lie abs'ent-mindedh
comes on the hobo
to
rod a sfarmer
s daughter, rush
and to
prompt
1\ taps but
him the
withbrick
tho proves
brick. effoi
'I'll >
holi.
two eom]ianions
the scene,
live mid the) lake refuge in a river. Chaplin follows, but they
threw nui. 1 at him, and he falls into the camp-fire setting the seat <>t
his trousers ablaze. The hoboes keen him from the river, ami
with trousers blazing he rushes wildly in search of water, which
he lii a! ■- after doing . onsulerable damage to in-- seating' capacity. 'I lie
grl takes him home, where he eats his dinner from the mantelpiece,
The farmer gives him a job. but he merely messes up the work,
Blabbing a farm-hand with a pitchfork, knocking down the farmer
with a sack ol -ram. and spilling bad eggs on a Spring poot. That
uighl be saves the fanner- house from being robbed bj the hoboes,
but i- shot and wounded by the tanner, lie finds being nursed by the
farmer - daughter an agreeable occupation, and falls in love. When
he discovers that -lie ha- another sweetheart be picks up his k rchlef
and brick and becomes a tram], once more.
E*sa iay i '
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AN INDIAN DEPOT IN ENGLAND.
I « -> ow knows how tho gallant
Ilidiun troop- li ' .
in .\ . i ih.
. ,i- lo help tho Allies in tho
...u ami how alil\ ili.\ Iwvo jfiven that assistance and done so
ilccils ol ilaiinv anil liraven arc facts .il history.
In this flbn
i lie troops (|iiai-t civil in camp in Kn^rl I
climatic ehanges
have had (o nndenio ••incc leaving then- native land have been
limn tn ing to inhaliitants of such a count n as Imlia, hut thoj
'
iced hardships cold, and trenches \s : 1 1 > braver) and fortitude
alike
In their en inn life in Kiiu'liinil we sou thorn no! onl) at work
I drill, hut also taking
pail in their favourite snorts and
. s. and in mini) phases ol their home lil'e.
■re notice a troop ..t men who have been wounded
heal ih lea vim; tneii depot to return to the front.
P

PICTURES

Thoughts of a Picturcgoer.
When

You

Scan

The

Programme

why do \<>u feel di
d if von do not God an
liDISON play im luded
l he
that El IIS< IN pla]
and lasting s.itisf.u lion, and enjoyment tb.m .my Other
kind, bei u ■
Is'

Ih.

t.dly free of padding; 2nd— The

plots selected for production are im t
.'ad

I he

ii listcs

aie

(I-

It

lit then

ting;

| ..

cjuently, the wl
is vitally human, and tn
life; and Kb EDISON Plays are not plays with just
one star in the cast, but all th

are

"stars."
This policy of the EDISON Co. guarantees a better,

presentation than can he obtained in any other way
AN EDISON

SUBJECT

WORTH

SEEINC

IS

FOR THE MAN SHE LOVED
AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!
Thomas

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased to send you three
ptioto.sof your favourite EDISON Players on
receipt
of 2d. to cover
postage-

A. Edison, Ltd., 164. Wardour

St., London, W.

Jirfj/ -!''-

WATCH

FOR THE

RELEASE

of

Hepworth's Latest Masterpiece

TER'
TAHEReal SWLifeEADrama
{

FILM
No. 6.

in three Reels

/
''Man

RED

TITLES

proposes, but

GREAT
have
a Set of

'The

"

(Draun by Alan Morley.)

DELICIOUS

WHITE

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

THE
We

TRAVESTIED.

&
CHARLES

FIVE

COFFEE.

THE GLOBE FILM CO., LD.
81-83, Shaftesbury Avenue, W.C.
Telephone — Regent 5G00, 5601, 5002.

BLUE

CHAPLIN.

DIFFERENT

exclusively controlled by

POSTCARDS

:'.n, aucf they are selling like hot cakes.
'AT
PEXXY
EACH.
Postage a
Pictures," Ltd., 18, Adam Street, Strand, London, W.C.

A screen impression of methods not
sufficiently known, whereby the masses
whohave created the nation's greatness
are ground down to satisfy (lie cravings
of a few who liye by sweated labour.
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FILM ARTISTES CONTEST
EXCLUSIVE?

30

VOTES

OF

Free

BRITISH-BORN

PLAYERS.

to Every Reader

YZeekly.

First Prize in Cash - £,10
SECOND
THIRD

PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value £Q

PRIZE,

303.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£5
10s., value £7

FOURTH
FIFTH

WHO

ARE

TRUNNELLE.

(Edison.)

THE

CLEVEREST

PRIZE,

Tlie' Machines and Records are nun

PLAYERS?

PRIZES. The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting- of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Sjupons in order of merit.
THE
WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE. CONTEST
. .

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons runy be sent
i. No dorrespbndence can be entered
ill, but only one j rate limy be won by one
info concerning the contest. Some of ihe
sih.nl, 1 r.o one succeed in placing
best known male players are giv'eu op
the winners' meter
iianN 6fS correctly,
I
he
fcl'J
will
this page, but voters miiy rotj forong
tlie nearest Coupon.
nlaiforn
whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more
the
lists (except
or not. British-born)
voters sending in winning Coupons the
...
A
voter
may
fill
np
any
number of
prize will be divided,
Coupons-frora oho issue, and may send in
J. Coupons will appeir weefcly until
his or. her own oranyfriends.'
any quantityoneof onvelbpoandat
ConponsJn
time.
Further notice, rihey may be forwarded
ii.
The
Editor's
decision
as to connected
tksprixe;it oner, or kepi and senl in onei nrelope
winners ami on all
matters
u. end oj cautesfl .
with this coulest will be final and legally
■".. All names must be written in ink.
binding,
and Coupons are accepted, only
on
this LindersWlucliug.
Ko alteration will be permitted.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TonCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
11 II:
Pi ii 11:
l'i n 1 1:

I desire
l'i a u l
.il .1 1

J-*-*

also to cast

Five

Votes (2nd choice)

for

l'i v\ 1:1:

^^

l'i tin:

'

IO
&

"

...
Fill up and post to "Contest

Wl—IWii—

Editor, " Pictures. 18, Adam

St.

Strand. London, W.C.

' ' I1IIIHIHIB>H« |i II Mil

miiiilllli

30s.

"" ■

167.

""**

itc

J*m

RECORDS
Graphophone
£3 3s., value Ql
RECORDS
17s.

Consolation

Each Voting; Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind s and it is not necessary that
they NOW play loading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yot played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding
British-born
Artistes) write their names
in the Coupon
below.

Mai 1

RECORDS

Graphophone £4 4s., value GX
RFrnnnc

100
MABEL

PRIZE,

<** «/

Prizes

100

IFi

SOME
BEST-KNOWN
MA LE
P LA YE RS
Aggerholm,
Svend.
Aitkcn,Spottiswoode
Alexandra, M.
Anderson. G. M.
Arthur,
Charles.
Arling, C'larles.
Asher, Max.
August, Fdwin.
Aypes, Sidney.
Bagcot, Kins.
Bainbr.t'g
3, Sherman
Bar,ynii ro, John,
Bauer, Arthur.
BCjtuinont,Harry,
Harry.
Btnham,
Gen' am. LeJand.
Benson, Harry.
Berry Charles
Boswoili.
Blackwe'l. Hcbart.
Car'yla.
Bouden, Edward.
Bracci, Signer.
Bracy, Sidney.
Brennaa, John E.
Brook. Van Dyke.
Browsr, Robert.
Buchanan, Arthur,
Burns, Itobert.
Bushman, F. X.
C ippullani, Paul.
Carey. Marry.
Casey, Kenneth.
Casimlr, M.
Casti:lan, M.
Chamberlain, Riley.
Chaney, Lon.
Clark, Andy.
Clark, Frank.
Chrk. Jack.
Clements, till.
Clifford. Wiiliam.
Conklin, Chas.
Connelly. Bobby.
Cooniji, Guy.
Cooper. Bigelow.
Cooper, George.
Costcllo. Maurice.
Coxo 1, Edward.
C 2 en Edward.
Cruze, James.
Cumaiings, Ir/ine,.
Daly, Arnold.
Dax, Jean.
Dacd. Andre.
Oclancy, Leo.
Donaldson. Sydney.
Drew, Sidnry.
Drew, S. Rankin.

Duncan, Bud.
Farri.iston, Frank.
Field, feorge.
Fie'ding, rromaine.
Finley, Ned.
Fonss, Olaf.
Foo:e, Courtsnay.
Ford, Francis.
Franey. William.
Funnicus,
M.
Gail'or.l. Robert.
Gallagher Rjy.
Gamble, Fred.
Garwocd, William.
Gont.'an, 61.
Grand, George.
G asse, Jjs?ph do.
Guilcaunte.
Natale.
Hall. Donald.
Han ton, Lloyd V.
Harris, Jsseph.
Harvey, Alexander.
Hommin',
Hcrciva!.
Henley Hobart
Htvener, Jerroid.
Hounnan, Arthur.
Humphrey
Wi liam
Iocs, Ralph.
Jacobs, Billy.
Joffre, Mon.
Joliannsen,
Nicolai.
John on. Arthur.
Johnson. Buster.
Johnson, Tcfft.
Johnstone,
Jones,
Edgar,Dainar.
Karr, D >rwin.
Kelly Paul.
Keit, Chas.
Kerrigir, Warren.
Kin?, Henry.
Lawrence, Montagu.
Lang, Pete'
Leonard
Robi-i.
Lewis,
Lincoln Wi E.I i.im.
K.
Linder, Max.
Lockwood, Harcld.
Lyons. Eddie. Marc.
McDermott
Mack, Hughia.
Murdock.
MacQuarrie,
Miiles. Charles.
Ma in. Hank.
Marshall. Boyd.
Mason,
Metford. Dan.
Georg;.

Melfor.1, Judson.
Meter, Harry Von
Milo, M.
Mitchell. Howard.
Mir, Tom Castore.
Mon.-.lai.
Moran, Lee
Moreno, Antonk).
Morcy, Hjrry.
Morrison, James.
Myers Harry.
Nortlirup
Harry.
N.llan.
Mar-hall.
O'Connor,
Oakni.in. WhEd. e cr.
Og!e, Charles.
Olsen,
0' Moore lauriU.
Br.rrv.
Panzer.
Pcriclat.
Philips,
Phill ps.
Po!l?rd,

Paul W.
Ceorge.
£u£us us
E R.
Harry.

Power, Tyrone.
Powers, M.
Tom.
Princ?,
Prior, Herbert.
Psi'ander, V.tlccmar !
Richardson. Jack.
Kawiinson, Herbert. '
Ritchi\ Fr nkiyn.
Santschi,
Thos. fa
Quirk,
B-I.'y
Sennet'. Mak
Show, Brinsliy.
Shi;ids, Ernest.
Shea, W lli.-m.
Smallty,
Piiillps.
Sterline, Ford.
Sutton
Trornby. Charl.-s.
Robert.
Todd, Harry.
Tuckor, Richard.
Van. Wally. William.
Wadcworth.
Walthall, Henry.
Was -turn. Biyant
Weber,
Lois.
W Ish, William.
West. Chas.
West. William.
Wdbur. C ane.
Williams. Earle.
Wilson. Ben.
Wi..y. Little.
Winter,
Nick.
Young, James.
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"THEIR

REAL LEATHER BOUND
LOO
LEAF
POCKET-BOOKS

low

now

price

"FLYING

A"

be supplied

of Is. 6d.
CO.,

1

at the

\

^^^

^

I°3, Wardour St., W.

GOSSIP
T\V I \> ' I i..'\ r t li.nii^li t of twins.
I did think I had answered every
ssible query concerning the contest, and now comes the question, " II' •
pn earth am 1 to vote for twins in your
World Contest ? " 1 Know of only four
twin-bom players namely, the Vitagraph twins (Edna and Alice Nash) and
thcThanhousei twins Marian and Made"leine Fairlwmks), and it seems to me that
it' you think your pair of twins as a
whole are the cleverest players you must
yi\.> each one of the pair, an ««inal
Dumber oi
5Ton cannot possibly
make two people one trick photography
excepted) even in a Contest, Moreover,
it does nm follow 1 ecause two peopleare
exactly alike in age and appearance that
their acting is equally merit' rrous.

GOLDEN WEDDING.

a.- nlil
1
imle I >i.nt
'l"l»i- is one ni tlii- most deli
mil in order to ]
couple ore \i\ iiif
tli
In- » iii- From heconiiiia too ilepresa -.1 the nlil in. m allow* hor to
\ • lly, howexei
think thai he is still .< promineql m in 1 i.li-iit happeiu to ill
1, . ■ 1 « ■t \ 1 lie itage door Keepei
\
ill. 11 -i- mi t hi- evm

post free.

All British

their golden
weddi rig Thai nighl hi n if11. ro it
.lllll till- lllit II!
;i
surprisephiying
\ i-ii 11nIn-the
the itre, liter
and -■tl
load
hnshand
fonnance he in ui\ .
III! IIITll
til Illlll-'IT
dear « Lfo. N oil "ill
enjoj evorj seeoui I III tills 111 I Vl .tiHK'llili

and (iood.

Winn a British author, a
ducer, British players, an
firm make a hit wit h a
I am one • if the first to

British pro1 a British
pro lud ion
i
The

British Empire 1'ilms. Limited, who
make a feature of filming b1 ige melodramas, have sh..\\n tli.' trad.' their
latest,
/'/"melodrama
Beggar Girl's
atilm
it Wedding,
wants b and
ime
beating. Walter and Frederick Melville produced this drama some eight
years ago. Jt was inspired by Mr. Bit lrille's meeting of a real beggar girl on
the Embankment, and BtheLJ3rac swell,
who played the part on the stage, and
has taken it in the film, has made a
splendid counterpart of the original
beggar. The film play is packed with
the villainies and love-making beloved
by the melodramatic public which a
trad'1 expert told me recently means
90 per cent, of British picturegoers.
I

As showing the wonderful -strides
mad.' in.cinematography, our friends the
Hepworth Company's advertisement on
another page is distinctly interesting.
Compare
photo
fisherman the
pushes
his "play"
pal intoofthe1898
rivera
in order t" get a drink from the pal's
jue- of beer- compare this with, for
example, the same company's splendid
adaptation of the great play The Man
Who >'/,<-, / di Horn* . which yon will see
in September; <'i. for that matter, with
any present-day film masterpiece. The
insignificant tadpole (we were talking
fishing] and the giant octopus, whose
Btrong tentacles are the multiple reels
of film, make an appropriate comparison.
What,] wonder, will be tli" strides r.ade
in another twenty years?
in Two

That

/■' ■■

liaplin Rumour.

The tense auxietj of our 1 1 cerning the sanity
if ' !hat lea « !ha| lin
has become - 1 acute that the Esiauay
' orapany in London cabled Am
my b -half to settle

the matte -.

I'l

note that there is not a word of truth iu
I h • senseless rum «r thai ( Iharlie has
•rone mad and is confined in an asylum.
( )n the contrary . a reply cable states I
arrangement - are completed and in full
-viaI'm- ibe productiou of Bssanay
Chaplin
plays for the next
eighl
months at least, and that Charlie [a
working on 'em daily like a trojan.
How
It Started.
Mr, me
Spoor,
Essanay's
Loudon,in
tells
thatof the
rumour instarted
Am rica. Someone, probably fed up with
the heat, saw Chaplin on the s sreen and

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Photo POSTCABl

iy Photo.
S. E. HaCKETT.

)2

Works:

Jui.v Boad, Liveri

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P. OP. POST CARDS.
'. Is. :Jl. PUtssand Paj
Vatcuoguet %n& San
S. E. HACKETT.
Works
,i> Livehf

Weeks!

Not bad, is it ? I refer to your applications for the Selig postcards which
that Company mad.- you a special offer
of in a recent advertisement. And still
they come! Mr. Montagu asks me t 1
state that the offer will remain open f -.■
another week ill order that a'! read
who admire the Selig player- nay have
the opportunity of possessing his set of
six coloured postcards for .jd. Orders
should go to 93, Wardour Street W,

1/ • l,/i,i,;
am
c uifi will
lent make
thai a hit.
/

said to
Why. that repeated
fellow's
crazy
! hisThefriend.
friend u carelessly
it. and by the time it reached the thirteenth person or so it naturally became
"Have you heard the news? ChapKn
has gone mad. and is in an asylum/'
Gradually this false statement spread
around th world (German] perhaps excepted), and to-day and every day I
letters and anxious t,
all parts of our island to know m
about the facts of this " particularly sad
case." Well, the fact- are that the case
is null and void and Richard 1 mean
the public
is itself again. F. D.

The Film Play of 1808.

Seven Hundred

THE

Featuring CHARLES MANLEY (of "Master Key" Fame)
and MOTHER BENSEN.

with gilt-edge and insets of popular ■
" Flying A " and " Beauty" tilm
.stars can

AJJD

Ethel Bracewell and Lauderdale Maitland
in The Beggar Girl's WMdingi

Mt dear " Puti iu s " Beaders-Oj July
my company ami myself are going away fur n
■ s holiday
i.e., half holiday and hall iking pictures. Sou- the quest 0.1
arise?, " Where shall we go:- " aii 1 I am
leave my readers to decile.
I want yo
and tell me where you think is the
an. 1 why. The place must In
1
lobs
Beat. Sow hurry in. ■
know where we shall go. The one who
nicest letter statin:; the reasons why we shall
the, place he or phe mentions will have th
of a visit from us. Bye-bye till the hoadays,

"PIMPLE."
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Turner Films

" Pictures made

for You."

'ODDS
We

AGAINST"

have prepared a striking booklet, with niauy

illustrations, telling the story of " Odds
Against."
This booklet is primarily intended for Trade use,
but Ave have reserved a limited number of copies

<s>

for readers of " Pictures and The Picturegoer.''
These will be sent free to all who apply,- enclosing"
id. stamp for postage, until the supply is exhausted.
To the twenty-five readers who send us the best
criticisms of the booklet we will send large signed
portraits of Florence Turner.
" The Turner
sufficient
address.Films, Ltd., Walton-on-Thames,"
"Eureka" own the U.K. rights of this film and are now booking it.

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
TAEAR GIRLS AND BOYS—
*-** Are yon fond of animals ? Shall
I tell you how an elephant saved a
beautiful woman from the clutches of a
villain P To begin with, I have already
told you about the wild animals which
appear in the Trans-Atlantic dramas,
arid live in that wonderful Universal
Citj in California. During eighteen
months this Company has collected
(■wry known specimen of animal that
ever walked the face of the earth.
II' you could see the Zoo at Universal
City you would think it was the winter
quarters of Borne gigantic circus. Lions,
tigers, jaguars, panthers, gorillas, wild
cats, boa constrictors, huge tafantulas,
wjibse bite mieans instant death, and
hundreds of other venomous reptiles
and dangerous quadrupeds can he seen
in various forms of captivity in an afternoon's wait through the immense 2oo.
A I night their roars and distinctive
iriate-calls can he heard for miles, and
phants trumpet at intervals and wake
t lie other animals.
The Indians, Hindus, cowboys, soldiers,
cavalrymen, and artillerymen who live
within a short distance of the zoo are
used to the howls of rage which come
from the cages during the night, ami
their sleep is not disturbed, except
perhaps when a mamma and papa lion

start a quarrel over an inter-cage flirtation that may have occurred earl ier iu
the day. On these occasions no one
sleeps, and in the morning after one of
these tights there usually is taken from
one of the cages a dead lion or lioness.
The elephant is. perhaps, the most
docile of all jungle beasts. Centuries of
association with man in India and Africa
has proved that the great lumbering
creatures are best adapted to a trainer's
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Tell your Manager.

purpose.
At times their Intelligence is
almost human. An elephant's memory
is as long as his sensitive trunk, and
when treated humanely their gratitude
knows no bounds.
In V II \r tf-tlie Wild the producer
has pressed ,: Big Charley/' Jumbo's
only rival, into service. In one scene it
attacks the villain and throws him from
a high cliff, and in another scene there
is a man chase in which a ferocious
lioness tears at and lacerates to all
appearances this same villainous trainer.
The lace,story
shows circus
how "William
"Walan American
owner, visits
Africa to hunt wild animals with which
to replenish his menagerie. His daughter. Marie, and his trainer. Steve Lai accompany him. They arrive in Kronj/.c.
a small village, and Wallace m 1
arrangements with John Plyntbu. a
local hunter, to secure for him a number
of wild animals.
Larson falls iu love with Marie, who.
however, does not want Lai-son. and
Prynton's interest in Marie, and his success in the hunt, arouse the jealousy of
I. arson, and excite in him a desire for
revenue. He watches closely for an
opportunity to crush Plynton, and feels
that Fate is working with him when he
- his rival being chased by a maneating Hon. The timely shot of
Wallace, who arrives on the scene not a
moment I saves Plyftton's life.
It is with difficulty that Larson conceals
his anger, and the next day he meet- a
Company of Arab slave-traders, and
persuades them to attack the hnn;
The

Arabs

willingly act

on Larson's

Mia
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tions, unci wh< u thej co ■■■■ 11]
sugges
\V;i!l i.-- Plynton mid their part) 1
.■ nikpH place in whieh the Alalia
;,i,. giioi 3S rul. Larson seeks oul Mai ie,
»nd is in the act of carrying her ofl
when Plvnton's elephant, which haa
11 kindlj treated l>5 Marie, comes to
tl„- 1, sciie l»j attacking Larson ami
throw iiig him over a cliff.
The'" Guessing" Competition brought
in so many postcards thai in) poor head
Jims |«en whirling with figures for h urs.
■ What were the total votes inoui G
British Contesl ? " was the question 1
1 ,,• 1,, you The actual numlier was
1,694.22 • Not Lad was it - The nearest
uumbers received were 1 (505,950 and
l 599.745. and prizes go to the senders
B Michel, W.Middleton road.Dalston,
iN.K . and
Geo. Hopper, 101, Convanmore road,
Grimsbj
Award of Merit, for the nexl nearest: G Jeffries (Hanwell), Doris Richwdsonl Brooklej I,A Bichardsonl Brockley), Lavinia Preston (Stoke-on-Trent),
H Brand Hacknej I.Mary Hainter (Dennistoun), A D. Simmons (Catford), Berenice Deacon (Devonport), Arthur Cox
(Desborougb), Noel Woodbead (Leeds),
Alice Jones (Tooting), H. Pigbills
(Liverpool), Chas. Roskillj (Streatham),
l3va Preston (Stoke-on Trenl 1, Arthur
Preston (Stoke-on-Trent), H. Broadbead (Bradford), Wm. Hunter (Dennistonn), yV. Clement 1 Whitechapel I,
Awnill't
•■ AD. Simmons (Oatford).
"WHO

k.l

THEY?"

COMPETITION.

This week I present you with a picture
puzzle. Tin' drawings on the opposite
page represent three popular pictureplayers. To the four children (under
fifteen who send in the neatest correct
solutions 1 will present one of our little
•■Souvenir
Alliums;"
and besl
t ho
usual Award War
of Merit
to the next
who are correct. Postcards to he addressed to "Puzzle," is. Adam Sti
Strand, W.C., by Tuesday, August 3rd.
Uncle Tim.
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in 1ea*U art required iiunwo/withCompany
mutt be ,

1 1 ■11 11 1110
.,,.' . „.-ni 10 [ndl
heard llOthiUgol linn itUCO
PlCTUBI
l"i, 1 uri
ilai with '!'•■ wounded,
ad ,.1" it. Of 1
■ must
.in. 1 batoo,
friends P
send your photo j ur1
Belgian frleud's
1 ..! Post! H'l M111 !-■■ 1
graphed if dashed, con
office,
1.1. beWi bad from
Iw this
1
t., -,,■.- our re ' lei - v\
" ■.
r. J. \v
(Worthing). -Tout letb
publishers bo
b in seal on to us
W 1
ploture 1
of 'li i'1 tyera In " 1 be
Million
Dollar
Mvstery"
ii.un.lv,
Muriel
Ostriche, 1
Buttle, Arthur Bo ler, and
Junu's 1 in.-- ,.rice one penny eocb, postage
extra.
kddreM
The Pictarea Ltd., Postcard
naout, 18, A.Uui! Street, Strand, Umdcn.
• Sisnn si sn ' (Epsom), Sorry to bear the
sold er returned the Books yon knitted, without
, cplanation. No. for goo Iness - ike
don't send them to the Answers Man. His laud
lad* might ask inconvenient questions. Thanks
.11 the same, 8iB»y.
■ k. ft. W." iFslklrk).— Glad your brother Hkedt ha
prize.
Hope the news of his siutcs improved
his
holiday.
Q \. D." Bradford).— We do not know name
-When Rome Ruled."
producing
of Company
Perhaps
a reader
can oblige,
14 F. P." (BnrnhamJ.— Here yo
1
Castof
"Old
Girl"— "Bob
Davis
iforris
1'ostci
;
"Beta
Jackson,"
Mayre
Hall;
.T,i,.
. Thompson.
Keystone <lo"Jim
not
• • publish
. . „. c,v." (?elby).-So von have received
« Charlie's ' autograph— lucky girl! Will those
Charlie's. hath,
about
rumours
> start
readers vvh and
blindness,
ii Binity
kindly
note above ?
"E.M.'K."
Weareafraid poor Bunny
S"ou re quite an
is not eligiblo for the oonteat.
old
friend, then ?
•■nn.i.v" [Peckham).— Hepworth's are produ<
all day ami every day.
Some of the exteriors
Walton. Yon would pn I
an answer very soon if ; on wrote to the players.
" and
or "uothin'
paidmore
we arethenolfoot
certainly
No, la
wo
enphasi3e
strongly if
you
some 1 iLoepjstles we receive.
Tours did
not requii e a nvc oscj. o in order to read it.
"M. B. " (Guildford).— SO yon would liki
pull abed twice a weei
Our stall with one
accord howled down the idea.
"Mabioh" 1 Accrington).— Thanks for nice letter.
Have sent your love to Charlie Chaplin, a 1
the lusiOi as desire 1.

a.

. 1 1 1, 1 1 . , 1 , ol 1
Son \ von 11

,..,li,„l

I

. ,11 I .■ had ..I llilll 2

ilninn.

1 ha \ • ■ 1 M n
ta lin to
1,1
Wshavi 11 il In ird anytbli k
: Hi,. |.i.ivr you mention,
Tbanksreply
for

ttei 1 v
A L01 li 1:
■■
Peckh
■
\ ■"■■ 1
wlaner
Tom
Pow
playing
' ' 1 1 oul ■ Anna an I An
tn" Billy" 1 M
M u'tt
M iry Plckford
1 iy, ('.ma 11.1 1 1 1. irn but -li ■ h. 1Marie.
in Ainerh
for the l- orelgnalwiiyj
l'i
t.itl.

1 !, 11
11 is' muc
letter •■> appreciation

I
awajj

'"-

• Jm if. • 1Small Hoatb). Hope rou *ill <i
of th 1 top prizes t » keep your two "<
sola!
u say of us arj
quite embarrassing, Jim.
■ Hazel

" !M

,,
di 1 yon
call indonandI s»o
, town
J not
As you
yom fo
the best
but this
in
reply,Hazel,
li we
the won't
music " break
it your
cinema is not all it should bj, ■
r, and ii you do so in your h< n J
ue be can deny you nothing. " Vourselves," «e do really send 1
1 to the
' "'" '• By
bo you mit
players,
ihB way, are vu'i a nut ?)
■ HAitaT ' 1
tilui you mention is a
. but we think the player you me
Abtonio Moreno. No east was pnblisbc I
other lilui. Thanks for newspaper cuttings.

" Iiito.siHuLovEr.s ' (Ea'ins:). - Welefi 108, SI
eieliteen month?, ago, deaT girls, and our address
i.oa is 18, v ■ I (iii St., Strand, London.
P. X.
Bushman is now with the ilelrj Picture Corporation at Los Angeles.
"GArerr"
(Cardiff). — Our regrets that yo i did
rot w, n a prize iu the British Players, and besl
for your success in cur 1Y reign one.
all your-friends are voting '?
"Bii.lt"
[Manchester). — " Miss
Tomboy
nijd
>'ic -kl> s " . -" To;nun ," Lillian Walker;" The
Duchess,"
Phyllis Gruy:
"Freckles,"
Wm.
"Barry,"
Arthur
Ashhy;
"The
Judge," Albert Roccardi.
We have p
of Anita st wart, and five different of I
n. Order any quantify itho more the
better), and scud o:ily Id. for postage.
If it is
more we pay it.
"JDoot" (Prestatyn). — One is the studio address
of The American Coy., and the other the
formerallw letters
u'd he get
lest forwarded.
for the p'ayers,
thoughI s wetheexpect
Of
course v.e should love to have one of your photos.
"Inquisitive Kid" (Leeds).— No, dear gi
would not he niiu "trouble" to tie Editor to
autograph vour album ; send it along, together
with' your photo. Leo Deloney still plays for
Vitagrapb. The film you meut:o:i is an old one
and we Lave 1.0 cast of it.

IS

THIS

IN

YOUR

ALBUM?

Anna
Little, the Trans-Atlantic
playci
and heroine of 27te Black Box serial.
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complaint tomakeaboul onrpaper"—
imii .m.ih I wice in :i week.
CI
; lini
Will '
i ri'i ii-.
Tin- Jul tr> ;,
to publi b. Tin mil ials of the lines
irds making ' 'Norma T dm idga "
«■ Hi., in"
(Hi
- / ■
PI ■ •
ii.
, has ceised publication, and Mr. Deueh
1 1 1 eedil or is at present in America.
W<
«.f no similar paper published over here.
Our
publishers have entered your subscription.
"Wh. E," (Leicester).— You may vote for any
foreign plaj t as man] times as you like, and you
may gei your m my friends to follow suit, too.
" I. W. Or." (Batter sea). — Address Robert Leonard,
C.o. CTniversal Film Coy., 1,600, Broadway, New
York. We hear of other readers getting
replies from players, so there is a chance of
your doing s .. \Ve do not kno.v of any cinema
school who will wait for their fees uutil you get
:i position. Just now, owing to the war, there
are any number of experienced players wanting
work, and we hesitate to advise you to take a
course of lessons. American companies can get
all the players they want over there.
"Doris" (Birmingham). — Sorry, we do not know
the competition
you refer to.
Nell
wjs
filmed in America.
E. K." Mistress
Lincoln is
still"
playing for Vltagraph. The directors of a film
company engage a producer to produce for them,
and he arranges the cast. We hope soon to have
something about Edith Storey in our paper.
" White Rook " (Dalston). — (That's what you
woul 1 call an albino, isn't it ?) Muriel Ostriche
i?. still with Thanhouser. Bessie Eyton played
lead in " The Salvation of Nance 0'Shtiughn"Ssy "
(Seligi and th; other films you mention. '.t'lios.
Fnntschi played the "Broncho Kid" in" The
S olers." Have sent you a postcard list. You
c hi obtain The Film Life of Mary Picleford, price)
I., from thisoffice. Glad to hear you have got
your eye on the £10 prize in the Foreign Players
Contest. You are not the only " white rook "
though, dear boy. Caw! Cawl Write as often
as you like.
" G. A. L." (Lavender Hill).— If you have talent,
ability, and also experience apply to any of the
first-class film producing Companies in and
around London. We ore always giving their
addresses on this page.
Hope you sxicceed.

CHICKENS.''
says animal
a negro sage,
is
the usefullest
they " is.
Yon kin eat 'em "fore they's born
an' aftah they's dead."
Two Would be Too Much.
Producer (to Leading Lady) : " What
do you think of the two leads who have
applied to play opposite you? "
Leading Lady: ''Thank goodness,
only one can get the job."
The Final Test.

jC.'.V

«'T,i:n\" (Dalatou). — " Wiffles " funny nose i-i a
fa • ■■ one.
ii
' are
n it iii.cnie I to
; you
- Va publishe 1, I. -l.a, dear.
*' Bin ic " (Guernsey). — Try any large newsagent or
bookstall for the paper you want. They ciu get
it, foi you, no doubt.
" II Mti>wonKi:a " i Manor Park).— If you are making
n living in your profession our '
make
just now.
the sub- I
nee aforchange
the shadow.
SinceDon't
the wardrop
commence
jn i:,v experienced players are wanting positions.
Read the latt -r i art of the reply to " I. W, Gr."
fB.itt3rsei).
The b?st of luok to you.
■
*• Pictikegoeu " (Worksop). — Address your letter
to this o3ice and we will forward it to the player.
As you have " never kissed a girl " (are you rjiiife
sure, dear boy ?) you surely are the one every girl
is looking for. Perhaps Gladys has already fixed
up with some one else. Still you never know your
luck — aud faint heart never won fair lady.
"Pat" (Barrow). — Write to Jury's Pictures, Ltd.,
7a, Upper St. Martin's Lane, London, for the
reproductions you want.
"Ivv" (Roshsrville) thinks "Court Martialled"
(Hepworths) is greit, and recommends readers
to be sure aud see it. We are quite happy over
your praises.
" Rosie " (Bournemouth). — Toin'Powers is in New
York. We gavj his a Idress a few weeks ago.
Thanks for all your kiud wishes, Rosie.
"J. B." (Ripon).— "Buddy's First Call" (Vitagraph) :— " Buddy," Paul Kelly ; " His Mother,"
Rose Tapley ;" His Father," Albert Roccardi ;
"His Brothers," Arthur Coziue and Frank
Lestrange ;" Elsie," Adele de Garde; "Grace,"
Mary Anderson ;" Grace's Father," Tefft Johnsoil. We have pleuty of postcards of Chas.
Chaplin now, five different ones.
"E. P. W." (Cowes). — The flowers you sent were
delightful ; how nice for you to live amidst them.
Thank you so muc'j.
*'A L.iKCAsniRE Lass" (Burnley). — Yon are forgiven, dear girl, for the mistake you made. How
nice to be motoring about the country as you do !
We wish we were with you.
**F. B." (Brixton). — Maurice Costello is American,
and consequently eligible for our Foreign Players
Contest. The Turner Films Ltd., Walton-onThamss, is the address you want.

A Head Master's Head.
He was lecturing his scholars. Subject :The circulation of the blood. '" If
I stand on my head." said he, '"the blood
will run into my head. Now can you tell
me why it is that if I stand on my feet
the blood does not run into them ?
- Dead silence. Then a little voice
piped : — " Because

your

feet

ain't

PlC" PALACE
VU REDROI

empty.''

s" /»*<*- is'

Produces:
" Thetalents.
cinematograph
calls
for considerable
Do you
think you possess any ? "
WoULD-BE ACTOR : " My dear sir. I
can imitate to perfection the voice of
every animal : besides which, I can make
pei 'iilc laugh."
Produces : "Then make me laugh.''
Out of Evil Cometh Good.
Little Bin (who had been given a
black eye by a schoolmate) .• " Betcher
I'll pay Billy hack this afternoon."
RlOTHEB : " N". dear, you must return
good for evil. Take him a jam tart."
On retnrning home from school the
hoy ran up to his mother. "I gave
Billy the tail, and then he blackened
the other e\e. and told me to return
good for e\il bo-morrow too,''

31,
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(Halifax) about the bad
certainwithplayers
hare
"Bob"
agrees
lite habit
.king at the camera when being Ulmed.
"MAT>rr"
(Bin
—Of
course
we
have
cards of Mary Pickford.
Two kinds at Id. each,
I II. extra for pot
iubt you'll get a
ly from the players if the Huns thjuuderstuud
you really want thor Ii
"Paii.ine " iStreitham).— The office boy is tired
No
we did notI
condemn yours to that 1 rlie '
of !emptying
limited.
tide,
but the Editor tells me his .-pace i>
" Ci.F.OPATEv " (Edinburgh ).— Will you write
repeating
vour enquiries
'get going!
Your
last letter
must haveacdbe;nwe'll
demolished
by
the " o:cif " cat.
"Wv.v.nf. " fWestcliffe).— Daorle me! how many
in re of you young flapp -rs want to flap on
BJreen?
We are answering
leturs lite yours
continually.
Bead,
mark, learn, and inwardly
ruminate on reply to "I. W. Or." iBattersea).
"Mrs.
G.."
"W.
H. B.," ahd
"A.
L. postcards of Jack Webster who played in " From
Shop Girl to Duchess"
(B. and C.) are pubWished.
We are taking up the matter with the
' Gertrihe

' (Derby'i.— It is very kiud of you to

interest
yourself
in" jourthat
friend
Martha'shelp
career.
We are sorry,
however,
we canuot
you
to get her oa the screen.
We know of 1:
trials.
We do not reply through the pest.
%*prodMany

replk

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, WV.C.
Telephone

SUBSCRIPTION
United Kiih
I
One
Year
[post-free)

Six

RATES.
id: —

b. d.
6 6

Months

3

3

Three Months
I 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices: 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.

Telephone — Gerrard -

So Fond of Work.
The
other morning
our
asked for a half-day off, as
was spring cleaning and she
to help her scrub the ti
'" No," replied our Editor.

office boy
his mother
wanted him
" to-day is

press day ; we cannot spare you."
To would
our Editor's
great hereto
surprise,
a smile
that
reach from
Trafalgar
Square covered the boy's face as- he said.
'"Thank you very much, sir."
A Part and a Cart.
.V venerable-looking
old man
had
been engaged to play the part of om
th.- Twelve
sties
in a Biblical
picture. The following day he was gJVen
the job oi cleaning a dirty waggon.
"' Halloa, laddie, ypri don't look cheerful; what's up !- " inquired a Leading
player who was passing.
"" Well, my temper's up. if you want to
know. This "ere ain't a nice occypation
for one who was yesterday one of the
Twelve Apostles,
?"
Pigsisisit Pigs
A distinguished R.A. wa9 making a
sketch of a picturesque farmhouse, and
the delighted farmer asked the artist
what lie would charge for it.
"Oh," said the R.A., "suppose you
gi\e nil' instead of money one of those
nice-looking little sucking-pigs I see

OR,

OFFERING

COALS

TO
NEWCASTLE. [Jnc* Caniwfc.

yonder," pointing as he spoke to a fine
litter running about.
•• What ! " exclaimed the fanner. "" Do
you know what they pigs be worth?
Thej he worth ten shilliu" apiece ! "

PIP
\OL. VIII.

<Mi
WEEK

ENDING

SATURDAY,

AUGUST

EA.RLE
WILLIAMS
AND
ANITA
in the coming great Vitagraph serial

7,

I'M 5.

STEWART
The Goddess.

New Series. No. 77,
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The " silent drama " is not when the
fat lady reads aloud all the subtitles:

«

A howling
success
The Seal
'Milliunuirr
Baby,
the second
Seli<r : Red
play.
«
»
*
*
"Watch for funny film cartoons from
the house of Edison, by Raoul Bane,
the famous French cartoonist.

ft

#

ft

«

Leah Baird is to play opposite Manrice Costello in Vitagraph plays from
now onwards.
Lucky Maurice!

*

*

*

and Notes
of the famous Keystone laugh-maker,
and. what is more, she wants everybody
to know it. too.

*

*

*

A Novel Plot Ending.
IT was discovered by Lubin in a threereel drama submitted by a new
writer. A much-wronged man escapes from jail and is pursued by bloodhounds. He arrives at the shore of a
lake ; there is no escape. Struck by a
brain-wave, he wades into the lake,
uproots a pond-lily, and placing the
hollow stem between his lips, sinks to
the bottom.
The hounds are baffled;

*

#

#

#

«

*

»

Harold Shaw, the London Film Company's producer, although an American
by birth, has patriotically become a
private in the Twickenham Volunteers.
#
*
#
The first of the Biograph Three-Reel

ft

^

purchased a high-power gasoiiue.-aate'r.
So far, she has only run into four ] ersons, none of whom was seriously injured, thank you.

and scare them out of bed. Why can't
we be rats on tlc> reel !J

#

*

»

Pictures for prisoners! By no means
unknown in the States. Recently Ernest
Van Pelt hied himself and a machine
to a San
Francisco
jail and cheered.
ran on'
several
comedies.
He waslondly
and the prison gloom was dispelled.
N.B. -They were Essanay comsdlC3!
*
*
*
*
Betty Nansen will be seen to advantage in the new Great Northern Film
Company's picture ./ Revolutionary
Wedding. The storj is by a Danish
author, but the picture is produced in
America. This answers numerous
inquirers concerning the ureal Danish
actress's
•present*whereabouts.
»
*
Teddy
Sampson,
of the RelianceMajestic studios, famous for her portrayal of the little Jap wife in 'Cite Fox
WomaTt, a Mutual masterpiece. I.i
private life is Mrs. Ford Sterling, wife

on

Pictures.

MV

Intent upon learning the intricacies
of the motor. Dorothy Gish recently

Rats on the reel. Wallace Beery
trained a trio of them for The liroh >
Pledge I Bssanay). Three girls pledged
never to marry try to sleep in camp, but
the rats run merry rings around the tent

Parson

little short by three penn'orth of weakly
pars. in as by three penn'orth of weekly
pictures.
A Really Funny Story.

Exelnsives (one every fortnight) is l'n ler
1'ini Flags, Remarkable battle scenes
photographed by five camera- are included in this production.

ft

A Chance for Photo-hunters.
IRVING . 1 TMM1XGS. the hero of
1 the Diamond from the Sky serial,
which is being made at the American
studios at Santa Barbara, made the
remark recently that he always sent
his autographed photograph to t
who desired it. It keeps him busy, but
he believes in possessing many friends.
30 if you want to add his picture to
your collection just let Irving know.

ACCORDING
"Black
Parson" whoto the
writes
to a Country
London
morning paper, says John Bull,
there will be a bad shortage on fiveshilling vouchers for War Loan as long
as the money is spent every week at
picture palaces. Our rev. friend should
not be angry because some people prefer
pictures to pars, ins, vvhqare 1 iceasii mally
not half as interesting. Besides, the
argument cnts both ways. The War
Li an would be just as much 0T just as

War notwithstanding, J. A. Campbell,
of the Theatre Royal, Grantham, informs
ns that he is building a handsome local
Picture House at St. Peter's Hill.
if

k a thirty-foot di\e into the ocean
before a throng of pleasure-seekers at
Miran ar beach, a l>eautiful resort b low
Santa Barbara. The American leading
man rushed the length of the pier and.
in street clothes, jumped to the rescue
of a drowning woman — while the er< iwds
burst into an uproar of applause.

A

Have you ever sat next the picturegoer who has visited the very places
shown on the screen ? So have we.

#

ending
I, 191 5

News

the shelf : " Tipperary " and slapstick picture-Comedies.

#

Week
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HOW

FILM
ACTORS
REHEARSE
No. i'>. The rescue from the fire.
.".! by Fred Adlingt

:

little do they know that the herois at
the bottom of the lake breathing
through a pond-lily stem. The hounds
give up the chase; the hero appears
above the surface of the water, embraces
t lie reed, and smiles up to hea\ i a.
"The

Great Ruby"

Nearly Finished.

several hundred
yers, of
in-pla
TWOLnb
extras,
a battery
field artillery.
and a balloon were used recently for
the military tournament in The Gvedt
Ruby, the famous Drury bane melodrama, now nearly filmed. One of the big
horse-racing parks in Philadelphia was
transformed into an English course for
the occasion and an elaborate programme ofevents was filmed.
Our Cover Portrait.
NO

need to int reduce Edward Coxen.
whose line work as lead in a great

many " Flying A" productions is
world-famous.
For
Wtj/'o Wanted
a
comedy released this week. Mr. Coxen

K SENNETT, managing di
tor of the Keystone forces, recently received a scenario, mailed
to him from a point in the East, accompanying which was a letter, that read :
" I think yon will agree with me that
this is an unusually funny story and on ■
that will make a big hit on the screen.
In fact, 1 think it is one of the
things of its kind 1 ever heard of."
ivas Sennett's reply .
" You say that you think your story is
funny. I will Lr>> a step further. I knowit is funny, for 1 wrote it myself Si me
three years ago and produced it a month
later.
Sennett refused to make known
the "-authors " name.
Charlie Chaplin Fox Trot.

see
turnyouyouin the
you
RE
YWHE
EVER
Charlie
Chaplin
staring
face. Hermann Darewski. the wellknown eomposer of Push and Go, Busim r.s / "-■■•'. Rosy Rapture, and the
popular sone- craze, Si*t,i- Susie,
has
written a Fox Trot entitled Charlie
Chaplin, which will soon be heard on
every baud in the kingdom. Apart from
this. Air. Darewski, in conjunction with
Dan Lipton. has written a song entitled
Charlie, dedicated to Charlie Chaplin
(who had one of his earliest English
these gentlem
through
entsjust
engagem
d by en),
which has
been produce
the
popular music-hall artiste Florrie Fbrde.
Hermann Darewski, who is considered
one of the keenest judges as to what the
public wants in the way of popular
-ones, predicts the greafesl popularity
for these two latest numbers. Already
hundreds of applications have been made
to the publishers. Francis. Day. aud
Hunter. 138, Charing Ciosa Road.

©ur News Feature:
INTERESTING
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Events of the Week
SELECTED

KKOM

PATHL.-

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

Tm: Art
1. "Comb and Join I
Canadian are responsible for many recruits.
Swimming : Royal Hor
Guards train horses to swim the Thames.
3. Welcoming the Brave: A great reception for Sergeant
© Leary, V.C.. in Hyde Park.
4. France s Day brings a golden harvest t.i the French National Relief Fund.
A Biisj
Fivnoli
Maid.
.",.
Nurses
Attached
to
the
Post
OFFICE
Rifi,k
Bkiqadb-:
Sir
Herbert
Samuel,
M.P..
tin
Postmaster-General,
is .an interested. spectator, 6i Russian Naval .Victory : The sinking of a Turkish cruiser in th<- Black Sea. 7. This Glorious*
Twelfth, \l*V>. sees all parties in Ulster united to beat the common too.
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Picture Players at Play
A

BOHEMIAN

NIGHT

ON

HEE existence
E i- a glimpse
the Bohemian
which ofadds
charm to
the life of the picture-people on
the Californian Coast. The City of
Los Angeles, being- maintained to an
appreciable extent by tourists, has
many restaurants; yet it seems to be a
fact that there is practically but one
eating-place where on any one night
numbers of photo-players will be found.
Many of the players who frequent the
restaurant are married. They may live
in the city proper, or in Hollywood,
or other outlying sections. A majority
may drive in in their own cars — this is
a town of motor-cars. Some couples
make a practice of coming into town on
one stated evening each week ; others
may come on several occasions weekly.
To the far-off player or film-man it is a
cure for home-sickness to look over the
big room and see so many he may
know, either personally or by reason of
screen appearance. There is quite a
bit of " visiting" from table to table.
A few weeks ago at the restaurant in
question there was a stated gathering
of photo-players, and for several days
previously a card near the entrance
announced the coming event.
It was nearly eight o'clock, writes
George Blaisdell in the Moving-Picture
World, when the longest table began to
fill. Some of those seen about the
room and no attempt was made to
compile a list — were Harry Walthall,
Charles Chaplin, Francis Bushman,
Fred Balshofer, Mack Sennett, Charles
Aiding. Hobart Henley, Louise Vale,
Franklin Ritchie, Lottie Pickford, and
more than a hundred other players and
big film men.
There were cheers when Harry Walthall aro&e at the head of the tables and

THE

WEST

PACIFIC

COAST.

tion of Sousa's "Stars and Stripes for
Ever,"' and absorbingly interesting it
was. too, to watch the serious, even
stern, faces of the musicians. There
was a hush as Chaplin's arms rested at
the cutting of the last note. Then came
a roar of applause testifying the admiration of the comedian's confreres and the
general public as well. An encore followed. The situation changed from drama
to comedy, and there were many laughs.
" I am not going to introduce but
announce Truly Shattuck," said Mr.
Walthall. The old-time player put
her
uponcheered.
the toastmaster's
face,
and hands
the diners
Then followed
" Gone are the days,"' and nearly every one
sang the chorus with Miss Shattuck.
Martha Golding gave a recitation in
French patois, and Roscoe Ar buckle
told two stories. Harry Gribonsang:
so, too, did Polly Moran. Leo White
recited. Hal Williams sang " Tipperary." Tom Mix, who in Rodeo had been
jumped on by a horse and badly hurt, was
called upon so that the party could cheer
him. Porter Strong, in a dance with au
Oriental touch, made a lot of fun.
Charlie Murray gave a recitation in
blank verse; it was not a recitation
either — it was more a speech. He told
of the woes of a comic ; he praised
Charlie Chaplin, and took off his hat to
him. He spoke of Julian Eltinge. and
of the dear old Burbank days. He said
that there were many familiar faces in
front of him. and that he could go down

the line.
For on
Murray
was
serious, but he carried the rarty with
him"Ourall thedistil,.
ti:
Eltinge" annouii
Walthall, and!
the ensuing ajipla
" 1 anil
grateful to be here," said the well-knowi
impersonator.
just I came
little
vacation. "INow.
am i: out mi a*
to apologise
for my
voice, but mn
throat."
In the splendid
singi .
the "• Crinoline Cirl " that followed there
seemed to be no occasion for apologisMr. Eltinge got his full
ni^eding for
ofeither.
hearty pra
Ruth Roland was given a receptioa
that indicated in unmistakable manner
the affection her fellow-players U-ar
her. She sang sweetly and simply
"" Wrap me in a bundle and take me*
home with you."' The screen l
girls would not let h
_
-he sang!
"California
and You." and the di:
helped her in the chorus. This iplace to say that Miss Roland is a Californian girl— a San Franciscan.
One of the hits of the night was that
of Victor Moore. After an introductory talk Mr. Moore told the story of
None
of the pathosnewsboy
of the —poem
was lost
the Broadway
-'Partners.''
in its telling. The speaker did not have
to raise his voice; absolute silence ' provided for him. or rather the art of
the actor and the heart appeal of the
simple thousand
tale secured
for here
him. thei
" <'
three
miles itfrom
a little girl to whom I always drink
said Mr.
the
every
nightMoore,
when I as
am he
awayconcluded
from home.""
story of the " newsy."' " I'd dearly like
to have you join me in drinking to-night
to the best of girls, the best of pa
my wife." Everybody joined Mr. M<
And the foregi ine- is just a part of
the story of one night among the
photoplayers of the Wi

said in that fine voice of his, " I have the
very great pleasure and the honour to
announce that our fellow-artiste and
photoplayer Charles Chaplin will nowlead the orchestra*." Mr. Chaplin made
humorous reference to the large sum
one of the papers had announced as
having ben offered him. "You must
know, of course. I have been working
hard to-day."' he said;"] have taken a
fall and hurt my elbow." The comedian
removed his coat and immediately
replaced
it. He faced
the musicians
and shook at them a mane that would
have done credit to the leader of the
Royal Italian Band. Roars of laughter
followed the gymnastic efforts of the
little I'uinnaker. Suddenly it dawned on
the big party that what it had construed
as comedy was. as a matter of fact, real
hard work. Chaplin really was leading,
the musicians were with him to a fraction of a second. The body swayed;
the masses of black hair flowed from
side to side; the most temperamental of
Latin bandmasters apparently had in his
bag of tricks nothing Chaplin didn't
expose.
Stirring indeed was the execu-

AN INTERESTING SNAPSHOT: Charlie Chaplin al Venice, California, taken
a week or two ago 1>\ Fred Goodwins (the picture on left), who is playing with
him.
This will kill the silly rumours
that Mr, Chaplin is dead, or mad.
(See also page 355.)

u i.i-.k BKOINO
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Adapted

from

TBTE bashes surrounding the
glade of the Foresl or Fontainebleau parted with slow, cautious
motion,
a girl's
with matted
hair
and and
smudgy
facehead
appeared.
Her
it tent ion had l)een attracted to the
centre <>f the glade by the sound of
merry-making, and the silent watcher's
- grew round with astonishment,
and then narrowed with resentment as
she noted the happj abandon of the
party as they circled and danced round
a Maypole with shrieks of merriment.
The girl'sAciauger
grewt" with
the passing
moment.
ording
her own
narrow
sphere of thought these 1 pie had no
right to lie happy while she was lonesome, ragged, and often underfed.
The-.- visitors had come in their fine
dresses from the city to enjoy themselves, and they looked a very prosperous crowd indeed. Her own home was
about a quarter of a mile away in the
depths of the forest, and consisted of a
rude wooden hut which sheltered her
aged and somewhat cranky grandmother,
who was too much occupied at her spinning-wheel, earning a living for herself
and her young granddaughter, to spare
time to either amuse or instruct her.
The girl certainly looked wild, but the
dirtiness of her face could not hide its
prettiness. Washed and dressed in the
tine clothes of the dancer's, one felt that
she could have queened it over them all.
At this moment her temper was
uppermost, and. stooping, she picked up
a clod of earth, and aimed it at the
dancers. The dance stopped on the
moment, and young men and girls looked
around in astonishment, for no human
beii\g except themselves appeared in the

Players
Film
Featuring
by J. D. Walker's
World

the

Film

by

Mary
Films,

PlCTl'I' F.GOER

Pickford.
Limited.

PATRICK

manni rly interference had come from
this direction. The girl, seeing that her
hiding-place was discovered, tied, but
one of the young men. spying a figure
racing through the underwood, executed
a flank 1111 >\ emcnt . and the culprit almost
raced into his arms.
" Ah. so it was you that broke up our
dance !" said the young man. taking the
girl by the arm. The next moment he
emitted a howl of pain that startled the
others. Like a panther the girl had
turned on him. and bitten his hand.
When he recovered the elfish-looking
creature had disappeared.
" A she-wolf '. " he muttered angrily as

GLYNN.

he returned to fche othera and dressed
his hand. After expressing what they
would do to the foresl girl if t hej caughl
her at her trick- again, tie- party resumed their places round the Maypole,
and commenced the wildest dai
)f all.
One
of the girls
emitted
a little
mil
The bombardment had I n
resumed from a different point of tic
compass. The bushes afforded excellent
cover for a weak attacking force, and
soon the clods followed each other in
rapid succession, and scattered the
dancers ..nee more. Landy. the young
man who had been bitten, advanced
cautiously this time. The interference
was becoming intolerable, ami must be
stopped. One of (he young ladies
pointed to an opening in the bushes
and screamed, "1 see her! There -h.i- ! What a dirty face !"
Then commenced another chase, but
as the quarry led the pursuers deeper
and deeper into the forest the pursuit
died away, and only the determined
Landy kept it up. By carefully avoiding the clods aimed at him he managed
to creep nearer to the wild girl. Seeing
that all the rest were afraid to venture
farther, he laughed, and, breaking suddenly through some intervening brushwood, caught the giii and pinned bei
hands
her side
"' Nowto then,
you urchin, what have you
to say for yourself ? " he said, triumphantly. "Win do you interfere with
the"Because
May partyI hate
?"
you all.' returned
the girl passionately, as she struggled in
his arms. "You halve tine cloth.-. and
] have only rags, and I have no one to

vicinity.

lay.iuga practical joke."
said
"Let us start
again."
Thea youn'g'lauy.
dance was resumed,
and at
this
moment a regular shower of clods fell
into the circle. The exasperated dancers
xattered in the direction of the bushes,
they rightly guessed that the mi-
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FANCHON
Famous
Controlled

AND

" We can't help your wearing
1a
said the' young man. releasing her arms
with." this queer specimen of the
play eyeing
ami
female tribe attentively.
Vow tliat he had time to examine Jie.r
features he noted the obvious fact that
t; YOU

PROMISED

TO KISS ME

III WAIl'iNti.

the
was \ cry
and combined
that the
look girl
of temper
and'pretty,
mischief
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rather added than detracted from her
good looks. He was unaware of the fact
that while he was taking stock- of the
girl she was also examining his figure
w ith sly curiosity.
'What is your name-?" he asked.
"Fanchon," said the girl readily;
'• i liey call me Fanchon the Cricket."
" I should call youFanchon the Biter."
remarked the young man. " Your teeth
are
pretty his
sharp.
See my hind
hand."wrapped
Landy
extended
wounded
round with a handkerchief, and on eyeing it the girl's face became troubled.
•• I'm sorry." she replied. " I have no
one to love me."
""Is that any reason for biting
people? " persisted Landy, who thought
his hand a good topic for conversation.
" I only bite people who hurt me. I
can ingfight
too."
replied Fanchon. squarher lists
defiantly.
" Oh," retorted Landy, edging away.
" A regular Amazon."
"What's that?" asked Fanchon,
curiously.
'" A woman fighter," replied Landy.
'"Do you know." he continued, "that
you are a very nice-looking girl, and
that if you only washed your face you
would look really pretty ? "
" I wash my face once a week in the
brook," replied Fanchon, resentfully.
"Try the same treatment everyday,
J t 'would make a marvellous change in
you," advisedLandy.
" How long is your party going to
dance
in the
the subject.
glade?" asked Fanchon,
changing
" For the next three or four days. Not
continuously, of course. Don't throw anymore clods of earth at us. Promise me."
" I shall see," retorted Fanchon. imperiously.
Landy turned and saw that the others
were coming forward to him. Fanchon
saw them too. and with a well-directed
aim sent a shower of earth at them, and
then disappeared. Landy laughed and
walked back to the glade. His sweetheart, Madelon. ran up to him and took
his arm with a pettish jealous movement. "You were speaking to that
dreadful girl for a long time. What
did you say to her ? "
" Oh, 1 just told her to wash her face for
punishment." replied Landy. carelessly.
Chapter IT.
The next day Fanchon went to her
lair in the bushes and watched the party
of young people again at their amusement. She was beginning to take an
interest in the invaders, and though at
times she envied their circumstances she
did not molest them to the same extent
as the first day. Her keen eyes always
picked out the figure of Landy, and it
was only another tribute to her quick
brain that, she discovered that the girl
Madelon w ho hung on to Laudy's arm
longer than theFanchon,
rest was the
young
sweetheart.
with
her man's
wild,
untamed nature, felt strangelj jealous,
and. encountering Landy later in the
day. she called him to her and pointed
in (he distance to Madelon.
"Do you think she is prettier than
me ? " asked Fanchon.
It was a difficult question for Landy
bo answer considering the circumstances.
Jle wisely temporised.

;,
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" There are different ideas of beauty,"
he replied, smilingly.
It I wereto dress up myself like her
would you like me just as well ? "
Landy was thunderstruck. This was
love-making with a vengeance; but he
could not drag himself ;.way from the
girl, and the feeling that he should have
been with the party rather than flirting
with this quaint but pretty specimen of
the other sex made him feel a little
uncomfortable.
"Yes. you ought to dress yourself up
better
you do," hebetter
remarked,
the wantthan
of something
to say. for
" Very well." replied Fanchon decisively.I'll
"
try and get a nice dress
and join your party. Won't yon let
Landy nodded. He wondered what
the others would say if Fanchon did
really join them in their amusements.
"
me?
Fanchon
had a trick of disappearing

d him for a dance.
The gentleman,
with an embarrass
agreed.
Sinhad rendered him a service by pulling
him out of the sea only an hour pre\ ioiisly. and be had -aid nothing about it
to his friends. But he had made her a
promise, and he was called upon t.«
redeem it. Madelon watched the pair
with jealous eyes, and was on th>- verge
of tears. She had not calculated on
this ending to her holiday.
Now that she did look a little more
civilised than usual. Landy had to admit that none of the faces in the- throng
Although more
untrained
and Fanchon'-.
possessing
displayed
l)eauty than
none of the airs of the town-bred girls.
Fanchon possessed a natural grace and
a self-possec.-ed manner that would
carry her tbio-.igh any ordeal. Landy
began to think that his love-making
with Madelon was somewhat i remature.
The dance finished, Fanchon turned to
her partner;- "You promised to kiss me ; I'm wait
ing," said Fanchon.
Landy bitterly remembered he had
promised, and this little terror intended
to make him keep it in circumstances
favourable to herself. Eanchon spread
herself out. figuratively speaking, for
the endearment, and Landy. with a red;
dening face, kissed her on the cheek.
whilst twenty pairs of eyes grew ronnder,
and twenty mouths said " Oh ! " in varying tones. Landy grew reckless. He
liked the kiss, and rinding the first to
his taste, gave her a second. He had
burned his bridges behind him.
It became an admitted thing ami gsi
the holiday-makers that Fanchon the
Cricket
ensnared
's heart.
There washad
another
besideLandy
-Madelon
who
disliked
and this
was Landy
father, the
whochange,
had an
interest
in the"s
property
Fanchon's
home, andsurrounding
he threatened
to evict humble
thi
grandmother arid everything else with
her. But he reckoned without Fanchon.
The little sprite candidly told him what
she thought of him. and wound up with
a threat of rolling him in the mud if he
did ii>t get off.
Landy went back to the city. and.

" YOU

MUST

SAT IT IN A KINDER
SAID I'ANCHoX.

TONE,"

into the surrounding bushes, and Landy
returned to the party with a troubled
mind. His interest in Fanchon the
Cricket was not only becoming tod
obvious to himself, but to others, for
Madelon looked vixenishly at him.
The whole party were amazed next
day when they saw Fanchon descending
the hill in their direction. It was not
so much her advent as her extraordinary
" get-up." Her face was clean, a sufficiently startling fact in itself. Instead
of the usual rags. Fanchon appeared in
a twenty-year-old dress, apparently tlve
property
of her dead
mother.
The
texture was quite bew-looking, but the
style was dead and gone like its original
owner. Fanchon had tried the effect on
a cow first, and was a little disappointed
when a disgusted "Moo" and a ha*ty
retreat had told that the change was
too much tor the cow's taste. Nothing
daunted, the girl invaded the circle of
the invaders amidst a chorus ^<i titters.
Fanchon
walked
over to l.and\ and

under his lather's watchful eye. he applied himself to business until the old
man congratulated himself that he ha-,
killed the little romance of theFontainebleau Forest. But an attack of brainfever which laid Landy in bed was a
revelation to the old man. and he
regretted his interference. He did not
know that Fanchon had herself advised
Landy to wait, and had told him that it
his heart was tin1 same in a Mar's lime
.-he would give him a straight answer.
But Landy was impatient, and in his
delirium he called for his little sweetheart. The specialists after a consultation toldmust
the young
man'swish
father
that
the lad
have everj
gratified
or they would not answer for the conseguences. The father immediately sent
a message to Fanchon to come to his
house, but the independent Fanchon
told him that if he wanted her he must
come for her, and the old man. after
swallowing
hi- wrath, obeyed the injunction.
must -ay
in a old
kinder
-aid" Von
Fanchon.
whenit the
man. tone."
after

k i:\ding
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These beautiful new screen studies of "the World's Sweetheart" show Mary Pickford in varied
mood and different scenes in " Fanchon the Cricket," the story of which
is dealt with in the
preceding pages.
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PEOPLE in the PICTURES
Away

back ride, and now she declares it was
so easy that she plans to ride to hounds
in the autumn if she can <_'(-t a l.
of dogs. brnad-of-beam horse and a couple
husky,

from (ireass Paint.

PAULINE BUSH is taking a wellearned pest Sin: will not put on
grease-paint or powder for some
time. Her holiday will include a stay
at a summer ranch, where she will indulge in a milk diet. She does this once
i year and finds it very beneficial. Miss
Bush lias been doing some beautifully
artistic work of late, and her temporary
retireme'nt
screen
regretted.from
But then the
a tew
weeksis to
will hesoon

In the character of "Tillie." Hiss
Dressier has something new in shoes
which, are striped and golden to niatch
her hat
striped
costume.
You rememl»-r
her
in Tillies
Punctured
S tanccf
Now watch for her shoes in Tillies
Tomato Surprise. They will surprise y. in.

slip by, and then — back to pictures.
An Attractive Couple.
HAROLD LOCKWOOD won a nicesized bet at the beach at Santa.
Barbara recently, when- several of
the visitors wagered that be could not
beat one of their number at swimming.
A boat was sent well out and a float
anchored, and the race was on. Harold

Mary's Surprise Visit.
MARYJackPICKFORD
and her 1 at
rotber
surprised everybody
the
Hollywood Studios, Los Aug
the other day by dropping m upon
D.'W Griffith, who "cliscovered " h'er a
few years ago, and many of her friends
of the old Biograpb clays, who are
now with Reliance and Majestic. The

wun, but lie had' a hard job, for his
opponent was a swimmer of no mean
order. Lockwood did not make much
out of it, for he " stood " the dinner at
the Arlington afterwards.
Pretty May Allison, a well-known
musical comedy actress, has made a big
hit with her acting opposite Harold
Lockwood at the American Studios.
She was asked recently by an inquisitive newspaper reporter how many
languages she spoke.
"Well, to be frank," she said, with
just the faintest trace of a smile, " X
speak six fluently."
"' They are
"
''English, French, German, Baseball,
Golf, and Bridge," Miss Allison replied.
Then all concerned participated in a
hearty and prolonged laugh.
Marie Dressier Rides a Horse.
HARD at work at the Lubin Studio
on the new comedy, Tillie's Tomato
Surprise, Marie Dressier shattered
a record of quite a cluster of years the
other week when she actually got' on the

A rest and a smoke for player and producer.
Harold Lockwood (on left) and Henry Otto,
a very popular pair with the American "Co.
Mr. Otto has just completed his first year
with them.
back of a horse, and. alone and unaided,
navigated him from one point to another
while a couple of motion-picture cameras
recorded the feat.
The horse has been in service so long
that most of his days are now spent
grazing on the ranch and watching the
younger horses do the work, but he
suited Marie exactly.
How Miss Dressier was assisted into
the saddle by a half-dozen cowpuncbers;
how they woke up the four-legged
veteran; how she sat squarely on his
back, slipping not nor skidding, and,
with a rein in each hand, steered him
down the country road, while the camera,
reeled off film, will long be remembered
by those present.
It was her first horse-

news
"little
Mary''andwasfrom
on tingroundsthat
spread
rapidly,
all
corners players and directors trotted
out. until the young star was Burrounded
by a laughing, excited crowd.
Manners from the Screen.
THEscreen
numberless
ways inpictnreg
which the
is influencing
are indicated in one instance in a
letter from an admirer to Mabel Trunnelle. the Edisou star.
" I recently took under my wing." the
woman wrote. " a pretty young girl who
was a regular ' fan.' but who shocked me
with her unwomanly rudeness and manners. Icould do little with her. I told
her that perfect ladies never act as >hdid. This had about the same effect until
I told her to watch you. who she is
very fond of. in the film and see how you
acted when men and women were about.
I always watch for your pictures, and
with you as a model for my young wild
bird 1 have been able to do wonders by
the power of example."
Some are Born ; Some

are Made.

THAT is the opinion in regard to
motion-picture stars of Thomas
H. Ince, noted
director of the
New York- Mot inn-Picture Corporation,
who in his career has employed hundreds of players of both sexes. " Everybody can't be a star." Mr. Ince recently

declared, "regardless of whether he or

Tins >* no' a fit in scone.
It shows the directing crow assisting Mario Dressier
Uom one field to another o)\ the Lubin much.
Note the camera man who is
read) for anything thai m:n happen.

she believes this. I believe, how,'
that almost everybody would eventually
become a near star if the produi
would give them the opportunity.
"But we can't afford to do that. We •
want somebody left to fill the ] icturetheatre. It 1 were to employ everybody
who has submitted an: application for a
pi sition as a player, there would be but
few left of the country's population.
"There i* one scarcity in this field.
however." concluded the celebrated
director, who has produced several of
the Mutual Masterpict.ures* "and that
i- among the camera-men. Good
camera-men are as scarce as the proverbial hen's teeth. A good cameraman is born, and is
ntial to the

Wl I K KNDINd
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One of tho many deatn-aefying thrills in Tht Diamond from the Sky, the North American Kim Corporation's Monsioi Prise
I'n tmisi'il Romantic Novel, being screened by "Flying A." This unique piece of motion picture aare-deviltrj depicts the
sensational escape of 1; Arthur Stanley (Irving Cumnungs) from a band of train rpbbem, whom he hid overheard plotting to
lioM up the msi mail. Pursued by the bandits, the fleeing horseman drives his mount upon the tracks, and, after a Deck to
iH'i-k race, leaps from the saddle, grabs hold of the -ill ol the open window, and pulls himself into the car. It is l>ni one of
numerous thrills, following close upon one another in /'■ ■ Di
he Sky, in which Irving Onmmingi and Lottie
Pickiord l\n\c the titulai rapported bj an all-star cast,
success
'of aa picture
that he should
he
placed en
higher pedestal
than tho
one on which he stands to-day."
.Mr. tnce, if lie Bees possibilities in an
" extra,"
may betalent.
countedHi-upon
bring
I this latent
sreatti>enthusiasm accounts for tho discovery of
motion-picture stars,
Friends for Life.
SOME time ago Mabel Normand lost
a valuable bracelet
sin- searched
her dressing-room and in all kinds
of places about the Key-tone
studio
where
she thought
she might
have
Iropped it.
At last she gave it up.
Not lone' after this Ros<
Arbuokle a
bull-dog, Luke, pot into Miss Normaud's wardrobe
and atorebreak
up onebetween
of her
-hoes.
This caused
the exasperated comedienne and the
g, who. before tin-, had boon the best
friends. Just the other day. hower, Luke came running out from
under tho corner of the elevated stage
with something in his mouth. As
though to make up for his recent misdemeanor, ho trotted straight over to
Miss Normand and dropped in her lap
the long-sought bracelet. The shoe
jpisode was forgotten, and now Keystone Mabel and Luke are once more
inseparable.
A Great Emotional Actor.
HENRY
B. WALTHALL, whom
critics unite in declaring one of
the greatest photoplay actors in
the world, has joined the Essanay Company on a long term contract at one of
the largest salaries ever paid to a photoplay star.
Mr. Walthall is well known to the
public, and needs no introduction. As
the leading character in photoplays produced by other film companies, he was
the feature of the casts. Ho has had a
wide experience both on the speaking
stage and in photoplays. He has advanced steadily in artistic accomplish-

ments and popular favour until at the
present time ho stands at tho head of
his profession. It was in accordance
with Bssanay's plan to secure the very
best actor- iii the country that negotiations were opened with him, for he is a
real actor, and not a mere poser befora
the camera. " I do not even know I am
bet, ire a camera when 1 am playing my
parts."
said Mr.
Of course,
somewhere
backWalthall.
in my "mechanical
brain there is an instinct of some sort
that keeps mo within tho focus of the
camera. But outside of that I think
only of the part I am playing. I feel
tho parts so much that I have no room
forMr.
anything
else is
in amymaster
mind." of subtle
Walthall
expression, and in plays requiring a display of emotional feeling he has no
Before he closed his engagement with
equal.
the Griffith forces to go to Chicago he
distinguished himself in adaptations
from Ibsen, and he ranks his double parts
in Ghosts among the be9t things he has
done. In this film he took the parts of
the Father and the Son, ani had to
change his make-up frequently. Ghosts
has been renamed The Inherited Bufdi ,1 .
and we shall publish the story of this
production next week.
A Descendant of the Illustrious Wit.

a snapshot
ENAY willFOOTE.
COURT
be found on our
of whom
Gossip page, is featured as Judson
Davids in Up from the Depths, the fourreel Mutual Masterpicture. He is a
Yorkshire man. a descendant of the
illustrious wit .Samuel Foote, and of
the celebrated actress Lydia Foote,
afterwards Lady Harrington. His
aristocratic appearance and dramatic
temperament are the inheritance of
generations. His family intended that
he should become a civil engineer. But,
after devoting several months to techan was connology, thethatyoung
that
could he find
never Englishm
vinced

career congenial. Breaking away from
these associations, he sought the eminent Shakspearean scholar and actor,
F. R. Benson,
who proved
a most
excellent tutor. Foote worked hard in
his company of players, rapidly graduating into prominent roles. This was
the beginning of his successful drama! ia
career. To play Judson Davids in Up
from the Depths require- a Jekyll-andHyde versatility. The figure of the
vehement evangelist utterly devoid of
moral sense, in tho hands of this competent Reliance-Majestic loading man,
is a convincing personality.
By the way, you may vote for Courtenay Foote in our World Contest, because,
although he is an Englishman, he has
always played abroad in picture-, and
is to all intents and purposes a foreign
picture-player.
Broadway's

" Great White

Way."

A

NUMBER
of the
people
had
occasion to pass
Kalemwho
studios
at Clift'side. New Jersey, recent 1\ .
stopped, stared, rubbed their eyes, and
then took another look. Convinced
that they were not suffering from
optical delusions, the spectators advanced atrifle closer, aud then assumed
comfortable positions for the afternoon.
They had excellent reasons for stating.
About sixty of them were attired in the
bewilderingly beautiful costumes in
which they appear nightly at Maxim's.
Rector's, and Bustanoby's, all famous
restaurants in New York. Among the
spectators was one individual who was
familiar with New York's " Great White
Way." He stared at the motion-picture
stage, and was hoard to murmur. " If
that doesn't look like Maxim's. I'll eat
Had the Kalem producer-director
cared to enlighten this individual, he
could have informed him that the set
which
had excited his comment was an
my hat!"
exact
reproduction
the girls
taking partof inMaxim's.
the scene That
wera
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Our Cinematographic Cartoons.

No. 42 : The

Hunt

for Humour

(hello WoRfv/)

1. As an anient: picturegoer I get many ideas at the Cinema, although the managers givo mo ve«y little eueouragenient, especially
when
to get
on the
OnceAndinside,
however.make
I keep
my eyes
open a for
anything
of a humorous
nature,
but my
my
victimsI try
seldom
holdin the
same"nod."
opinion.2. 3.
I generally
my exit
in quite
graceful
manner.
4. 1 always
sketch
cartoons in the neighbouring ice factory. It has such a cooling effect on the brain. 5. In order to be in time for pre^s I rush
to Adam Street with my work, regardless of the rude remarks which are traded at me ; and 6. Arrived at the office the
Editor bombards me with flattering speeches of appreciation. (I don't think.)
Inset is a portrait of Allan Morley, our cartoonist, who has endeavoured to shoiv in the above sketches how soms of his work is cam
the same girls who regularly appear in
Lhe performances at Maxim's. Bustanoby's, and Rector's.
Maxim's at Midnight is the name of
the production in which all these girls
were used, and when this four-act feature isreleased Broadway's Great White
Way will be transported l>odi]y to every
photo-play theatre in which it is shown.
This, of course, means that all the dancesand revues which are the rage in New
York will lie shown to motion-picture
patrons. A number of newspapermen
who visited the studios while the production was being filmed were enthusiastic in their praise of the marvellously
realistic atmosphere with which Maxim's
at Midnight is imbued.
She Had to Snee/e.
DOROTHY
GISH does not believe
in the use of d6ubl6s in photoplays any more than docs 1). W.
Griffith, of the Reliance and Majestic
Companies. Because of 1km- faith in
the effective motion picture actor in a
hazardous
scene
instead
of a hired
acrobat. Miss dish lias undergone many
adventures.
The most recent of the
scries occurred 1 lie ot her day during 1 he
filming of the Majestic feature, Victonne,

The scenario of this play, which is
founded upon the well-known magazine
story by Julian Street, calls for Dottie.
the central feminine figure (Miss Gish).
to rest against a hoard background
while a professional knife-thrower outlines her figure with knives hurled with
great accuracy from a distance.
In the filming of this scene a professional knife-thrower was employed,
as it was not felt that any of the male
members of the stock company would
be sufficiently proficient in this dangerous art.
• Miss Gish would hear of no talk of
using a double for her part in the scene.
When the board background had been
prepared and all was in readiness,
Miss Gish walked about the studio
quietly for a few moments. Then she
went throngh a few simple Delsarte
exercises for quieting the nerves. With
this shnple preparation, she leaned
against the board.
"' When you are ready you may lire.
(Iridlcy.'" she said, quoting from a
famous
speech made at the Battle of
Manila Hay.
"Gridley," or. in other words, the
professional knife-thrower,
His
performance
and that of "shot."
Miss
Gish

would have been dangerous enough
under normal circumstances, but in
Ylctorint the knife-thrower is intoxicated. Hence, the player must simulate
intoxication by reckless throwing.
After a particularly wild throw Miss
dish
out, "Stop!
Thecalled
players
who "were watching
thought that her strong nerves had
given way at last.
'What's the matter had enough?"
asked Director Paul Powell.
.A gurgle, followed by a sharp and unmistakable sound, was the only reply
for a moment.
It was a sneeze!
"I simply had to sneeze or spoil the
picture." said .Miss (iish.
Which was the only exhibition of unstrung nerves that the players saw,
The
rest of the scene passed safely.
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entering the bnt. grnfflj requested her
to follow him. A sneaking admiration
'.u- the fjirl
jutlmrst
of helped
temper, him to choke hia Bret

|

"I want you bo be kind enough to
1 1- "oinpany mi'.' said the oid ijentlenian,
" Thai's liim-li better." B»id Pauchon,
•ritically, ns she took his arm. " ¥rn
.i»>k quite niee when you ^ i■< •.•i U nicely.
Fancbon's visit to the sick young man
•roved I etter medicine i baa nnj tli<'
doctors conld offer. Land] rapidly impro '•(!. and \\ lit- n he heard that Fanuhon's grandmother had died since he
came to the city, fie put the all-impor
i.-in t question again. This time Panel on
had ii" reason for delaj ing matters.
The honeymoon was Bpent in the
Potest of Fontainebleau.
•
•
*
»
'I'll.' cast "f this charming tour-act
romance, by George Sam!-, w a- follows; FnDciou, Mar\ Pick ford; Landy,
Jack Standing; Madelon. Lottie Tick
ford; Old Fadel (Fanchon'e grandmother), Gertrude Norman; Landy's
father,
brother),Russell
RichardBassett
Lee. ; Didier (Landj 's

OUR

LETTER-BAG

HENRY

B.

WALTHALL

Selected from hundreds every week.
■ Oh ! You Charlie ! "
I am a pulini' pianist, and can play to
any films but Chaplin comedies, ami then
when I glance lip at him 1 nearly roll off the
seat with laughter. Even after seeing the
same film about ten times 1 can -till laugh at
it. It take- a lot to make me laugh, which

is known and admired by all picluregoers. His
acting is perfect in parts portraying intense emotion,
and he is at his best in the latest Essanay drama,

"TEMPER"

prove- these films most be fanny."
(tERTIK (Upper Tooting).

From Lumber to Letter-box.
Four weeks ago we moved info a nice house
in thisdistrict. and whilst exploring a lunibcrctipboard under the roof I came across a few
old numbers of PlCTOBES.
I had heard of
the paper, but never seen a copy. These
back numbers made me order a current issue.
and now the paper will come segnlarly
through our letterbox even Saturday."

in 3 acts, by H. S. Sheldon, in which the most
poignant feelings of the human heart are revealed.

" Does Photoplay Writing Pay ? "

WARDA
HOWARD,
RUTH
STONEHOUSE, and ERNEST MAUPAIN help to
make it the perfect Drama Photoplay.

Fkkdkrick B. (Streatnam).

'• I have read Mr. John Jack-on s article in
your iccent issue with great pleasure, and believe that in a great measure what he says is
true. It only needed Some one to say it.

J have been writing, with partial snecess,

some fourteen month- or more, but from my
experiences hardly think the position is quite
as bad as Mr. Jackson puts it. From some
firms in London alone I have received very
courteons notes on the back of the printed
slips which have been the greatest help to
me.
Jos. Rovvbotham (Scunthorpe).

The wise exhibitor will mike a note of this film.
Patrons will confer a service if they remind him of it.

ESSANAY
148,

FILM MANUFACTURING
Charing

Cross

Road,

London,

CO.,

W.C.

"To the Boys in the Trenches."
" I enclose a copy of a snapshot of Charles
Chaplin, taken by one of my sons who is
working in his new dramatic production, and
forwarded by my son to his brother, who is
awa\ at the Front. Incidentally Fred, in a
private letter to ns, says: Out of the eleven
members of Charlies Stock Company, no
fewer than seven of lis. including Charlie,
were born under the British
flag.'Goodwins.
"
W. E.
Elephant and Castle Cinematograph
Theatre. &B.
'The snapshot, which was inscribed " To
the Boys in the Trenches. i- reproduced on
page 348.
Editor.
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-IN

TWO

Peer Gynt
FAMOUS

SEA

SCENES.

in the Making
STRENUOUS

TIME IN AMERICA.

Had to be in the night train at eleven o'clock bound for a
weird place called Indio. which is in the desert about 120
miles south of Los Angeles, and which we i-eached at abmt
five in the morning. There we found buggies awaiting as t"
take us across the desert, while a blinding sand storm was in
progress, to a place called Palm Springs. It is known to !>-•
the driest place in the United States, and is a little spot of
green, in the desert, where invalids are supposed to get well.
Dressed as a Turk, I was taken to an A-ab encampment
about seven miles further along. I went in a car over a most
appalling road, but out of the awful dust storm, as we were
under the shadow of the mountain. How the ears stand the
rough travelling I cannot imagine. At last we came in sight
of a regular Arab encampment filled with Arabs, Arab
women, and dancing girls. Here I was put on an Arab steed
and made to enter the camp on it. At my appearance, after
careful rehearsal, the Arabs all rushed at me with drawn
swords, which was rather embarrassing for the horse and for
me, who had not ridden for years.
Friday.

GAZETTE
gives real

WAR NEWS.

Yesterday I was ready at 8.30, and we were taken about
fifteen miles into an isolated place on the mountain side.
There I was photographed in all sorts of scenes as young
"Peer Gynt." in a blazing sun. Later I had to make up as
old Peer and go through all sorts of other scenes. Then
again I had to make upas young Peer and roll into a stream.
coming up from underneath the water and rushing off into
the woods. After getting back to the studio I went through
some melodramatic scenes in a very cleverly constructed
imitation of a ship's cabin,
Monday.

NOT
MISS

THE

THE latest screen production. Peer Gynt, by the Oliver
Morosco Company, at Los Angeles, is now. or nearly,
completed.
As we stated previously. Cyril Maude, the
famous actor-manager, is starring in this, the cast including
such other players as Herbert Standing and Myrtle Stedman,
who says she is enjoying her work in it immensely.
Mr. Maude, on the other hand, appears to have had a somewhat strenuous time, and some of his strange happenings are
recorded in a diary which he sent home to his wife (Winifred
Emery), who recently published a portion of it in the En
Nezos. It has been stated that his part in Peer Gynt, the most
spectacular thing the Morosco-Bosworth have ever done, will
be this actor's last appearance in moving pictures.
Here are a few extracts from the diary referred to :—
Wednesday.

HE'S
T
A
P
ANIMATED

DO

ACTORS

OF

IT.

Made up and went to a lovely place among the hills, and
there we did a holiday wedding sceue. in which I behaved
disgracefully and carried off the bride into the mountains
iiter that, into the car again, and was taken to another
my
plaee where I did an extraordinary scene ot puttingI was
mother on the top of her hut and leaving her there
very nervous about it. as I had to put her over my shoulder
and carry her up a ladder.

Nd joke, I can tell you '.
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Thursday.
To-daj 1 had toTd under the Klnre oJ the eleotric lighfc to
.
er."
do a death scene with "mj moth
Then came a \ei\ strennbus Berne in the clouds driving a
,.,,, ,,| ,,.„ realistically faked reiodeer up i" l»«-i\ -'> '." :|
dream. Of course, this metmt ■* ffreat deal o! rehearsing.
»r>'nn\ I
out ami different thing* went
The URtta gave fiearable
1 \ tho constant good bnmonrand
,\;,s nil made
indefatigable energy of the producer, for whose marvellous
powers of organisation 1 Bball always cherish the liveliest
reelings of admiration and respect.
1 have jnst come bacli from a Bcene at a sori of menagerie.
I had to dn ss np as the serai-old Peer and go and do a scene
in which 1 w'as escaping up a tree from n lion. First "I all
the lion was Ift .'ii to the stage, and then he wandered about
in fr< nt of the camera w bile the camera-man in a eage photoed

Thoughts

Saturday.
1 have just had a horrid scene. with a pjg, on which T was
sitting astride with my witch bride. The poor bride was in
ureat tear of the \<iis. which was an enormously fat one. and
made the most hideous row imaginable, grnnt ing and groaning
and squeaking, and kicking up no end of a fuss. I, too, was
very nervous about that pig bitirig or scratching at me with
its ia.k lege. However.nere I am lack again in my dressingroom quite safe and well.

"The Pictures"

I SOUVENIR
ACTUAL SIZE

Picturegoer.

Holding Hands Isn't the only Pleasure
of Going to the Pictures.
Another one equally
EDISON PLAY.

thrilling

is watching

the

Observe it closely I With what fine emotions— cither
laughter or tens it moves you. I low human and
life-like the artistes are How clearly the story or
plot is unfolded before you. You can almost understand
wh.it the characters are saying to each other, and how
n become in the ending.

him : snch a Bplendid looking lion, t'<
1 haj) to climb np a tn e, and w is in a tremendous funk, for
the lion was rushing alxmt raging mad to L:vt me li was
nervous woik, as 1 was told that the tree was not quite sat.'.
Friday.
Dressed in heavy leather trapper's clothes, 1 was told to gel
into an Indian canoe, paddh across the Btream, and a man
would shoot at me and splinter t«ie paddle in my hand.
[ objected vtry 6 trongly in Anglo-Saxon to do this, but on
the producer explaining to me that the man shooting was a
Jolly, wasn't it r The wild
expertwith[consented
greatwoolly
and
a vengeancetoi£.
! However, \\ came off all right,
the paddle was dulj splintered while I was paddling, and the
shot spattered the water round me Then 1 had to be photographed paddling across the water «itli raj hands whilst an
Indian swam out to the canoe with a knife in his teeth
We had a bloodthirsty battle in the water, and bad to sink
right down out of sight ; after which 1m had to come np again
</<<(</. while I swam rapidly ashore. Hut the first Indian was
short of breath, and, 1 hear, was funky of my knife, having
once before done this sort of Bcene and having been stabbed
by his excited enemy.
Bo I had to do it all over again with another Indian, who
cam.' at me most ferociously, and we had an awful ducking
together. 1 splattered to the other side, and was dragged out
more dead than alive,

of a

,

The reason El >IS< >N Plaj s give you so (,'re.at pleasure
is, that every EDISON artiste is a star, clever, capable,
experienced
accomplished ; and LDISON
are jolly fine and
stories.
DON'T

FAIL

TO

1'LO'IS

SEE

IN THE SHADOW OF DEATH
AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be • pleated to tend you three
photo* of your favourite EDISON Playerion receipt
of 2d. to cover
pottage-

Thomas A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour St., London, W.

WATCH

FOR THE RELEASE
of

Hepworth's Latest Masterpiece

R'
'THA EReal SWE
Life ATE
Drama
in three Reels

WAR

exclusively controlled by

ALBUM

THE GLOBE FILM CO., LD.

Handsome uilt Allmms. with Tricolour Flag enamelled .
in colours on front, containing Portraits of
H.M. The King, Lord Kitchener,
General French, Admiral Jellicoe,
Tommy
Atkins,
and Jack Tar.
.1 charming little I' ndant for Hie
fVa tch-chain, Necklace or BracrUt.
Price ONE SHILLING (post-free)oB
Iree/
post\
•THE PICTURES,"
LTD.,
18 Adam St.. Stkanl.. Loxidn. W ('

7d and 6 Coupons (

81-83, Slialtesbury Avenue, W.C.
\ho'm

Hi

BOO, 5601, 5602.

A screen impression of methods not
sufficiently known, whereby the masses
who have created the nation's greatness
are ground down to satisfy the cravings
of a few who live by sweated labour.
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PIMPLE'S

SCRAP OF PAPER

"\V/I;LIj. I'm
dashed!''
The expression came from
W
our old friend Pimple after reading a "love-letter"
from bis landlord informing him that unless the last
five years' rent was paid within the next rive hours he would
take the liberty of taking Pimple's goods and chattels, and
gel pari of Ins own back as it were
" iVliat's the matter, Pinipey dear?" inquired his muchbetter-half.
"Matter enough!" he snorted; "unless we can raise the
rent the landlord "ill raise us with his hoot. Instead of
living iu this paradise of delight" (their only chee-ild gurgled
at the word, although Turkish delight was a thing of the
past) "we shall have to adopt the "simple life.' "
'; Bosh !" exclaimed his much-betteiShalf, "no bailiff shall
enter our door whilst I've strength to keep him on the step."
"Righto! wife,"" answered Pimple, who then began to
barricade the door v;ith the goods and chattels coveted by the
long-suffering landlord.
These preparations completed, the chee-ild did "sentry-go "
armed with a huge pop-gun
a
deed of daring much admired by
his fond parents.
Suddenly there came a knock

Pimple.
theyandcould
"enemy"
drWith a
through
theBefore
skylight
fell do
into sothethepassage-way.
rnsh and tumble a hand-to-hand fight commenced, during
which the "enemy" was forced back into the bath which
Pimple's nun h-bctter-half had filled in readini
Refusing
drown, gazed
the "enemy"
once more
and
mother
and tochee-ild
open-mouthed
at theattacked,
fierce battle
which ensued. Out of the bathroom, along the ] • 2 down
the stairs, into the drawing-room rushed the dripping
"enemy" and the fiery Pimple. After a long and deadly
struggle Pimple seized an oilcan and with it biffed hi~ opponehl on the head. He fell like a log at his victor's feet. Then
came the chee-ild's turn. With mighty strength he continued
the dastardly work commenced by his father, and pounded the
"enemy " with his popgun.
" My" sword
shoutedit Pimple.
His and
wife master.
brought With
an olda
meat-saw
and !"handed
to her lord
single stroke he was about to sever the head of the " enemj "
when

"What ameans
thisvoice
villainy
? "'
inquired
raucous
in the
rear.
• Pimple turned. his wife turned,
the chee-ild turned, the vanquished one stood up and turned,
and all faced a soiled and hiu'l.v
individual who had forced his
way into the apartment. Three
other men also pushed their
way in. and Pimple began to
shiver in his shoes.
■■ We're the bailiffs guv'nor."
explained
one
voice. the surprise party with

at the door,
Pimple's courage
passed
into and
his socks.
"B-b b-b-bailiffs!" he stuttered.

*

*

Let us hark
minutes before
and peep at a sad
room of another

«

back to thirty
the said knock
scene in a small
house. On the

bed lay Pimple's uncle, grizzled,
jr.'V. and dying. By tin? bedside
" And I— I— I — ," groaned the
"stood a doctor, who, having given
up all hope, now prepared -to take
his departure.
supposed "enemy" th
feeling
his neck
tenderly.
am
the doctor,
who was
sent by"Iyour
" Doctor, before yon go I want
late uncle to give yon these scraps
to ask a favour," gasped the
patient. The doctor heeded not
of paper." He waved the hankuntil a rustle reached his carsnotes before Pimple's startled
tin.' crackle of paper money.
He turned swiftly to the bedeyes,; oh'But
you after
shan't
have
them
! no. not
trying
to
Homeless and penniless Pimple, with his wife and
side, and with greedy eyes beheld
on the pavement.
the old man with a handful of
"With mea smile
that turned
drown
and behead
me." poor
phild, ponders
bank notes stretched towards him.
Pimple purple with passion the
doctor tore the fivers into shreds,
" Take these
"
and threw them into the face of the man to whom they rightly
" Thanks," gushed the doctor, seizing the proffered wealth,
belonged.
to my nephew." continued the old man: "'you knowwhere
be lives."
And
before
the
doctor
could
reply
Then the bailiffs "got busy." Tn less than ten minutes
Pimple's old uncle had kicked the bucket.
Pimple, his much-hett'er-half. and the' chee-ild were well
entrenched
on the pavement behind the goods and chattels
The doctor's face was like a wet Bank Holiday, but his conscience was clear (thank heaven!), as with a liglit heart and
which were no longer theirs, and a kindly policeman, seeing
full pocket
he madeknocked
tracks on
for the
the door.
nephew's dwelling. Arriving
there,
the doctor

*

*

*

*

This was the knock that fell on the door and frightened the
nerves of Pimple. When lie had recovered his breath he
shouted bravely to his much-better-half, "Take the broom
aild open the door." Then, having done as commanded.
Mrs. Pimple rammed the intruder with tll3 hairy end of
her weapon so successfully as to send him sprawling into the
gutter. Slamming the door, she returned triumphantly to the
protection o\: her husband, who had been hiding under the
table.
But there was no peace for the righteous. The "enemy"
rel nrned to the charge^ to lie repulsed this time In a round of
lust from the drawmg-room machine-gun, which Pimple
bad evolved from in old carpet and a roll ^i' oil-eh th.
"" Thank goodrieSS, he's done for." exclaimed our hero, as he
presented the child with the iron cross
an old pair of rusty
scissors.
thee. "enemy" was "up and doing" with a third
1 1 back fromButaliov
" He raids us l>v /eppeplane." reported the chee-ild.
" Then let us ascend, and cut off bis feet at the base," yelled

their awful predicament,
ordered
*
* them#to " move
* on."
A short Pimple comedy, to be released on September 9th.
Pimple patrons will be highly delighted to sec their "one and
only " turned into the muter This and all Pimple tilms are
being
by II A. Brown and Go . of 29a, Charing Cr< ss
Road. handled
W.C.

FLUNG
ON

TO

THE

BREEZE.

FPictures
dav last new
month
there was
a big Square,
scene at New
the "Metro
premises
in Times
York,
when
on a steel cable, strung between the eighteenth
floor of the Heidelberg Tow, r and the nineteenth floor of the
Times building, an American fine, measuring 175ft. in length
and 90ft. in width, was unfurled, after a dedicatory S] ch.
This huge flag weighs twenty-six hundred pounds, and was
made by a New England cotton-mill. The flag remained
hanging for several days, when it was taken down and shipped
to the .Metro headquarters at San Fraucisco. On duly 15th it
was again unfurled at the Panama-Pacific Exposition by
Francis N. Hushman.
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SIX BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
of s< lisational scenes
from our productions,

BLACK

AND

WHITE

GLAZED,

POSTAL

ORDER

iiin-i

jfi unique offer to tfje picture fa>isAll applications (tH/tptioning tins " Picture* " off

"FLYING

A"

CO.,

193, Wardour

St., W.

To Mien

ntL-jiN

OUT
FOR
GENE
TRANS-ATLANTIC

THE

P1CTUREGOER

GAUNTIER'S
PICTURE!

"The
Smuggler's
Lass"
Ml Hi-mi Kill'
lii 1'-.'.1
1 .-. ..Thursday
( ■.. 1 1 Drama.
Sept 161 2h.000ft, appn »
undo
Luii

sent applicants 011 receipt of

SIXPENNY

LOOK
FIRST

AND

>- Gauntiei • - debut mi. In tin Ti in Atlantic li.'inn ri
the most ;iii-pii 1, hi -. circumstances.
The Smuggler's
1- .1 wholh magnifii flit 1 «i t>. 1 n. t ■>
iii. 1
l■ ..i the
exquisite photograph] imaginable. Thrilla are there too
1. H instance, when Mi-- GauntioT miki
■ 1 1 ■ in-., leap .ii 10 fool from .-i rock into a swirling
irrent,
Lnothci incident with tense ■_- « « i► n
whin the smuggler, hiding in .i chimnoj
ii
smoked out.
The ice ci of thoplaj
with all the true Irish beaut] and charru pictnrod
uithfnlly.
Miss Qanntier
the smuggler's
with
Jack Clark
a- the aa
nmuggler
are to loss
be
sincere!] congratulated on u notable -urn—.

Frank and implores him to impersonate Dan. Even Frank - devotion
would have been proof against such deception had he no! heard ol
Dan's brother.
accidentall,il\
death,
therefore
his
dead
- life Ho
i- saved;
and consented
later uhento impersonate
with returning
strength, her sight comes back and she ia informed of the dire
necessity ror the deception, it i- not onlj with gratitude, bul love,
that she rewards Frank - devotion.
—Path* I I. A.. /' a no 1,025 ft
I . -' 1).
THE CURTAIN'S SECRET. Behind the curtain in (he picture-gallery
there was something that tradition -aid was the genius for good ot
Bvfl of the .crumbling old house ol Atherton, a house once great, but
almost extinguished bj the curse that seemed to lie upon it. But
when Sir Geoffrej discovered that his -on. now dead, had married,
he searched and found that he had a grandson.
For a time the -fear
ot the final extinction of his house passed aua\ . He brought the bo\
into the family mansion and instructed him in the tradition, and
war
I him thnt behind the curtain he must Dever look.
In -pite ot
a desire to look, the boy refrained through all the years of hi- corning
to age. And all the while hs was skilroll] attacked by the distant
relative who had expected to inherit the estate. What the secret wa ;
and how the box discovered it i- -hown in this fine dramatic subject,
in which Chrissie White and Stewart Home play leading parts.
— //.I,..,,, ii. Quality Exclusive {comwg shortly).

FILM
N01

Our

flTLBS

'Alone in Loudon.''

TRAVESTIED.
(Drown b>j AUmi Mode)/.')

Confidential

Guide

Films You Should Make a Point of Seeing.

WIFE WANTEO — Tired of bachelorhood, Andy
Fortune advertises for a wife; He receives replies
Jt'roiu
women "f
every aagephotograph
and colour.of
Ope ofwilling
the envelopes
contains
a girl ina bathing-suit, and the challenge, ■ Find
me!'jof That
is all.
sense
romance.
He But
goes itto appeals
the beach toin Andy's
search
of the original of tli>' photograph. His adventures provide continuous amusement in this
smart little comedy.
— Flying .1 Go n &y, 989 J
I
-' 2).
THIRTY. A thrilling romantic ,-torv in which
journalism plays an important part. Francis X.
Bushman plays the leftd. Harry Dnnkinson as
Tubby, a fat reporter, was scorched whilst playing iii this production. A giant lire-cracker had
to explode in the shrubbery, and did. It was so close to Ilarn s
trousers that it set them ablaze. He dived into the thick shrub and
came out with a- many scratches as if he had been tied in with a luiii
of cats.
Essanay DiMma.tv i Acts (A
ust9),
OUTWITTED BY THE MAID. Ordinarily, the maid in the household of a rich man is considered of a- much importance as a piece of
furniture, but in this film the maid i- of real service. She falls in
love with a man. a murderer unknown to her. The murderer plan- an
elopement with the innocent girl. How all the craft of the murderer
was met by the maid, and th ■ family honour saved, thrills with the
life of a great story. Sally Crute i- the maid.
Edison Drama, i !
I 2).
MERCIFUL
DECEPTION.
A short but powerful
plot.
Frank
loved Lily, sincerely, but she preferred his handsome brother Dan. A
few wish
days toafter
the' betrothal
is -truck
blind by and
lightning.
has
HO
be -addled
with anLily
invalid
sweetheart,
selfishlyDanleaves
the district. Lily hovers between life and death. Nothing but her
lover's return can save her.
The heart-broken mother turn- to

SURELY YOU'LL INSURE! A typical bomb-dropping episode in
one nightmare, with a rude awakening. The agent calls at the
manager's office to point out the advantages of hi- polic] to even
householder
Zeppelin-scared
But the silently
manager floatisn't
havii.g
any. inHethissleeps
and dreams.isle.A Zeppelin
across the sky. drop-; a bomb through the roof of the manager office, devastating the entire premises. The manager picks himself
up and dashes into the street. The first man he meet- i- the insurance
agent waving hi- policy with fiendish glee ; but the manager rushes b\
him. He -ee- a policeman and starts telling the story of the raid,
but the constable ch tnges into the policy-monger. And so it is all
the way along; the most innocent-looking person is liable to change
in the twinkling of an eye to the old familiar figure of the bomb
insurance agent. The manager is driven mad. During all hi- trouble
a constant rain of bombs from hostile Zeppelins make- life precarious.
The harassed man is blown to the clouds, where the agent trie- to
sell him a policy in the Milk) Way.
A masterpiece of trickery.
— J. II. Marti
i Agency), 190 /ei
I
2).
A VOICE IN THE NIGHT. Rex. a newspaper reporter, was
walking near the park. He -aw a girl pleading with a masked man
to do nothing rash. Her eye- were filled with terror. A lew minutes
later a -ecolid man got out of a car and embraced the girlj a -hot was
tired, and the man fell dead. From the bushes Rex watched the
other man hide his mask and gun. He took them from their hidingplace. To the sergeant he said : " I'll land him myself . I'll never forgel
that voice." One daj Rex was present at the police-court to report a
case and as the Judge pronounced the sentence he recognised " th.;
voice in the night."' An hour later he called on the Judge with
proofs of In- guilt. Then the Judge told him the story. The girl
was his sister : she was happily married until the dead man came to
the house, secured pallets from her husband, who was a Government
official, as security for a loan. He coveted the wife an 1 refused to
re-tore the papers mile-- -he paid the price . . . his price. . . .
"In despair she came to me . . . you know the rest
and the Judge wa- silent. Rex took his hand in a firm grip an I
passe 1 out of the room. The sergeant . who was waiting for him. said :
'■ I thought
yOU the
had voice.
your man."
Hex lit
a cigarette
and replied.
have
forgotten
A strong,
dramatic
subject,
splendidly1
acted.
Ex air Drama,] 990 feet (Atigust 2
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For the World's Greatest Picture Players.
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STATE
GRE
S
LD'
WOR
The
FILM ARTISTES CONTEST
EXCLUSIVE

OF

30 VOTES

BRITISH-BORN

PLAYERS.

Free to Every Reader Weekly.

First Prize in Cash - £1Q
SECOND

PRIZE,

Graphophone £7 10s., value £Q

THIRD

PRIZE,

30s.
RECORDS
Graphophone
£5
10s., value £7

FOURTH

PRIZE,

FIFTH

PRIZE,

100
TOM

SANTSCHI,

WHO

THE

WOULD

SELIG

YOU

STAR.

LIKE

Bl"itish-bo,'n

Artistes) write their

names

TO

WIN?

in the

Coupon

below.

"The Pictures'*
FREE to VOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
e Plater...
PtATEE....!..;...
I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice) for
Female Plates

L^J
3LCJ
^*

Hale Plates

_ I

Fill un and post to "Con to. t Editor," Pictures, 18, Adam

"* ■

16.3.

**W

£3 3s., value £1

Prizes

17s.

100

*rf »

SOME
BEST-KNOWN
FEMALE
PLAYERS
This List does not pretend to be complete.
Ostrich, Murial.
Abbey, May.

Glaum, Louise

Aggerholm,
Alden,
Mary. Ellen.

Greenwood, Winifred
Hall, Ella.
Halleren, Edith.

Anderson, Mignon,
Andriot, Josette.
Badgley, Helen.
Baird, Leah.
Bayne, Beverly.
Besserer, Eugenie.
Brisco?, Lottie.
Brown, Betty.
Bruce, Kate.
Burton, Charlotte.
Bush, Paulina.
Chester, Lila.
Childerj, Naomi.
Clark, Marguerite.
Clayton, Ethel.
Clayton, Marguerite.
Coiper, Marian.
Craig, Nellie.
Crawford, Florence.
Cunard, Grace.
Dawn, Hazel.
Dressier, Marie.
Drew, Lillian.
Dunbar, Helen.
Eyton, Bessie.
Fairbanks. Madeline
and Marion.
FazcnL'a. Louise.
Finch, Flora.
Fischer,
Margarita.
Fitz-Cerald, Cissy.
Flue.r\. th. Edna.
Forde, Victoria.
Frascaroli, Mile.
Frolich, Else.
Fuller, Mary.
Cail, Jane.
Gardner, Helen.
Gauntier,
Gene.
Gish, Dorothy.

Sijn«d
_

30s.

Tlie Machines and Records are nwnvfactnred by He TJVkZ Famous :: CoIn»i2>>'

THE WINNING PLAYERS
OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome
certificate,
but nothing
more.
Hence there will be no incentive
to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
4. No correspondence cau be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
into concerning the contest. Some of the
best known female players are given on
yoqer. Should r.o one succeed in placing
tin- winners' naroesKjoiTeetiy, the £10 will
this page, but voters may vote for «n»/
so to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
payers
the lists(except
or not. British-born) whether in
■In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the
■i. A voter may fill up any number of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coujions will appear weekly until
any
quantity
his or herowu
Coupons
in oneof envelope
ami at oranyfriends'
time.
further notice. Ihey may be forwarded
6. The winners
Ei liandtor's
decision
as to connected
the prizeat end
once,of orcontest.
kepi and sent in one envelope
on all
matters
n„
with this contest will be final and legally
S. All names must be written in ink.
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
No alteration will he permitted.
on this understanding.

Addicsf

RECORDS
Graphophone

Consolation

RIZES.— The voter
who
sends
in a Coupon
containing
the
names
of the winners
in their order according; to the final
counting- of the votes will receive the first prize of £10.
All
other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.

Ihn:

RECORDS

Graphophone £4 4s., value £<?
RECORDS

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only— not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vots for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your
opinion
are the
CLEVEREST
FILM
PLAYERS
IN ANY
COUNTRY
ddi^'o6"

ArftJ

St, Strand. London, W.C

Gish, Lillian.

Hamel, Edna.
Hawley, Ormi.
Hollister, Alice.
Holmes, Gerdi,
Holmes, Helen.
Hulette, Gladys.
Hunt, Irene.
Johnson, Edith.
Joslin, Margaret.
Joyce, Alice.
Kelly, Dorothy.
Kirtley, Virginia.
Krommn. Anna.
La Badie, Florenoe.
Lane, Adele.
Lawrance, Florence.
Learn, Bessie.
Leslie, Helen.
Lester, Louise.
Little. Anna.
Luther, Anna.
McCoy, Gertruds.
McDowell, Claire.
Madison, C eo.
Maison, Edna.
Marsh, Mae.
Matsant, Mils.
Maurice, Mrs. Mary.
Meredyth,
Mayo, Edna.Bess.
Milford. Bliss.
Monthel, Mile.
Nansen, Betty.
Napierkowska, Mile.
Nash, Edna & Alice.
Nelson, Frances.
Nelson, Jennie.
Nesbitt, Miriam.
Nilsson, Anna.
Normand, Mabel.
Olsen, Lauritz.
Orth, Louise.

Payne, Fdna.
Pearson, Virginia.
Phillips, Dorothy.
Pickford, Lottie.
PickforJ, Mary,
Pretty, Arline.
Price. Kat3.
Razeto. Stella,
Rich, Vivian.
Roland. Ruth.
Sacchetti, Rita.
Sais, Marie.
Saunders, Jackie.
Schade, Betty.
Schaefe-, Anne.
Selby.
Sisso-i. Ge-trude.
Vera.
Snow, Marguerite.
Stewart, Anita.
Stewart, Anna.
Stonehouse, Ruth.
Storey, Edith.
Swayne, Julia.
Sweet Blanche.
Sylvaire, Mile.
Talmadge, Norma.
Tapky.
Rose.
Theby, Rosemary,
Thomson, Ebba.
Tincher, Fay.
Trunelle, Mabel.
Turner, Florence.
Vale, Louise.
Wade. Baby Lillian.
Walcamp, Marie.
Walker, Lillian.
Warrenton, Lule.
Weber, Lcis.
West, Billie.
Weslon, Mildred.
White, Pearl.
Wiggins, Lillian.
Williams,
Cora.
Williams. K.Thlyn.
Woodruff, Eleanor.
Young, C. Kimba'l

Wl
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"CAMERA

A snapshot ol Courtenaj

Poote

*" * 1

on right) posing before a moving

Jt is surely the m"-i exquisite classic ever screened to inspire the beholder with
reverence for truth.
British rights, and completed
anai;
ments for presenting this monster
attraction in London next month.
Another

THIS is the tenth week of the Voting
Contest,
There
•■ .-■'.. to
follow, but 11" necessity to wait for
them to carry out the following simple
instructions. Go to the pictures. Watch
the acting of the players. Take note of
their names. Compare their acting with
the work of other film artistes you ha\ e
1. Decide who are the cleverest.
Write their names on the voting coupons.
Scud your coupons to this office now. or
after the last coupon lias appeared.
Winning Players' Certificates.
Nicely framed and inscribed, the
official Pict-ubes Certificates, permanently recording the votes casl Eor each,
were duly forwarded to the four winning
players in our recent British Contest
Stewart Rome has written to say : " Perhaps through the medium of Pictures
and THE PlCTTJEEGOEB you will in
time let me thank my kind supporters
for the honour they have done me?"
Assuredly; and that very so, >n. 1 ha\ •
in fact induced Mr. Rome to contribute
a "Just About Myself" article, and this
will appear in next week's issue.
Great

Picture

on the Way.

Fancy paying twice the price of a
West-end theatre-stall to see a moving
picture! 1 have read a good deal about
Birth of « Nation, the wonderful
picture made in America which lias taken
the American public by storm, and
seats for which have been sold for as
much as five dollars each. It has been
stated to be the most ambitious production ever photographed, and naturally
it has whetted the appetites of many
who handle big films in London. I now
learn that Tom E. Davies, of the
Western Import Co., Gerrard Street,
W., has negotiated in New York for the

Melodrama

plaj

t he
huslmnd
I n butterfly
ife and child
udriflwho t
lie thinks she is fait hh-on ii" account
l/.oi'.v Prerogative, which fentti
Robert
Ed
n an. I i
acted pla \ - of t he moment.
I am
you
will
1
fijoj
It will apj
in a later issue. t he story.

I/'

Pain.

As we ._■, , t, , |,i , s 1 learn 1 hal

picture camera in a Californiati studio.
0
1 Mr. Foote'a recent greatesi parts
is the double-,- •'■ oi t 11 »• clergyman and the monk in Hypocrites, the censor-banned
Bosworth flhn which tells the truth about the World, the Flesh, and the Devil.

GOSSIP

and incidi lit ill)
M arsh, watch f< 1 1 he I >i ler film
like the ten e acl in- of i he probl<

'• Pimple " in

■Ki

lika

Filmed.

As actor and author Herbert Leonard
is well known to playgoers in most
parts of the world, and many will welcome the fact that he has decided to
give
the screen-public
the benefit
of
some of his stage BUCcei
. The first
of his plays to be filmed is. or was. The
Girl of Mi/ Heart, whose charming
shadow acquaintance I have just been
making. In addition to the " girl " there
an- bree/\ - ia-s senes, with bluejackets
and battleships, and of course heaps of
\ illainy and love-making, and altogether
the famous melodrama, lirst produced
many years ago at the Surrey Theatre,
makes a brave, bin- show. The author.
Herbert Leonard, himself plays the
hero, his original part on the stage, and
the British Empire Films. Ltd.. attention to which I drew last week, have

" Pimple
his net
u it Ii anot her fortune.
No sooner does he gel over an
injured h-e- than some one playing with
him in drama -hoot-, him in earnest.
It
appears

that

the

revolver

was

,e

dentally
fired
to clothes
"Pimpliwere
person that
one so
sidedose
of his
blown to rags
For
some
days
the
comedian
has
I n
in
bed
with
a
scorched side and wondering if blood'
poisoning will set in or mi- tiie.
Looking
Ahead.
Before the next issue goes to press I
hope to simple The Juggernaut, described as the Colossus of modern railroad dramas. It is one of the Vitagraph
Blue Ribbon Features, and must be regarded as a inasterpiece. On
alone e,,-t £10,000. Anita Stewart,
Earle Williams, Julia Swayne, and
William Dunn may always he relied
upon for powerful acting, and as all
these players an' in the cast it ■_
without saying that this coming pro*
dnction is one worth waiting for. F. D.

again " produced." Their next picturedrama, by the way, will be The Girl Who
I' >k t/ie Wrong Turning; but in point of
fact the B.E. Films always seem to take
the right one.
"Not"

a Stage

POWDER

Drama.

A reader aeks if Odds Against, the
Turner film coming shortly, is a stage
production. It is not; but it was specially
written for th<> screen, and from what
I know about it is an- assured success.
It contains some fine horse-racing
pictures, and a scene of rare dramatic
• power between a bride and bridegroom
at the altar. Florence Turner, you will
find, has the sort of part she loves to
revel in. and when you have read the
full story, which I hope to publish next
week, you will all be restless until you
ha\e seen it visualised.

r-Q^

KILLS
FLEAS BUGS
BEETLES
x^i

ThNS 1°3D6D&K-

Two Four-part Gems.
The Dominion Exclusives Co. never
rest on their oars. One good thing after
another comes straight across the
Atlantie
into
their
hands,
the two

Do

not waste the
the opposite

Coupon
page.
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Turner Films

Pictures made

for You."
Those of our productions that are to he released
within the next few weeks have been hailed as
masterpieces and " super-films," alike by the geueral
Press and by the organs of the picture business.
When you have seen them we know 3-ou will want
more of the same kind.
So we want -to let 3-011 know, here .. and now, that
we have no" "ordinary" films irnder production.
All our subjects are of exceptional interest, and
Avhen yoiu see a "Turner Film" announced5 vou
will know that it is worth seeing.
Thomas Hardy, Allen Rains, and " Rita " as authors ; Florence Turner vi the
leading parts, and Larry Trimble as producer, make an irresistible combination.
_

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
FVEAR

GIRLS

AND

BOYS—

*-* More clever children! The juvenile
troupe belonging to the Majestic Company which is in America is recruited
from a mono- the cleverest babies in filmland. Its leading "man"
is Francis
< larpentei?, and he is supported by Olive
Lord; Violet Radcliff, Carmen De Rue
George
Stone, Betty
Marsh,
Harold
Goodwin,
Gordon
Griffith.
Oliver
Johnson, and Master Van Brock. Little
Miss Radcliff lias been oh the stage
since she was two months old. She now is seven. *Thdugfi a girl, Violet plays
villain parts in pictures, and wears
knickerbockers.
She lias starred with;
seyei;al 3if£er,eni HMrtion-picture
con-,
cms,
and recently left the Sterling
Company to join the Majestic]
Kour\ ear-old George
Stone is featured
as

-Marsh,
Little the
Dick,"
the ehilddetective.
talented
little niece ofBetty
Mae
Marsh, makes a fascinating heroine.
Ti is bunch of wonderful children may
be seen in 'Cfi'c Ixhuils. a Ki-uiiic release,
and in t he Majestic playlets l.illl, Dick's
J-'irs/ ( 'ilx,( and Dirli/ lut\-r /'Jan.
'The seaside
picture on this page
show- two >'\' these children in '/'//<
Jiabi/. Jack was angrj with Billy
because Olive, the little girl he likes
beat, preferred to play on the sands with
I Jl\ instead of himself.
So .lack won-

dered how he could get his rival into
trouble. Then he spied Baby Mary
deserted by her brother Billy on the
sands. " I know." muttered Jack. " I'll
make Billy lose the baby, and then his
mother will make it hot i'or him."
So Jack decoyed the baby with an icecream sandwich, took her down the
beach, and put her in a box with a lid
which locked. Just then his mother
called him. and. much against his will.
lie was obliged to go on an errand.
When he got back everybody was out
looking for Baby. Jack raced down to
the shore—to find that the tide had
risen and the box with Baby inside was
floating out to sea. Overcome with terror.

# £

he hid himself in the rocks and blubbered. Here a big policeman found
him and made him confess. Then
Teddy.to Billy's
Newfoundland
dog.joywas
the rescue.
And in the
of
'
getting
! the baby back safe and sound,
Jack's'#
sin was #
forgotten.*
«
The verse competition which T set for
you a week or two ago was a poetic
success. The four lines of the verses
had to start with the word- "Go to the
pictures/' and so many of your efforts
•were so excellent that I was almost
tempted to reprint the whole of them.
I am giving you a bunch, however,
the quality of which you may judge for

" Go and
yourselves : — see Ford Sterling,
To see old Pimple too ;
The cinema waits your coming:
• Pictures are for you."
funthe
! pictures; there's plenty of
!; Go to
dramas
you'll
see ;quite
ToGo!
See for
ourlire
friend
Charlie
, who
takes the bun :
Pictures are better than theatres

n| 1

yffj
• 'jst-» 4H
*" 4

OLIVER

M Go and
see a cinema show.
snappy.
To stop your feelings cross
Ki

m

The more you see. the more you. go j
Picture- make you feel bright and
to me."

^

JOHNSON

and FRANCIS

and

■*'

CARPENTER

A- they appear in' The Baby^

'.' (io. mother and order my Pnri'i; Ks :
To my little whim attend :
The doctor' said
' lfyou'd get better,
ppy." J must recommend."
I'll ha
itkf.s

R

KM1INO

fit I UKhS

/VINO

MlU
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« hen yon have the bin
■ ■ Chiirlie's Rre it big sbo - :
The Inrgest halls in tow 11 1
Pictures old Charlie everj daj

REPLIES

■ with yonr cash, go « ith your toil,
To help in the dash for 1 lei man soil ;
The more men ami tanners the b
we'll see
Pictures and banners of v ictorj ."
K Go to sleep, mj darling, and rest your
wearj 03 es ;
To-raorrow thej are going
ah! that
is
mj
Bnrprise
'
The daj will >>> m be here, dear, « li in
w .'li lt<> tn Bee
Pictures I nit ! 1 guessed
it ! How
lovely thai will be 1 "
"Go, lasses and lads, get leave of dads
'I'ii the cinema hail awaj ;
The exquisite charms of the cinema
are
' Pictures ' which drive care away."
'■ Go and Bee Charlie Chaplin,
'I'ii lauvrli at hi- daintx feel .
The people are crowding the house;
Pictures are olwaj s a trt at."
•■ t loiug to the Pictui ee,1 I think
1
heard yon say.
To pass a pleasant evening, and drive
dull earo a wa\ p
The notion is quite splendid, and al -•
(bj the waj 1,
Picti res your perusal will repay."
Tin' Prize- Verse winners are Jessie
Mcpherson, 59, Bell Green, Lower
Sydenham; Clement Bernard, 23, Parson's Gi ti Terrace. Edinburgh ; E. I).
Dale, 13, Penfold Strei I Ma -clesfield ;
(' Denning, 13*, Clarenci SI B Hon.
Aw ii;n of Merit (six « in a prize 1
Leua Stanley 1 Burnlej . Hand Suell (LeytonW*. >.Hockey
E. /ukina
1stoue),
Blakeuhall
A. Farlej (Cardiflf),
1 ITpper Norwood),
\\ .
i (Grimsby), W. Williamsi Watford),A- l:
Barnard 1 Attercliffe), G. Turner Le\t 1-''
A

CHARLIE

CHAPLIN

COMPETITION.

Nearlj everything that Chiirli§ floes is
funny, is it not P Tell me ou a postcard
what in your opinion is the fnnni
thing yon have ever seen him do upou
the screen. To the sen 1 rs of the two
best Award
repliesot twill
and
Merit present
will go tobook
thoseprize's,
who
send the next best. Sufficient "< bapliniams " should~arri ve to make a ch
i'nl entertainment for
Uncle Tim.
My pfvr Rkadebs— Here I am at Hastings.
I
don't know liow many tilnis I s'.inll take, as th
is sj tempting. I think I shall go winkiii.g
to-morrow, but it is awful li ird work chasing the
winkles over the rooks. I think I had bctti
sbrimphig, bnt it is Laid to catch those little
bounders unless you dive for (heir. They are so
small you eon hardly so them. 1 hope to do a
lot of good pictures while I air. down there. 0 le
of them will be railed " Pimp'e at Hastings," so
look out for it. If there are not too many girls to
take out I expect I shall get it completed. Will
wute moie next week. — fours,

" PIMPLE."

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo POSTCARDS of
From any Photo.
1('tttnimin" a, i I
S. E. HaTKETT.
Works:

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, Cd,
Sample* I
Julv Road, Liverpool.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP.

POST CARDS.

20, lid.; 100, Is. 31.
Pittas and Papers a'so Ch^ap.
CataTogut*s and Santp'vfl IV. e.
S. E. MACKETT.
Works: Jclt Road
Liverpool.

"Wat

and addrcm (.-.
ttattd wkm ulandiaU
riling. IIwith
'.■ cannot
i #pty throughII tin
in botation.
<a*ts iii-tf rtqwirtd uumeoi

Company

help you.
rhe to
m inn.it
mi n
tiou were Dot published.
Pleated i> see joi,
Mali. I, u hen you call to
■ ■ . nJ ■ .
l.aii.iN " lli\ water), 3o for 01 we can mitn
.mi from your involved lettsr, the butcher-boy
at.

page. Weil, what Is there to grumble
It waatt t oiirf.iull, was it Lillian

• i i; i io iatol . - I be publlcat
irj constitutes the copyright oi same.
Bend J
r plot
onlj to the bait Arms such aa you mentiou The
niiii.it is cTjrcrowded— with rubbish, but for
k .1 itufl there Is alwaj a n ileuiund.
' M on 11
I
S*pu» letter of snri t SO]
«as mod interesting,
Hope you enjoy yonr noildays at Bonn •■ a >ntli.
'Roddy" (Liverpool).
Thanks
tlou for
\\ t ho ■ decided nol (•• give
state ol Hi.- poll I inn i WOI 1. In week ill our World
.•''. — Much -

■ - I ...lie, I .

tor idea of giving away n miniature photo with
each issue i>i Pictuues, but It would be quite
u. able with the huge q antity we pout.
Wo bare te tyou Private Bnron's address, n'ea
a postcard list Bope you'll live up to your mime.
Dormouse"
iChester'.
Thanks
33 much
for
■le..-.. '..is. They were iii . good !■! l.i
thau
a Cay.
Florence
Turner
.. I
Chevalier are I • t'j in " My < lid Dutch. '
" 1J. It. " i Leeds .— Every
many .
huudreds of letters from readers
bnl only oncn
in a year have we hail one whicl
impertinence.
We Ira >w onr business, thai
" It. !<., " an
ateen pa.e- o
i .a 1 eing asked for or
lied to the w.r.b,
Friendly criticism from
. and win ln-ver possibli
nroii
Keverythi
ely in America, wh.v
fon will not be '
our Inn dj'ed thi usnnd chc iry suppo
'Smiled " (Li
h| .,.,.
is a Ivertised i also write
I the 1: 1 in c 'in; allies.
As \0'.l aiu
■ . i >u shorthaud and typewriting andshould
have
have no difficulty in obtn
how, you write a nice letti r. Smiler

iitiou.

mtut be given.

" Edwin M irihall," and
i>
.li " Ani ilitit
iiu.e -H
boi Burglar.

"An-.

8

' .,

II

what il.
| ale
'I li.< i
readi
i
■ .t.i■-in-r old love
.v
i
ret irncd
-Kej
"Mabei

" (Brcmley).

v

- has

ourWorld'i
Uore new
reodi

i Hi, bl
'-iii .-i.
•'T. W
(London, B.C.). ■ Welcome, new raider.
■i.uwill see we pub.lsb
mother story in this
number in which your favourite, Marj Pick ord
plav s
With. en u ' me "i com |
trac j the tiliu. 'I
many, you know,
1 1 '.i in " iWimbledon).— The Poatcai I Uanki*
seut you a postcard h-t.
II ■ and thi
\i .a an- qnarr tiling ovei
i sent.
" li. M."
CWandsworth).
Postcards of Cbs
Chaplin 5 different kiuds),! Iray Murrn ,-. Lionel! •
Howard, Stewart Rome, Carlyle Blackwell (two
kinds), and Dick
Travels can lo bad from the
Postcar
1 M ua London,
- r. I'i. iomtrass oiti.-e, i^
Stre
i, Strand,
■" i for Ind
we
extra.
That is one shilling
tl
rJs.
.1 onr reader's versjs. Mary Pickford is
about 5f t. Jiu. In.'li.
When we have new i
cards oi Pninous Players we shall let you know.
is not she
man appeared.
no story iii which
photo you promi

W >

"Mare O'NciLt" (Dublin). -Conrtenaj I
left Vila .-ripli, :\-\ I joined Reliance,
"Kitty" (Tottenham .- Poppette and L^ona
ng
where have they jjjt to r"
" Pi S rite to the school
mention aa I a-k thi

are

tiog, and when you are
ju-oii.-i Ben t'urpin,
mthetra
ituation.
-•I far as we know, has not played on the English
music-halls.

Any-

' 1). am. D."
I Live: iii il . Your plan of taking
yonr back numbi rs •..• the Deaf and Dumb Guild,
y thoughtful and kind.
We hope your
, dear sir).
' -I. V. D. AND
Fun M.
vTe are
afraid, having no experience, your chances of
screen are small. When you
.- ime to London, call in and Bee us. and if we feel
able to lecommend yon to some of the Sim
com] anics, we will do si with pleasure— hut d< n't
build too iniicli upon it. Even if successful you
i a mot earn sufficient at it t.. keep yourselves.
■J. W. G." 'Il.'li' - b
Gl . 1 yo"u ,':...l your
prize.
Thanks for all your praisi S.
• W.o.ti'.i: "
IDalston). Antt'ier prizewinner.
Good by. So you've been to the Ciuen n U6
times iu one year s
92 itlms, paid threepence each time, and that, makes thirty-nine
shillings! Four more visits and you can boast of
two pounds worth of pictures,
.1. S." rFnlhain) — The

published.

Sony.

Keystone

cast3 are not

' Miss M. C." (Manchester), Miss Walker (King's
!:. ali. a i n I Miss Berhwitz (Wellington'. —
l Manager is in great trouble. Tin s :
readers have ordered postcards, which in each
c-e have be-n rel urneil through the i'o-t Office
marked "not known" at the addresses given.
Will
these ladies please scnl us their full
■ Idrcsses?
Dr.ssv's DAUfittTF.ns " (Leeds). — Gregoi"y Soott
ritnyed the Inn in "In the Ranks." Leah H.iird
isfakfnga well-deserved holiday. Chrissie White
and Stewart Borne, we are sure, would reply to
letters from such nice admirers as yourselves.
'Nellie" (Cardiff)..— We have sent your "best"
love to Vivian ltieli and yonr "very best" to
Charles Chaplin. Mabel Normand isnot m inied.
Nothing "forward " about writing to us, Nellie,

IS THIS
IN YOUR
ALBUM?
Our of our postcards of Florence Tcrnfw,
Wo liave four; and expect new ones shortly,

PICTURES
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1 radford).— ALu '

Dot fo 1 e alle i" :"'■ you the 4mbro«ia'Cast.
Tboy rarely pub iili casts, I in it 1- not our fault.
"Asp

tlford'.— Yon ought to be proud of
1 portrail
of Mary
tickford.
< 1 ul you Bubsci il"' regularly to " P. 0 nd P.
We
on as to becoming .1 cini
Oat a\ ■' hundred nould-be players uinety-niiie
avo failures
youmay.bowi
hundredth.

"Piiiii.iu-' (Guernsey).— Cleo Madison plays
botli [arts— "Rose and Jnditb Trine" in ti:e
'• Trey •>' Heart .
" H. C." (Mi. ii>r Park).— Address G. 31. 4ndei
e.o. Essauny Film LToy., 1,333, Argyle St., Chicago.
Wehave live different postcards of L'bas. Chnpliii.
"Ln ■ii.i.i- " (Manchester). -"Tlie Trey 0' Hearts "
(Trans-Atlantic): -"Eose and Judith Trine,"
Cleo Madison; "Allan Low," Geo Watkiu ;
" Seneca Trine," Ed. Sljwan'; " Karens, ' Tom
Wal-li. Quito right, it was Vera Siston, not Ella,
Hall, \\h i f.laj e:i the name part in " Little Meg." •'Dickv Biiio" (Troon).— We have not heard that
W. ( jornood was in Rothesay (Scotland' in July
of last year. Cbas. Chaplin pluyed " 'J be D. unkeu
Swell "in the London Company of " Tie Minn miiig
Biids," and
Billia Kilchie the same pari hi
the travelling
Company.
" ETHEL " <Krjd ford). —You can vote for the Thanhouser Twins in our Contest, tnt separately, not
together.
Always glad to hear from yon, Ethel.
(' Cknthat. Hall " iSelry). — Oh yes, we remember
jour bisters quite well. Thanks for your letter.
The COirect east of "The Trey o' Hearts " you
will lind given to "Lucille" (Manchester) above.
"Mns. W. N." (Brighton).— Accept our sincerest
sympathy for the loss of your soldier son who
has fallen in his country's service alter euhr
menths' fighting. Your kindness in distributing
back numbers of " 1'. and P." to the wounded
soldiers 'in hospital was, we are glad to bear,
much appreciated,
"We thank you, too.
"Jackie" (London) having made three blots on
his letter to us, writes "Gott 8'rofe Jnibs."
He s iys he is IS years old, '■ feet 10 inches hijfh,
and been three times rejected by the recruiting
sergeant, now he wants to be a cinema player.
You might try sane of the leading Londo.i companies but don't give up present situation.
"fin.U'E" (Kett«ring).— Thanks for your interesting letter. My word, wb.it a prodigy you are
with your music '

A

WISE
man makes the best of
even if he gets the worst of it.
Time Flies.

AL'GDSX
7, 1915
Week ending
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rWaltuamstow).

Hill
are two different
peb] le.
'I
you liked }onr prize, and that you have given a
idiug order for " P. and P." to your 1
agent BO that you get it regularly every week.
•'Wr.sr Bui mitiuite."— " A
,110118
Players): — "Stockton," Tyrone Bower;
•■ Diana," "I. Sltirvai ; " Virginia,'' Edna H
"Prince Enief." Arthur Hoops; "Mrs. Lawrence." Ida Waterman; '* Stuyvesant," Will
Rosil'. "The Great God Fenr" (Maj<
"Blair," F. A. Turner; "Meta." Mae Marsh;
"Dick," Bob. Harrow. "The Escape''
(Majestic):— "May Joyce," Blanche Sweet;
•'Jennie," Mae Marsh ; " Larry," Bob. Harrow ;
"McGee," Donald Crisp: " The Father," F. A.
Turner: "Millionaire," Ralph Lewis; " L»r.
Wallis," Owen Moore. Cannot tracs the names
of the Companies producing the fire yen mention,
Write ns again about the otheis, please.
''G. L." (Chatham).— The cast o" "The Tr?y o*
Hearts" is given to another reader 0:1 this page.
\Ve supply a postcard album and 100 postcards of film favourite for 7s. t>d., post-lrce.
Perhaps this is what you aie referring to. Yes,
we have cards of Cleo Madison.
" Jsns Harp " (Wauilsworth).— Thanks

for yours-

"John"

(Folkestone).— No, don't send, us photoplays. John, we have no ti>e to read them.
Address what you have written, with part for
Charles Chaplin, to Essauay Film Co., 1,333,
Argyle Street, Chicago, U.S.A., and wishfor luck,
FlavwtiXing /or the iHnema, by E. A. Dench,
would be of help to you, price Is. 2d., post-free.
••Annie" (Blackpool!.— We have just a few
enlargements left of Warren Kerrigan (in private
dress only),
price
before
it is too
late."d., post-free, so send for one
"Percy" (Manor Parki. — Calm down, Percy ; don't
let angry passions rise. We have no postcards of
Barbara Pennant or Jane Morrow. We have
on y one kind of coloured card of Ruth Roland
now. and coloured ones cf Ivy Close. Daphne
Wayne, anl Alice Joyce are out of print. Glad
you are such an old reader.
Write us again.
"OxEOvfJi" (Tredegar).— How nice to be tVe to se;
the pictures every night. We wish father owned
a picture-house.
a riddle
you,how
" If old
we
are
one hundred Here's
and one
years for
old,

" Ei.-:i " (Wilton). — Two
bfund volumes
VI. an 1 VII, have been published since
and Tin: Pictcbegoeb
wire ana
and
they make ripping eift-books, pr
each,
• free from
Pn I
Adam St..
Strand, Lou Ion. Another volume (VMI.'i will be
ready in a couple of mouths. Thanks for "best
and kindest."
The tame to you.
" .Toi k " 1 .Southsea).— Yes, we agree with you, Mabel
N rman 1 and Fay Tincher ulwaTS look " sportin-.'." Thanks for the roses; they turned our
office into a garden of 'em.
•■ Khaki cl»b " (Somewhere in France).— Howintelook hippy
? a page of Pictures in the hands 0f
resting
to find
an Indian I I wonder if he could read it. Did ha,
' A-ta" fWillesdea). — Asta Nielsen played for a
Danish Company, l«t we have heard nothing of
her since the War began. We have postcards
(c floured only) of her, price twojeuce each. The
Po3tcnrd M -nager will send you, ou application,
a complete list of cards in stock.
" INQUIRER"
(Hamrn—II
your
friends
advise you not to attempt to earn a livin.- ,1- .1
player, follow their advice— they know you than we do. As you are in a good situation,

. stick to it,

"D. B. and S. II." (Birmingham).— Address the
Famous Players Co., at 21::, West 26th Stner.
N w Yor:, an I when you write us again please
send your own address, there's good little boys.
*uc Ma

My

EDITORIAL

held on

MATTERS

Address: Tho Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturcgoer," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, W.c.
Telephone— Begenl OU.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom ami A
One

Year

(post-free)

Six Months
Three
Months

...

-

s. d,
... 6 6
...
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Advertising and Publishing Offices: 93 and 94, Long
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would father be ? "

Telephone — Garrard -

He Knew the Breed.
'Tou had better crave manners than
money." said a knut toa poor old beggar who had craved alms.
'"I asked for what 1 thought you 'ad
most of. " was the reply.
A Doubtful Compliment.

it

Miss: Gusher

: " Djd you paint that

He •. " Be candid and tell me when
you want me to go."
She: "It's a couple of hours too late

scenery. Mr. Phippit : "
Mr. P. : " Yes ; don't you like it P "
Miss G-. : " Yes, 1 like it; but what is

for that."

it p

Logic.

Helen: "Turn down the light. Bob,
and then we can talk about love."
Bob; " Hut. my dear, we will be more
in the dark about it than ever."
He Liked Not Water.
VISITOR: " Why do you call the callin .y Plapnel?"
ArToi; : " Because he shrinks from
Washing.
Haven't you noticed it?"
Too Honest.

:l An

Old

Head

on YotJNG

Suoi

LDEKS,

[Life.
A Sure Sign.
Pretty Cashier : "You mighi
roe a holiday to recruit my health.

srive
My

"Why did Blinks fail in his photobusiness ? "
"Asked liis customers whether they
wanted photographs or likenesses."
A Warm Matter.

beauty is beginning to fade."
Manager; "What makes you thin'

■ Hang that mat," Bplnttered the
holiday-maker, a> he rolled home early
fcjbe other morning, - 1 wish it wore in
the lower regions. '
" Wish it somewhere else, laddie/'
roplied his comrade, "'or you will run
se it again."

Polly : "He doesn't know anything
about the little niceties of pa> ing atten-

Pretty

(' \s11111: : " The

men

are

beginning to count
their change."
An Amateur.

s,.'r"

tion to a girl."
Dolly:
" Why. I saw him tying your
" li id it in a double knot..
POL! 1 : " He
shoe-string!
SO it couldn't conic untied again."

I should A love
Pair toof know.'
Them.

Ax OLD PrODU< BB (to B new super):
" Why didn't you do as I told you? I
don't know a bigger fool than you I "
"At your age it> time yon knew
yourself," muttered the super, defiantly.
Only One Left
Super (after having a leg broken in a
comedy film): " 1 want to claim E100 «"••-;■
thisPi:broken
iDUCER:reg."
"Absurd, my man. Fm
SUPER : " Nor And I'm no blooming
no millionaire."
v.. ulijede . •Cutting
her."
It Short.
A Si NTINE1 (on guard at the Front) :
" Halt : who goe> there P "
" Friend."
Who are yoil P "
P.P.O.C.L.I." (Princess Pat's (Irn
"
Canadian Light Infantry).
• Nev er mind your alphabet. Who the
blazes are your"

-
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WEEK

ENDING

GLAD

SATURDAY.

EYES

AND

AUGUST

EYE

14,

1915.

New Series, No. 78.

SE3.

A n— ice pastime for Eddie Lyons and Victoria Forde, two of the X-i tor trio of Trans-Atlautic Comedians.

Week ending
August
14, 1915
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News

TtTLB
of a coming
Eclair Film:
The Long Shift, J- Lt censor-made ?
*
#'#._*
There are 88,600 separate pictures in
Salamho, tbe6-reel Gaumbnt Exclusive.
# .
*
#
Some ladders of fame are longer to
climb than others. A film censor, for
instance, lias to pass millions of feet.
*
*
#
#
A writer in a weekly paper says," We
new have music in all the cinemas." So
«!ad to know this. We have often wondered what the noise was.
* ,
*
#
*
Annette Kellerman is to appear in a
" Fox " picture, directed hy Herbert
Brenon. maker of Neptune's Daughter,
in which Annette looks so lovely.
*
. #
* .
*
A film-actor, now a trooper, read at
a recruiting meeting a scenario he had
written; probably he wished to prove
that there are worse things than war.
We promised our readers the story of
the Turner film Odds Against in this
issue, but as the release date has been
postponed, we are holding over the story
for a bit.

and Notes

that
Damon,by who
won a fche°2
prize of
in Ida
a contest
providing

£2,500 awaits the 'person who writes a
fitting sequel to this wonderful story.
Added to this outlay there are the tremendous salaries of the all-star cast,
besides the cost of elaborate settings,
dressings, travelling, and scenery.
The Movie Maniac.
THERE are all sorts of mad people.
According to advice to band, the
latest is a gentleman who declares
he
" King
of the a Movies."
It would
not ishave
mattered
brass button,
only
he insisted upon " dogging " the footsteps of Mabel Normand about the
streets of Santa Monica. One day, after
following her with more than usual
zest, she had him hurled out of the
studio grounds. A policeman picked him
up. With other Californian loonies, the
"monarch " is now in the asylum.
A Sevenfold Enemy.
IN
The Fighting _ Kid, a Mina Film,
1 Jerry, the principal
character, attempts to escape the fury of a bully
when he suddenly sees the said bully

Ford Sterling, the Keystone comedian, was a cartoonist before entering
the screen world, and still uses his
pencil in spare time. Many of his drawings have teen published.
*
#
#
#
Tom Moore, it is stated, has just left
Kalem after a four years' connection.
Tom is the husband of Alice Joyce and
brother-in-law to Mary Pickford, whose
husband is Owen Moore.

The Irony of Fate.
P( K )It Elmer Booth, the Komie Comedian of the New York Moving Picture Company, will never again
make laughter. Whilst driving a private
car the < it her day he crashed into a
public one and was killed instantly.
Director
Browning
George
man,
who were
in the and
car with
him. Ser'gwere
pinned in the wreckage and injured.
The £ s. d. of a Picture.
IT is roughly estimated that the new
Flying " A " serial, A Diamond from
the Sky, which features Lottie Pickford, will cost £800,000 to produce.
The
author
received
£2,500, and
another

How

Did You Feel ?

A

QUESTION
put feel
to screen
stars is " Howoften
did you
when
you first saw yourself on the
screen the
? " same,
Usually
feelings " are
much
thoughtheexperienced
by

widely different natures. At the Edison
studio each week the new pictures are
6hown to all the players. The terror
of a first night on the stage — which many
players of much experience never overcome— is sometimes undergone by the
first seeing of a picture in which the
player figures. Mabel Trunnelle and
Viola Dana shrink down in their seats
as if trying to hide themselves while
their pictures are running, and come
out of the ordeal perspiring.
Free Shoes for Poor Patrons.
THEcinema
proprietor
an away
American
recentlyofgave
two
hundred pairs of shoes to poor
people in the neighbourhood of his
theatre. He seized an opportunity to
buy the entire stock of a shoe store that
was going out of business. For two
weeks he advertised that the shoes
would be given free to any poor people
needing them. In many instances he
fitted out entire families. Many youngsters, forced to endure the humiliation
of ill-shod feet while attending school,
had a chance to thank him for a good
deed that meant more to them than a
picnic
outing
"Daddy a" Goff
(the
exhibitor)
haseven.
established
city-wide
reputation for aiding the poor. Every
summer he gives outings for the kiddies,
and every Christmas, Thanksgiving, and
Fourth of July he has special benefit
nights that have given him a place of
honour in the hearts of the people.

Out California way the ticket-selling
problem has been solved by turnstiles.
Patrons declare they like being "turned
in" better than waiting turn at a paybox. But even the best are " turned out."
Mack Sonnett, Managing Director of
Keystone, was offered a fabulous price
for his cup-winning Airedale dog. but
refused to part with it. The dog may
often be seen sitting beside its master
in his racing car — and the faster the
machine goes the better the Airedale
likes it. Mack should buy an aeroplane
for himself and his Aire(dale) dog.
*
#
#
*

situation
in the serial
/"•
M
Dollar
Mystery.
Miss Damon
never
wrote a line for publication in her life,
and at the time she received a cheque
for £2.000 was a stenographer.

German
HOW

FILM

No. 7.

ACTORS

REHEARSE

:

The Shipwreck.

transformed before his eyes from one
person into seven. In other words,
there are seven bullies all threatening
dire happenings to his victim. As it is
the sort of vision we imagine one
gets
when
we who
will
relieve
the suffering
feelings from
of anyD.T.'s
readers
see the film by stating that it is really
only a startling illusory effect obtained
by many photographic exposures of the
one character on the same film.
Fortunes

In Films.

THIS is emphasised by the success of
Thomas H. Ince, the American
cinema prince, whose income has
been placed at £15,000 a year, and it
may be some encouragement to aspiring photo-play writers, says Tit- Hits, to
learn that IK) per cent, of the scenarios,
save those adapted from stage plays,
arc the work of men and women who
never wrote a spoken play in their lives.
One of the most remarkable cases was

War

Films.

from
d random
E reels,
by the, Statsreceiveat
just taken
twenty
THRE
Zeitnng of New York from Germany, were shown recently as
samples. These pictures are the selfsame that the German people are
seeing; they are official, and while full
of interest and information, many of
them wonderfully so. do not teach much
history. But it is a marvellous thing
to be permitted to see German. Austrian,
and Turkish regiments on the march in
lands where they are battling.
There is one scene in Galicia of a
superior officer visiting the out]
that might pass as a realistic dream of
Dante's Interna. He passes over a bleak
and lonely plain, with reaches of barren
mud. few trees, and those broken and
dead. Now and again a spiked helmet
rises up seemingly out of the ground, and
the outpost sentry reports as from his
tomb, where he has buried himself to
escape burial. Not one whit less like the
Inferno is a picture of a French forest
in which a hidden regiment had been
shelled out. One would think no hurricane could work that peculiar, shattering kind of destruction.
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district.
4. LLOYD
forcsd to

JACK TARS enjoy themselves whist awaiting the German Fleet 2. " POSTWOMEhy taking the pace of men, —liver letter, in the London
5. WOMEN'S WORK IN WARTIM- : Fixing the billets in cartridges. 5. "A cart'id e made by a wif« may s«ve a hus »nd's itfe ''
GEORGE THE PEACEMAKER: With Arthur Henderson and Walter Runciman he leaves the Conference Hall at Cardiff. 6. "Since we were
draw the sword, we will nit sheathe it uitil we have avenges our dead."— Vresidtnt Reuicarr,
7. Composer of "la Marseillaise " : TU«
Ashes of Rouget de I'lsle transferred to the "Invalides" btside Napoleon's tomb.
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" WES, everything seems to
order.7'
be in perfect
X Helen
Alving raised
her eyes from the papers
before her to smile at Manders. the Pastor of the parish.

Based

BY

on

NORMAN

together. From this point things
worse.

Drunken

celebrated

play

" Ghosts."

HOWARD.

frenzies became almost daily affairs,
and after the birth of little Oswald I
came to yon and sought your advice.
You told me to go back, do my sacred
duty to my husband, and bear my
burden
to the
bitter end."
Manders
groaned.
'"As Oswald grew older he began, as
children will, to ask questions about his
father, and, accidentally discovering the
latter one day making the child both
drink and smoke, I immediately despatched the boy, at the age of seven, to
a school abroad, thus preventing the
evil influence of his father — now a hopeless dipsomaniac — from further affecting him. Two years later his father
died. By a strange coincidence, about
the
same who
time had
as my
husband's
Johanna,
since
married, death
also
died ; and begging of me to take charge
of her little child, in order to prevent it
falling into the hands of a brutal father,
I at ouce agreed to do so. She is the
girl Regina, whom, as you know, is my
companion in the house here.
" Now you cau understand, Mr. Manders. why I refuse to allow Oswald to

silent. " I quite understand your feelings upon the matter," he at length observed, '"and I feel sure that you have
done the right thing under the circumstances, especially after the terrible and
haunting memories of the oast."
"The
past," echoed
Helen huskily.
" The memory of it lives ever with me.
Even you do not know all. Do you remember the night of the fete. Manders—
the night the family physician forbade
Alving to continue his life of pleasure
owing to the injurious effects it was
having
upon
his undermined
constitution ?
That
must
be
more than twenty years ago. and

grew steadily

Ibsen's

Adapted from the Majestic Production'

•The Captain Alving Orphanage,'
she repeated, critically. " I really think
the title of Captain is, as you suggest,
much more suitable than using my late
husband's Court title of Chamberlain."
" That is precisely what I thought,"
'" Hence
replied Manders, courteously. now
that
my reason for using it. And
we have succeeded in definitely investing all your late husband's fortune in
this orphanage, I trust that in the future
you will be more contented and happy. '
" I'm sure I shall be," returned Mrs.
Alving, smiling. " For long before his
father's death 1 made up my mind over
and over again that Oswald, my son,
should never touch a penny of his
father's money, determining that he
should depend solely upon my own to
his needs."Manders remained
supply
For all
a moment

yet it seems only yesterday."
" Would to heaven you had
never married! "cried the Pastor,
passionately, covering his face
with his hands.
•• You arc quite right, my
friend, "continued Helen, dreamily; "if only I had heeded the
warning of that wise and noble
doctor ! But. alas ! it was not to
be. I did not care a jot for warnings. Manders; I married him
because 1 loved him. utterly regardless of what the future coiiBeouences might lie. It was upon
t he home-comingafterour honeymoon that tin- dread scourge
which blasted both onr lives' first
manifested symptoms of it> presence; lor one evening, after we
had had our supper. I caught
my husband and the maid
Johanna drinking and embracing

Week ending
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benefit
in any
from the
his scourge,
father's
will. I fear
that way
the curse,
the hereditary taint might go with it, and
so destroy my beloved son, as it did his
degraded
father."
"You
have
indeed done right. Mis.

h
HENRY
B.
"WALTHALL
as Alving. He
played the
dual role of
father & son.

Alving," declared Mander?.
resolutely. " You have Oswald
home ou holiday, by the w ay,
have you not '1 " lie asked,
quickly. " Your happiness

'"Yes. He came home some few days
should now be complete.'"
ago." replied the mother, fondly ; " a
man of four-and-twenty, and not the
boy of nine as you rememl>er him. But
for some reason or other he does not
seem himself. The continual rainy
weather and gloom of this Norwegian
country depress him. He is always
talkin.tr of some forboding evil about to
overtake
"Been him."
overworking perhaps," suggested the Pastor, sympathetically;
" for I see his last picture has been
hung at the Luxembourg Exhibition —
truly a great honour for so younj? an
bar.
artist,"
he added. rising and reaching his
"I trust so. sincerely." echoed Helen,
uneasily. " But he will be downstairs in a
minute.
Won't yon wait and see him 'i
I am sure he would like it. and
"
" Thank you very much. Mrs.
Alving." broke in Manders. " but 1 will
see him later. I have some argent •
to make. About the orphanage," he
continued. "I will see that everything
is done to open it as soon as possible.
Andmay
Manders
hurriedly.
You
depend went
upon off
that."

i:The rain! the rain! the everlasting
rain ! " cried Oswald a few days later, as
he sauntered into his mother's apartment. "Will it never cease and
?"
work
some
to do it
allow
•• Of mecoarse
will,
darling,"
replied his mother, cheerfully,
'if only yon will have patience
and wait a little longer. It is
always wet at this time of the
year
in Norway."
Oswald
did not deign to reply.
Sitting in moody silence at the
end of the room nearest the
window, he stared dismally out
at the half-obscured fjord landsuape, and watched the steady
downpour of rain.
" Mo: her." he at last exclaimed,
looking round into the room.
" 1 have something very important 1want to say to you something that has been worrying me
considerably
days."she
Helen put for
downseveral
the book
was reading. and lookedanxiously
across at her son.
" What is it. dear ? " she asked,
gently,
''You
yourallmother
is
always
readyknow
to do
in her

" Drunken frenzies became almost daily nriiirs.

power to make you happy."

see
WBBK
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the •
(ruction that bad
iufn • 'I int" hi 1
I
birth.
Realising
thai
iho was now
tielitiic from the dnrl
ribUs past . she .11 onco ■■• implied with his
request, trusting to Divine Providence
he did bo t.> work and hi lug aliout
her heli i\ •
ih at ion.
I: inn readily agreed i" th<
and 011
i he « eduiiig «
immediately put in band
I 1 - - 1 1 the appointed daj the church
packed to 1 u erflow ing
The I ride
and bridegroom had talon their i,i:,
» » 1 •> ► : 1 the steps of the altar when ;»
sudden commotion took place at the
back

"I

the

church,

ami

he)., re

the

1 '.!-!■ 'i could continue the ceremony, the
•jaunt and familiar figure of tin- old
fanuh physician came rushing down the
; I i -•■1 esi.>p
BlilUK

AND

thi- wedding," he Bhonted, fear*
ies-ly.
■- I delay
command
youtheto bridal
-top.'' party
Without
be lea

BUU

into an ante-room near by, away from

'• That's just it." he replied, nervously,
';I really
don't
know.
Sometimes
Eon Helen,
are notalarmed
HI, Oswald,
are you?''
queried
at thestraj
>i his manner
no it's not exactly that," he

interrupted, impatiently, ••leant tell
you exaetly what it is. Mother, my
rcind has raven way ander this terrible
strain, and has gone all to pieces. I
shall never be able to work again." Aud.
burying his face in liis hands, he sobbed
as though hi- heart would break.
Helen ran towards him and tenderly
put her arm- about his neck.
•'Oswald;
Oswald!
ni_\
boy.
my
boy!"
.
i- 1
il" Don't
Oswald,
darling.frantically
wayshemy cried,
give
your mother ! Tell me how this terrible
thing has all come about. "
' 1 don't know a lit." lie sobbed
brokenly. "'For all the year I have
been in Paris. I have never indulged in
anything but a strictly moderate life.
Yet upon the eve of the hanging of mj
picture at the Luxembourg 1 was seized
.vith the most terrible pains at the back
if my head ami neck, followed immeliately by a severe fainting attack. . . .
A- these attacks became more frequent
1 grew alarmed. I consulted 1 fam
Paris physician, and from him J learned
the truth.'
' >'••-. yes, my son.
Go on."
''He made me deseril>e my symptoms, and asked me strings of extraordinary questions about in;, parents
and family; and finally informing- me
that 1 had had the ' canker of disease '
in my blood from birth, diagnosed my
malady as hereditary epile:
"My boy : my boy ! "
•' The sins of the fathers, he said.
had visited the children. My father
had been the cause of my misfortune.
I at once showed him your letters,
mother." went on Oswald rapidly,
''.showing him proofs of the blameless
life my father had led. After reading
them he apologised, and. admitting
hi- mistake, he declared the onlyexplanation possible was that I had
lived too gay a life with my companions
in Paris, and had thus overrun my
strength and broken up my constitution. So it was that I learned
the

truth.
Oh. if only it had been tu
ditarv 1 wouldn't have cared ! tbit to
have brought it on myself it is horrible, horrible! There i- nothing now
left before me, mother mine, but a life
of hideous nightmare:"
M\

boy. my

boy!"

cried

Helen,

wildly. •' yon must not talk like that.
Why. you have lite and youth before
yon ; things arc bj no mean- a- hopeless
is only one thing open to me,
think."
as ■ ■JT.eu ere
mother
one person who alone can bring
about
salvation."
" Andmy who
is
" Regina
Don't
dear mother.
I have
loved! her
from -tart,
the moment
I tirsl
saw her in this house: and, struggle as
I will. 1 caniK t suppre-- the burning
de-ire t" possess her. mother. Will you
help me to fulfill my object
*? "
Helen began

«

to see only too vividly

TORTURED

SOUI-

HAD

LEFT

the general crowd, and, closing the door,

handed < Iswald a -crap of paper.
"That paper 1 took from the dead
body of Johanna
he cried; "and 1
secret bar ever had
marriage today.

this girl's mother,"
would have kept it
it not been for this
Thank God. I was

A- o.-wald read the contents the paper
fluttered from his nerveless grasp to the
floor. Clutching
his throat with his
just in hetime.''
hands,
leaned against the table for
support; then, with a terrible cry of
anguish,
building. he rushed headlong from the
Mechanically Helen
picked
up the
fallen paper, and as she read the 1
Sage heart.
thereon a great icy hand ci •
her
"Captain Airing
child Regina,"
At last she knew
The ghost* of the
Johanna."

ITS.

TAINTED

is the father ol my
it ran; ".Signed.
the appalling truth.
past had once morn

SEPUICI.Ri:

The ghost <>[ the pr-i had conquered for all time.
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played aud won. Tlie last hope of her
31 iii's salvation
had passed»away forever.
*
*
#
Upon reaching home Oswald fled
-1 raight to his own room.
From the wall he seized a large picture
of his father in Court ittire. For some
moments he gazed strangely at the face
on the canvas; then, overcome hy the
terrible bitterness which filled his soul,
he smashed the picture into pieces. . . .
As he did so a curious crimson glow
illuminated the room.
"• The curses of hell upon you ! " he
cried, as. maddened by the unknown
frenzy which possessed him, he ran to the
window and pulled aside the curtains.
With a scream of hysterical laughter,
he beheld the blazing scene below. His
father's memorial —the Orphanage— was
enveloped in flames before his very eyes.
" The buildings ! The buildings ! "
shrieked his mother, distractedly, as
she dashed into the room. " They are
burning, Oswald, they are burning!
What can be done to save them ? "
*; By the gods, let them burn ! " he
shouted wildly, midst peals of senseless laughter. " They are burning ! I
am burning! Everything is burning!"
he screamed, and, with a choking cry,
he fell senseless to the floor.
From this last attack Oswald never
properly recovered. During the days
that followed he sat stupidly staring in
front of him and drinking in turn, and
no member of the household, with the exception of his mother, had the courage
even to approach him.
"Give me light! give me light!" he
cackled, hoarsely, one morning; " I want
light and sunshine — not this cursed
rain," he mumbled.
" See, Oswald, the sun is shining this
morning," answered his mother ; " the
rain has ceased."
'■ Give me the sun, then, give me the
sun," he whined, madly. "I want the
sun, I tell you. Do you hear me? "
Helen waited to hear no more. Leaving him insanely waving his fingers
through the air in his attempt to catch
I he sunbeams, she hurried away to find
Manders and the family doctor, convinced firmly in her own mind that her
son had at last gone mad. Upon her
return, however, her fears were speedily
allayed. Oswald -paralysed though he
had been
had taken poison.
'['he sitfhtof his rigid body and staring
■\ es told her all.
His tortured soul had left its tainted
sepulchre.
The ".host of the past had conquered
for ;ill time.
* ,
*
*
*
This film-drama, adapted by Russell
E. Smith
Grkosis,
is
without from
doubtHenrik
one ofIbsen's
the greatest
social reformers upon the screen
to-day. A gripping and enthralling story, it is magnificently played
by a. powerful companv of artistes,
featuring Henry II. Walthall in the
dual vole of Alvmgand his son Oswald.
Strong and ndmfrable as his acting has
been in the many dramas and Griffith
subjects in which he has been starred,
Mr Walthall perhaps never has measured up to the lull height of his ability
until now.
The
creation
of Ibsen's

FASHIONS

ominous figure the father passing int°
the son and the son reverting at time9
into the father— -is the most skilful work
which he has ever done for the screen.
_ Mary Alden as Helen ; Nigel Dehoullier as Manders; L'oretta Blake as
Regina; and Al. W. Filson- as the
Physician are all splendid. The production is a four-reel Exclusive controlled by the Dominion Exclusive
Company, and is to be released on
August 16th, 1915.
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WHY

draw aside the curtain and lay
bare the mechanics which make
Filmland an enchanted place ?
Why desert the land of fond fancy for
the drear present ? The marionettes
dance for the delight of all, but we know
someone is behind the miniature stage,
pulling the strings. Punch and Judy
perform, but we appreciate, to our keen
regret, that there is some individual
manipulating their movements. And
so it goes — illusions spoiled by the
knowledge that all is not gold that
glitters.
There are many and varied effects,
says Wm. Lord Wright in The Motion
Picture 'Magazine, that are being utilised
in motion picture production, which add
to the realism and the originality of the
screen-plays. For example, the lonely
bachelor dreams of his boyhood days,
and we see his vision then and there
depicted on the screen. There '"fades
in " the vision of the barefoot boy of
long ago by the old mill stream ; of the.
parents welcoming the urchin home from
school; and then the visions again dissolve to the lonely bachelor sitting by
his fireside.
Young meu shall dream dreams, and
old men shall see visions— why dispel the
illusions
!J
A man created
walks by
up Filmland's
the side of magic
a house;
a " chase " scene is shown in which all
participants run at a speed that is
impossible in real life; a ghost appears
and disappears, seemingly out of thin
air ; fairy stores are real-for-sure (airy
stories in the motion picture plays. By
the mere waving of a wand, genii appear.
and they perform all sorts of seemingly
impossible undertakings.
How. is it all- accomplished ? That is
a question repeatedly asked of the producers of motion pictures. The questioners are seldom given the details of
how the effects are obtained. It is all
in the camera ; there are tricks in every
trade— but nothing can be made to perform more magically than the motion
picture camera.
The reason that information as to
the manner in which trick-effects are
obtained should be refused, is that such
knowledge would spoil much of the
pleasure furnished by the motion pictures. Itwould spoil the illusions, and
lay bare trade mechanics, to the detriment of artistic atmosphere.
That is the principal reason why the
question. " How is it done ? " should not
l>e answered. The Pandora's box in
Filmland has already been opened too
widely. _ Permit the illusions, at least,
to remain behind!

latest from Paris as shown in
"Pathfs Animated Qaxette."
1, Small hats threaten to hold their own
tor some time to come. This is a smart
White moire silk toque, with just one white
quill for a trimming.
2. A Superb evening wrap 01 heavy blue
satin with a wide collar of expensive white
lox.

This picture also shows one of the

latest
coiffures." The hair is still to be
dressed " high.
:!. Three smart walking eoats. The centre
one is of powder-Hue faee cloth, exquisitely
tailored ami finished, with a high collar. Tho
one on the left isbf black tatVettas. worn With
a large white taffetas collar. The one on the
right is for heavier wear, and is of black and
white check frieze. It will lie noticed that
the military effect dominates throughout.
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I

m ployed in Great Tiritain.
In thin <
article, written by himself, Mr. Roim relateshow
he " roughed it " in various parts ><l I In- world
before he Jlnally settled down at Walton to
become'' the man in the piclurt
Editor,

what I write does nol prove t" be inteanother ten, the third seven, and the fourth
the sack.
resting, please blame the Editor of I * 1 « ■
,i res, for be it wits who asked me to write
1 thin next heard of a job on a station 'farm,
in the Hush, so up I went with another man.
paragraphs about myself.
1 Btarted
let me see, yes learning to be a
W e had to train 200 miles.
We were met at t he
civil engineer.
Although I managed to pass
station by the farmer, and had another drive
two examinations,
1 must
confess I
of twenty miles through [uninteresting
JUST
MYSELF!
thought far more of an amateur dramatic
trackless bush. When we arrived the,
society to which I belonged than fagging
farmer showed me a hors3 t hat had fallen
got a job as a labourer in Perth, Western
Australia. I assure you the first weak
ill. My instructions were to keep the
up " Stresses and Strains." 1 stuck to it,
however, for four years, until one day,
h irse on the move, and on no account,
was anything but pleasant. My hands
while on :i holiday, a man asked me for
to ht it fall down, which the poor thing
were blistered, and my limbo were tera match.
Nothing unusual
in that?
continually wanted to do. I walked it
ribly sore. I soon got hardened to it.
round the whole afternoon on the end of
Quite so. But this man ami 1 became
however, in spite of the intense heat of
fast friends before my holiday came to an Australian midsummer.
a halter, but it stubbornly refused to
an end, and it was this same friend who
die, although L felt like doing so myself.
introduced me to t he stage
Four Weeks of "Waiting"—
-And One Day in the Bush.
1 started first of all as a chorister in
1 stuck to this job for nine months,
a musical comedy. Then, after touring
and then became a waiter, or rather. 1
At sundown I met all the other farmthe most out-of-the-way places in drama,
hands, and from what I learnt from
should say. an apology for one. It
playing small parts, I went out to play
them 1 came to the conclusion that the
happened to be Race Week in Perth
life would not suit me. That night,
the event of the year. All the squatters
II. B. engagement
living's part 1inplayed
Lights the
Out. leading
From
that
and their families come down from the
when everybody was asleep. I rolled up
roles in Tht Eternal City, The 0
Bush and crowd into the hotels. Waiters
my kit. woke my friend up. and told
him I was off. 1 think he thought me
and Ci'ipple < 'rei k.
are then at a premium that's how I
1 then joined Hush J. Ward, an
mad. and said I should get hushed. I
came
to
get
the
job
!
It
would
take
top
American actor, and toured India.
long to tell you of my waiter experitold him I didn't care so long as I got
Burmah, the Orient, and Australasia in
ences; it's not so easy as you may imaout
Seeing walk
he didn't
his comedy company. We hadare/wrgine. Imixed my orders up very badly.
like ofthethat
ideawilderness.
of a twenty-mile
I set
toire of seventeen plays. So you can
out alone.
If a lady ordered " so and so," she would
guess we had plenty of study; but it
more often than not get something
With the help sometimes of matches
was a grand tour.
1 managed to follow the tracks of the
quite different. The first week I made
. Returning to England, things went
horses that had conveyed
us in tho
*»a shillings in tips, the second brought
quite smoothly, until my engagement
at the Theatre Royal. Plymouth, where
I played lead in a different play every
week, which meant rehearsing practically all day. The work proved too
much for me. and a nervous breakdown
compelled me to give up the stage.
Roughing It "Down Under."
1 -ailed again to Australia, travelling
rage, as I knew I should want what
money I had in my new venture- farming. Ishall ne\ er f< irget that voyage. We
\\ ere seven hundred alone in t he steerage.
I had never roughed it inmylife bet re;
but l made up for it then with a vengeance. A certain paper has. 1 believe,
.since exposed these "assisted passenj
boats." Had an epidemic broken out. I
don't know what would have happened.
1 remember on.' man went mad in the
Red Sea and jumped overboard.
Well, my farming venture proved a
failure, and I lost all my little savings.
Never having had any business experience. Ifound it hopeless trying to find
employment that way. so began-to try
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Isn't it remarkable that whatever the subject the film always ends thus.
mqrning. 1 arrived at a railway station'
and had a good sleep until the goldSelds
train came in and took me back to
Perth.

Tired of the West, I went round to
Sydney with the intention of working
my way home. No sooner did a boat
arrive for England than I was on it
seeking a job, but there were too many
the however,
same game. 1 got the promise o*f
a■itjob.
altera fortnight of hangnig about the Sydney Docks, but I never
look advantage of it. I met a friend I
had made on my previous theatrical tour,
and he advised me to go back to the
stage, with the result that 1 did and
stayed out there another year, making
up, 1 must confess, for the trying times
I had experienced. And vet now I never
regret them, for they did me good,
I
I I came acquainted with a side of life I
never knew existed. I worked side by
Bide with the roughest, of men. who
nevertheless were at heart white men.
and showed me on more than one occasion the splendid mettle of which they
n ere made.

My Entry into Pictures.
When 1 finally got back to England I
one day came down to Walton- and the
Hepworth studios. In time Alec. Worcester, who had made, such a splendid
reputation here, left the country to go
no
"was did
a man one
such when
To follow
abroad.
especially
matter,
easy

not possess the abilities of his predecessor. Ihave, however, during the
past two years that I have been here
done what I could to fill up the breach.
and I take this opportunity of thanking
you, my unknown friends, the readers
of Pictukks. for the splendid encouragement you have given me by placing
me in such an honourable position in
thePiCTURios British Voting Contest.
Before I close "Just About Myself " 1
would like lo mention " just 1 w o others. "
for without their help] should probably
never have been seen on the screen at
all. They are Cecil Hepworth and Frank
Wilson. Kindly, they have shown me
some of my many faults, and patiently,
they have helped me along through one
lilm after another, and it is ohiefli to

their untiring efforts that I owe whatever success I may have made in the
world of pictures.
Now you have my history, such as it
is. If it should interest, then it has
served its purpose, and in return I ask
nothing better than that 1 may long
have the honour of pleasingyon all with
the results of my labour.

Dark Cloud, the famous Indian actor.
until recently firmly held to the belief
that one screen-player in the familywas enough. However, after some persuasion, he permitted his wife. Dove
Eye. and his daughter, Prairie Flower,
an exceptionally beautiful child, to
appear before the camera. The three
arc
prominently
eastIndian
in I'he
Miii./,,
i. a powerful
phi> .1. produced by Reliance,

Week bnding
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MILBURN w \i;i;i:\
At
the -.mi, I of ti,,. bntler'a
voice Andrew Meredith ..ml his

beautiful daughter sprang to their feel
t<> greet the young <.-ti mi i mm I investigator.
" ^ on have succeeded ? " the million'
aire asked, eagerlj .
" Oh, yes," warren answered, lightly,
"but it wasn't an easy job sir, However,
with the aid of a lad who had fallen on
evil times ami hod from sheer want
joined the gang, 1 gol securelj on tin'
trail, and not two hours ago [succeeded
in rounding up my man. 'I'll.- bars
that hold him in the Tombs Prison
will insure society against his depredations for some, years to come. . . .
Arnold Blaine is a Napoleon of crime,
Mr. Meredith, but we have him safely
by the heels ! "
-Milburn
And th,- Warren
Crystal Butterfly?"
took a jewel-case
from his pocket and handed it to ids
host.
"• It is quite safe." he said.
With trembling hands the millionaire raised the lid concealing the
ornament that was his pride, and which
bad provided many a column for the
newspapers before its sensational dis
a] pearance had set the hemispheres 011
tire. '"Take more care of it in the
future, sir." Warren continued, the mere
existence of such a toy- or call it what
you like
is an incentive to crime."
Meredith laughed. "Oh. I'll see to
that." he answered; "apart from its
value it is unique, and I would not lose
it again for a kind's ransom. It was
given me in India by the Maharajah
of Barrnpore. " As a matter of tact
1 think his Highness was more than a
little interested in Bernice. although he
made some little service 1 happened
to render him an excuse for the gift.

What was the old story he told us* dear?"

"The story iroe-." the beautiful girl
answered, although she still refused
to meet her visitor's traze. "that as
long as the jewel remains in the possession ,.f its owner he or she will he lucky
and will bring luck to those they love."
"A beautiful idea." Warren said,
softly. 'Pray heaven it will have more
truth in it than most of these Oriental
myths. . . . What Steps are you
going to take to guard your treasure in
the future, si,-." he added. abruptly.
The millionaire laughed knowingly;
then crossing the room pressed a button
in the wall
V slight click.
and a valuable Old Master swung
back .disclosing a small safe, that was a
veritable triumph of the locksmith's art.
" There you are. up. boy." he exclaimed, nibbing his hands. " 1 thinkthat will keep the Butterfly safe."
But 'Warren only shook his head.
" Very
sir." he
said, "and might
eive clever,
an ordinary
sneak-thief.
a mediocre cracksman, but the \anole- ns of crime an- up to all tricks/'
"Then the man who breaks into thai
will have the sur

tfee

Kssapay

I ilro

by

IVAN

Butterfly the thief w ill b • safelj jailed "
How !J "
W .irren's usually
pla id
voice waa harsh, as though he resented
such

optimism

from

one

who

knew

nothing about the ways of crime.
Striding to another portion of the
room, the millionaire p inted to a picture
high up on

the wall.

' Do you noti •'•

anything
peculiar
Velasquez
?"
"Only that
it is in
an that
interior
forgery!"
Meredith
laughed.
" Halloa

you're tive.
an Warren
art Pcritic
as aatdetec. .as .well
Look
the

eyes,
That topicture,
though man'.
it be. selves
conceal a Bpnrious
camera,

and the best money could buy the eyes
COVer the lenses. . . . The moment
the safe is couched an electric current (nits the photographic apparatus
into action, the picture of the thief is
registered, and it only remains
for you

to place the handcuffs on the ruffian's

PATRICK

GORK

law in Wall Street, whispered
hit
answ er.
"What!" Meredith sprang up angrily, bnl the other's grey eyes
t his
unflinchingly,
and',his
with
a husky laugh,
he aank back into
chair.
" Y"ii

moment.

Meredith

took

.

my

. .

never

breath

But

went

aw.-t v for

there, Andrew

back

upon

a

his

wordAloneit .-.hall
b • asgreat,
you wish."
in the
dimly lighted

drawing-room Bernice sal fingering the
ivorj keyboard, scarcely conscious of
the soft notes t hat tilled the room; then
with a sudden
start she sprang to her
feet e t,,
Warren's
:,'rav
I look into Milburn
to us. her
my dearest
he "The
said gods
softly,areasgood
he drew
unresist-."
ing form into
his strong
arms.
"He
has given
his consent,
and it
only re
with you to name the day and make me

wrists.
. Now,
you've
enough
of
work .for. the
present,
ai.dhad
if Bernice

til" happiest man alive."

will go into the drawing-room we'll
follow presently and see if we can't
persuade her to give us some music."
With a lightning glance at the detective, who seemed to have changed colour
at her father's words, the beautiful girl
swept from the room, then the millionaire turned once more to the man who
had wrested the Crystal Butterfly from
the hands of the despoilers.
" Now. Warren," he said, briskly,
''there is one thing we have not touched
on vet your reward. Don't speak
hastily, man —the ornament is priceless,
and even if 1 should ever fall on bad
times, its value makes the future of my
darling safe. . . . Name what you like."
Slowly Warren drew himself up, then.
stooping over the man whose word was

In a squalid cellar two men sat talking
at a bottle-littered table.
"Curse this man Warren!" one of
them exclaimed with a volley of oaths.
"Everything turned out as we hoped
and planned. . . . The infernal jewel
was ours. and in a few hours would have
been on its way to the Continent : in a
few weeks' time we should have been
rich for life -then this infernal spy must.
needs put his meddlinjj" nose into the
matter -arrest the chief, and put ' Paid '
to With
the work
months.
. of
. . alarm
"Hush!"
an ofexclamation
the
other sprang up and ran to the heavily
barred door- then, as it swung open to
admit a man in the tfarb of a highly
placed
servant, he slipped the ready
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<:gun" back into his pocket and returned to his companion.
"It's only Jim," he said. "What
good lie can do here now, Lord knows."
•'Pack up, Stoner!" Andrew Meredith's psudo-haiiier snapped. ''You can
bet your bottom dollar I wouldn't be
here if it wasn't for a good purpose. . . .
The old man's got Ins Butterfly again !"
" We know that. .Jim ! "
The man addressed as Jim snarled,
" You know too much sometimes. , . .
If you hadn't been so cursed clever in
paying
thatthecubgaffPunter,
June blown
to that he
fool wouldn't
Warren.
. . , Now. see here, when the smash
came, instead of bolting as yoiCd have
done, I remained in Meredith's service,
and the result is I know how we can get
the Butterfly into our hands again. . . ,
I heard them to-night- clever they were,
but they didn't know I was watching
through a chink in the curtains."
Hastily he told them of the millionaire's secret safe and unfolded a plan so
daring in its very simplicity that the
gang' were loud in their praise.
" Gee.cried
but gleef
you'veully,
a great
Jim ! "
Stoner
as the head,
treacherous

pushing back the picture, took down the
apparatus which they hoped contained
a silent and reliable witness.
" Now, if you'll excuse me," he said,
" I'll run off and develop the plate. I
also want to trace these finger-prints.
Hastily leaving the house, he re-entered
his car and, unconscious of the dark
figure that watched him from the pavement, drove aw ay at a rapid rate.
In a couple of hours he returned, and
the hearts of his sweetheart and her
father sank as they looked into his
troubled face.
" Something is wrong ; what is it ? "
" Something ! " the criminologist answered, harshly ; " Everything is wrong,
sir." He thrust a newly-finished photograph before his host's eyes. " Do you
know that man ? "
" I have never seen him in my life ! "
"Well, that is Arnold Blaine— the
man whom I arrested for the original
theft of the Butterfly— and the Chief of

was done— why the Tombs Prison wasn't
strong
enough to
hold Arnold
Blaineonly
r"
Professional
interest,
rendered
keener by his imminent danger, leapt
into the captive's eyes. '"Yes. tell me
that. Stoner, and I'll forgive you much though, please Heaven. II' live to put

Through the silence of the night the
telephone-bell sent its insistent call
echoing through the house, and with an
impatient growl Milburn Warren flung
the bedclothes to one side and went
down to his study. . . . Then as a
distant clock struck the hour the grim
expression on his face changed to one of
tenderness, for the silver chimes told
him that the weary months of waiting
were at an end, and that the day which
would see him married to Bernice
.Meredith had dawned.

the" You
bracelets
wrists."
won't ondo your
that."
Stoner la
then bending low he whispered f,,,- some
minutes. " How's that for a bully
plan?"
he exclaimed
as
Warren did
not answer athe last.
turnedThen
to the
door. '" Think it out— I reckon the
knowledge of what a coup you might

" Yes, I'm Northern 3,709— Milburn
Warren,"came
he said,
in answer
the wires.
voice
which
to him
over tothe

the point, of collapse. '"Pull yourself
tog.-t her. sir," lie said, sternly. " and tell
ill you know."
How can I know anything." the
money magnate snapped. " Not an
hour ago we were wakened by the alarm

bells, and on coming down 1 found my

secret sale opened

and the Crystal

again."
Butterfly
Warren gone
strode to the safe and, without speaking, examined it through a.
mngnifying-glass, "I'm!"
powerful
Iw
exclaimed, "plenty of iinger-marlts
Ill's time. . . . Now. how's thai
iJ .nera of VOUr's worked P "
Without waiting for Mr. Meredith's
permission, he sprang upon a chair and,

By heaven!
I wouldn't
chance
of getting
even with give
you up
not my
every dollar old man Meredith has. . . .
You should have spliced his kid to-day.
shouldn't
Well, she'll mat
fine
littleyour
widow-who-was-never-wife.

With a volley of oaths Stoner kicked
"You
!"
the defenceless man again and again " Cut that talk out- if you want to me~t
death easy," he howled. Then his
manner changed, and he resumed his
sneering. "Like to know how the job

and I'll
'give yon#
a quarter*of my share,"
#
*

' Strange,"
he muttered,
and only
I'd have
staked
my reputation
that" the
man
with brains enough to engineer this
business was safely under lock and key."
A few minutes' swift drive brought
him found
to the
millionaire's
where
be
Andrew
Meredithhouse
almost
on

broad daylight, and. cursing himself for
having slept so long on silch an important day. he tried to spring up. only to
discover that he was securely lxjund.
"Awake at last. eh. Mr. Warren?" a
ring
voice said, and the trapped
detective ceased struggling as he looked
up into the mocking face above him.
" Ah ! Stoner, so you hare a fin-,
this pie, then!'" he asked calmly.
"Yes, you bet— and. you've done the
last bit of interfering you';'
my
clever gentleman," the villain sneered.
Warren snatched at a desperate chance.
"Look here, Stoner," he said, "What are
you going to gain by this !- Come
over to our side, man
"
" No," the villain shouted, " you can't
buy me like you bought that kid. . . .

Blame me, with my share of the Butterflv, I think I'll have a cut rnvself."

servant rose to take his departure, " and
it's as easy as pie — and, by
," he
added, with a hideous oath, " just let me
get that fool Warren into my hands,

•■ Why Bernice. my darling, whatever is
I he matter?— What! . " . . Great
Scott! I'll order up the car. and be
rounding upattheonce."
...he Hastily
hangreceiver,
rang for
his
.a let, then strode up and down the
room, a troubled look upon his face.

CDSt e\-d:ng
'J; ISO
Week

Wahren

ketttrns the jewel to ins
BRIDE.

Police assures me that Arnold Blaine
has never left his cell ! "
" But the finger-prints — experts say
the Bertillon method cannot lie ! "
With a weary gesture Warren flung
himself into a chair.
"No." he said,
"but the finger-prints have been traced.
and they are those
* of Arnold
* Blaine
# !"
The first streaks of dawn were just
showing in the sky when the criminologist left his fiano&a and her father and
drove away. . . . For some minutes
he struggled with the problem that eonfronted him. Then Nature asserted
itself, and his tired eyes closed. . . .
He could not have slept for long before,
with a sudden premonition of impending
danger, he became wide awake once
more, and sprang to his feet. . . .
lie felt a cold rush of air as he swung
round, and strn.ck out wildly at a dim
figure that had entered the car through
the opposite door.
He felt the car stop,
and tin n he fell back unconscious.
Slowly he became aware that it was

have made won't make dying easier: but
I can'tanother
help that.
. .. he8left kg
With
brutal . laugh
the"
room, leaving the detective, who hid
risked all and lost, alone with his
thoughts
. . .
! " he ofmuttered."
but" Oh,
one Heaven
short hour
freedom gi\Leie me
me
rid the world of these pests. . .
As if in answer to bis prayer, one of
the ropes that bound him slipped, and
hope grew once more at that eviden,
a faulty knot. . . . Again, but cautiously, he strained the ropes held
still- again, and with a hardly suppressed cry of joy he felt the knot
give again, and lie staggered to his
feet, shaking the. now useless swathes of
stout cable from his tortured limbs.
"Thank God!" he breathed, leaning
against the wall as a great revulsion of
feeling swept over him.
He stealthily advanced to the door,
and
tried . it.
all that'-lucky!
. ."Unlocked,
He passed bysoftly
down
the stairs and halted outside a room
from which came the sound of voices.
. For a moment lie hesitated :
then he retraced his steps and slipped,
He made a vain attempt to recover hi*
balance, snatched wildly at tie1 banister*,
then, as they snapped beneath his weight.
he crashed heavily to the floor below as

IK
KDIK0
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the door of the room opened, and tilling rushed out and seized him.
•• <<>■ gee, Stoner; it's that infernal
't'-r been ami worked himself free. . . . '
Realising that, in his shaken state,
bsistance was useless Warren allowed
them to drag liim in. t>nt hi- stout heart
sank at Stoner's next commaud.
•• Hereyou, [pslej ," the ruffian ordered,
f slip upstairs and bring his ropes, then
pell have that petrol up. . . . StarvaEon's .111 enaj aort of ticket f> r Eterbut 1 reckon tire'll
- - the room.
The nity,subordinate
villainbe left
and Stoner turned to his captive.
"Don't yon let .^o of him boys," he
said, '"there's a lot of fight in his carptoe yet. . . . Bar, you're a fool, Mr,
Warivn ; why didn't you take your
whipping like a gentleman? Well,"
lif added, shrugging his shoulders,
"it's your
call; tin'
willmore
be quicker,
though
■ darned
sight
painful.
. What the devil's wrong? " he
continued, angrily, as [pslej rushed into
the room.
u The crash
police sounded
that kid's
Leading
'em !"
through
the empty
house he dashed from the room.
He turned to a door almost hidden in
the gloom, but Warren was first.
" No. yon don't. Stoner," he shouted.
Seizing th-' Booundrel. " You'll -tay
here. Ah. captain."' he added, as the
police dashed in. " you're just in time.''
"Thanks to this youngster, sir. He
saw them knock, your chauffeur out, and
fallowed, watched the whole thing, and
gave us the wire. What.'' he added.
disgustedly, as Warren BWnng Stoner
into his expectant arms, -you're not
going to tell me that he
"
Warren laughed. " I'm not. . . . He
blindfolded us properly, skipper, but
his own conceit tore the bandage aw ay
in time. . . . You'll find somebody
who'll
you the
in that
room
At a interest
sign from
officer
two there!"
of the
policemen entered the room, and a
moment later dragged oul a man who
struggled violently.
At the sight of him the police captain
gasped, 'Arnold Blaine! "
Warren shook his head. " No, not
Arnold Blaine, but his twin brother
Paul. ...
A clever plot, Captain,
and one that might have succeeded."
" His twin brother! " the officer stammered; but what about the fingerprints, they never lie ■ "
" No, they never lie." Warren answered, "and they don't in this case.
. . . The finger-prints are Arnold
Blaine's! All our friend here had to do
was to get a plaster-cast of the chief's
fingers, and the rest was child's-play."
He paused, and glanced hastily at his
watch. " Now. if you'll just hand me a
little morocco-leather case which, I
think, you'll find in Mr. Stonor's breastpocket ;I'll be off. . . . There are
some appointments, ray dear Captain,
which we mere men dare not be late

NELL CRAIG.
Of course, you know Nell Craig. If you stood
all day long in Bond Street you would see no one
more handsome. She is the perfect heroine — and
even the "gasps" and "thrills" of a Detective Story
Film can't make you less conscious of her beauty.
So, if you hke " thrills" — and who does not? — and
admire beauty, go and see Nell Craig in the
Mystery Drama,

"BLINDFOLDED."
1,988 feet of beautiful film.
Released

August

19th.

Do you know how a man can steal whilst he is in jail ?
This film gives the solution.
Your favourite Picture-house Manager will
it if you tell him it is an

for and
one of such
*I have *
* to-day."
*
Nothing but praise can lie bestowed
on this baffling two-reel drama of crime.
Richard C. Travers (Warren), Ernest
Maupain (Blaine), John H. Cosear
Meredith 1. and Nell Craig (Bernice)
are efficient -is ever in their respective
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Thoughts of a Picturegoer.

The

Best

Sixpenn'orth.

Sixpence is a small sum for a full evening's
enjoyment. But that is no reason why you should
not make it buy the maximum amount of PICTURE
PLEASURE.
In whatever town you may live, you are assured of
getting the greatest possible amount of real satisfying
enjoyment for vour monev.if you seek out the Cinema
showing an EDISON PICTURE-PLAY.
EDISON PLAYS are the finest and most interesting
examples of moving picture art.
LOOK

OUT

THE HEART
AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

LFREE!

FOR

'
Busy in ." Beauties.'
WEBSTER
CAMPBELL,
of the " Beauty " brand of]
films, has a wonderful, part in a striking, one-reeler
being put on at the American
studios. Try Archie,
MacMackiu
It is an allegorical story, replete with trick
photography, and is entitled Everyheart, and Campbell has 1
the name part in the story.
A week or sp ajp
Los Angeles for t lie express pur) rose of showing his friends j
his fin" new cur. He did not leave it alone, as he did oh a
previous occasion when his car was stolen.
Once bit. twice shy.
Mr. Campbell
lias been quite busy appearing in Beauty
comedies.
You will see him in The Stay of llomex. the J
story of a bored bachelor and a rank pipe; Little Chi
themum, which deals with the adoption of a pretty Japanese
\
girl; The Redemption- of. the Jaso»s,.& story of two bachelors
and a deserted baby; and A Deal in J>
-how a cheap
brooch
caused
disappointments
in love.
They
are all
" Beauties;' and all to be released during the next few weeks.
How do you like Webster's latest portrait below r
Film Star's Amazing Record !
AN audience of more than four million people!
This is the
vast "" house " Charles Chaplin plays to daily.
There are six thousand picture-theatres in the United
Kingdom, and it is probably an under-estimation to say that
Chaplin makes three daily screen appear mces in at least a
fourth of them.
But this is nothing to his popularity in the United States,
where there are Chaplin ties. Chaplin shirts. Chaplin cocktails. Chaplin yachts and Chaplin clubs and societies. One
American city even has a street named after him. At the
lowest computation we can assume that he appears thrice

OF A WAIF -®

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased to send you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Players on receipt of 2d. to cover
postage*

Tbomat A. Edison, Ltd., 1 64, Wardour St., London, W.

THE GLOBE FILM CO., LD.
has recently obtained the
exclusive control, and will
be releasing shortly a three:: reel Comedy entitled ::

daily
an the
screen, of at least one third of America's fifteen
thousand
picturedromes.
But there are sixty thousand picture-theatres in the world,
and as no screen-star is more popular in the British Colonies
in Asiatic countries, and in the remoter countries of Europe
than Chaplin, we are justified in assuming that of the tl-irtynine thousand cinemas in the world we have not yet accounted
for he appears thrice daily in at least a tenth of them.
Thus the total daily number of performance* given on the
screen by the famous Essanay fun maker are approximately
as follows: America. 15:000; Great Britain. 4,500; rest of
world, 11.700.
Total. 31,200.
And
10,400 of these
performances taneously.
take place
simulTherefore,reckoning
the average
ance at each attendof the
3 l (200 per formances a t
the very modest total
of
we little
tind that
the 400;
great
man
gladdens
the hearts
of
no fewer
than .

BILLY'S SPANISH
LOVE SPASM

A12,4S0,000peo'pledaily!
Player from
"'HEX
Down Under."
yon
see

W

The Girl of Af9
//. .7 rt

(the

British Empire ComI any's version of Herbert Leonard's play)
yon are sure to admire
fhe powerful
acting
of Leal Douglas, the

featuring Mr. BILLY MERSON
and including in the cast
Miss TEDDIE
GERRARD.

our 1 tor,subject
rails, whoof played
lie
part
Womanof " the in "Other
tl is
all hery melodrama.
scenes as J In
•.lie Warden, and es
cially in
the
mad
a !, Mi->
I)>

Enquire at your Local Theatre
when
this will be showing.
i

proves herself Eb ' be

t
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PATHES
an actress of undoubted
ability for work on the
sc]
n. Tn a chat with
her since this producTHE
BEAST.
tion was completed we
told that, although born in Manchester, Miss Douglas
pas lived in Australia with her parents since she was a baby
<f three. She lias had considerable >tat-e experience both
there and in Africa in drama and in music-hall sketches.
Arrived in London, the lure of the* pictures was so strong
that she straightway played in them, her first part here being
the " Mother' in The Lurt of London, tlu> Mini in which I\\
Close was featured. Since then she has appeared as the
Irish widow, who causes all the trouble in Trqffic (from
Temple Thurston's novel), in heavy parts in Turner tilms,and
in character parts for Mrs. Batley. Stage engagements in
South Africa caused her to leave picture work for a while ;
but she returned in time to appear in The Gh4 ofMu J/cart.
"' 1 liked my part as Jennie immensely.'' declared Miss
Douglas. " and hope to appear later on in more of Mr.
Leonard's
and in.
novels.
I know Cherry
some of Kearton
his stories
should lorvplays
to act
My friends.
andI
George H. Outram. the animal hunter, who are now together
in British East Africa, have just written and asked me to go
out
them for after
stage the
and war.
picture
is Mr.
K>arton's
fondto ambition
andwork.
if all Itgoes
well,
to film

ANIMATED

GAZETTE
gives real

WAR NEWS.

sla\e-tradini.' and other stories in the actual country, and
employ the natives to take part in them. I should be the
white heroine in these dramas if I went out— but I don't
know what to do alwut it. Those horrid submarines have to
be reckoned with for one thing.
have country
often wondered.-'
Douglas,
why
the"Ilovely
of Australiaconcluded
and New Miss
Zealand
is not "made
more use of for picture production.''

RED

DEUCiOUS

WHITE

For Breakfast
& after Dinner.

OOFF*£.

BLUE

DO

NOT
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HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
of sensational scenes
from our productions,

BLACK

AND

WHITE

GLAZED,

sent applicants on receipt of

SIXPENNY

POSTAL

ORDER

yj unique offer to tt\e picture fa<jsAll applications [mentioning this " Pictures " offer) to —

" FLYING

Our

A"

CO.,

193, Wardour St., W.
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a point of seeing.

THE GOOSE GIRL. — Another
brilliant success for Marguerite
Clark, who, by arrangement witli
Famous Players, is featured in this
production. The film is a picturisation of the romantic novel
by Harold McGrath. and throughout the play Miss Clark, as the
Goose Girl who is really a Princess
abducted by gipsies when a baby,
is as lovely as ever. — Lasky Play,
Four Parts'(Aug. 16).
"THEY
WERE
HEROES."— Mr.
and Mrs. Smith each invite a
friend from another city to spend
their vacations with them. Eddie
comes from Duluth and Victoria
from Portland. The Smiths miss
the trains, and Eddie and Victoria
both go to the Smith home. Eddie
takes Vic for a bnrglaress and Vic
believes Eddie a gentleman crook.
Botli telephone for the police, and both are arrested. When things
are straightened out Eddie and Vic tall in love. Eddie Lyons,
Victoria Forde, Lee Moran, and Jean Taylor are in this sparkling
;omedy.
—Nestor Comedy, Trans- Atlantic, 968 feet (Sept. 2).
THE TRUMPET CALL — If you want to see the best in melodrama,
make a note to enjoy, when it arrives, this photo-drama by George
B. Sims and Robert Buchanan. Filmed by the Neptune Film Company,
it is one of the " tit-bits" of the year. British in sentiment, in treatment, and in the spirit it breathes. We hope to publish the story
next week.
—Gaiimont Film Hire, four reels {Sept. 13).

See this Smashing Ritchie L-KO Comedy I

'BILL'S L.KO
BLIGHTED
CAREER'
Farce Comedy.
l_,360ft. approx. Released September aofch.
You have been led to expect originality every time with
Billie
Ritchie, fun-filled
and he gives
itftocomedy.
you in larue
rib-cracking,
L-KO
As h'eaps
in themin this
all.
Ritchie is exuberantly happy in this laugh-getter, and
works some crazy new "stunts" that are
funny beyond words.
In pursuit of revenge : L-KO Bill " dons
an ancient Egyptian helmet, and clad in a
strange assortment of mediaeval .'arments,
and armed with a bow and arrow, he starts
a wild chase which is the funniest on reo id

speaking world.
In the film we get all the villainies, lovemakiiig.
comic interludes and scenes like the Embankment-beloved byjpal
this class of drama.
Lauderdale Maitland. hero of a hundred stagedramas, gives us of his best as the hero of the film, and Ethel B
well is. of course, a charming' heroine.
The picture is decidedly one!
worth waiting for.
— British Empire Films. 4,50 \feei THE DOCTOR'S DUTY.— Dr. Strong is called to the bwlsi.i
coster's" sick child.
Iu the meantime his own son has taken a dose of
medicine from a bottle marked " Poison!'' The frantic mother sends to
her husband, but. remembering his duty, he stay> with his little
patient, who would otherwise die. Upon returning home the parents
joyfully discover that the contents of the Kittle, though marked
"poison," were harmless. The film is one of the long list of Edison
successes. Charles Ogle is the doctor, and Ben. F. Wilson tho
costermonger. and their names alone are sufficient recommendation.
—Edison Drama, 1,000 feet (Aug. 26;.
IN THE PURPLE HILLS.— If von like black villainy, see this
The sheriff arrests "Bed Alec" Cantwell, and sends hitu to prison
for
life for
a miner.
Ogle's
daughter,
laters
marries
the killing
sheriff.John
The Ogle,
outlaw
escapes Katv.
and goes
to Sheriff
Crosby
cabin. Katv is alone. He ties her to a bench, places a gun at her
head, and connects the trigger of the gun with the handle of the door.
When her husband returns and forces his entrance the gun will in
discharged. Biding away from the town. Cantwell meets the sheriff,
who rearrests him. The bandit twits the officer of the law with the
terrible revenge he has wreaked upon him. Goaded to desperation.
the sheriff ties Cantwell to a tree and rides home in an agony of
dread. He is just in time to sec his child open the door and enter lh.:
cabin. There is a sharp report. Katv is found, apparently lit -less,
with a bullet in her shoulder. The sheriff gallops back to where Ithas left Cantwell. A desperate fight ensues. Crosby drives the outlaw to the edge of the cliff, over which Cantwell tails to his death.
Meanwhile neighbours hive resuscitated Katy. On his return th •
sheriff finds that he still has everything to live for. Jack Richardson
makes a black-hearted villain and Vivian Rich a lovely victim forhia
villainy.
—Flying A Drama. 1,978 feet (Aug. 16).

LOVER'S POST OFFICE. —You all know Roscoe Arbuckle. our fat.
floppy friend of Keystone ? Well, if you don't go and see him in this
film you'll miss a lot of fun— and Arbuckle. He is in love (as usual),
and
decides toandelope,
his adored
father.manages
gets wind
of the
arrangements
puts but
his foot
down: one's
but fatty
to escape
with his girl and marry her.
— Keystone Comedy. 1,030 feet (Aiig. 19).
A LILY IN BOHEMIA.— The young violinist comes to the farmhouse
to recuperate. He falls in love and marries Lillian a typical country
girl. Taking her back to the city, he introduces her into a last
Bohemian lite. Lillispi ones not get on well in her surroundings, but
through the !hnei\ interference of the husband's friend things are
explained, and Lillian and her husband lead a blissful domestic life.
An usual. Lillian Walker is just -it." That is win we have mentioned the film.
■ vitagraph Comedy. 1,089 feet (A>'y. 19).
LONELY LOVERS. A drama reeking with the atmosphere of the
iheat ileal boarding-house. A < lindorelia-like storj in which Violet is
ridiculed by two other actresses because of her slight experience
behind the footlights. A Leading lad} tails ill, and all three apply to
All the vacancy, Violet's ambition causing her two rivals to shriek
with laughter, lint Violet gets the engagement. Andthereis great
jealousy, and somv true lo\e. and a little wedding. It is a pretty
story produced and acted in Selig's besl manner.
Selig Drama, L,917/«e« t. Ivg. 18).

Film Titles Travestied,

BEGGAR-GIRL'S
WEDDING. which
A praiseworthj
screen-version
oE THE
Walter
Melville s melodrama
was so successful
at the
I .\ i nun about eight \ ears ago. and has since toured the whole English-

(0
I. /is/. Allan Morley. actually narrowly escap'd death from
a Zeppelin bomb, wfcic/l
hence'fell
the0»l'«
title.a feir
Em yards a ica y from him —

No: 8: "The

Blessed

Miracle."
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At a private show given to the Medical Profession on Tuesday,
July 27th, the following eminent gentlemen, amongst others,
E. J. G. BERKLEY, F.R.C.S. (Edin.), M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P.
FRANCIS
BROOK,
M.R.C.S.,
L.R.C.P.
A. R. MOORE,
M.R.C.S., L.R.C.P., M.B.B.C. (Cantab).
J. F. WILLIAMS, M.R.C.S., D.P.H.
VICTOR
E. MILLS, L.D.S., R.C.S. (England).
N. WALMSLEY, L.S.A., L.M.S.S.A.
GERALD
DALTON,
L.M.S.S.A.
Lond. (1896), M.S.A. Lond. (1900)

were unanimous in their praises of " The Inherited Burden/'
and emphatically declared that one and all should see this
masterpiece at the first opportunity.
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World's greatest J%L Contest

EXCLUSIVE
BRITISH-BORN

OF

PLAYERS.

30 VOTES
Free Every Week !

LAST
FIVE
WEEKS
JACKIE

WHO

WOULD

YOU

LIKE

SAUNDERS,

TO

LEADING

WINNING

PLAYERS OF

THE

AND CONDITIONS

GOVERNING

THE

THE

BALBOA

COMPANY.

of the Players have app-ared in
previous issues, but all Foreign
Players are eligible.

First Prize in Cash £10
SECOND

PRIZE—

Graphophone £7 10s., Records 30s.

CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES

OF

A selected list of Names of some

WIN?

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind: and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.
PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of uupons in order of merit.,

THE

LADY

CONTEST.

1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
hi, but only one prize may lie won by one
voter. SbonM r.o one succeed in pliLCipg
the winners' na.n?»S correctly, the £10 will
pro to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
In the unlikely event of two or luorj
voters sending in winning Coupons the
prize wiJl be divided.

4. No correspondence can be entered
into concerning the contest. Some of the
bast known players were given in previous issues, but voters may vote lor <nii/
playert
tho lists (except
or not. British-born 1 whether in

'_'. Coupons will appear weekly until
further notice. 'I hey may be forwarded
at once, or kept and sent in one envelope
tu end of contest..
All names must be written in ink.
No alteration will he permitted.

any
quantity
his or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
ill oneof envelope
Time.
i). The Editor's decision asto the prizewinners and on all matters connected
with this contest will bo final aud legally
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
on this understanding.

5. A voter may till up any number of
Coupons from one issue, and may send in

Value

THIRD

£,9

PRIZE—

Graphophone £5 10s., Records 30s.

Value

FOURTH

£S7

PRIZE-

Graphophone £4 4s., R cords 16s.

Value

FIFTH

&5

PRIZE—

Graphophone £3 3s., Records 17s.
"The Pictures"
FREE to VOTWG
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
i'i M ill
Maw

I'l \vi -1:

I'imu.i

also to

cast

Five Votes (2nd choice!

It 111:1;

for

S

;

i: Pj.aw.i:

27ie MaeJiiiws nu<i Records are nxawifacttwtd
lit the World Famous ■' Columbia" I

LAS 1 WEEKS

.11

Aaavei*
Fill ui and post to "Contest

£4

100 Consolation Prizes

'

Pi iteu

I desire

Mm

_

Value

Editor," Pictures, 18. Adam

St. Strand, London, W.C.
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GOSSIP
Week-' This, means thai
LAST
are onlj four more issutes
thereFive
containing the voting coupon I r
our World's Gun test, described oppbstte.
r more weeks after tins one in which
to make up your minds as to who are
the greatest cleverest) picture players,
excluding the HiiH-h-U'i n artistes, in
the world to-day. Thousands of readers
will ask themselves the question during
tin- iif\t fe« weeks, ana hundreds 01
thousands of cqupons will l>e tilled up
and scut in. Do not waste yours,
Welcome!
New Readers!
Will the scores of new readers who
write me weekly, and the hundreds who
do not, accept these, lines in hearty
welcome? Those who say they have
difficulty in obtaining the paper should
tell any newsagent that they wont
Pictures regularly, and so ensure its
delivery every wees. The only other
certaimvaj is to subscribe with us direct;
but the newsagent saves the postage,
Our Khaki Contributor.
foil will be interested to Know that
Ivan Patrick Gore, who has contributed
several stories of the films for Pictures,
is imu in khaki, having joined the
R.A.M.C. In fact, he wrote the story
Blindfolded for this issue under canvas,
and. although Btiil in training, he ex«
pects to go to France anj day. May lie
return safely and write many more
stories for us! Mr. Gore is well known
in literary and theatrical circles. He
lias written many successful stagedramas, and in some of them he has
acted the leading roles.
Seeing Selig Specials.
We never get anything but the best
from the house of Selig, and I was prepared for the charm, novelty, and Burprise which I found in each of four
special subjects- all thousand-footers.
As the first is not released until September 27th it is early yet to deal with
them at length. Their titles are Saved
b;/ her Horse, a wonderful creature ; The
Journeys End, a charmingly pathetic
love-story; W
Heart 0) the Sheriff",
astounding in horsemanship ; and Willie
Goes to Sea, Tin? last made me laugh.
Willie is a knut whose real name is
Wheeler Oakman. You must see this
film comedy. Wheeler as Willie would
make a cat laugh.
Film that will Fascinate.
Wonderful man D. W. Griffith ! The
more I see of his productions the more
I marvel, and I have not yet seen The
Birth of a Ration, said to be his greatest.
Avenging Conscience ("Thou shalt
not kill"), a weird and fascinating production expressing
Poe's conception
the psychology
of human
conscience, of
is
one of his greatest anyway. It was
suggested by The Tell Tale Heart and
the immortal poem " Annul>el Lee." Its
exquisite setting and the remarkable
acting of Henry B. Walthall will bring
admiration and wonder from all who see
the picture. I understand that the
West End Cinema has booked it for
four weeks to go on with.
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Like a Smash.

would

you like i" «

Willi

them

ul> . but

1

express train thunder on t" .1 rotten
railway bridge and plunge through it
into the river below ? The awful magnitude of such n thrill would seoin t.>
make it prohibitive for film work, and
\et the Vitagraph Company attempted

pictures
called
Broadwnj
Features " There must, inil
times in Btoro for pictui

/
Juggernaut, To see the great
engine and cars crashing through the

gel a"itt blood
of it red
even postc
if Iml ■ has'
\ I can't
I write

and

carried it out as the clim.iv in

timbers

and

ironwork

of the brii

and toppling into the water is Burely
the Ids! word iu realism. The daughter

(Anita Stewart) of the president, who
i- responsible for the rotten bridge, is a
pass* nger in the express, but no! one of
the killed, being rescued by her lover,
Earle Williams.
What a line actor!
Blue Ribbon Features.
The Vitagrapb Company have comFilms of five,
menced a iew brand.

I he clutching Hand.

reached me. out ■ >!' the centre of whioh
come llaud.
white bony
fingers ud" Thefou< ilufcbit read
a last
warning that Pathe Frei ' ma,
Limited, will hold a trade show of The
I

Uof

Etaiiu

at

the

New

Gallery

member
the July
day 30th,
or Beware
a ra Id I'- at 1 1 !
Cinema on
than tliis 1 cann.it -ay until after the

day, except thai Blaine - Exploits fori 1
the basis of a big Path'' film serial.
Elaine will be lovely I know, bei
the part • was
■ weeksplayed
ago, by Pearl White,
whose

portrait

appeared

as

a

fiontis-

F. D.

Ij4

Arc you gelt ng
"Pictures" Regularly ?

Mffl
5fe

I

It not, a standing order with
any local newsagent will ensure
delivery every Saturday mora ng.
Let us knew if yon experience
any difficulty.

,&»

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of Sonne)', 1*. Dozen.
Prom any Photo. 1- x lo Enlargements,

1.

Catalogue tm<l Sautftlet \

H

1

§

1

THE

BIRTH

OF AN

EVIL

THOUGHT.

A striking poster for The Avenjing
Conscience.
The man watches the
spider murder the fly.
six. or more reels will be known as
Blue Ribbon Features (the Broadway
Star Features are of shorter length),
and the first of the Blue Ribbons is The
Juggernaut, in five parts. I defy any
one to sit through this film and not
feel interested. It tells a most absorbing story, and the last scene of all— the
train disaster — is stupendous.
Good Timss in Store.
Having persuaded Nat C. Goodwin
(the American comedian). Anna Pavlova (the Russian danseuse), Sarah
Bernhardt (the famous French tragedienne), and Marie Tempest (the brilliant English actress) to play in their
films, the Universal Company (known
here as Transatlantic) may be said to

S. E. HkCKETT.

Works:

Jri.v

Road, [avRitPOOr.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP. POST CARDS.
20, -lid.; 10a. Is. 31. PI itos and Papers also Ch »p.
Catalogues »Awd Soihj) t-.s Vvee.
S. E. HACKETT.
Works. Juli BOAO
Liverpool*
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Turner Films

Pictures made
for YOU."

WHY

Shakespeare

"TURNER FILMS"
ARE
PRE-EMINENT.

YOU

said, "The play's the thing."

say, " The story's the thing "

We say, " The story is the play."'
Therefore we are all agreed.
This is why we have contracted with the foremost
living authors to produce their masterpieces.

I. "The Thing.'

Next

great acting combined with expert photograph}' and
lighting ; and the producer must have the necessary
understanding and ability.

Week:

II. « The

Acting."

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
DEAR

GIRLS

AND

A great story can only be filmed successfully by

BOYSTHIS sweet
1 little picture shows
two d e a r
children who
appear
in ga
c h a rutin
Bio g ra p h
play
called
Jlubby's
Bar*
(/cti:i.
Bobby had
sri many toys

that
bored 'they
him.
W h a t li e
really
ed was wanta live
t"\. a baby
brother or
sister, he did
not min d
whichsolorig
BOBBY AKD HIS PLAYMATE.
as it wajs
alive. One day Bobbie had a stroke of
h
lie came across a good baby for
exchange cheap. The pretty lady who
conducted the kindergarten asked the
children to brine- toys for distribution
among the kiddies who had no playthings. One little girl had nothing to
offer but her baby sister, so she took

Next week we will discuss Acting.

that along with her. But teacher refused her offer, and she went home in
tears.
Bobby met her on the way. '"' Now's
my chance!" he exclaimed. "I'll give
you
and was
rabbit
for the
baby/'
And my
the duck
bargain
struck.
With
the
aid of his grandfather, Bobby put baby
to bed, and got milk from the kitchen to
feed her. But, alas! his joy was shortlived. Baby's mother,
who was only
poor charwoman,
had something
to saya
about the exchange, and, taking the
little girl with her. she hurried off to
the house and told Bobby that the deal
was off. Nothing, daunted, however,
the boy claimed the little girl for playmate. He dressed her in one of his
clean white rompers, and brought her
down to dinner. They had a ripping
time, including baby aiid her mother.
*
#
«
*
Quite a different subject, although
showing also a little player, is ZW< /./7cHistory qf a Silkworm — a fascinating
and wonderful film made b\ the famous
Edison Company. Its only fault is that
ii is to 1 short.
In the first scenes the silk-moth is
shown laying its eggs on the branches
of the mulberrv -bushes. It is calculated
that each moth lays from three to tive
hundred eggs, Then we see the hatching out of the yonng silkworms actually
taking place. The shell is broken, and
the minute object struggles out of it tin
tO the mulberry-leaves. From this on to
the end we are taken step by step
through the brief activities of this most

wonderful of little creatures, and each
step is more interesting than the last.
The paper called the Teaehei - W
thought so much of the film that they
arranged for over one hundred thousand
school teachers to see it on the screen,
and it is quite likely that many Bchot 'twill arrange to show the film to their
scholars. Meanwhile look out for it at
your favourite cinema-house.
of my young
" nephews
sends
me One
an amusing
account
of the "tour
oi
" Chaplin's Head.'" It appears that an
uncle of his is an exhibitor, and a
making use of one of the " Cardboard
Charlies" a huge cut-out head with
hat and tie complete— he presented th>
head to his nephew. Now Willie, v\h<
is an office-boy in the City, conceived
the
of taking
" Charlie's
head
from idea
Croydon
to the office
for the" edification of the staff. Many were his
struggles on tram and bus and in the
crowded City streets, but he finally
landed the great head in the City ofl
From there a fellow boy-clerk insisted
on taking the head to ///.* home at
Woolwich, From there the merry head
went
to several
friends'
the district,
thenof ithiscame
lack hornagain - to
the City office, and again finally went to
Willie's home at Croydon, where it no?
adorns his bedroom wall, and sir
down on Willie *
as lie sleeps.
>
*
'Charles" of Streatham sends me a
postcard in reply to his Award of Merit
prizes and think- there must have been

WHKK

KNDINO
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ho clecliirfs he N nof.
-•lit. 'd iiott»iiii|
• up wit Ii coloured
ribbons,
lady's work box
1 uni son) Charles
does not lil> ppuper.
K\ idontly lie
has 110I tuken
to the letter-writing
habit yet, or ho might find good use for it.
•
»
»
In a recent Issue 1 asked you tosug*
i some new subjects for future comil ions on (Inand
I am
inteuselj gratified tor the many useful
suggestions you have sent me. Although
manj readers have thought of the same
ideas there are unite a number which 1
can and will make use of. Some of the
best are : To finish a started paragraph
concerning Pimple in not more than
loo words ; to give the name of a player
and from it make three words, two of
which begin with one of the letters in
the example; to form a sentence composed of the titles of well-known films ;
to write a story around n picture published for that purpose; a children's
voting contest in which child-players
only arc eligible; an essay of not more
than 200 word- on Why
I Like
,a
Popular Plaj er.
The prizes
the " Suggestion
" Competition goto inGladys
Harris. ;tr.. Station
I. Anerlej S.E. ;
E Burton, Ivy Dene, Forest Road,
Coalville, Leicester.
Aw wn> OS M k::i 1 (six to win a Special
Prize): Grace Wheatley (Leeds), Hetty
Joins (Nantymoel), H. Broadhead
(Bradford),
(''has. Wright
(Newport),
0.
Roskilly (Streatham),
Lavinia
Prestos
(Stoke-on-Trent I, A. P. Levenson (Stem*
ford Bill), Winnie Pashley (Longsight),
Special Pkize— H. Broadhead (Brad-

ford).

THIS

WEEKS

COMPETITION :

" ACTORGRAPHS. "

From the names Mary Pick ford,
Florence Turner. Katlilyn Williams.
Sally Crute, Alma Taylor, and Anita.
Stewart write three words appropriate
to the player, two words out of the
three to begin with a letter contained
in the name shown.
Example: Alma Maid.
Taylor— An English
Write your effort on a postcard addressed to " Actorgraph," 18, Adam
Street. Strand. W.C., and post before
Monday. August Kith. Two prizes and
award ef merit, as usual, will be presented by
Uncle Tim.

CINEMA
ACTING
AS A PROFESSION
Keep

your

guineas

for tuition until

you have real the book '('INK MA
ACTING
AS A PROFESSION,"
by an Expert. It will save you pounds.
Cloth gilt , post-fro-, a/6. K. Deri, y,
l.Stapli'ton Kd.,Balham,

London,

S'.W.

My dear B aders — Aren't we havin» wripi ing
we.itb.ei? 1 m lying on t> e sand* at j r -sent watching the winkl s making glad eyes :it the wlielks.
Oli ' it's slovely ! Yesterday your Pimple paddled
n.d caught a giant crab - at .east, lie caught me,
or, re.ti.er, tie toe of me. I thought my toe at
gnne. We took it home (the irab, not m.v toe—
Oh : y s, 111 y t..e went as well I, an 1 oiled it for tea
<thu crab, Lot my toe;. Oh ! he was a suice scrab.
Bye-bye.

"PIMPLE."

REPLIES
Name and addreu («
tui be
ttaUd when writing.
We cannot reply through tlu
port,
•
dtall with IN ROTATION.
'
CO$U arc required numeol Cumpmiy must be 710 ;i.
• Qabtoonisi " 1
dm- new volume will
commence m about seven weeks from now. What
■ n are, to be sure, Thonke
for 1. nid wishes; the tame to you.
•• Dod"

Buckh irat Hill]
We hare photo bat
Williams, Leo Deluuoy , Dorothj Bellew,
Oi 1111 Bawley, and M
each, poa age extra, 01 ooarae you may call at
our offices for buttons or post

'- D
Hi nun).
I lltj ik you very much for
" Chaplain " Story.
It iy hard work
seat . Ii.n [
for " Bmllea " ■ lib no whiskers about them,
"11.
B.
1'." (Wandsworth).— Ton
will sei
Inn.published
yi ur already
letter. seen 'I'll
ink you
for
catlings,
but we had
them.
" H. G. " (Hasford). — Glad 1 0
In many more.
Your khaki ph
"Two

Pii Ti'icKiinriis "

(Leeds).— We

prize; may
gave

the

OOnept
eist of "Tl
Hearts " iii
week's number. Tho lilni you mention was a
Continental one.
Many thanks.

"Winkik " (Westollff).— Tour list of favourites is
.A I. No wedding cards yet from the players you
mvnlion, so conclude they be still single. We
like " in. in Bltive " people, Winkle, for this page.
"M. s." (Banbury).— We have three different postcards of Auita Stewart, but no enlargements.
" M. T. C. P.'1 'Harking). — We have no postcards
of Owen .'Moor., or Boscoe Arbnokle (Fatty).
Mrs. (Jostello does not play for the pictures.
Helen and 1) loie< are the names of her children.
"T. S. D." 1 Troon).— Thanks for photos, which wo
have returned. Gel rid of the dumps and cheer
op. Peg a.vay at your profession and success
«ill attend your
efforts.
The
producing
comP'l'iesa
verwhelme I with offers of help, and
there is not much doinj". When yon ome to
town, you might ap; ly at the studios of tho
principal companies.
"C. L." [Walworth), and others.— We have no
postcards cf Jack Webster.
Sony.
"Janet"
(
).— Thanks for getting US new
readers.
Every njw reader h Ipsa lot.

" attende
U 1ST
I : it- i
1am.
the ciuem
tor years, and It
Now who baa done this, Sundays
Kllllball

Included

v\ ■

Youn.-.

" GTS! 1 " (We
l
Bhuiohei, new
Porayth,
".lcards
reader.
i. h " of (Stirling)
sun either '1 he
way, New
York Clt\.

or

ban 1

in

v\

I in. (Joy., 1,( i, Ui
Kal-n.
1 iliu Co..

West 23rd
stoat
!{•• i I.8t.,
as "\'.-.v
very v..rU
much,Citv.I

We like "I

"Mm
! Ill I •' illtei
in your friendship with Mildrc I . i's really q
romantic th ■ way yon two 1
ited.
Alas ' dear girl, the
mt is not pnb*.
hslied j most aggravating, isn't it f
" DiMrt.Ks
(Leicester)
la
of those very rar«
birds who are not screen-struck.
Pli
from you, Dlinpti s dear.
"M igoie " i Pendleton). - \f; r .
and its kindly thought for \
I. I. we
too are proud to .all you the beat of frie
N>
i
fie!
May
your
Ave
dear
onesreturn
to you
from the war safe aid round,
"I'osrii.v" (London, K.) says she i in read
"lovely, Sntere ting, absorbiug, d< 1 ghtful i
paper for eight en months, and cannot sij
thing
oo goodus for
it is scrumptious;"
of
which nia.es
veryit;phased
with ourselves,all We
havequ ted your re parks about the pianist,
So won your " esteem."
"J. S." (Wallasey).— Address

the Essauay

Co.,

1.S33, ArgyleSt.,
Chicago. We don't recommend
readers
to send autograph-books
and
certainly not abroad.
Accident- might ha.
and they may contain
signatun
re].a:e.
An antcg.-aph cau always be mouutel
into the album.
"Pictoneci" iLeytonstone .— In "Shep the
Sentinel" (Thonhonser) Kene Pi.rrington played
" May," and Nolan (jane " Jack."

"G. s. ' (Manor Park).— Watch 1 dvertisements in
tr.i. e w e..l esf. ra po-ition 1 b cashier or attendant, and I. ave yo r name with local managers.
Not ur.ieh experience should h. ,
for a
start, and pa. is aeeoi.lii g to time workt d.
" I'himis " (Cheltenham).— "Hie Wharf Rats"
(Broncho).- "El Reed," Mr. Campbell j ".nm
Hee I," Hersshiil J.' ft all; " Mrs. Reed," Gertmde
(lair: "a.ag.ie Keene," I.e. n I Hntton ;
"Chuck," Lewis Durham. Morj I ickf rd
played lead in "A Good Little Devil," and
Mignon Anderson and Moiria Foster in "Her
Menac ng Past" (Thauliouser).
"Mildkkii" (Blackburn) -We love a bright,
in- rry girl, and yi u must Le that, judging from
\qui- lettt r. Address Tom Powers, 350, West
■r5tli Street, New York (. i y, U.S.A.
" Doi.i.v H." iSonlhgate). You are forgiven for
not writing hel. r •. Dolly. It was very nice of
Lillian Walker to sen 1 you her photo. We ahull
he pleas, d to tee you when yon are Our way. We
have no postcards of Owen Moore. Those we
have in stick of children are: 'jhe Foirbnnk
Ti. ins, Ki<l and Ividlet, Edna and Alie,Helen Costello. Dolores Co-t'llo, Gladys; Eric
D. sin nd, Little Helen Badgley, Baby Helen,
Ya>e BosSi.Puy Brierley, Lel.nd Beoibam, Lilian
VNa le, Miss Hutchinson, Henrietta O'Beck, and
Ju.lson Mellord, all one penny each.
"Hahiit " (East India Dock).— " The Master Key "
(Ti aus- Atlantic) :— " John Dore," K. Leonard:
"Ruth Gallon," Ella Hall; "Tom Galon,"
Wilbur Highy; "Harry Wilkerso .," Barry
Carter: " C'ha.. Drake," Allan Forest; "Mrs.
Darnell," Jean Hathaway; "Tom Kane,'
"fop" M.nl-.v. The Answers Man is a "Sir"
not a "Madam,' Hairy. Thanks for kind words;
they " never die " as the proverb has it.
"J. K. T." [Liverpool' is hot stuff in our competitions. Ue has won aix piizes and would like to
know if any reader can boast of as many.
"Leslie" ( vvalton-. n-Thnmes).— We have no
peg. cards of Mai el Normand or other Keystone
pluyei s. Most of our readers envy you livinv *tthe town of the studios.

VOUR

ALBUM

EDITH JOHNSON, the charming 8eltg
player. One of our new coloured postcards.
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(London, 6.W.
La
Badiei
■•■ ure American playerj in
TiiMnhoi s;r Co. Hope yen will develop tji;i
"11 new reader " to an oU one.
•• Pra " (Upper Edmonton).— '' The Silver Kin?
Jim , been pictnreiied by the Famous Players I
Co , but ive have no noire of a release date.'
"Olt READER" (Hur.-tl.— Address The Begeilt
Film Co.,
Queen's
Bl., Bayswater,
W. Pot-cheater
No postcardsHull,
of Alice
Inward.
"iIhmi"
(West
Baling).— Films,
Write I,td.,
to Florence
La
Bndic, c.o.
Thinhonser
Main St..
Bcbo Avenue, New Rojliello, New York. The
niritiiinonial conundrum wo give up. Always be
one of our " regulars," irace.
•' Marei. " (Broulev). — Ton may fill up every week
as many coupons for our Votiug Contest as you
j.lc-:ise.
And Mabel.
the moreTom
you Mis
ple.ise,
the more "we
oro pleased,
is eligible.
"UonOTHY"
(New Chaplin
Brighton).
— We his
havemoustache.
no postcavds of Charlie
without
. Anita Stewart, the Vitagrnph star, appears in
many pictures. If yolir ciueiua does not show
piCtures in which your favourites appear, speak to
the Manager about it! When iu doubt, write to
Tur I'ici t ui::-.
"Pkucy" (Mirfield) saw 432 lilm3 lastyor: 270
. were American, English 52, French .55, Italian
37, German ,6 (was this before the wai'.-i.
Norwc-gian 2, 10 unknown. An interesting record
Percy. Hope England will not be so far behind
in this year's list.
"A Tkans-Atlantic Patron" (Shrewsbury.—
Billie Ritchie is still the chief L-KO comic.
Hill'; Mann is also an L-KO's cornelian.
"Rosk" (Islington). — Charles Chaplin is playing
fo:- Essaiiay, sj ■ ow can lie bo in an asylum r Mb
pa Si-out cliecls are issued. Norma Talmadgo
;iud Antonio Moreno are not related.

,: Rose"
No poBfccardj of M 3."
ibsl -Se:
Nurmnna.
Sea).— We have n ;t heard
of Charles Cbap'injs pu-ents. K yon wrote him
nc-ly. e.o. Esaauay Cj , 1,333, Argil: St.,
1 liicaro, 1 S.A , lie would no doubt reoly. A
roller
of "month-;
eouuds quite
pilly. and months and months '
■ here.

••Jakes" (Filey).— Address Chrissie White, co.
Hepwortb's Studios, Walton-ou- 1'baraes. " Tu«
False and the True" (VitagrapUi :— "Potty
Jenkins," I>. Kelly; "Tom Saunters," James
Morr 8 >a : "Josiah Jenkins," Geo. St vens;
" I>:cU Saunders," Geo. Co^p:r. The other .cast
is not pub i-ilied. Been 300 time 1 to the Cinema.
have you- Keep it up, Jimmy Ye>, it is
report e 1 that Charlie CLu.diu gets £450 a week,
but we are sure you wouldn't like him 30 much
in a " nice, stylish n3w suit,"
"Tasshv"
(Filey).—
"Warren
Kerrigm,
c.c. Vniversal
Film Address
Co., IfiV),
Broadway,
New
■ York Citv, U.S.A.

Naomi Cliildirs must be the

" Ncsfv" (Finsb-.iryi. See "Eose" above. Anna
M. Stewart and Anit.i Stewart are the same
"]:u-son," No^cy dear.
'■ Daisy E." (EJgbaston).— O.K. clear girl. . "TIk?
Trey o' Hearts " reply got mixed up. The cast
wa < givon la»t week. "Have yoa forgiven us ?
'■ T. N " (Sunderland).— Glad vou like your prize,
and
luck that
atteadyenyouare! "under arms." May all good

( :i<h Vvns" Sunbeam," and F. A. Turner played
"Her Father."
" Tfi0ri)LF.soJj,; " (not to us dear bty) (TCensing-.
• real.— -'The Lost Hoase"
(Majestic :-=•*' Dosia
- Dale.'' Lillian Gisli • " Dr. Protheio," H. I>.
Sears; 4' Dosia 's Vue'.c." F. A. Turner: "Ford,'
"Wallace Herd ; " Cutlib-rt," Elmer Cliftou.
"Zrna" (B -adi'ord ).— Of course we welcome you.
dearest. It i ; so nioj of yon to have wished for
our presence on your twe lty-first birthday.
The
. Answer? Mm is just in his element on those
occasions".
Nextsaid
timehi you
a twentyfirst
birthday
a ancelebrate
invitation.
Ford
Sterling is now with Keystou2.
••Freda" (Peterborough).— We have reil yo.ir
charniing letter, little pne, but you aivtjo young
to do any gaol on the films; n any case, Freda,
dear, we don't produce films ourselves.
" Madge G." (Hauspstead).— Yes, it was raining just
as wet in town as at Hampstead when you wrote.
Address Miry Fuller, c.o. Universal Film Co.,
' 1,60(', Broadway, New York Cit.-, U.S.A.
"We
' have
heardout.
nothing of Asta Neilson, since the,
■war broke

" S. W." (Liverpool).— The address yon want is
Bancroft Koad, Mile End, London.
It is against
oar rules to reply by post.

•■Grace" (Edmonton "1.— Have given your "fond
love " to .James Craze, aud told him you thiukhe
is " one of the best."

Worse Than Evsr.
Ii.wiK Father : 'Look here, you
jroung scamp. I am told you were seen
kissing my daughter at the pictures the
An Awful Prospect.

'•'Well. Mrs. Migg's," said the gushinsr
" 'owk
scone shifter to the chanvoniaii.
yei' 'ushandr' "'
" He's out at the Front, and I 'ope as
'ow he'll serve the Germans as 'ow he 'as
served me/'
Soldier Sweethearts;
"Mary,
you seem to forget your
pi -it toll."
"Forget
me position, miss!
Nut
much.
Why my man's a sergeant in the
ame regiment as your financy's, and
yours ib only a private ! "
Wasted Advice.

Tm:T.
S. : "Nq. sir. Allow me to
evening."'
other
make
a slight correction. It was your
The Reason.
':I have changed entirely the plans of
the picture-house I am going to build,
in spite! '■'ot the fact that the architect,
-my>vife
wife, and myself agreed that it was
as near perfect as it could be made."'
" the neighbours !"
': Oh. n it why
didu't suit
"The

"Alfred"
(Plymouth'.— Have yon seen Anita
Stewart iu " Tin liight Girl " ■ it's topi, WT. She
is also appearing iu " The Sort of Gir!
from Heavcu," releasjd August 16th.
We have
three kinds of picture postcards of her.
•• May" (Tipton).— "We aro all naturally nice at
this ohce, so when w; cin help yoa ia aoy way
be sore and call us earl* — no, call upon u.- «re
mean (your » ante remiuded us ot the " Queen-ofthe-Mav poem " we learnt in our chillhood days,
henc; the aUpi. Pleasel yon ore pleas • 1.
"Jas. H. If " (Liverpool].— "The Pines o
(Edi>on) :— " Mr. Bovd,'" Hitj LiubOn ; "John
and Pal ,'' Frank McGlynnaad Marc Micdermott:
" Martha and Sally." Mathilde Bering aad b
Lear a ; "Elinor Marshall," Mriam Ne^bitt.
'•Aristocracy " (Famous Players;: — "Mr.
Stocktou," Tyrone P.v«e-; "Diana,"
Max uerite Skirvin ; "Virginia," Edna Mayo:
"Prince EiniL." Arthur Hoops; "Mrs. Lawrence." Ida Waterman; "Sruyvessnt." Wm.
Boscll The others we cannot trace Thankifor yonr snggestiou. Our cover porti-aita and
frontispieces are nsually portraits of "stars, "
and m ght be culled " Our Portrait Gallery."
«' The Do'ii;v One " (Astoai. — All the knu. - on onr
staff liave gone to tae Fr"nt in'the hope of becoming Kernels. Hive sent, your love to Norma
Tulniidge, Ku'Vy 1 Willia-.a-. and 'Earle
Williams, and are cheering up ourselves.
" Tedi>t " (Bromleyj. — Mary Fuller';; address 'i?
given above to " Madge G." Violet ink on blue
notepapar is sur.dy U d*rni;r <:ri in coir^»p judeuce.
%* Many replies are uaavoiduhly held 0
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Asking and Taking.
,: What can be worse than taking a
kiss without asking for it ? "
- I don't know unless it's asking for a
kiss and not taking it."
An Appetite Satisfied.
'' Mummy, can 1 have that peir that
was on the dining-room sideboard this
■• Because what, darling ? "
'• 'Cos Fve 'Cos
eaten it "! "'
morning!"
How Very Annoying.
The prisoner threw the
across his cell in disgust and
"Xothin" but continued
growled: "an" I'm to be

magazines
cursed.
stories. " lie
hung next

A Useful Prescription.
'Xow.

3Ir. D'Aicy. this bill has

'■ Wlial you need/' said the specialisl
to the man who thought he wis ill. " is
more bodily activity. You should exei1cise 3 our back, limbs, and legs. What's
} our business ? "

owing long enough.
1 must ask you to
Tuesday."'
•Sony, out
old boy.oui doctor's orders
write
are
thaime 1 musta cheque."'
not do an\ writing for a
long time to e

Why Did her Friends Laugh?
Severn! ladies discussed the virtu
their husbands.
Said one : "He ne
drinks and never swears."
■ Does
e-fer go to the pictures ? '
ome
one he
risked.
"Oh, yes; he loves a picture-show
aftera good dinner. But ( suppose on
an average he doesn't go more than
•3uce a month."'

She Couldn't Spoil It
The poor
widow
the her
inquest
described how she
had atfound
husband

\ I.uork-about film comedian."

FOR

THE
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PLEASURE

Picture Maria-J,.<\
OF THE PUBLIC.

1 hanging
fromto ainform
beam the
in \an
and had run
ilia outhouse,
go policeman who lived two miles away.
" But why didn't you cut him down? "
asked the coroner.
"Cut him down," said the woman
evidently surprised. " Why ! he warn't
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O MOORE.

This Edison player is particularly happy in good-natured comedy parts, though he can be a '.sneak,'
■witness bis clever performance in Tlie Man Who Disappeared,
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cameras.
Fifty of the daughters of old
Spanish families of California a
Miss Farrar's escort, and as she di
up to the special lx>x five hundred sch
children pelted her with roses.
The Scheme

that

Failed.

WE

KILL THAT
FLY!
Awful predicament of a cinema pianist.
A battle picture
would have been appropriate, but it happened during a tender love-scene !
WHY

are comedies in demand ? Perhaps because the public is getting
more thrills than it wants from
the daily newspapers.

#

*

#

#

How's this for a synopsis ? " Van
Roken took a glass of port, his hat, his
departure, no, notice of the police, a revolver, and hi's #
life."— Sporting
Times.
#
#
*
Kalem's Midnight at Maxim's was
shown recently to the prisoners in Sing
Sing Prison. From what we have heard
of this four-reeler it probably made
them wish to dance, dance !
"Scenario" is now obsolete as the
definition of " a brief dramatic outline/'
and " photo-play " has been declared its
official substitute by the Lubin Company. We, too, like it better.

suaded himself that it was really whisky
that he was imbibing. At the end of
the scene he solemnly stated that he
did not care for the stuff " neat." " But
you've only been drinking ginger ale,"
was the perfectly correct reply.
A Film Frock Factory.
THE

wardrobe department of the Reliance-Majestic isone of the most
interesting features of the studios.
Any number of costumes, from the year
1860 to the present day, are kept on hand.
They cover the walls, the racks and
tables. Attendants are employed to
clean, mend and renovate as may be required, and to make special dresses on
order. The enormous supply of costumes for The Birth of- a Nation was
taken care of in this room.
What

He has Missed.

W
" If the Press will kindly forget to
refer to myself as a swimmer all the
time, and kindly mention that I can do
other things on the screen, all will be
forgiven,"
Eytoii. #
# writes
#Bessie #
Selig Jungle Zoo animals are useful
in mme ways than pictures. Eight
thousand people recently paid to look
at them, the money going to benefit a
hospital. A dance and concert were
thrown in as makeweight.

#

#

*

*

Swarms of girls want to act for piclures, but who would like to act with her
mouth stuffed with cotton? Rosemary
Theby did this for a film called Mumps,
and there were 580 feet of it— film, not
cotton.
Rosemary was speechless.
#
#
*
#
Prepare to hold your breath. Billie
Burke is to play for the New York
Moving Picture Corporation for five
weeks at a salary of £8,000! Playgoers
will have pleasant recollections of Miss
Burke's appearances on the London
stage. #
Isn't il a pleasant* salary?
An Albert Chevalier Story.
TEE greai actor was playing before
t he camera in the famous exclusive
The Bottle. In the firsl drinking
scene he was so carried away by the
power of bis own acting thai lie per-

SHAKESPEARE,
familiarly
. known as " Old Bill," wrote a
_ lot of good plays, says an
American writer, but unfortunately
croaked before the photo-play came
into fashion. He wrote fair stuff that
would have brought Bill a lot of
royalties had he adapted the stories for
the
screen. Midsummer
Dream.
for instance,
could have Night's
been switched
around by "Bill" into a very lively
slapstick
comedy.
A lot
of "'vision"
effects could
have been
brought
in too.
'" Bill" Shakespeare lived at Stratfordon-Avon and so does Marie Corelli.
Marie is writ in' photo-plays with a
punch. '" Bill " made a mistake in
cashing in his checks so quickly, lie
could have commanded both screen and
poster credit !
A Bullfight for a Film.
THE Mayor of Los Angeles gave
permission for the first bullfight
held in the city for several years
in order that the Lasky Company could
get the real article lot the production
of Carmen to feature Geraldine Farrar.
Ten thousand persons attended the free
spectacle. Manuella Garcia, a professional toreador, was unhorsed and
slightly wounded by a hull, but the sensatlOH of the day was the appear. nice of
Pedro do Cordoba, an a-tor. who insisted
upon carrying his role ol Esoammillo,
the toreador, into the ring, and daring
the bull in person before the grinding

read thatactorCharles
famous
rand Hawtrey.
film hei" the
in
A Message
from Mars
and A
Sonet/moon for — Three), had a peculiar
experience
the other day, when
"a
stranger,"proachedsays
\ng .V.
"aphim withthe an /-.'<■
advertising
schema.
• See here,' he said, ' you get a well-dres^ d
friend of yours to walk through Piccadilly Circus, and, at a given signal from
me, yon must make a dash at his watch
and chain and race off with them. I
shall give the signal when your friend
is' passing a policeman. My man will
be ready to take photographs of the
theft and of the policeman chasing
you through the streets. When you are
caught you must give a poor explanation, so that the case is brought into
court, and then you get the advertisement of it all while I will sell the pictures.
The
will be any.
full of it." But
C. H. papers
wasn't having
What's in a Name?
A

GOOD
accordingarticle
to the onwriter
of an deal,
interesting
the
names of our picture-houses which
appeared recently in the Kinematograph
Weekly. " Short, crisp, " one word '
titles are attractive," he writes. " especially if they are a bit out of the common run. ' The Don ' has proved a
good title in several places, and ' The
Spot' Kinema. of which Derby has an
example, is quite a good title. The
'more
Pop In
' and
In ' does
exist the
in
than
one the
town, ' Slip
as also
'Mascot.'

The

'Geisha,' used by a

of which Camdenat Town
picture-house
Bow. has
and antheexample,
' Fan."
are also good short titles. Probably
only one kinema has had the temerity
encouraged perhaps by the tact that
Leicester Square already boasted its
" Cupid's Cinema '—to call itself the
'Kinema.
Glad Eye.'
. . . The ' hall.
Black South
Cat '
a Hammersmith
Kensington's ' Rendezvous.' and Paisley's O.K.
"
Pictures ' are also distinctly
good.
'
The
Fleur hall
de Lys.'
by which
name a Bedwellty
is known,
is a
graceful and quite uncommon title, but
probably suffers at the hands, or rather
the months, of some of its patrons by
being
to as oftheall •Flower
do Li/.'
and is referred
thus robbed
euphony.
The
word 'Palace' has had many changes
rung iqion it in an attempt to make it
yield telling titles. Thus wo have the
:Palacette" at Hastings, the 'Palaceum ' in several places, while Stepney
comes out strong with the 'Palaceadium.' Similarly the word 'electric'
has been made to yield the ' Electraceum' at Haydock and also at Oldham.
and
two country.
' Electroscopes
vari
part-oneoforthe
.
.' inWegeta
'Pietorium' at Ammanford, a ' Pictureum ' at Forth, and a ' Pictoria Hall'
at Bat ley. As to history, there is a
'Boleyn' at East Ham. somewhere
a ' Bolingbroke' and at Tottenham a
'Hotspur.' which most likely owes its
name to the Tottenham Football Club.''
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Events of the Week
BELBCTED

ll(«»M

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1. SOLEMN INTERCESSION:
Four thousand troops attend service conducted by the Bishop of London on steps of St. Paul's.
2. TRENCH WARFARE:
An unique
picture
actually taken
under fire in the Argonne.
3. FROM THE LAND OF THE
RISING
SUN : Japanese Nurses inspected by the
Marchioness of Lansdowne at the Red Cross Fete at Netley. 4. Japanese Sailors at physical drill somewhere in Scotland.
5. IN KKAKI
AT EIGHTY
Mark Axe, a Crimean Veteran, re-enlists as a Recruiting Sergeant.
6. SUFFERING
BELGIUM : Nieuport,
constantly bombarded by high explosive
Shells, is now a mass of ruins,
7. MARTIAL MaIDS;
Girl Guides receive their coiours with proper military ceremony at Buxton.
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Edison

Drama

'oo?"
won't to
me. Jackie
wif by
playmade
andwas
will turn
DADDY,
The you
childish
appeal
his father,
Dr. Strong, who, after a heavy day's work, was anticipating a quiet perusal of the evening papers.
"
Just
one asminute,
darling,
and I'll
he ready forready
you."' for
replied
the doctor,
he placed
several
prescriptions
late
patients
usually his last work for thj day.
"No, daddy; turn now.
My Teddy is ill, and wants some

by

BILLIE

BRISTOW.

propped on two broken chairs, lay his patient a little girl of
twelve. Her eyes were closed, and her face was so white that
at first glance the doctor thought he was too late. After a
careful examination, however, he found there was still hi
The mother and father gazed earnestly at his face, eacfl
fearing the worst, and each praying for the 1- •• Will she live ? " almost whispered the woman.
" I cannot decide f< « an hour. It will take that ti
the worst over," replied the doctor, gravely.
The poor mother broke down on getting an ans
fid" of uncertainty, and the rough husband led his wife
ever so gently away to a corner of the room where her
sobs would not l>e heard by the
* child.- #
, •
After the doctor had left his house with the ,
monger. Jackie, soon recovering from his anger, began to
play with his toys. Hugging and kissing his Teddy, he
s.rid very solemnly, " Yes '. Teddy is wery ill. Daddy
can't div you any medsin. so I must." Then. pri pj ing up
the pet.
doll on a chair, he went oil' in search of medicine for
his
It did not take
bug inside,
to reach
of bis
laboratory.
He him
slipped
andtheondoor
seeing
thefather's
many
bottles which stood on shelves all round the room his
filled with wonder. A bottle larger than some, and <<n
which was pasted a pretty red label, seemed to take his
fancy, and by standing on tiptoe Jackie was able t<> take it
down from its shelf. Then he ran into another r< om and
obtained a spoon, and without being seen returned to the
nursery.
Jackie knelt before the " sick '' Teddy, and. with the air
of an expert, began to demonstrate to the doll the art of
taking medicine, nasty or otherwise.
•• Dis is aw fly nice stuff, Teddy.'" he lispeJ. " It will do

'■ Tom

and

see

my

Teddy,

will

'oo,

Daddy?"

inedsfn, Teddy will die if you don't see him now, Daddy. Turn
on."
Jackie,
tuggedLifting
at his his
father's
Dr.continued
Strong rose
from ashishe seat.
little coatsleeve.
son in his
arms, he kissed him. and was on his way to see the sick Teddy
when the maid hurriedly entered the room.
"A man wants to see you. sir. He says it is urgent. He
looks a rough customer, and I don't like to leave him. sir."
The doctor looked at his watch. It was a good half an hour
after consulting hours, but he put Jackie down and went to
see the ea?Jar.
As he entered the waiting-room the man — he was obviously
a costermonger — with head bared and a look of despair on
his fare, rushed forward to meet him.

— "'liquid into the sp' on.
Herehepoured
of thedis—
thick
it like
takesome
Now out
better.
you
"One. two. free." he said, as with many
grimaces
Jackie swallowed the medicine.
"" Now it's your turn. Teddy."
" What are you doing, darling ? " inquired Mrs. Strong
she entered the room.
"Show
mummy."
she Continued,
taking the bottle from the child.
As 9he did so she caught
sight of the label, on which were printed the awful words;
'■ Laudanum

-Poison."

A deadly fear crept over the mother's heart.
" Jackie," she
gasped.
" havemade
you no
beenanswer.
drinking
this ? "
The child
•Tell me quickly, darling.
Did you put this nasty stuff
The frightened woman
into your mouth? "'

was sure she saw trace; of it on his

" Will yer come to my daughter, sir? She is dying, and
you can save her ! Will yer come, sir ? "
" ll is past consulting-time," the doctor began.
"Never mind, Doctor, she's dying; and if she hit
u" the man caught his breath with a jerk, as Dr.
Strong appeared to hesitate
Just then, little Jackie, who had followed his father
into the room, broke into the conversation :--" Turn am! sec mj Teddy,will "oo. daddy ? "
" I can'l si'o Teddy just now. darling."'
"But Teddy is ill.'" lie persisted in a high treble voice.
" Foil have a child of yer own, sir! Think what he means
to yer. and ..."
but the man had no reason to .-ay
more, for tin- doctor hastily wrote the address on a slip of
paper and was ready to go with the man. Tired as lie was.
duly had to be attended to. and if he could save the child
whose life meant so much to this poor fellow, he would
do so.
"• Daddy, turn and see Teddy." repeated Jackie, as he
saw his father preparing to go out. "Me don't tike 'oo." he
added, turning to the man. Then, with his eyes full of
tears,
the on
child
oil' to
playroom, leaving the father
t<> depart
his ran
errand
of liis
mercy.
In a few minutes tin' doctor reached his destination. He
mounted the rickety stairs, and was led by the man into a
low-roofod, foul-smelling at tie. There, on a straw mattress
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M". recently incited 'he reader who first <tated that Charles Chaplin was either dead, deaf, or dumb to give us a call. So far
110 one has honoured us wilh a visit.
By wiy of encouragement our artist depicts the sort of welcome tvhich await* him.
L After n short interview with the Editor, he would be introduced to the— (55) Answers Man. wlio would make good use of his
heaviest ruler. :i. He would then \w passed to the tender mercies of the Lady Typist and the Office Boy. and after a lot of
"pressing (4) Our eacetakex (an obliging gentleman) would escort him to the nearest— (5) Dustbin, and leave him within to
meditate over our hospitality,
tr. If, however, the visitor in question should be anything like this, a box of chocolates will
doubtless be the order of the day.
lips. But no amount of coaxing would make Jackie say
'• Yes" or " No " to her questions.
Mrs. Strong rang for the maid. Scribbling a hasty note,
she said. " Mary, take this to my husband. The address is on
the waiting-room table. Quickly Jackie has poisoned himself."
The maid rushed off to the oage-boy. who flew with the note
to Dr. Strong:
*
*
*
*
.*
Half the anxious hour had passed, and still Dr. Strong
watched his frail patient on the bed beside him. There was
a knock at the door-, and his page-boy entered. He gave the
note to the doctor, who hastily tore open the envelope! In
hi- wife's handwriting he read the frantic mi ssage
""Return at once'. Jackie has taken poison."
In a moment of great agitation the doctor jumped up to go.
' "Don't leave her. sir. or she may die," implored the father.
The words deeply touched the doctor, and for a moment he
did not move. His own child needed his argeni attention,
but before him lay another'- child his little patient, who
would quite possibly die if he left her bedside. Hi- heart
Was almost rent in twain, and just for ah instant lie wavered
in his decision, but the stei n call of duty came fco his aid. and
lie sat down resolved to forget his own child's danger, and try
ive the life of the coster's daughter.

*

#

' #

#

us it was that Mrs. Strong r.
ived a baltiipgcrawled
reply from her husband, which read. "Give Jackie mustard
and water
andbutcall
in. he
Dr.arrived
Price. "
gentleman was al
once
sent for,
when
and That
the mustard
and water

was
Jackie, who had been left for a few moments'
couldprocured.
not be found.
High and low the franfcfl mother, fch ! worried doctor, and
the maid searched for the little truant until the lattei
suddenly thought of the pantry.
All made a haaty retreat to the kitchen, where their amazement was great on opening the pantry door to discover Jackie
perched on a chair and covered in flour from head to feet. In
his arm he held a huge pot of jam. the contents of which he
was busily transferring with a knife to his mouth.
" Jackie !" ejaculated his mother; '" you naughty boj
'■ Medsin
nasty, in inimie." replied Jackie, his mouth
full
of raspb taste
srry jam.
Then he ha I taken some of the contents of the bottle !
Dr. Pric i tucked the kicking miscreant under his arm. and,
conveying him to the nursery, endeavoured t » persuade the
litflo imp to swallow some of the mustard and water. But
Jackie stnbb >rnly refused.
Mrs. Strong was sobbing violently. "Oh! why doesn't my
husband come back ? " she cried. " If Jackie should

'•"Where's th • bottle?"
The question was asked in firm,
He
quiel tones by Dr. Strong, who had entered the room.
."
—
watched over hia patient, who at the end of the
had
die faithfully
hoar had fallen into a refreshing si iep, a sign that all d i
le bhe
Leaving the parents on their kn
had passed.
sick bed the doctor had hurried home with all possibl ■ "Where's the bJtfcle?." he repeated, as he dragged off hi*

gloves.
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"The Sweetest Face on the Screen"
"PICTURES"

INTERVIEWS

ELEANOR

WOODRUFF.

here. So you may c 11sider this to be an interview specially obtained
for yourselves.
Wheal
we were
comfortably seated in
Woodruff's
York home. I cosy
.started New
the
ball a-rolling.
"" I understand that last
autumn you fully intended giving up your
film work in order to
make a trip to France
to become a Red Cross

JVfiT
ARRIVED!
The latest American portrait
Eleanor Woodruff, the subject of this in terview.
AN

interviewer's life is full of surprises. He never knows how he
is going to fare when he eventually succeeds in lairing his quarry in
her den. Yet. on the other hand, the
3>osition of the interviewed is almost
as uncertain, for how does this distinguished person know the extent of the
inten iewer's inquisitiveness P
anyway.
Let's cutI
theEnough
cackle of
and this,
get down
to business.
could have obtained the common or
garden variety of interview as easy as
kiss your hand, but I simply did not
want it.
i\I\ chosen victim was Eleanor JTbodrutl'. can
whom
you Lave
in the
Ameriproductions
of met
Pathe
Freres
for
two and a half years, and whom you
will shortly see in Vitagraph Broadway
Star Features.
1 was on the warpath for material of
particular
interest
to her
British
lldmirei'Swho are readers of PuTlliKS
not tin- sort, you know, that is originally dished up for American consumption and afterwards
reprinted
over

of

_ " Yes. you are on the
right
trail,
"she admit ted.
? " nothing
"nurse
I like
better
than caring for the Bick
and wounded, so when I
learned that the Paris
headquarters of Pathe
Frcres bad organised a
Red Cross Corps I volunteered to go. Unfortunately, however, my
mother became ill. and 1
felt it my duty to stay by
her side and do all I could
for her. and so I stayed
at home, which resulted
in my being engaged by
the Vitagraph Company
when my contract with
Pathe Frcres expired.".
"I like England." she
continued," and you may
tell your friends that one
day when this horrible
war is over I hope to visit
them and play before the

camera
theirhadcountry."
" Have inyou
any exciting experiences while acting in photo-

" Quite a few, I must confess. Recently Iwas bitten by a monkey, and I
have
been thrown off ahorse three times
plays?"
"The Pictures"

SOUVENIR
WAR
ALBUM
Handsome Kilt Album?,
with
Tricolour
Flag
euntuellocl in colours on
front, containing
Porof 11. M. t:n>General
Kinir.
l.oiiltrait 1Ktcheiier,
■French, Admiral Jellicoe,
Tommy Atkins, Jack Tar.
•mine lift'? ..
for tka nratch-cl
\ONE SHILLING
r Brae '■ '.
Price
ov
7d.&(post-free)
6 Coupons
-

w WT-fRRB

-

•Till: MGXTJRES,' I.i1S, Adah St.. Strand,
London, w,<\

in "no day. Last year 1 was run over
by a motor-car. I have also jumped off
bridges, fallen down stairs, rolled down
embankments, tumbled into rivers, and
leaped off locomoti
I gasped for breath
when
El
Woodruff came to the end of her list,
and marvelled greatly that trood luck
had saved her from being inflicted with
permanent injuries.
"I receive b<
ttersfrom picturegoers
Britain.'
smilinglythem;
told
ni". •• and Iinalways
striveshetoanswer
because I feel it is the least courtesy 1
can show in return: whilst, as for:
ts, I & mid open a shop with the huge
bafech of gifts I have received from
admirers
time views
to time."
"What from
are your
on the future
I consider
the ne xt step will be
of "the
cinema ?that
"
coloured photo-plays.
1 don't mean the
crude kind you see to-day. but tb
that are both perfect and practical in
By utilising my good pair
detail."
made
discovery that Mi-- vVoodrufl
every the
is very greatly devoted to pete, literature, photography, and fash:
Her sympathetic nature extends to
the characters she prefers to inter]
in photo-plays. In The Hods qf' Wrath,
for instance, her dark beauty was concealed under grey hair and age-lines on
herfaee in order that she might carry
conviction as the screen-mother of Henry

Walthall.

It was my
production in
it a genuine
true art when

good fortune to seethe
question, and I consider
sacrifice in the cause of
a beautiful young woman

of twenty-two (oh. she doesn't mind
admitting her age!) consents to conceal
her good looks and figure a- .-he has
done in this part. And that is why I
feel she is entitled to the description of
'The
Sweetest
Face message
on the Sere
-n." •• Have
you any
I max
to yourof her.
British
asked

admirers?"

I finally

Please
answer
te the
attention
kind :—'"'
1 appreciaher
that follows
sayHere
give to my efforts, and that I am
they
oh so anxious to come over to greet
them in person."

Ernest

A. Bench.

{Continued from previous r •
Mrs. Strong anxiously handed the
bottle
husband.labelled •Laudanum" to her
•' Wiry. Jackie isn't poisoned at all !"
his lather: " it's only a new
laughed
cough-mixture with which 1 was experimenting- and 1 forgot to take oi't this
'•Than1. God!" murmured Mrs. Strong,
a- -lie sank into a chair.
" Jackie," said his father, with an attempt at s Merity.'you must never touch
label." bottles again or you will die."
daddy's
"Well. Teddy wanted medsin." said
(he child, "and I showed him how
#
*
*
*
ninmmie makes me take mine."
There are some pathetic scenes in this
it ends with a
but 1,000
drama ;only
littlealthough
strong and
smile,
feet loug,
The picture is one to look out for. Charles
his
Bechtel
wife,
Kathleen
Jackie.
Mrs. \\".little
Doctor. Couglin
i- the
Ogle and
The release date is August 26th.
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BETTY

NANSEN,

the Qmai Danish Emotional Actress,

J. P. McGOWAX.

now appearing in Lasky Films.
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iCRiiftD STAIS.

HARRIS,

HAWLEY,

of "Flying A" and "Beauty" Fame.

Loading Lady in Lubin Films.

These and other portraits eUeichere Last
in this
issueWeeks!
may help Coupon
voters in
Greatest Film Artistes Contest.
Four
on our
page World's
40C,
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Neptune
production
of Geo. R. Sims and
Exclusively
controlled
by the Gaumont

ADLY loving
Bertha liis
wife, .lames
I? < ■ 1 rut li was exasperated beyond measure at her frequent
absences from home.
Hec ired naught for
night clubs himself,
and could not understand her liking for
such a gay and dangerous life. One
night when his patience was exhausted
he burst in upon the
merry throng, and
after chastising- the
man who was making
love to her he ordered his wife home. The
high-spirited girl protested against such
treatment, but Redruth, insisting upon
being obeyed, locked her in her bedroom. To Bertha this was the crowning
insult, and hastily gathering together
her jewels she left the house by the
window, after leaving- a note to remind
Redruth that he ought to have married
a Sunday-school teacher.
When in the morning her husband
discovered the note, he swore to kill the
woman who had wrecked his life. But
he failed to find her, and. taking to
drink, he went from bad to worse, driftswiftlydone
downbefore
the him.
social scale as so
many ing"had
Bertha obtained the help of a lover,
but even he, a rich man. was unable to
withstand the constant drain upon his
resources, and in due course the foolish
woman found herself compelled to earn
her own livelihood. She was a beautiful
girl of that charm which entices men
on the road leading to perdition, and
she had merely to answer an advertisement for "Smart ladies for a beauty
chorus " to be engaged.
Very soon she was once more on the
high road to prosperity;
she never
doubted that her charms would secure
for her. if not a husband at least a lover.

#

*

#
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Outhbert Cuthbertson. a young country squire, who inherited the gambling instincts of his ancestors, frequented clubs where high stakes were
the rule and not the exception. One
evening a theatrical manager invited
him to the rehearsal of a new revue. and
then' he met Bertha. Her fatal beauty
fascinated him. and in a moment of mad
infatuation he married her. It mattered
UOl to Cuthbert whether she had a
• past " or not. If the thought entered
his mind at all it was outweighed by his
mad desire to possess her.
For a time all went well.
The new
life entranced Bertha, and while there
was money to squander she was content.
.But there is always an end to losses at
gambling
a " Cuthbert
wife's " extravagance,
and
beforeandlong
received a
letter from his solicitors that it was
impossible to raise another shilling upon
the estate.
It was mortgage 3 to the

hilt. The letter fell into the hands of
Bertha. She shuddered at the prospect
o!' poverty, and determined she would
not face it ; she upbraided Cuthbert for
the loss, which was largely attributable
to herself.
Then .-he left the house.
.Money was essential to lK-r very
existence, and as she stood admiring
the
gems
a jeweller's
shopby window
in the
townin she
was joined
a man
who so admired her beauty that he purchased the jewel she desired and handed
it to her together with his card. When
she reached home again she waved the
gift
in Cuthbert's
mockingly
away. face. Then she went
"I her
wanted
your
money— not you!"'
were
parting
words.
eyesever
wereposssssed
opened, and
all
theCuthbert's
love he had
for his
wife was turned into hate.
Again Bertha was cast xipon her own
resources. This time she set up as a
palmist, and called herself Astrsea. Her
first husband Redruth, reduced to a
state of poverty, had enlisted in the
Royal Horse Artillery.

»

#

*

*

Professor Ginnifer, a travelling showman, was one of the Old English type
who travels the country erecting a booth
at the fairs, feasts, and fetes, providing
wholesome fare for the provincial, folk
whose love for the simple has not yet
departed, and who delight in being mystified. Ifhappened that the Professor,
who was always on the look out for
something
new. sawand
Astraea's
ment as a palmist,
called announceto suggest
that she should join his show as clairvoyant.
Bertha rejected the showman's offer
with scorn ; but was the Professor perturbed? Not a bit of it. "All right,
dearie," said he, "you may want an
engagement some day. If you do. come
and
see Ginnifer.
My not
card!"
Bertha
laughed,
but she did
destroy
the
card.
On the same day she received a call
from the police, who requested her to
close the establishment. Again the fates
had dealt this woman a cruel blow, and
a little later Cuthbert. at home amid
the ruins of his patrimony, received a
demand for money, and responded bysending
" wife " a tofive-pound
note.as a
Bertha his
continued
do business
palmist, but only in a small way. and
day by day her life became a greater
burden. One day, seeing no hope of
recovering her position, she sat contemplating suicide by poison, which she
was about to take when a girl in
a desperate plight called upon her to
have '"the lines ' read. Before Bertha
was able to complete the mummery her
client had fainted. Bertha left the room
to obtain water, and in her absence the
girl found the poison, drank it. and died.
The tragedy suggested a way out of
Bertha's difficulties* The dead girl,
being something like her in appearance.
should take her place. So Bertha wrote a
note that, deserted !>\ every one. she had

CALL
Robert
Film

Buchanan's drama.
Hire
Service.

decidedof tohertake
lit'-, then,
taking the
purse
lateherclient,
she disappeared
from the house as quickly as possible.

•

-

••

•

Cuthbert, having sown his wild oat-,
bad settled down, and was growing to
deeply
stance, the charming
daughter of his neighbour, Sir William
Barton:
but
of his unhappy
marriage his lips were sealed. Then by
chance he read a paragraph in a n<
paper announcing that Bertha had committed suicide, and. free to pi
Constance, he did so. and was gladly accepted. But Sir William had other
views. There was Richard Feathersto!)-.
her" cousin; he would make a better
husband ]>ecause of his wealth ; so Cuthbert was forbidden to enter the house
Love sometimes laughs at parents,
again.
and Sir William discovered this when
Constance eloped with Cuthbert and
left a note to say that she had gone to
join the
•man she*loved. *
»
One New Tear's Eve, when their little
child was three years old. Constance
was seized with the desire to see her
father and effect a reconciliation. Husband, wife, and child journeyed towards
home, andan put
up at
the "Wicklow.
Angler's
Delight.'"
inn kept
bj Mrs.
her old nurse. Recruiting was in full
swing. Men were needed for the Army,
and Sergeant-Major Milligan, of the
Royal Horse Artillery, was busy in the
village. His favourite scene of action
was the taproom of the "Anglers
Delight." where he nightly pointed out
to the male inhabitants t lie advantag of serving their country.
From the inn Constance wrote t William, appealing to her father to
overlook the past, and not let anotl er
year dawn upon theirestrangement. But
the old gentleman was adamant. " You
know the condition." he repeat id.
"Leave that man. and I will again acConstance knowledge
resolved
would never
do.
yon as my she
daughter."
But this
And what of Bertha!" Slow but inevitable retribution was overtaking her.
In desperate straits, she remembered
Professor
Ginnifer's show.
offer, and
joined
his travelling
On had
this since
New
Year's Eve the Professor put up at Mr-.
Wicklow's, and the caravan was stabled
in the yard. The Professor and his
daughter were old friends of the landlady, and while they were inside recounting their experiences of the past, with
Ginnifer making love to Mrs. Wicklow,
Bertha sat on the steps of the showman's van and sang a verse of an
o'd son-'. Cuthbert heard and thought
he recognised the voice, and, goimr < ut
into the moonlight, he came face to tare
Soured
soul,wife."
and as vindictive as
dead
his -in
with
ever, the woman threatened to exp the man unless he consented to leave
Constance at once.
It broke hi-; heart to accept the cruel
condition,

but

Cuthbert's

hand

•••
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SOME OF THE CHARACTERS IN THE TRUMPET CALL, the full cast of which is as follows: -"Cuthbert Cuthbertson,
Gregory Scott; "Richard Featherstone," Frank Tcnnant ; "Sir William Barton," Cecil Morton York; ''Professor Ginnifer,''
John M. Last; "Tommy Dutton," Jack Denton; "James Redruth," Douglas Payne; " Sergt. -Major Milligan," Douglas Cox;
"Bertha
Redruth"
(alias "Astraea")
Daisy Cordell ; "Mrs. Wicklow," Stella St. Audric ; ■ Lavinia Ginnifer," Agnes
Paulton;
"Little Cuthbert,' Biddy de Burgh; "Constance Bartou:" Joan Ritz.
forced, and when Featherstone called a
few minutes later and asked him to
agree to a short separation from Constance the reply somewhat astonished
him. "Tell Sir William to come for
Ins daughter," said Cuthbert. Then
having written a letter to Constance,
which told her briefly that the woman
be first married was still alive. Cuthbert
hurriedly left the inu.

In the knowledge that Constance and
their little son would be in the care of
Sir William. Cuthbert enlisted, entered
the depot of his regiment, and. having
become proficient, volunteered for
foreign service in the hope of finding
death on the battlefield.

•

•

»

#

Time passed on. Constance lived only
for the man she loved and little Cuth-

bert. and then one black day her father,
old Sir William, died a ruined man.
Featherstone even then failed to win
her consent. He offered her the old
estate which he had purchased from her
father's trustees, but she declined the
generous offer, and went to live with her
old nurse — now Mrs. Ginnifer. Tracing
her whereabouts, Featherstone pressed
his suit, but Constance firmly refused
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him. ' hrthberi will
each other's arms, took
return to me," she told
up again the thread of
him. but the persistent
life so rudely broken.
lover reminded her that
Cuthbert. who had
Bertha still lived, and
answered " The ,Trumthat Cuthbert could not
pet Call." was now
marry her. By hook or
happy
dear
one and with
their his
precious
by crook he swore to
little a
son. *
win Constance, and en*
listed tin; services of
( iinnifer to find Bertha
The Trumptt Call is
to help him.
a great picture - play.
The war was over at
G. R. Sims touches the
las! . and the regiment
British heart as no
other writer; in many
returned. It was a. great
day at the depot when
respects he is unique in
medals were presented
to the men who had disings of the toheart.
He
appealing
the feeltinguished themselves.
represents the peopleFeatherstone took Connot a single class, but
vince and the boy to
all
witness the ceremony,
he classes.
is writing"Whether
of the
and he and the Major
aristocracy, the middlewere in conversation
class, or the workers,
when a gunner aphis creations are lifeproached with a meslike. In filming this
drama the Neptune
sage. '"Let me introduce you." said the
Company have given
officer. " This is Gunner
A BROKEN-HEARTED SOLDIER
HERO GAZED AT HIK RETREATING FIGURE
the picturegoer a proLanyon, the man who
duction which will win
saved my life." Recogimmense success b enition was mutual, and Featherstone
Bertha, his legal wife, had by now
cause of the fidelity of its interpretarealised that if Constance also recogsunk to the lowest dregs — the gutter.
tion, the capability of the acting, and the
nised Cuthbert all his scheming would
perfection of setting and photography.
She slept in this same doss-house, and
be a failure.
had returned to it just before the arrival
The photography
throughout
■ reveof her husband. Redruth was standing
Before Constance could approach, the
lation; it is unsurpassed
by is
anything
villain managed to whisper to Cuthbert,
by the fireplace when his wife came down
yet exhibited.
the stairs. They had never met since that
" Your real wife still lives. Constance
believes you dead. Remain so, and save
night, years before, when he locked her in
The
Plaint
of the
the bedroom. Recognition was instanher future shame ! "
Stung to the heart, Cuthbert returned
taneous. With a savage cry he sprang
Knockabout
Cinema
Star.
to the ranks and was decorated in the
towards her, and was about to stab her
when
Cuthbert.
who
had
come
after
the
presence of his wife.
Constance felt so sure that the hero
deserter, rushed into the room and held
pleasure I give of my
for your
JUSTtreasure
was her husband that when the regiback the infuriated, drink-sodden man
:
ment was dismissed she addressed him.
until the picket had overpowered him.
I sell my soul for your smile.
The wretched woman begged forgiveI fail awful croppers to capture your
"Cuthbert!" she exclaimed reproachness
for
the
past,
but
Cuthbert
turned
fully, "why have yon been silent so
coppers,
many years? You are my husband in
sadly away and went back to barracks.
And grin like an ass all the while.
spite of all. Love like ours knows no
I fall "Papa,"
from the car, or am kicked by
The wedding-day, the day for which
law."
Featherstone
had
schemed
and
lied
so
" You make a mistake, Madam,"'
The door always bangs on my nose;
answered Cuthbert, making a great
long, arrived. Side by side the pair stood
My
clothes
never fit me. bad
effort to conceal his emotion; "I have
always hit me.
at
God's faint
altar—
manat triumphant,
the
never seen you before. My name is
woman
andthesick
heart.
And everything catches my toes.
John Lanyon— Gunner Lanyon."
Into the church came Cuthbert — now
Faint and trembling with doubt, ConI'm not very fond of those leaps in a
Sergeant Lanyon — to take one last look
stance was led away by Richard Featherat the woman he loved more than life
iione, whilst a broken-hearted soldier
itself.
Thatshrieks:
reduce all the " twopennies " to
hero gazed at her retreating figure.
In the street Bertha had met Ginnifer
His trump card had been played, and
I hate tumbling downstairs, or falling
hastening
to
the
wedding.
From
him
Featherstone pressed his suit for all he
she learnt that Featherstone and Conpond
off chairs the waterpipe leaks.
was worth. Constance gradually beOr stopping
stance were to be married, and then the
came convinced that Cuthbert was
But
you
sit in plush seats with a girl
woman's better self revealed itself.
dead, and when Bertha was finally proCould she, at this late hour, make some
and
some sweets.
a bang
duced she gave way and unwillingly
atonement for the evil of the past ?
And laugh while I'm risking my skin.
consented to marry her cousin for her
She rushed into the church and broke
If I fall with a bang, why yon don't care
little boy's sake. Featherstone shook
upon the sanctity of the service. Weak,
hands with himself, and fixed the wedIf I slither along on my chin.
ill. and ragged, she staggered to the
ding day.
altar-rails. "The marriage must not
*
#
#
#
Oh! you
"cinema" folk, you're fond
of a joke.
proceed ! " she cried.
There was one man who never ceased
"Why do you interrupt this holy
to think of the woman who wronged
And
aren't
you a cold-blooded crew ?
ceremony p " asked the clergyman.
You'd ne'er smile again at my trouble
him. and whose desire for revenge had
"Because that woman's lawful husgrown into madness. That man was
and pain
band stands there." shouted Bertha,
It 1 we're not in need of the "screw.
Redruth, who was in the same regiher
finger with
pointed
to null
Cuthbert.
"' lli-I
men! as Cuthbert. Repeatedly giving
marriage
me was
and void.
Still I'll drink to your health as I
waj to drink, he waB the despair cf nis
was the wife of .lames Redruth.
I wealth.
ifficers.
One day as the picket were
And plunder
puff at your
my blood-bought
cigar ;
I
" and w itfa a choking gasp the poor
bringing him into barracks he broke
woman fell dying upon the altar-steps.
If you want a dog's lite, and you cant
away from them, and sought refuge in
come to
a doss house.
an Featherstone's
end.
Husband scheming
and wife,hadclasped
iu
Be a " knockabout cinema star.'
get a w it'e.
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Selected from hundreds every week.
Didn't Want to Do It, But
[ blush to admit if but until Icameaerosa
-\ v.ti i- paper n week ago, I hail never seen a
" "'"'■ '""'
iuo\ inu 1'" lm' '■ '' '"■'
1 shall keep oil doing Eva
it." S, l mterbury),
Natty and Nutty.
After a verj lengthy and painful I
I have succeeded in attempt 1113 to write to
you. ami offer you m> sine, re felicitation and
congrats. 011 the ' imttj anil nattj
littjo
rou have tho pleasure ol controlling.
Kim pan (Leicester).
Pity the Poor Editor)
■■ 1 seen A Slew art in one or two" Bin) latly
1 ~.eu the woman ami ll.'l it it had not been
lulia Uorden ami F William in the two
woman nn •) . Gordon and Harrj Morej in
413 fhing would have look black it did look
Mark for the USasil waseverj oneyonspoke
to over It called rot after I'd seen I took an
oath lil never po and sec her in a nother and
I never will shroff no drily thing 1 cared for

was wood vorlats."

K. (Manchester).

Taking and Projecting.
■■ l have read letters from your readers
complaining that some films are. projected
too tast. aiiil blaming it on to the operator.
Please let me state thai it is not alwaj - the
operator in the picture-theatre that is to
blame. It i- generally in topical or news
films that these defoctsare seen. The cinema
companies who produce these films sometimes \\ish to economise in lilm. and do so by
having the handle of the camera turned
sloicly, which, using up loss film, mis-es
several ol the movements essentia] in producing a perfeel picture, so. when projected
at a picture-palace at the usual speed ....
sixteen pictures, 01 Iff.. ;i second, the subject
appears to be moving
unnaturally
fast.'
A Bbadbb
(Wandsworth),
Pictures a Boon to the Deaf.
■• I have taken my back numbers to a
Guild tor deaf and dumb girls in Liverpool
to which 1 belong, and there itws a rush for
them.
1 like going to the Pictures because
I can read lips. In fact that is the only wa\
I have got on for ten years, a~ we did not
know th<> deaf and dumb school here, and so
you will see that the Pictures mean much
to me. for they make up for the theatre and
concert. Only once in all the years I have
attended the Pictures have 1 seen a player of
either sex use a very had word. Some players
onlj mumble, but fm sure that they would
speak plainly if they knew how deaf and
dumb peoplocan read their lip movements.
Please don't think I am dumb
; only
deaf."
F. F.
(Walton).
A Real Blaze in B.C.
■• In a picture
released
the of■ Flying
A '
Company
a little while
backby one
the scenes
WJS a liret tire, and it w: s indeed lovely,
and helped one to imagine what a forest fire
really is like. Where my friend lives in
British CoIumbia(the Barnere Valley Ranch)
is only two and a half miles from the foot of
the Rockies, and the Brst year she was there
it was a very hot summer, and the woods on
the mountains caught fire, and it was three
days before the firefighters arrived from Kamloops, which is the nearest station. Ch-( 'hua
is an Indian encampment near the Barriere
Valley Ranct . The oldest Indian there is
about 193 years old, and is a very funny
person, and i^:uscs to speak to any one. and
it was with great difficulty that my friend
'snapped' birr Strange to say, his hair is
black, and reache tiuariy 10 Uis knees, and
his black beard is about the same length. '
CuLLti-.N (Bath).

EDNA

MAYO.

" How beautiful she is !" said the popular Editress
of that well-known journal " Everywoman's Weekly."
" Lend me that photo and I'll put it on the front
cover of my paper in colours." So you'll soon see the
latest photo or Edna Mayo there ; but before that you
can become better acquainted with this fascinating
Essanay star in the splendid drama written by

H. S. Sheldon,

"MEANS & MORALS
1,791

feet or beautiful film.

It will be released on Thursday, August 26th, and
your favourite Cinema Manager will be pleased to
show it if you tell him it is an
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BOY.
bg

MorUg,

S'j&L
The

lad

was

most
modest and",mild,
tion ;
Of remarkably
eood educaAn ideal kind of a child,
Sotion.
he got

the

desired situa-

But

mild

it's all been
an era of
terror and woe
Since he went to the Cinema
show.

'Js

On our bald spot he centres his eyes,
And appears to see something contrary;
We should never feel any surprise
If a liking he has for the hairy
Loose specimens scraggy which Indians red
Collect from the top of your head.

<tLLj

'We venture
sometimes
to assume
That scalps are his motive
when he dees
room, himself
Conceal
in the front

ANIMATED

And
at
business
greatly
impede us
By firing off bombshells and
poisonous gases
At each individual who passes.

c?i

%i
T'lf '"? fixttn

Some moccasins one day he made BF
From pieces of pigskin and leather,
And then with a bit of brocade
He tied in his hair a red feather.
And halloo.
practised a war-cry. half scream,

gives real

1 w-<o

And painted his face like a Sioux.
The
i bareback he rides on the stairs
Harriett ;
Just polished by faithful

WAR NEWS

And awares
at poets sometimes

half

old
un-

lariat.circular lcoos with his
Casts

DO

Crying, "Hold up your hands.
sir ! " a posture conceded
At once; at least that is what
we did.

NOT
MISS

IT.

Then worst of the problem, you see.
Mere words have no power to attack him :
Though most in our place, we agree,
Without further parley would sack him.
But we think on the whole it is wisest and
best
And safest -to let matters rest.

I \I>IN<".

VVKKK
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TftAOI MARK*.

C/ftujmti* dCci^on.
Thoughts

Good

of a Picturegoer.

Cheer

Every

w hal \<> i wanl
whal EDISl IN PLAYS

Week.

tl

If \

tired or

stale, d in'l wa
. out
a Cin< 1 1 1.1 showing an EDIS< IN PLAY, and n >li< e In ■w
quickly v >ur depression and fatigue disappears u d r
the cheering influence of EDIS IN PIC I URES.
The sii '
go well
i\ idly brought before you, thai
taken ou1
I yourself. Vcs! EDISON
PIC I I IRES are the ones to <ee.
LOOK

OUT

FOR

THE GIRL WHO KEPT BOOKS
PROFESSIONAL

AT THE

JKALOUSV.

The Crown Prince protests to the WorW that he is being superseded l'\ Charlie Chapliu n^ the aniveisal laughter-maker.

ON
Pars

AND
on

Picture

OFF
Players

and

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!

THE

Thomas

SCREEN

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleated to tend you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Playerron receipt
of 2d. to cover
pottage

A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour

St., London, W.

Personalities.

Another Change Over.
VICTORIA FOB.DE, long seen in Nestor comedies, lias
joined the Selig Company. She will play opposite Tom
Mi\ whi'ii thai dare-devil cowboy-director gets his
Btrennoua Western company inaction at the new stndio in
Las Vegas, New Mexico. The company, with its notable
rough-riders, crack shots, ami expert ropers, is busy getting
the studio into shape for work.
And Tom does love work.
A Fashion Note.
FANNIE WARD complains that in The Marriage of Kitty,
a Lasky film of the famous plaj shortly to be seen ores
here, Bhe did not have a chance to show all her gowns.
sh«> i- now rejoicing because in the next Laaky picture she
will wear her E6,000 sable coat and all her jewels. Her
luggage created a record at the studio when it arrived, until
the advent of Geraldine Fairar's personal effects, which were
contained in thirty-nine eases ! What a wardrobe '.
Chaplin
and the Chaplain.

Sec it, Tommy?-

THE

recent utterance of Prebendary Carlile that "picture
palaces are a greater menace to the nation than the
'drink evil'" has inspired Lan<rford Reed
(the new
Publicity Manager for the Essanay Company
in London) to
send us the following effusion : —

Mackintosh's"!

Trust to the kiddies to find it in a window crowded with

".Though parsons to pieturedromes sometimes object,
And dub them worse evils than liquor;
The fact yet remains that a him in effect
Can oft do more good than a vicar.
For instance: you feel as depressed as a tomb,
And vow you can't Longer endure it ;
Well, a chaplain's not likely t" banish your gloom;
It then takes a Chaplin to ' curate."
Stage Art versus Set e in Art.
TWO
noted
stage-players, Tully Marshall
and Thomas
Jefferson,
who are to appear in The Sable Lorr/m. a
feature now being produced in the Reliance-Majestic
Studios, were discussing the other day the difference between
the stage and the screen so far as the actor is concerned.

other swee".s. It's the sweetmeat that Mother commends
— yes, and furtively samples herself — for the wholesomeness of

Mackintosh's is known

lo all the world.

TOFFEE DELUXE*^ IS11NT DE LUXE
Ji s' Butter.
tljic'-c vie'i
('renin
blendedSugar,
in theami
" Mackintosh
Siii

Juat
Toffee
1.1. 'ii ta 1 with
l'ei/perniiiit.

4-Vj. C», 5/- ; 1/4 per lb., !o s«.

l Luxe
cunningly
re.il English Mitcbam
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" Consider the ease of the actor who
has made a big hit in the legitimate,"
Marshal] said ; " what happens to him ? "
Jefferson took his pipe from his mouth
and smiled with the gentle hamour inherited from his father. Joseph Jefferson.
"What happens to him?" repeated
Jefferson. Then, putting the pipe back
into his mouth, he added, between teeth
clenched over the stem — " Big head."
"I'll tell you what happens to him,"
Marshall went on. " he becomes a
machine, a printing-press, a camera."
"Exactly.'' agreed
to a camera standing Jefferson,
in a cornerpointing
of the

studio ''just like that one."
"No, sir." snapped Marshall, "that's
just my point. He does not become a
camera like that one. He becomes a
human camera, and in becoming a
camera he loses the point of view of a
creatoi He is obliged for two seasons,
or it may be for three, to give in all parts
of the country an exact copy, a print, a
photograph of his original creative performance, or series of performances.
Art suffers, the actors suffer."
And the with
public
suffers too," threw
in "Jefferson
a chuckle.
Marshall took up
offered by Jefferson.

Algvst
19 15
Week ex21,dint.

PICTUREGOER
The two sauntered away to a part of
the open-air studio where Chinamen
were building a Chinese street for the
film. Jefferson stopped, elevated his
nose, Miid took a satisfied breath..
" What is it r " asked Marshall.
" Why. even now," came the answer,
" before the streets are in shape. I can
smell chop suey."
Uur Cover Portrait.
THE Famous Players Co. are proud
of Hazel Dawn, for did they not
present her on the screen as a
specimen of Oiie of Our Girls.
If all
American girls were as pretty as Haze

the suggestion

" And the public suffers too," he said.
"Do you know, I think that's one of the
reasons the great outside public says
more than once—

upon Miss Dawn's beautiful teeth.
" \\ ith teeth like that," he said, "all she
has" Her
to doteeth
is to have
smile."
nothing to do with
it." replied the other.
girle has
it iuher
You can see" That
intelligence.
she would be a success if she
Why,
opened
never
So say
all her
of mouth."
us. For the rest it
suffices to say that Miss Dawn has appeared as the prima donna in musical
comedies, and recently starred in The
Debutante at the KnickerboekerTheatre,
New York. The Famous Players Film
Co., after featuring her as One of Our
Girls, presented her in another film
which displays all the charms of her
face and figure. The play, is entitled
ffiobe, the well-known story of the
Greek complications
statue that came
to "life,
and
caused
in a modern
family
and heartburnings to a much-married
man. Hazel was born at Salt Lake
City, and is no older than she looks.
Cats,

Gardening, and Pictures.

STELLA
whose
is
shown RAZETO.
on this page,
is aportrait
natb
San Diego, California.
She has had
considerable experience on the stag
but the strain of Continental travelling
caused her to go in for picture work.
She attracted
much
attention
whilst
with Majestic, her first picture eng _
nient. and afterwards was leading lady
for the Kinemacolor Company in California.. By the time she joined the
Selig forces she was thoroughly experienced even in youth, and soon demonstrated her capabilities
Miss Razeto is dark and petite with
sparkling eyes. Her pets are cats of all
sorts, shapes, and sizes. Her hobby is
gardening, and the rose section of her
garden at home is a perfect paradise <>f
blooms all the year round. Some of our
readers will be writing to ask if si:
married. Yes. her husband is Edward
J. le Sault, an eminent Selig producer.
A Aloment of Danger.

" ' Why, I saw Richard Big Star last
night in his Hit of Three Years
I must
say that Big Star is over- rated.'
" And now in the motion-picture art,
all that art-stifling burden, all that
reprint work, all that mechanical duplicating ofan original impression is done
as it should be— by a machine, by mechanical processes."
Marshall stopped, having exhausted
his phase of the subject.
Jefferson lifted — metaphorically
speaking— the severed thread and reunited the particles.

'; And when you are playing before
the
camera.
" he tsaid,
haveforevery
condit
ion presen
that'•you
makes
the
best in your art. I mean this— you
have rehearsed just enough to grow
familiar with inspiration without divorcing her. You then act your part
only long enough to get it into the eye
of the camera.

WHEX
you drama,
see Th ,in Wh
U Sw&r,an
Essanay
which
Richard
C. Travels played opposite Viola
Allen, you will note that the actor required some extra nerve during the
taking of one of the scenes. This is the
explosion of the powder magazine, of
which Mr. Tra vers, as an officer in the
Army, is in ch irge.

' You are playing, general ly speaicinsr,
amid real surroundings. Your
forests
r.re real, your hills and valleys, your
mountains, your rivers and lakes, your
oceans. You yourself, if there is to be
any effect upon the screen audience,
must become a part of the reality of it
all. and he is a wretched artist who does
not respond to the stimulus of the actual
world which surrounds him."
Marshall had taken up the scenario,
and was running through it.
"Consider how t his ( 'hinese mystery
would workout on the stage," he said, "it
would he possible to show only a small

part ofdeman
it. The
limita
'theofstage
would
d that
a tions
large ofpart
the
mystery he left to the imagination.
" But the screen will show every
every desirable episode, and everyphase.
element, at the moment and in the way it
is desired to make the revelation."

Dawn, there would be a general exodus
of young men from the old countrv to
the other side of the herring-pond.
Although famed for her beauty. Miss
Dawn does not rely on her good looks
alone for her stage and screen successes, j
She is a clever actress, und o\
tempted to repeat a conversation between twofriends. one of whom remarked

STELLA

RAZETO.a charming actress
with the Soli- Company

In the play the officer warns hi- men
on guard that the place is on tire before
he himself Bees. He then walks carelessly away and is pinioned under 1 great
piece of th ing ■<■ Oris when the magazine
is blown to atoms
In taking the scene Mr.Travers turned
his back on the blazing building, and
calmly walked away as though there
were no charge of powder behind him.
The blast went oft' sooner than he expected, and the force of the explosion
tore up the ground and covered him with
dirt.
But he escaped injury.

ayu

SIX BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
of sensational scenes
from our productions,

BLACK

AND

WHITE

GLAZED,

sent applicants on receipt ol

SIXPENNY
jff unique

POSTAL
offer

ORDER

to t/je picture fa, is.

-1// applications (mentioning this " /'

"FLYING

A"

CO.,

193, Wardour

St., W.
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,1'Ali GIRLS AND BOYS
This happened to a little girl
who stole her mother's jam, or rather
attempted to do so, bat when she
uncovered the jar out sprang the
b gey. The jam-pol plot was concocted by father as a lesson, and it
had its good effect on the daughter.
If you think this is a film-stoi^ you
are mistaken, but it will serve as an
example to young picturegoers (if
am 1 who steal jam fromt-he pantry.
By so doing they please the evil
bogey and possibly get sick in the
bargain. The mural is that if yen
want jam it is best to keep out of tbe
pantry and go to the pi< t nes. which give you real life sweets
and thrills (without bogi ys) in abandon :e.
A few weeks ago the pei pie of Sunderland could talk of no
one else bnt Alan Law. the dashing hern of the great TransAtlantic
The in
Tret)
■' //■
iris, Now
which they
was running
the
West-end serial
Cinema
that
city.
have an atAlan
Law of their own. How did he arrive? He was brought
by a stork, and he came ai dead of night
to the home of Mr. and Mrs. Turner, of
Sunderland. According to all reports,
lie isever
the biggest,
" bounciest " babj boj
that
was.
To begin with he had no name at all.
That's
how everything
cam- about.
For when that
Mr. followed
Turn:-r
.started to think of a name for Baby, one
name only seemed to him to 1"- permissible. At the West-end Cinema they had
Been their ideal of a man. and it w as 1 inly
right that their ideal of a baby should
bear hi.- nam". And so Alan Law Turner
has now been christened, and he and
his parents will thus long have cause to
remember T/u Tn
' //■ n-ts.
But wait a bit '. I have not yet finished.
Mr. J. R. Waller, the manager of the
West-end Cinema, heard all about this
christening, and wrote to tell the TransAtlantic Company. His letter set them
thinking, and this is what they thought.
-Man Law Turner was nothing more
nor less than a Trans-Atlantic baby, and
must be treated accordingly.
And so a
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BEN WH.SON.

nil
1915.
"THE
VALLEY
OF Released
SILENT
MEN."
Rei Drama.
1 975ft. approx,
ft pt.
1 ; 11 n M lsome It. 11 \\ 1 1 .in Itai nover done Bnercharai ti ■ work
than ho put), into the wonderful drama.
Ai the noVr-do-woll
noddeu with ilnnk who la shanghaied aboard ;■ Railing
in mi nl for distant lands hohasachiovodacharaetori .it
thai will
livelong in the minds of all who witness liis truly remarkable work.
i> ithj Phillips, too prettj and win omo .1 over I> ^ ■ ■<
trying pari, calling foi an emotional actress "i
extraordinary powers, and as the suffering woman
who believes her lovor dead
truly
performance.
The story is the storj of ;i drnnkard who wins
I1.1. k In-, manhood
bill too lato, li is 11 wonderful
na, ston . visualised in ■ > film you must on
no accounl fail in see.

handsome christening-mug
has been duly despatched to
>rland to gladden the eyes of Alan's fond parents.
JIargaret1
writes me from Brighton to sa) Iioh sorrj
is that she has grown too-old, to be mj 'niece." Shi- is sixteen. Now, although Margaret
may be \
ild to enter for
the competitions, she is not too old to write to her poor, hardworked " Uncle," who is always pleased to bear from niece or
nephew of anj age. Margaret has frequently sent me uice
..I' her own composition of course and the
one she enclosed with her last letter is so clever that lam
reprinting it for the benefit of ber cousins:
" \ gentleman brave of the best British stamp
Was Lieutenant Warneford, V.C..
II.- braved all the trials the air could afford,
\ true British gentleman he.

.'

W'l I K RNDING
Avcust 21, 1915

Whate'erdid
call ' Duty '
obeyed the befall,
He
An intrepid airman was he :
But
who obeyed
And he's
was dead—
never afraid;

Brave Lieutenant Warneford, Y.C. '.''
I suppose it is natural that the easier my competitions the
mori replies 1 sbould get, but I never expected the masaof
postcards which rolled in bearing solutions to the little
picture puzzles which I gave you in a recent issue. The
hidden names were: Harold Lock wood, Lillian Walker, and
Francis Bushman, and, with a few exceptions, every competitor
was right. In awarding the prizes age and neatness were
carefully considered, with the*foUowing result:—
Hubert
Lea.
31, Constellation
Street,
Adamsdown
Cardiff;
J. Edwards. 0, Herbert Sti
t. Newport,
Mon.;
Alan Wood. Green Mount House, Hanson Lane. Halifax'
Doris Watte, Avondale, Brajton Road. Selby.
Award of Merit (six to win a Special
Prize). Jessie McPherson (Lower Sydenham), Kitty Lessels (Dundee), Florae Poole
(Dalston), Cecil Downes (Guildford), .Maud
Snell (Loyronstone), Marie Lister (Ardwick),
Arthur Dale (Macclesfield), Gladys Turner
(Lewisbam),
H.
Broadhead
(Bradford),
Li aid M \ ers 1 Bermoudsey 1, Arthur Alldis
(StrcathamV A. Simmons (Catford). Reggie
Partridge (Thornton Heath), Winnie Bristow
(Eas1 Cowes), Ton, Bibbert (J)aubhill), Fred
BlakeyW. (Grimsby),
10 Wright (Ne-»-i
port),
1:. Ormson Chan
(Stockport).
Special Pbizb.— Gladys Turner.
A

"FILM

TITLE"

STORY.

This is always interesting. Make a
short story or sentence in which are
linked together twelve or more wellknown film titles. Words between the

THE

FILM

HtRJ

AND

THE

BABY.

The Christening Mug, on the front of which is
inscribed " Presented to Alan Law Turner by
the Trans- Atlantic Film Co., Ld.

titles
are, and
of course,
postcard
addresspermissible.
it " Film TitlI'
18, Adam Street, Strand. W.C., to arrive
by Monday. August 23rd. Two bound
volnmes of PlCTUBES and the Award of
Merit will be presented by
Uncle Tim.
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Worlds Greatest JZes Contest

MARY

FULLER,

WITH

THE

VICTOR

(TRANS-ATLANTIC)

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and -female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged. from
their artistic merits only^not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vots for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right,
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you 'have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the Coupon
below.

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing: the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting: of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them— the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons may be sent
in, but only one prize may be won by one
voter. . Should 1:0 one succeed in placing
the winners' names correctly, the £10 will
go to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters Bending in winning Coupons the
prize will be divided.

4. No correspondence can be entered
intoconcernimr the contest. Some of the
best known players were given in previous issues, but voters may vote for any
)iI<ii/it« (except British-born) whether in
the lists or not.
o. A voter may fill up any number of
Coupons from one issue, and may send in

2. Coupons will appear weekly until
further notice. 'I bey may be forwarded
at oner, or kept ;uid sent in one envelope
a. end of contest.

any
quantity
his or her and
own at oranyfriends'
Coupons
in oneof envelope
time.
6. The and
Editor's
decision
as to connected
theprizowinners
on all
matters

:;. AH names must be written in ink.
No alteration will be permitted.

with this contest will be final and legally
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
on this understanding.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
: WORLD'S CONTEST.
I desire
cast TenCOUPON
Votes for
1

Pi vi 1:1:

_ 3-*J

Mai 1 i\ n,-i.I desire
1i:m u t
M m 1

I

also

to

XO

30

COMPANY.

VOTES FREE EVERY WEEK.

You may Vote for any except Britishborn Players. A selected list of Names
of some of the Players have appeared
in previous issues.

First Prize in Cash £10
2nd PRIZE, Graphophone £7 10s., Records 30s

Value

£9

3rd PRIZE, Graphophone £5 10s., Records 30s.

Value

£T

4th PRIZE, Graphophone £4 4s., Records 16s.

Value

£,5

5ih PRIZE, Graphophone £3 3s., Records 17s.

Value

£4

100 Consolation Prizes

m~"

11h' Machines <t/itJ Records are manufactured
hi/ /.'it' IFoWJ
Powoiis
" Columbia"
I -

Editor,'' Pictures, 18, Adam St , Strand, London, W.C

lut\& I WEEKS
F^OUR
I ACT

cast

Five

Votes

(2nd

choice)

1't ayhi:

for

Playei

Fill in and post to " Contest

• '9'5

GOSSIP
R BE more in m< - onlj « ill contain
coupoua for o ir great voting contest. A.a portraits of the piayers
will nssist the memory of the voter, I
propose i" publish rather more portraits
than usnal until the end of the eonl
TH

Look :it "Our Portrait Gallery," for
instance, on auoi her page. The feature
will be continued in the nexl three issuea
at least, and I hope you like it.
Picture-plays in Pen and Ink.
Another new feature which I have
arranged to run is .1 series of pen-andink sketches of some of the principal
filrn-plaj productions. Frank Ft. Grey,
the artist, whose theatrical caricatures
are well known, will make his drawings
immediately after seeing the playon the
screen as one of the public, although
thej maj be made before the dim is
released. These cartoons, sketches, <>v
caricatures, call them what yon please,
will make a delightful change from the
photograph illustration, ami again 1
nope you will be pleased. The first, to
appear next week, will illustrate My Old
[hitch, the Turner-mad< masterpiece
and •" [deal " Exclusive.
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tore like a will o'-the-wisp, but all his
mov< 111. 'ills Bfet a
I1
\ 11 }. ■ ■ 1 1 ■ b
Billy's I
v
i- a lilt le long
1 wo
reds would have been better than three
I recommend t he film t.. all n hoei
a heart]
laugh.
1 am told thai Bill
second production will be of the merriest
and brightest.
And we can do w ith it.
Rain and Romance In Derbyshire.

'I'h ■ Martin film < lompanj lid 1
raei r> if mudd.v fortnight in Dovedale
recently, rain falling daring most of
their business holiday, But in -pilot' water thej go! through best part of
two
three reel
dramas.
Talking
of
water, Bunty
Stewart, as an
Indian
girl in one scene, dived from the edge
■ precipice into a river hundi

Exploits

of Elaine."

[found Pathc's great serial fob.1 all
that I expected and more so. 1 have
seen four of the thirty-six episodes,
which is a big enongb bite to judge the
quality of the remainder. 1 am sure
that each instalment will >.. fascinate
that you will rind it impossible to v, -i-tr
the lot. It was imit-' a happy idea to
terminate each part with a " eh ise-up " of
tin'the
"clutching
hand"- whose
the bonyfingers
of
master criminal
crimes and
movements are so hidden in mystery.
It will make you creep, and long to creep
51 in' more week bj week.
Billy a Big Success.
1 have seen Billy Merson in liis first
film. J. Spanish
I.
1. Billy is a
big success, partly because he is small,
mainly because he is funny. On the
screen he appears to be a bundle of
nerves.. in and out and all over the pic

P1CTURFC

in Britain, and. from « ha! I !■ now ■ •
Bent le\ a work, ii w ill !"■ a wini
niebidin
i W ;ir
bobl>ed ip
i) that, like t ha
title of toe film, " II nil Tii
hia
indeed.
< her t v., 1 hundred pi. 1
I in 1 he product ion, and man) of
1 he scenes were taken mile
oat ol I
d. in
in. >t . .|- bii '■-- being
1 mpli >yed t"
carrj tli
it ami home.
Not only
\\a- the filming of 1 his popular Dickens
novel intrust, ot to Mr Bentlej . but thai
genl leman, as. wil h ol her Dickens t'1
w r. .te 1 he v, hole of the
himself.
Bransby
Williams,
wh
brilliant
Dickens characterisations are known
t broughonl 1 he world, played I he Ii ading male /• ,/, ,,1 Gradgrind.and Dorothy
Bel lew . famous in < llarendon films,
l he feminine star, playing Louisa. I
look forward lo tic- treat w hicb this
picture i- Mil-" to pro\ ide
F. I>

Now
Portrait \ that will bri
ami beautifj yonr postcard album,

SEL1G

PLAYERS:

Kathlyn vVade
Williams
Lillian
Tom Mix
Stella Kazeto
I dith Johnson
Bessie tyton

L-KO

STARS

Billie Ritchie
Gertrude Selby
Hank iviann
NESTOR
STARS
Lee Moran
Eddie Lyons
Victoria Forde

latest captures are'" Ideal " pictures, like
all their predecessors": The Evil I
a four-part Trans- Atlantic drama of the.

"The

THE

POSTCARDS
IN COLOUR.

More "Ideal" Captures.
A firm that lives liang up to its name
is the Kl.'al Film-Renting Co., Ltd.
One expects nothing bad from a house
\»ith such a title, and so far as 1 am
aware no one has ever 1 n disappointed.
\ list of the successful films which they
fiave controlled would till this page!
Enough, then,. to stata that their three

"Trilby" type, is one. and Robert
1. nard and Ella Hall, Master Key
heri es, are in it. The SiU
f /><<.ui
Maitland, a film version of one of the
most-discussed and best-read books of
the age, is another ; and The Mystery of
Edwin Drood, an American five-part
production of the famous unfinished
story by Dickens, is the third. Trade
show- of the trio arc arranged for. and
doubtless I --hall refer to them again.

AND

BUNTY
Who

STEWART,

PRICE

ONE PENNY
(postage extra).

EACH

Address:
18, ADAM

"THE PICTURES,"
STREET, STRAND,

LIMITED,
LONDON.

was J. H. Martin's leading lady in the
Dovedale productions.

of feet below. Dave Aylott, producer
for Mr. Martin, says it was the finest
dive he has ever seen, and Dave has seen
some. Bunty collapsed on reaching
shore, but soon recovered; and a little
bird has just whispered tome that besides falling in water she also lell in
love with one of the handsome men of
the company. No. they are not yet engaged, so I must not mention his name.
J asked Mr. Martin how he fared fq?
''supers," and he replied. "They have
ah old local saying which runs: 'Derbyshire born and" Derbyshire bred; strong
in arm and weak in t' head; which
exactly describes the extra- we were
forced to engage. Ask Aylott if L am
not right." 1 did so. " Supers in Dovedale ! " exclaimed Aylott. his face beaming at tin-' recollection. "Ask Ernie
Westowwhowhat
he thinks
of them;"
Ernie,
is the
Mike Murphy
of but
the
company, was not present, and T still
wait to learn more about the Dovedale
supers.
"Hard Times" Finished.
Thomas Bentley, famous for Dickens
productions, has finished the first of a
series of Trans-Atlantic pictures made

FLEAS. BUGS
BEETLES*

TINS l°3°6DStl4 '
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Turner Films

Pictures made

for

WHY

Shakespeare says: — "All tlie world's a stage,
and men and women merely players."

"TURNER FILMS
ARE

That's to say, all are players, while only a few are.
artists.

PRE-EMINENT.

The gift of an artist is to enable ns " to see ourselves as others see ns." The great artist does
this because he sees deeper into the heart of things
and shares with ns the joys and sorrows which,
woven together, make np the fabric of life. The
greatest service the artist does is to help ns, by
example, to play our parts in life so that we, in
turn, may serve onr fellow playerg;

II. "The Acling.'

Next

Weeks

III. "Production."

Our

Next week, the Art of Producing.

Confidential

Films you should make
MEANS

AND

You."

Guide

a point o2 seeing.
MORALS.— A drama in which

the low-wage question is given forcible illustration.rI ma j a shopgirl, earns barely sufficient
to exist on. A big appetite compels her to go
into the streets and take the chalice that the
man she meets will be the right sort. She meets
Dickj who takes her to a restaurant, and afterwards demands his pay. She is a good girl ;
she was hungry, and she took a long chance.
Dick is the right sort. Ho escorts her to her
room, and en the way tells her he is a pickpocket. Then they separate and go out of each
other's lives. Later, a woman shopper in the
storo in which Irma works misses her packetbook. She sees Dick stuffing it in his clothes,
and he is arrested. Irma, seeing the arrest,
tells the story of Dick and herself. The
manager is touched. The charge is dismissed,
and Dick is given a chance to make good, lie does it and declares
his love for lrma. The story takes a firm hold on the attention, and
is among the things that have happened in all large- cities. Edna
.Mayo and
"Washburn
Sweeney
also Bryant
is a member
of the have
cast. the leading r6les, and Peggy

. .

duced, in which (in his imagination) the slacker takes an active" part
with the other " real " characters in the pictures. This subject, produced by Mrs. Ethyll Batley, i> easily the most effective of the many
which have been issued since the war to assist recruiting;
— Xeic Agency Film, Stt.fVef ^ Aug. 26).
THE
UNAFRAID. — A picturisation of Eleanor M. Ingram's extraordinary romance. The story runs round a revolution and scenes of
battle, kidnapping, thrilling escapes, and a duel with old candlesticks
and chairs, will keep the audience breathless. . -Rita Jolivet. the
distinguished actress, makes her screen detrH in the title-.-v:- . She has
a great deal of individuality and naive charm, and acts with an ease
anl simplicity that is most pleasing. -Miss Jolivet was one of the late
Charles Frohman s party on board the ill-fated LusUania, and was one
of the fortunate few to be saved from this terrible catastrophe.
— Lasky Drama, four acts (An gust 33).
MY OLD DUTCH.— A great tive-pan production.
One of the finest
things ever done by Turner Films.
Albert Chevalier, the famous
actor, and Florence Tnmer, the famous picture star, are both superb
in tliis magnetic attraction.
It's a long waj to the end of thelilm,.

1 "rHE- I

- Ussonay Drama, tico reel* (August 26).
LITTLE CHRYSANTHEMUM. A short but charming love-story with
a tragic ending. A beautiful Utile Japanese orphan-girl is brought
home from Kyoto by tourists and loved by the family as it she Were
a child of their own. Hob. the son. treats the newcomer with kindliness which is misunderstood, and when ■■ Little Chrysanthemum"
learns that he is engaged to be married to a white lady she pretends
to rejoice whilst struggling in secret with her hopeless love. The
discovery of her dead body and her note of explanation is a great
shock to all. Neva (ierber is line in the I itlo .
i;.,,ui,/ Oram,:. 987 /est {August 86).
THE PRESSURE OF THE POSTER. A "shirker" is set thinking
b\ seoing the numerous parcels and letters despatched to his friends
at the Front. After a lot 03 wavering, thanks to posters ami
khaki he proves himself to be a real Britisher. An effective feature
«i the lilui is that numerous well-known recruiting posters are intro-

1-ILM TITLES TRAVESTIED.

No. 9; "My Old Datca."
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bul no( :m inch I"" Ion
1:
and smiles all the way.
Wi shall deal more

bet you couldn't make up to look like that
country buuipkin, said the young man in
his
famous actor-friend.
I'll pel
can
impersonate
the man successful!)
in his1 own
native town," replied the other. Jenkins
w.i^ up from the country, and his peculiar
attire and norvous bearing resulted in the bet
being mail,'. Bj treating the old boj to a
drink thej learnt his whole life ^t,>r\. which
included the fact thai he \\a> unlucky at
cards and love. Whilst the old man was
Becing the sights, the actor made for the
bumpkin's
nativethetown,
impersonated
Jenkins
without
least and
suspicion
from his
lifelong acquaintances. And he won money
at cards and smoothed out matters with the
girl. When Jenkins returned, the actor's
advice to him was " Don't talk, look wise.
ami stop playing poker. Jenkins followed
instructions, ami next day he induced the
girl to " nam,' tin' day. The actor s tanwore a smile of triumph. Hilly Chamberlain
n theactorand Edward N. Efoyl the Imrapkin. This is the first of the new " Falstafi
lilms made by the Thanhouser ( Sompanj .
et(Aitgu&
THE INGRATITUDE OF LIZ TAYLOR.
An
original story, appealing to man. woman,
ami child alike. Jimmie. an orphan newsboy of ten. lias an abiding l<>\r for Liz, a
pretty girl of twenty. Jimmie adopts a
stray dog for a ipal. Through Jimmie, Liz
and Ben, a young man. find employment in a
large factory. Doyle, the foreman, admires
Liz, and annoys her, bnt she is afraid to tell
her troubles to Urn. Jimmie hides in the
office, ami seeing Doyle forcing his attentions
upon Li/ fells him with a hammer. Doyle
is dismissed, and Ben is made foreman, and
only awaits marriage with Liz to complete
his happiness, when, armed with a big
bouquet, Jimmie proposes marriage to her.
Liz ami Ben are convulsed with laughter.
Lett alone. Jimmie, with his arm round his
pet dog, exclaims. " Ain't that the ingratitude
of a woman ! "
1,899 feet {Aug. 26).

Are you getting
"Pictures" Regularly?
If not, a standing order with
any local newsagent will ensure
delivery every Saturday morning.
Lot us know if you experience
any difficulty.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of
From any Photo. \i
Catalogue ami
S. E. HUCKETT.
Works:

Yourself, Is. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, fid.
Sample* Free.
Jult Road, Liverpool

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P.O.P. POST CARDS
BO, l.;d.; 100, Is. 3 I. Plates and Papers also Cheap.
Catalogues 'ind Samples Free,
S. E. HACKCT.
Works: Juli Boao LiVEKroot.

AND

THE

REPLIES

with il"' til ■ * * in next week's 1 is
full) /
THE BLACK BOX.
The grea! serial phot*
|,1,\ |ij I Phillips Ouiieuheim, the famous
isli writer ut inj stei-j liction, featni
Herhert Kawlinsou, Anna Little, and s<
ul the cleverest ami uiusl popular artisti
the day.
Kor sheer
baffling
throbh
jrripiiiuK mysten
ui- teeoininend this HI in
;! us lli.' limit.
It will he released in
n weeklj
instalments
each 2.00U feet
Don t nil—— ill,' Hrst urn' when
11
lies your ilistrid
.1- it must ami will
sooner or later.
Traiu- Atlantic Drama, first i/is
(Auguei 16).
THE ACTOR AND THE BUMPKIN. I II

PICTURES

PICTUREGOEB
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.mi* addreea (not for publication) must be
D
, through tht
ere are dealt teith lis nor atiok,
cants are required nameo) Company muat be given.
l'li"i ■
olilo . we have .nil,- 1 it to our
gallery.
Plow Pinch is uot eligible for on*
Pir-r
present Votiug Cootest. You mud be null
elerer girl to run the 1
our own,
boyou
draw tue absent partners' remunorntitn
I
d .hi de g 1.1 re " it>ut why "p;uei re"
" planie " ?) is much niajr than your old one: it
ems t,> Imply two in .111 orchard— becyder.
1;

1 vh Bi idio (i
rdney Afri •
n,i« »i'li lintvantal. Kihdi Johnson played In
" Hearts rf the Jungle
The casta of
the Chaplin lit 1 ■ are not published. Set
reply to " Pippin,"
LtLi (Mauohester).
\\ .■ tela."
Know
of no Cinema
Sohool neai
Unnobetter.
James
fork wood
played lead with Mary Pickfordin "Behind tbo
nee." Thanks for love and bet wishes, Lily.
G. A. I). (Bradford).— A reader iufo'ms as ib.ct
"'When Borne Baled" is a Paths' Exclusive
Drama (Eoleetio Film American Brand), rel Mised
.' :r,l .May lust, 8,700 feet, featuring Nell Craig-.
Bruce Cliff ird, anil Countess I)i Murstini.
B. M. V. i Walworth).— Much obliged for information, which you will sei
<1.
Bbliahce Lover (Dublin).— We expect to see
Sterling book on the Blms
again soon.
Usui
B
i doing "his bit" in the Navy,
\ l In is Biograpti Cc, 11, E.ist Uth Street, New
York city. Probably the Keystone plaver you
mention
Sydwishe*.
Ch.ipliu, Charlie's brother.
Thanks foriskind
J. W. It. (Eastbourne).— Marie Buzzi played
" Antoinette " in " The I'i isoner of Zen. la." The
others are not published. We bavo not. beard of
Lilian Logon very recently. Syd Chaplin has
played in " Giddy, Gay, ami Tickli.-h," "Fatty's
Wine Party," "Caught in the Park," and " Gussie
the Golfer." Yon can have 100 postcards and a
nice album to bold them for seven shillings and
sixpence, from our Postcard Department.
1>. 11. (New Klt'.iaml.— Quite right, Clara Kimball
Koung, not Florence Turner, played " Sylvia " iu
"Sylvia's Loyalty." Tbo I-ala aud Nordisk
people do uot often publish casts.
La La Archie i Newport).— Thanks for your letter,
dear boy — yon will have noticed the correct cast
of " The Trey o" Hearts " iu a recent issue.
What delightfully moist weather you are having
for your camping out. Be sure aud don't touch
the
of the tent just over where you sleep
wheninside
it r.tius.
Harry (Leicester).— Many thanks for prints of the
inimitable Charlie, but they are unsui able for
reproduction.
L. K. B. (Holme).— Charles Kent is still with
Vitograph. Lorraine Huling played " The
Daug ter " iu " The Unwelcome airs. Hutch "
and "Faith," in "The Dancing Girl." Tbauk
you ever so for offering to write to that " lonely
soldier," hut he is snowed under with all the
dear Pictures readers who have written to him.
See cover of No. 76 issue for reply I o your enquiry
alo.it Jane Gail. Was your friend pulling your
leg when he said he did not like Mary Pick ford?
Prairie Flower (Lewes).- Chris-ie White and
Cyril
Morton
leads
in " Maud
KissingFcaly
Cup."is
The other
castsp'ayed
are not
given.
still with Thai'h 'user, and Mono Daikfeathcr
with Kalem. No wedding cake to band yet from
G. M. Anderson or Ben Wilson.
Marion (Accringtoul. — Of course you are proud
of being an Accringtonian and especially so as
your cricket club is winning all along the line.
Anita and Anna Stewart is the same lady. We
have nice i Ostcards of her. Have sent her and
Charlie Chaplin your love after biting off the
piece you said we might keep.
Isobel (Blackburn*.— Sorry we addressed you
"Esq.," Mies, when sending Consolation prize.
We --hall kn ow next time we have to send you
another. What a sportswoman yen are to be
sure. We have sent your love to Warrcu
Kerriga i, so you have lost, your bet.
Max (Swindon). — Max Lmderis a Frenchman ; he
s.'ived his country at the Front in the early part
of the war, and wis wouii.'ed. We hive heard
nothing of hi:u lately.

ran be b.oi fro >i

P. v.l.l-.'. ■, I

t 'II us that L-KO
i lie n nn
n I
ol their 'i tin i,
; orted
be
150 n week, n id,
popularity, worth it too B
i ili play ii - for the plcl

to

Balaam), — '.
AddiSunset
U 1 1 -• ■
Boulevard,
L
Angeles, California.
Am\ (Sntton in Ash), Thi
letters reading good luck wj s » braiu j idea, Amy,
and we nre " tickled
to deitli" with tli. in.
Thanks for photo,
\\ e nppr< ci ito rom
to get us new readers.
We have 6 differonl i
ends of Ch is. Chaplin, price 6d
s,
sorry, Amy, but it is against oaj rules to reply
V.byW.i>o8t.
lErdingfon). - We cannot say II Cuthlyn
Williams would reply to your letter, but if you
write nicely we believe she would.
Captain (Oxford).— "A Milli, n Bid
Vita [raphl
"Agnes,"
Anil. i Stewart;
"Mrs.
BelgTodiu."
Julia Sway De; "Mr. Belgradin," Chas. Kent-.
"Geoff. E.
M irsho,"
Harry Morey ; "Dr. Lorlng
Bicnt,"
K. Lincoln.
Jeannltte (Edinburgh).— The tilm is too old for
us to obtain particulars of. Sraee Onnard lias
been isbusy
Broken your
Coin,"
she
now writing
playing."The
Haveseut
love into which
A. W.
Lowrcy
and ICatl.lyn Williams. Always pb
to
help you.
Madge (Sutton Coldfield).— Glad yon hud not
forgotten us. Yes, Anna Pavlova is appealing
in " The Dumb Girlof Portici " (Trans-Atlantic).
The fact of your having done fancy and character
dancing where you have bad to express every
feeling and facial expression should help you ii:
your screen work. Our best wishes. Of course
you may call when next in town. The Answers
Maa is " shy and timid," so you need fear nothing.

IS

THIS

Our. New

IN

YOUR

ALBUM?

Po-jT'.-ard of Elisabeth

Risdox.

riCTURJiS

Al'.'D

TH2

AT'-

-In "Tli^ Daughter
inai
1 .n p] i\ ter vat
"Sergin 1 Roman
gladiator}.
Have sent
youi
1 Stewart,
Ld

-

■•■

player

"

1

Fbso L. (Mancfa
per every letter in
rotation.
Have nol beard of film yon mention.
Mabel Normand plays tor Keystone; ?-he does
nol own the company.
En writing to a player, it
'
[ase :i stamp if a reply is
expacted. Hazel Dawn played lead in "One oE
Our Girls" (Famons PlayerB). We congratulate
yonr sister cm having won live awards of merit iu
Uncle Tim's Competitions.
I'iiiji
Address
HelenSt.,Holmes,
c.o«
Kaleni(Buruham).
Co., rx, to— 239,
West 23rd
New York,
U.S.A. Ben Wilson, late of Edisons, ia now with
Trans-Atlantic. Hie London Film did not publish
the c.ist you want.
A Loyal EEiDEE (Near Bridgend).— Thanks for
yours, yon will have seen that the correction was
mode some weeks buck.
Nokman fGrimshy).— Full name pud address next
tin e, de:ir boy. Owen Moore is both his real and
"reel" name. Roscoe Arbuckle is au American.
Cba l'o Chaplin's religion we do uot know.
Ciias. W. (London, S.W.).— See reply to "A
Loyal Reader."
ALBERT (London, N.W.).— Write to our Publishers,
Odlmins, Limited. d3 & 91, Long Acre, W.C., for
titc ; numbers, price -d. each, post-free.
Qbeexie I Tottenham).— J. H. Brockliss, Ltd., of
4, New Compton St., London, W., might bo able
to give you the information you want. We have
] Oiteards of Maurice Costello, also of Dolores
and Helen (tog-ether md separate), but none of
.Mis. Costello or the other players mentioned.
Glad you are such an enthusiastic reader.
M llie (Dalston).— Florence Turner is not married.
See article iu No. 76 of P. axd P., which answers
your otber question, You say you are "very
seiical"
— whatHave
doesit that
mean f Sorry your
tooth
aohes.
out, Millie.
Ilveline (Barnes).— Thanks for kind.letter.
Li-Weeki.t (Colchester).- Send your picture play
to the Samuelson Film Co., Worton Hall, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Typewritten is best.
IiEH. C. (Leeds,1. — Wo replied to your letter a week
or two ago. Charles Chaplin played " The
Drunken
Swell " in " The Mumming Birds." He
is
a Londoner.

.—Your photo is simply topling : a id all the gills wi have shown it to envy
r your autoiT.iph-albu:
shonld send a si t of payer to the player an 1
coax him (or hen to write a verse for it. Stewart
Rome played in " Tillv and tie Nut;"
Arthur
Ashley pi iyed o<] p isite Muriel Osl riche in " The
ed King " (Thanh. .us .-n. The Editor will he
Sleased
i li the card you nave of him.
tope yon will be s iccessfi.1 in Contest.
Two New Reai.eiis (Coventry. — Welcome to both
}f you. William Faruum played lead in " Che
Si^rn of the Cross." We have no postcards
of him, but have of Mary Pickford. Maurice
Costello, Helen Costello, and Anita Stewart.
Posy Mat (Leeds!.— Address Mabel Normand. e o.
New York M.P. Co., Long Acre Bldg-.., New York
City ; Margarita Fischer, c.o. American Co., 6227,
Broadway, Chicago, U.S.A. : Alma Taylor and
Chrissie White, c.o. Hepwoith Studios, Waltonon-Thames ; Charles Chaplin, c.o. Essanny Co.,
133$, Argyle St., Chicago. Send your full name
and address next time. Posy May.
Taffy (Kenley). — Our story writer, Mr. Norman
Howard,
and the
author
of " The
will send is
youactor
shortly
postcard
you Lie.'
want. H;
O. M. H. (Leeds).— Jessalyn van Tramp is not now
with American Co., nor have we seen her cast for
any films lately — but we expectshe is still play in.'.
The players are constantly moving from one
Company to another, and we havj our work cut
out to keep track of them.
Dingle Dell (Gravesend). — The Souvenir Wcr
Album advertised by us at one shilling each i?
the dinkiest little gilt bock you ever saw, with
real war photos, and we shall soon have uone to
sell if the demand keeps up. Your sister will
thank yon for getting her one.
Queesie (South Tottenham). — Thank yon so much
for information about " Little Meg aud I," which
we will forward to " Walter " (Highbury.
Walter
(Highbury).
— Bead
above, and
send us your
name"Queenie's"
and address.answer
Cannot trace previous letter.
Author (Folkestone). — Play- writing for the Cinema
by E. B. Tench, price Is. 2d. post-free, from this
office would be of assistance to yon. Send your
play to any of the best English Companies, and
typewrite it. Delighted to advise you.
Marts ( Walsall). — We can supply thirty-one of the
postcards
on your
which, Manager,
with autographed
ones of Editor
and list",
Postcard
will cost
three shillings, post-free.

Push and Go.
Actor
Behind the Scenes.
"Your leading man acts with a lot of
spirit,"
" That's the trouble ; he takes it before
he starts."'
Quite Beyond Him.
Stage Costumier (to picture producer) :'" When are you going to pay
me for those seventeenth-century costumes you had three months ago? "
"Can't say. laddie; I'm a producer,
not a prophet !'
Last, but Not Least.
Judge : " Is there anything you would
like to say before I pronounce sentence
of death upon you ? "
Tin: Condemned Man (an old-time
actor): " Yes. 1 would like to mention,
ladies and gentlemen, that this is positively my last appearance on any stage,
thanking you one and all."
Gossip from the Cinema.
Ma (to Pa): "the Dean of Blanchester is oil' to the Front as Chaplain to
t he Forces."
Six-ve vu-oi,d: ''Is he going to he
funny to the soldiers, mum ? "
" Why. what do yon mean, dear? "
Six-VK.\i;-oi,i):
" Well, you said he
was
going to be 'Chaplin'
to the
Forces."
(Collapse of Ma and Pa.)

AUGUST
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(to leading lady) : ': Do you

keep
a maid
? " not.''
'' No,
of course
"But I'm sure I saw one in your
dressing-room a few minutes ago."'
" Oh yes. they come and go, but I
can't keep them."
Preparing to Retaliate.
" Got any stale eggs ? "
"Yes." said the grocer with a smile,
but not for sale."
'" Give me all you've got." said the
long-haired stranger.
"Goingmarked the
togrocer.
see Hamlet to-night," re"No."

said the other grimly, "I'm

going to plan Samlet to-night."

21, I915

Neverbeeskisi, (Leeds .—And 17 too!
Bathe I. -ined the ArmyMost of the
-rock are one penny each,
t
plete list on application.
Your one X very sw
IsTEBSEn in Siberia
do-/.!Majestic Film Co .
Boulevard, Lo^ Aaxelea, California. Th
you mention in "The Midnight Ma;.
Hepworths.
So postcards of her.
We think
Victoria Forde took Girl's part in " Th- !
Bear Escape" (L-KO>, but it was not given on
the cast. Address Barker Motion Photo-'r.n hy,
Ltd., West Ealing. W.
N poeti irds of their
players.
"The Kroell
Centre: "John
of the Linton,"
Web"? —Frank
"Ma
Dean," Claire
Wood; " Geo. Morley," Sam Niblock. No pOBtcards published. Thuubonser's addiess lias been
given frequently — look up back nam ter Mix played "Watson ' (the gambler, iu "The
Child of the Prairie" (Seligi. Bessie Eytou, we
b lieve, played in the other Selig film.
The
Selig address is 20, East Randolph Street, Chicago.
Please don't ask so many questions nert time,
Freddy.
Thanks for your photo— it's great.
Eva [Walworth).— Try the trade papers for the
position as cinema attendant — Tit.- Kim malogra&li
. Th' Ciitt i,,i, and Bivscote all have advertisements ofsu-»h in at times. We cannot reply
by post, Eva.
Wish yon luck !
Y.M.C.A. Artiste (Kipom. — We are going into
that matter of a p>ostcard album. Wliat company
produced the film ycu asi is about!- We wish
we had been sitting near the old man yon persuaded to visit the pictures for the first time.
Glad to hear he likes them.
*»* Many

replies are vnavouhiuly hehl over.

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturcgocr," 18, Adam
Street, Strand,
London, WV.C.
Telephone— B-

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Twx'/iiont and Abroad: —
s. d.
One Year (post-free)
6 6
Six Months
3 3
Three Months
J 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone— tierrard 2595.

A Lingering Death.
The office hoy asked permission for
his
was dying.
two father
days' holiday,
the reason being thar
We gave him the holiday, but aft-r
three days' absence he did not return,
and we wrote and inquired why. The
following morning we had this reply :—
"Dear Soxs- I will l>e back day after
termorrer. Father says he can't dye no
quicker.— Yours respeckfly, A. Smith."
A Pair of Tiiem.
Lazy "Tommy" who wanted three
days' leave; "My wife's ill. Sir. and I
want to go home and see her."
Lieitkna.nt: "That's funny. I've
just had a letter from your wife to saythat she knows you are lazy and will I
*' Well." replied the Tommy. " I knew
there
was here
one ! "liar amongst us. now I
keep you
know there are two

I haven't got any

The Seaside Lover.
" Do you love her ? " asked hex 1 a.
"Love her! Why I would die for
her! For one BOH glance from her
sweel eyes I would hurl myself from
yonder cliff, and perish, a bleeding,
"
wife !mass
bruised
upon the rocks t«o hundred feet below! Now you will let her
be The
my old
wife,man
won't
? " he
was yon
silent
for pleaded.
a minute.
"Nol" he answered at last. "I'm
something of a liar myself, and one iu a
A Thing of Beauty may be a Jaw for Ever,

small family like mine is sufficient."
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GREATER

William
Queux's Exclusive,
life-drama and
of to-day
which
has made
a wonderful
film.
It is a le
Gaumont
a treat
in store
tor the
early autumn.

New Series. No. 80.
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Picture News
MOVING pictures:
The place wherfc
good plays go when they die.
*
# '
#
#
Good news for til.' boys ! Film stories
of Tom Mix are appearing every week
iu Pluck.
Tom possesses
lots* of it.
* And *
*
Marguerite Snow will play opposite
P. X. Bushman in The Second in Command. Fine players in a fine play.

*

*

*

Loud cheering was heard in " The
Cinema " last evening. The operator had given tin* people plenty of time
to read the film-title.
*

a

#

#

From the Tyne Theatre, Wallsend,
comes the report that the audience who
saw The Jialtle there were intoxicated —
but only with enthusiasm.
Wait and
see thrilling
Dorothy
torine.
In one
•vere thrown all round her,
She was sharper than the

*

*

Gish inknives
1'icscene
hut not at her.
knives.

*

*

'Enery 'Awkius has received an autographed photograph of Anna Luther,
he Selig actress, since when he has
sesolved to shave every morning.

-.

*

*

*

Words are useful little things. For
example, if it were not for the word
' filmy," how would fashion writers ever
3eseribe
*a summer
# evening-gown
*
&!J
Wardrobe Worries.
you ever tho\ight of the
HAVE
troubles of a player so far as costumes, hats, and frocks are concerned ? When she receives hei dress
plot, she has to take into consideration
the fact that the gowns she wears in the
production must be in the modes of the
future. She must adopt a fashion
which will be the vosrue in three months'

1ST
\\ EEK
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and Notes
time.
Xo wonder players
pay large
sums of money for exclusive models of
bats and gowns from their modisl
Sending Coals to Newcastle.
A DEAR old soul from somewhere
down Missouri way has sent Myrtle
Stedman a present of a big box of
seeds for her garden -bless her old
heart! It 'never occurred to her that
presenting the Morosco-Boswbrtb leading lady with seeds was like sending
coals to Newcastle. Flowers grow like
weeds in Los Angeles, and sow their
own seeds, and, indeed, they have to be
watched to prevent their overrunning
each other. But, of course, lovely Myrtle
has sent a lovely letter and a big
photograph to her kind admirer.
Nothin' Doin'.
EVERY now and then we have to
answer persistent rumours regarding the marriage of a player. Nowsome of you are busy with the name of
Vivian Rich. But No ! she is not married,
is iiot_ engaged, and is not pining for the
matrimonial state. Vivian is quite
happy, being wedded to her " art."
A Banquet in Film Plays.
productions
for near Players"
release
HERE
is a list down
of Famous
in America. Many of the plays
you will note have been popular with
British playgoers : — 'The FoundUng
(Mary Pickford), The Incorrigible
Dukane (John Barrymore), The While
Pearl (Mario Doro), The Fatal Carl
(Hazel Dawn and John Mason),
Madame Buiteijly (Mary jpickford),
The
Mummy
and The
the Time
'Humming
Bird
(Charles
Cherry),
Elks (John
Barrymore). Dorothy Veriion ofHaddbn
Hull (Hazel Dawn), The Prince and the
Pauper (Marguerite Clark). Twisted
Paths (Mary Pickford). Poor Schmaltz
(Sam Bernard). Za~a (Pauline Frederick). M <llif MaJce-be-ieve
(Marguerite

Simple Shi.ojj
'■ What be ye doin'. mister:
Titkin' moviu picters
Camera m k n :
"No,
I'm
winding
up
grandfather's
clock to see how Ear ii will
run on a gallon of ;asoline."
[Motion-Picture Mogazinc.

Claik>.

What

2fi, 1915
ENDING

a list of famous play^M

and
eijually
famous
artistes'.
Charlie
in the
Trenches.
WE

are back
the trenches
-inc.last inTuesday.
. . againfl
. l|
was awfully surmised to see old!
Charlie's photo hanging up in thefl
trendies. I knew him directly I sanS
him. If I knew where or how to geffl
hold of the lx'ggar. 1 would write audM
let hi n know. I ■ a htt, ,
by Mr. ]l'f.slbrwA: Svuth Lambeth. iromM
tcith
the Highland
Lightnote
Infantry.]
Private
l>. Cuthbert,
at the I-'rvntm
A Chapter of Accidents.

with a
the lip.list
heads
REXnose,
WILL broken
and a cut
a split
arm; Xed Kennedy had his head
split open. Al Ray rail a nail into ]j j^
loot. Mabel Spade sprained her ankle.
Elsie Goodwin scraped her side in falling off a float, and Murray MacCord
The other members of
lost two teeth.
tli' company escaped with the exception
of the police force, whose injuries were
It all haptoo numerous to mention.
pened
Wife,
make

•■■•>•
in a comedy picture. JI- •/
Comproduced by the Federal
A jealous wife can
pany in America,
What?
a cartload of trouble.

A Heavyweight

Cast.

.
dedre the
WHAT
stars, when
pictu
galaxyis ofconce
height and weight are concerned;
ever gathered together in one studio,
was recently working under the direction of Director, W. Christy Cabaiuie in
the Reliance-Majestic studios in Hollywood. California. Here are some of
them :— D. A. Sears. 6ft. ::in.. weight
. t'.l't.
weightt
L90lb.
2in., weigh
6ft. lin..
Keid.
WalladcePa^et
1801b.;; Alfre
irolb. ; William Hinckley. 6ft. -in..
weight 17")lb. ; Elmo Lincoln. 6ft. lin.,
weight 2401b.; George Walsh, 6ft.,
weight 1901b. ; and last, but not least,
Tom Wilson, who stands cjjt, 3iu., and
weighs 24011). The shortest man in the
studio is Director Cabanne, who stands
5ft. tiin.. and weighs 172lb. Nevertheless, the big fellows all respect him.
Our Cover Portrait.
TH E world-renowned dancer a Fa mona
Player! The incomparable Gaby
showing her stops on the screen!
What next!- Mile. Desks, who has
justly been described as the sensation of
two Continents, was born at Marseilles,
and. after achieving fame on the Continent, conquered London, where she drew
crowded audiences to the Palace Theatre
of Varieties. Repeating this success in
America, she was finally, after great
difficulty, persuaded to appear before the
camera. A special play was written, and
the film was produced at the Famous
Players' studio in Paris, being completed
just before the outbreak of the war.
//, ,■ Triumph, the only picture in
which Gaby lias yet appeared, was a
huge success in America, and will undoubtedly have an even greater triumph
in this country. A '/ •ning Telegraph
writer,
in speaking
this film,
said: "It
was shown
at the ofStrand
Theatre
on
Sunday. February 7th. and the six days
i hereafter. On Monday afternoon the
house was packed. It was the largest
Monday afternoon audience that the
writer lias ever seen at the Strand.''
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Events of the Week
SJSLKCTKD

FROM

1. GYMNASTIC DISPLAY AT CARDIFF, when Lord Tredegar made an appeal :or recruits .
selves true sons of loyal aid gillant Wales, and worthy of the glorious tradi ions of the
AGAIN: Exchanged wounded French prisoners from Germany arrive at Lyons. 4. HAPPY
and feats of strength and agi'ity. S. FOR WOUNDED NEW ZEALANOERS : New Hospital opened
6. ALGERIAN NATIVE CAVALRY operating on the flooded sand dunes of F.an.-'ers.
7. THE

PATHf

ANIMATED

CA^tte

COLOURS FOR WELSH GUARDS: "I know you >..
Brigade of Guard ."—His Majkstt Kin.. Qkoiioi .
ZOUAVES: Famous a!ike for their prowess with the
by Lord Plunket and by the High Commissioner of New
CZAR OF RUSSIA inspects the Black Sea Fleet at

». ..oME
bayonet
Zealand.
Odessa.
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MADAME

AND

SIMONDE,

c=P

n
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STAR,

REFUSES

TO

ACT— — AND^GABY

|THE_UNDERSTUDY,

|TAKES

HER

ENDING

2b, 1915

PLACE.':

HER TRIUMPH
Famo7is Players Prodtiction featuring
Gaby Deslys.
Controlled by f. D. Walker's
World Films Limited.
Adapted from the Film by PATRICK
GLYNN.

manager of the Grand Theatre
of Varieties ran into the dressingroom, his face full of consterna-

tion.
" Here is a nice mess ! " he shouted.
" Madame HeleneSimondehasrefusedto
appear unless I dismiss Gaby, her understudy. Now, Gaby (he turned to a
pretty girl in the act of pencilling her
eyebrows before a mirror), what have
yon to say to that ? "
"Madame Simonde is jealous of
Gaby." interrupted a girl from the other
end of the dressing-room. " She's
taken a liking to her partner, Claude,
who is Gaby's sweetheart. Besides,
Helene knows that Gaby's as good as
she in the leading part, and the two
things together have upset her."
"That's enough /'snapped the manager,
distractedly.
"I can't
these
jeilousies interfering
with have
the success
of the play. Here, it is almost time for
t he curtain to rise, and there is Madame
Simonde like a sulky bear in her dressing-room, declining to budge an inch
until Bhe knows Gaby is dismissed."
" You mustn't dismiss her," screamed
another girl. "Do yon know that Gaby
keeps her sick mother and blind Bister
out of what she earns ? Madame Simonde
is a beast! "
Not receiving much help in this
quarter, the manager dashed out again,
audi
encountering Claude. Devereux,

Madame Simonde's partner.told him the
news. Clande_ looked grave, but after
a moment his lips twitched.
"I know what's wrong with Madame
Simonde," he replied, "and for my part
I shan't play if Gaby is dismissed. Why
don't you give her the part. You know
she has made a good understudy, and
in my opinion she will play it better
than Madame Simonde."
"You think so." replied the manager,
gratefully ; " well. I must decide straight
away, and the best thing is to give Gaby
the chance. I'm hanged if I'll dir-<
her to please Helene Simonde or any
one else. Tell her to come to the
Claude informed Gaby of the great
opportunity that was offered her. As
wings."
Madame
Simonde's
it fell to him
also
to tell
her that partner
her resignation
w;is
accepted.
Madame Simonde's mortification was intense.
Who is playing my part : " she asked
at "last.
"Gaby," replied the young man
a sly smile.

with

" Why. the
sheother,
is only
a chorus-girl.''
retorted
contemptuously.
" She has been your understudy, and
knows the part quite well; I think she
will get on all right," was Claude's
comforting rejoinder.
Madame Simonde bit her lip. She had
not bargained for anything like this.

But if Claude Devereux denied her any
comfort for her conduct she knew she
could get sympathy from Count Victor,
a man who posed as her friend for the
purpose of obtaining money from her on
every possible occasion. Recently he
had pawned some of Helene's jewels.
promising to return them, but had gambled away the money. A rogue of the
first water, his influence over the act
had led her into trouble on many occasions, but she lacked the strength of
will or the inclination to cut short her
connection with him.
The Count was waiting behind the
scenes for her. and learned the news with
a whistle of dismay. He did not like to
Madame Helene's earning powers
depreciate. He hid his disappointment
as he took her arm and led her to a
secluded corner of the theatre. Madame
Helene having indicated her desire to
see how her rival would acquit herself.
"A chorus-girl is to play my part."
she sneered; "let us enjoy the audidisappointment."
The ence's
orchestra
finished the overture
with a musical flourish, the curtains
parted, and Claude and Gaby made their
bow to the audience, which looked mildly
surprised when they saw that an understudy instead of the noted actress would
play with
the the
part.
Gabylines
looked
but
opening
of the nervous.
sketch,
which dealt witli episodes of the Apache

WBBK
K m U sc
A lGI S

PICTURES

<iii!ii terof Pnris<, »be i >-l; t in. ti her wonted
Coolness, and the surprise «'i the audinee melted into admiration. The
famous dance of the Apache was the
i ud in t lit-- ( iabj c\mlled. Audiences al the Urn ud Theatre
bad seen man) A pache dancers. but none
like her. Gabj seemed to have sml-y
tl e 1 1 1 > transformed herself into a poetical if realistic type ol the Apache
woman, ana everj movement of her
K«d\ told the story of the type to the
accompaniment ><\ crashing, barbaric
niu-.ii-. The audience was enthralled,
ami «v hen the exhausted dancer was led
)>\ her partner Claude towards thi
lights, there were loud
cries of "' Encore, encore "! which could in >l
be denied. Gaby had
•arrived."
Helene's face whilst
this demonstration of
delight was at it > height
was. a study in emotions,
Burprise, chagrin, fierce
bate t Mowed each
other like lightning
Bashes. She now saw
red. and her hand sciught

paper scribes hailed her a- t ae q
. if daucei », and in tlie nnii ersal pi
of the new star in the firmament,
M tdame Helene Simonde was almost
Forgotten. This did not charm the
jealous but dethroned actress; and when
i '.•nut V icti T e died upon her w it h a
\iew t i borrowing a little cosh, he was
met w ith a blank refusal.
It you want more money gel rid of
mj rival, -aid Helene, bitterly.
('.■nut Victor looked as though he
would
better whose
pleasedcharm
it' he la\
could
gel
rid
of be
Helene.
in the
extent of her bank balance rather than
in her features.
Count Victor did ool

#

*

lb'

hi 1 hi,,

lb,

|.il II !

fa m .ii- (I ii vr awaj th it her the ■ t • ■ ml
connect ion n •i ■ t< I lie br I, >n and b< •
contract- cancelled

Just as she was about to retire to bed
< labj w i- horrified to sec nil •, :
the mirror before her on the die
tablet he fierce faae and mister i
th,. t> pical Parisian apache, Shi
to scream, but tie- unwelcome \
who

had

-•■cured

silent

entrance

b,

t In-

u iudow . clapped
his hand
ovei
in. ,ut h, Then, a jsii ted li\ a . infederatn
v, ho h el follow ed him into the ro mi, he
st
niggle,
and ( erand
c in ied
Ii ir
m er the
Jt
and into a waiting
motor. Several
incuts later the motOl
drove
a rapid
into He-atcountry.
Gaby's hearing
blind sister
Miri.
the
of
I id andtumbled
called
struggle,

for
oil
( la by, w '.tliout receii •
ing any reply. Becom-

ing alarmed. -he trj
her waj t i the tele.
phone, anl rang uj>
( ilaudein his il it se> eral
streets away, Fortuii, it ely,< Handeansw
the telephone himself,
and in reply to his question, Nin i answered
" Something dreadful
happened.
1 heard
ahas
noise,
and cannot
find
^^T^^

*

The • Dance Apache" was followed
by a special creation called tin1 "'Dance
Deslys." which took Paris by storm. All
tin- grisettes of the Rue de La Paix
tried to copy it. whilst the long-haired
t ts of the Latin Quarter sat up late at
night writing odes to it. The news-

I

1

w iudow. after
dragged
her a to\ iolent
the

the pocket of Victor's
eoat b hich was hanging
beside him, She knew
that in this pocket he
carried a n volver, and
Bhe hoped it was there
bow. The hard outline
of the weapon encountered her fingers ; she
drew it out, and without hesitation pointed
it at the unconscious
dancer. There was a
loud report, a scream,
and Claud*' reeled and
dropped to the ground
i- ( laby bounded to his
side.. Her bullet had
found the wrong billet.
nit Victor jumped
to his feet with an oath.
" What madness is
this ;- " he shouted.
■ \\ e had the
betteraudience
get out
before
tears us to pie1
Ever after Claude
Devereux blessed the
fact that he was a
smoker. Although
GABY
DESLYS
struck by the bullet, no
great injury had been
none him, for on examination it was
found that a silver cigarette-case in
hi- pocket had broken the force of the
bullet, which had glanced off. Indeed
Claude's chief concern was that some of
his choicest cigarettes had been hoperuined. Helene judged it wise to
retreat to her country house, but her
seclusion was not made any the happier
by reading in the newspapers the flatterbog tributes to the dancing powers of
her rival.

Oh e

AND

AND

deceive
juncture
and he
strike a

HARRY

PILCER

"HER

himself on this point. At this
he was badly in need of money,
quickly made up his mind to
bargain.

" To get rid of Gaby will cost money,
and I want some to go on with. I supwill givesmiled.
me carte-blanche."
Countpose youVictor
He knew And
the
overpowering force of a woman's
jealousy.
After some argument he received a,
substantial cheque from Helene, and
immediately went to work to earn it.
That evening he met by appointment at
a low wine-shop several shabby habitues whom he knew would do anything
shirt of killing for a few pounds. To
the-,- he explained his plans for kidnapping Gaby, for that was his immediate

come round immedi(laby anywhere. Please

Claude seized his hat,
dashed for the door
and
arrivedin atthree
( rab\ minute- bouse.
( '.limine' the terrified
ately."
blind girl,
lie looked
round
the apartment.
Signs of struggle every
where met his eyeChairs were overturned,
valuable vases had been
broken, and the open
window testified to the
manner in which Gaby
had been dragged awaj .
TRIUMPH
The young man looked
grim, but determined.
He suspected that Madam • Helene was
at the bottom of the mystery, and
resolved not to rest until he hid unravelled the plot.
He ran out into the road, and noticed
the track- of a motor-ear. which had
apparently just passed. He followed
them up for some distance in the direction of lonely country. A tramp seated
on the roadway told Claude, in reply to
bis question, that a motor-car had just
raci I past that way. Claude ran
towards a cycle-dealer's and hired a
bicycle, which he mounted, and rode
after the miscreants. Mi- energy was
.soon rewarded. Outside a small but.
well-know n villa, w Inch he knew was tinlast remaining portion of the property
i thed to Count
Victor
by hid
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weapon at Gaby, as she fled with a loud
scream to the other side of the
On the other side of the door Claude
heard
the scream,
and
gn€ — d that
.serious trouble
t. "Smash in
the door." he cried, and this
accomplished,
the
men
rushed
in.
They were just in time to snatch the
weapon from
infuriated
realised
at histthethat
his longCount,
COUJ who
villainy
was piec
at an eud.
This last
fate of Madame
Simonde
aud Count
Victor.
They were seen no m
Paris.
Gabyworld,
rose still
higher
trical
but she
neverin Ithe
hard life of her earlier chorus:girl days,
aud many a struggling girl had >
lier name.
Her mother and blind
sister were placed beyond the reach of
poverty, whilst Gaby and Claud
over.
tinued
to delight audiences the
I

OUR

LETTER-BAG

Selected from hundreds every week.

THE TRIUMPH

OF GABY BROUGHT

father, stood a motor-car. He Lad run
him to earth at last, and. knowing the
unscrupulous daring of the Count and
his associates, judged it wise to communicate with the police, which he did
by riding to the nearest telephoneoffice, and giving full directions. Then
he returned to the -villa to watch
carefully until the arrival of the
police.
Meanwhile Gaby, panting and frightened, was dragged into the Villa
Chaumai. and brought before the reckless Count, who had fortified himself for
the interview by indulging in more wine
than usual.
" Ah. my pretty one. I've been expecting you. Pray don't look as if you
would kill me," he remarked with
pleasant irony.
" What's the meaning of this outrage? "'
Remanded the girl, fiercely. "Why am
L abducted to your house ? "
" Yon are (piite safe here,"' retorted
the other, coolly. "It is just a little
matter of business between myself and
Madame Simonde."
•' It's a liberty you'll pay bitterly for,"
replied the girl with angry tears in her
eyes. "It's a' pity you cannot employ
your time bej^er than by carrying out
the plans of «a wretch like Madame

Simonde."
Count Victor

laughed. Reproaches
from his victims were powerless to
influence him. Meanwhile he intended
to amuse himself with the queen of the
dancers.
"Now. my dear, you must let me see
v.. ui- new dance that all Paris is raving
about. 1 often wished to see it, and
this is a Favourable opportunity."
" 1 shall not dance,'' retorted Gaby,

qnickly.

•' 1 hope you w on't drive me to stronger
measures*" replied the Count, with
sinister meaning. " Please dance at
once. A glass of wine will benefit you."
The Count poured out some wine and
handed it tob.erirraciou.sly. Gaby. having

A SHOWER

OF CONGRATULATIONS.

no wish
to cross
the rascal's
purpose at
this
moment,
accepted
it.
" Mademoiselle
will please
oblige,"
said
the Count, seating
himself
on a
divan, and smoking nonchalantly, as
though seated in the boxes at the
theatre.
Gaby looked at him. It was evident
that the Count had drunk deeply, aud
she considered it would be wise to
humour him with a dance. It would at
least give time for a chance of rescue
by her friends.
And so. with a swaying motion, she
commenced, and as the dance progressed the Couut's admiration shone in
his
Murmurs
of "the
Bravo
! " ended
broke
fromeyes.
his lips,
and when
dance
he remarked. "lam just beginning to
realise that I prefer you to Helene, my
" That is no compliment." retorted tne
girl, sarcastic-ally.
" Don't be angry with me." replied the
Count, "rising and helping himself to the
dear.
wine.
I love eyed
you." him keenly. She
The "dancer
must play the part she had begun, and.
consummate actress as she was. she
stretched her hands towards him with
an endearing gesture. The delighted
Count sprung- towards her and threw his
arms around her neck. But he received
ahand
nasty
shock
whenpocket
he feltsearching
the dancer's
in his
jacket
for
the revolver which he had injudiciously
shown when Gaby was brought in.Like a flash he realised the purpose of
the
dancer's
changed
demeanour,
and
pushed
her from
him with
great force.
"So that
fiercely.

was

your game."

he

said.

Gaby shrank back terrified, for the
Count had drawn the weapon himself,
and now approached her threateningly.
What should she do?
There was a loud knock on the door,
and a demand to open in the name of
the law. The summons seemed to
madden
the Count, who
pointed
his

We Contradict this- once again!

"Having a friend who i- convinced that
Charles Chaplin is deaf and dumb. I am
writing to beg you to print in your paper
that Charlie is not deaf, dumb, or -illy. My
eloquence lias failed to knock the rumour
out of my friend's silly head, but maybe when
he sees it in solid print he will believe that 1
He Will Have the Best. J. B. (Leicester*,
am right."
:- Can you please tell me at what theatres
in London I can see the Griffith feature-films?
I'm willing to take a journey within •reasonable distance to .see them. The theatre
■which I attend is beautiful in everything
except films. There is some bad teste in that
quarter though 1 can tell you. It i- mv idea.
that no company can be it the Griffiths for
acting. Mao Marsh yon will. 1 an sure.
agree, is certainly a marvel m characteracting. I simply iaved over Tne Outcast and
The Escape, and it is my fondest desire t
Leonard
C. (Peckham).
all the Griffith idea-.
5.
Worth Seeing.
•;I went last night to see the Griffith
masterpiece, The A
tth<
West End Cinema, which Iris the exclusivi
rights of the tilm lor a month. 11. i- it not:
Well. 1 want to say that 1 have never seen a
more
tilm."
The players
very,
very perfect
natural.
Nothing
forced are
or soezag
rated about the acting, and 1 am convinced
is the most wonder1>. Walthall
that fulHenry
actor 1 have
ever seen, and 1 have seen
nearly all the chief cinema stare. Will you
kindly let us know through the medium of
your topping paper when the next Griffith
release will take placeB.> F. (Mary-le-Bone).
FoDlish he may be, but
!
•• 1 have read with interest your eont radio*
tions as to rumours regarding Charles Chaplin, and thought 1 would write and tell you
the following incident. I was at the pictures
the other evening, when a lady sitting near
me said. • That fellow cannot M in his right
foolishly."
neverwasactnoneso other
or he inwould
mind
Pile fellow
question
than
Charles Chaplin. Knowing that Charles is
to
able
be
to
rieased
1 was
absolutely sane.
contradict
the statement,
and 1 then realised
make
which,
these
as
that it is remarks such
life so
(X.unbearable.
Brixton). '
poor Mr. Answer- Man'sTony
lit bakes a wise man to make a fool.— Ed.]
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HERBERT RAWLINSON who fakes the part of Sandford
Vu.'st in the Trans-Atlantic Serial, Tl.e Black Box.

HENKY

PICTURES

I

VIOLA

DANA famous as New York's youngest stage star.
She is making a big reputation in Edison Films.

B. WALTHALL the master of Film Emotional
ELLA HALL
Acting, now with the Essanay Company.
These and other portraits in this issue uill help you in voting.

the Trans-Atlantic favourite and the heroine
,n 37, e Magle). Eey Sorial

LAST THREE

WEEKS!

See page 120.
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77/£ great " Ideal" Exclusive by Arthur Shirley and
Albert Chevalier. This story is adapted from the
Turner Film, which zvas produced by Larry Trimble,
=0=
and Whit
Welshs 'Arp,
by
N
DOWMonda
y the
! Coster
in great force.
Pearlies everywhere. Girls with
big '" fevvers " ever so many yards Ion?.
Cokernut shies in full blast. Roundabouts swinging madly around, carrying
their great cargo of squealing, screaming, shrieking humanity. A babel of
es. Spirits running high— and
tongu
low. Dresses in all the blazing colours
of the rainbow. High-heeled boots.
Singing and dancing and laughing —
everything merry and bright ! Costers
were there in full force, and so were
their donahs.
" Whoa there. Now then, Beauty ! "
An affectionate pat of the moke's head,
and Joe Spudd burst upon the lively
throng— dressed up to the knocker, and
with him his pal, 'Erb 'Uggins. _ Sal
was also there— as lively as a trivet,
and with feathers in her hat, and costume dazzling enough to break the
heart of the whole of coster-land.
"What

price this, old
gal?" Joe
whispered,
'" this May 'oliday — for me,
'Erb, and the
moke, and a
wedding - ring
forSal
you laughed
?"
saucily up
into
his face.
'• Cain.
. . .
Say, Joe, what
about our foto" Just 'arf a
"
mo,
I
graf ?while
have a wet! "
Away went
Joe; but his
best intentions
were upset by
the chance
meeting with a
pal. and it was
before he
tore
many " mo's "
himself away.
and returned to
where he'd
Sal.
.
There she
alright, in
glory
of
Lathers,

.left.
was
the
her
but,

horrors, ano t h er m a n
stood
by her
side in front
of
the camera.
'Sal"- Florence

Joe's
blood
Turner, was
up;
an-

other moment and his rival was stretched
out upon the ground.
" Joe ! "
Joe took no notice of Sal's pleading
voice. " 'Ere. china," he cried, flingii g
off the pearly jacket that was his heart's
delight, "you 'old this while I put 'is
mouth
ear." short, sharp, and
The behind
struggle'is was
sanguinary, and in a very few moments
Joe reached for his coat.
*" Thanke. Matey. Now he won't want
no fotografts
day or
he
turned to for
Sal. a with
thetwo."
air ofThen
one
who commanded by light of conquest.
'' You" he said, though the light in his
eyes gave the lie to the sarcasm in his
voice, " if you've 'ad enough of your
little doin's for one blooming day well
op it 'ome ! "
The Coster's Serenade.
Love soon took an ever-stronger hold
of the simple couple. Whose head was
bending Iqw out of the window on the
second floor down a humble street? And
who was it that was stretching upwards
a pair of pleading arms, calling out some
appealing Coekneyisnis, perhaps singing
some moving strain ? It was Joe and
Sal, pledging their love, as they do in
the dramas. Romeo and Juliet indeed,
"below stairs!" A heavy footstep apached.Move
'
on. there."
gruff voice. proThe
serenade
ended. said
Julieta
dropped into her room. Romeo marched
off. The policeman had the satisfaction
of marring the lovers' joy.
But no policeman could kill that
mutual affection. They indulged their
happiness, like true coster lovers. They
'" walked out." They danced their merry
dance to the accompanim nt of the
barrel-organ. And the two of them got
along famously.
Marriage

Bells.

'" Go on, go on." Joe exclaimed, as
Pal
triedexpense
011 her stand
fiftiethin hat,
let no
your" don't
way, you
old

"Loilumme, Miss, wot little bird told
yon ? " cried Joe.
A few more trials and at last Sal s
taste was satisfied, and the lovers left the
shop arm-in-arm.
By the side of SI
ditch Church. they halted.
" Good-night, old dear." Joe said, trying hard to check a huskiness which
somehow or other would creep into his
voice. " Don't you be late in the morning. . . . Then, please Gawd, yon
and me'll ave no more partings. Sal.
until
. .
There, 'op it.
Good-imbt and Gawd bless youab'
The morning came, and Joe and Sal
proceeded to the old church which had
seen so many merry mornings like the
.present one. There were the many
couples who were about to embark upon
gal '. "
my
life's
'"'Ehighway
re, ch r hand-in-hand. And there
was Erb - ee
dear old 'Erb, their l>est man
— hot and almost unnerved by the importance of his high office, and more
melancholy than ever.
Joe cried,
"t
aite
n'."
t
up.hioisd ma
your 'anging.
Blow me. ifi
work up a pros a m e pedo
ra n'
smsiltea
you
brides maid
wo
shn'
veie
outld be'ach
. fI
m o u r 11 e r
when you're
was
a queer
turn
"
ed orf!
But
'Erb
fellow. He
had the bigbe fa a p p y
but could
only
gest ot hearts.

when

others

that's

were miserable ■ and he
could come to

am." from the mirror. •'You're
Sal 1turned
what
a nice un to jaw. ain't your What
about you? [Igb old time you ad

their ance.
assistAnd so
on that merry
weddingday
'Erbwasquit.

among
the 'igh
you ? "
Joe tried
to 'ats,
hidedidn't
the tell-tale
box
behind him. then finding the eyes of
the very superior young person who
was attending to their wants at the
emporium fixed upon him. he made
an unsatisfactory attempt to whistle

consolate, but
upset and disJoe and Sal
knew their
friend.
They

gal. I'm a Pierpoint Morgan,

unconcernedly.

laughed

"Try this one. madam." the superior
young person said, meaningly. " it's just
the thins for tor a wedding."

away. And as
the
Parson

his
mela acbolia
"Joe"- Albert Chevalier.
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concluded his comprehensive job. out
trooped all the happy couples — Joe
and Sal were among' them — man and
wife at last.
" 'Ow abaht yer 'oneymoon ? "
gguirmed 'Erb.
" 'Ow abaht a 'bus ride ? " replied Joe.
" 'Ow abaht a meat tea ! " said Sal.
It was neither, but seats in the gallery
at the old Vic. And what a time they had
in the front row. What a capital shy
it was they took with an apple at a
friend, hitting him bang straight! The
villain entered causing loud -shouts
of disapproval on the part of the
honeymoon couple. Then the comic
man— and the couple laughed and
clapped
their
loudest Then
the
" cheikl " in danger, and again they
were in misery, joe using the further
end
of his
feather
to wipe
a tear
away.
Thenwife's
the hero
to the
rescue,
and
they encouraged him with all their
might. And then the play ended as it
i bould end, and the faces and the hands
of the honeymoon couple fell together
and remained there until 'Erb roused
them rudely from their dream.
Their First Sorrow.
' A year passed. A little baby blessed'
the humble household — the pride and
the joy of Joe and Sal. Joe bought a
little trumpet for the kiddie. One day the
little one turned ill. The doctor was
called in— but there was no hope. Joe
passed from the room and choked down
his subs, but Sal put her arms round him.
" Joe," she whispered, " don't take on so,
dear . . . Gawd only lent the nipper
to us, and now He wants 'im back; but
he'll
to us again
some comforted
day ! "
Theycome
embraced
and were
in
their own love for the first sorrow that
had stolen across their little home.
More time passed, and one day as Joe
was hawking his goods round the town
' Krl) stopped him and whispered in his ear,
"'Opifc, Joe your missus 'as a fair old
prize-packet for you ! "
"What
you never says : 'Well
."'
Hastily thrusting the reins of his
moke into VErb's hands. Joe tore off at
headlong speed.
Another child had been born
to com-
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fort the heart of the simple pair. The
baby grew to childhood and accompanied his parents on an up-river celebration of their wedding-day. The
little nipper took the pewter-pot from
his father. li Ain't rauvver going to
'ave none?" he asked, while his elders
roared with honest laughter.
The Coster's Ambition.
There was something of refinement
in Sal's face that haunted one from the
start. Something in her manner, too,
that told of restraint, not to say superiority, and one day 'Erb ran in with a
newspaper, which indicated that Sal had
inherited U'5.000 from a branch of her
family ofexcitement
higher socialthere
standing.
•terrific
was in"What
the
icoster household when the news was
brought ! How their heads bobbed
down together to the newspaper, and
bobbed up again with a look of astonishment. And what a jolly dance they
danced together — man and wife — as
they thought over their stroke of good
luck ! Off they went to the lawyers, with
- 'Erb! What a time they gave the lawyer, all speaking together! But what a
heart they showed hidden behind their
uncouth exterior ! They would not take
the money and spend it. " Every penny
of that 'ere money,"' said Joe and Sal.
'; is agoin'to be spent to turn our nipper
into
a gentleman."
They
were as good as their word. The
boy was placed with a private tutor.
His parents went to see him. They
were immensely proud of their offspring and almost deferential towards
him. The young man. with his college
career, was amused, but he shook his
father by the hand and embraced his
mother, who cried with sheer joy. Xot
all the legacy had been spent, and what
was still left was given to the hoy. so
that he might live like a " swell."
"Old chap." Joe whispered into the
youngster's ear when the time for
parting came, " don't you never forget
your muvvur. She's the finest little
donah in the Land."
Years passed, and hard times began
to tell on Joe and Sal. Joe hawked
his cabbages
in the street, but d<

UP

HIS FAST-DWIXDLIN'ii

SAVINGS.

.were,
slammed
in his
face.
he toiled
and slaved
to earn
his "While
bread
his son was gambling away his inheritance among his society acquaintances. The shadows darkened over
that humble home, but there was light
with the shade— the light of a love
that was still undinimed. Bit by bit
their savings went, and when the truth
was broken to them about their h
behaviour their sorrow deepened.
'" We "ave given you all,"' Joe cried
angrily,
and how
you repaid
—
'er that " gave
up "ave
everything
so 'er
that
Joe,
dear
a toff
could
Shut
up.be old
gal— "let"' "im do what he
you"" Joe,
likes with me. but I'll teach "im I i
respect
muvver."
But a his
mother's
heart is long-suffering,
and poor Sal saw not the dissolute
young scapegrace but the baby boy who
had been their joy. and under her tearful pleading Joe's harshness vanished.
" Orlright." he growled, "you 'andle
'im. ril— I'll just go and see 'ow busi"
old 'Erb
withboy's
Butness isthe
voice !called
him kick.
"I am done with being a gentleman."
be He
said.shook
" I am his
going
to be by
a man."
parents
the hand,
and left them, resolved to make his
way in the world. First he determined to
sell his motor in order to enable him t.
pay
his debts.
hedrove down
down aanstreet
in his
car heAs knocked
old
man his own father. The son barely
heeded the accident, and drove on.
The father was borne unconscious to the
hospital. It was a long illness, and Sal
*formd it a losing bit tie to keep their
little business going.
Gradually the little household goods
were 1 awned. Only one friend remained 'Erb, and he bestowed what
comfort he could, now putting a eigar
into his friend's hand, now a coin, but
bustling off quickly so that his old pal
should not feel humbled. But little remained now. The trumpet, bought so
many years ago, was still there. Sal
fondled it lovingly. Most other things
had been parted with, and one day the
last and most tragic sacrifice of all, the
moke itself, had to go.
A buyer ap-

\Vi:kk ending
\i 1. 1 ST 28, 191,5

peared, and as he led the animal away
tli,' sense of :• it l"i ni misforttui
fall upon Sal. ami she fell in a taint to
ronud. She « is carried to the
hospital. .!"■' snl nnxiou9lj hy her 1" 'I
■Ede, aud sought with his little jokes to
com fori her. II. ■ struggled unavailing!)
with the tears that came to 1» i-» eyes
ant il -In' fell asleep".
'I'll,' son, his fortune
restored,
had
written home to his parents informing
■ h'em of hi- good luck.
Hat the letter
lever reached them
Hour l>j hour ami
lay bj day Joe sought work, which no
An- would give him. His age was against
him.
He walked into the hospital once
again, and resolved tochcat Death bj an
invented
tali'. "Our
boj will* 800U 1)6
'ome again" he whispered with a hard\\i«n smile; int.
nr. Shi- roused
herself. A new spirit seemed i" steal
int.' her ami t>> re ive her ebbing lit'''.
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The Poor's Last Refuge.
Sal was convalescent. Hut her home
was gone, and onlj one thing remained
•thi' last refuge of the poor the workhouse Together the couple tottered to
tin' Union door. Ann in arm they
approached the hard officials. The lovebgnt hestill
gleamed
the of
old his
man's
ami
talked
with in
pride
wife.eyes,
•• There ain't a lady in the land a- lil
swop fm- m\ dear Old Dutch." Hut the
workhouse man did not deal i:i->'ntiment. Joe was ordered to the male ami
Sal to the female ward. Sal wept. Joe
moved backwards from the door, and
turned a pleading glance towards the
official. Th, 'ii li,' pulled himself together and walked sadly to his ward.
It was visitors1 day and married
couples
were permitted
to see one
mother. Jo.* hurried to his wit',', and
the two were happy once again. In a
vision they saw their yont hful day- t ho
Whit Monday crowd, the coster courtship,
thf merry dance; and then the glowing
vision melted into the stern, cola reality
of the workhouse ward.
Hut time was bringing healhig to
their sorrows. Their son had indeed
returned. He hastened to the old house,
only to be told of his parents' disappearance. Wandering unhappily in the
streets, he collided with a crossingBweepi r. 11" apologised, and got into
Conversation with the man — who was
none other than 'Erb. From him he
obtained the He
newswent
of to
histheparents'
whereabouts.
workhouse, where a grey-haired old man
hardly recognised the stalwart young
fellow before him. He seemed dazed.
He laid his hands upon both the youth's
shoulders, and peered inquiringly into
his face. Then his features relaxed.
tears trickled down his face, and he
affectionately embraced his son. The
door opened again. and a sorrowful old
woman walked timidly in. She, too,
was confronted with her son. but her

When the gun went off k kicked so
hard that I fell backwards out of the
boat into the lake. I'm a good swimmer
and don't mind a ducking, so long
as I please my Cinema friends.
You'll say it was worth it when you see

it

The BROKEN FLEDGE

which will be released Sept. 16th.
I've done my best to make you laugh
in this one-act comedy, and hope
you'll enjoy it.

Of

course

mother's
instinct
and
she soon
held was
the not
younglongmandeceived
in her
arms. Then a cab was called. . . . The
"son led his parents into a house, and
covered their eyes till they entered the
room. Then his hands dropped and the
old couple found themselves in a
prettily decorated home— all the prettier
and ali the happier for tin- stone waJ's,
and stony beans mey nao" xett Oemnd.
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Films you should make a point ol seeing.
THE JOCKEY OF DEATH. We have previously referred to (his film.
but it isasubjecl worth talking- about, and we are not surprised to
learn from headquarters that nearly five hundred bouses have already
booked it. If you love sensation see The Jockey of Death.
- Qaun
!
<t 23).
THE YIDDISHES COWBOY.— Four hundred and sixty-eight :
tense 60
dy. George Periolat take- the parr of the Yiddi-her. and
one could not wish for a better. He shows how business instinct
prevails even on a ranch. Warren Kerrigan is also in this Al Western
comic, the strength of which is therefore obvious.
ying A Comedy, 468 feet (August 30).
THZ JEST OF JEALOUSY.— A Western drama, in which a sheriff
and a deputy-sheriff and uncaught murderers provide plenty of
thrills. A sympathetic love theme runs throughout the story. The
deputy is in love with the sheriffs daughter, andHealousy makesnim fiie
at his supposed rival. But it is all a mistake, and in the end there are
joy-bells. This picture is played by new players Frances Marion,
frank Mayo. Bruce Smith. Frank Erlanger. and Philo McCallough.
— SeKg Drama, tiro reels (September - .
WHEN SHULTZ LED THE ORCHESTRA. — Shultz is the 1- t
fiddler in the town, and secures a job in the opera-house orchestra.
One evening he is at the opera, when wifie comes along to hear her
husband's performance. He is too busy watching the leading lady to
fiddle well. At last he leaps on to the stage and flirts with her. not
knowing his wife is in tl>e audience. There follows a stormy scene,
wifie chasing him all round the theatre and finally smashing his
violin over his head.
A wild piece of fun which all will enjoy.
— Joker Comedy, 985 feet (Octol !■•
A STRANGE STORY.— It is indeed. Asort of Dr. Jekyll and Mr.
Hyde story, except that in this case there are really two men Instead
of one. A Professor, the unhappy victim of morphia, shun- the world
and even his own household. In his misery and unfitness for ordinary life, he asks his doctor — who bears an astonishing resemblance to
him — to take his place for two days as the head of his family. His
wife does not distinguish the doctor from her husband, so startling ithe resemblance. She and the doctor fall in love with one another.
The film, which contains some wonderful acting, will show you how
they become united, and what happens to the real husband.
— Ideal Exclusive, three
6).

ANIMATED

GAZETTE

THE GOVERNOR'S LADY.— Delightful acting by Edith Wynne
Mathison in the title-rufe. The story centres round Mary and Dan
Slade. husband and wife, supremely happy iu their little mountain
cottage. Through an accident Dan becomes a wealthy man and insists
on moving to a" palatial residence in the city. Then Mary realises
that Dan""
is drifting
from her.
He lecomes
politically
tious, and falls
in love away
with another
woman.
He seeks
a divorce,ambibut
Mary refuses to consent, and. leaving him, goes back to her old home.
■— Lashy Ptay,f
Later she is able to bring both her husband and the other woman to
their senses.
Dan wins in an election, and Mary forgives him.

gives real

THE MANUFACTURE OF BIG GUNS- How will the war be ended Everything points to the important part that will be played by the
at the
big gun advantheenormous
It was her
of victory.
final
big gun as' the of
gave Germany
war that
thearbiter
commencement
tage, and it will be the big guns and high explosives of the Allies
that will sign, seal, and settle the present war. Few know that the
United States is producing enormous guns for the defence of Panama
and elsewhere. Permission from the United States War Department
having been obtained, this Edison educational film l»s-beei] produced

WAR NEWS.

gun- at Watervliet, New xork, in
showing the manufacture of snch
-rea test topical of themoment.

the Arsenal there.

DO

This is the

—Edison Film, 586J

I lugwt 19).

HIS REGENERATION, -G. M. Anderson in powerful drama, and
Charles Chaplin in comedv scenes ! The story starts in a disreputable
dancing-hall, where Charlie indulges in some of his mad pranks. A

beautiful girl displays her sympathy for a burglar who is cowardly

NOT
MISS

IT.

shot and wounded in a quarrel. Weeks later the burglar goes with an
accomplice to rob a safe, and discovers asleep the girl who came to his
help in the dancing-hall. Retells his comrade that the sate must
not be rilled. There is a dispute, a struggle and a revolver-shot.
Aroused, the girl finds the man with whom she became so Strangely
accidenacquainted standing over the body of the ruffian he has killed pistol
HI
tally- Quickl] the girl makes her decision, and. taking the
her' own hind- bide- tin- burglar in her room. When the police
1 who
arrive they are met with her calm admission: "Yes, it w.\her room
shot him -in self-defence:'' When the girl returns tothat
thencevowing
shielded
has
she finds a note from the man she
forward he will follow the straight road.
— Essanay Drama, one Act (August di).
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Thoughts

The
in the morning
Though

at ten I am

wakened,

I*m sleepy and
Without

given a spray
For my breakfast

they call

it J eye's Flu d.
Though
I feel very old, and
I shiver with cold.

mattes
And

my

A
limbs

I'm ready

distutbing
spick and

Maker

of Pleasant

Evenings,

and then.

dull as a Druid,
further delay 1 am

Just as if I had
warm once,

of a Picturegoer. —

never

young
span.

been

The name of EDISl IN stands out as the origin itot
of moving picture! He u. the provider of pleasant
evenings foi you and for thousands of others, It is
due to ins genius that everybody can obtain pleasurable relaxation from work foi •••> modest an outlay.
Being originators, it stands to reason (hat tlic
EDISON COMPANY have rrore experience, n
knowledge, more ability at their command, than is
found elsewhere, I his accounts for the supei b excellence of EDISON plays- every one of which is a
perfect specimen of moving picture art.

man

YOU

SHOULD

NOT

FAIL TO SEE

for early performance.

I receive
You can hardly believe the delight
When a lady sits down on my centre,
How I tremble and blush till
the shade of my plush
Turns from pink to a crimson
magenta.
Her
embarrassing
charms
thrill my legs and my arms

THE

DOCTOR'S

AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!

THROUGHOUT

THE

DUTY
COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased lo send you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Players on receipt of 2d. to cover
postage-

Thomas- A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour St., London, W.

With a feeling that's scarcely
platonic.

DLLiUiuUS

Though I'm bound to confess,
as perhaps you may guess,
The emotion is somewhat ironic.

RED

Next a couple appear— the young lad\ 's a dearSuch a sweet thing I tried to entice it ;

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

D*nt
Twt~ Ty ^TOHt . ^

A

WHITE

f*-

&

vOfFt.£.

BLUE

But I'm sorry to say they walk
over' the way
And bestow no attention on
my seat.
Then a dame, twenty
stone,
comes along and I groan,

%

"Oh!

I hope she wont

"The Pictures"

SOUVENIR

pay

ALBUM
ACTUAL

Then again, for a while, there's a girl juvenile
"Who's as restless as if there's a bomb near,
And this fidgety minx stops my odd forty winks
And enforces diurnal insomnia.
So

I squeak
in my
pains,
and the damsel
complains,
But I pay small regard to her strictures;

If only she'd go and depart from the show,
I might get a glimpse at the pictures !
"BRIAN."

Coupon

on page 420

SIZE

Handsome gilt Albums, witb Tricolour Flag enamelled1
in colours on front, containing Portraits of
H.M. The King-, Lord Kitchener.
General French, Admiral Jellicoe.
Tommy
Atkins, and Jack
Tar.
A charming little Pendant for <he
Watch-chain, Necklace, or Bracelet.
Price ONE

SHILLING

(post-free or

7d and 6 Coupons (E2)
"THE

Do not waste

D

WAR

me a visit! "
But she does; once I heard of a
tunny e reach word,
pjl I fancy this is it.
Embonpoint: and

—

PICTURES,"

LTD.,

18 Adam St., Strand. London, VI A '.
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Griffith's Next Big Thing.
SPECULATION is rife as to what
will be the subject of the next
feature photoplay to be produced
by Griffith, who recently returned to
the Reliai
-Majestic studios in Sollyod, California, after a long sojpiirn in
the East, where his masterpiece, The
Jlir'li of a Natim, is being presented.
It is said that he has under consideration plans for the production of The
Questfamous
<>/' the frescoes
Holy Grail,
suggested
by
the
of Edwin
Austin
Abbey, that adorn the walls of the
Public Library in Boston. Reproduction of these frescoes is controlled by
Mrs. Abbey, widow of the noted artist,
and negotiations are being made with
her and her brother-in-law, Charles
Scribher, the New York publisher, who
manages her affairs, for the rights to
photograph the frescoes.
Such a subject would make a tremendous call upon the powers even of so
great a master of the art of production
as Mr. Griffith; but, successfully accomplished, itshould prove one of his most
remarkable achievements.
Blanche Sweet's Strong Parts.
NO woman photoplay star in America
has a programme for the immediate future so full of promising
and ambitious work as that of Blanche
Sweet, who appears exclusively in the
productions of the Jesse L. Lasky
Feature Play Co. Following the extraordinary success of her early Lasky
productions, Miss Sweet was recently
seen for the first time in The Clue.
Later she will appear in The Secret
Orchard, from the play by Channing
Pollock, based on the novel of the same
name by Agnes and Egerton Castle.
Most important, however, is the announcement that she will be the star in'
the Lasky-Belasco production ox 'The
< 'ase of EeeTcy, by Edward Locke. This
play, with Frances Starr in the role of
Becky, was one of the sensational successes of the dramatic season several
years ago as produced by David Belasco.
In it Miss Sweet impersonates a dual
character, at one moment sweet and
lovely, the next mischievous and mean,
and the [day will lie her second LaskyBelasco production as she appeared in
The Warrens qf Virginia.
Billie's Terrible Night.
BJLLIE REEVES, the incomparable
drunk at Lubin's. can tell some
amusing stories; he can also tell
BOme gruesome ones, and he candidly
admits that a human drama in Denver,
Colorado, in which he took part, went a
h>ng way towards turning his hair grey.
" It was in the summer of 1911," said
Billie. 'and I was comedian with Zieg-

A Beautiful Evening Gown composed
of black ninon and filmy white lace.
A large artificial pale pink rose adds
the finishing touch to this dainty frock.

and said, 'Are you badly hurt. Tony ': '
He looked up at me and replied, 'No,
old man;
only
a scratch."
But and
we
could
see that
he was
in a bad way.
I rushed into the hotel to telephone.
The place was like a shambles. Two
men were lying dead on the floor, and
another man stood there with a gun.
Blood was all over the place. We got
Tony away to the hospital, and he would
not see a doctor, but wanted a pi i
and at last we got one. There was no
need
a doctor.
life gave
was
ebbingforslowly
away, My
and friend's
the priest
him absolution. He died about fire
hours after the shooting. The other
two men were quite dead *oo, and it
afterwards transpired that the whole
business was a case of jealousy between
two of the men. and one of them, in an
infuriated moment, commenced shooting indiscriminately.
A Recognised Leading Man.

Two Afternoon ■Gowks. The one on
the left is composed of- striped voile,
and is finished with a white -?atHi waist
belt. ■— The one en the right is composed
of a silk taffetas skirt and tartan bodice,
surmounted by a large white Elisabethan
ruffle.

(IHVI w•tvl.

field's Follies at the time. While we

were in Denver an old friend of ours,
whom we had met all over America,
came to see us". His namewasTony Von
Phul, and he was a 'drummer.' as they
call them. or. in your parlance; a commercial traveller, and one of the bestknown men on the road in the United
Slates, lie was travelling for a bigSi Louis firm, and was also principal
man
for champagne,
He
had been

round
at the back of the st 9
night chatting with all of us. \V
knew him so well, and as a mattei
fact he was just like one of the company, for he had been in nearly e
town and city where we had been, an
was a real white man.
'" Well, on this particular night, I v.
across the road after the show was
to Brown's Palace Hotel. Everybody
who has been to Denver will know that
hostelry; I had hardly put my head
inside the saloon-door v. hen there was a
noise of revolver-shooting— bang, r a _
bang-, bang -and 1 pulled my head but
again just as quickly as I put it in.
Almost at the same moment came staggering, out poor Tony, with bl
streaming from him. He fell down on
the sidewalk, and I rushed over to him

•■ I.k DiKMEK Cm ' in- BpoTS. These
are all the rage cheeked cloth tops
with just the patent leather toe and
enamelled leather heel. They are [need
With wide silk laces, and with the late-l
short
skirts look exceedingly smart.
Latent Paris Fashions shown
in Path fa Animated
Qauette,

LOGKWOOD; who is
D as
HA.BOL
featured
"' Jack Hillard " in The.
Lvjt of the Masi\ the American
distinctive creation in four reels. i<
Athletic
him lead-.''
a tine
" straight
for given
qualified has
splendidly training
physique. He has a well-shaped head,
regular features, light brown hair and
blue eyes.
Added to these, he p
unusual mobility of facial expression.
In The Lure 0/ the Mash, Harold has
endeared himself to hundreds of thousands of picture-goers, who demand a.
hero of unmistakable American cut
A few years ago. he found himself
suddenly brought tip against a wholesale
dry goods proposition which every!
else seemed to regard as a " fine op]
tunity for a young chap just out of
college." To Mr. Lock wood; however,
the prospect
appeared
anything
but
"'hue.''
Instead,
he hustled
another
follow, who wanted the job. into the
dry goods house, and himself took a.
back row chance in The Broken Idol.
At the end of his first week in the show,
Harold was in the front row. In two
weeks he had a part. From musical
comedy he went into dramatics, and then
to -pictures, He_.wAs chosen to support
.Mary Pickford and was featured opposite Marguerite Clark. He comes to the
Plying " A." and the Mutual Masterpictures,
a recognised
and
an actor who
combines leading
dramaticman.
ability
with irreproachable good taste.
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SIX BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
of sensational scenes
from our productions,

BLACK

AND

WHITE

GLAZED,

sent applicants on receipt

SIXPENNY

POSTAL

ORDER

jfi unique offer to tfje picture ja.is.

L

All applications (m< ntioning this " Pictures " off
"FLYING
A"
CO.,
193, Wardour
St., W.

. . FOR
KING . .
AND
eOUNTRY
A Soldier Reader Miraculously
Escapes Death.

As

a Bnbscriber to Pictures ever
Bince the paper was first published
I feel Bnre that mj experiences at
the Front will iuteresl thousands of
fellow -readers. Having done ray "bit"
I am now unfit for war service, but I
thank God that 1 have been spared,

audit' this little record serves to inspire
only a fewlof the young fellow s who hesitate to don the khaki [shall be happy.
1 ran away from home at t ho age of
fifteen against my parents' wishes to
join the Army. 1 had decided to be a
soldier, and no amount of persuasion
could make me decide otherwise, At
that time the 15, ier War was in progi ess
and I found myself sent out to South
Africa, where 1 was given the job of
taking horses to water and conveying
messages from camp to camp. 1 was
keen to fight, but this pleasure did not
come my way then. When things
quieted down in that quarter my regiment was moved, and then it was that I
first began to see life.
M> Colonel chose me as his servant,
and I travelled with him through
Canada. Australia. India. Germany,
France, China, and Japan. We attended
all manoeuvres, and in time my third
stripe was given me (on my arm [mean).
In India I had a grand time shooting,
and threw my whole heart into every
kind of sport. Whilst stationed at
Lucknow I took up boxing seriously.
and 1 won the bantam weight championship and the belt. We were stationed
there for some long time, and then grew
homesick— I wanted to see again my
pi "<r old lather and mother. So. leaving
all my friends behind me. I came hack
to England. I shall never forget the
brilliant "send oft'"' which the boys
gave me. and which I thoroughly appreciated. came
I
home to my parents, and
after being absent so long you may bet
we had a right royal time together.
At this time I was very keen on
moving pictures and welcomed the
coming of your little paper with great
glee.
I have often played in amateur
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A SCREAMINGLY FUNNY JOKER COM EDY.

"When
Shultz Led the Orchestra.'
Joker Comedy.
1

1

:ih.

in this
V - 11. - 1 uud Gnlo Hour) wo ill t ] Hi I' \ I \
it-ol tin' m In, .11 \ ■ . .in, ,1 \ . 1 . .1 111 . The) hnvii iii-vei >l
work. Mux is Shultz the violinist who hind* >m uiinointbettor
un'iit as loader oi tin' orehesl ra nf ft uiusic hnll and Onle Henry is
1 lii- ii-iiir wife who sees with growing indignation her husband - too
en onre (he la -■ Tin
( ilaiit theal
(he pretl fumi)
tinlitj
someForriotouslj
over put on md when Shultz li iall> climbs on to
the stage in li-lit the \ illain for ill fn
beauteous maiden i lali I [em \ eon
i"
W'hal follow • is too funuj for worili . I
want to 1. 1 1 1 ■- 11 louder than t on have ev< r I
x ,,11 mnsl Ece tin i" 1
come h .

Max

theatricals, and have even thought that
aps -i mie day I Bhould have the 1 nek
to piaj before a camera. 15m 1 bad no
thought of playing behind a gun again
until the present war broke out. Without a moment's hesitation [rejoined the
Army oh August 5th, 191 i. I signed on
for foreign service, for I was longing to
have a smack at the Germans. 1 did
not tell m\ people, for 1 knew it would
break my
heartwasifonesheof discovered it.mother's
M\ regimenl
the
tirst to be sen! out, and as I had seen
such a let of service 1 was given a
very responsible position.

PRIVATE
JACK
PIPER,
who narrates his experiences on this page.
Our regiment
landed
at
Fiance, where we remained for two days.
Then we were sent up country to see
how the land lay. . . .
We arrived at Mons safely at l.i'oa.m.
on August :!:Srd. The Germans had
entered the town just twelve hours
before, and at once we were ordered to
hold a bridge over the canal.
At 4 a.m. on August 24th we were
ordered to retire after having blown up
all the bridges over the stream.
Then it was that the fun began. The
Germans attacked in tremendous num.-

bers
it simply
raiin-d had and il
It was a „i mising to see our bra
falling, Bome
oulj wounded,
bu( all
were of t he true Bi it ish breed, and i ■•
hear them singing as they died oh
Then
to fall back od Lo
\< as
too •! we
» I'ulhad
.
Cateau, where the attack by the enemy
was ten times worse than the one ;.i
Mons, Here it was thai we saw children cut into piece-, and young women
and girls publicly insulted bj those inhuman Huns. Then came t In- 1 wo fearful
battles on the Marneand the Aisne ; still
7 was lucky enough to escape unhurt.
A few days later I was given a despatch to take back to St, Qnentin. It
was on the way there that I saw ;i
lieutenant
in the R.A.M.C.
who
had
1 n tending a wounded German -hot
by a German lieutenant. The wounded
German laughedas I have never heard
any one laugh, and struggling tb his
few he All
stoodthison time
the English
lieutenant's
face.
I had been
feigning
death, but on seeing this, two British
soldiers, who were tyirig near, whipped
out their revolvers, and the two Germans laughed no m. ire.
1 'pined my pals again at A
where
we were given a despatch for B
Then we were ordered to Rheims,
where the trouble started for me.
We had been doing a lot of sniping,
but it was too good to last, and I
got a bullet in my right ankle which
shattered the bone. Unwilling to leave
my pals, 1 refused to go to the dressingstation, and then we had orders to hold
a bridge, and. if possible, capture the
opposite bank. But this was not to be
done. We had not been on guard long
when the bridge went into the air like
so many pieces of matchwood. It had
been mined, and. when the explosion
occurred, we went up with the bridge.
My tongue was split, ray ears filled with
sand, my back was badly wounded.
For forty-eight hours I was lying, unable to move, half in and half out of the
water, just where 1 had fallen. Oul
870 men and live officerswho had 1
ordered to guard the bridge, all the
officers and 315 of the men were killed
and wounded.
I was conveyed to a base hospital,
where 1 regained the use of my tongue
and my hearing, and from there I was
sent back to England. I am crippled
for life but I have done my duty to
King and country.
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The Worlds Greatest Film Artistes Contest
WHO
ARE
THE
CLEVEREST?

You may Vote for any except British-born Players.
A selected list of Names of some of ihe Players
—
have aop2ared in previous issues.
■

*zr
VOTES

First Prize in Cash - £10
2nd PRIZE, Graphophone £7 10s., Records 30s. Value £9

YOUR
WILL

^sa
DECIDE.

30 Votes Free Every Week'

3rd PRIZE, Graphophone £5 10s , Records 30s. Value £7
4ih PRIZE, Craphophone £4 4s., R.cords 16s. Value £5
5lh PRIZE, Graphophone £3 3s., Records 17s. Value £4

1®9 Consolation Prizes 100
The Machines and Vxxrls ar2 manufactnred

ly Ihe World Famous "Columbia"

Co.

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind; and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding
British-born
Artistes) write their
names
in the Coupon
below.

PRIZES. — The voter who sends in a. Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.
THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them- the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
> ULES AND CONDITIONS
GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number of Coupons rnny be sent
4. No correspondence cau be entered
in, but only one prize may be won by one
into concerning tbe contest. Some of the
voter. Should 1.0 one succeed in placing
best known players were given in previous issues, but voters may vote for any
the winners' nam *>s correctly, the £ to will
jjo to the sender of the nearest Coupon.
players
the
lists (except
or not. British-born) whether in
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning Coupons the
6. A voter may fill up any nuinoer of
prize will be divided.
Coupons from one issue, and may send in
2. Coupons will appear weekly until
any
quantity
bis or her and
own at oran;friends'
Coupons
iii oneof envelope
time.
further notice. 'Ihev may be forwarded
(i. The winners
Editor's
decision
asto connected
the prizeat oner, or kept and scut in one envelope
and
on
all
matters
Hi end of contest.
with (his contest will be final ami legally
S. All names must be written in int.
binding, and Coupons are accepted only
on this understanding.
No alteration will be permitted.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST
I 1'i.mki:
.M u E l'i 1 1 i
I desire
i

J.O
*5?
also to

cast

Five

Votes

(2nd choice)

l'i nut:

for
_^*

Pi mi:

FLORENCE

LA

BADIE

(Thanhouser

Co.

^*

L/Vi
3 T™
1 WEE
E
REKS
¥ iC
Fill in and post to "Contest

Editor," Pictures, 18, Adam

St., Strand, London, W.C.

i

. UNDIKO
'9*5
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lilm wear clothes and helmets which
too large for i hem ; but tl
tiny
discrepancies
compared
with
the
iiiif! Btorj ami wonderful acting,
you \\ ill .ill be " (rind to make i be
acquaintance of Man n
Whs
Tl ftllaa itfilm policeman always wears a.
helmet and tunic too small or too large ?
That a film deteel i\ e alwaj a smoki >
pipe P 'l'li. it a lilm parson's coat never
tit-; him round the \\ . i i- 1 r Thai a lilm
motor-car is always on the scene of
action when a character requires one?
That a film clergyman isalwaj
tomarrj runaway couple-,;-' Thai a lilm
player leaving home in a burr) always
dump-, the whole of his or her belopgings into a small band-case P And why
did 1 -it in front of a French lady the
other daj who read the titles to a gentleman in broken English and explained
c\ erj Bceue in French P
Appreciation

from

Alma

Taylor.

1 had wondered why
tin- lad\ winner
iii our British Contest hail not acknowledged the Pictures certificate.
The tnysterj is explained in a charming
letter from Alma Taylor, in which Bhe

A

BUNCH

OF

LUB.N

LAUGHS.

Toptoboi
Rom
Lee, Raymond Cox, James Daly, Clara Lambert.
TWO

weeks

more!

How

do you like

our
Bec'ond
sampleportrait-gallery,
of which appears the
on another
page? These and all the portraits of
foreign artistes in this issue should be
of great help to you as reminders when
casting
your
votes.
Don'tis forget
that
the object
of the
Contest
to discover
thec/< vt rest artistes, not the best-l< oking
or most popular, though they may be
both in addition to being clever. All
coupons are still available, and some
back numbers still obtainable.
Trade

Shows

Galore.

If I personally attended all the big
shows whereat big films are privately
screened in leading London theatres for
judgment by the trade. Pictures would
be a poor little paper on press days.
"With eight
ninelook
suchas shows
week,
it doesor not
if war every
was
affecting the film industry, does it ? As
it is I have to be content with going to
one or two and sending representatives
to others. It is a matter of much regret
to me that so few of the films being
shown are British.
What is the matter ?
Mary as a Gutt rsnipe.
One of the best of the recent trade
shows was The Dawn of a To-morrow,
the Famous Players' version of Frances
Hodgson
Burnett's
dramatic
success.
It is a drama
of life
in the London
slums,

and

in it Mary

Pickford

as

"at Glad."
the ragged
guttersnipe,
is
her best.
Apple little
Blossom
Court, as
conceived in America, has a decidedly
foreign look about it for a London slum,
and the brave British policemen in this

V\ rites
"1 have been up in the Lake district
acting in an important film which Mr.
Hepworth is producing, and was
delighted on m\ return to find the certificate proving that I had been the
successful one iii your competition for
the most popular English picture-player.
I need hardly say that I am deeply
gratified at this mark of appreciation.
I have known for a long time, with
honest thankfulness, that my work was
liked and admired by quite a number of
my friends ; but 1 have often felt afraid
that that was only because they knew
me. and perhaps liked me a little for
myself. What I have always wanted
and always shall want is that the
general public who see my work on the
screen will feel that it is good and true,
and it is just because your competition
appealed exactly to the people for whom
I work that its successful result in my
ease is so gratifying to me. Allow me
to express my thanks to you for giving
me the opportunity of finding out that

AND

THE

" U'i <i'xul Stun

PICTUKKGO.
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Another
fasciuating
duel ton, the di aw ins

American
|wwcr of h

the City
E>
I
i ■ t/is, iii w bich < !ourt< in v l

too

hypocritical
it ineranl
re
laurels |,. his lam1 1 is mi
of 1nnpleu
lie wi rld's
storj this traged) of the real American
underworld, but it holds one spellbound,
\ a s| ranger next me kept remark
to his l'i ieud,
It I t an." < 'hies
famous
Mel ropobtau
M u ic ha II
Li'-st.-d the model for the setting of thu
underworld resort in winch 2U0 pi i
are .show n Beated ' * dancing,
Plmpla

and

Patriotism.

Pimple has enlisted.
The new
published a week
- >, and ci infirmation
has
since come
to me
from
Pimple himself.
■ Tell your i
he said, "that
1 have
really joined.
Rifleman Fred Evans, of the Firsl Surrey
Rifles,
hopes
to do his bit in
trenches."
For the past fortnight
Mr.
Evans has been recruiting his health at
Bastings and filling in tini" by picturemaking.
On
returning
to town
he
intends to goon a recruiting campaign.
If there is any exhibitor who cares to
run a " recruiting night " at his t beatre,
Fred
Evans
is willing
to attend
in
person asto "me
Pimple
" and
hustle
Letters
for him
willgetbe aforwarded,
F. D.

which I am so very pleased to learn.''
The Magic Name of Walthall.
In Los Angeles there are two
which
are the
next
door to each
and
theatres,
" Superba"
and other,
" Climes.''
both houses, I am told, are filled to
capacity, the magic name of Henry B.
Walthall on the bills being responsible.
At the former house Be it hi h is beingshown, and at the latter Temper, Mr.
Walthall's first play with Essanay.
This last gives promise of mighty good
things to come, and Mr. Walthall, when
in Los Angeles recently, stated that he
was delighted with his new (Essanay)
director, Charles Brabin, and liked
playing with Ruth Stonehouse v?ry
much. I have just seen Beulah- -the
Balboa film version of one of the most
famous of the world's novels, and found
it superb. Henry Walthall as usual is a
tower of strength, and some of the scenes
are wonderful. I congratulate George
Palmer, who controls Beulah for London
and the South,

CINEMA
ACTING
AS A PROFESSION
Before venturing upon such a lucrative
career, every one should read this hook,
written " By an Expert," cloth gilt, 2s
post-free. — R. Derrt,
47, Bedford
.Street, Strand, W.C.
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Turner Films
WHY

" Pictures made
for

YOU."

All Artist is not necessarily a great producer — but
a producer must be a great Artist.

"TURNER FILMS"
ARE
PRE-EMINENT.
III. "The Art ot
Producing.1
Next Week:
IV. " The Psychology ol
the Picture Play."

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER

•No one person can make a successful picture — ■
but the greatest single influence is the producer;
[because his individuality or personality pervades
■each -separate scene and situation in the completed
production.
Character is the keynote of the producer's work.
Quickness of perception, tempered by even judgment,
unfailing patience, firm yet tactful control are the
essentials, and how well he combines these qualities
depends on the depth of his sympathetic under
standing of human nature.

cards are generally judged on the following day. and those arriving later are
naturally out of it.
• Summer-time is war-time, and fewer
parents
have taken their children
to

DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS—
Before I forget. I should like to
point out that the single "Award
)f Merit" in my competitions does not
mean more than the honour of deservingit. When a competitor wins six of such
1 wards, however, he or she receives a
special prize besides the honour and
glory of being- clever enough to win
them. Now is that clear? 1 hope so,
because some boys and g'irls with
grumbles have recently written me to
say that they have won an award but
received no prize. Of course not. Win
six awards, my dears, ami your prize
will be despatched within two days 6f
publication.
By tlie way. a box of stationery which
I sent as an award prize to one of my
"nephews" disappointed him, and my
mention of the fact in a previous issue
lias drawn a friendly it facetious postcard from a Yorkshire "nephew." He
v. rites: "1 wonder it lie expected a
ni' itor-cav or a row of houses, or perhaps
£5 a week for lite. | was very pleased
with the one I reeei\e(|. ami am now
Using it as a collar-box."
Another matter 1 must draw your
attention
to is that many compel it ion
efforts arrive too late. Tnej must be
posted to reach me by the date given
in the competition
paragraph.
The.

the seaside.
It has
also and
rained
'persistently for many
weeks,
perhaps
these are reasons why the competition
entries during the holiday month have
been greater than any month this year.
I am not grumbling. I like a lot as a
rule, and your letters are not the
exception. The replies to my question.
" What is the funniest thing you have
ever seen Charlie Chaplin do upon the
screen?" were good in quantity, but
not very brilliant in quality, which does
not mean that Charlie has not been
funny: probably yoi were laughing ^<>
much af the time that you failed to
remember the scene. Here are some of
your best replies : —
" When in the bathroom he spread the
.toothpaste on the brush and cleaned his
When
he tried to milk the cow by
bo " >twith it."
" When he began to brush
his
coat itsbytail."
bending down
pulling
the brush between his lees."
"When, being arrested,
match from his pocket and

the' back of
and putting
be took a
struck it on

the" When
policeman's
coat."wrapped himself up
he slowly
in the table-cloth on a chair in the
restaurant in OAartie's Xiyht Out, think -

M\MMkt[\m\mit\mmmmmi
CHARL

K

WATCHES

T.

K

RACE.

A clever sketch by Annie Kerr ( i'o. of
Seacombe, for
one of Uncle Tim's
Competitions,

nut de Ha ha. in
ing" When,
he was pin bed."
. he cut the loaf in
such a fashion that by the time he had
finished he was able to stretch it to
twice its original length, and yet not a
piece
of theheloafspoke
had been
cut." the ear" When
through
trumpet of the telephone."
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BEST

STORY

•

ENDING.

The story begins, " Pimple was wandering down a lonely country lane,
when a ragged tramp, carrying a new
portmanteau, rushed past him. Pimple
thought this was decidedly suspicious,
and at once began to run after
him.
. .
Finish the story in not
more than sixty words postcards will
do. Address " Finish," 18, Adam Street,
Strand, W.C., and post to reach me by
Monday. August 30th. Two volumes
and the award of merit await the
.senders of the best 'endings'' to this
little story. Another competition next
week from
Uncle Tim.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of
From any Photo. 12
Catalogue ami
S. E. HACKETT.
Works:

Yourself, la. Dozen.
x 10 Enlargements, .;,!.
Sa
Jolt Koad, Liverpool

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP

POST CARDS.

20, *id.; 100, Is. 3 1. Plites ai-.d Pai ers also Cheap.
Catalogues •ind Sample! /•',■...
S. f. HACKETT.
Works: Jilt Koad LivccroOL.

• . d, of 7, Hard* Ick

\

ii • shoM in III* all

wonldlika to see them, tbay cau."
rh Hackney I. Ann i St
\ nil i
H. Stewart
th we inegave \
under
both nanio*,
both ifi our litboi ■ ■ >
fcin.il ' | lay. II in tl
I
" Ko
Oifcnc
you writing to us, I i
llu:n
Bromlej . \^<
real y .|iuie fail
U) 01, .Mi i'. I. l ii r friendly little 110
in s and oftej,
S*ou mast lill up tbe forini
otherwise ' .w«them,
wou'dand bothai
oompell
niir rectly,
rule
we sb J
I c quite grieved to do.
\
\ i: 10 \ l A I'
0
. Ill !
Editor will be pleased to autograph your album.
shah (Parkstone).
Iliad.- io much
kind off er to wi ite to Private Birou,
D
in- Im bad so many of our readers write tohioi
that lie his bod to
I■ 's furlough <■
answer thein a'l, and he implores us uot to - id
him any more just yet. Bui all thesAme t was
very kind of yen t" oSfer.
So yon "men i t.
becomi
iliii.. the «
I'h n im ]\l M. o Inn osei
i
'iue3tions, giving your name and addl I

reading a book called 1 /•' ul Boy's
/>,,mischief
His young
with
that lit'.'
he was
had sotocrammed
keep a
record of it. One of his pranks was to
bide under the table at dinner-time,
ami Btick a tork into the leg of his
Bister's young man. 1 was reminded of
this imp in fiction at the pictures the
other evening. In front of pae were 1
small boy,a young man, and his pretty
sweetheart, who may have been tli<v
boy's sister. When the young man
stood up to bny i bocolates, the imp
aecretl] pushed back bis tip-up seat.
The result was that when the young
man bent again to resume the seat that
wasn't there.he missed it, and sat plump
on thcfloor. The imp laughed,the young

THE

PICTUREGOER

11 •
ik tin
■ u ith in it'o vi low, Wht 'i
vusfs are. 1 f.;iui < d inline 0/ Company muet be <jtc n.

1 was a small boj 1 enjoyed

lady
and I'm
1 Laughed.
The laughed,
young man
saidafraid
things.
Good
children, of course, go to the pictures to
be amused, not to find amnsement by.
making others look ridiculous. How
ild > on like to be the victim?
Naughty children, if any such read this
please take this to heart.
This week's competition is to be one
suggested by E. Burton, a girl prizewin er. shall
1
call it

THE

and addrtsi (nol fur publication) im

The prize n inners ore V iolel Burgess, Lillie Cottage, Southfleet-road,
Bwanscombe ■'•' John Etamsaj . ,;i ,
Roxburgh Street, Kelso.
Aw \ki> o» Mm;i 1 (sis to win b Special
Prise) Arthur Coo (Dosborough), Percj
Yeoinans (Desborouirh <■ M. Joffnes linnmil) H Broadhead Bradford) Ivj New
(Watford), Charlio Wrighl (Newport), A.
Stickle] V Rvastlc-on-Tyiio) Gladys Vsti 11
iWoliM-lmni \. Ricbardson (Brockley),
Gladys Turner 1 1 ewishara).
Spe< t\! Pribe. Charlie Wright
(Newport [.0 W

•

AND

REPLIES

- When he ti ied not to be funnj "
■ When he tried to smoke n sausage
and ga\ e 1 he oigar 'to the dog.
■ The funniest thing in ;i Chaplin Bhow
I- his turning ;i coi uer ou heel and toe ;
Lnd tipping his bow ler is Buch r Bight.
He keeps von laughing the whole 0!
the night." •
•
•

When
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is

this

in

your

I'h nni: I.ov SB Oravi
i ar\J Mai ''
above.
What's the inal ter with (iravesead irs '
Ai ICE (Maida V.i'e'. — You owe ui nothing, Alice:
we were pi asad to sen 1 the copies f r tbj
wounded soldi rs. Good luck to you, dear girl.
livi.:n (Manchester).- WhatyouT
about not
• to get 1'. isn P. i-i all
moonshine,
lie can get it for you from his
wholesale agent,
Oar publishers have writ
yon.
Wi
i
ford two;
and Anita Stewart (four), pric • Id. ■ ach.
Trans-Atlanticite (London, S.E.L — Any lookstallor newsagent could get the Anierioju Fil i

album?

Ottjr Postcard of Foank Parking
(f/ionnoi!- So t'.e cinema
C\NTAM;r.nc.i's (Wil'esden).—
i~n.it eo funny
as the one
by our artist :j Fossibly because (as wo
saspect) Mr. Adlington has exaggerated
bit. But choir up, Tank? boy. Bead r.
and get a smile going.

pianist
drawn
rather
a wee
and P.

Harold (Liverpool). — You arc mistaken, Harold.
Wo do not require any picture-plays. Be id
advertisement carefully, and write address'giveD.
Grace and Helen (Lord >u, E.G.).— We l'ave six
different postcards of Charles Cbaplin, seven] « nee
post-free.
All arc? "Buice."
you find biln a
cure
for healache
He will beSopleased.
C'ikly (CaiuberweVT.— The piice of tbe four post cards is fivepence fost-fiee. We have no post
cards
all arc ofin Charles
character.Chaplin without his make-up —
Picture Lover tHastinjs).— Play Witting for 0e
Cinema, by E. B. Bench, price Is. 2d., post-free
from this office, would give you nil the wrinkles.
Lucille (Edinburgh).— Your cinema pianist is quite
treasure. Don't lose him. We have no postcards of A. D. Lowery. Have sent your "bell
love'' to Edith Storey, Ruto Stonehouse, Baby
Lillian Wale, and Tom t'aulsehi, and kept a lump
for ourselves, as desired.
Stella (Claplam). — Much obliged for letter,
i harry Keaiton is out. in Africa. V. X. Bushman's religion we do not know, Stel'u, dear.
Vahda i Kensington). — Any lookb nder would bind
up so.
your We
voluu
PICTURES
f. -r you
forashil'ing
or
onlye of
supply
complete
bound
volumes,
price been
3s. 9d. ublisbed.
each post-free. Vols. YI. and VII.
have
Q. B. (Kiiiijs'and) (address nexttiir.e, please). Mabel
Normand still plays for Keystone. Pi< o res is
the
we have,
kveryvoman't
is a only
brightjournal
little paper,
and woulp
suit you. Weel'y
Miss C. B. i Fleetwood!. — We have nothearl lately
of Boinaine Fielding, but he is still with Lubin.
Perhaps he is taking a holiday I

papers (Derby).—
for you. Pholo-bnttons
Try Smith's or ofWilli:
Button
the late Job
Bunny :iro sold out. We have three different Id,
postcards of him, one of which is a mcaior al
card— a n ce m inento.
Elsie (liolnr.i . The souvenir of il.rrnahy Budge,
price -Id., lOit-frec from this otli •', is just ilio
thing for you- it is jacked with pictures.
Tin
Editor got quite roiy after reading all the i
things yon said about bis paper.
Jack
course pleased
you :nay
ca'l ouri.i
and Xab
s.'c u(Wiuton).—
-. We arc Ofalways
to see
readers, tuit the front dom of Is, Adam
3tl
seems to paralj io someof t'acm wha s.iy they ore
Coming and never got further.
If i.N.ME (Glims' iy). — Yes, we kce;i the photos oar
readers send us— rather !— so pi ase send yo
it umst havo been returned in error.
K. C. lUpicr Holloway).
A.ddresj Essauay I
Co., I.e.;;, Al(,ylj
Street,
Cnicago,
U.S.A.
Pleased to welcome you, new reader.
i and ])o::a (Halifax). — " The Inherited
Burden" was I eleasad onl August 16th. Write
to Giiuiuont t'o., ti, Deuni.iii St., London, W.,
and ask them if it i; being shown at Hal
Enclose stamp for reply. A Idiess Stewart Bom •,
c.o. Uepworth Co., Walton-onThames.
Billy (Peckbam).— Carol Hollowav jilnyed ".Molly
Oreedou " in" A Qentlemanol Leisure." Add
her c.o. Famous Players Cj., 213, West 26th St.,
New York Lity, U.S.A. Write Hepworth Co,
(2, Denniun St.. L >ml .n, W.i, mentioning this
paper, and ask thein when and where their linn
will be shown at Peckhain.
Regular Bf.ader ( Dalston).— Eeko Film Co.,
Kew Bridge. We have not beard anything
recently of either this or the Folly Film < ,>.
Tiny Tim played in France for th ; Gaumont Co.
who have not done much producing since the war.
EihelC. (Devonporti — Mabel Normand is a fine
character for imitation. Tleie are so many
eccentricities which are all her own. We should
advise
you not to forhiui
euter »shas*' Charlie
" it Choose
rate competition
been held.
Pimple, Byd Chaplin, Hank Mai.n, or sotuecn:

like that. "
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1 I .1 ■ Is. — Miiuiicc
Costello,
Jl lis, Mary Chorli boh and
llo CliUdren iilayed in "The Bv 1 Men
Do" 1 \ 1 1 ; . - 1 pli 1, 'l lie other infoi mat ion we
cniinol obtain.
S0117.
Glnd you ;iru bucIi an
I 1*. AM)

A.FGOST28,
I915
WEEK ENDING
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Lu.iv (Eastbourne). — Y.,u sign yourself ae our
" future friend." What aboul the present,
Lelin :- Helen Badgelcy is lhe name uf tlie dear
lit
< le '1 li.'iiilKiuseiplayer. Lottie
Gorda and
Helenis
Holmes
ore not related.
Pickford
Mary's sister. Winifred Greenwood usually
plays opposite Ed. Cozen. Have sent your love,
in llie 1 roportions mentioned, to jour favourites.
Millie (Dalston).-Tbe Life Photo Film Corpora"
tioii is not a new Company. We have 110 post'
earls of the players you mention. "After
Twenty Fears :—" Tom," Arthur Maekley;
"The Boy," Engene Palette; "The Girl," Florence
Crawford. "The Eight to Die ":—" David
Walters," Hershall Slayall; "Mrs. Walters,"
Gertrude Claire; "Marie Walters," Enid Markey.
Autuor (Halifax).— Sonic principal Film Companies
ore:— Cinema
8, Hue
St. Augns'tin,
Paris;
Filma,
21, Kue Eclair,
St. August
in, Paris
j Path<5 Fieres,
14, Rue Favnrt, Palis ; Films de Paris, 19, Kue
Heichex, Paris; Hepworth Film Co., Wulton-onThames ; B. and C. Co., Hce St., Walthamstow ;
,7. H. Martin, Ltd., Quintiu Avenue, Mertou
Pail;, London: Clarendon Film Co., 106, Waddon
New Bond, Croydon. Several Continental Firms
have closed down owing to their male players
being wanted for war service.
Ha2ry
—Wethishave
Charles
exact (Balhn
address111).in
pagegiven
several
timesChaplin's
the last
few weeks. Maurice Costello is still wiih Vitagraph. The cost of a letter to America depends
upon its weight— your post-office will tell you.
S. A. B. (Clapham).— Charles Chaplin is not eligible
for our Foreign Playeis Contest. He and liilie
Ritchie both played similar parts (and in the same
pieces too) on the music-ball stage, and have
both adopted film work in similar characte s.
Essanay do not publish Chaplin casts. Glad you
always buy P. axd P. It's a grai.d habit.
R. G. versus AV. A. (Sonthside and JDennistoun). —
Can't
say if isCharles
a Jewit or
not, and
if
his name
Kapliu.Chaplin
What, isdoes
matter?
WORRIES (Highbury).— The cast of the Pal boa film
we cannot obtain. Shorty Hamilton played
"Sergeant Jim" in "Sergeant Jim's I'orse"
(Kay Bee). Thanks for letter. We have recently
given the correct cast of " The Trey o' Hearts."
Winnik (Brixton).— E. K. Lincoln still plays for
Vitagropb. Perhaps he is taking a well-earned
holiday, Winnie. Wehive no rtci it postcards of
him. When we tell our readers that your little
sister plays in some of the Hepworth productions
many of them wid nearly die with envy. Hope ■
Sis will eventually become a star.
James (Glasgow). — Alas! Jainos, it is .lot easy
to give yon " the tip of becoming a film player."
Most of the stars are s'.iiuing through sheer
hard "or1;.
is essential. Just atDramatic
present, talent
owing andto ability
the war,
there
are many experienced actors and acti esses
hungry for positions on the screen.
D. li. It (Blackpool). Owing to the Keystone not '
publishing their easts, we are unable to tell you
what you want. Sorry.
EVELtM (London, E.).— Why be shy of coming to
see us ? Hoi e your soldier brother will return
Home safe and sound with as much promotion as
he desire?. Win. Garwood is now with Universal.
Margin rite (lark is with Famous Players, and
Harold Lockwood is with American Co. Constance
and Norma Talinadge are s sters. Thunks for
" for.d:s" love."
Marie (Small Heath),—" Sappho" was produced
by the New Majestic Co. Wehive no record of
the east. Helen Badtdsy is about nine years old.
Wm. Farnuni pl.iyed in "The Sign of tlie Cess,"
and Dustin F.riiiun in " The Virginian'."
Alice (Cardiff).— Harty Tate is not Fred Evans's
brotl er. Charles Chaplin plays under his own
name. Address the Life Photo Film Corporation
102 lnl, W.'st n '1st Street, New York City. I'.s A.,
for the poetry yon want. We shall be delighted
to receive y< ur photo, Alice.
XV. J. L. (Bristol).— Address Florence La Badie,
c.o. Thnnhouser Films. ],t I., Main St. and Sofia
A vi nne. New Koihelle, New York. Thanks for
getting new readers; keep it up.
W01 n iTi.Soi 1.11:1: 1 south Tottenham).— "Muggins
V.C." was filmed bj .1. II. Martin, Ltd.. of
Qnintill Avenue, Mcrtoil
Park, Louden.
S.W.
We do do know the name of the player you
mention.
The best of lurk to you. oKl cli:ip.
E. B. (Coalville). — Your dreadful letter has iiuite
upset Uncle Tim.
He tells me a competitor has
to reap the "award of merit "six times to win a
special
There is no myth about it, Edith ;
•u
cheer prize.
uu.

BrOWKXTBS (IlandsworthL — Maurice Costello's
wife does not play for the pictures; Georgina
Maurice
ed to him : 1
is no 1 James Craze's wife. "The Ten
Edwin Swayne " (Universal) :— " Edwii
Frank Lloyd; " G'-o. Davidson,
•
1. :'Uin;
"Dado SchoU," Gretchen Lederer; "Frances
Biidgis,' Helen Leslie j "Mart Gussel," Man
Bobbins.
Marcus (Cardiff). — Mario Clusonia is the actor's
name youis want,
the PasquaH
address
lfi, Via and
Savonarola,
1 urin, Film
Italy Co.'s
; but
you liad better wait till the war is over before
writing. In any case, do not send your autograph
album nluo.id. We have no postcards of the
aforementioned player. Write us whenever you
.are in w.mt of any cinematic information.
Daisy D. (Wilts). — Velma Pearee is the name of
rhe player. We have sent her your love. Glad
you
a "regular
render"
PlCTORES.
You are
s.iy now
you have
a letter and
si nedofphoto
from
the one and only Charlie ? Lucky girl !
Oxf. of Our Readers (Northwoodi.— See reply to
"Author " (Halifax) given above.
Castlkton (Belfast). — Write to the Walturdaw
Co., hi, Gerrard Street, London, W., who will,
no doubt, be able to help you with the information
you want. But you yourself wou d kn^w better
than any one the chances of success. Always
remember tli.it it is much easier to lo^e money in
starting a cinema than in making it.
Garth (Sharpness). — Eagle Eye is a Red Indian,
anel plays for Vitagraph. Send your Western
drama phitoplay to one of the Anieiicau cornpan es. Several addresses of su;h have been
given in these columus. All the luck you wish
yourself !
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a man would be happily married if it wasn't for bis wife.
A Sure Test.

THEFlLM
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School : First Lesson— How to tell a
bad show : U) Enter a successful cinema
theatre at nine in the evening during
the height of the season.
(2) Sit down.
Her Idea of It.
Papa : '; Why, hang it, girl, that fellow
only earns thirty-sis shillings a week."
Pleading Daughter: "Yes; but,
daddy dear, a week passes so quickly
when you're fond of one another."
The Cleanest Place.
Ferdt : "Your father said if I ever
asked him for your hand again he would
wipe
up the "Well,
street with
! " you what,
Ethel:
I'llmetell
Ferdy ; the nest time you ask him, do
it at this crossing
"
One '.Way
Out.
For a little while they were between,
the devil and the deep sea.
The woman got herself some dresses
made, and went down to the latter.
But the man, after some hesitation,
went to the former.
In Utah.
New Office-boy : " Your wife
youMr.
at the
'phone, sir :?"" Boy, how
Mormondub
times must I tell you to get the
and number of the person who

wants'
many
name
calls

The Risk He Ran,

"I have often stood in a slaughterhouse,"' observed the fleshy man from
Smithfield. " while the butchers were
" Stand in front of mc for a moment. Willie.
I want to fix iry stocking." — Judge.
Africa (Upper Edmonton). — We think it is quite
possible that Robert Bolder, the Essanay player,
was at one time ■ curing South Africa with Olg.i
•Nethersole's company. Wo cannot, however,
confirm your surmise.
H. T. (Walsall).— "The Cloister and the Hearth"
(Uep.vorth): — "Margaret," Alma Taylor;
" Denys o:' Burgundy," E. Hay-Plumb j " Gerrard
Aliasson,"
Alee Worcester; " Gerrard's Mother,"
Ruby
Belasco.
Lorsa (Leeds).— Thanks for excellent sketch. It
is, however, unsuitable for P. ani> P. Cleo
Madison is not at present appearing in a serial.
N. N. (Shepherd's Bush). — (The dear old Green-is
it still there?: Pop M nilev played "Tom
Kane"
"The
Key ' 1 Tr.thousand
ins Atlantic.
Glad youin are
one Master
of the hundred
who
are voting. Only two more coupons '.

*#* Man;/ replies ore unavoidably held over,

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturcgocr,"
18, Adam
Street,
-tranrt,
London, W.C.
Telephone — Resent +Uo.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kingdom and Abroad : —
One
Year (post-free)
Six Months
Three Months ...

s. d.
6 6
3I

38

Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 34, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone— Uerrard, 2595.

killing
on all sides
me."
"Oh!"hogs(exclaimed
the oftender-hearted
but tactless picture girl, " weren't you
dreadfully
afraid Caught
?"
up ? "
BrONSON,: "Do you think old Gimper's lady typist will win her breach of
GoHMLBT
promise
suit :? "" Xo doubt of it. She has
some extremely endearing epistles addressed to her. signed by Gimper. Yon
know, the old man never used to read
the letters she handed him to sign."
Definition.

Amateur Actor : One who, through
lack of experience, is less skilled in
giving bad performances than a professional.
Character Actor: Any actor who
is expert in preventing a false moustache from coming off.
You're not going
Sake.
Friend : "What ?
back to the stage
thi " No. I have so
For Art's
Great Artiste :
td for testimonials
many cash orders ahe ■ tonics, bath-soaps.
r"
for piano-players, hair s season
massage-creams, hair bleach, headachefety-ra/.ors. eigardope, champagnes",
ettes.
life insurance,sa and chewing-gum
that I can't find time for less important

things."
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MADE
ME
LOVE
YOU;
I DIDN'T
WANT
TO
DO
Charles Chaplin ami Edna Purvktnce iu a comiug Essanay production.
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IMPORTANT.— Charles Chaplin has
purchased a new pair of old secondhand shoes. No, he is not, &c. Ac. Ac.

#

#

#

#

Francis Bushman and Marguerite
Snow will make their " Metro" debut in
The Silent Voice. Loud applause!

*:

*

#

#

William Farnum is playing opposite
Betty Nansen in a Fox film called The
Smg of Sate. Yon are sure to '* love "
this picture when you see it.

#

#

*

*

Quotation from Motion Picture Magazine:— "Jack Dillon was the artist in
Bis Only Pants." Would any reader like
to send#
Jack another
pair#? "
#
*
Ford Sterling and Frankie Mann are
married — but not to each other. Ford
belongs to Teddy Samson, and Frankie
to Donald
# Hall. #Now, don't
# forget.
*

Week en-dixqJ
Sept. 4, 1 915
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and Notes
some who would put the figure at
6,000,000, but 8,500,000 is well under the
actual figures at this moment. Three
millions a day. 20,000,000 a week! There
are theatres in London and the country
which to-night will entertain 4,000 and
5,000 people apiece, and they do it every
night. There never were so many pe< >ple
going to '"pictures" in this country.
"After Dark" Screened.
WARWICK
BUCKLAXD. who was
with M.L.B. productions and
before that with Hepworths. is
producing his own '" Buckland Films."
He has just completed After Dark, the
famous old melodrama, with Flora
Morris, Harry Royston, and Harry
Gilbey— a trio of favourites— in thecast.

Free iced drinks at a North London
Cinema have been discontinued. Some
of the drinkers forgot to return the
glasses.# " Cool*
" cheek, #
wasn't it #?

To Smoke You "In."
A carboard cut-out of Chaplin (whose
other namo is Charlie), smoking a
cigarette, is one of the means used to
advertise Essanay comedies. A pump
is connected with a hose that runs to
the cigarette-holder and makes the
smoking realistic. Pictures that begin
with smoke, so to speak. It is said to be

Tom Mix hates motor-cars. Give him
the back of a horse and Tom is happy.
Bessie Eyton, on the other hand, loves
motor-cars. She has bought two of them.

a wonderful " draw."
Our Cover Portrait.
Your favourite, Harold

3$

3£

vF

?f

Barkers have filmed Brigadier Gerard.
Many theatrical celebrities are in the
cast, the star of which is Lewis Waller.
His popularity is such that playgoers
will rush to become picturegoers.

#

#

#

*

The report that a set of false teeth
was found in a London cinema leads to
the brazen inference that the owner
laughed them out. We shall be looking
under #
seats. for ^
li split sides
# " next.#
Mary Pick ford is to create her own
interpretation of her role in Madame
Butterjlg, the Famous Players version.
She has engaged a Japanese companion
to teach her the wily ways of the Jap.

#

#

#

*

For a film scene the Essanay Company
borrowed all the dogs in the city pound
and let them loose. To complete the
contract they had to gather them all in
again. #Good fun
#P Yes—#on the screen.
*
Adele Lane is now with TransAtlantic; and Cleo Madison has left

work, though against doctor's orders.
First in the Field.
Colonel William N. Selig, President
of the Selig Polyscope Company and
owner of the famous Jungle Zoo,
recently opened in Los Angeles, was the
first person to erect a moving-picture
studio on the Pacific Coast. That was
seven years ago. To-day there are more
film concerns in that State that in any
other. It is estimated that the Selig
Company
spend
over
10,000/.
every

' 1

#

*

#

*

Donna Montran. a player in The Birth
oj'a Nation (a picture we all hope to see)
has been making aeroplane-flights and
dropping pennants bearing the sign, The
Hi i III i/l a Nation, to which were attached
free passes, and worth picking up.
#
#
*
#
ao, 000,000 People a Week.
EVERY day at least, says a writer in
the Evening
Nubs, :i..">oo.ooo men,
women, and children enter the picture theatres of this country. There are

NOT

the khaki kind, of course: and
why called "Canadian Soldiers S
we do not know. They are harnJ
less insects, which breed on the Canadians
shore of Lake Erie, and migrate to thai
American side. Of late they have taken
a fancy to Clevela id picture theatre^
Thousands swarm round the bright!
lights outside, and pass inside quitfl
oblivious of the pay-box. They fly int <■
the faces of patrons, who rightly objecj
to their presence. It is not nice to have ^
a fly in your mouth every time yoJ
laugh, and it's no laughing matter to]
get one in your eye when you are crying
over the troubles of the heroine. Thai
" Canadian Soldier " would not stanfl
much chance in England in war-timeJ
There are no bright lights to show hi ml
where the picture-houses stand.
The Lure of the Screen.
" "THE reason why so many legitimate!
1
stage artistes forsake their calling for the
the Thanhouser
" screen.'" playerl
writes!
Harry Benham.
is because the studio has such a homely]
appearance.
is in l>e.
a " show.^j
no matter howWhen
goodone
it may
one is]
apt to go * broke' on the road because ofl
the finicky public.
There is always a y
parting each season when you have to
tear yourself away from all home tiesi
and get underway again.
There
i- the
constant packing and moving— one isl
never settled.
Is it to be queried then
why
actors and actresses
prefer the ]
screen.
Here you are all friends, you
get good money, yon do not get sick to
death of the everlasting lines as you do
in a stage-show, you can have a home,
an auto., a young farm in the rear, a cow, I
a garden:
you can belong
to lodges,
clubs, and have your evenings with your
friends.
Oh ! there is no end to the
delights of being a photoplayer."
NOW

GET

BUSY

VOTING!

There is only one more ("onion after this
week.
Start filling up back Coupons to-day

-^^

A *»

"Universal
after
as play
leading
woman, and
will,twowe years
believe,
in
World Film
moving
playerssubjects'.
and their Oh,
littlethese
moves!big

Lockwood.

And doesn't
looknot jolly
portrait
? Hehewas
quiteinso this
happynewa
few weeks ago when his car was run
into by another car, Harold's nerve only
saving it from a drop of several hundred
feet. Nor did he smile when last week,
during the taking of a scene at the
American Studios, a fellow-actor accidentally stabbed him, causing a 2in.
wound, and very deep. Harold continued

month in the State of California. Talfl
ing of the Selig Zoo, Chang, a h9
ourang-outang, who is a new-com^B
drank a pint of paint the other day anfl
felt ill afterwards. Chang was a fooTU
his choice of drink, but he is tine in
a coming new wild animal picture.
"Canadian
Soldiers"
who Worry.
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Events of the Week
SELECTED

IKnV

FATHER

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

RUSSIAN
NAVY IN ACTION
IN THE
BLACK
SEA.
Unique pictures taken from the Admirals Flag Ship by Pathe s own correspondent. 1. Clear Ship for
Actio . 2. Before the Bomba»dment.
3 The Bombardment commences.
4. TWELVE
HUNDRED
HOUDAV
MAKERS PERISH:
The steamer "Eas'land
which capsized at the wharfside in Chicago
S. INDIAN SOLDIERS at praye- at Woking.
6. WELL-WON
HONOUR: Russian so'diers who havn escaped
from Germany decorated In Paris.
7. HARRY THAW, who shot Stanford
Whit* seven years ago, is found sans by a Superior C urt and set free.
8. WALKING THE GREASY POLE at the Water Sports of that famous Regiment, the 1st Surrey Rifles, wliich "Pimple ' recent y jo'ned.
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holes in the gasbag ■
there by a bullet will not allow -ufricient gas to escape to cause a desceut.

REALISM
Films

which

ON the REEL
Possess

or

are Discussed by American
We came across this article in a hack
number of the ''Mode Pictorial." an
American contemporary, and feel sure
that you trill find the following extracts
from it well worth reading. It should be
remembered, however, that the authors and
the film companies hare had no chance to
defend themselves, and we ourselves make
no comment Jor or against the criticisms
submitted. — EDITOR.
EVERYBODY- his parents, brothers,
sisters, friends — has becomes film
detective. " Realism " is the big
favourite of the day, because there is
always fun in tossing a "brickbat through
the other fellow's masterpiece. However, be fair in your criticisms. Be sure
you have seen correctly. Be certain you
know your subject.
The Western Way.
This criticism applies to the way
women mount a horse. In a Keystone
play a woman rose laboriously on a
stirrup, with an uncertain, speculative
expression on her face, her month pursed
to a circle. Then she flopped over. A
real Western girl gets on with a swing,
not a lifeless fling.
H. L. L.
A Baby coach that Ran Uphill.

In A
Bit of Driftwood, a
Biograph film, a child is born
blind, and remains totally so for
fifteen years, when she is operated on and eyesighl is restored.
Being an optometrist myself, 1 /
have naturally made a study of \
the eye, and even discussed
the above with an oculist, and
neither of us ever heard of an
operation being successful in
this case.
L. F. B.

Realism

Picturegoers.

leaving Florence to have discovered a
pistol in the cupboard, so that she could
have shot and wounded the man on guard
and broke the window ? She could then
cut her bonds.
V. C. Wise.
[We should like to know how Florence
could get the pistol with her feet and
hands tied I]
Taking Liberties With Electricity.
In The Making of Bobby Burn it /. a
Lasky production, the heroine is locked
up in a room, and a piece is cut out of
the telephone-wire to keep her from
'phoning. She takes a picture off the
wall and fills up the gap with picturewire, but she fails to scrape the insulation off the ends of the wires. This
spoils the scene, because it would be
impossible to make the telephone work
the way she does it.
J. M. Clifford, Junr.
The Girls with Curls.
We are quite used tj the stopped
clock, or one pointing to the same hour
throughout the picture— and the modern
gown on the dame of the lSiii period —
but the worst inconsistency is the girl
with the curls. What up-to-date young
lady would go on the street, dressed in
modern hat and gown, wearing her hair
in ringlets!-'

Mrs. J. H. Stevenson.

Would a Rifle Bullet Stop a Balloon ?
In The Million
Dollar
M stery a
balloon is punctured by a rifle bullet
and drops swiftly to earth.
The tw«

•^

I saw a Cines picture in which a baby's
first outing was illustrated by a doll
with a great deal of hair. Any one with
common sense would know no baby
could be dumped out of a coach like
that was without being injured. Another
unreal thing was the coach running uphill without any one near it.
H. D.
Can the Blind
be
Made to S>.e?

Lack

A. R>thai
.Mi'. Rouse will Allen
remember
,..• ballo. ii
ked uii lmndiedj
of miles out at sea, and. as Detective)
Burns said, it may have been possih^H
that the bullet had nothing to do withrt
the descent,
but was a pretence to
permit
Hargreave and the aviator to,
alight; but the ballo. ,n once m<
and drifted without a ]
A Little Negligent Magic.
In a afilm
a girl
in '
from
ballI saw
with recently
long white
kidcam.irlovefl
on her hauls, and without reniovinaj
them she opened a letter and read it3
Ths cut-in of the letter showed a large!
thumb without gloves. The same trirlj
was rescued from a burning building an
midnight, and her bar was as c.ncfullJ
combed as though she were going to al
ball. In the same picture a raided!
fisher-maid wore a beautiful enil
dered white petticoat under a dirt™
cotton gown.
J as. A. Chadboikne.1
Lo! the Poor Indi n.
Many directors seem to think tl
that is required
when
producing
anl
Indian
picture is to have the pari
pants garbed as red men.
Have we not J
seen such absurd scenes as an In
brave
kissing
his betrothed ?
Thai
Indians
do not employ the u
token of love!
Have
we not
peaceful powwow
with the Indians in]
war-paint !J That decoration is rese
Irwix J. ClNZ.
purely for the " warpath."
Desperate
Inconsistencies
of the Films.
The things that spoil the films are the
little things— almost too small to notice.
I have seen films in which the actors
were supposed to be in the depth of
poverty often wearing costly jewellery.
I have seen men pawning their coats,
but not touching their diamond rings.
In Tin Man with (he G
, a Kalem production, after the leader "Desperate
with poverty and sickness, he determi
to be of
revenged,"
ring part.
• ;. the
hand
each actorI noticed
playing a that
Agne3 K. Bender.
A Cler'cal Oversight
In the Thanhouser film Wit*
s
ight in h\i.-:,ici,i;i :
there was a death-bed marriage performed presumably by
a priest, who made tliesiji
the Cross and sprinkled wategj
over the clasped hands, hutdid not wear the pries) nor carry thecrucifis.
While
I am not a Catholic. 1 saw at
once what was lacking in the
picture, and 1 am sure that
the Catholics who viewed tb«
same picture would not fail t<:
see the same faults.
MAixa: Kk.i :

1;^

Who
Would
Really
Desert Florence?
In the eleventh episode of
The Million Dollar Mystery the
conspirators Leave Florence
alone in the cabin unguarded.
Would it not have been better
and more realistic to have stationed a man outside the cabin,

REALISM

BEYOND

ALL

CRITICISM.

An express train crashes through a rotten railwaj bridge and
plunges into the river below.
The great sensation in /
Juggernaut, the Vitagranh Blue Ribbon production which we
referred to in a previous issue.

A Real Human Typewriting
JYlachine.
In a play I saw recently a
gentleman dictated a letter to
his stenographer directly on
the typewriter.
She took the

\\ BBS

KNDINQ
4.
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(>m- of m:ii: >■ sensational seenes in The Beggar QivVt Wedding (the Bin released on September 6 bj British Einpin Films,
Limited) in which hero and heroine are slowly poisoned by a maniac doctor, The ua
■ of the players from left t" right
Cecil do Mar
Lauderdale Biaitland and Ethel Bracewelli
message from the machine ami handed
it tu hi m. ami it was shown to 1"' written
by hand. How can you account Eor this ?
Anm
W un;in.
A Long Way from the Spring.
In a recent picture a man volunteers
tocarry a pail of wain- for a girl from a
brook to her cabin. In starting the
journey he has on a cap, and when he
hes the cabin he is wearinga straw
hat.
\ Fan.
Did Fright Affect the Horses?
In ./ Friend in Net I, an Bssanay Him,
Broncho Billy hold.- two robbers while
Dr. Stockdal'e's daughter goes for the
sheriff. She starts out on a spotted
horse, and when Bhe arrives at the
sheriff's office she is mounted mi a horse
of solid colour probably black or chest"What made the hor.se changi
in- nut.
!• M
1.
Florence is a Wonderful Girl.
In the twelfth episode of tin Million
Dollur Mystery Florence picks up a
revolver and -hoots Braiue in the wrist,
although we ha\e never seen Florence
practise shooting, and at the distance
shown the feat was not true to life.
Ferda Pabkison.
A Criticism in Three Reels.
An hi 'in- spent in witnessing t be E
tic's
Housiwas■•! made
Mystery,
too
apparent,
on whieh.it
the other i-side,
make- one wish that a bunch of Zeppefins would sneak over the French studios
at Innight
'«m both barrels.
one and
scenegive
twodetectivesare
thrown
in adungeon, unshackled. Thej summon
the police through the aid of a carrier
pigeon, nothing explaining the presence
of the pigeon in the dungeon. Further,
the ease with which the pigeon is lei out
through a broken window makes one
wonderwhy the prisoners do not make
their exit likewise.

*

*

»

Among
the many
impossible
situations, the most
absurd
is where the
operations of two thugs in a dark rOQTO
- i- recorded -on an automatic cinemato-

graph concealed in a trunk. The pictures, developed later and projected in
the detective's office, .-how that thej
were taken from t he . >| >] >< >-i t • ■ side of the
room from which the camera was placed
in the preceding -cue. Any one knowthat a bright light is required in the
taking of motion pictures, and the later
criticism certainly shows a Haw in the
staging# of this
production.
■ *
#
Certainly an inawful
left to one's
imagination
the lot
lastis scene.
Two
detectives are thrown into a dungeon,
unshackled, Sand is let into the room
through a vent in the wall near the ceiling. The polic arrive in time to find
the room half full of sand and the
prisoners covered up to their neck-.
Not handcuffed or chained to the
Hoor. what is to prevent them from
keeping on top of the pile as the sand
pours
in rserious
The rescuer's
an
intended
situation actions
into an turn
abominable low farce. Now I feel better.
Ray Baglkv.
A Tight=rope Walker Laments.
T -aw The Fruits of Vengeanee\ which,
1 believe, was a Vitagraph production.
The story hinges on a tight-rope
walker's love, for another man's wife.
That part is none of my business,
because 1 have been married happily
t hree times. But this is where I object :
The rope is nearly cut through— it is
tied to a steel beam— the rope has been
in bad coi dition for days, but the
•'arti-t'' has never thought enough of
his fool neck to examine it. Now. I'd
like to see any aerial performer who
failed to look over his trappings before
taking a chance ; besides, ropes are not
tied that way. They are fastened by
block-and-tackle rigging, so that they
may be tightened ! If any rope-walker
were as careless as that one. the 31
he
death! the better. I'm ". agin "
his met
methods
Objects to the Fantastic.
I recently viewed a film, tin- name of
which I cannot recall.
However., the

idea was founded on a vision
A young
girl fell in a swoon, due \,, ,
gj
shock, and she saw angels and many
other sights that
1 deny are real.
1
wish you would take tin- kind of 1
diction to task.
It i- an Insult 1

intelligence

H

E K.

A 1Miner
says " Nay."
saw a Him called /,/ Gold
I don't recall the name of the producing
company.
There
minerdang1affair
in
the cast,
and was
she a had
a love
with a hero and a villain. The villain
was [lotted
after the
old fellow
man's with
" gold
mine."
and
the old
a squirrel-un. Lizzie, the daring daughter,
determined to foil the afore-mentioned
x i I hi in, and went out with a pickaxe and
shovel, dug in the hills a few seconds,
and yanked out a nugget Now, it makes
mi.' half-angry and nalf-happj to
such a fool stunt. I trammed in the
"A. Y. and Minnie" in Leadville,
pounded steel in the " Vindicator" at
"Calithe ran
ore at
sorted Co.,
CrippleforniaCreek,
" in ( iilpin
( !olo.,
a

machine-drill in the- Goldfield Consolidated, and have prospected from the

headwater- of the Yukon to Sinsloa,
Mexico. Who in thunder is going to
drive a pickaxe into solid reck? Bcsides, nuggets arc associated with pi 1
mines, and not with hardrock workings! If gold could lie mined as easily
a- that, this country would have several
multi-billionaires, and I would beoneoi
them.
If you've ever se"en the proectors' skeletons along Bright Angel
Trail you'd know, that what General
Sherman said about war applies to
mining !
.1 USIES A LEX \m>i.i\
Is it Likely?
In The "Better dfan a Famous Players
film',
the poor
minister
call- on Miss
Wharton,
kissing
her repeatedly.
The
rich minister enters, and on recei
ing an explanation, deals the 1
minister a stinging blow. I cannot
imagine one clergyman striking another
in reality, specially in the house of ;i
millionaire and in the presence of n
lady.
T. U. S.
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By

IVAN

from

PATRICK

"'See you off?" Willie stuttered,
dancing a new Fox-trot step, which a
lingering urchin mentally decided to
study. See you oft' you, well, you —
you." He pulled himself together, and
assumed the dignity which for a few
moments he had all but lost. " You are
mistaken. Mr. Morgan ; I have not come
to see yon off. I don't even wish to know
you. ... I am sailing on this b< at.
The sentence was never finished, for an
angry hurricane seemed to strike Willie.
" and
You are " sailing by this boat, are you ?
, . . You are making this voyage an
excuse for forcing your infernal attentions on my daughter. . . . By jingo

" Kitty,wasting
Kitty, soisn't
it a time,
pity that you're
much
With your lips close to the telephone
When they might be close to mine."
THE

name of Willie's chosen was not
Kitty, but what cared he for that
so long as the air he lilted was as
blithe and care-free as his own bold
.heart. . . . Again and again the
poetic words trilled from his lips as in
all the glory of a new " costume "which
would have made a blase revue-producer
turn green he made his way to the
docks, in which lay the boat which
would soon carry the twin-hearts out on
to the bosom of the blue ocean.
Kitty,
a pity"which
The•'Kitty,
words rose
to aisn't
shrillitscreech,
brought a slumbering watchman panictstricken to his feet. Then they dropped
In a sort of husky basso-profundo as
Willie stopped, stared, and then dashed
bis new suit-case to the ground, for
I here before his eyes was Edith — his
Edith and by her side his hated rival.
Bob Morgan. More; their respective
attitudes were not those of a young
couple who usually regard each other
with a studied coldness verging on displeasure. . . . As in a nightmare
(blood-red with purple-streaks variety)
he heard
giggle",
and and
saw with
that aBob's
arm
was her
well,
nearly
cry
li«' bounded forward.
" I say." he gasped, furiously.
" Oh!
I say
well, you man
\ say ! "
Edith summoned up a blush which
might have been construed into maidenly
embarrassment at her knigh't's unexpected appearance: on the other hand,
other reasons might have sent it mantling to herspringing
dimpled twopacesto
cheeks. !' Willie
!"
she cried,
the rear.
The insuperable Morgan burst into a
guffaw. " Bless my heart." he roared,
■■ ifhisWillie
see . us. off,
and
in
nice hasn't
new clotcome
lies to
too.
. Dear
lad. we will never forget this, never 1"

the

andTheblazes,
you are sped
not. sir
hurricane
on,! " leaving the
knight errant crumpled and almost
speechless, and on turning round his
state of mind was not improved by
finding himself looking into the harsh,
weather-battered countenance of his
adored Edith's father.
Willie took shelter in politeness
and made an attempt to raise his hat
with some of his old debonaire grace.
" Captain Morris," he answered, "; believe me, had I known
"
• "That this ship was commanded by

Selig

ending

SEA
Film

GORE.

peared, and all he could see were
forms of Edith and Bob Morgan, andyes his rival's arm bad. apparent!,
consent, taken a position the sjghl
which
caused the desperate
lover t..
again subside into the friendly gutter.
For some moments he sat silently, I
reason
gained
a mastery
over
tumultuous
passions
that
strugg
"Of course." he muttered, removing
some
refuse
from
his model
within
him".
nether
garments,
"she
encourages
Morgan tor the sole purpose
of
them oft' the scent, of deceiving them ;ito her true feelings.
. . . Ooohe struggled to his feet and caref
adjusted the eyeglass that - oh. thank
— had tosurvived
the fray. ' is_ idness!
still true
me:
circumstantial
evidence is against her. but we 1
not be prejudiced by that, for 1 she smiled — yes. I'm sure of it : tl
may have thougbt that the smile was
forHope
him, but
she was
me."whit
revived,
and looking
pulling at up
remained of his " Don Jnan ' collai
cast his eyes round in quest of something that would aid him to gain his
inamorata's
and. sparkled
if | as they
-laythere; then side.
his eyes

me, you wouldn't have tried this trick" !
Shiver my timbers — I believe you, sir! "
" You misunderstand me. Captain. I

fell upon a large case that stood air. _
the mass of merchandise which he knew
made up the cargo of the boat. . .
The lid was loose. . , . Inside th

" You won't misunderstand me if you
don't move mighty slick," the furious
sailor raved ; " d'you remember what I
promised you last time I caught you
around my gal ? " Willie did remember
but, after backing several feet and
nearly fracturing his young spine over a
cable that lay in his path, he faced the
enemy bravely.
."Here you, Tom, Mike, Bill," the
Captaip bellowed. Then as three ruffians
swarmed from some subterranean refuge
on the steamer, he pointed to our hero:
" Take that and fling it into the gutter.
. . Steady," he added, as they
sprang to obey.
Now.catch
my darling
hoy- hark
"e toany
tin'soflet"' me
you Loafing
around

remained just enough room to accommodate one whose greatness of heart
made up for a certain meagreneas of
body. . . . Not a soul was watching,
and. his heart beating high, with hope,
Willie clambered in. One last look lie
cast towards the ship. and. as lie did -o.
Edith's beloved laugh came to him
across a vista of miscellaneous aroma.
•"There are tears in it." lie choked.
"She laughs bravely though her heart
is breaking.
. . . Edith, my Edith
little does she know how soon we shall

my property, and by the — the wbat's-ltshyphenated-name I'll make a hospital
jobThe
of hearties
you.— Heave-oh,
my heartiesas !only
"
heaved, cheering
honest seamen can cheer, and Willie
made a record flight, alighting in due
course on the identical position assigned
to him by the heartless Captain, whom,
even through the myriad thunders that
echoed in his ears he could still hear
giving further explanations as to the
victim's fate did he again presume to
trespass,
Willie rose and felt painfully for his
handkerchief a choice pink and mauve
Confection over which he had given
much thought then he staggered forward while words of reckless defiance
rose to his lips. But the captain and
his mercenaries
had
already
disap-

Heavy footsteps sounded, the )id was
"
slammed
on his head, then
meet again!violently
heavy blows echoed through the narrow
confines of his prison-house, as c arse
muscles drove the nails well home.
Hours passed, and through a medley
<<\' sensations, which varied from the
physical results of being hoisted high in
the air. then dropped violently into some
noisome place. To a Quixotic glory in
his enterprise rose one against which he
straggled, but which, as time brought a
gentle rocking sensation, to his restingall
others.
conquered, and eventually effaced
place,
" Can this be love? " he murmured as
his hands sought the region of his waistbelt. 'Oh. can it l>e love of— of oh!
. , . Mother— Edith— oh!" he strugand a
gled into a kneeling posture,
later knew for certain that it
moment
was
not lovej

k i \iu\c;
S'-.ii*.

ti'ul moment,
of nil but lie
theraised
|>rcs«>iii{{
busiin ■-- of llu'
his voice
in ul cried ali mil for. amoiiLT other thine.-.
•■ help aiul ' .1 small soda . . . V
in a dream, tin- voices of impels rang in
his ears ; he felt eel t liu that the end of
the world had truly come, then stri
hands wrenched the imprisoning lid,
and faces looked down upon him. impiirn me! " a voice exclaimed, " yus,
blow me tight, if it ain't n blooming
Btowawaj
. .
( lee. here's ti lark
" M \ dear.
good
man
\\ illie
started, " Please stop the heastlj I*
I want to get2 took
out an.
walk."
up I the
story joyfully.
■ Bill," it chortled almost inarticulately,
" bust me to a jellyfish, if it ain't the
skipper's
little
. . . Snake-,
the old man
be pal.
pleased.
. . , hut
Andwon't
ere
was 0usfuna-thinking
wouldn't
this trip that
nlong there
a Missie
being
aboard."
■■ wa>." \o. 1 chanted.
" S
> ldence. 1 calls it. . . . Providence what'll make this 'ere voyage an
all-tired
picnic
for S
of US," Inadded, darkly.
"Ob, I say. help me out my dear
fellows." Willie groaned
•• Wot P 'Ark at 'im. \Erbert!"' The
cheerfnlii
his resetters'
faces
vanished,
n'Ere, n little less of your
d-fellcring!
Who'- the like- ,.|' yon
to start putting naspertions on honest
sailor-men? . . . 'Ark at 'im, 'Erbert ! "
"1 am 'arking," 'Erbert answered;
*'and the besl thing we can d • 1- to 'and
be
. . Maybe
up onof deck,
'im
enough
that .there
boiled there'll
pork and
us for 'is dinner after the old man's
ad is little say ! "
".Oh, believe me and all that." Willie
exclaimed between hiccoughs as they
hove him out of the box, "really, upon
my word of honour, yon know. 1 don't
require anything to eat ! What ? "
" "Ark at im a-turning np 'is : - it
hone-t \ittles ! . . ."
"Maybe 'e knows best, matey," the
other man exclaimed: " maybe ">• d>
"Oh. please, please," Willie pleaded,
(matching at the man's gentler tones,
••you're right, and if 1 could only lie
down on a conch for
"
"'Ark at 'im now, 'Erb ! ..."
Without further ado they dragged
him out into the sunlight.
"Willie!"
He made a feeble effort to look in the.
direction of his sweetheart's voice, bht
a loud laugh from her attendant cavalier
Compelled him to swing round again to
nearly flatten his nose on the hairj fist
of the skipper, who had hurried np.
"Great jumping sea-horses!" that
worthy exclaimed.'- if it isn't." Word- at least publisbable words— failed him,
1- he grasped the stowaway (irmly by
the collar. "You know what 1 said to
you— you haven't forgotten that, have
your You undersized, spindle-legged,
splay-looted chunk of half- baked
dough."
Willie wilted before the tornado; but
the protecting arms of the crew prevented him from taking the reeliuing
attitude his soul coveted.
"Oh, plea
let me yet out and walk!"
"Walk: Hear that, men?" The
men heard, and showed their apprecia-
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in the ii-ii 1! manner.
' li w beq we
S igfts iki J 011 n .iiit to walk, w alk
■ hill; bill nut il we ih 1 ee| 1 here \ i mil
Work, ill I t hank
\ o.ir -tar- |
I' t lie
■'. ill t hrough an argument n ith
t be in ite here. . , . Mr s ii:,i , t ike
mother's joj aft and Bel bitn
\ mi Willie -aw thai Beel in ■ smile
upon his adored one'- lip-, and at the
Bight some of hi- old valour returned.
■ ■shan't." he managed to gasp; then,
a- the crew ad\ an ■ -d • •:, hitn in a b >dj .
he tied in the direction indicated \,\
Mr Saint- -e t-boot.
He was 1 ■■ •■ lived « ith enthusiasm.
E\ en the b ij who had ha I 1 11 at
nii".it with the mate sat np and weakly
announced his intention of taking
nourishment, when his Bad eyes fell
upon Willie in the new rig-Out generprovidedhimself
for him.
time
Willie ously
found
downand on inthe110 lower
deck armed with 1 mop and bucket.
■See that deck." hi- instructor said,
waving a grimj hand around an expanse
of even grimier boards, "get busy. . . .
Mike it white whiter than the whitewash on the blooming wall a darned

WHEELER

OAKMAN
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11 me tot
he
it he
sight
whiter."
Then
new hand's forlorn lie. i .
i . ,1 It h '
he added genial lj . and lefl him.
< in '■ in
alone
Willii
I
himself
to lilenl
% > ief, bul
ling compelled
him
t"
rush wildly to tie- Bide.
A
nenl
later he reeled hack
refreshed
1
bucketful of slops some
kindheai
messmate
had e. emptied
on his curly
head
in mi abo\
Sadly he looked out to sea ; t hen
memorj of his ESdil h came uppei n
he spilt a little watei
the deck, and
gent ly to tease il v ith t he mop.
" 'I'll. it I. rate shall not compel her t> <
marry a man sic loathes never while I
live." Circumstances over which he h id
no control forced him onoe more to the
vessel's side. "Never," he swore chokingly, "—but, oh! 1 wish 1 was deai
The days that followed were a
send to the crew, and a matter ■ if education for Willie. He studud hard, anil
at last the graceful elasticity with which
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he dodged the raised sea-hoots of captain
and mate hecame as second nature. . . .
Of Edith he saw little, but Morgan
came often to his Bide and cheerfully
told him of i'urther educational benefits
x\ 11 [• -Ji one
were day.
being
pre]reclined
ared forbnhim.
. . .
Then,
as he
a hatch
and kept a watchful eye open for those
«^hose J03 it was to li'lp his studies, a
gruff voice fell up, n his car.
" .Mister
.:'
Willie n.sc hurriedly.
"All right,""
he hastened to explain, " I shan't be a
minute, really
."
'" M ister. it's me ! "
Fixing his eyeglass, he looked into the'
comely face of the speaker. "Oh, I
say ! " he murmured, and looked eagerly
for some means of performing a strategical retreat; then, as he saw that the
newcomer wore canvas shoes instead of
sea-boats, he breathed more freely. " I ■
say. you know, you startled me! " '
"Did I, now?'' the stranger leered.
'Reckon I've startled bigger 'uns than.

seven kids, pore woman!"
he added,
sympathetically.
'"Oh J I say—"
"Don't he afraid. Mister.
. . . Yon
take )io libs, and I'll take none; that's
my
. . with
But look
they've
beenmotter.
taking . libs
you 'ere.
aboard
this
sardine-box pretty frequent, 'avn't they?..
Well, I 'ates 'em- 'ates 'em like' ell and
blazes, 'cause they ain't my clarse not
what I've been used to. see 'i .
Now, put yourself into my "ands, and it'll
* the libs.
* , , •."'
be yon #
who'll take
A
few
days
later
Willie
walked casually on the forecastle, while behind
him stalked Mr. Larry Larrigan, a grin
of expectancy on bis features.
" You, you pie-reared son of a scentshop ! " a harsh voice hailed AVillie ;
"com3 'ere and scrub these dixies —
and■Willie
'urry!swung
"
round on his heels.
' " Urrv, I said,"' howled
the cook.
"You
"

ENDING
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" Ton tak-e the libs, ole son,

LAI

i

screamed,
"knock
down eh
kick em. joyously,
...
Be
a sport,
kick
their the
perishin'
!"
" What
dickensbrains
is theoutmean!
_
this?" Captain Morris bellowed, a- he
rushed up. "any mucking about al !
this ship Til do , . \ Oh, lord —
mutiny ..•aught
on the high
seas and
!"
Willi"
him fair
square, and
landed him on top of his prostra*ee
"How dare you assault the Captain 3
Willie turned swiftly to look in!
How dare you !- "
angry face of Bob Morgan, but thing about the newly-discovered pue •
list caused that worthy to think of s<
ing safety in flight.
Too late. Wi
was up to him.
. . . In vain did
Captain's
choice swing his arm?
windmills. Willie's blows were fast
furious, and every one of them found its
billet until at last he paused, then. D
tering blow
all hiswhich
strength.delivered
final
added he the
favoured
passenger
to the casualties
already
piled upon .the spotless deck.
"There."
gasped.
"you" yo
asked
for- it.Willie
and. now
by Jove,
got it. Captain Morris." be continued,
" I beg Ito shall
.resign
my the
position
a dI
hand.
make
rest ofas the
in the cabin.
And— er— yes— you
have
these the
as agloves
bally memento.
"
Taking
6jF, he flung
them
into
the
Captain's
highly-coloured
face,
then
strolled off towards
the
Minutes elapsed, then the mal
his voice. " Great snakes and petrified
grasshoppers!"
he hurling
gasped, it
removing
fourth
tooth and
ov<
" how's he managed that !- "
. •• How," the skipper
swore 1
with a fluent originality
which
passed anything he had ever attemj

Willie makes a mess of the whole ckew; the Captain included.
you. kid!" He advanced
Willie firmly by the arm.

and seized

" Say. d'you know who I am ? "'
" No-fully,that
to saybeastly is
sorry,
and really,
all that I'm
sortawof
1 liing ; but. you see, I haven't been introduced to all the crew yet! "
" If joii was,'' his captor answered —
Willie
thought
almost
menacingly —
you wouldn't
get the intro. proper.
No
'eres 'Jggs of the stoke"old, they'd say.
. .
Mister,"' he
whispered, with a low hiss that almost
froze Willie's
marrow.
'I'm
Larry
Larrigan, the Spit a Hi elds Pet '."'
' Oh! really. 1
"
Mr. Larrigan's eyes gleamed with delight at Willie's surprise. "That 'its
you. don't it. eh ? . . . You didn't
think
as you'd
what And
'ad
me among
the joined
coals, adidshipyou?
you wouldn't 'ave ad if it 'adn't been
for a policeman what
forgot 'imself.
'E won't try to take no blooming libs
again fcho\ . , . Left a widow with

"Are you speaking to me. my good
fellow ? " Willie inquired, politely.
"Speaking
to you but "recorered
the
cook
choked,
apologetically,
in
time to raise his boot. A second later
Willie's fist shot out fair and square 011
the nose ■ of the cook, who sat down
in a box of full-flavoured alien eggfi
which he intended should become custard as a special treat for the crew.
The seamen who had witnessed the
assault stood aghast: then as Larrigan
ran excitedly up to his pupil and stalled
hastily cramming his hands into an
enormous pair of boxing-gloves they
gave tongue.
' "A fight. . . . Little Willie Lilywhite, as outed (ireasey. . . Tumble
up. 3 mi lubbers, tumble up ! "
"Keep your
and itas "ard."
Mr.
Larrigan
cried ead
hoarsely,
the men
rushed for Willie. . . . Willie did.
and as man after man raced to the
assault, he swung firs! his right and then
bis Left, and the attacking party fell one
bv out- on top of the yellmg cook,

. He
. .extracted
How?" two big horseshoes from
the boxing-gloves and held them up - j
that all could see.
" Where is that- that boy ? "he a
" In the cabin with Al>s Pretty a.
kissin' and a enddlin' most flemoralism'." the delighted voice of Mr. Larry
Larrigan answi
"What?" Bob Morgan shrieked;
"this -is too much. , , . 1 will not
" You," Captain Morris re. -led I
feet and turned on his one-time favourite
stand it. "I-—"
furiously ;" who the blazes are you !- . . .
By James. I'll teach you! You get aft,
quick and clean that paint on the 1
castle — all of it. . . . We're a member]
of the crew short, and I'll darned soon
leach
you who
yon are!" toenvplo] perLeaving
Mr. Larrigan
suasion on the new recruit, he made ;i
painful progress to the bridge. Then,
he turned.
"See here, men," he roared at them,
"if any man has a Payer-book.
I'm
thinking it'll lie wanted for a wedd
*
•
i before we sight land."
ejs saj this is the finest comedy
they have ever made. We agree that it
is perfection. It i- short and greats
clean and
good.
No Ol
ted
Wheeler Oakmou of being a Comedian,
but iii this picture he plays the
The ii'
part youeversaw.
comedy
to
be released
on September -JTth.
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WILLIAM
GARWOOD, a favourite lead in Thanhouser and
Majestic Films. He recently joined the American Company,

HELEN
HOLMES, whose dare-devil acts in Z7t« Hazards of
Helen (Kalem) bave made her famous a- The Railway Girl.

Every pkturegoei knows Mare, who
MARC McDERMOTT.
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG, whose popularity in Vitagraph Filma
is world wide. She is now playing for the Worlds' Film Corporation.
is the leading man at Edison's.
These and other portraits in this, issue v.ill help you in voting.
LAST TWO WEEKS!
(See page llu
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BAYNE,

OF

IT was 3.30 p.m. as, with notebook and
pencil in one hand and a bunch of
papers in the other, I rushed breathlesslj into the Ejjssanay Studio.
"Say, is Miss Beverly
Bayne any•re
around
?
"
I
gasped
a young
lady who was sit tiny on anto upturned
box.
She was about
5ft. 3in., with
crinkly brown hair and big brown eyes.
"Do yon really want to see her? " she
asked, hopping down from her perch
•m the travelling-trunk,
•' Phase," J answered, " it' I may."
■• Well ! I am she," was the unexpected reply
I had heard lots of people express
i h i: greatest admiration for Beverly
Bayne, but 1 am unable to put my
opinion of her in mere words— she is
far too lovely for such an important
person as myself to describe.
Miss Bayne wriggled on to the top
of the box again, and. noticing that
she was dressed in a beautifullytailored white costume. 1 was full of
fear lest she should soil her frock.
" \n> you busy this afternoon ?" I
inquired.

THE

ESSANAY

COMPANY.

suppose I satisfied them, for before very
long T was given leading parts. I have
never played for any other company but
Essanay, and hope to be with them for
spme time to come. M\ chief hobbies
are painting and reading. I love Shakespeare. Ithink he's fine. Then I love
horses and dogs. I have got two lovely
collies at home." Miss Bayne rose from
■"here she had been sitting, and. goi -

to her wardrobe,
brought out a darkbrown riding-habit.
" Do you like this ? " she asked, holdto-morrow."I'm The
ing ititup infora my-cene
inspection:
i be taken down by the lak^
at the bottom of
- Hill. You know
replied
it. Idon't
you • "in the
thought what a perfect
lake an,] trees would
beautiful Diana clothed

affirmative, and
background the
make for this
in brown riding

" Do you receive Pictures
PlCTtr&EGOEB
regularly." I
"garb.
h'< a long, lone- way from
you know, and iu war time it

\nu the
inquired.
London.;
might go

" Oh.
she answered,
' and I
like
the yes,
paperI do."
immensely.
It is equally
astray."
interestine; to the picture-player and
to the public. And I see you a:
ing your readers to decide who are the
cleverest
in the
" That-isplayers
so: and
whoworld."
do you
sider they are !' " I queried.
Miss Bayne laughed joyously,
there are ever so many that I like —
Mary Pickford, Norma Talmadge,
Francis Bushman. Oarlyle Blackmau.
Blanche Sweet— they are all favourites of mine, but there are heaps more
whose screen work i= just perfect. I
love to go to a picture-house and >it.
and watch, and laugh, and cry just as
the"And
actinglike
demands
of me."
all other
nice picture
actresses I suppose
you havi
scores of inquiries from girls ambi-

"No, not on this box." she smiled ;
•' but if yon had come in half an hour
earlier you would have found me hard
at work.'
" I've jnsi finished for the day, but
the others are finishing their scene
over there now. Won't you come along
dressing-room?"
to Imyfollowed
Miss Bayne only _ too
willingly, for 1 was very hot and tired.
•Seat yourself." she said, when we
were once inside her room. "Just a
minute, and I'll yet you an iced
drink."
Before T could prevent her running
away she had disappeared, and soon
returned with the most glorious straw-

tious to star
in photo-playr "I
"That
I just
have.
Huiidiv
theiu.
Girls want
to know how I
managed to jump into leading parts
" I do not believe anyone can sucso rapidly."
ceed without thoroughly liking the
work." she continued. " 1 am thoroughly in love with my art. The
work is a real delight to me. Every
play enthuses me just as though it
were a real happening. In fact, it i- a
real happening to me. It i* part of
unreal life, as I live every character
I represent and actually feel that 1
am that person.

berry drink I've tasted for months.
Ymi are making my mouth water. —
Kn. Then 1 remembered what I had
come about, and got down to business.

" I try to lie just as natural as I am
off the stage. I try to,l>e just myself. This I believe makes the characterisation natural and realistic,

"Really, Miss Bayne." T said, "you
that I'd forso well
have treated
gotten 1had me
called
to interview you.
Kay I ask you a few questions? "
■• Fire ahead, please." she replied.
■ Won't
you doeasier
that?"for 1 you
asked,
would
In; much
to "It
tell

which is my conception of art."
" Now I suppose I ought to go? " I
said regretfully. " Oh, one more question. Are you m
." hut 1 could
get no further, for Miss Bayne. evidently guessing what I was about to
ask, interrupted me with "I'll make
a bargain with you. Don't ask me any
more old-fashioned
questions, and inn
I'll take
you from
to •»
real
not far

me all ab: >ut y< mrself."

"'I'm sure you must he tired." she
answered graciously.
'' so but
I'll tell
you
everything
that matters,
I warn
yon thai there is not a lot to tell. I
was born in Minneapolis. 1 was educated in Chicago and Philadelphia.
I've never lieen on the stage, hul I sort
of drifted into pictures, ( hie of my
girl friends was playing for Bssanay,
and thought 1 might make good, so,
husl ling me alone to t he man
she told him 1 wanted a part."
•■ Cheek r " •■ Yes ; 1 suppose it was.
Bui I go( the part that very day. 1

here where we can get a scrumptious
home-made tea." So, of coursi
bargain was struck, and away we went
totea, leaving the one important
tion -till unanswered.

NOW IS THE TIME TO
CAST YOUR VOTES.
BKVERLY
BAYNE
the charming Subjecl of this tntcrviow.
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We Seem to Have Missed This.
• nldyott please lot nic know tho a
S
ii
v I wiiir I reniciubci
that the leading lad) in m dives into mid
swims in the water absolute!) naked. Sorel)
tlic i elisor 11 1 ii— i have i "in a&lcep.
Pci
all\ I du not think there is unv harm in a
I; i • I \ appeal iiu; linked . hut the i
iisn.ilh a \ i j pious mail.
I
I
A "Staff" Appointment.
\ j inn
rl 1 nh" is en
become n picture pianist e, Inn who i- onlj
jnst starting on her career, auswerod nu
■ulvertiseiuent for a reliel phuristc in a
London suburb, Well, she interviewed the
manager, and ho calmly informed Jier that
she would be wanted to relieve a) tho piano,
also cash-box. take ronnd chocolates, make
and serve tei (when not playing), and toko
on the attendant -\|
job.
- w
Good Films Appreciated.
\ onr lo. al picture-hall Hie prog
i- changed twice a week, and tho manager
always tops bis bill with a Famous Players
,>ral.a-k> Bhacven week. He knows -wlial
is good, docsu I hei Now I must say how
much I admired the acting of Henrj Ainley,
Jane Gail, and < 'harles
in R
r> Roi k Zeiid
a. The)
were absolutely line, and so were the-staging
and sets. 1 don t think 1 have ever seen a
British til m to equal it.
E. G. I l.i\ err*
A New Joy in Life.
''Shrieks of laughter tempted rue into n
cinema for the first time on Mondaj evening
last. I had previously looked upon movingpictures as an amnseinenl for children. bu1 I
was mistaken. It is man] years since I was
.i , Iiild. but pictures ha\ e made for me a new
joy in life. What [ saw gave me one oi the
most enjoyable evenings 1 have everexpcrienced, and. needless to state. 1 am going to
a cinema regularly u future. 1 1 on-lit your
paper at the same house as I cainennt, and
like it also. So you see I made two happy
discoveries in one night.
L. T. (Edinburgh).
Romance in the City.
"I am at present employed at Essex
Court. Temple, E.Ci, which vou no donbt
know. 'I'lio office window overlooks the
Temple fountain, and a day or two ago 1 -;,»
a little love scene acted for the cinematograph in front of the fountain. The young
lady in the scene reminded me very much o1
Chrissio White. Could you tell me whether
it was she i It not that . the name of the film
in which the scene will appear, as 1 should
likr to see it?"
A. W. S. (Clapham).
Vote for the Cleverest Anyway.
■ I read part of a letter from ■ K. B.'
i Leeds) in a copy of your fine little paper, in
which he says that Maurice Costello appears
mtv rarely now. 1 wish to point out to
• R. B. that it does not follow that the
i inema he goes to has every Costello film ou.
The two Broadway features, Mr.
\"« iv Tori and The Evil M- a Do, a
i llcnl
Mini--: Maurice Costello's acting iii both is
superb,
and
1
strongly
recommend
'B.
;eothem if there is a cHani
j B.'
so.
But it an admirer does not see Mai
Costello for a little, ho should i
!hs favourite and vote for someone
he
doesn t like so well simply because ho sees
him more often.
Costello is too good an
actor ■

1 ton."

N. K. P. (Srrcatham).

WHO

DOESN'T KNOW

US?

We've
helpedKaiser
you to
smilinga
when Bill
haskeep
ordered
frown, called back the days of childhood, the joys of the country -made the
grown-ups turn into kiddies againy and
given all kiddies the time of their life.
In case you've been living on a
desert island, we'll tell that we are
Sophie Clutts, Mustang Pete, and
Slippery
Slim — The Joyous Trio.
After September 22nd you can see us
in the jolhest Snakeville comedy of all,

"SOPHIE and ike FAKIR."
Our

mutual friend, the Cinema

if he doesn'ta
it appreciate
showwill
will He
Manager, it.
overlook
reminder from you if you tell him it's an
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THE

ATTENDANT.

"Walls have ears, they say, and, maybe,
Many things are overheard
Infji show besides the baby,
I should say so, on my word.
In the atmosphere nocturnal
I am quite ubiquitous;
Things unsuited to this journal
Patrons I have heard discuss.

•IT

Withfaces
my searchlight in their
Each
young pair my smile
receives.
I escort them to their places,
eaves.adjourn
Then
beneath the

HH

ATHE'S
PANIMATED

m
r ■■'''<&

Thus they think they're a deux

Conversation just for three.
it's
When it's darkest when
sometimes
then it's
Most enlightening to me.
Custom
makes detect
my eyes like cats' eyes:
J can readily
Small
boys,
whether
thin or
fat size,
OF
AIL
NUISANCE.^
When
sit; their
correct.

conduct's

Ht'S

not
\ \v*t•SUJItt,

Noisy kids I'm very strict on;
Soon discover where they
And

the whistler— malediction !
Of all nuisances he's IT.

"Imp of Darkness" people dub me,
Say I'm too inquisitive.
Impolitely scowl and snub me
If an extra glance I give.
Though when dramas nearly thirteen
Times within three days you've seen,
You will sigh for, I am certain,
Living pictures off the screen.
"BRIAN."

gives real
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Thoughts of a Picturegocr.
"One Artiste cannot a Picture Play make!'
1 1 w- ei 1 levQr "i ■
may be, he cannot make a good picture play all by himself. leI needs t" be ba< Iced up bj othei k<"
This shows tin- fallacy ol having but one artiste
with a big reputation and
.1 ime result,
when the remainder of the cast are " du
The EDISON COMPANY pin theirfaith to the allstar cast. Every EDISON Player is an accompl
artiste
clever,
well - trained,
temperamental,
experienced;
and each one is capable of taking a
leading part in any play
and doing justice to it.
Tins is the reason EDISON plays are belter acted,
better produced, and convey their story more clearly
than any other film play, therefore look oat for

JACK KENNARD, COWARD
AT THE BEST CINEMAS

FREE!
Thomas

THROUGHOUT

THE

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased to conrJ you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Playerson receipt of 2d. to cover pottage-

A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Ward our St., London, W.

m
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TOFFEE DELUxi

"THE
MAURICE

COSTELLO,

A

FAVOURITE

EVERYWHERE.

The Popular Actor Still Busy.
On;
postbag has of late contained many letters from
readers who. because they have not seen so much .it'
Maurice Costello on the screen lately, are disappointed,
and think he is no longer acting. But they may cheer 11]).
We are advised by the Vitagraph Company that Air. Costello
is working jast as hard as ever. Some very hi"- plays in which
he appears are on the way, and his work in these has kept
him away for a little from regular releases. We expect
Maurice will come in for a good many votes, for he i> in truth
a big favourite. Hetiasbeen constantly with the Vitagraph
Company for seven years now, and, as our readers know, he
lias two clever little daughters in Helen and Dolores, both
playing for pictures. His wife does not act for film-

Perfecting Art by Pictures.
ALTHOUGH
a hard worker in the Edison studio, Sally
Orute, the leading woman, spends much of her time in
picture-theatres. " I find that pictures are more honest
in their criticism than the Pres-.' she says. "1 make'il a
practice to see every role I appear in. I try to look upon the
pictures as apart from myself, and see if I gain the inten rotation intended.
I
If that is lacking. I study to find the Haw.
This practice affords an opportunity, too. to find Your
impression upon the public, which is 'most helpful; also to
learnthat
the wepublic's
dislikes. "We of the photoplays
leel
belong likes
to theand
people.
'• I shall never forget when I saw myself for the first time
111 pictures. 1 could not believe that I had made so many
unnecessary movements. There I was brushing back uij hair,

LA SX
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mint DELUXE
ONE!

of a liking for the toothsome
eating
fhem!"
iddies— well, give them some
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Xotbing' could
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out
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Tin, 5/-; 1/4
M

de-Luxe.

Tvffiee - de - f.uxe cnnniuglj
■l with red Eu^lisli tfitcban
Peppermint,
per quarter I
(J*
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everybody,
when
they're
young,
and at
then
thatwith
all
they have to
do is
to hold
a mirror
the they
ritrhtfind
angle
another mirror and there you are— the back of your ueck is
just as plain to you as the dimple in your chin.
" Well, that's one of the reasons I became a photoplay r :
oh, uot to seethe back of my neck— but to see myself act!
ee, I had been playing in stock companies for several
years, and in a general Bort Of way I knew how I acted, but of
course I never saw myself. Neither did any one else wh" has
played exclusively on the stage. For a long time 1 had been
a picturegoer, and I always thought how perfectly wonderful
it would be to see one's self on the screen. It sort of gave me
the creeps to think of it. because it really is uncanny— I think
every picture-player will agree with me— to suddenly see your
very ownie, ownie self walk right out to the foreground and
say ' Hello
' to to
youfeel
! I've
and when
I daresay
never
will fail
that never
little gotten
thrill over
that it,
comes
I see1

HAROLD
'WESTON
The B. and C. producer, at work in the studio. Note the camera on
the left, the megaphone on the right, and the scene-cloth at back.

smoothing my dress like a schoolgirl 'before the committee,' and bobbing my head when it meant nothing. One
does not pay attention to this when engaged in a live conversation where the voice counts so much; but when pictured in
cold black and white on the screen they stick out badly. I was
amazed at my mannerisms, arid began to
stop them at once."
Author— Actor— Producer.
ONE of the busiest men in the big
studios at Walthamstow, where
B. and C. films are turned out. is
Harold Weston, who has already produced epiite a number of them. "It is
ten years since I began to take up stage
work,'" he told us during a chat the other
day, " and that was in Australia. I have
produced dramatic plays and I have
acted in them. And I have written many
stories, some of which have been dramatised."
At the present time Mr. Weston is
producing photo-plays, and so far. his
efforts have shown remarkable power
and originality. " 1 like picture work,*'
he said. " It is fine- to be able to screen
the world as it is, with all its varying
shades of character from the worst to
the best.
Clearly the moving-picture is
the greatest moral andeducationalfor.ee
the world has ever possessed."
On the stage Mr. Weston has played

myself on the screen.
'" Seriously. I had thought of screen work for several years
before I sought an engagement with Lubiu's. Stock work
demanded so much and gave so little — long hours between the four walls of a theatre, little or no outdoor life
except on short vacations — and I think perhaps it was the call
of the outdoor life as much as anything.
11 So I called on Mr. Lowry, fresh from a ten weeks' engagement with the Orpheum Stock Company in Philadelphia, was
tried, and- began playing leads, my first role being in The
Price of Victor//, a Lubin special in which I blew up a bridge
and was crushed beneath the falling timbers! A fine start,
wasn't it ?
" Since then I have played in many Lubin features, the
chief rotes being the. heavy support of
Rose Coghlau in The Sporting Dm
Flora Wiggins, a splendid comedy eha
racter part in The College Widow, The
Xfistrict Attorney, and The Evangelist.
The Railroad Girl.
ACCORDING
toHelenHolmes.
portrait appears
on another whose
page,
running a locomotiva is easj work
for her. It is a facjt that this daring
Kalem actress has run engines •
several thousands of miles during her
career as a photo-play star. Recognising
her ability, one of the railroad organisations recently made her an honorary
member of their body and presented
Miss Holmes with a union card. It is
one of her most cherished possessions.
In ihi- Girl on t/ieEngim she foils the
tracklayers employed by a rival road
which desires to cross the line owned
.by.her own road. Climbing into the cab
of an engine which stands on a siding.
Miss Holmes opens the throttle wide
and sends the locomotive speeding towards the spot where the rival tracks
are to cross those belonging to her
company. While the engine i> travelling the daring gill allows the water to
escape from the tank and then opens
the exhaust, which brings the engine to
a dead stop at its destination. Her work
in this production is unusually thrilling.
Story.

Si)' George
Alexander's
parts in The
Imppiianee
<>/' JJeinr/ Earnest and The
Thiei'. besides appearing in some of his
own and many other productions.
A.
ROSETTA
BRICE
few years ago the possibilities of the
the Lubin player
silent-drama began to attract hini, arid
a year ago he started
producing for
Ounard Films.
Although only seven months or so since
w eeks
he joined B. and 0., he has already several successes to
y the
the crateranof
A True t. '
y some bricks fell
rd
afrom
neIgO
in
his credit.
Shailptos is one of them.
We saw him at work
Oil Comp
flue of the Stand
chim
200f
America. A man was brought from Chicago to repair
ourselves on Where Angels Fear to Thread (a Charles Dan-ell
drama I. and a little later we watched him in the thiols of The
it. and when he had made fast his scaffolding on the dizzy
MvsU r/i <;/ a Hansom Cab.
May he long lie busy on films.
height it offered a good opportunity for a film. The Thanl"
liouser CompanyTalwere on it like a bird, and The A'
"Why I Became a Photo-player."
the Steeplt JiicA.was the result. Harris Gordon and John
ROSKTTA BBIOE is to play the leading r6le] the Prim
Lehnberg climbed up to Jo their scene, and during the
in the greal war play l>y Louis Reeves Harrison now
required scuffle
Lehnberg was seen to triii and fall. The
FEW
being staged by Jack Pratt, the new Lubin director.
A and Biignqn Anderson were paralysed with fright',
director
Miss Brice has had considerable experience in photo-play
as, waiting below, they expected to see tlie actor. dashed t.
work,
[n discussing her venture fr6m the speaking stage to
pieces. Hut their terror was unnecessary. His foot caught
the sjlent stage, she laid .on a plank, and. using his great strength as a lexer, he was
"Curiosity had a great deal to do with it. Did von ever
able to pull himself back bb safety,with only severely wrenched
ligaments.
want to see the back of your neck?
"Sine you did, So does

I
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SIX BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
of seusational seen
from our productions,

BLACK

AND

WHITE

GLAZED,

sent applicants on receipt oi

SIXPENNY
Jf unique

POSTAL

ORDER

offer to r/je picture fa. is.

A"

CO.,

"THE

TMIL <§
Films you should make
a point of seeing.

St., W.

AT THE EDGE OF THINGS.
Winsome Mid beautiful V u iaii
Rich ;i- a w ife w ho makes Hie
tr.osi desperate efforts to save her
husband From ruin. \ burglan
saves him From Suicide, Mini Ins
Financial position recovering happint 5s is restored.
1

MARYS DUKE, Ma Stannous
to buy a Duke For her daughter, bul Marj is not wry keen aboul i<
Hie leading part ol Man is played with the most charming last,, and
ability, tin- actress being none other than Mar} Fuller. We have
had Far too little ol Miss Fuller on the screen latch and this refreshing Trans- Atlantic comedy-drama will be warjmlj welcomed bj man v.
,;''
- pt, 9).
LARRY
GENTLEMAN. Sloaile is of the opinion that monej
a d clothesO'NEILL,
go a long
waj towards the making of a gentleman. So
he t;ik, -- Larrj from the mills and coaches him in the ways of a
gentleman to prove his- point. He makes n hit at the club, andSloane
is proud of him. But he falls in love with Mildred, an heiress.
Realising that tilings have gone too far, he returns torthe-mill. But
he has proved himself a gentleman, and wins the girl after all.
\\ ilhain Garwood appears in this mqst interesting plaj .
Imp dram i (Trans-Atlanth i, 1 654 | ■■ (Ost. i).
A BUNCH OF MATCHES— Victor Potel has the hardest tiineol his
life in this comedy. As a genial grocer he finds himself between two
Bros. Four sisters arc in the hal.it of meeting their sweethearts at
tne.store. ("heir irate parent keeps after the men with his horsewhip
trying to separate the sweethearts. The men hide in different parts
ol the st. .re to spoon, and when the parent appears the] deluge him
with eggs, flour, pickles, and anythiug else thej can lay their hands
on. Potel is always in thewai to slop all that comes afong, and in
the end be is turned out a whitewashed, besprinkled semblance of u
conglomeration ol everything in his store.
B
edy, 1,02 I

CURSE

OF

WORK"

TRANi-ATLANTIC

FILM

CO., Ltd.,

"TJir lliusr ol toinrdy," 37 3). Oxfor I SI., london. W.

picture,
Few indeed, could even attempt to depot the xttbtle but
mind sapping torments that beset the man and WC doubt that Mar.
Mi, Derniotl ever more reniaikablj showed his art.
/.•'■■ ii
- /./. 13).
THE LONG SHIFT.
Thrilling drama and spl
lid acting.
Hughoe
the mine foreman, is a widower with a little girl. Hughes and rom
are rivals iu lovo with Bessie, Hughes little girl misses her cat one
day, and finds her in the mine nursing her kittens. That same da)
Hughes accidentally fires a charge in the mine.
There is a terrific
explosion
ami the miners are entombed as well a- II ii dies little girl.
The panic-stricken wives ami mothers rush to the mine and frantic
efforts are made to save the unfortunate miners hum a terrible death.
Tom's, unceasing vigilance saves the life of Hughes
little girl, and
when at the last gas;, the miners are also rescue I. Hughes Forgets
his animosity for his rival m gratitude to him for saving his child's
life.
Eclair Drama, tiro reels (Sept. 9).
ROMEO AND JULIET. The secondShnkespe.irean burlesque bv the
Mild ford
Amateurs.
toldfifta
you audience
about Hamlet,
their afirst
one.' and
this
is still
funnier. WeThe
is m itself
pantomine.
There is the schoolboy in the stalls, who bored with the play, passes
the time in sticking chocolates on the bare back of the lady in front of
him. There is the old deaf gentleman in the front row who has his
Footman beside him to shout down an ear-trumpet all the details of
the pin-. A id the actors: They hive little chance to act! And then
comes frn o'clock, when stage bands and orchestra go home and leave
the struggling players to their fate. Willie Clarkson, the I anion s
ih atrieil costumier, makes his first appearance as an actor in ihis
Cricks an 1 Martin production.
- Davi3 >n, 933 fe°A (now showing).

THE WARRENS OF VIRGINIA. An imposing military picture
u.eith enhanced by the beauty and acting of Blanche Sweet, who has
a verj strong part in this film version of a famous drama, It is a
story roi the American Civil War, and, as usual, the screen is able to
pveit vastly Letter spectacular treatment than ever the Stage could
hope to do. The adventures of the supply train furnish most
exciting scenes. Its departure for the Warren plantation is wonder,
fully- idealistic. The preparations to ambush the train are also admirably handled. The dashing cavalry and artillery, and the constrained
waiting after they have assumed their positions work up to a
powerful suspense, which finds its relief in the thrilling attack upon
the rebels as they swing into sight. Fearless tumbling from horses
Mid waggons gives an added touch of reality to tha blowing un and
"
burning of the train.
Laal y Aranfa,five Acta (Sept. 13).
THE MAN WHO COULD NOT SLEEP.-A Judge has sentenced a
woman for expressing the hope that he would never be able to sleep
again. I lie curse plays on him, and he cannot sleep, ami after
three
nights of horror and haunting by visions of the woman he has sentenced he appears m Court. A woman is brought before him, with
her a child, tor sleeping on a bench in the park. The Judge looks
down on her kindly, and, when Court is over, goes with her to her
squalid f at. He pays her rent, thereby preventing her eviction, and
asks Ins beneficiary to pray that he might be able to sleep. An earnest,
Player is said by the grateful woman, and that night Judge.Jeffer, for
the first time in four nights, is able to sleep. His valet enters as the
clock-tower tolls the hour of twelve, but the Judge docs not
move.
^no word-description can give an idea of the strange power of this

PIC I « RhGOER

l. Ki i i nrce < omedj .
1,489ft. approx.
Reli .. . I < ». i iiihThe tiuinic-t Billie Ritchie C
.dj ever pi idncod!
Think what
that nu ans ' Never boForC in I lie v\ 11 ■ .1. In I , ,i \ ,,1
d\ pictttrM
ha* there been anything to equal this Billii Kit h Scream.
Bill is bootblack
in biisini'ss hours.
Iii Ins spare lime he is
Monsieur de Squirrellhotiud
keeper ol Government
in the confidence ol Kings,
Thai
anyway, in what lie tells a
beautiful heiress. And when Hie heiress visits the saloon where
Bill is mnployed and he his t.. black her boots
\ _^«»' ' ^^
well you can guess how fast and Furious the fun
becomes.
No words can describe the scrcn
.k
siiints with which thin extraordinary production
is packed.
N on must see this wonderful coined] .
THE

193, Wardour
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THE r UNN1EST R1TCH1 E COMEDY EVER PRODUCED

All applications [nu ntioniny this " Ptctur
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TITLES

No. 10:

IF

"Julius

TRAVESTIED.
Caspar " (sees her).

YOU
COLLECT
POSTCARDS
OF YOUR
FAVOURITES

You. ought to have our latest list sent, free on
WE H WE
"The

applicati

THOUSANDS OF PORTRAITS OF PICTURE-PLAYERS,
Including CHARLES
CHAPLIN.

Pictures,"

Ltd., 18, Adam Street, Strand, London, WC.
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LAST
TWO
WEEKS!
The World's Greatest
Film Artistes Contest
WHO
ARE THE
CLEVEREST?
YOUR
WILL
FLORENCE

WHO

DO

TURNER

YOU

Favourite.

:

SAY

ARE

THE

CLEVEREST

30 Votes Free Every Week*
!

Each Voting: Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
ptayor, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind: and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion aro the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding British-born
Artistes) write their names in the ' Coupon
below.
PRIZES.- The voter who sends in a Coupon containing the
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.

You may Vote for any except Brit'ihborn Players. A selected list of Names
of some of the Players have appeared
in previous issues.

First Prize in Cash £10

THE WINNING PLAYERS OF THE CONTEST
will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them the stamp
of public approval. They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more. Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
. RULES AND CONDITIONS GOVERNING
THE CONTEST.
1. Any number Of Coupons may be «nr
in. lAil pnly one i^'isse nui . ■ •■ n oil by.ogg
voter. Should no one sueci cd in pi ii
tlio wini in's'uuler
n.ii i of
's correctly,
the ConpSir.
I'M \vill
t lie neorosl
In tin- unliUel] evi'i.l of two or more
voter
11 dins in winning Coupons the
prize will !»■ dii ided.
2. Coupons "ill appe.1T weekly until
further notice, Ihey mnj be forwiu'ited
hi our. , or kepi mid sent in oneenvelope
■f contest.
:;. All names must be written in in!..
N " alteration will be permitted

2nd PRIZE, Grsphophonc £7 10s., Records 30s.

Value

Value

Value

also to

cast

Five

Value
£,4
lOO

Consolation Prizes

AO

Votes (2nd choice)

ivr.i;

-

•

£5

5lh PRIZE, Craphophone £3 3s., Records 17s.

3.*.*

I-imii
I desire

SJ7

4ih PR1ZF, Craphophone £4 4s., Records 16s.

"The Pictures"
FREE toVOTING
I desire
cast TenCOUPON:
Votes for WORLD'S CONTEST.
Mam

feO

3rd PRIZE, iraphophone £5 10s , Records 30s.

1. No correspondence can be entered
into concerning- the coul ist. 3i no ol i He
b_-st known players were Riven in previous issues, brit voters may rote lor
plat/art (except British-born) whether in
tlie.">.lisis
or not'.
A niter
limy fill up any number of
Coupons from one issue, and uioy send in
.mi
n.antirv
of
bis or her andatnuy
own >'r friends"
Coupons Tn que envelope
I
ii. Xh'e Editor's decision n/t<
winners ami ou all matters connected
with this c&ntesl will be final and I. •
liiudiii'.'. ami Coupon^ uro accepted duly
on this imdei~sfa.il lin;

l'i M vi i: Pi \ v i: i:

VOTES
DECIDE.

for

by

the

\ Records
World "Famo s "I

( .

■*-*

•Li
EK
OS
TW
T 1 WE
AC»3
¥ rl.
and Dost to "Contest

Editor. ' Pictures. 18. Adam St. Strand. London. W.
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GOSSIP

briB
mummy

N

BXT n >ok's issue will contain tho
lust coupon for the greatest film
■ ever organised in this
oountrj Foa have aire id\ decided
who are th> cleverest British players,
and the giant poll in this contest is
11 to show ns the mimes of the cleveri -i foreign playi i - It is not easj . for
there are so man j of them, Sou cannot
i- unit the American stars, for instance,
nn your finger-tips. Hut we want the
best in photo-plaj actiug. If we cannot
have British stars in our picture plays,
and British players aie not entirely to
blame, then let us have the foreign
varietj German, of course, excepted. It
you take a coupon from each issue published during the run of the contest you
will find you uii' entitled to cast aearlj
iiw hundred votes in all. 1 hope as
many readers as possible will give the
chosen player the whole of these votes,
or in. >re.
Ih: Bomb

that Missed.

to London t he hand • I
He lectures nhoul it to a

Mary

pai i> of friend - l dou'l Ira >« « hal he
lint t he ungrateful " ha
from ih.- box, fii6 tens it- fingers on tho
throat of the lecturer, and Kills lum.
I -nt it a loverj thrill P Bealisl ic d<
scenes are being taken (his week on tho
Bea Bauds " somewhere-iu England," and
1 almost forgo! beautiful Dorothj
I '■ lew, the heroine of many Clarendon
productions, and who recenth played in
Trans Atlantic //«/•,/ Times, is the heroine in t his uew e st •■ ( 'rick's
raj stery,

alxmt

Another "Mystery" on the Way.
'Ph.' [deal Film Renting Company will
release in due course Tht Mystery of tinHansom Cub, which has been pro
duced by B. and C. The reading ■ ■!
tho novel by Fergus Hume gave me
sheer delight
some
well, many
years
ago. and 1 can just remember the
initial production <<t' tie- mysterj •
drama at the old Princess's Theatre '"
Oxford Sheet M. Gray Murray, who
played the Proaeoutnig Counsel in the
!'• .ml C version, has reminded me that
Leonard Boyne, Basset! I! e (two line

A. German bomb which .fell in the'
Eastern counties recently only narrow |y
missed a
I tor a film drama.
It
fell quite close, but did not explode, and
anotht r tore up the ground a hundred
yards away. Damage and indignation
were conspicuous all round the district
when 1 visited it the morning after the

actors),
and unfortunately
Edith
< 'best >r,
a clever
actress, now
dead,
were
in the cast. Mr. .Murray looked absolutely "it " in counsel's wig and gown. I
know, because I was present at the filming of the court scene, when "Cabby"
gave his evidence before a " jury, judge,
and co hi ." n Inch was ahsolutelj

rajd. Within my friend's building, however,! found camera, players, and producer calmlj
work of.
just as rf " Zeps "
had never
boonat hoard

An Old Chorus.

The Weird and Uncanny.
Although we do not hear much of the
doings of Cricks and .Martin, of Croydon, this old-established British firm is
always quietly turning out pictures,
sli.it or long, and grave or gay. A
weird idea in photo-drama
<rt' the Hand, which Charles Calvert,
their producer, informs me he is now at
work upon. Tn chatting with Charles
on the 'phone 1 think 1 gathered that a
tourist visiting the catacombs in Egypt

The important fact that Harold
\V. -ton produced The Mystery of tho
Hansom Cab goes far to ensure success.
Do any of you remember the music-hall
e when novel and play were popular:-1
I think the chorus ran like this •" Stop
the cab ! Stop the cab! Whoa, whoa.
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Fuller a \\ Itch.
. inquii !• I lot \ •• . i
Mil .* Fuller
Bead
I seen

to

QUI

I agl is' ■■■idli
; but
tlatel)
H in U . tand
li.ii she

hand
..IIIS

lili a iC Jo

appi ai in- regulai Ij in V ictor Film
Ti n I8-A1 lint ic brand, and
b i< ulafly fine in / . n .
i
l|
tbree-reeler, to )>e released a few whence.
I am pleased to saj t hal I h
made arrangements to publish storj
photographs next week.
All the Best.
(loud things are promised for the
autumn by the [Cinematograph Trading
Company, Limited, who seem to have
a habit of handling nothing but
the best, They recently showed the
trade a sample in Who's Who in v
a
nedy, and Hearts that an II
fine drama. From < Ictober 1 1 1 h onwards
they intend to release one tip- top pict nre
Ifly, and their two-reel features will
(star
irandiii.
that eharming picture-player Ethel
Great Strides In Picture-land.
Looli handled
out
forby the
" Melfamous
ro " pici
which,
firm of
Ruffles, will In- known as Ruffles Exclusi\is.
Twenty-five stars, fortj sue
ful plays adapted
for the sen en, and
five perfect 1\ equipped producihe allies
form
the
foundation
on
which
the
success i >f " Mel ro " pict urea have I
built. Francis X. Bushman, Marguerite
Snow, and
Mme.
Olga
Petrova
are
among the artistes appearing
in the
earlier releases.
F. I).

whoa! Somebody hold the horse's head.
and don't leave go, Nevertheless. I'm
bound to confess, although they made a
grab, They never discovered tin' mystery
of the hansom cab." I don't think the
song helped much; but the film, when
it arrives., will give you cab, murder,
mystery, and solution, complete.

FLEAS

BUGS

BEETLES
TINS l03B6D&Kr

PHOTOGRAPHY.

Photo Postcards of
J
^p
From any
Photo. \1
Cataloane tt.i>l
S. E. HMKETT.
Works:

EDISON

PLAY

THE

MAKING.

In centre is Marie Lamanor (lead) talking to Joseph Fisher (of Capetown),
who ssut me this memento of his American tour last year.

yourself, Is. Dozen.
x hi Enlargements, 'id.
Sample* i
Jui.v Boad, lavKRPOOr.

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or POP. POST CARDS.
20, lid.; 100, Is. 3J. PUtea aui Tapers also Cheap,
C'ata!ogu«s and Somji'M Free.
S. f. HACKITT.
Works: Jult Koad Liverpool.
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Turner Films
THE
PSYCHOLOGY
OF THE

Pictures made

for You."

You go to the picture-play.
What do -you see ?

Life;
In all its hugeness, simplicity, passion, suffering,
gladness, expressed by the youngest literature of
world, without ornate phrasing, yet felicitously
with unfailing candour. The inner meaning of

PICTURE-PLAY.

picture-play is life's own — hence the potency
appeal. Thence its charm. It throws upon the
songs which would help, you to soar, thoughts
wouldhelp you to live. The producer interprets
The artist portrays them. The finished play
mirror reflecting them.

and
the
and
the

of its
screen
which
these.
is the

my competitions, kei

The YOUNG

PICTUREGOER

DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS II' 1 hud heaps and heaps of money
to spend I would give a prize to
every boy and girl competing in every
one of my competitions. My heart is
willing enough, but myt pocket won't let
me. As it is I presen two (and occasionally four) prizes every week in my
• ■ 1 1 1 1". | >« •1 it ions, which are all free, besides
giving those who desen e it the " A.ward
" and six of such awards
of Merit
entitle the winner to a special prize.
Why do I tell you again what you
For the benefit of one
already know?

or two

taken me

grumblers
to task'.

who

|

had a prize. Now there were nearly two
hundred correct answers sent on that
occasion, and in cases like this the prizes
and awards have to go to those whose
efforts are neatest. To please everybody
in one week I should want the wealth
that I am not blessed with.
If you like

write

that the\ have Avon "awards." but never
had the "prize."
But neither of these

have won the necessary six award-, and
therefore are not \ ot out it led to a prize.
I referred to this matter last week.
Another grumble comes from a reader
who goes so far as to declare. that m.\
competitions are unfair, which is" rough
on I nele'Avitha \eiigoanoo.
Even if 1

were dishonest, which I am >n<i . .what

should 1. gain by being unfair in the
matter? Everj entry is carefully con- THE
winner's
ea -e t hosesidered,
whoand thedesen
e to are
be. in
My evJerj
last

grumbler thought

that because he gave

•the right answer in the recent '" Hidden
\ oneCompetition
life should have

' You know little Billy Jacob-, don't
J"0u? That nice, naughty imp who is
always getting into scrapes in the films!
Well*, poor Billy has had an attack of
chicken-pox. He's all right again, thank
you. and oace more playing in pictures.
How did Billy first come to play in
tlrehi ? Well, it was all through his one
bad habit a good appetite for ice-cream
cornets. Offer one oi these delicacies
to Billy and he becomes your One da\ Mr. Pathe Lchrman. the
Director, was in want of a child fen- a
scene and could not tind one. Presently his keen eye -potted little Billy
at play in front of hi- house. "Come
ami play for me ina picture!" he shouted,
but Billy shook his prett} head. Thena
bright idea entered the head of .Mi.
Loin-man. He bought t lie imp an icecone and all was plain sailing. Billy
became a film star, although mam of
his early scenes were quite spoiled
through his not attending strictly to
business. Billy is only four year- old.
you
and' his name is not really
Billy,know,
it is Paul.

have recently

Three readers

ggingai them

until way,
you
the ones.
oneand a do
suregetwaya prize.
for the It's
clever

KING

OF

BEASTS

IN

CAPTI

A scene in a Selig wild animal iibu.
showing a live Hen brine convoyed
to camp by natives in the net in
which his iunirst\ was caught

Vll

'• flow much mone\ does he earn?'' you
a-k.
Oh. but it does not really matter.
Y tor money
never
troubles
the little
fellow at all. So long as lie can get his

ice-cones
Hilly is happy and contented.
Hi- father, who is Ford Sterling^ the
fa moit-

comedian.,

look-

after

Billy's
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salary, and is putting it awaj until Hilly
grows up.
The little girl who is Billy's sweetbear ( in the pictures is Olive Johnson.
Thej used to plaj in Keystone together,
and now both are with the Mutual Film
Company, s,> if ever you to t.> Los
eles and want to see Hilly don't
forget to take an ice-cone with you. It a
about the one thing that Billj Loves best.
#
*
•
•
1 am glad to report that you have
made " Aetorgraphs " .m«' of the m6si
successful competitions. I asked youto
take the name >>i' n player ami invent an
appropriate line of three words, employing certain letters contained in the
name.
Following are some best lines
M \ky Pickford M> ideal aotresa :
Moving picture favourite: Admired by
millions; Every country's favourite;
The celebrated actress ; My heart's delight ; Pride of filmland ; A fam
player ; Makes films perfect.
Fi oi;i\. 1 Ttjbner \n old favourite; Everybody's favourite actress;
Really delightfully naive; A real (reel)
friend; Loved by everyone; The celebrated actress; Loveliness never tires;
Facial expressions marvellous; Clever
and enchanting.
EathLYN Willi \ m - Such winning:
mannerisms; Seller's " animal " actress ;
Is known everywhere: Enchants -\ i 1 d
animals; Stirs our hearts; Selig's leading lady; The jungle maid.
SaLLY Cbtjte: Always so bright;
A lovely Monde; Edison's beautiful
actress; A promising comedienne.
ALMA TaYLOB: An attractive maid;
Loved by all; Is always admired ; Our
chosen actress ; Lovely beyond measure;
Lovable and loved.
Anita. Stewart:— The Vitagraph
stai ; Pretty and enticing; Enhances
the scene; A renowned star; The \Tit.igraph idol: Never allows surpassing;
Always well appreciated.
The Prize-winners are :— Fred Ainsirorth, ii'.>, Lower Broughton Road,
Balford, Manchester; Regina Breslau,
»1, Mary lands Road, Maida Vale, W.
Award of Merit.— (When you get
'six'' you win a special prize.)— Alan
Wood (Halifax). J. Smith (Southport),
Irene Hockey (Cardiff), Lillian Burgess
(Swanscombe), George Bell (Crowthorne), Ivy Neal (Watford), Pauline
Lewis (Mile End). M. Buckingham
(Commercial Road), Irene Leete (Balham), Thomas Schotield (Oldham).
Award Prize. — Arthur Dale.
a
*
*
*
My "Best Film" Competition.
This is very interesting, and, if I
remember rightly, quite new on this
page. Go to your cinema, and after the
show pick out what you consider was
the l>est film you saw. Write the title
on a postcard, and say in as few words
as possible why you think it was the
best film. Post your card to "Best
Film,". 18, Adam Street. Strand, W.C.,
by Mo: day. September 6th. There are
two book prizes (for boy and girl) and
the " award.'- the winners of which will
be those whose reasons are l>est in
wit, cleverness, or originality in the
opinion of

Fncle Tim.
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REPLIES
Nam* and addrru {not for publication) must bt

ttattd whtn writing,
fVt cannot rtply through tht
1
dsait with in rotation.
I
east* an rSOttirsd name of Cvii'pany mutt be tjivtn.
t'11 11

receive J

America Chaplin
an autographed
phol
"I and I ' the
Charles
himself. Thin
rumours that the " Iiiimitabl 1
asylum, dead and buried,
1:11.1 &e.Hall,
living in an attic >u Peokhom,
A •.
Atlantic Co., 1,000, Broadway,
New Vork
U.S.A.
Vnur hhort letter did uol " bon
Bepeat the dose « ben \ ou feel iucl
M

•

If the little child of ten will make a
the screen, There isno opportunity of doing so
at
I'lyniouth,
■' -h 1 but1 we con nt
their
stadias in or near London,
undertake the responsibility "i tdv 1 ng
bring her to ton;;.
Jfnd ty talented childi
always wanted, but of midiocre tilenl I here is
more than enough.
Before making a living there
Is much «e.ry waiting aid hard work. Influence
is a great help if allied with ability.
ibii

■ Plymi

'

Valkntinj:
Address Gower
Francisaud
X. SuI
man, 0.0. (Poplar).'—
Quality pictures,
Boulevards, Hollywood, Cal.
t ineino
not
to music
before
the camera,
P.
and Pplay
is only
interested
in itself
; we publish'lhenone
others.
the Answers
Man" is the martyr
who does And
this "page,
Vol.
Lucy (New Brighton).— (" Linger longer Lucy"
on the rules at top of page.)
Lillian Walker is
eligible for our Foreign Players Contest.
We
have postcards of her, also Maurice Costello, ;<!.
each,
extra,
from Pictures
Ltd., 1--,
Adum postage
St., Strand,
London.
Pictures (South Shields).— So you've "plucked
up courage" to write to us at last.
Hooray]
We have no pastcards of Joseph Kaufman.
( lust
of the Lubin nlm is unobtainable. Sorry. Thanks
for Iotj ; same to you, petito.

IS THIS
IN YOUR
ALBUM?
Chrissie White, the Hepworth Player.
This winning smile has just been added to
our Postcard Series.
Marcus (Eccleshall).— "The Sign of the Cross"
is a Famous Players film. William Farimm
played lead.
The Twin's (South Norwood). — Your letter was
the nice it we've had for months and months and
months. We know how nice midnight feasts
are — we've had them, and pillow-fights too!
Exams,
are hoi
rid work
things,
agree,
hut it'swhen
nice
to find lhat
if you
it iswe well
rewarded
result time comes along. We cannot say how old
the player is, and we have not acted as best man
yet. Mu-y Anderson is still quite young, and we
should imagine ths Thanhouser twins aud she
are about the same age. Best luck to your
father. We are sure if you write him such nice
letters he must be very happy.
Miranda (Tooting) —Hope shortly tj deal with a
film featuring the player you mention. There
are so many " stars" shining, and our space is so
limited. Thanks for compliments.
George (Wisbech).— Ford Sterling, after playing
for his own Com) any, is back with Keystone.
W. F. B. S. (London, S.W.I heard most extraordinary sounds when he was pa-sing a picture
theatre, ,ind thought he would go in and see
what they meant. What do > on think it was?
Address your guesses to The Answers Man, who
will sei d oae of our Souvenir War All urns to the
yir»t correct answer lie ope s. iHope Uncle Tim
won't mind our little conii etitiou.)
SlDVKl 1 Cardiff). The copyright of Charles Chaplin's photo published in one of our recent numbers
belongs to The Essaiiny Co., 1-18, Charing Cross
Load, London. We should not think they would
mind you making a lantern slide from it. Write
and ask them, Sid. The Editor has many ideas
up his sleeve for conn etitions, but says the next
cue is a secret for a week or two.
Cedars
(Balham).—
be ashamed
nan e and
add en (Dcn't
next time,
Lebanon. ofI your
You
are quite right, dear boy ; people who spread ;illy
rumours must be "touched" themselves. See
reply to Charles (Liverpool; and E12 '.Manor Pk.).

L32 (Minor Park) asks for " particulars relating to
the rumours
Charles Chaplin's
inanity or
death.
But ofCHARLIE
IS NEITHER
INS
NE
NOR
DEAD.
P. C. (Cheshiie).
— We believe the player you mention is not married.
Somedoy iForest Gale). -To secure a good result
actors need to make-up, and sooner or later the
use of grease paint and powder spoils their complexion. The B. and C. Co. are always producing. 'he
J Neptune
ham Wood,
Herts. Film Co.'s Studio is at BoreNorman
(Birmii gliam).- Bless
your
heart,
Norman,
we are delighted tj welcome you
among
our readers, and also to answer your
questions. There are no cards of thuiles Chaplin
in private dress published, and none at all of
"Fatty," whose better half is Minta Durfee.
Ni:.i. (Wexford).— Pleastd to have youi letter. We
have postcards o: Li 1 an Walker an 1 one kind of
Mary Fuller, but none of Win. F.tiiiuin aud Win.
Bletc'ier.
L'o.e you wil get a reply from
Kathlyn Willia us.
As you are writing lirr it
would le best o.' you to send jour lore you;. •..•If.
C. C. A. N. L. (Forest Gate). — (What
do your
letters stand for?) Glad you think P. and P.
"a jolly tine book."
Hive sent your love to
Charlie Chaplin.
See also re, ly to Norman.
PuTlREC.OER (Worksop) — who has never kissed a
girl. Why not write to the lady yourself, c.o.
J. It. Martin's, Ltd., Qiiintin Avenue, Mcrtou
Park, Loudon, S.W., and tell her all about your
accomplishments and aspirations.
We don't like
being the intermediary with Cupid's arrows, we
might get hurt ou: s lives. Thanks for photo.
W. H. and W. S. (H.indsworthi.
look for (he
result of our \V< rl I's Voting Cutest, wine i will
pa-.tly answer j our ques'iou.
Art.) (Burnley). — Always
ready to oblige is an
excellent motto.
Ours too. Mux
Linder «as
wjimdjd at the Front early in the war, but wj
believe he has not boiled the Styx feiryman
J. C. (Manchester).— Send your picture play, typewritten, to any of the well-known Coinp.uii b —
Hepworths, B. and C, Sai.uelsm, London Film,
ami J. U. Martm are some.
The 1 est of luck.
Ix^risiTivE Kid (Leeds).— Thanks for photo; but
why so solemn?
Miry Piesfard is a enormia;
player, isn't she F Hope you had a pleasant holi-
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" Propi ietor, II ucjy
Kuttonhury.
Uinta
Oiirfea pis
irl in
'• I Ue Ki
Oat."
Ail. i
. c.o.
Nestor l'i 11 ii Co., i nii ersol f..., 1,60 ,
?* -.v v . .i-i: tii\ . I S, \ Addresc. iict timi
Vabki, (Bromley).
We bnve
no
postcards
if
'. Payne.
Glnd you li.nl a reply ti
letter from Miss Florence Turner; although it
en mo from her secretary, it was nice to have ii,
I it, Mabel ?
Ixquiber
Willesden).— Ernest Trtiex flayed op]
Bits Ai.ii.v rii Kf.ird in "A Good Little Devil,"
we find. Sorry wo could nut reply before.
H. G. If. (Broekley).— Ttaanbs for your bind offer .
I. ui mil' n adex wanted a picture postcard.
Ivy IWatfoid).— So glad you liked your prize.
We
don't
think
Phyllis
and Victoria
Fordo
arc
related.
Lolita ttobertson played lead with Max
in in "What's
His Name" (Laskyi, and
Edward Abeles lead in "Bendy Money."
See
reply to " Inquirer " (Willesden) about "A I
I
Little Devil." Little Winnie Darrgerneld is the
Editor's
nieCO.
Answer's
is working
hard for the
medal.Tin- He
prefers Man
it in gold.
Sincere Cm entry). — CourtenayFoofe has recentlyappeared in "Hypocrites," the Reliance film
banned by the Censor, and '-U|i froiri the
1) spllis," ineni inied in lust week's "Gossip," ami
E w.ii August was with Eaco not long ago.
Thanhs ror tmile.
DoREES (Kensington).— With your qualifications
and training you ought certainly to get on a» a

for ius'aiice.
0
-.• shall 1 c j
1
e your photo.
Will it be in ki aki ?
Alice (Mai la Vale) has received a n:ce lettrr and
photo from her favourite player,
i.
.■ Alice!
Kiddie (Shoffieldi.- Lillian Walker plays for Vita_'i'.ii'b. Charles lioek, Frank Stanmore, and 1
played le ids in "The Third String1
(Loud 11'. Yi ui- love to the lady, and ours t..
yon for getting us new readers; keep it up, dear.
Jack (West Bromwich;.— D -lays are dangerous,
Jack ; your solution t • the picture puzzle arrived
to-) late. Much obliged for getting the new
readers— don't stop.
I'imi-o (Can, b:rwelli.— Charles Chaplin no doubt
thoughtwise h !hewould
"did right
joining
Essanay;"
not by
have
joined.
Pimpleotherleft
Phoenix some tine si nee and h is no.v joined the
Army. We're sure our rca lers will wish him the
best of good luck.
Tivtsrt (Brighton).— Glad you liked your tc'ze,
and note that it is the fir-t you have ever won.
We i- urn it trac ■ the film you mention.
Edith (Glnsion lleui!; you, Edith. As Chns.
Chapliu
to you. in
" Dhearing
n't be from
shy; write
You
werestiid
fortunate
him. again."
Adbvc (Sidcnp). — Sorry, the cast is hnobtainab'e.
AscnA (Bristol). -In our No, 72 issue we had something about Clias. Chaplin. Syd Cbaplin is his
"little b.-uvver." Ford Sterling, after lo.ivin y
Keystone, produced his own iilins ; then he
returned to his first love, Keystone. Address
London Film Co., St. Murgarets-Qii-Thames-

film oit'ste. Try some of the many English
Companies i."«. The London Film Co., St.
Margaret's- on-Thames, and Samuelsou FilmCo.,
Worton Hall, Isleworth (these two are close
together), Hepwortb Studio, Wttlton-on-Thnmes ;
B. & C. Co., Hoe St., Walthainstow; and Neptune
Film Co., Uoreham Wood, Herts.
David (Aberfiu). — Charles Chaplin is playing, for
Fssanny. Cleo Madison played the double part
of Judith and Rose.
Inquisitive (Barnsley). — Florence Turner is not
married, Mrs. Costcllo (Maurice Costello's
wife) does not play for the pictures.
Y.M.C.A. Aetiste (Bipon). Charles Chaplin
played in " Mabel at the Wheel." Yon did a
-oid ihed when you persjac'e.l "Kip Van
Winkle" to go to the pictures.. Yes, the whole
st ii 11 are top-hole, thank you, although badly necdiug a holiday.
Euhbst (London, S.W.).— "We gave the cist of " A
Million Bid " a week or two back.
May (Burton-on-Trenti.— (Horrid printer man to
rail you Cray ! We have talked to him about it
seriously.) Tom Mix played lead in "The Stage
Coach Driver and the Girl" (Selig). We Have
no postcards of the players you mention. Send
I "in autograph album, May.
Lilt W. (Newferry).— Anne Scliaefer and Julia
Swnyne are different persons. Mary PicMord is
still with Famous Players. Thanks for your
other information. The Answers Man is so old
1 .! Feeble that lie hardly ever comes round to
tin- office, ami thi'i'i' is no earthly chance of
gett in\' him to have his photo til ken.
Thanks for
"best love and x X x x X "— a toi aiessi.
Finn (Manchester). — The great C. C. is only SS
old.
Asta Nielsen is Danish, we believe;
in' 1 nve heard nothing of her since the war comnioi'.c id. Thanks for all your prettj compliments,
Violet
(Higliga'e). — " Thor ~ Lord
of
the
Jm
le"
"II. my
Barium,"
Charles
Clary:
II Brant," Lafayette McKee ; " Jan Kml,"
'ill.... Sutitschi; " b llie, n huneuoack," Wm.
Holland; "Geuo Brant," Kalblyn Williams.
1 in. 1 Sawyer ployed lead in "A V.
Triumph."
Warren Kerrigan,
c.'o. U.S.A.
Universal Film
Co., l,U0O, Broadway,
New York.
1.

\. (Sheffield).— T/m PTioto Play Writer is. nol
now publishe.l, the Editor being in America.
Sorrj we cannot tecoiubiend any lirm to criticise
plaj 3.
J. T. C. (Eontefrnct).A . 1. 1
ice Turner,
0.0. Turner Films, Ltd., Walton on Thames!
We
hall bo pleased to sign your autograph-album.
Thanks for Mml wishes'— like kind words, Uu'.v
■ r die."
F. W.
E, (Cnmberwell). — It i« (I wonder thai
Editors ami Answers Men don't Blithe hiuatic
as.
Wo are outside so far.
In the Trans
in- ti 1 m . " A Life in the Balm Kit
it aud Arline Pretty played leadSi
le tliii
the one you mean, Froddj F
WlLUS
(Iliiiblersliel, II. — Address F.avle Will
C.O. Vila-.'l'.iph Co.
lit
loll St., and
Avenue,
New York, I S.A.
How
did you gnegs

Hie was Aki" i Qnessagaiii,

Claude, ond Algie are all out of ii.

Willie, Percy,

(Liverpool),
Name and address ne\( time,
'I ilainl
nole Tin
is dealing
with your letter,
real "Quite
ui

So.ME men are born with a ban
cantion, and some have-to wait for
liard knocks to raise one for them.
Hubby's Mistake.
■ Mary; did my wife come in a I
" No, Sir.
was the parrot yon
moments
;igu?Thai
"
What he had Missed.
heard a holleiin' ! "
Doob Attf.ndant (to pathetic little
boy who was gazing
at thr
" S '. sir.
come
to see
" Want
to go I in.
sonny
':" what I might
- M if I hadn't lost mj penny."
A Warranted Suspicion.
.\i> wife was arrested yesterday."
" Vi.u surprise me.
What !
"She got off the tramcar in motion
the
right
way.
and the policeman
thought she was a man in disguise."
Costly Justice.
\ . ilonred gentleman, on trial for !ii-s
life in a remote Tenuesse..- town, was
asked by the Judge if he had anything
to >ay. whereupon he replied ;
"All I has to say is thi>. Judge: If
yon hangs me, you hangs
the
motion-picture super in Ten
' I d'liftDoctor
want "Pictures."
to appear boastful."
said the manager of the picture-theatre,
" but the lieauty of my pictures renders
people night''
absolutely
speechless."
"That
a weary
husband And
was
seen dragging his wife into the picturehouse in anticipation of two hours' 1 ■• tee
on earth.
Mere Detail.

<*&TU(.CSft_

ij .
" \Ylm( 1 do so admire about your 1work.
]\1 1. Dobson, is that j"ou put so much of
\ oui'SelE into it !
Iruuv

n; -' 'n1 s I'.nlc .— As an experienced professional you should be able to impress t 'o pro-'
duei'is wlthyour value. Co ami se,< them, Jerry;
a personal application is ninety per cent. 1
(ban willing. What you have doaa ii the past
will be your best, recommendations when you do
] into the
I el'iiend
y >u.holy of holies : and m.iy the lit:'.

1>. 1; i s
(Choriton - eum - Hardy).— Address
Khsab Ih Risdon, C.O. la n Ion Film .Studio. St.
>,i , ■ 1
ii,,.
Twiokenhaiu :
Maw
Piokrord, c.o, Famous Players Film Co., Los
Angeles,
California
; Hepworth
C0.1 Waltonomi'haines;
Universal
Film Co.,Ml'v.
Universal
City,
1, is Ang lies, California.
Baow H (Halesowen).
No, C. C. i; neither.

tfuiiij rejilisa are unavoidably held over.
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MATTERS

Address
Tho Editor, "Pictures and The
Pictureaoor," 18, Adam
Street, -trnnd,
London,

w.c.

programme."'
thing!Those
Here's the
Crazy
Dancas.
■ 1 fancy last night finished my reputation," said young Harold as his friend
looked him up the night after the ball.
" My drunken condition must have been
" Not a bit. old man.'' said the friend.
disgraceful. "you seen this morpiflg's
"Haven't
papers F You're a hero: everybody
a uew' dance."'
invented
thiuks you have
Slightly
Mixed.
The professor smothered his wrath,
ami descended to the cellar.
"Are you the plumber? " he asked of
person who was tinkern grimy-looking
ing with the pipes.
^i - guv'nor," he answered,
" Been long in the trade?

Telephone— Begcnl idv.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

fVi ig.Iom nt«l Abroad: s. d
One Year (post tree)
6 6
Six Months
3 3
Three Months
I 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices : 93 and 94. Long
Acre, W.C.

been divorced three
times, wears silk
She (at the picfcnre-sbOw "He's
, won't
summerand
andFriday,
g nails
winteron
lothin
trim
fingerunderchis
Hki: FRIEND: "What's the name of
theShe
film "he's
in now1 know
?"
Youplaying
must think
every-

Telephone -Garrard ■:;•'.';'.

Ever made any mistakes f
Bout a year. gu\ 'nor."
" Oh. then I suppose it i> quite all
'nor."
no, gu\ you
had connected
imagined
rightBlessI yer,
up the wrong pipes, tor the drawing-room
chandelier is spraying like a fountain,

if*
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AND

FRANK

Yoxce o Conscience; a drania now showing thtau^oni the country.
the Edison Company. ^Aie vojj xofingfr

McGLYNN

Both arc popular players iD
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EADERS" we have met:- "That
night"
"Two
weeks
later"
•' Love is#
'ilind "- *
The next# day."
■

A newspap ir prints figures which
6how that half the world is at war. The
other *
half, we suppose.
is*
at the picture's.
it
#
Three halls, each bearing the same
title, '" The Cinema,'' are stated to be
elnpty in the Dudley district. Are they
"dud" *
halls or *
were they#
"' dud " shows?
*
Thomas Santschi spends most of his
'"leisure" hours studying the scenarios
of pictures he contemplates producing.
Bright *
title for *plot
■ A --Slur's
* Scenarios.
#

and notes
He turned the laugh on them. Instead
of the popularity Of stars who appeal' on
the screen diminishing, it was greater
than ever. Folks whonever knew before
the names of some of the stars had
come to know their art perfectly through

the screen. The managers were wro
Mi-. Goldfish was right.

" The Girl Unafraid. •?
NO. this is not the title of a coming
drama. It is just the name applied
to Kathlyn Williams, the popular
leading lady of the Selig players, whose
new and merry portrait appears on our
front cover. Earth, sea, or sky have no
terrors for this charming film star, whose'

Canada, it is stated, is begging for
good English pictures. That ought to
please British manufacturers. But, as
charity begins at home, let us have some
first. We do get a few !

*

*

*

#

Remember the " Jack Spratt " Series
(Clarendon) ? A further number is to
appear next
Jack asSpratt'.-;
Parrot.
If itmonth
proves called
only half
lively
as the parrot opposite our office window
"Creation's Dandiest" is how an
American paper described a Gaumont
Exclusive; and" Every picture a searchlight^ no eight-candle lamps in this
lot," says another one, writing of the
same firm's
* goods.
*
#
"Audience held spellbound until the
last moment — 11.59'"' is the facetious
report from an exhibitor at Byker. It
referred to the Ideal Exclusive " It. 59
a.yi." which holds the audience at any
old time the film is showing.
A NEW

happenings within. But can't you fancy
Charlie rolling down one of those embankments for some new stunt or other?
*
*
#
#
Can't Have Too Much.
HENRY"
is very
on viewWALTHALL
just now. We
have much
him
in The Inherited Burden and The
Avenging Conscience. He will shortly
be seen in Beitlah, the Balboa production, and his releases with the Essanay,
his present company, are coming regularly.
Stage versus Screen Starr.
THEATRICAL
MANAGERS
m
New
Y"rk
have
been
raging
against the picture art. and declarillg
that
their
stars
must
cease
studio
work. as much
The topublic
won't on pay"
four times
see them
I lie
stage when they can see them for next
to nothing in beautiful film productions.
they declare. Samuel Goldfish, head of
the Laskj Company, at the invitation ol
the ZWjo Vork Times, replied to these
views. He called the managers" modern
Canutes," who would order the tide of
the sea to stop rising at their bidding*.

>d dedicated tc her a song entitle
"Elaine, my
Moving-Picture
Q
It is sure of great popularity.
The tilr
too. we know is safe.
Each of it- n
parts succeeds in imparting the thrill at
the beginning and leaving one thrilled.
Note for Plot-Writers.
THEa policy
Keystoneof Company
ad'
!
not buyinghas scenarii
from outside
writers be
the gi eat expense it has been during the
past two years to open, read, and return
all manuscripts.
Of the
thousands
examined but a very few have pr
available
for production.
Their
own
staff now provides all they require.
A Painful Make=up.
IN the Edison feature. Shadowthe Past, Marc MacDermott is supposed to have his eye put out. To
effect this, he succeeded with a remarkable make-up winch, however, was very
painful to wear. He left the eye open,
placed over the eyeball sufficient cotton
to round it out and over this glued on a
cloth painted flesh-colour. To make it
even more unpleasant, he had to wear
this make-up for days during the hoi
weather, while theeye would water again
and again so as to dissolve the glue.
The Criminal Classes.
BEFORE
thewasfilming
of The.Herbert
Bin-k
Box serial
commenced.
Rawlinson, Anna Little, and Laura
Oakley decided that, in order to play
properly the roles for which they had
been cast, they would learn as much ;is
possible about crime detection.
So they
formed regular evening classes, bought
all the books on the subject of crime
and its detection that they could Bee
and pored over them for many nights.
Then they exchanged views on diffei
cases, and quickly became so interest
1
that little else was discussed betv
them but criminology .

it will win.'' dough "' right enough.

" Chaplin " Films are reproduced in a
Los Angeles studio which is bounded
on three sides by a steep embankment.
Groat secrecy is maintained as to the

en-ding

DAWN

SEYOND

THE SUNSET.

The beautiful final scene in My
Butch, the full story of which
published two weeks ago.

Old
we

pet ambition is to be the first successful
woman hydro-aeroplane operator in the
world. One look at her face is a good
omen of the fulfilment of her plan.
"Billie," or "Unafraid.'' as her friends
call her. has run the gamut of film sensations all the way from flying machines
to acting in a cage where there are many
untamed lions. She has never yet refused to risk her own safety for pictures.
Big Boom for Serial.
THE 18th of next month will see the
commencement of the Pathe serial
The Eiploks qf Elaine, and to let
you know of its coming a huge advertising scheme has been prepared. A
fortnight before release date the hoardings of all big towns will bear large
posters; ten thousand double-crowns
will decorate the Tubes, and sandwichmen will parade leading thoroughfares.
The story itself is to appear weekly in
(he A,and
,>:< tiepins
ot the are
World,
andgiven
"Elaine"
hats
to be
away
free, gratis, and for nothing. Pearl
White, the heroine, whose charming
picture we have previously published^

Why

the

Lady

Left.

WE

are troubled
often toldcinema
little storit
the
manager.
We heard one the other day.
The new pianist, on her own estimate of
efficiency, was engaged. It was soon
apparent that the one thing she could
play best was "Your King and Country
Need You." and she gave them that for
all she was worth. One night the News
Gazette flashed on for the Hist time a
military funeral. Hang us if thai e-irl
didn't bang the keys to the tuns of
"We don't want to lose you, but we think
you way
oughttoo.to She
ito."went
Thethemanager
felt
that
same night.
" Pictures," yet No Pictures.

is to hand almost daily
NCE
EVIDE
that
"P. and P." is extensively
read and appreciated at the Front
and in the trenches. Here is a typical
letter just arrived from Rifleman E.
Burt, who is somewhere in France:—
" Pic in; is is sent regularly to me ea h
week, and you can imagine my delight
when it arrives. Every one want- to
have a look. It is one of the best
books 1 have ever read— not a
picturedull
word from
start to finish. Oul
here there are no picture-palaces to go
to. but your hook makes up for it. I
haye conic oul of the trenches for a few
day-" rest, but return again shortly."
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Events of the Week
II'

IKOM

PATHEs

AMUAT1D

GAZETTE.

i'uc
y«inr The
t P0WER:
Unc'e
Sam's Regiment
powerf.l Navy
is constantly
added to and is "ready" for ary eventuality. 2. A MASCOT
THE MASIOT:
Sixth City
of London
are pres
nted with being
lucky charms, an— (S This beautiful animal, th Regiment's mascot,
receives a .uckj [charm. 4. »NDTHER REGIMEN i AL PET: The Royal West Kent parade with their new mascot, a handsome Borzoi, a present f cm
war. :>. the wreckid IRISH MAIL: The railway disaster in which forty were killed and injured near We don 6.1 A CEASELESS VIGIL:
Navy waits and watch •* f cm sunrise to sunset 7. THE UNRULY MULE: Many vicious animals are being broken m for the Army at
Guineas Farm.
8.
MARY HAD A LITTLE LAMB:
A girl and her pet collect for wounded so dicrs

FOR
also
the
Our
Fred
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he witch of
the Woods
Margaret
LET

me pass ! Let me pass, I pray

" Nay, not so fast, little one.
Thou artthee!''
a witch, and ward of a witch,
and I would know more of thee."
His Excellency the Governor of
Salem Town smiled somewhat grimly
as he spoke, and readied out to clutch
with a none-too-gentle hand the bare
arm of the young girl before him.
" They tell me," continued the Governor, "that thou art named Desire, also
that Goody Martin, whose ward thou
art, hath taught thee to practise black
magic.
Is this so ? "
The girl flushed hotly under the
Governor's effort
earnestto gaze,
and arm
madefrom
an
ineffectual
free her
his rude clasp.
She was young — scarcely eighteen —
and superbly beautiful, with a small,
perfectly-featured face, framed in a
mass of dark, waving curls that floated
unrestrained over her shoulders. She
was attired in a loose, Li'bughly-made
frock, badly torn in places with the
thorns and branches of the forest,
through which she loved to roam.
" Let me pass, I pray thee ! " Her
eyes blazed with sudden anger at the
man's
Oh ! " at
The persistent
Governor, rudeness.
laughing "coarsely
her futile rage, had bent his head close
to her own as though about to kiss her,
and Desire recoiled in absolute loathing.
•'Silly little witch! It is an -honour
for thee that His Excellency should kiss
thee. Nay, do not struggle. . . . Little
!"
fool
He drew back suddenly with a cry of
pain, for the girl had raised her free
hand and struck him smartly across the
oheekl Then, swiftly, before he could
recover from his surprise. Desire had
wrenched away her arm ;nul was running
off athrough
the forest with the fleetne'ss
of
deer.
" Witch or no witch, you shall pay for
this!" The Govi rnor rubbed his smarting cheek, and scowled after the fleeting
figure.
\ 1i hough he made no attempt at pursuit. Desire did not pause in her flight
until she was a lull mile from t he scene
of her encounter with the Governor.
Then she Hung herself panting on to a
grassy slope, and lay there with her
Burning cheeks hidden in her palms.
#
*t
*
#
Desire was i waif of the woods around
Salem,
England.
parents', near
who
belongedNew
to the
French Her
settlement
that town, had died when
she was a

B.

Haveys

Costume

mere baby, and old Goody Mutin. who
lived alone in the woods in a hut. and
whom* the Puritans of that neighbourhood declared to be a witch, had taken
care of the little orphan. Goody Martin
had gained the reputation of being a
witch because of her fondness for
gathering herbs and using them for
medicine, and Desire, whom she had
initiated into the mysteries of herb-lore,
was also looked upon with disfavour.
" But I am not a witch— witches are
wicked people.'' muttered Degire as she
brooded over the Governor's insult. He
had stopped her on hei way through the
woods, attracted by her wonderful
beauty, and his accusation was the first
that had ever been made against Desire
to her face. Covert insults she had
overheard in plenty, but these had not
hurt her half so much as the Governor's
outspoken words.
" And I do no one harm when I gather
herbs."' Desire shook her dark curls
half-defiantly as she rose to her feet refreshed. Goody
'"
says so. and I know
she would not lie. As for the Governor."
Desire's firm white teeth came together
with a*
snap — "I#
hate him."
*
»
The weeks passed, and then dawned
the blackest day Desire had ever known.
Old Goody Martin, whose health had
been declining; all through the Spring,
suddenly took a rapid turn for the
worst. ... It was all over so suddenly that poor little Desire could
scarce realise her misfortune. Death
claimed his own and the little French
waif lost her only friend.
Whenwas the
of Goody
Martin'sof
death
firstnews
reported
the Puritans
Salem refused to believetha'i it was true.
Witches, they declared, could not die.
But later, when it was established
beyond doubt that Desire was all alone in
the world, the wise ones nodded their
heads sagely, and in hushed whispers said
thai the soul of the wicked old witch must
have passed into the body o( the girl.
By word of mouth this absurd runn ur
went the round k\' Salem Town until at
last there was scarcely a Puritan in the
place who did not believe that Desire
was one of the wickedest witches who
ever infested New England. Her beautiful face and form, they said, were but
snare-, to entice the unwary, and at last
the more ignorant among the people
were worked up to such a fren/> that it
seemed inevitable some. evil must come
to Dt sire if she remained in Salem.
One d:iy when Desire was gathering

Drama.

herbs in the wo ids near her hut sb
encountered two Puritan servil
did 11 >t hesitate to voice their opini
concerning her.
The frightened
_
gave up her task and commence .
walk back towards her hut. whilst
Puritans followed after upbraiding
loudly as they went aloug.
At
their
shoutsothersof "Witch!
Witch!"
attracted
to the
spot,
until
Desire
found to her dismay
that she
was being followed by a hostile n
'• Witch!
Witch!
Barn her. burn
her ! "' The roar of the maddened n
deafened the girl's terrified eai broke into a run.
Then, when they that their prey was flying from th
the
Puritans
grew more
than angry
ever and
commenced
to hurlI'm<
of earth and stjnes. many of which
struck Desire and bruised her t 'nder
frame.
S ibbing with- fear. Desire ran towards
her hut. missiles showering upon
her
from all si.les as she sped in ai
the trees.
Her remarkable
fleet] -enabled her easily to outpace her ;
suers. and she had reached the have
her home and securely barricaded the
door before the lirst of the Pur:panted upon the scene.
'"Down with the witch!
Down with
the witch!" shouted the Puritans, and
a shower of sticks and stones clattered
against the door of the hut.
"B
the ! hut
Desire, her
LetInside
her barn
"
with fear, leaned against the door and
prayed for deliverance from her cruel
persecutors
What would happen toiler
should they succeed in forcing the d
she trembled to think, for she knew
could expect no mercy at tin ir bands.
But. contrary to her tears, they did
attempt
to break down her barrio .
For a moment a dim ray of bo
to her that perhaps they feared tod
violence.
The shouts and tin
subsided for the time being. If only
A thin
wisp oi smoke
floated in
through a crack in the door, and D< watched
it with w. de-open, horri
eyes as the terrible truth dawned u]
her.
An instant
later the sound
of
crackling twigs came to her anguished
ears, and the smoke, rushing in through
cracks all around her, quickly filled the
interior o\' the hut.
*" Burn ! Burn ! Let the witch burn ! "
shouted the enraged Puritans ; and
Desire, enveloped in the smoke from the
tire her tormentors had lighted outside
the door, felt herself choking.
The heat,

A

4 -l 9
K

KNDIN'G

luallj becoming unbearable,
lij tin- t imi- i lie lint n lis well abl
it- drj wall- making excellent tindi
t he hungrj flames
" oh
how
cruel yon (ire ! " choked
ire, her eyes smarting with pungent
smoke and her hands ami nrma blistering "What have I done thai yon • h uld
want ni\ life hut no one heard her poor little words.
Ilul thej done bo the Puritans would
only have jeered, so incensed were thej
against tin- girl they deemed a witch.
Louder than over sounded their shouts
against Desire, and a dozen hands
hejped to feed the fire that raged around
the hut.
' Mercj
po no
■<■ girl
was
now" Merc.)
shrieking,
for !
she The
could
longer
suffer t'
of tin1 Barnes.
The
Puritans outside were cruel, hut better
risk their maltreatment than remain as
fuel for tli>' furnace which was raging.
Willi a swift movement Desire tore
iside tin' now hot bar that fastened tin'
burning door of the hut. ami leaped out
into the open. Ber Blender form crossed
the flaring threshold with the speed of
in arrow, -,« that tin' flames failed to
light her dress. Then, before the
astounded onlookers could realise what
had happened, the girl was fleeing like a
hunted hare back into the kindly woods
again.
" Afterandtlieother
witch cries
| She followed
-han't escape
!"
These
Desire
she raced
swiftly on.
The COol air
soothed her smarting limbs and tilled
her wearj longs, giving her new life ami
energy. Behind her she could hear the
pounding of many footsteps, hut she
never once looked back. She was running for her life, and
nd was
valuable.

PICTURES

'* This poor little girl is no witch, hut a
helpless woodland itraj I am ashamed
" She was r ared bj Goi dj Mart in,
the witch, mumbled one of the girl's
judges, as the others drew
back before
tin' woman- w rat h.
Po 'i old » loodj
M.ii tin. continued
the woman,
"She, too, was helpless,
anil a- good a creature a- an\ breathhuh- ill."\ our shame.
I.- -t I
harsher thing*
t lo, all of you '
The rabble slunk away, afraid t •
argue, for John Wayne and his affianced
wit.-. Ma lira r.t .Maiden, were people of
importance in Salem tow n
•■ Are v on better, child?
Margaret's
voice changed to a ton.' of surprising
tenderness a- -he bent
her face over
■ ■. u ho seemed half-fainting
With a visible effort Desire drew herself erect and smiled ha.k at Margaret
Ton have saved me from, those terrible
people : how cm 1 t haul, you for it !- "
>r child. ' -aid Margaret,
" 1 am
glad thai 1 was near when you needed
ill > aid.
Where do you live ? "
" Here "
De-ire
waved
her
hand
vaguely to indicate that the wood- were
her home. Then, as she realised thai
the hut in which she had lived all her
years was now no more, the tear- began
to trickle down her cheeks,
■■She has had a shock." said Margaret
to ber lover " She will be better in a
" I am better now." Desire wiped
moment."
away her tear-- and smiled at Margaret.
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she looked at Johu

Wayne

Ks

italuhim
nt tinand hand
h.ind-i >m*< man
I ' slm
thought
had ever
-.en. and
he ill tui n ga%ed
w it h unconcealed admit at ion at t h •
beautiful waif of the » ... .!
t h> ways t Ken,
-a id Mai
.in 1 ha\ e no furt h >r fi m
l til
t bat s ■ "i are ii. a in. ile ted ii |
With her arm in John
\\ a J tti
M
gai .'i « atched Desire i
into tl)
w • . ids unt il -he w as I. .-i to
In the days t hat followed
M <• ,
kept
her
Word
and
I >< • - 1 1". ■ ' H ho
had
taken refuge in n cave, wa- subjected to
no further ordeal- Hut the Pin it in- of
Salem still regarded ber as o witch, and
declared t hat she should be indicted at
the first opportunity. AJreadj a pro
cl. imatiou had been posted forbidding
any one on pain of death to gathei
and
prepare herbs from the foresl . and alert
ey£s kept watch to see that the girl did
not disobey the edict.
Desire met Margaret and John Wayne
.n
several
occasionafter
their first
encounter, and at other times she had
conversations with John a Ion... Wayne
wa- irresistibly attracted to the beautiful
young -girl, and Desire, on her pan
madh in love with the handsome Puritan. But all tra.
I her love -he carefully concealed from him, for she would
rather have died than have caused auj
pain
to
Margaret,
her
benefactr
Even when Desire learned that she had
won John Wayne's heart she never faltered from hersteadfasl purpose, and so

At Hi >t Desire held her own against
the fleetest of her pursuers ; then.
wearied by all she had undergone, she,
was obliged to slacken her pace, which
•aused the foremost of the Puritans to
gain on her by leaps and hounds. Fifty
yards', thirty, how only ten separated
her from her heartless enemies, and
-lie felt that she could run no
further.
" We have her!
We have her ! " A
wart Puritan drew level with Desire
clutched
at the shoulder
of her

nil

Li. " Yield, witch, there is no escape
for thIt would have pone hard with Desire,
who was no^ almost surrounded by her
pursuers, hut for an unexpected intervention. From the far side of the big
t re beneath which sin.' had been brought
to bay a man and woman stepped into
view, and the woman, after a glance ai
I). -ire's pleading face, placed herself
between the shrinking girl and her
persecutors.

" Back : " The man who escorted
Desire's protector thrust the foremost
Puritan- aside with one sweep of his
powerful arm as they pressed angrily
forward.
" What does this mean ! "
'• She's a witch. Master John Wayne,"
replied one of the Puritans, sulkily.

" We caught her gathering herbs for her
evil concoctions; and chased her to
inflict punishment."
• '"How noble and brave! "' sneered the
indignant woman, whose arm tender! \
frame.
drooping
Desires
supported

Though

bivals in lovk, the simi*':; «:;ir;r. o;

thl

wood-

saves Mabgarst's

lue.
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:iThe

witch

will

burn!

The

oTSalem
Town.
wiil burn!"
Bhouted the jryod Puritan*
"' Sir- was so good, and
_ fohn|
pure.
To think that she shon
thus," sobl
a
■ 'hii.
Wayne. He had done everything i:i hi.*
power to save Desire, but without a\ail.
His Excellency the Governor v. ...
them apply the lighted torches to tU
branches
_ 1 ed hisaround
beard. Desire, and grimly'
• Had she only cousented," he muttered, "she might have saved !
SheFrom
aloneallis sides,
to blame."
in
r-wideninjj
circle, the yellow fire darted aroH
tree to which Desire had 1 11 b-mr.-.
Leaves, seared and withered with the
intense heat, fell swiftly into the

Johx and Margaret

visit the doomed girl in her cell.

hungry,
leapingin a mass
B of glaring
hi -h light
nowframed Desire
Then
higher
and higher leapt the
flames, shutting
out all view of the
little
martyr
of the
woods
I
the witch, the outcast, who had laid
down her life for her friend.
#

Margaret never knew how near she had
been to losing her lover.
Then came the day when Margaret was
stricken with a sudden illness- an illness
so terrible that people said, shaking
their heads solemnly, she was sick
beyond hope of recovery. Desire heard
the news as it went the round of the
gossips,
andshe-found
ilew to Margaret's
side. was
To
her
horror
that her friend
stricken with a violent fever.
" T could save her. I know I could save
her," said Desire to herself as she left
Margaret's
heme.
The woods
medicalhaduses
of
all
the herbs
of the
been
shown to the -girl by Goody Martin, and
-he felt convinced that she could concoct alife-giving medicine.
II' only she dared! Desire hurried
back to her cave, a daring idea growing
in her mind at every step she took.
What cared she for the proclamation
when one she lined was in danger?
ball' th.it night, with the moon to
guide her. Desire left her cave in search
of herbs ami later still, after the herbs
had been gathered, she lighted a lire
and prepared a brew after the fashion
• hown her by old ( l-oody.
When dawn broke Desire sped as fas!
as her fleet legs could carry her in the
direction of Margaret's home. And
clutched tightly against her dress was a
vessel containing a pint of precious
ll'iiil. to "Main which she had risked
everything,
" It will save her let her drink it ! "
gasped the girl, when she reached
.Margaret's
chamber,
John, that
inspired
In
her profound
faith,and
directed
the
draught should he duly given"
"Will
she live?"
Desire
put the
(jnes'tion to John Wayne an hour later,
" Yes."
other,
that
Desire replied
scarcelytheheard
him. so softU

#

#

#

•

Meanwhile, in the office of His Excellency the Governor a crowd of Puritans

were clamouring for an indictment

agaiusl a witch.
" We watched last night." said t<ihis Excellency, "and we sawherbrew-

ing her the
hell's
concoctions
a fire
among
rocks.
She has over
disobeyed
the proclamation, ard must die. Desire
is her name-Desire, the ward of Goody
"Ah, yes; Desire, a witch truly."
The
Governor smiled grimly. " So :she
Martin."
has
disobeyed
scrawled rapidlytheon proclamation?"
a sheet of paper. He
Thus it came about that Desire, on
leaving
Margaret's
afterwaslearning
the welcome
news home
that she
saved,
found herself suddenly surrounded by a
cordon of soldiers, who. amid the Jeers
of the populace, dragged her away to
prison, there to await trial.
"" She will live ; why should I care?"
said Desire, when her trial was Over
and they told her that she would be
burnt for a witch.
On the eye of the day fixed for her
execution his Excellency the Governor
i isited Desire in her cell.
" Thus yon pay for the insult offered
to me in the woods long ago." he gloated.
"And yet even now it is not too late. I
am disposed to be merciful. In return
for your love " --he bent his eager ga/.e
upon her — "I will arrange that you
shall be set free."
"Go! I have no love to give thee,
only
the hatred
that back
I can into
muster the
!"
And all
Desire
shrank
farthest corner of her cell.
With a coarse laugh the Governor
left her to her fate.
A'ery different was her meeting next
morning the last meeting of all with
Margaret and John Wayne. Margaret,
although terribly weak, had insisted on
visiting the prison, and she wept bitterly at the sight of the brave girl who
had sacrificed herself for her sake.
"Remember
1 loved thee." Desire
whispered beneath her breath when the ■
time came for her parting with John
\\ a\ ne. and the man bowed
his head in

sorrow.

Through the streets, lined on either
side with a jeering multitude. Desire
was led. the procession heading towards
the woods that the uirl loved so well.

i*

*

»

Mary Fuller makes an especially
appealing figure as Desire in this
didly-produced picture. She is supported by Curtis Benton (the Gw ernor),
Edna Hunter (Margaret), and Matt
Moore (John). The drama is
by Trans-Atlantic on September Pith.

side, and
sit by my
COME,
Saidlad: the old. old man
to the little
" There's many a tale that I can tell
Of thrilling- adventures
that I have
had.
I mind how I paddled many a mile
Where the tide of the mighty (
well."
" I know."
smile. said the lad. with a beaming
" I've seen that stream at the picture

"
flows
" I paddled
long and I paddled far.
sod.
And far tramped
I o'er the jungle
Where wildest spots of Africa are
shows."
And white man's fool has but seldom
trod.
I saw the buffalo plunge and snort

Nile that"
the upper
miry fords
In the cried
"Yes,"
the ofboy.
"1 know
sport ;
Its been in the pictures quite a while."
" And
once where
the big
Zaml ezi
roars.
A- all of its water, downward hurled.
Into
afall
mighty
chasmthatpours.
A world.
so vast
it shakes
the
1 stood amazed as 1 watched the sight :
No greater moment Ihopetoknow■ res,"
nightsaid the boy. " 'Twas just last

/
1 saw those falls at the picture show."
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GERMAN" FILMS
. IN ENGLAND
.
A

NUMBER of letters Imvo read ed
us from pieti
nnent
the
■• silly-season " news n| er articles
which appeared recent l\ to tell n- thai
films "under Gorman-American
trol *' are lieing shown in this country,
and patroni
sed bj Britishers and their
raonej Bui in what vvaj maj this
informatioi! I e expected to fi ighten us F
Whose ami n hat are the titles ol
pictures of German origin, and in wli.it
theatres are the] being showu? Wewelcome British pictures when we get them,
but how manj are there in compunso i
A
with the foreign varii tj - The
put the matter ina nutshell when

PICTURES
4f T
to ee them
Hie Nordisk < lorn]
ite emphatically thai i liei e is no trul ii
in the reporj refen ed. to
I
i evening
another
urticli
proba blj In t be sn me pi i ion,
complaiuiug thai Charles Chaplin was
•a
monej maK iuj
pn >p< '-it ion '
to
Americans at present, that he is being
i i- a le\ er to b iree A mericn u films
on England, and thai the public will
i be fed up w ith him. 'The u riter is
probabh
the person who >:,i,| Charlie
was vulgar a few days befdre
\
Charlie is an Englishman, he might al
least Keep his remark- for foreigners,
lie says Americans are sending all their
lihn- o> er here, and Bril ish film |
ducers are nit netting a look-in.
Iliarticle includes
paragraphs
on
\d
Ke--el. Siegmnnd Lubin, Carl Laemmlet
Win Selig, \dolf Znkor
whom he de
scribes as head of another American
concern, who makes his producing concern his chief hobby'
and others
He
tell- how thej -tailed in bnsill --.and
have bee >me millionaires, as if thej haye
offended him by doing so Perhaps the
writer i- something or other t.i do with
British ti 1ms. a ml is jealous. 1 like British
films with Elisabeth Risdon and Fred
Crov e- ; and Ib'pworth and London films
are usually
good';andbut ifondotheAmerican
whole American are better,
films
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A ' Lub.ns have produc I unc fin i
lilm- fe ituring
El del I
H irry
Myers, and Arthur John
>n
i
Famous Players films, fcaturin
M
Piokford sucli as // art* l
■■ of
the be-t pi :tnre • : Alii
ud Tom
SIooi
i
'ins.
especially ituriug
"A/ Wily,
/■'n-, ante
Thorn TUrouyh
is Sautschi,
i l
their masterpiece // <p
m I \ ita graph
1 1. ■
i
IIas /.'<<
L . mica,
and /\'<n /' r i it/4 i
such
features,
World, and films featuring Julia Swa
i • don Hi
Morey, H igera Lytt in,
i Stewart, Earle Williams, Sidney
Drew, and the Coitellos; then there are
I i ■
ie and two reel detect ive and
niy-ter, dramas, featuring F, X, Bushman, Brian! Washburn, Beverlej Bayne,

it said that " British pictures are simplj
insufficient inqnantitj for the requirements of the British populace, and if
we 1 egiu to put an embargo on the
and u-iUnth
Stonehouse;
Etuft'ell's
American production at this moment
\ e v -u.
di as / and ' T.ifi
and
from where is the supply t.i come P ( >ur
<
■■■Hi, Broken Fiager\ and Edison's
Allies, one and all French. Italian, and
tin" pictures, like Marj fuller in WhaJt,
Russian are enormously handicapped
II ipp e<( to \l ', . and especially their
films featuring Blare McDermotl and
in the work of film-producing owing to
Miriam
Nesbitl .
the war. and innumerable Continental
"
Are
all these the films we are.
studios are closed down altogether. If were -limn
I . for one, would
uol ^'"t"
it were not for the American exporter
the
pictures
so
much.
vast numbers of
expected to do withoul ? "
English picture* —
theatres would have
to shut up.
OUR
CINEMATOGRAPHIC
CARTOONS.
No. 44 : THE
POOR
MANAGER.
A- a _■■■ -d example
of many of the letters which we have
re reived on the subject we reprint one
from a r< ader living
at New Eltham:
"The other evenin- an article appeared in a newspaper in which it
was si ited that
Nordisk and Vitascope companies
were reported t>>
have amalgamated.
The writer described
their players as
• Ini 1 1 et - he aded.
coarse < rermans,' and
.-aid their films
ought not to ' be
shown in England,
or words to that effect. Ido not eaie
for Vitasci >\ ■ filirs,
but
are
among the very best
tional and
eircns i ictures, and
I was not aware that
Ellen and [vend
A°rgerho!m, El ilia
T ho in b en. Bit a
Sachetto.
Prolich, Olaf I
< ' r V a 1 d e in a r
Psilander were ' bullet -headed, coarse
Germans.' I like
all their films, and
It l-n t all joy and gladness being a Picture-theatre M majrer. Oar Cartoonist depicts above what some
should lie sorry if 1
ut the-e poor creatures have to can
go through
everypatience
day ofatthetimes.
week, lmt even a Cinema Manager
could not continue
be human nearly
and lose
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LAST
WORLD'S

COUPON
GREATEST

FIRST
lOO

WHO

FOR

OUR

ARTISTES

CONTEST

PRIZES

HANDSOME

Players
who
will get Votes s

Mary
Vivian Pirkt'ord
Hieh
Kulli
Kola ud
Marie Sais
Jackie Maunders
Marguerite Snow
Aultn Stewart
Ilutli .Monelioiise
1 (inn atorey
Julia Swnyuc
Blanche Sweet

FILM

FIVE
PARTICULARS

F.llen
isserliolm
nary Allien
Million Anderson
Lean iiaii <i
Beverly Bayne
mpenlc
Besserer
Lottie Briscoe
Charlotte Burton
I'utilinr BltSll
llsirpiierlte Clark
Kthcl Clayton
>i irguerltc Clayton
Marian Cooper
«,i-nc Citnartl
II a /el Hawn
Lillian Drew.
Bessie E> foil
Margarita
Fischer"
F.clna Flitgrath
Vict oris
ForrtTa
Else Friilieh
Mary Fuller
Jane vail
Helen Gardner
Dorothy
Ctfsh
Mil la 11 Gtsh
Winifred Greenwood
Unul
Hawley
Delcii
Holmes
Alice Joyce
Virginia Kirtley
Florence
La Badic
Louise Lester
Anna Little
Gertrude McCoy
Fleo Madison
Mae Marsh
Betty
Hansen
Anna IV'Iskiiu
Mahel
\<> 111:11111
Muriel Ostrich

Week ending
Sept. m

452

VALUE

CONSOLATION

. OF

PRIZES

APPEARED

IX

ARE

THE

CLEVEREST

£35
PRIZES

PREVIOUS

ISSUES
Players
who
will get Votes .

PLAYERS?

Each Voting Coupon must contain the names of a male and female
player, also a second choice of each. The players are to be judged from
their artistic merits only — not from their popularity or good looks. You
may vote for child players, old men players, comedians, character
players, villains, lovers, or any other kind: and it is not necessary that
they NOW play leading parts. The winners will get leading parts right
enough if they have not yet played leads. When you have decided who
in your opinion are the CLEVEREST FILM PLAYERS IN ANY COUNTRY
(excluding
British-born
Artistes) write their
names
in the Coupon
below.

PRIZES.— The voter who sends in a Coupon containing t"e
names of the winners in their order according to the final
counting of the votes will receive the first prize of £10. All other
prizes will go to senders of Coupons in order of merit.

THE

WINNING

PLAYERS

OF

THE

CONTEST

will be awarded the highest honours that can come to them
the stamp
of public approval.
They will each receive a handsome certificate,
but nothing more.
Hence there will be no incentive to unusual
personal interest by the players, or the film companies employing them.
RULES

AND

CONDITIONS

1. Any number of Coupons may lie sent
in, but only one prize may be won by one
voter. Should no one succeed in plucing
the winners' names correctly, the till will
go to (be sender of the nearest Coupon.
In the unlikely event of two or more
voters sending in winning' Coupons the
prize will be divided.
2. The last Covypon appears belnw.
This and nil bnc't Coupons may now be
forwarded lii cue envelope. The sooner
the letter.
8. All names must be written in ink.
No alteration will be permitted.

GOVERNING

THE

4. No correspendsuce can be entered
intoconceruiug I lie contest. Some ol 'he
best known players are given on this
1 a^e, but voters may vote for "nil playar*
(except
British-born) whether in the
. 5. A voter may till up any number of
■mii one issue, and may semi in
any
quantity
his or her own or friends'
Coupons
in oneof envelopeandatnny
time.
6. 'TheE.lit
>i - all
decision
a * to connected
the prizewinners and on
matters
with this contest will be final and legally
binding, and Coupons are Accepted only
on this

Female Plater

J.*-*'

Male Platei:
I desire also to cast Five Votes (2nd choice)

lO

Mali:

for

"^

Platei:
Plavim:

Ki s H:i-.^oi
Juliil Harry
iv
Harry
Itinliam
Farjy le Ilracy
HInrkurll
Sidney
itiiiirri Brewer
F.
V UiioIiiii
Harry
< arc) in

Riley Chamberlain
IlliCt'lon Cooper
.Haurir.*
Cictello
Guy
Couiu'.is
tdiiiird
t'oxeu
James Cruse
l.r:> llrlaury
Andre
Sidney iircii
Brew
». ItatiHin i)iv\»
George Field

CONTEST.

"The Pictures"
FREE VOTING COUPON: WORLD'S CONTEST.
I desire to cast Ten Votes for

Female

ti.
Ddw n.in Aiulrr»i>n
Alii BSl
Sidney A j m

■-*

Itiiiiiniue
t°
iin i't puny Field
F'ootein •;•
William i;nrniioil
Joseph
Harris
Ariliur HouMuan
Art Imr Jiiliii-oii
W arren Kerrigan
Edgar Jones
Itultrrl I. collar. I
Mas
Linilrr
Harold
l.orknoad
fcdilic Lyons
Marc
Mcllermo:i
J. i*. ReGewan
>lurjo;-k
MaO
HoghtC
Mark
Rank Mix
'i a mm
Tom
Antonio
Hiir.no
Harry
Myrn
Harry
Mor.-y♦luar.h'
Wheeler (I a Kin. in
Chxrles Oilr
Harry O"»lonre
Harry
I'nllar.l
Tom Powers
Herlirrl
M.
Prince RawUDKDil
Kord ster
Jnch
llichnrilsnn
•'!■(•>. Santling
«rlil

> or in a Ta I in a ():;'(-

Malicl Trunellc
florcnee Turner
Lillian Walker
Pearl White
Knlhlyii Williams
r. lilinliall
1'quug
and ma n > 01 hers.

Wnlly
VanHit hail
ll<iii
Itryauty >\Washbhril

i

Fill u? and post to "Contest

LAST

DAY

30 Votes
on every
Some Back Numbers

Editor,'' Pictures, 18. Adam

St.

Strand. London, W.C.

lor receiving Coupons Tuesday, Sept 14.

Grane Wilbur
F.arlc William*
anil many «u hers.

Coupon.
All Back
Coupons
still good.
may still be obtained from our Publishers.

EJ

LAST DAY for Sending in Coupons Sept. 14

\\ I IK

ENDING

1915
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o
o
o
o
o
1:1. I.I.N*
Company''

EAIILE
WILLIAMS, leading Yitagraph man who needs no
introduction.
Mr. Williams has lately played in many films
opposite Anita Stewart.

AGGERHOLM, a popular member of the Nordisk
Danish players are some of the best in the world,
and Ellen '3 one of them.

o
o
o
o
JAMES CRUZE, leading actor in The Million Dollar Mystery,
the Thnnhouser Serial still running to erowded houses.

LILLIAN
<;isil. the charming and talented sister of Dorothy
c'ish. Both arc leads in Majestic and Reliance Films,
Zliese and other portraits in this issue trill help yon to vote,
LAST
COUPON
on page opposite.
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MAN'S PREROGATIVE
Adapted

ELIZABETH

TOWN,

from

Reliance

Film

by

NORMAN

HOWARD.

reporter and

magazine journalist, could scarcely
I - a lise that she had just been
married to Oliver Grey, the brilliant and
famous young lawyer.
A.S she sat reviewing the past few
months of her life she smiled as she
recalled their first chance meeting, and
how she had been sent to the Courts by
her chief to interview Grey at the termination ofone of his important cases.
[|<i\v powerful, manly, and convincing
he was that day. she had thought. How
irresistibly overwhelming his personality seemed to be. Then had followed their accidental meeting at the
Bohemian party given by Morton, the
artist, a fellow-colleague on the paper;
where again pleasantly
Grey's attentions
had forced
themselves
upon her.
Eow anxious he had been that her
hypersensitive nature and undoubted
high standard of purity and character
should escape offence from the broad,
easy-going, and MasS methods of Bohemia. And now she was actually his wife
and spending the happiest honeymoon
imaginable.
" Well, little one. dreaming again, or
are you tired of this life of enforced
idleness already?" cried her husband,
breaking into her thoughts, as he put
down the book he was reading.
"Tired? why of course not. dear,"
she replied. "How could I be. I was
just thinking how delightful it all is."
■ Isn'tit? and to think that we shall
have to return to Town again next week.
Horrible !
"It won't be so very terrible, Oliver,"
laughed his wife, gaily. "It will be
quite a novelty for you to get back to
work again."
" Not much novelty. I'm afraid," rejoined Grey. "However, when we do
get back we'll have a supper-party. shall
we ? Just to warm the place up a bit,"
" It would be lovely." cried Elizabeth,
excitedly ; "then we willfeel asif we have
been settled down together for years."
And kissing her husband as she rose
from the seat they walked out together
into the moonlight.
The npper-party was in full swing.
As the evening wore on Elizabeth, as
hostess, i usilv occupied herself singing
and playing to her guests.
•• Do sing us another, Mrs. Grey,"
entreated Morton the artist, who was
standing beside her as she finished. " li
is quite like old times to hear you sing
more."
once
Mechanically Elizabeth obeyed. But
as she did so an indescribable feeling of
unrest stole over her. She missed her
husband's presence in the room.
\ Morton perceived the change in
liei manner lie smiled softly to himself.
He hated Gtey
his passionate
having loved
before she had

the

with all the intensitj <>^'
aud artistic nature, and
Elizabeth secretly long
met her husband, he de-

"Why,
of " course
I d".'
laughingly.
Whatever
ba >
h a
n intoknow
your head
?"
"I-li'don't
exactly."
continued
Elizabeth, putting her arms about his
neck. "OnlyIn I've
a terril ■'. 1 saw
to-night.
the had
conservatory
you embracing that model of Mori
be absurd.
Oh," Come,
Oliver come!
\ Why Don't
did you
do it ■ " Why,
there's nothing wrung in that.
1 I
her there merely to pass away the time
because 1 found her quite entertaining.
Surely you don't object to my doi: .
' little
like 1that,
i yon P "
" Y. thing
-. Oliver.
m< std< emphatically
do!
I don't think it is right for a man when
he is married, and he professes to love
the woman he has made his w.:
and so ' pass away time." as you term it.
If
loves
his wife— how
' really
1
her a— man
I can't
understand
he 'could
possibly do such a thing. I'm sure 1

Their first chan.e meeting.
termined to use all the means in his
power to bring about a misuuderstanding and separation, if possible, between
the pair.
"If you are looking for your husband," he whispered quietly to Elizabeth. "he has just left the room, accomthink he
will ofreturn
for some
little
panied by one
my models.
So I don't
"Thank yon." murmured Elizabeth,
faintly forcing a smile. "Probably he
time."
is showing her round the grounds."
"Probably." returned Morton, turning over another page of music
Leaving the piano under a plea of
weariness. Elizabeth speedily confirmed
her worst fears. Unobserved she went
into the conservatory and saw her
husband embracing the woman Morton
had described as his model. The discovery struck an icy chill into Elizabeth's heart. She returned to her guests
and performed the rest of her fund:
with an assumed gaiety, and severely
snubbed Morton when he offered her
his sympathy later. Upon retiring for
the night she called her husband to her
room.
" "Well, little woman," he began as lie
entered. "How have you enjoyed your
self?
Tired ignored
out. I'll his
wager!"
Elizabeth
question.
" Oliver." she commenced quietly.
" there is- something 1 want to ask you;
something that is of vital importance to

our future happiness together.'1
Grej liaslooked
puzzled.now. "What
earth
gone wrong
little g on
Some one been getting on your nerFire ahead ! I'm listening.
" Oliver, do von Mill love me as much
as you did when whim you first married me P "

" Of course you couldn't — a woman is
different— different altogether," be retorted quickly. " X" woman expects the
couldn't."
same
fidelity from her husband as he
does from his wife, so please don't talk
rubbish, Oliver." rejoined
any"It's
more not
rubbish."
Elizabeth calmly, "and you know it.
There's not a scrap of difference between a man or a woman with regard to
this point.
should
Why
shouldWhy
a man
be there
eutithbe.I pray 'r
with whom and where be
his wife stay religiously at home, fretting and aching her heart out. just because Society's Drdainsit? What
is good for a man. Oliver
for
his wife, and I don't intend to allow
your codes or theories bo wreck our
happiness. So promise me, Oliver, pi
mise me that there will be no more
repetitions of to-night's behavi
Grey moved uneasily. " Hang it all.
old girl!" he stammered. "Do be
reasonable.
You atdon't
under-is
stand the point
all. seem
What toharm
there in it any way p You
"Harm!" interrupted Elizabeth.
"There's every harm. What would
yoU think if you had seen me in the
conservatory to-night, embracing Morton!- You would have seen the harm
sively,
you !- "
wouldn't
GreyOliver,
shrugged
his shoulders
convulthen,
" But

don't I keep explaining to you

that

it is altogether different ? " he continued. "You aie my wife, and the
mother maybe of my children.
Si,
v OU can see the diffeiv
" I'm afraid
1 can't."
she
replied
coldly.
" You are the man whoswoi
love an 1 cherish me. my husband, guide.
( I rev rose to his I

"Look here.! I'm not going to arg
and adv i-er."
any further in the matter."
lie ,
heatedly : " if you cannot see mj reasi
iug
well. I'm afraid there's no help '
it, that's nil ! But understand this, Eliza-

PICTURES
heth.ortce and for all. I will not be die*
dtous to what I shall d.> or uol d.>
I \ you or .my one elte ; please uudei .1 me, Ei comment
ir t bis is final.'
\ nilroom.
« it honl further
he left i be

•

•

•

»

During the days that followed their relationshieeanie
p1
exeeedinglj strained,
a ii> t at length, unable to tolerate her
1. 1.' \n -it i. n l< ingvr, Elizabet li decided to retui n once more to
journalism. She began to write a book,
and arranged for Morton, the artist, to
illustrate it

One ila\ -he informed her husband of
her intention t<> vi-it Morton's 9tndio,
and Oliver insisted upon accompanying
her t here himself.
Upon their arrival. Elizabeth at once
busied herself in explaining Mr require*
incuts to Morton.
While thus engaged. Grej recognised
hi- former model girl friend, and. observing his wife to Be occupied, quietly
led the model through the curtain into
an adjoining apartment.
"Mrs Grej is wanted on the 'phone,
sir."' announced Morton's servant a fevi
minutes later.
Elizabeth
rose
immediately
and ■
answered the call.
"It's mj secretary," -lie explained
apon returning to the room; -he has
met with some [accident and wishes me
to -,. to her at once. Where is my
hushand.
iiiLT
round. by the way?" she added, look" In there ' " answt red the artist,
H*eaningly, pointing to the eurtained
entrance to the lonnge. " If you look
through the curtains yon will find him.
Elizabeth did a- she was hid. and.
lo iking through the opening, disco v ered
her husband in the act of kissing the
model.
With a muffled ery she closed the
curtain and staggered back towards

a
that

instructed

compromise

" I'll let him see what it feels like,"
she told herself, "to be alone in the
house with his wife missing. Ir may
teacb him a lesson for the future."
A- the hours went by Grey could
sely restrain his rage;
lb- rangup
the studio again and again to ask if
Morton had returned,
and each time
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„ new fuil well tli.i

he had not . hoping, hv

Elizabeth,

i

. 1 1 would, i

-., <|,..

her attention mi I. act in^ upon 1 1
lie ret nn

iccoin-

pli-h his de-ire.

morning daw ned '
\ iuced him-. -If t hat hi- w ife bad
unfaithful to him.
Consequently, when
-he did return he treated her storj with
content] t ' I don't believe a siny li
you have spoken," lie deola
back
to your was
lover,-tunned
it he willai have
Elizabeth
the you."
turn
e\ ent- had ta ken.

elopmenl be instructed

I
the latter presented it to Elizabeth
decli
1 to sign it.
" I must hav e a divo
protested,
or not bing at all
B
ret urn to Ml I
tell him t hat.
VVhen < ir.-v heard ber decision I
furious.

.111'-.

" She

.1

Vl . .1 t . ,|| .

,

\ chement ly. " Well, we shall
!
'I lie following da 3 Morton called upon
Elizabeth and asked her to marry him.
How
dare yon insult
Hashed.
■ a- ft I hadn't suffered suffi
eiently. at your hands
already !

[i ir ,~\ er.

For some time Elizabeth was too griefBtricken to know how to act. Then it
occurred to her to return to her cottage

< i'o quickly ! I-', ir heat en's sal
Morton withdrew, and, joining a 1 artj
me in peace ! "
of friends al hi- favourite cafe. Boon
got the pain her rejection had caused him.
By a strange coincidence Grey wis

in the eountiy
an I devote
her time to
writing.
Mnt even that did not I
afford her a haven of rest.

A Beautiful Photograph
of Miss Elisabeth
Risdon,
and a useful Oatine Toilet
—FREOutfit
E.
The Oatine Co. will -end to all readers of ' Pictures' a charming photograph of Miss Elizabeth Risdon, together w ith the delightful Oatine Toilel < >ut lit
illustrated herewith Send to-day and test these wonderful toilet preparations of
which Mies Risdon speaks so highly.
Head what she
I

1

I find
ICOlk.
J
ju
"gen

■

,

irly pott.
d ; igh

I cannot tell you how

it better than toap an
si 1, -Jars

ilirl

it

liri.i

from the pores of (hi shin.

»w

J fin
which 1 often ha\
/■'.
time.
Really i:
tthing \\aJJjJ
like ■ ,
lvHv>

make up,
rs at n
I il is a

pleas

I hi- entlni-iast c testimonial is undoubtedly the strongest argument thai can b ■
Brought to the notice of the readers of ■ Pictures,'
and in the belief tint they will
wi-h to test these wonderful toilet preparations, The Oatine Co. will send to all enclosings^, m£d. stamps for postage, the Loilot Outfit illustrated herewith,
t coutait
1.— A bijou tm of OATINE FACE CREAM, which sesborea th<> natural oil to tie- skin which
the alkali in snap and hoTd water is always ramoinr.
This oil it
protector and rejuvenotor.
OATINE
FACE CREAM contains no animal tat,
nnd cannot grow hair. All Cbexn
stock . >.v 1 ink in white jars, 1 H i
2. A Tin ol 'Oatine' Snow.
Soap. ol tte delighllul ' Oaline '
3.— A Toi
3d. etfake
*.— A 2d. Packet ol ' Oaline ' Shampoo Powder.
5.— A Packet ot ' Oatine' Face Powder.
6.— A 50 page Bioklet ent lied "Beauty and
ether with the photograph of Miss
-ibeti
hisJon
referred to
t.ealtn."
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The uiom.'iii i trej lo- 1 id of i Im -

" Vou li.'." she cried, steadily. " I
li av bei .i vv ah mj secretary M i
Morton
escorted
door. t be. . ."
Mm before
she mecon toId thefinish
tence he had
out i if her life, he

Morton. "Tell him I've gone," she
whispered faintly, a- she walked towards
1 he door.
Morton reached his hat and followed
her.
""Won't you allow me to see yon
a- far a- yonr secretary's place," he
pleaded.
" It's rather a long way to go
. don't you think ? "
After a pause, Elizabeth consented,
and calling a taxi, they soon reached
the boose. Leaving Morton outside,
she ran upstairs ; audfinding hersecretary in bed. she set to work to do all she
l
ibly could for the ghd.
In the meantinie. (ii-py had discovered
bis wife's departure from the studio,
and upon bearing that -he had left with
-Morton, he rushed home to see if she
had returned there.
Elizabeth, however, had not.
Once or twiee she had been on the
point of telephoning her husband, to
explain where -he was and the cause of
her absence; but each time the vision
of hi- kissing the model rose before her,
and made her all the more determined
to refrain from doin _
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CO.,

245, Oatine Bigs., Boro', London, S.E.
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GIVE

AWAY

HE

had painstakingly and solemnly
fallen in love, not as the rash do
over a kiss-cirri or a high-art
ankle, but solidly and pei 'ded himself that if Queenie
\Vo,d didn't accept his devotion life
would have no further object for him,
and he would gladly welcome the careful attentions of all the Zeppelins ever
designed by the misguided Count.
Warren
flirted
mucha
in George
his young
life. hadn't
He had
steered
way through crochet collars and velvet
suits to a boyhood apprenticed
teetotal carpenter, and his
Army.
dissipation
had been to enlist in the

The model whom

he had despised

seated at a neighbouring table, and when
Morton rose to his feet and proposed the
toast, '" To the woman I love. Elizabeth
Grey
" it tookto all
the efforts
of Grey's
three !friends
prevent
him from
going
and striking the man.
But a moment later a revolver-shot
ended their arguments. The toast had
barely passed Morton's lips when the
model whom he had despised for Elizabeth rose from her place at the table
and. taking a revolver from her bosom,
shot him where he stood. Every one in
the caje rushed to the side of the fallen
m: .1 : but their aid was in vain, for
Morton was mortally wounded.
.1 n his last moments he saw Grey bending over him, and called for pen and
paper. Then making a statement to the
effect that Elizabeth was innocent of all
unfaithfulness, he just managed to sign
it before he died.
Then, and not till then, did Grey
recognise the terrible mistake he had
made. The distracted man rushed off

, . . shot him where he stood.
Raising his head to hers, they looked
a long moment into each other's eyes,
and then — their lips met. God had giventhem an understanding at last.
*f5

Tt"

*

IF

This fine four-part Reliance Exclusive adds another to their list of Social
Reformers. It is a most absorbing and
powerful story brilliantly acted, and
features Mary Alden in the title-role
of Elizabeth Town. She is ably supported byRobert Edeson as Oliver Grey,
Charles Cleary as Morton, and Billie
West as the Model. This picture-drama
is to be released on September 13th, 1915,
by the Dominion Exclusives, 5, Gerrard

Street, W.

Then,
just picture this khaki-clad
warrior, with his heart full of Queenie
Wood, his head full of Queenie V
and his whole future life loyally dedicated to Queenie Wood.
He never so much as dreamed of a
rival.
Queenie went with him to the pictures, walked in the park with him. let
him kiss her, and she always wore the
badge of his regiment in her blouse.
Of the serpent in Queenie he never
thought.
True, he once found a photo of an
artilleryman in her bag, but she told
quickly
ahim
friend
had that
lent ititdidn't
to herbelong
at thetoher;
office
to take home to show her mother.
George said the artilleryman looked a
'■ bit potty," but he " supposed he was all
George wasn't artillery himself.
George called for her as usual one fine
evening, and as she came tripping down
the path his eyes caught the gleam of a
metal
right."badge at her throat.
He smiled at it.
His badge, of course.

to
entering
lie his
was wife's
both abode,
puzzled but
andupon
annoyed
at theit
coldness with which the servants re1 -ei\ ed him.
"Wheremanded ofthe
is your
butler.mistress?"' he de" Upstairs, sir." was the icy reply.
Without further de'ay be qiiickly ran
up the stairs; and after hesitating {or
a moment outside his wife's door he
quietly entered. Then a strange sight
ni' t his gaze. By the side of a tiny cot
his wife sobbing hysterically, whilst
a -nurse t ried to gen! 1> lead her away.
No words could 1 e find to utter as the
awful truth flashed across his tortured
brain. His child her child Was dead.
A ud he had ue\ er known !
Slowly he advanced towards his poor
heart-broken wife, and. kneeling down
beside her. reverently bent his head.
" Forgive me," he prayed. " For (bid's
sake, forgive me 1 1 didn't know then:
JS'ow —1— understand."

A II u vx

I'npl'kstanpi.w..

Robert Edeson as^ Oliver Grey, and Mary
as Elizabeth, his wife.
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Qneenie came through the gate
him, and the Territorial's eyes uhai
from fine to clondj .
d ei .MiiiiL '
\\ itli yon ? "

AND

THE

PICTUREGOF.R

to

W hut's « roiig

hiiijf," anid t Seorge, walking dou u
the street beside her from force <>[' habit.
'" 1 sny, do you always wear inj badge!1
alwaj - : " she smiled. Always,
pf course .'"

Kii.'w
;m> . body in the artillerj ? " be
asked,
sotirlj

Qneenie gave a little gasp, and her
Bngen tli-u t.. her neck. She bad tor'•■11 to change i he beastlj thing, jron

Bee,
knewandhe she
knewhadn't
thai anj brol hers, and Bbt
George has lever spoken t>> her since.
Jack Canuck {Canada).

OUR

LETTER-BAG

Selected from hundreds every week.
The Professional Does Her "Bit."

■ 1 shall be glad il von will seud me the
enclosed li-t of postcards. I am sending them
to the friends I ha\ .• at the Front to decorate
their ' Bivies. ...
1 have a standing
i rder for your little paper, aud i ne or two
copies go to the Front besides. . . . Even
week 1 go up to the barracks al Mai \ hill ana
distribute papers and magazines to the boys
there and help to entertain them with song,
dance, and recitations. Yon see I am a professional, but owing to the War, I came
borne."
Evi lys M
Mansfield).
"Is Mary Pickford a Roman Catholic?"
1 have noticed in some of the Marj Pickford pictures that although they are not
essentially portraj ing an episode in a Etonian
Catholic countrj (unless indeed I'.s.A. are
Roman Catholie) they smack very strongly of
Roman Catholicism inasmuch as the sign of
the cross is made, crucifixes are abundant,
and vows made by raising the arm from the
olbou (noticably in Pin
i .■,..'. . and
the latter also in the marriage scene on the
island in Heat ft Adriji . VVhj is \\t]11. B.(Ilford).
Unexpected Answers.

The following goes to show how much the
jouug folk appreciate the efforts of Charles
Chaplin ami the Keystone Company: A
local clergyman was addressing his Sunday school boys on various religious subjects.
\Mi-i- talking to them of the works of
Lord Jesus Christ for a considerable time, our
he
asked the whole of the class to say who was
their best friend. Imagine bis astonishment
when nearly all of them shouted. Charlie
Chaplin. The clergyman, not perhaps
knowing the name ol the man to whom thej
referred, replied. 'But Charlie Chaplin is
not your greatest Friend. Think, hoys: and
after great thought oneboj put up his hand
Keystone, sir
and reiterated.
H. C. B. .Cardiff).
ted for films icitA
He U now th
Kihtor."
An Eye for the Pictures.

■ I have had an accident since I last wrote
to \ on. 1 have almost lost the sight of my
left eve.
I have to y,ear a shade now, hut.
s!d, I go to the pictures, ami
read
]
do the
the pictures
1 think
paper.
good,
thave only one eye to use now, and it
is strained at work, hut the only thing
that puts my eve at ease after work J i-find
to
go io the pictures. This is not bluff, it is
tnitn. It there are any other readers in the
same position let them try the pictures. Sit
as far back as you can. and choose a theatre
Where you know the pictures are steady."'

!'. W. II. [Newport),

HENRY

B.

WALTHALL

is a man of wonderful personality, an absolute
master of emotional acting. In the new
Essanay Drama,

w TEMPER,"

he takes the character of the son who, inheriting the violent temper of his father, kills him
in defence of the mother he loves. The jury
who try him return a verdict of justifiable
homicide, and he is freed.
All lovers of great acting should see this
marvellous film, in which the most poignant
feelings of the human heart are revealed.
Our friend the Cinema Manager will book
it if you tell him you wish to see it — aid
that it is one of the famous Exclusives bearing
the famous mark —

THE

DOMINANT

FILM

iy FilmlTnndTactuHnjCo., lis, Charing Cross ltd , London.
Y.SHUUUM
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Here's Another Great L-Ko Comedy with B.llie Ritchie

"LIFE AND

fa,]$.

A"

CO.,

193, Wardour

Its a perfect comedy gem.
don't tail to see it.

St., W.

HER TRIUMPH. — A picture
that is sure of much popularity.
inasmuch as 3111c. Gaby Deslys
plays the star part, and is supported by Harry Piker, her
fatuous dancing partner. In addition, tile play affords a fascinatpeep behind
of
stageing life.
Did the
yon scenes
read the
story in our previous issuer
— Famous Players Drama, four
parts (Sept. 20).
They

WW

meet

just round
the corner, at their fav'rite
rendezvous,
Two
urchins
the rain.

who're

oblivious of

" Come on ! " says Jack, the elder,
"for it's nearly half-past two.
And
we mustn't miss
' The
Cowboys of the Plain.'
But
Tommy
shakes '■' bis tousled
head and tries a tear to hide.
" Isweets
can't go
; in, I've spent

it all on

You tell me all about it later on —
I'll wait outside."
That's a moving

picture taken in the streets.
II.

They're sitting close together, though their lives lie
far apart.
They quarrelled over nothing-long ago.
And pride is very stubborn and restrains the willing
heart
That otherwise would answer to the glow.
But a sweetly human
picture
makes a passionate
appeal
And seems to captivate them unawares:
False pride is cast away and into hers his fingers
Meal
That's a moving

picture from the shilling chairs.
III.

Another pair in humbler life arc interested too,
The
man
is spellbound,
but
her
e\ i's arc dim ;

She's
she's praying,
hard looking,
at him. and
I [e si
the broken home, he sees
t he famine-raVaged shelf.
The mother and her children
in
the streets,
And in the ruined
victim
just in
in

Whatever you do.

mi <s
Films you should make
a point of seeing.

THE WEB Or CRIME.— If the title is somewhat commonplace, the
drama is truly enthralling, and in it Jackie Saunders has given a
most human and appealing performance. Scenes in a fishing village
help the picturesque side, and an exciting sea-chase bj detectivi a boat containing villain and heroine is only one of the many thrills
provided.
- Selig Drama, tiro
AN INNOCENT THIEF.— Adrift amid the temptations and dangers
of the unfeeling city, the little country girl waif i> attacked by a
rough. She is rescued by Dickon t!i • step- i>:' hi- house, only to tin I
herself the victim of the jealousy of hisJiaiK- . who tries to prove her
to be a thief -but fails. Bessie Learn, the waif, present- a most
appealing and human picture.
—Edison Ptay, 1,121 x. .27).
THE RESOLVE.— Flying A
features are always conspicno
wonderful
Duality,
and' this
is no exception.
exteriors, rich
interiors,
and picture
a fascinating
story the With
film isbeautiful
all that
could
lie
desired.
It
deals
with
a
woman's
terrible
vengeance
on the
man who forsook her. and Winifred Greenwood and Edward Coxen,
as
the woman and the man respectively, get all that is good out of two
powerful parts.
-r" Flying .1 " D am i. I 975
S
20).
BILL'S BLIGHTED CAREER.— As usual . Billie, whose other name is
Ritchie, is in good form.
Imagine Bill in weird Rohiaiiesque-g
torial toggery shooting arrows from bis crossbow at a jealous husband
whose rage lie lias aroused. Imagine Bill wildly fleeing from wrath
to come." falling into a pit and escaping bj way of a rabbit-hole.
Imagine these things (keeping B.R. in mind', and. von get a faint idea
of the film.
—L-Ko Comedy. 1,360
THE MYSTFRY OF EDWIN DROCD. A film worth waiting for. Tho
Dickens novel which was never finished has now been screened, and
is the first and only lilm solution of tins famous mystery. Tom
Teniss in the part of "John Jasper' ha- proved himself to be a film: thetheprisoner's
superb
scenery
The water
power.
remarkable
actor of from
escape
a window
into the
and isover
rocks,
ghostly
tomb-scene in the vaults of the church, and a realistic fire scene will
provide mam thrilling moments for the spectator.
— ,; Ideal " Exclusive, fivt eels N r. 1).
THE WEALTH

OF THE POOR.

It is a pretty story, with just a

touch of pathos, and you will like it all the more because it feature's
G. .M. Anderson. A poor man and his wite have seven children, and
ficpionlh find it a hard task to get fond al all. The poor man has a
wealthy brother who has no children. He and hi- wife arc very

He's
loi iking
al a picture of the evil
drink
can do,

time
lie sees himself .'
'I'l,. it's a moving
picture
cheaper seats.

PICTURES"

cast. Wiih Billie Ritchie there's H. Pathe
Lehrmann, Gertrude Selby. Alice Howell, Harry
Gribbon.
May Emory and Dirk Siuithpf the finest fonmakers in the world.

All applications (mentioning this " Pictures " offer) to
"FLYING

MOVING

L-KO Farce-Comedy,
1,685 ft. approx.
It0 t. Jlth.
Another of tho3e absolutely unbeatable I. K
i
imedies
in wh ■: fa Iiilh- Km hie create not alter not ■ • langhter wi$b his
joyous mirth-making straits.
Imagine Billie Ritchie Cannier than hchasev
ire, in
mil' of tin- must screaming scenarios ever invented, and you will
get an idea of this wonderful rip-roaring comedy.
And never b iforehas there been such a comedy

adopt and
cueland
of the
offers
his
In etherus ato house
and poor
ill one Jbrother's
if lie willchildren.
Consent toHogive
up one
of tlicm.
manoneandthc\
his wile'
theatchildren's
room
at
nighl toThe
see poor
which
will go
givethrough
up. but
each bedthey
decide that that one cannot be spared. In the morning, when they
see all se\eu at the breakfast-table, they rejoice that thej had not
given npam oi them. Thej decide the children are a compensation
tor their poverty.
Est i

the
• Hi: IAN."

Please turn to page 452 and fill up
that Coupon.

Whl

K
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"Willie Goes to Sea " (See).

I E D.
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ON TP THE SCREEN
Alary and .Maude and
Money
SHORTLY before the late Charles Frohman took his ticket
England 011 the
Lusitunia the Famous
theatrical
iger dropped into his brother Daniel's office .it the
rs studio, on West °.:>th Street.
When Daniel
man was -till in tin' producing game the brothers ccel
frequently, but since Daniel Frohman has been devoting all
of Ins time t<> moving-piehirea their meetings had been lew
ami tar between.

In the
their conversation during this particular
visit.
-Bits, Charles
Frohman remarked:
"Dan, I
understand you have an actress that you pa] £200 a week
titty. tv... weeks of the year, [s that si):-" "Yes," replied
Daniel Frohman. " We have an actrefes we paj EiSOOaweek
right through the year. In fact, we pay her
6400 a week on a
yearly contract. "
"Don't lei ns He to each other," his brother laughingly
replied," I know that's your Press»agent's story. You couldn't
pay anyone C40G a week on a yearly basis— yon couldn
money
back.
I know
something about
the show
business.
oiel Frohman swung around to his desk, opened a
its drawers, and produced a bunch of salary vouchers all 1 erforated by the bank's stamp.
Each one was made out for
6400 for Mary Pickford.
" Yon will notice that they arc for consecutive weeks " said
Daniel Frohman as he handed them to his brother
"Til take it all lack. Dan." replied Charles. "But Tin
frank to say that I would never have believed
you if v. mi had
not submitted this proof."
- 1 know its difficult for any onetobelieve ''said the motionpicture manager.
"But you must
rememl>ei
that
Mary
Pickford is in a class by berself.
She receives three til
much as any film star in tie- world."
e!;,d you have her. It's beyond me: " admitted
the' Well.
famousI'mproducer.
The next time the two brothers met it was in Charles
Frohman s office in the Empire Theatre building. Several
week- had elapsed, hut Charles Frohman had not forgotten
then- conversation over Mary Pickford's salary.
"Do you know what the net profits on Maude Adam's tour
were seas,,n before hist ? " asked Brother
Charles.
"Why. 11.. I don't.'' replied Daniel, "but I suppose they
were around E20,000."
'•I thought you were a better showman. Dan." reproved
Charles. " The net profits on Maude Adams'
season were
£43,000.

"I don't believe it," retorted Brother Daniel. 'Til admit
that Maude Adams is the most profitable
star in America;
but £45,000 is a lot of money. Besides. I know something of
theatrical seasons myself."
"Come iu here," replied Charles, leading
he way to the

PATHE'S
GAZETTE

ANIMATED

gives real
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DO
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BECOME A LADY OPERATOR
The war is taking away the male operator, and
when the Government scheme of registration is
in working order, large numbers of single men
will leave vacancies for operators.
This is the opportunity for the Lady Operator;
lint she must be ready.
Special classes have now been formed for the
purpose
of teaching
ladies operating at low
inclusive fees.
Send a post-card addressed " Lady
Operator"'
for
full particulars.
THE

CINEMA

K ENDING
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AND
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BUREAU,

18, Cecil Court, Charing Cross Road, W.C.

LTD.,

bookkeeping department. "I just want to return the
courtesy you showed me when you exhibited those £400
vouchers the other day."
"" Five minutes later." said Daniel Frohman. who told me of
the two meetings," 1 came bach into Charlie's office convinced
that he was telling the truth. I saw the figures in black and
white. The weekly receipts were always above C-t.000,
and sometimes they touched £6,000. It was along season, and
the company expenses were comparatively small. 1 suppose
it is the biggest profit ever rolled up
by a single star for a theatrical
in America."
manager
Yon bave
never read anything like
this? Of course not. There is only one
Maude Adams in America, and only
one Mary Pickfordin the entire world.

LADY PIANISTES WANTED
LADY

PIANISTES

for Cinemas.

Owing to the shortage of men in this
profession, it lias been found necessary to
replace them with women. If yon are a
good pianiste, but inexperienced in picture
playing, we will teach you at our studio'
for a low inclusive k*e. Proficiency
guaranteed. Good positions now open to
those with experience.

MUSICAL
DIRECTOR, Cinema Employment
Bureau,
Apply
—
18, Cecil Court, Charing Cress Road, W.C.

appeared in khaki, and his fine voice in patriotic and classic
songs was everywhere greatly appreciated.
In one of his trips from Jamaica the steamer sprung a leak
in a nine-days' hurricane, during which they saw a fellow ship
go down with two hundred passengers on board, and were
nna'Ae to go to its assistance. Their own ship did sot sink,
however. "The recent voyage home was almost as bad." said
Mr. Farrell. "" Five days" fog. all wearing lifel>eits. no lights at
night, no wireless, all the women nervous and worrying the
men!
Yes. Farrell
I was glad
to land."
Now Mr.
is oncem
ciated with Mr. J. B. McDowell in
B. & C. publicity, and our best wishes
go out to him.
Amateur "Charlies"

at Work.

THERE are many people in I
Popular Film Man's Experiences.
Britain to-day who fancy t'c.y
are as good as Charles Chaplin.
T O'NEILL FARRELL is once
and. in order to test the abilities
more publicity manager for the
of these would-be rivals, " Charlie
' B. and C. Company, and we were
glad to see him well and smiling the
Chaplin Competitions " are I
other day after his absence abroad.
held in music-halls and pictureHe went out. by the way. m the
theatres all over the kingdom. One
such, for instance. took |
ntly
~.s. Bai/ano, « liich has since been torpedoed. Two years ago Mr. Farrell,
at
Gatti's
Picture
Palace
in
\\
t lion the publicity manager for B. \ C.
minster Bridge Road. and prises were
films, sailed for Jamaica with some
offered for those who were adur
of the players of that company to
Men of all sizes did fbe Chaplin
assist in the filming of special dramas.
walk. the Chaplin run. and uie Chaplin
His experiences since that voyage
the
1' would make a thrilling story and
cigarette trick. They wore shabby
hats,
as he do s in the him plays, they
many good lilm-plots. Several B. & ('.
pictures were taken, and Mr. Farrell
wore his trousers, and they wore his
coat. Outwardly they had got Ch
exhibited them pn bjard sonic of the
ocean liners sailing in that pari of
Chaplin to the last button. But when
the world, lb' continued this exhibiit came to portraying his humour,
tion, ii» fact, for >i\ or seven mouths.
to putting his eccentric foolery into
.ni.l might hare been still doing it
his clothes., they invariably failed.
I nit for the war. during which sdme of
It was curious to watch these men
the boats on which he showed pictures
from Lambeth and Brixtonand Blackbave been sunk bj the enemj .
t'riars and other quarters of London.
J. O'NEILL
FARRELL.
His description of these marine picsays the Weekly Dispatch where
The singing soldier, in his khaki run turned
Charles Chaplin is a household word.
ture-shows iquite
s
romantic [magine
inside out. The liniug shows flays of the Allies
the deck of a liner on a warm night
persuading themselves that they had
worked in silk by a titled laity in Newfoundland,
in a tropical sea.
Posters all ovi
who presented hiin with it.
only to imitate his walk and his
clothes to be him to the life. The\
the ship.
One side of a lifeboat.
could not see that there is more in this clever comedian than
tor instance, announces a thrilling Lieutenant Daring subject,
and the other a screaming comedy. Pfcturegoers (the
the way be trips himsellup or raises bis hat. There is an art in
passengers) saunter in to the chairs, those in the best seals
Chaplin's
which see
Lambeth
Brixton onandtheBlack
being in evening dress, and a crowded and verj enthusiastic
appreciate comedy
when they
the realandChaplin
film,friars
and
a ulionee applaud a first-claSS pr u'i •amm- w itli hind and all
the sham Chaplin competing for prizes.
complete. Sometimes the show was followed 1>\ a ball or
From the point of \ iew of the audience it was great fun to
note the amusing vanity of these amateur Charlie Chaplins
concert. 'This is the life." you murmur, and it was. Mr.
Farrell is quite sorrj it is finished.
as t boy pirouetted Gatti's stage. Mam people, no doubt,
During his 10,000 miles of travel he visited Canada and
must have thought these aspirants to fame and urn/, a week
America, was present at the private opening of the Panama
could have been better occupied in learning khaki drill than
Canal, caught malaria fever, visited Germany and France.
the way Charlie Chaplin walks, and one indignant member of
and made a success in Yandex illc and pictures as the" Singing
the audience did call out to one able-bodied competitor, ''Why
Soldier " v\' the firsl New foundland Regiment
don't you join the Army?"
In this act he
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! Ho
Hooray
AY!r page
HOOR
anothe
will
be found
last \ "t iug eoupou for our foreign
Players contest. \nd 1 am glad. Liae
countl 99 readers, 1 am anxious to know
the names "t the great ones, and n « we
-han't l»' long. For the next fortnight
our mail-bags will be fatter and more
numerous than ever and bulk\ envelopes
will predominate. JTour timenas arrived
tor cutting ont and filling up all the
coupons in ih>' back numbers published
during the contest and 1 ■> • ■- 1 i 1 1 •_:" them to
this office w ithout delay.
Foreign Players Plentiful.
There must be two hundred

or more

photo-play artistes whose nam.'-, are
well known to picturegoers in this
eountry, a fact which is bound t<> make
the contesl an exciting one, Mam of
these players are idolised: inquiries
concerning them and orders for pietureur into this office every day.
But in giving a player your rotes you
must consider his or her acting before
anything else. This contest is to d i-cover the real artiste. It' a player as
»in the screen is sincere, natural,
convincing, that is all you can expect.
Some, ^^ eourse, ore more so than others,
and this is where your judgment comes
in. Artistic talent is what you have to
vote for, not beaut] or popularity,
Wanted — a Film

Plot.

Charles B. Cochran, of the Ambassadors Theatre. London, writes me
that he is about to exploit Mile.
Delysia as a film actress. He offers
£50
for
an
idea
and
£100
for
a

PICTURES

rip w Inch shall exploit I" tli
le ad\ antage
t he actrc - a per
Bonality and special talents,
The offer
remains
open
until
September
10th.
Mile, Delysia has received an offer from
oue of the leading American lilm com
panics, but her engagement
with
Mi
( lochran precludes her from accepting it.
Hie

Play's the Thing.

Titles mailer, but don't count bo
much. Having Beveral times refi rred
to the Turner production Odtts Against,
it i- up to me to let you know thai the
title has 1 n changed to Lost and II
I saw
the
lilm. which
has moi
become an "Ideal" Exclusive, a few
days ago, 1 do not care for melodrama
inauj form, but I liked many scenes in
(In- picture, which is melodrama. That
i- w h\ ii w ill be a success Through an
orgj of villainy runs a prett] lovestory,
and there i- ;( wonderful racecourse
Henry Edwards make, g line,
manlj hero and lover. Ploi ence Turner
i- lovelj
in brid il rob s, and a final
church
picture
shows
the downfall of
the villain on the verj si >psof the altar.
Larga Comedian at Ltirge.
1 feel sure m\ friend R. Jndd < rreen
will not resent this playful heading. He
is so large that many times L
taken for the late' John Bunny. Now he
tells me le- his left the London Film
Company alter a two years' engagement,
during which he has played many nice
comedy parts. If you have seen The
Middleman yon will have noticed the
kindly old Doctor, which was Judd
Green. He lias had very strong parts
in the W. W. Jacobs pictures by the
London Film Company, and 1 understand that there are three or four more
in this series yet to he released. Now [
wonder where Mr. Judd Green will bob
up next !-

725SIB!29p|

Fe can't be idle long.

Marguerite Clark
.
Again
This
dainty and magnetic little star was so
pleasing in the Famous
I' la vers product ions
Witdjlo iri /■ a nd The
Crucible that I was specially anxious to see her
in the same company's
Gretna Gret n,a romantic
comedy both celebrated
and charming. But my
luck was out. I arriv ed
just in time to see her
in the last of the four
reels.
Of course she was
delightful
Margn
Clark is always so; and
I greatly adnyred the
final picture of tin; little
lady standing before
se\ eral large mirrors and
smiling and bowing to
us from many place, at
one and the same time.
Actor in Own Drama.
At the sane trade
show I derived great
pleasure
A rah.
in which from.
EdgarTheSelwyn

VALENTINE
GRANT,
in All fct Old Ireland, the
first of a series of Lubin comedy dramas made in Ireland.

AND

TUB

rMC I URKGOER

falls in \a\ e w ii h 1 he A inei

!
b-i
in 1 be 1
1■
Hue
l■
line - ;i ml
picture
I•
shi.u ine; I he shadows "iiU
of 11 lai
part 3 "i \ rube as t hej gallo] ed off to t ho
ue,
After h
led to mi 1 he
jaw a ot deal h
I ir I le- llHIld
i >l I h •
assassins
the girl gyed I ack to America.
The closing pict no- show iug 1 lie \
1 Edgar Selwi in alone in 1 1.
and
the in op "l Bedouins returning i" their
camp is one of striking beauty.
Kerry Hoys and "Yelli W D.vil "
li maj
interest
you
to know
that
Sidney
i >]■, .1 1 was
in
Ireland
last
Bummer producing and acting in fil
lor l.ulan.
Pictures made along the
rugged
cliffs and
biokcn
shores
pi
Count]
Kerry ami amid
I he WOllUrOUS
scenerj "l' 1 he Gap of Dunloe and the
Lakes of Killarnej should become
famous as the land itself. Sid tells me
thai he took nil!" himself a big yellow
60-h.p. Fiat toiiriiif" car aid shipped it
to Ireland, where the Kerry lads, who
hate anything pertaining to orange,
rubbed tneir eyes in astonishment as it
spun pasi their crawling donkey-carts,
and some vowed to '" wall. >p " the m
w ho had the audacity to bring a " yellow
de\ il " into their midst.
Picture-Making
The

in War

Time.

first of the series, All for Old

Ireland, was finished under great diliicultie- last August. A number of the
-cues w. re taken on the Island of
Valentia, where the great cable station
connecting Ireland with America is
located. Tp finish them Olcott and
his company returned from Killarney
to the island the day war was declared.
and found it under martial law. and
photographythat
forbidden.
it is
considered
a number When
of natives,
together with a rugger, manned by captain and crew, had been used, and in no
way could lie got again, a serious problem confronted 1 he producer. Olcott,
however, solved it. He finished the
scenes
fifty miles away
without
using
the same
| pie, a tact
which
defies
detection even by experts. " I was jolly
lucky to eel bach to America with any
pictures at all after all Europe had been
set ablaze," are Qlcott's final words in
his letter on the subject.

CINEMA
ACTING
AS A PROFESSION

F. D.

Ke p j ur graiueas fortnition until
have read the Lock
"Cinema Acting
1
on,' by an Expert.
Ii
will save you pounds. Clotti -jilt, postfree, 5s. Ii. I>
? Bedford Street,
St rand, London, YV.C.

PHbTOGRAPHY.
Puoto Postcards of Yourself, 1<. Dozen.
From any Photo. 1- x 1U JSiilai-geineute, 'ii
Works ■
S. E. H»CKETT.Caiatogn*

Joi.n Uoad, r.iVF.npoor.

has played the title-w/e
in his own drama, and as

GASLIGHT, BROMIDE, or P.O.P. POST CARDS.
20, 4Jd.; 100, is. 3 1. PI ites and Papers also Cheap.

a

Samp Koad
rs k'>\c.LlVEErOOL.
S. E. HACKETT.Catalogues
Works:i"-/July

young

Bedouiu

who
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Turner Films

Pictures made
for

THE

YOU."

The picture-play of to-day typifies to an exceptional
degree the universal law of progress. All other brancnes
of literature and art have advanced by slow stages

PICTURE-PLAY
OF

during the lapse of centuries to their present perfection —
the picture-play has risen to the same level in less than

TO-DAY.

a score of years".
. A true delineation of life In all its phases, presented by
an art that is unique, in that it implants its lesson
Avithout the aid of the spoken or the written word : a
delineation at once so subtle and so convincing, that the
finest shades of emotion, the boldest flights of fancy, are
depicted with equal fidelit}-. — That is the picture-play
of to-day.

THE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER

-wrotehim as follows :— " A baby-brother
arrived at our home, and two days after
the question was What will we name
him?
Then Mother asked me to name

DEAR GIRLS AND BOYS Many of you. I doubt
not. have
visited the Bostock Jungle which
lias often been on exhibition in London
and elsewhere. In due course, then, you
will have an opportunity of seeing' some
of the" Jungle" on the screen. Lions.
li^iTs. and other wild bcaslies who used
to il" wonderful tilings in steel cages
bave become film players, and will
appear in new and novel animal photoplay. In short, the Bostock Jungle
now forms part of a, film company at
[ids \ngeles. ( 'alifornia.
!'',\.'ii children write to their film
favourites. The o1 her day 1'anline Bush
rerri\ iul

a lei tei'

of

wee

IV. Mil

a

lit! le

boy to whom she writes frequently.
He
must
bave been \er\ ahgrj
when
he
■wrote:
" I dint want yon-fco gii man-id i
I you i wos goin to m-iri yon meself
iBusb
dout has
lik apologised
you so mushto her
now." youngest
Miss
nirer, and hopes the bo\ of candy will
calm his ruffled feelings.
Babies! too, are constant^ being
named after popular film players There
i- Carlyle Blackweil, for instance, whb
learnt recently thata little "Carlyle"
has joined the heme of the Kile family
at Luzerne, Pennsylvania.
The news was senl to Carlyle Blackball bj a brother of the new-comer, who

res.
lion-tamer.
VEB \ ROBSON . a c elebrated
■■ Nero.'
ami her short
favourite
h be
1 in pictu Botii will

the baby, and I said. Xame him Carlyle,
aftei Carlyle Blackweil. a motion-picture
actor: and Mother said. All right; and
Father said. Xame him put any nan
long as he has a name: and 1 b
will be well pleased, and when he is old
enough to sit I will send you Ins picture." Of coarse Mr. Black well little Carlyle
a present and his I
wishes: "hut," says the actor. "11:
lost count of the many little boy- named
What funny remarks sorai
children make, and often at the cinema.
ton'.
manager told me that recently
after Ame."
when
the 2V«tcs Gwxth was on. and
showing a picture of a Canadian appealing for recruits in Hyde Park 1a c
up \iew of his face with his mouth working), he heard a small b >y say to hismall friends, "Why don't jronshutap? I
can't
whatshow
he's how
saj ingfor
row ."
Do hear
- it not
real theyour
pictures
must seem to children as well a- to nriiiy
grow n-ups ? 1 once saw a baby-girl cling
its mother with a startled cry when a
great American engine came thundering
onward- from the centre of the screen
until il looked as if it wa- coming oui
of il to kill everybody in the theatre.
And lias it ever occurred to you what
the
scenes
thescphotographing
must mean forof.tliesuch
camera
man a-?
Think of the risks lie must take whilst
turning the handle in front of an oncoming train, or a dashing motor-car. or
wildly galloping horses!
*
»
#
#
"When I said that a "Film Title-" Com-

»LJ
Wkf.k
iii'

BNDIM6

PICTURE

petition was bound lo be popular I
guessed rightly. I baVe just nnisoed
wading through your stories in ''Titles,"
ami iv > head reels with them Ami it is
i bard to select the best. 1 have only
>l ace enough t" re] rint one or twoi
" Pirn
1
Had
and

AND

THE

PICTURFGOEJl

REPLIES
Name and addresi (not for publication) must bt
■fated alien writing.
FPf cannot reply through tin
s are dealt with IN It. n Ale
casts arc required name of Company must be given.

in.',
Little Devil
walkiu 1 ' rough
th
1
S
Saj - Pimple. I h m
Born to le i\.
but it - 1
Hint
brought
to
at last.
You are the /
;
I no
1
whi< It

Tii .\- A 1 1 in 1 1B
I
•• ii a
ins- A tli ii- 1.- Blm
Uladyi Sylvaui wo do u •! think i- u
i i
flan.
Floi
i ■ i' ■' ■■
Jnmei Cruzc . ■■ ."-i n
id to each other.
J .i i
c.o. Than!
Fl
. Hi .
i.ii'l Eobo A venue, Mew ^ ork Lity, 1
they would not mud you writ " r, proi i ling you
don't di h <\'i'-- bio
Dual.
i. liMarylcl onei.
I
au.t comply "Hi. rules at head oi tins |
there
n ood |irl,

will help us through / 1 /:
11 it we have /■ ■ /' ••,
r
vve will find
ght Hon, I together. She shed /■•■
d, and thoj made /
through s
Idering Fires buck to The Other

I'i;

.:'
■">. Fore 5

age 13),
n, vonport,

ITwas
isl year
rani; out,
The '/"
1
YarCall
without
a doubt.
11
. the German cried,;
Till we filled .
<l that Must be

\s . i . ii mi in, '. ■
t lo ik .tall can
obtain P. in l'. i"i you.
Why not pur.
"standing order" with one, ao that jou bat
regularly .'
Hundreds of readers I avo done this
lately to prevent, oocasioi al disappointment.
Freddy (Burnhom . We have heard that
Ifaxgnerito Fiscbei I
ty Filing and is
now
with information
Kssiiiiiy. I utis unobtainable.
we w. n't vouch for it.
The other

Now tis ",/,/, .1.,. linst tlie German bomb',
I "i «i' 11 avenge />'•'.■• im's Martyrdom.
We've
sla\ . entered ihe Conflict Ihe Vulture* to
For H
I Ma
tis Th
Only Way.
Bill's S.-„- Pal of Xnrkish vice
In I'iThe
Battle
of
Innocei
will
pay
2/i.j
I
"
both,

11

For
Tommy,
HisO
PBIZB

Jack's Pal,
Edirard

Fl

14),

Street, Glasgow.

•- D
(58, Que-.

age 12),
iley,

• Tilly and the Nut met at Midnight at
Maxim's.
She was Gidd
' 7'iV/.'i.-/, ,
and he was .4 G
q/ Li isure.
She
gave him a Little Chrysanthemum out of her
hair.
On their way home they met 6
th
Golfi r, who
Irani i— o Title.
He had
been to Fatty's Wine Party, and
7.
a half full in his pocket .

he had

2'lie

■ The next .ta\ he was Caught in the Perk
trying to steal The B ack Box containing The
Ruby from Tivo IF ,,. , . He was taken
to Rupert of Hentzau, who imprisoned him
with
i) / nda."
Edith N\
1"; Osborne Rout, Airedale, Southport.
Awabd of Merit (you win six to get a
prize). Edith Nicolson (Southport), Frames
Douglas (Filey), J. W. Pears (Sh»w), <;.
Nash (Redcliffe). J. Briscoe (Manchester),
Charlie Wright (Newport -. Elsie Lord (Bradford), Ivy Xeal (Watford). Muriel Nasb
(Cardiff), Bc«ttj Jones (Nantymoel), Lavinia
Ph -tun (Stoke-on-Trent).

RIDDLE

Read reply to " Pearl (Marj
. ,-.
Anti-Censob (W.si Hampstead). -The Kay Bea
cast you wo t was not published. We a ite that
yon tin n i
i was asleep when the .1
film was passed ; hut lie ii very much awake as u.
rule, we oin assure you.
Rosie ( Bournemouth). Thanks for the kiud things
you tay and the nice things you send.

will be T>tie to

Tony. The Wayicard Son, was a Ne'er do
II' '. When
The En mies declared
Ho,- he
shirked, bat he heard Ihe
ZV
pet Call,
which seemed to saj England
Expects.
For
Engl
he was soon hi the Rank-sot
Tl>e British Army, and to the fcnue of 27/.iry marched off to help to shatter The

NEW

Dora (Blackpool).
Wo are givin
"k on
our cover a new photo of a play er, mid hope one of
your favourite stars will soon -hue th.
Always a Reader (Aberdare). Mabel Normand
and Charles Chaplin played in lie Keystone film.

wc 11 prove to them

31, .1/ I '

A

j

i ', 1915

COMPETITION.

What
is the differ en :e between
a
vessel that has just been torpedoed and
Pictures and The Pi. tueegoer? A
pair of prizes await the senders of the best
answers, Address postcard to "Riddle,"
is. Adam Street, Strand. "W.C.. to arrive
by Monday, September 13th. After that
date they would not be seen by
Uncle Tim,

Gladys (Haijdsworth). — Unless your son possesses
■ the necessary talent and ability he has a poor
chance of becoming a film :i,
supply of
really competent players far CJCC.
nancT,
and au occasioaal engagement, any way, wou <l
not make a livelihcod.
ALMA

TAYLOR

the Bepwortfa

player,

and winner of our Great British Contest.
This neic postcard is noxv added to our series.
Queen Fi.avia.— jane Gail is American ; we have
not h aid if she is married. We have no postcards of her or Henry Ainley yet, but we live in
hopps. Your crosses made us crimson, but we
liked them alt the Same.
J.ickie (Savoy). — What tapping paper you use!
Your Gurkha tale is very funny. Your newsr.gnt can
getsays
P. otherwise.
and P. for you; don't
believe
him easily
when he
Rifleman B. G. ■. Uaekceyl.— Ford Sterling, after
producing for some time for him self, has returned
to his old Jove— Keystone. So glad you like us.
Good luck to you and all the toys in khaki.
A. W. 3. (\U rcrliamptc a;. — We gave addresses
of some Continental film companies a week or
two ago. Daring the war you would not stand
n u h chance of placing film plots with them.
Duiim: (Bristol).— Yon were quit.' interesting,
1 on'me. Hope you'll write again. Your sailor
brother's allowance of two pence n diy v o it go
far 88 a prisoner in Holland. How. vor, we daresay you are able to get a bit more o.er to lim.
Give him our cheeriest greetings when you next
write. "The U< use with the Tall Porch"
(E dsoni :-r" The Seigneur,'' .Times Gordon;
"His Son," Ben F. Wilson; " Fayette, ' Chas.
Sutton; "Young Wile," Je.se M.AUister;
"Town Chemist," Richir J Neill; "lis Wife,"
Laura Fawyer ; "The Priest," Win. Randall, in
"Caryl of the Mount:, in'' (Se'ij) Kn'l Kn
Williams played ■•Caryl" and Tlios Santscbi
" .Tun.'' TI os. santscbi also played " Bruce" in
*• The Adventures of ICathlyn."
Emily (Plymouth).— Tony Joanelto played lead in
" The Black Mask."
Winnie (New C.< si .-—Robert Bernard might r sply
to a six
letter
from postcards
you- why ofrot
tryChaplin,
1 i'.n ? and
Wo
havj
ditferei.t
Chas.
one of F. X. Bushman, Id. each, postage extra.
Have sent your love to a'l, but th: Editor has
seized the 1. s -s.
Jouro. ks lEastn.v . T ii .ur souvenir of " Birnaby
Kud.-e.'' price 2Jd. post-free. It is pac' el with
pictures, and just th? thing you want.

A. ness
B. (Bristol).
— The were
prizesdeliveied
for Pimple's
Sle. bj|
Con petition
to him
carriers all broken to bits, and he got .pite wjld
and tore his hair i 1" mt it. We wrote him on lb :
matter, and be replied that a fr< sh lot of photographs had be n ordered, and would be despatched
to the winners as soon as he got them. Since
then lie has joined the Army, but your letter has
been forward, d to him.
Mr. and Mrs. E. (Haudsworth'.— Charles Chaplin
is under a contract to play for Essanay.
Bert (Birmingham). Money won't get jou on the
screen, dec
Mick to the job you've got.
See t lso reply to " Gladys " above.
A Costello Fan (Strentham) thinl s that Maurice
Costello's acting in the two Broadway Star
Features — " Mr. Barnes of New York " and "The
Evil Men Do "— is . u_>. rb, and advises our readers
to see these
films. * We published a photo of
Maurice
last week.
Florence (Shepherd's Bush).— Gertrude McCoy,
Sally Crute, Edward Euile, and Giorge Wright
played in "The Phantom Thief" Edif On) ;
Gregory Scott, Daisy Cord. '11, Douglas Payne,
and Jo. .n Kit/, played in " Waste* and Man"
(Neptune). Have sei.t your love to H irry
Northrup
and
Anita
S>
leline ; n 1
Marion Fairbanks.
Fniibiuks are
Eleanor
Thanknoi^
you,theFlo.daughters of
Old R Ai'LK i Dukii fij'd1.— We hope to be able to
oblige v.iti . at that extra p >nny. You will see
we have quoted your letter elsewhere.
Alec (Edinburgh). — Your newsog
I thi*
paper for you through our publishers, <io!i.un-,
Ltd., 93 and 94, Long Acre, London, W.C. Wo
have no postcards of Madeline Traverse, nor can
we advise you where to gel thorn.
Sorry.
Gertie 'Upper Tooting'.— ! nita Stewart and Julia
Swayne Gordon are not related, nor is the!
married to K.r'e Williams.
Of course we" won't
mi'.d."
Aak
ome more, G.
also reply
to " Rifleman B. G. I Hackney I."
Lily (Porth).-See reply to " 4. W. S. (Wolverbampton)."
Thinks fr kind with S.
A. Voting
E. (Camden
Town).—
Thepublished
result ofintheourWorld's
Contest
will le
paper
as soon as the votes liaveb.en counted. Kenieiu*
ber Job— for there will be " l0 ue " counting;.
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Pin 11:1: L..vi it.SI, eVj Oft).— "Tj 1
"Nell," K 1 1 hly n Williams; " Arl
Wlieeler Oakman ; "Jacob
Golden,"
Fruulc
el..-!.
"Esther Gordon,"
Engene
Ie Hunt,"
Gerl rude
' ( leurge
Gil
Clary, No 1 rouble, P, L., but ■.<■
pleasure to help an old reader.
Edoau 'Liverpool). Addressesare:— Clias. Chaplin,
c.o, Essanaj Film Co., 1,388, Arfiyle Street,
Chicago,
L'.S.A.
Mary26thPickford,
Famous
rs Co.,
!!18, jWest
St., New c.o.
Sort
City,
U.S.A. ; Henry Aiuley, c.o. London Film Co., St.
Margaret g, Twiakenhafa ; Jane G.iil, c.o. Universal Film Co., 1,600, Broadway, New York,
CS.A. Our publishers would no doubt be able
to supply you with ■. ny back numbers, you want,
price 2d. each. Beau reply to " A. B. (Bristol). "
So your .Scots Guards brothir enjoys P. and P. ?
We have an army of friends in the Army.
Jean (Edinburgh).— Tour drawing of Charlie
Chii) lin " in a serious mood " is excellent, Jean —
and you only eleven years old ! Our best love to
you, little one.
JUaiiel (Clapham).— Glad yon are voting, and hope
you voted often for the same player.
F. S. H. (Hitclin\— We have contradicted times
without number the s;lly rum urs about Charlie
Chaplin. From Hitchin t> London and back
every day is a bit of a journey for you, dear boy.
.Still, P, and P. no doubt helps to pass away the
time. You ai e quite one of our oldest readers.
Jay-Bird (Winchester).— The Film Life of Mary
Pickford, price 2!,rl. post-free from t is office
(18, Adam Street, Strand, London), will answer all
your questions about " our Mary."
Worbies (Highbury).— Write to the Secretary,
Turner Films, Ltd., Walton-on-Thames, about
the book you mention. There is only one paper
published in this country dealing with tilins from
the
picturegoer's
point
view,Ifand
is your
bumble
servant P.
andof P.
we that
are able
to
obtain any picture postcards of Jane Gail we will
let you know through this column.
Master Key rStockport).— If you write to Ella
Hall in as charming a way as you do to us we feel
sure she would reply. Address her c.o. Universal
Film Co., 1,61*0, Broadway, New York, U.S.A.,
;iml Marguerite Clayton, c.o. Essanay Film Co.,
1,338, Argyle St., Chicago, U.S.A. Thanks for
getting us new readers. Your hope to be a regulu r
reader of P. and P. "till one of us dies" is
very nicely put. May we both live for ever.
"VVilkie
(WalhamandGreen).—
the Edison
Coy., Decatur
Oliver Address
Streets, Bronx,
New
York, U.S.A.
Xilian
(Westboui'iie
Park).— Anita Stewarf-s
address is c.o. Vitagraph Co., Ltd., East 15th St.
and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New York, U.S.A..
Why should
she "think
wrote
to her nicely,
Lilian ?it an insult" if you
Sidney
(Birmingham), — See reply to "Gladys
(Hanc'sworth)."
Dorothy (Wandsworth).— Address your letters to
the players themselves, c.o. Vitamaph Co., Ltd.,
East lotn St. and Locust Avenue, Brooklyn, New
York, U.S.A. — not to U9, Dolly, dear.
B. B. (Newport). — Hepworth Co., Waltoii-onTliames ; London Film Co., St. Margarets,
Twickenham ; Samnelson Film Co., Worton Hall,
Isleworth, Mddx. ; and Turner Film Co., Waltonon-Thames, are a few good English companies
to send your plots to. If your plays contain
parts particularly suited to well-known players,
you would, of course, send them to the eompan.es
for which those artistes play.
Hazel (Manchester*. — "Dear Mr. Answers Man-'
is quite a nice way to begin, and after all the
nice, wheedling things you say about him he can
not ever " break your heart." You want to know
how the Koply Page is written? Well, one
.lay. Hazel, dear, wo are going to get our artist
to sketch us all at our work, and then you will
know all about it. There is only one " Answers
Man," and he must therefore be the one with
1 lie " loving
" ,\ OH
Mary
Pickfordamihaskind
not diS]
beenositiou
married
longs|,e:ik
; she of.
is
.still quite young. Chrissie White was married
we think about eighteen months ago. The low
we despatch for readers to individual pfayers .oft as recoived.
No room for storage at
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v.
,mrm JuncWon).— The little love
enaetl d for the cinema at that
charming old-world spot the Temple Fountain
mut
11 delightful.
Dp to the present
we have not yet be. 11 able to rind out who were
the pi i\ ers. See reply to " A. B. ( ristoli."
I.Mr (Swansea).—" Dear Unknown Quantity " is the
quaintest address we have yet received, and the
opening lines of your letter are just as original.
You have plenty of time yet for cinema acting.
Finish your schooling tirst.and see that you come
out first in everything this comiusr term, it will
all help you i.. your future work, whatever it i-.
Sorry, pet ie, it is against our rules to introduce
our readers to each other. Thanks for photo,
which we like very much. I
Colleen Pat (Bathi.-" The Link that Binds"
(Rex* :— " Fergus McClain," Wm. Worthingtou :
" Donald McCluiu," Herbert Rawlinson ; " Anuus
Guthiie," Frank Lloyd: "Jessie Guthrie."
Helen Leslie. " The Black Pearl " (Imp) ; — " Col.
Mars. ten," Cluis. Burbridge; "Jack North,"
Hobart Henley ; "Phil Mar-den," Albin Hohnbar; "Margaret," Frances Nelson. Your books
of cads and cuttings about players must be very
interesting. We should like to see the letters of
appreciation'
of P. axd
sea, and will return
themP. from
to you your
withofriends
it fail.overWe
have postcards of Olaf Fonss, but not of the
others. Thanks for getting us seven readers.
C'est mhgnifique. When iu town call in.
L. Y. (Huddersfield). — Sorry you have had no reply
from Chailes Chaplin — but you may hear yet.
Every year the standard of film plots gets higher,
and consequently success in getting one nccep eel
is more difficult to attain. Thank you for offer
to send us synopses of yours — but P. and P.
takes all our time, both waking and sleeping ; hi
fact when we die the Reply Page will be found
printed on our heart, like Calais was on Queen
Elizabeth's. Next please.
C. E. D. (Liverpool). — Probably the scene iu which
a player lost her life was replayed. Pleased to
welcome a new reader.
*g* Many

replies are unavoidably held over.

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: The Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoer," 18, Adam
Street,
tranrt,
London, W. C. Telephone— Regent 4316.

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United Kiiif/dom and Abroad:—
One Year (post-free)

Six Months
• Three Months

...

s. tl.
6 6

3 3
18

Advertising and Publishing Offices': 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone — Gerrard 251)5.

They're All Alike.
She : better
" Why than
do Boldiera
talkative
women
others like
?
A "Fare"
He : " What
others pReply.
"
She (coyly): "How

did you come to

He: " By This, darling."
"Hands
me P ""ome Compliment.
proposeA to
Author : " I beg to submit
"
Editor : "Oh. go away: I've too
much on my hands at present."
AiTHor: : "' My dear sir. I don't mind
waiting Position
while you
wash Everything.
them.'
is Not
" Where were you born, sonny ? "
""What
In London.
?ir."
part ?"
" All of me. sir. 'cept my 'air and
teeth.
They Disappointing.
were born in Bristol."
The Girl? "Isn't it strange that the
length of a man's arm is equal to the
circumference
a girl's
?"
The Loct : of
'.' Let's
getwaist
a string
and
A Recipe.
see if you're right. Miss Alice."
Mrs. XnvED (to dear frieud) :
"What's the secret of getting yotur
hubby to take you to the picturetheatre after he refus. Mrs. Wiley

: "If at first you don't

Hatching—
Notagain."'
Catching.
cry. cry
succeedrcry.
The schoolgirl had been absent the
previous afternoon, and the excuse was
that her mother was ill in bed.
The mistress packed the girl off home
again to find out what the illness was,
as it might be infectious.
. The oirl soon came back with the
reply. "Mother's quite oroas, and says
that you needn't be afraid of catching
Off the Map.
"
twins'.
it's
it—
"Friends." shouted the stop-the-war
orator to the small street-corner gathering ; "in the sacred cause ox peace I
know no empire, no kingdom, no commonwealth, notime
nation.you
DO country
"Then it's
went to! " the
picturesin and
learnt individual.
a bit o' 'jography '. "
jerked
a grubby
And the orator, descending to persi nalities. consigned him to somewhere a
long way off the map.
"Stopping" at Nothing.
\ Canadian invalided to London from
the Frontxras relating hi- experiences
of Nemo Chapelle. The sympathising
listener remarked: " Those shells must

Ad 'I"

i,. 'A. ( ,'biswioki says thai "it is rumoured in
Chiswick that
tin' uoted picture comedian
Charles Chaplin
i< deaf and ihnnli anil has
recently gone mad."
Well, well, well ! where's
that gun?
Read our Kephj PogelnSept. Mesne.
« 1 '■ * 1*
11 (Leeds)
We have si\ diflerenl post ,
cordsofChos. Chaplin, Breof G. M. Anderson, two
each of Eddie Lyons, Victoria r'orde, a .1 on
Bobo) t Leonard, Id. eaoH, postage extra, There
Is, perhaps, a tendenoj to overdo serials, ami so
inauepicturegoiag wearisome, but it will Bud its
level. Cinema
proprietors st inly their patrons,
turd iu so doing make profits for themselves.

THE knows
man is
whoa knows
and know
wise man.
But the
man who knows not and knows he
knows not is a fool.

V

ha\•' eItbeen
terrible."
wasn't
the shells themseb
minded." said the soldier, "but t he
darned (things -hook all the gold stop*
THE

GLaD

ANKLE.

iJack Conucft,

pings OUt 01 my teeth, ye- -brand new
gold stoppings, thai I had paid forty
dollars for just before I left Montreal.''
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and Notes

public in the flesh under the appalhn><
cow
existent.
The grea
moment to embrace this ennobling ar
is when one's career i- in its zenith.
I
was the goal of these perpetual
tiln
records and what they would mean whei
my gifts are less than now that determined me to hearken to the call, and 1
am convinced after some days in tln%
amazing new environment that my art
will be immeasurably enham
The great Russian dancer is appearing
- Fenella in The Dumb Girl of Portici}
a superb Universal Film production.
To Beat "Neptune's

ANOTHER

STRING

GONE !

During one of his best efforts, too

id —The
AMOVING sermon in cellulo
Hot (Iv; an Ideal Exclusive, j

#

*

*

Can a young lady become a mother to
herself?"
Mary Pickford in
liayg, and Watch
see her for
do it.

-■;•

''.'.• #

^

What is September 14th? The last
day for sending in Coupons! What
Coupons? Why, in the Contest, of
course.
Don't forget !
Did you like Helen Holmes
in our
I lallery" hist week?
She has been in
hospital with pneumonia, poor girl, but
when you read this we trust she will be
better. No film hazard this time.

*•.

*

#

*

of Dickens's last two
Recently
shown to the trade — viz.,
were films
novels
The Mystery of Edwin Brood and Hard
good times coming.
Time's. Result
Famous music-hall acts are to be
turned into pictures by the Transatlantic Company. We
have
met
• arts " which would break the camera !

#"'•*'.''•■"'•

It is estimated that 68,000 miles of
picture-films were produced in Los
Irigeles last year. And what about tin• feet " of films in the rest of the world?
Dh, the business!

*

A drunken couple at Northampton,
w ho always adjourn to the " pub " after
the pictures, recently astonished the
"Two lemonades."'
callingThbforBottle.
barman
They hadl>y seen
Fact ! The
cinema manager heard them.
Who

is the man who wrote and rewrote si\ hundred photo-plays in tin ve
years and never had a rejection? .lames
Dayton ! He has just joined the American Company as chief of the story
department.
Great .lames- not Scott '.
\ parly 6f school ho\s requested
an
Edinburgh manager to give a special
matinee of beautiful Florence Nightingale. "If you do not," they wrote," we
will unite our efforts to ruin you.-'
The
threat was too awful to ignore, and the

"command performance" wasdulj given.

Thus out of beauty cometh
fulness,"
The film is a beauty.

"fright-

Our Cover Portrait.
THE

charming subject of our coyer
this week is Anna Little, of TransAtlantic fame, who is prominent
in The Black Bo.c serial. She resigned
from that company (Universal) recently
to accept an engagement with the
American Company at Santa Barbara,
where she has just commenced work.
She will appear in a series of Western
comedy-dramas, and on their completion will be seen in features. Anna
Little first made a name in pictures
when she took the leads in Western
photo-plays with the New York MotionPicture Corporation at Santa Monica,
when her riding and portrayal cf Indian
girls brought her into prominence, as
well as her expressive acting.
Superstition.

you pass under a ladder ? and
WILLif you
spill salt do you throw
some over your shoulder? Lots
of people do, but the Famous Players
Co. are not superstitious, and during the
three months September, October, and
November will release in America the
d"ThcFounible
thirtee
ng" noble
followi
rd; n":
The — Incorrig
Pickfo
Mary
ling,
Dukane, John Barrymore; The White
Pearl, Marie Doro; The Fatal Card,
Hazel Dawn and John Mason ; Madame
Butterfly, Mary Pickford: Tin Mummy
and the Humming Bird, Charles Cherrj :
The Three Elks', John Barrymore;
Dorothy Vernon »J Ifaddon Hall, Hazel
Dawn; The Prince and the Pauper,
Marguerite Clark ; Twisted Pat/is, Mary
Pickford; Poor Smalts, Sam Bernard;
Zaza, Pauline Frederick; \£oHy-MakeBcKeoe, Marguerite Clark. All these
"•rood iroods" will in due course come to
our own picture houses, and being some
best you will of course
of
for them.
looktheoutworld's
Why

Pavlova is in Pictures.

motives
explain herionary
asked to so
WHEN
in making
revolut
a.
change in Tier career, Pavlova replied: "At best I can appear even in
America incities only a score of t he metropolitan
; aside from London, Paris,
and a few great Continental cities; 1 have
novcr appeared at all. In these and
other war-stricken nations. including
my own country. I am unable to face the

Daughter."

BRENON with a large
HKRBERT
nipaiiy
has -ailed
for tin- ■•
months
in Jamaica,
and isexpe
to bring back one of the greatest screen
productions in the history of filmd<>m.
Re has cartt blanche as to the expenditure of time and money to develop the
story, which has emanated from his o\vn
fertile brain. It is a beautiful conception of reincarnation, involving myriad
fairies, elves, witches, gnomes, sprites
and mermaids. The wonders of the
forest and of the depths of the sea will
alike be shown naturally and artistically.
The star for this fairy-tale of l>eauty
and grace will be Annette Kellerman.
whose success in Mr. Brenon's great
submarine picture Neptune's Daughter
will not be forgotten by the many wb >
were fortunate enough to see it.
Advertising a Picture Show.

a little place in
in Forres,
EVEN
Scotland
with barely five thousand
inhabitants, it is possible in War
time to make a picture-theatre a handsomely paying proposition.
How Mr. A. G. Shand, of the Forres
Lyceum Picture-house, has succeeded by
advertising
filmsin and
popular
showing
them is told
in full
an interesting
article in ffighaitis Magazine. No form
overto have l>een
seems
of publicity
looked by this
enterprising
manager.
sandwich-men.
hand-carts,
Hoardings,
his
own walls
and screen,
and local
papers were all made use of. His many
schemes included singing and other
competitions for the children at
matinees, which brought their parents
at night, and if a film advertised did not
arrive he always told his audience why.
and gave any one the opportunity of
seeing the particular film at the next
performance of it free of charge. Asa
specimen of his newspaper advertising
one of his articles commenced :—
■■ Chapliuitis' is the latest thing ending in 'itis' to reach Forres. Like
things, it bas come from
great
other
America,
and takes it- name from one
of America's citizens. Charlie Chaplin.
No one is exempt from its ravage-, and
doctor- cannot find an antidote for it.
It affects the laughter part of the system, causing pains in the side and a
from ihe eyes. Itwater recognised
of easily
running are
victims
by their
I handkerchiefs and a doubled-up
down Caroline Street.
style of walking
[t is a craze rat her than a disease, and is
thing about it is
peculiar
A
incurable.
the craving it causes for more, and the
Lyceum Dispensary is kept busy
catering for the desires of its many
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Our News Feature:
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Events of the Week
SELECTED

Mtmi

PATHE'S

ANIMATED

GAZETTE.

1. 8V THE SHINY SEA: Conva'escent Indian soldiers enjoy themselves at Bournemouth. 2. WOUNDED ENTERTAIN WOUNDEO: A Belgian and British
Tommies tea-party at Stanmore. 3. THE BEST-FED ARMV IN THE WORLD: Mea -time in camp with the men of the 10 h London Regiment. 4. THE
RIDDLE OF THE BALKANS: M. Grecoff, the Bulgarian Minister now in Paris, to confer with the Allies. S. SHELLS BY THE MILLION are bsing turned
out daily in French Munition Factories. 6. GENERAL LOUIS BOTHA, conqu ror of German South-West Africa, receives triumphal welcome at Johannesburg 7.DON'T BE PUSHEO-CO!
Harry Tate and Violet Loraine appear in new role— Recruiting Sergeants for the Jnd London Reeimcnt.
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Th£ Idol of the Picture World
CHARLIE

N

() T W I T H STANDING

t h e ] a rgi'
number of people
before the public
rye at the present
moment, there is no
one more talked
about than the inimitable Charlie
Chaplin. In fact, the
world is Chaplinmad. His name is
on
everybody's
lips,
from
the smallest
street arab to the
biggest the
City stories
" pot,"
and
about him that are
circulated both by
the Press and by
word of mouth are.
more diverse and
wild than are the
dreams of a conp p -nn.-d lunatic — which Charlie is not!
No, he is neither in an asylum nor in
prison; nor is he blind, deaf, dumb,
dead, or even a nervous wreck ! He is
working hard in America, and it would
probably be difficult to find a saner and
more industrious man than is this king
of picture comedians.
Frequently during the past few weeks
we have been questioned as to why we,
being an all-moving picture paper, do
not publish a Life of Charlie Chaplin
instead of leaving it to outside journal!.
who may know little or nothing of the
truth about him; but as a fact we have
no need to make a serial feature of a

CHAPLIN

AS

HE

REALLY

WAS

AND

IS

lessons in dancing and singing, and at
the age of eight lie joined the famous
"' Eight Lancashire Lads." His early
stage career also featured a role in
Caiei/s Court, played by a company of
juvenile actors on the halls, for which
( !h iplin re :eive3 the magnificent salary
of 30s. a week. He would have been
Aery surprised in those days, no doubt.

ar he has not found the girl, and the
aforesaid relative says she ,;
think he will! In private life Chaplin
is of a serious turn of mind, as is the
case with the majority of comedians;
and. being a fine musician, one of his
favourite recreations is the impro isation of weird and tragic mas
All Smiles and Nonsense.

if
any many
one had
to In'm
before
yearshinted
his weekly
stipthat
would run into hundreds !
A little later he played at the Duke
of York's Theatre with William Gillette, bis role being that of newsboy;
and later he toured in the part of Pageboy Billy in Sherlock Holmes.
When Charlie first joined the Essanay
Company he pretty nearly stopped the
works. All in the studio-actors and
actresses, scenario- writers, property
men.. &c— neglected their duties and
went to watch the queer antics of this
strange little man, who was born to make
laughter, just as Marconi was born to
invent " wireless " and Dickens was born
to write novels ! And this was longbefore Charlie Chaplin had become
anything like the idol of the pictureworld.

With "the b
vever, he is all
stniles and nonsense, just like the childlike Charlie that
patrons the
world over have learnt to lo.
hitch, a bit of foolish work by one of the
company, or his own inability to get a

Although there are many who claim
relationship with Chaplin, his family is
in reality a very small one, consisting
only of Mrs. Chaplin, her sister Kate
Mowbray* and Charlie's brother " Syd."
According to Charlie's aunt, he has a
" very sentimental disposition." and,
being a great favourite with girls, lias
dozens of sweethearts in England, but

- :ene polished so that it " registers '
and "gets over." will turn him in a
flash into the petulant, irritable director
(a type all too common in moving pictures!. But. his end accomplished, his
nature reasserts itself. " Fine ! " he will
exclaim,
in kiddish joy—
"just(n fine! "
in
an unmistakable
London
ney) dialect, using Americanisms all the
time. When directing the actual takings of scenes
— wehesayalmost
" takingsinvariably
" necessarily, because
takes each scene five or sis times, apart
from having rehearsed as man; morelie is all of a nervous tension, screwing
his fingers into his mouth, and bending
forward in eager anxiety, calling to his
company their business as the scene progresses'. He is a great believer in the
director providing the atmosphere himself; thus, if it is a mob scene, and he
wants anger and excitement, he will
stand beside the camera and spur them
on 'regardless of language in a case like'

film-player's
we keep our.
renders up tolife.
dateInstead,
and constantly
in
touch with the movements of Charlie
Chaplin byand
the restweek
of the
world's
artistes
publishing
by week
all
that happens concerning them of interest to the picturegoer. No one could
peruse many copies of PlCTUJRES without becoming fairly familiar with the
lives of our cinema stai s.
However, as there are so many
ridiculous rumours in the air and so
much del ion in the Press, we feel it
might be just as well to give a few
authentic facts about dor ,1.1 Charlie.
The Place and Time of Birth.
I ;.■ -was born in Walworth on April
Kith. L890, His mother was in those
day: a professional entertainer, appearing on the music-hall stage, under
her maiden name of Lily llarley.asa

mimic of music-hall stars. (She is now

unfortunately an invalid at Hove.)
Prom his father, who bore the same
( 'liristianname.andof whom the present
Charlie is an almost exact replica in
appearance, walk, and mannerisms, he
inherited his humorous nat ure and stage
gifts, the elder Chaplin being exceedingly clever as a singer of character

pongs.
Early in life his father gave him

WORLD-FAMOUS

"TOGS''

AT

REST.

This unique snapshot of Charlie's trousers, shin, collar, boots, stick, ami hat was
wade in the comediau's dressing-room at Los Angeles before he arrived in the
morning, by Fred Goodwins.
[Copyright jtliotograph.

;>i\c
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CHAPLINITIS ! Our Ari/st hasgot it— very badly.
He could not sleep the other night until
after he had got up and dashed off the above crazy recollections of the "One and Only."
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this!)• until the crowd is almost in a real
■• When taking The Bank ovb
picture, which will l»- your way after
The Woman," says Fred Goodwins in a
Bpecial letter nisi received from Los
Lngeles. and with which he has favoured
us with the red-hoi and exclusive snapshots reproduced in this article, " 1
played a bank-robber, and Charlie stood
beside the machine while we wore stealing into fhe vault, and whispered, almost
inaudibly, 'Sh! (Jome on. boys; not a
Bound!' mid so on. till we really felt
as if the President of the Bank was upstairs and might hear us if we dared
make a noise. Charlie calls this 'getting
atmosphere,' and it is the right dope,
believe me."
"It struck me as strange," says this
same friend of Chaplin, "coming from
tin- freezing atmosphere of a Frohman
Broadway production into the Hailfellow-well-met air of the ' Chaplin
family.' It seemed all wrong at first
to hear everybody (from the nightwatchman up) call the world's greatest
comedian ' Charlie,' but it has not taken
me many weeks to lose that Broadway
' side." and to enter into that big. human
spirit that prevails not only in this
stndio, but in every moving-picture
studio in this sunbathed City of
Movies. Los Angeles."
.>
Charlie in Heavy Drama.
"*We are all feverishly awaiting the
result of Charlie's new line of work, the
dramatic-comedy, the first of which is
released here to-morrow (Monday)-— it
is the one J have mentioned, The Bank.
So much adverse criticism has cropped
up among the public of U.S.A. (which
is inclined to be very Puritanical) about
isome of the 'naughty' little incidents
in certain of Charlie's comedies, that he
has decided to turn his attention to a

" BRITONS

THREE."

Leo White, Billy Armstrong, and
" Charlie " pose for " Pictures in the
Btudio whilst in ilie oiidsl "i a production,

ending

Sepi

OUR

LETTER-BAG

Selected from hundreds every week
A Lover of Portraits.

Your new feature. Onr Portrait Gallery
S ii'n Artists,' is the greatest improvement to your paper since the new series
started, ami I am sure I am voicing the
opinion "of
of your feature
readers in
a-kmc:
vou a iegreat,
makenumber
it a rejnilar
the future. 1 would gladly pay an extra
penny traits
for included
the paper
nave the pa ^>- of porevery toweek.
An Oi.ri Reader (Dukinfieltl).
Credit Where

"SH!

COME

ON,

BOYS

I"

Laurence
Bowes,
Fked Goodwins.
and Paddy
Maguire
rehearsing- the
Vault Scene in The Bank.
much more legitimate line of work;
viz., dramatic stories in which he. in
comedy vein, pulls off all the rescues,
traps the thieves, and so on. 27/c
Bank, we think, will be his biggest
success, for our head office in Chicago
wired him, directly it saw the production: 'Congratulations to Charles Chaplin and Company on The Hank. It is
a bear!' This is the first time he lias
received one of these. He was so pleased
with himself and us that nothingcould
be wrong that day !
" Yesterday we started a new picture
called Shanghai— we all went to some
distant islands out in the Pacific: the
sea was rough all night, and the effect
of sea-sickness was most amusing, apart
from its discomfort. Charlie's face was
nearly as pale-blue as his eyes, and he
anathematised moving-pictures and all
else until sleep claimed him : ten out of
thirteen of us were sea-sick, and all were
as busy as the deuce (in their sleep).
The Director-Chief. Jesse Bobbins, was
'" directing " the whole night lone- ! And
Charlie kept reciting poetry between
his snores. Oh. hoys, it was some
jubilee! The boat will not £•> "in to
the island again, methinks Charlie
has changed the story so that it can be
taken at the dockside for the most
It is said that Chaplin will
believe that his popularity i- anything
like as ureal as it is. and it was a
matter
part ! " of astonishment as well as
immense gratification to him when he
received the largest number. of votes in
our recent Cleverest British Players
Contest and was presented by us with
the Pictures certificate.
Readers who are victims of the
Chaplinitis epidemic will lie pleased to
hear that a new film, Charlie at Work,
will shortly be released, in which Charlie
Chaplin and a pail of whitewash are the
principal " characters."

Credit is Due.

• While (In- man who write- a book, paints
a picture, composes a piece of mnsicor writes
;> stage play is given the fullest publicity as
the creator of his work, the photo-play
author, who is no less an artist than an]
the above mentioned, i- cert granted this
privilege
as the
a general
rule. asHi-is is
no voice in
production,
theallowed
sli
dramatist, and. as a rule, his name and his
capabilities are alike unknown to the exhibitor or the general public.
•■ If the author's name were always placed
on the libn for which he is lespousiblc the
public would soon have their favourite
authors a- well a- their favourite art:and thus the exhibitor would be better aimto eater for his patrons, while the author.
having thus a reputation to work up to, would
naturally turn out work of the best cl&ss
only, wherefore the public would not be
forced to sit ami view half-a-dozen mediocre
and anonymous films before they encountered
one good one. a- is the case to-day.
A campaign is being organised to obtain
publicity for authors, and the promoters haw
every hope of success. Ail inter. -ted are
requested to write to William .1. Elliott,
Link Cottage, Copthorne, Sussex, for further
particulars, enclosing a stamped envelope."
A Victim of the War.

■ I am a Belgian refugee, but nearly ten
months in London. 1 was cinema artiste in
Belgium, hut. unlucky. 1 have not one
warrant that 1 can aet. The studios were
burned by boms of a Zeppelin, and the
manager ha- been killed. There could not he
saved anything. I have often written to
Belgium for some warrants or photos, but
did .not get answer. My parents and I fled
from Belgium— like all refugees, losing all
we hail possess, and in London I tried to get
some uoik ;i- film artiste. Beading the
name- of various English Companies in
Pn II i;i s. 1 wrote to them, but always was
the answer -' There is not work for yon. At
last I wrote to Mi— Florence Turner, and she
wa- -o kindly to offer me some work. B '
jn-t the day that I must call, and the Welsh
Harp at llendon. 1 was ill and I could tome.
1 wrote after again, but did uot get an answer.
I could not help it. and I was verv, very
sorry. I apply me then at Miss Elisabeth
Ki-don. and got two nicely letters of her.
Shi' wrote me 1 must -end her my photo to
-ee of 1 have any chance. 1 do not BOSS :ui\ photo, and 1 am too poor to take now a
good photo. 1 am not a beauty, hut 1 can
say 1 dare say 1 wa- a good artiste. Net like
Mi-- 1'. Turner or Mis- E. Bisdon, 1 cannot
uei-in- and outs of London that 1 can call
the studios. 1 know how many artistes aro
longing fora position.and cati. get none.
I
.hire say if I had a producer and a few actors
and actresses 1 could form my own company.
• She fancy
herself
you i- should
think,
but where
thereforis much
a will 'there
a way,
and that is a true a.i
P. P. [Bow LA
1 1 any tilm-proditoer would like to toiu-li with our correspondent we will gladly
enable him to do -
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Adapted by Norman
Hoivard
//<>,// the Balboa film
m <>/' the famous novel by Mrs. Evans Wilson.

GUY HAltTW ELL, the fashionable physician, sal alolie in his
-tiuly. profoundly lost in thought.
An occasional smile illumined his
feature- as he gazed vacantly at the
I eantifull) framed and life-size portrait
painting of his dead and faithless wife ;
which, draped and generally
cnth a black eanopy, stood at the further end of tin- room. His thoughts
were obviously with the past a past
t l<:i t had blighted the whole of I» i — life.
Five years previously DrvHat
had
married
tin- handsome
woman,
Creola, believing that his hue for her
was onlj exceeded bj her own for himI >ne night, however, whilst walking
round his garden, he had caught her in
the arms of a lover. Drawing a revolver,
he would have killed the man. hut listening to her entreaties t" spare her
- life, and receiving from her an
emphatie declaration that she had
loved him. lint had only married him for
hi- wealth, he threw the revolver down
and returned to the house a crushed
md broken man.
From that night his whole nature had
■hanged. No more the passionate, emotional, and intensely human being he
had become a cold, cynical, and embittered piece of human mechanism a
ierelict that doubted even theexisteuee

Lilian were sitting on a form near 1 h
playground watching
the other
1
-ill- playing their games.
Beulah ! "cried Eugene 1 Iraham,
one , it Beulah s sturdj boy-companions,
'"I've go! something awfullj exciting to
tell you I've just been adopted bj
some wealthy people, and am to be senl
abroad to school, so no more of the

DR

>f his God.

"I'm -o glad,"
tor me."replied Beulah. hesiorphanage tatingly,
for she was verj fond of
Eugene,
and dreaded
the inevitable
parting
that his news
was hound
to
bring about.
" And I do hope you'll do
w ell fi •!' for I" 'til our sake-."
I ). v .11 - " he returned. " 0!' course I
.-hall. And when 1 come back, Beulah.
it will he for yon. We will have a dear
little home of our own. and be ever bo
•' I hope
go," wewhispered
Beulah, 1".'. ■!p"
won't
happy,
ing her eyes, " I shall never forget yon,
But sheso never
finished
and the " sentence,
good-bye,
Eugene,
for Eugene, snatching a hasty kiss, had
departed
" Now,matron
girls," ofsaid
Williams,a few
the
kindly
theAirs.
orphanage,
minutes later.'"
Mr. and Mione of yon. for
all stand in a

this lady and gentleman,
Grayson, want to adopt.
their own little girl. So
line, please, - 1 that they

may letter be able to make their choice."'
The words fell upon Beulah 's cars and
gripped her very heartstrings with a,
cold, icy clutch.
As she looked down at her baby-sister
Lilian her eves filled with tears. Breath-

ing h .1 1 ib -he praye i ; . 1, , u that
t hev I would
nolticseethough!
her .-ist .-i . !•• • -h ■
ii-' I. ir
of ii
n it h her.
I'ut ,alas! t heir de :i
"1 think I will take thi- little one,
decided M rs. < rraj in, Btooping dow n
■•old lo ikihg at Beiil, ih'- lilt le si

" No ! 11. 1. you c mnol ' - 1 .-.i me I
Beulah,
forward.
You !shall
not
take rushing
her, She
is mine !" mine
and
you have I,,, nulil tb -"pai.it
But the pleading was of no avail.
Bel -lit le-.. and indifferent to her appeals', the Graj
took days
the child
During
the --iiterrible
thataway.
fol
low ed, B sulah was incoii3 liable over the
los- or litt le Lilian. She took a d imest ic
servant's situation at the instigation of
the matro 1. and called one day at the
Graysons'
I n 1- cruelly
■ her rei-i-t
Hut her an
request
'"Von cannot
see her," stern 13 declared Mrs. Grayson.
"Besides,
I
couldn't think of allowing a common
servant to see my child. S > p]
away and never come here again."
And pushing Beulah outside, she
banged the door in her face.
"The curses of heaven be upon yon!"
cried Beulah. a- she beat the door with
her frail hands. " You have taken my
sister away from me; may Cod punish
youSome
for your
! " passing
weekswickedness
later, upon
the
Graysons',
Beulah
noticed
a
pie,
crepe
the symbol
of death
attached r
to the door of their house
Seized with a terrible fear that it,

. . .

Rising at length from his seat, lie
slowly crossed the room to where the
picture was standing. As he did so. tindoor suddenly opened, and his sister
■ntered the room.
"Guy! Guy!" she cried excitedly.
' Pauline
home.
jus(I
going
to seehas
her come
up to her
room,I'mthen
will bring her into you.'' And. without
giving her brother time to reply, she disappeared as rapidly as she had entered.
Dr. Hartwell smiled cynically Jtis
sister, a widow with one daughter
Pauline, the girl of whose arrival 1 had
just been informed- was Mis. Chilton,
md as no property had c< »me to her n hen
her husband died, he had offered t" look
after them both and provide them with
1 home.

Would
Pauline
ever grow up, the
brother asked himself, to be. liki the
rest of women, and his late wife?
• #
*
*
*
At the city orphanage the recreation
hour was in full swingr.
.B'nilah Benton and her baby-sister

STou— you have murdered her,'' she so!>l>eJ addressing Mi-. Qraysoni
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Sept.
Pome tong time later Beulah. much
toiler amazement, heard from her
schoolboy-lover Engene. He was returning borne, and was celebrating the arrival
by giving
a reception,
to which he invited
both
Beulah
and Dr. Hartwell.
Upon the eventful
night, as Beulah
looked for him among the cr
accidentally discovered him kis.sin^ and
drinking with another girl thr
%
e utains'if an adjoining room.
a cry! " sne rushed forward.
;'With
Engene
"Beulah!"

Engene

Bprang

to bia

" Sorry I am in the way." cried
Eugene's
drinking companion,
loftily
" Mf-t you later."
striding away.
" Eugene." whispered Beulah. " aren't
of see
course
you" Why.
glad to
me? "I am. old girl
I'll -- let me see now. Til have a chat with
you later."
And. swinging round*, he
ran oil' could
after reply.
his first partner
1- I
Beulah
When
Dr. Hartwell
new lover he started.

saw En.
Surely the face

was familiar, and yet
■
"Just a miuutf. Eugene." he asked.
following the youth. "I want to have a
v. ord with you. if I may r "
" Why. certainly, sir." replied Eugene.
"It's about that girl." continued the
Doctor, earnestly.
"Uropheral cnn
"Really, sir!
I fail to unders
"That girl.Bngene, is the niece of my
late
yoii mean.wife.I She" inherits all her
what faithless
fickleness and deceit, and you will sadly

"It's about that girl," continued the Doctor, earnest!}'.
might 1)^ her little sister, she, rushed
through the door and into the bedroom
where tin' body lay.
A.S she did so Dr. Hartwell. who was
standing along with Mr. and Mrs. Gray-,
son beside the bed. stepped
forward
inquiringly towai'ds the intruder.
ButBeulah, with eyes for no one but her.
beloved
sister, rushed past them
all
to the bed. For a moment she seemed
dazed with the shock, then with a terrible scream of anguish she fell upon her
ki
s. and, burying her face upon the
frail and tiny body of Lilian, sobbed as
though her heart would break.
" Yiiii. you. have murdered her! " she
s iblied. addressing Mrs. Grayson, as she
turned away from the bed. " Killed my
baby, m 3 little sister ! Godhavemercy
pnyou; pray for Hie forgiveness if you
dare.
Oh; curse
you. purse you a
thousand
times
"and in the midst
■ ■I' Beulah's outburst Mrs. Grayson,
conscience-stricken and terrified by
the girl's deadlj earnestness, fled from
tli«' room. Dr. Hartwell^ who had
witnessed
opposite side ofiln's
the -cm,.
room,from
was the
strangely
moved.
"Was ii possible," lie mused,-'*that
there could actually be one woman existing with the depth Hi' feeling shown
by Beulah ? " II'' doubted it.
■• Come, child ; " he -aid. gently placing
hi- arms about her. and leading her
away from her sister's body. "Come
with me home! Thi- is no place for
you, Beulah; and 1 wautb"
just

"Drop her at once!'

like you to live with me, to be my little
girl.
So come
let us g<that
>."
During
the!— weeks
followed,
Beulah lay between life and death,
stricken with the same malady brainfever - th.it had killed her sister.
Since she had first entered Dr. Hart■u ell's house she had received every kindness and attention it was possible to
give from all save Mrs. ( 'hilton,' Dr.
H.in well's sister. This woman, fearing
that the Doctor would leave the newcomer his fortune, and so overlook
herself and her daughter Pauline,
determined to leave no stoue unturned
until she had succeeded in remo\ ing the
"wretched
pauper-waif,"
termed her. little
from the
household. a- -lie

i in' the day if you ever marry her."
But Eugene was obdurate, and. without arguing
further, lettin Dr.
to hiown thoughts,
spit Hartwell
latter'- tragic story.
"Beulah!
Beulah!" repeated
well softly To himself.
"God! 1 love
night" the Doctor asked Beulah
herThat
myself!
to
marry
him.
Ob. tered.
please
don't askgrateful
me." she
fal"I'm extremely
tb you
for all your kindness in the past, and
for the money you have spent on mv
education, but 1 cannot marry you. I
will go away and become a teacher.
when
some day I may be able to repay
vim for all your goodn

left his
day Hartwel
his hoi-,
fearing l that
North,
the Nexl
But
Beulah.
might further emharra-ere he had been lone- absent he beard

frustrating Sirs. Chilton's plans.
"Go." cried Dr. Hartwell later to his
sister, "out of my house for ever! I
will provide you a home elsewhere. and

the Pre-s and from )-'both from
had broken
the "plague
that native
tcuens
having
city. "Beulah.
in his
out
had to close her school on account of
this dread scourge, busied herself attending to the sick and dying. And during one of her mis-ions she came acr e-the woman on whonish
Mrs. Grayson
stricken with
had called down curses
the disease, and her husband dead.
"God forgive me." pitifully cried
her. "
put a curse
"And
Beulah.
While she
was I nursing
Mrs.upon
Gra side.
to her
returned
Hartwell
Dr.
" fires." he cried. " Light all the fires
possible.
H will helptowards stamping

only will 1 i\<\ that on account of Beulah's
pleadings to spare you; but you shall
not stay beneath my roof another hour.
i :.' : 3 . ii are im -sler UO long

"Lef us pray." pleaded Beulah.
our." prayers. 1 know. '
v ill answer
gue
the pla
" Have
you
faith in prayer;"
asked

she set and
to work
Beulah'-;
lifeThen
a misery,
losttonomake
opportunity
reminding her that she w.i- a
"'ofpauper."
Beulah, unable to stand the humiliation of her position any longerj resolved to run away, not before "Harriet."
however, Dr. Hartwell's negro servant,
had heard of Mr-. Chilton's " beha\ i >ur "
and
goings plot.
on." Harriet
Telling succeeded
Dr. Hartwellin
the "whole
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CARLYLE BLACKWELL, who is onjoying himself bytlresen
until needed lor hi- next photo-play.
He is nowwith Lasky.

MABEL

VI
\N HU'M
• the the
well-known
of the write
American
t'<>.her Sin
has VIadmirers
all over
world whobeauty
constantly
and tell
so

JIK.NKY
KING, li
His unfailing
courtesy bns made him immensely popular at the studio.

NOJRMAND, who as "Keystone Mabel" contiuues
to please and anrase millions' of picturegoers.
These and other ^

.
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"Of course I have,"1 she replied.
"Then pray for rain," he answered.
" Rain wiU cool the air and work wonders. Sosank
pray on
to your
for rain."
Beulah
to herGodknees.
Offering her hands tp„heaven, she spent the
night in silent and earnest prayer, and
'he light dawned next morning- Hartwell found her still in prayer. As he
stood watching her a sudden breeze
ruffled through the room. Going to the
window, to his amazement he discovered
that the clouds had gathered. Heaven
had answered her prayer. The rain had
C< 'ine at last.
■; Beulah," choked Dr. Hartwell, his
voice shaking with evident emotion. "I
believe now! Forgive me." Beulah
rose and walked to his side PuttbiL;her arms shyly round his neck— "Forgive me too," she whispered. " I understand also now
everything."
Thus ended their eup of sorrow.
They had drained it to the dregs, and
now, looking forward to the brightness
of the future, they linked their lives
together for all eternity.
Beulah, which broke all records in
America, is one of the best pictures of
I he present season. Its five reels are
full of beautiful settings, exquisite
situations, and wonderful acting, and
the story may certainly be described as
one that " throbs the heart-strings."
The principals of the long cast are : —
Henry B. Walthall as'-Dr. Guy Hartwell ; " Mae Tabor Prestelle, " Mrs.
ChiltoHj" Gypsy Abbot, "Pauline
Chilton;" Margaret Nicholas, " Creola
and Antoinette;" Mollie MacConnell,
'"Mrs. Williams;'' Sylvia Ashton,
'• Harriet ; "' Clifford Grey, " Eugene
Graham;" Joyce Moore, "Beulah.''
The owners of the world's rights (minus
U.S.A. and Canada) are the Midland
Exclusive Film Co., 30, John Bright

Street. Birmingham.
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How to Write a Picture Play
BY

A

SCENARIO

IT is really remarkable what a number
of person-, nowadays writ'' picture-

plays; or perhaps it would be more
con
, . try to write picture-pla

For quite ninety per cent, of the wouldbe authors have only the very remotest
idea_ of the proper way to adapt their
stories to the peculiar requirements of
the "screen." I have known people
(and quite decently-educated people
too!) who go night after night to
picture theatres, and take an enormous
amount of interest in the films they see ;
they feel they have certain ideas which
would look well on the screen ; but wdien
it comes to taking pen and paper and
putting these ideas into the shape required by a picture-producing company— then their troubles begin ! They
get so met king down, yes! And to them
it all seems very clearly and nicely put ;
but if in some miraculous way they
could see their plots, produced exactly as
/j-ritleu.&t their fa von rite picture theatre,
it is a hundred to one they would never
go near the place again !
Now. although the fact is a remarkable
one, it is none the less capable of being
very easily explained. A man may be a
student of Nature and a lover of all that
is beautiful, but unless he be an artist
he cannot ■transfer his beautiful thoughts
to paper or canvas. He may even have
the temperament of an artist born in
him. but before lie can hope to turn out
any really good work, lie must study
hard to acquire the technique of the
pencil or paint-brush.
So with the picture playwright. He
must make up his mind to learn some-

EDITOR.

PART

I.

thing of the /< 'hniqm before bethinks
about exposing his effort- to the criticism of the Scenario Editor.
We will 3nppose
that the budding
playwright has invented a plot which be
believes would be the very thi
photo-play; before making any practical
ginning in the way of putting hi<
ideas on to paper, there are several important things to be considered.
Questions to Ask Yourself.
First of all, he must ask himself— Is
my story a suitable one?
a .
oner — an interesting oner
mdly, How shall I put it int
a form that the audience will be able to
appreciate its every incident to the- full.
and have their interest maintained
throughout the entire film? that the
actors and actresses will be able to
perform it with the greater
and
the least unnecessary detail, or "paddine-."
ag
it is called ?— that
its
action may be smooth and coutim:
and not a series of more or |—
nected episodes strung together?
Lastly, How shall I write out my
story in such a way that the company's
Scenario Editor may be able to deal
with it quickly and with the lea-t
sible trouble? — that the producer may
be able to produce it just as it stand-,
and without having to make a number
of additions and alteration- r
I propose in this article to deal with
the first of these queries, namely —
Is My Story Suitable?
By a suitabli story is meant one which
gives offence
! nobody : one which
points a good moral
(or at any rate
does ,iu/ no
point
a bad one)
contains
incidents
which; one
are "which
sible, either for the performers or for
the camera : on< which is 1
aid abounding in incidents which h
□ filmed scores of times before !
It is to be hoped that everybody
knows whether a story pointmoral of a bad one! And with regard
to the iackneyed theme, frequent and
regular visit- to the picture theatre will
soon show the would-be author what has
been done before.
There is one kind of plot worth mentioning which comes under the heading
•• Unsuitable," and that is the
story in which one particular
faith i<
represented as being superior to another,
or tht- play in which a character is persecuted on account of his religions beliefs. This sort of thiug should be na carefully avoided, as, of course, there a re
persons of all denominations among
pictnregoers, and a film of the type
question is certain to give offence to
some of them.

ill s prayer for vain i- answered, and .Mrs. Grayson's condition i- no lo»«n]
dangerous.
Sister, Brother, ai 11I sweetheart are new united.

Is My Story
Are there
cann
iictresses. or

Possible?
any incidents in it which
rformed by the actor- or
is there some elaborate

Wl SB
Si:rr.
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piece of yet
• trick
photographs
" winch no
camera
invented
can copewith?
I .•••_: inner- aaj .
I have heard
•■ Oh, thej can do anything nowad
Hut this, of course, is not 30. V great
manj astonishing effects ■ ■< witnessed
on the screen, but there is a limit to
everything even cinematography and
the young writer will l>e well ad\ iaed in
not taking too much for granted, and
either find ont if the incident I"' a
possible one from some one who l\
unable to do thi>. then leave the
Incident out, ami invent a fresh i
Is My Story Plausible?
This really means, i- it true to life ?
ire making a character perform any
kct ion, ask yourself this question. Should
■ltial to the >t.'i\ to ran ke one i i
the actors do something extraordinary
>r unnatural, the curious personality oi
In- particular character must I"' worked
ip and enlarged upon in some earlier
scenes of the play, in order to prepare
he audience for what would otherwise
■liiiu' as too much of a shock, and send
them away shaking their heads and
remarking, "Nobody
would ever have
Jone a thing like that .'"
Is My Story Interesting?
Itisthemost difficult thing in the world
to persuade a young author that his story
-i bag, and the reason is perhaps that lu> trill look at it from ;i
narrow-minded point of view, ILloesn't -'••'in to gives thought to that
large body of .persons called th< public.
Be merely thinks of pleasing himself,
rod, possibly, a few of his friends!
Remember, it is the public that the
picture-playwright sets himself out to
cater for, and consequently his plots
must Ik' oi general interest. "
Then- is one little piece of ad\ ice that
1 should like to give to every beginner
at the game,
that of
is—a Ifstory)
you already
haven't,
or theandoutline
in your
atteir.pt
nianttfao
onehead,
just don't
because
you tothink
you
would like to write a picture-play. That
is the sort of thing which can only he
satisfactorily accomplished by the
expert, who is frequently asked to write
t scenario on a given theme at short
notice. The amateur who has no" ideas,1
had far better pni off his task until
another day.
ViCTOB MoNTBFH
"The Pictures"

SOUVENIR
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WAR
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ALBUM

Handsome silt Albums,
Tricolour
Flag

\
ACTUAL

fr nt,
SIZE

'Pictures'
FREE
WAR
ALBUM
COUPON
Value
Id.

containing
Porleneml
French, Admiral Jellicoe,
y Atkiu-..];i

the Wirtch-e
Price ONE sin 1. 1 in<,
or

7d.& 6 Coupons
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Ln

LILLIAN

DREW

helps A. H. Calvert and Betty Seolt lo perfect a
splendid, thrilling two-reel drama,

THE CLUTCH OF CIRCUMSTANCE
Of course she is the villainess, but, as usual, is so
charming that " you can't help liking her." The
realism and pathos of 'I The Clutch of Circumstance "
will appeal to all lovers of romantic drama. If you wish
to do your favourite cinema manager a turn, put him on
to this good thing and be sure to tell him that it is an

liVs/s/a/vvuAJi
THE DOMINANT
FILM
■y FilinM.iniifachiriu-jCo., 1 1 •

oss Bd., London,

1
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TRADE HARK*.

Thoughts of a Plcturegoer.
( Holding Hands Isn't the only Pleasure
of Going to the Pictures.
Another one equaliy thrilling is watching the
EDISON PLAY.
Observe it closely ! With what fine emotions— either
laughter or tears— it moves you. How human and
life-like the artistes are. How clearly the story or
plot is unfolded bejoreyou. You can almost understand
what the characters are saying to each other, and how
fascinated you become in the ending.

The reason EDISON" Plays give you
great capable,
pleasure
is, that every EDISON artiste is a star,soclever,
experienced and accomplished; and EDISON PLOTS
are jolly fine stories
DON'T

FAIL

TO

SEE

THE MAN WHO GOULD NOT SLEEP
AT THE

BEST CINEMAS

FREE!

THROUGHOUT

THE

MARGUERITA FISCHER, a great favourite in :' Beanty
an|
'■American" Films. You will like her especially ii
the big five-reeler the story 01 triuch we published recently.

IN THE PICTURES

COUNTRY.

We shall be pleased to tend you three
photos of your favourite EDISON Player6on receipt
of 2d. to cover postage-

Thomac A. Edison, Ltd., 164, Wardour St., London, W.

A Frieht for the Flapper.
A

PICTURE magazine recently wrote that Harold
wood was thirty-five.
Missed it by about ten yean
only. Eesult
a letter from a girl who had prei
sent rather a flippant letter to Harold.
She said in i(
thought you wore just about our ago: but. just fancy, you ari
only three year- younger than mother!"
Harold says li<
does not mind, just as long as he isiict so old a- the magazine
made him. We published a jolly photo of him on a recent 1
A Hillman's Distrust.

ii! III. Ill

Grown-up connoisseurs appreciate
Mackintosh's just as much as the
kiddies do.
Experience of more expensive delicacies
only brings a greater enjoyment of the
simple

homely

sweetmeat

John

Mackintosh

invented years ago— and no other has been
able to improve on since. Take some home
to-night and share the delight of the kiddies.

TOFFEE
DELUxf^
Bui ter, Sxtgnr, imd
rnli

( renin blenueri
itosh \\.\.

In

the

*iiNTDE LUXE

,ir.-i Toffee-de-Luxe cunningly =
blended with 1v.1l English ^
Mitcb.au) Peppermint, =

4-lb. tin, 51- : 1/4 lb. loose.
21
aillllillllllllllllllilllllllllllllllliiilllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
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IN F'YER will forget the amusing experience I had with a
Tennessee mountaineer when .( J>,i'//< of Wits was produced some year- ago." laughed Ali
thf
beautiful leading lady, in discussing tne reissue of this Kal.un
drama. "The company of players went down to Tom
where
the picture
was toandbe got
produced."
continued.
W ,
found superb
locations,
right to the
work.
A tall, lanky
hillmau was an interested S] ectator. Nothing escaped his
" Finally he approached me. and demanded to know whal
we were doing. I told him. but that failed to enlighten him.
because be had never seen a motion-picture. It did dawn
upon his mind finally that everything we did was photo!
graphed bj the camera. He knew what a camera was, but
the only ones ho knew took but on ■ picture at a time— and
hod never seen any of them move!
"Later, the mountaineer approached tue camera and
watched it work. The clinking inside it tilled him with distrust, and he backed away. Finally he walked front the s, -one.
First, however, he told me quite frankly that lie wouldn't
believe anything 1 had told him until he could see ' these vera
pitchers fer.hisself !' "' A Batltt Wits by the way. is 1
the features which helped -Mis- Joyce
popularity.
The Water=Cure.
XY/HEELBB
OAKMAN
has a 1
ent"
for
YY
ingenues who grow " mopey ' during wear)
wi
the Selig Edeudale
studio.
The alluring
Virgiui
Kii'tley was the first victim.
The summer heat, memoi
the
miles away,Oakandman" nothing
to do"
the beautiful
maiden t"seashore
grow pensive.
discovered
thai.
Kirtley needed cheering.
Whistling a peculiar signal, h
had a" co-conspirator
at his side. The fair Virginia
was
w rapped in day-dreams when there was a sudden rush, and .-he
was lifted bodily, chair and all. Out to the lawn she was
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riibhed.
A i "■ • ■ v. i- i , ■ .
I ied
Becim'l.\ in Wr cliair, and tliun tl
i play, and
fell in i ivtlmii
the form of i writhing,
IlilliT. plt'Ullilli,' li.'lllll
'i|. 'ill \\ lis -licll .1 SUCeeSa
ilia no actress in the "yard
lias complained "I em
The Latest to Vivian Rich.
FEW

pictnrt-artibtes
it
more
lettei
admiration than t 11 i — heautifnl actress, whose portrait
appears in our Gallery tlii- week.
The latest
t i each her runneth .1- follows
' In matters of luuik-i-olls, •
iris,
She may sigh for m
- I- - \ i . in poor;
With talent and friends she's the Jin p
An I li -i
h,'
sh" i- V i\ iau Rich."
Most Envied (iirl in the World.

ii N.

AND

such •',! account of the facl ili.it >h<- usually plays
tbe pari of Warren Kerri^ftn's sweetheart.
We refer
to prettj Vera Sisson, the girl with a 9mHe, sofl brown
■yes, and brown hair, who is onlj twenty, and a leading
wniu.in at that.
Look "lit for >. ime of her
work in the Trans- \tlantic Victor
drama
/•'
, t" 1"' released on Sep
tenilier 20th,
BILLIE
in w lii«li ~ii»'
RITCHIE,
ha-i one
those parts
in which she
!i the l.-Ko
the
Coined] .
of an
Si .
artless uri rl
of the mountains. The
pretty lo\ aces
to run about
barefooted a
t li >• opening
t ho-'
i .fe th
tilm. and sh
ronghly enjoyed
fnlfillingthe part
illotted to her.
D uring
th e
erraphing
of
the
mountain
L rag thorn
became embedded in
tbe a
it, but,
iltliouirli
in
pain, she pin :kilj o intinned her work before the camera until
the scene was completed, and all tli-' while the
radiant
smile Bhe
wore
in
keeping with her part never
left I.
Fannie cs Kitty.
INTERNATIONAL fame is
1
mething resen ed for a
comparatively fewpei Not manj people could stand
the -train of -u>h popularity.
There i< no comedienne of the
pr —
_
ition so widely
known
in America
•■ ha- apjand at
frequently, as Fannie V
the beautiful and clever ac-i ho is making her debut
rs a ] hoto-drama star in the
I. I. sky productifronom,
the
play
by
Francis
de
ad Fred i i

PATHE'S
GAZETTE

ANIMATED

gives real

WAR NEWS.
DO

NOT
MISS

IT.
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FASHION

IN these daj-s of Veal hard work, when
women have little time or. indeed,
inclination for idleness, the prevailing' fashion is for neat and sensible
frocks, which are plain enough for
morning wear yet sufficiently smart
and becoming to look well upon more
dressy occasions. Above we show the
very latest fashions from Paris, the
photographs being; tin- actual filmpicturesmated now
Gazelfa . showing in PatM's AniIn our first photograph we have a
gown nf thin, soft fabric, gaged over
llu' hips, and trimmed witli a Y-shaped
vest and semi-sailor collar of white
la llel.i or silk.
The Becond model shows a charming
light cashmere dress of early Victorian
persuasion, with two-tier skirt (rimmed
with bands of dark-coloured velvet.
Bands of the same form the duffs, edged
with wide frills of chiffon or lace. The
blouse being gathered Loosely into the
waist is one of the i"w details thai

NEXT
Our

New

Great

orc the

distinguishes this delightful frock from
those our great-grandmothers wore.
In the third photograph is seen the
latest thing in neckwear a soft and
pretty thing of pleated lace in cream or
white, mounted upon a collar of black
velvet. This creation is a kind of modification ofthe Spanish capes which were
so greatly in vogue last autumn.
Furs are already very much to the
fore in Paris, and our fourth picture
shows an elegant set of foxes of a somewhat original shape. The costume is
the latest autumn style, with small.
rather full-sljeeved jacket, and short
skirl pleated at the waist.
In the fifth photograph we have
another
of the
quaint "semi-crinoline"
confections,
suggestive
of lavender and
shawls and antimacassars and all the
sweel vanities of the early nineteenth
century. Tic frock is composed of oldfashioned floral muslin or silk, with
wide and rather stiff frills of plaincoloured I allot a of a darker hue.
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K !
Competition.

en

JEMIvM

FIDEXDE
TOUR
I A LCONGUI
Flints you should jiule a
point of seeing.
POLISHING UP POLLY.
What happens
ta
23).
wife,
Polly, who inherits £10,000 from an aunt
Virginia Hartley will make yon roar. >\\
want good comedy/.
This is some.
LIFE

AND

MOVING

PICTURES.

A

1,172
a [i cousin. ' a film, ami Billio Kit > hi. meau
bine to make trouble in the camp -\TO
the cinema.
A riot of fun !
- L-Ko Fa>-ce [T
-- I
comONE WOMAN'S WAY. Fine story. Tlu-il
ling situations. A wife's sacrifice in order t<
restore her husband's sight is misconstrued
There i- nearly a murder. Ami a lovhif
finale.— iVivian
is the01 wife.
: • .1Rich
Drama,
LIVING CARTOONS. -New series by Wti
lace A- Carlson. Dreamy Duds adventurewith his dog" Wag would makca eat smile
The] visit
in 2,
No. l and .mail
romance
in an thealloy'/.^
in No.
— Essoiioy Feature.

McQUADE OF THE TRAFFIC SQUAD.
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SIX BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS
s« usatioual apt a
ni our productions,
BLACK
AND
WHITE
GLAZED,
sent applicants ou receipt ol

SIXPENNY

POSTAL

Kini?

Baudot

HIS
I nip < 'ouiedj .

<* K 1 1 1 -

jf unique offer to t/je picture fa, is.
.VI application* (meiitioniinj this " Pivtmxs " qff\

"FLYING

A"

CO.,

193, Wardour
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and Jao« Gail in
11 n p Comedy.

NEWfW ■ i'

111 in w In. h
theii
wonderful
Here 1 revioua
coined) (rem.

ORDER

AND

a Delightful

AUTOMOBILE."

1 upprox,
K 11

I

1

i-'tl < >. 1..I..1

I

I•

records for come lj Biibjci I

11 |)U

28th.

I

.ill

ia Mill a salesman, bid be has im» risen t" the height* of
owning n real automobile. "One dollai down
and ill'' rest eventually. So !"• v."11" tor ■
niaide.i trip into tho, countri accompanied bj
Bwcethcarl Jai Nobodj
snows quite what
happi n- I. in when I11-1 seen the auto in imiilv
1. 1 i-niim hi tho fork "t a tree, whilst King and
.l.llli-

lllll|> - llll\

||. ill,

U. 1I1I-.

laughter.
tail1 1 ighlor
1 see n «liThen picture
u comes istoallyour
towu. Don't

St., W.

UNDOUBTEDLY

THE GREATEST HEART-INTEREST PRODUCTION OF THE YEAR
FEATURING

HENRY

B. WALTHALL

& Miss JOYCE

MOORE

A Faithful Picturisation of the Worldwide read Novel by Mrs. Evans-Wilson.

THE FILM THAT BROKE ALL RECORDS IN AMERICA
T,aue Enquiries
i THE
MIDLAND
Owners
of the - ,o
-

worlds Rights - - j

30f JOHN

policemen and the fight he puts up against a
_ of daredevil crooks.
It'sgreat! The
struggle ina runaway motor-car "ill thrill
yon.
- Edison 1>
•
IN THE DAVS OF FAMINE.

Willmakeyou

realise the hardships which sometimes have
tn be endured by inhabitants of the Canadian
north woods. A strong andexeiting love-story .
Fitagraj
2,915 Sept. 13).
MAX IS LOVE-SICK,— Max Linder, the hero,
and in his best and funniest form. .Max ami
Lilly are lovers. Her father objects. In
despair they journey separately to the
Riviera. As .Max is about to commit
Buicide he learns that Lilly is adrift at sea in
a motor-boat. He flies in a waterplane and
rescues
her. Result— father's consent, and
the
honeymoon.
— rathe Comedy, fico /•:•:'• >/>'. 7).

BRIGHT

EXCLUSIVE

STREET,

THE TRUMPET CALL. The famous melodrama. Full of love and villainy and
patriotism. All-British in make and artistes.
.27).
Full story appeared in a previous issue.
JUST KIDS.— Uncle minds the children
and is sorry for it. A thousand feet of
mischief brewed as only those delightful kids
Helento Badgley
hnw
brew it. and Leland Benham know
— Princess Comedy, one reel {Sept, 13).
GRETNA
GREEN. — Fascinating Marguerite
(lark again! This time as Dolly, a liolle
and a bit of a flirt, who queens it over the
beaux of the realm with sovereign BWay until
she loses her heart. Delightful comedy. The
famous Green, too. is shown.
— Famous Players Comedy,
four Acts {Sept. 27).

FILM

CO.,7

BIRMINGHAM.

CHILDREN

on tbe flLM

A Collection of—
24 PICTURE
POSTCARDS
OF
YOUTHFUL
FILM.PLAYdRS,
I \. I.l'DlN.;,

4M0SGS1

0THBB8—

Bab] Lillian Wade Eric Desmond,
Helen and Dolores Costello, Paul
Kelly, Matty and Early, Marie
Eline and The Tha'nhouser Twins,
Baby Helen Gladys. Adele De Garde,
Boswall Hnster Johnson, Henrietta
(t Beck, Little Billie Jacobs, Judsoa
Melford, Kid and Kidlet, Andy
(lark. Helen Badgley, &c. &c.
Price ONE SHI' LING and NINEPENCf, i ost-lree.
Address jour orders to —
The "PICTURES" Office Postcard Department),
18,' Adam Street, Strand, Lond m, W.C.
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LAST
COUPON
appeared ip

d's
last issawee
c.

:-: ENDING
Sept. iS, igi5

WIT>T

V^IJ^?^1 ' " i " i ' •

LAST
BAY

THE

WORLDS
GREATEST

for sei?dii?£ ii>
Coupons

ARTFIISLTMES
CONTEST.

SEP. 14.
;j

All Back Numbers still good.
THE

Some Back Numbers still obtainable.

photo-play world is richer to-day
in talented artistes than it has ever
been. There are more film stars
and one must be clever to he a star —
ihan tin1 average picturegoT?r is 'able to
beep count of. It follows, therefor.'.
that the answer to the question "Who
are
the cleverest
willpatron
be of very
great
interest
to. player !" '"
and
alike.
In . competition and on no account miss the
a few days the registering of the votes
"'first set." which will appear in next
of our thousands of readers will begin
week's issue.
Everybody may enter.
in earnest, and publication in due
Players' Portraits Appreciated.
course
the "totals"'
will sides
satisfy
I am glad that many readers are so
countlessofcurious
ones on both
of
delighted with our gallery of screen
the Atlantic. Meanwhile. " wait and see."
stars that they have written to ask me
Your Last Chance of Voting.
"to make it a regular feature. I am not
This week, or part of it, is coupon
going to say that the gallery will
time. If you have not yet done so. you
appear every week throughout the year.
still have till next Tuesday to send in
but you will have it frequently and for
your voting coupons in the Worlds
the next few weeks running any way.
Greatest Contest. If yon have made up
your mind as to who are the cleverest
Gaby's Only Film.
Let me remind you that Her Triumph,
film-players, exclusive of British-born
the only moving picture in which that
artistes, give them your votes to-day.
Fill up all the coupons in your
possession — there are thirty
votes on each, and post them
to this office on or before
Tuesday next. September 14th.
Jonr votes will help to swell
tin' totals of the players \\h"
deserve thi'in.and you may win
a pri/e in the bargain.
Our Great New Picture
Competition,
curii ms ones and they
number many thousands will
know all about our next compel iiion if 1 hi'.\ ma tie Bure of
; ing next week's issue. No.
I -h.i ll qoI Baj w hat it is this
week, except that again it will
inlieresl both the picture!
aujl the player.
Handsome
oa8h and other prizes will lie
awarded, ami. as usual, there
TB A VEST I K n.
u ill In' no i ntrance l<< ! Tell
your friend
about
this new
Dra'v.ui

-fascinating artiste GabyD
appeared, i- due to the public on S
tember 20th. Story ani phol were published in a recent i-su- of
PICTUJBE3, and a great mmy London
readers have written to ask when and
where the film will be released. "First
night" picturegoers may Bee the picture
on the date mentioned at -Royalty
Kmema. Richmond ; Electric Pavilion.
Shaftesbury Avenue. W. ; Electric Pavilion, Marble Arch. W. : Blue Hall>.
Hammersmith: Imperial, Claphara
Junction. S.W.; Empress. Hacknev.
N.E.: Rink. Clapton. N.E.; Palace,
Maida Vale. W. ; and the Kingsland ani
Holloway Empires. N.
"Villain" and Hero too.
The Famous Players Company tells
me that Her Triumph was finished on
the very eve of war. and only just in
time, for the beginning of war overlapped the completion of the picture.
The male players relinquished their
parts to take up the s word of
France in the greatest drama
the world has ever >een. It
is pathetic to note that the
"villain" in the picture has
since' died for his country, but
still lives on the screen.
Three Stories in One.
1 w.ni yesterday u^ a pi ivate
show

of

The

Irori/ II • H I. a

thrilling ••Clarendon" drama,
with pari of the story laid in
China,
n Inch
■■ an
elaborate
and unusual setting.
The Bcenario comprises three
distinct stories artfully woven
into one. and contains a series
of sensational incidents £ro1 abl\ unequalled for their kind
in any previous production.
The acting was good throughout, tail why. oh! win was the
cast not published?

K KNDINO

THE

FILM

PICTUlCtb

FLAME

AND

Pra's^ for Patriotic Pimple.
Fancy old Pimple joiningthe Army!
Good boy, Pimple! I am quoting
letter from a lady reader in Cheshire.]
I should have thought lie would have
given preference to a kilted regiment,
as he looked a In aw laddie in the garb
of Old Gaul. The Surrey Rifles must
lie very proud to have such a genial
fellow in their midst. In future I will
take a great interest in any news concerning the Surrey's." And so say all of
us. Although Pimple has enlisted, howa large numb r of films which
feature him are in stock and a new one
will be reli ased every v k for the next
twelve months.
From Cowboy to Clubman.
Fancj
G. .M Anderson,
the
dashing hero of hundreds of prairie
drama-, in a
\ lexander pari !
Broncho Billy as a West-end clubman
appearing in evening dress as naturally
as if he had played nothing but society
parts all his life I It is only a one-reel
picture this story of modern life -but
it is a masterpiece, and such a long,
long way from the Wild West so long
associated with Broncho Billy.
"Billy" and the Baby.
_ The title of this Essanay film to come
is The Bachelor's Bob//, in which
G. M. A. enacts the role of a West-end

THE
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)<

FLAPPER.

clubman

who discovers an abandoned

slum-baby in his motor-car. His"pals"
chaff him, and hint at all manner of
emba« massing entanglements, but the
lonely yonng bachelor determines to
bring up tin- babj a- his daughter. He
grows so enamoured of the" mothering"
pr
-- thai the clnb knows
him no
more. Nineteen years later his protege
has grown up into a beautiful girl, and
he suddenly realises that he loves her.
But she comes ito him with a young
fellow whose love she has accepted, and
asks for his Messing. "Billy" thinks
she would be happier with the younger
man and joins their hands together,
though his own heart is breaking.
Another Winner on the Way.
I hear that Brigadier Gerard, in which
Lewis Waller has made hi< first appearsnee in films, has turned out to l)e a
wonderfully successful picture. It is
not surprising. The story is splendid,
the production
Barker's
therefore perfect), andisMr.
Waller(and
is one
of
our handsomest stage-actors, and a
master of dramatic art. His welcome
appearance on the screen will help to
make up for the little w6 see of him
nowadays on the board-.
Our Clever Cartoonist.
I have found a new artist, and I am
all the more pleased to introduce her to

/>, awn hij (_,', ■/■■■ .\i 'i < .
'
you because she is doubly an artist
Grace Airie, whose clever drawing
appears above, is playing for pictures
as well as drawing them, and has appeared in several films produced in
London. I hope to use more of her
work. Isn't it reminiscent of the great
Cruikshank IJ
/r
F. D.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
From.
S. E. H4CKETI.

IJ
Works:

i H Enlargements, '3<1,
oursolf, I*. I '
JOLt JJoui, Livei:!

GASLIG IT, BROMIDE, 0/ P. OP. POST CARDS.
20, tJO.; WO, is. 3J.
S. F. HACKETT.

PUtesaud Papei

Works: July Ko.vn

Li\

Arc you getting
" Pictures " Regularly?
If not, a standing order with
sny local newsagent will ensure
delivery every Saturday morning.
Let us know it' you experience
any difficulty.
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Turner Films

" Pictures made

for You."

PRE-EMINENCE.

The search for happiness is the one pre-eminent thing
in life. We seek it for ourselves, for others.
Others
do the same.

The secret of happiness is knowledge of

self and understanding' of others.
Choice forecasts result. '
People go to the Cinema Theatre to be entertained —
interested — made happy ; to be made aware of the
roads leading to, happiness. ';The study of mankind
is man."
As
long as WC

realise this and provide plays made for

yoil — which are also about yoil, because the}- deal
truthfully Avith the interesting problems of life — so
long shall our productions continue to be pre-eminent.

THE

YOUNG
PiCTUREGOER
GlRXS
DIkEAK
'and Boys —

of age) had one night persuaded her
daddy to go to the picture-theatre.
He
went -il was his tirst visit -and saw a
film which told the-story of a drunken
father who came home one day to tind
his little girl dangerously ill in bed. His
wife was long since dead, and, leaving
the child in charge of her younger
brother, the father went off to fetch the
doctor. But lie was already in drink,

Here is a true
story. 1 heard
it by the side
and.
meeting
one ofcompletely
his" pals." forget
he stayed
to take
more drink,
t ing
of the silvery
his sick daughter and the errand he had
pea, where I
li;i\r been try- . set out upon. "When he "did arrive home.
several hour; later, and in a state of in. ins? to make
toxication, ho discovered that his little,
holiday during
daughter had passed away. The.terriblo
t lie last few
truth took a little time to reach hidays. I met a
drink-soddened senses, and then the
friend whom I
wretched man broke down and wept.
had not seen
It's a sad story for a film, von will
for si' in c
months. His neighbour I knew was a
say,
but it's lesson,
just theandsortitwhich
a powerful
went teaches
to the
notorious drunkard, the terror of his
wife a good woman and their little
heart asandallmind
friend's
hour
else of
had mynever
done.neigh"
Mi.
daughter, and a great nuisance to my
Blank went home a changed man.. He
Eriend. The last time 1 saw ham he had
kibsed his wife and daughter, and,
told ine of his intention to try and tret
swearing never to touch drink again,
this neighbour out of the neighbourpromised to take them to the pictures
hood as his noisy, drunken habits were
becoming unbearable.
regularly. " And. so far as I can judge."
added my i'riend.
kept his *5word."
*" lie ha-*
Howls your undesirable .Mr. Blank?"'
I asked; "did you get rid of him :- '
Talking of friends, f was recently at
to
■ No.*' he replied, "and I'm not likelj
the house of another one w ho -how ed me
try. Thanks to moving pictures.he is
iimw the most delightful neighbour that
alittle
large
album'I containing
the cutest
pictures
have ever seen.
The]
one could wish to nave." " Why, how on
were pictures of picture-stars, but so
astonish
in
replied,
1
garth is That?"
ment. And tlit- 11 he told me hew the
ingeniously arranged and designed that
<>nl> the faces of the players
were
little daughter (sb.- it? onl\ eight

familiar to me.
And this was thetri
meut given them.
He had taken 1
cards of film favourite-, such as we from this office, and cut out the heads
of the artistes.
F01 these heads he had
mad" his own
backgrounds,
drawing
mid painting bodies and surroundings
suit each artiste.
Then on to each body
he had pasted the "cut out "—the real
photograph of the head, and the result
was the most astonishingly beautiful pictures. The scenes were so novel and fascinating that il occurred to 1
lain
the idea to you. and make this pretty
pastime the subject Off a competition.
NOVEL

SCENES

IN

PICTURE-LAND.

1 therefore invite you to take a post'
card of a picture artiste, cut out tic
head, paste it on a card, and draw in the
body, with surroundings or not as you
piease: Think of the infinite variety
pictures you can make. To start with,
the head can belong to a man, a woman,
ov a child. Jt may have a hat on. or you
can draw a hat or leave it without a hat.
With your pencil, pen. or paints you can
give it a short frock or smart gown . 1
Up-to-date -nit of clothes. You can put
your
player
in the country,
or stage
in a room
or street
or cinema,
or on the
or a
horse, or in a boat or motor-car. or
bathing or paddling or fishing. Fou
can put it into a picture-frame and hang
it on to a wall. You car. make it reading
a hook or eating a meal, or gardening or
posing before a camera. All you need to
start with i- a postcard of a player. For
the cleverest Novel Scenes I will award
two beautiful postcard-albums, and the.

\\ F.KK
[•T.

ENDING
S, 1915

d of Merit
i'
ini; your iv til'ttfi) i^ tlio limit
unsealed
eiiveloi)t\ and post with
lialfponnj stamp t ■ > N • \ • l Scene,
is.
111 Street, Strand, W.C . U M »nd ij
tern Iter I'oth.
In a recent competition 1 risked j 1
to finish n little story which lieiran na
Pimple ' «as wandering
down 1 lonely country lane, when a
i.i-._ .1 tramp . irryiny a new portmanteau rushed past him. Pimple' thought
this was ilr.-iaci.lly suspicious, aud ut
began to run after him.
. .
M my of ><>u "finished" the story;
hut a -real numlier, euriouslj enough,
seemed t.> arrive at the same conclusion that the tramp was an actor. The
l>rst ■ finishes
were as ft Hows
"... Wild thoughts of German spies
rushed through liis mind, anil he chased
him to a large town, where, t.i his disgust, the tramp entered the stage-door
of a theatre. Pimple attempted to follow,
but was promptly 'put out.' After
joining up threads of theory he realised
that the man was the "Tramp Juggler.'
Hard luck. ■ Prize H. Broadhead, 505,
Bolton Road, Bradford.
"... Thej came to the countrj station. The tramp jumped into a train
just moving off. Pimple leaped on to
the footboard, and. climbing into the
tramp's carriage, found him changing
into ordinary clothes. Pimple then
recognised him at once as a super in
his latest film, and who. to catch the
tram, had gone !•> the -ration in hi- film
.•lothe-." Prize A. Leveuson, 30,
Ravensdale Road, Stamford Hill. X.
"Award of Merit,'' six of which will
win a special prize: Rose Browning,
C. Wright, Allan Wood, Ethel William-.
Jones, Marie Lister, P. Ye. .man-.
Betty
ii.
M. Jeffries. G. S. Dale. Lena Stanley,
Eva Preston. A. Payne.
Another competition next week by
Uncle Tim.
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REPLIES
Name and oddreu (not for \
stated when writing, Wt cannot
, ,
dealt with IN KOTAI 1

1
jhiht

cast* are requited name of Company mutt be given.
1

a 1, Block

31 ,.p ■ 1 \.i tress Knthlyn \\ llliiuni
Poll
igo,
1 a \
II"' Sellgauiiralsorenot ;ill to tune as
thiy nppe n
Lbcbie [Newport),
v.m can plo« anj IO0 penny
picture postcards you liKe from ouj
7-. nil . iui() have on album as weft, Borrj
bear of tl:r n. e 1. 1.11 1 to your eye
u c ■> a our
ereet sympathies,
w. are glad to hear that
k seat at a cinema really rests it.
Parvi
1: N. Taylor
11. (Woreham).—
•1 Alma
now— a newWe'have
position. postcards
Ol
spec Is not playing (or films now ; Mum in
1 plaj a tor A.u. Perhaps yon mean her.
Annn: (Peterborough).— Olad to hoar from you
again. Wo iave not beard of the player you
in< ullon for some tin 9. It would save time if
you would send all en iniries relating to posters
to our publishers lOdbuuis Ltd., 93, Long Acre,
London i, as we do not deal wit a si ch matters lur.'.
EaiN (Unndswurth).- Address Jack Piekford, c.o.
Famous Players! Urn Co., Los Angeles, California,
U.S.A. Harold Loekwood is a professional iilin
acton See paragraphs in receut issues.
Kixkfan (Leicester).— Nearly two years ago we
pn c'jased " The Pictures'' and amalgamated it
with " The Picturegoer" so you seethe present
paper contains your old favourite. We have no
postcards of Myrtle Stedinan. Ad lress the Bosworth Co., Los Angeles, California, U.S.A. Your
•• threat " to write us again leaves us unmoved.
Thanks for obtaining uew readers.
Edwib (Swansea).— We know of no amateur
Dramatic Society in your neighbourhood. Why
not euquire at the office of your local newspaper
or music shop. When we get new postcards we
alv. ays announce the fact in our paper.
Milly Cynthia S. (Wood Green).— Of course you
wrote
the article
"Playing
the Show
Pictures"
which appeared
in our
July 10thtoissue.
your
unbelieving friends this reply. They apparently
do not appreciate how very clever you are : history repeats itself— a prophet without honour in
his own country, you ki'ow.

lie Bill j J

• li i - . Cli ipliu i-'

I

■

Fred, i- i mat ■■
thin
pal
whs mayi m
1 i .d ii giving us ditTem
d
R, i:. (Glasgow)
Wi appre
the same
to «sy wl
'•■ the ■ iChaplin, cU.S.A.
o. Es Wi
d aj r.in. I
Chicago,
ii

. ill Bad hundreds of dim
isted.
i
fo- nice long letl
want. II.'
. -.in V" r love
Edith £
v\ in. D.

Taylor played "Bobt. W. W.iinwriirht " (Cait.
Alvarez),
and Edith
Storey played
Aiana's Niece,'
in"Captuin
Alvorei ' Bouitu,
V it.).l»"n
Esthcsiastu
Beaded: (Ken»ingtou).
Ii yon will
let
who for
filmed
« 'ohm,
' we
will usdo know
our best
you. " The
We Golden
h ive only
the lire
light postcard of Maud Fealey inst
and the one if Eathlyn William- is tnet
portrait as on cover of No. 7i. So you think this
page
the Answer;,
"editor'sMansense
huraoui
What shows
shout the
t 100of tilnis
in on |
year is quite a respectable i
W. K. (Southampton). — Florence Tumor,
■
Turner Films, LuL, Walton-on-Tti
Costello,
o.o.
Vitagraph
Co.,
Ltd.,
Ea-i
IStn
.'ul Locust Avenue, New York City, t S 8 .
Chas. Chailin, .■..>. Essauay Film Co., ).
\ri:yle St., Caicago; and Mabel Ncrimnd, <
Keystone Film Co., Long Acre Bldg , New i ork
City, U.S.A. Have sent your love to tl
Of course you may write again, old chap.
Jack (Stirling). -Every letter must take its turn
for an answer, Jack.
Yours was replied to iu
our Aug. 14th i--:ue.
Spabk-GaP
(Chiswick).— "Tess
of 111
Country,"
released lust month, is ;• re-issue,
addresses are :— Barker's Films, West Ealing,
W. ; Nepluno Film Co., Boreham Woods, llerts :
.1. H. Martin, Ltd.. Quintln Avenne, Mertou
t'ark.S.W. ; Cm rd Fi'm Co., 7, Hertford St.,
Mayfoir, W. Ihe Walturdaw Co. do not produce and have no s ulio. Their offices are ar,
W, Gerra'rd Sr„
W. Hava nothing to do with the
,ehoolsyou
mention.
Nanck i.Marlpooli. — We should saj El!
the nam 2 of the boy icu mention.
We I
postcards of T. II. Macdouald.
Thank you,
Nancy, lot uew readers and aHi
L'hb Phantom Ot the Yi-i.in (Margal
your
autograph-albirm
return
to you ielri-ht.
Francis
Ford is married.will We
published
a photoNo 37 Oct. Slst, 1911). y
description of Tournai was very iuteresting.
What a .\uaiut cinema !
shy Omr.
T.ti ■•; -'i re).— The Postcai
says
was outyourof stock
Anita Stcva-t
car's he when
order ofarrived.
Now hep<has
plenty— three kinds. What advice is it j ou «
about Bioscope operattng, dear:We hope the
"somololy
else" to whom
you have g
your photo will appreciate it as much
should.
The page for autographing
was nit
■ - d. Send it along, -by Girl.
Margo (Strealbam EMI).— Your sister u I
girl in having the signatures;
and Maui:';
of John Bunny,
Costello.
That's F.
one Xof Bushman,
the advantages of living

[Motion Picture Magazine.
Brptal Pyrty (to Jones, who has iust reecuod a young woman against her
will): " You blank, blank chump!
Wi've spoiled forty feet of good_tilni:

Glad you're go n ,' to "tato
bandy, isn't it?week."
Excellent resolution !
Pictures every
siu'se
11. II. illalif.iii has 1 •• • i to the cinema written
November 8tb, [913, 336 iime-s, and ha.s
of the lilms .she hi
programme
every
down
.\.,u, whi t aliout it, you other picturegoers ?
Islington).— The addresses of the two pi
are -Florence Tuinir, c.o. Turner Filing Ltd.,
Walton- oi:-Tha mes ; and Owen MoorAn-eleg, CaliFamous Players Film Co., Los
fornia, l.S.A. Those you extracted fr.ou the
dtffercut,
'luita
two
are
telephone directory
people. Players constantly reply to letters from
our readers.' You might be oue of the lucky ua»i
Have given your "love to cveryboly.'-
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AiiEKi.LEK (Thornton Heith) has hi ircl-ii rninodr
1 Iml \i uurlce Costello Is 10 ] rison.
nil the absurd rumour., about Charles Chaplin
Inn! I OOr M.iurii liave them instead.
His "hard labour" haD playing in
■will
on.
Billie Ritchie i» no *rlation
to Syil Chaplin ; so you have wou your lit.

.—Hundreds of our rea
tters from their favour
lliey
OU if you writ..-, Eleanor.
A Ketsixwe I.ovj.i: (Enfield Wash). — ChnrleB
CLapliu and Billie Bite hie are dilTereut people.
Wimm ' :■ (Willesdeni. — Address your letter U
Jaue Gail, c7o. I nivera .1 Film Co., 1,60k), Broadway, New York City, U.S.A,

CiiAia.i.s
(Walworth),
and man;Will
others.'-^'W'e
hare
no postcards
Of Jack Webster.
Charles explain
why he dike all the other applicants) expects free
photographs of Mr. Webster?
JVe hare m
;idvei tised audi photographs, nor do v.e ever 1
lish free postcards of any artiste.
Header as Ever (Barnes).— So glad yon like our
'• New Portrait Gallery of Screen Stare."
EsTBEB
(Edinburgh). — We have . postcards of
Herberl Bawlinson, also of James Cruze,
it
of A. W. Lowery.
Venn- friend who is brotherin-law to Syd. Chaplin must be real proud. Why
should we not believe you?
Cu hilts (South Ealing).— AVe have six different
postcards of elms. Chaplin, price 7d. post-free ;
all .'ire
in make-up.
for
Keystone
again. 1'ord Sterling is. now playing

Beb3 (Lo 'ghton).— The chances of su-ce?snsa
lilin actor are, like most good things, dependent
upon talent, ability, aud, to a great extent,
influence in getting a start. To avoid wasting
money in taking lessons, yon must be quite
certain you have talent, for without that you
have no chance whatever.

Alice and Emily (Ijiverpooli.— I-'lorencf- Ln Badic
and James Cruze are Americans and play for
Thnnhouser.
might reply' to 0
letter.
Try her,Mary
dear Pickford
girls.

M. W. (Birmingham). — Yes, we are fond of walking,
Mary— but not alone, dear girl. Thanks for
invitation to call and see you when we are next
in your village. Have sent your love to Mary
Pickford, Florence La Badie, Bobby Connelly,
and Helen Badgley. Glad they're not "ycung
fellow my lids" or we shouli have been jealous.
Raiph (Bedford). — If you think your film plct~
are good enough, send them to the companies
you mention. Of course we would like roue
photo] Ralph.

Mat Queen (Old Basford). -T01 ;-ai
quite n nil i- time
in W 1I1
pulling your leg about
the "
: muds
worth of chinn at Penrhyn Castle," (hough"
Address Warren
Kerrigan, e.o. ( nivcrsal
I
Stud
- . reel and lltli A'- em 0, New S
City, U.S. A. He's not married, so go in aud
youis-ir. May, Don't for*
the onto,
(hat's all I

Mistress-: "How

is it I find you

reading whenever I come in the kitchen,
MakY:

P'raps it's all through them
" Fight for a Face."

fellow

who

DOBBS: '"Well, I'm the chap; why
weighs a toii."
don't you begin-? "
Jacobs: "You don't weigh a ton '."
When the Crust Comes.
Hvi:n-i'P ACTOB
(to Star): "F
time's sake, givg me a helping hand.
Tom.
Don't you remember once ing you'd share your last crust with

Keoolae
Reader (Bridlington).— Thanks for
newspaper cutting. At present tliere aie not
enough English tilnis, but the first-dugs Bri
firms are rapidly reducing the shortage,
W.F. R.S. 1 London, S.W.t.— The Answers Man's
little guessing competition -as to the cause of
the most extraordinary sounds you heard when
passing a picture theatre brought hundreds oi
answers (a CbnpHu comedy), and all O.K. The
first opened was from Master W. Wiokes, 7s.
\ Cstry-road, Camberwell, to whom a Souvenir
War Album has been sent.

E. O. L. (Manchester),
Chai les Chaplin's addi
0. Essnnay
S.A. 1'ilm Mfg. Co., 1.

Undisturbed,
abominable regions."

Jacobs: "I'll fight the
Mary? "
sajis I'm not like Main i

A

Hulifax>.~ Yon seem (oho getting nil ibe
"plums" at your cinenii, Alt'. The list of films
yon send is quite top-hole.
OiEit.vioi; (Bexhillh— Keystone do not pirbliah
their cast ~. but Mabel Koilunml played the pari of
tin- Young Lady in " I
Glad you have given n standing order 1\ r 1'.
P. It's the safest way.
Hnve'Seut yoSi n
Edinburgh).— We have now fire different postcards of Berberl Bawutisoa, and the
latest additions to our li.-t are:
Jan) Gail,
Sydney
Ayres, Lois Weber.
\\
Willi-ini
Wortbington aud Philip Smalley .
id. eai i
extra,
ClaMce (Nottingham).
H
,1 supply yoii with
ivds of film favourites, ami hnfi
our latest lists.

Said the Wounded Warrior -

"Well. Nurse, one says one thi: _
one Bays another. But the little 1 1
that picked me up was near the mark
when he diagnosed
a bullet in my

soft slippers of yours, mum."

C. C. (Nottingham).— We can supply you i\itl
postcards you require, penny each; postage extra.
Address your Strand,
order toLondon.
Tin: "Picxikes Office, Is,.
Adam-street,
Demi Old Freddie (lSumliam).— Syd Chaplin is
still with Keystone, and Ormi Hawlgy with
Ijubin, " Blue Pete's Escape." (Jteliance): —
"Burton," Sam de Grasse; ''Chicago Red,"
Walter long: "Slim," Frank Bjeimet ; "The
1 Sir)," Billie West. Yours sincerely, the Answers
Man.

•I'i'"i
aistone). — Ear'e Williams and
Anita Stewart are not married, and so far as we
know not engaged. Edith Storey still plays
Vitagraph. Hope jour soldier hubby will return
to yoii safe and sound with all the honours In
desires. Next time please comply with rule ami
send name and a Idress. •
Miss B, S. (Forest Gate).— Next time you fall CUV
junior has instructions to bo rarl
live to you. You say any reader may see vour
line collection
of 312
of'lilm
favourites
if they
eare picture
to call, postcards'
but in afootnoi.you forbid us to publish your addreSSj so v, 1 1
no " forrarder," do we, Bee Ess r
I'raxk
(South
Chingfovd). — We
cannot
say
iher you "could oh lain a situation at tho
1 •-"
Why not eall tin l. i Coiutland Van Dusen is, we believe, an American.
and probably of Dutch extraction (judging from
ilie name).
Eddie Lyons and \
ide
are not married to each other.
So cheer ttpi
Frank!

THEof :stuff
that "Dreams"
are jb.ade
-Powder,
paint, ronge,
and
false hair.

" 1 certainly did: and I will when I
get to. it.
" How

I'm a man of my word."
Fun at the Pay-box.
much vill it cost for mine

leetle Joseph to see the picture-- He
is "only
old."
Oh !one
he year
will go
in fOr nothing."
" Ajid Rebecca? She is two and a
"
me r

" She will go in free, too! "
" Right.
^'i^ you oblig
putting them into seats?
1 nil co
back when the shov
Fellows and Flowers.

''I thank you for the flowers you sent,"
JANE

GAIL, of the rrans-Atlajitic,

Company . .\lni\o i- our new portrait
postcard of this popular player.
S. P. (Southampton'!.— Glad vou have read the
prize you won in a PlCJUBBS Competition and
found-it
-that's why we sent it you.
Thanks
for
kind Al
wishes.
W, R. A. (London
American.

I". '. — u.

M. Anderson is an

M. if. C. 1'. (barking Mary) -1 Sounds like r. dog.l
:r in
r- are 6n
like Kid and Kidl.-i signify
thattinthey.
. card. Write Charles Chaplin ; he may reply .
- . I ah Boird would, we think.
be pleased bo hai • a photo of such a staunch
admirer as yourself, Percy.

<<

ivoxduhly held over,

EDITORIAL

MATTERS

Address: Tho Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturegoor," 18, Adam
Street. Strand,
London, W.C.
Telephouo— lie

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

I
I
S. il.
One Year (post-free)
6 6
Six Months
3 3
Three
Months
I 8
Advertising and Publishing Offices: S3 and 94. long
Aero. W.C.
TelepUoue -Geir.ud -. ,

she said :
And half."
she smiled and blushed and drooped
her head.

'"I'mnio'ht
sorry: for the words

1 spi ke last

Your sending th
were right HE FORGAVE HER.
And the
as they
aud talked beneath
bowel walked
6,
me."
Forgiye who the blazes sent her
lb' wondered
flowers.
That Night

'One
night." related the wounded
soldier, "we positively could not hear
" For the noise of the jrpj
';><o: Nol
a '_'iin was fired."
speak.'
ourselves
The howling of the wind, then? "
N '. There wasn't much wind."
\ torrential dbwnpour of rain : "
\ • ! It was a fine night."
'Then why on earth couldn't yon
hear yourselves
speak?" asked the
inquisitive one. a trifle nettled.
"Because we had been ordered to
preserve silence." was the terse reply.

... VIII.
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New Series, No. 84

TURNER
FLORENCE
OF
Neame,
E'.wiu
by
week
last
only
made
It was

PORTRAIT

that we have vet seen,
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News

and Notes
hundred and seven ! He
will have to raffle the
some nights to give
the o Id seven a chance.

#

PIT GD

*

*

" The youth of London
are more concerned with
Charlie Chaplin on the
pictures than with the
welfare of their country," contended Mr.
Thomas Bubb at a City
recruiting meeting. But
a goodly lump of said
youth. Mr. Bubb. is already in khaki and combining business with
*
*
*
pleasure.
Substance and Shadow.
FOUNG soldier,
home on leave (says
the Manchester
Guardian), went to make
an unexpected call on his
sweetheart. When her
young brother said she
had gone "to see Charlie," the warrior's expression became troubled, and more so when

A

A

Advertisement: "Wanted, pianist, must be smart,
to assist with billing and front of house."
NEWS note for the ladies ; Tom
Santschi has had that curly hair
trimmed.
But it is still curly.

#

#

*

#

It is stated that the charwoman at the
Dudley Empire, when tilling up her
registration- form, described her occupation#
as "'Empire-cleaner!
"
*
*
#
Norbert Myles, Mrs. Norbert Myles,
and Edna Payne, well-known Eclair
players, are now with the Trans-Atlantic
Company in their Western studios.

#

*

*

*

" What do you think of it ? " asked the
manager of the patron after he had
seen M/, Old Dutch. "Think of it,
guv'nor
? Its
sixpence."
good fellow
had worth
paid threepence
! The
IT

.

W

?F

*

Lottie has joined the i; Chaplin "
Comedians. Lottie is a turkey and a
vise one at that. She has already
abandoned the "turkey trot" for the
'" Chaplin
for Lottie.
# walk." # Watch #
#
A fair, young and romantic person has
l)ccii [posing as Blanche Sweet the Lasky
favourite. They found her out in
Washington, and since then the impostor lias been conspicuous bj her
ence, The fraud was short andsweet.

#

*

#

#

Driver 0. A. Birch, Royal Field Artillery, after seeing a film at Sy Iney
(Australia) showing tin' effects of the
air raid on lus native town, -Yarmouth,
early in the year, immediately returned
to England arid enlisted. Patriotism
through
" vengeance."
# tin- film
*with a •
•
There is a man in the Midhinds'whois
thinking of building a cinema in a
country place to hold one hundred
people.
The inhabitants number one

the youth ingenuously added, " She goes
every week — twice sometimes." The
distracted soldier demanded " Where ? "
" Oh, at the Grand, or the Magnet, or
the Arcadia ; they're sure to have a
Charlie Chaplin film somewhere ! "
Furs from Film Plot Fees.
GRACE

CUNARD had her photograph taken recently (its a habit of
hers) wearing nearly a thousand
pounds' worth of furs, sables, sealskins
and the like, which she bought for the
coming winter. How does she do it ?
Simply on the money she has earned for
her scenarios. Her Broken Coin series
brought her in £"300 alone.
Mr. Bear— Film Actor.
FIVE THOUSAND people gathered
in the day
streets'
Los Angeles
the
other
and -of
watched
a big brown
bear climb the fire escape of a tall building. The police arrived, but did not
arrest the climber, because they found
that Bruin was a Trans- Atlantic actor, a
trained bear, taking part in a Joker
Comedy, A Skin Game, which you will
see next month.
Film Story Mystery

Solved.

A PRIZE of £100 was offered by the
Thanhonser Com]. any to the
solvers of the mystery of their
serial The Million Dollar Aff/sterj/. 'I he
prizes have now been distributed, and
over seven thousand solutions were sent
in. One of the two prize-winning solutions ran as follows: -When Princess
Olga rushed upstairs she entered Florence's room. What could she do?
House surrounded; escape impossible.
Quickly
glancing
around,
her eyes
alighted upon a portrait o( Hargreave.
Bitter hatred and malice of a defeated
woman entered her being, and. in a mad
fury, sin- dashed her tist into the picture. Good heavens! She could scarcely

believe her eyesight
" The Million Dol
e).

Quickly

interview

she hid them in

with Braine; decidedup;t had

Hargreave takes Xorton and Floi
Btroy " X
u] -tails, intending to show them " ';
Million Dollars.' when, greatly to his
consternation and surprise, he beheld
the damaged portrait. Guessing what
had happened, he and Jones obtain an
interview with Princess Olga.
Ti ■ i tat _•.
"Quits! " she cried.
Florence marries Norton.
A Problem

for Picturegoers.

WE

have
often
it
would
be wondered
before onehowof long
(be
British companies began arguing
with our American friends about the
advantages to Great Britain of buying
only British films. The war in this
respect, as well as in hundreds of others,
has placed us in an embarrassing position. We
_
owe a very great d>:al to
American films, and we show our appreciation of them by the enormous
quantity that we buy. But at the same
time the question of the advisability of
sending gold from this country to
another for the purpose of buying anything except munitions of war or f< o 1
is a very important one. In view of
this fact, we are not surprised to discover that the Hep worth Company is
discussing this question at some length.
They proclaim the fact that hitherto
they have never urged any one to buy
or see a Hepworth picture-play on any
other ground than that it was a g
play to buy or see.
But they say that the time has come
when for the sake of the country they
must call the attention of pictures
to the situation created by the purchase
of foreign films in such large quantities.
They point out. and very rightly too,
that Hepworth picture plays leave nothing to be desired in the way of good
stories, good playing, perfect ph
graphy. and production of the highest
grade. Taylor.
SpeakingChrissie
of their
the stars
Alma
White.
VioletHopson, Stewart Rome. Lionelle Howard— they ask whether these stars, in
their own line, arc not supreme in the
hearts of picturegoers.
They point to their famous Hepworth
Quality Exclusives and Hepworth Picture Plays, such aa^-Stoeet
Lavender,
The Gold n 7' r< n nt, Barnab
li
The
Passing of a Soul,
( 'anki r ofJi
Cowlmartialled.
Clu Second
St al
Curtain's Secrrt , and J/<r />' r/; and ask
whetheranv ; ieturegoer in Great Britain
was ever diss 1 1 isfi sd with one of these.
As to the ;:~ er to this big problem,
we lea\ e that in the hands of our readi rs.
They can learn the tacts for themselves
if they wish and thej can draw their own
conclusions. Needless to say. into whatever dire straits we may be forced by
the terrible war that is upon US, we shall
never lose our affection for American
films and American players. If it Irecomes necessary for us to restrict
number of American films coming into
this country during the war. we will
return to them with full force again
when war is over.

'
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1. THE FIREMAN'S V.C.
Presentation of Medals for coispicj- •-, bravery at Headquarters, London Fira Brigade,
t, HEROES
OF SOUCHEZ.
A
battalion of French Chausseurs parade and salute their Co'ours after a year's hard fighting.
3. MACHINE-GUN
PRACTICE.
We lu.v
now firm y
established our superiority in this important arm.
4. LATEST
PARIS FASHIONS: A delightful evening-gown of the frilly style a'l the vogue this
autumn.
Note the new f cwing sash.
5. BACK TO GALLIPOLI : Australians wounded in the first landing but now fully rrcov red, If. .ve
6. FROM LIVELY TO SEVERE.
George Rebey, in a serious mood, calls for recruits and gets them.
7. £10,000,000 IN GOLO-part payme t for out*
purchases of war material from America, arrives in New York Citj.
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How Would You Like to Play to Pictures?
HUNTS

TO

WOULD-BE
IT is true
1 that there
is no royal
road to success, but there
are short cuts
to it somet i in e s. The
would-be
pianist may
o b v i a t e
much disappoint m c n 1
and delay in
obtaining a
berth
it' the
he
will follow
hints given in
this article.

It is a difficult thins in any profession for a novice to obtain an opening;.
It stands to reason that a business
man will prefer to employ some one
he knows to be capable rather than
try a person merely on the off-chance of
his being so. The best way of overcoming this obstacle is to get your services
accepted as relief-pianist. Make the
acquaintance of a cinema pianist, and
offer to relieve him for an hour or two
daily. If you cannot arrange this to
better advantage, offer to do it for
nothing in order to get practice. As
scon as this is settled order a hundred
printed memo-forms, with your name
and address inscribed thereon, followed
by
the these
magic arrive
words you
" Cinema
pianist/'at
When
can answer
once as many advertisements as you like.
The best papers for this purpose are the
Stage, the Era, Kinematograpli TJ ee&lj/,
liioscoi>e, and Cinema. You will be well
advised to distinguish clearly whether
the vacancies are for pictures alone, or
for pictures and variety combined.
Leave the latter severely alone; unless
you are exceptionally clever yon will be
unable to cope with that class of work.
In your applications state your age, the
salary you require, and, if you have a
good appearance, say so quite frankly ;
also emphasise the fact that you are at
present engaged in a similar capacity, at
such and such a picture-house, whose
manager will give you a reference if
desired.
Now that may sound rather a roundabout way to Tipperary, but in reality
you will find it a short cut. In the
absence of experience you might reply
to advertisements regularly for months
without any result ; but by the method

ra and so und
the e.
>plicatioit
From opera to music-hall mel >dy is ;t
PICTURE
PIANISTS.
long stride, but an acquaintance with
each should be possessed by tlie up-toyou have got one, it will be time 1 1
date pianist. In the comic films it is
to lo >k round at your leisure for au
surpi ising how many •
opportunity of improving your cii
stances.
for tic appropriate introduction of
songs
which happen to be the rage of
s.i iic picture-pianists seeniborn to the
the h 'ii'.
Music
of tin's nature
is
business, but they are few and far
between. The everyday aspirant can
sily memorised
di-.- 1 but
when
it outlive, and
its easily
welcome;
make himself efficient enough if hi
it is very effectual
in ii
In
his work and takes ii seriously. In the
order to keep yourself hi cloS3 touch
first place he should train himself grawith the latest music-hall fashion, dually to 1)3 able t 1 dispense with
ry six months
six 1
imps
printed music as much as possible. 5 >i1
with your memorandum-form
stating
cannot keep one eye on the screen and
where yoi are playing to M — r-. Feldanother On the book ; and it is the s r< 0
man and Co., or the Stir Musi
which has the first call on you. Here
one or few 1 other music publishers who
comes the necessity for an extensive
advertise in the Era.
They will memorised repertoire. The most fertile
you by return of post a sheaf oi pi
source of supply for this is grand i
Here you have thousands of exomplesof
sional copies which will be of great -jrvice to you.
Many of tli
-- will
music welded to dramatic action. Now
' be whistled and sung by everybody in a
picture plots and opera librettos have
few months' time, but by this means
much in common; indeed the incidents
yon obtain them before ih-' general
in one are frequently identical with those
public
has taken them Up. so gaining for
in the other. In the limited gamut of
yourself
a reputation i >r keeping well
human emotion certain dominant tones
abreast of the times.
are constantly recurring. In historical
Improvisation is a gift not Lrb
and geographical location the incidents
of life differ, but essentially they are
allot' us, but it may be latent in y..u.
and
only require bringing out.
It is
the same. In grand opera you find
music written by the greatest comexpert picture pianist's
t
of encouraging
its deposers especially to suit a replica of the . so every means
velopment should be tried. Playing in
actions and passions you see on the
the dark at home to an imaginary film
screen to-day. A knowledge of operatic
is excellent practice, and should promusic is therefore of the highest value
duce good results.
in this connection, particularly if you
Brian Lawrence.
have witnessed a performance of the

HOW

TO

BECOME

A

PIANIST

CINEMA

i

r

1. Commence Musical
Studies at an Early A.o.

2. Practise Fourteen
Hours a Day.

3. Leahnto Improvisk.
to Illustrate UN Musk)
A

MODERN

NOVEL

1 have indicated you will be unlucky it'
you have to wait three or four weeks.
Remember, even if you are receiving no
remuneration in acting as relief pianist
in the first instance, you are obtaining
without cost and with only a little
trouble most valuable experience which
will stand you in splendid stead when
ybn make your dibut as a fullj -Hedged

picture-pianist in a strange palace in,
possibly, a strange town. It is/also wise

when applying foryoitr first paid situation to ask the lowest terms you can
afford to lake.
By so doing you will not
have to wait long for a post ; and, « lieu

Ob Comic Papi k.
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OLLI
BRSKINE,
khe
belle >>t' Harrogate, eyed
th.' pleading face of Lord
Trevor vvith a malicious twinkle in her eyea
\\ Mil yon understand, Lord
Trevor, that I cannot, shall no)
will not, eonld not, ahould no!
and nevei will lore yon," exclaimed the girl defiantly.
•■ Oh, 1 say, Dolly," replied the staggered 1 rafter recoverBig bis breath, " don'l you think there are a lo( of' nots' in
that little speech ? Please be serious."
•■I was never more serione in mj life," retorted tne girl
with a stamp of her pre! ty foot.
Tour guardian would like it." interrupted Lord Trevor
desperately. "Ton know 1 would make an eligible husband
in every way, and Sir William would be pleased.
•• 1 daresaj he would, retorted Dolly, drily for ska was
well aware thai she had caused her guardian, who was also
husband, man j anxious moments. '" I know what
her
kindsister's
of a husband he is to mj sistei Millie, and I think I will
uhoose my ow n husband, it' 3 ou and ha have no objection.
Lord Trevor coloured under tin- sarcasm, and. getting angry,
retorted bitterlj
" V.m'iv too big a flirt ever to marry ! "
- That will be some consolation to you, 1 suppose, retorted
the wilful girl. "Good afternoon
I am going for a ridingtesson.
Here is Mr. Murray, my riding-master."
Lord Trevor looked round and saw a handsome young man
in riding-clothes leading two horses in the direction of the
young lady. There was an inscrutable look in the ridingmaster's face, and Lord Trevor fancied from the interested
expression on Dolly's face that it was not brought there by
th" prospeel of a riding-lesson. He bowed to Dolly, and
turned away without a nod of recognition to Richard Murray.
Riding-masters were not peers.
Lord Trevor went to consult Sir William Chetwyude. That
gentleman listened with knitted brow, and sighed wearily
• I wish I could get the little cat off my hands. Of course
you know that she must marry a title or she loses her f»rtune
'under her father's will. But. never mind, Trevor. persistency
is a virtue in this case, SO go on
asking her.''
" I hope so." replied Lord
vor hopelessly.
"By
the
way."' he continued. " who is
that new riding-master who has

by

PATRICK

GLYNN.

his
Hut horse
playing 1ik a genl le na a.
a II e\
cii ing game Huntit llil till'
t he is fingers
are burned. and Dolly found
herseli taking a greater hate
res4 in t he riding-master I ban
she had e\ it intended.
She wen! into t he house wil h
shining eye-, and encountered
her sister Millie, whose usually clouded face was aim.
bright as Dollys.
Captain Cardiff had just left Millie, and
Dolly suspected that the wites of the gallant captain were
ha\ ill"; a devastating effect on Millie's hilirt.
Sir William's
slights and indifference were beginning to bear fruit
Millie's breaking heart was seeking consolation elsewhi
astutely.
•.Millie, isn't tove a wonderful thing:-'' asked Dolly,
"It is. replied her sister, placing .her arms affectionately
around Dolly's neck.
"I hope it isn't Captain Cardiff," replied the younger si
with a sharp glance into Millie's face,
A tell-tale blush
strengthened her surmise, and Dolly went out to think the
matter over.
Her sister must not make a fool of her
Her steps led her in the direction of Murray's stud, aid
the sound of Murray's voice arrested her attention She was
about to retreat precipitately, when she heard Murray exclaim
"• I love her. and I know she loves me, and I. want to win her
as "plain
Miss Richard
Erskine Murray.''
is high game for a riding-master." retorted
another voice with a laugh.
Dolly could not see the other^speaker. but his voice told her
that ither
wascheeks
Hooker,
Iriend. pleasure
Murray's
next words
made
burn Murray's
with mingled
and resentment.

•■ I'll wager you a thousand pounds that within a month she
will
be "Mrs.
"
Dolly
fled. Murray.'
"1 admire
his cheek," murmured the maid
angrily. "He makes a bet about me that I'll marry him
within a month.
We shall see."
She was fated to eavesdrop again a few hours later. She
was about to enter the drawing-rooir. when she heard her
brother-in-law's voice and that
of Lord Trevor in excited
conversation.

just come to Harrogate ? '
•■ Oh, he is some young man
with a good stud, who makes
money by teaching the young
ladies how to sit a horse properly Quite a new arrival; I
don't know where he comes
from.
Why do you ask ? "
" Oh. nothing of consequence.
1 -aw him taking Dolly for a
lesson, and I fancied he seemed
a bit above his position.''
Dolly's riding-lesson had an
unexpected development. Flirtation was the breath of life to
the eighteen-year-old girl, and
Trevor's gibe had a little truth
in it. She flirted outrageously
with the riding-master, for he
was young, handsome, witty,
md. best recommendation of
all in those days, he could sit

AND

" I tell you they were on the
road to Gretna Green. It muss
be " an
My elopement."
wife and Captain Cardiff
gone to Gretna Green ? " shoul ed the angry baronet. "Are
" Perfectly. "replied the. il
There was an oath from Sir
William,
yon sure ? "and Dolly turned
back and ran to her own room
to collect her thoughts and
think' out a scheme of saving
the foolish Millie from the consequences ofher mad act. Sli •
decided to go after Millie and
try to bring her back, but
could not make the journey by
herself. Who could she trust
to
accompany
? A selfhelp.
conscious
blushheraccompanied
the desire to seek Murray's

1 Sister, dox't make a loveless match, as I did."

Rapidly changing into her
riding-habit. Dolly ran out and
called on the a ma zed but pleased
Murray.
" No
compliments,

4yQ
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Captain Cardiff looked uncomfortable and twirled his
mopstaehe. whilst M iHie-coyered her face with her handkerchief. Before tltey could say any more they heard the rattle
of horses3
hurried
lj hoofs "eta the road. -Dolly retreated behind a e
curtain' and awaited developments, whilst Captain Cardiff left

2ft 1
^y x "Spy,
^^P^B^^^^"'
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'
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The- tell-tale carriage bad
■ the pursuers, and a minute later Sir William burst into the!
where
the blacksmith and his family
_ ..
wonder if all the aristocrat
.
:r_r.

%

f

T
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'■

"So you ran away from your lawful husband, madame
shouted the enraged baronet.
"What explanation havi
to offer that 1 should not apply for a divot
Millie being too dumbfounded to reply, Dolly inter;
by appearing from behind the curtain, with a saucy Smi
her f
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Dolly escapes from the house to ride with Murray to Gretna
Green in order to save her sister.

" Twas Mr. Murray and I that Lord Trevor passed, and that
is our carriage outside," she' said in explanation to her
astonished brother-in-law. "And Millie followed u-." continued Dolly, turning to her sister. '" She tri
p our
marriage.
Didn't you, Mill! \
. A grateful look from Millie and a nod of a
_.;itied
that the erring sister understood the part she was to play.
Both Sir William and Lord Trevor were too amazed to Bpeak
for several moments, and a shade of anger and disappointment
came into Lord Trevor's countenance.
.
" And that common horse-jockey is really your husband ! "
spluttered the baronet, hardly able to contain his rage.
" Yes." replied the girl
bravely.

thank von." retorted the imperious girl, as Murray was
about to express his pleasure
Jit the visit. " I want you to dc
ine a service. My sister Millie
m id Captain Cardiff have taken
the coach and pone to Gretna
Green. 1 want to follow them

With a gesture of contempt
Sir William walked out of the
Lord Trevor
with his
him.
forge,
dragging
wit'-'Dolly
and
and Murray were left alone, and
the riding-master, with a curious smile on his face, turned to
Lis companion, who, now that
the immediate danger to her
sister had been averted, eyed
Murray doubtfully.
•" Do you km iw," said Murray:
'"that what yon have said here
on the Scottish border really
" "What
" -almost
screamed
makes
11s ?man
and wife."

up and bring Millie "back. Your
horses are fresh, are they not ? "'
'" Yes," replied Murray, bediming grave. "J suppose I
shall accompany you?''
" Yes.'' ' replied the girl.
" You must get me to Gretna
Green -- then never speak tome

again;-1
■'Why?" asked the amazed
riding-.master.
•" I heard your remarks today from the other side of the
fence," replied Dolly, getting
angry again. " You had the
impudence to make a bet that
Dolly and the riding-master reach the blacksmith's shop,
I'll marry youinamonth. What
famous for runaway matches, only just in time.
do you mean by that ? "
•" I am sorry," replied the
yoiiag man humbly, but Dolly did not see the half-smile on
his face.

that be?
girl.has "How
the
_
no marrii
been can
There
"A declaration before twe
witnesses constitutes a mar
ceremony."
riagein Scotland. 'said Murray,
calmly. " You said you were
my wife in front of Sir William, Lord Trevor, and your

The pair mounted the swiftest horses in the riding-master's
stables, and the pursuit of the erring couple to Gretna Gret n
began. They rode along silently, and it was not until they
had almost caught up two riders in front of them that Dolly
spoke.
• ,1 ust ahead are Sir William and Lord Trevor. How are we
going to pass them? ".
Vliiri'M) thought a moment— "We will leave the road and
cut through tliaf wood on the right, and later we will get the
■oad again when we have passed them by."
They turned their horses 1 into the wood, and after a half an
hour's riding
emerged'
on tosister
the high
roadSiragain.
Dolly
was
anxious
to catch
up her
before
William
should
arrive.
Aiter that she would jelypn hei\ quick wits.
\\ iih panting h< rs'es the pair rode over the Scotch border
.11 11I entered the village of Gretna, famous during this period
for the number of runaway matches. Murray's quick eyes
descried a broken-down carriage outside the blacksmith's
shop. II is surmise was correct. It was Millie's carriage, and
Dolly her
running
went Cardiff
into the forge, where she'^ricountered
sister forward
ami Captain
"Take our horses and get back as quick as you can. " said
Dolly, quickly. " Sir William and Lord Trevor are following

you up ! "

?t"

And thai common horse-jockey is really your. husband 1"
splattered the enraged Baronet,
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ROMA1XE FIELDING, author, producer, and leading player tor
Lubin.
Ho lias ;i fine part in Eagle's Nest, a coming film which
v.v privately saw and enjoyed recently.

RUTH ROLAND, who. though only twenty-tvro,
has been prominent in pictures for many years. Watch
for her in the tine Balboa Series of dramas Who Pays 'i
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PEARL
WHITE,
Paths'
player in who
about
to
charm every
one the
a^ the
heroine
The ieEvploiU
of Elaine— fourteen miles of film !

EDWIN WALLOCK.thc cultured, fluent, and physically fine
actor of the Selig Co. Picturegoers will always remember hia
wonderful"1' Wild Man'
iu In Tune with the Wild.
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Y>
u
mean
Miss
Erskine
corrected
sir
William.
i, id Murray, the ridiiiL'-mar--.

Bister, so you arc legally my
it'.'."
V. The
astounded

girl almost
fainted, then she burst into
tears. " i shan't foe yonr wife/'
Bhe said. "There is nothing
for u> to do but to get a
divorce; ami meanwhile don't
y< u d:i re speau to me."
" At least 3 ou will let me
dm e jrly.
' 'ii li' ime ? " said Murray,
•• ( Ine needs rausl « hen the
devil
i s " retorti d had
t he been
girl,
h e dri\
capriciousness
increased l)j the recent incident.
The journey home was quiet
-uid wit-boul incident. Murray
proved himself an excellent
i achman, gnd se^ era 1 hours
later he drove up to Sir Wil[iam'stheresidence.
went
into
hpuse, but Dolly
an unpleasant surprise awaited her. Sir
William encountered her in
the hall, and that gentleman,
whose temper had not abated
in the interval, turned on her
fiercely.
" There is no longer room for
you in this house. You have
forfeited your fortune — go and
star\e with your jockey husband!"
Dolly's temper broke loose
also. ''If my husband is a
jockey, he is at least a gentleman "! she replied,
and without
more adocuttingly
she went ;
down the steps and looked a
little helplessly at her newlymade husband, who smiled as
though he knew all that had
happened.
Dolly accompanied the young
man to the large boardinghouse where he had taken
rooms, and after interviewing
the landlady, she turned to the
young man who followed her
about like her shadow.

" No, 1 mean
-kine
solicitor
and
Lord firmly.
Basseti." replied the
"ThenSir who
i- Mr. inMurray
•"
asked
William
bewilderment.
■ II -'. the Earl uf Bassett,"
replied the lawyer with a dry
"He is my client, and
smile.
somewhat
e,
Btric
in
his
habits.
He left London
pemas the
there, matchmaking
and apparentlymaminto a trap here, and his wii
formerly Miss I oily Erskh.
wishes
divorce further
him."
"Say tonothing
about
aSirdivorce"
replied
the
astute
William. 1 think it will 1 e
Dolly's Sacrifice for her Sister.
Having married the riding-master. Dolly is "turned oat"
by the Baronet—
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—but when it i> ^
discovered that slie lias really married an
Earl and not a poor riding-master, all ends happily.

"The landlady will put me
np for the night, and I need no
issisl ance from you."
Murray looked nonplussed. He had hoped for some sign of
relenting in the wilful maid; but he recovered himself and
said calmly — ■
• As your husband, I will be always at your service ; until
alter the divorce."
1 1 is sadness was a little lightened when on rising the next
morning he found a bunch of flowers on his dressing-table.
On making inquiries, he was told that his landlady had left the
Bowers there, but Murray knew- too much about landladies to
Buspect them of this form of generosity.
His friend Hooker, to whom he toldhis adventures of the
previous day. laughed heartily, as he said —
•' Well, you won the thousand pounds all right, but you must
admit it was an accident. But all the same, old man. Dolly
Erskine is your wife, and 1 think it is your business now to teil
her who you really are."
1 shall if she doc, not sign the divorce-papers," replied
\l "array.
Dolly, after reflection, would have liked to have dropped all
mention of divorce; but having said she would have one. a
London solicitor was hroughl up to Earrogate to prepare the
necessarj documents. He called on Sir William for the

purpose of interviewing Doll) 's guardian, and on sir William
inquiring the \ isitor's business, the solicitor replied —
'■ My name is I Vol ty w i-e. and lain come from London to
ee Mass Dolly Erskine and the Earl of Basseti about this
di\orce affair."

The. solicitor 1 owed and Sir
William hurried to his wife.
all right."
"It was all a mistake a'
Murray,
my dear.
Dolly has
married the Earl ..f Bassett."
-Then if Murray is the Earl
of Bassett. Dolly does not
her money
delight
edly.after all," said Millie
The preparations for dn
immediately collapsed. ;
Murray, or rat her Lord Bassett.
conducted his courtship on his
own lines, and be was the only
one who knew that hi- wife
loved him. not so much as Lord
Bassett. but as Murray, the
handsome riding-master.
The full cast of plaj
this roma n tie and charming production isas follow "Dolly Erskine." Marguerite
Clark : "Sir William Chetwynde." Arthur Stoops; " Lady
Chetwynde." Helen Lutrelf;
"Lord Trevor." Lester Cham-

bers; "Earl of Bassett," W.
Merkyl: "Captain Cardiff."
G. A. St ill well:
-Colonel Hooker."
" InnHall:
.1 A
keeper." Martin Reagan; and "His Wife." Julia Walcptt

YOU

CAN'T

DIDDLE

" B1LLIE."

DURING the production of "Editions de Luxe" at the
Reliance-Majestic studios. Producer Joseph Belmont
decided that " Hillie " West would play at her highest
efficiency as a feminine crook in an arrest scene
if he made
her think she was arrested in real earnest ju.-t before the
scene. He entered into close conflab withe young nan. and
a little later informed Miss Wesl that she was wanted in a
distant corner of the studio.
She went there, but found no one at first.
Suddenly a hand fell upon her shoulder.
She looked up. to
be confronted by a young man she had n ver seen, who seemed
to bear the unmistakable imprints "i a detective.
" You're under arrest," said he. " You're wanted for murder
in "New
York."
she
laughed,
Hillie"
West looked the stranger up and down, and then
" Now run along, little boy." she said tantisingly, "you're
just one of Joe Helm
nt 's desires for atmosphere."
Hut thej do say that Miss West appeal's really frightened in
the arrest scene in "Editions de Luxe."
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Selected from hundreds every week.
Give iho Girls a Chance.
I n anxious to km
have .ui\ more Picture Music Cartoons I
think the) nro the most iimusing draw n I
have seen ami have carefull) prc-ci ved them
all in a scrap-book. I uotico that although
\1 1 Adlington pokes fun at his own sea ho
leaves the ladies sovorel) alone. Would yon
suggest that we wouldn t mind
i. T ( Birmingham.)
New Symptom of "Chaplinitis. "
The war and the pictures appear to bo
Iho two things in life. Whenever yon get
into coinpan) these subjects always crop up.
When thej commence to talk on pictures 1 11« >
gentleman ol the daj naiuel] Charles
Chaplin i- sure to be mentioned ami arguments commence. I was in one ol these
arguments tin' other day, aud the question
Charliethatgothea had
sistera sister,
r ' Oneandol that
the
friends Has
declared
she
was
at
one
time
in
Fred
Karno's
Company.
This argument had no end, and 1 n rite to ask
settle it tor ns."

\ S

» Ilk -h i

Those Elusive Stars!
• M> pcopli aud [go to the Pictures freqncutly, and 1 cannot understand how it is
we miss seeing so mail) ol tho bost nrtistes.
It is very disappointing, 1 hope the Italian
players will ^ot some votes ; I am -hit the)
would if people could remember their awful
names! Persouall) I think that it is very
tUffirnlt to m.i pair thiin with British ami
American players, they are so vor) different.
Their big things are superb.
I went to see
last week; it was n real treat. I
hat i
and i
twice each; 1 quite agree with the
person who savs you do nut see all the best of
>d play the tir-t time.
I have also seeu
the I

I ;.

twice each- Isn't rlenrj
B. 8. Ainley
tWest wonderful
Norwood).
Fairy Mary and a Poetic Reader.
• I sent my verses (those that you published) to Mary Pickford. 1 had already
written t,> her, and received a beautiful large
portrait ami an autographed letter From her.
but in reply to my verses and the accompanying letter I have the most charming little
letter ever written. Ami to think that it is
from Diary herself to mo! This is the begin inMy
g: ' dear Friend -What can I say
to a person who can write such charming
poetry f Do you know I have received it in
five other letters? I- not this a compliment
to your genius?' And later on Fairy Mary
returns all my love, and a ' hundredfold more.'
I- not thi- enough to turn the head of any
pictnregoerr Oh! and she says that she
hope- 1 will be one of the first to greet her
when she comes to England. I'm just Roinfr
to write • .Mary Pickford' all over the votingcoupons, and put them in a nice tat envelope." {,. D. (Devonport).
"Made in England!"
Beferringtothearticlein P. and P. hearted
■German Film- in England,' I certainly flunk
we do get some better film- from
America than
tho-e which are produced in England ; hut we
al-o :_;et some very bad ones. It there weren't
tnj filmscomn g to England from America
1 think it would give British producing companies 1>
a tier chance of making a goodfllm.
Once British companies get a start they will
be able to turn out the film the British pnblic
require; they want support, and it is up to
1 be Br'tish public to gn e it to them. 1 not iced
m las: week - P. andP. your reply to 'Glad) <ot Handsworth)-viz.r the supply o competent
players far exceeds the demand. Soif we had
more British films we would not have so
lany cinema performers out of work. I hope
Vim
give all tlie supportB. yon
can to our
own wi'l
companies
(LoiiKlitou).

G. M. ANDERSON.
You have known G. M. Anderson as Broncho Billy
for so long that you'll be surprised to see him attired
once more in ordinary raiment, acting as a society man in
«

BACHELOR'S
THE
This delightful domestic drama

BABY."

will please you
immensely, especially if you are a lover of home-life plays.
It is tinged with romance, and Marguerite Clayton is
the heroine.
You will like Anderson just as much in the part of
" The Bachelor " as in his Wild West scenes.
Ask Mr. Exhibitor to show you "The
Baby," and tell him it is an

THE

DOMINANT

Ess.iuay Film Manutacturinj l
y.SHUUUVi

FILM
Cross It 1., Lo

Bachelor's
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Li slie, as &« sailed out of the r
a- breezilj as he came.
In the bedroom Alfred took his precious wooden Ijox ana the roll of pa
and locked them safely away in the suitcase, donned a purple dr
t - wn,
and went to 1
1 00m t" have his
last di ink at Oxford with his best 'hum.

•

S UPPER was .over, and Alfred Eveleigh, alone in his den, prepared to
Ji1 1 i— 11 his packing. To-morrow he
was leaving Oxford tor ever. He had
been there just two years, and had
grown to Love every stone of the place.
No more "rags" with his" pals," no
more fun. no more anything but hard
work until he had made his pile, and
that lie had no doubt he could do!
lie was a tine fellow and was loved by
all who came in contact with him —
rather short, but broadly built, with a
candid, open face, and teeth that had
won him the nickname of " Odol."
His people had been big shippers in
the North of England, but owing to bad
speculation had failed. When the crash
was over they went to live in Jersey,
and soon after they had settled there
his mother died. Alfred was at the
Jesuits' College at the time. His fatherdetermined his son should have a good
education — scraped and saved out of the
little which remained, and eventually
sent him to finish at Oxford, to study
engineering. Now, however, his father
was dead, therefore Alfred was obliged
to
come down " from College and fight
for "•himself.
Alfred sat a few moments thinking- of
all the kind tilings his pals had said in
their speeches at supper that night.
'It was damned good of them," he
said aloud. *' damned good, and I shall
never forget them. It made me chokey
or twice, but someday— yes. I know
it will come— some day 1 will give them
Hie best dinner the Ritz or the Savoy
can serve."
He moved about the room fondling
and speaking to his few worldly goods as
he packed them away.
He took from a, side-table an old,
"urionsly shaped mirror — a gift from
lis dead mother-; kissed it tenderly, and
laid it between tissue-paper in his trunk.
Eere, an antique silver cigarette-box,
gi\en to him by the only girl he ever
loved, who had run away with another
man. Here well, he gathered his trinkets and packed them all away.
The last trunk was now ready for
Wilkins to take to ihe station for the
95,30 to-morrow morning'.
Alfred crossed the room to a cupboard
and unlocked the door — tenderly, yes
very tenderly— he took from it a, roll of
papers and a small wooden box. and
placed them on tin; table. His face
glowed with excited pride as he stood
Looking down upon this ordinary oblong

youth of about twenty-six bounded into
the room.
"' 1 say. Eveleigh, are you really
going!- Why. what's up!- What's in the
box diamonds or gold — are you
afraid?" Before Leslie Thomas had
finished speaking Alfred had snatched
up his beloved box and papers and
vanished into his bedroom.
When he returned he carefully h
the door of his bedroom and put the
key into his waistcoat-pocket.
" What in the world is wrong with
you, Eveleigh, did you think I had come
to rob you? " asked Leslie.
'"Oh! it's nothing, old man. lam a
bit nervy to-night, you must not forget
it's my last in these rooms. I've been
packing hard, and well — I am terribly
upset over the whole thing. I anticipated another year here," he said, as he
languidly sat on the armchair by the
fire.
Leslie was by his side in a moment
and slapped him on the back with his
usual breezy manner.
" Buck upi, old chap, we all have to
finish our "rags ' here some- time, you
know! Look here, I came to ask if you
would come to my rooms for a" final
gargle ;' we have been great pals since
you came here, and I want you to
myself
for half an hour before you
" Righto, Leslie, I'll be with you in
five minutes ; I'll just slip on my dressing-gown. You go to your room and
I'll come along," responded Alfred.
" Good boy, now don't be long," said

«

•

•

It is twelve months since Alfred left
Oxford
a bright, cheery
fellow
twenty-seven -and took up his qnarl
in London, in a {• ip-back, combined 1 •
in .Soho.
What a change, what a difference in a mail in so short a time!
<'
a strong, healthy, bright-faced fellow,
and now —a miserable-looking
wreck :
his big, laughing eyes were sad and wildlooking, his cheeks
hollow,
his w!
features drawn through overwork, si
less nights, and want of wholesome t
He had worked constantly night and
day at the roll of papers and thecontents
of the wooden box.
The box contained dozens of curiously,
shaped pieces of wood, which represented
his wonderful invention, and now— now
it was finished — finished. His fortune
made, if only he could get the funds to
purchase the tools and materials to make
the working model of his wonderful
machine — an apparatus that would photograph and reproduce sound as well
as movement. The world would only
need to see it work, and then — then
*
If only he could obtain the money !
He had approached all manni
people, but no one would listen to him.
Had he been well dressed, living in a
fashionable quarter, and able to invite
these people to dinner and discuss the
matter over a bottle of wine they would
have considered the question : but being
practically without a penny, his cloi
shabby, half-starved in hi- S
>m,
the world turned its back on him.
" Oh. God. I shall go mad ! " he
shouted
to himself as he paced
his

WOl iilen I" >\ .

lie placed a chair bj the table and sat.
down, opened the roll of papers, and
drew t he |i. .\ to him
" So. I cannot work to-night" speaking- as if to a child, then he closed the
box and rolled up the papers " wait
until we are settled in our [Jew home.
and then it will he all work until yen
arc complete, my l>caut.\ ! "
rap at the door, and without waiting for a reply, a bright, tall, handsome

•■TO Till-: llKll! OV Till: HOUSE!"
His grown cousin (Stewart Kernel
refuses to drink to the heir (the boy), who has been at last discovered by the
old Duke.
A striking- scene
from soon
The CurUxin's
&
. A Hepworttl Cjuality
Exvlusive
to be released.

W* i-:k i NDJ no
SSPT. 85, W5
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I DID

"IDOLS" IN THE ARMY
REVIVED POPULARITY OF CHARMS
THE

Ml
I II. M

riTLKS

TRAVESTIED.

TOUCHWOOD"

TALISMAN

An old campaigner of the raid; ami file who was shown the
letter on " Idols ' in Ti
yesterday, pointed out that
the belief that certain things bring good or bail [nek
always prevailed in the Arroj
Pormerlj
there
tali-mans which were regarded as especially efficaciou
No. L3j " The Quest."

garret floor. " There," he said, pointing to his curious p
of wood Bpread out upon tl>>' table, "Hut.'
Lb a fortune,
here"
grasping his chest with both hands
"isa man going
mad
mail:"
tie dug his fingernails bo deep into his <
that lb' cried out w ith pain.
•• Oh, God, show me the way '. show me the way ! " he sobbed
n<
he sank
great
work,
audit's
terrible
to into
hear aa chair
man b]
erjthe a side
man ofinhis
pain,
l>otli
mental
and
phj sical pain.
He did not hear the knock at his door, but he beard his
landlady's voice saying, " Xes.sir, 1 know he is in; be hasn't
been out for days";
t hen a familiar voice answei ed —
'• I'll
in and see
if he the
i- asleep
if bo,
1 « ill
iliegoThomas
opened
door, :and
there
in leave
front a ofm-te.''
him
1 the shadow of his old friend.
said, something
"whj in Heaven's
name didn't
you"Why.
write Eveleigb,"
and let mehe Know
of your movements?
It's only by chance 1 heard of you from my pal Broadhnrst,
the patent agents. Thei -aid that you had been to see them
about some invention and wanted them to finance yon.
" Leslie, old man." said Alfred collapsing in the chair,"]
am ill, veryill. Since 1 left Oxford twelve months ago^-oh!
Cod: it seems years! [ have been bving. here on practically
nothing -working day and night. Yon remember the last
night 1 was at Oxford, when you came into my room. I grabbed
a bos and some papers and locked them in my room r
" Yes, well?"
"Well, that," he said, pointing to the table where lay the
little bits of wood, "that i.s what was in that box— my invenA ml In- poured forth to his old friend all his troubles.
*• Well, it's like this, old man." said Leslie, " I have no knowof moving pictures, 1 cannot tell a camera from a pror, but 1 will stand by you and be your banker up to a
certain amount on condition that a proper agreement is drawn
up that J draw a share of the profits, if you promise not to touch
the thing again until we have had a quiet holiday together.1
""You "ill finance me!'' shouted Alfred, " you will?
bless you; you are indeed a white man
"the first white man
I have met for twelve months.
You shall live to bless me,
from now onward you can count on me, for my life if need be,
in Leslie
payment
wentof toyour
him trust."'
and pushed him gently back into the chair.
to oexcited,
man."
he-said until
; "" justI come
get intobed
and'* Don't
sleep, get
think
no more old
about
anything
in the
morning, when we will go to my solicitors and fix the whole
thing up. Good night, dear boy, I'll be round first thing in
the morning."
In the dirty little ball downstairs he gave the landlady a
■lun and told her to srpt her lodger a good supper and a
bottle of brandy, and said lit; would see her in the morning.
Upstairs in the garret Alfred stood glaring at himself in a
broken mirror on the mantelshelf. His eyes were ablaze with
insanity.
' Y. - ' " he -.reamed aloud. " it's sleep, sleep, sleep, sleep, no
more
work plans
now;''
with ahiswild
spring,
cherished
and and.
scattered
wooden
box he
andtore
piecup his
wood about the room.
Then fell with a crash, his head
catching the corner of the table.
He slept; ye-, he slept in peace. The helping hand had
come too late.

warding oil' misfortunes, and particularly death
and
ablcmenl in battle. These were, in the infantry, a button ofl
a tunic, and in the cavalry the tooth of a horse; but for the
articles to bring good luck or to avert evil the man who wor«
the button and the aerse to which the tooth belonged should
have come successfully through a campaign,

the old words " charm," " talisman,"
years
A good many
•• amulet"
dropped
out ago
of use in the Army.
The French a]
word "" mascot," which originated with gamblers and is applied
to any person, animal, or thing which is supposed to be lucky,
came into fashion; and in the Army some animal or bird ■
monkey, parrot, <>>■ goat, or even the domestic dog or cat
was
utButsince tl
regiment."
appointed " the mascot of the
break of the war there has been an extraordinary revival in
the Army of the popularity of the old talisman or charm.
lo
which
stone,
and
in metal
trinkets
Jeweller.-'
presented to each other and wore attached to bracelets or
chains, to bring mutual constancy . prosperity, ami ha]. pin.---.
rst largely bought by the public and given as protect i\ •
agents to relatives and friends who had enlisted. Then a,
special charm for soldiers, called " Touchwood," and described as "" the wonderful Eastern charm/'' was designed and
is having an enormous sale. It was suggested by theold custom
of touching wood, when hopes are expressed, so as to pre\ enl
disappointment, which is supposed to have arisen from the
veneration of the True Cross.
" Touchwood " is a quaint little figure, mainly head, mad"'
of oak, surmounted by a khaki service cap. and with odd,
sparkling eyes, as if always on the alert to see and avert
danger. The legs, either in silver or gold, are crossed, and
the arms, of the same metal, are lifted to touch the head.
The designer, Mr. H. Brandon, of 317, High Holborn; W.C.
states that he has sold 1,250,000 of this charm since the war
broke out.

Air. Brandon has received numerous letters from soldiers
at the front ascribing their escape from perilous situations
to the wearing of the charm. One letter which has five sigha«
:— been out here for five months fighting in the i Benches,
sayshave
tures We
and have not bad a scratch. We put our great good fortune down
to your lucky charm, which we treasure highly.
Though it is chiefly bought by women to present to husbands, sons, and sweethearts going to the Front, the intention
of the gift is in most cases, no doubt, just for good luck, with
Park recently there- w as
Regent's
superstition.
touch ofscene.
no
public pres
This was Inthe
a curious
tatiori of " Touchwood " to each of the 1,200
officers and men of a battalion of the City of
London Rifles by a French actress.
" Touchwood '? Charms can be purchased
from all jewellers and stores, or in solid
silver for 2s„ 9ct. gold 8a 6d.,ordirect from
H. Brandon and Co., 317, High Holborn, W.O.
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A Chance of a Lifetime.

Welcome Reappearance of " The Master Kiy '*
Favourites, Bob Leonard and Ella Hall.

"A

BOOB'S

SETS OF BEAUTIFUL
HALF-PLATE PHOTOS

ROMANCE."

Laemmle Comedy. 1,950 feet approx. Released Noveiulier 1st.
Tlie countless admirers of Bob Leonard and Ella Hall have been ■
waiting for another picture featuring these two poj alar stars. Well, here
tiny mo in a wholly delightful comedy, which every one of the many
thousands of i eoplewlio witnessed " The Master Key " will be eager to see.
Bob Leonard is seen as a boob— a genuine, fly-swattin' boob— and his
k
characterisation
is so nbsoluttly perfect that one
-^■^^"wonders if lie can really be the fame Bob Leonard who
von world-wide fume in " The Muster Key." Ella Hall
is as pretty and Cbonniug as ever, and as usual she
puts her heart and soul into the work.
The resulting comedy is a picture that stands in a
class by itself ; its charm is beyond description.

YOU

IN

AND

MUST

SEE

'gallery
bat, and
he
cannot
begods'
hissedrightoff off
the the
screen,
consequently no endeavours are made
toward this end. Also the hard-working actor who portrays the villain in
pictures is not present in the flesh and
is not obliged to dodge sundry missiles.
•' 1 find
that the actor
who
well
issumesa ' heavy ' rQleva motion-picture
productions
is complimented
for his
work rather than condemned for the
part he is compelled to play. .1 have
overheard many compliments extended
by audiences in motion-picture theatres
to art i-^lcs who play 'heavy' parts convincingly. Jusi m few years Ago such
compliments would have sounded very
strange.
1 construe the new attitude to
mean that sentiments ore changing and
that audi. Mires are appreciat ing the work
of each and everv
one who assists in
iking the motion-picture
play the
e realistic and entertaining,
" It is not easy to specialise in 'heavy'
f&lea in the movies.
Sou must know

depicting tbe
and "Beauty"

J. R. TOZER

principal scenes in "Flying A"
productions
sent all applicants
on receipt of

Postal Order value 6d.

IT !

OUT

The Villain in Pictures.
A MAN cannot smile and yet be a
villain— not in Movieland ! On
the screen a fiendish smile may be
employed now and then to poke in the
essential realism, but for the most part
the villain must be a stern and foreboding individual. He must be as mild
a mannered man as ever scuttled ship
or cut a throat !
John Charles, whoplays the" heavies "
in many of the Red Seal plays produced
t>y the Selig Polyscope Company, in
Movieland is a villain of the most
ipproved type; outside of Movieland
lie is not a bit villainous; but that is
another story again !
Starting to play parts in theatrical
stock companies at the age of sixteen
years, Mr. Charles has enacted a range
of roles from " Simon Legree " to "Hamlet." and all more or less villains.
"In the good old days of the ten,
twenty, and thirty," said Mi\ Charles
the other day, " the villain, who always
smoked a cigarette,
carried a ridingwhip and wore puttees, was frequently
hissed off the stage. His was indeed a
thankless part.
In the pictures details
ire somewhat
different.
While
the
villain wins the enmity of the picture

ENDING

"FLYING

OF

hi Kismet.

A"

THE

(See next page.)

that to the ' heavy ' man or woman there
generally befalls the most difficult and
dangerous sort of ' stunts.' If there is a
fall from a cliff, the 'villain' most frequently draws that assignment. If a
terrific hand-to-hand combat is called
for in the action, it is the ' villain ' who
is generally rendered horx de combat.
"In the Selig Red Seal play The
Millionaire Baby I was called upon to
assume the rC>h of a scheming and unscrupulous physician. In the end T was
obliged to fall from a balcony and was
supposed to break my neck. I nearly
did break a leg. The producer ordered
me to make the fall as realistic' as possible. Itoppled over backward and fell
about
_ leedoubled twenty-five
under me. feet
There with
1 was my
obliged
to lie until the all-powerful camera had
Empire
Comedian in British
Films.
C lUght me."
ITvOB
more
than
four generations
the Lupino family have occupied a
comeBritish
place among
foremost

CO.,

193, Wardour St., \7.

STUDIO
dians. It was at Covent Garden in
lTslthat the first Lupinbs made their
appearance. Lupino Lane made his
debut at the early age of three at the
Prince of Wales' Theatre. Birmingham,
and. since then has been appearing
constantly in London, Paris, a
York. A few year- ago he was playing
at three West-end theatres at the same
time, making no less than ten appearances each day. At the present time he
is star-ring in Watch You
v
the
Empire Theatre. Leicester Square, and
his pantomime engagements extend
several years ahead.
In his film comedies Mr. Lane is aiming at something really original and
really British. There is no attempt to
imitate the favourite style of the c medians of the moment— in fact -Mr. Lin !
strikes the other extreme as far as ap
pea ranee u'oes, appearing as a typical
dude, foppishly dressed, with an eyeglass and a bored expression. His first
production is now complete and will be
Films
Davison's
shortly
introduced
Sales
Agency,
whose byefforts
on behalf of
the British film industry o.ir readers are
already acquainted with.
A Lucky Day for Alarie—
" T SHALL always consider Ausrust 4th
reof my life."
day Dressier
marked Marie
on her
1 the luckiest
return to town recently, "because on
that day I not only won every point
in my suit to prove my half ownership
of Til lie's Jyi( net it rt d Romance from the
Keystone Company, but on that same
day I also completed my new picture.
Ti'l/i<'< Tomato Surprise, which in partnership with the Lnbin Company I shall
release some time in September. Both
Acton Davies, the author of my new |
and myself pride ourselves on the fact
that in spite of fillie's Tomato S
being p five-reel comedy you will not find
in it either a policeman, a syphon, a telephone, or a revolver, and any one who
seen a comic moving-picture
ever
baa
will realise that in avoiding these
features we have attained at least some
t\at and are going to e;ive the public
something new in the line of vegetables,
if not of photoplays."
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A producer's duties are not all boer and
Bkitrlcs.
This one (Howell Hansel) bad to Bireci a kcene
in Lnbin's ZVUie's ftmuii • v ■ i« From a telegraph-pole.
And Busy Days for the Producer.
Oourse. Miss Dressier plays Tillie in the above-named
lilni. Hut Bhe'was Bol 1 In- i>uly out- who worked hard
to make a success of this five-act farcical comedy.
Howell Hansel; the director, laboured night and day; He
has had much dramatic experience, having "been thi'ee years
with Charles Frohman and two years with Liebler and Col,
playing leads in A Gentleman of France, Tfie Fourth Estate,
The
Fi'iht'i:
. // thai
... and
ago Mr.
Hansel
decided
thereTinwasWoman,
a wider Three
field foryear's
his activities
in the motion-picture world. Hfftegan Ids career as director
by producing the film version of Ben Bolt, His next venture
was
I'!khave
Million
reels, which is
said to
made Dollar
a millionMystery,
dollars inforforty-six
its owners,
Left Footlights for Films.
I HAVE always longed to play in downright melodrama,
1 hut somehow I have never got further than to fight a
duel and knock a man down!" admits J. R. Tozer. a
late member of Charles Hawtrey's Company, who deserted
the legitimate stage for picture work, in which be is rapidly
coming to the tore. He longs for something thrilling, and
there is little doubt that before very long his dramatic talents
will win for him plentiful opportunities of the kind that
appeal to him a- a versatile actor of strong, heroic parts. Mr.
Tozer first appeared upon the cinema stage about three years
ago, when he played the part of King Solomon in The Brass
He was so taken with silent drama work that he
was determined to do more, and accepted an offer to play the
leading part in Tin Call or the Drum. His role in this' was
such a huge success that he was chosen for important parts in
Beveral other Cnnard tilms. He also played for B. and C.
Cnibn, and If. L. B. Film.-, and it was for the last-mentioned
company who offered him a twelve months' contract—that
he left the Vaudeville Theatre, where he was playing the
lead in Our Boys.
For the past few weeks Mr. Tozer has been resting in
glorious Kent, but has just had an excellent offer from a
well-known firm, who intend producing a film that will
probably cause a big sensation in the cinema world. "The
play
enjoyed," Mr. Tozer declares, " was BZer Nameless
el, , lil.I mmost
which 1 aet^-il with Elisabeth Risdon."
[n hi?- spare moments Mr. Tozer is very fond of writing
fiction, and many of his stories have been published. One
of them. .( Wooden Bar, appears in this issue. He has a. very
real desire, by the way, to serve his country in the present
crisis, but is. unfortunately, unfit for the ?^my. He is
engaged to be married to a well-known Cardiff lady, and at
present his bachelor days are spent m a charming' little flat
'in the West-end of London.
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SUITS

FREES

BUT
li NUIME
OFFE •* '.
READERS MUST TEST REMARKABLE CLOTHING BEFORE PRICES GO UP!
Justfnucy. readers! Whether a blncksmitl
ngiueer labourer, farmer
or clerk, could you, by solid grinding worl
Is. Od. piirof
1 rousoi .
insixuionths?i;emember,sixmoutbsof8olidgrindiii!_r,
hard wear! Ifany reader can do tbis.hccaiifjetnnotbergarment free of charge'
Now, prices must go up!
Delay u1;1
el patterns
1 the rcmnrkab
>tks lhnt will, not wear out or tear that
lers who ins
.. to the Hole_.r.„.f
Clothing Co., 56, Theobald's Road, London, '■'. 1 .
They are amazing!
Try your hard
them, yet same in
Quest tw
and
at J63 and t'l. And the
price for Trousers very
is only Is Cd., uul for simoly 14s 9d. you get a really wellmade, smart-lit ting Suit. In every parcel a. written
- scut plainly
Rtnting
Hint 1! the smallest hole appears within sx months (no matter how
1 ■
I I another garment is sent- absolutely free of charge.
advertisement below and send postcard at once for free patterns,
measure form, and fashions, but mention "Picture*.'"

ROUSE
GUARANTEED
WEAR

PAIR OUT AND

SIX
WE

GIVE

ANOTHER

HOLEPROOF
CLOTHING
COMPANY,
fPept._32j._S6. Theobald's Roid, London. W.C.

DELICIOUS

7d THK
and PICTCRKS.
6 CouponsLTD.,
(.;?,')
18 Adam

St., Strand. London, W.C.

'=..1

r*V

ftd; »

I

V

:k

WAR

Price ONE si 11 1.1,1 m; 6>ost-frce)or

DOORMAN.

V

paramount
tion.
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When first I heard her
shout I'd have vowed
that some
one out
Had

'Pictures'
FKKK
WAU
AX BUM
COUPON
Value
Id.

fallen in an
plectic seizure,

apo-

So quickly round the corner J decamped to
Dr. Warner
For pick-me-ups of brandy or magnesia ;
And found on my return a surging mass of
men collected,

"We closed
ihe doors,
conjecturing they'd
cool their feelings warm, once
We started on the evening performance.
Alas ! No operator
could
be found ; we
caught him later
On bended knee before her in the gutter,
A love-sick,
drooping
low-cuss
with
his
feelings out of focus.
And all his pulses in a painful flutter.
Wenot locked
him in his box to guarantee he'd
be missed
And

i

attrac-

rapt their admiration
was
it needed
much persuasion
To get them all inside and clear the pavement ;
But as the way of fans is they kept throwing
backward glances
In worship of the cause of their enslavement.

ENORMOUS SUCCESS!
:^r

Handsome gilt Albums, with Tricolour
Flag enamelled in colours 611 front, containing Portraits of H.1M. The Cinjr,
Loid Kitchener, 1icncr.1l Freuoh, Admiral
Jellicoo, Tommy Atkins, and .luck Tnr.
.-1 0 /tanning littli Piiidanl for thv
Ifutc/t-clurtn. AiiUu c, ov Bmciilt'l.

NEW

So

WHITE
& BLUE

ALBUM

THE

But 'twas at her each optic was directed.

COFFEE.

For
Breakfast
& after Dinner.

SOUVENIR

5.

POEMS

V.-INCE
Bob
l;ur
burly
doorman)
has
k
became a gallant war-man,
Our chief engaged a female, just to try her;
She shouted like a sergeant, so with buttons
gold and argent,
He dressed her in conspicuous attire.

FREE.

8 - SUITS, 14/9

"The Pictures"

No.

JMONTHS.

As a trial we send pair Gent's Trousers for 4(5
Breeches, 6,-, or complete up-to-date Suit for 14
made from our remarkable newly-discovered Hole-0
proof Cloth. Guarantee in parcel if hole appears in
6 months another pair free. Send price and 4d
postage with waist and leg length, also colour or
postcard tor free patterns (sav Breeches, Suit, or
Trouser Pattern-.), to the

RED

PICTURES

She promised that she'd
try to give the highest
satisfaction,
And soon became the

A most
remarkable
alisohitdv Holeproof Cloth
exactly same as finest tweeds or serges, suitable
for
best or rough wear. "

BREECHES,
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ENDING
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then we heard we'd lost our pianist !

We found him agitato in a tremolo staccato,
Emitting words of amorous devotion.
The chief thought : " Why, the thing'll right
itself when she's not single!"
And
straightway
entertained
a business
notion.
He said to her (.f instant action he'd a very
high sensed :
•BRIAN.
"I'll marry you myself— by special licence!"

.'.UNCI

«yy
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How to Write a Picture Play
BY

A

SCENARIO

Til B next question the would-be i-lnywricrbt must ask himself is Boh
shall 1 put mj scenario into such a
form that the audience will !»• able to
appreciate its every incident to the full,
and have their interest maintained
throughout the entire film; that the
actors and actresses n ill he able t<> perform it « ith tlii' greatest effect ami the
least possible unnecessarj detail; thai
its action maj l"1 smooth and continuous, ami not a series of more or less
connected episodes, roughly strung together.
That the audience should understand
and appreciate your storj is, of course,
. and moi -eo\ er t bej must
l>e able to do bo with as little mental
effort as possible. In order to obtain
this desirable result, the principal
characters in thi> plaj must l>e judi'
ciously introduced preferably quite
early in the action. Nothing is more
confusing than an introduction late in
the development of the story. Also,
don't introduce
ttc important
characters
in anymore
onethan
scene
Ear better
let them enter the story one at a time,
bo that tin' name and appearance of each
may lie clearly established in the minds
of thiv spectators. Another thing, the
relationship which the various characters hoar to one another must 1« definitely shown ; never let the audience hs
in such a position that they are obliged
to guess as to whether two characters
are man and wife, brother and sister, or
sweethearts. Yon a- the author, know
all about it. but your audience- do not,
and must consequent ly be informed.
What to Do and Not to Do.
(let to work on the main story at
once; don't waste time on preliminaries,
even though they may be in themselves
"omit.
nice touches'"
which you
sorrylong
to
Most amateurs
take feel
far too
in" getting down to business."'
Be careful not to suggest too clearly
in on.' scene what is about to happen in
the next, and never go away from your
theme by adding a lot of !'by-play,"
which, although it may be quite interesting, has no direct bearing upon the
story.
Write a skeleton outline of the plot
before .starting- on the detailed scenario,
include only the necessary incidents,
and tell the- story as concisely as possible. Jt is wise Hot to introduce an
episode early in the play, which, while
giving the audience the impression that
it is of some importance, his in reality
\ery little bearing upon t lie climax, or
denouement, as it is usually called. Make
ev.'.-y episode lead step by step up to
this denouement, which, although it
should come as a surprise to the audience, ought to be the only really logical
termination of the plot.
Now with regard to making things
easy for the actors.
Write out all your

EDITOR.

PART

II.

directions as brieflj as you can, and in
simple, .everydaj language.
Long wi
and hightlown
sentences are quite out
of place 111 a scenario.
Hear in mind the extent and limitations of the 'stock company." of tic
particular linn of producers to whom
you are thinking ^\ submitting
your
Don'l make your actors and actresses
do
plot.weird and extraordinary thing-, unless you happen to know that sonic particular company is in the habit of
employing a performer with the necessary unique qualifications.
try season
to dispose
of anecessitates
plot duringa
theDon't
winter
which
lot o( river
don't like it.
The third
wright's
tinui
important of

rescue work.

The act. rs

and last part of the playquery, which deals with
'"in. is perhaps the" most
all.

The Value of the "Cut-back."
Whenever possible, one scene should
lead to another, of course this does
u.t mean that all the little everyday
actions of the characters must of neces"Bity be shown on the screen ; that would
be very uninteresting ! The author must
provide for the actions of one particular
character or set of characters to be constantly alternated with a scene or series
of scenes dealing with some other character or set of characters. By this
method of alternating continuity is preserved and the interest maintained.
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.pi.- the hero h »
tin ned from a aiotoi .;
to 1 mill
he v illain'a
; 11
he
eh .h uise iodine
an evening
suit.
Lei him enter the house and go upial.lv I" make tic
I. ut don'l show him actuall) eh 11
commencing to change; on the other
lii. I. don'l jump him at once to tievillain's dining-room.
Thi
is to fill in the (fjip between I
Upstairs and taking hi- 1
the
dinner-table by it
two
d iling
wilh
the actions of. sa\. the Icroiue.
This is w hat is called the " cut ■). u
sysl
lee keeping tic audirii.
Btantlj 1
d, n has the
advantage of doing away with a supertillitjscreen-message*
of • Mill titles.''
'• le ideis.
the
are orcalled.
Sup]
(still using the same example) the author
had not inserted a scene between the
hero's exit upstairs and his appearance
at diiucr. it uould have been absolutely
essential to write a " sinYtitle,'.' such as
Some time later," oritinued.)
'• Later that even-

"PUNCH"

ON

CHARLIE

IT^OB weeks there has been no escaping
him. Nations might be at each other throats ; Zeppelins might I..- dropping
bombs up. hi Bleeping families ; holies anil
tears
make "hearts
beatair:
faster.
sense might
of calamit)
filled the
yet v\hilea
all the
time ing."
Ilia claims as » gravity-remover
- have met uiie's eyes at evcrj turn.
That Ikfunny is beyond question.
I will
swear
to isthat.
What strikes one quickly i - the realisation
of how much harder Charlie wv.rks than aiiy
other of the more illustrious filmers, II" is
rarely .out of the picture.
lie joins the film in his unobtrusive
nuthoilist v,av ;.s quietly as a smut settling
on a nose, ami behold he is the verj spirit of
rule.
discord, the drollest Of all the lords of mis-
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MH FATHER- OF ONE THINKS THE ONLHA
IS A SPLENDID PLACE To SEND HiS BOY
TO. v/HEN

HE

WANTS

A OUIET

EVENING.

go
(to
toures
,Pict
Want
j WE.the.
her
Fat

MR quiverful, however, is not
Quite s>o sure about m
^
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OUR NEW FREE COMPETITION
oft
1st PRIZE

2-PRIZE

£10 £5
200

Handsome

CREENED
START

TO-DAY!

IDEX
DETOUR
I A LCONF
GUI
-/ should mal

10 PRIZES

IO/£

Consolation Prizes.

STAR
It costs nothing

APPLIED ROMANCE. The reputation of
•Beauty comedies is great ana good, and
we are glad to hear that two simile-reel
Beauties are to be issued weekly. This film
feature- charming Neva Gerfaa, and concerns
the artfulness of an anonymous love-letter
writer and hi- rapid
me.
— £>'•

THE

to enter !

We- pive below the first set of pictures in our Players' Puzzles for Picturegocrs
Competition
" Screened
Stars." The the
Competition
quite'ofsimple
— and quite
free.
Below
you will find —six
pictures representing
surnames is(only)
well-known
Picture
Actresses
and- Actors. What you have to do is to write, in the spaces provided, the surname you
flunk each picture represents. Thus — take picture No. 1 in the first set -a pick and a ford.
This represents the surname of the Famous Player— Mary Pickford. Fill in the solutions of
the other pictures in a similar way. Do not send now — keep each set till the final set has
appeared. A £10 note will be awarded to the, sender o_£ the most correct solutions. JB5 to
the next, and 103 each to the next ten, and 203 Consolation Priz-s to the senders of
fhe next best solutions in order of merit. You can send in as many sets as you like. Fill
»u the first set now — and bear in mind, even if you cannot get all "the answers right, you
may yet win the .£10 — and there are 200 Consolation Gifts. Mention "Screened Stars' to
all 'your Picture-going friends.
IT
COSTS
NOTHING
TO
ENTfJit!

EXAMPLE:— PICKFORD.

EVIL

EVE.

■•hj. 989 /a • "

A

Trilby-like

.7 .

plot, m

which a hypnotist's crime is tracked down
and exposed by another hypnotist.
It i- a
Trans- Atlantic drama, and one of the
strongest and strangest we have seen for
some time. The glad eye is not in it compared with the evil one. Look out for the
pesters, and when you strike one go in and
see the film.
— Lh'-' L
SAVED BV HER HORSE. Everybody likes
daredevil Tom Mix. In this picture he lias
the support of '; Saltan," the almost human
horse trained by Tom himself after month- 0
patience. You caunot imagine a more natural
ac-tor than " Saltan, and the way he gallops
for assistance for his mistress, with her hat
in his mouth, aud then scallop- back and
loosens her bonds, is nothing short of marvellous.
—StU(jD,-a,„i.\.i> .27).
THEIR OWN WAYS. -If you like the homely
huuian picture, this is one. A young married
couple, enthusiastic about the joy- of living
ina city, take the wife - mother and father
from their loved farm to "enjoy" city life.
How "lost" and woebegone
-mother
and
father are in the (to them 1 1u1nat11r.il
atmosphere of the city, and how they dream
about and long for their own quiet life, makea very charming picture.
— Edison Drama. l.l.V. >•• (0
RATS OF SOCIETY- There arc many novel
effect- iii this stirring detective story, and
when we say it has been produced by the
tines Company you will know it must bo
good
'League
of Light
great stuff.
treasureThe
coveted
by the
Band nam
of Three.
They adopt various schemes to obtain it. but
fail Vcau-e Polar, the detective, is too smart
for them. The fact that in the end the
villains are defeated docs not detract from
the attractiveness of a quickly-moving story.
— GaunwntFilm Hire
reels

~inn

TEMPER.— The first film in which Henry
B. Walthall. Essanay's new leading man.
takes part. In this he is the tine, lovable
f. 7'.
youth with a violent temper inherited from
his father, whom he kills whilst protecting
his mother. All the shades of the varying
emotions of anger and overwhelming grit'.
are clearly portrayed by Mr. Walthall. He
brings out the feeling- with an intensity thai
makes it real. Ruth Stonehouse takes the
part of a girl just in her Uviis. and so clever
is she in children's parts that no one would
inumine she was older than the character -he

ENTRY
FORM

Noil.
A.DDB1 ^

1st
Set.

represents.
HIS NEW AUTOMOBILE.
Kins
B
ureal in drama. In comedy he i- delightful,
and when
.lane Gail
plays with him
the
Comedy
i- brilliant indeed.
In this film
King is a salesman, risen to the heights ol
owning
real eventually.
automobile -One
and the a rest
So hedollar
goes down
for a
maiden trip into the country accompanied by
sweetheart -lane. Nobody knows quite what
happens,
but
when
la-l seen the auto is
merrily burning in the fork of a tree, whils;
King Dim,
and Jane
limpwill
sadly
homeward-.
the
and you
likewise
limp. home*
w anls
limp with laughter.
- Imp(trane-AUant\

DINT.
1915
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tad] contest clerks have been
snowed under with coupons this
week, and l>\ the time you read
these tinea they will be working daj
and night registering the votes. The
full results of the Contest will !»■ published in the first possible issue. Meanwhile put "u your thinking-caps and
discover the names of the players hidden
ia the puzzle-pictures on the opposite
1 hope 3 . u all like this new
competition. Screen stars have claimed
join- attention for some months past,
and I thought it tit and proper that
screened stars should follow suit. Y< ur
skill is called for in this competitio
which you should find highly amusing,
and it costs yon nothing to enter. There
are over two hundred prizes, some of
them worth winning, so get all your
friends to join in the merry game of
hide-and-seek.
Start this week.
On;

The Perfect Film Drama.
The tiim of the week, so far aa private
(how » wei
ha undoubtedly
been /"■ EV tl Cit It i 0 perfi u(
in all respects thai I should iaj it w ill
prove to be//,, picture of t he yeai Hall
1 Jaine himself 1- delighted, and has contula ted the Famous Players^ who
produced it. Pauline Pre lenck is line
a- Donna Koran ; Indeed, t he « hole big
casl 1- 1 soellent, and John
< llulow 'a
Etocco" reminded me of the late Lai
Brough.who played the part so well in
Sir Herbert Tree's stage production
about eleven years ago, The film story
i- bo Btrong and the film scenes in Rome
bo beautiful that, although I had to
stand through arriving late, the whole

s

N

I SI rum. and

''The Hepworth Triplet." In their
ch fcr criticisms and suggestions,
and with a desire to bring picture-plays
to
the t«>t> ofCompany
the world'sinvite
production,
Hepworth
readers the
of
Pictures to send them comments on
the three Minis in question.

T am

in Prizes.

authorised to Btate that they

will award a first prize of ll"> in cash,
a second of E10, a third of £5, ten
prizes of ten shillings each, and twenty
prizes of five shillings each for the best
picturegoer's comments (in order of
merit)
on "Themust
Hepworth
Triplet."
n comment
discuss all
three
films, and not exceed 120 words in
length. A contestant may send as many
comments as he pleases, but each must
be written on a different sheet of paper.
Big Money

for Little Work.

Elo for 120 words makes my mouth
water. Could 1 but command that rate
of pay I should be a millionaire in a few
years. The offer is in truth a princely
one. and I have no doubt that the
majority of my readers will grasp this
excellent opportunity to exercise their
judgment as to the relative value of
films. If yon intend to do so you must
enter your names at mire and mint ion the
theatre «( which you expect to see the
vgs. First ask your cinema manager
it he intends to hoik •'The Hepworth
Triplet
(give
him the
namesandofiftheso three
films if" he
wants
them),
send
your name and that of his theatre to the
Hepworth Company, 2, Denman-street,
London, W.
Here's wishing you luck.
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I

and oddre - the
I 'ball
clian
uniform
I
ia.-i
mple ' in full viei
audience,
he write
and 1 hi 1 w il
pi ... \mii.
ded by depicting
a film, 'Pimp
1 imp,
in
the
a
1 shall alto be
Ernie Ban
I1
1 ■ nller
,.!' 1 ho world, and
uulier of raj
officeri We shall arrive at the ( heal re
u here I am to ipeak « it h our regimental
"
Exhibitoi
band.
ticulara to Rifleman Fred I. 111 1 '
Surrey Rifles Drill Hall, Flo tden Road,
Camberwcll, 9 B
" IMI the I i-liier " Dead.
That
wae the name of the

1 art

be

FromArt the
Dardanelles.
hear
that ( iaptain
bur Bame
Holti source" I
was also killed in the Dardanelles. Two
" London " film actors in a month ! Mr.
i fore ia fine player) appi ar >d in in \
important roles for tne London Film
Company, including Black Michael in
The Prisoner oj Zenda, the dual ro\ in
The Black Spot, Jack BHfhscombe in
Branscombe's Pal, the Secretary in England?* Menace,
and the
Brans
The toKing's
Minister.
He was
firstinactor
join
the Artists' Rifles, in which corps be
was- given a commission.
Who Wants a Guinea?
You are all familiar with.Selig films.
You have seen enough of them to know
whether they leave room for improvement or not. The Selig Company want
! to know, and are read] to act on your
suggestions, in order to give you the best
that brains and money can produce.
They offer a prize of one guinea to the
reader of Pictures who submits the
usefullest suggestion for the improvement
of their films. Read their announcement
on page 2 of cover and start criticising
as soon as you please.

li: l; . Because they are being
handled simultaneously by the Thomp:
eon Company of Middlesbrough, these
films have become known in the trade as

Forty Pounds

THE

London"
t,a " Vernon
Slrin was
played in
filni.
lli->TherealThirdnam( laptaiu Vernon, Bincc the war
and I
1 egrel to learn from Mr. Judd < Ireen
that the 1 r fellow met his death
whilst fighting for his countrj in the

"The Hepworth Triplet."
What is that :- von ask. It refers to
three scry interesting Hepworth films —
Tin ( 'uri

AJMD

MARY

PICKFORD

IN

RAGS:

her greatest success since Tess of the Storm Country.

five reels kept me fascinated. The
cream-toned Souvenir of this picturisation of The Eternal Cit//, which the
Famous Players has prepared for the
trade, is a veritable work of art, but
then the film more than deserves it.
Ideal Picture miking.
Glorious Dovedale, in Derbyshire,
where the Martin Film Company went a
few weeks ago, has attracted the B. and
C. Company, who are now working there
on a big thriller called At the Mere// of
the Torrents. With the natural rocks,
waterfalls, mountains, and valleys which
abound in that district opportunities for
thrills should be as plentiful as blackberries. O. Martinek. recently returned
to the B. and C. Studios, is producing,
and J. B. McDowell, the Managing
Director, is in charge of the company^.
And such weather, too ! Lucky devils '.
Pimple's Latest Programme.
I told you in a previous issue that
Pimple, who is in the Army, is pre-

Griffith's Best Effort.
Next week I hope to give you a special
account of the great 12,000-feet production The Birth of a Nation, which I
think 1 am correct in calling the D. W.
Griffith masterpiece. You know what
wonderful things this famous producer
has already achieved in the film world,
and this effort lias put them all into the
shade. 1 believe that upwards of eighteen thousand people were engaged in
the producticn, which all London, and
later the provinces, will shortly be
talking about.

F. D.

PHOTOGRAPHY.
Photo Postcards of Yourself, is. Dozen.
From any Plioto. li x 10 Enlargeineuts, 6d.
Catalogue <i>i'l Sample* Free.
8. E. HUCKETT.
Works: July Uo.vd, Livebpool.
G ASU&: IT, BR DM IDE, 0 - POP. POST CARDS.
20, lid.; 10J, is. 3 I. PI it;3 aid Papers a!s3 C!i3ap,
Catalogues ^ni Samp'ei Fiv<i.
S. E. HACXETT.
Works: Jul* Eoad Liverpool*
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FLORENCE
" There is no
that Florence
silent acting,
according to
" Pictures made
for YOU."

Sgrx. 25, 1915

PICTUREGOER

TURNER

need to emphasize the impression long held
Turner is the greatest living exponent of
nor is there any need for qualifying in
her such praise because of the advent of

some of our great stellar figures of the speaking stage."
From

4,THE THEATRE

OF SCIENCE" by Robert Grau.

In no film production has the public so fully realised this
as in "My Old Dutch" — the epoch-making film of this year

Turner Films
FHE
YOUNG
PICTUREGOER
DEAR GIRLS AND BOYSI wonder how many of von can
ma,<t of having received portraits from
itar actors and actresses? Grace, of
ueeds. lias written to tell me how joyful
■ ii- 1- because -Mary Pick ford has
;ent her a large photograph of her1 lie sweetest I have ever seen."
says Grace— and Charles Chaplin lias
sent her a large photo of himself without his make-up. Now Grace is collecting postcards of the players, and has
Eortj already nicely arranged in an
;i 11 Mini that will hold heaps more.
The number of little admirers which
all. and especially the lady picture
artistes, have is really astonishing.
Edna fiiaisdn, for instance., has a whole
of dolls iii her dressing-room
given to her ,-it different times Iry little
girl friends; lint there is one big doll
■ them which was not a pi
It cost nearly forty shillings, and is
wnrth perhaps not more than four;
'How Gdun
did and
she acome
bj itof r other
" you lTniask.
dumber
\eisal artistes were on the beach one
<la\ during this summer, and thought
they would try their luck at a prizestall. Their luck was hail, hut t hey held
on until the doll was eventually awarded
A- all had spent money

in getting it. the doll was
raffled, and Edna won it. And
now oh its dress appear the
names of all the gamblers who
had contributed to the large
sum spent in winning it.
Pauline Bush is passionately
fond of children. She was entertaining a number of them a
few weeks ago when a little
girl looked up into her face
and said, " Oh ! Miss Bush."
you must have an awful lot of
childrensy" " Why, dear?"
asked Miss Bush. " Oh. be' cause yon know just what we
all want and give -it to us."
answered the child.' The fact
is that Pauline remembers her
own childhood and thoroughly
DREAMY
understands children.
Paint
Bo you like livine; cartoons?
The Essanay Company are releasing a.
comic carpi, in weekly. They are drawn
by Wallace A Carlson, a clever blackand-white artist, and to see his funny
drawings conie to life and m'oveai
(he screen just like real people is something much top good to mis- and that
will long be remembered. The present
i - shows the adventures of lit tie boy
"Dreamj
Dud" yon
and will
his see
dogWay
" Wag."
in one picture
-teal
a hat and a cane and stroll down an
alley. He meets .Miss Cat and llirts
with her. AYhilst they spoon oil a log^
Mr. Cat comes along and chase* Wag
Dud die.- t'i the rescue and runs after
them.
Mr. Cat inns up £ ti.ee; Bud

DUD"
IN ESSANAY
CARTOONS'
this picture ami try and win a prize.
shakes it. and down comes Mr. Cat on
his head. Then Dud wakes up to find
his mother pulling his hair.
In another picture Dud and Wag eat
too much jam and swell np to enom
size. They shrink just as quickly, and
- nail that Dud halluces on
the edge of 1 teacup and does high dives
into the milk. Then Mr. Cat arri
and plays with Dud as it would with a
ball of yarn, afterwards giving Dub a
■■ ride-a-cock-hoise " on its tail. Finally
Mr. Cat drink- all the milk, leaving Dnd
high and dry on the bottom of the cup.
The cat i* next about to -wallow the
terrified Dud when he awakes to hear his
mot her scolding hi in for stealing the jam.

Wj
Bl l K
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1 am giving you a drawing of one of
Dud's "Wake-nps," and for this week's
Competition 1 shall ;i»k you to colour it.
When j ou ha\ e done so, paste on a postcard, or slip into an envelope (if left
nnfastened a halfpenny stamp will do),
addressed
to "Dud."
L8, reach
\d.un me
Street,
Miami. W.C.
It must
by
Monday, Septembei 27th, and for tintwo best paintings 1 will present the
b< nders with a box of paints each. The
■■ Award of Merit " to the next best will
be registered as usual.
(Tow some of yon will want to know
the result of " My Best Film " Competition. There were a goodly number of
entries, and some of the "best films"
given were Fane f<on tht Cricket, A Night
/.■ Kent
ley, A Dog's 1
i
I irginian,
' . '/'/. tdiddU man. Sign
(,)' i i, i >../ "', Dardanelles, T
ild o' mi/ Heart, A Boy's Best
] ri, ml is his Mother, t'h< Lion'i Cubs,
Peril, Wild/lower, A Patriot
o!' France,
Court-martialled,
My
Old
Dutch, and the Adventures '.</' Kathlyn*
The winninir cards were as follows:—
'"1 think Behind the Scenes is best, because it shows how beautiful Mary Pickford is and how- naturally she acts. I do
not think that any of the audience while
they were looking at the film realised
that it was only acting and not real

PICTUr

Kamt and address (not for publication) mutt be
hrough tin
pott. Letters are dealt with in kotation.
catts art required nam* 0/ Company muft be given.
David
behind
the I i
Do
I i oor John I'u n> la, ilai ' no do
.,ii's CbapUu
La mi Uugliabman, and ployed
the
..f toe Drunken Swell
■ \ii,pari
,m
' ■ be In1 1Fred
lyed HFor the'e
tiim. We sold i s' week thai he la not married.
J'HTis (Croydon)*.
1 be Editor will be i
fi','ii yonr autograph-nlbuni, eo Bend it. Pippin.
* be ".is not in when you called , belter luck
next time. Thnuk yon, Pippin,
Oi.n I'm) (Stamford Hill).
I 1 •■ Kites raid I
Mm :
of one reel which runs
for about fifteen minutes ore from 10s. 6d.
npwjxda.
Borne one-reelera ma] be worth
Like every thing eles, the prioeaare governed by
the quality, and an
I deal depends auronpon the
buyer.
For a two-reeler the prioe thould be
double I. Sorry, we '1" no
post.
Aimkuk (London, B.E.).— Toe photo of Alma
Taylor waa not token by the Miami Brm yon
msotaon, When Alma Taylor first applied to
Hepworth8 she was told to conic the next day to
a children's party at the studio, and, having done
■■ lit
'■- '■• hoing
aud quite
much,
il very not
bo, enjoyed
woe
a real p«rty,
knowing
she was
filmed. And her success to .lay is, in a great
.in", due to her believing in the part she
playi hence the reason she is called "The u.rl
Amateur
| ai-diff).— The American Co., of 6,227,
Believed."
Broadway, Chicago, U.S.A., are ih ■ proprietors
of Plying A films. Good luck to you in your
efforts to place a film plot, Glad you like us.
It. I>. B. (Liverpool).— It is against our rules to
reply to poet, It we did, we Bhonld never go to
bed. We presume the firm you refer to is the
Kiucmaeolor Co., 80-33, Wardour St., W.
EvrLYS (Glasgow).— Thinks for getting us new
readers. Our publishers are sending you the
copies you ask f jr. Glad to h?ar you are doing
your "bit" by entertaining the soldier-boys.
" The best of goo! luck to you," too.

life."

Patricia
Vignaux,r's Hill.
River S.E.View,
"The beet film I saw was The Child
Killers, which shows in full the German
atrocities.
It is a good film for recruiting, and should
be shown
in every
town."i \ih. Norlhants.
Arthur Coe, 5, Gas Street, D'esA.wabd of Merit (six of these bring'
y« u a special prize). Leo Alston (Prest n). Irene Hockey
fCardiff), Alfred
Crick
(Desborough),
Violet
Burges3
(Swanscombe), Lilian Burgess (Swanscombe), 0. H, Dennis (Grimsby). Albert

BUp(

S.nry

Hi

t

is

different to all o
film | liyi rs
V\ ■■ are afr.u i
chance iudi ed, I
. • u • I.
ir i- too I I

" le
ktany

livelih lod at the- sto irt.
you ai n
fr..i.
k|' t aud
in eugngemi
We
mmend our readers to pay :
tor
training.
Wish
Oak).— We should say Ch..
i haplln
pin • is tin) highest salaried film
Mary
Hoktord
tops we tl should
• Hal iay
i"i tie
''■ men xet
Speaking
generally,
the I
lories. Another injustice to tbo
ladies, bless '■ HI.
MuSICKIEOBAN
(l.on.lon,
N'.W.i. -"Sandy
.ill
Shorty " were the tilui names of Robert County
and Ge< rge .Stanley in a Vitagraph serial. These
two [ill e a are still with the Vitagraph.
Bo yon
think (be Angel Picture Theatre, Islington,
and the New Gallery Kinema, Regent
the two test in the London Metropolitan district,
for programme and music.
There are so many
good picture i.ilaccs, it is difficult for us to any.
Detskr Erxi (Cardiff). — Your friend the operator
can give yon more help than we ci n
Hi
the spot you >e'.
In forty-two weeks, in one
cinema, joi have seen on an average thirty-live
pictures a xe Ic, and you think yours is a recor I.
We think so too. The Essanay end Keystone
studios are In America.
Max lAldgate). — Oh yes, we remember yon. Mar,
as being the daring reader who bearded tbo
Editor in his den.
The
Editor
will
be
pleased to seeyour visit described iu the II
He cannot, however, make any iron Ise to write
on article for the same pa] e , as he is a very busy
man.
Ed. Coxen in not mnrrkd to Winifre I
Grrenwood.
The Essanay to., of 146, Charing
CiOis Kd., Loi.doc, might let you have the
synopsis you want.
Violet (Battersea Fark).— We have handed your
postscript to our publishers to deal with.
Thank
you for interesting youise'.f in our welfare, Violet.
Chicken iTcddington). — James Cruze and Margaret
Snow are not related.
We have never heard of
tJune
leo Madison's
playing
for for
the one
pictures.
Gail is in mother
.America
playing
of the
Trans A 1 intic brands with King Baggot.
Tickie
(Edinburgh).— We
will
put
Mablon
Hamilton on our list, Tickie, and sea if we can
i b'ige you. We love all " constant " readers.
Bookwohm (Peterborough). — Charles Clary ilayed
"Prince Urobilin," in "The
Adventures
of
Kathlyn"
(Selig).
Your
jmsteaid was
very
busin -ss-like. Hope you'll get a reply from C. C
Mabel
(Edgbistcn).— Lucky
girl! A letter ami
autographed portrait from Harold Lockwoi
something to be proud of ; and if you are happy —
why,
are we.
for theso next
letter,Don't
Mabel.k"pua waiting so long
Thomas (Great Vnrmcuth). — Edna Pnrvance It
nainc ol tiio player with Chas. t Ibapl u. We ha\ e
a postcard of the t«o together, hut not one of
Edna alone.

BarnardJ. Mawson
(Sheffield),(Oxford).
Betty .Ton.'jnoel),
Alan iNantyDudley
(Cat ford).

E. f. (Failsworth). — We have sent you a post'
li-t. It is all the hard-worked Editor can do to
get one number of the P. ani> P. out e ci «
Two a week aie out of th ■ question.
Hope yi ur
i .. per,returus from the Flout covered with glory
hi.bhy
and honour.

See next week's issue for the great
as
Picture Puzzle Competition, as. Wellnew
L'nci.k Tim.
another little one from

A»a L eds).— Chi issie White is and Alma I
ish t masrii d. We Lave sent your letter to ~

CINEMA
ACTING
AS A PROFESSION
Keep yom- guineas for tuition until yon
have read the book "Cinema Acting
as a Profession, by an Expert, ft
will save yon pounds. Cloth gilt, postfree. 5s. R. Dkkry.47. Bedford Street,
Strand, London, W.C,

THE

REPLIES

Dud i iv i
athcr's
'1 beDud
Spiril
(Smoke
11str< »>:<d[>ii>e.
curries
;i • of
the clouds, fav above the stavs, and
|i uvea liim banking on n ■
the
trd i liai
he forma a lake and drowns himself.
Dud tells the moon a fnuuj story, and
lii in] ed off into sjuu'e for his pains
ih's boisterous laughter. He wakes up on the Boor of his
|.,-ili\'"iit. and declares to Wag thai ha
will never smoke ngain. iou "ill
scream with delight when yon see this
picture, nnd your parents will laugh
until tin \ u eep.
A NEW PAINTING COMPETITION.

AND

3Ii-s(). W. (Clnvsate).— Theptoiy of " Tessible of
in 20th,
Country
ithe
atedSto:.June
1914." was published iu P. ami P,

" CHARLIE

AT

WORK."

One of our set of six Chaplin postcards
which ought to be iu jour album.

Phtli is i:slutbe d .— Address F'orence Eeed, c.o.
Famous Plnjeis Film Co., 213, W
New Yi rk C ty, U.S.A. The ot). r information
we regret is u.iav..i able.
Wayne),
BeKNAKS (Manor Park'.— We have no postcards of
Mai el Normand
or Blanche Sweet (.1 aphne
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1
letter oil I
We tnlly up] reciute the matter
■ 1 1 tl> a trad

■ii in the
columns ■•! Pictures, which are entire!] devoted
to I
no piny in them) jtovidcd for the entertainment of the public.
1! is
mil within our i>vnv n

I J with

the terms

upon which exhibitors are able to hire tiluis.
J. J. ('. (Dublin).— We do not know the name of.
rln- player mentioned. Keystone rarely publish
their
get many English
61ms inlasts.
Dublin.SorryWoyou
« o ilou't
nli r why.
IJiuxjias Gn.BEET (Hit chilli. — The photos ofyonrself impersonating two Keystone artistes are
excellent. Wo have returned tlum us des red.
Sincerely hope you have recovered from wound.
T. F. (Liverpool).- We have no postcards of Henry
Ainley, Kobcrt Wawick, or Max Linder at present.
1'. W.
(Stafford).— Beau reply
to "Anxious
( Newport)."
Xru.Lii: of Leeds. — Maurice Costello, c.o. Vitagraph Co., East 16th Stre;t and Locust Avenue,
Brooklyn, New fork, U.S.A. ; Bessie Learn, c.oThos. A. Edison Co., Decatur and Oliver Streets,
Bronx, New York, U.S.A.; Victoria Forde, c.o.
Selig Polyscope
Co., "20, East Randolph St.,
Chicago,
That'llfrom
do towhat
go onlihnwith,
If yon willU.S.A.
let us know
you Lnllie.
have
taken the three-' characters we will do our best for
you. Thanks for "them kisses." Your khaki
paper is U aVriu'sr cri.
Ethel (Croydon). — You can obtain back numbers
of I', and f. from our publi. h'jrs, Odhams, Ltd.,
a3and94, Long- Acre, London, W.C., price lid.
each, post-free.
Maboaret
(Glasgow). — Thank
you, Maggie, for
your friendly little letter.
Addre.-s Florence
Da Badie and .lames Craze, c.o. Thanhouser
as Co., Main St., Echo Avrnue, New Uochelle.
New
V.rk,
U.S.A., and Ella Hall, c.o. Uuivcrsul Pilin Bite. Co., 1,600, Broadway,
New
York City.
Most likely they would answer
your letter. So gh A yon enjoyed yourself.
Gladys
15. (Kentish
Town). — "East
Lynne"
(Barken :— " Carlisle," Fred Paul; " Leviuson,"
Fred Morgan;
"Richard
Hare," Peter Gale;
"Little Willie,"
Giddon;
"Barbara, " Miss
E:n ham ; " Lady Isabel," Blanche Forsyth.
If
you write Ella Hull a nice letter, we think you
would get a reply.
Address c.o. Universal Filar
Studio, bird Street and 11th Avenue, New York
City, U.S.A.
A Vitaghafh Loved (Brighton).— Wo have postcards of Boyd Marshall.
Have sent him your
■.also toiiary Fickford and Maurice Costello.
I hid L. (Manchester).— The newspaper cutting
yo
i enclose
Charlie
kicked
by
u mule
is notol' our
friendChaplin
C.C. getting
of Essanay
fame.
If youyou
haveare been
times, it's not your
fault
not rejected
a soldier, sixFred.
White Kook (Dalston). — Muriel Ostriche is now
witb Vitagraph; she used to play for Thanhouser.
A portrait of Carlyle Blackwell appeared in our
issue of October 10th, U-14-, nt.d one of John
Barrymore
in December 19th, 1914.
Wc have
not
heard of a picturegoers'
club
in North
London.
QuiLi.DMVEIt
(Willesdcn).— You can
get Play»• r ling for the Cinema, by Ernest Dench, from
this aidiess (Pictures, Ltd., 18, Adam Street,
Strand, London), price Is. 2d. post-free.
West Bromitcihte.— " 'the Circus Man" (Lasky) :
'■'lhe
Man,"
Theodore
Roberts;
"His
Daughter," Florence Dagmar -."'lhe Nephew,"
JoeMullaby;
"The
Wife,"
Mabel
Van
Bureu
Raymond Hatton aud Howard
Hickman played ;
■ Ciou'is."
Iu "Hearts
Adrift"
Mary
Plokford played " Nina,' and Harold Lockwood
Graham."
Kilwaid Abcles was "Monty" iu
" Brewster's Millions."
Bkm'k
Chrissie
niari-ii-il.(Dovonport).—
The cast Yep,
you waut
is not White
available.is
Have sent your love to Chrissie White and Mary
Pickford,
The Answers Man, being "shy and
timid,"
have photos
the dear
girls
round uiiulikes
as heto writes
but evenof then
ho some.it. lies himself blushing like a schoolgirl.
J. stone
W. H.dp (Eastbourne).—
the'Keynot publish theirUnfortunately
casts, You may
select
nny bnidieil penny cards from our list when
ordering the 7s Gil. lot.
Andt (Edinburgh). — Warner and Rita Stanwood
played
in "The Ghost
Breakers" (Famous
i played
in the s'.
IvlisonShorty
lilin olUaniilto
that name.
Have"Shorty''
remem1 y ill to Charles Chaplin and his brother.
A i' v (Poplar).— Keep your money, Ada.
Bead
> ply to " Anxious (Newport)."
M visn (Belfast).— Clara Kimball Young has left
Vitagraph,
Film
to, and is now playing for the World's

In

Wl-;

W.

i putation of all bis phv
lading Mnrj Pickford. Kexttothi
•.--, Thomas.
places Thomas
Ince
and William Clifford.

Vi I'i
a (Bolton).— Delighted to welcome
"a regular reader." Keep it up, Vi. Almost
all picture players
make-up
for their
parts. you
W|h
Ming
cake from
the players
mention, PO conclude they are still free. Have
sent your love to Edward Coxeu an I spread
some around the office as desired.
Ri:x (Liverpool),— Jane Gad has left the London
Film Co. and is now playing for Universal.
Pie S3of i readers.
to hear you've joined our ever-growing
band
The Ixqi'isitive Kin (Birmingham). -Marion and
Madeline Fairbanks are the names of the Thanhouser Twins. Wo have a postcard of tbem.
Marguerite Snow has left Thanhouser and is
now with Metro. We are quite distressed at
being unable to answer your matrimonial questions, so what else cau wc do to keep your valued
Jamks (Wo dwicli).— The Fi'm lift of Mary Pielr/end,
price■ 2Jd., em still be obtained from this
support
office,
and it answeis all the questions you ask
about that dainty little player.
Lilian (Belvedere).— Glad you think our paper
"is just ripping." ± loreu.ee La Badie is
American.

THE

poet w]
"Man wants
but little here below" should try
I i in. Man wants till he cau get.
Revenge is Sweet

Teacher : "Willie,

what

is

your

greatest ambition !\Villie: " To wash mother's fa
A Good Example.
t: Pa. what's a cynical smil" Watch your mother, ray son, the
next time I tell her I can't spare all the
money she
Not wants."
Even a Brainbasket.
"Here, boy. can you carry a verbal
message to your father for m t?
" Not a big 'tin. sir. I ain't got no
basket nor nothink."
A Solid Argument.
Magistrate

: " What passed between

yourself
p"
O'Bkienand: "the
Six complainant
bricks, a pickaxe,
and
a lump of paving-stone,
sor."
Heavenly Music.
Floreie : " How is the music in the
newTompictnre-theati
: " Wonderful - ! I was in there
with my wife for an hour the other even*
ing- and couldn't hear a word she said."'
No Room to Die.
" Before we were married you said

'elamO

4 i
The more
Film careful
Actor's
Pitpshoes.
: !: I <1o
wislilie'ube
of his
That
blacking
tastes ol grease paint." — Judge.
WalTEB

(HighV.nryi.— Queenie, cf South Tottenham, sent us some of the verses of "Little Meg
an J I," and we have forwarded them to you. The
cast you want is not published. Address Houry
Ainley, c.o. London Film Co., St. Margarets onThames, and Jane Gad, c.o. Universal Film Co.,
43rd Street and 11th Avenue, New York City,
U.S.A. We have photos of Miss Gait, hut uouo
of Mr. Ainley.

E. age.
P. (Clapham).
not know
He looks— We
aboutdo fifteen,
and Paul
is a Kelly's
clever
little player.
Write as often as you l.ke.
John (RiponJ.— Our little Souvenir War Album ;s
just "IT," and at Is. is the cheapest penduit
for chain or bracelet going. Send your orders to
PICTURES Ltd,, IS, Adam Sf., Strand, Loudon.
Nancv (Mumbles).— Photo-buttons of Earls
Williams are Id. each, postage extra ; two would
cost you Sd. He has not yet ad\ ised us of his
marriage; as you are wilting him, why not ask
about it :- His addre.-s i- e.o. Vitagraph Film Co.,
East loth St. and Locust Avenue. New York
City, U.S.A.

*#* M«n>j replies arc muiwricUtbly held over.
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Addross: Tho Editor, "Pictures and The
Picturcgoor," 18, Adam
Stroct, strand,
London, W.C.
Telephone— BegQllt U4G,

SUBSCRIPTION

RATES.

United G
I
l<fj—
One Year (posl free)
Six Months
Three Months

s.
6
3
I

il.
6
3
8

Advertising and Publishing Offices: 93 and 94, Long
Acre, W.C.
Telephone — Gemini £595.

you'd
sobbed. lay down your life for me," she
"I know it." he replied, solemnly;
" but this confounded flat is so tiny
there's no place to lay anything down."
Fooling tha Enemy.
- Rain was falling- steadily as the weary
cyclist plodded on through the English
mud. At last he spied a figure walking
toward him through the gloom.
Gladly
sprang off his machine and
asked
the henative,
" How''Just
Was the
'•The
cyclist.

far's the i illage of PontonP "
ten miles the other way, sir,"
re-ply.
other
way!"
exclaimed
the
" But the last signpost 1 pass

said
it wa>
this nati\e.with
direction " a knowing
'Ah."
saidin the
grin. " but, ye see. we. turned that these
post round so as to fog them ZeppyWhat is Needed.

The Sunday-school teacher was talking to ber pupils on patience. She excarefully, and. as an
plained her topicding,
she gave each
aid to ! understan
lings "
of chilpicture
a
hearing
a card
pupil dren
waiting to
enter a picture theatre.
"Even pleasure." she said. " requires
See the chilof patience.
the exercise
statu
they
dren
must
theysumust
pictures:
the;mdpictures:
, at
dren at- the
a£terwarda
and stand
wait
They must be patient.

Having treated the subject very fully,
she began
with the simplest, most practical question,
'■ And now. can any little boy tell me
what we need most when we go to the
The answer was quickly shouted with
one voice '" Thrippence 1 "
pictures ? "'
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